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Columbia Has
the Attractions

By

^OLUMBIA, the big indepen'

dent, steps forward this sea'

son with a line'up that bears in'

spection. We have before us a

showman’s list and without going

into the total of the 20 major pro'

ductions supplemented by 104

shorts and the expense program

of over $10,000,000, there stand

out several attractions which any

company would be glad to have

and which, undoubtedly, exhibit'

ors will be glad to play.
« *

Criminal Code”, a gold

medal award; “Arizona”, the

Augustus Thomas classic; “Dirigi'

ble”, an air spectacle with the suc'

cess trio Capra, Graves and Holt;

.“The Miracle Woman”, from a

play made famous by Alice Brady;

“Charley’s Aunt”, a riot in silence

and, undoubtedly, an uproar in

sound; “Tol’able David”, a PhotO'

play magazine medal winner as a

(Continued on page 2)

FOX FILMS TO USE

‘SPANISH OF MADRID’

Because of strong objections in

South America and other Spanish-
speaking countries to talkies us-
ing Spanish dialects, Fox Films
has decided to use only the Spa-
nish of the Madrid stage—pure
Castillian, which all Spanish
peoples understand and love.

For the present only Spanish
Movietones will be made, but it

is planned in the near future to
enlarge the department to take in
French, German, Italian and the
Scandinavian languages.

FOX’S STAGE CIRCUIT

BIGGEST IN HISTORY

Fanchon and Marco will be able
to offer 52 weeks of stage book-
ing to desired talent, and to em-
ploy more than 3,000 artists in

the stage division of its activi-

ties, according to the arrange-
ments with that concern and Fox
Films.

Booking offices will be main-
tained in New York, but Los

(Continued on page 7)

“ALL QUIET” OPENS
IN THREE CITIES

“A.l! Quiet on the Western
Front” got away to a flying start
in three cities Saturday.

At the Royal Alexandra The-
atre, Toronto, and the Strand,
Vancouver, the picture played to
standout business, and received
excellent notices in the news-
papers. The Vancouver house did
$3509 on the opening Iflay. At
the Rialto, Newark, N. J., “All
Quiet” got a big reception and is
playing S.R.O.

DUFFY CHAIN CLOSED

Hd

Reis Patents Are Basic, and All Others Are
Infringements, Schlesinger Says

Judge Decided

General Talking Pictures, through its patents of the late Elias

Reis, controls all rights for reproduction of sound'Oii'hlm in the

United States.
4" That is the interpretation given
by M. A. Schlesinger, president
of General Talking Pictures, of
the decision handed down by Judge
Hugh M. Morris in U. S. District
Court in Wilmington, Delaware,
Saturday on the suit against the
Stanley Company of America for
alleged infringement of patents.

The Reis patents for sound-on-
fllm are basic ones, the court rul-
ed, and anyone manufacturing or
using any reproducing machines
not licensed by General Talking
Pictures are infringing, the court
ruled, according to Schlesinger’s
interpretation.

This involves, of course, the

(Continued on page 2)

BIDS ARE SUBMITTED
FOR PUBLIX THEATRE

SAS FRANCISCO, Jnne
30.—rending “readjustment
and reorganization” be-
cause of bankruptcy pro-
ceedings, receiver G. A.
Blanchard today ordered
the closing of the Duffy
Theatres in this city, Oak-
land and Los Angeles.
A meeting of creditors as

required by law, will be
held tomorrow.

FILM MAN WEDS
LOS ANGELES, June 30.—Rob’t.

A. Palmer, motion picture execu-
tive, and Norma Lee Gudie, film
actress, were married here before
a few friends and relatives.

COLUMBIA'S TEN

SOLD SINULY

BIGBEST

ON PERCENTAGE
Columbia Pictures announced

yesterday a schedule of ten fea-

tures of road
show proportions
for its 1930-31
line - up, instead
of six as previ-
ously reported.
This is a result
of the production
conference on
the West Coast
held by Joe
Brandt, Harry
Cohn and Joe
Goldburg. These

ten pictures will be included in

the company’s Extended Run
Giants group, and each, it is stat-

Joe Brandt

(Continued on page 8)

A “ROXY” FOR CHICAGO

CHICAGO, June 30.—Jacob Las-
ker and Son are remodeling the
Elantee Theatre at Devon Avenue
and Clark Street, which they will
reqpen as the Roxy. The im-
provements are up to date includ-
ing equipment for sound, and the
house will seat 1,500. Opening is

scheduled for the early Fall.

MOVIES IN PARKS
A series of free outdoor motion

pictures, dealing with the preven-
tion of disease will be shown at
city parks. Summer nights, com-
mencing tomorrow. The exhibi-
tors will be the New York Tuber-
culosis and Health Association.

BRISTOL, Tenn., June 30.—Bids
are being considered for the con-
struction of the new $300,000 film
theatre to be erected in this city.
Contracts will be awarded soon.
The new house will have a capa-
city of 1,300 and will be built by
the Bristol Theatre Corp. and
operated under a lease contract to
Publix for a term of 25 yeas.

PATENT APPEAL FILED

Western Electric will ap-
peal the decision of Fed-
eral Judge Morris of the
United States District Court
of Debiware, banded down
Saturday in the suit of Gen-
eral Talking Pictures
.against the Stanley Com-
pany, for patent infringe-
ment as far as the Reis
patent is concerned, it was
announced yesterday. The
appeal was filed in the
United States Circuit Court
of Appeals, third circuit, in
Philadelphia.
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VAUDEVILLE PLAYERS

IN VITAPHONE SHORTS

Broadway stage players and

vaudeville favorites are now play-

ing in three shorts in production

at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio.

Leo Donnelly, Broadway come-

dian, and Joe Penner, revue

comic, are featured in “Stepping

Out”; Prank Orth, popular vaude-

ville comedian and his wife, Ann
Codee, have just finished a
comedy entitled “The Victim”;
Clarence Nordstrom, Hazel Sperl-

ing, Esther Howard, Jack White
and others are playing in “Ship
Ahoy”. The latter picture con-
tains several musical numbers.

DU MAURIER PRAISES
COLMAN AS ‘‘RAFFLES”

With Sir Gerald du Maurier as

his guest, Ronald Colman saw his

latest picture, “Raffles”, last

Saturday night at the New Gal-
lery, London, at a private exhibi-
tion, according to a cable receiv-

ed by Samuel Goldwyn. Sir Ger-
ald played the part of Raffles dur-
ing the original stage run of the
play in England and its many re-

vivals.

With Colman’s enthuiastic wire
of gratification on the success of
the picture was another from Sir
Gerald saying; “Raffles has grown
for twenty years. With Ronnie he
is finer and greater and more
lovable than ever. Heartiest con-
gratulations.” Gerald du Maurier.

“They say that since the talkies

swept the country and the enter-

tainment world, actors and act-

resses are so busy learning their

lines at night and speaking them
during the day that there is no
longer any time for Hollywood
parties, according to Mervyn Le
Roy, who directed “Numbered
Men”.

“If that’s so, consider the case
of the film director, who since

the talkies have arrived does at

least twice as much as he ever
did before. If players are kept
busy, what about the man who
must memorize all the lines, study
all the costumes, check all the
sets, psycho-analyze all the pa.ts?

“It isn’t the mechanics that
bring more work for the direct-

ors. It’s the fact that improved
photography, sound, color and
other film improvements have
made the mechanical side so real
that the story side, acting side,

and directorial side must be much
more realistic than ever before.

“To get this realism we must do
more in a shorter space of time
than is necessary in preparing a
stage play. Despite the real fiesh-

and-blood characters on the stage,
stage presentations are less real
than motion pictures because of

the closer view, more varied and
intimate angles, and greater detail

that in the talkie give the spectat-
or the illusion of walking around
among the film characters.”

Western Electric company, which
provided projectors to the Stan-
ley Company, and under the rul-

ing, effects any exhibitors using
any equipment other than that is-

sued or licensed by Schlesinger’s
organization.

According to Schlesinger the

court ruled that “the Reis pat-

ent is the one and only basic pat-
ent” and covers all phases of

sound-on-film.

Under this ruling, Schlesinger
is entitled to an accounting from
all exhibitors and manufacturers.
What action will be taken

against exhibitors has not been de-
cided, Schlesinger said yesterday.
“Speaking as an old exhibitor

myself,” he declared, “we will be
disposed to deal very leniently
with exhibitors, and it is not our
intention to harm theatre owners,
struggling to make a living, who
accepted equipment from other
companies in good faith.”

Schlesinger’s company has not
decided whether 'action will be
pushed on the recording phase of
sound-on-film. A suit was filed

some time ago against the Fox
Film company,, but, by common
agreement, was held in abeyance
pending the decision in the Wil-
mington case.

With this asserted sweeping de-
cision, Schlesinger points out, it

is unnecessary to involve in fur-
ther litigatipn, as General Talk-
ing Pictures is fully protected by
the decision on reproduction. Ob-
viously, film producers will not
make pictures which cannot be

WARNER STUDIO SHOWN
IN MAGAZINE ART

Wanief Bros, casting office is

the background used by Norman
Rockwell in his vivid canvass en-
title d

,

“Hollywood Dreams”,
which is reproduced fuli-page
size, in the July issue of the
Ladies’ Home Journal. The paint-
ing, which was done by the not-
ed artist on the Warner lot last

spring, depicts three aspirants for
cinema fame seated in a casting
office which has been closed. Di-
rectly over thei rheads are two
framed photographs, one of John
Barrymore, and the other of
Maian Nixon, both Warner stars.
The original is now in the pos-

session of J. L. Warner, vice-
president in charge of production
This is the first time that pub-
licity of this nature has ever been
broadcast through the medium of
such a widely circulated periodi-
cal as the Ladies Home Journal.

TO DIRECT “WOLF”
Richard Boleslavsky has signed

with Harry Cohn to direct for Co-
lumbia pictures. He is to make
Louis Joseph Vance’s “Return of
the Lone Wolf” as a special pro-
duction which will play RKO
houses as well as the usual Co-
lumbia first run- out.

shown, in case the decision of

Judge Morris is upheld.

An interesting sidelight to the
important decision, as pointed out
yesterday by Schlesinger was his

assertion that more than a year
and a half ago he offered to pro-
vide and maintain, free of charge,
50 machines in Stanley theatres,

and to give that company a share
in the interest of the Reis patents
for nothing. The offer was made,
to all the other major film com-
panies, all of whom rejected it,

Schlesinger asserted.
The Western Electric company,

which took up the defense of the
Stanley’s case, defended the suit

on the claim that they held con-
tracts with DeForest for his sound
devices which were full protection.

The court’s ruling maintained,
however, that even were these
claims valid, they in no way effect-

ed the Reis basic patents.

EIGHT SONGS BY
FIELDS & MCHUGH

New York’s song writing team
of Dorothy Fields and Jimmy Mc-
Hugh make their debut as movie-
musical composers by supplying
the songs and lyrics for “Like
Kelly Can” which Charles F.

(“Chuck”) Riesner is to direct for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. In the
production, an adaptation by Joe
Farnham of the Vincent Lawrence
play, “Spring Fever,” the pair
will interpolate eight new song
hits as a background to the hilar-
ious golf-addict plot.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, June 30, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 55 56% -1-1%

Warner Bros 40(4 41% -\- %
Fox Film “A” 40 41% 4-1%
Loew’s Inc 62% 64(4 4-1%

Loew’s Inc. Pre 94% 94% 4-1%

K-A-0 Pref 103 103 4-2

Radio K-A-0 29(4 30% 4-1%

Pathe Exchange ... 3% 3% — %
Pathe “A” 8 8 4- %
Con. F. Ind 17% 17% 4- %
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 19 19

Curb Market
Fox Theatre “A”... 8% 9

COLUMBIA HAS
THE ATTRACTIONS

(Continued from page 1)

silent and one of the great pic'

ture triumphs of all times; “Fifty

Fathoms Deep”, a spectacular un^

dersea production; “Rain or

Shine”, Joe Cook’s most famous

and funniest; then a series of ten

specials which include “Madonna
of the Streets”, “The Flood”, a

picture with the greatest oppor'

tunities in sound; “The Woman
Who Came Back”, with Evelyn

Brent in a role that will remake

her already great reputation;

“Brothers”, with Bert Lytell, af'

ter a big stage attraction; “The
Last Parade”, “Africa Speaks”,

“Subway Express’, a sensational

stage success, and “The Lion and
the Lamb”, one of the greatest of

E. Phillips Oppenheim’s triumphs

of the London underworld.
* * •

T^HIS is a show line-up so im-

pressive that we take the plea-

sure of rementioning the list in

part. We are moved to congratu-

late Columbia, as well as Joe

Brandt, Flarry Cohn and, Jack

Cohn on the downright showman-
ship of their season’s picture line-

up-

SEEK FEMININE LEAD
FOR RKO “CIMARRON”

Radio Pictures is now fretting

over the selection of a leading
woman for “Cimarron.” Richard
Dix has the starring role, but di-

rector Wesley Ruggles is not yet
satisfied with any tests for the
feminine lead. The actress must
be able to portray a girl of 18

at the beginning of the film and,
at the end, a woman of 60.

“Cimarron” is to start produc-
tion next month. Chief Bacon
Rind, eighty-year-old Osage Indi-
an, is taking fifty of his tribes-
men to Hollywood for the picture.
He will play Big Elk.

‘COLLEGE LOVERS’ CAST

Marian Nixon has the principal
role in “College Lovers,” once de-
signed for Alice White. Jack
Whiting and Frank McHugh also
have important parts.

GENER'L TALKING CLAIMS SOUND-ON-FILM CONTROL
(Continued from page 1) ^—
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NEW MUSICAL MOVIE

BEGINS WORK AT FOX

HOLLYWOOD, June 30.—“Just

Imagine”, musical production

written for the screen by DeSylva,

Brown and Henderson, has start-

ed work on the west coast with

David Butler directing. Maureen

O’Sullivan, Frank Albertson, Mar-

jorie White, El Brendel, Mischa

Auer and Hobart Bosworth are

the principals. Most of the story

is set in New York during the

’80s.

FOX’S STAGE CIRCUIT

BIGGEST IH HISTORY

(Continued from page 1)

Angeles will continue as the pro-

duction center for the new divi-

sion, it has been announced.

The Fanchon and Marco route

is said to be the longest for sing-

ing, dancing and comedy talent in

theatrical history.

Michael Marco, vice-president of

Fanchon and Marco, is now in

New York to complete arrange-

ments with Fox officials whereby
his organization will produce all

stage entertainment for Fox de-

luxe theatres. By this arrange-
ment Fanchon and Marco will take

over the Fox booking offices.

The combination of Fox stage

booking and producing activities

means a longer route for talent,

with Hollywood as the eventual
objective of such performers as

has screen ambitions and possi-

bilities.

Fairchon and Marco are sister

and brother, who started 'as a
dancing act in vaudeville. They
produced several musical come-
dies, then took over stage pre-
sentations in West Coast Theatres,
also staging dance numbers in

the film studios.

They produced the ensemble
numbers for the first Fox Movie-
tone productions, and will con-
tinue to direct this sort of work
at the Fox west coast studios.

Hollywood Gossip
By BAY MUBBAT

West Coast Bepreseutative

PATHE EXTENDS OPTION

IN DEAL WITH DUPONT

LOS ANGELES, June 30.—It is

learned today that Bathe Ex-

HOLLYWOOD GOSSIP
Los Angeles claims priority in

television swindle cases. Mrs.

Mabel M. Hastings complains she

was beat out of $500 by Carl

Jaeger of Duarte, Cal. Jaeger
sold her a radio-television ma-
chine and promised her a view of

the city hall at San Francisco,

but all she was able to see was
“a dome-shaped building, which
might have been the city hall of

Kokomo for all she knew”, she

testified.
* * *

This Russian guy, Sergie M.
Eisenstein, is a humorist of no
mean ability. At the Paramount
Publix luncheon Tuesday he said

“I know that in America a man
must mention his mother in order
to get his speech over. I cannot
sing any ‘Mammy’ songs but I

will try to th.ink of something in-

teresting about my mother next
time I address you.”

* * *

Winfield R. Sheehan and Janet
Gaynor are playing a waiting
game. She’s waiting for him to

call her back to the Fox studios

and he’s waiting to see when she
makes up her mind to be good
and return to work.

« *

Sally Filers and Hoot Gibson
were married Friday night and
left for Canada on their honey-
moon. They will reside at the
Baker ranch upon their return.
Hoot owns half the ranch.

* * *

Joe Frisco, who is playing
Mulligan, a nit-wit detective in

“The Gorilla” at First National,
will drive director Bryan Foy and
Walter Pidgeon nutty before the
picture is finished. Frisco as you
know stutters, and is a great ad
libber. Foy shot one scene 41

times on Wednesday before he got
it.

Harold B. Franklin of the Fox
vVest Coast Theatres has scouts
out every night checking up on
the business being done by the 550
miniature golf parks scattered
over the city of Los Angeles.
There are 1600 in course of con-
struction now. Something to
worry about if you own a thea-
tre.

* « *

The ministerial association is
going to look into the morals of
film celebrities. It seems some
of the stars just can’t decide
which one of their “boy friends”
they’re engaged or married to.
They just can’t be bothered with
these detaiis, and it worries the
ministers.

* * *

Winfield R. Sheehan is visiting
Raoul Walsh on location at Jack-
son’s Hole, Wyo., where “The Big
Trail” scenes are being made.

* *

First National has renewed
Clarence Badger’s contract as di-
rector.

• *

John LeRoy Johnston has re-
signed at the Carthay Circle thea-
tre and is assistant to Ivan St.
Johns, director of publicity at
Universal.

* * *

Milt Howe has joined Arch
Reeve’s publicity staff at Para-
mount Publix studios.

* 4 *

Charlie Irwin, who has just
been signed by Mack Sennett for
a role in “Divorced Sweethearts”
is a master of ceremonies by pro-
fession, having done it in vaude-
ville for some time, as weli as ap-
pearing in musical comedies in
New York.

• « *

Alberta Vaughn and Francis X.
Bushman, Jr., are the leads in
a new Universal serial “The Big
Circus.”

change, Inc., extended ! to the

latter part of August its option

for the purchase of a 49% inter-

est in the du Pont Pathe Film

Manufacturing Corp., which was

scheduled to expire June 15. Since

the corporation is closely held by

de Pont de Nemours, its earnings

have not been published. Conse-

quently only an estimate of the

earning power and the resultant

prospective value of this option

is available.

Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman ot

the board of Pathe, recently said

that while no dividends had been
paid on the film manufacturing
company’s common stock during
1929, the earnings applicable to

the 49% interest were in excess
jf interest requirements on Pahet
Exchange’s 7% debentures. These
interest requirements aggregated
$452,362 in 1929. On this basis
total net earnings of du Pont
Pathe Film Manufacturing Corp.,
for 1929 were at least $925,000.

Not only would this acquisition
give to Pathe Exchange a greater
reserve earning power but a di-

rect benefit is expected to accrue
in the form of cash dividends
which, are likely to be initiated
during 1930.

SHIPMAN TO SUPERVISE
“EAST IS WEST”

Samuel Shipman is to super-
vise the screen adaptaion and
dialoguing of “East Is West”, one
of Universal twenty, specials for
the new season. Shipman, with
John B. Hymer, wrote the play
which starred Fay Bainter for two
years on Broadway and whose
screen version will star Lupe
Velez with Lewis Ayres piaying
opposite her. Monta Bell will di-

rect.

ARLISS ON VACATION

Happy Accident and 1 Year
2 Screen Youngsters

OSCAR RADIN SIGNED
AS M-G-M CONDUCTOR
Oscar Radin, for nearly forty

years Broadway’s most famous
light opera conductor, and whose
name is linked with every musi-
cal star on the American stage,
is the latest to join the talkies.

Radin last week was placed un-
der contract to the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer studios. He is slated
to be musical director for the film
production of “New Moon”, which
he conducted on the stage in New
York and which will star Grace
Moore and Lawrence Tibbett..

GEORGE ARTHUR TO SAIL

George K. Arthur, English come-
dian who has been co-starring
with Karl Dane in a series of
short Radio Pictures, will sail for
Europe aboard the Leviathan
July 16.

United Artists’ production of

“The Bat Whispers” and “Smil-
in’ Through” will be the means of

rewarding two youngsters who
made film debuts only a year ago
in “Alibi” and f'Bulldog Drum-
mond”. They are Chester Morris,
sleek killer in the Roland West
film and Joan Bennett, Ronald
Colman’s romantic objective in the
Samuel Goldwyn thriller. Both
will have principal roles.

Morris was one of several Broad-
wav actors who was given sileni

screen tests by David Wark Grif
fith several years ao, and nothing
came of it. The test of Morris
was preserved by Hal Kern, film

editor at United Artists studio.

Roland West saw it, got Griffith’s

permission and wired New York
to sign up Morrsi for “Alibi”.

Subsequently, in “The Divorce”
and other pictures, Chester Morris
proved that a “gat” isn’t an es-

sential to his art. Now under the
aegis of the genia and aggressive-
ly independent yachtsman, Roland
West, he will get his great chance.

He has worked for every film com-
pany but the old Biograph during
the past year, and now returns to
the United Artists Studio.

Miss Bennett, on the New York
stage in “Jarnegan”, with her
father, and in her first professional
appearance, was there noticed by
scout Leda Bauer of the Joseph
V. Schenck organization, and then
seen by Joseph M. Schenck and

George Arliss, whose “Old Eng-
lish” is soon to open here, and
Mrs. Arliss, who played opposite
him in “Disraeli,” are on their
way back to England.

John W. Considine, Jr., who visit-

ed the theatre, saw her, liked her,
and imported her to Hollywood
shortly thereafter without even
bothering about a screen test.

» “

; Originators of Danish ,P(^try?

71 1 StVENTH AVENUE ar47tK STREET'
.AiV- 'nWIYork
^ ^ FAMOmFOOiy, ATlpmSWli PRICES

Dl I fc DI A T’l? l-^NGHEONS f After Theatre Specialties-

ijLiUH ITIjA
,

'DINNERS 3gst Cake and Pastry in Town

Present this Ad- for a Free Satnpie of "GerIncr's” Original Danish Pastry fo take home'-
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Rep* Busby*s *Blackmailing'
speech Stirs Authors League
After seeing the new copyright

bill safely nursed through the pat-

ents committee stage and report-
ed back to the House, the Au-
thors’ League of America has been
moved to appeal for public sup-
port of the measure because of re-

ceipt of startling eviden,ce that
“its aims are misunderstood by
Representative Busby,” who in

Congress characterized such
groups as the Authors’ League as
“blackmailing organizations.” The
League’s statement to the public
declares, in part:

“With such an extraordinary in-

terpretation of the purpose of

copyright, and such a virulent at-

tack on this common law which
serves as a basis for millions of

dollars of American business, one
wonders whether any large sec-
tion of the American people really
looks with distrust on American
authors, composers and artists,

and begrudges rights in literary
property which would be accorded
cheerfully to material property.”

The new copyright measure,
while in committee, was subject-
ed to analysis not only by repre-
sentatives of the League but by
publishers and stage and motion
picture producers, and its return
to the House was accompanied by
the fullest information obtainable
from both the sellers and buyers
of authors’ rights.

GRACE MOORE FILM
CAST NOW COMPLETE

THREE FILMS READY

TO START AT PATHE
HOLLYWOOD, June 30.—Three

pictures are slated for immediate
production at Pathe’s west coast
studio, E. B. Derr announces.
Russell Mack, newly signed di-
rector, will make “Lookin’ for
Trouble” with Eddie Quillan. E.
H. Griffith will direct Ann Hard-
ing’s new starring picture, “The
Greater Love”, and “In Deep” will
go into production 'as soon as
Constance Bennett returns to Hol-
lywood.

350C PIECES OF MUSIC
ARRIVE AT MGM STUDIO
The biggest single consignment

of music ever to arrive from Eu-
rope, with an American destina-
tion, has just been unpacked at
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer music
library. It comprises 3500 pieces,
the pick of numbers from the port-
folios of a group of publishers in
France, Germany, Italy and En-
gland.
Martin Broones, head of the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer music de-
partment, considers this acquisi-
tion the most important yet made
by his organization.

BIO BUSINESS FOR
“THE BIO HOUSE”

“The Big House”, new
Cosiiiopolitiin prison drama
is playing to capacity both
at the Astor Theatre, New
York, and the Criterion, Los
Angeles, Metro - Goldwyn-
Mayer reports. The pic-
ture is said to he the most
successful two-a-day show
in the west coast city to
withstand the theatre de-
pression brought about by
hot weather.

GENEVIEVE TOBIN
FOR ‘LADY SURRENDERS’

LEAD FOR DELROY

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has fill-

ed the cast for its first picture
starring Grace Moore, the oper-
atic star. Reginald Denny and
Wallace Beery are featured, with
Jobyna Howland, Gilbert Emery,
Gus Shy, George Marion, Bodil
Rosing, Mavie Villiers, Giovanni
Martino, Joan Standing and Ju-
dith Voselli in the cast. Sidney
Franklin is directing.

EXCHANGES OPENED
IN SPANISH CITIES

Exchanges in five key cities in
Spain have been opened by Cin-
namond Films, of Barcelona, the
organization which distributes all

Pathe’s product in that country.
The cities in which the new ex-
changes have opened are Madrid,
Valencia, Bilbao, Seville and Bai’-
celona.

IDLE RICH STORY
Irving Thalberg has engaged

Alice D. G. Miller, who has been
responsible for many of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer successes, to write
Joan Crawford’s next play. The
locale is Long Island, Paris and
Palm Beach, the “stepping
grounds” of the idle rich.

EAR PHONES FOR DEAF
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Sixty-

four of the Fox West Coast The-
atres will be equipped with ear-
phones for the deaf. To properly
equip these houses will require
694 sets.

“A Husband’s Privileges”, War-
ner Bros, comedy of modern mar-
riage, will have Irene Delroy in

the leading feminine role. This
is a Vitaphone transcription of the
stage play by Robert Hanna.

Because “The Lady Surrend-
ers”, adapted from John Erskine’s

best selling novel, “Sincerity”, is

going into production on July 5,

a hurry call has been sent out to

the cast. Genevieve Tobin sign-

ed up in Universal’s office in New
York and took the train Sunday
for California. Conrad Nagel

was signed in Hollywood and Rose
Hobart is already under contract

to Universal. Miss Tobin, Nagel,

and Miss Hobart have three of the

principal roles, and one other im-

portant selection is pending, John

M. Stahl will direct.

EVELYN KNAPP ROLE

As Dorothy Mackaill will not

be free in time to play the fem-
inine lead in “River's End”, that

role in the Warners production
has been assigned to Evelyn
Knapp—her second feature length
picture.

COLUMBIA’S TEN BIGGEST SOLD SINGLY
(Continued from page 1) <5-

ed, will represent a production in-

vestment of from $500,000 to $1,-

000,000.

Outstanding casts, the best

available direction, and screen ad-

aptations made
by writers of

some of the
greatest box of-

fice attractions
of the past are
promised in each
instance. Colum-
bia will offer

these produc-
tions to exhibi-
tors individually
as released. The
remainder of the
knowm as ten

Harry Cohn

1930-31 line-up

proved specials will be sold at the

beginning of the season in block,

all being available on a percen-
tage basis.

The point is made that this ar-
rangement is distinctiy to the ex-
hibitor’s advanatge, as he will not
buy the Extended Run Giants un-
til each picture is finished, with
profits to be governed entirely by
the production’s showing at the
box office. This percentage basis
buying as Columbia’s device to
give the theatre owner the great-
est possible cooperation.
The ten pictures to be issued

in this way are: “Arizona,” “Di-
rigible,” “Virtue’s Bed,” “Rain or
Shine,” “Tol’able David,” “Char-
lie’s Aunt,” “The Miracle Wo-
man,” “The Criminal Code,” “Fifty
Fathoms Deep,” and a scond Holt-
Graves production, the title of

which is not yet announced.

FILM PLAYER, \¥IFE

RETURN FROM EUROPE
Anthony Bushell and his wife,

Zelma O’Neal, are due in New York
today from their trip to England,
and both will resume their film
work in Hollywood.

Bushell has secured his quota
number, and returns to America
as a resident alien. He will not
have to leave again because of
imigration laws. He intends to
take out naturalization papers.

NOAH BEERY TO PLAY
IN PICTURE FOR FOX

Noah Beery has been signed
for a featured role in “Renegades”
which Victor Fleming will make
for Fox. Warner Baxter has the
principal role. The picture is bas-
ed on a French novel of the For-
eign Legion.

FOX NINE TRIMS RKO
TEAM; COLUMBIA WINS
The Fox Film’s baseball team

maintained its supremacy in the
Motion Picture Baseball League
over the week-end by taking the
measure of the RKO nine by a
7 to 1 score. Gans, Fox pitcher,

allowed only six hits.

Columbia’s diamond enthusiasts
graduated from the bottom of the
League by hanging it on the War-
ner team, 17 to 4.

YAUDEVILLE SUCCESS
IS MADE INTO SHORT

Daphne Pollard brings one of
vaudeville’s most popular humor-
ous sketches to the talking screen
in “Everybody Welcome,” in
which she is now starring for Pa-
the. Miss Pollard played the act
in vaudeville for some time.
Jimmy Aubrey, Lee Shumway and
others play with her in the screen
version.

A ^3,000,000 HOME
The Charm of individual

service, beautiful vistas of
park and river through
windows . . . Telephone
and reading lamp beside
your bed . . . Private bath
and shower in every room
. . . Circulating ice water
. . . Subway entrance at

door . . . Unrivaled cuisine
. . . Surprisingly low daily

and monthly rates.

500 Large Rooms 500 Baths

Single from ^3.50 daily

Double “ 5.00 daily

“Less than 10 minutes to shop-
ping- and theatrical district”

BROADWAY
at 91st STREET
NEW YORK

CARL SWORD, Manager
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Hardboiled
Optimism!

By

ri^WO good showmen yesterday

got away from the subject of

the weather and talked about coii'

:

ditions in the picture business.

Both of these men are practical.

Neither goes in for parading up

dream street. What they said is

of importance to the motion pic'

ture business and, therefore, re'

counted with reasonable repertO'

rial accuracy.
« * #

OAID showman No. 1 : “Bush

^ ness conditions throughout the

country are distressing, but there;

is no reason why the shorn busi-

ness should go in for pessimism,

gloom, or the holding of lodges of

sorrow. Pessimism is the greatest

blight of modern life. It will

defeat an army. It will lick a busi'

ness man. It will destroy a church.

What the industry needs right

(Continued on page 2)

HUGE PAINTING TO
HERALD ‘DAWN PATROL’

The electric light sign for
“Numbered Men” on the Winter
Garden front, largest on Broad-

• way except for the “plastic light”
sign atop the Hollywood Theatre,
has been dismantled to make way
for a painting of dol|ossal size
heralding Richard Barthelmess in
“Dawn Patrol,” which opens at
the theatre on Thursday, July 10.

The picture shows a combat of
airmen over the German lines
somewhere in France.

HOPE HAMPTON WINS
ACCLAIM IN FRANCE

LIEGE, France, July 1.—Hope
Hampton, formerly an American
movie actress, and the wife of
Jules Brulatour, triumphed in her
performance in Massenet’s opera,
“Manon” here last night. She
was showered with roses by the
cheering crowds at the close of
the performance. Miss Hampton
left the screen some years ago to
study for grand opera.

E.R.P.I. REPLIES TO SOUND-FILM CLAIMS

OF GENERAL TALKING ON PATENT DECISION

SAMUEL MACHNOVITCH

20 YEARS WITH PATHE

Samuel Machnovitch, general
auditor of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,

has just round-
ed out twenty
years of ser-

vice with this

pioneer film
company. Yes-
terday, Sam
was called to

the office of

Executive Vice
President C. J.

Scollard and
before a num-
ber of execu-

c. J. Scollard ^ives including
Treasurer A r

-

thur Poole and General Sales
Manager Phil Reisman, was pre-

(Continued on page 16)

CIRCUIT BOOKINGS
ON ^‘DUDE WRANGLER”
Budd Rogers, director of sales

of Sono Art-World Wide reports
that the company has secured
complete circuit bookings on the
“Dude Wrangler” with the Dent
chain in Texas, and the Robb &
Rowley circuit.

Ray Johnston announced yester-
day the organization of Syndicate
Exchanges, Inc., which will handle
in the Metropolitan territory the
16 Syndicate’s all-talking melo-
dramas. The new exchange has
secured the services of three well-
known exchange men — Melvin
Hirsh, Bert Kulick and Lester Ad-
ler.

Quarters on the seventh floor of
the Film Centre Building have
been secured. The first release will
be August 1, “The Lonesome
Trail”, featuring Charles Delaney,
Virginia Browne F a i r e. Bob
Reeves, George Hackathorne and
Jimmy Aubrey. Syndicate Ex-
changes have taken over distri-
bution of Bell Pictures.

F.N.—PUBLIX
BOOKING DEAL?

.First National is in a
major booking deal with
Publix, and it leaked out
yesterday that 35 pictures
for preferred playing time
now await only a bit more
dovetailing to be ready for
the dotted Une party. As
they say in diplomat ic cir-

cles both sides are “agreed
in principle”. Ned Depinet
was souglit by a reporter of

this newspaper at his usual
spots but lie was not reach-
ed. Later he was reported
as in close communication
with Saul, the Big Book
and Playing Time Man of

Publix. The 35 preferred
pictures time playing con-
tract would .top First Na-
tional’s best ace record for
big contract stuff. Hot
weather is accelerating
business.

MUSIC TEAM SIGNED

The song-writing team, Jesse
Greer and Ray Klarges, have been
engaged to supply the music for
Chesterfield’s third all-talking pic-
ture, “A Jazz Cinderella.”

PARA. DISCONTINUES

SILENT NEWSREEL
With the issue that goes into

production today. Paramount will

discontinue the distribution of its

silent newsreel, and will concen-

trate upon the production of two
issues weekly of its sound news.

This leaves Kinograms the only-

silent, non-talking reel in the

field, with the opportunity of tak-

ing good advantage of the busi-
ness offered by the thousands of
unwired houses of the country.

W. E. Does Not Infringe

on Ries Patent, J. J.

Lyng Declares

J. J. Lyiig, Vice President of

Electrical Research Products, Inc.,

yesterday issued the following
statement with reference to the

decision of Judge Morris in the

case of the General Talking Pic-

ture Corporation and DeForest
Phonofilm Co. against the Stanley
Company of America:

“Western Electric’s legal posi-

tion in the film of sound pictures

is based not upon a single patent
but upon a large group of patents
which it controls. The Ries pat-
ent is not in any sense a basic
patent and Judge Morris did not
hold that it was. The effect of

the decision of Judge Morris in

favor of the Ries patent is simply
to place it in line for adjudication

(Continued on page 11)

WARNERS BUY CHAIN

OF MUSIC STORES

Warner Bros. has acquired
rights to music store units in

more than 150 chain department
stores througohut the country, it

was learned yesterday.
The music stores will be used

to provide an outlet for Warner s

sheet musio. from its motion pic-
ture songs, published by Witt-
mark’s, and other sources, and
also phonograph records made by
Brunswick. Both Wittmark’s and
the Brunswick company are sub-
sidiaries of Warner Bros.
Actual leasing of the floor space

for the music shops in the chains
of department stores was accom-
plished through the Music Sales

(Continued on page 2)

CHIEF ACCOUNTANT
FOR PARA. RESIGNS

W. J. Pineau, veteran chief ac-
countant of Paramount Publix,
has been forced by ill health to
resign that position. His position
has been filled by the appoint-
ment of J. E. McDermott, an ex-
perienced member of the account-
ing department.

New Independent Exchange
To Handle Johnston Talkies
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MAIN STREET

Those persons who liad business

to transact with Soiio Art and

went to the Leavitt Building to do

it yesterday, looked foolish and

re-traced their steps to the Para-

mount Building, which now houses

that organization’s headquarters

. . . Clara Boav left yesterday for

the coast, and did it very quietly

. . Earl Wingart, Paramount
publicist, leaves today for Ber-

muda on his annual vacation . . .

Randolph Bartlett, who edits and
titles foreign versions of pictures

for United Artists, Pathe and other

companies, will be a temporary
bachelor after Saturday, Mrs.

Bartlett sailing for a vacation on

the Pacific Coast . . . Charles Mintz,

veteran animated cartoon producer,

is in town . . . many exhibitors in

town, among them, Ed Fay, of

Providence. Jaek O’Connell, of To-
ledo, Frank Rogers, of Jackson-
ville,, Leo Keller, of Paducah, Ky.,

. . . sixty thousand persons have
seen “Gold Diggers of Broadway”
in St. James, Wellington, Australia,

so Warner Bros, postcards . . .

“Truinjfs”, the screen’s first canine
film star, has been trimmed for

the summer ... so have a lot of

other people in the pitcher busi-
ness . . . C. C. Ezell, Warner sales
manager, is back after three days
in the west, accompanied by J.

V. Allan, southern and western
sales manager, and fVIa.x Milder,
central sales manager . . .

GRACE MOORE TO SING
IN SIX LANGUAGES

Grace Moore, Metropolitan
Opera star, now engaged in her
first talking picture, will not only
bring a famous operatic voice to

the screen in her play, but also
set a record as a feminine lin-

guist. In her first picture, a dra-
ma of opera based on the life

of Jenny Lind, she will sing and
speak in English, Italian, French,
Russian, German and Spanish.
She will sing three operatic

numbers in the opera scenes in

the new M-G-M picture, which
Sidney Franklin is directing.
“Casta Diva” from Bellini’s
“Xorma,” she will sing in the or-
iginal Italian, and an aria from
Donizetti’s “Daughter of the
Regiment” in French. “The Last
Rose of Summer,” from Flotow’s
“Martha” she will sing in English.

In the green room scene, where
she is greeted by cfiplomats from
other lands, the actress will con-
verse in Russian, Spanish, Ger-
man, Italian and French, aside
from her songs in other langu-
ages.

EPIC OF YOUTH
Richard Halliburton, author of

“The Royal Road to Romance” is

at Movietone City conferring with
scenario heads. Fox Films pur-
chased the movie rights a short
time ago and plans to produce it

as an epic of youth.

COGHLAN SIGNED
Junior Coghlan will play the

role formerly assigned to Leon
Janney in “River’s End”, Vita-
phone production adapted for the
screen from James Oliver Cur-
wood’s novel.

(Continued from page 1)

now is a proper confidence in the

soundness of the show structure

and a realisation of the fact that

people must be entertained first'

class and all the time. Unless this

enthusiasm is developed the pic'

ture business will fall into the

same dismal state from which
many businesses are now sufter-

ing.”
4t « *

HEN said showman No. 2;

“There is a difference between
cheerfulness, confidence, vigor and
vibrancy on the one hand, and un'

justified optimism on the other. A
lot of people think that if you take

a properly cheerful view of things

you are not practical. Another
group thinks that to sneer and be

cynical is the best proof that you
are a wise guy. You are dead
right about the picture business

needing proper enthusiasm if we
are to avoid the slough of despond
with its dismal penalties. If every

man in the picture business will

decide to work more and bellyache

less we will transform the busi'

REWARD “HIT” ACTORS

BY KEEPING THEM BUSY

H. B. Warner’s third successive
assignment to a choice role has
been made by Fox Films. He will

play the part of the Magistrate
in “The Devil With Women,” the

adaptation of “Liliom” with
Charles Farrell in the lead which
Frank Borzage is directing. Pre-
vious to this assignment Warner
had prominent parts in “Wild
Company,” and “On Your Back.”
Walter Byron is another ex-

ample of achievement in Fox pic-

tures being pushed along. Byron
has been signed for one of the
leading roles in “Hot Numbers”.
Prior to Byron’s appearante in

“Not Damaged,” he had appeared
in only four pictures in three
years, although constantly under
contract to various companies.

WARNERS BUY CHAIN
OF MUSIC STORES

(Continued from page 1)

Corp., of which Warner’s own a
majority of the stock.
The music stores, in all in-

stances, will remain under the su-
pervision of the individual store
management, with the Music Sales
Corp. merely supplying the sheet
music and records.

Particular attention will be paid
to distribution of new songs and
records in connection with the
showing of Warner and First Na-
tional Pictures, so that the film
producers can cash in to the ut-
most on all its varied product.

ness overnight amd go on to newer
aiiiJ bigger successes, helping not
only our own business but all

businesses throughout the country.
« *

F the public, in the hours of

relaxation can be pepped up
and made to forget the worries of

the day they would approach their

business problems with a cheer'

fulness and an enthusiasm which
will make half successes big ones

and defeat failures all along the

line.”
* * *

E believe this is good, sound,

hardboiled stuff. We believe

it’s practical and we believe it

necessary. A radiated confidence

in the motion picture business is

one of the things that is respon'

sible for the growing success of

this newspaper and we didn’t have
to hypnoti2,e ourselves to bring it

about. A clear and a cheerful

view of conditions reveals that all

the essentials for success are pres'

ent. Let the gloomers be drawn
and quartered and the dismal

squawkers be put to rout!

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, July 1, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 553/8 551/2 -1%
Warner Bros ... 40% 411/8 —
Fox Film “A” .... .... 401/2 401/2 - 'A
Loew’s Inc .... 631/2 65 + %
Radio K-A-0 .... 29% 30 — %
Pathe Exchange ... 3% 4 + Ys
Pathe “A” .... 71/2 TVs V2
M-G-M Pref .... 253/8 253/8 — Vs

Con. F. Ind - 18U 18 1/4 -b %
Con. F. Ind. Pre ....

19'i/8 191/8 + %
Curb Miirket

Columbia Piet. 35 35 -b2

Fox Theatre “A’ ’... 8% 8% - '/4

HOLLYWOOD GOSSIP
By RAX MURRAX

Harry Tierney’s original oper-

etta, “Half Shot at Sunrise,”

(which is not an alcoholic trea-

tise) has gone into production at

the RKO Studios. This musical

comedy has a wartime back-

ground, and will co-star Bert

Wheeler and Robert Woolsey.
* « •

Alan Crosland, Warner director,

has been enjoying a brief vaca-

tion prior to work on the produc-

tion of another Romberg operetta.

* * 4^

George O’Brien and his Fox unit

have returned from several weeks’

location in Arizona and are busily

engaged at the Westwood Hills

Fox studios putting the finishing

touches upon “The Last of the

Duanes,” from the Zane Grey
novel of the same title.

4 4 4

Frank Reicher, famous stage di-

rector and actor, has been added
to the cast of Grace Moore’s first

starring picture, a story based on
the life of Jenny Lind.

4 4 4

Joseph W. Girard and Kenneth
Thomson have been signed to play

in “Just Imagine,” the DeSylva,
Brown and Henderson musical ro-

mance written for Fox Films.

4 4 4

William H. Tucker and George
Bickel have been assigned to fea-

tured parts in “Soup to Nuts,” the

Rube Goldberg story which is be-

ing made by Fox Films with Ted
Healy as the star.

ROSITA MORENO PLAYS
IN PARAMOUNT SHORT
Produced as a number for the

Spanish production of “Para-
mount on Parade,” Rosita Moreno’s
“Fado” will he released in the
United States as a one reel short
subject. Featured with Rosita in

the short is Nino Martini, Italian

tenor, who made his motion pic-

ture debut in the Paramount
revue.

JIMMY GLEASON’S SON
IS SIGNED BY PATHE

Russell Gleason, son of Jimmy
Gleason, has signed a long-term
contract with Pathe. He played
his first screen role, in “The
Shady Rest”, on the Pathe lot. He
has played in a number of im-
portant film productions, including

“All Quiet on the Western Front.”

HARDBOILED OPTIMISM!
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AN EMPTY
MARQUEE
MEANS an
empty house!

BUT WHEN YOUR MARQUEE
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METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER PRESENTS
52 PRODUCTIONS FOR ^30-31

(3)

Two big stage vehicles to begin with! “ROSALIE”
the Ziegfeld musical comedy by William Anthony
McGuire and Guy Bolton. Music by George Gershwin
and Sigmund Romberg. Lyrics by P. G. Wodehouse
and Ira Gershwin. And “THE FIVE O’CLOCK
GIRL” by Guy Bolton and Fred Thompson which

ran a solid year in New York, and was a winner on
the road. Kalmar and Ruby’s swellest music. Big

Time vehicles for Marion— and backed by million

dollar Hearst ad drives!

(3)
RED DUST, the play by Wilson Collison is strong in

theme as “Sadie Thompson.” The great Garbo
who has hurdled the stars to a height of her own,
portrays the Parisian woman of the world, cast on
a lawless Chinese rubber plantation, moving amidst

the brutal passions of this frontier corner of the

world. The star of “Anna Christie” and “Romance”
(her new sensation!) is to be more than ever your

money star.

( 1)
THE BUGLE SOUNDS is a powerful story of the
Foreign Legion by Major Zinovi Pechkoff. Chaney
has a hard-fighting role such as he had in “Tell it to
the Marines” with the same director, George Hill.

Much of the picture has already been photographed
in actual locations in Africa while the famed Legion
was under fighting orders. Chaney’s marked suc-
cess in Talkies, as shown in the completed “Unholy
Three” means a Chaney bigger than ever!

(4)
REMOTE CONTROL, the rollicking, romantic melo-

drama which enjoyed a successful Broadway run is

perfect for Bill Haines. The play by Clyde North,

Albert C. Fuller and Jack T. Nelson takes you into a

radio broadcasting room with Haines as announcer.
He unknowingly thwarts the Ghost Gang operating

by radio and wins a girl in the bargain. Haines is

surefire always and his merry manner is just right for

this one. Mai St. Clair directs!



WAY FOR A SAILOR, brings you a Gilbert you have
never had before. M-G-M knows its business! We
have a world of confidence that the great Gilbert pub-

lic will react to this rugged story with an enthusiasm

expressed in receipts. Sam Wood, director of hits,

is making it. Laurence Stallings of “Big Parade”,

“What Price Glory”, “Cock Eyed World” fame
wrote the dialogue from Wetjen’s book. This pic-

ture has power!

GREAT DAY, is Vincent Youman’s outstanding

musical dramatic success. Ready-made hits in it:

“More Than You Know,” “Great Day,” “Without

A Song,” “Happy Because Pm In Love,” etc. Joan

Crawford builds with every picture Watch ‘‘Our

Blushing Brides!”) and “Great Day” is the biggest

vehicle she ever had. Harry Pollard, director. HER
FORTUNE by James Montgomery is another big-

time Crawford role. Joan gets the jack for you!

No star of the talking screen has delivered with the

consistency of Miss Shearer. Her four talking pic-

tures, “The Trial of Mary Dugan”, “The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney”,“ Their Own Desires” and “The Divorcee”
have all been perfect Talkie performances. The record-

breaking career of “The Divorcee” has put Miss
Shearer right at the top, and “Let Us Be Gay”
another big one now follows. You can rely on the

two 1930-31 Norma Shearer pictures!

THE SINGER OF SEVILLE, already completed and
previewed is in the bag. It’s great! In the cast:

Dorothy Jordan, Renee Adoree, Ernest Torrence.

Nance O’Neil. Directed by Charles Brabin from
Dorothy Farnum’s dramatic story, with dialogue

by John Colton. Novarro surpasses himself as sin-

ger, comedian, lover—one of our greatest actors! In

one of the next year’s Biggest! SONG OF INDIA by
Achmud Abdullah follows.

wFORD
(
4

)



RAZZLE DAZZLE is their new riotous talkie that

comes in on the heels of “Caught Short” success!

Metro ' Goldwyn - Mayer is consistently the star-

builder, and this happy pair’s stardom has been
celebrated with rousing box-office cheer. Dressler-

Moran supply the kind of laughs the public wants
in large gobs and you’re going to make a great deal

of money with these well-promoted, laugh-cocked

comedies.

BUSTER KEATC (2)
The box-office is M-G-M’s guide always, and the

box-office reports on “Free and Easy” demonstrate

gratifyingly that this clever comedian is a great bet in

Talkies. Within a short time his second talking comedy
“Forward March” will be convulsing your audiences.

It’s a marvelous laugh-getter and Keaton will be all

set to enter 1930-31 as a prime contender for the top

of the comedy field*

(2)
THE NEW MOON with Grace Moore co-starring with

Lawrence Tibbett will find Tibbett clinching the top

spot that he reached overnight as the screen’s greatest

singer! This Schwab-Mandell show, with the Oscar-

Hammerstein, 2nd-SigmundRomberg songs, is a vehicle

that every producer hid for. In itself, agreat property, it’s

road-show-size with the Tibbett-Moore combination,

backed by M-G-M enterprise. Imagine those two sin-

ging “LoverCome BackTo Me!” Director,Jack Conway.

(4)
GRACE MOORE in a story based on jenny Lind’s

dramatic career is one of Four Giant Cosmopolitan

Productions. The golden-voiced beauty from the

Music Box Revue and Operatic worlds is destined to

be the new screen sensation. Recent Cosmopolitan

productions were of the size of “Caught Short,”

“Broadway Melody,” “The Big House” — so you

know what to expect. Backed by the heavy, national

advertising of Hearst!
^



Jack Buchanan

C V
V

Lawrence Cray

Cw'en Lee

Raquel Torres

Edwina Booth

Barbara Leonard

Hcdda Hopper

Gilbert Roland

Catherine
Dale Owen

John Mack Brown

Anita Page

Dorothy lordon

Harriett Lake

Charles King

Harry Carey

Raymond Hackett

Ernest Torrence

Conrad Nagel

Lewis Stone

Andre Luguet

Mary Doran

Charles Bickford

Leila Hyams

Kay Johnson

Basil Rathbone

20 LUCKY STAR” PRODUCTIONS
with Star-Studded Casts

GOOD NEWS
Completed and previewed. It will outshine

the stage success!

THE MERRY WIDOW
The Talkies were invented for just such

a vehicle

NAUGHTY MARIETTA
Victor Herbert’s greatest music comes

to your house

TRADER HORN
The picture that the whole world

is waiting for!

BILLY THE KID
King Vidor's greatest. It challenges

his ‘'Big Parade.”

MADAM SATAN
Cecil B. De Mille knows box-office.

Here’s a Giant Show!
^

LIKE KELLY CAN
Jimmy McHugh and Dorothy Fields

of “Blackbirds” fame wrote the music!

TAMPICO
Joseph Hergesheimer writes a thriller

of the oil fields

!

THE CRISIS
Winston Churchill’s famed novel of

Civil War days!

MARCH OF TIME
A million dollars worth of up-to-the-

minute showmanship!

PASSION FLOWER
Katharine hlorris’ best-seller is what

your public wants!

MONSIEUR LE FOX
Willard Mack’s Northwest Mounted

story of 1,000 thrills!

DARK STAR
Lorna Moon’s best-seller, with Marie

Dressier in big cast.

WAR NURSE
Anonymous novel of a beauty on the

Western Front.

THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS
Charmaine, Diane, Madelon)

A laugh, a kiss a minute!

BALLYHOO
Beth Brown’s successful novel with a

new circus angle!

THE WORLD’S ILLUSION
Wassermann’s tremendous book comes

to the talkies!

DANCE, FOOLS, DANCE
An original treatment of

Youth’s romantic problems.

THE GREAT MEADOW
Elizabeth Madox Robert’s frontier

novel in its loo.oooth copy!

DIXIE, THE DARK HORSE
The prize of racing stories in a big

thrill-picture!

Robert Montgomery Edward Nugent Julia Faye hlliott Nugent

Lucille Po'y«cs Duncan Renaldo



lyiETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER’S ^^SHORTS HEARD
AROUND THE WORLD”- SEASON 1930-1931

LAUREL-
HARDY (6)

The pair that draw like a

feature! They get promin-

ent hilling in de luxe house

ads. They get it because

they mean extra business!

Laurel - Hardy are the life-

savers of many a show.

DOGVILLE
COMEDIES (6)
From their very first test on

a $2 Broadway roadshow

program they clicked as no

other novelty has done in

years! An amazing stock

company of dogs and they

Talk! “Dogville Comedies”

are next season’s Wow!

HAL ROACH
STARRING COMEDiES

He’s raised the standard of comedy
shorts and made them important
factors on programs!

CHARLIE
CHASE (8)

Consistent
comedy success!

Chase is a name
that’s been built

into a suredraw!

OUR
GANG (8)
Hal Roach has a

brand new idea

for the ever pop-
ular Gang. The
folks love these

kids

'

THE BOY
FRIENDS (8)
Hal Roachdopes
out the big new
comedy ideas.
Here’s his latest

and it’s swell.

COLORTONE
REVUES (8)
M-G-M puts quality into

these all-color subjects that

you see in the biggest musi-
cal shows on Broadway.
They’ve won audience
favor!

HEARST
METROTOME
NEWS (104)
Playing all leading thea-

tres the M-G-M talking

newsreel represents the

combined efforts of Hearst

and M-G-M aggressiveness.

NOVELTY
GROUP (4)

BURTON FLIP THE
HOLMES (12) FROG (12)

Four tabloid fijm treats.

“The Rounders”, “Copy”,
“Gems of M-G-M’’ and
“Song Writers Revue.” Two
reels each and each one dis-

tinctive entertainment.

“Around The World With
Burton Holmes” brings your
patrons the man who has
thrilled thousands at legit

prices. Unique! More thrill-

ing than fiction

!

A cartoon series by “Ub”
Iwerks the man whose work
has been giving joy to audi-

ences for years. Better than
anything you’ve seen in

cartoon comedies I

DID YOU GET THESE
TWO BOOKS YET?
M-G-M’s 110 page “Luc/cy Star”
book and ‘^Shorts Heard 'Round the
World” book» Write for them todayl



“I congratulate you—
if youVe got

52 “LUCKY STAR”
PRODUCTIONS from
METRO -GOLDWYN - MAYER
MARION DAVIES (3)

JOAN CRAWFORD (4)

GRETA GARBO (3)

RAMON NOVARRO (3)

NORMA SHEARER (2)

LON CHANEY (1)

JOHN GILBERT (2)

LAWRENCE TIBBETT(2)
BUSTER KEATON (2)

COSMOPOLITAN (4)
(GRACE MOORE)
WILLIAM HAINES (4)

DRESSLER & MORAN (2)

Lucky Star Productions
GOOD NEWS . . MERRY WIDOW /’OAlY
NAUGHTY MARIETTA V*«,7
BILLY THE KID ^ . TRADER HORN
MADAM SATAN (Cecil DeMille)

LIKE KELLY CAN
. JA

THECRISIS . MARCH OF TIME
PASSIONFLOWER . MONSIEUR LE FOX
DAR_K STAR WAR NURSE
THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS
BALLYHOO WORLD S ILLUSION
DANCE FOOLS DANCE
THE GREAT MEADOW
DIXIE. THE DARK HORSE

SHORT SUBJECTS
6 M-G-M DOGVILLE COMEDIES
6 LAUREL & HARDY COMEDIES
8 CHARLEY CHASE COMEDIES
8 OUR GANG COMEDIES
8 “BOY FRIENDS" COMEDIES
M-G-M COLORTONE REVUES (8)

NOVELTY GROUP (4)

BURTON HOLMES (12)
FLIP THE FROG (12 CARTOON)
HEARST METROTONE NEWS (104)

GOLDWYN-
MAYER

“Your Lucky Star’^

I
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PUSH RADIO FILMS

IN SPANISH PAPER

M. Hoflay, handling all Spanish
publicity for “Bo” Dowling’s Radio
Export Department has arranged
a co-operative tie-up with Cine-

Mondial, the leading Spanish-
speaking Pan Magazine. This
publication has a larger circula-

tion than any similar magazine
printed in English and has a world
wide following. The co-operation
follows the “contest” idea and
is tied up with Bebe Daniels in

“Dixiana”.

It will run over a period of

three months and is being booked
by extensive advertising and dis-

play work on the part of the
magazine.

“THE NiaHTHteHLE”
TO SINO SOON

Something unusual in the way
of night club dramas is promised
by Murray Roth at the Eastern
Vitaphone Studios in “The Night-
ingale”, a forthcoming Vitaphone
Varieties production featuring
Vivienne Osborne. Wallace Sulli-

van and Burnet Hershey wrote the
story. Harold Levey has written
special music for it and Roy Mack
is scheduled to direct. In the
support are Lysle Talbot, Austin
Fairman and Pat O’Brien.

ERPI REPLIES TO
GLAIMS ON PATENTS
(Continued from page 1)

by the higher court. In- our opin-
ion the Ries patent is invalid and
Western Electric apparatus does
not infringe upon it but if even-
tually it should be held that the
Ries patent is valid and is in-

fringed, its use is in no wise es-
sential to the successful opera-
tion of the Western Electric sound
system.

“No exhibitor using Western
Electric apparatus need nave any
anxiety as to the ability and in-

tention of Electrical Research
Products, Inc. fully to protect him
in the uninterrupted use of his
equipment.

“UKULELE IKE”

REGRETS $100,000

LOS ANGELES, July 1.— Clifton A. Edwards,
known as “Ukulele Ike” in

motion pictures, sought an
injunction today to prevent
his wife, Irene L. Edwards,
from disposing of $100,000
he said lie gave her a year
ago when they separated.

Edwards chai’ged that his

wife was guilty of indis-

cretions which violated an
agreement made when he
gave Iier the money.

WEST REAOY TO START
ON “BAT WHISPERS’’

Roland West, who picked Ches-
ter Morris for “Alibi”, has noti-

fied United Artists that he is ready
to begin rehearsals for his secoiiti

Morris film, “The Bat Whispers' ,

which West himself adapted from
a stage play production.

Una Merkel, who was the road
star of John Golden’s “Figs”, will
have a featured role in “The Bat
Whispers”, and Gustav von Seyf-
fertitz will be the villain. This
will be West’s eighth picture in

fourteen years.

NOVEL DEVICE ENABLES DEAF

TO ‘HEAR WITH THEIR TEETH’

Dental Contact With a

Vibrating Mechanism Is

Demonstrated to Trans-

mit Sounds to Auditory

Nerves

ITHACA, N. Y., July 1.—Of di-

rect interest tb exhibitors of sound
pictures who have installed in

their theatres headphone devices

for the benefit of patrons who are
hard of hearing, is the invention

of Professor Bedell of the De-
partment of Physics at Cornell
University which enables the
totally deaf to listen successfully

through the medium of their teeth.

The device was demonstrated
here Monday. Several persons
present experienced the sensation
of sipping music through straws,
one end of which was held in the
teeth, the other connecting with
a vibrating mechanism.

Professor Bedell’s device con-
sists of a vibrating element sur-
rounded by a sheet of rubber and
attached to a wire, which can be

RADIO QUESTIONNAIRE
ON “THE BIG FIGHT”

Along with the campaign being
waged with the showing of “The
Big Fight” at the Globe Theatre,
is a radio broadcast which will

capitalize the public’s growing in-

terest in the incunabula (look it

up yourself) of the boxing pro-
fession. Mike (he’s in again)
Simmons, director of advertising
and publicity for Sono Art-World
Wide, is staging a questionnaire
contest in which radio listeners
answerng correctly three ques-
tions out of the five submitted will
be given free passes to the Globe.
The questions, which will be of-
fered over Station WGBS, this
evening, are: 1—Who is consider-
ed the father of modern scientific
boxing?; 2—Who was the first

British champ to fight in Amer-
ica?; 3—What are the measure-
ments of a boxing ring?; 4—Name
four prize fighters who are also
actors?; 5—Which former heavj^-
weight champ comes of Mormon
parentage?

plugged into the sound reproduc-
ers in any motion picture house or
connected with the radio at home,
file mechanism is only a little

larger than a baseball and can be
carried easily in an ordinary
handbag or fastened to the back
of a seat in a theatre.

Inaudible Music “Heard”
The inventor demonstrated that

music almost inaudible to the
ears of a normal person can be
distinctly heard through the teeth.

The listener held the vibrating
mechanism in his lap and the
sound vibrations, transmitted
through the stick, passed direct-
ly to the auditory nerves through
the bones. No ear drums are
needed.

Professor Bedell said that only
destruction of the auditory nerves
prevents hearing by the teeth. He
completed his device after con-
sultation with members of the
medical faculty at Johns Hopkins
University, who said that about
two-thirds of the deaf could hear
through teeth vibration.

Vibrations Hit Harder
The physicist explained that the

vibrations set up in the mechan-
ism. by sound waves had more
force but less distance than have
those of many other vibrating me-
diums, such as the telephone disk,
for example. The strokes are
shorter than those in ordinary
sound receivers but they hit

harder.
Professor Bedell said that his

invention might be useful in talk-
ing motion picture theatres. The
sticks used for “sipping” sounds
could be discarded after using a
new one supplied to each listener.

42 >43'* Streets West of Broadwciy

Classified Ad Contest
Exploits ^Montana Moon'— __

Gary Voorman, manager of the
Montauk Theatre, Passaic, N. J.,

used as the basis for his exploita-
tion campaign on M-G-M’s “Mon-
tana Moon,” an interesting and
novel contest.
An “Identification Contest” was

placed with the Evening News to
start on the Wednesday before the
opening date, and to run for four
days. The winners were announc-
ed during the run of the picture.
The News used a two-column story
and pictures each day, and also
ran an advance story on the front
page. Tickets to see “Montana
Moon” were offered as prizes.
The Passaic Daily Herald and

also the Evening News ran a
“Classified Contest” which consist-
ed of taking a classified ad from
the classified pages and breaking

it up into a jumble of words.
Readers were requested to re-con-
struct the ad, and win free tickets
to see the film.

Double pages of advertising
were placed with the Passaic
Daily Herald and the Evening
News, using the Anagraphic
puzzle as a tie-up. A different
puzzle was put into "each adver-
tiser’s space and contestants were
requested to solve the puzzle and
return it to the advertiser.

YOUHG COMPOSER IS

SIGNED BY PARAMOUNT
Jack King, composer of popular

music, has been signed to a film
contract by Paramount.

A New and Better Hotel for Times Square

Not alone new in construction, and

equipment, but new in conception of

service and comfort to its guests. Di-

rected by S. Gregory Taylor, wKo has

made such enviable successes of the

Hotels Montclair and Buckingham.

Single Rooms
with tub and shower

*3/4 and

Double Rooms
with tub ond shower

*4/5 o„a‘6
A few terraced rooms and suites,

exceptionally large closets, ob
an attractive monthly basis.

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Entrances on 42nd and 43rd Sts.

CENTRAL UNION BUS TERMINAL
LOCATED IN THE DIXIE HOTEL BUS CONNECTIONS FOR ALL POINTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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20,000 INSTRUCTORS HEAR

EDUCATIONALS VIA PHOTOPHONE
COLUMBUS, O., July 1.—Sound

motion pictures as a medium of

education are being demonstrated

by RCA Pbotophone in a special

theatre in connection with the an-

nual convention of the national

educational association which is

now in session here.

20,000 persons, from all over the

United States, are attending the

convention. Most of them are

learning the advantages of edu-

cation by sound Aims for the first

time, inasmuch as the educational

sound films have been very limited

in number.

A continuous program of pic-

tures of special interest to edu-

cators has been shown for the past

three days over RCA Photophone’s

portable equipment installed in a

miniature theatre in the conven-

tion headquarters.

A special program was present-

ed yesterday afternoon for the

members of the department of vis-

ual instructiou to show the un-

usual advantages of education by

this method.

It is estimated that six thousand
of the delegates have visited the

special theatre during the con-

vention.

MORE DOG COMEDIES

ON M-G-M LAUGH LIST

‘‘College Hounds,” the all-can-

ine comedy of collegiate adventure
which was included last week on

the program at the Astor Thea-
tre, New York, with ‘‘The Big
House,” will be retained through-
out the run of the latter picture,

it is announced by M-G-M.

Another dog comedy titled ‘‘All

Quiet on the K9 Front” will be
placed in production at the coast
next week by the same company.
This is the fifth in the series of

“all-barkie” comedies which are
being co-directed by Zion Myers
and Jules White, with terrier,

bloodhound and Pekinese stars,

and synchronized voices.

The first all-canine comedy,
‘‘Hot Dog”, was produced about
six months ago and proved so
popular that plans were immedi-
ately launched for a series of six

all-dog short features for release
during the 1930-31 season. ‘‘Col-

lege Hounds” is the second pic-

ture on this list. Two other films,

‘‘Who Killed Rover?” and “The
Dogway Melody” have been com-
pleted on the M-G-M lot.

WELL KNOWN ACTORS
IN PATHE COMEDIES

Four well known film players
are featured in the four comedy
shorts just completed by Pathe
on the west coast. Daphne Pol-
lard, Mildred Harris, Robert Ag-
new and A1 St. John are the play-
ers featured.

STAR SPEEDS WEST
FOR U TALKIE ROLE

With Genevieve Tobin, who
signed a contract for the part

Saturday, newly arrived in Holly-

wood, Universal will start produc-

tion July 5 on “The Lady Sur-

renders,” new title for the John

Erskine novel, “Sincerity”. She

terminated her engagements in

“Fifty Million Frenchmen” to

play the picture role.

Conrad Nagel and Rose Hobart
have been previously announced
for prominent roles, and Rod La
Rocque, it is understood, will be
engaged for the fourth featured
part.

“The Lady Surrenders” will be
directed by John M. Stahl.

Plan Opera Films
According to latest reports the

“Sascha Filmgesellschaft” will

commence sound film production
in August. It is stated that at

first the recording will be carried

out in the Vienna opera and sev-

eral popular operas will be play-

ed by the Vienna opera company.

Bogota Soniul Tlieatre

The Apollo Theatre, Bogota,

was opened May 28. It is the

most modern motion picture the-

atre in this city. It has sound
motion picture equipment made
in the United States. The initial

performance was very successful.

One American manufacturer of

sound equipment has installed

many units throughout Colombia.

Talkies in Hebrew
Plans are afoot, it is stated, for

the production of talking pictures

in Hebrew at the Western Elec-

tric equipment studio at Joinville,

Paris. The Joinville studio is the

only Continental studio which has
a Western Electric recording in-

stallation, and it is supervised by
Mr. Robert T. Kane, who is in

charge of Paramount production
in France. A number of French
talkies have already been in pro-

duction, and many other foreign
language films are scheduled for

the future.

Collecting on Silents

The Association of Film Renters
of Switzerland have issued, in the

interest of their members, a mani-
fest in reference to existing silent

film contracts. They are prepar-
ed to help their members to ob-
tain the full amount of the con-
tract price in cases where 'the

silent film is refused on account
of the installation of talkies,

which fact, they remind cinema
proprietors, does not release them
from payment for all silent films

contracted for. The manifesto is

signed by the principal renters in

Switzerland.

ALICE DAY ACCUSED
OF ELOPEMENT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU,
July 1. — The disappear-
ance of Alice Day and her
broker fiance, Jack Cohn,
whose injirriage was tenta-

tively set for last April,

but didn’t happen then, is

generally interpreted as a
wedding day by the elope-
ment route.
The couple have been

missing since last Friday
morning—when they failed

to keep an appointment on
the golf links. Alarceline
Day, Alice’s sister, and
Jack Cohn’s father, strong-
ly favor tlie elopement-
marriage theory.

“EGG CRATE WALLOP”
HAS NIXON & WITHERS
Marian Nixon and Grant With-

ers have been signed for leading
roles in “The Egg Crate Wallop”,
forthcoming Vitaphone comedy.

Ufa’s 18 Sound F’eatures

The first part of the Ufa pro-
duction program for the 1930-31
season provides for 18 sound-
features and a number of long
educationals, as well as sound
shorts and “talkies.” The titles

of the films have not been pub-
lished. The production will be di-

rected by Hans Schwarz, and
Wilhelm Theile, and will feature
Emil Jannings, Lilian Harvey,
Brigitte Helm, Dita Parlo, Willy
Fritsch, Otto Gebuhr and Olga
Tschechowa.

Italian Sound Shorts

The first sound-shorts produc-
ed at the Pittaluga studio in

Rome, were recently demonstrat-
ed to a numerous audience at the
International Film Institute. One
of these shorts illustrated a par-
ade of 25,000 fascists in the vicin-

ity of Rome; the speech of the
Duce of this occasion, the hurrahs
and the music were perfectly re-

produced, it is stated.

Silent Houses Closed

Vienna cinemas which have not
as yet been installed with sound-
reproduction equipments, are be-
binning to feel the sting of sound-
film times. Thus, the “London
Daily Chronicle” reports that
sixty silent houses in that city

have been obliged to close their

doors for two days in every week
on account of competition by wir-
ed houses. The success of the
sound-film is attributed to the
fact that German talking films are
available for exhibition.

To Reopen With Sound
Jacques Halk has bought the

“Colisee,” the cinema at the
Champs Elysees, Paris. The
house will be closed during the
summer months for reconstruction
purposes, and will re-open in Sep-
tember as a sound-film theatre.

TEN RADIO PICTURES

RATED “BETTER” FILMS

A survey of the May reports of

eleven of the leading “better pic-

tures” organizations of the coun-
try shows that ten Radio Pictures
have been endorsed by these
bodies.

The organizations in question
are the following: American
Assn, of University Women, Los
Angeles Branch; Assn. Men Better
Films Council of Rhode Island;
Daughters of American Revolu-
tion, Motion Picture Guide; Gen-
eral Federation of Woman’s
Clubs; Indiana Indorsers of

Photoplays; International Feder-
ation of Catholic Olumnae; Los
Angeles 10th District California
Congress of Parents and Teach-
ers; The Parents Assn. Bulletin-
Horace Mann Schools; Wilming-
ton, Del. Newspapers-Weekly Re-
view by Mrs. E. M. Barsham.
The Radio pictures they en-

dorsed are: “Alias FYen|ch
Gertie;” “Beau Bandit;” “Cuck-
oos;” “Fall Guy;” “Framed;”
“He Knew Women;” “Lovin’ the
Ladies;” “Mickey’s Warriors;”
“Midnight Mystery;” “The Runa-
way Bride.”

LUCKY JOHN WAYNE
Luck is sitting high on the

career of John Wayne, protege
and discovery of Director Raoul
Walsh, who selected him, an un-
known, to play the lead in “The
Big Trail”, now being filmed.
Wayne will play the featured role
in “No Favors Asked,” adapted for
Fox Films from the story by Paul
Leicester Ford.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED

^3.00 SINGLE UP
^4.00 DOUBLE UP

700 ROOMS
with Bath

Foreign Film Notes
Received from Trade Uominissioner '

GEORGE R. CANTY, Paris
|



In pictures it’s Showmanship

In trade Newspapers it s

The Industry Rides With a Winner!
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STUART WALKER TO DIRECT

PICTURES FOR COLUMBIA
—

What is considered an important
innovation in the realm of direc-

tion has been undertaken by Co-
lumbia in the signing of Stuart
Walker, the well known stage pro-

ducer and director on a long term
contract. Walker ha^ the reputa-
tion of having discovered more
stars of both stage and screen than
any other producer, and his com-
pany is regarded as one of the
outstanding repertoire units in the
country. His ability to handle di-

versified productions and present
them in a Broadw'ay style makes
Walker a valuable asset to the
field of films. His association with
Columbia is Walker’s first asso-
ciation with motion pictures.

Jack Cohn,
treasurer of Co-
lumbia Pictures,
was instrumental
in bringing to the
attention of the
Coast the talents
and possibilities

of Walker, who
commenced his
career as a small
lad and in his
early manhood

Jack Cohn w a s Considered
an authority in

matters theatrical. His first ef-

forts were devoted entirely to

writing of plays, but he soon drop-

ped this branch to turn his entire

attention to directing and produc-
ing.

For six years he was general

stage manager for David Belasco,

an association which made him
familiar with the dean of pro-

ducer’s methods of staging spec-

tacles and big box-office successes.

Having acquired this enviable
background. Walker became an in-

dependent manager organizing the
Portmanteau Theatre.
He was also responsible for In-

dianapolis Repertory company, an
organization that became outstand-
ing for the quality of its produc-
tions. Next he was at the head
of the Cincinnati Repertory Com-
pany, where he added to his lau-
rels as a director and producer.
The last named spent but two

months under Walker before be-
ing raised to stardom in “The
American Tragedy.” Seven of the
present Theatre Guild leading men
got their start with Walker and in
1925 forty-four of Broadway’s lead-
ing actors were from Walker’s
company.

RUTH WANTS MONEY
LOS ANGELES, July 1. — With

her honeymoon scarcely over, Mrs.
Douglas Gilmore, formerly Ruth
Mix, has begun action in the Su-
perior Court opposing the attempt
of her father, Tom Mix, Western
film actor, to cancel a settlement
under which he paid her $225 a
month.

Superior Judge Myron Westover
heard some of the arguments of
each side yesterday and then con-
tinued the case until next Tues-
day.
Mix contemplated that the girl

lost her right to the allowance
when she eloped to Yuma, Ariz.,

and married Gilmore, an actor.

BILLIE DOVE GIVEN

DIVORCE FROM WILLAT

LOS ANGELES, July 1.—Billie

Dove’s husband, Irvin Willat, the

movie director, had no control

over his temper, and frequently

beat her, and at one time knock-

ed her down, the beautiful film

star testified today in divorce

court.

Her tale of being so frequently

spotted with bruises won her a

divorce decree.

“Mr. Willat”, she testified, “re-

sented my work in motion pic-

tures, and even resented my
smoking a few cigarettes.”

WHITE AND IRVING

IN “THE SKIN GAME”

Jack White, Bill Irving, Jack
Duffy and Jack Richardson have
the leading roles in the one-reel
Vitaphone Varieties slap-stick
comedy, “The Skin Game”, just

completed by Director Del Lord.
It’s a story of two bunco-steerers
at a side-show.

LITTLE BILLY PLAYS
PATHE COMEDY ROLE

Little Billy, the well-known
midget, is being featured in Ba-
the’s two-reel comedy, “Some
Babies”. He played a prominent
role for the same company in

“Swing High.”

The Edward L. Klein Corpora-
tion, 6 East 45th Street, is hand-
ling the foreign distribution of a

new all talking and singing six

reel Spanish feature entitled

“Alma de Gaucho.”
The pcture is the first all Spa-

nish dialogue picture to be made
from a story expressly written
for the screen by a Spanish
speaking South American and not

a so called “version”.
“Alma de Gaucho” is the com-

pleted work of South Americans
themselves and exactly represents
their id^eas of entertainment for

the Spanish speaking public.

The story is laid in Argentine
and is permeated with the mood
and atmosphere of South America.
Manuel Granado is co-starred

with Mona Rico. Granado is more
widely known in this country as
Paul Ellis, having been under
contract with M-G-M as one of

cheir featured players and whose
outstanding productions are
“Three Hours'”, “Bandolero”,
“Charge of the Gaucho” (or “Ar-
gentina”) and “The Bridge of San
Lui Rey”.
The story was written and

CHANEY’S 1ST TALKIE
AT CAPITOL FRIDAY

Lon Chaney will make
lus talking picture debut
at the Capitol Theatre
Friday in “The Unholy
Tliree”. It is expected that
this will arouse as much
interest as the first time
Greta Garbo became andi>
ble. “The Unholy Three”
will be remembered as
the most successful picture
wliich Chaney made in the
silent form.

“ALL QUIET” TO PLAY

20 TIMES NEXT WEEK
Another record is being estab-

lished this week at the Central
Theatre by Universal’s war pic-

ture, “All Quie,t on the Western
Front”, which is now in its tenth
week.
With Friday, the Fourth of July,

counted as a day of unusual
drawing power. Universal has de-
cided to play twenty performances
during the week.
The week’s schedule follows:

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
2 performances; Thursday, 3 per-
formances; Friday and Saturday,
4 performances; Sunday, 3 per-
formances.

PARKING BAN TEST
GETS UNDER WAY

starting last night, the park-
ing ban on Broadway during the
theatre rush will be lifted for six
days, and the results are to be
watched by police traffic experts.
Unless too much congestion de-

velops, the ban will be suspend-
ed for the next two months. The
parking ban between 10:30 and
11:30 P.M., when the rush from
the theatres is on. continues.

adapted for the screen by Manuel
Granado, who enacts the leading
role.

“INDIE” PRAISES
FOX PRODUCTIONS

James R. Grainger, vice presi-

dent in charge of distribution for

the Fox Film Corporation, receiv-

ed the following letter from Mil-
ton W. Korach, managing direc-

tor of the Elmwood Theatre, Buf-
falo, New York:

“It has been a happy season
here with the Fox product, in

spite of the fact that this is an
independent theatre with no big
brother chain to lean upon. This
has made nry task more difficult

in making it a successful season.
However, chain or no chain, your
sure fire box office attractions
more than did their share and if

the exhibitor did not get his, it

was his fault and not the fault
of the product.

“I know the mere fact that your
product got money for the inde-
pendent will be a source of satis-

faction to you.”

“LAST MILE” AUTHOR

WILL WRITE FOR U.

John Wexley, author of the

Broadway drama of prison, “The
Last Mile,,’ has signed a contract

to write dialogue for Universal,

and left Monday for the west
coast.

In addition to being a success-
ful playwright, Wexley is a well
known stage actor, whose last

performance was in “At the Bot-
tom,” on Broadway last winter.
‘The Last Mile” is still run-

ning in New York.

WITH PATHE 20 YEARS
(Continued from page 1)

sented with a twenty-year gold
service pin by Mr. Scollard. All
personally congratulated Sam as
a friend and employee for this
record, one
that few ex-
ecutives in

the picture
industry can
approach.
Machnovitch

started with
Pathe in 1910
when features
were one reel

in length. In
1913 he was
transferred to the studio in Jer-

sey City, where the initial fam-
ous Pathe serials were being pro-
duced. In 1914 he was assigned
to the Bound Brook laboratories
as special representative to the
vice-president and general man-
ager. In 1922 he returned to the
Home Office as head accountant
and was appointed to his present
position in 1926.

THE

FAIRFAXES
Homelike Hotel.s
of Distinction

Kitchenette Apartments
and Suites of Parlor, Bed-
room and Bath — $5.00

to $7.00

Single Room with Bath
$3.00 to $4.00

Double Room with Bath
$4.00 to $6.00

The Smart Way’s the
Suite Way.

Weekly or Monthly Rates
If Desired

Buffalo Philadelphia
Washington Pittsburgh

KLEIN DISTRIBUTING
NEW SPANISH FEATURE
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^AMDEN, New Jersey, pro'

vides a current example of the

non-necessity of censorship of mo-

tion pictures. The police power
has been invoked to suppress what
is charged as being “an obscene

and indecent motion picture.” The
owner and the house manager
were both arrested and held in

heavy bail for a hearing pending

grand jury action.

'

I
^HE theatre was raided after

the mayor had received com-

plaints concerning the character of

the picture. The mayor had a

member of his own cabinet look at

the film and when his report was
adverse, the public prosecutor

raided the theatre, seized the 8

reels of the picture and held it

as evidence to be offered before

the grand jury.
* * *

^^HIS newspaper has long held

and has oftentimes printed its

(Continued on page 2)

INDIE EXCHANGE

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
MILWAUKEE, Wis., July 2. —

The Celebrated Players Film Ex-
change, one of the oldest in the
Mid-West, with headquarters here,
has just been acquired by Vincent
F. De Lorenzo and William
Scharun, both well known in the
industry. J. S. Grauman, veter-
an in the exchange business, nas
retired to take care of his other
interests.

THEATRE AUDITOR
ARRESTED AS THIEF

WASHINGTON, July 2.—Edgar
Jacobs, local auditor for the Para-
mount-Publix Theatres Corp., was
under arrest today, charged with
embezzling $50,000 of his firm’s
funds. The warrant was sworn out
by Fred A. Leroy, Kew Gardens,
L. I., president of the corporation.

249 HOUSES IN TWO CIRCUITS CONTRACT

FOR ENTIRE FOX LIST OF 48 PICTURES

FRENCH ACADEMY

ELECTS FIRST MEMBERS

PARIS, July 2. — The French

Cinema Academy, similar to the

academies of letters and painting,

which is intended as a tribute to

outstanding actors and producers,

elected its first members today.

The first twelve members elect-

ed were Maurice Chevalier, Louis
Lumiere, who, with his brother,
Auguste, is sometimes credited
with inventing moving pictures;
the producers Abel Gange, Jac-
ques Feyder and Henry Roussel;
the actresses Dolly Davis (French
born despite her American name)

;

Gina Manes and Louise Le
Grange, and the actors Jean
Murat, Raymond Agnel, Jean An-
gelo and Leonce Burel.

HEINEMAN HONORED
AT FRISCO DINNER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, July 2.

—One of the biggest film affairs

ever held on the West Coast was
the testimonial dinner last Thurs-

day in honor of William Heine-
man, who was recently elevated
from Universal San Francisco
branch manager to assistant west-
ern sales manager for the com-
pany. W. P. Moran who was pro-
moted from the branch manager-
ship at Oklahoma City to succeed
Heineman at San Francisco, was
also a guest of honor.

IOWA CITY, July 2. — Repre-
sentative Ruth Bryan Owen, of
Miami, Fla., in an address before
the seventh Commonwealth con-
ference urged the use of motion
pictures in teaching geography,
history and citizenship. She de-
scribed it as the greatest instru-
ment of propaganda let loose in
modern times.
She asked for a larger place for

(Continued on page 2)

NO PAPER TOMORROW
Tomorrow being a Na-

tional Holiday, tlie Friday
issue of the Exhibitors
Daily Review and Miotion
Pictures Today will be omit-
ted. Sunburn and other fire-

works recommended to reg-
ular subscribers and all

others.

URBAN ON WAY WEST

Joseph Urban, foremost scenic
designer and architect, is on his

way to Movietone City where he
will take up his new duties of de-
signing sets for four Fox Films
feature productions. Among them
are “Luxury,” “A Connecticut Yan-
kee,” and “The Man Who Came
Back.”

MODERNISTIC DESION
FOR SPOKANE HOUSE

SEATTLE, Wash. — The new
West Coast theatre in Spokane,
Wash., will be one of the most
ornate in the United States, ac-
cording to the plans of Architect
C. Reamer. The new structure is

modernistic and unusual in de-
sign. Construction has already
begun.

JOE COOK GUEST
AT AMPA LUNCHEON

Joe Cook, who has just return-
ed from Hollywood where he
made a movie of his “Rain or
Shine” for Columbia, will wise-
crack for the benefit of the press
agents at the AMPA luncheon to-
day. He will imitate no Hawai-
ians.

Famous Players - Canadian

Butterfield Houses in

Michigan Start Playing

Fox List August 15

Two important circuits, operat-
ing 249 theatres, have contracted

to play the en-
tire 48 Fox
pictures dur-
ing the sea-
son beginning
August 15.

Arrange-
ments with
Famous Play-
ers - Canadian
Corpora-
tion, operat-

ing 170 theatres in Canada,
and the Butterfield circuit, operat-
ing 79 theatres in Michigan, were

CAMDEN, N. J., July 2.—Public
sentiment proved to be a stronger
power than ordinary censorship
in the closing of a so-called “sex
film” and the subsequent arrest
of the owner and manager of the
theatre at which it was shown.
William Rovner, exhibitor, and

manager, and Charles Flemm,
owner of the Garden Theatre of
Camden, were arrested after com-
plaints of theatre-goers who had

(Continued on page 2)

PANTAGES IS GUARDED

AFTER DEATH THREAT
LOS ANGELES, July 2.—Guards

were placed today around the
home of Alexander Pantages.
millionaire showman, who is un-
der $100,000 bail pending appeal
from his conviction on an attack
charge, after he reported receiv-
ing a letter threatening him, his
wife and their daughter Carmen.
A letter signed by the “Com-

mittee of Six” demanded $10,000
cash as the price of their lives.

Pantages told police.

FILMS FOR TEACHING
URGED BY REP. OWEN

•0

(Continued on page 2)

Public Sentiment Ousts
^Hygiene* Film From Camden

^
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solely to the causes and the

purposes of the motion picture

industry and all its elements; to

the fostering of its ideals; to the

furthering of its proper business

purposes; to its defense against

its enemies without and its

enemies within; to the exposing

of sham pretense and stupidity;

to the dissemination of informa-

tion of moment and interest to

the industry; to the encourage-

ment of all sincere effort within

the business; to the nurturing of

a proper and justified respect for

the industry and its leadership ; to

a faithful and continuous service

to pictures and picture people—
and this newspaper seeks to serve

no other purposes.

THE F. N. PUBLIX DEAL

We learn from Mr. tSall that the

reported booking deal between
First National and Publlx is not

yet a fact. Mr. Sail asserts that

Piiblix has only contracted with

one producing company—Fox—for

pictures for the coming season.

This newspaper expects further
announcements in connection with
this subject after the price con-
ferences have been completed.

249 HOUSES BOOK
ENTIRE FOX LIST

(Continued from page 1)

completed by J. R. Grainger, vice

president in charge of distribution

of Fox Film Corporation, who is

back in his office after flying trips

to Toronto and Detroit.

Grainger reports that business
conditions indicate that last year’s
abnormal business will probably
be duplicated this year.

TESTS FOR “CIMARRON”

Wesley Ruggles, director, and
his staff, assisted by the camera,
sound and makeup departments,
are making extensive tests for

featured roles in Edna Ferber’s
“Cimarron”.

Aspirants are being tested for

the parts of young ‘Cim”, at the
age of 20; Hefner the furniture
man, Dixie Lee and Sol Levy. Many
of filmland’s big names are among
the candidates. Filming will start
soon with Richard Dix in the
starring role.

3 WAR VETERANS FOR

“INSIDE THE LINES”
Although not a war picture, but

dealing with espionage at Gibral-
tar, Radio’s “Inside the Lines”,
has a cast in which three war
veterans are conspicuous. Regin-
ald Sharland, who plays the part
of an English officer, was a major
in the Durham light infantry and
served in many major engage-
ments, including the Battle of the
Somme. Ivan Simpson has an
enviable war record with the
British army. He was playing the
part of “Capper” in the original
stage production of “Inside the
Lines”, in New York City, when
the war broke out.

Mische Auer, “Amahdi the
Hindu” in the play, was with the
intelligence department in Russia
when the Reds broke loose. He
faced death at the hands of re-
volters countless times while es-
caping from Russia to Constan-
tinople. At Constantinople he
joined the British forces there and
served as an ambulance driver.

FILMS FOR TEACHING
URGED BY REP. OWEN

(Continued from iiage 1)

youth in the affairs of State. The
energy and ideaiism of youth are
needed, she declared. Women, too,

are needed in public life, accord-
ing to the speaker. The limits of

the home are wider than formerly,
and even if woman’s place is in

the home, that does not mean with-
in four walls in her opinion.

opinions that the police power
was not only the best way, but

the only proper way to deal with

objectionable pictures.
* * * •

LL the 48 states of the union

have a statute prohibiting the

showing of obscene pictures, still

or in motion. The proper en-

forcement of these laws is all that

is necessary to protect public mor-

als and conserve public decency.

The example in Camden is a fine

case in point and directed to the

attention of not only the industry,

but of all legislative bodies who
would further hamper the picture

business with unnecessary legisla-

tion that calls for a legalized cen-

sorship.
* * *

AD pictures can be wiped out

just as quickly as the com-

munities desire that they should

be wiped out. The adequate laws

exist and by invoking the police

power—a ready, simple and prac-

tical method—the situation is ade-

quately served.

The exploitation campaign be-
ing planned for “iDixiana”,
Radio’s musical romance with
Bebe Daniels and Everett Mar-
shall, will be enlarged by an ex-
ceptional tie-up effected with the
New Orleans Chamber of Com-
merce.

“Dixiana’s” locale is New Or-
leans, and the Mardi Gras festival

provides one of the highlights in

the colorful production.

Accordingly, the New Orleans
Chamber of Commierce has pledg-
ed its unqualified support to na-
tional exploitation and an adver-
tising capaign on “Dixiana”.

Arrangements are also being
made wth the Chambers of Com-
merce of several other leading
Southern cities for nation-wide-
tie-ups that will give coverage of
type said to be exceptional in
show business.

Victor, Harms and A. L. Burt,
book publishers, have their “Dixi-
ana” material ready for release
and indicate they will be prepar-
ed for its national distribution by
August 10.

A nationally known perfumery
distributor is now preparing a
special “Dixiana” release to be
spot-sold in connection with the
attracton.

Radio tie-ups have already been
arranged to cover every national
broadcasting hour of any import-
ance. There will be at least two
coast-to-coast broadcasts of the
complete show ,according to pre-
sent plans.

Special emphasis is being laid

on display window material and
store tie-ups for “Dixiana.”

BETTY MAKES BOW
IN “THE LEGACY”

Betty Compton, recently of

“Fifty Million Frenchmen”, makes
her talking and singing picture

revue in a Vitaphone Varieties
two-reel musical comedy titled

“The Legacy”, directed by Carl
McBride from a story by Herman
Ruby. M. K. Jerome and Harold
Berg wrote the music and lyrics.

In the support are John Hundley,
Jack White, the Trade Twins,
Charles Seiter, Eddie Davis and
twelve dancing girls. Miss Comp-
Ion has been signed by Warner
Bros, for feature pictures.

DEMILLE EDITING

“MADAM SATAN”

Reports from the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer studio are that Cecil
B. DeMille is nearing the comple-
tion of editing on his newest pro-
duction, “Madam Satan”.
This phase of the work has

taken unusually long, because of

the great number of effect shots
concerned with the break-up of a
Zeppelin in mid-air, and the de-
parture therefrom of some two
hundred guests in parachutes.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, July 3, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 56 57 +1%
Warner Bros 41'/^ 41% 4- %
Fox Film “A” 40'/4 40% + %
Loew’s Inc. 65 66% +1%
Loew’s Inc. Pre...l06 106 -|-6

Radio K-A-0 297/8 30

Pathe Exchange ... 3% 3% — %
Con. F. Ind ISVs 18% — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 19% 197/8 q- %

Curb Market
Columbia Piet. _.... 35 35 —

1

Nat. Screen 31 31% 4- %

PUBLIC SENTIMENT
OUSTS ‘HYGIENE’ FILM

(Continued from page 1)

seen the so-called “educational”

sex hygiene film.

They are charged by Prosecutor

Clifford A. Baldwin with exhibiting

an obscene and indecent motion

picture. Rovner was held in $1,-

500 bail and Flemm in $500 bail

at a hearing before a Camden jus-

tice of the peace.

The prosecutors ordered the raid

on the Garden theatre after Mayor

Price reported complaints from va-

rious citizens concerning the char-

acter of the film. The mayor re-

quested Dr. Charles M. Levister,

as a member of the Camden Board

of Censorship, to review the films.

Dr. Levister reported it “filthy and

objectionable in every respect.”

Prosecutor Baldwin said eight

reels of film were seized and will

be held for evidence before the
grand jury when the defendants
are arraigned. He pointed out that

the raid was an answer to exhibi-

tors of pictures in this city who
“think they can show this type
of picture without fear of inter-

ference by the authorities.”

“We intend to show defiant ex-
hibitors that there wiii be inter-

ference every time they show a
questionable f i 1 m,” Prosecutor
Baldwin said. “Since Vice Chan-
celior Learning’s decision that the
city censor board has not authori-
ty to stop the showing of indecent
and obscene films, some of the
exhibitors have bpcome bold and
defiant. However, the county will
act in each case until all of them
have been driven from the city.”

Mayor Price said he had the pic-

ture viewed after reading an ad-
vertisement. The film, which was
being shown with another sex film

has been at the theatre for two
weeks, according to the prosecutor.

“DAWN PATROL” THURS.

“The Dawn Patrol,” First Na-
tional’s epic of war and adventure
in the air, starring Richard Bar-
thelmess, will open on Thursday,
July 10, at the Winter Garden for
an extended engagement. Bar-
thelmess is supported by a cast
which includes Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., Neil Hamilton, William
Janney, James Finlayson, Clyde
Cook, Gardner James, Edmund
Breon, Frank McHugh, Jack Ack-
royd and Harry Allen.

THE RIGHT WAY TO STOP FILTH
(Continued from page 1) 0-
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"SPELL OF THE CIRCUS”

TO BE 'U' TALKING SERIAL
<>

‘BILLY THE KID’ NEWEST

HISTORICAL PICTURE

“Billy tlie Kid” is being added

by King Vidor of Metro-Goidwyn-
Mayer to the rapidly increasing

list of pictures dedicated to vari-

ous phases of Amercan history.

Among those already in this

class are “Janice Meredith,” star-

ring Marion Davies, for the Revo-
lutionary War; “The Covered
Wagon” for the earliest days of

the West; “Abraham Lincoln” and
“The Birth of a Nation,” for the

Civil War; and “The Big Parade”
for the World War.

“Billy the Kid” occupies a

historical position midway be-
tween “The Covered Wagon” and
the present era. Its entire ac-
tion is laid in the last few years
of the late ’70’s and concerns the
period when the West, with its

wide acreage, had grown lawless.

GINGER ROGERS SET
FOR ED WYNN LEAD

Instead of travelling to the West
Coast to play in Irving Berlin’s

first screen production. Ginger
Rogers will remain in Manhattan.
Paramount production executives
made a last-minute switch in

plans and awarded the petite

comedienne the leading feminine
role in Ed Wynn’s forthcoming
starring picture, ^Manhattan
Mary,” which will be filmed in

August at the New York studio
of the company.

Miss Rogers, who recently ap-
peared opposite Jack Oakie in

“The Sap From Syracuse”, will

play the picture role created by
Ona Munson in the original
George White stage production of

“Manhattan Mary”.

RETURN TRIP

The first scenes of Radio Pic-
tures’ spectacular all - talking
railroad drama, “The Record
Run”, where shot at the head of

the Missouri River in the Rocky
mountains. After traveling sev-
eral thousand miles, crossing the
river many times for other scenes,
and going as far east as Chicago,
the final scenes fere “shot” on
the banks of the same river in

Iowa.

INEI COURTNEY CAST

Inez Courtney has been addea
to the cast of “The Hot Heiress,”
the Fields-Rodgers-Hart musical
screen play which is soon to go
into production at the First Na-
tional Studio.

STEPiN STEPS OUT

Mike (Wired-For-Sound)
Simmons, the strong, silent

man of Sono Art-World
Wide, announces tliat large

throngs of people will

doubtless crowd the Globe
theatre tonight when Step-
in Fetchlt, the idol of Har-
lem, makes a personal ap-
pearance in connection
with the showing of “The
Big Fight.”

FSX FiLM TO BE RUN
AT CHARITY SHOWING

For the benefit of Holiday
House, which is situated between
Cold Spring Harbor and Hunting-
ton, L. 1., the moving picture,

“So This Is London”, will be
shown there tonight. This charity
gives two-week vacations in the
country to poor children and
crippled youngsters who have no
other means of taking a holiday
from the hot city. Mrs. Henry C.

Taylor is president of the Holi-

day House.

Six comedy-shorts have been

filmed at the Culver City plant

within the past thirty days. These
pictures have been directed by
six veteran creators of laugb
films.

“Hold the Baby,” a Whoopee
Comedy directed by Fred Guiol
and featuring Robert Agnew, Phy-
llis Crane and Addie McPhail,
started off the record-breaking
month. Following closely on the
heels of this one was “Some
Babies,” another of the Whoopee
brand. Little Billy, famous midget
comedian, and Bob Carney are
featured in this Wallace Pox pro-
duction.

The two subsequent pictures
marked the start of the new Cam-
pus Series, “Two Plus Fours,” fea-

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — With
the organization of the studio staff

completed, the new season has
been officially opened at the Edu-
cational Studios with the start-

ing of production on the first

WARNERS SIGN TOOMEY
FOR “STEEL HIGHWAY”

Regis Toomey has been signed

by Warner Bros, to appear in “The
Steel Highway,” according to an-
nouncement made today by J. L.

Warner. James Hall, Mary Astor,

Grant Withers and Marian Nixon
complete the list of players fea-

tured in this forthcoming Vita-

phone special. No director has as

yet been assigned.

m ^‘HOT HEIRESS’’

Stuttering Tom Dugan will have
a featured comedy role in “The
Hot Heiress”, the musical screen

play by Herbert Fields, Richard
Rodgers and Lorenz Hart which
is about to start production at

the First National Studio.

turing Nat Carr, Thelma Hill and
the Three Rhythm Boys, was the

first. Ray McCarey scarcely
finished directing this college film

before Harry Delmar had cameras
grinding on “All For Mabel.”
Sally Starr, Bob Carney and Si

Wills portray leading roles in the

latter Campus Comedy.
The fifth short was “Give Me

Action,” a Rainbow Comedy di-

rected by Frank T. Davis. Harry
Holman, John Hyams and Marcia
Manning comprise the cast.

“Dance With Me,” a Checker
Comedy featuring the popular
vaudeville team, Wanzer and
Palmer, marked the sixth two-
reeler of th emonth, and the first

directorial endeavor of Hugh
Cummings, Pathe scenarist and
gag-man.

Mermaid Talking Comedy, as yet
untitled. Stephen Roberts is re-

sponsible for the direction of the
comedy. Monty Collins and T.

Roy Barnes are co-featured, with
Virginia Sale and Greta Grand-
stedt.

Production of the first comedy
in the Vanity series at the Met-
ropolitan Studios marks the re-

newal of the business relations
between Educational Film Ex-
changes and the Christie Brothers.
The initial Vanity comedy, titled

“The Freshman’s Goat”, is direct-

ed by Nat Ross. Mack Sennett,
having placed under long-term
contracts Andy Clyde, Marjorie
Beebe and Patsy O’Leary for fea-
tured roles, placed in production
the first comedy in his two-reel
series, and is now scanning the
beauty market for suitable ma-
terial for his Brevities.

Universal has made a change in

its serial schedule. It will not

produce “The Big Circus”, as an-
nounced, but in its place will
make “The Spell of the Circus”,
by Ian McCloskey Heath, which
is already in full dialogue form
and will go into production July
7 under the direction of Robert
F. Hiil, with Francis X. Bushman,
Jr. and Alberta Vaughn in the
featured roles.

FOR “CAPTAIN BLOOD”
The title role in “Captain

Blood,” from the novel by Rafael
Sabatini, will be played by James
Rennie. This First National and
Vitaphone picture will be direct-
ed by Frank Lloyd and will go
into production as soon as Lloyd
completes “Adios”, the new Rich-
ard Barthelmess picture which is
now under way.

A ^3,000,000 HOME
The Charm of individual

service, beautiful vistas of

park and river through
windows . . . Telephone
and reading lamp beside

your bed . . . Private bath
and shower in every room
. . . Circulating ice water
. . . Subway entrance at

door . . . Unrivaled cuisine

. . . Surprisingly low daily

and monthly rates.

500 Large Rooms 500 Baths

Single from ^3.50 daily

Double “ 5.00 daily

“Less than 10 minutes to shop-
ping and theatrical district”

..“Originators of'^Danish., B^^trS

S RESTAyRANI
. 711 SEVENTH AVENUE

:

47th STREET S

FAMOUS FOOD AT S0S1BLE BRICES

DI ITr ill A TITTUNCHEONS -rAfferppiitre Specialties-

OLUli A L/V 1Xi uDINNI^RS— Best Caxe and Pastry in Town

Ptesent this AdJor a Free Sample ot "Gertner's” Original Danish Pastry to take home'-

Six Tivo'Reel Comedies
Completed on Pathe Lot

EDUCATIONAL BUSY
ON NEW PRODUCTIONS
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NEW YORK
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POWERFUL NEW ZEALAND CHAIN

GOES 100 PER CENT TALKIE

Fuller Legitimate Strong-

hold of 60 Theatres

Abandons Stage Shows

<>-

DENIES PROPAGANDA

IN “DRIFTERS” FILM

and Is Wiring All for

Sound

LONDON, July 2.—According to

cables received here from Mel-

bourne, Australia, the last strong-

hold of the legitimate theatre in

New Zealand—the Fuller-Hayward
circuit of 60 houses—has given

up the struggle, passing to the

control of Sir Ben and John
Fuller. It is stated that Sir Ben
has declared for a hunder per

cent film policy for both Austra-

lia and New Zealand.
The Fuller-Hayward houses

have been regarded as the back-

bone of vaudeville for many years,

but the recent failure of a revue
company at the Adelaide Majes-
tic, following a gradual decline of

popular interest everywhere in

stage shows, was regarded as the

handwriting on the wall.

The Fullers are believed to have
put up between $500,000 and
$600,000 to get control of the cir-

cuit, which it is expected will be
equipped with Western Electric

in place of various existing sound
systems.

Stage shows will be absolutely

taboo in the future and the or-

chestras will be disbanded. “The
legitimate stage is gone for ever”
is said to represent the Fuller of-

ficial policy.

The British home reaction to

this news is reflected newspaper
editorials, a leading film trade or-

gan saying, in part: “Perhaps the

most fitting pomment on the re-

cent press prophecies of the
‘death’ of the talkies is that con-
tained in the news, not from Eng-
land, but from New Zealand where
one would be justified in believ-

ing that sparseness of population
would lead to any decline in pub-
lic liking for the sound film be-
ing very quickly felt.

“What has happened there?
Just this: Fullers, the proprietors
of between fifty and sixty legiti-

mate theatres, have decided that
stage shows of any type no longer
pull the public, and are making
every one of their houses one
hundred ^er cent talkie!

“The news is the more signifi-

cant in that Fullers, who began
as vaudeville and ‘legitimate’

proprietors in Australia, where
they adopted silent films several
years ago, made special plans to
retain ^e human element in the
New Zealand houses by a special
arrangement with the Hayward
interesis and are switching to the
talkie^ as the result of hard prac-
tical experience.”

IN “COLLEGE LOVERS”
Gujnn Williams has been assign-

ed aj prominent role in “College
Lovers,” First National’s forth-
coming comedy drama. Marian
Nixon is leading lady. Jack Whit-
ing is to be leading man, and
Frank McHugh has a big comedy
part.

The 55th Street Playhouse,
where John Grierson’s “Drifters”
is current, has received a letter

from Captain Harold Auten re-

ferring to questions asked in the

British Parliament about the film

being shown as propaganda for

American fishing industries. The
writer wishes it made plain that
“Drifters” is a film of the British
herring fisheries carried on in the
North Sea and has nothing to do
with the American industry or
with Gloucester, Mass.

P^LI^OE HOLDS OVER
“PATRIOTIC” ACTS

The Palace Theatre reports a
highly successful “Patriotic

Week”, with Ruth Etting holding
over with new songs. Lou Holtz
is another holdover in the capa-
city of compere, working again
with Miss Etting.

Foremost among the new ar-

rivals are Joe Smith and Charles
Dale, originators of “The Avon
Comedy Four.” With them will

appear Pal Mario and Lou Lazar-
in, in “A Hungarian Rhapsody,”
a hoke-character comedy hash of
laughter, song and dance placed
in an East Side restaurant. More
comedy of a different nature is

offered in “A Night in Venice”
with Joe and Pete Michon. Gloria
Foy, Sam Cricherson and Alan
Davis, who between them, have
appeared in sixteen Broadway
shows, offer “A Movie Musical.”

STUDIO SNEEZES
$250 EACH

LONDON, July 2.—Sound
and .talkie production at
Elstree, none too active
under the most favorable
conditions, is sOig’gering
under an additional burden
due to the location of the
British Hollywood. Etstree
is in Hertfordshire, and
Hertfordshire from July to

October is the native haunt
of hay fever. Consequent-
ly, the high cost of sneez-
ing on the sound stages

—

$250 per sneeze re-take—is

being viewed with alarm
throughout the British film

industry.

CONCERTS CONTINUE
AT BEACON THEATRE

The concert this .Sunday, from

3 to 4 P.M., at Warner Bros.

Beacon Theatre, will be devoted

almost exclusively to the works
of Tschaikowsky and Victor Her-

bert.

The concert will be given by

the Beacon Theatre Symphony Or-

chestra (formerly the Vitaphone

Orchestra), with Harold Levey

conducting. Noted soloists will

assist. The concert will be broad-
cast by radio station WGBS.

ALVARADO ADDED TO
“A GAY CABALLERO”

Warner Bros, have signed Don
Alvarado for a featured role in

“A Gay Caballero,” according to
announcement made by J. L. War-
ner, vice-president in charge of

production.

PATHE’S ‘HOLIDAY’

AT RIVOLI TODAY
The opening of “Holiday,”

screen version of Philip Barry’s
stage success, at the Rivoli The-
atre today, gives Pathe two of its

1930-31 specials on Broadway,
with “Swing High” continuing its

run at the George M. Cohan The-
atre. These attractions are the
first two completed in the group
of twenty specials being produced
by President E. B. Derr at the
Pathe Studios in Culver City.

“Holiday” is played by a cast
headed by Ann Harding, Mary
Astor, Edward Everett Horton,
Robert Ames, Hedda Hopper and
William Holden.

COMPANY TO LEAVE
SOON FOR ALASKA

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, July 2.

—With all arrangements complet-
ed in Alaska for the filming of
Radio Pictures’ “The Silver
Horde,” Rex Beach’s story of the
salmon industry, George Bertho-
lon, business representative;
Tommy Atkins, assistant director,
and Eddie Cronjager, cinemato-
grapher, have returned to Holly-
wood. The cast will include
Evelyn Brent, Joel McCrea, Jean
Arthur, Louis Wolheim and Ray-
mond Hatton.

“RAINBOW” NOW
“COSTELLO MURDER”

Sono Art-World Wide’s latest,

heretofore known by the title of
“Rainbow” will, be released as
“Costello Murder”. The story, by
F. McGrew Willis, features Tom
Moore and Lola Lane, and is now
in production under James Cruze’s
supervision, with Walter Lang
handling the megaphone.

TWO ADDITIONS TO
“OUTSIDE THE LAW”

Tod Browning has added Rock-
cliffe Fellowes and Louise Beav-
ers to the cast of “Outside the
Law,” new season Universal spe-
cial, starring Mary Nolan, with
Edward G. Robinson and Owen
Moore, now in production at U
City.

“LITTLE CAESAR”

Ralph Ince will have one of

the leading roles in “Little

Caesar”, soon to go into produc-
tion at the First National Studio
under the direction of Mervyn Le-
Roy. No leading lady has yet been
selected for this screen version
of the successful novel of Chi-
cago gang life by W. R. Burnett.
Ince’s role is that of a gang
leader.

ANSWER IS NO

“Is Censorship Sensi-
is the subject of the

lecture to be delivered by
Louis Nizer, attorney of the
Film Board of Trade, over
WMCA at .S:.S0 o’clock
Sjiturday afternoon.

13 RAMBLING REPORTER
REELS FOR COLUMBIA

Seeing the world with “The
Rambling Reporter” is the title

of the series of 13 single reel

travel films to be released by Co-
lumbia Pictures during the com-
ing year. They are to be pro-

duced by Bray Pictures Corpora-
tion. The talks and sound ef-

fects which will accompany the
travel pictures are to be super-
vised by Malcolm LaPrade,
known to radio listeners as “The
Man From Cook’s”, He has been
entertaining over the microphone
for five years on the National
Broadcasting chain and is renown-
ed for his travel talks. At pre-
sent, La Prade has charge of the
Collier radio hour. He has de-
livered hundreds of travelogues
covering almost every spot on the
face of the earth and is one of

the pioneer radio artists.

The music effects will be su-
pervised by Tom Griselle, winner
of the Victor Talking Machine
Company’s $10,000 prize for the
best composition in popualr style,

with his Two American Sketches:
“Nocturne” and “March.” He is

one of the leading exponents of

the classical-jazz type of composi-

tion and an experienced conduc-
tor, pianist, and musical arranger.

1,600 EXTRAS FOR
RADIO’S “HALF SHOT”

Sixteen hundred “extras” are
to be employed by Radio Pictures’
for “Half Shot at Sunrise”, fea-

turing Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey. Work on the film starts
next week in the San Fernando
Valley, near Los Angeles. Rex
Bailey, casting director, has se-
lected five hundred men with
army experience; two hundred
machine gunners, and many
others versed in the technicali-
ties of war, for this picture. The
remainder of the large list of
“extras” are to be French types.

Fifty large tents have been set
up in the San Fernando Valley,
to house the “extras”, for three
weeks. In the cast supporting
Wheeler and Woolsey are: Doro-
thy Lee, Hugh Trevor, Edna May
Oliver, Leni Stengel, Roberta
Robinson, J b )i n Rutherford,
George MacFarlane and Eddy de
Lange.
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POOR SOUND EQUIPMENT REPLACEO BY W.E.

IN 901 THEATRES AT COST OF $3,000,000

HowlerSf Squawkers
and Belly-Achers

By

A SALES manager of impor-

tance had a word or two to

say about business conditions in

the motion picture industry, and

he found in a recent tour that the

only thing the matter with condi'

tions were the howlers, the

squawkers and the belly^achers.

*

The motion picture industry

last year reached a new peak

because sound was still a novelty,

but in the previous year it also

did a fine business, and the busi'

ness of the current season bids

fair to go ahead of the year previq

ous to the peak and possibly equal

the record as well. The only

thing to prevent such a happy
business achievement would be

those who form the gloom claque,

those who whine about bad busi':

ness instead of taking off their

coats and pitching into the solv'

(Continued on pag'e 2)

ACTORS IN BRITAIN

START EQUITY ASSOC.

LONDON, July 15. — The first

meeting of the new British Act-
ors’ Equity Association was held
today. John Emerson, president
of the American Equity, who
undertook the organization of
Equity in London while on a re-
cent visit, was one of the speak-
ers, and Miss Ethei Barrymore
another. Both cited the success
of the New York Equity Associa-
tion. Every previous attempt to
form an Equity Association here
has failed.

GERMAH LAWBREAKERS
TO CENSOR U.S. FILMS

BERLIN, July 5.—A law pro-

viding all foreign films must be

submitted to the approvai of a

special committee before being
shown in Germany was passed by
the Reichstag today. '

MIDWEST EXCHANGES

OPENED BY HOFFMAN

Three new exchanges have been

opened by Liberty Productions, in

Chicago, Milwaukee and Indianap-

olis, according to M. H. Hoffman,

president of that company, who
returned to New York Saturday
after a hurried trip to the Middle
West.

Coming closely on the heels of

last week’s announcement of Lib-

erty’s exchanges in New York
City, Buffalo, Albany, New Haven,
Boston, Washington and Philadel-
phia, indications point to nation-
al distribution for Liberty Produc-
tions.

Hoffman is planning a national
distribution organization, while
Victor and Edward Halperin are
preparing tor the production of

twenty features for the new com-
pany. Hoffman will return to

Hollywood shortly.

Theodore Hoover, brother of

President Hoover, and dean of the

School of Engineering at Stanford

University, visited Warner Bros.

Vitaphone studio iast Tuesday as
the guest of Colonel Nugent S.

Slaughter, chief Vitaphone en-
gineer, and William Koenig, gen-
eral studio manager.

Mr. Hoover, who is one of the
nation’s outstanding engineers,
made a complete tour of the stu-
dio, watching stars and directors
filming and recording talking
pictures. He evidenced keen in-

terest in the technical phases of
the Vitaphone system and studied
several innovations in talking film
engineering which have never
been introduced to the general
public.

The ingenious processes involv-
ed in the production of talking
pictures, and the remarkable ski'l
of Vitaphone engineers elicited
warm praise from Mr. Hoover.

KANSAS COURT TABOOS

SUNDAY TICKET SALE

TOPEKA, Kan., July 5.—Kansas

has put the taboo on Sunday the-

atricals. This was brought about

last week when the state supreme

court ruled that the existing state

statute prohibiting the sale of

“goods, wares or merchandise”, on

Sunday is applicable to the sale

of theatre tickets. This ruling is

understood to aboiish Sunday
movies, as the suprem.e court’s de-
cision upheld another convicting
the proprietor of a motion picture
theatre operating on Sunday.

The court also ruled that the
statute which prohibits ali unnec-
essary work on Sunday is vaiid.

It does not violate any right of
religious freedom, the court con-
cluded. The contention that it

compels a person to accept Sun-
day as a day of rest was rejected.

REBUILT THEATRE
TO OPEN IN DENVER

DENVER, July 5.—The rejuven-

ated Queen Theatre of Denver
will have its premiere opening in

the fall. This theatre burned
sometime ago, leaving nothing but

a wall or two standing. The
structure required practicaliy re-
building throughout. It will be
a new theatre when finished. The
architect is M. S. Pallis of Den-
ver. It is a West Coast theatre.

RONALD COLMAN BACK
Ronald Colman returned to the

United States Saturday after a two
months’ visit to his native Eng-
land. It was Colman’s first visit
to Britain in two years. Ernest
Torrence was aiso on the Acqui-
tania.

ERPI Reports This Loss

Insignificant Compared
With Results of Dissatis-

fied Patronage

Almost a thousand theatres, 981

to be exact, have replaced their

original talking picture equip-
ment with Western Electric Sound
System, according to C. W. Bunn,
General Sales Manager of Elec-
trical Research Products. Poor
quality of reproduction and lack
of servicing, which have resulted
in a loss of box office patronage,
have been the chief exhibitor
complaints.

“The money wasted for equip-
ment that had to be replaced later
is about three miliion dollars,” he
declared, “but this sum is insig-
nificant in comparison with the
money that the theatres have lost
in patronage that has been driven
away because of unsatisfactory re-
production. It would be futile to
try to speculate upon the total
sum that motion picture theatres
in America have lost from these
causes but the amount must run
into millions of dollars.

“The lesson that these figures
point out is that it pays to make
quaiity the all-important consid-
eration in selecting equipmient.
such an equipment wiii perform

(Continued on page 2)

PROMOTION AWARDED
VETERAN U SALESMAN

G. E. Rosenwald, formerly west
coast division manager for Uni-
versal, has been appointed assist-
ant sales manager of that terri-
tory. He will work from the Uni-
versal home office at 730 Fifth
Avenue. He is a veteran em-
ployee of Universal.

VISIT TO ENGLAND
PLANNED BY CHAPLIN

HOLLYWOOD, July 5.—Charles
Chaplin is planning to visit Lon-
don as soon as he finishes his
current production, “City Lights”.
It is the first trip abroad the
comedian has made in five years.

HOOVER’S BROTHER STUDIES

WARNERS’ STUDIO SYSTEM
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solely to the causes and the

purposes of the motion picture

industry and all its elements; to

the fostering of its ideals; to the

furthering of its proper business

purposes; to Us defense against

its enemies without and its

enemies within; to the exposing

of sham pretense and stupidity;

to the dissemination of informa-

tion of moment and interest to

the industry; to the encourage-

ment of all sincere effort within

the business; to the nurturing of

a proper and justified respect for

the industry and its leadership ; to

a faithful and continuous service

to pictures and picture people—
and this newspaper seeks to serve

no other purposes.

HOWLERS, SQUAWKERS
AND BELLY-ACHERS!

(Continued from page 1)

ing of plain business problems

with two'fisted showmanship.

These gentry not only get no'

where themselves, but they have

a depressing effect upon the alive

and alert men who are doing

things in our industry.

* • W

The easiest thing in the world

for a lazy man to do is to

criticize, squawk, whine, grouch,

groan, holler, and grunt over con-

ditions which he is either too in-

competent to handle, or too lazy

to tackle.
• • •

The rewards in the motion

picture business are for those

who will step on the gas, keep

cheerful, and go full speed ahead.

Business is good with this news-

paper and with the industry gen-

erally. How much better it will

be will depend entirely on the ef-

fort put into it. We note that

the good salesmen are selling the

goods and there is absolutely

nothing in the world to worry

about except where laziness and

incapacity are manifest.

Leading newspapers of the

country, in articles and editori-

als, apparently are finding in-

creasing interest in the subject of

censorship—particularly the “ho-

lier than thou”, busybody sort.

The following excerpts from the
publications credited herewith ai’e

recent examples:

Eagle, Red Wing, MJiin.

“A St. Paul preacher wants to

see the movies censored by a fed-

eral board before they are releas-

ed for public showing. He argues
that the pictures are degrading
to the morals of youth and a drag
on civilization. The picture
makers themselves have learned
that the public wants true to life,

clean stories—stories where
wrongdoing is punished and hon-
esty and integrity is rewarded.
The St. Paul preacher probably
found that his congreation pre-

ferred the movies to his sermons.
Hence his tirade on the movies.”

Times, New York, N. Y.

“Rev. Lon Ray in his sermon
yesterday in the West Side Uni-
tarian Church, said: ‘Censorship
is immoral, first, because it flour-

ishes on partial facts, often in

almost hysterical zeal. Its chief

concern is propriety, not truth.

Second, because it defeats its

purpose. To suppress a book is

the most effective way of having
every one read it. Third, because
it assumes falsely that conduct
inevitably follows contamination
with the censored thing. Fourth,
because no one is fit to be a cen-

sor over the morals of another.

Fifth, because it is impossible to

have any form or standard by

POOR SOUND EQUIPMENT
(Continued from page 1)

best and longest and will prove

to be the cheapest when all the

costs are counted up. Our policy

has been, since the inception of

the company, to distribute the

highest quality equipment and
back up its operation by system-
atized servicing.

“The new equipment we will

begin installing in July at from
$2950 up, has been made possible

at those figures only because of

long experimentation and develop-

ment, the promises of large scale

production and other economies of

manufacture. In all respects, it

will have the same degree of

quality of the Western Electric

Sound Systems in the past. The
only difference is that it »s es-

pecially designed for the small
theatre and we believe it is the

solution of the small theatres’

problem.”

Recapitulation of the replace-
ments made by Western Electric

Sound Systems shows 809 in the

United States and 172 in the for-

eign field. The equipments re-

placed vary from little known and
home made devices to some of

the highest priced, most widely
advertised brands in the world.
The list includes 99 different types
of equipments in the United States

and 4 in the foreign field.

which to gauge what the censor
calls decency. Sixth, because it

assumed that human nature is

weak 'and cannot be left to choose
for itself what it will feast up-
on’.”

Press, Spokane, Wash.

“Good people are always get-

ting up and charging that the
movies ‘distort life in America and
misrepresent it to foreign nations.’

This is supposed to be harmful, in

some way, although we never
learned just how.

“If the movies were made for

the purpose of portraying Amer-
ican home life to the inhabitants

of 'Senegambia, Java and Persia,

there might be some ground for

the criticism. But they are not.

“Film plays are made for the

purpose of entertaining Ameri-
cans; they do this by portraying

a sort of dream word, in which
most film fans imagine they would
like to live.

“In doing this the movies are

eternally right. If some foreign-

ers get a weird notion of Ameri-
can life, that’s just too bad, but
nothing can be done about it.

“It is just possible, on the other
hand, that Americans have some
weird ideas about family life in

Turkey, Borneo and Kamchatka.
Nothing much can be done about
that, either.”

Record, Fort Worth, Tex.

“It would be a beautiful ar-

rangement if each of us could do
his—or her—own censoring and
make it cover four communities.
Everything would be about all

right then—until somebody else

claimed the privilege of rotation.

This is a great life for those who
are cock-sure they are alw-ays

right and in perfect taste . .
.”

CAST IS COMPLETED
FOR NEW U. SERIAL

With the addition of four play-

ers, Director Robert F. Hill has
completed the cast of “The Spell

of the Circus”, new Universal
talking serial by Ian McCloskey
Heath, featuring Francis X. Bush-
man, Jr., and Alberta Vaughn.
The additions are Monte Monta-
gue, Tom London, Charles Mur-
phy, and Walter Shumway, and
shooting begins Monday, July 7

on this ten chapter romance of

the big top. Bobbie Nelson, as
announced, also has an important
role.

WIDE SCREEN FOR
JAMESTOWN HOUSE

’The Winter Garden Theatre of

Jamestown, N. Y., has been reseat-

ed and a wide screen installed.

SHORT IS BOOKED

“Sacred Fires,” latest release of

P a t h e ’ s Vagabond Adventure
series, has been booked into the

Loew theatres for 114 days. First

booking starts July 9.

VAUDEVILLE SALVAGE

FOR TALKIE SHORTS

“It is unfair and not quite truth-

ful to say that vaudeville is no

more. This one time favorite en-

tertainment has simply been join-

ed in wedlock with its erstwhile

competitor, the film comedy, and

as a result of their union the

audible screen short has been

born.” So declares Frank Davis,

former musical comedy and vaude-

ville actor of note and now a di-

rector of Pathe fun films.

“The vaudeville skit was limit-

ed for several reasons,” Davis

contends. “It was an expensive

proposition to ship complicated

backings and props from one city

to another, and only feasible in

the case of highly paid acts. Then
the shortness of time had to be

considered. Also the effect of

similar acts on the same or pro-

ceeding bills. On the other hand
silent film comedies, no matter

how hilariously funny, lost the

snap of song, music and witty dia-

logue.

“Now the best features of the
formerly diverse field of entertain-
ment have been combined. The
result is, full of promise for lovers
of mirth and melody.”

BROADWAY PLAYERS

SIGNED FOR SHORTS

Georgie Jessel, Otto Kruger,
Vivienne Osborne and other
Broadway stars, have been sign-
ed for Vitaphone shorts within the
past week.
Jessel will make a two-reeler of

his most popular songs. Kruger
will do a humorous sketch en-
titled “Mr. Intruder”, with Alan
Brooks and Veree Teasdale in the
cast. Miss Osborne will be starred
in “The Nightingale,” a night club
sketch. The vaudeville teams of
Yorks and King and Morris and
Campbell, and the Three Sailors,
also have been engaged for two-
reelers.

FOR SAIiF .MOTION PICTURE AND “STIUL”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary-stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre; trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else In the
motion picture business an ad In
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the services of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to
do, and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.
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AUSTRALIAN DEVISES
ODD BALLYHOO GAGS

o

PARAMOUNT ACQUIRES i

MORE SPACE ON B;WAY

The assembling of a large Times

Square skyscraper site comprising

the Criterion and New York The-

atres and adjoining property on

Porty-fourth and Forty-fifth

streets by the Famous Players-

Lasky interests was revealed to-

day after the filing of a transfer

for part of the property with the

Register’s office.

The motion picture interests;

have controlled the Broadway
block front at, this point for some
time and now have added the

Benox, a seven-story structure at

149-151 West Forty-fourth street

to their holdings, by taking up an
option which they have held on
that property.

The Lenox occupies a plot

32.10 X 100.4 and was purchased
subject to mortgages of $89,000

from Frances M. Barnes, The ac-

quisition of this plot by the Sen-
eca Holding Corporation, repre-

senting the movie people, gives

the buyers a parcel measuring
203.9 on Broadway—extending
from Forty-fourth to Forty-fifth,

streets—256 on Forty-fifth street

and 218.6 on Forty-fourth street.

The properties includes 152 to 176

West Forty-fiifth street and 149-

151 and 155 to 165 West Forty-
fourth street.

It was stated at the offices of

Famous Flayers-Lasky today that
no definite plans have been made
for that property, since existing

leases have five or six years to

run, expiring around 1936.

On the premises at 149-151 West
Forty-fourth street, 32 feet 10

inches in width, the Seneca Hold-
ing Corporation, Adolph Zukor
president, gave a mortgage for

$150,000, due July 1, 1933, at 5%
per cent to Frances M. Barnes,
subject to a first mortgage of

$80,000.

HOTEL
EMBASSY
Broadway at 70th Street

New York City

The meeting place of the fore-

most stage and screen stars

400 LARGE,
LIGHT ROOMS

All with Bath

^2.50 a day
for one person

^3.50 a day, and up,
for two

Special Rates for Permanent
Guests

FINE RESTAURANT
REASONABLE PRICES

Breakfast 20c-50c, Luncheon 75c
Dinner ^1.00

Edmund P. Molony,
Manager

COLONEL AGAIN

HOLLYWOOD, July 5.—
H. B. Walthall plays his

first role with 1). W. Grif-

fith since “The Birth of a
Nation” in “Abraham Lin-
coln.” He plays the ptirt

(»f a Colonel of the Confed-
erate army, incidentally,

which was the same char-
acter he enacted in Grif-

fith’s early masterpiece.

SWEETHEARTS PARADE’

IN COLUMBIA PICTURE

A new picture now in produc-

tion by the Columbia Pictures

Corp., is “Sweethearts on Parade”.

The song “Sweethearts on Parade”

will be the only song played and

sung in the picture. The song,

written by Carmen Lombardo and
Charles Newman was originally

published by Milton Weil of Chi-

cago, and was recently sold to

Joe Davis. In conjunction with
the picture, Davis will Start a
widespread advertising campaign,
together with an unusual tie-up

with singers, orchestras and radio
artists.

OUBIN AND BURKE
CALLED ‘WALTZ KINGS’

Dubin and Burke, who are re-

sponsible for some of the great-

est song successes introduced in

Warner Bros.-Vitaphone produc-
tions, have more waltz hits to

their credit than any other song-
writing team in America. Their
latest composition, “Kiss Waltz”
which is featured in “Dancing
Sweeties,” Vitaphone comedy soon
to be released, is considered the
most tuneful melody to come out
of this talkie studio.

WISE BETTY CARTER

Some stars may have made
more pictures than Betty Carter,
feminine lead in “Between the
Lines,” but no star has made pic-

tures in more places. America,
England, France, Germany, Spain,
in fact, nearly all O/f the lOld
World has been the background
for her roles. Wild game hunt-
ing is one of Betty’s favorite
sports. Another favorite is stunt
flying. She was the first woman
to cross the Sahara Desert in an
automobile. She was official

photographer for the expedition, a
British governmental mission.

TALKING TRAILER

Tiffany’s Splendid Attraction

'BORDER ROMANCE’
Get It from

NATIONAL SCREEN
SERVICE

New York—126 West 46th Street
Chicago—810 So. Waba.sh Ave.
Los Angeles

—

1022 So. Vermont Avenue

CLOCK TIE-UP PLANTED

IN “THE RECORD RUN”

Models of Sessions clocks have
been included in several sequen-
ces of the Radio Picture, “The
Record Run”, and stills covering;

these shots will be used in dealer

material that will go, to every Ses-
sions dealer throughout the
United States. There will also be
national advertising to break con-i

currently with release of the

picture.
,

Sessions are leading manufac-
turers of clocks and similar ma-
terial and are represented by deal-!

ers in practically every town in

the United States.

UNIVERSAL PICTURE
WINS HIGH PRAISE

“The White Hell of Fitz Pain”,
Universal’s unusual film photo-
graphed in the Alps, has received
remarkable reviews in connection
with its showing in Britain.

Newspapers in London, Bristol,

Manchester, and in Ireland, and
all the British trade papers, were
enthusiastic in their praise, which
is all the more remarkable be-
cause of the fact that the film is

silent.

“News of the World” said: “It

is a triumph for the silent screen”,
and the Sunday Chronicle pro-
nounced it one of the six best pic-;

tures ever made.

WOOLSEY WILL STAR
IN NOVELTY SHORT

HOLLYWOOD, July 5. — Robert
Woolsey, RKO comedian will be
the star of one of a series of

twelve “Humanettes”, a one-reel
series, in which most of the im-’

portant Radio stars will appear.

The “Humanettes” are marion-
ette dolls which will be topped by
the heads and faces of the real
players, the action of the doll
bodies to be manipulated by means
of strings in the hands of the
players.

CHATTERTONp BROOK
|

PICTURE RETITLED

“Anybody’s Woman” is the new
title for “The Better Wife”, the
forthcoming vehicle for Ruth
Chatterton and Clive Brook, mak-
ing their first appearance together
again since “The Laughing Lady”.
It is adapted from a story by
Gouverneur Morris.

AL ST. JDHN STARS
IN PATHE CDMEDY

A1 St. John is the star of the
Pathe comedy, “Two Fresh Eggs,”
released July 6. This comedy was
written and directed by Monte
Carter. The cast includes Jimmy
Aubrey, Ernest Young, Helen Pat-
terson, Billy Taft and Ella Van.

Two ingenious exploitation

stunts were devised by William

Cornell, manager of the Theatre

Royal, Newcastle, Australia, in

connection with the showing (x

“Gold Diggers of Broadway.”

Cornell had five pretty girls,

dressed to represent modern gold

diggers, each carrying a spade and

pick in one hand, and a hat box

in the other on which was fast-

ened an 11 X 14 still of the pic-

ture, parade through the town.
In their sensational costumes, they
visited the large stores, parading
up and down the streets of the
city and even going into the sub-
urbs. This stunt set the whole
town talking.

The second ingenius scheme
credited to Cornell was the past-
ing of a 24-sheet which he en-
trusted to another group of pretty
girls wearing bright shorts and
amusing little berets. The job
took several hours to accomplish
and attracted a great deal of at-

tention from the thousands of

passerby. The stand was located
on the main road leading into the
city.

DOUG, JR. WILL PLAY
IN ‘LITTLE CAESAR’

Douglas F’airbanks, Jr., has been
assigned a prominent role in
“Little Caesar”, W. R. Burnett’s
sensational novel of gangland
which Mervyn LeRoy is to direct
for First National. Edward Robin-
son will play the principal role,
with Ralph Ince and Thomas
Jackson in the cast.

NEW LEADING WOMAN
FOR GEORGE O’BRIEN

Louise Huntington, stage act-
ress, has been cast for the lead-
ing role opposite George O’Brien
in “Fair Warning”, his next star-
ring picture for Fox, which Al-
fred Werker will direct. Miss
Huntington has appeared in a
number of Broadway successes.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEH STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Pareunount Building

Phone—Chickerlng 2729
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TALKIE ‘VEHICLES’ RUIN OF STARS,

DECLARES ROBERT E. SHERWOOD

Writer Finds Over-Empha-

sis of New Favorites

Threatening Them With
Fate of Their Predeces-

sors

"The talking pictures apparent-
ly ruined some of the stars and
undermined the popularity of many
others. Consequently there were
those of us who believed that a
great reform had been brought
about,” writes Robert E. Sherwood
in the forthcoming issue of Mc-
Call’s Magazine. Mr. Sherwood
continues on this topic:

“Subsequent developments have
proved us to be over-optimistic.
For while the old stars are fading,
the film producers are frantically
at work burnishing up new stars
to take their places. They are
snatching artists and non-artists
from grand opera, from the Broad-
way stage, from vaudeville and
night club shows and converting
them, with one stroke of the magic
pen, into motion picture stars.
The old system is back in force,
and worse than ever, one doesn’t
go to see a picture called ‘The
Rogue Song’; indeed one doesn’t
care whether ‘The Rogue Song’ is

good or bad; one goes to hear
Lawrence Tibbett.

Deadly Over-Enipliasis

"One well may argue this system
is perfectly satisfactory, and that
neither I nor anyone else has the
right to protest against it, as long
as the customers continue to pay
to hear Lawrence Tibbett and are
sufficiently pleased by his baritone
solos. For excellent as Mr. Tib-
bett may be, he is in a fair way
to be ruined, as Theda Bara and
Francis X. Bushman and Thomas
Meighan and Norma Talmadge and
countless others have been ruined,
by over-emphasis. It was this same
factor that was ruining the screen
itself, when talking pictures came
along to revive the public’s wan-
ing interest and to refill the emp-
tying theatres.

‘‘What happened to silent films
is more than likely to happen to
talking ones. The movie moguls
have already glutted the public
with the incomparable A1 Jolson;
and they are in a fair way to do
the same thing with Maurice Che-
valier, Marilyn Miller, George Ar-
liss, Dennis King, John McCor-
mack, and all the other new stars.

‘‘Mr. McCormack has made a
highly auspicious debut on the vo-
cal screen, his first picture. ‘Song
o’ My Heart’ being a simple, un-
pretentious, unaffected and there-
fore pleasantly affecting little ro-
mance. The star appears in his
own guise, and sings his songs in
his own heart-stirring manner,
and makes no attempt whatever
to act—which is proof of his ex-
traordinary good judgment and
good taste.

Vehicles Get Vowhere
‘‘Thus, ‘Song o’ My Meart’ may

be recommended with virtually no
qualifications . . . But—of Mr. Mc-
Cormack’s next picture? It will.

of course, be a somewhat faded

copy of ‘Song o’ My Heart,’ and

the next one after that will be

still more faded, and so on until,

after three or four such repeti-

tious offerings, the value of John
McCormack as a box-office attrac-

tion has been exhausted. Need-

less to say, Mr. McCormack him-

self won’t suffer from his experi-

ence; he does not depend on his

screen career, and probably takes

little interest in it. The real suf-

ferer in the long run will be the

motion picture industry.

‘‘Every star picture must be a
‘vehicle,’ and it is a curious fact

about vehicles on the stage and
screen that they never get any-
where. They are designed for one
particular purpose, and when that
specialized purpose has been ac-
complished, they are fit only for

the scrapheap.”

lAFORD-JUGGLER BACK
FOR RKO CIRCUIT SWING

Johnny Hyman, ‘‘the word jug-
ler,” returned Thursday after a
fourteen months tour in Europe.
Mr. Hyman begins an RKO tour
at the Coliseum Theatre today.

LOS ANGELES, July 5. — Con-
struction has been started on new
executive offices for Fox West
Coast Theatres at the corner of

Sunset and Western Avenues, on
property now occupied by Fox
Film Studios.
This new building, which will

be completed about the first of

the year, will house not only

the Fox West Coast Theatres, but

also all departments of the Fan-
chon and Marco unit. It will be
two stories, and will take in a
plot of ground equivalent to a

city block. In addition to busi-

ness offices it will also have a

miniature, but complete, theatre
for the rehearsal of Fanchon and
Marco ideas.

There will be several rehearsal

SCREEN REUNITES
‘MURRAY AND OAKLAND’

The signing of Vivian Oakland
for her featured role in the Ra-
the comedy, ‘‘Big Hearted,” now
being shown as an added feature
with “Swing High” at the Cohan
Theatre, brought this actress to

the same lot on which her hus-
band John T. Murray was play-
ing. Murray has just completed
important roles with Eddie Quil-
lan in “Night Work” and in “Her
Man” with Helen Twelvetrees.
Vivian Oakland and John T. Mur-
ray composed the vaudeville team,
“Murray and Oakland” of a few
years back.

NOVEL TIE-UP USED

ON ‘FLOR^ORA GIRL’

Gil Martin, manager of the Lin-

coln Theatre, Sterling, 111., in-

cluded a novel and interesting

contest in the extensive campaign
he used to put over his showing
of the M-G-M “The Floradora
Girl.”

Martin arranged a “Do You Re-
member When” tie-up with the
local Cadillac Agency who obtain-
ed an old 1902 model Cadillac
which was placed in front of the
theatre for two days in advance
of the playdate. Card copy and
cut-outs tied up with the picture,
and the copy on the contest was
to the effect that those guessing
the year that the car was made-
would be entilted to free tickets
to see “The Floradora Girl” as
the guest of the Cadillac distribu-
tor. In addition to this, Martin
had special circulars printed with
copy on the contest which were
distributed from the theatre.

FILM FINISHED

“The Office Wife”, Warner Bros,
film version of Faith Baldwin’s
novel, has been completed and is

now undergoing editorial changes
in the cutting room. Dorothj
Mackaill and Lewis Stone play the
leading roles, with Natalie Moore-
head, Brooks Benedict, Joan Blon-
dell, Blanche Frederic!, Walter
Merrill and Hobart Bosworth in

the supporting cast.

halls for these stage attractions,

costume department, scenic de-
partment and all of the other units
which are necessary for the suc-
cessful production of the ideas.

At the present time these de-
partments of Fanchon and Marco
are distributed about the city.

The new building, however, will

bring them all under one roof.

Fox West Coast Theatres will

move all of their departments to

this new structure, including ex-
ecutive, legaj, real-estate, pub-
licity, booking, accounting and
other offices.

M-G-M WILL HANDLE
ANIMATED CARTOON

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will dis-

tribute “Flip the Frog,” the ani-

mated cartoon drawn by “Ub”
Iwerks, and produced by Celebrity
Productions. Charles J. Glege-
rich, sales manager of Celebrity,

signed the contract this week.

PATHE ‘HEADLINER’

Norma Leslie, former vaudeville

headliner in the Keith-Orpheum
team of Leslie and Vandergirst, is

now lending her laugh-making
talents to the talking screen. Miss
Leslie plays an important role in

“America or Bust”, a Rathe
comedy featuring Dephne Pollard,

and filmed under the direction of

Frank Davis.

Work Starts on Fox West
Coast Executive Offices

<

PLAN IMPROVEMENTS

FOR WARNER HOUSES

Joe Hornstein, general purchas-

ing agent for Warner Bros., has

just returned from an extensive
trip through Virginia, West Vir-

ginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois

and Wisconsin, during which he

investigated the condition of War-
ner Bros.’ recently negotiated the-
atre acquisition in those states.

Mr. Hornstein’s survey on the
new theatres will result in archi-
tectural and acoustic improve-
ments on an extensive scale. It

is planned to make the necessary
renovations as soon as possible.

FIRST NATIONAL WILL
REMAKE ‘CAP’N BLOOD’

HOLLYWOOD, July 5. — “Cap-
tain Blood”, the Rafael Sabatini
novel, will go into production this

week at First National, with Frank
Lloyd directing. It is planned as
First National’s biggest produc-
tion of the year. James Rennie
plays the role originally created
by J. Warren Kerrigan a few years
ago.

SPEWACK SIGNS NEW
PARAMOUNT CONTRACT
HOLLYWOOD, July 5.—Samuel

Spewack, playwright, journalist
and short story writer of New
York, has just signed a new con-
tract as a member of the Para-
mount writing staff. He went to
Hollywood two months ago to
write for this company.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED

^3.00 SINGLE UP
^4.00 DOUBLE UP

700 ROOMS
with Bath
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To Business

or to Work
By

Hot or cold, wet or dry, fair

weather or no, the show busi'

j

ness and the show public must be

I

served. Good pictures plus a

' decent amount of good hard worl{

will solve any theatre’s problems.

There is not an overplussage of

good attractions right now but

there never is. There is good

workable show product, and when
we say workable we mean pictures

that, plus effort, will make money.
* * *

E have in mind two houses in

a large city. They are about

the same large capacity. Each is

modern, well ventilated, decently

j

ushered and attractive. One is do'

1
ing a fine business. The other is

i
not a flop but it is by no means

a success. In looking over the

I

(Continued on page 2)

J. L WARNER HEADS

M. P. RELIEF FUND

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU —A sig-

nal honor was conferred upon J.

L. Warner, vice-president in charge
of production for Warner Bros.,

when he was elected president of

the Motion Picture Relief Fund

j

at the annual meeting of the or-
i ganization held at Pickfair, home

of Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks.

;

Mary Pickford, outgoing presi-
' dent, turned over the gavel to

Warner, who led the gathering in
a vote of thanks for her fine work

i

i

i

(Continued on page 3)

OUTDOOR FILM FEAST

At outdoor summer season
feast of free films every
Monday and Friday night at
the Tenth Avenue end of
Chelsea Park screened by
the non-sectarian Hudson
Guild began last night with
an audience of at least
5,000, mostly children.

ROCKEFELLER INTEREST IN AMUSEMENT CENTER

INDICATES FAITH IN FUTURE OF FILM INDUSTRY

BLUE UW BATTLE

CONTINUES IN MISS.

JACKSON, Miss., July 7. — The
battle for Sunday shows in Missis-

sippi is still on in spite of orders
sent out from Publix-Saenger
headquarters closing all their

houses on that day in compliance
with the instructions of George T.

Mitchell, attorney general. Al-

though the attorney general’s in-

structions amounted to a threat to

evict these houses from the state

unless they ceased to operate on
Sunday, there have been several
conferences between state and
theatre officials seeking to har-
monize their difficulties.

In towns where theatre patron-

‘ALL QUIET’ GROSSED
$10,698 ON WEEK-END

A huge gross was record-
ed by “All Quiet on the
Western Front” at the Cen-
tral Theatre, New York,
over the fonrth of July

.

three-day holiday. The Uni-
versal masterpiece, in three
days registered a box office

take of $10,698.

The fignres by days fol-

lows: Friday, July 4,

$3,698; Saturday, July 5,

$3,800; Sunday, July 6,

$3,200.

Huge Investment in RCA
Development Seen as

Good Omen

The interest of John D. Rocke-
feller, Jr., in the development of

the big midtown amusement cen-
ter to be operated by the R. C. A.
interests, is considered an excel-
lent omen for the future of the
motion picture industry. As one
astute showman stated yesterday,
“If John D. Rockefeller, Jr., were
endowing a motion picture thea-
tre for visual education it would
appear that he was merely inter-

ested in seeing the motion picture
used as a medium for instruction
in place of text books. If this were

(Continued on page 3)

LONDON HEARS RKO PLANS

MAMMOTH ELSIREE SIUDIOS

FILM FINISHED

(Continued on page 2)

ORLANDO JAY SMITH
DIES SUDDENLY

Orlando Jay Smith, seventeen
year old son of Courtland Smith
of Fox Films, died suddenly yes-
terday morning at Port Washing-
ton, L. I. He is survived by his
parents, a brother and a sister.

Mr. Smith’s naany friends in the
film industry were shocked at the
news of the youth’s death and for-
warded to him their sincere con-
dolences.

HOLLYWOOD, July 7. — With
thirty-five all-talking pictures now
in work, the biggest production
drive in the history of the Para-
mount West Coast studios is being
launched this week.

During the months of July, Aug-
ust and September, actual shoot-
ing will start on twenty-two fea-
ture-length productions, which will
give work to several thousand act-
ors, technicians and other studio
artisans.

This announcement was made
tod_ay by Jesse L. Lasky. Lasky
has just returned to Hollywood
from the east, where he made

(Continued on page 3)

HOLLYWOOD, July 7.—Fox has
completed Victor McLaglen’s cur-
rent starring picture entitled “On
the Make.” Mona Maris, Luana
Alcaniz and Mona Rico play the
feminine leads.

RONALD COLMAN MAY
RETURN TO STAGE

Ronald Colman, who returned

from a visit to England on the

Aquitania Friday and left imme-
diately for Hollywood, is likely to

be seen this coming season in a

stage play. This is according to

an announcement from the offices

of Samuel Goldwyn. Before leav-
ing London Mr. Colman was in
conference with Noel Coward

(Continued on page 2)

LONDON, July 7. — Coincident
with the launching of RKO on this

side of the Atlantic as a distri-

butor, the report gains ground in

British film circles that this con-
cern has plans well advanced to

divide its production schedule be-
tween London and Hollywood.

A close connection is seen be-
tween this report and the recent
statement in trade journals that
“one of the major U. S. producers”
has bought 26 acres of land near
Elstree upon which to build a
mammoth film studio.

Considered in the light of Para-
mount’s producing activities at
Longville in France, these two re-
ports are regarded as significant
and likely to be verified very
shortly.

DEVANEY TO HANDLE
U’S DETROIT SALES

Until a permanent successor to
Harry Scott, who has been pro-
moted to manager of the Washing-
ton Universal exchange, is appoint-
ed, Leo M. Devaney, an Assistant
Eastern Sales Manager for Uni-
versal, has taken over temporarily
the management of the company’s
Detroit office.

35 Productions Now in Work
At Para West Coast Ssudio
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MAIN STREET
L "Gohdorfii^rd:

Koss y. TVliy.tock, of Pathe,

yesterday deuie'd rumors that he

is dead * * * Reports current over

the week-end and Monday that

Whytock, who is very well known
in newspaper and motion picture

circles throughout the country,

had died suddenly, were denied by
the Major who attributed the

rumor to the fact that an actor

with a similar sounding name had
died last week and the persons
unfamiliar with the spelling of his

name had mistaken the identity

of the dead man * * * Mike Sim-
iuous is staging another one of

those unique pre-vie^'s for Sono-
Art on Thursday * * * Garrett

Grnliam, co-author with his

brother, Carroll of the novel
"Queer People,” treating with the

wild and woolly side of Holly-
wood, arrived in town yesterday
without an armed vest and minus
a body guard * * * Freddie Hall,
known to his palpitating public as
F. Mourdant Hall, motion picture
“critic” of the New York- Times,
is in Hollywood where during the
next two weeks he will instruct
the leaders of the industry in how
to make motion pictures and seek
to find relaxation in golf with
those who can find to struggle
around the course with him * * *

A. M. Botsford, of Publix, is back
at his desk after several weeks
on the coast * * *Gal>e Yorke
and the Metropolitan Theatres
staff have moved from 1600 Broad-
way to the Fox Annex, Tenth
avenue and Fifty-sixth street * *

Syliesfer Sullivan, formerly of
Fox publicity, is on the air these
days for an industrial concern
* * * Kaiidall White, in the indus-
try’s publicity for many years, is

now proprietor of an advertisers
service * * * Elizabeth Loiiergaii,
of Kine and Picture Goer, is mak-
ing ready for a trip abroad to the
home office * * * Austin
midget car attracts so much at-
tention it would make a great
ballyhoo for some current picture.

FOX COMPANY RETURNS
HOLLYWOOD. July 7.—The Fox

company filming “The Red Sky”,
has returned from a location trip
to Jasper National Park in Can-
ada. It is a story of the North-
west Mounted Police, featuring J.

Harold Murray.

Para ^Summer* Quarter
Promises $8,300,000 Net

It was learned yesterday that
estimates are sufficiently advanced
to warrant the prediction that
profits of Paramount-Publix Corp.,

for the second quarter, will net
close to $3,500,000. This will bring
the total profit for the first six

months of the year to about
$8,300,000, which will be equal
roughly to $2.85 a share on the

2,896,000 shares of capital stock
outstanding during the period and
would compare with $5,115,000 or
about $2.28 a share on 2,242,862

shares in the first half of 1929.

In the first quarter of this year
Paramount reported an approxi-
mate net of $4,800,000, equal to

$1.79 a share on 2,685,313 shares,
against $2,565,000 or $1.16 a share
on 2,206,505 shares in the first

quarter of 1929.

Following the acquisition of

Canadian Famous Players, Para-
mount will have 3,256,479 shares
of stock outstanding, but since
earnings from this property carry
its share of the capitalization in-

creased stock will not dilute pro-
fits per share. Since Paramount’s
business is substantially larger in

the last half of the year than in

the first half of the year, it is

probable that profits for the year
will be about $6 a share on the
averag_e outstanding common
stock.

RELEASE IN SUMMER
FOR “HELL’S ISLAND”

Columbia will release “Hell's
Island,” a drama of the French
Foreign Legion and the penal is-

lands of Guiana sometime this

summer as one of its special at-

tractions. Jack Holt and Ralph
Graves are featured, with Dorothy
Sebastian in the feminine lead.

Edward Sloman directed from the
original story by Tom Bucking-
ham.

COLUMBIA DISCARDS

PHOTOCOLOR PROCESS

Columbia Pictures has discon-

tinued the use of Photocolor for

its series of colored shorts and

will substitute a new color pro-

ces.s for all future releases where
natural color is used. Details of
this process, that is claimed to

facilitate the taking of films in
their natural hues, will be an-
nounced later.

TO SHOW CRUZE FILM
AT NOVEL PREVIEW

Sono Art-World Wide will give
a preview this Thursday at 8 p.m.
of “Once A Gentleman”, starring
Edward Everett Horton, for the
trade and press in the auditorium
of the Roerich Museum, Riverside
Drive and 103rd Street. Prior to
the showing. First Division Pic-
tures, Inc., New York distributprs
for Sono Art-World Wide, will
give a dinner in the Kiva Room,
a facsimALe reproduction of the
subteraneum vaults found in anci-
ent India. “Once A Gentleman”
was directed by James Cruze, and
has in the supporting cast, Lois
Wilson, King Baggot, Edward
Fawcett, Frajicis X. Bushman,
Estelle Bradley and others.

BIC CATTLE STAMPEDE
IN BARTHELMESS FILM

A great cattle stampede with
1500 head of beef in action has
just been staged for “Adios”,
Richard Barthelmess’ next First
National picture, which is now in
production under the direction of
Frank Lloyd^

STOCK MARKET
Monday, July 7, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 5478 5572 —172
Warner Bros 40/4 40/4 —174
Fox Film “A” 3972 3972 — %
Loew’s Inc 62% 62% —2/8
Radio K-A-0 27% 28 —178
Pathe Exchange _. 378 378 —
Pathe “A” 772 7% - /4
Con. F. Ind 18% 193/8 + %
Con. F. Ind. Pre 19 19% — %

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 34 34 —

1

Fox Theatre “A”... 778 8 — %'

TO BUSINESS
OR TO WORK

(Continued from page 1)

competitive attractions there is

little to choose from. Both houses

are using pictures of good quality.
* * *

WHY, then, is one limping and

the other striding sturdily

along? We took the trouble to find

out. The secret lies in the local

advertising and exploitation. The
slow house uses uninspired, per'

functory announcements and very

little billing on the brands. The
live house uses smash copy and it’s

smash even in the small spaces. It

uses the billboards and creates the

feeling that the theatre is alive, go-

ing down'to'the-hour place of

amusement. In the one spot the

man responsible “goes to business’’

every day. In the live spot the

man responsible “goes to wor\.”
* * t

DVERTISING and exploita'

tion are the breath of the

business. They must be alive,

vital and the product of real

thought and enthusiastic effort.

We cite these two houses as worth
the consideration of all who have
to do with the conduct of theatres.

Hughes Buys Film Rights

jTo Novel, **Queer People^*
HOLLYWOOD, July 7.—Howard

Hughes, youthful film produjcer,
whose “Hell’s Angels” is now hav-
ing its world premiere at the
Chinese theatre, has purchased the
motion picture rights to “Queer
People,” the novel of Hollywood by
Carroll and Garrett Graham, which
is creating something of a sen-
sation in the movie city.

The book deals with Hollywood,
and many of its characters are
thinly disguised, and easily recog-
nizable to everyone who knows his

motion pictures.
It was freely predicted that the

Grahams had completely written
themselves out of Hollywood by
the manner in which they had de-
picted many prominent person-
ages in the studios. Consequently,
the announcement of Hughes’ pur-
chase of it, and his plans for a
film version of it satirizing Holly-
wood is a complete surprise to the
movie colony.
Hughes’ “Hell’s Angels” will

open on Broadway in about a
month as a two-dollar attraction.

RONALD COLMAN MAY
RETURN TO STAGE

(Continued from page 1)

about a play, which the English
dramatist is now preparing.
Colman’s plans, it is understood,

are to appear on the stage either
in this or in an adaptation of
Frederick Lonsdale’s screen play,
whicfi is scheduled as hi's next
talking picture. Before he went
into pictures, Mr. Colman played
on the Broadway stage in 1922
with the late Henry Miller and
Ruth Chatterton in Bataille’s “La
Tendresse.”

GLEASON AND SWEET
FEATURED BY PATHE

HOLLYWOOD, July 7. — James
Gleason and Harry Sweet are the
featured comedians in “Her Man”,
all-talking comedy based on the
ancient song, “Frankie & Johnny”

THROAT SPECIALISTS
WORK ON LON CHANEY
Lon Chaney, delineator of weird

screen roles, is receiving treat-
ment at a New York hospital for
a throat ailment. The nature of

the illness was not disclosed, but
attending physicians said it was
sufficiently mild to permit the
actor to come here from Califor-
nia for treatment between picture
assignments.
Chaney is not confined to the

liospital but is visiting it twice
daily.

BLUE LAW BATTLE
(Continued from page 1)

age was strongly in favor of Sun-
day shows, Piiblix-Saenger houses
in the past have opened on that
day and paid their fines on Mon-
day. This led to the charge that
they were, in effect, licensed.
Hence the drastic attitude taken
by the attorney general. The
prompt compliance of these houses,
on orders from headquarters, has
resulted in a political situation
that seems likely in the near fu-
ture to operate against meticulous
blue law observance.
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COMPLETES DIALOGUE

FOR ‘LADY SURRENDERS’

William Hurlbut, playwright,

author of “Lillies of the Field”,

“Chivalry” and “Bride of the

Lamb”, all of which had success-

ful runs on the New York stage,

has completed the dialogue ver-

sion of John Erskine’s novel, “Sin-

cerity”, which Universal will pro-
duce under the title “The Lady
Surrenders”.

John M. Stahl will put this pic-

ture in production at Universal
City on Wednesday of this week

WANQER TO BE GUEST
AT AMPA LUNCHEON

Walter Wanger, accom-
panied by several other
Paramount execntvies, will

be the guest of honor at
the AMPA luncheon Thurs-
day. The luncheon is be-
ing arranged by Leon Bam-
berger, also of Paramount,
and vice president of the
AMPA.

with Conrad Nagel, Genevieve
Tobin and Rose Hobart in the

principal roles.

ROCKEFELLER INTEREST IN AMUSEMENT CENTER

INDICATES FAITH IN FUTURE OF FILM INDUSTRY
(Continued from page 1) <>

his aim it might be said that he

was merely following out other

Rockefeller donations of amuse-

ments, scientific research organiz-

ationSj etc., for the public good.

“The fact, however, that he is

utilizing a huge piece of extremely

valuable property in mid-Manhat-

tan for an amusement center, and

is financing the building of vari-

ous theatres and studios for tli£

presentation of all types of enter-

tainment ranging from variety to

television with motion picture ex-

hibition predominating, indicates

to those who have looked beneath

the surface of the announced de-

velopment that the Rockefellers

believe the motion picture industry

offers a big field for profitable

investment.

“The Rockefellers have ample

money, both to endow public in-

stitutions and to make invest-

ments. They do neither one, how-
ever, until they have made a very
careful study of the return they

will get financially or in the satis-

faction of seeing the public bene-

fitted in some manner.

“The Rockefeller millions have
financed many enterprises which
hgve never made a financial re-

turn but have made huge returns
in the way of aiding mankind.

“Similar investmients made in

business have proved equally as
successful. The Rockefeller in-

vestment in the now completely
planned R. C. A. entertainment

center, indicates that John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., his associates and
advisors, are thoroughly familiar
with the future of the motion pic-

ture industry, especially the exhi-
bition branch.

“The faith of the Rockefeller
interests in taking an active part
in the development of motion pic-

tures through the medium of the
R. C. A. organization and its

affiliated subsidiaries, RKO, and
the RKO Distributing Corporation,
should prove an encouraging fac-
tor to exhibitors and producers of
the country, both large and small.”

In connection with the show-
men’s analysis of the Rockefeller
investment in the amusement field,

it is worth while to note that while
the exhibiting end of the motion
picture industry is undergoing a

seasonal slump, production activi-

ties on the West Coast are greater

now than they ever were before in

comparison with a great decline in

production in other industries.

The automqbile industry is at a

very low ebb at this writing, with

few of the companies producing

anywhere near the number of

cars they made a year ago. An
indication of the status of that

industry is given in the recent

announcement that all salaries of

Chrysler employees have been cut

10% in order to permit the com-

pany to operate at a profit.

In view of the present slump

of business and the curtailed in-

come of the greater part of the

wage earners of the country, the

attendance at movie theatres is ex-

cellent and the status of the in-

dustry, as a whole, is exception-
ally strong when compared with
the great depression from which
other businesses are just starting
to recover.

HARAFIOTI PREDICTS OPERA

FOR SCREEN IN FIVE YEARS

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW
BY CAEY GBATZ

“LOVE AMONG THE
MILLIONALRES”
Paramount’s latest picture,

“Love Among the Millionaires” at

the Paramount this week. In it

Miss Clara Bow is given an op-
portunity to display her special
charms to her large following
from Brooklyn, N. Y. to Dallas,
Tex. As a waitress in a railroad
lunch room, she has a romance
with the son of the road’s presi-
dent disguised as a brakeman and
living in a private car on the sid-

ing hard by. Parental objections
are met and overcome in the usual
way, etc. Clara slings eggs be-
tween theme and other songs, and
does a tough scene at a swell
party which is really like life.

Dumb Stewart Erwin and wise-
cracking Skeets Gallagher furnish
comedy with the aid of a fiiver,

but first honors go to the child
actress Mitzi Green. The cutest
piece of larceny (petty) that I

have seen in some time is per-
fornmd by Mitzi in this picture,
in which she is almost as precoci-
ous as Clara herself.

JAMES RENNIE SIGNS
FOR FIRST NAT’L FILM

One of the leading roles in

“Father’s Son,” from a story by
Booth Tarkington, has been as-
signed to James Rennie. Leon
Janney, Irene Rich and Lewis
Stone will also be preminent in

the cast of this First National and
Vitaphone picture.

35 PARA FILMS IN WORK ON WEST COAST
(Continued from page 1)

plans for new pictures at the New
York studios, and at the same time
conducted a survey of business
conditions throughout the country.

On his .arrival here, Lasky ex-

pressed himself enthusiastic over
the industrial outlook in the
United States and predicted an era
of genuine prosperity for the

months to come.
The increased production sched-

ule is the result of this business
survey, Lasky stated.

Seven productions are being
filmed at this time. These are
“The Sea God,” with Richard Ar-
len and Fay Wray; “The Spoil-
ers,” with Gary Cooper, Kay John-
son and others; “The Better Wife,”
with Ruth Chatterton and Clive
Brook; “West of the Law,” with
Rosita Moreno, Eugene Pallette
and a big cast; Ernst Lubitsch’s
“Monte Carlo”; Maurice Cheva-
lier’s latest, ‘“The Little Cafe,” and
the Spanish production of
“Grumpy.”
Seven other features in the cut-

ting and editing rooms, being made
ready for early releases are “For
the Defence,” starring William
Powell; Moran and Mack in “Any-

body’s War”; “Let’s Go Native,”
with Jack Oakie and Jeanette Mac-
Donald; “Manslaughter,” with
Claudette Colbert and Frederic
March; Cyril Maude’s “Grumpy,”
and the all-Technicolor produje-

tion, “Follow Thru.”
Now in preparation are a George

Bancroft vehicle, as well as pic-

tures to star Cllara Bow, Jack
Oakie, Leon Errol and Charles
Rogers. Walter Huston and Kay
Francis are rehearsing for the
filmization of “The General,” and
rehearsals are under way for

“Morocco” and “Tom Sawyer.”

Production is also heavy at the
New York studios of the company.
Shooting is Nancy Carroll’s next
starving vehicle, “Laughter,” while
being edited are “The Sap from
Syracuse,” starring Jack Oakie;
“Heads Up,” starring Charles
Rogers, and the Four Marx Bro-
thers in “Animal Crackers.” Di-
rector Fred h^wmeyer is prepar-
ing “The Best People,” scheduled
to go into production immediately.

In addition to the feature pro-
ductions, two one-reel short sub-
jects are being turned out each
week, and one two-reel comedy is

produced every fortnight.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Pre-
diction that within five years
screen grand opera will be offered
and will prove popular is made by
Dr. P. Mario Marafioti, former
voice coach of Caruso and Galli
Curci, who recently went out tr'

the coast to accept the unique po-
sition of studio voice trainer at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio.

It is Dr. Marafioti’s belief that
the forthcoming opera stars of the
screen will not be recruited from
the operatic stage but will be de-
veloped within the ranks of the
motion picture industry.

“I have found a number of young
extras,” he said, “with quite re-
markable voices, in addition to a
practical foundation in the de-
mands of picture work. All that
they need is instruction and train-
ing in music, and this we hope to
supply, under the present system.

“I believe that an extraordinary
number of fine voices may be dis-
covered among so-called un-
knowns. As young Americans are
found and trained for this new
vocal medium a new generation
of operatic artists will be nroduced.
I do not wish to be fanciful, but
am merely expressing a convic-
tion of fact. The screen should
provide a combination of youth,
beauty and vocal talent that has
never been possible on the screen
and in opera. Youngsters will be-
gin training at an early age for
screen operas.
“We are holding periodical audi-

tions on the coast now, in the hope
of discovering new vocal talent,
and as we find this talent we shall
make it our business to see that it
is given full opportunity to de-
velop.”

J. L. WARNER HEADS
M. P. RELIEF FUND

(Continued from page 1)

during the year in which she held
office.

Last year the Relief Fund raised
more than $75,000 for the ill and
needy within the industry.

J. L. Warner’s cabinet of officers
of the Motion Picture Relief Fund
includes Nicholas M. Schenck,
vice-president; Mary Pickford,
second vice-president; Will Hays,
third vice-president; Conrad Na-
gel, fourth vice-president; M. C.
Levee, treasurer, and A. W. Stock-
man, secretary.

Trustees for the next three years
are Charles Chaplin, Jesse Lasky,
Fred Beetson, E. H. Allen, Win-
field Sheehan, Antonio ^oreno,
Milton Sills, Ronald Colman and
J. L. Warner.

CLYDE CDOK SIGNED
FOR ROLE IN ‘SUNNY’

One of the most important
comedy roles in “Sunny”, which
will be produced by First Nation-
al with Marilyn Miller as star, has
been assigned to Clyde Cook.
Other members of the cast will be
Joe Donahue, Lawrence Gray and
0. P. Heggie. The director will
be William A. Seiter.
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COLUMBIA'S

THE LION AND
THE LAMB

R
ead by millions as a

sensational serial by

E. Phillips Oppenheim in

Collier’s Weekly.

Areal,

^ ing

Colorado

by Paul L.

Putter.

MADONNA OF
THE STREETS

E
velyn brent m another :

story that suits her great

possibilities. From the famous

best-selling novel by

W.B. Maxwell.

LOVER
COME BACK

T
he famous McCall’s Maga- J

line story by HelenTopping

Miller. Beautiful romance and

sparkling humor.

l:.. ... j

riot in pic

AChr

AMIGHTY LINE-UP-BUTYOU
NOW WATCH FOR THE
BIG ANNOUNCEMENT OF COLUMB



fEAKS
S' i ^

THE FLOOD
{

and thrill- THRILLING^ breath-taking

f of the '
’ / \ story of man’s struggle

j

Expedition with the mad, surging torrents
|

nd Walter of hell broke loose. To be lav-
j

S'
'

'3 ishly produced.
{

1

^ TheWomanWho
/ Came Back
VELYN BRENT in a fast

moving, powerful drama of

a woman's courageous fight to

rejoin society.

WIFE I SUBWAY EXPRESS

I'S rollick- /^UTSTANDING mystery

dy, a sure
thrill stage success of the

‘
* year. A sell-out play by Eva

action Kay Flintand Martha Madison.

I Tur I AST PARADE
I I VIC I.
I

L
f QUDDIES in war/enemies

I
D in peaces Powerful,

f: absorbing, thrilling I An

^

outstanding masterpiece by

i Casey Robinson.

AVEN’T SEEN ANYTHINGYET!



The rush for fox pictures is on..

THEY CAN*T EVEN ^IT far RELEASE DATE

Old Man Summer!
Big theatres once shuddered In fear
of the Summer Slump.

No longer—In Chicago!

Big pictures mean Big ProfIts,even on
hot days and sultry nights.

Try and get them!

The Roosevelt Theatre did.

COMMON CLAY . . .

Released August 179hut
showing there July U.



United Artists Theatre did.

(SONG O* MY HEART
Released Sept. 7t i’ut

Showing there July 4*

Mae l^tnee gives it

and calls it

*‘the most charming picture
that has ever been screened^*

-^Chicago tribune

Good for Chicago!

Good for Publlx!

Good for



theatres

have replaced unsatisfactory

sound equipment with • • •

Western Electric!

y^hy? Because of loss of business
due to poor reproduction . • . lack of proper servicing . .

. program

interruptions.

The insistent public demand for «|ualit) sound reproduction led

these 981 theatres to change their equipment.

It’s profitable to install Western Electric in the first ])lace— it costs

less in the long run.

Westerm
SOUND

'Eiectric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Ittc,

250 W. 57th Street, New York
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A Clergyman
Tells the Story

By

Representative clergy

^

men do much to offset malod'

orous sensationalism of the loud

minority misrepresenting their

calling. Over against the silly

blither, part stupid and part de-

liberate for the purpose of pub-

licity, comes the sound and
thoughtful utterance of the Rever^

end Lon Ray Call of the West
Side Unitarian Church in New
York.

*

^ I 'HE Reverend Mr. Call, in

discussing censorship, speaks

eloquently and soundly as follows:

“Censorship is immoral, first, be-

cause it flourishes on partial facts,

often in almost hysterical zeal.

Its chief concern is propriety, not

truth.
# « V

“OECOND, because it defeats

^ its purpose. To suppress a

(Continued on page 2)

HUGHES’ EPIC BOOKED

FOR CRITERION IN FALL

Howard Hughes, multi-million-
aire oil youngster and indepen-
dent producer, will furnish the
“big surprise” Broadway has been
promised by the Criterion The-
atre. His “Hell’s Angels” the pro-
duction of which is reported to
have cost the youthful oil baron
millions of dollars and which
took more than three years to
make will open at this theatre
September 1. It will be given
an extended run.

Young Hughes is going into the
production field of pictures with
a vengeance. With the finishing
touches being put on “Hell’s
Angels” in the cutting room he
reaches out and secures the mo-
tion picture rights to “Queer
People”, the recently published
novel written by Carroll and Gar-
rett on Hollywood life. This, it

is understood, will be Hughes
next effort.

NEW ZONING AGREEMENTS
WILL BENEFIT EXHIBITORS

U. S. Film Trade Analysis

Shows Germany at Crisis

Surer Service, Better Busi-

i ness Relations Will Re-

sult from New Plans

While the international film

conferences under the chairman-
ship of Will H. Hays at Paris are
endeavoring to settle trade dif-

ferences, including a working
arrangement covering the vexa-
tious sound patents tangle, the
U. S. Department of Commerce
supplies an analysis of the pre-
sent situation as affecting Ger-
many and our film interests in

(Continued on page 2)

PUBLIX-WARNER DEAL

GETS UNDERWAY HERE

$30,000 GROSS
MCCORMACK FILM
IN PICTURE HOUSE

Fox’s “Song ’0 My
Heart”, starring John Mc-
Cormack, in its first week
outside of a road show
house grossed $30,000 at the
United Aritsts Theatre in

Chiciigo where it now is

running. The figure repre-
sents a week’s run.

“With the completion of the film

zoning conferences now in prog-
ress to insure the public quicker,
surer .and fresher service, one of

tile most constructive moves in

film distribution ever made will

have been completed ”

This statement was made yes-
terday by an individual in close
touch with activities oj the Film
Boards of Trade throughout the
country.
The conferences cover the 32

key centres over the country.
They are expected to be complet-
ed within the next two or three
weeks. Los Angeles, Detroit,
Omaha and Kansas City already

Negotiations for the booking of

the Warner and First National
1930-31 product into the Publix
Theatres are under way, it was
officially stated by both sides yes-
terday. The deal is expected to
be consummated within the next
ten days and involves both
features and short subjects.

RKO CHANGE NAME
RKO Productions, Inc., has

changed its name to RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc. The company has
filed notice to this effect at Dover,
Delaware, where it is incorpo-
rated.

R. AND R. CHAIN BOOKS

ENTIRE F. N. GROUP
Tvo bookings of consequence

were reported by Ned E. Depinet,

general sales manager of First
National Pictures, yesterday, with
Robb and Rowley of the well-
known Southern chain, and with
John C. Kumler, proprietor of the
Pantheon Theatre, Toledo, Ohio.
By the terms of the contracts,
just signed, all of First Nation-
al’s Prosperity Group, the 1930-31
product, will be played in pre-

(Continued on page 4)

SGHOEDSACK RETURNS
HERE FROfUl SUMATRA

Ernest B. Schoedsack, co-pro-
ducer of “Chang” andl “Grass”,
returned to New York yesterday
on the steamship President Adams,
after having spent more than a
year taking a sound motion pic-
ture in Sumatra for Paramount.
He was in Achin, the wildest
district of the Dutch East Indies,
which has been subdued only in
the last 10 years.
When he set out on his expe-

dition to the northwestern sec-
tion of Sumatra, the Dutch
colonial authorities freely grant-
ed him permission, but told him
he went on his own responsibili-
ty. He was about 300 miles from
the port of entry.
He will start to work immedi-

ately cutting the films which he
brought back.

(Continued on page 2)

BRITISH FILM TRADE GLOOMY

OVER FUTORE OF TALKIES
<!>

LONDON, July 8. — The film

trade is much exercised in mind
over the current slump in amuse-
ment attendance. Much appre-
hension is expressed regarding
what the future is to bring forth.
There is much dissatisfaction with
existing conditions as controlled
mainly by the American magnates.
The Kinematpgraph Weekly in its

current issue says:
“The history of the past few

(Continued on page 4)

COLORORAFT EXECUTIVE
WEDS N. Y. WOMAN

William Stoermer, vice-presi-

dent and production executive of
Colorcraft, Inc., with offices in the
Chanin Building, was back at his
office yesterday after honeymoon-
ing in Atlantic City. He was
rnarried June 24, to Madeline Syl-
vester Doll.

DOUQ PAID TOO MUCH

WASHIXOTOS, Jnly 8.—
A credit of $109,768 to
Douglas Fairbanks, Los
Angeles, Cal., for over-as-
sessment of ineoine tax in
1924-1925 and 1926 was an-
nounced yesterday by the
Internal Revenue Bureau.
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A CLERGYMAN
TELLS THE STORY

(Continued from page 1)

book IS the most effective way of

having every one read it.

* « •

Third, because it assumes

falsely that conduct inevit'

ably follows contamination with

the censored thing.
« « *

Fourth, because no one is

fit to be a censor over the

morals of another.
« * «

Fifth, because it is impossible

to have any norm or stand-

ard by which to gauge what the

censor calls decency.
« * «

S
IXTH, because it assumes

that human nature is weak

and cannot be left to choose for

itself what it will feast upon.”
* « «

These are six complete rea-

sons on the futility of censor-

ship. Remember them!

UM BASQUETTE IN

“TRIAL SEPARATION’’

HOLLYWOOD, Cal., July 8.—
Lina Basquette and her husband
Peverell Marley, cameraman, yes-
terday were declared by friends to

be giving Hollywood an entirely

new example in movie-colony
separations. They were said to

be living aipart but continually
are seen together at social func-
tions.

The next few days will bring
final decision in the question of

permanent separation or reconcil-
iation, Miss Basquette said, add-
ing:

“Pev is anxious for a reconcili-
ation, hut I am not so sure. It

seems we get along better this

way.”

SPANISH ACTRESS
IN NEXT ARLEN FILM

Rosita Moreno, who played the
lead opposite Adolphe Menjou in

“Amor Audaz”, the Spanish ver-
sion of “Slightly Scarlet”, will

make her English talking picture
debut with Richard Arlen.

SACRAMENTO, Calif., July 8.—

Juvenile actors and actresses

felt the effect of development of

the “talking movies”, according to

a statement issued by the Califor-

nia State department of indust-

rial relations. The statement,

based upon recent decreases in

issuance of theatrical permits to

minors, follows in full text:

It has been found that the num-
ber of theatrical permits issued

to minors has decreased 39 per

cent during the five months end-

ed May 31, as compared with the

corresponding period of last year.

Juvenile actors and actresses

are thus faced with some of the
problems that have followed the

appearance of the “unsilent

screen.”

that country contained in a re-

port from George R. Canty, Trade

Commissioner at Paris, who
writes, in part:

“The general film situation in

Germany is at its lowest ebb in

years, with progress in the dif-

ferent phases of the industry im-
peded by the continued patent

litigation between the German and
American electrical interests.

“Germany fs a paradoxical film

market. It is distipctly unlike

any other in Europe, yet it is so

large and has such great possi-

bilities that it is worth the up-
hill struggle constantly in evi-

dence to make it profitable. It

very likely shows a smaller yield

to the American interests than
many of the lesser, insignificant

markets on the Continent. It has
been legislated into a pulp under
the guise of efficient control.

“Now, under sound film condi-
tions, when it was to be expect-
ed that the local film industry
aided by wellk-known German
scientific propensities would come
into its own and dominate the
Continental situation as against
American foreign versions turned
out in the United States, it has
allowed itself to be stagnated by
patent litigation which might very
well have been settled amicably
months ago. This has unques-
tionably set the German industry
back to a lowly position from

W. E. WIRING ICELAND

IN SUMMER COMFORT

LONDON, July 8.—Iceland’s in-

viting Summer breezes are not go-

ing to waste if Western Electric

theatre equipment forces can help

it, and the theatres of that coun-
try are meeting them halt way.
At Rejkjavik, the capital of Ice-

land, which has 6,700 inhabitants,

the Gamla and Nyja theatres have
signed contracts for the installa-

tion of Western Electric appar-
atus, and will open with sound
in early September.
Meanwhile the service depart-

ment is negotiating with the
Lapps for a couple of reindeer
and an “akja” to enable them to

service this part of the territory

with true W.E. efficiency.

which it will not recover for con-

siderable time to come.

“The little theatre owner has

been the chief sufferer. He has

found it financially im.possible to

purchase a domestic eq.uipment

for the reproduction of sound

films, and he is faced with a

diminishing supply of silent films,

the exhibition of any of which is

costing him prohibitive rentals.

.“As a consequense, the mortal-

ity of these exhibitors is grow-
ing at an alarming rate and giv-

ing rise to the feeling that the

German industry really is facing

a crisis. It is undoubted that the

absence of patent litigation would
have given many of these smaller

exhibitors opportunities to pur-
chase cheaper sound film installa-

tions; at least, they would have
been relieved of the hesitancy to

purchase foreign equipment for

fear of injunctions.

“The morale of the American
group has been improved by the
recent visit to Berlin of one of

America’s film pioneers, whose in-

tentions were to settle the patent
situation and secure assurances
that the film kontingent, if allow-
the future be innocuous, if allow-
ed to exist at all, in order that
American production of German
versions may be instituted in Ger-
many. Such a state of affairs

should restore confidence all

round and result in the passing
of the present lethargy.”

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, July 8, 1930

Paramount F-L - 541/2 655/8 + %
Warner Bros 40 40% + 1/2

Warner Bros. Pre. 4614 461,4 — 78

Fox Film “A” 381/2 3978 + 78

Loew’s Inc 62% 6478 + 178
Loew’s Inc. Pre .101 101 —5
Radio K-A-0 — 26% 271/2 — y2.

Pathe Exchange ... 3% 4 + Vs

Pathe “A” 71/2 71/2 —
M-G-M Pref. 26 26 + 78

Con. F. Ind, _..... 18 1/2 I 81/2 — 78
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 19% 1974 — Vs

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 3378 3378 — '78

Fox Theatre “A” .. 7% 8 —
SWISS GOVT. BACKS

AIR SERVICE FILM

PARIS, July 8. — U. S. Trade
Commissioner George R. Canty
has reported to the Department of

Commerce the completion by the
Swiss Newsreel Service at Lau-
sanne of a film called “Switzer-
land and Her Air Traffic.” This
picture was sponsored by Mr.
Musy, President of the Swiss Con-
federation and has for its object
the showing of the Swiss air pas-
senger service.

It is believed that this film vyill

have wide circulation not only in

Switzerland but also abroad." Its

tour of Swiss cities began appro-
priately in Basel which is the
Swiss center for international air

transport.

VIVIAN DUNCAN HAILS

FILM ACTOR TO COURT
LOS ANGELES, July 8.—Vivian

Duncan of the Duncan Sisters

dancing team, yesterday hailed

Rex Lease, film actor^ into a sun-
rise court at Malibu, beach resort

nea rhere, on charges of battery.

The dancer said Lease beat and
kicked her after she had refused
his advances following a party at

the home of John Farrow, a
writer. Lease was released on
$500 bail pending a hearing next
Thursday.
Everything went smoothly at

the party. Miss Duncan related,

and Lease offered to escort her
home. A half hour later, the
dancer and a night watchman ap-
peared before the court.

R. AND R. CHAIN BOOKS
ENTIRE F.N. GROUP

(Continued from page 1)

ferred time in the Robb and Row-
ley Theatres, numbering forty-five

in all, located in the principal

cities of Texas and Oklahoma.
The deal with Mr. Kumler for

Toledo, gives the First National
group preferred playing time in

the Pantheon. The Prosperity
Group includes many important
productions such as “The Dawn
Patrol,” “Top Speed,” “The Way
of All Men,” “Bright Lights,” and
“The Bad Man.” The Prosperity
Group numbers thirty-five in all.

WANTED—ACCOUNTANT
Experienced in Motion Picture
Production and Distribution.
Capable of Auditing Accounts to
determine correctness of Produc-
tion costs and Distribution re-
turns. Coiifidontial. Box 100,
Exhibitors Dally Review and
Motion Pictures Today, 2.5 West
43rd Street, New York Clfy.

» " t‘*OrigiTiators of Danish Pastry’

^ RESTAURANT

I

V 7 1 1 SEVENTH AVENUE at 47th STREET
.NEW YORK CITY a"

‘

^ FAMOUS FOOD,AT SENSIBLE PRICES

I fTC DI A T17 -After Theatre Specialties-

LiUHTuR I li
—^DINNERS— Best Cake and Pastry in Town

. 1) Present this Ad for a Free Sample of ‘‘Gerfnsr's" Original Danish Pastry fo fake home'’

ANALYSIS SHOWS GERMANY AT CRISIS
(Continued from page 1)
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Capitol Theatre, N. Y.
Cheers his first

Talking picture

THE UNHOLY THREE” IS
THE TALKIE of NEW YORK!
“Not a fan should miss the experience of hearing the
Chaney voice.” —N. Y. Mjrror

"Consider yourself reproved, Mr. Chaney, for not
revealing your splendid talkie talents before.”

—N. Y. Daily News

“Of all players affected by the talkies Mr. Chaney has
benefitted most.” —N.Y American

"With the exception of Garbo no celebrity of silent

days has emerged with better advantage in talkies.”—N. Y. Graphic

Another money hit from the outfit

that brings you ‘‘Caught Short^^

“Divorcee”, “Big House” and a flock

more coming!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
THE FAVORITE NOW—AND IN 19304931
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MOVIE CAMERA DETECTION

JAILS DANGEROUS ARSON GANG
BUFFALO, July 8.—By means

of a motion picture record of what
they said was the beginning of

an incendiary fire, police of Buf-

falo and Niagara Falls yesterday

claimed to have broken up the

Western New York arson swindle

they have been investigating for

the last three months. Niue per-

sons, two of them women, were
arrested during the week end and
today were being held on charges

of first degree arson.

The culmination of the long in-

vestigation into the activities of

a swindle which police claim has

cost insurance companies $4,000,-

000 in the last few years came
with the arrest of Harry Bennett,
forty-three years old, of Buffalo.
Police asserted he was arrested
as he was about to set fire to a
furniture store in Niagara Falls.

Detective Sergeant Simon J.

Callman, of Buffalo, who arrested
Bennett, said he delayed the ar-
rest until he had obtained a mo-
tion picture film of Bennett’s ac-
tivities.

Acting on an underworld “tip”.

Sergeant Callman, disguised as a
truck driver, tinkered about the
engine of his supposedly stalled
truck near Silbergeld’s store,
while he waited for Bennett to
appear.

Then, working his motion pic^
ture camera through an aperture
in the canvas cover of the truck,
he obtained pictures which police
said showed Silbergeld and Ben-
nett entering the store, the latter
carrying a bundle; Silbergeld
coming out and locking Bennett
in the store; returning after get-
ting a shave and again coming
out and locking the door with
Bennett still within.

Waiting a few minutes Ser-
egant Callman kicked in the back
door of the store and arrested
Bennett. Callman said Bennett
had just straightened up after
lighting the carefully planted
“torch” which would start the
fire after he had reached a place
of safety and establishing an
alibi.

BRITISH TRADE GLOOMY
(Continued from page 1)

months has proved that the time
has passed when any talkie was
a good proposition just because
it was a talkie. When we face
the real fact—that talkies are the
only form of kinematography now
being produced—but that there is

no longer anything magical about
them, then we can get on with our
normal business to entertain the
public.

“The showman is the man who
brings in the money that keeps
the whole industry alive. He must
be maintained on commercial
lines. In short, he must pay a
fair price for his goods, and the
need for a distributor to temper
the wind to the shorn lamb is

pressing.”

TALKSE HISTORY SHOWS
300 YEARS OF MASS.

BOSTON, July 8. — In connec-
tion with the ter-centenary cele-

bration of Harvard University, the
University Film Foundation today
gave the first showing of its

taikie history picture, “Three
Centuries of Massachusetts”, at

Symphony Hail.

The story of Massachusetts is

told in the film by Albert Bush-
nell Hart, Professor of History,
Emeritus, at Harvard. The pic-

ture ranges from the sailing of the
Mayflower from Plymouth, Eng-
land, to the present day.

BIG STAR SALARIES

BLAMED FOR SLUMP

PARIS, July 8. — At least a

dozen plausible reasons are ad-

duced for the continued theatri-

cal slump in Paris. The princi-

pal reason given by managers is

that the high salaries paid to the

stars jeopardizes the financial

success even of the bes tplay.

The Union of Dramatic Artists

has bten considering this matter.

It proposes that next season no

star should receive a salary high-

er than 500 francs ($20) a per-

formance, with a percentage of

the net profits at the end of the

run. li is argued that under this

system the intrinsic or box office

value of a star would be gauged
accurately.

NEW ZONING AGREEMENTS TO AID EXHIBITORS
(Continued from page 1)

have conipleted their arrange-
ments. All other zones have meet-
ings in progress this week with
the exception of Denver, Salt Lake
City, Butte, Minnesota and New
Orleans.
The purpose of the new zoning

plan is protection to both public
and theatre. Following the per-
fection of the plan the longest the
theatre will have to wait after first

run closing will be six months.
Heretofore some theatres have had
to wait from nine to fourteen
months tor bookings.
Another important feature of the

conferences according to the New
York office is the friendly get-

together spirit that has been en-
gendered between theatre owner
and distributor. Differences have
been ironed out, a spirit of fair

play has been instilled and good-
fellowship insured.
The 32 key cities from which the

zoning will be regulated are:.

Albany, Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo,
Butte, (iharlotte, Chicago, Cincin-
nati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver,
Des Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis,
Kansas City, Los Angeles, Mem-
phis, Little-Rock, Milwaukee, Minn-
eapolis, New Haven, New Orleans,

New York, Oklahoma City, Omaha,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh Portland,
St. Louis, Salt Lake, San Fran-
cisco, Seattle, Washington.

ACTORS USE NO MAKE-UP
IN NEW GILBERT FILM

The new John Gilbert picture

“Way For A Sailor” is being
screened with no make-up what-
ever upon the principals and only

a few tufts of whiskers added here
and there in the extra ranks.

George Westmore, the studio
make-un expert, has assigned an
assistaiR to the Gilbert company
but to date his biggest job has
been putting a set of handle-bar
mustaches on himself to play a

sailor bit on board ship.

PEMBROKE ENGAGED
BY CHESTERFIELD

Scott Pembroke has been en-
gaged by George R. Batcheller,
president of Chesterfield Motion
Picture Corp., to direct the Ches-
terfield third all talker, “A Jazz
Cinderella.”

Brussels Congress Plans
Use of Educational Films

WASHINGTON, D. C., July 8.

—F r o m Trade Commissioner
George R. Canty at Paris the mo-
tion picture division of the De-
partment of Commerce has re-

ceived a statement of plans for
the Twelfth International Con-
gress of secondary education to

be hejd at Brussels the middle of
this month.

One of the points is the prob-
lem of cooperation with the In-
ternational Commission of Educa-
tional Cinematogi aphy which rep-
resents the users of films of
value for instruction and for so-
cial education. The program of
the Commission in question in-
cludes the following:

(1) The educational film must
correspond to the requirements of
rational education; cooperation

of producers and professors Is

therefore necessary.
(2) It must not contain any ele-

ments which could influence youth
in an unfavorable manner.

(3) It must be used for the
spreading of thought, science, art,

hygiene, and contribute to the es-
tablishment of a better under-
standing between nations.

(4) Every film that could pos-
sibly create antagonism between
nations, classes and races, or be-
tween religious, political and
philosophical groups, will not be
considered as being an education-
al film.

(5) The Commission will recom-
rnend the use of films advocating
international solidarity, merits of
foreign nations and characteris-
tics of various countries, without
violating historical truth.

^SHEEHAN VIEWS CUMAX
OF “BIG TRAIL” FILM

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Win-
field Cheehan, vice president and
general manager of Fox Films,
(dosed his office tor ten days .and
traveled more than 1,000 miles to
be on hand at the filming of the
climax of Raoul Walsh’s pioneer
picture, “The Big Trail”.

Mr. Sheehan is now with the
company in a wild region 26 miles
from Moran, Wyo., and the big
scene is under way. It is an
Indian massacre in which 400
Indians recruited from the Fort
Hall eRservation and more than
1,000 film players participate.

“PIET BIRDMEN” TO
SEE “DAWN PATROL”

The Ancient and Secret Order
of Quiet Birdmen will be guests
of honor at a special preview of
‘The Dawn Patrol”, the new First
National picture starring Richard
Barthelmess, at the Winter Garden
on Wednesday evening, July 9, at
11:30 o’clock. Also Colonel How-
ard, commanding officer at Mit-
chell Field, and twenty-five U. S.
Army fliers in uniform will attend
the preview as guests of First Na-
tional Pictures, Inc.

LEW CODY SIGNED
FOR FEATURE ROLE

Lew Cody has been signed by
Warner Bros, for the featured role
in “A Husband’s Privileges”,
forthcoming Vitaphone special,
according to announcement made
today by J, L. Warner, vice-presi-
dent in charge of production.
Irene Delroy will play the femin-
ine lead.

BRIDGEPORT PAPER
JOINS U NEWS GROUP
Universal has just added the

Bridgeport Times-Star to the
newspapers which are cooperat-
ing with it on the Universal
Newsreel.

This makes a total of sixty-five
papers now combined with Uni-
versal in publicizing the newsreel
throughout the country.

RUBINOFF TO DIRECT
PARAMOUNT ORCHESTRA
Dave Rubinoff, violinist, will as-

sume directorship of the Para-
mount Theatre orchestra, July 18,

holding the baton for the balance
of the summer.

YORKE & KING IN SHORT
Yorke and King, musical

comedy stars and vaudeville head-
liners, are starred in “Tin Types”,
one of the new 1930131 series of
two - reel Vitaphone Varieties
comedies. The film, just complet-
e dby director Roy Mack, is a
burlesque on the fashions of
yesteryear and gives the stars an
opportunity to insert many of the
singing and dancing specialties
they popularized on the stage.



in^t It a Shame
To Beat Your Wife on Sunday,

when you’ve got Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Fri-

day—Saturday too. So goes the quaint negro spiritual. The exhibi-

tor has a lot of things to beat these days, what with Tom Thumb

Golf Courses, Night Baseball, Summer Temp., etc., and yet many

exhibitors are doing it very successfully. The answer is

Good Box-Office Pictures
And that’s why there have been smiles this summer, from large

circuit bookers and independent exhibitors who have played

"WHAT A MAN!” the Reginald Denny laugh-getter,

which has elicited 100% reviews all over the country; James

Cruze’s "COCK O’ THE WALK”, which opened at the Roxy;

"THE DUDE WRANGLER”, a new fresh type of out-door

comedy. And now, to start the 1930-31 season, two new James

Cruze productions
—"THE BIG FIGHT”, which just finished its

pre-release run at the New York Globe Theatre, and "ONCE A
GENTLEMAN”, with Edward Everett Horton, which had a sen-

sational pre-release run at Pantages New Hollywood Theatre.

These sure sellers are now available for pre-release bookings.

Don’t Deny Yourself
The opportunity of turning the summer into a profitable season.

Play these tried and proved box-office attractions. They have made

good everywhere. They will make good for you.
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COLUMBIA TO BROAOCAST

RAOlO VERSIONS OF ITS FILMS
Commencing July 15 and con-

tinuing each Tuesday evening at

7:30 o’clock, Columbia Pictui’es

will broadcast radio versions of

its productions oyer Station

WLTH in Brooklyn. The pro-

grams will be under the direc-

tion of Harold Davis Emerson.

Each Columbia feature will be

presented by a cast of profession-

al players.

The presentations over WLTH,
Brooklyn’s pioneer station, will

be the first of a series of radio

performances to be given by the

Columbia Playei-s over several
stations in the East and launches
the company’s pretentious broad-
casting program which will blan-

ket the nation.

Emerson, who is in charge of

the Columbia Radio activities has
been connected with WLTH for

over a year, both as a performer
before the microphone and con-
tinuity writer. He has also been
heard over WOR, WGBS and
WLW'L.
The WLTH players represent

the first Little Theatre of the air.

This group will furnish the nuc-
leus of the Columbia Players in

a series of unique broadcasts and
recordings which are a part of

the company’s radio plans. “Hell’s
Island” will be the first produc-
tion to go on the air. This will

be followed by radio versions of

“Sisters,” “Rain or Shine,”
“Temptation,” and “Around the
Corner.”

LANGDON CLEARED IN

“LOVE PIRACY” SUIT

LOS ANGELES^ July 8—^A judg-
ment in favor of Harry Langdon
was returned in Superior Court
yesterday in Thomas J. O’Brien’s
suit to collect $11,500 on three
promissory notes which the act-

or gave O’Brien to forestall a
$250,000 alienation suit.

The comedian’s contention that
he had not stolen the love of Mrs.
Helen Langdon was supported by
the court. Langdon married the
former Mrs. O’Brien in 1929, fol-

lowing her divorce from O’Brien
in 1928.

‘QUIET BIRDMEN’ TO
SEE “DAWN PATROL”

The Ancient and Secret
Order of Quiet Birdmen
will he guests of honor at
a special preview of “The
Dawn Patrol”, the new
First > ational picture star-
ring Richard Barthelmess,
at the Winter Garden this
evening, at 11:30 o’clock.

Also Colonel Howard, com-
manding officer at Mitchell
Field, and twenty-five TJ,3.

Army fliers in uniform will

attend the preview as
guests of First National
Pictures, Inc.

GOVERNMENT TO RAZE

POLi’S. WASH., D.C.

WASHINGTON, July 8.—Two of

Washington’s historic structures,

Poli’s Theatre and the hall of the

Grand Army of the Republic,
which in recent years has become
an office building, will be razed
this Summer as a part of the gov-
ernment’s program for beautify-

ing Washington.
This was indicated today w'hen

the Treasury Department adver-
tised for bids for wrecking the
block on Pennsylvania Avenue
shared by them with other struc-
tures.

The bids will be opened July
15, and if a satisfactory one is re-

ceived work will begin on Aug. 1,

with the stipulation that it be
completed in ninety days.

Poli’s Theatre is not the only
one destined for destruction in

the beautification program. Sev-
eral others eventually will be
leveled, either to clear park sites

or provide space for new govern-
ment buildings.

YES, THEY’RE WED
SANTA BARBARA, Cal., July 7.

—Alice Day, film actress and Jack
Cohn, Hollywood broker, were
married here yesterday with Mar-
celine Day, actress, sister of the
ing they had been criminally il-

tendants. It was an elopement
from Hollywood.

Acjcording to Assistant Trade
Commissioner, H. P. Van Blarcom

of Sydney, the Sydney State The-

atre switched to the long run

policy on May 31 after a year’s

operation as a weekly change
house. This decision leaves only

two first release weekly change
theatres in Sydney, the Capitol

(Union Theatres) and the Regent
(Hoyt’s). It would appear from
the change that the weakness of

available weekly feature material

is acknowledged, because the

other theatres have been making
heavy inroads into the better

grade pictures for extended runs.

• • •

Paris Theatres Bought

The Gaumont Palace, Paris has

closed its doors and is being en-

larged. When this hall will re-

open in October it will be able

to accommodate some 6,500 pat-

rons. The distance from projec-

tors to screen will be sixty meters.

With the object of enlarging his

circuit until it is second only to

Pathe Natan and Aubert Franco
chains, Leon Brezillon is still

buying cinemas and sites in Paris

and the provinces. Before leav-

ing for the Brussels Conference,
recently M. Leon Brezillon signed
agreements for the purchase of

ULLMAN RESIGNS

LOS ANGELES, July 8.—
So tliat discord might not
cloud the memory of Ru-
dolph Valentino, his friend
George LTlman has resign-
ed voluntarily as executor
of the Valentino estate.

PANTAGES ACCUSER
SUES NEWSPAPER

LOS ANGELES, July 8.—Charg-

ing they had been criminally li-

belled in a story appearing in a

weekly newspaper, Nick Dunaey
and Eunice Pringle have asked a

complaint be issued against Fred-

erick H. Giruau, editor of the

paper.

The story referred to by the

complainants revolves about cer-

tain alleged libelous references to

the trial of Alexander Pantages,

rnillionaire showman on charges

of having attacked Miss Pringle.

KRUGER FEATURED

Otto Kruger, Broadway star of

“The Nervous Wreck” and “The

Royal Family”, is featured in “Mr.

Intruder”, a Vitaphone Varieties

one-reeler, directed by Arthur

Hurley at the Brooklyn studio.

In the supporting cast are Veree

Teasdale, Alan Brooks, Henry Vin-

vent, Omar Glover and Helen

Dodge. Stanley Raiih and A. D.

Otvos collaborated on the story of

this short.

two well known Paris houses.
One of these is the “Roquette Cy-
rano” a popular resort in a pro-
letarian quarter of the capital.

* * •

Turnover Doubled
The German Terra Company’s

balance sheet for the year end-
ing June 30, 1929, shows a loss

of 596,226 marks. Since then the
compan 3'’s position has greatly
improved and the turnover has
been doubled it is stated. The
general meeting of the company
in its new form will be held in

August, next.
A museum which will contain

every available film record of the
town has been inaugurated by the
Prague mumcipality. In the
archives will be collected a speci-
men of every reference to the
Czech capital either directly or
indirectly in the form of cinema
film. A special film department to

collect material has been formed
and is attached to the Mayoralty.

* • •

“First Film Street”

M. Harriot, Mayor of Lyons, to-

gether with the rector of the Uni-
versity recently Inaugurated, at

Monplaisir, the “rue du Premier
Film”. It was in this part of the
town that the brothers Louis and
Auguste Lumiere shot and pro-

duced in 1894 their first film.

FOREIGN VERSIONS

FOR VITA. VARIETIES

To fill the demand for native

tongue talkie entertainment in

Europe and Latjn America, Sam
Sax, production manager of the

Brooklyn Vitaphone Studios, will

turn out foreign language ver-
sions of a large number of the i

Vitaphone Varieties to be produc-
ed during the coming year.

No_ definite schedule will be set,

adJftional versions only being
made where the subject matter
and dialogue of the original are
adaptable to foreign consumption.
There will be no_ “dubbing” of

the English speaking pictures,
each version being done as a
separate subject with cast changes
wherever necessary and native di-

rectors assisting, the Vitaphone
men.
The studio will concentrate on

Spanish in its initial efforts, the
first going into production this
week. The English title of the
short is “W’here There’s A Will”
and Roy Mack is listed :i.s ai-
xecior.

A ^3,000,000 HOME
The Charm of individual

service, beautiful vistas of

park and river through
windows . . . Telephone
and reading lamp beside

your bed . . . Private bath

and shower in every room
. . . Circulating ice water

. . . Subway entrance at

door . . . Unrivaled cuisine

. . . Surprisingly low daily

and monthly rates.

500 Large Rooms 500 Baths

Single from ^3.50 daily

Double “ 5.00 daily

“Less than 10 minutes to shop-
ping and theatrical district”

Foreign Film Notes
Received from Trade Commissioner

GEORGE R. CANTY. Paris

Adopt Long Run Poiicy
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FOX BOOMS THEATRE BUSINESS
Regulation ?

No! Strangulation I

By

From the analysis of the Ger'

man motion picture situation

contained in the report of George

R. Canty, United States Trade

Commissioner at Paris, comes a

very fine piece of testimony which

argues eloquently against govern'

ment legislation of the motion pic'

ture business.
* * *

COMMISSIONER Canty, in

discussing the sad plight in

which the industry in Germany
finds itself, states: “It, (the pic^

ture industry in Germany) very

likely shows a smaller yield to the

American interests than many of

the lesser, insignificant markets on

the Continent. It has been legis-

lated into a pulp under the guise

of efficient control.”

(Continued on page 2)

MULROONEY EASES UP

ON PARKING TILL FALL

In lifting the parking ban in

the Times Square district between
7:30 and 9 P. M. for the Summer
while theatre traffic would be at

low ebb, Police Commissioner
Mulrooney made it clear yester-
day that this order would be auto-
matically off on September 1 when
the re-opening of many theatres
for the new amusement season
would bring about a retufn of

traffic congestion.

SAVED FROM PRISON

Jack Noonan, brother of Sally
O’Neil and Molly O’Day, screen
actresses, will not serve seven
years in Folsom prison. The Su-
preme Court today set aside the
sentence.

HUGE THEATRE HEADS

PARA BUILDING PLAN

High Pressure Methods Increase Business—Stage

Shows Eliminated in Some Houses, Prices Cut in

Others to Gain End—Overhead Reduced, Grosses
It was revealed yesterday that

a motion picture theatre of the
first magnitude is planned by
Paramount Publix as an import-
ant part of the skyscraper build-
ing enterprise involved in the
company’s purchase of the Criter-
ion and New York theatre site on
Broadway between Forty-fourth
and Forty-fifth streets.

The new building will be be-
tween sixty and seventy-two
stories, the definite plans not be-
ing complete, and the new movie
house is proposed to be about 50
per cent, larger than the Para-
mount Theatre. The latter seats

(Continued on page 2)

“UKELELE IKE” FILES

SUIT FOR DIVORCE

LOS ANGELES, July 9. — Cliff

Edwards, known to radio and
screen fans as “Ukulele Ike”, has
filed suit for divorce. He charges
Mrs. Irene L. Edwards with un-
due friendliness with Austin
Young, named as corresipondent
in the complaint.

Up Over Last Month

N. Y. THEATRES
HAVE 6,995,084

POSSIBLE PATRONS

Complete census ligures

gives New York City 6,955,-

084 persons, an increase of

23 per cent. This is of par-

ticular interest to the mo-
tion picture industry fol-

iowing a recent statement

by a theatre owner that

even’ third person visited

tiie motion picture theatre

at least once a week and
sometimes two and tiiree

times. This means that the
tlseatre owners of New
York can figure on approxi-
mately 2,500,000 persons
eacli week.

Fox Theatres Corporation seems
to have hit upon a real solution
for boosting business during the
usual summer slump which may
be the answer to the problems
of other chains.

“Tliis is the time for iiigh-pres-

sure promotion, not retrencliment
in motion picture theatre mer-
chandising to the public.”

Officials of the Fox Theatres
Corporation instead of hanging
crepe and complaining of a slump
in business have taken the above
attitude and are acting according-
ly.

This was learned yesterday at
the corporation’s headquarters in
the new Fox annex on 56th St.,

near Tenth Avenue.
“What are you doing to carry

out this high-pressure pro-
'gramme”, an official was asked.

Here’s the answer:
Stage shows are being given in

only theatres located in districts
where a stage show has become

(Continued on page 6)

OLD TRIANGLE STAGES
IMPRESSIVE COME-BACK—
HOLLYWOOD, July 9.—The old

Triangle Film Corporation is

staging an impressive come-back
with its release in about three
weeks with the revision of “The
Birth of the Nation” done with
sound and speech. This return
of Triangle with its most cele-
brated production brought up to

date will be followed by the re-

lease of ten other pifctures di-

rected by David W. Griffith which
had successful silent careers.
Campbell MacCullough, former-

ly with M-G-M, is in charge of

production; Rex Wray of Phila-
delphia is the new secretary-
treasurer of the company; Chas
J. McDonough is assistant secre-
tary-treasurer; F. Heath Cobb is

in charge of exploitation and ad-
vertising, and Stewart Jackson,
former New York newspaper man,
has charge of publicity.

TECHNICOLOR MANAGER

RETURNS TO HOL’YWOOD

Andrew J. Callaghan, Business

Manager of Technicolor’s Califor-

nia Division,, left Yesterday flor

Hollywood after a series of con-

ferences in New York and Boston

with Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,

President of Technicolor.

Mr. Callaghan reported that the

huge new printing laboratory
opened in Hollywood several
months ago to supplement the
output of the Boston plants is now
functioning smoothly and that its

prints are keeping pace with the
constant improvement in the tech-
nicolor product.

ZEITLIN, OF CAPITOL
GRAND ORCHESTRA, DIES

Leo Zeitlin, a member of the
Capitol Grand Orchestra for more
than seven years, a viola player,
died early this week of inflama-
tion of the brain. He was a na-
tive of Russia where he was a
pupil of Rimsky-Korsakoff. Zeit-
lin’s ability as an alrranger of
music scores was unequaled ac-
cording to Major Edward Bowes,
of the Capitol Theatre. He is

survived by his widow and two
children. He lived in Jamaica,
L.I. Funeral services were held
yesterday,

MAIER RETURNS
FROM WESTERN TRIP

Herman R. Maier, chief of con-
struction for Warner Bros, has
just returned from an official tour
of Texas and Oklahoma, both of
which he covered in a little over
a week.
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solely to the causes and the

purposes of the motion picture

industry and all its elements; to

the fostering of its ideals; to the

furthering of its proper business

purposes; to Us defense against

its enemies without and its

enemies within; to the exposing
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to pictures and picture people—
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OH! MUCH BOLONEY! STOCK MARKET

The motion picture business is

having a lot of fun over the new
book written by Joseph Fulling
Fishman called “It’s Still Bolo-
ney.’’

It is printed by Country Life
Press, issued by Doubleday Doran
& Company, and is based on the
famous words of John Milton in
“Paradise Lost” or somewhere,
which ran, “No matter how thin
you slice it it’s still boloney.”

The book is filled with a clever
satire on high-powered salesman-
ship and various other things
which interest picture people, be-
side which it has picture refer-
ences in it that are nothing short
of choice. The illustrations, in-

cidentally, are marvelous achieve-
ments by Herb Roth, and the only
seasons in the year when the book
is suitable for reading are spring,
summer, autumn and winter.

HUGE THEATRE HEADS
PARA BUILDING PLAN
(Continued from page 1)

approximately 4,000 persons, while
the new theatre would accomnio-
date 6,000, according to tentative
estimates. Work is expected to

begin on the project in January,
1932.

The assemblage of the property,
comprising some 50,000 square
feet, was reported in this news-
paper on Monday. Loomis J.

Grossman, Inc., was the broker in
the acquisition of the last parcel,
the Hotel Lenox at 149-151 West
Forty-fourth street. All of the
property has been assembled for
the Famous Players-Lasky groups
by its subsidiary, the Seneca
Holding Corporation, of which
Adolph Zukor is president.

-

STREET IN FRANCE
IS NAMED AFTER
FILM EXPERIMENT

LYONS, July 9.—A new
street here has been given
the name, Street of the
Fii-st Film. On the street
Auguste and Louis Lumiere
made the fii’st successful
experiments with motion
pictures in 1894.

WANGER TO ADDRESS

A.M.P.A. LUNCHEON

Walter Wanger, general produc-
tion manager of Paramount-Pub-
lix will be honor guest today at

the A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Blue
Ribbon, 135 West 44th Street. He
will be introduced by A. M. Bots-
ford, former president of the
A.M.P.A., director of Paramount-
Publix theatres.

JESSIE BUTLER TAKES
SOUND PUBLICITY JOB

Miss Jessie J. Butler, who spent
three years in South Africa as
publicity director for the South
African Contractors, one of the
Schlesinger group, now occupies
the director of advertising desk
at the General Talking Pictures
Corporation at 118 West 42nd St.

Miss Butler is a member of the
London Publicity Club and has
been proposed for membership to
the League of Advertising Women
of New York.

Wednesday, July 9, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 5578 56% + %
Warner Bros .... 401/2 41 -b '/4

Fox Film “A” .... .... 391/2 39% — %
Loew’s Inc 641/2 65 -b %
Radio K-A-0 271/2 281/2 + %
Pathe “A” ..... 71/2 8 + 1/2

M-G-M Pref ..... 25% 25% — %
Con. F .Ind .... 1872 19 + %
Con. F. Ind. Pre .... 20 20 + '/4

Curb Market
Fox Theatre “A’ ’... 8 00 -b %
Nat. Screen 301/2 311/8

REGULATION?

NO! STRANGULATION!

(Continued from page 1)

S
OME of the religious irrespou'

sibles and some of the irre'

sponsibles who are not religious

have been having a grand time

recently trying to induce various

sectors of the public to favor a

government regulation and “in-

spection” of motion pictures and

a control of the motion picture

industry by a federally appointed

commission.
« « *

The chief reason that these

worthies have for their cam'

paign is that they are not willing

to let the motion picture industry

work out its own destiny despite

the astounding progress it has

made in that direction and they

want to have a shortcut provided.

They pay no attention to the ex'

amples of government control or

Yadyii Olyanova, hand-writing

expert in the music room at the ^Sherlock^ Love Interest
to the historic slowness of gov'

ernment bodies.

Written in by Gillette
^

Paramount, read a patron’s letter

recently, decided she was about

to commit suicide, interviewed the

patron and saved her life with
some good advice * * * Yeah!
Eddie Hitchcock, publicity expert
for Paramount recently rec*eived a
check for $32 from the new de-
funct American Broadcasting
Company, as dividends. In the
same letter he received a bill from
his lawyer for collecting same, for

$50 * * * Ben Grimm, the wizard
of Universal advertising depart-
ment, has acquired a sun tan * *

Walter Hill, one of the Old Guard
in press agentry, and former ad-
vanced man for Buffalo Bill’s cir-

cus, now of Warner’s publicity
staff, remarked yesterday that
“things sure have changed” * * •

Tom McNamara, cartoonist extra-
ordinary and sometimes gag man
in the movies, is at the Friars
sweating over “more work than I

have had since Prohibition took
effect” * * *

WANTED—ACCOUNTANT
Experienced in Motion Picture
Production and Distribution.
Capable of .Auditing .Accounts to
determine correctness of Produc-
tion costs and Distribution re-
turns. Confidential. Box 100.
Exhibitors Daily R.eview and
Motion Pictures Todav. 2!> West
43rd Street, Xew York City.

HARTFORD, Conn., July 9. —
William Gillette, whose stage

portrait of Sherlock Holmes did

much toward immortalizing Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle’s detective

hero in this country, received the

news of the novelist’s death yes-

terday at his home in Hadlyme.
Mr. Gillette recalled circum-

stances in connection with the

Doyle popular masterpiece to

which are largely accountable the

ultimate transfer of “The Return
of Sherlock Holmes”, to the
screen.

Mr. Gillette said that Charles
Frohman conceived the idea of
dramatizing the story and that Sir
Arthur left all arrangements to
Frohman on an understanding
that no love story should be writ-
ten into the play. At Mr. Gil-
lette’s insistance, however, a love
stoi^' was inserted. Sir Arthur,
Mr. Gillette said, approved the
change without raising objections
and on seeing the. play performed
characterized the star’s internre-
tation of the character as “per-
fect as any human being could
make it.”

RADIO PICTURES
FILM <‘BEAU IDEAL”

Radio Pictures has purchased
the nov.el “Beau Ideal”, sequel to

“Beau Geste”, and Herbert Bren-
on will direct, according to an an-
nouncement by Lee Marcus, Ex-
ecutive Vice President of RKO
Radio Pictures.

The purchase of “Beau Ideal”
and its direction by Herbert Bren-
on is regarded by Radio Pictures
officials as a distinct addition to
a notable line-up of big scale pro-
ductions.

PALACE FAVORITES
IN SCREEN SHORT

Joe Morris and Flo Campbell,
vaudeville headliners who recent-
ly scored a sensation at the Pal-
ace, ace vaudeville house, have in-

corporated their act in the scenes
of “His Public”, the two-reel
comedy they are making for Vita-
phone Varieties. Florence Talbot
and Larry Jason are in the cast
of this short. Harold Beaudine is

the director.

The picture business could not

flourish under government op'

eration. It is an emotional busi'

ness selling emotion to the public.

Its needs are often immediate and
prompt action makes the differ'

ence between its failure and suc'

cess. What has happened in Ger'

many would most certainly hap'

pen in the United States if they

add more legislation to the already

burdensome program the picture

business has to endure.

T IKE every great institution or

enterprise, the motion picture

business is beset by enemies and
opponents, by critics and the sons

of uproar who blast attacks from
otherwise quiet pulpits. This is to

be expected, but the continued

unswerving and efiicient resistance

must be maintained, and the time

may come when it will be neces'

sary to adopt the old ruling of

military warfare that an offensive

is the best defensive. This is at

least worth careful consideration.
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Columbia astounds

RAIN or SHINE TOL’ABLE DAVID DIRI
^^REATEST stage comedy

By JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER

success of the year, with

Joe Cook and an all-star cast.

Directed by Frank Capra.

T
he silent picture that made

film history. The Photoplay

Gold Medal winner.

J
ACK HC»i

and Frank Cji

to beat all pajii

THE

MIRACLE WOMAN
By R. R. RISKIN and JOHN MEEHAN

ROM the stage play, ''Bless

You Sister." Barbara Stan-

wyck, greatest find of the year,

is featured.

VIRTUE’S BED

T
he play by CourtenaySavage

that astounded New York.

Realism all the way through.

Great picture material. Featuring

Barbara Stanwyck.

AHOLl
SPB

ANOTHER,

that smi

records in FlisI
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XTENDED RUN

ALLY AS AVAILABLE
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h Graves

tiler again

CHARLEY’S AUNT

n

Sy BRANDON THOMAS i

fHE comedy-sensation of ail

[time. A laugh in every frame.

A Christie production.

FIFTY FATHOMS
11 ,

DEEP.'

ATHRILLING/ powerful

under-sea drama; A
worthy successor to Submarine.

C

ARIZONA

T
he big outdoor epic by

Augustus Thomas. To be

produced on a lavish scale.

CRIMINAL CODE
By MARTIN FLAVIN

T
HE powerful stage play that

was awarded theTheatre Club

Gold Medal.

:'jA
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WEST COAST THEATRES FIND

'BABY GOLF' ACCESSORY ANCLE
LOS ANGELES, July 9.— That

the trick golf course craze is cut-

ting into normal summer theatre

attendance has become so evident

here and in neighboring cities

that Pox West Coast executives

are thinking seriously of going

into miniature golf on a big scale

in an effort to “break even.” The
theatre company already has pur-
chased six of these “baby links”
and built others as an experi-

ment.

The Fox Theatre at San Bernar-
dino has a nine-hole course in its

fore-court. Patrons who purchase
tickets to the theatre are entitled

to play the course free. The
course is available to players from
1 P.M. to 11 at night, and this
holds patrons on the premises be-
tween shows.

“We confess that we don’t fully
understand the miniature golf
business,” says Harold B. Frank-
lin, president of Fox West Coast
Theatres, Inc., “but we’re in the
entertainment business and so
we’re going to learn about this
new angle. It will teach us more
about the inclinations of the pub-
lic. When and if we become satis-
fied that miniature golf is going to
last, we will go ahead and utilize

it. This would enable us to give
work to additional thousands of
men—carpenters, stone masons,
plumbers and electricians, for we
would build elaborate courses,
beautifully landscaped.”

At the present time 8,500 men
are employed in and around Los
Angeles building new links, <3Sti-

mated at 1,600. Courses now op-
erating are estimated to take in
close to $350,000 weeklj^.

ALISON SKIPWORTH
FOR WARNER FILM

Alison Skipworth, the charac-
ter actress, has been signed by
Warner Bros, to play the feminine
character role in “Children of
Dreams”, according to announce-
ment made by J. L. Warner.
“Children of Dreams” is the
second Romberg - Hammerstein
play, written directly for the
talking screen, and will feature
Margaret iShilling, youthful prima
donna discovered by Romberg.
Paul Gregory is a featured mem-
ber of the cast.

edeson added to cast
OF “GAY CABALLERO”

Robert Edeson has been added
to the cast of “A Gay Caballero”,
Warner Bros, comedy. Victor V^r-

and Pav Wray will play the
lesds Alan Crosland is directing

‘^SLIM” WINS CONTRACT
Georee (Slim) Summerville has

''een rewarded by Carl Laemmle,
Jr., with a long term contract as

a result of the hit he made as

Tjaden in "All Quiet on the West-
ern Front”.

EDDIE BUZZELL STARTS
COMEDY FOR COLUMBIA
Eddie Buzzell, comedian, makes

his West Coast debut at the Co-
lumbia Studios this week, when
production gets underway on the
comedy novelty, “Bedtime Stories
for Grownups.”
Although this “talkie-’ogue” is

technically a short length picture,
the numbei:^ of settings ere;cted
and the production values are
equal to the average feature
length picture.

Buzzell enacts the leading role
of the radio broadcaster, and is

supported by a large cast headed
by Mildred Harris. Jos Rock, di-

rector of a long string of screen
comedies, has been signed to di-

rect.

HARRY AND “SLIM” IN

“SEE AMERICA THIRST”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Harry
Langdon and Slim Summerville
have been cast for two of the
principal roles in the Universal
production, “See America Thirst”,
which William James Craft will
start directing early next week.
It is also regarded as a practical
certainty that Jeanette Loff will
be in the picture. The story was
written by Vin Moore and Henry
LaCossitt.

CAST COMPLETED FOR
“STEEL HIGHWAY”

“The Steel Highway”, Warner
Bros, forthcoming railroad drama,
will have Grant Withers, Regis
Toomey, Mary Astor, James Cag-
ney, Joan Blondell, Robert Elliott

and John Wallace in the cast.

Production will begin as soon as
a director has been assigned.

(Continued from page 1)

an institution and is in demand.
Fox officials already have carried
out this programme in some of

their theatres.

In others admission prices have
been reduced. This applies to

Brooklyn, St. Louis and New York
among other cities. As a general
thing the afternoon prices have
been reduced to 25 cents, the
evening performances, to 50 cents.

In no case during the reduc-
tion of general expenses have the

salaries of employees been af-

fected. This applies to both small
and large houses in the Fox chain.

In cases where the stage show
hao been abandoned the all-sound
uolicv is in effect, and according
to Fox officials it has not only
worked to the great advantage of

the Fox interests in stepping over
the summer slump but it has
brought approving comment from
patrons.
^ith regard to the rumor cur-

‘ALL QUIET’ OPENING
20TH ROAD SHOW

The twentieth road show
of the Universal master-
piece, “All Quiet on the
Western Front”, will open
Saturday, July 12, at the
Ocean Theatre, Ashury
Park, playing $2 top.

BIG 4 HEAD LEAVES
TO OUTLINE PRODUCT

John R. Rreuler, president of

Big 4 Film Corporation is enroute
to Hollywood. He will make stops
in. Milwaukee, Detroit and Chi-
cago. While in Hollywood he will
make arrangements for the win-
ter schedule of western dramas
with National Players, of which
Freuler is president. A print of
“Bar L Ranch’*., ifourth of Big
4’s series of six all-talking west-
erns, arrived in New York this
week from the west coast. It is

scheduled for release July 29.

MAKES TALKIE DEBUT
IN PATHE COMEDY

Mildred Harris, popular screen
personality, makes her talking
screen debut in “Ranch House
Blues,” a Pathe Rodeo comedy re-
leased on the Pathe short subject
program for July 13. The story
was written and directed by Rob-
ert De Lacy.

HENLEY RETURNS TO U.

Hobart Henley, one of Univer-
sal’s former leading men and di-

rectors, has returned to the fold,

joining the corps of directors which
Laemmle, Jr., is assembling at
Universal City, and which in-

cludes Monta Bell, Malcolm St.

Clair, John Murray Anderson,
Rupert Julian, John M. Stahl,
Harry Garson, Edwin Carewe,
Tod Browning, William Wyler,
William James Craft, Edward
Laemmle and John S. Robertson.

rent along Broadway that Pox
was having trouble with stage
hands and the union, officials de-
nied any such trouble and added
that cutting out stage shows in

certain houses was made because
it was firmly believed that the
best interests of the public were
being served by giving them what
they wanted. So far this has been
proved to their satisfaction.
As the result of the new policy,

business, according to the offici-

als is showing a 30 per cent in-

crease over Last month but the
general business for the current
neriod is still behind that of last
year.

It was stated that one of the
few cities in which no attempt
had been mgde to either reduce
nrices or change the stage show
uolicy of a Pox theatre was in

the National Capital, where, it

was said, business maintains a
more general average the year
around than any other fcity In

America,

FAMOUS AVIATORS AT

“PATROl” PREVIEW

The preview of “The Dawn
Patrol,” starring Richard Barthel-

mess, given last night at the

Winter Garden for the Ancient and
Secret Order of Quiet Birdmen
and other aviation organizations,

was attended by members of the

Quiet Birdmen, army officers and
fliers from Mitchel and Roosevelt

Fields, the American Legion Avia-

tion Post and officers of the New
York National Guard Aviation

Squadron.

Among the distinguished avia-
tors present were Bernt Balchen,
Captain Eddie Rickenbacker, Clar-
ence D. Chamberlin, Harold June,
Dick Blythe, Captain Jacques
Swaab and many other prominent
in flying. Colonel Howard, com-
manding officer at Mitchel Field,

was accompajiied by his staff.

“The Dawn Patrol,” a First Na-
tional and Vitaphone picture, will

begin its engagement at the Winter
Garden today.

U. FIRST TO FILM
‘AMERICAN LANGUAGE’

Universal announced yesterday
that it would make the first talk-

ing picture in the American lan-

guage. To this end Col. Tim Mc-
Coy and Chief Thunderbird of the
Arapahoes have been engaged as
the leading actors of the produc-
tion. Their speech will be Ara-
nahoe. which certainly is Ameri-
can. The production will be in
serial form and titled, “The In-
dians Are Coming.”

McCoy got his start in life by
translating Arapahoe into English,
for the benefit of government in-

spectors on the Arapahoe reserva-
tion in Wisconsin. He also has a
thorough command of the Indian
sign language and this, too, plays
an important part in the Univer-
sal chapter play which is being
produced at Universal City by Di-
rector Henry McRae.

RADIO TO GIVE BIG

HAND TO “DIXIANA”

A high-powered commercial
campaign is promised by Radio
Pictures in connection with “Dixi-
ana”. As a starter Victor has re-

corded two numbers with Everett
Marshall. Numbers fom the 'mu-

sical version will be published in

sheet music form by Harms, Inc.

A. L. Burt Company, publishers,
is releasing a novelization. A
“Dixiana” perfume will be market-
ed. A complete story broadcast
has been arranged with the RKO
Hollywood studios. A national
advertising campaign is being
formulated.

NAT ROSS SIGHED

BY EDUCATIONAL
Nat 'Ross, comedy specialist,

has been signed by Educational
to direct their first coirfedy in
the new Vanity series which is

being produced at the Metropoli-
tan Studios on the West Coast.

Fox Booms Theatre Business



N AT LEVINE
Announces

THE IMMEDIATE PRODUCTION OF

THREE A L L-TALKING SERIALS

RIN-TIN~TIN
IN

''The Lone Defender”
With WALTER MILLER

Directed by HERMAN RAYMAKER
Director of Rin-Tin-Tin Features

The greatest canine of the screen in a fast moving dog
serial. With all the divers elements that made Rin-

Tin-Tin famous.

Something new! Something startling! Something you

have been waiting for! Now in production! Ready

soon!

*^The Phantom of the West’*

with TOM TYLER
A rip-roaring action serial of the West. With a sup-

porting cast of popular box-office favorites.

The King o£theWild
A WILD ANIMAL SERIAL

Thrills! Suspense! And the weird, eerie mystery of

darkest Africa. With the greatest galaxy of wild ani-

mals ever assembled in a motion picture. A fitting

sequel to ''THE KING OF THE KONGO.^»

Inquiries Invited Now

TO BE DISTRIBUTED ON THE INDEPENDENT MARKET BY

MASCOT PICTURES CORPORATION
1650 Broadway, New York City Cable Address: Levpic, N. Y.



NEW YORK
CRITICS CELEBRATE!

The greatest

picture that

has come to

the talking

screen!

That’s the verdict of the New York critics

after reviewing HOLIDAY at the Rivoli

Theatre. They dusted off their vocabulary

and polished up a new set of superla-

tives to acclaim this as the outstanding

sensation of the season.



IRENE THIRER—N. Y. DAILY NEWS—
(Rates four stars) ****

"One of the year’s best ten .... It starts off with

a bang, never lets up at all."

QUINN MARTIN-N. Y. WORLD
"'Holiday' is one talking motion picture which I

would be proud to have produced."

REGINA CREWE-N. Y. AMERICAN
"The picture has every element of audience

appeal. The dialogue is the best thus far heard

in the talkies."

GEORGE GERHARD-
N. Y. EVENING WORLD
"When along about Thanksgiving time, students

of the cinema begin selecting the ten best pic-

tures of the year, you can expect to see a pre-

ponderant majority of them set down 'Holiday'

in first, second or third place. This is a screen play

which you fust can’t miss."

JULIA SHAWELL-N. Y. GRAPHIC
"'Holiday' is one stage contribution which en-

riches the current motion picture season."

THORNTON DELEHANTY-N. Y. POST
" 'Holiday' is the kind of picture that no civilized

person has the right to miss."

ROBERT GARLAND-N. Y. TELEGRAM
"Knowing nothing about talking pictures, but

knowing what I like/ I like the talking picture

version of Mr. Philip Barry’s 'Holiday' very much

indeed . • . I’m certain you’ll enjoy it."

</

HOLIDAY
Philip Barry's Sensational Stage Hit

with ANN HARDING
MARY ASTOR • EDWARD
• EVERETT HORTON •

ROBERT AMES * HEDDA
HOPPER * Directed by Edward

H. Griffith • Produced by E. B. Derr

PATH ^
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Many Paramount Stars and Directors

In Transit Between Here and Hoiiyw’d

Arrivals and departures are
changing the stellar, directorial
and writing personnel of Para-
mount’s New York studio almost
daily.

With the completion of “The
Sap from Syracuse” a few days
ago, Jack Oakie was released to
travel westward and is now en-
route to the Pacific Coast, leav-
ing yesterday. He is to make two
personal appearance stops before
reporting at the company’s West
Coast studio for work in his next
picture.

Simultaneously, Charles Rogers
completed his role in “Heads Up”
and is slated to start for Holly-
wood within a few days.
Helen Kane, who worked in the

same film, will leave for the
Middle West where she will make
a series of personal appearances
in Indianapolis, St. Louis and
other cities late in July and early
in August.
With their latest starring ve-

hicle, “Anirnpl Crackers”, in the
final editing stage, the Four Marx
Brothers have scattered in almost
as many different directions as
there are hrothes. Chico is al-
ready vacationing in Wisconsin.
Groucho, Harpo and Zeppo. the
remaining trio, will leave New
York on individual vacation trips
in the near future.

Victor Heerman, who driected
their film, departed for California
early this week. He will enjoy
a brief vacation before reporting
again to the Paramount studio in
Hollywood for his next director-
ial assignment.
New arrivals include Carol

Lombard, came to New York to
play in “The Best People”, and
Fred Newmeyer, who will direct
this picture.
Ed Wynn, who will start work

soon in his first all-talking screen
starring picture, “Manhattan

REVIER LONG TERM
CONTRACT SIGNED

Mary”, is a daily visitor at the
New York Studio.

George Jessel is another new
arrival at the Manhattan film
plant. He is starring in a two-
reel comedy tentatively titled
“Facing the Music” which Nor-
man Taurog will direct.

Ina Claire, who will play one
of the chief roles in “The Royal
Family” when this production
goes before the cameras next
month, is scheduled to arrive at
the New York studio early in
August. Frederic March, who is

cast for another of the principal
characterizations, is already at
the studio engaged in “Laughter”
opposite Nancy Carroll.

Among the writers, Doris An-
derson is the latest scenarist to
make the transcontinental trip
from Hollywood to Manhattan.
Herman Mankiewicz, Sid Silvers
and Pajjl Gangelin are other re-
cent arrivals, and additional West
Coast staff writei’s ars scheduled
to report in the East as produc-
tion requires.

U PICKS LEADING MAN
FOR ^LEATHER PUSHERS’

Richard Barker, a Universal
“discovery”, has been signed to
play the leading role in the new
all-talking version of H. C. Wit-
wer’s “Leather Pushers”, which
Albert Kelley started directing
this week at Universal City.

In the supporting cast Sally
Blane, who has just finished a
featured role in Universal’s pro-
duction, “Little Accident”, will
play the girl. Sam Hardy, one
of the best known heavies on the
screen, will be the fight manager.
Douglas Z. Doty wrote the talk-

ing adaptation of the Witwer
series. Many of the scenes will
be made in the American Legion
boxing stadium in Hollywood
with professional fighters as
Barker’s opponents. Sam Freed-
man is supervising* the series.

LUPE VELEZ’S SISTER
IN PATHE FEATURE

Josephine Velez, sister oi
the fiery Lnpe Velez, makes
her motion picture debut
in “Her Man”, the Pathe
production featuring Helen
Twelvetrees, Marjorie Ham-
bean, Phillips Holmes and
Ricardo Cortez. Although
Josephine is a year and
two months older than
Lnpe, she looks enough
like her famous sister to
be her twin.

‘OUTWARD BOUND’ FILM
READY, HOWARD SAILS

Leslie Howard, who jhas just
completed work on “Outward
Bound,” which Warner Bros, are
bringing to the talking screen, ar-
rived from Hollywood yesterday
morning 'with Mrs. Howard, on
the Twentieth Century, and sail-

ed last night for a three months’
vacation in England.

Mr. Howard, who appeared in
the original stage production of
the Sutton Vane play, expressed
himself with being highly pleased
with Warner Brothers’ treatment
of the script. He said: “To my
way of thinking the Vitaphone
production is as good, if not
better, than the legitimate play.”

ANDERS RANDOLF DIES
FOLLOWING OPERATION

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Anders
Randolf, known to the millions of
picture fans as a character actor,
died yesterday following an oper-
ation. He was a native of Den-
mark. He was one of the stock
players in the old Vitagraph com-
pany.

FOX SIGNS LEWIS
George Lewis, who made his

mark as the star of Universal’s
Collegian series of pictures, has
been signed to a contract) by Pox
Films. He will appear in Spanish
films as well as English.

Columbia Pictures has signed
Dorothy Revier on a new long
term contract. Among her most
recent successes were roles in
“The Call of the West.” “Venge-
ance,” “Murder on the Roof.”
During the samq period she was
loaned to RKO for “Tanned
Legs:” First National for “Sin
Flood;” Paramount for “The
Mighty” and “The Dance of Life;”
United Artists for “The Iron
Mask:” and Fox for “The Red
Dance.”

CRITIC RATES F.N.

FILM AS “BEST BET”
An indication of the popularity

of “Sweethearts and Wives,” a
First National picture held over
for a second week at the New
York Strand, is the classification
accorded the picture in the New
York Sunday News, in which
Irene Thirer, motion picture
critic, selected the picture as one
of the six best productions of the
month.

HISTORIC “BEAR” USED
IN FOX’S ‘SEA WOLF’

The famous old revenue cutter
“Bear”, which for more than 40
years was the first ship into the
Alaskan Arctic each spring and
the last out in the fall, has gone
Hollywood. It will make its

screen bow in the Fox Film ver-
sion of Jack London’s “The Sea
Wolf” as the steam sealer of
“Death” Larsen, brother and
deadly enemy of “Wolf” Larsen,
the title character enacted by Mil-
ton Sills

The old barkentine, which is

credited with .savin.g hundreds of
lives, has been out of service
since it was presented by Con-
gress to the city of OalTland, Cal.,
two years apo. It was loaned to
Director Alfred Santell throueh

courtesy of Mavor John L.
Davie and other officials of tb.at

city.

LONG UNBROKEN SCORE
IN “MADAM SATAN”

Record for the longest unbroken
musical score as yet placed in a
talking picture is claimed for the
Zeppelin ball sequence of Cecil B.

DeMille’s new Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer film “Madam Satan.”

The score runs ten and one half
minutes. When it is recalled that
talking picture reels are shorter
than the old silent variety, run-
ning about eleven minutes, it can
be seen that the record nearly
approaches the physical limit.

The score switches through
several different numbers during
the course of the reel but never
breaks its continuity. It was com-
posed by Herbert Stothart.

THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

“ON THE LEVEL” (Roxy)

The hard-crusted side of human
nature as evidenced in “What
Price Glory” still features the
screen offerings of Victor McLag-
ien, the Fox star. Probably no
male star before the mike and
camera can be as good-naturedly
“hard” as McLaglen. He has a
big following and what this fol-

lowing has been educated to ex-
pect they will find in abundance
in “On the Level” at the Roxy.
He’s a hard-fisted, hard-talking
iron worker who has difficulties

in keeping his women separated.
Fifi Dorsay lends something of the
Clara Bowish talent as well as a

voice that records naturally. Wil-
liam Harrigan, as McLaglen’s pal

never was meant to be a hard-
boiled character. Lilyqn Tash-
man, an adventuress, is so-so.

TUe picture lacks a lot that has
made other McLaglen offerings

the talk of the town. Irving Cum-
mings directed from a story fur-

nished by William K. Wells

J. L. K.

HDLT AND DOT REVIER
FOR “THE SQUEALER”

The first assignment given to

Jack Holt and Dorothy Revier un-
der their new term contracts with
Columbia Pictures are the lead-
in.g roles in “The Squealer”, one
of the few remaining productions
in the current season program.
The feature is an adaptation of

the stage play of the same name
and delineates life on the old Bar-
bary coast in the days when the
lacale was one of the most thrill-

ing and colorful backgrounds in

the world.

ED LAEMMLE TO DIRECT
“SAINT JOHNSON” FILM

Edward Laemmle is to direct

the picturization of W. R. Bur-
nett’s latest novel, “Saint John-
son”, recently purchased' by Uni-
versal and which will be releas-
ed simultaneously with the pub-
lication of the book by Lincoln
McVeagh September 29.

“SUNNY” STARTS SOON

“Sunny,” Marilyn Miller’s next
starring picture for First Nation-
al, will go into production next
week. Lawrence Gray and Joe
Donahue will appear opposite
Miss Miller, with 0. P. Heggie and
Clyde Cook also in outstanding
roles. William A. Seiter will di-

rect. “Sunny” is based upon
Marilyn Miller’s greatest stage
success, which ran for two years
continuously in New York and
for another year and a half on
the road.

NANCY WELFORD CAST
Nancy Welford, recently featur-

ed in Warner Bros. “Gold Diggers
of Broadway”, has been added to
the cast of Chesterfield’s third all

talker, “A Jazz Cinderella”, which
at the present time has Myrna
Loy in its cast. Scott Pembroke
is directing.



PER CENT
increase in business this

season when every other
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MICHIGAN OPERATORS PAY GUT

REGARDED AS HOPEFUL SIGN—
DETROIT, July 9—The tavor-

able outcome of efforts of Detroit

theatre owners to cut down run-

ning expenses during this more
than usually dull summer season

through consent of operators to

accept reductions in pay up to

October 1, is expected to induence
similar results throughout the

exhibition industry, especially

where summer business is abnor-

mally dull.

The wage reduction agreement
here was reached as a result of

several conferences between
Roger M. Kennedy, union repre-

sentative, and H. M. Richey I’ep-

resenting the motion picture the-

atre owners of Michigan. The
salary cut of $5 per week for oper-

ators in houses seating up to 750

is to be effective for the next 26

months. In the cases of houses
over that seating capacdty, the

slash is $10 per week per man,
but will remain in effect only till

October 1.

In coming to this agreement
the operators, it is understood, did

not have to be threatened with
loss of their jobs; they realized

that many houses would be forc-

ed to close ior the summe" in the

absence of some mean.s of reduc-

ing overhead, while those em-
ployed in the small theatres knew
that, in many instances, steady
em'ployment at all .^eascns was
involved.

FILM EDITOR ASKS

COURT FOR RECEIVER

WHITE PLAINS, July 9.—Max
Eastman, editor and author, has
discovered tl^at editing a motion
picture film is as tough a proposi-

tion as editing a magazine.
Through Arthur Garfield Hays, his

attorney, he applied to Supreme
Court Justice Graham Witschief
today for a receiver for a motion
picture film known as “Events in

Russia Before, During and After
the Revolution.”
Eastman contends he and Her-

man Axlebank, Bronx photograph-
er, who had collected Russian
movie film, entered into a part-

nership under which Eastman was
to edit the film and pay $6,500 for

expenses. Expenses already have
reached $12,000 and Axlebank has
offered a bill for $2,200 more,
Eastman complained. Justice
Witschief reserved decision.

FIRST FOLLIES COMEDY
“Two Fresh Eggs”, a Pathe

comedy just released, is the first

Follies Comedy to be produced at

the Pathe West Coast studio, and
the second musical comedy to be
written and directed by Monte
( arter.

CISSIE HEADED WEST
Cecelia (Cissie) Loftus, famous

mime, is en route to Hollywood
and the Fox Film studios to ful-

fill a recently signed contract.
Her first assignment will be an-
nounced on her arrival.

ROXY STARTS RELEASE
OF “ROGUE SONG” FRL

S. L. Rothafel has booked the
first general release of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s “Rogue Song”
for the Roxy Theatre beginning
Friday, July 11, the film, starring
Lawrence Tibbett, having recent-
ly completed its $2 Broadway run
at the Astor.
The picture marks the talking

screen debut of the famous Met-
ropolitan Opera star, whose posi-
tion as one of the world’s great-
est baritones is emphasized by
each successive season before the
smartest musical audiences in the
world.

TECHNICOLOR TO DO
50 MILLION FRENCHMEN
Technicolor is making prepara-

tions for filming of Warner’s
“Fifty Million Fernchmen” to go
into production soon. Techni-
color recently completed work on
Samuel Goldwyn - Ziegfeld’s
“Whoopee”, starring Eddie Cantor
and “Leathernecking”, RKO’s mu-
sical comedy drama of the Marine
Corps.

Although Lina Basquette and

I’ev JTarlej has split up they are

still seen together a great deal

and “act like dear old pals”. Fev,

former cameraman for DeMille,

and the actress, were married in

Jan., 1929. Shortly thereafter

Pev quit cranking a camera and
became Lina’s dancing partner in

a vaudeville tour. Then back to

Hollywood and the separation.

Now Pev is cranking a camera
again. And Lina says, while Pev
is anxious for reconcilliatiou,

she’s not so sure. It all depends
upon the next few weeks. Lina’s

child, Lita Warner, is to visit her

here this summer.
* * *

Beatrice Lille, English stage

star, is suing Warner Bros, for

the tidy sum of $50,000 for as-

serted failure of the film boys
to give her whqt she says her
contract called for. She was ask-

ed to come to Hollywood to play

feature roles for Warner Bros,

and what did she get?, asks she.

She appeared in two scenes—one
of seven minutes and another of

two minutes—^in “The Show of

Shows”. And now she says her
reputation has been damaged and
she is held in unfavorable light.

She received $15,000 for the two
scenes mentioned, which would
seem pretty good pay for 9 min-
utes on the screen.

« * «

Marion Davies has been named
with others in an action brought
by the estate of Leslie Stuart,

PICKFORD INHERITS

DOUG’S PRESS STAFF

HOLLYWOOD, July 9.—
Disintegration of the Doug-
las Fairbanks producing
unit, with the exception of

those retiiined to handle
outstanding distribution ac-
counts, has disposed of a
publicity depar.tineut that
had been in existence more
than twelve years. The
latest incumbents—Arthur
Zellner and Miss Lipke, his

assistant—have been trans-
ferred to the Mary Pickford
Company.
Douglas Fairbanks’

change of status fro pro-
ducer to stju* is accountable
for elimination of most of
the personnel that lias sur-
rounded him for a decade.

M-G-M SIGNS ROLES
IN SUPPORT OF MOORE

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has se-

lected its supporting cast for
Grace Moore’s first motion pictnre,

a story suggested by the career
of Jenny Lind. Jobyna Howland,
Gilbert Emery, Gns Shy, George
Marion, Bodil Rosing, Mavis
Villiers, Giovanni Martino, Joan
Standing and Judith Vosselli will
support Wallace Beery and Regi-
nald Denny. Sidney Franklin is

director.

English composer and writer, for

infringement of copyrights held by

the late composer on the musical

comedy “Florodora” and the es-

tate is asking $750,000 damages,

all because in “The Florodora

Girl” which Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
recently made, starring Marion
Davies, they “picked up” the
“Florodora Sextette” number. A
perpetual injunction and several
other things are asked of the
seven or eight defendants.

« * «

Tom Mix doesn’t have to pay
his daughter Ruth, who recently
ran away to Yuma, Ariz. and mar-
ried Douglas Gilmore, an actor,

$250 a month toward her support
until she is 21 years of age. Judge
Westover ruled that since Mrs.
Gilmore is now married her par-
ents are not liable for her sup-
pot. Her husband has to support
her.

*

Fred E. Lewis, wealthy ranch
owner of Pomona, Calif., has just
returned from Darkest Africa
with ten thousand feet of film he
shot while on a hunting expedi-
tion. Lewis nsed a portable cam-
era and a 12-inch lens. He se-
cured unusually thrilling scenes
of charging elephants, lions, herds
of zebras and many wild birds.

He has enough material for sev-
eral “Ingagi” pictures without
faking any of the scenes. The
pictures are a personal posses-
sion and are not being exhibited
publicly.

CANVAS-TOPPED TOWN
RISES FOR RADIO FILM

GLENDALE, Calif., July 9.—The
only canvas-topped talkie town in

America is boasfed by Radio Pic-
tnres in the San Fernando Valley
near here. It has 4,000 inhabi-
tants, all under canvas. The new
community was created by Radio
for the production of “Half Shot
at Sunrise”, a war-time comedy,
featuring Bert Wheeler and Rob-
ert Woolsey. The tent city con-
tains fifty canvas tents.

BERT WHEELER “AT
HOME” IN FILMS

Bert Wheeler, ex-vaudevillian
and musical comedy star now es-

saying the leading comedy char-
acterization in “Half Shot at Sun-
rise,” is glad to be in pictures,
because it enables him to estab-
lish and maintain a permanent
residence.

Wheeler’s experience includes
years of one-night stands all over
the country, playing in tne mu-
sical halls of Paris, London and
Scotland, engagements on Broad-
way. In each place his home was
a temporary domicile, rented for
the brief duration of the play’s
run. Now Wheeler has a home
on the highest hill overlooking
Hollywood—his first real home,
the comedian himself asserts.

WALLACE BEERY GETS
NEW CABIN PLANE

Wallace Beery celebrated the
completion of his work as Sheriff

Pat Garrett in King Vidor’s “Billy

the Kid”, by accepting delivery on
a new six-lace Travelair Cabin
plane, replacing the craft which
crashed with his pilot some
months ago.

Beery has phoned his ndge at

Silver Lake to have his imi re-

vised landing field in heavy
timber cleared off, as he is plan-
ning to leave shortly for an ex-
tended vacation.

M. A. RAYMOND HERE

M. A.. Raymond, newly appoint-
ed branch manager for Warner
Bros, in Des Moines, Iowa, receiv-

ed a hearty welcome when he ar-

rived in New York last week for

a conference with home office ex-

eentives.

RUSSO COUNTESS
TO WARBLE FOR
S0N0=ART GUESTS

Mike Siinfmons, mustache
ends wildly waving in the
balmy breeze, dashed in as
we are going to press to

state that a Russian coun-
tess with an impossible
name will entertain wRh
folk songs at the Sono Art
dinner prior to a pre-view
of “Once A Gentleman”,
this evening, at the Roerich
museum.

Hollywood Gossip
By BAY MURRAY

West Coast Representative
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Answering
the Question

By

—
S
earchers after the reason

for the attendance troubles of

the picture business right now will

be interested in the analysis of a

competent showman who had

speech with us yesterday. We
hearkened to his words and thought

them of sufficient value to repro

duce here.
It *

S
AID the showman; “The mo-

tion picture going public has

been fed with so many inferior

sound pictures that they are tem-

porarily tired of the pictures as an

institution of entertainment. If a

man or a woman sees two or three

inferior pictures in sound—which

accentuates the virtues of a pro-

duct and accentuates, as well, its

faults—the reaction is unfavorable

to further attendance until the feel-

ing that the sound pictures are no

good, has evaporated.
* * *

The fortunate exceptions which

we find in the compelling

(Continued on page 2)

BIG NATIONAL AD AGENCIES SOLICITING

COMMERCIAL FILM PRODUCTION DUSINESS

DOUG & MARY DENY

RUMORS OF DIVORCE

FILM PIRACY COSTS

THEATRE $13,200

ST. LOUIS, July 10. — Federal
Judge Charles B. Faris today as-

sailed the national copyright law
as “outrageous” in that it governs
the misuse of motion picture films,

popular music and phonograph
records.
The court’s criticism came as

he ordered Chriss Zotos, theatre
owner, to pay three film exchanges
$13,200 for the use without per-
mission of films which would have
cost him $176 in rental fee.

VISIT WARNER BROS.

Tim Kearse of Charleston, West
Virginia, R. E. Griffith and Tom
Boland of Oklahoma City, George
Schaefer of Wheeling, and Jack
O’Connell of Toledo were visitors
to New York and the Warner of-
fices during the week.

Dennis F. O’Brien, of the legal

firm of O’Brien, Malevinsky and
Driscoll, yesterday denied em-
phatically a persistent rumor along
Broadway that Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford were contem-
plating divorce. Advices from
Hollywood also said both Fair-

banks and Miss Pickford denied
any such intentions.

O’Brien admitted he liad heard
rumors linking Fairbanks with
Lady Mountbatten, titled English-
woman who recently was a visitor

in Hollywood and was lavishly en-
tertained at Pickfair, the Beverly
Hills home of Fairbanks, and by
Marian Davies. During the Fair-
banks trip around the world last

winter Lady Mountbatten occu-
pied Pickfair.

WARNERS BUY NEWARK
HOUSE FOR $250,000

Warner Bros. Theatres, Inc.,

yesterday acquired the Hawthorne
Theatre building, on Hawthorne
avenue, Newark, N. J., according
to Albert M. Greenfield and Com-
pany. The consideration was
$250,000.

NIX ON DER HELMETS

BERLIN, July 10.— The
National Board for Film
Censorship wiil not permit
the motion picture “Mckey
Mouse in the Trenches” to

he shown in Germany.
The censors hold that the

wearing of German helmets
by an army of cats which
opposes a militia of mice is

certain to be “offensive to
national dignity.”

BALLET MASTER SAILS

Leonide Massine, Ballet Master
of the Roxy Theatre, sailed yes-
terday for a short holiday in
Europe.

J. Walter Thompson and

N. W. Ayer Leading

Movement to Exploit

Accounts on Theatre

Screens

Boundaries of the industrial
sound film field are going to be
extended “beyond expectation” if

the stir caused by its. potentiali-
ties in national advertising circles

means anything.

It has meant something to the
big advertising men according to
an official who is supposed to know
of such goings-on.

So much so that the national
agencies of J. Walter Thompson
and N. W. Ayer and Son, among

(Continued on page 4)

Sound Patents Agreement
Progresses at Film Parley

SELWYN, JR., DIES

LOS ANGELES, July 10.—Archie
Selwyn, Jr., twenty-two, son of the
New York stage producer, died
here yesterday from a fractured
skull, received last Friday in an
automobile accident.

Crowds Battle Cops
To See ‘Dawn Patrol’

“The Dawn Patrol,” the aviation
|picture made by First National, has
started off at the Winter Garden,
New York, with the hearty en-
dorsement of The Quiet Birdmen
»of the Air, the most exclusive of
Javiation associations. This produc-
tion (reviewed on page two of
this issue) also attracted wide
public attention Wednesday night,

j

An unannounced rehearsal of
'“The Dawn Patrol” at the Garden,
Wednesday evening, at 9.30 o’clock,
iattracted a battling throng in
front of the theatre, requiring the
intervention of police. Even news-
paper critics had difficulty in
fighting their way through the
[Crowd for the 11.30 performance

attended by The Quiet Birdmen and
other army officers, many of whon.
were in uniform.
At both showings, the Garden

was jammed with rows of standies
in the rear of the orchestra and
balconies. “The Dawn Patrol”
brought frequent applause, also a
sympathetic silence during the
emotional moments of the virile

drama.
Thursday morning, before an>

of the newspaper reviews had ap-
peared, a line extended from the
box-office around the corner of
50th Street.

To accommodate the business
the film is being shown from 9
A. M. in the morning to 2.30 A. M.

PARIS, July 10.—The first even-
ing session of the international
film conference, of which Will H.
Hays is chairman, was held last
night. The conference is now in
its third week. By mutual under-
standing the delegates are uncom-
municative at this stage of the
meeting, which is known to be
struggling with the sound patents
tangle. There are signs, however,
that the conference will have com-
pleted its work by the end of the
current week.

Discussions until now, it was
learned, have covered minute tech-
nicalities concerned with the dis-

(Continued on page 2)

PARAMOUNT ACQUIRES
TIMES SQUARE PARCEL
Paramount, it was learned yes-

terday, has purchased the Lenox
Hotel property, at 149-151 West
44th street, thus increasing its

holdings between 44th and 45th
street, in Manhattan, approximate-
ly 50,000 square feet. No immedi-
ate improvement is planned it was
said. On its holdings in this par-
cel are the Criterion and the New
York theatres.
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MAIN STREET

Hy Dual), of the RKO staff, is

taking on some weight * * * Roxy

celebrated his 48th birthday yes-

terday * * * Along toward even-

ing, according to his publicity de-

partment, he was detected climb-

ing out from under untold thou-

sands of congratulatory messages

received from weil wishers * * *

“Unguarded Uirls” at a Seventh

avenue theatre seems to be suf-

fering for the want of protectors

during current hot spell * * *

.Mice Joyce moving majestically

down Broadway all in blue * * *

Charley Schwerin, theatre man-

ager, and one of the oldtimers

around 729 Sevenuth avenue * * *

Sam Washawsky, of RKO broad-

casting staff of press agents has
fallen for the hatless attire vogue
* * * Denizens of 729 Seventh
avenue flocking to windows and
curb to inspect Harry Richman’s
new oil wagon * * 4= Rester Park
all hot and bothered over details

of preliminary production plans
* * * “Bugs” Baer not unknown
to films as smart cracker with
double-coated sun tan before the
Friars * * * pjiR GRckman, ex-

hibitor of Detroit, looking over
Broadway * * * ^ good time was
had by all at the Sono-Art dinner
and pre-view of “Once A Gentle-
man” last eve * * *

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has an-

nounced the distribution of a
number of new long-term con-
tracts among its studio personnel.

Director Robert Z. Leonard, Hedda
Hopper, Dr. P. M. Marafloti and A1
Boasberg have all been placed un-
der new contracts to this company.

Robert Z. Leonard’s last M-G-M
vehicle was “The Divorcee,” one
of Norma Shearer’s most popular
pictures. He will next direct Ma-
rion Davies in “Rosalie,” an adap-
tation of the Ziegfeld musical
comedy success of the same name.

Dr. Marafloti was engaged two
months ago as studio voice coach
for M-G-M and his work has
aroused enthusiasm at the Culver
City plant. Marafloti was formerly
voice teacher for Caruso, and for
years was associated with Metro-
politan Opera Company. A1 Boas-
berg has established himself as
one of the most successful dia-
logue writers and scenarists on
the coast, and has contributed to
such films as “The Hollywood Re-
vue,” “Chasing Rainbows,” “It’s

A Great Life,” “The Rogue Song”
and “Forward March.” Hedda
Hopper’s last screen part was in
Joan Crawford’s “Our Blushing
Brides.”

attractions are the greatest help to

the business generally just as the

poor ones do the greatest harm. A
man with a feeling of disgust after

seeing, an unsatisfactory picture

doesn't want to see another picture

at all no matter how well he hears

it spoken of and until he gets over

that feeling he is not a potential

customer. Multiply this single man
or woman by the number of thea-

tre goers and you have the answer

to the present unsatisfactory condi-

tion in attendance in many of the

motion picture houses of the

country.
« « *

“'VT’OU ask me for an answer to

the problem and I can only

give you one. That is, work like

the mischief with what pictures

you have and do your best to get

all the good ones, no matter who
makes them, into your theatre for

the good of your own business as

well as the good of the business in

general. Every exhibitor who fol-

lows this policy is doing the best

for himself and for all other the-

atres in his territory.”
« * 4c

The bright spot in the picture

is that there are many good

offerings in sight and the produc-

tion forces of the industry are

straining every nerve to present

more attractions so that there will

be a sufficient number of profitable

offerings.

ROBERTSON COMPLETES
‘BEYOND VICTORY’ FILM

Rathe has completed “Beyond
Victory” after two months’ work
under the direction of John Rob-
ertson. The story is unique, ac-
cording to the press department,
in that it has five stories in one.

It is essentially a war drama, ’tis

said, with battle scenes. William
Boyd heads the cast with the fol-

lowing players in support: James
Gleason, Russell Gleason, Lew
Cody and Fred Scott play the five

soldiers. Prominent in the civilian

sequences are Helen Twelvetreec,
Zasu Pitts, Dorothy Burgess, June
Collyer, Richard Tucker, Bert
Roach, Wade Boteler, William
Holden, Rockliffe Fellows, George
Stone, Purnell Pratt, Lora Baxter,
Elinor Millard, Paul Weigel and
E. H. Calvert. Hope Bennett wrote
the story.

“MICKEY MOUSE” CLICKS

Columbia’s Walt Disney “Mickey
Mouse” cartoon, “Barnyard Con-
cert” has been booked into the
Rialto.

PATENTS PARLEY
MAKES PROGRESS

(Continued from page 1)

tribution of American and German
equipment.
The departure of Harry Warner

of Warner Brothers, the only large
American company not represent-
ed in Will Hays’s delegation, has
given rise to the thought that the
conference is nearing a successful
conclusion. Mr. Warner has been
in Paris for several weeks.

CUKOR AND GARDNER TO
DIRECT ‘ROYAL FAMILY”

George Cukor and Cyril Gard-
ner have been chosen to co-direct

“The Royal Family” when this

forthcoming Paramount picture
goes into production at the New
York studio of the company, ex-
ecutives of the Eastern film plant
announced today.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, July 10, 1930

Paramount FtL ... 56 58 + 1%
Warner Bros .... 40% 42% +1%
Fox Film “A” .... .... 39 407/8 + 178

Loew’s Inc ... 64|/4 66’% + 178

Radio K-A-0 .... 27% 2972 +1%
Pathe Exchange ... 378 37/8 — %
Pathe “A” ... 8 8%. + %
M-G-M Pref .... 261/8 261/8 + 78

Con. F. Ind .... 181/2 201/8 + 178

Con. F. Ind. Pre .... 20% 21 +1
Curb JIarket

Columbia Piet. 35 35 —
Fox Theatre “A’ ’... SVs 81/2 % !4

ANSWERING THE QUESTION
(Continued from page 1)

THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

“THE DAWN PATROL”
(Winter Garden)

Not a female appears on the

screen in the First National pro-
duction which opened at the Win-
ter Garden yesterday. Not an iota

of love interest excepting that su-
preme love incorporated in the
line “greater love hast no man.”
Planes spiralling with supposedly
human cargo to death and destruc-
tion. War in all its blood-thirsty
moments. Man laughing at death.
Man drinking to death’s possibil-
ity. Munitions plant destroyed
from the air—and not a female
appears to interfere. That, in a
word, is “The Dawn Patrol,’ a
screen offering that despite the
lack of love interest between male
and female should prove a box
office attraction with few prece-
dents. Dick Barthelmess is star-
red and Dick does more than jus-
tice to his reputation as a real
screen attraction. Sound instead
of detracting from his recognized
worth adds considerable. Neil
Hamilton as the major in com-
mand of an air corps runs Dick
a close race for honors. Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., as flying daredevil
couldn’t improve his work. A
number of youngsters, around 20,

do very well as flyers. It’s a story
of the daily life in an active, war-
time air camp. Howard Hawks
directed. It should click.

J. L. K.
* * *

“AXYBODY’S WAR” (Rialto)

The second cinema effort for

Paramount of the Two Black
Crows, Moran and Mack made its

bow at the Rialto yesterday. Its

entitled Anybody’s War and in it

these two great black faces help
to make the war funny, and come
back all covered with medals.
The humor of Moran and Mack
nationally famous by reason of the
phonograph and radio goes over
especially well on the talking
screen, and while our memory of

their first picture somewhat out-

shines this one, still the many and
well executed gags are productive
of laughter and seemed to keep
the Rialto audience in an almost
continuous mirthful uproar. The
straight part of the picture which
features Neil Hamilton and Joan
Peers adds but little to the in-

terest of the prbceedings, but there

is a troop of dogs (Moran is the

village dog catcher) that are en-

tertaining. “Anybody’s War”
should enjoy a popularity equal to

its predecessor which we under-

stand was prodigious.
C. G.

* * *

“lYSIDE THE LINES” (Globe)

A Radio Picture which closes

today at the Globe is entitled “In-

side the Lines.” It features the

busy Betty Compson and Ralph
Forbes portraying a couple of

smart German spies making mon-
keys out of the British Army and
Navy during the late unpleasant-

ness. Most of the action trans-

pires at Gibraltar—playfully called

the Rock—and it is only at the

climax that the hero and heroine
discover that each are spies con-

spiring to destroy the Mediterran-
ian fleet anchored in the harbor.

(Continued on page 4)
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OLD SPAIN FILM CENSORSHIP

PROTESTED BY MODERN TASTE
WASHINGTON, D. C., July 10.

—Central Spanish film censorship

as established at Madrid is sub-

jected to strong protest from
Barcelona because it favors typi-

cal old Spanish Castilian preju-

dices whereas in Barcelona mod-
ern foreign customs and outlook
prevail. A report on this situa-

tion has just been received by the
Department of Commerce from
Trade Commissioner George R.

Canty at Paris. The report says:

A central film censors’ bureau
recently was instituted in Madrid.
All the film distributed in Spain,

including Barcelona, henceforth,
will be submitted to this central

bureau, with the only exception of

short comedies and weekly re-

views, which can be censored in

Barcelona.

Up to now, each of the import-
ant Spanish cities, such as Barce-
lona, has had its own film cen-
sorship bureau. This system has
been changed by a recent royal

decree.

A centralization of censorship
has undeniable advantages, states

a Spanish press report, when it is

handling the film control prop-
erly, not only from a moral but
also from an artistic point of

view . It is to be observed, how-
ever, that the character of the two
leading cities of Spain is entirely

different, this does not only ap-
ply to the race and mentality of

the population, but also to their

life and customs.

The inhabitants of Madrid be-
long to the Old Spanish (Castil-

ian) type, true to national tradi-

tions, and axe mostly connected
either with the -royal court or
with the administrative institu-

tions of the country. In Barce-
lona, on the other hand, the mod-
ern business man or industrial
type is prevailing; the inhabit-
ants have assimilated foreign cus-
toms and habits and are much
more international than their

countrymen in Madrid. Barce-
lona has, therefore, raised a pro-
test against the censorship decree,
which makes them dependent up-
on the Madrid censor.

MRS. H. A. LUBIN

SUES FOR DIVORCE

LOS ANGELES, July 10.—De-
claring that she had been beaten,
defrauded, robber of her children
and left without funds, Mrs. Marie
Lubin, yesterday sued for divorce
from Herbert A. Lubin, theatre
owner, asking $4,500 a month ali-

mony and $21,000 attorney fees.

She charged that her husband
spirited her two sons, 2 and 5

years of age, out of the State
when he left on May 6, and she
seeks their custody. Her com-
plaint states that Lubin owed
$250,000 when she married him
June 24, 1924, but through their
joint efforts, afterwards accumu-
lated $2,000,000.

“RECORD RUN” READY

Radio’s railroad special, “The
Record Run’’ has been completed
and advance reports of the rushes
indicate this will be a melodra-
matic novelty.

others, are going in for such “in-

cidental” business. This was
learned yesterday on good au-
thority.

Officials of these two agencies
are responsible for the statement
that because of “insistant demands
on the part of their big accounts
for exploitation through the me-
dium of the screen we have had
to take an active interest.”

Nor have the advertising agen-
cies overlooked the one big “hitch”

that, with very few exceptions, has
developed— getting their product
actually on the screen.

It was recalled by one official

that numerous commercial films

now are lying on the shelves for

the want of distribution. He re-

called that many of the biggest
advertisers in the country have
jumped at the suggestion they film

FILM STOCKS UP

Motion picture stocks
sliowed improvement on the
Stock Exchange yesterday.
Leading film shares listed

advanced from a M to \%
points. This was taken in

official film circles with a
lot of encouragement by
those especially complain-
ing of the usual summer
slump.

VIDTDR SCHERTZINGER
TD DIRECT “SKIPPr’

One of the directorial prjzes of

the season today was a\varded to

Victor Schertzinger. He will di-

rect the picturization of “Skippy”,
Percy Crosby’s popular novel
dealing with the immortal cartoon
figure of the same name.

‘THE GENERAL’ STARTS
AT PARA STUDIDS

“The General”, talking film ver-

sion of the play of the same name
by Lajos Zilahy, noted Hungarian
dramatist, has started production
at the Hollywood studios of Para-
mount under the co-direction of

George Cukor.

their activities only to see it get
no further than projection room.
Before sound revolutionized the

exhibition of screen product, the
official went on, such product as
commercial film could readily find

its way into Y.M.C.A.’s, churches,
social halls, clinics and schools,

but—and the but was given great
emphasis—the cost of installing

sound apparatus is so costly, com-
paratively speaking, that such
centres no longer are equipped to

show such films if they desired.
Nevertheless, the official insist-

ed, advertising agencies were be-
ing virtually forced into accept-
ing the commercial film mediu:n
of exploitation on a serious foot-

ing. And they prove it by point-
ing to two of the largest agencies
in the country who already have
launched a commercial film de-
partment.

AD AGENCIES SOLICITING FILM BUSINESS
(Continued from page 1) —

American Sound Shorts
In Big Demand Abroad

—

LUPDRINI WINS AGAIN

Justice Wasservogel, in the Su-
preme Court, recently rendered
judgment against Roberto Nata-
lini and in favor of F. V. Lupor-
ini, Inc. The decree directs

Natalini to account for and pay
over to Luporini the proper share
of moneys which he received from
exploitation of pictures in Cuba.
This action is in addition to the
recent action in the City Court
wherein judgment was also rend-
ered against Natalini.

DAINTY MARIE BDDKED
Dainty Marie, the “Venus of the

Air,” will appear in person at the
Industrial Arts Theatre to be con-
ducted by the Films of Commerce
division of Bathe Exchange, Inc.,

at the American Fair in the At-
lantic City Auditorium from July
17 to August 27.

B’WAY SHDPWINDDW
(Continued from page 2)

It is not necessary for me to dis-

close whether the call of love or

the call of duty prevails. Not par-

ticularly complimentary to either

the German Secret Service nor the
British Military forces, we believe
that the foreign rights of this pic-

ture in those countries will be
quite insignificant. However, the
picture contains suspense and is

well acted by this competent cast
and seemed to please the audiences
at the Globe as it will doubtless
do elsewhere in program service.

C. G.

American musical sound shorts
are in ever increasing demand in

foreign countries, according to

Randolph Bartlett, a pioneer film

editor and title writer. Bartlett
claims he should know whereof
he speaks because he is burning
the midnight oil editing and pre-

paring for foreign presentation
Bathe sound shorts.

Bartlett made an interesting
observation in connection with this

branch of the motion picture field

in setting forth just what steps had
to be taken in preparing American-
made shorts for foreign fields.

“Gags have to be minimized,” he
said, “cut right down to the bone.”
and all spoken matter served in

terms that are easily translatable
into any foreign tongue.”

THREE RADIO UNITS

START BIG SPECIALS

Three of the new big Radio Bic-
tures have gone into production
at the RKO Studios in Hollywood.
“Leathernecking,” “Half Shot At
Sunrise” and “The Silver Horde”
are now before the cameras and
microphones, with Eddie Cline,
Baul Sloane and George Archain-
baud, directing.

“The Silver Horde”, going to

location in Alaska, has had the
following additions to the cast:
Ivan Linow, the strong man; and
Gavin Gordon. Katya Sorina has
been added to the cast of “Half
Shot At Sunrise”.

C;SCAR STRAUS SONGS
FOR GRACE MOORE

Oscar Straus, noted Viennese
composer of “The Chocolate Sol-

dier” and other operettas, who was
recently placed under contract to

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, will contri-
bute original numbers to Grace
Moore’s first screen vehicle, a story
suggested by the career of Jenny
Lind. This picture is now in pro-
duction under Sidney Franklin’s
direction.

BURTDN HDLMES EDITS
FILM TRAVEL REELS

Burton Holmes, who has been
placed under contract by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer to produce twelve
one-reel talking travel subjects for

next season release, left New York
yesterday for the Culver City
studios.

He will devote a month or more
to compiling and editing new mo-
tion picture travel reels, and will

probably return East late in the
summer.

VIVIAN DUNCAN WDRSE
HOLLYWOOD, July 10.—When

the case of Rex Lease, motion pic-
ture actor, charged with having
beaten Vivian Duncan almost in-

sensible last Sunday night was
called today, a continuance was to
be ordered. Meanwhile Miss Dun-
can’s condition at a Hollywood
hospital was not improving, it

was reported.

KING TD DIRECT BUCK
Louis King has put his name on

the dotted line to direct Buck
Jones in “Shadow Ranch,” for
Columbia. King’s selection was
due to his good directorial work
on Buck’s first western for Col-
umbia.
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SOUND POOL PACT REACHED
Blind Buying;
Blind Selling

By

VV rE HAPPENED to be in the

» » office of a sales executive

when an exhibitor was seeking an

adjustment on pictures. He had
played them; and he was dissatis-

fied. He laid his entire trouble

to the matter of blind buying and
he had considerable to say on the

subject.
* * *

^
I
’HE sales executive waited

until he had finished his story

and then said : “Has it ever

occurred to you that you buy your

pictures exactly as the public buys

its pictures? You refer to blind

buying. By this you mean that

you read over the list of pictures,

you check on the stars that appear

with them and from the advertise-

ments you learn the nature of the

(Continued on page 2)

6UDD ROGERS LEAVES

TODAY ON SALES TRIP

Budd Rogers, director of sales

for Sono Art-World Wide, leaves
today for a week’s swing around
the company’s New England and
Canadian exchanges. He will visit

Albany, Buffalo, Toronto, and
Montreal, closing deals for first

runs there on “The Big Fight,”
“Once a Gentleman,” “What a
Man!”, “Cock O’ the Walk,” and
“Dude Wrangler.”

HARRY HOHEYMOOHIHG
Harry Schwartz, General Man-

ager of the Ad-Vance Trailer Cor-
poration, has departed quietly on
his honeymoon, the wedding hav-
ing occured a week ago at the
Ritz Carlton with three hundred
guests present.

WARNER PRODUCTION

HITS SUMMER PEAK

Mid-summer production at War-
ners’ Hollywood studios, according
to advices from the New York of-

fice, is getting under full steam.
Seven productions are under

way, three others are about to

start, and seven have reached the
scenario department stage.

FILM CORPORATIONS
IN RECEIVERS’ HANDS

On application of the Irving
Trust Co., Judge Goddard has ap-
pointed receivers of the Lumas
Film Corporation, 1650 Broadway,
and the Gotham Photoplays Corp.,

at 1650 Broadway.

Schedules have been filed by the
National Diversified Corp., motion
picture, 1440 Broadway—liabilities,

$686,993; assets, $386,421. Associ-
ated Arts, Inc., is listed as a cred-
itor for $387,587 on a contract.

W. H. LARKIN SAILS

FROM LONDON TO INDIA

LONDON—W. H. Larkin, West-
ern Electric official in London,,
has sailed to take up his newly
appointed post as Commercial
Manager for Western Electric in

India. The appointment was ne-
cessitated by the growing number
of Western Electric Sound Sys-
tem installations in India, which
now total 16.

Hays Signs Agreement for American Interests—Pro-

ceeds to Germany to Assist in Drawing Up Final Text

21 MIDWEST
THEATRES CLOSE
AS SUMMER GRIPS

CLEVELAND, July 12.—
TAventy-one theatres in the
mid-west closed recently
for the summer For the
first time in its fifteen years
of existence in downtown
Cleveland the Ori)heuni
closed. In every instance
the “usual summer slump”
was attributed as the rea-
son for closing.

PARIS, July 12.—Announcement
was made today that a satisfactory

basis for settlement of the Ger-
man-American difficulties over
patents on sound picture appar-
atus have been reached by Will
Hays, the German movie industry
and the electrical industry.

A committee was appointed to

draft a text incorporating the un-
derstandings arrived at and Mr.
Hays and the Germans will leave
tonight for Berlin. The object of

the trip was said to be to pre-
sent the agreement to the Ger-
man Government, whose new mo-
tion picture regulations will be
promulgated on Monday.

The agreement was said to be

(Continued on page 2)

OHIO AMUSEMENTS 8 HOUSES

CHANGE HANDS AT AUCTION

BOOK RIGHTS FOR M-G-M

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has ac-

quired pre-publication motion

picture rights to Ursula Parrott’s

new book, “Strangers May Kiss.”

This story will be published in

August by Jonathan Cape and
Harrison Smith.

British Govt Cold Toward
Film Industry's Urgent Need
LONDON, July 12.—The British

film industry is receiving small en-
couragement from Government
sources at a time when it is in
dire need of reasonable freedom of
action. The latest evidence along
this line was revealed in the House
of Commons when Geoffrey Man-
ners asked the president of the
Board of Trade if he was now in a
position to state the policy of the
Government with regard to the
establishment of the multi-lingual

(Continued on page 3)

PAUL TERRY BUSY
AT AUDIO STUDIO

At the Audio Cinema Studios in

Long Island City, Paul Terry and
Prank Moser are maintaining a
full staff of artists and camera-
men who are working out their
ideas for new Terry-Toons. Philip
A. Scheib, eminent musician and
composer, is in complete charge of
orchestrations and synchroniza-
tion of the series of 26 cartoons.

CLEVELAND, July 12. — The
Ohio Amusement Company has
been acquired by the Greater
Cleveland Realty Company, for

$161,379 when the former company
was ordered sold to the highest
bidder by Judge George Baer.
Thomas Urbansky, of the Cleve-
land company, was the highest bid-

der. He acquired eight of the ten
theatres in the chain, with chattel
mortgages on the other two. The
eight houses which passed are:
Jewel, Dennison Square, Five
Points, U-No, Garden, Knicker-
bocker, Lincoln and Southern. The
Capitol and Savoy theatres came
under the chattel mortgage.
The Ohio Amusement company is

one of the oldest theatre circuits
in Cleveland. Before the days of
the big combines it was one of the
most successful as one of the most
influential.

DAViS STORY BOUGHT
Screen rights to Owen Davis’

farcial qomedy, “Social Errors”,
have been acquired by Paramount.
Edwin H. Knopf and Cyril Gard-
ner will direct. Leon Errol, Rich-
ard Arlen, Mary Brian and Stuart
Erwin will be in the cast.
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MAIN WREET
L Gondmii^nt

Trying to find a publicity man
in his office these summer Satur-

days is as difficult as locating the

proverbial nickel in a haystack
* * * which has nothing to do

with the fact that Fannie and

Kitty AVatson who for so many
years starred on the burlesque

circuits, are on the current bill

at the Palace Theatre * * * Yin-

cent Lopez has signed a million

dollar contract in connection with

his talents as orchestra leader at

the Hotel St. Regis for the next

five years * * * -which is quite a

step from his old job of playing

the piaiip in the old Perkin Res-

taurant at 47th Street and Broad-

way * * * Frederick Lonsdale,

English dramatist, arrives from

London on the Majestic today * *

Leslie Hotvard who has just com-

pleted work on “Outward Bound”

for Warners, is on the high seas

with Mrs. Hotvard, bound for

England for a three months’ vaca-

tion * * * Paul L. Stein, director,

is back in Hollywood after a

months vacation on the 'Continent
* * * Pathe News seems to be

getting a lot of scoops into its

sound newsreel of late—the most
recent being the actual landing

of the Hunter Brothers after their

554 hour endurance flight * * *

Para Executive Tells AMPA
Talkies Need New Ad Forms

o
Walter Wanger, manager of pro-

duction under Jesse Lasky for

Paramount Publix, conducted an
open forum on motion picture ad-
vertising at the Ampa meeting
last week. Mr. Wanger was the

guest of honor of the publicity

body, through arrangements made
by Leon Bamberger of the Para-
mount Publix organization and
vice president of the Ampa.

Declaring that the star system
of the old silent days is through
and that with it has passed the
old method of advertising pictures,

Mr. Wanger challenged the initi-

ative of allied motion picture
press agentry by calling upon
them to evolve a new technique
for the effective presentative of

the talking picture,
This new appeal, said Mr. Wan-

ger, must not only be made to city

audiences but small town audi-
ences as well. Hard times have
made people unwilling to spend
their money. Only by good and
apt advertising can they be induc-
ed into a theatre today. Mr.
Wanger stamps the new appeal as
psychological. Admitting he did
not know exactly how it was to

be achieved, he requested mem-
bers to give the matter careful
thought.
With a view to materializing

this new advertising viewpoint,
Mr. Wanger is working on a plan
to have a merchandising unit con-
nected with the Paramount stu-

dios, which will try to analize the
sales angles of a picture during
production.

satisfactory to American interests.

A communique w'as issued read-
ing;
“The conference between Ger-

man and American electrical and
motion picture interests has reach-

ed an understanding which it is

believed will result in an agree-

ment providing for the complete
interchangeability of motion pic-

ture sound and recording and
sound producing apparatus be-

tween the interests involved.

“The purpose of the under-
standing is to aid in the full de-

velopment of the art and in free-

ing the industry of any handicap
under which it may have labored
because of conflicting paten l in-

terests.”

The agreement will go to the

German Ministry of the Interior

and is expected to bring about

COMEDY DEMAND SEEN
INCREASING BY HATCH

S. W. Hatch, general sales man-
ager of Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., announced Satur-

day:
“Educational’s 19.30-31 program

is calculated to fill any exhibitor’s

comedy requirements on a yearly
basis in a most satisfactory
manner.”
Hatch recently completed a

country-wide survey and decided
straight comedy is more in de-
mand at the present time than
ever before.

BOY AND DOG STORY
FOR TOMMY CLIFFORD

Eleven-year-old Tommy Clifford,

who has been a man of leisure

since “Song O’ My Heart” was
finished, soon will have to go back
to work. For his second picture
Fox Films wUl make an adapta-
tion of Stewart Edward White’s
Saturday Evening Post story,

“The Shepper Newfounder.”

The story concerns a boy and
a dog, a champion woman golfer
and a man of the dub category.
The director will be Leo McCarey,
who recently finished his first Fox
assignment, “Wild Company.”

INEZ COURTNEY SIGNED
FOR ROLE IN “SUNNY”
Inez Courtney has been signed

for a leading role in “Sunny” in

support of Marilyn Miller, under
production on the First National
lot. Lawrence Gray is leading
man with Joe Donahue, O. P.

Heggie and Clyde Cook in other
supporting roles.

WOMAN’S WAR ANGLE

June Walker has been placed
under contract to Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer and will have the leading
role in a new season screen pro-
duction, “War Nurse”, described
as a true story of a woman’s side

modifications of the previous plans
for the structure of a new Ger-
man movie law due to be passed
by the Reichstag.

Mr. Hays has been in touch
with Ambassador Sackett and the
German conferees have consulted
their Government. Together they
have induced the German Govern-
ment twice to postpone tne re-

enactment of the movie law
which, having expired on July 1,

must be replaced at once.

FOR sale:
MOTION picture: and “STILL”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURElS MADE! TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and 'the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue. New
York City.

SITUATION WANTEID
YOUNG WOMAN, EIXPERIEINCEID,
competent, secretary-stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre; trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business an ad in
this dyDartment will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the services of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to
do, and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILT REVIEW.

THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

“SWEET lyiAMA”
(First National)

If it weren’t for the presence
of Robert Elliott and Lee Moran
in the cast of “Sweet Mama” it

would be a rqally sad affair. Even
the girlish exuberance of Alice
White fails to contribute much to

a shot-worn story. There may 'ue

a good reason for selecting “Sweet
Mama” as a title but their cer-

tainly is no foundation for it as
the picture unreels. If is ama-
teurish and smacks of an oft-told

tale of stranded show companies,
gangsters and night clubs. Miss
White sings and shouldn’t. She
appears scantily clad as seems to
be inevitable regardless of her ve-
hicle. Edward Cline did wonders
with a weak story. Racketeering,
night clubs, penthouse, police
chases—all giving a lot of zest,

of not artistry, to the picture as
a whole. Back to Elliott. As a
“dick” he gives a performance
that seldom has been equalled

—

natural, unaffected and just the
way the boys from central office

have the habit of carrying them-
selves. Producers will miss a
good bet if they overlook Elliott
for such roles in the future. David
Manners is Miss White’s leading
man. A good juvenile type and
restrained in his acting. Lee
Moran is his usual self in a
comedy, underworld role. Miss
White has a following. Elliott
should gain a big following by his
work.

J. L. K.

BLIND BUYING;
BLIND SELLING

(Continued from page 1)

Story and the type of the picture.

This is the way you buy your
product and this also is the way
your public does its buying.

• *

UNLIKE merchants in other

businesses you are not re'

quired to carry a heavy stock on
your shelves. You receive your

product, you sell it, and the way
is cleared for the new product.

The public comes to the box office

and buys on the same information

that you buy. They know who
the stars are. They know the

nature of the story. They pay

their money, see the picture and

go out. They are either pleased or

displeased, but so far as I know,
there is nobody at the exit who
arranges for any adjustmentts in

case the picture does not please

the patron. You object to blind

buying but you are in the business

of blind selling and, as I view the

situation, you are not so badly off.”
« • «

The exhibitor, who had been

following the sales executive

closely, said when the S. E. had

finished, “Do you know, I never

had thought of it in that way be-

fore?”

SOUND POOL PACT AGREEMENT REACHED
(Continued from page 1)
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IMPROVING SOUND PROJECTION

TECHNICIANS' CHIEF PRORLEM
^

ANOTHER FIRM GOING

TO THE FILM CENTER

One by one the Film Center is

drawing them away from Seventh
Avenue and Broadway.

The latest recruit is the Stan-

ley Frame Company, which will

shortly move from the quarters

which it has occupied for many
years past at 727 Seventh Ave.

“DIXIANA” SCREENS
MARDI GRAS COLOR

All the pageantry, gaiety and
magnificence of the famous New
Orleans Mardi Gras will be

brought to the screen for the first

time—thanks to technicolor—in

RKO’s forthcoming big musical
production, “Dlxiana”, soon to be
released. Bebe Daniels, whose
singing voice was heard for the
first time in “Rio Rita”, plays the
principal feminine role. Others
in the cast are Everett Marshall
of the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany, and Bert Wheeler and Rob-
ert Wooisey, the team of comics
who appeared both in “Rio Rita”
and “The Cuckoos.”

HUNTERS’ AIR STUNT
. LEADS IN PATHE NEWS
The actual landing of the

Hunter Brothers’ in their 554th
hour endurance plane at Sky
Harbor is the highlight of issue

Number 59 of Pathe News which
features American and European
air stories.

The Pathe crew camped at the
air field for the 23 days the
Hunters were aloft and are said

to have been the only ones to

get the actual landing shot. A
touch of humor is provided in

scenes showing the encampment
of newspapermen whjti are
awakened suddenly to greet the
brothers.

BRITISH GOV’T. GOLD
TO INDUSTRY’S NEED
(Continued from page 1)

Film industry in this country and
any possible amendments to the
Cinematograph Films Act, 1927,

involved. The president of the
Board of Trade replied:

“I have considered carefully and
sympathetically the suggestions

! that have been made by the honor-
able member and certain other
honorable members, and also by

;
British makers, but I regret that
I can hold out no hope of legis-

lation on this situation in the near
future.”

Mr. Day: “Has the whole situ-
ation been reviewed and consid-
ered by the Advisory Committee?”

Mr. Graham: “Yes, I have had
many regular questions, and, of
course, the Advisory (Committee
constantly has all kinds of prob-
lems before it, but I cannot pro-
mise legislation.”

Mr. Mander: “Do I understand
I the Government has no policy to

announce of any kind in reference
to this important national inter-
est?”
The Speaker intervened and no

answer was given.

WARNER, SCHNITZER
HEARD FROM ABROAD

LOSIION, July 12 Fill-

lowing the visit to London
of Harry Warner, president

of Warner Bros., and Jos.

Schnitzer, president of

RKO, The Cinema has
printed the following state-

ments :

Mr. Sclinitzer—“If tiie

occasion arise, and we find

any difficulty in getting an
<nitlet for our quality prod-

uct here, we will create our
own outlet in Great Britain

by theatre acquisition.”

Mr. Warner—“If the day
should come when we find

that worthy product is not
getting its due here, then
we will go into the British

theatre husiness very seri-

ously.”

‘‘SLIM” & GRIBBON
SHORTS FOR UNIVERSAL

Universal will feature Slim Sum-

merville and Eddie Gribbon in a

series of all-talking short comedy
productions, it was announced yes-

terday. Pauline Garon will prob-

ably have the feminine lead in the

series.

PARIS, July 12. — Moving pic-

tures were used yesterday for the

first time in the French Parlia-
ment as a means of informing the
Deputies on matters relating to

legislation.

A special room in the Chamber
of Deputies has been equipped for

the exhibition of pictures, and
members of the Chamber today
saw scientific films, one showing
bacterial life and another depict-
ing the technical details of naval
armament.
To another group were shown a

number of films which had been
rejected by the censor and which
the Deputies will be asked to re-
lease for public exhibition.

Until Sono Art entered the field

of picture distribution a preview
was just a preview.
With the arrival of Sono Art

and Mike Simmons in the field,

psychology was applied. Not the
Freudian or Adler brand but psy-
chology as applied to salesman-
ship, as accepted by successful
purveyors of something to sell.

Preceding the general release of
Sono Art’s last three features the
following has occured to place its

previews in the psychology class
Sevei’al weeks ago “What A

Man” made its debut at the Fifty-

fifth Street Playhouse. There is

no particular psychology in that
so the ingenious Mike coralled

Si OIL-RICH INDIANS

SIGNED FOR ‘CIMARRON’

According to Radio Pictures,

agreement signed with Chief

Bacon Rind, the 80-year old Osage
Indian of Ponca City, Okla., and
50 of his tribesmen, whose finan-

cial rating is said to be more than
$1,000,000 each, will soon be on
their wa^ to Hollywood. They
will be used as atmosphere play-

ers in “Cim,arron.”

None of the Indians speak En-
glish. They transacted their busi-

ness through Louis Brave, an
interpreter. Oil, of course, made
them rich.

F.N. FILM BREAKS
WINTER GARDEN RECORD

The first day’s run of “The
Dawn Patrol”, First National’s
aviation picture, set a new high
attendance record at the New York
Winter Garden, totaling 10,407

paid admissions. Reports over the
week-end indicated an ever-in-

creasing demand to see Richard
Barthelmess’ latest appearance.

The two bombing planes which

had been placed on either end of

the marquee at the Winter

Garden in the ballyhoo for “The
Dawn Patrol”, have been taken off

by orders from the city authori-
ties, who feared that their weight
might overload the marquee. The
plane on the marquee above the
Seventh Avenue entrance to the
Winter Garden also has been re-

moved. Thousands during the
past few days had stopepd to look
at these implements of modern
warfare.

niricit of Broadway’s loose taxi-cabs
and had one waiting at every ex-

hibitor’s door in the city’s area,

who wished to attend.

Close on the heels of “What A
Man” came “The Big Fight ’. No
less a housing than the palatial

New York Achletic Club was se-

lected to preview it. Again the re-

resourceful Mike stepped in and
chose the eve of the Sharkey-
Schmeling fight to turn the trick.

Only last week “Once A Gentle-
man” after receiving its final

grooming for the trade was flash-

ed at the Roerich Museum on
Riverside Drive.

That’s “preview psychology”,
Mike insists.

The gi’eat problem before mo-
tion picture technicians today is

to improve projection equipment
fast enough to keep pace with ad-
vances made in sound recording,
according to G. E. Stewart, head
of the sound department at Para-
mount’s New York studio. “Im-
provement in sound reproduction
is going on rapidly,” he explained,
“but we are being held back by
imperfect projection machines at

the theatres.”

Much (bad projection was ex-
plained by Stewart as due to the
fact that many theatres, particul-
larly the neighborhood houses, are
operating with “bootleg” equip-
ment bought from irresponsible
agents when sound pictures were
in their infancy. This equipment
is being replaced as fast as pos-
sible and when this work is com-
pleted projection and the record-
ing will move forward hand in
hand, he believes.

“For instance, we are able to
record sound frequencies of from
35 to 8000 per second, a range
which encompasses practically
every sound audible to the hu-
man ear. Yet in practice we re-
cord onjy a range of from 100 to
5,000, due to the inability of pro-
jectionists to reproduce the en-
tire tone range in their theatres
This narrower band causes the
slightly ‘fuzzy’ tone of extremely
low and high motes which has
often been spoken of by critics.”
These difficulties are being over-

come by constant education of
projectionists; the spending of
huge sums for research into pro-
jection methods; study of theatre
construction with a view to im-
proving acoustical properties in
old ones and making new ones as
perfect as possible; and constant
efforts to record sound so that it

will pass through present projec-
tors with less distortion.

FARRELL IN IT

Glenda Farrell will be seen in
the leading feminine role in First
National’s production of “Little
Caesar”, based on the novel by
W. R. Burnett

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEH STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chlckering 2729

FILMS USED TO POST
FRENCH LEGISLATORS

^

SAFETY FIRST

Preview Psychology
Latest Sale Method
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NASSER BROS. SUE UNIONS

FOR S300,000 IN LABOR WAR
^

SAN FRANCISCO, July 12. —
Trouble between local theatres

and the Musicians’ Union have cry-

stalized in the litigation in which
Nasser Brothers seek a punitive

award of $300,000 from the union

and a permanent injunction re-

straining the defendants from pic-

keting or otherwise interfering

with the operation of the Royal,

the Alhambra and the Castro the-

atres. The local Musicians Union
and other labor organizations are

accused of causing the recent

bombing of the Royal.

The complaint names the follow-

ing organizations and their officers

as defendants: Motion Picture Op-
erators’ Union, Local 162; Inter-

national Association of Theatre

Stage Employees, Local 16; Thea-
trical Federation of San, Fran-
cisco; Building Service Employees’
International, No. 9, and Bill Post-

ers and Billers’ Union, San Fran-
cisco Local. In addition there are

30 unnamed defendants.

Entering into detail on the liti-

gation between Nasser Brothers
and the Union, which began when
their theatres were equipped with
sound apparatus, the complaint
charges the Union with violating

its agreement by ordering orches-

tras to “walk out.”

The complaint lists more than
fifty instances in which it alleges

the defendants caused odor bombs
to be placed in the boycotted
theatres.

Expressing surprise at the na-

ture of these charges, officials of

the Musicians’ Union pointed out

that they havfe posted a reward of

$1,000 for convinction of the Royal
Theatre bombers.

“HOT NUMBERS” HAS
WARM COMEDY CAST

The comedy talent at the Fox
Films studios will be well repre-
sented in a picture called “Hot
Numbersj” which Sidney Lanfield

will direct. George Corcoran,
Richard Keene, Wlilliam Collier,

Sr., and the recently signed Gus
Howard all specialize in laughs.
Also in the cast will be Leslie
Mae, Nancy Kelly and the Keat-
ing sisters, youthful song and
dance performers, and Walter
Byron and Zasu Pitts.

The story wqs written and pre-
pared for the screen by Ray
Harris and Russell Medcraft. The
lyrics and music assignment is

in the hands of Joseph McCar-
thy and James Hanley. Ralph
Block will be associate producer.

“SINS OF CHILDREN”

“Sins of the Children” has been
selected as the final title for the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture fea-

turing Louis Mann. This film,

which was directed hy Sam Wood,
is based on an original screen
story by J. C. and Elliott Nugent,
in collaboration with A. P. Young-
er. Robert Montgomery, whose
last role was in “The Big House,’
has a leading part.

DRINKWATER WRITING
LAEMMLE LIFE STORY

John Drinkwater, celebrated
poet and dramatist, has begun ac-
tual writing of the life story of

Carl Laemmle, according to re-

ports just received from England.
David Bador, Carl Laemmle’s per-
sonal representative, is at the pre-
sent time in London, with a small
trunkful of photographs, letters

and data.

The book, according to present
plans, will be ready about the
first of 1931. This will coincide
with Carl Laemmle’s silver jubilee
in February.

ROXY SHOWS 3 COLOR
FILMS IN 2 MONTHS

S. L. Rothafel, head of the Roxy
Theatre, has exhibited three all-

technicolor films within the past
two months.. The latest is “The
Rogue Song”, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer’s picture starring Lawrence
Tibbett. The picture recently con-
concluded a successful $2 run of
five and a half months at the Astor
Theatre, New York. The other
technicolor specials chosen by
Roxy were UnjversaTs “King of
Jazz”, starring Paul Whiteman,
and “Mamba”, Tiffany’s tense dra-
matic cinema with Jean Hersholt,
Eleanor Boardman and Ralph
Forbes.

‘THE DAWN PATROL’
PUBLICLY ACCLAIMED

IN SAN FRANCISCO

SAX FKAXCISCO, July
1*2.—^“Tlie Dawn Patrol”,
First Xational’s aviation
|)icture, featuring Richard
Bartlielmess, oi>«iied at the
Caiifornia Theatre last
night and was acclaimed
one of the finest air dra-
mas yet given the screen.
Bartlielmess made a per-
sonal appearance. Public
officials received him in the
city. Among those present
at the opening were: Mr.
and Mrs. J. L. Warner,
Howard Hawks, the direc-
tor; Hal Wallis, of Waimers
prpduction staff, and Mrs.
Barthelmess. It was the
first showing of the picture
in the west.

PATHE STARTS TWO
MORE COMIC SHORTS

With nearly half of Pathe’s
1930-31 schedule of fifty-two two-
reel comedies completed. President
E. B. Derr placed two units in

action on new vehicles this week
at the studios in Culver City. The
fun-films in the making are “Traf-
fic Tangle” and “Loose Screws.”

“Traffic Tangle,” a Folly come-
dy, is being directed by Fred
Guiol with a cast headed by Nat
Carr, who has clicked in the two
recent Pathe shorts, “The Red
Heads” and “Two Plus Fours.”
•‘Loose Screws” has been adapted
by Wallace Fox, who is also di-

recting.

“DIXIANA’’ TO OPEN IN

LOS ANGELES, JULY 23

Radio Pictures’ musical romance
(

of old New Orleans, “Dixiana”,
starring Bebe Daniels and Everett

i

Marshall and directed by Luther
Reed, will make its debut at the

^

Orpheum Theatre, Los Angeles, at |i

a $5 top-scale on July 23.
j

The premier is being awaited l|

with more than the usual interest ;

by the Hollywood colony in view i

of the fact that it follows closely
on the heels of Bebe Daniels’ mar-
riage to Ben Lyon.

“Dixiana” is an original story
with book and lyrics by Anne i

Caldwell and music by Harry 1 ier-

ney. Luther Reed, who directed
“Rio Rita” was the director of

;

this piece.

In the cast beside those men-
tioned aje Bert Wheeler and Rob-
ert Woolsey, Joseph Cawthorn,
Jobyna Howland, Dorothy Lee,
Ralf Harolde, Edward Chandler,
George Herman, Raymond Maur.el,
Bruce Covington, Bill Robinson
and Eugene Jackson.

VICTOR FLEMING TO
DIRECT “ARIZONA”

Columbia Pictures has signed
Victor Fleming to make “Arizona’,
which Columbia will bring to the
screen as an all-talking roadshow
production with a large cast aug-
mented by several hundred extra
players.
Fleming has over thirty well

known productions to his credit
and is noted for his handling of

epic outdoor dramas such as “The
Rough Riders,” “The Wolf Song”
and “The Virginian.”

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED

^3.00 SINGLE UP
HOO DOUBLE UP

700 ROOMS
with Bath

EDUCATIONAL TO GIVE
COMEDIES BIG BOOST

Educational promises a renewed
drive on publicizing Educational
comedies the coming season. The
increased importance of short
subjects in the comedy field. White
announces, has made it impera-
tive to forge ahead with increas-
ed exploitation.

CAST FOR “LADIES”

Shirley Palmer and Pauline Neff
have been added to the cast of

Columbia’s society drama of New
York and Newport entitled
“Ladies Must Play”. The list to

date includes Dorofhy Sebastian,
Neil Hamilton, Natalie Moorehead
and John Holland, who are work-
ing on location under the direc-
tion of Raymond Cannon.

CONSOLIDATED MOVES
WEST COAST OFFICES

HOPE HAMPTON RENEWS
OPERA STAR TRIUMPHS

Hope Hampton, according to a

cable received yesterday, received

an ovation at Vichy, France, where

slje appeared in the title role of

the opera, “Manon.” The opera

house was crowded with a fashi i-

able audience which applauded

both the singing and the striking

stage presence of the American
star.

This was scheduled as the last

performance of Miss Hampton be-

fore she joins the Los Angeles
Opera Company. But its spectacu-
lar success induced her to consent
to appear on Sunday in “Faust”
at Aix les Bains.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Con-
solidated Film Industries has ex-

panded its office and cntting room
and vault floor space by shifting

its activities to the building on
Stewart street, formerly occupied
by the Standard Laboratory. Con-
solidated formerly occupied space
at the Bennett Film Laboratory on
Santa Monica Boulevard.

The personnel of Consolidated
consists of Charles Biglow, in

charge of sales: A. C. (Jack) Sn3
-

der, Rex Hodge and Stanley Gif-
ford, all with offices on the first

floor. On the second floor is the
cutting room. Ten new vaults
have been added lor negatives.
Art Luddington is in charge
of vaults. Ben Goetz, vice
president; G. W. Yates, vice presi-
dent, and Joe Aller, assistant
secretary, in charge of color, also
occupy offices on the first floor

of the new quarters.
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The Why of

a Success

I
N the present season any picture

which will defy the hot wea^

ther, make a snoot at depression

and bring in the- customers, is

worth the best possible analysis

for the trade in general. With
this in mind, when we discovered

on check that “The Dawn Patrol”

had turned in something close to

thirty thousand dollars in the box

ofEce in three days at the Winter
Garden, we went to see it yester-

day. We chose a tough houCj

just before lunch, and there

wasn’t a seat in the house, plus

which, behind the tapes crowds
were grouped, jostling and strain'

ing for space. The situation was
the same at the next showing of

the picture for which we remained,

(Continued on page 2)

HANSON TO ADDRESS !

DENVER MPTOA MEET

Oscar R. Hanson, general sales

manager of Tiffany Productions^

Inc., is preparing to leave for Dent
ver where he will attend the ant
nual convention of the M.P.T.O.A.,
which will be held July 29, 30 and
31. Hanson has accepted an invi-

tation to address the convention
on Tiffany’s sales policy and the
coining season's product of his
company.

HAYS IN RERUN TO STUDY
GERMAN MOVIE INDUSTRY

A M. SALOMON MADE SUPERINTENDENT ^

FOR ALL WARNER BROS. STUDIOS

A. M. Saiomon, one of the pro-

neer employees of Warner Bros.,

has just been appointed studio su-

perintendent of Warner Bros.,

First National and Vitagraph Stu-

dios, according to announcement
made by William Koenig, general
manager of Warner Bros. Studios.

Salomon has been identified

with Warner Bros, for the past
twelve years in various capaci-

ties. He has recently been ousi-

ness manager for the Vitaphone

HORATIO ALGER RISE

FOR POSTER CLERK

MEMPHIS, Tenn.—T. T. Brown
who has been promoted to head
booker and office manager at the

local Pathe office succeeding Nel-

son T. Powers, who is off on the
sales firing line, has had rapid
advancement within the space of

one year.
Brown, who shortly after join-

ing the local office, became poster
clerk and his demonstrated ability

won him the position of head
booker.

JOHN L. DAY HERE

John L. Day, general manager
of the Paramount Publix organi-
zations in South America, with
headquarters at Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, arrived in New York Fri-

day for his annual visit to the
Paramount Publix Home Office.

Motley Flint, Banker, Killed

Leaving Witness Stand
(Hollywood Bureau

—

Special Dispatch)
LOS ANGELES, July 14.—

Motley Flint, prominent banker,
and nationally known backer of
motion picture ventures, was shot
and killed today after he had left
the witness stand in Superior
Court, in City Hall.

Flint, who maintained one (

1

the showplaces of Los Anegles in

Flintwood, a suburb, had just
testified as a witness in the case
of David Selznick vs. Securities
National Bank. Frank O. Keaton
who was interested as a witness,
also, stepped from concealment in

the lobby of City Hall as Flint was
leaving the building, and accord-
ing to witnesses, opened fire on
Flint, who died on his way to a
hospital.

Varieties Department, and prior

to that was studio superintendent
at Warner Bros. Studios. He will

now occupy that position at all

three of the large studios oper-
ated in Hollywood.

Salomon, known as “Doc” to his

many frinds in the industry, was
one of the studio men who pio-

neered through the early Vita-
phone days and was active in the
production of the first talking and
singing pictures.

He Will Visit All Leading

Studios on Issues Affect-

ing German and Ameri-

can Markets

CANTOR’S ‘WHOOPEE’
FOR RELEASE SEPT. 1

“Whoopee”, the Eddie
Cantor cinema extravagan-
za, has tinatly been com-
pieted at the Samuel Gold-
wyn stndios as the first

lenture of the Ziegfeld-
Goldwyn combine. A few
minor changes were made
in the editing of the print
after its first and only pre-
view at San Diego last
week.

BERLIN, July 14. — The arrival

of Will H. Hays in Berlin only a

few hours after the successful

finish of the international film

trade conference at Paris finds him
and his mission the livest topic of

interest throughout the German
industry. Mr. Hays said he was
not in a position at present to re-

veal more concerning the agree-

ment reached by the Paris con-

ferees than appeared in the joint

statement prepared and signed at

(Continued on page 2)

UNIQUE FOX THEATRE
FOR LOS ANGELES

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Plans
are being completed for a new
900-seat Fox Westco Theatre to be
erected on the corner of Vermont
and Franklin Avenues, L. A.

The new theatre, which will be
known as the Fox Los Feliz, will

be influenced in its architecture

(Continued on page 2)

NEW FILM COMPANY FORMED

TO PRODUCE IN CANADA

FLINN, LALLY CAN

SEE JURY MINUTES

A motion to inspect the minutes
of the Grand Jury which indict-
ed John C. Flinn and Henry F.
Lally for manslaughter in con-
nection with the fire in the Pa-
the sound studios at Park avenue
and 134th street on December 10
last, when eleven persons lost
their lives, was granted today by
Judge George L. Donnellan in
General Sessions.
The motion was made several

weeks ago by Nathan Burkan,
counsel for the defense.

Within the next sixty days the
Canadian-American Talking Pic-

ture Studios, Ltd., a new corpor-
ation of Montreal, Canada, will

begin production on a series of

features, shorts, serials and news-
reels.

The corporation will utilize its

500 acres along the St. Lawrence
River particularly as a means of

(Continued on page 2)

U PROMOTES FIDLER

L. T. Fidler, formerly salesman
in the Universal Denver exchange,
has been promoted to branch
manager at St. Louis, succeeding
Fred Strief, resigned.
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MAIN STREET

Abe VVaxiiiaii aud Mike Simmons
(Abe wearing a stick) with their

heads together coming out of the

Paramount Building * * * Walter
Hill, of Warners’ staff, is vaca-

tioning * * * Nothing short of a

miracle finds anyone in during
these hot days at the Paramount
publicity office * * * Harry Kevier,
onetime husband of Dorothy, is

planning another series of mu-
sical shorts * * * Herbert Haw-
linson has joined the sun-tan bri-

gade * * * matinee attendance
along the Big Stem isn’t so gen-
erous right now, except at the
Winter Garden * * * two colored
youngsters picked up a lot of

pennies by evading the vigilant

police and shaking the “Black
Bottom” to the tune of a Broad-
way radio * * * Mark Luescher
has one of the coolest office suites

in town * * * 729 Seveimth avenue
is losing a lot of the old glamour
that pervaded the curb before
“speakies” rushed in * * *

NEW FILM COMPANY
(Continued from page 1)

overcoming the present complicat-
ed quota law on American-made
films in England.

Under this plan American com-
panies will be in a position to

use American stars, principal art-

ists and technician staffs, as well
as supervise production and pro-
vide the directors instead of send-
ing them all to England at big
expense. In this way the English
requirements that 10 per cent of

American films shown in England
be made in English territory will

be more easily observed.

Ray Jackson, who recently re-
turned from abroad, where he
made pictures for Universal, Ter-
ra, United Artists and British
Screen Productions, is the manag-
ing director.

FARROW NOW DIRECTOR

John Farrow, recently a scen-
ario and dialog writer, steps into
the directorial ranks. Fox Films
acquired a story of Farrow’s
titled “First Love” and then en-
gaged him to direct it. A1 Rock-
ett will be associate producer of
the production.

Buenos Aires Musicians
Back in Film Theatres

BUEiNOS AIRES, July 14.—The
conflict threatened by the theatre
musicians forced out of work by
the installation of sound appar-
atus in Buenos Aires motion pic-
ture houses now appears to have
been settled at the last meeting
held by the committee named to
study the situation, the movie
managers agreeing to reinstate
the orchestras. They also accept-
ed the suggestion that the musici-
ans play preferably Argentine
music.

A survey by this committee
showed there are so far fifty-eight
movie houses using talkies and
109 still running silent pictures in
this city, and that 181 musicians
had been affected by the change
to mechanical music.

HIGGIN TO DIRECT
“PAINTED DESERT”

Howard Higgin is to direct
“Painted Desert”, slated for early
production by Pathe. William
Boyd is the star.

“SWING HIGH” FINISHES
RUN AT COHAN WED.

Pathe’s “Swing High” ends its

successful Broadway run at the
Geo. M. Cohan Theatre next Wed-
nesday preparatory tc general re-
lease.

CHANDLER IN IT

Helen Chandler, late of the
Theatre Guild has been cast for

First National’s forthcoming pro-
duction of “Mothers Cry,” by
Helen Grace Carlisle.

AMBASSADOR PRAISES
M-G-M SPANISH VERSION

Visiting the Metro - Goldwyn-

Mayer studio as guest of Louis B.

Mayer, Ambassador Alejandro Pa-

dilla of Spain saw his first n.o-

tion picture wjth Spanish dia-

logue. This was the Spanish ver-

sion of “Forward March,” Buster

Keaton’s new comedy of martial

adventure.

“A wonderful piece of work”
was the Spanish ofRcial’s enthusi-
astic comment after viewing tiie

photoplay. He subsequently sa

the Spanish dialogue version of

Molnar’s “Olympia,” with Jose
Crespo and Maria Alba, and re-

marked that his greatest surprise
was over the quality of the Span-
ish spoken by the players in both
productions. Ambassador Padilla
said that these pictures would
prove a sensational success in

Spain and South America.

UNIQUE FOX THEATRE
(Continued from page 1)

by the French drawing room
style.

Every seat will be a lodge seal,

fully upholstered in leather and
the policy of the house will be
high class with possibly only two
shows a day, a matinee and an
evening performance.

Mechanically the house will be
equipped with all the latest in

sound equipment and so construct-

ed in this connection that Gran-
deur can be installed at the least

expense.

HAYS TO STUDY GERMAN FILM INDUSTRY
(Continued from page 1)

the closing session indicating use-

ful co-operation under an arrange-

ment to interchange sound appa-

ratus.

“I have come to Berlin to acquire

first-hand knowledge relative to

motion picture conditions and de-

velopments in Germany,” Mr. Hays
told newspaper men, adding, “I

hope to have an opportunity to

exchange views with some of those

in Germany who are contributing

so much and so splendidly to the

development of motion picture art

in the world.”

He said he was deeply interested

in observing the progress m.ade in

Germany in connection with the
improving and popularizing of

scientific subjects, especially those
dealing with surgery. He declined
to comment on the German contin-
gent regulation, because he said he
believed this was strictly a matter
concerning the German Govern-
ment and Parlimaent, although he
said he thought no control measure
would be adopted which might n’-e

judice Germany’s reciprocal ac-
commodations with other coun-
tries.

Mr. Hays will visit all the lead-

ing German studios and will con-

fer with government authorities on
issues affecting American and
German markets.

HOBOKEN TAKES
STEPS TO PLACE

CITY “ON MAP”

Hoboken business and
professional men stepped
ont with a vengeance last

night to place Hoboken on
par wLtli the finest along
the west hank of the Hud-
son. At a dinner at Meyers’
hotel there gathered John
H. Kelly, C. B. Sneider,
Sylvan Cohen, John I. Kis-
lak, Murray Segal and A.
W. Savage, among others,
started preliminary plans
for a Hoboken pageant
starting August 18, and to
last three days. Savage,
who is the lessee and owner
of the R i V 0 1 i theatre,
screened “Ingagi” story of
the African jungle, now
jdaying the theatre after
the feed.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, July 14, 1930

Paramount F-L ... SS'i/s 60 + 1%
Warner Bros. ... 421/2 44 +1%
Warner Bros. Pre. 47)4 471/8 + 7s
Fox Film “A” . 41% 451/8 +3%
Loew’s Inc 69 69% + %
Loew’s Inc. Pre.. 94 94
K-A-0 Pre 110 110 + 7y2
Radio K-A-0 CO o CO CO + 3!^
Pathe Exchange ... 37/8 4 + Vs
Pathe “A” .... 81/4 8% + '/4

Con. F. Ind 191/2 19 y2
Con. F. Ind. Pre. 20 Va 2oy2 + Vz

Curb Market
Columbia Piet. . 37 .37 + 2
Fox Theatre “A’”... 9 9% + %
Nat. Screen 301/8 301/8 —11/8

THE WHY OF
A SUCCESS

(Continued from page 1)

TN our humble opinion, aside

from the star’s proved drawing
power, the success of “The Dawn
Patrol” is due to the fact that it

is intensely and continuously ex'

citing. It is absorbing and con-

tinuously fuH of action. It is quite

true that when witnessing the pic-

ture, one is reminded of “Jour-

ney’s End,” of “Wings” and of

“Flight,” but there is no reason

to croak about that as it is all a

matter of treatment rather than

story structure.
« * *

The audience reacted like people

spellbound. In a humorous
moment they laughed hysterically.

They followed the bits of business

with a fascinated interest because

they were seeing life and death in

its most heroic form. “The Dawn
Patrol” is not just another war
story. It’s a tremendously well

put together motion picture. It

has all the elements of popular

box office appeal and all the time

you are conscious of the fact that

Howard Hawks, the director, was
eternally on his job and that he

slighted in no spot.

* •

TT is the sort of picture that

lifts people out of the hum-
drum of every day life. They
cannot remember their worries and
troubles and follow the story.

They cannot help following the

story because it is compelling. It

is strong stuff put up in highly

melodramatic form and the f.ict

that it is not as restrained as some
other offerings is nothing against

it.

• • •

XVT’E believe that any success

picture in the present day is

not merely a benefit to the com-
pany that made it—and First Na-
tional made this one—but to the

entire business, as it is a stimulator

of attendance for motion picture

theatres everywhere.
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AD-VANCE TRAILER
^

NAMES BRANCH MGRS.

In executing its policy of plac-

ing a branch sales office In each

film exchange centre, Ad-Vance
Trailer Service Corp. announces
the following appointments:

J. H. Lutzer, formerly with Uni-

versal, manager of St. Louis; V.

L. Schram^ recently in states

rights for himself, manager at

Buffalo; Max Margolis from Ciii

cinnatl to manager at Indianap-

olis; D. Sydney promoted to be-

come manager at Milwaukee for

surrounding territory; iJetroit of-

fice affiliated with the Cooperative
Theatre Service Corp., Ray Moon,
manager; Sidney Strauss, man-
ager for the New York territory.

Joe Friedman working with Mr.
Strauss.

J. M. KERRIGAN CAST
IN “UGHTNIN^”

J. M. Kerrigan, the Irish come-
dian who scored in “Song O’ My
Heart,’’ is added to the cast of

“Lightnin’,’’ Will Rogers’ next
starring vehicle. His part will be'

that of the divorce judge in this

adaptation by Fox Films uf John
Golden’s stage play.

Ruth Warren also has been en-

gaged tor a part in the picture,

Kerrigan will be available for'

“Lightnin’ ’’ when he finishes “The‘

Red Sky”, now in its last stages.i

BRIDGE BLOWN UP
FOR “BEYOND VICTORY’’

One of the most picturesque

landmarks on the Bathe lot was
destroyed the other day when an
old stone bridge was blown up for’

a scene in “Beyond Victory, ’1

Bathe’s new production which
deals with the thoughts of men in

peril and the women of their desire.,

NORA LANE TO PLAY
IN “LEATHER PUSHERS’*

Nora Lane has been added toj

the list of players who will inter-i

pret the sound versions of Univer-
sal’s “The Leather Bushers”, writ-

ten by the late H. C. Witwer.

“SNYCOPATED SERMON”
The Hall Johnson Choir of

twenty voices, recently acclaimed
at Town Hall and Carnegie Hall
concerts, will be heard in “A syn-:

copated Sermon” which Roy Mack
has directed for Vitaphone Varie-
ties. Another feature of this

short will be the screen debut of

Willard Robison, conductor of the
Maxwell House radio hour and
composer of “Cottage for Sale”.
Robison introduces his new num-
ber, “The Devil’s Afraid of Music.”

LUIS ALBERNI CAST
Luis Alberni has been assigned

a featured role in “Children of
Dreams”, the second original
screen romance by Sigmund Rom-
berg and Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd,
which Warner Bros, are produc-
ing.

FILM PLAYERS MOST SENSITIVE

TO IMPULSES, SAYS EXPERT

EVELYN LAVE STARTS

Evelyn Laye lias started

work on her first motion
picture venture under the
Samuel Goldwyn banner.
Production started yester-

day at the United Studios.
“Lilli” is tJie title, an orig-

inal musical story by Louis
Itromfield. John Boles is

oiiposite Miss Laye. Leon
Errol and Hugh Cameron
supply the comedy se-

quences.

RUN OF VITAPHONE
FILMS IN SYDNEY

.Since the five weeks’ successful

run of Warners’ “On With the

Show”, the Capitol Theatre, Syd-

ney, Australia, has screened a

Vitaphone production, either War-

ner or First National, each week

for a total of twenty-five weeks.

Billie Dove in “Her Brivate

Life” was the twenty-fifth consec-

utive Vitaphone feature to go in-

to this house, which is Union The-

atre’s largest in Sydney. The
theatre operates on weekly change
policy.

OHANGE TITLE OF
NEW WARNER COMEDY

The title of Olsen and John-
son’s first talking picture which
Warner Bros, are making, has
been changed from “Nancy From
Naples”, to “Oh Sailer Behave!”

^SQUAW MAN’ FOR M-G-M

M-G-M has bought the talking
screen rights in Edwin Milton
Royle’s celebrated stage play,

“The Squaw Man”, in which Wil-
liam Faversham starred for sev-
eral seasons, and of the new
novel, “Strangers May Kiss”, by
Ursula Barrott, author of “Ex-
Wife.”

iRESSLER AND MORAN
DOING “REDUCING”

Marie Dressier, who returned
from a European vacation trip

two weeks ago, is now enroute
from New York to the coast. Her
next screen role will be an orig-

inal story at present titled “Re-
ducing,” in which she will be co-

starred with Bolly Moran, her
partner in “Caught Short.”

Miss Dressler’s latest screen
part is in support of Norma
Shearer in “Let Us Be Gay,” now
playing at the Capitol Theatre.

ALL PATHE SHORTS
AT GLOBE ON B’WAY

i

Manager F. H. McCumber of the
Globe Theatre on Broadway book-
ed an all Bathe bill of shorts for

this Broadway house the cui’rent

week.
The pictures are “Swell Beople”,

two reel comedy featuring Harry
Gribbon and Dot Farley; “A
Romeo Robin,” Aesop Sound
Fable; “Campus Favorites,” a
Grantland Rice Sportlight and
Bathe News.

PAUL LUKAS SIGNS
CONTRACT WITH PARA

Baul Lukas, chcU’acter actor
front Hungary, has just Deen sign-

ed to a new long-term contract
by the Baramount studios in Hol-
lywood.

ROTH BUYS 3 SHORTS
Muray Roth, director-in-chief or

the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studios,
has bought three one-act plays by
Paul Gerard Smith. The titles are
“The Gob”, “One on the Aisle”
and “Compliments of the Season.”

“Motion picture players have at

least ten times tire sensitivity to

emotional impulses of peoide in

other walks of life.”

This is the conclusion of Dr.

Karl T. Waugh, dean of tire de-

partment of psychology at the

University of Southern California,

following a series of tests vrith the

new psychogalvanograph, instru-

ment for measuring human emo-
tions electrically, and the oleo-

factometer, another wonder of

modern psychology.

Following a month of tests with
college students. Dean Waugh
tested stars and players at the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios in

search of better subjects.

“Actors and actresses are 'rain-

ed to be sensitive to emotional stim

ulus,” he concluded. “They dis-

play ten times as much capacity

for emotion as people in ordinary

life.”

The strange instrument di.-icov-

ered IPat Bustei Keaton, for in-

stance, is intensely sensitive to

emotions of a deeper nature. He
has a vivid sense cf ’tragedy Of

the tv f Dun-j’ib Sisters, it was
found that Rosetta, the comedi-
enne, of the pair, is far more sen-

sitive to pathos than is Vivian.

Dorothy Sebastian reacted vio-

lently to memories recalled by the

smell of new-mown hai^, admin-

istered in the oleofactometer, an

instrument which measures min-

ute quantities of perfumes. Hedda
Hopper, on the other hand, regis-

tered most actively to emotions
called into play by pungent odors

such as cloves, said to denote an

alertness of mentality. '

The oddest subjects were Mutia
and Riano, savages broughi from
Africa to appear in “Trader Horn."
With no knowledge of English, nl

no idea of what it was all about,

they registered actively to the

emotional stimulus of several pei-

New Policy Brings Children i

Back To RKO Theatres
Mark Luescher, director of na-

tional publicity for RKO, reported

yesterday an appreciable reaction

to the “get-the-childen-back-to-
the-theatre” movement recently in-

stituted over the RKO circuit.

To support his claim Luescher
and Joe Blunkett, vice-president
in general charge of RKO thea-
tres, cited figures gained by an
actual survey to the elfecc that
500,000 children last week were
patrons at RKO theatres over the
country.

Luescher is going on the as-
sumption that vacation time
creates a tremendous juvenile
field upon which to draw for the-
atre attendance. A special appeal
is made to the children by select-
ing sound shorts and stage acts
of appeal to the juvenile intelli-

gence. In the northwest Luescher
said, special emphasis is being
placed on western shorts which
have proved a great attraction for
the children.

OPERA SOUND SHORT

FINISHED BY MAISELL

Lewis I. Maisell, production

manager, Jimmie Burns B'roduc-

tions, of 112 West 46th street, has

just put the finishing touches to

the first of a series of operotic

sound shorts at the Sight studios,

on West 60th street. The subject

matter is the “Garden Scene”

from La Traviata, with Martino-

Rossi ajid Maria Dolores in the

chief roles. It was directed by

Jack O’Neill. Arrangements are

being made for independent dis-

tribution. It is planned to pro-
duce a series of twelve includin.g

"Neopolitan Festival”, and the
balcony scene from “Romeo and

I Juliet”.

fumes and odors.

The instrument, invented by B'aul

Hathaway, and first used in Co-
lumbia University, measures emo-
tions by the effect of them on the

body. For instance an emotion
that makes the heart beat faster

draws blood away from the surface
of the body, increasing electrical

resistance of the skin. This is

picked up by electrodes in the

form of a tiny fluctuating current
whicli in turn is amplified by
vacuum tubes much as in radio

practice.

COLUMBIA COMPLETES
“SWEETHEARTS” CAST

The list of players at work on
Columbia’s production of love and
adventure, “Sweethearts on Par-

ade,” which is being made under
the direction of Marshall Neilan
has been increased by the addi-

tion of Marie Prevost and Ken-
neth Thomson to the cast. The
picture is being produced for Co-
lumbia by A1 Christie and the

company numbers Alice White,
and Lloyd Hughes in the lead-

ing roles.
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GERMAN TALKIES LEAD FIELD

IN ADSTRIAN MDVIE MARKET
WASHINGTON, D. C—Tlie Ger-

man film lias temporarily at least

gained a decidedly predominant
position in the Austrian market,

according to the U. S. Department
of Commerce. The reasons for the

present state of affairs are quite

obvious. Primarily, the German
producers are distributing a suf-

ficient number of dialogue and syn-

chronized features to meet Aus-
trian demand, and, secondarily,

the American trade is without any
German language films. The re-

sults as of May 1, showed that but

two or three American sound films

had played the Vienna first-run

houses during the past three

months, while the real leading wir-

ed houses of Vienna had not re-

leased a film of American origin

in more than ten weeks. While it

may properly be argued that our

present weakness is due to the

closed German market, which pre-

cludes the advisability of turning

out German dialogue films for the

German speaking countries until

Germany itself reopens, it never-

theless seems a fact that Berlin

distributors seeing the inevitable

day when American films in Ger-

man dialogue will become avail-

able, are taking advantage of th.

present market scarcity by sign-

ing leading exhibitors to contracts

for films yet to be produced. Thus,

if and when the American German
dialogue supply becomes available,

T-"’’v attractive cinemas may be

booked with German “talkies” for

months ahead.

Few Austrian Films

Austrian production is at a low'

ebb, and contingent licenses are

being issued by the Government
without regard to the present ra-

tio of 20 to one accepted domestic-

ally-made feature. In other words,

if licenses are unavailable simply

because production is lacking, im-

porters are able to buy them out-

right from the source of issue for

a fiat sum. It is likely that provis-

ions administering the quota de-

cree will be arranged later to meet
these irregular license issues.

Exhibitor demand for sound films

is taking definite form. The Ameri-
can synchronized versions, without

B. VEILLER TO WRITE

ORIGINALS FOR M-G-M

Bayard Veiller, author of “The
Trial of Mary Dugan,” has sign-

ed a contract to write and direct

an original story for M-G-M. No
title for the new production has

been announced, but it is said to

be highly melodramatic in theme.

Veiller, who is now in New York,
plans to leave for the coast not

later than October 1.

Three of the foremost successes

of the American Theatre—“Within
the Law,” “The Thirteenth Chair”
and “The Trial of Mary Dugan”
were written by Mr. Veiller, who
adapted and directed “The Trial

of Mary Dugan” as one of the

first all-dialogue screen produc-
tions. He also adapted “The
Thirteenth Chair” for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

dialogue in German, are finding it

exceedingly difficult in bookings,

whereas the American “talkie,”

even with superimposed titles in

German, are not wanted. Excep-

tions to this rule include spectacu-
lar song and dance films in which
the dialogue is incidental, but
even these have no strong demand
On the other hand, German-made
dialogue films are p acking the
leading Vienna cinemas to capaci-
ty, and show a distinctly more
popular tone than ever existed m
silent film days. This may, of

course, be due in groat measure
to the novelty of the sound film,

plus a central European story lo-

cale, but the fact remains that
silent film records in gross receipts
have been broken by several Ge
man made dialogue features.

GLAZER TO ADAPT
“TOLLABLE DAVID’’

Benjamin Glazer, screen w'riter,

has been signed by Columbia Pic-
tures to write the adaptation of

“Tol’able David,” which ranks as
one of the outstanding screen hits

of all time. It served to establish
Richard Barthelmess firmly in

the position of a star. The silent

version was included in the “Ten
Best Pictures of the Year” and
also was awarded the Photoplay
Magazine Gold Medal.

H. TIERNEY BUSY
HALLYWOOD BUREAU.—Harry

Tierney, composer, left Hollywood
this week with a location company
of technicians, actors and assist-
ants for Sherman Oaks, Califor-
nia, where exteriors for his music-
al comedy “Half Shot At Sun-
rise.” will be taken.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Pathe,
under the leadership of E. B.

Derr, is maintaining a fast pro-
duction pace at the Studios in

Culver City.

With five special features about
to go into immediate production,
sjx comedy units in action and the
first of five talking serials about
to be placed in work, the studio
is in the midst of the busiest sea-
son in its history. .

“Beyond Victory,” enacted by a
cast headed by William Boyd, was
completed last week by Director
John S. Robertson. “Her Man,”
a melodrama of Havana, featur-
ing Helen Twelvetrees, Marjorie
Rambeau, Ricardo Cortez, Phillips
Holmes and Jimmy Gleason was
placed in the editing room this
week by Director Tay Garnett.

Story preparation is practically
completed for immediate produc-
tion on “The Painted Desert”, an
outdoors special to he staged in
Arizona with William Boyd star-

JEAN ACKER SUES
FOR $25,000

A suit to recover $25,000

brought by Jean Acker, first

wife of Rudolph Valentino,

against William R. Dele-
hanty was brought to light

yesterday in Sunreme Court
when Delehanty’s attorney
filed notice of an appeal
from a technical ruling in-

volved in the action.

SDND ART HAS EIGHT

READY IN EXCHANGES

Harry H. Thomas, vice president

of Sono Art-World Wide, an-

nounced that eight of its 20 pro-

ductions scheduled for 1930-31 are

not only completed, but ready in

the exchanges for distribution. A
number of these have already

played pre-release runs in promi-

nent circuits and independent
first-run houses. These are:

“The Big Fight” which just

completed a New York pre-release

run at the Globe Theatre and
continues on its way over the RKO
chain; “Once A Gentleman” which
w'ent out of the studio into Pen-
tages Hollywood Theatre for a

release premiere; “What A Man!”
starring Reginald Denny; “Cock
O’ the Walk” with Joseph Schild-

kraut and Myrna Loy; “Dude
Wrangler” with Lina Basquette,
George Duryea, Clyde Cook;
“Reno” which marks Ruth Ro-
land’s return to the screen: “The
Costello Murder Case” with Tom
Moore and Lola Lane; “Romance
Rogue” with Raymond Hatton and
Myrna Loy.

“SEEING THINGS”

William Demarest, stage and
screen comedian, is starred in

“Seeing Things,” a two-reel mys-
tery farce directed by Harold
Beaudine of the 1930-31 schedule
of Vitaphone Varieties.

ring and featuring Dorothy Bur-

gess and Howard Higgin direct-

ing; “The Greater Love,” starring

Ann Harding; “Lookin’ for

Trouble,” Eddie Quillan starring

vehicle; “In Deep” with Constance
Bennett and “This Marriage Busi-

ness” with Helen Twelvetrees.

Preliminaries on “Romance Har-
bor” for Ann Harding and sev-

eral other vehicles are under way
in the story department.
The comedy department has just

completed “Traffic Trouble,” fea-

turing Nat Carr and Dot Farley
and “Loose Screws,” featuring Bob
Carney and Si Willis. Directors

of six units are working with the

story department on vehicles for

shooting on several comedies
scheduled for the first of the week.
With the release date of the first

Pathe talking serials set for Sep-
tember, it is expected that the first

twenty-reeler will be in the work
before the end of the month.

10 RELEASES SET ON

WARNER PRODUCTIONS

Ten Warner Bros, productions

on the 1930-31 schedule have been

aligned for release during July,

August and September. These

are: “Dancing Sweeties”. July 19;

“Three Faces East”, July 26; “The

Matrimonial Bed”, August 2;

“Sweet Kitty Bellairs”, August 9;

“Oh Sailor Behave!” August 16;

“A Sqldier’s Plaything”, August

23; “Viennese Nights”, August 30;

“Office Wife”, September 6; “May-

be It’s Love”, September 13; “Big

Boy”, September 20.

“BIG TRAIL” UNIT

NEARS FINAL SEQUENCE

The first contingents from

Raoul Walsh’s company making

“The Big Trail” are bgeinning to

come in out of the wilderness.

Eighty-five members left Moran,

Wyo., for Hollywood Saturday.

On Sunday a party of 125 left

Moran for Moise, Mont., where a

buffalo hunt will be filmed early

in the week.

When this is completed 50 more
will entrain for civilization. Tiie

remaining 75 will proceed by train

to Roseburg, Ore., and thence by
motor to Klamath Falls where
the final sequence of the picture
will be made.

LEWIS STDNE GIVEN
NEW M-G-M CDNTRACT

Lewis Stone has been placed
under a brand new contract by
M-G-M in recognition of his work
in talking pictures. Stone now is

playing opposite Greta Garbo in

“Romance”. Clarence Brown is

directing.

JESSEL WDRKING
AT PARA. STUDID

George Jessel, of stage and
screen, is appearing before the
cameras at the Paramount New
York studio this week in a two-
reel production titled “Facing the
Music.” Playing opposite Jessol is

Margaret Breen.

ANRREWS TD ADAPT
“ST. JDHNSDN” FDR U

Del Andrews, scenarist, has
been signed by Universal to do
the adaptation of W. H. Burnett’s
novel, “Saint Johnson”. The pic-

ture will be released simultane-
ously with the publication of the

book by Lincoln McVeagh in Sep-
tember.

ERSKINE STDRY GETS
UNDER WAY IN U CITY

“The Lady Surrenders”, adapted
from John Erskine’s novel, “Sin-

cerity” has gone into production at

Universal City. Conrad Nagel and
Genevieve Tobin having the lead-

ing roles.

Pathe Studios in Midst
Of Their Busiest Season
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A Good Blow^
At Censorship

By

AMERICA’S most inept body,

the Federal Trade Commis'

sion, has been going out of its

province to set up an advertising

censorship, and now Judge Deni'

son in the Circuit Court of Ap'
peals slaps the commission full in

the face with a decision that anti'

trust and anti'monopoly activities

constitute the whole function of

I the body.
* « «

“T^HE commission has been

making an aggressive cam'

paign in the advertising field and
one of its problems has been that

of attempting to eliminate paid

testimonials and false statements.

This is a good activity but it’s

not for the Federal Trade Coni'

mission.

(Continued on page 2)

PARA DIRECTORS ELECT

2 NEW BOARD MEMBERS
The Board of Directors of the

Paramount Publix Corporation, at
its meeting Monday, elected as as-
sistant secretaries of the company,
Joseph H. Seidelman, assistant
manager of the Foreign Depart-
ment, and Walter B. Cokell, head
of the budget and statistical divi-
sion of the Treasury Department.

PHILLIPS WINS GOLF
TOURNEY AT WARNERS
HOLLYWOOD, July 15. — Eddie

Phillips, who has one of the fea-
tured roles in Warners’ “Dancing
Sweeties”, shot an 81 for the low
gross score in Warners’ Golf
Tournament. A prize was
awarded.

FILM PACT OPENS

GERMANY TO U. S.

Reported Para and Warners to Call In Field Men and

Henceforth Only Encourage Local Development

of Good Chain Sites
PARIS, July 15. — Although a

final agreement between ihe
Western Electric Company and
the Tobis-Klangfllm group has not
yet been reached on talking pic-

ture rights, a successful issue is

probable following agreement on
a basis of settlement.
Under the preliminary terms,

(Continued on page 2)

‘‘TALKING DRAMATIST
NEW MC NAMEE ROLE

Graham McNamee, the “talking
reporter” has become a “talking
dramatist” also.

Universal has added dramatic
photoplaj^s to his screen broad-
casting duties. McNamee will be
heard as the “talking dramatist”
in Universal’s “The White Hell
of Pitz Falu.”

INTACT-STAGE SHOWS
STARTING FOR RKO

Charles J. Freeman, in charge
of the 'RKO vaudeville booking
department, announces that the
first RKO intact vaudeville shows
to play from coast-to-coast, be-
gin to operate from New York
this week, opening with a split
week between the Madison and
Chester Theatres.

CAMERAMEN FIND

JOBS 16 PERCENT
MORE PLENTIFUL

Uiieiiiployment in the
ranks of the International
riiotograpliers of the Mo-
tion Picture Industry shows
only 16 per cent as against
30 per cent six months ago.
This report was issued at
International headquarters
at 233 West 42nd street yes-
terday.

CHEVALIER PLANS
VACATION IN FRANCE

Maurice Chevalier plans a

three-month vacation in his na-

tive France upon completion of

his present starring picture, “The
Little Cafe.” He will leave Hol-

lywood sometime around the

middle of August, and return to

the motion picture capital in

November.

Mrs. Chevalier and his secre-
tary, Tom Hearn, will accompany
the star on his return to F'rance.

Publix Theatres to Fight
**Business Depression**

The Publix Theatres Corpora-

tion is enlisting the chain of 1500

theatres in a campaign to com-
bat general public belief that the
country is still suffering from a
business depression. Sam Katz,
in urging the company’s theatre
managers throughout the United
States to aid in assuring the pub-
lic that conditions are bettering
and a new period of general pros-
perity is ahead this week, 'stated:

“I want every Publix theatre
to inject a definite note of happi-

(Continued on page 3)

RUDOLPH SCHILDKRAUT
DIES IN HOLLYWOOD

HOLLYWOOD, July 15—Rudolph
Schildkraut died today at the
home of his son, Joseph, screen
star, following a heart attack
while working in the RKO studio.
He was 65. He was born in Tos-
cani, Italy. Schildkraut has been
referred to as the greatest actor
on the German stage. He follow-
ed his son, Joseph to America
and portrayed prominent roles on
both stage and screen.

Warners and Paramount-Publix,
it was understood yesterday, have
had their fill of skyrocketing the-

atre site values by competitive
measures, Adolph Zukor, Sam Katz
representing Paramount - Publix,
and a high official of Warner Bros,
decided over the wmek-end on the
signing of a truce according to

current reports. This calls for

the building of no more theatres
by either faction, with reserva-
tions.

Theatres will be built, but, ac-
cording to the rumored agreement,
neither Warners nor Paramount-
Publix will build them. The pro-
cedure will be to go into a city

which looks like a prospect, in-

terest local capital and promote
the building of the theatre, the
ownership of which will rest with
the local capitalists and stock-
holders, the exclusive booking
privileges to remain the abs.dute

(Continued on page 3)

LADY STANLEY lERE-

AFTER MOVIE DOLLARS

Lady Maureen Stanley, who
visited this country two months
ago with her father-in-law, the
Earl of Derby, returned Monday
on the Majestic, frankly, as she
expressed it, “to gather in some
American dollars.” She explain-
ed that she expected to do this
in connection with talkie produc-
tion.

“I am going to work now for
the first time,” she said, “as hith-
erto all I have done has been in

political campaii;gns. Samuel
Goldwyn invtied me to enme over
and supervise the settings for a

(Continued on page 3)

JOHNSTON SUCCEEDS
IVAN ST. JOHNS AT U

HOLLYWOOD, July 15. — Julin
Leroy Johnston has been made
publicity director at Universal
Studios, to succeed Ivan St.

Johns, resigned. Johnston has
been connected with film public-
ity for 19 years.
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MAIN MREET

Eddie (He Eat’s ’Em Alive) Cor-

l»elt, is giving Mike (Silent) Sim-

mons a close race for first posi-

tion in the stunt field * * * Eddie

The Roxy Theatre, as announc-
ed by S. A. Rothafel yesterday,
has completed a program of com-
ing attractions which will main-
tain the entertainment standard of

that house on even a higher plane
than its fine record has establish-

ed. The new bookings include
several of the latest Pox Movie-
tone productions of the $2 Broad-
way class which the Roxy will

present at popular prices.

The first picture on the list,

which will be seen on Friday, July
18, is “Wild Company,” a drama of
modern youth and indulgent par-
ents. Then comes “Good Inten-
tions,” a story of the underworld
starring Edmund Lowe. This is

to be followed by “Common Clay”,
the Harvard prize play of its day
and Jane Cowl’s greatest starring
vehicle. Among the special pro-
ductions to follow are “Journey’s

PAUL HURST TO
STAR FOR TIFFANY

Paul Hurst, whose successful
portrayal of comedy roles in sev-

eral recent Tiffany pictures, has
been designated by Tiffany’s Chief
Studio Executive, Phil Goldstone,
to star in H. C. Witwer stories,

“Classics in Slang”, which will be
done by Tiffany as a series of six

two-reelers.
Mr. Hurst’s record on the Tif-

fany lot includes the playing of

the dumb but happy sparring
partner of Johnny Walker in

“Swellhead,” the hush league
baseball player in “Hot Curves”
and the first mate in “Paradise
Island”. In a pictui’e not yet re-

leased and tentatively titled “Why
Marry?” Mr. Hurst plays a ro-

mantic motorcycle cop. All these
are Tiffany releases. The W’itwer
series will be released on Tif-

fany’s 1930-31 program.

End” and John McCormack in

“Song O’ My Heart”.
“We are now assured of a pro-

gram of pictures,” said Mr. Rotha-
fel yesterday, “that will !be in

every respect in keeping with the
standards and entertainment
ideals of this institution. The new
regime inspired by the direction
of Mr. Harley L. Clarke, has rec-
ognized the importance of good
pictures, and is giving this theatre
every cooperation possible in sup-
plying it with the best product
available.

“We shall continue to give our
same type of elaborate shows
which have earned a reputation
international in scope, and this

combination of picture and stage
show should provide the public
with a standard of entertainment
unsurpassed by any theatre in the
world.”

M-G-M SIGNS FORBES,
RYERSON, TOTHEROR

New contracts have been given

to Florence Ryerson, Dan Toth-
eror and James Forbes as mem-
bers of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
studio scenario staff. Forbes, who
has been affiliated with M-G-M for

the past year, has written a num-
ber of popular stage plays, and
is considered one of the most suc-

cessful of playwrights concentrat-
ing on original talking picture

stories.

Florence Ryerson is now pre-
paring a complete adaptation,
continuity and dialogue for “New
Moon,” in which Lawrence Tih-
bett and Grace Moore will be co-

starred. Dan Totherer will write

a complete adaptation and dia-

logue treatment of “The Crisis,”

which occupies a prominent posi-

tion on M-G-M’s new season story
vehicles.

Tuesday, July 15, 1930

Paramount F-l^ ... 5978 607/8 + %
Warner Bros 43% 43% — 1/4

Fox Film “A” 43% 44 —11/8
Loew’s Inc 697/8 70 + '/4

Loew’s Inc. Pre... 95 95 -fl
Radio K-A-0 331/4 34 + %
Pathe Exchange ... 41/8 4% + %
Pathe “A” 87/8 972 -b 7/8

M-G-M Pref 2614 26% + 1/8

Con. F. Ind 19% 19% + i/s

Con. F. Ind. Pre..- 20% 21 + V2

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 39% 39% + 4%
Fox Theatre “A”... 97/8 10 —
125 WARNER ACTORS

LEAVE FOR LOCATION

AUBURN, Calif., July 15.—More
than 125 motion picture actors ar-

rived here today for location

scenes in the nearby hill country
for Warner Bros, production of

“River’s End”, sound version of

James Oliver Curwood’s story of

the north country. Charles Bick-
ford, Evelyn Knapp, J. Farrell Mc-
Donald and Walter McGrail were
among the principals. A special

river steamer on the Sacramento
has been chartered for water
scenes.

FIRST NATIONAL SIGNS
YOUNG AS SCENARIST

Waldemar Young, scenarist, has
I

been placed under contract by
[

First National Pictures. His most
j

recent work as a staff writer has
,

been on the continuity and dia-

logue of “Captain Blood,” from
;

the novel by Rafeal Sabatini, to

be directed by Frank Lloyd. “Cap-
tain Blood” will go into produc-
tion as soon as Lloyd finishes

work as director of “Adios,” star-

ring Richard BarthelmesS.

LOUISE DRESSER GETS
ROLE OPPOSITE ROGERS

A Good Blow At Censorship
(Continued from page 1)

engineered the big turn out at

illeyer’s in Hoboken Monday night

in the interests of a bigger and

better Hoboken and more and finer

motion pictures * * * with the

whole gathering of leading local

and Manhattan lights later seeing
“Ingagi”—which it is rumored
Corbett is exploiting—at the Rivoli
in the town of Rhine wine and
beer * * * KKO has closed the
Hippodrome * * * whether for

just the hot weather or for good,
depends upon the whims of the
real estate company which now
owns the famous old theatre * * *

Bemt Balchen, the ace aviator,

has written Harry Cliarnas of the
Warner theatre organization that
“The Dawn Patrol” is “unques-
tionably the most realistic picture”
he has ever seen * * * Charles and
Mrs. King, and Morton Downey,
with Mrs. Downey—the former
Barbara Bennett, are among the
film folk sailing on the Leviathan
for Continental vacations this
morning * * * Johnny Cassidy of

RKO goes on his vacation next
week * * * he will spend part of
his holiday deciding upon the
practicability of installing minia-
ture golf courses on his large
acreage at Great Kills, Staten
Island * *

The present issue was brought

up specifically in an action

of the Circuit Court setting aside

an order of the commission re'

quiring the Raladam Company of

Detroit to desist from making
certain claims and statements in

advertising a treatment for obesity.

UDGE DENISON in his

opinion pointed ou that the

thing forbidden by the statute is

unfair competition. ‘This,’ he

said, ‘cannot exist unless there is

competition, and there cannot be

competition unless there is some'

thing to compete with.’
• • «

“CfTHE jurist also declared that

it is apparent from the rec'

ord in the case at issue, as well

as from other cases in the court,

decisions of the commission and
from the announcements of its

members, ‘that the commission

does not take this limited view

of its jurisdiction, but it believes

itself authorised to issue its ‘de'

sist and cease’ order in any case

where it concludes that the sales

methods may mislead a substantial

part of the purchasing public, in

a way or to an extent that, in the

judgment of the commission, is in-

jurious to the purchaser.” The
Commission has been meddling

with things that are none of its

business and its censorship is out

of order.
« • #

A NY blow at censorship in any

form is of interest and of im'

portance to the motion picture

enterprise as censorship is a con'

stant menace to this business as a

business. The public power
would have served in the Detroit

case cited and the public power
serves with pictures that are im'

proper.

Louise Dresser will be seen in

the leading feminine role opposite
Will Rogers in “Lightnin’ ”, soon
to go into production by Fox. J.

M. Kerrigan is the only other
member of the cast chosen to date.

FILM PACT OPENS
GERMANY TO U. S.

(Continued from page 1)

all litigation will be dropped and
foreign talkies will be producable
in Germany following payment of

a small license fee to the Tobis
group, which now contro' German
patent rights. American manu-
facturers of films are demanding
80 per cent of total film imports
into Germany be alloted to them
Tobis-Klangfilm some time ago

won patent litigation against
Western Electric in Germany, and
as a result no films made under
the Western Electric process
could be shown in Germany with
the exception of films made by.

Warner Brothers, whicli has an
interest in Klangfilm.
The Tobis group has also been

preparing to contest the Western
Electric patents in other European
countries. Settlement of the dis-
pute will again open up Germany
to American film producers.
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HELL’S ISLAND PROVES

HIT IN ’FRISCO

Columbia's “Hell’s Island,”

which opens simultaneously at the

Globe Theatre, New York and the

Albee Theatre, Brooklyn on July

18, had a sensational premiere at

the Orpheum Theatre, San Fran-

cisco, July 12.

The critics were unanimous in

their praise of “Hell's Island” and

the San Francisco Examiner de-

•scribed it as the “best picture Co-

lumbia ever made.”

“LOVE PARADE” PLAYS
SIXTEEN VVUKS IN B. A.

The record breaking engagement

for Maujice Chevalier’s interna-

tional Paramount attraction, “The

Love Parade”, has just been con

eluded at Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Cables received by J. H. Seidel-

man of the Paramount Publix

foreign department report the

closing of the picture at the Cine

Astral after sixteen weeks, thus

eclipsing other successful en-

gagements for the picture in New
York, London, Barcelona and Syd-

ney.

Heretofore three weeks has rep-

resented an engagement of record
breaking proportions in Buenos
Aires.

NAUPT IS ASSIGNED
TD LINGUISTIC RULE

Ullrich Haupt, film and stage

actor who speaks English, French
and German, has been assigned to

a role in Paramount’s “Morocco”,
which Josef von Sternberg is di-

recting with Gary Cooper and
Marlene Dietrich heading the cast.

Haupt’s lin^^uistic ability is neces-
sary to the part, which is that of

a sergeant in the Foreign Legion.
In his twenty-three years of stage
and film experience, Haupt has di-

rected, produced and acted.

LONSDALE LEAVES
FOR U. A. STUDIOS

Frederick Lonsdale left yester-
day for Hollywood, where he is to
direct Ronald Colman in the dia-

logue for the dramatist’s first

screen play, as yet untitled. It is

to be Colman’s next picture, fol-

lowing the unreleased “Raffles”,
which is scheduled for the Rialto
within the next two weeks.

JDNN HALLIDAY CAST
FDR “FATHER’S SDN”

One of the roles in “Father’s
Son,” soon to go into production
at the First National and Vita-
phone Studios, has been assigned
to John Halliday. The title part
will be played by Leon Janney.
Irene Rich and Lewis Stone are
in the cast. “Father’s Son” is

based upon a story by Booth
Tarkington. William Beaudine
will direct.

“INGAGI” GETS PERMIT
TO PLAY IN OHIO HOUSES

^

AIR MINDED!

J. H. Wagner, inaiiager

of tlie Embassy and Marion
Davies .theatres in San
Francisco, made his inspec-
tion of Sono Art’s 1930-31
program, now ready for

boohing, by airplane. He
Hew from San Francisco to

Aew York and liad hourly
reports of his box-office I'e-

ceipts sent by radio, en
route.

TWO SNAPPY TUNES
IN NEW PATHE COMEDY
“The Kongo” and “Strut It

Around” are two snappy tunes

which promise well of becoming

highly popular when the Patlie

musical comedy, “Two Fresh
Eggs” is released to the movie-
going public. Walter De Leon
wrote the lyrics and Henry Sulli-

van is credited with the music.

3 ADDED TO CAST
OF WILLIAMS STORY

Johnny Larkin, James Neill and
Charles Sellon have been added
to the cast of Warners' screen
version of Ben Ames Williams’
story, “Barber John’s Boy”. Grant
Mitchell had the leading male role.

Joseph Jackson made the adapta-
tion. Alan Dwan will direct.

Lumsden Hare has been cast for
one of the principal roles in
“Scotland Yard”, from a story by;
Dennison Clift, in which Edmund
Lowe has the feature part. Fox
is producing it.

CLEVELAND, O.. July 15. —
Congo Pictures’ production “In-

gagi” has obtained a license to

show any place in the state of

Ohio, and is doing a liooming
business in this city as a result
of an agreement reached between
the pictures’ representatives and
the Cleveland Better Business
Bureau.

The version of the gorilla epic
wliich is now being s.hown here
starts with a long explanatory
title stating that it is not the
record of a scientific exposition,
but a picture conceived for public
entertainment, partly photograph-
ed in Africa and partly in the
studio jungles of Hollywood.

The title also states that actors
take the parts of gorillas in the
film and that the pigmies in the
picture are not Africans, all of

which has appeased the wrath of

the Business Bureau and has not
stopped the film from doing a
land office business.Theatre Building Rivalry Off

LUMSDEN HARE SIGNED
FOR “SCOTLAND YARD’’

(Continued from page 1) S>-

right of the company conceiving
the enterprise.

This, it is understood, is the

“meat” ot the decision leached.
Another major facio.r in the

agreement is that an exchange of

pictures will be made, if it be to

the advantage of either party to

switch bookings for any particu-

lar attraction.

As a decided step toward carry-

ing out immediately the clauses

of this agreement, Katz, Ralph
Kohn and Sam Dembov/ ot Fara-
mouut-Publix, are said to have
called in their field men who have
been negotiating for theater sites

throughout the country. This, it

was said, virtually terminates ac-

tivity in this particular phase of

the company’s activities. It will

confine its activities in the future

to administering properties al-

ready owned.

Until recently botli Paramount-
Publix and Warners have main-

tained a large force of real es-

tate scouts in the field seeking
new theatre sites and negotiating
for their purchase. The bidding
of these departments against each
other has, in many instances, re-

sulted in the skyrocketing of the
prices of real estate parcels to
prices which were practically
“ruinous” to the ultimate pur-
chaser.

As a result of the reported
agreement between the two com-
panies, this practice will now he
entirely abandoned and each com-
pany will be able to go through
with a plan to get local financing
for theatres in various cities with-
out having real estate prices jump
to a point which makes the thea-
tre sites too expensive.

U.S. Picture Apparatus
Is Favored by Poland

WASHINGTON, D. C., July 15.—
The Department of Commerce has
received from Trade Commission-
er Gilbert Redfern at Warsaw re-

ports of a steadily increasing
market in Poland tor motion pic-

ture apparatus and all sorts of

photographic supplies.

During the period 1926 to 1929,

Polish imports of “photographic
dameras and cinematograph ap-
paratus” have incerased in value
by over 630 per cent while photo-
graphic film and plate imports
have increased about 185 per cent
during the same period. In 1926
the values of cameras and cine-
matographic apparatus was $64,-

960 increasing to $475,552 in 1929.

The small box cameras are the
most popular types sold in Poland,
largely because the purchasing
power of the population is rela-
tively low and a camera is still

generally regarded as a luxury
article. American cameras of this
type are well liked in this mar-
ket. There has been a decided

tendency during recent years to-

ward increased sales of more ex-
pensive cameras of the folding

type.

PUBLIX THEATRES
TO FIGHT DEPRESSION
(Continued from page 1)

ness and optimism into every me-
dium by which it contacts the

public, including stage and screen
presentations, trailers, newspaper
ads, publicity stories, heralds,
bill-boards, etc. The idea has
been successfully tried in Chicago
and is still operating beneficially

there. With a Publix theatre
spotted in key cities throughout
the country, and with each the-
atre consistently propagating an
ever-rising stream of public optim-
ism, a nation-wide wave of buoy-
ancy, happiness and confidence
will result which will be of an
inestimable benefit to your box of-

fices, and to the country at large.”

OHAS. F. COE TO
WRITE FOR PARAMOUNT
Charles Francis Coe, writer of

popular underworld stories, whose
“Gunman” has lately been a serial

in the Saturday Evening Post, b.as

been put under contract to write
for Paramount. He leaves today
for the Hollywood studios.

Coe has written such well-

known stories as “Me—Gangster”,
and “The River Pirate”. This is

his second visit to Hollywood. He
went there a couple of years ago
to assist in turning the above-
named stories into pictures for

Fox.

DE LA MOTTE TO PLAY
OPPOSITE BUCK JONES

Marguerite De La Motte will be
Buck Jones’ leading woman in the

second of the series of eight Co-
lumbia productions of the great
open spaces to be made on a pre-
tentious scale. This release has
gone into production under the

title of “Shadow Ranch” with
Louis King directing.

LADY STANLEY HERE
(Continued from page 1)

film he is doing. I suppose the

reason he asked me is that I have
lived all my life in English set-

tings and should know something
about them. I am here to make
money and I admit it.

“We simpl yhave to do some-
thing about money in England.
The present government is taxing
us out of existence. Everybody
has to get out and work, and I

have decided to use any talents

that God and environmem may
have given me.”
Lady Maureen expects to be in

America three weeks. She
planned to leave at once for Hol-
lywood.
Another passenger was Freder-

ick Lonsdale, who said he had
brought over the manuscript of
the film play, the settings of which
Lady Maureen is to supervise.
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STEEL PIER THEATRES TO PLAY

T3 PICTURES IN U WEEKS
^

ATLANTIC CITY — Thousands
of dollars are spent annually by
the Steel Pier here in exploiting

motion pictures. Perhaps no
amusement center in the world
goes to such expense in reaching
the public with movie advertising.
There are three modern, luxurious
sound film theatres with a com-
bined seating capacity of over
6,000, on the pier.

The two main arteries to Atlan-
tic City from the mainland, each
six miles long, are dominated by
the Steel Pier posters as are the
arteries from New York, Philadel-
phia and the south. There are
other big boards on tops of build-
ings in the resort and in other
Jersey towns which are well
posted with Steel Pier attractions
in pictures.

The three theatres on the Pier
liave booked for the 14-week sea-
son of 1930, 73 pictures, which is

more than the average theatre will
run in a period of one year.
More than 1,450,000 patrons visit-

ed the Steel Pier last year and
1930 promises to outstrip the good
years gone by. Frank P. Gravatt,
President of the Steel Pier Com-
pany, gives this picture exploita-
tion his personal supervision.

COUNTRY CLUB OPENS
ITS BEACH AND POOL

The Westchester Country Club at
Rye on the Sound formally open-
ed its Beach Club and the new
.‘f300,000 Outdoor Salt Water Swim-
ming Pool last Sunday, with an
attendance of about one thousand
members and their guests. The
weather conditions were ideal for

the events of the afternoon.
One of the spectacular features

was the fleet of private yachts as
they came to anchor to attend the
events of the day, among which
were those of the Club President.
Mr. George F. Breen, Mr. William
T. Hoops, Hiram S. Brown, Harry
A. Roberts and James H. Turner.

DOROTHY PHILLIPS

RETURNS TO FILMS

Jason Robards and Dorothy
Phillips have been added to the
cast of Chesterfield’s “The Jazz
Cinderella”. This picture marks
Miss Phillips’ return to the screen
after an absence of two years.
Nancy Welford and Myrna Loy are
at present in the cast. Scott Pem-
broke is directing.

MAMMA!

PARIS, July 15. — Llli

Dainita, stage and screen
actress, has been barred
from the gambling casino
at Le Touqnet because the
authorities thought she was
“ a little girl.”

Miss Damita said: “They
refused to allow me to play
because tliey thought I was
too young. And the age
limit is eighteen!”

BOARDWALK THEATRE
AT ASBURY OPENED

Paramount-Publix has opened
its new theatre, the Paramount,
in Asbury Park, N. J., the first

house for this company in that

state.

The theatre opened with elab-
orate ceremonies on Saturday and
is reported doing an excellent

business as it is located on the
boardwalk of the resort and is ti e

only motion picture theatre of im-
portance in that part of the city.

WINCHELL IN SHORT
Murray Roth, director-in-chief

of Vitaphone Varieties, has clos-

ed a contract with Walter Win-
chell whose dramatic column in

the New York Daily Mirror is one
of the famous “columns” in news-
paperdom, to appear in a short
reel for Vitaphone. He will fol-

low the example set by Mark
Hellinger and Damon Runyon who
recently appeared in the Vitaphone
Varieties novelty, “At the Round
Table,” with De Wolf Hopper and
James J. Corbett.

Block Film Policy

A new production firm called
“Block-Film” has been instituted
at Warsaw. Its object is the pro-
duction of sound films in multi-
lingual versions, under the direc-
tion of M. Ordensky. The first

picture on the schedule is “Janko
the Musician” based on a novel by
Sienkevicz the well known Polish
author.

* « *

Austrian Production
The installation of a Tobis re-

cording apparatus is almost com-
pleted in the Sascha studio at

Sievering near Vienna states a
press message. Sound film pro-
duction will be started on August
1, next. Director General Schenck
has concluded joint production
agreements with several Berlin
firms in the first place with FeU-
ner and Somlo. It is planned to

turn out a number of joint pro-

ductions on one special Sascha
film.

* * «

Congress of Artists

An international congress of

artists was held in Vienna on June
21. Artists’ organizations from all

the European countries, the United
States and Mexico sent their dele-

gates. The International Union of

stage, film and radio artists was
represented. The congress was
presided over by M. Harry Baur,
a French actor and attended by
delegates from the following
places: New York, London, Paris.

Brussels, Berlin. Manheim, Buda-
pest, Prague, Copenhagen. Oslo,

Helsingfors Stockholm. Zurich,
Basel, Sofia, Belgrade and Mexico.

VISITORS TABOO!

Tlie Paramount studio in

.istoria lias put the bars
up against visitors. Rave
Cliatkin, in a current order,

states that a constant
stream of visitors to tlie

sound studio seriously in-

terferes with production
schedules and retfuests

that all passes and letters

calling for admission to the
plant on the part of visitors

be abandoned at once.

PARAMOUNT PROMOTES
WILLIAM WINSHIP

William Winship, formerly
branch manager for (Paramount
Publix Corporation in Portland,
Oregon, has been appointed spe-
cial representative at the San
Francisco exchange in charge of

exhibition of foreign language pic-

tures, according to an announce-
ment today by John D. Clark,
western division sales manager.
Winship has been succeeded in

Portland by Frank Clark.

U SIGNS PLAYWRIGHT
Edward Paulton, playwright, has

been placed under contract to
write dialogue and original stories
for Universal. He is enroute to
Hollywood. Paulton is the author
of “Temporary Husbands”.

Production in Prague
A new sound film production

firm has been instituted in Prague,

under the direction of Karl Anton.

Its name will be “Sonorfilm”.

Production is to start in the near

future.
4: * «

German Musicians Idle

The German Musicians Associa-

tion in a memorandum sent to the

German Government pointed to the

dangers arising out of sound film

production. Of 12,000 musicians
formerly employed in picture the-

atres, 6,000 are now idle. In Ber-
lin, 2300 musicians receive the un-
employed relief, in Hamburg about
1,500 in Cologne 500.

* * *

Paris Centre for Autliors

The International Congress of

Authors and Composers, which has
met in Budapest has arrived at

a resolution of considerable im-
portance to the film trade. Upon
suggestion of the vice-president,

Eugon Huszka, it was decided to

create a central organization with
headquarters in Paris for the pur-
pose of bringing to the notice of

every sound film producer the

names of the authors, titles of

works and also the origin of the

rights for adaptation and present-

ation of such works. It was also

demanded that the remuneration
fees for the purchase of manu-
scripts as customary hitherto
should be replaced by the intro-

duction of the film royalty rights

for authors.

FOX NINE CLINCHES

M.P. BASEBALL TITLE

By defeating Warner last Satur-
day, while RKO was losing to Co-
lumbia Pictures, the fast Fox team
clinched the title to the champion-
ship of the Motion Picture Base-
ball League. The score was Fox
12, Warner 2.

In the other game the score was
Columbia 9, RKO 7.

Next Saturday, the 19, will be
an open date, as both Fox and
Columbia will be on iheir own
outings, and the RKO-Warner
game scheduled for that date has
been moved up to July 26, to en-
able Warner to go on the RKO
outing orv that date, to Indian
Point. The Warner boys are hot
on the trail of RKO to get Dack
the cup won from them on their
own outing.
On next Sunday, the RKO team

will make a pilgrimage to beauti-
ful Pinewald, N. J. and there hook
up with the fast Pinewald team
in an exhibition game. They will
be taken there and back in a spe-
cial train through the courtesy of
George A Raker Company.
The standing in the Motion Pic-

ture League to date is as follows;
Won Lost Pet.

Fox 7 0 1000
RKO 3 3 500
Columbia 2 3 400
Warner 0 6 000

HARRY MARX RESIGNS
FROM FOX THEATRES

Harry Marx, head of the Per-
sonnel Department of Fox Thea-
tres Corporation, has tendered his
resignation effective September 1.

Mr. Marx’s action is due to the
fact that under the new system
now in operation in Fox Theatres
the personnel will be trained by
managers, reducing the functions
of the home office personnel de-
partment to a considerable degree.
It is rumored that Mr. Marx will

join Harold B. Franklin’s organi-
zation, Fox West Coast Theatres.

Mr. Marx has been prominent
in theatre operations in the Bast
and middle West since the World
War. After the war he was call-

ed to the staff of Balaban and
Katz in Chicago. When Balaban
and Katz was absorbed in Publix.
Mr. Marx came to New York City
with Sam Katz, where he finally

obtained the posi of General Di-
rector of Theatre Management for

Publix.
In 1929, he joined the Fox The-

atres organization and in the re-

organization which followed ac-

quisition of the theatres by Harley
L. Clarke, he was placed in charge
of the Personnel Department.

‘RAFFLES’ SCORES
WITH LONDON TRADE

“Raffles”, Ronald ('ol-

iiian’s third talking picture,

scored a big success at its

London trade show preview
this week, it was announc-
ed yesterday by Arthur
Kelly, vice president of

United Artists, who receiv-

ed a cable to this effect

from London.

Foreign Film Notes
Received from Trade CommimloBer

GEORGE R. CANTY, Paris
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Chat of a
Thursday A*M,

By

HOLIDAY” is clicking at the

Rivoli with well above a

$40,000 gross on the week and

going higher. -We claim the honor

of having first advised the trade of

the box office nature of this Pathe

success.
• * 0

There is a wide chasm of dif-

ference over the industry’s

reaction to the deaths of the

reverend Rudolph Schildkraut and
of Motley Flint.

0 0 0

S
ONO ART-WORLD WIDE
has eight completed next sea-

son’s features already in their ex-

changes and available for pre.-

release in the spots where the

theatres need attractions to bolster

business. As their total release

schedule calls for a minimum of

20 and a maximum of 24 pictures

this is something like a record

showing in show preparedness.

We commend this example to all

the trade.

(Continued on page 2)

KENDRICK TO TAKE OVER

HARRY MARX WORK
H. M. S. Kendrick, in charge of

various Fox theatres under the
old regime, has been named to
succeed Harry Marx, resigned, as
head of the personnel department
of Fox Theatres corporation, it

was learned yesterday.

Kendrick, who has been asso-
ciated with the Fox organization
for some time, will assume his new
duties on or about Sept. 1, when
Marx’s resignation takes effect.

KEATON INDICTED

LOS ANGELES, July 16.— The
County Grand July today indicted
Frank D. Keaton, real estate bro-
ker, for the murder of Motley H.
Flint, financier, in Superior Court
here yesterday.

FOX THEATRES TO ABANDON
ALL OUT-DOOR ADVERTISING

PARAMOUNT PLANS TO KEEP FILM

EXHIBITION CENTER IN TIMES SQUARE

GERMANS TO TAKE
210U.S. FILMS

BERLIN, July 16. — An
agreement covering the im-
portation of American films

into Germany was announc-
ed today. The totai of
American entertainment
iiims to be imported in

1030 was fixed at 210, of
which a third shall be talk-
ing pictures. The Govern-
ment may authorize an ad-
ditional twenty films in

event of special circum-
stances.
The quota on education

and cultural films was
changed to two for one, in-

stead of the basis of even
excliange, which was re-
tained on all other classes
of film.

“ROGUE SONG” FACES
COURT’S INJUNCTION

By order of Supreme Court
Justice Valente the Shubert The-
atre Corporation has been grant-
ed a temporary injunction re-

(Continued on page 11)

Although confirmation cannot be
obtained from officials of the Para-
mount Publix Corporation, it is

understood that the theatre the
company plans on its 44th to 45th
Street and Broadway site, which
will not only ,'ex,ceed the Roxy
in size, but will rival in seating
capacity and appointments the
proposed RKO Theatre in the
Rockefeller Amusement Center.
As previously outlined in these

columns, it is said that Para-
mount-Publix has been spurred to
this achievement by the plan of
RKO for a new big house in the
RCA Rockefeller development.

It is believed that an annouuce-

(Continued on page 2)

To Concentrate Campaigns

On House Attractions in

Daily Press

Fox Theatres Corp. has launched
a movement destined to eliminate
all out-door advertising. This was
made known yesterday at the com-
pany’s offices.

Advertising of Fox theatres
hereafter will be done exclusively
in the daily press. Heretofore
especial attention had been paid
by Fox to out-door advertising,
with marked attention given bill

boards.

All existing out-door contracts
will be dropped as the)- expire. No
new contracts will be made for

this type of advertising.
The step in being taken because

(Continued on page 2)

Equity Stern With Actors

Who Didn^t Grab Amnesty
JANE WINTON WEDS

N. Y. BRmR TONIGHT

Jane Winton will be married
this evening to Horace Gumbel,
New York broker. The ceremony
of the former Follies beauty and
Gumbel will be a quiet one and
will be followed by a dinner at
the Ritz Carlton Hotel.

Reisman Rearranges
Divisional Boundary

Phil Reisman yesterday an-
nounced that the Pathe Pittsburgh
branch office heretofore in the East-
ern Division, under the supervi-
sion of E. J. McEvoy, is now trans-
ferred to the Central Division,
under the supervision of Harry
D. Graham. Samuel Lefko is Pitts-
burgh branch manager.
Reisman also announced the

promotion of George Levy, ace
salesman in the Indianapolis
branch to the managership of that
office. Levy has been with Pathe
for four years.

BYRD’S MEN ENJOYED
FILMS ON SO. POLE TRIP

Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd
yesterday at a conference with
motion picture writers, told of the
motion picture entertainment en-
joyed by the men of his Expedi-
tion during their sojourn in the
Antarctic.

Many of the films shown in the

(Continued on page 12)

The limited amnesty opportunity

given by the Actors’ Equity Asso-

ciation to members suspended be-

cause they made forbidden con-

tracts with motion picture pro-

ducers when Equity’s fight was on
in Los Angeles, expired some
weeks ago. But it appears that
applications for reinstatement con-
tinue to be made. This is on edi-

torial authority of Equity, the
association’s official organ, in the
July number, and the official an-
swer gives small hopes to the re-

(Continued on page 2)

F,N. SETS LONG RUNS

FOR “DAWN PATROL”

Following its success at the
Winter Garden, New York and at

the California theatre, San Fran-
cisco, plans are being completed
for long run engagements in other
cities of first rank, “The Dawn
Patrol,” will open in Seattle and
Portland, Ore., in the Seattle and
Paramount theatres, July 19;

(Continued on page 11)
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purposes of the motion picture
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purposes; to its defense against

its enemies without and Us
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“BIG TRAIL” CAST

LOSES WEIGHT ON

WYOMING LOCATION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Raoul
Walsh, directing “The Big Trail”

for Fox, yesterday wired Winfield

Sheehan, that despite the long

seige in the Wyoming wilderness
on location, the average loss of

weight among the players, was
eight pounds, with nineteen in-

stances of players increasing their

weight.

He informed Sheehan that when
the final location shot for “The
Big Trail” has been taken, the pic-

ture will be readv for the cut-

ting room. Nothing is required
to be filmed in the studio.

WEEMS WITH SENNETT

Walter Weems, who wrote all

the special dialogue for the new
Moran and Mack comedy, has been
signed by Mack Sennett to write
comedy.

LLOYD’S INSURING
“FILM BREAKAGE”

WASHINGTON, July 16.

—Lloyds, the famous Bri-

tish insurance firm, which
insures everjthing from
twins to seasickness, is now
insuring exhibitors against
breakdoAvn in talking films,

the Commerce Department
was advised today.

N.E.A. Puts Up Bars (ha-ha)

Against **Free Publicity*^

A certain class of press agents
are reported to be in mourning
over the decision of the News-
paper Enterprise Association at its

recent Milwaukee convention to

cut out free publicity beginning
January 1, 1931. This action was
expected to cause deep gloom
throughout the motion picture in-

dustry in particular, as “N. E. A.”
up to date has not been over-
drastic in drawing the fine be-
tween “publicity” and “news”.
Some time ago the Massachu-

setts Press Association came to a
similar conclusion, and so inform-
ed national advertising agencies.
In various parts of the country
are to be found groups of news-
papers which sternly shoo all

press agents from their doors

—

except those carrying generous ad-
vertising prpoositions in the other

hand. In the latter case a gen-
erous proportion of the publicity
offered turns out to be a very
acceptable load of “news.”

N. E. A. newspaper.s are known
to entertain high appreciation for
the steady revenue they gain from
their advertising contracts with
local motion picture theatres. It

is also known that they realize
the demand on the part of their
subscribers for news items and
gossip about the pictures and
stars over and above what is con-
tained in the theatre advertising.
Accordingly, it was no surprise
when the advertising chief of a
large producing company com-
mented on the foregoing; “News-
papers free publicity—there’s n.
such thing. They must • e think-
ing about their free seats at our
shows.”

Equity is Stern With Actors
(Continued from page 1) C-

calcitrant members. They are
informed:

“The Council meant precisely

what it said to these members in

placing a time limit on the am-
nesty. It believed that a certain

number of those who deserted
under fire in 1929 still valued iheir

Equity membership and realized

the protection Equity continues
to afford despite its reverse. But
Equity had no intention of being
used as a convenience by these
members after what they had done
to help defeat its efforts.

“Some of them made their peace
during the time prescribed and to

them Equity can only say that they
are back in the fold and nothing
held against them, officially. What
individual members may think of

them is something over which
the Association, of course, can
have no control.

“But there were others who, not
seeing any immediate prospect of

work in the legitimate theatre,

and believing themselves well set

in motion pictures felt that they
no longer needed Equity. So these
actors let the Council’s time limit

expire without any particular con-
cern. They didn’t need Equity,
they thought, and if they did i'

would simply be a matter of go-
ing in, paying dues in arrears and
obtaining a reinstatement.

“Well, Equity wishes to serve
official notice on these people that

the Council has no intention what-
ever of allowing them to get away
with any such procedure. 'Those
who, since the expiration of the
time limit, have made application
have had their dues returned to

them and have been instructed to

make their applications to the
Council, direct.

“If there are any extenuating
circumstances which made it im-
possible for them to have com-
plied with the Council’s ruling
within the sixty days they may
develop them in their letters to
the Council. And the Council,
which is a reasonable body, will
give those circumstances the
weight they deserve.”

FOX THEATRES TO ABANDON
ALL OUT-DOOR ADVERTISING

(Continued from page 1)

Fox officials believe there exists

only one remunerative medium
through which prospective theatre
patrons may be reached and that

is the daily press.

In taking the step Fox authori-
ties harked back to what ^hey con-
sider one shining example of a
theatre owner concentrating his

advertising in daily press publi-

cations. The shining example, it

was said, is no other than Roxy.
Roxy has made it a policy of his

organization not to devote time or
money or copy to out-door adver-
tising.

In following this radical depar-
ture from past advertisin,g meth-
ods Fox theatres is dumping over-
board a medium, without which,
the so-called legitimate theatre
would consider itself greatly han-
dicapped.

The motion picture, especially

since the advent of the talking ver-

sion, has changed all this, it has
been concluded at Fox headquar-
ters. The decision to abandon this

form of advertising followed.

Whether or not the advertisln.r

budget at the Fox offices will be
re-arranged so as to throw the
extra money which heretofore has
gone into out-door advertising. Into

daily press advertising, was left

without comment.
Fox authorities have repeatedly

said that it is not their policy in

summer retrenchment to curtail

the organization encompassed re-

trenchment, in several instances,
advertising expenses. Rather has
by cutting the prices at the box-
office and eliminating stage revues.
In no Instance has advertising
been affected.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, July 16, 1930 —

Paramount F-L _ 59'/^ 60%
Warner Bros. 42% 43%
Fox Film “A” 43% 45 4-1

Loew’s Inc. OOVs 71% 4-1%
Loew’s Inc Pre...l07% 107% 4-6%
K-A-0 Pref. 110 110
Radio K-A-0 33 !4 35 4-1

Pathe Exchange _ 4% 4% -j- %
Pathe “A” 9 9 — %
M-G-M Pref 26% 26% — %
Con. F. Ind 19 19% — !4
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 2014 21

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 39 40% —2%
Fox Theatre “A”„ 9% 10 -f %
Nat. Screen 31 >4 3114 — %

CHAT OF A
THURSDAY A.M.

(Continued from page 1)

Glad to leam Janet Gaynor

is back in the Fox fold after

a honeymoon and a holiday. Great

picture bet, especially when team-

ed with Charles Farrell and di-

rected by Frank Borzage.

« « «

l^OTE that, “The Dawn Patrol”

’ is increasing its already big

success at the Winter Garden.

Reviewers for the lay press failed

to catch the success note in this

attraction, which is another sock

in the pants for their cock-sure-

ness in sitting in the final judg-

ment seat. The industry needs

pictures like this and needs them
now.

PARA PLANS TO KEEP
(Continued from page 1)

ment will be made at an early
date by Paramount officials which
will verify the current rumor con-
cerning the proposed Times
Square theatre.

It is pointed out by well inform-
ed people that Paramount, as one
of the oldest companies in the
business, is desirous of being as
well represented in the local the-
atre field as any other company
and it is unlikely that this cor-
poration will allow any other ex-
hibiting organization to top it in
the matter of leading theatres in

New York City if a site for a
larger theatre is available.

This site is available in. the
half block they have purchased in
the Times Square area and on
which it Is known a new 72 story
structure will be erected in 1932,
to include a huge show house
which will tend to keep Times
Square the heart of the picture
exhibition center not only of New
York City but of the world.

HAMILTON’S FIRST
READY FOR AU6. 3

Lloyd Hamilton has completed
his first series of talking come-
dies with “Prize Puppies,” to be
released on August 3.



By Every Exhibitor

in America!

Leo, the Gold-Getter!
THE BIG HOUSE LET US BE GAY
NEW YORK— 4th week at $2 Astor. Standees

day and night.

DETROIT—5th week at the United Artists

Theatre. Moves to Madison.

LOS ANGELES -Breaking every record at

Criterion extended run.

SEATTLE—Fox Theatre new record!

OMAHA— Biggest in months!

CHICAGO—3rd week and still capacity!

EVERYWHERE—BIG! BIG! BIG HOUSE!

OUR BLUSHING
BRIDES (JOAN CRAWFORD)

CHICAGO—2nd week Oriental.

PORTLAND—Smashing business at Broadway
leading entire town.

NEW ORLEANS— Opened to biggest receipts

since Christmas week

!

(NORMA SHEARER)

FRISCO—Tremendous at Fox Theatre beating

“Divorcee”, “Caught Short”

DETROIT— Held over 3rd week at Madison
after Michigan Theatre engagement!

PHILADELPHIA—Mid-winter business at Boyd
in mid-summer. Sensational!

NEW YORK— Held over 2nd week at Capitol.

S. R. O. business during hot spell

!

Hits! Hits! Hits! No
wonder Leo is piling up
New Season contracts

faster than any other

year in M-Q^M history!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER



With music and sound effects. Directed by Dr. Arnold
Fanck and G. W. Pabst. Produced by H. R. Sokal-Film

with song "Loving You." Presented by Carl Laemmle.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

yr:-M

An astounding new ex-

perience in screen drama...

a new angle to the immor-

tal triangle depicted in

amazingly thrilling scenes
of natural beauty. .. photo-

graphed in places never
before filmed by man . . .

camera shots that can never

be duplicated. ..Germany’s

greatest airman flying

through the narrow gorge

of ice and snow, 2,000
feet deep . . . men and
women . . . lovers . . . hanging

on the precipice of ice and
snow . . Heaven only
knows how...

GRAHAM McNAMEE IS

THE NATIONAL BROAD-
CASTING COMPANY
STAR ANNOUNCER

The WHITE on
HELL of r I I

J



I

I

linq Like It!
—^Washington Herald

Sensationally different from anything you ever saw on

stage or screen I With every magnificent thrill and star-

i
tiing situation DRAMATICALLY HEIGHTENED by

the VOICE of the ONE and ONLY

^AM McNAMEE
radio’s supreme personality and the best loved voice

in the world ... A NEW TYPE OF PICTURE . . .

astonishing . . . bewildering . . . almost unbelievably

dramatic . . . the only new thing in talking pictures

since talking pictures began.

"A four star picture.”

—Mae Tinee, Chicago Tribune.

"Sweetness, sadness, romance, breath-taking thrills."

—Chicago Evening American.

"Most astonishing, magnificent, glorious scenery

ever." —Chicago Daily Times-

"Drama thruout . . . suspense such as no mystery

picture ever offered . . . one of the finest pic-

tures of the year."— Chicago Herald Examiner.

"One of the six best of the month. You musn’tmiss

it. An amazing spectacle."—Photoplay for July.

"Audience will just go wild. A marvelous picture."

—Motion Picture News.

"Will augment box-office records."

—Exhibitor’s Herald World.

"Holding audiences spellbound."

—Washington News.

"Thrills never before screened. One of most amaz-

ing outstanding pictures of season."

—Washington Times.

"A simple story, beautifully told. Camera work
superb." —Exhibitor’s Herald World.

%
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I
N times when every other
publication in the picture
industry shows a L O S S

over last season’s business
OUR GAIN of 33 PER CENT
tells the story of success

& X H I O I T O y

DAI LY_R E V I EW
M O T I O PICTURES
T O D A If

The Industry Rides with the Winner!



ONLY THE
MIGHTY
PLAY THE
CARTHAY
CIRCLE •

Here They Are
22 in Five Years

•
THE VOIGA BOATMAN

BARDEIYS THE

MAGNIFICENT

WHAT BRICE GIORY

SEVENTH HEAVEN

lOVES OF CARMEN

SUNRISE

FOUR SONS

STREET ANGEl

IIIAC TIME

INTERFERENCE

THE BARKER

THE DIVINE lADr

THE IRON MASK

THE BIACK WATCH

FOUR DEVIlS

DYNAMITE

THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS

RIO RITA

DEVIL MAY CARE

HAPPY DAYS

All QUIET ON THE

WESTERN FRONT

SO THIS IS LONDON

f

On the heels of its record smashing run at the

RIVOLI, NEW YORK, Fox West Coast grabs it for its

greatest theatre, the CARTHAY CIRCLE, LOS ANGELES
:V -H



IRENE THIRER-N.Y. DAILY NEWS—(Rates four stars****)

''One of the year’s best ten ... It starts off with a bang, never lets up at all."

I'lV'r A SBATIOKAI.
ll8l.lEllirATIOK f

QUINN MARTIN-N.Y. WORLD
"
'Holiday' is one talking picture which I would be proud to have produced."

THORNTON DELE HANTY-N. Y. POST
"
'Holiday' is the kind of picture that no civilized person has the right to miss."

i

REGINA CREWE-N.Y. AMERICAN
"The picture has every element of audience appeal. The dialogue is the best

thus far heard in the talkies."

JULIA SHAWELL-N.Y. GRAPHIC
"
'Holiday' is one stage contribution which enriches the current motion picture

season."

GEORGE GERHARD-N.Y. EVENING WORLD
"When along about Thanksgiving time, students ot the cinema begin selecting

the ten best pictures of the year, you can expect to see a preponderant

majority of them set down 'Holiday' in First, second or third place."



THE SURPRISE BOX-OFFICE SENSATION OF THE SEASON

CELEBRATE WITH

Already Booked

RIVOLI THEATRE
New York

CARTHAY CIRCLE
Los Angeles

UNITED ARTISTS
Portland, Ore.

FOX THEATRE
Seattle

FOX WARFIELD
San Francisco

STANLEY DELUXE
Pittsburgh

STATE THEATRE
Detroit

BUFFALO THEATRE
Buffalo, N.Y.

METROPOLITAN THEATRE
Boston

ROOSEVELT THEATRE
Chicago

Philip Barry*s Sensational Stage Hit

with ANN HARDING • MARYASTOR - EDWARD EVEREH
HORTON • ROBERT AMES • HEDDA HOPPER
DIRECTED BY EDWARD H. GRIFFITH • PRODUCED BY E. B. DERR

A PaITMIE a



FOUR MORE

REASONS TO

CELEBRATE

Turpin# Nick $tuort, Itobvrt Ederon#

Sally Storr# iCrltn $h««h«n#

jrowc®«# itftw «uiy# DryonT ifTOsniwriip

by- J^eph SanHoy
||

Sl^rtrl|:;3|^

' ffodueeci by EcB. Onrr

ipiiiiiiiiiii

with HBjmrmmms • MA*uo«ie rambeau • ricardo

CORTEZ ^ RHiillPSHClMES * JAMESOUASON * OriginoUtofy

by Howord (^0ift crttd Toy Oomc^ * Photoplay by Thoma»

Buckingham '• Dirochtd by Toy Gornott * Produced by EB. Derr

edging flory by tNrJLeofi^ l^f#d by RumoH Mock

Origin U. S. A.

Kinrossw yicniKV
with WiiCIAM BOYD « HEiEN TWELVETR^S * JAMES GLEASON
FRED SCOTT ^ RUSSEtC OliASON * lEWCODY • M$U PITTS

DOROTHY BURGESS « iUNp COLLYER • Odgioot dory by Hope

Bewtnett"* Dirddfed by iolid Robeit»on » Produced by EB* Derr

MISK BBa\SS

BSIM'IV TATOKK

.rTAfISSBr BIIIpI'I
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NEW U STUDIO DEPT. ACTS

PROMPTLY ON AUTHORS’ IDEAS

WEDDING ON STAGE

BOOSTS UA FILM

A wedding, celebrated on the

stage of the RKO Colonial Thea-

tre in Dayton, Ohio, was the ma-

jor element of a high-powered

campaign of exploitation institut-

ed in cooperation with United

Artists’ exploitation staff. Fi’ee

tickets were given to couples pro-

ducing marriage licenses during

the run of the picture. The cam-

paign resulted in good busines.s,

M. N. Blattner, manager, reported

to the New York office.

JOAN CRAWFORD BEGINS
“GREAT DAY” FEATURE

John Crawford has begun work
in “Great Day”, a musical ro-

mance of the south by Willima
Carey Duncan and John Wells,
with musical score by Vincent
Youmans. Harry Pollard is direct-

ing the M-G-M offering. Others
in the cast are John Mack Brown,
George Irving, J. C. Nugent, John
Miljan, Lucien Littlefield, Cliff

Edwards, Roscoe Ales and War-
ner Richmond.

BEAUMONT TO OIREGT
“THREE FRENCH GIRLS”

“Those Three French Girls,” an
original story by Dane Van Every,
will be directed for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer by Harry Beaumont.
P. G. Wodehouse w'rote the dia-

logue. Fifi Dorsay, Yola Davril,

Sandra Ravel and Cliff Edwards
are in the cast.

“ROGUE SONG” FACES
COURT’S INJUNCTION

(Continued from page 1)

straining M-G-M from continuing
the use of the song “The Narra-
tive” in its “The Rogue Song’

.

The Shubert organization contend-
ed it secured the rights to the
song in 1924 from Stothart and
Grey, composers.

“The Rogue Song” now is show^-
ing at the Roxy Theatre. Thea-
tre officials yesterday said they
had no information concerning the
injunction and had made no
changes in the picture as it wa
booked.

M-G-M’s New York office dis-

claimed any knowledge of the in-

junction.

JEAN KEEPS MOVING

Life is just one location trip

after another for Jean Arthur.
Returning last week from north
and middle western locations
where “The Record Run”, Radio
Pictures’ all-talking railroad dra-
ma was filmed, she now finds her-
self scheduled for a summer Jaunt
to Alaska. Miss Arthur has been
signed to play the ingenue lead
in “The Silver Horde”, Rex
Beach’s epic story of the Alaskan
salmon industry, according to an
announcement by William Le
Baron, vice president in charge
of RKO production.

50% OF MUSICIANS
STILL OUT OF WORK
More than 6,(MM) of the

12,000 German musicians
employed in motion picture
theatres in the United
States now are idle due to

the advent of sound, the
Department of Commerce in

Washington advises.

^ATHE COMEDY BOOKED
BY PARAMOUNT-PUBLIX

Publix has booked for its en-

tire Minnesota division the Pathe

comedy “America or Bust”, a two-

reeler featuring Daphne Pollard.

The United Artists Theatre, Los
Angeles, and the Fox Seattle have
booked it for a run.

An Independent Film League
has been created recently in Ber-
lin and Munich. Its object is the

furthering of cultural films, re-

gardless of commercial consider-

ations. The German League will

work in co-operation with ^he In-

ternational Film League, of Paris,

and on lines similar to those of

already existing organizations in

Great Britain, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Denmark and Switzer-
land. Branches are being, or will

be, instituted in German provin-
cial cities. Headquarters are at

Berlin-Charlottenburg, Sybelstr.

56. Dr. Blumenthal has been elect-

ed president of the German or-

ganization.
« * «e

Publicity Films on Ships

NFA publicity films will now be
shown on board of the Hamburg-
American Line steamers of the
North German Lloyd, so that pas-
sengers traveling to Germany can
be reached by means of these pub-
licity films, advertising the things
worth seeing and buying in Ger-
many.

« * *

To Aid Italy’s Farmers
A series of educational pictures

on agricultural subjects, compris-
ing six films, of from 250 to 300
meters length, has been produced
by the Italian semi-official insti-

tute Luce. These educationals il-

lustrate the activities of noxious
animals and insects and the means
of their destruction in plantation
of corn, olives, cherry trees, cab-
bage, etc. The films in question
were produced on the initiative of

the Government and are said to be
of particular interest to peasants
and farmers. They will also be
demonstrated i n agricultural
schools.

« « *

Safety First Films
The municipality of Lausanne,

France, has arranged an official

“Circulation Week” in order to in-
struct the inhabitants in “safety
first” principles. Special films
have been taken, and the local
theatres will be visited through-
out the week by all the school
children and the general public
free of charge. The film will play

H. B. WARNER TO PLAY
IN FOX PRODUCTION

H. B. Warner yesterday was
signed for one of the leading roles

in “Luxury”, a Fox production un-

der the direction of Guthrie Mc-
Clintic.

BREESE IN ‘LITTLE CAFE’

Edmund Breese, noted actor of

stage and screen, has been en-

gaged for the role of the Gen-
eral in “The Little Cafe”, the new
calking picture romance with mu-
sic starring Maurice Chevalier.

the most important part in the
instruction, and be assisted by lec-

tures and demonstrations.
« « «

Algerion Educational Films

The Congress of International

activities of the Educative Cinema
organized on the occasion of the

Algerian Centeniary has taken
place at Algiers. Speakers from
many nations have taken active

part in the work outlined.
* « «

Tlieatre for Hygienic Films
At the annual exhibition of

German labor at Dresden, film»

are playing a leading part. The
present exhibition is devoted to a

section of the International Exhi-
bition of Hygiene, which was open-
ed recently in Germany. It com-
prises a large motion picture the-

atre installed on modern lines.

The films projected here will illus-

trate various questions of hygiene
and social welfare. Publicity films

are also part of the program.
« « *

'To Improve Cliildren’s Films
At a recent meeting of the

Child’s Welfare Committee of the
League of Nations, Dr. de Feo, di-

rector of the International Cinema-
tographic Institute at Rome, stat-

ed that as a result of 34,000 to

the questionnaire sent out to 11

countries with a view to discover-
ing children’s film preferences, it

was obvious that children’s films

had proved a complete rtilure.

Dr. de Feo suggested a Central
Committee in contact with the
Rome Institute to collect ideas
and supervise the different experi-
ments, and thus be of practical
help to authors.

4: * *

Italian Movie on Wheels
According to Assistant Trade

Commissioner John M. Kennedy,
Milan, a contribution of three
large motor vehicles each fitted up
as a motion picture hall with talk-
ie apparatus and screen for the
purpose of touring Italy to spread
agricultural and fisheries propa-
ganda, has just been made by the
Italian Government. These films
will be furnished by the official

Italian newsreel, and will show
the efforts being made by Italy to

become self-supporting in the
matter of food.

To make it possible for authors

and playwrights with ideas and
semi-completed manuscripts to get

an immediate and authoritative

production reaction to their work.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., has appointed

Robert Wyler head of a special

studio department at Universal
City to consider such material.
Acting as an assistant to Mr.
Laemmle, Jr., Mr. Wyler will in-

terview personally professional
writers, discuss situations and dia-
logue treatment, thus providing
opportunities never given them
anywhere before.

“In the development of our new
pictures we want novel, logical
new material,” says Mr. Laemmle.
“If a playwright has a good situ-
ation, or a novel dramatic twist,
we want him to feel free to dfS"-

cuss it with Mr. Wyler, who will
have authority to recommend or
reject it. All interviews will be
of a strictly confidential nature
and will be granted upon written
request. Briefly, we want lo bring
the studio closer to creative story
minds and invite new ideas in-
stead of discouraging them.”

F.N. SETS LONG RUNS
FOR “DAWN PATROL”
(Continued from page 1)

Boyd, Philadelphia, July 21; Pub-
lix Washington Street Olympia
and Uptown, Boston, July 22;
Paramount, Detroit, July 23; Mc-
Vickers, Chicago, July 25; Atlan-
tic City, Warner, July 25; Earle,
Washington, August 11; Stanley,
Pittsburgh, August 1; Circle,
Indianapolis, August 8; State,
Waterbury, Conn., August 9-15;

Capitol, Springfield, August 21.

All of these presentations of

“The Dawn Patrol,” are being
handled with a view to building up
patronage for extended runs.

BOOKS “SWING HIGH”
FOR COLO. AND ARIZ.

Publix has booked the Pathe
feature productions, “Swing High”
and “Pardon My Gun”, for the
circuit houses in Colorado and
Arizona.

TILLERETES IN RKO FILM

Sixteen Tiller “Sunshine Girls”
appear in two lavish dance sequen-
ces in Radio Pictures’ comedy
with music, “Leathernecking”.
One is a nautical number,

wherein the dancers are costumed
in sailor uniforms. With the ab-
solute unison and precision for
which they are noted, the girls
clean windows, polish the rails
and holystone the deck, accom-
panied by bizarre music written by
Oscar Levant.

The other number is a mechani-
cal doll dance written by Levant
and directed by Mary Reed. The
costumes of silver and black, the
settings and the dance, are of
futuristic design.

Foreign Film Notes
Received from Trade Commissioner

GEORGE R. CANTT, Paris

Knltnral Film League
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•ALL QUIET' BREAKS RECORDS

AT $1.50 TOP IN FILM THEATRES
Having opened all the $2 road-

show engagements which had been
scheduled for “All Quiet on the

Western Fronf,” Universal is now
booking the big film to picture

theatres that agree to advance
their prices to $1.50. The first

of these engagements are at the

Strand, Far Rockaway, L. I., and
Binghamton Theatre, Binghamton,
N. Y.

All existing records at both

houses have been smashed by “All

Quiet” since the picture opened
on Saturday. In Binghamton,
ministers in several churches took
“All Quiet” as the topic of their

sermons on Sunday following the

opening of the picture, and urged
their congregations to see it.

VITA. SPANISH-ENGLISH
COMEDY COMPLETED

George Hassel, veteran comedi-
an now appearing in “Artists ana
Models”, is featured in “Where
There’s A Will”, the Vitaphone
comedy which has been complet-
ed in both English and Spanish.
Hassell’s supporting cast includes
Mabel Grainger, Joe Bonomo,
Martin Berkeley and C. W. Se-

crest. In the Spanish version,

titled “Quieres Es Poder”, the

leading role is taken by Eduarzo
Arozemena, supported by Carmen
Valencia and Rodolfo Hoyos. Roy
Mack directed both versions, as-

sisted by Henry Dagand who
formerly directed silent pictures
in Spain.

WARNER’S MEXICO HEAD
HERE ON BUSINESS

Felipe Mier, manager in Mexico
for Warner Brothers and First

National, is in New York to ar-

range details in connection with

the release in his territory of the

Spanish version of “The Bad
Man”, starring Antonio Moreno.
Mier expects it will be a success
there because of its Spanish dia-

logue, Mexican locale and the
popularity of Moreno below the

border.

BUY PATHE PRODUCT
FOR CENTRAL AMERICA

Anker Brothers, of Guatemala,
and Juan E. Paris & Co., Venez-
uela have contracted for the dis-

tribution of Pathe in their re-

spective territories, announces
Carlos M. Jimenez, Latin-Ameri-
can representative of Pathe In-

ternational Corp. These two con-
cerns will release Bathe’s Spanish
dialogue pictures as well as all

other features and shorts.

KEANE TO PLAY ROLE
IN “GAY CABALLERO’’

Robert Emmett Keane, of vaude-
ville fame, will be seen in a fea-

tured role in Warners’ “A Gay
Caballero”. Alan Crosland will

direct.

BUNCHUK TAKING
FIRST VACATION

Yasha Bunchuk, conductor of

the Capitol Grand Orchestra,

leaves next Friday on a vacation

of two weeks. I It has been more
than a year since Bunchuk assum-
ed the direction of the Capitol

Grand Orchestra, and this will

mark his first leave of absence
since that date. During his vaca-

tion Don Albert will take his

place.

EDUCATIONAL SIGNS
PROMINENT PLAYERS

Ten prominent names and one
new “find” were added to the

Educational-Metropolitan list of

players during the week. They
include Charlotte Greenwood, Ford
Sterling, Johnny Hines, Clyde
Cook, Tom Patricola and his

vaudeville partner, Joe Phillips,

Bert Roach, Ray Cooke, John
West, Buster West and Marian
Shockley. Miss Shockley is the

newcomer.

JOE BRANDT TO TALK
AT A.M.P.A. MEET

Joe Brandt, president of Colum-
bia Pictures, will be the princi-

pal speaker today at the regular
weekly luncheon of the A.M.P.A.

ENJOY FILMS ON TRIP

(Continued from page 1)

Antarctic were photographic rec-

ords of other historic expeditions

into Arctic and Antarctic, into

darkest Africa and other unex-
plored areas.

For the lighter side of the film

fare Charles Chaplin, Harry Lang-
don, Lloyd Hamilton and other

film comedians were seen in their

humorous screen antics at vari-

ous performances in the Little

America Theatre. Most of the

leading stars and producing con-
cerns were represented in the fea-

tures presented.

Among the favorite pictures

which were repeatedly in demand
were “Wings” and news reels.

The popularity of the news reels

was indicated by the fact that no
Antarctic performance was com-
plete without a news reel, no
matter how many times the men
had seen the news ‘shots’ shown.

“MOROCCO” UNDERWAY
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—“Mor-

occo”, an adventure romance of

the Foreign Legion, went into pro-

duction under the direction of

Josef von Sternberg, co-featuring

Gary Cooper and Marlene Dietrich,

German actress. This is von
Sternberg’s first picture in Holly-
wood since he returned from Ger-
many. “Morocco” is based on a

book by Benny Vigny, “Amy
Jolly”, with screen play by Jules
Furthman.

! PARA RENTALS UP

Paramount - Publlx Cor-
poration receipts from
United States lilm rentals
for the quarter ended June
*28, were 7 per cent ahead
of the corresponding period
a year ago.

Receipts from foreign
film rentals for April and
Jliiy were 21 per cent ahead
of the same period of 1929.

Receipts from the U. S. film

rentals for the first two
weeks of July were 16 per
cent ahead of a simUar
lieriod of 1929.

TALKIES ARE BLAMED
FOR ACTOR’S SUICIDE

Howard F. Haas, Shakesperian

actor, committed suicide yesterday

in his Brooklyn apartment. His

widow, Mrs. Meta Haas reported

her husband had grown despon-

dent because of lack of employ-

ment due to the advent of talking"

pictures and because of a $20,000
loss in the Wall street crash.

SELWYN TO MEGAPHONE
M-G-M’S “WAR NURSE”

Edgar Selwyn, recently drafted
from the stage by M-G-M, will re-

ceive as his first directorial as-

signment, “War Nurse”. June
Walker and Anita Page will have
two of the leading roles.

BRODERICK IN SHORT

Helen Broderick and Lester
Crawford, featured comedy team
of “Fifty Million Frenchmen”, are
starred in “For Art’s Sake”, a
Vitaphone Varieties comedy direct-

ed by Harold Beaudine. Others in

the cast are Helen Eby Rock,
Jimmy Barry and Philip Lord. On
completion of “For Art’s Sake”,
the Broderick - Crawford pair
leaves for Hollywood to appear
in the film version of “FTfty Mil-
lion Frenchmen.”

FOX MAKES CHANGES

IN THEATRE DEPTS.

Fox Theatres Corp. has made the
following changes in its field pub-
licity and theatre management de-
partments:

Ben Garetson has been assigned
the New Jersey division with head-
quarters in Jersey City.

Jack Habby, who was in the

Jersey territory, has been trans-
ferred to Utica, replacing Tom
Olsen, who has been brought on
to the home office.

Robert Bender has been made
manager of the Brooklyn Fox.

ANDY CLYDE BEST BET
FOR SENNETT COMEDIES

One of Mack Sennett’s most
gratifying experiences in his first

year and a half of sound produc-
tion, according to the comedy
dean, has been the development
of one of the most outstanding
individual successes in talking
comedies; namely, Andy Clyde.
Clyde has risen to first place in

comedy ranks in a truly meteoric
fashion. Although he enjoyed a
measurable success in the silent

comedies in which he had been
appearing for a number of years,
his first talking comedy proved
that the microphone was his me-
dium, and with each succeeding
comedy, this fact has been fur-
ther attested.

Sennett has placed Clyde under
contract for a long term, and will

continue to feature him in the
type of role with which he has
been scoring so heavily.

BERLINER BUSY
Berliner Acoustic Corporation

has completed' installations at the
Daly Theatre, the Bronx and in

the Great Hall, College of the
City of New York. It is now in-

stalling the system in the Varie-
ties Theatre, Third Avenue and
14th Street: the Madison Square
Theatre, Chicago; and Buchanan’s
Leicester Square Theatre, London.

FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

iMu)(J/ortij

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

/i

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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Fair Words
From a Friend

By

A SERIES of cheerful essays on

the bright lights of the Ameri-

can pulpit would be most incom.

plete if the name of the Reverend

J. Whitcomb Brougher, now of

the Tremont Temple in Boston

but formerly and for sixteen years

a Baptist pastor in Los Angeles,

were to be omitted.
^ *

The Reverend Mr. Brougher

typifies the better approach to

the ideal in the pulpit of any de^

nomination because he possesses

a sympathetic understanding of his

fellow men and his evident object

in life is to build up, to help and
to better, rather than to tear down,
to carp and unjustly criticise.

(Continued on page 2)

FALKNER TO SALT LAKE

FOR TIFFANY SALES

George A. Falkner, for many
years connected with films and the

legitimate theatre in various parts

of the United States and Canada,
has been appointed Branch Man-
ager for Tiffany at Salt Lake Cicy.

The appointment was made yester-
day by Oscar R. Hanson, General
Sales Manager for Tiffany.

M. Falkner appeared as an actor
playing at the Salt Lake Theatre.

(Continued on page 2)

GRETA’S BROTHER IN

PARAMOUNT FILM

Another Garbo is now appearing
on the screen for an American
motion picture company. Tliis is

Swen, brother of Greta, now de-
veloping into a leading film actor
in Europe. He has lately been
acting for Paramount in this com-
pany’s first all-Swedish talking
picture, “Where Roses Bloom”,
which has been in production at
the Paramount studios in Paris.
Swen Garbo will retain the

screen name of his sister, instead
of their family name in private
life, which is Gustavson.

NEW rCKE, rClEAr, JELy is, 1J3C TEN TENTT

GERMANS ADOPT NEW IMPORT FILM LAWS,

HAYS CABLES; LEAVES RERLIN FOR PARIS

BANK SAVES THEATRE

FROM FORCED SALE

HARTFORD, Conn., July 17.—To
save the Palace Theatre property
from foreclosure sale, Salvatore
Andretta, of the banking firm of

Palotti, Andretta & Co., has offer-

ed to purchase from the receivers
of P. M, D. Esopo at $190,000 in

cash with assumption of the total
incumbrances, and this offer has
been approved by the Superiior
court.

Under this offer the total in-

cumbrances are not to exceed
$732,000, including the first mort-
gage of $590,000 to the Travellers
Insurance Company. Mr. Andretta
gives the receivers the option to
repurchase the p)<jperty within
six months at the same price.

CHARGES PLAGIARISM
AGAINST ZANE GREY

Reichstag Sets Contingent

Quotas for Next Twelve

Months

The following cable received
yesterday from Will H. Hays in

Berlin at the offices of the Mo-
tion Picture Producers and Dis-
tributors of America evidently
was transmitted on the eve of

Gen. Hays’ return to Paris. It

refers to the latest action by the
Reichstag regarding importation
of foreign films in Germany as
approved by the Education Com-
mittee.

It is understood that there will
be further sessions of the Paris

(Continued on page 2)

Open Shop With 1 Operator
Gaining in Northwest

ASK SUNDAY
THEATRE CLOSING

FRAMINGHAM, Mass .,

July 17.'An attorney acting
for 100 signers of a petition
to the Board of Selectmen,
charged the management of
this town’s two motion pic-
lure theatres with present-
ing poor sh<»ws, tvith dis-
charging employees and
cutting the wages of others,
and asked for the termina-
tion of Sunday permits.
The Committee voted to
start an investigation.

LOS ANGELES, July 17. — A
$500,000 plagiarism suit against
Zane Grey, author, was being
heard in Federal Court today.
The suit was brought by Charles

The Stock Exchange approval
issued to Warner Brothers yester-
day on the firm’s application to
list additional securities revealed
that the company’s recent acqui-
sition of theatres amounts to a
total of 125 located in fifteen
states.

These properties, including ten
theatre chains, are in New York,
New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsyl-
vania, Connecticut, Ohio, Alabama,
Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia,
West Virginia, Massachusetts,
Oklahoma, California and Wiscon-
sin—with a total seating capacity
of 100,660.

The approved list of new se-
curities offered for listing are
$750,000 optional 6 per cent con-
vertible debentures due September
1, 1939, and 156,710 additional

HOFFMAN, KLEIN SAIL

M. H. Hoffman, president of
Liberty Productions, Ltd., and Ed-
ward L. Klein sailed yesterday on
the Bremen for a brief visit to
Europe.

shares of common stock, no nomi-
nal or par value revealed.

GEORGE EASTMAN BACK
FROM HUNTING TRIP

ROCHESTER, N. Y., July 17.—
Two days too late to celebrate his
76th birthday, George Eastman re-
turned yesterday from his two
months hunting trip in Alaska.
Mr. Eastman is bronzed and vig-
orous. He was accompanied by
Dr. Audley D. Stewart, who said
that the manufacturer-philanthro-
pist had taken a complete rest,
not even I’eading a newspaper.

Mr. Eastman brought back many
trophies, the most prized being the
pelts of two grizzly bears, which
he shot.

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn ., July 17.

—Open shop operation of 22 Minn-
eapolis independent theatres is

the result of resistance to the
Operators’ Union requirement of
two men in the booths. The
Union men walked out. The the-
atre owners call this situation a
strike on the operators’ part. The

(Continued on page 2)

W.E. EQUIPMENT
IN S.S. “AQUITANIA”

Two sets of Western Electric
portable equipment have been in-
stalled aboard the “Acquitania”,
crack Cunard liner. The installa-
tion was made while the vessel
was docked in England and the
first showing of talking pictures
on board was given during the
liner’s subsequent westward voy-
age.

WEST COAST THEATRES
SUFFER BY EPIDEMIC

(Hollywood Bureau)
LOS ANGELES, July 17.—At-

tendance at theatres on the West
Coast have been hit three ways
this year—by the hot weather, the

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 5)

Warners List Bonds
On Theatre Chains

•4-
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T his newspaper is dedicated

solely to the causes and the

purposes of the motion picture

industry and all its elements; to

the fostering of its ideals; to the

furthering of its proper business

purposes; to its defense against

its enemies without and its

enemies within; to the exposing

of sham pretense and stupidity;

to the dissemination of informa-

tion of moment and interest to

the industry; to the encourage-

ment of all sincere effort within

the business; to the nurturing of

a proper and justified respect for

the industry and its leadership ; to

a faithful and continuous service

to pictures and picture people—
and this newspaper seeks to serve

no other purposes.

MAIN MREET
Ay ^(yhdaffJ^itt

Theodore Trust, of the Strand
publicity staff, is functioning
again at the old stand after a
honeymooning trip * * * Dora
Maughn, vaudeville star, returned
yesterday from three years in

Europe to make the rounds of

RKO’S circuit * * * Sol Edwards,
district manager for Sono Art,

sports extra-large hands with the
result that a Brass Rail waiter
asked him at lunch recently if

he were a salesman for Tom
Thumb golf courses * * * Gavan
Hawn, fresh from Hollywood,
whispered yesterday that the
John AVayne to be seen in the lead
role of “The Big Trail” was born
Duke Jlorrison, was a grid star
and was yanked from the ranks
of the prop men at Fox’s lot by
Kaonl Walsh * * * Little Italy
flocked to see out-door movies one
night this week in The Village
* * * “Bngs” Baer, in a moment
of depression account hut wa've
was offering condolence to the
Earl Carroll girl who was fired for
wearing a diamond ring * ‘ *

News is scarce * * *

SLIM STARTS COMEDY
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. —With

Pauline Garon chosen as the
heroine, the first of the series
of Universal short comedies star-
ring Slim Summerville went into
production yesterday under the
direction of A1 Ray.

Slow Patrons Bawled Out
By Departing Movie Mgr.

For a theatre manager to bawl
out his patrons is not recommend-
ed by the most advanced practice.

Heads of motion picture thaarre

chains are careful fretiuently to

remind their house staffs that

their customers are always right

and must not be argued with.
However, the manager of the new
theatre at Chisholm, Minn., feel-

ing that his grievance was Just,

got it off his chest in the columns
of the Chisholm Miner in the fol-

lowing spirited manner;
“I cannot operate the theatre at

a loss and the consequent result
will be that Chisholm will have no
theatre of any kind. Numerous
improvements have been made in

the theatre, including the installa-
tion of sound equipment, uphol-
stered chairs, etc., to make it an
up-to-date showhouse. Despite
this, many Chisholm residents go
to other nearby towns, particu-
larly Hibbing, for their entertain-
ment.

conference, at the conclusion of

which Hays will return to this

country. His cable to the M.P.

P.D.A. follows;

“You -might -say, -‘if -he -fails

someone else will take over the
theatre’,” the open letter contin-
ues. “That may be so, hut you
will have the shooting gallery, you
had before, and it will not be a

place you would care to take your
friends to and feel comfortable.

“If I am forced to close for lack
of support, I shall, of course, take
the new seats out, also the pro-
jection machinery and the sound
device, including screen, carpets,
etc. Someone else probably will

operate a show in Chisholm, but,
as I mentioned before, it will be
a shooting gallery. No one is

coming here and spend a large
sum of money again like I did to
furnish you with an up-to-date
theatre—not with several failures
strewn along the way behind.

“This is not an appeal to you
in any soliciting spirit, it is mere-
ly facts set before you for your
information. It may be like cas-
tor oil, hard to take, but it is just
as necessary as caster oil and I

hope just as effective.”

Educational pictures require con-
tingent on basis of one foreign to

two German. News releases are
free.

wm Hays.

STOOK MARKET
Thursday, July 17, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 601^ 61% -f %
Warner Bros. 43% 45 -hi

Fox Film “A” 451/2 47% -h2%
Loew’s Inc 71% 73% -hl%
Loew’s Inc. Pre.... 95% 95% -h %
Radio K-A-0 34% 34% — %
Pathe Exchange ... 4% 4% -h %
Pathe “A” 9% 10% +1%
Con. F. Ind 18% 19%
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 21 21

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 40% 40% — %
Fox Theatre “A”... 10 10% -h %

FAIR WORDS
FROM A FRIEND

(Continued from page 1)

'^HIS understanding man in a
-I- recent newspaper interview,

said, “Movie actors and actresses

are no different from other peo'

pie, there being good and bad
among them just as in other walks
of life. There are just as many de-

vout persons in the screen colony

in proportion as will be found i.n

other professions.”
« 4c «

^T^HE motion picture industry

knows this, but the great out-

side world sometimes is prone to

believe that the sensational ele-

ment of our business represents a

heavy percentage of the total. Doc-
tor Brougher is a personal friend

of Will Rogers, of Fred Stone

and of other actors and actresses

of lesser fame. He was for many
years in close contact and is in a

position to know what manner of

men and women they are.

* * *

E record his utterance here

for the benefit of the picture

industry and as a word of encour-

agement that there is to be found

in more than one pulpit, an un-

derstanding and a sense of fair

play in contrast to the hell-raising

bigots who shame their cloth.

WEST COAST THEATRES
SUFFER BY EPIDEMIC

(Continued from page 1)

Tom Thumb golf courses and an
infantile paralysis epidemic. Chil-

dren are not permitted to gather
in groups or attend theatres with-
out being accompanied by parents.
All children under 15 years ot

age are excluded. The thermo-
meter mounted to 94 on Sunday
and stayed around that figure all

week, sending thousands to the
beaches. The little golf links still

flourish and every day sees new
ones started. There are over 1600
in Los Angeles at present.

CAST ADDITIONS

Shirley Palmer and Harry Stubbs
are new additions to the cast of
Columbia’s “Ladies Must Pay.”

BERLIN, Germany, July 16. —
Regulations will cover the period
from July 1, 1930 to June 30,

1931. 210 foreign motion pictures

may be admitted to censorship di-

vided as follows; Sound picture;

40 permits to be allocated among
renting firms on basis of the aver-
age number of German silent or
sound films which they distribut-

ed in Germany last year and the
year before; 20 permits allocat-

ed to firms who have exported
German pictures in the cui 1 en.

year. These export permits no not
become available until January
next. 30 permits to be held in

reserve by the minister who
handled special cases.

Silent Pictures; 80 permits will

be issued to firms in proportion
to average number of German
films, sound or silent, which they
distributed last year and year be-

fore. 40 permits will be allocat-

ed to firms exporting German
films but not allocated until Janu-
ary 1. This makes a total of sound
pictures 90 and total of silent pic-

tures 120. In addition there is

provision with the minsiter at
special reserve of 24 permits which
he can use according to his best
judgment for special cases, thus
making a grand total of 230 per-
mits. It may be supposed that
some of the last 20 permits will
be used for sound pictures, which
would increase the original 90
permits to somewhere between 90
and 110.

Shorts require contingents on
the basis of 5 shorts of 200 meters
or less for one permit and 3

shorts of 500 meters or less for
one permit. No contracts can be
made for sole of a foreign made
picture to exhibitors until it has
been trade shown in Germany.

OPEN SHOP GAINS
IN NORTHWEST

(Continued from page 1)

union describes the affair as a

lockout.

Following this showdown, a ma-
jority of the independent exhibi-

tors in St. Paul served notice on
their union operators that after

July 19 they will use only one
man in their operating booths. In-

dependent theatre owners through-
out the entire territory are ex-

pected to take similar action,

and are prepared, if necessay, to

go open shop. They offer the al-

ternative of the two operator.s in

each booth accepting a fifty per
cent salary reduction, \jut do not
anticipate its acceptance.

FALKNER TO SALT LAKE
(Continued from page 1)

He is the son of Fred Falkner, the

New Jersey exhibitor, and had en-
tire charge of buying and book-
ing for his father’s circuit of

houses before it was absorbed by
the Stanley Circuit. He served
as Branch Manager for P.D.C. in

Buffalo and Washington, and in

the same capacity for Regal Films
in Vancouver and Toronto. He
also served Warner Bros., as
Northern New Jersey Salesman.
He is taking up his duties for
Tiffany at ohce.

JAIL PLAY DRAWS
“Numbered Men”, First Nation-

al reports, is proving one of the
best summer drawing cards.

HAYS CABLES DETAILS OF NEW GERMAN QUOTA
(Continued from page 1) ^
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PERFECT SOUNP
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OFFERS ITS STANDARD

SMALL THEATRE

For Houses to 1,000 Seating Capacity

Designed for Sound on Film

2500
The Same Models Equipped for

Sound-on-Film and Disc

$299500



As Obtained With RCA PHOTOPHONE Sound Reproducing System
Again RCA PHOTOPHONE steps forward to the benefit

of the small theatre. The owner of the house of limited

capacity who feels that SOUND-ON-FILM ONLY will meet his

requirements may now install the finest equipment at a

considerable saving.

RCA PHOTOPHONE has always been first in anticipating

and meeting the needs of the small theatre— has mode
it possible for the small house to compete successfully

with the large house on the basis of sound quality.

Heretofore RCA PHOTOPHONE Small Theatre Equipment

has been available only in the combination of Sound-on-

fiim and disc. 3y now making the selection of equipment

optional with the exhibitor RCA PHOTOPHONE makes it

possible for every theatre to offer its patrons the highest

quality of sound reproduction at the lowest possible cost.

Back of every installation lie all the inventive genius,

technical knowledge and unmatched resources of the

world^s greatest electrical engineering organizations.

First in quality ... First in installation service and first in

service after installation .. . RCA PHOTOPHONE is the ex-

hibitor's best guarantee of sound satisfaction.

i -'.V

Smoii Theatres Can Have the Best in Sound, Either for

Film or Disc ... at Prices and Terms Assuring

Profitable Operation!

Exhibitors operating theatres up to 1,000 seating capacity may install

RCA PHOTOPHCNE Sound Reproducing Equipment, either sound-on-film

or sound-on-film and disc for Simplex S, 60-cycle AC motor generator or

battery operated, complete with all equipment parts, F.O.B. warehouse.

Terms Cash, One Year or Two Years. Exhibitor to pay cost of installation.

mkm
l' V

*250000^“ $2995®®
SOUND-ON-FILM SOUNO-ON-FILM AND DISC

Inc.RCA PHOTOPHONE,
Executive and Commercial Offices

411 Fifth Avenue • New York City

UNITED STATES

Atlanta, Go., 101 Marietta Street

Boston, Mass., Room 706 Statler Office Bldg.,

20 Providence Street

Chicago, III., 100 West Monroe Street

Cleveland, O., Suite 203 Film Building

Dallas, Tex., 1700 Commerce Street

Denver, Col., Room 1014 U. S. National

Bank Building

BRANCH OFFICES

Detroit, Mich., Suite 603 Fox Theatre Building

Los Angeles, Cal., 811 Hollywood (Sank Bldg.

Philadelphia, Pa., 261 N. Broad Street

Pittsburgh, Pa., William Penn Hotel

San Francisco, Cal., Room 2012 Russ jBldg.

235 Montgomery Street

Seattle, Wash., Suite 506 Seattle Orpheum
Theatre Building

Washington, D. C., 1910 K Street, N. W.

Canadian Distributors

Eiecfries, Ltd. Sound Equipments, Ltd.
366 Mayor St., Montreal, Que. Royal Alexander Hotel, Winnipeg, Man.

Branches and Agents in Principal Foreign Countries

. .-v'i'iil

Origin U. S. A.
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LAEMMLE JR. RESTORES SCREEN

TECHNIC TO SNAP UP DIALOCUE

DENNY GETS M-G-M

LONG TERM CONTRACT

Reginald Denny, who played the

male lead in Cecil B. De Mille’s

“Madam Satan”, and who will also

appear opposite Grace Moore,

Metropoiitan opera singer, in her

first starring vehicle, has been

signed to a new long term con-

tract with the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Company. This was an-

nounced yesterday by Louis B.

Mayer, vice-president in charge of

production at the Cuver City stu-

dios.

Denny’s first assignment under
his new contract is the lead in

“Those Three French Girls”

which Harry Beaumont will direct.

TIFFfiNY SaiES CONTEST
ON “¥0ICE OF H’WOOD”

Louis Lewyn and Alfred T. Man-
non, producers of the short sub-

ject, “The Voice of Hollywood,”
have announced a co.utest to be

participated in by the sales force

of Tiffany Productions. The con-

test was officially launched at

midnight, June 30, and closes at

midnight, December 31. One ex-

change manager’s prize and three

prizes for salesmen are offered.

A Ford coupe or sedan will be

given to the exchange manager
whose exchange reports the high-

est percentage of played busimiss
against bookings. The salesman’s
prizes go to the three salesmen
signing the greatest number of

contracts on “The Voice of Holly-

wood” series between July 1 and
October 31. The first prize in

this division is a cabinet model
combination radio and Victrola.

CHEVfiLIER MEMBER
FRENCH M.P. ACADEMY

Maurice Chevalier has been
elected an honorary member of

L’Academie du Cinema Francais,

the French Academy of Motion
Picture Art, which has lately been
founded in Paris under the chair-

manship of M. Louis Lumiere,
European film pioneer.

A gold medal emblematic of his

election to membership is being
sent to Chevalier in Hollywood,
where the French star is making
his next talking and singing ve-

hicle for Paramount, entitled “The
Little Cafe”, under the direction

of Ludwig Berger.

FAIRBANKS, JR. TO
BECOME A STAR

As a result of his work in “The
Dawn Patrol” Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. will be elevated to stardom by
First National. And it”s about
time, for “Dodo” Fairbanks is just

about the best of the younger act-

ors in pictures today.

Young Fairbanks has been put-
ting over portrayals for more than
a year which have been marvels
of excellence. It was about a
year ago, in fact, that Clarance
Brown, the director, declared that
Fairbanks would some day be the
greatest actor in pictures, and we
are inclined to agree with him.

W.E. INSTALLATIONS
NOW TOTAL 6160

World wide installations

of Western KJectric sound
systems now total (5160. Of
this number 1211 are in the

United States and 1919 in

foreign countries. .Equip-

ments have also been in- .

stalled in 211 projection

rooms.

“HOLIDAY” STANDS ’EM

UP IN LOS ANGELES

“Holiday”, Pathefs sound ver-

sion of Barry’s stage play, with

Ann Harding in the leading role,

now on its third week at the

Rivoli, is “standing ’em up” at

the Carthay Circle in Los Angeles,

the New York office reports.

United Artists in Portland,

Roosevelt in Chicago, Metropoli-

tan in Boston, Warfield in San
Francisco, Fox in Seattle, State in

Detroit, Buffalo in Buffalo, Stan-

ley DeLuxe in Pittsburgh. Newman
in Kansas City, Missouri in St.

Louis, Indiana in Indianapolis
and the Paramount in Toledo, all

report top business.

LEE AND MOORE GET
ROLES IN “SQUEALER”

Davey Lee, child star, and Matt
Moore, have been signed by Co-
lumbia for “The Squealer” now
under production with Harry Joe
Brown directing. Jack Holt and
Dorothy Revier have the featured

roles.

H. BRODERICK SIGNED

There was a reason why Helen
Broderick and Lester Crawford,
comedy team of “Fifty Million

Frenchmen,” were seen at Sardi’s

so often recently. They were ne-
gotiating with Murray Roth, over
at the Vitaphone studio, for now
they have been signed for a short
called “Fort Art’s Sake.”

When this is completed the pair

wili leave for Hollywood to repeat
their stage roles in the screen ver-
sion of “Fifty Million French-
men.”

Freeman Gosden and James J.

Correll arrived in town via air-

plane from Las Vegas, N. M., after

an exciting trip from Chicago.
The team on the air are “Amos ’n’

Andy”. The press was later per-

mitted to meet them in person at

the swell Beverly-Wolshire hotel

and get first-hand information of

why they are in Hollywood.
* * *

The Duncan sisters are having
their troubles these days. Vi says
she was punched in the eye by
Rex Lease and landed in the Hol-
lywood hospital. Then Gertrude
Astor sued Vi for $1700 for rent
and damage to a cottage, and now
their former agent, G. C. Reid
brings suit for $250,000 against

iENJOU TO ACT
IN ENGLISH AGAIN

Adolphe Menjou, who made his

return to Hollywood by playing
in a Spanish and French version

of “Slightly Scarlet,' for Para-
mount, is to appear again at this

company’s studio in an English
speaking-production.

He has just been signed for the
role of Gary Cooper’s rival in

iove for the new production,
Morocco”, in which Marlene Diet-

rich is co-featured with Cooper.

FOREIGN VERSIONS
FOR “JOURNEY’S END”

Foreign versions of Tiffany’s
“Journeyt End’* are ready for
production in France and Spain,
Tiffany announced yesterday. Sepa-
rate casts of French and Spanich
will be employed. The English
version will be entirely re-made.
Heretofore foreign versions have
been synchronized only for the
country in which the picture was
to be distributed.

“SWEETHEARTS” CAST
FINISHED BY COLUMBIA

The casting of Columbia’s
“Sweethearts on Parade/’, being
made by Christie Brothers, was
compieted with the signing of
Ernest Wood and Max Asher.

CHARGES PLAGIARISM
(Continued from page 1)

A. Maddux, who charged Grey’s
novel. “The Thundering Herd”,
was based on a story written in
1907 by the late John H. Cook,
Buffalo hunter. Maddux sued un-
der an assignment from Cook’s
widow by which he obtained the
rights to the pioneer’s book. “The
Thundering Herd” was produced
for the screen by Paramount in
1926.

both Rosetta and Vivian for 10
per cent of their gross income
since 1926. Reid asserts the
vaude sisters have earned $180,-
000 in pictures and on the stage
and never have paid him a cent.
Reid and S. S. McCleiland made a
contract to manage the sisters
July 12, 1926.

* * *

A deep cut in salaries of execu-
tives and others all down the line,

has caused consternation around
a few studios. The lack of returns
from foreign talkies and excessive
costs of new productions for

home consumption is said to be
at the bottom of it. Writing staffs

are being pared down, and wher-
ever possible expensive sound ex-
perts are being lopped off.

More of the established technic

of the screen and less borrowed

from the stage — specifically,

spoken lines—briefly defines the

conclusions reached by Carl

Laemmle, Jr., which he has just

now stated for the guidance oi

production at Universal City. Mr.

Laemmle believes that two years

experiments in the use of sound

and speech amply support these

conclusions. He believes that the

screen’s art of pantomime often

is more effective in presenting

drama than reproduction of the

speech of the actors.

“The novelty of mere dialogue

has passed,” Mr. Laemmle states,

“and now that talking and sound
pictures have become a standard
screen product producers can call

upon their past experience to

great advantage in developing
what may appropriately be term-
ed a ‘new screen technique’.

“Too many talking pictures

have relied solely upon dialogue

to put over necessary business and
dramatic punches in their plots.

In silent films dramatic force and
emphasis came from pantomime
alone. It is my opinion that in

the future we should develop as

much of the drama as possible in

pantomime (as we used to do in

silent film days) and use the dia-

logue and sound to give empha-
sis to the high lights of the pro-

duction rather than make scenes
one continuous barrage of speak-
ing or music.

“A new tempo in dramatic ac-

tion and comedy will be conceiv-
ed when screen producers master
the art of spacing and dove-tail-

ing pantomimic action and vocal
action.”

Universal editorial writers ac-
cordingly are checking new dia-

iogue scripts as a newspaper
editor corrects repertorial stories.

Superfluous dialogue will be taboo
and only situations which demand
dialogue to heighten the realism
and drama of the action will be
retained.

SOUND THEATRES GAIN

IN AUSTRIAN CAPITAL

With the completion of three
more installations in Vienna dur-
ing the past week the number of

Western Electric installations in

Austria now total 22. Of these
19 are in Vienna. The recently
completed installations in Vienna
are the Imperialkino, the Opera-
kino and Paramount’s private the-
atre.

Western Electric’s eighth in-

stallation in Warsaw, completed
last week, brings the total of in-

stallations in Poland up to 19.

Ten equipments have been in-

stalled in Budapest.

With the opening of Western
Electric at the Capitol Garten in
Bucharest, Roumania, the com-
pany has cmopleted 13 installa-
tions in Roumania, of Idiich eight
are in Bucharest.

Hollywood Gossip
By BAT MURRAY

West Coast Representative
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ANDREAS DIPPEL, MET. OPERA

GENIUS, ENGAGED DT M-G-M
O

Andreas Dippel, for nearly

twenty years one of the most
highly valued artists of the Met-
ropolitan Opera Company with a
hundred tenor roles to his credit,

who was the first of his guild to

record for the phonograph and
who in the Metropolitan admini-
strations of Maurice Grau and
Heinrich Konried was an esteem-
ed aid in opera presentation and
management, has been added to

the musical department of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

Dippel’s administrative genius
resulted in his becoming singer-

manager at the Metropolitan, fol-

lowed by the post of General Di-

rector of the Chicago opera. In

1924 he became interested in talk-

ing picture experiments, working
with the DeForest Phonofilm Com-
pany, for whom he recorded the

first complete act of “Rigoletto”
for Latin American release. He
recorded the musical arrangement,
by Dr, Hugo Reisenfeld, of Ufa’s

German picture “Siegfried,” based
on the story of the Wagnerian
Opera, installed the first talking
picture equipment on a ship, on
the North German Lloyd steamer
“Columbia,” and has been experi-
menting extensively in the re-

cording of music at the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studios.

Dippel’s complete operatic ca-

reer covers 44 years. He was one
of the greatest Wagnerian tenors
the world has known, and, unique
among Wagnerian singers, equal-
ly gifted in the Italian and French
languages. Aside from his Grand
Opera work, he organized the
Dippel Opera Comique, and pro-
duced “The Spring Maid,” “Mile.
Modiste,” “Gypsy Love,” “The
Lilac Domino” and other notable
shows, many of which he cv/ns
to this day.

Dippel is a firm believer in the
future of grand opera in the talk-
ing picture field, and predicts that
within the next few years, it will

have a definite place in the
screen’s art.

OLD MOMMKET
REVIVED FOX LEARNS

Paying to get into the movies is

a racket that still flourishes it

a letter received by Fox Film Cor-
poration is evidence:
Eva E. Scott, of 332 West 85th

street, wrote:
“A man who calls himself Eddie

Munyer, posing as a director for

Fox, is, I understand, accepting
money from persons in exchange
for fame in the m.ovies. Munyer
uses Fox’s name,. He lived at
my house for two weeks and a
half and departed owing rent.”

W.E. SALES UP

For the six months end-
ing June 30, Western Elec-
tric sales were $201,620,-

000; for I he same period in

1929 the total was $199,-

691,000.

PALACE PROMOTES

KEEP COOL PARADE
The Men’s Modern Dress com-

mittee yesterday invaded the the-

atrical district attired in the
latest in hot weather fashions.
Members staged a coat-vest-shirt

parade to the Palace Theatre after

a get-together luncheon at De-
monica’s. Eddie Dowling, stage
and screen actor, Heywood Broun,
columnist, Stuart Chase, author
and economist and Professor Le
Roy Brown, of Columbia Univer-
ity, were speakers at the luncheon.

YOUNG MUSIC GENIUS
IN PATHE’S REVIEW

Morton Gould, 16-year-old mu-
sical prodigy, finds expression lor

his talents in a current release of

a Pathe Audio Review, edited by
Terry Ramsaye. He appears in

Review No. 29 in a subject titled

“Music”. At the age of eight
young Gould was a pupil of

Walter Damrosch.

Loew’s New York Circuit again
will feature Educational.’s short
subjects for the 1930-61 season.
The contract calls for 64 two-reel
and 50 one-reel comedies. Loew’s
will play the comedy product of

Mack Sennett, Educational and
Metropolitan.

From Sennett will come 26 two-
reelers, while Educational-Metro-
politan will make up the balance
of the two-reel group, including

Out-door motion pictures have

been taken up seriously by social

agencies in Greater New York.

Under the auspices of the Health

Department, Society for the i're-

vention of Tuberculosis and other
organizations. New York’s Green-
wich Village section was invad-
ed this week .

Historic Washington Square was
chosen a^ the improvised theatre
and one of its largest oaks serv-

ed as a background for an easel

holding a portable silver sheet.

A department of health truck
startled park sitters as it was
nearing dark Wednesday night, by
parking in the northeast corner
of the park. By the time a port-

able projection machine was set

up all Greenwich Village was
swarming around the truck and
screen. It was the first time the
lower west side ever was invaded

TOTEM POLE STUNT
MAY INSPIRE ONE

MORE CONTEST

A national totem pole
sitting contest is expected
from Radio Pictures move
to place 100 such poles,

shipped from Alaska, into

leading theatres showing
“The Silver Horde”, by Rex
Beach. The exploitation
staff is living in hopes.

LENORE COFFEE IN

HUSTON’S NEXT FILM

Lenore Coffee has signed on the

dotted line to do the adaptation

for First National's sound version

of “The Honor of the Family”.

Walter Huston will have the role

originally created by Otis Skinner.

NATALIE MOORHEAD
TO PLAY IN SHORT

Natalie Moorhead has been sign-

ed by Mack Sennett to play the
leading feminine role in “Average
Husbands.” Selected also for im-
portant roles are Fat O’Malley
and Albert Conti. The story is

based on a domestic triangle situa-

tion.

Lloyd Hamilton, Mermaid, Gayety,

Vanity, Ideal and Tuxedo groups.

One-reelers will be made by

Sennett with 12, Bevities in natur-

al color, Paul Terry-Toons, syn-

chronized cartoons and Lyman
Howe’s Hodge Podge shorts. Sen-
nett’s latest two-reeler, “Goodbye
Legs”, with Andy Clyde, Ann
Christy and Nick Stuart, has been
booked by Loew.

by out-door movies. It proved a

big success. In addition to health

advices a Crazy Kat cartoon
comedy and a Clara Bow vehicle

were shown.

Dr. Charles Boldnan, of Com-
missioner Wynne’s department, in

direct charge of this work, said

yesterday that the motion picture

has been one of the most effective

mediums through which health au-
thorities have reached the public.

This form of health propaganda
is not new. Dr. Boldnan sa,id. As
far back as 1905 the department
reached the millions through the

medium of the old stereoptican
slides. It always, he said, has
proved a big success. Tenement
house districts are the principal
objectives. It was pointed out
that it is necessary to get before
the congested population the
value of cleanliness in fighting the
dread diptheria germ.

13 TECHNICOLOR SHORTS

PRODUCED IN 6 MONTHS
In addition to its work on fea-

ture productions, the Technicolor
Corporation also has photograph-
ed and printed thirteen two-reel
short subjects for five different or-

ganizations since the first of the
year.

Five of these shorts—“Shakes-
peare was Right”, “Girls We Re-
member”, “College Capers”, “Rus-
sian Rushin’ Around” and “Old
Seidelberg”—were for First Na-
tional.

Four for Warner ;Bos. w'ee
“The Wedding of Jack and Jill”,

“Bubbles”, “Holland” and “The
Lonely Gigolo”.

Three Tiffany shorts were
“Dancing Bear”, “Parisian Nights”
and “Chinese Flower Boat.”

“The Clock Revue” v/as process-
ed for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

W. B. BURNETT VISITS

F.N. STUDIO ON COAST

W. B. Burnett, author of the
best-selling novel, “Little Caesar,”
yesterday visited the First Nation-
al Studio at Burbank, California,
where the story is being produced
as a screen thriller. The writer
had lunch with Edward G. Robin-
son, who plays the title part in the
picture, and with Director Mervyn
LeRoy, and posed for photographs
with them.

“BAD MAN” RECEIVED
WELL BY SPANIARDS

First National reports a big re-

ception of the Spanish version of

“The Bad Man”, with Antonio
Moreno in the title role. The Eng-
lish version starred Walter Hus-
ton. The version was made with
some deletions with an especial
eye on Latin America’s demands.

MACDONALD SIGNED

J. Farrell MacDonald and Lil-

lian Worth have been added to

the cast of “The Steel Highway”
a Warner production.

LOTTI LODER CAST

Lotti Loder has been given a
featured role in Warners’ “Sit

Tight”, a Vitaphone comedy co-
starring Winnie Lightner and Joe
E. Brown.

ROLES ASSIGNED

Evelyn Knapp and David Man-
ners have been assigned roles in

First National’s “Mother’s Cry”.

NATALIE MOORHEAD
TO PLAY IN SHORT

Natalie Moorhead has
been sigrned by Mack Sen-
nett to play the leading
feminine role in “Average
Husbands.” Selected also
for important roles are Pat
O’Malley and Albert Conti.
The story is based on a do-
mestic triangle situation.

LOEW’S CIRCUIT BOOKS
EDUCATIONAL’S SHORTS

OUTDOOR MOVIES AID
HEALTH CAMPAIGN
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Slinkingf Sly and

Beneath Contempt
By

The lowest form of animal life

IS the slinking slanderer who,

in pique at a fancied wrong or in

vengeful spite, covertly attacks his

victim with the dirkdn'the'dark!

phrase; “Watch that fellow! Just

for your own information he’s a

Jew hater!” This is the sort of

poison which the victim rarely has

the chance to counteract. The
man who receives the phrase does

not often confront the accused.

He believes what he hears, files it

away in his mind for reference

and marks the victim as illiberal,

un-American and a man to be

shunned and avoided as fully as

possible.
*

I
T’S a cowardly business and

the first cousin to the anony-

mous letter. It’s about as fair as

poison gas at a children’s picnic

(Continued on page 2)

DOWLING AMUSEMENT
;

COMPANY ANNOUNCED

Eddie Dowling, who is at pres-

ent appearing at the Palace The-
atre, has ambitious and extensive
plans for the future. He has re-

cently organized the “Eddie^
Dowling Amusement Company.
Inc.,” of which he is the general
manager and Mr. Colvin Brown
is president. The object of the
company is to produce pictures
and plays written by the star-
author of “Honey Moon Lane”,
“The Sidewalks of New York”,
“Sally, Irene and Mary”, etc. The
first feature film will be made
shortly in Hollywood it is an-
nounced—it will be “Honeymoon
Lane”. Other Dowling successes
are to follow.

RUBIN AT PALACE
Benny Rubin, who has been

working in pictures on the West
Coast for quite sometime, returns
to vaudeville next week at Keith’s
Palace Theatre, New York.

RKO SHOWING MOTION PICTURES
IN MAJORin OF ITS HOUSES
WARNERS TO STAGE

PLAY AFTER FILMING IT

J. L. Warner announced Satur-,

day that Warner Brothers have
purchased “Illicit”, a comedy
drama by Robert Riskin and Edith
Fitzgerald. This play had pre-

viously been announced for pro-

duction on Broadway during the

coming season. It will however
be played on the talking screen
before its production on the legiti-

mate stage. Warner Brothers
have been encouraged to adopt
this method, which practically

favors screen originals over test-

ed vvritings, because of their suc-
cess in making “Viennese Nights”,
an original romance written for

the screen by Oscar Hammerstein,
II, and Sigmund Romberg.

TALKIES CLOSE DOWN
OLD LONDON THEATRES

Exhibition of Films in

Vaudeville Theatres
Gaining Rapidly — To
Have 84 Houses Play-

ing Films by August

RKO has turned the corner as
a motion picture exhibition or-
ganization and next month will
witness close to 100 theatres pre-
senting talking pictures and
vaudeville over its circuit.

Joe Plunkett, vice-president in

general charge of theatres, has
decided that the pessimistic note

(Continued on page 3)

COFFMAN TO AOVISE SOVIET

ON SOUNO FILM PRODUCTION

CHIPS OF OLD BLOCKS

One answer to the ques-
tion of what becomes of the
children of screen and
stage folk is contained in

the cast of “Tlie Dawn Pa-
trol”, now at the Winter
Darden. Among those sup-
porting llichard Barthel-
mess are: Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., Carter de Haven,
Ji’., Claude Gillingwater,
.Tr., Harold Lockwood, Jr.,

Boyd Irwin, Jr., and Ste-
phen and Tom Carr, sons
of Mary Carr.

LONDON, July 19. — London
amusements present a most un-
usual situation in the closing of

theatres which heretofore have re-

mained open the year ’round. By
the end of this week every house
in Shaftsbury Avenue—the centre
of the British theatrical world,—
will have closed. Several are in

the market, with negotiations to

buy others pending. This is due
to the announced change over to
talking films.

Three theatres — the Apollo,

The new theatre management at

Fox has made its first definite

move toward an expansive pro-
gram which calls for the acquisi-
tion of theatre properties.

Over the week-end, officials an-
nounced, the first 'step 'in this

direction was taken in Ossining
where a plot was acquired in the
central business district. Within
60 days a theatre to cost $300,000,
with a seating capacity of 2,500,

(Continued on page 2)

KAY BROWN SAILS

Kay Brown, scenario editor for

Radio Pictures in New York, left

for Europe Saturday on the Rot-
terdam. Miss Brown will confer
with Joseph I. Schnitzer, Presi-
dent of Radio Pictures, in London.
Thereafter she will visit Paris,
Biarritz, Madrid, Granada and
motor down to the Riviera. Miss
Brown will seek dramatic material
for Radio Pictures during her so-
journ abroad. Her trip will oc-
cupy a month.

COURT STOPS FRENCH

TALKIE AS “NUISANCE

PARIS, July 19.—A novel angle
of the talkie situation in France
is reported from Toulouse where
a theatre' has been prohibited
from continuing with the audible
screen on the ground that it was
a public nuisance. The proprie-

(Contlnued on page 3)

The Amkino Corporation an-
nounced yesterday the conclusion
of a contract with Joe W. Coff-
man, president of Audio-Cinema,
Inc., whereby he will become Con-
sultant in connection with the de-
velopment of sound films by the
Soyuzkino, the United Moving Pic-
ture Industry of the Soviet Union.
Mr. Coffman expects to leave for
the Soviet Unton in about two
weeks.

L. Monosson, president of the
Amkino Corporation, stated Satur-
day that the present contracr is

the first one providing for Ameri-
can technical assistance in tlie

(Continued on page 4)

BALLET MISTRESS BACK
Florence Rogge, ballet mistress

of the Roxy Theatre, has return-
ed on the “Bremen” from a short
vacation on .the Continent. Miss
Rogge went abroad five weeks ago.
In Berlin, she conferred with Mary
Wigman, one of the world’s lead-
ing authorities of the dance, in

making a study of the new devel-
opments in the modern ballet.
Miss Rogge has brought back
with her a number of original
dance conceptions which will
shortly be presented at the Roxy
Theatre.

(Continued on page 4)

New Fox Management Plans
New Theatre Expansion
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Harry Thomas, one of the Big

Shots at Sono Art tempers the

summer humidity with thoughts

of the big gate on “The Big

Fight” * * * Athaletically inclined

fillum boys seen at Philharmonic

statium limbering up—Howard

Dietz, Sy Seadler, Stanley Raugh

and A1 Selig * * * Mike Simmons

refuses to be bothered by the

heat by moving to the green hills

* * * wonder how the Astor feels

when not cluttered up with film

magnates talking millions * * *

.Allan Brooks looks like Abe Lin-

coln minus goatee * * * J. I). Wil-

liams has taken golf seriously

* * * wonder what became of

Pola Negri * * * Commodore
is housing that 356-year-old I'lirk

who never took a drink * * *

wonder what movie company will

star him in talkies * * »

IN “LADY SURRENDERS”

Carmel Myers, Vivian Oakland
and Franklin Panghorn have been
added to the cast of “The Lady
Surrenders”, Universal’s screen
version of John Erskine’s “Sin-

cerity”, which John M. Stahl is

directing as one of U’s big new
season specials, with Conrad
Nagel, Genevieve Tobin, Rose Ho-
bart and Edgar Norton.

W. E. Completes Personnel

Of New Service Division
<>

J. S. Ward, service manager of

Electrical Research Products, has
completed the executive personnel
of the Company’s service depart-
ment under the recently announc-
ed plan by which the country is

divided into three regions, and
by which four new additional
units were created, increasing the

total number of dividsional units

to 13.

The three regional general ser-

vice superintendents are: P. T.

Sheridan eastern; A. J. Hodges,
central and N. A. Robinson, west-
ern. J. C. Benjamin is branch
office superintendent of service;

D. C. Hickson, service planning
superintendent; T. K. Glennan,
assistant general service superin-
tendent and H. W. Miller, super-
intendent of special service.

Divisional units of the eastern
region and their personnel are:

Boston: D. E. Crane, district

superintendent; G. R. Adams,
division supervisor; F. H. Jen-
nings, district supervisor for the
Boston-Northeast territory; T. A.
Hurlburt, district supervisor for

Boston and W. R. Sherman, dist-
|

rict supervisor for Providence.

New York: A. C. Millard, divi-

sion superintendent; D, S. Mc-
Lean, division supervisor; J. I.

Nather, district supervisor for

Albany; S. N. Trent, district su-
pervisor for the lower Hudson;
A. V. Gregory, district supervisor
for Newark and F. S. Barnes, dist-

rict supervisor for New Haven.
New York Metropolitan: W. iS.

Weatherspoon, division superin-
tendent; H. S. Johnson and A. H.
Carlsen, division supervisors; A.
J. Rademacher, Broadway district

supervisor; J. A. Darrow, Brook-
lyn district Supervisor; F. J. Mar-
lone, Long Island district super-
visor and Obie Hunt, Manhattan
district supervisor.

Philadelphia: G. Stringfellow,
division superintendent; D. C.

Ferguson, division supervisor; J.

M. Florio, Buffalo district superin-
tendent; H. J. Brown, Philadel-
phia district supervisor; H.
Clarke, Philadelphia-suburban

and is as sporting as boring holes

in a comrade’s canoe. We know
a rat in the picture business who
goes in for this sort of sports-

manship. He was apparently satis-

fied that he was fully secure from
discovery and he was secure until

two of those to whom he had been

spreading the slander went in

manly fashion to the victim and
asked him his views.

•

1
1
fHEN the cat was out of the

bag. It turned out that the

man attacked had a public record

of friendship for the Jewish people

and an often recorded admiration

for the achievements of the great

men of that race. The poison

evaporated in the sunlight. Noth-

district supervisor and W. R.
Widener, Scranton district super-
visor.

Washington: L. J. Patton, divi-

sion superintendent; IJ. J. Hal-
strick, division supervisor; R. E.

Cooper, district supervisor; L. A.
Patton, Charlotte district super-
visor; C. H. Thomsen, Pittsburgh
district supervisor and M. G.
Thomas, Washington district su-
pervisor.

Divisional units of the Central
region and their personnel are:

Atlanta: K. A. Pitt, division su-
perintendent; V. T. Cashman,
division supervisor; N. L. Mower,
Atlanta district supervisor; B. J.

Griffith, Jacksonville district su-
pervisor; A. W. Stevens, Memphis
district supervisor; E. T. Brown,
New Orleans district supervisor.

Detroit: C. L. Stong, division su-
perintendent; E. F. Hemberger,
division supervisor; K. A. Car-
min, Cincinnati district supervis-
or; C. G. Schiffer, Cleveland dist-

rict supervisor; C. R. Mundinger,
Detroit district supervisor; L. S.

Johnson, Detroit district super-
visor.

Chicago: J. A. Cameron, divi-
sion superintendent; E. P. Ken-
nedy, division supervisor; N. T.
Moody, Chicago district supervi-
sor; R. C. Gray, Chicago-Suburban
district supervisor; E. C. Rohr,
Indianapolis district supervisor;
C. S. Perkins, St. Louis district
supervisor.

Chicago Northwestern: H. T
Bogle, division superintendent; A
Fiore, division supervisor; L. .A.

Larson, Des Moines district super-
visor; L. E. Ziders, Milwaukee
dstrict supervisor; O. E. Max-
well, Minneapolis district supervi-
sor.

Kansas City: R. S. Barnes, divi-

sion superintendent: R. E. Warn,
division supervisor; S. R. Laug-
with, Denver district supervisor;
D. L. Thomas, Kansas City district

supervisor; E. O. Sundquisl, Kan-
sas City-western district supervi-
sor.

Dallas: N. D. Russell, division

ing remained but the trail of the

skunk.
* * «

ONLY the other day the var-

mint was foiled again. He
feared a rival and to end possible

competition he began his “J^w-

hater” campaign. This has ended

as abruptly and ingloriously as the

first effort and for the benefit of

all in the business we are spread-

ing this on the record so that all

may take heed.
* * •

WHEN a campaigner of this

sinister and sneaking sort

seeks to arouse your resentment

and stir you to animosity against

any man, require him to bring the

matter into the open. It he’s sin-

cere and his . story is honest he

won’t fear the daylight.
,

THIEVES GET $14,000

IN ACTOR’S JEWELS

The fourteenth floor apartment
of Sessue Hayakawa, former Jap-
anese screen star, at No. 160 West
73rd Street, was robbed some time
Wednesday night of $14,000 worth
of jewels and the entire house was
ransacked, detectives reported yes-
terday.
The actor is in Japan, but his

wife, Tsuru Aoki, also a former
screen actress, told police the jew-
elry was hidden in a closet when
she went to a theatre performance
with friends.
The jewelry, uninsured, consist-

ed of diamond bracelets, diim')i a
rings, pendants, watches and bar
pins. A duplicate key was used to
open the jewel closet.

YIDDISH STAR SIGNS
FOR JEWISH PICTURES

Joseph Seiden, president of the
Judea Film company, has signed
Mildred Block, Jewish actress, to
a long-term contract. Seiden will
star Miss Block in a series of
Jewish talkies. Sidney Goldin
will direct. Miss Block’s first

talking picture role will be in
“Natasha”, a story Inspired by the
Russian fojk song of the same
name. Pincus Lavenda, Russian
singer, will play opposite Miss
Block.

FOX PLANS NEW
THEATRE EXPANSION
(Continued from page 1)

will be started. The theatre will
represent, offcials said, the last

word in sound construction, equip-
ment, comfort and attractiveness.
Tucker and Howell, of Atlanta,
are the architects.
With the completion of the

Ossining house Fox will have two
theatres in the city on the Hud-
son. The Victoria, now operated
bv Fox, was acquired the early
part of the year.

Officials of the Fox Theatres
Corporation which operates all

Fox houses east of the Mississippi,
said the new Ossining house would
be one of its finest. Fox West
Coast Theatres corporation oper-
ates west of the Mississippi.

5

FOR sale:
MOTION picture: and “STILL'*
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue. New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED.
competent, secretary-stenographer,
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre: trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else In the
motion picture business an ad In
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word llie

ad for you, the services of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to
do. and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.

(Continued on page 3)

SLINKING, SLY AND BENEATH CONTEMPT
(Continued from page 1) ^
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DETROITERS WELCOME

“HOLIDAY” AS A HIT

(Detroit Bureau)
DETROIT, July 19. — Despite

rare hot weather, Bathe’s “Holi-

day”, adapted from Barry’s play

of the same name, opened its local

run here at the 'State to a full

house Wednesday.

Jessie Bonstelle, one of the most

successful managers of stock com-

panies in America, and at one time

director of Ann Harding, star of

“Holiday”, said of the picture:

“I certainly want to compliment

Bathe. It is the first real talking

picture I have seen. The story is

real, and real artists enact the

roles.”

Miss Harding before arriving on

Broadway and before she “dream-

ed” of pictures, was leading wo-

man for the Bonstelle Stock com-

pany here.

TO PLAY LEAD
IN BIG FOX FILM

Jeanette MacDonald has been

engaged by Fox Films to be J.

Harold Murray’s leading lady in

his next picture. It will be

“Stolen Thunder”, based on a

Saturday Evening Tost story by

Mary F. Watkins. The directori-

al assignment has been given to

Sidney Laiifield and N'ed Marin
will be associate producer.

BARRY NORTON SIGNS

NEW CONTRACT

Barry Norton, young Argentini-

an actor, has signed a new con-

tract with Paramount, for whom
he has been making Spanish ver-

sions of American talking pictures.

MARY DUNCAN SIGNED
Mary Duncan, stage and screen

actress, has been signed by Carl
Laemmle, Jr. for a featured role

in “The Boudoir Diplomat”, which
Malcolm St. Clair will direct as

one of Universal’s twenty big

specials for t^ie new season. Miss
Duncan is the first of the cast to

be chosen.

RAYmUICEB TO OiREOT

Nat Levine, president of Mascot
Pictures Corporation, announces
this week that Herman Raymaker
will personally direct “The Lone
Defender,” the all-talking Rin-
Tin-Tin serial, which will go in-

to production in California shortly

TALKING TRAILER

Tiffany’s Splendid Attraction

'BORDER ROMANCE’
Clet It from

NATIONAL SCREEN
SERVICE

New York—126 West 46th Street
Chicago—810 S®. Wahash Avc.
IiO« Amgelea

—

1822 So. Vermont Avenue

HUNTER BROTHERS
AT ORAUMAN’S

The Hunter brothers, rec-

ord endurance flyers who
stayed In the air for 553
hours, will make personal
appearancpS' andi describe
their flig-ht experiences iu

connection with the show-
ing of “Hell’s Angels” at

Granman’s Chinese Thea-
tre, beginning' July 23.

The flyers ore scheduled
to arrive In Hollywood
Tuesday and it is announc-
ed that a civic reception is

being planned in their

lionpr. On the way to the

Coast they will stop off at

St. Louis," Kansas City and
other cities.

BLASKMER IN TWO
Sidney Blackmer just now is ap-

pearing in the casts of two pic-

tures in production at the First

National Studio—“Kismet”, starr-

ing Otis Skinner, which is almost

ompleted and as an underworld

monarch known as “Big Boy” in

Little Caesar,” from the novel by

W. B. Burnett, in which Edward

G. Robinson, Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr., Ralph Ince and Buster Collier

are prominent.

20,000 DAILY SEE STEEL PIER

SHOWS AT ATLANTIC CITY

W.E. OORlfPLETES NEW
SERfIBE DI¥iSiON

(Continued from page 2)

superintendent; D. M. Cliam-Ui
division supervisor; A. A. Ward,
Dallas district supervisoj'; S. D.

Baker, Oklahoma City district su-

pervisor; J. D. Bohan, Sau Auto-
j

large auditoriums on the steel

nio district supervisor. pier.

Divisional units of the U’entern I Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pick-

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J., July 19.

—A film stars Hall of Fame is

in the making here. Life size fig-

ures sculptured in wax of a score
of the screens’ luminaries feattire

the Hollywood Exhibit established
in the resort tlirougli the cooper-
ation of the various Motion Pic-
ture Producing Corporations. The
exhibit is housed i?i one of the

Region their personnel are:

Portland: H. J. BergeJi. division

superintendent; A. C. Knox, Port-
land district supervisor; M. 0.

OvermIre, Salt Lake City district

supervisor; J. S. Briggs, Seattle

district supervisor.
Los Angeles: G. M. Grosjeaii,

division superintendent; S. M.
Pariseau, division supervisor; H.
J. Barnicoat, Los Angeles district

supervisor; H. P. Minor, Los
Angeles-suburban district supervi-
sor; D. Knowlton, San Francisco,
district supervisor.

In addition to these divisional

and district executives, the service
department consists of more than
750 technicians and resident en-
gineers located so as to be avail-

able to exhibitors iu every part
of the country.

ford, John Barrymore, Anita Page,
John Boles, Charles Chaplin, Dol-
ores Costello, Coriune Griffitli,

Buster Keaton, Warner Baxter,
Edmund Lowe, Conrad Nagle and
Rudolph Valentino have already
been done in wax. Established
late last season the Hollywood
Exhibit is proving an outstand-
ing attraction in this famous

'

watering place, with the daily at-
tendance averaging more than
20,n'00 persons.

RKO SHOWING HLiS IN MAJORITY OF ITS HOUSES
(Continued from pag-e 1)

ringing throughout the country as

an echo of business conditions, is

to be charged to fiction, not fact.

“RKO expects to have the big-

gest month in its history, in

August”, he said. “The excessive

heat, especially over the mid-west
has brought on a depressive atti-

tude toward conditions that is

more mental than physiacl”, he
continued, “and RKO is starting

out to prove its contention that

the so-called depression doesn’t

apply to its theatre business.”

With the advent of August RKO
will have 84 houses playing mo-
tion pictures in conjunction with
its vaudeville programs.

A special advertising campaign
will be waged over the country.

One of the major phases in this

campaign will be a special ap-
peal to the younger generation.

Only recently RKO negotiated

a special tie-up with jUniversal

which gives RKO first call on Uni-
versal pictures for its houses. A
similar agreement has been made
with Columbia Pictures. This
tie-up insures RKO pictures for

its ever-increasing theatre inter-

ests.

SeOTTY MORTUND
WRITES ¥ERSE BOOiC

SAN FRANCISCO, July 19. —
Scotty Mortland, KPO’s philosoph-
izing and versifying columnist, has
at last blossomed oiit as an author.
There has been so great a letter

demand for copies of verses,

Scotch and near-Scotch, and other-

wise, written by Scotty and read
over KPO on his “Fireside”, “Back
Home” and other programs that
he has compiled about one hun-
dred and forty of them into a
book of one hundred pages.

wmmi TO OIREOT
OOLUMBII WESTERNS

William Lord Wright has been
signed by Columbia to supervise
the making of western features
and short subjects, which that
company has scheduled for early
release.

OeURT STOPS TALKIE
(Continued from page 1)

tor of Le Royal Cinema, rue I’Al-

sace,' was summoned by “upstairs”
occupiers of the building in which
they are established for making
too much noise with their talkies.

The judge ordered the proprie-
tor to cease showing talkie films,

but permitted him to continue with
the silent ones, if he desired,
maintaining that “the inhabitants
of the building had the right to

absolute quietness in the rooms
they occupied,” The proprietor
has lodged an appeal.

FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

cAfajQ/or/b

JABK KENNEDY HOiE
J. J. Kennedy, special represen-

tative of Pathe International Cor-
poration who has been in Europe
for the past year, returned to New
York last week for a visit to the
home office. Abroad Kennedy
visited all the Pathe branches and
distributors and worked on the
production of several British short
subjects made by P.D.C. He pre-
dicts a big year for the company
in Europe.

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

'

-fi

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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MANAGER’S NERVE MAKES

GUNMAN-ROBGER TURN AND RUN
DAYTON, O., July 19. — Ernie

Austgeii, manager of Loew’s Day-

ton Theatre, is the hero of a frus-

trated hold-up in which the gun-

man robber took to his heels in

the face of no defense more dead-

ly than sheer nerve. The robber

gained admission to the manager’s

office on the statement that he

was one of the company’s auditors

from headquarters. He was re-

ceived by the assistant manager,
Kob.^rt Curry, a youth of nineteen,

and ordered him, at his pistol’s

point to open the safe.

Curry replied that only Austgen
knew the combination. The gun-
man, keeping Curry covered, said

he wouid wait. Austgen at length

entered, unaware that a hold-up

was in progress, to find himself

threatened with instant death by
the armed visitor unless ne open-

ed the safe. The manager denied
that he could open the same. He
courageously held that pose until

the robber lost his nerve and lied.

The police were notilied but have
not yet identiried the man from
the description given.

5 RECENT PROMOTIONS

IN PATHE CHI. BRANCH

CHICAGO, 111. — Pathe Branch
Manager John Clarke’s elevation

of Charles Lundgren from the
sales and booking department to

the position of sales manager in

the locai office marks the fifth pro-
motion from the local sales force

to a managerial position under the
regime of Division Manager Harry
S. Lorch, who himself was ad-
vanced from local branch man-
ager to midwest Division chief.

Outsta’nding among these pro-
motions were the advancements
of Ray V. Nolan and M. E. Mont-
gomery, former Chicago salesmen
to branch managerships at Kan-
sas City and Minneapolis respec-
tively, which was announced at
the Pathe Sales Convention by
Phil Reisman, Pathe General Sales
Manager.

TALKIES CLOSE DOWN
OLD LONDON THEATRES

(Continued from page 1)

Globe and Queen’s—are already
closed, while the Shaftesbury The-
atre closes on Saturday and the
Lyric on the same night. The
Prince of Wales Theatre is likely
to follow. The Palace Theatre
has already gone over to the talk-
ing film temporarily with “One
Family.”

Meanwhile, the West End su-
per cinemas have captured the
diminished summer public for
plays, and there is the contrast
of “All Quiet on the Western
Front” playing to big audiences
in a dual run at two super houses
—the Regal and Alhambra—while
other West End cinemas are ex-
periencing more serious falling off

in patronage than the ordinary
summer business.

HELL’S ISLAND’ BOOKED

In ZI FIRST RUN HOUSES

Columbia’s “Hell’s Island,” has
been booked by the Radio-Keith-
Orpheum circuit for early show-
ings in twenty-three theatres in

the major key cities.

Among the first run houses of

the RKO circuit that have placed
dates on “Hell’s Island,” are Or-
pheum, Des Moines; Emboyd, Fort
Wayne; Palace, Milwaukee; Or-
pheum, Omaha; Orpheum, Spo-
kane; Woods, Chicago; Keith’s
Dayton; Orpheum, Minneapolis;
Lyric, Cincinnati; Palace or Or-
pheum, St. Paul; Virginia, Cham-
paign, 111.; and Orpheum, Salt
Lake City.

COFFMAN TO ADVISE
SOVIET ON FILMS

(Continued from page 1)

soviet Moving Picture Industry.

“The possibilities of sound mo-
tion pictures are keenly realized
in the Soviet Union” said Mr.
Monosson. “The moving picture
is regarded as one of the most im-
portant means of educating the
people of the country.

“At the same time cinema oc-
cupies a high place among the
arts. In order to further general
cultural and particularly artistic

development of the country, S )viet

authorities are anxious to apply
the most advanced technical me-
thods of sound motion picture
production. I am sure that Ameri-
can technique may play a role in

the Soviet motion picture indus-
try commensurate with that which
it plays in other fields of the
economic life of the U.S.S.R.”

At the present time there are
close to 1,000 American engineers
in the Soviet Union on contracts
with various Soviet industrial or-
ganizations including those in the
oil, coal, electro-technical a.ud
metal industries.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEH STUDIOS
{Hollywood's Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

,
Phone—Chickering 2720

HOWELL Precision
MAKES Simplicity Practical

[above) Dial of precision in-

strument used fortesting hard-
ness of tools and metals used

in manufacture of Bell &
Howellcinemachinery.

(at Tight) Belt & Howell
engineer testing hardness ofa
punch used in the BOH per-

forator for wide film.

Earlydesigns incinemachinery called
|

for many controls and moving parts.

To these fundamental designs Bell & ,

Howell Engineers brought precision,

dependability, and simplicity which
freed the industry for the achievement

of accomplishments which mark it

as one of the wonders of the world. !

At your disposal today is the ex-
j

A New Eyemo Jor your Local

News Reel

With seven speeds, 3-lens turret, and

built-in hand crank for optional use,

the new 35 mm. Eyemo presents the

theater owner and local news reel

camera-man with unmatched versa-

tility in a hand-held professional cam-

era. Turret holds lenses ordinarily

used on the Eyemo. One Cooke 47
mm. F Z.5 lens furnished as standard

equipment. Hand-crank speed auto-

matically controlled. Write for details.

NewB&H Special Camera
andProjectorLensCleaningKit

After mon ths of research
,
Bell& Howell

have perfected a camera and projec-

tion lens cleaning fluid which leaves the

lens perfectly clean without damaging

the glass by blemish or stain. Special

perience and facilities of the Bell &
Howell Engineering Development

Laboratories, which perfected the

Standard Cameras, Perforators, Spli-

cers, and Printers upon which the

industry largely depends. Bring

your problems to these engineers.

Con^\iltation on all phases of sound

installations especially invited.

chamois, lintless linen, and camel's hair

brush are provided. Price $1.00 at B &H
dealers or write today for literature.

Bell & Howell Co., Dept. S, 1854 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago • New York, 11 West 42nd Street

Hollywood,6324 Santa Monica Blvd. • London (B. & H. Co. . Ltd.) ,320 Regent St. * Established1907 '
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The spreader

of false

Rumor, of

Bunk and

Suspicion

Has no place

in the

Picture business.

Shun him!

TALKIES OUST VARIETY

FROM LONDON HALLS

LONDON, July 21.—^Seven more
London music halls are to yo over
to the talkies. They are in the
Summers Brown Circuit which is

installing Western Electric sound
apparatus.

The Summers Brown theatres
have been “legitimate” theatres
for nearly half a century, pre-
senting plays, revues and variety
to the London suburbs. Now Mr.
Victor Sheridan has decided that
the changed times demand talkies.

BANCROFT STARTS
George Bancroft’s new starring

vehicle for Paramount, as yet un-
titled, is now going into produc-
tion at the Hollywood studios un-
der the direction of Rowland V.
Lee, who directed Bancroft in his
previous picture, “Ladies Love
Brutes.”

ILKA CHASE DUE TODAY
Ilka Chase, screen actress, is en

route to New York from Holly-
wood. She arrives here today to
work at the Paramount Nev/ York
studio in “The Best People,” the
talking version of the stage suc-
cess.

DICK CN VACATIOH
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Rich-

ard Barthelmess and his wife left
on Saturday bound for Canada on
a vacation trip which they expect
to spend hunting, fishing and
roughing it in the open.

CENSORSHIP BAHLE STARTS
IN LANSING, MICH. TOMORROW

W.E. INSTALLATIONS

REFLECT POP. GAINS

Texas’ tremendous growth of

population, as evidenced by census
figures, is being borne out in the
demand for Western Electric
Sound Systems. Within the last

few days alone five contracts have
been closed for installations at
the following theatres in the state:
the Rialto, Harlinger; the Capi-
tol, New Braunfels; the Dream-
land, Port Arthur, the Heights,

(Continued on page 2)

OLD PARAMOUNT CHIEF

FORMS FRENCH CO.

PARIS, July 21.—Adolphe Osso,

FORMAL FILM
ACCORD IMMINENT

PARIS, July 21.—The
Cierman-Aiuerican Talking
Picture Conference ad-
journed today until the
morning without having
reached an agreement on
the formal wording to the
“verbal understanding”
which was reached last
week.
The Americans hope for

a formal signed agreement
in time to permit them to
retui-n home on Wednesday.

HOW LONC IS ‘SEASON?’
M.P.T.O. TO ANSWER

Pettijohn Leaves Today to

Aid in Fight Against

Creation of New Censor

System in Wolverine

Capital

LANSING, Michigan. — Repre-
sentatives of the leading motion
picture organizations in this state
are gathering here to take an ac-
tive part on Wednesday in the
fight against the proposed estab-
lishment of a censorship system
for this city.

W. S. Butterfield, leading inde-
pendent exhibitor of Michigan to-
day stated that Charles Petti-
john genei-al counsel for the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners and
Distributors of America will ar-

who recently resigned his post as (Continued on page 2)

head of Paramount in France, is

now forming his own company en-
titled Societe des Productions
Adolphe Osso with a capital of
$400,000. He has already signed
several leading directors and act-
ors while drawing up his produc-
tion program.

BALTIMORE, July 21. — The
M.P.T.O. of Maryland is investi-

gating the charge that it is the

practice of certain Baltimore first-

run houses to advertise that such
and such pictures will not be

(Continued on page 2)

Lasky Denies Rumors
Of Schulberg Quitting

HOLLYWOOD, Cal., July 21.—
B. P. Schulberg is under long
term contract as general manager
of West Coast production for
Paramount Publix Corporation,
and he will remain with the com-
pany for several years to come,
it was made known by Jesse L
Lasky.

Lasky, who is first vice presi-
dent in charge of production, made
this statement following persist-
ent reports that Schulberg is

planning to leave the organization
or be transferred to another post.

“Mr. Schulberg is thoroughly
satisfied with his position in the
corporation,” said Lasky. “He has
made an enviable record for him-
self and for our Hollywood stu-
dios and I am happy to say that
there is absolutely no foundation
for these rumors.”

Schulberg made no comment

other than the statement, “Rum-
ors of this sort do not deserve
even denial.”

ASK BRITiSHGOVT.

TO ANGEL MOVIES

LONDON, July 21.—The Assist-
ant Minister for Industry has re-
ceived a deputation of Australian
film producers, actors and others
interested in the amusement busi-
ness whose mission was to secure
Federal Government interest in a
proposition to instal a plant for
the production of motion pictures.
The Minister, in reply, promised

to bring the matter before his
party, and mentioned that he was
impressed with the necessity for
providing work for unemployed
musicians and members of the
theatrical profession.

PLANS READY FOR FOX

THEATRE AT BILLINGS

Final sketches are being com-
pleted by Robert Reamer, Seattle
architect, (or the new Fox West
Coast Theatre wr.r’ch will be con-
structed in the commercial centre
of Billings, Montana, according to
an announcement made by Harold
B. Franklin. The new edifice will
cost a quarter of a million dollars
and will have a seating capacity
of 1760.

In addition to the theatre proper
the building will house stores and
offices. It will take in the better
part of a city block in the heart
of Billings’ business center. The
theatre will also be so designed
that stage attractions can be ac-
commodated. Immediate arrange-
ments will be made for the show-
ing of Grandeur when that prod-
uct is ready for all houses.

JIMENEZ REPORTS
PROGRESS IN SO. A.

C. M. Jimenez, Latin-American
manager of Rathe International
Corporation, in a cable to the
home office, reports the sale of
Rathe’s 1929-1930 program of fea-
tures and shorts for Buenos Aires.
Rathe’s various Spanish versions
are included in the deal.
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MAIN iTREET
ly

3Iid-town moviettes * * * the
“smoke” filled inebriate sprawled
under eves of the Criterion the-
atre with bottle conveniently near
* * * Joe Seiden “boiling”, - * »

not due to the heat * * * Tom
Meighan stepping down the main
stem as chipper and as youthful
as when he played leading man
to Norma Talmadge » * * Bob
Doidge all sun-burned and every-
thing after a week-end in Catskill
* * Budd Kogers back at his desk
22 stories above Broadway after
a flying trip through the sizzling
west * * * Bill Johnston of Empy
News makes debut as author in
Satevepost * * * Walter Winchell
about to try being an actor again,
this time in the talkies * * “Bed”
McGrath, onetime purveyor of
movie copy is writing pieces for
a tab * * * remember way back
when Universal Bluebirds were
considered super-specials * * *

two-pant suits for the price of a
cut quart of Hoboken scotch make
the boys forget the heat as they
pass the Bond l)uilding * * * a
stranger in wliiskers and military
overcoat spurning the heat * * *

a Valiant one in shorts attracts
more attention than the 156-year-
old Turk * * * big talk along the
street of impending knock-’em-
dead super pictures in the offing
* * * speakeasies along main stem
don’t open until noon now * * *

wonder if they blame the heat * *

W.E. INSTALLATIOMS
REFLECT POP. GAINS
(Continued from page 1)

Houston; and the Palace, San
Saba.
Recent contracts closed in the

New York territory include: the
Embassy, Bayonne, N. J.; the Gem,
West Warwick, N. J.

; the Temple,
Wellsville, N. Y. ; the Endicott,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; the Bellevue,
Upper Montclair, N. J. ; the
Rivoli, Rochester, N. Y. ; the Con-
gress, Newark, N. J.; the Hudson,
Albany, N. Y.; and the Mt. Eph-
riam, Mt. Ephriam, N. J.

COMEDY SCHEDULE
Hal Roach studios have com-

pleted eight of the thirty releases
planned on the 1930-31 schedule.

RECORD RREAKING BALLYHOO

OPENS ‘DIXIANA’ IN 'FRISCO

The campaign used by Cliff

Work, manager of the RKO Or-
pheum Theatre, San Francisco,
for the presentation of “Dixiana”
today is regarded as one of the
most complete ever laid out for
the exploitation of an important
production. Southern societies,
newspapers, the kiddies, drug
stores, sandwich shops, restaur-
ants, circulating labraries, have
been enlisted by Work in his
drive. Ballyhoos are gone after
in a spectacular way. Altogether,
the enterprising show manager ap-
pears to have made preparations
to literally sew up the town. Here
are some of the items:

VETERAN DOG STAR
PLAYS “OLD MAN”
ROLE IN “BARKIE”

star among canine actors

twelve years ago “Buddy”
has taken to “old man”
roles in an “all-barkie,”

“All Quiet on the K 9
Front” on the M-G-M lot.

His son, “Buddy, Jr.,” also
lias a barking role.

PARA SUES AUDITOR '

TO RECOVER $70,000

WASHINGTON, D. C., July 21.—Edgar L. Jacobs, former auditor
of the Paramount Washington

;

Exchange, following his arrest on
charges of embezzling funds of the
firm over a period of two years
has been made defendant in a suit
for $70,000 in an effort to recover
some of the money.

Detective Dennis J. Cullinane,
who made the arrest after inspec-
tors from the home office of Para-
mount had checked the books at !

the local exchange, said that
Jacobs had admitted to him that
he had used the firm’s money to

,

speculate, but that one of the re-
cent Wall Street crashes had wip-
ed him out and none of the money
was available for possible restitu-
tion.

“Southern Societies” of four
states contracted for opening mid-
night matinee of “Dixiana,” with
Daughters of Confederacy, Vir-
ginia Sons, Louisiana Society and
Sons of Texas, for general ticket
rush and stage reel New Orleans
evening. News Contest. Hidden
names of stars in pictures among
classified ads of Daily News.
Daily prize of $5 wins eight-col.
spread. Same angle worked with
Insurance offer by papers. Chron-
icle Junion Club. Here is a stunt
that wjns three breaks in ex-
change for early kiddy show Mon-
day morning. Idea is five day ad-
vance break on Kiddies as guests
to show with 3 col. shot from one
of the picture stills and story.
Then another story day before,
and finally picture of party cut-
side theatre with bus, etc., and
banner displayed.

Lobby gag. Mardi Gras dancer
on parallel. So long as there is

something animated and Iwely.
Team can dance about six times
per day. Spanish motif, with
Wheeler and Woolsey team.
Street stage coach with Wheeler
and Woolsey atop and old South-
ern motif applied, banjos, etc.,

and banner advertising attraction.

Book covers at all circulating

Newspaper Scenario Contest
Brings Hundreds of Scripts

libraries. This circulation is

guaranteed by publisher who
turns out 25,000 every two weeks
and this is less than total hooks
distributed.

Guarantee cash gag. In this

case money is deposited in bank.
Large portion of ad daily says

—

“if you don’t like the picture pre-
sent your stub at So and So bank
and get your money back.” Offer
daily prize of $1.00 for best five

“Dixiana Southern menus” what
the perfect Southern hostess would
offer as the perfect Southern
dinner. Print menus each day.

Prize contest for nearest double
to Bebe Daniels. Making prize
worth while, as well as merchan-
dise tie-up. Have entrants report
to theatre opening night and let

audience judge. Throw close up
of Daniels on screen and entrant
nearest to Bebe chosen by audi-
ence. Extra attention paid to
singing voice of entrant. Stores
can be contacted on this and
prizes displayed^ in lobby.

2 Famous Ships *Bear* and
^Ida May’ Used in Fox Films
CENSORSHIP BATTLE

STARTS IN LANSING
(Continued from page 1)

rive here tomorow to place the
strength of his organization be-
hind the move to appoint a Com-
mittee of five censors to rule on
all pictures presented in this city.

The picture industry in this
state is prepared to vigorously
fight the proposed measure which
is to be taken up at a meeting
tomorrow night. It contends that
if Lansing adopts censorship, all

pictures for the state will have to
be made to suit that board of
censors. Such a system would
amount, it is contended, to a state
censorship.
Those endeavoring to establish

the censor body are affiliated with
Congressman Hudson who has en-
deavored to obtain Federal control
of motion picture production.

The talkies are making a rim
on old sailing ships along the
Pacific Coast. Through the cour-
tesy of Mayor John L. Davie and
other officials of Oakland, Califor-
nia, the famous old barkentine,
“Bear”, presented to that city by
Congress two years ago, is being
used by Director Alfred Santell
in “The Sea Wolf,” Milton Sills’

next picture.

After a life time of service in
the Alaskan fishing trade, the
eighty-two foot trawler “Ida May”
was rechristened “Wanderer” and
used by Director Blystone in a
scene for “Men on Call.” The
converted trawler was deliberate-
ly driven aground on the jagged
rocks of Northern California’s
coastline at Monterey Bay, in one
of the most dangerous shipwreck
scenes ever filmed for entertain-
ment purposes. Edmund Lowe,
Mae Clarke and William Harrigan
have the leading roles.

Newspapermen from all over
the country, representing dailies
of every rank, are responding to
the invitation to submit original
talking picture scripts, which
Warner Bros, extended a few
weeks ago. Decisions on the ma-
terial will be made by Jacob Wilk,
manager of the Story Department
of Warner Bros., during the first

week in August.

“The stories received prove de-
finitely that the newspaper is

still the cradle of American lit-

erature”, Mr. Wilk stated. “They
show great interest in the talk-

ing picture as a medium of ex-
pression on the part of the new
generation of writers in America,
and among many of the scripts we
discovered examples of good writ-
ing. In fact, the quality of the
prose was so fine that we were
led to expect better construction
and a more thorough understand-
ing of talking picture technique.”

HOW LONG IS ‘SEASON?’
M.P.T.O. TO ANSWER
(Continued from page 1)

shown in any other Baltimore
house during the season. It is

pointed out that by saying “sea-
son” to the public, it might mean
anything—for the duration of a
few weeks if the season is about
over, or of several months, if the
season has just started. This
leaves the public up a tree, so
to speak.

Recently these tactics were us-
ed when “All Quiet on the West-
ern Front” and “Journey’s End”
were shown at the Auditorium.
The pictures were offered as
roadshow attractions at that play-
house, and the top admission price
charged was $1.5J on a reserved-
seat policy. The line was used
without any special time limit as
to the season’s ending.

DENNY GETS ROLE

Reginald Denny recently signed
to a five-year contract by M-G-M,
will have the main lead in “Those
Three French Girls”.



"THE FINEST
NEWSREEL ON THE
MARKET TODAY!"

Thdts the word of a real

showman, I. C. Ackerman, of

Ackerman, fdarris & Oppen,

owners of a great chain of

theatres on the west Coast.

Produced under the super-

vision of Sam B. Jacobson

and presented by

CARL LAEMMLE, with the

N.B.C.STAR

AND ECHO ANSWERS
from the managers of the big first-run

houses all over the country —

"YOU SAID IT!"

GRAHAM
M c N A M E E

Is packing theatres everywhere as the

Talking Reporter of the
I



Greatest Reception Since Lindbergh!

“Picture of merit. Credit to screen. p]x.

ceptionally well pictured, beautifully

photographed and grimly realistic.”

—Journal

“Deserves a long and successful run.

Unfailingly dramatic. Genuinely heart-

breaking. Superior.”— Herald Tribune

“As beautiful as motion pictures get

to be.”

—

Telee^aph “Best war story of the air. It has some
of the greatest flying stuff ever seen

upon any screen.”—Evening World“Of all the pictures based on the World
War none has surpassed this newest

one in the vividness of its scenes.”

—The World

“Strong men shed tears without shame.

In all my movie-going days I am yet to

see more hair-raising, more believable

aerial photography. It is too good to

be true. Most obviously the answer to

their prayers.”—Telegram

“A stunner! Grimly impressive. Flying

scenes are glorious. Holds enough
drama, pathos, laughs, thrills to keep
you fascinated every minute. A lulu.

Don’t miss it.” —Mirror “Ace of all flying pictures. A great

story. Beautifully directc<l and well

played. Worth seeing. Brings a lump
in the throat just to think about it.

Don’t miss this picture.”—Graphic

“Thriller. Stunning shots of air squad-

rons in action. Certainly packs a kick!”

—News
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RXO DRIVE TO RRING CHILDREN

RACK TO THEATRE NETS RESULT
<>

RKO’s concentrated campaign

to bring the children back to the

theatre, as exclusively reported

in this publication a week ago,

WOMAN’S JAIL STORY

ON WARNER SCHEDULE
is bearing fruit, according to Joe

Plunkett, vice-president in gen-

eral charge of theatres.

“Because a more concerted ef-

fort now is being made to estab-

lish RKO theatres as favorites

with the children and younger
generation,” he explained yester-

day, “ a club with 2200 member-
ship in Bi'ooklyn attended one of

the RKO playhouses during the

past week. The club’s harmonica
band was heard on the stage.”

Warner Bros, will pnoduce a

screen play dealing with life in

a prison for women, written by

Melville Grossman. The picture’s

temporary title is “Bad Woman.”
Maude Fulton made the screen
adaptation and the dialogue is by
Arthur Caesar. The cast selected
so far includes M^iy Boley,. Mar-
tha Mattox, Vera Gordon and
Blanche Friderici.

“PADDED CELL”
FOR CENSORS

RIClOIOiND, Va., July 21.

—The Virginia State Divi-
sion of Alotion Picture Cen-
sorship now does its duty
by both silents and talkies
shut up in a projection
room lined with felt in
order not to annoy other
tenants of the building.
Thus, when visitors call on
the censors the latter are
reported, not “in confer-
ence” but “in the padded
ceU.”

“THE BAD MAN” SET
FOR AUGUST RELEASE
The national release date of

“The Bad Man”, based bn the

FILMLAND OFnCES

SHUT DOORS EARLY

TO FLEE HUMIDin
It wasn’t the heat, it was the

humidity or something or ot’ner.

Anyway the majority of the lead-

ing executive oflBces in Broad-

way’s filmland closed shop yester-

day shortly a^ter 3 o’cljock, to

give their personnel an oppor-
tunity to flee the sizzling temper-
ature that settled over Times
Square and vicinity, reaching peak
torridity along about mid-after-
noon.

EDDIE CANTOR TO MAKE
5 FOR SAMUEL GOLDWYN
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Eddie

In Cleveland, according to

Plunkett’s report, 7,000 children
participated in a Safe and Sane
Fourth parade sponsored by RKO
during the first week of the cam-
paign. RKO has three theatres

in Cleveland.

This nuDvement has been set in

motion over the enitre United
States where RKO theatres are
located and similar results have
been attained where the campaign
has been perfected.

It is RKO’s policy to reach every
member of the family in its vaude-
ville and picture presentations.

M-C-M PROMISES FIVE

FOR AUGUST RELEASE

Five releases are on M-G-M’s
schedule for next month. They
include, “Way Out West,” with
William Haines; “Let Us Be Gay,”
with Norma Shearer; “Singer of

Seville,” with Ramon Novarro;
“Forward March”, with Buster
Keaton and “Good News”, version
of the musical stage comedy.

12 HOLMES SUBJECTS
NEARING COMPLETION

Burton Holmes is finishing up
a group of 12 single-reel around-
the - world - with - Burton Holmes
subjects for M-G-M release.

COOL SITTERS
AND NO “CHASER”

The fierce heat of Friday,
Saturday and Sunday seem-
ed to influence a sudden
boom in movie attendance,
particularly at neighbor-
hood houses equipped with
efficient cooling systems.
Several regular patrons of

such theatres, however,
have come forward Avith a
different explanation and
one not to the advantage of

the box offices. They claim
to have obsened many oc-

cupants of nice cool seats
sticking to them througli
several comi^lete programs
—thus accounting for un-
usual attendance without
increase of revenue.

LATEST SPORTLIGHT
FOR BOTH STRANDS

The New York and Brooklyn
Strand Theatres have booked the

latest Pathe-Grantland Rice Sport-
light, “Somewhere Out” for the
week starting July 25th.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Sev-
eral of the most important pro-
ductions to be released by First

National in its “Prosperity Group”
are nearing completion at the
Burbank studios, which have been
operating at close to capacity dui’-

ing the summer.
Pictures now being filmed either

at the studios, or on location, in-

cludes the following: “Kismet,”
“Adios,” “Sunny,” “Going Wild,”
“College Lovers,” ‘The Hot Heir-
ess,” “Father’s Son,” and “The
Gorilla.”

Otis Skinner, star of “Kismet”,
his most famous stage play, has
completed his work before the
cameras and is on the way East.

With “The Dawn Patroi” smash-
ing records throughout the coun-
try, Richard Barthelmess has
practically completed another pro-
duction. “Adios,” is a tale of early
Southern California life.

Rapid progress is being made on
“Sunny”, which Marily Miller, mu-
sical comedy star, rates as the
best of the many stage produc-
tions in which she has appeared.

THREE STUDIOS RUSHED
WITH COMEDY WORK

Five out of the seven twc-reel
comedy series which Educational
announces for release in the sea-
son of 1930-31 are already under
way at the three studios produc-
ing this program—the Education-
al, Metropolitan and Mack Sennett
I.'lants.

famous stage play in whch the

late Holbrook Blinn scored his

latest- success, is announced as

August 22. This makes eight First

National and Vitaphone pictures

which will be nationally releas-
ed during the month of August,
Warner Jubilee Month.

BLYSTONE TO DIRECT
“TOLLABLE DAVID”

John Blystone has been signed
to direct Columbia’s “Tol’able
David.” Scheduled as one of the
Columbia roadshow productions,
the story is being adapted by
Benjamin Glazer and will star a
well known juvenile.

“CIMARRON” GIRL

SOUGHT BY LE BARON
William LeBaron is completing

screen tests for the leading fem-
inine role for Radio’s screen ver-
sion of Edna Ferber’s “Cimarron”.
Twenty-one tests already have
been made. LeBaron expects to

announce lucky lady soon.

“HER MAN” COMPLETED
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Pathe

has completed the editing of the
special feature production “Her
Man.”

M. S. Bergerman has been nam-
ed general manager of short sub-

jects production at Universal City,

according to an announcement

from the New York office yester-

day. Bergerman was at one time

an official of the May Department
store in Los Angeles. He is the
husband of Rosabelle Laemmle,
daughter of the president of Uni-
versal.

Cantor has signed a five-year con-
tract with Samuel Goldwyn for

the production of a picture a
year, it was announced Saturday.
The actor is on a hurried trip

East, and will return to the coast
in about three weeks. His first

screen musical comedy, “Whoo-
pee,” made for Mr. Goldwyn in
association with Florenz Ziegfeld,
has not as yet been released.

$10 EXTRA JUMPS
TO FOX 2ND LEADS

Five months ago Gregory Gaye
was grateful for $10-a-day extra
jobs. Director David Butler gave
him a chance to portray a French
aristocrat in “High Society
Blues,” and since then he has
hisen to be a popular featured
player. Recently he completed the
second lead in “What A Widow”
with Gloria Swanson and now is

playing a principal role in “Rene-
gades,” directed by Victor Fleming
for Fox Films, with Warner Bax-
ter and Noah Beery in the cast.

STANLEY SMITH IN

ED WYNN PICTURE

Stanley Smith will appear op-
posite Ginger Rogers again when
“Manhattan Mary”, Ed W3Tin’8

starring picture for Paramount,
goes into production at the New
York studio the first week in
August.

IDOOTH FILM FOR MORAN
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Lee

Moran’s appearance in “Pardon
My Gun” Pathe’s new Western,
marks his one thousandth pic-
ture.

SUCCESS!

Lonis B. Mayer, vice-

president of M-G-M gives
the following prescription
for success.

Organization.
Realization of personal

shortcomings.
Ability to pick efficient

associates.
Honesty.
Good Health.
A sense of Itumor.

8 Pictures Now in Production

At the First Nationai Studio

Bergerman Now Heads
Short Subjects Dept
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WM. FOX RE-ENTERS AMUSEMENT FIELD

AS LARGEST MINIATURE GOLF PROMOTER

He, who by

the written

word, gives

aid and comfort

to the reformers

and those who

would legislate

the picture industry

out of business

Is an

Enemy of the

Picture Business

and must be

Classed and

Treated as Such!

WILLIAM RAYNOR HEADS

BIG 4 SALES DEPT.

After fourteen years association

with the /Pathe Exchange, Inc.,

where he acted as New York
branch manager and, during the

past year as short subject sales

manager of the home office, Wil-
liam B. Raynor has joined the

Big 4 Film Corporation, where
he will be associated as Sales
Manager.

FOX THEATRE CORP.

ALSO BECOMES ACTIVE

IN THE SAME FIELD

The Fox Theatre Corporation,
here as well as on the Pacific
Coast, is proceeding on the theory
that miniature golf being a popu-
lar entertainment and Fox Thea-
tres being in the popular enter-
tainment business they are fully
justified in building and conduct-

(Continued on page 2 col. 2)

BEN GRIMM APPOINTED
COLUMBIA AD CHIEF

Ben H. Grimm, advertising and
publicity executive, has been ap-
pointed advei’tising manager of
Columbia Pictures by Joe Brandt,
president of the company. He re-
places Hank Linet, resigned. Ben
is now on the joh and will handle

(Continued on page 2)

First of Series of Courses Throughout Country to Be
On Big Plot in Rear of Roxy Theatre

SCOTCH AUDIENCE
RIOTOUS FOR TALKIE

LONDON, July 22.—The
Scots in Scotland also want
their talkies. At Greenock
last week there was a near
riot when, a silent picture
having been screened, the
management of the King’s
Theatre announced that the
show was over. At another
theatre the silent feature
had been followed immedi-
ately by a talkie. For this

the King^s audience had
sat patiently through the
silent—^and when the novel-
ty of sound and talk failed
them, they marched bellig-

erently on the box office.

They finally compromised
on the promise of “talkie
shorts tomorrow.”

William Fox, former head of the
Fox Film corporation, has ventur-
ed into the miniature golf course
field. It was reported in film
circles yesterday that Fox will en-
deavor to become the leading pro-
moter in the U. S. of this new
type of amusement.

With the recent and meteoric
advent of Tom Thumb golf courses
and the phenomenal success, finan-

cially, of such ventures. Fox en-
tered the field in a quiet way. So
quiet, in fact, that the former
movie magnate has such a course
on the verge of completion in the
heart of the Times Square dist-

rict.

William Fox controls (he prop-
erty in the rear of the Roxy the-
atre. This property is being con-
verted into what is considered one
of the finest miniature golf courses
in the country and ore of the very

(Continued on page 2 col. 3)

Sound Film Pact Signed,

World
A. GOTTESMAN RESIGNS FROM WARNER CIRCUIT

Major Albert Warner announced
yesterday the resignation of Al-

fred Gottesman, executive of War-
ner Bros. Theatre Circuit. Major

Warner stated that he was loath

to accept the resignation. He paid

high tribute to Gottesman’s show-
manship and executive ability.

Mr. Gottesman’s resignation at
this time is in accordance with the
understanding reached when he
became associated with Warner
Bros, through their purchase of
his circuit. His arrangement pro-
vided that he was to aid them in
the development of their theatre
organization. Now that this has
been accomplished he will devote
himself to his own interests which
require all his personal attention.

“U” TO HAVE SOUND
AND COLOR IN NEWS

Graham McNamee, the ‘ talking
reporter” of the screen, and pio-
neer radio announcer, yesterday
was placed under a three year
contract by Carl Laemmle. Mc-
Namee, for the past six months,
has featured Universal’s newsreel.
It was also announced that sound
and color will be added as fea-
tures to the newsreel.

Incident to the signing of Mc-
Namee Universal officials reported
that within the past four months,
according to the officials, book-
ings have increased 300 per cent
^d future sales contracts have
multiplied the previous quarter’s
figures by 480 per cent.

t
PARIS, July 22.—Delegates to

the international film conference
brought five weeks of negotiations
to a close by signing a formal
agreement settling world wide
differences relating to patents in-

volved in electrical talking film
apparatus. The agreement en-
ables producers to obtain licenses
all over the world under both
American and German patents. It

provides for free interchange of
pictures and all makes of licensed
apparatus.

Under the agreement the world
market is divided between German

(Continued on page 2)

ROXY DANCER RETURNS
Following a short vacation Pa-

tricia Bowman, premiere danseuse
at the Roxy, returns to the foot-
lights Friday.
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FILM BUSINESS NOW RATED

AS $2,000,000,000 INDUSTRY
Motion pictures now represent

a two-billion dollar industry after
only 35 years of existence. This
estimate was made yesterday by
Halsey, Stuart and Company, in-

vestment bankers and active in

financing film enterprises.

Weekly attendance, according to

the same estimate, has reached
115,000,000 which comes close to
equalling the population of the
United States.

Investments in theatres and
equipment, including sound, rep-
resents $1,250,000,000.

There is expended annually
$125,000,000 in picture production.

The change from silent to sound
pictures represented an invest-
ment of $500,000,000 new 'Capital.

It is considered the most rapid
move ever to occur in the indus-
try, and one of the most protenti-
ous.

FOX THEATRES PLAN
MANY GOLF COURSES

(Continued from page 1 col. 2)

ing “Tom Thumb” links. Several
such courses are now under con-
struction in the Los Angeles sec-
tion, and yesterday announcement
was made that the company is

having plans drawn for a course
within the Fox Kew Cardens, now
dark.

Harry Arthur, general manager
of the theatres, said that when
the plans and estimates of cost
are submitted the theatrical of-

ficials will arrive at their deci-
sion. It they decide in favor of

the project, the course—which is

on Queens Boulevard—will be
ready in about three weeks.

Mr. Arthur said that if the Kew
Gardens residents patronized the
new amusement sufficiently, the
scheme might be tried out in

other locations. There are at the
moment about twenty Fox houses
which are unteiianted by the mo-
vies and are suitable for minia-
ture golf touises.

It is understood the plans pro-
vide that the course shall run
down the main hallways of the
renovated f her. ties. On the sides
and in the balconies other ad-
juncts cf country club life will be

placed. The courses in theatres
have the asset of being available
all through the year.

WM. FOX RE-ENTERS
AMUSEMENT FIELD

(Continued from page 1 col. 4)

few in the heart of a metropoli-
tan district.

It is understood that Fox will

enter this field in a big way and
that the course in the rear of

the Roxy is only one of many that

will be construQted under his su-
pervision.

It was remarked yesterday that
such an enterprise could be con-
fined only to the summer months
along the north Atlantic seaboard.
Fox, it is understood, is consider-
ing the advisability of launching
forth this winter on indoor golt

on a large scale with touruamenfs
such as now are popular in the
indoor ice-hockey leagues.

THE DAWN PATRDL”
BREAKS PHILA. RECDRD

Repeating its success at the

Winter Garden, New York, and at

the California Theatre, San Fran-
cisco, Calif., “The Dawn Patrol”,
First National’s aviation epic

opened to tremendous crowds at

the Boyd Theatre, Philadelphia,
July 19.

The cr^awds around the Boyd
theatre seeking admittance to the

first Philadelphia showing of “The
Dawn Patrol,” was so large that

six additional police officers were
assigned to handle them.
Receipts for the first day broke

all house records by something
over $200. All of the newspaper
reviews were laudatory and every-
thing points to a long eng.igenient

at the Boyd. Barthelmess always
has been popular in Philadelphia.

MICRDSCDPIC <LAB’

DPENED IN YDNKERS

A microscope motion picture
laboratory has been installed at

the Boyce Thomson Institute for

Plant Research in Yonkeis.
It pictures minute organisms,

hairs and roots too small to be
seen unaided. Corn in three min-
utes is shown from seed to six

weeks’ growth.
Nasturtiums and other flowers,

plants and vegetables have been
photographed.

“BUCK” GALLOP’S STABLE WINS

RIBBONS GALORE AT HORSE SHOWS
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MAIN STREET

.>IJd-town moviettes * * * Charlie
MacDonald of Wafilms minus the

famous goatee * * * banish for the

summer only * * * boys all buy-
ing golf outfits (including sticks)

to meet the onrushing Tom Thumb
offensive * * * Tom Waller is back
from Bermuda with suntan * * *

potential ingenues in their best
hot weather apparel cluttering up
RKO’s booking emporium * * *

Carroll Graham who co-authored
with (iarrett a best seller of Hol-
lywood was a visitor yesterday
* * * Eddie Corbett, demon press
agent, and scouring Broadway for

items when bustles were in vogue,
reports they call “Ingagi” “spag-
hetti”-—in Hoboken * * * whirling
propellors over the marquee of

Winter Garden attract many of
the desperate seeking relief from
heat wave * * Criterion theatre
rapidly being turned into a bill-

board in interest of Paramount
* * * ditto Hippodrome for RKO
* * * Scribes have to go up 16
floors to see Tiffany’s news vendor
* * * he’s never in ’•' * * A1 Selig,

please write * * * Graham Me-
Namee is facing strong competi-
tion when Uncle Carl incorporates
sound in newsreel * * * Broadway
all abuzz over impending legit

casting season * * * Charley Petti-
john went from the frying pan in-

to the fire when he left New York
yesterday for the sizzling mid,-
west * * jj-’g cooler, by the bye.

BEN GRIMM APPOINTED
COLUMBIA AD CHIEF
(Continued from page 1)

the advertising and sales promo-
tion departments, under the super-
vision of J. H. Gallagher, direct-
or of public relations.
Grimm has been associated with

a number of the major companies
including Universal, Associated
Exhibitors, Selznick as well as
with the Moving Picture World.

Linet leaves for a brief vaca-
tion, following which he will make
an important announcement as to
his future plans.

CAST ADDITIDN

Barbara Bedford has been added
to the cast of “Sunny”, starring
Marilyn Miller, a First National
production.

H. M. Gallop, former vice-presi-

dent of the advertising firm of

Lord, Thomas and Logan, which
has prominent motion picture ac-
counts, including RCA and RKO,
last week won signal distinction
with his stable of saddle horses
at the Fairfield County Hunt club
show at Westport.

Gallop won eleven blue ribbons,
one red, two championships and

one reserve in the saddle classes.

The current week finds Gallop’s
stable of blue bloods at Stamford
in the Grand National where his

mounts meet some of the best
horses in the country. His Lady
Margaret and Lady Mildred which
beat the entire field last week
at Greenwich, are entered, as is

his Polkadot Chief which won the
reserve championship.

“DIXIANA” MAKES
SELL=OUT BOW

IN L.A. PREMIER

RKO Orpheum in Los
Angeles where “Dixiana”
had its opening last night
reported to the New York
offices of the company yes-
terday noon that the house
had been completely sold
out at $5 top by 10:00
o’clock in the morning.

STDCK MARKET
Tuesday, July 22, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 58% 61 -1-1%

Warner Bros. 41’% 43% 4-1%
Warner Bros. Pre. 48% 48%
Fox Film “A” 44% 47% 4-21/4

Loew’s Inc 70 73 -(-3

Radio K-A-0 31% 33% 4-2%
Pathe Exchange ... 4% 4%
Fathe “A” 9'/4 9% — %
Con. P. Ind 18% 18% — %
Con. P. Ind. Pre.... 20'% 20% 4- %

Curb Jttarket

Fox Theatre “A”... 9% 9% — %

SDUND PACT SIGNED,

DIVIDE WDRLD MARKETS
(Continued from page 1)

and American apparatus produc-
ers as follows:

Germany supplies Germany (in-

cluding the Danzig, Saar and Me-
mel territory), Austria, Hungary,
Switzerland^ (Czechoslovakia, Hol-
land, Dutch East Indies, Denmark,
Sweden, Norway, Finland, Jugosla-
via, Roumania and Bulgaria.

The United States supplies the
United States, Canada, Newfound-
land, Australia, New Zealand,
Straits Settlements, India and
Russia.

Apparatus required for other
countries, notably France and Bri-
tain, will be supplied by both Ger-
man and American factories.

The document was signed by
three American and three German
official delegates to the confer-
ence. The Americans were J. E.
Otterson, C. J. Ross and J. C.
Graham for the United States pic-
ture industries and Dr. Emil
Mayer, Dr. Fritz Luschen and
Milton Diamond for the Germans.
The agreement was considered

a triumph for Will Hays, arbiter
of the American motion picture
industry, since as arbitrator of tne
conference he prevented it several
times from breaking up.

MONTY LOVE IN ‘KISMET’

As First National’s production
of “Kismet”, starring Otis Skin-
ner, nears completion, Montagu
Love has been added to the cast
tor an important sequence. His
role will he that of the head jailer

of the Bagdad prison, “Kismet”
will be finished within the next
two or three days. John Francis
Dillon is directing the picture, and
the cast includes, besides Mr.
Skinner, such well known players
as Loretta Young, David Manners,
Sidney Blackmer, Mairy Duncan
and Ford Sterling.



The Wise Buyers...
WANT and GET the most for
theirmoney. Thisaccountsfor
our 33 per cent business in-

crease when eill the trade pub-
lications show a loss.
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The Industry Rides with the Winner!
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OOD COMEDY was never in such

\JF demand or of such importance as

it is today. It is a vital, an essential, part of the new screen

entertainment; the theatre’s one best bet to appeal to the

juvenile patronage; a real necessity for your box-offiee, with

a value out of all proportion to its economical cost.

Comedies call for the most careful thought in your planning

for the coming season. Educational is the one sure, safe place

to turn for them. Though acknowledged Short Feature leaders

for more than ten years. Educational Pictures have never

stood out so far ahead of the field.

Following the banner year of its history. Educational^ with

greatly enlarged studio facilities, is now advancing to a still

bigger season of comedy, and is offering you for 1930-1931

a group of pictures which we proudly and confidently an-

nounce as the greatest comedy program the screen has yet seen.

Member, Motion Picture Producers

and Distributors of America, Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President
£. IV. HAMMONS, President

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM
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‘MEMORY OF YOU’ THEME SONG

FOR WARNER SILVER JUBILEE
•0

Wheu Warner Bros, were cogi-

tating over plans for their Silver

Jubilee Celebration, which is to

run throughout August, a theme

song to be used in connection

with the pictures to be released

during the month was suggest-

ed. There was a chorus of assent.

Word went immediately to Holly-

wood, where songwriters and com-

posers are so numerous on the

Warner and First National lots

that they crowd one another off

the walks. The result was that

there were a dozen songs sub-

mitted within a week.

The committee named to select

the number best suited had no
easy job in picking the winner.
There were several that seemed
to have everything necessary.
The successful effort turned up in

the one entitled “In Memory of

You.” The song was written by
Dubin and Burke, who have had
much success as collaborators,
and it now has the Warner Bros,
stamp on it.

It follows that “In Memory of

You” will come into the world
with a good deal of eclat. It

will be broadcast over the air and
will be played in all the Warner
Theatres as well as in thousands
of other houses. The song will
be played w'herever there is a
Brunswick Panatrope and there is

little doubt that it will be given
a more tremendous circulation
within a short period of time than
any other song ever written.

SIMMONS HEADS

A.M.P.A. SLATE

The nominating committee of
the Associated Motion Picture Ad-
vertisers, Inc., has officially an-
nounced the following slate for
1930-1931: For President, Michael
Simmons of Sono Art-World Wide
Pictures; for Vice President,
Charles W. Barrell of Western
Electric; for Treasurer, George
Bilson of First National; for Sec-
retary, Edward Finney of United
Artists.

The Board of Directors will
comprise the four above mention-
ed officers and: Paul Benjamin,
Hank Linet, Ralph Lund, Edward
L. Klein and Vincent Trotta. The
Auditing Committee: Joseph G.
Pine, chairman, Fred Baer, Myles
Laska. The Truestees: Tom
Wiley (to serve for a three year
term).

Councillor of the U. S. Chamber
of Commerce: P. L. Thomson..
AMPA Bulletin: Clarence Shot-

tenfels. Bus. Mgr., Walter F. Eber-
hardt. Editor. The AMPA elec-
tions will take place in September.
Acting as members of the nom-

inating committee who proposed
the new administrative line-up
were Walter P. Eberhardt, Chair-
man, Paul Gulick, Charles W.
Barrell, Clarence Shottenfels,
Ralph Lund, Bert Perkins and Ed-
ward McNamee.

DAYLIGHT FILM SCREEN
INVENT^IN FRANCE

PARIS—Inventors of a special

cinema screen here claim that

through use of it motion pictures

can be shown out of doors and
in lighted halls. The new screen,

it is explained, consists of an or-

dinary opaque screen in front of

which is placed a frame holding

rows of vrey thin, bright metal

blades perpendicular to the screen
and covering its face. The blades,
invisible to the spectators, are de-
signed to catch light obliquely,
whether from sunlight or eiectric
sources, and cast shadows on the
real screen which is so darkened
that the images show clearly.

RKO vaudeville attractions here-
after will be known as RKO
Varieties. The title of “vaude-
ville” no longer will be used in

connections with its stage attrac-
tions.

This announcement was made
yesterday.

The step was taken, according
to officials, to carry out the policy
of RKO executives and chief
booker of stage shows to create a

TaUde Shows for Athens

Two new cinemas seating 2,800

and 1,500 respectively, will prob-
ably be opened in Athens at the
beginning of next season. Both
will be wired for the reproduction
of sound films. It is also report-

ed that Olympia Film, a Greek
producing firm is planning the
construction of a sound film stu-

dio at Eleusina, near Athens.
« * «

Vienna Police Newsreel

A section of Police cameramen
has been instituted at the Vienna
Central Police Station. It will

be the duty of these cameramen
to make special “shots” from
some hidden place of all public
events in which the local police
plays a part. These “shots” will
constitute a so called police news-
reel, which will be demonstrated
to the police administration in a
special hall.

• • •

Yugoslav Houses Wired
As of June 21, 29 Yugoslav the-

atres were wired for the repro-
duction of sound films, 9 with
American and 20 with foreign ap-
paratus. Of these theatres 4 are
located in Zagreb, 6 in Belgrade,
2 in Subotica, 2 in Banjaluka, 1
in Sarajevo and the others in less
well known centres.

YEAH?

Earl Wingert, boss of
Paramount publicity staff,

and Mrs. Wingert, were
awakened suddenly to find
their automatic refrigerator
in their Tudor City apart-
ment, on fire. Earl reports
this in all seriousness as
being the height of some-
thing or other.

COWBOY-COMPOSER
SIGNED BY ROXY

David W. Guion, cowboy-com-
poser, will appear in the Roxy
stage offering to make his ini-

tial how at this theatre Friday.

He will present his own compofji-

tions. Guion divides his time be-

tween western rodeos and concert

appearances. This will mark his

first appearance in a motion pic-

ture theatre.

new and distinctive type of “in the
flesh” entertainment. Some de-
fined distinction was needed, it

was decided, to contrast stage en-
tertainment with sound pictures
on a composite bill.

RKO Varieties will be the na-
tional title to designate all stage
presentations in RKO theatres
with the advent of the theatrical
season which makes its bow the
first of next month.

New Apparatus Co.

According to a report received
from Assistant Trade Commission-
er Martin H. Kennedy of London,
a new apparatus company was
registered, viz: Mihaly Universal
Tonefllm Syndicate, as a private
company on June 27, with a nom-
inal capital of 50,000 Pounds to
carry on the business of manu-
facturers and dealers in machin-
ery and appliances for recording
and transmitting sound and pic-
tures, kinematograph and photo-
graphic machines, etc.

* « «

For British Films Only
A report received from Trade

Commissioner Julian B. Foster,
Wellington, New Zealand, states
that an innovation for Auckland
is a Talking Picture Theatre
which will screen nothing but
British Aims. The idea emanates
from Mrs. Henry Hayward, wife
of one of New Zealands leading
Picture Theatre proprietors who
has decided to run the Grand The-
atre in Queen Street, Aucklarfd
as a British Picture House as from
May 24, 1930. There are 47 pic-
ture theatres in Auckland and
Mrs. Hayward is of the opinion
that with such a large population
(209,800) there should be room for
at least one house devoted exclu-
sively to British pictures.

FOX THEATRES DIVIDES

UP-STATE TERRITORY

Officials of Pox Theatres, in

pursuance of their recently an-

nounced expansion drive, yester-

day completed the first steps in

the move when the up-state New
York section was divided into two
divisions. Until this change was
made Harry D. Goldberg was in

charge of the section as a whole.

Under the new division Goldberg
will have supervisional charge of

Fox Theatres in Auburn, Bath,

Buffalo, Cannandaga, Newark,
(N.Y.), Corning, Syracuse.

Marshall Taylor, until recently

in charge of the Albany theatres,

will be in charge of the other Fox
division, with headquarters in

Albany. Under his supervision

will be theatres in Utica, Water-
town, Saratoga, Oneonta, Nor-

wich, Little Falls, Ilion, Glovers-
ville and Carthage.

WALLACKS GOES SOUND
ON ALL SHORT BASIS

Wallack’s Theatre in West 42nd
Street has been in the hands of

sound engineers for the past three
weeks and will reopen within a
few days as a talking picture the-
atre devoted exclusively to short-
length subjects. Wallack’s will be
the first motion picture theatre in

New York offering this type of en-
tertainment.

Cartoons, comedies, sport films,

scenic and travel Aims, education-
al subjects, film recordings of

vaudeville acts and spectacular
subjects as well as the more for-

mal news reels will comprise the
film fare to be offered at Wallack’s
Theatre. The average program
will be about two hours in length
and w'ill consist of ten or twelve
distinct subjects. Continuous per-
formances will be given, the the-
atre being open from 11 o’clock in
the morning until 11 o’clock at
night. It w'as said yesterday that
the program at Wallack’s was in-
tended to be the fllm equivalent
of vaudeville.

ROSALIE STEWART NOW
PARAMOUNT PRODUCER
Rosalie Stewart, former pro-

ducer of successful stage plays
and vaudeville acts, has just join-
ed the production staff at Para-
mount’s New York studio. Miss
Stewart will assume full respon-
sibility for the story material of
the screen plays in which Clau-
dette Colbert will a4)pear when
this talented actress returns to
New York and the film studio in
the autumn.

BRADFORD TO DO TWO
SCORES FOR TIFFANY

James Bradford, one of the pio-
neer writers of musical scores in
the industry, has signed to write
the scores for two Tiffany pro-
ductions. The productions are,
“Troopers Three” and “The Lost
Zeppelin.”

NO MORE “VAUDEVILLE” ON RKO CIRCUIT-

STAGE ACTS TO BE KNOWN AS “VARIETIES”

Foreign Film Notes
Received from 'Tntde CommiMloBer

GEORGE R. Ci-NTY, Paris
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COLUMBIA ANNOUNCES

SALES FORCE CHANGE

Columbia announced yesterday
several changes in its exchange
staffs, including the following:

J. R. Neger, former assistant
manager for First National's Indi-

anapolis office, has joined Colum-
bia’s force in that city.

Sam Sirbu has been promoted to
booker and Edward Fryer has
been made shipping clerk in the
San Francisco office.

Carl L. Ebert has joined the
Salt Lake City sales force.
Carl Miller, formerly connected

with the Fox and Tiffany forces,
has joined the Chicago sales force
for Columbia under the supervi-
sion of L. W. Alexander.

STARR MADE MEMBER
OF DEFOREST BOARD

Herman Starr, vice-president of
Warners, and president of First
National, has been elected a mem-
ber of the Board of Directors of the
DeForest Radio company.

PARIS SOUND FILM AGREEMENT BELIEVED

TO ASSURE INDUSTRY’S WIDEST SCOPE
^
Credit Given Hays for Securing Interchange of

Licenses and Equitable Division of World Market

Territories

TWO BROADWAY
HOUSES CHANGE

OPENING DATES

“Manslaughter” yesterday even-

ing, replaced “Holiday” on the

Rivoli screen. Claudette Colbert

and Frederic Marsh are featured.

Alice Duer Miller wrote the story.

“Raffles”, with Ronald Colman
starred, opens today at the Rialto.

These two openings are excep-

tional in that Friday is the cus-

tomary opening day along Broad-

way.

SWAAB TO FLY
TO CHI. OPEHINO

Captain Jacques M. Swaab, not-

ed aviator, will fly to Chicago for

the opening of “The Dawn Pa-
'trol” at McVicker’s Theatre in

that city, July 30.

On his arrival in Chicago he
will be met by an organization of
mid-western aviators who will es-
cort him to McVicker’s Theatre
for the opening performance.
Among other plans for the famous
jwar ace is a banquet in his honor
to be given by the Chicago Press
iClub.

pose of overcoming “the American
stranglehold on the British “film
industry,” a bill was introduced in
the House of Commons yesterday
by G. L. M. Mander. The bill is

stated to have the support of all
political parties.

Mr. Mander said the distribution
of films in Britain was very large-
ly in the hands of the American

(Continued on page 4)

HAYS FORESEES REAL
“PHANTOM OF OPERA”

PARIS, July 23.—Will H.

Hays, as he was leaving

Paris to catcli “He de

France” for lionie, an-

nouncied a new and real

“phantom of the opera.” On
being interviewed abont the

talkies he said: “Talking
pictures will drive the
grand opera houses out of
business. In the pictures
we can stage any opera
much better than they can
on the finest existing stage.
Screens twice and three
times the size of the pres-
ent screen will be used to
accommodate the great
choruses which will sing in
the opera-talkies. There
are hundreds of grand
opera productions tliat can
be filmed in French, Italian
and other languages. Tfoth-
ing can stop the anricnlar
films.”

C. NIELSEN NOW IN

SCANDINAVIA FOR FOX

Carl Nielsen has taken over the
duties of District Manager of
Scandinavia with headquarters in
Stockholm, Sweden, according to
an announcement by Clayton P.
Sheehan, general foreign manager
of Pox Films. Nielsen’s appoint-
ment became effective July 15.

disputes over sound film patents
ownership by the

simple process of

free interchange
of licenses to man-
ufacture and the
division of world-
market territory

between the Unit-

ed States and Ger-
many, is regarded by leaders of

the industry as an achievement
equal to the best expectations en-

tertained for five weeks’ confer-

ence just ended at Paris. The
new drastic action of the German
Reichstag practically erecting an
impassable barrier against the en-

trance of foreign films—especially

those of the United States—left the
conference’s hands tied in other
trade directions.

The signatures of American and
German delegates were obtained
in time for Will Hays to lay down
his gavel of chairman and catch
the “He de France” for home. Ac-
cording to press cables, much of

the credit for the results accom-

(Continued on page 5)

W. L. HOPKINS BURIAL

IN OHIO TOMORROW
Walter L. Hopkins, of the art

department at Tiffany Pictures,
who was found dead in his apart-
ment on West 46th street Tues-
day, will be buried in Marysville,
O., tomorrow. The remains will

be sent to Marysville today.
Hopkins, who had a brilliant

war record was a member of the
Princeton Ambulance Unit in the
French Army, afterwards being
transferred to the A.E.P. Re-
turning afte rthe war he joined
the Cleveland News and later was
turning after the war he joined
Tiffany’s art department.
The remains will be escorted to

the Pennsylvania station by rep-
resentatives of the American
Legion.

Commons Film Measure Seeks

To Break U. S. “Stranglehold”— —
LONDON, July 23.—For the pur-

Will H. Hays

ComimTHE BIGTRAIL
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MAIN STREET
Ay "Gohdotfll^^

Delight Evans, who has written

and edited screen fan magazines

since she was fifteen years old

was notified at the peak of the hot

spell that she had been elected

vice president of Screenland.

Alfred Cohen, chairman of the

board, said she deserved it for

doubling the circulation since she
became editor eighteen months
agQ * * * Florence Boss, of the
Warner Brothers publicity staff,

and Pierre de Rohan, former movie
critic of the Morning Telegraph,
not only collaborate in the writ-
ing of plays and scenarios, but
now also are joint owners of a
big Marmon car and joint bosses
of a snooty uniformed chauffeur
* * * Adolph Znkor enjoyed a
stroll through Times Square yes-
terday noon despite the heat * * *

Joe Seiden hkd a birthday yester-
day * * * claims that for his age
he’s in better^shape than Zora Agha
the 156 year old Turk whom the
newsreels have been featuidng the
past few days * * *

HARRIS TO SUPERVISE
“CRIMINAL CODE” WORK
Harry Cohn has assigned Rob-

ert Harris to supervise Columbia’s
production of “The Criminal
Code”, adapted from the stage
play of prison life. Harris form-
erly was scenario head at M-G-M.

BIG BALLYHOO IS PLANNED

FOR HUGHES’ HELL’S ANGELS
Howard Hughes, youthful oil

baron and motion picture produc-
er, is going t;o give Broadway
something to get excited about
when he opens his “Hell’s Angels”
at the Criterion Theatre, August
11 .

Hughes, who spent three years
and in the neighborhood of $4,-

000,000 introducing this epic of the
air, will spend a small fortune on
lighting effects alone, at the open-
ing. It is reported $100,000 will

be spent on this item alone (or

maybe the copy reader misplaced
a comma or something.)
Another $50,000 will be spent on

special equipment to perfect the
sound and projection accessories
at the theatre. Flans include the
installation of an enlarged screen.
Hollywood celebrities galore will

step from limousines on opening
night. “Hell’s Angels” will show
twice daily at $2.50 top.
Heading the cast are Ben Lyon,

James Hall, Jean Harlow, Jane
Winton, Thelma Todd and Doug-
las Gillmore.

“TOP SPEED” TO HAVE
TWO BIG PREMIERES

“Top Speed,” a First National
comedy with music, will have two
world premieres, the first at the
Stanley Theatre, Pittsburgh, July
24, the second at the Earl The-
atre, Washington, D. C., July 25.

These will be the first engage-
ments of the new comedy, with
Joe E. Brown heading a notable
cast including Bernice Claire,
Jack Whiting, Rita Flynn and
Frank McHugh.

Miss Claire will attend the
Pittsburgh opening and will re-
main for a week of personal ap-
pearances.

OPERA STAR LAUDS
PATHE AUDIO REVIEW

Clarence Whitehill, celebrated
actor-baritone for fourteen years
at the Metropolitan, writes in a
letter to Terry Ramsaye, editor
Pathe Audio Review:
“May I express to you my ap-

preciation of the work you are do-
ing with the Audio Review in

creating a new and distinctive
form of entertainment. In recent
issues I have heard some of the
finest compositions of the greatest
composers, such as Tschaikowsky,
Debussy, Rimsky-Korsakoff and
other classics, interpreted with au-
thority and combined with pictori-
al matter that adds immeasurably
to the harmonic setting . The
Audio Review is undoubtedly a
valuable contribution to contem-
porary musical art and pictures
as expressed on the audible
screen.”

NEW ZANE GREY HERO
Zane Grey’s novels have been

told upon the screen by various
popular heroes, and now George
O’Brien steps into the arena with
two characterizations, screening
the life and adventures of Buck
Duane, square-shooting outlaw
and one of the most interesting
of the famous novelist’s heroes.
In “The Lone Star Ranger,” and
“The Last of the Duanes,” O’Brien
presents a clear picture of the dar-
ing cowboy who was Grey’s beau
ideal in the story."

BARBARA LOANED
Columbia has loaned Barbara

Stanwyck to Warners.

Movie Houses Beat Heat Wave

By Playing ‘Prosperity Politics’
^ —

SIDNEY AND LENORE
ARRIVE IN TOWN

Sidney Blackmer arrived in New
York yesterday with Lenore Ulric,

who is Mrs. Blackmer. He will

remain here for about a week be-

fore returning to the First Na-

tional Studio at Burbank, Califor-

nia. He completed his role in

“Kismet” the day before Miss

Ulric’s departure, and as his ser-

vices in “Little Caesar” will not
be required before the first of

August he decided at the last

moment to accompany her. Miss
Ulric has come to New York to

fulfill a stage contract. Mr.
Blackmer will next be seen here
on the screen in “The Bad Man,”
with Walter Huston, James Ren-
nie, Dorothy Revier and O. P.
Heggie. The picture will soon
have its world premiere on Broad-
way.

WASHINGTON, D. C., July 23—
Curiously enough, in spite of the

most severe drought ever known
in the Shenandoah Valley and
generally bad economic condi-
tions, owners and manager of the-

atres are maintaining a spirit of

optimism. By playing up to the
audience appeal of national poli-

tics, which is strong in that re-

gion, they are managing to keep
open and in readiness for “better
times coming.”

Supporters of the Hoover ad-
ministration are making the most
of newsreel and other screen ma-
terial showing that the republi-
cans have the right idea about
how to restore prosperity. The
democrats take the opposite angle,
and between them they are able to
keep their patrons coming in. All
of these Shenandoah Vayyel movie
managers agree on one point

—

that in recent years there have
been too many regulatory laws
passed by Congress. Patrons
seem to like the idea of turning
movies into political clubs.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, July 23, 1930

Paramount F-L _ 61 62 -fl
Warner Bros. 44% 44% + %
Fox Film “A” 47% 47% -h %
Loew’s Inc — 73% 74% +1!4
Loew’s Inc. Pre._ 96% 96% -|-1

Radio K-A-0 33% 34% -t- %
Pathe Exchange _ 4% 4%
Pathe “A” 10% 10% -|- %
Con. F. Ind. 19% 19% -t-1%
Con. F. Ind. Pre._ 20% 20%

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 38% 38% + Vs
Fox Theatre “A”.. 10 10% -t- %

ALL-STAR CAST FOR
“BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT”

Carl Laemmle, Jr. is assembling
an all-star cast for “The Boudoir
Diplomat”, which Malcolm St.

Clair will direct from the stage
play by Rudolph Lothar and Fritz
Gottwald. Yesterday Mary Nolan,
Universal’s star, was assigned.
She is the second player to be
chosen, the signing of Mary Dun-
can for another of the principal
roles having already been an-
nounced.

Jeanette Loff will undoubtedly
have one of the leading roles, and
the selection of the other princi-
pals will be announced shortly.

MGM BUYS ZANE GREY’S
LATEST BEST SELLER

“The Shepherd of Gaudaloupe,”
Zane Grey’s latest novel, and al-
ready rated as a best seller, has
been purchased by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer to be put into produc-
tion as soon as the screen adapta-
tion can be made.

This novel deals with the re-
habilitation of a World War vet-
eran who goes to the sheep rais-
ing districts of the west in order
to regain his lost health and for-
tune.

HERSHOLT TO PLAY
“EAST IS WEST”

Jean Hersholt is to play the role
of “Charlie Yong^’ in “East Is

West”, which Monta Bell will di-

rect as one of Universal specials.
This is the role which Gkorge
Nash played in the original stage
pf|oduction. Hersholtfs last ap-
pearance for Universal was in
“The Climax.”

ROACH’S BOY FRIENDS
START THIRD COMEDY
Hal Roach’s Boy Friends have

started their third comedy. George
Stevens, former cameraman for
Laurel and Hardy is handling the
megaphone.

GOOD REPORTS
“Our Blushing Brides”, Joan

Crawford’s latest starring ve-
hicle, is reported to be doing big
business in the north and mid-
west.

GERMAN “ANNA”
Greta Garbo started this week

to make the German version of
“Annie Christie.”
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‘TOM THUMB’ GOLF PROMOTERS

WARNED LICENSES NECESSARY
Following the published news

that the Fox Theatres Corporation,

and William Fox on his personal

account, were planning to go into

the miniature golt type ot public

entertainment, there was yester-

day an official echo from John J.

Bracken, chief of the Brooklyn
and Queens division of the License

Department of New York City, re-

ferring to the order issued by
Commissioner of Licenses James
F. Geraghty that all such enter-

prises must he licensed before

•jpeuiug for business.

In spite of the fac: that more
than 100 applications tor miniature
golf courses in these two boroughs
have been received by his office

within the past two weeks. Deputy
Commissioner Bracken yesterday

pointed out mat on h:s tours of

inspection he noticed many places

w'hich were not licensed to open.

This type of amusement. Com-
missioner Bracken said, has
caught the popular fancy and
seems to be supplanting bridge

and the radio as the great Ameri-
can evening recreation. The tired

business man after his dinner now
hot-foots for the miniature golf

course instead of a poker game
in an effort to brush up on his

putting form, according to Com-
missioner Bracken.

RUDY YALLEE SINGS
IN RIALTO SONG SHORT
A Max Fleischer song cartoon

on the new bill at the Rialto fea-

tures Rudy Vallee singing “Maine
Stein Song”. Ronald Colman in

‘Raffles” is the featured screen
attraction.

“SOCIAL ERRORS” GET
UNDER WAY AT PARA

“Social Errors”, with Leon
Errol, Richard Arlen and Mary
Brian, went into production this

week at the Paramount Hollywood
studio.

PARA CASTS POTEL

Victor Potel, one-time Essanay
comedian who reached fame in the
early days of the silent screen, is

essaying a talking part in a new
Paramount production in Holly-
wood. He is to play the role of

a sentry in “The General.”

JOE BRANDT AMPA
HONOR QUEST TODAY

Joe Brandt, president of

Columbia Pictures, will be
guest, of honor at today’s
weekly lunclieon of the
A.M.P.A. at the Blue Itib-

bon, 147 West 44th street.

It is announced that Sir.

Brandt will address the
nieinbers on an advertising
situation of concrete im-
portance, with the likeli-

liood that liis views wUl
have a direct bearing on
current publicity problems.

HOLLYWOOD PRE-VIEWS
“OLD ENGLISH” FILM

Hollywood pre-viewed Warners’
“Old English” with George Arliss
featured and put its stamp of ap-
proval on it by packing the the-

atre. Arliss’ work especially was
applauded.

ROLES ASSIGNED

May Boley and Marion Byron
have been signed to appear in

Warners’ “Children of Dreams
Margaret Schilling has the lead.

Hollywood Gossip
By BAT MURRAY

West Coast Representative

This recreation has swept over
the country like wildfire .’n the

past year. Commissioner Bracken
pointed out, and in Brooklyn and
Queens it often has been instru-

mental in cleaning up ugly and
dirty lots that previously were
eyesores. Many proprietors un-
dertake extensive landscaping to

beautify their tiny courses. They
keep open until late in the night
and serve to introduce golf into

households that never even cared
to follow Bobby Jones’s tourna-
ment scores. Commissioner Brack-
en said.

“BAR L RANCH” READY
FOR JULY 29 RELEASE

The fourth of Big 4’s series of

all talking westerns, “Bar L
Ranch” is in New York and will

be ready for the scheduled re-

lease date, July 29. In addition
to being a fast action outdoor film

excellently recorded and beauti-
fully photographed, the picture

lists three western stars and four
recognized featured players in the
cast. Among these are Buffalo
Bill, Jr., Yakima Canutt, Wally
Wales, Robert Walker, Gene Polk,
Fern Emmett and Ben Corbett.

WARNERS START WORK
ON LIGHTNER COMEDY
Production on “Sit Tight”, fea-

turing Winnie Lightner and Joe
E. Brown, was begun this week.
Supporting members signed by
Warners are Claudia Bell, Paul
Gregory, Lotti Loder, Hobart Bos-
worth, Frank Hagney, Snitz Ed-
wards and Edward George. Lloyd
Bacon is directing.

Jesse L. Lasky, Paramount ex-

ecutive, has asked permission to

construct a $40,000 landing pier

in front of his beach homo at 609

Palisades Beach rd. Santa Monica,
the pier to be used as a lauding
for the film magnate’s yacht. It

will also have a glassed-in sun
parlor.

* « »

Several days ago Metro-Gold-
wyii studios sent out a story that

A1 Boasberg, the well known
comedy constructionist, had sign-

ed a five year contract to remain
with that company, after two
years writing on the lot. The first

story was premature apparently as

A1 wmlked off the lot last Thurs-
day and is now at Warner Bros,
writing dialogue for “Fifty Mil-

lion Frenchmen.” His M-G-M
contract, which expires in Novem-
ber was terminated by mutual con-

sent.
* « )•

Mark Larkin, of the Producers’
Association, is vacationing in

Northern California and visiting

his son at military school, Mon-
terey.

« * *

George Horace Lorimer, editor

Satevepost, is due in Hollywood
this week, coming via Panama
canal.

* * #

All of the estate of Riidolpli

Scliildkraut, veteran actor of stage
and screen was left to his widow
Irma Schildkraut. The actor left

no will. All the property was
held jointly by the couple.

* * *

Harry Edwards, director and
film executive and husband of

Evelyn Brent, has returned from
a three months sojourn in Europe.

Sid Granman is holding dance
contests on the stage of the Chin-
ese theatre, to get the yokels in

to see “Hell’s Angels.’'
*

The new agreement between
producers and players on working
conditions around the studios went
into effect last week. Extras are

actors receiving less than $15 a
day and the new agreement ap-
plies to players wroking by the
day receiving over $15 and up to

$1,000. The standard day is set

at eight hours and one eighth of

the day rate must be paid for

every hour or fraction thereof
overtime.

« * 4:

Coliunbia Studios is buliding a

$20,000 concrete fire-proof film

laboratory adjoining the present
studio on Gower street. New of-

fice buildings costing $10,000 are
also being added to present quar-
ters.

* * *

Bootleggers are slipping hooze
into studio grounds by sealing
them in empty film cans, labeled
“Negative, do not open.”

* * *

A shift in studio publicity men
brings Joe Steel, formerly with
Richard Barthelmess unit, into the
office of Hubert Voiglit, First Na-
tional, and Jay Cliapnian, unit man
at First National is now one of

Hon Eddy’s assistants at RKO.
* *

Ralph Goldberg, of Omaha, Neb.
replaces Arthur Wenzel, as man-
ager of Fox West Coast theatres
Westlake theatre.

* * «

.Tames Ryan, former casting di-

rector for Fox studios, has open-
ed an artists agency. He was with
the Fox company fourteen years.

M. P. EPICS RE-CUTS

JOHNSON FEATURE

M. J. Weisfeldt, vice-president
of Talking Picture Epics, Inc., dis-

tributors of travel, scientific and
explorat\3n features, has re-cut
“Across the World with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson”, making
four pictures of one.

This was done, Weisfeldt ex-
plained, because it served better
the demands of tlie exhibitors.
The feature, recounting the ad-

ventures of the Johnsons in far-

away islands and in Africa, now
may be booked in a series of four
episodes of four reels each. The
series already has been booked by
RKO, Publix and the Fox circuits.

The company also has in prep-
aration pictures based on adven-
tures in New Zealand, China,
Japan, Ireland and .Scotland.

EVERETT MARSHALL TO
STAR IN FILM OPERA

Harry Tierney’s “Rio Rita,”

“Irene,” and “Kid Boots,” made
stars of several hitherto obscure
hoofers and singers following
their appearance on Broadway
in these vehicles. “Dixiana,” the
first original screen operetta by
Tierney has made a star out ot

Everett Marshall, Metropolitan
Opera baritone, who plays the
male lead opposite Bebe Daniels in

this picture.
Tierney is already hard at work

upon the task of creating an or-

iginal screen light opera for Mar-
shall, who will assume stellar

honors with this vehicle. Tenta-
tive title ot the operetta is “Heart
of the Rockies.” It will be a
ragged tale with stirrin.g music
such as will bring out the bari-
tone’s virile qualities.

ZAZU PITTS IN CAST
OF M-G-M’S ‘WAR NURSE’

Zazu Pitts has been added to

the cast of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
“War Nurse”, it was announced
yesterday. She will play the sym-
pathetically humorous part of

Cushi in this new picture, based
on the Cosmopolitan serial and
best seller, which Edgar Selwyn
began directing yesterday.

FILM MEASURE SEEKS
TO BREAK U.S. HOLD
(Continued from page 1)

interests which owned and con-
trolled them and which used their

p_ower with the deliberate object
of squashing the development of

the British film industry
“They are using their powers

to cause to be produced films of

a low quality so that British films

have got the reputation of being
‘British and bad’,” he asserted.
The policy of the bill, Mr. Man-

der explained, was to raise the
compulsory quota of the British
films shown in movie houses here
by stages up to 50 per cent in

1934.

Mr. Mander declared there now
existed in Britain a unique oppor-
tunity to build on a permanent
basis a multilingual film industry,
and his proposals were greeted
with considerable enthusiasm.
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FARREU- O’SULLIVAN

NEW FOX STAR TEAM
Maureen O’Sullivan has jumped

into the shoes occupied by Janet
Gaynor. Miss Sullivan will be co-

starred with Charles Farrell in

“The Princess and the Plumber”,
production to start on the Fox
lot September 1.

JAPANESEC^ETITION
REPORTED STRONG

The cinema is a very popular
entertainment in Japan. The
sound film is progressing there

better than in many European
countries. There are 12 wired
cinemas in Tokio. The shows run
from 1 P.M. to 10 P.M. Japan is

the only ciountry in the world
with the exception of Germany,
which is able to successfully com-
pete with American films on its

domestic market. In fact of every
100 films exhibited in the coun-
try, 80 are of Japanese origin.

There are six large and a number
of small producing firms. Japan
can boast of 12 film papers or
magazines, 2 of which are dailies.

MOROSCO THEATRE
TO SHOW PICTURES

The Morosco theatre, in its hey-
day known as “the cradle tor act-

ors,” and more recently called the
President, will become a motion
picture house v/ithin thirty -lays.

It was built 18 jmars ago and
many famous plays were launched
there. P’ox West Coast ”heatres
has leased it and will tear out
the old fashioned boxes and in-

stall sound projection devices. It

will be Los Angeles’ first and only
newsreel theatre.

• Kitchenette Apartments
• and Suites of Parlor. Bed-
• room and Bath — $5.00
• to $7.00

Sing-Ie Room with Bath
$3.00 to $4.00

Double Room with Bath
$4.00 to $6.00

The Smart Way’s the
Suite Way.

Weekly or Monthly Rates
If Desired

LONDON FANS ACCLAIM

'U' ‘PHANTOM’ WITH SOUND

NEW NAME FOR STAR

M, S. Bergerman, in

charge of short reel pro-

duction at Universal City,

lias changed the name of

“Eichard Blair”, star of the
“Leather Pushers” series,

to Kane Eichmond. The
second chapter in the 12-

chapter series was placed
in production this week.

OEERY, JR. MAKES
HIS DEBUT IN FILMS

Noah Beery, Jr., who is famili-

arly known to his family and

friends as “Pidge,” is making his

debut on the screen in “College
Lovers”, which is now in produc-
tion at the First National and
Vitaphone Studio. His role is that
of a college boy. “Pidge” intends
to take up motion picture acting
as his profession a little later on,

and is said to cherish an ambition
to play villains like his famous
father. In “College Lovers” Jack
Whiting, Marian Nixon, Frank Mc-
Hugh and Guinn (Big Boy) Wil-
liams are among the featured
players.

(Continued from page 1)

plished go to Mr. Hays person-
ally, as it was he who, on several
occasions, harmonized differences
which threatened the meeting
with complete failure.

As published in this newspaper
yesterday, the sound patents ac-
cord duly signed at this confer-
ence reduces excuse for further
sound patents litigation to a van-
ishing point. Every legitimate
manufacturer ;of apparatus, and
his share in the world market is

protected either under the Ameri-
can or the German command of
allocated territory. These zoned
territories are clearly defined; and
a third zone, including France,
Great Britain, Spain and Italy in
whose markets German interests
and American interests have equal
competitive rights.

Under this agreement the ac-
tual ownership of sound patents
has no bearing on the manufac-
ture and marketing of apparatus
beyond the detail of interchange
of licenses, which is assured.

A stunt which brought free

front page advertising in the

Waterbury Evening Democrat, was
devised by the manager of War-
ners’ State Theatre in Waterbury,
Conn., during the four-day run of

“Numbered Men”, at that house.

The paper, through a front page
ad, invited readers to study the

classified ad columns and find

their names. These were chosen
at random from the city directory.

An ad on an inside page also was
complimentary to the theatre. It

removed from it before sailing, so
ture, and discussed the details of

the stunt.

LLOYD HAMILTON FOR
M-G-M COMEDY ROLE

Lloyd Hamilton has been chosen

lor an important comedy role in

“New Moon”, starring Lawrence

Tibbett and Grace Moore. Jack

Conway is directing this feature,

the first motion picture to co-star

two internationally known singers
from the Metropolitan Opera
House.

WM. SEITER AMBITIOUS

William Seiter, First National
director, is trying to beat the the-

atre attendance depression both
ways. He’s building a putting
course back of the Hollywood Li-
brary in the heart of the business
district and has a large refresh-
ment stand on the back of the lot.

All the stars will attend tne open-
ing this week.

With respect to patents owner-

ship, Germany and the United

States are independent of each
other. A German pool controls
most of those taken out in other
European countries, and in this

country essential basic rights are
in comparatively few bands. The
marketing zones set up by the
conference broadly follow the
lines already pretty clearly estab-
lished by manufacturers in the
two countries.

Minor disputes within the zones
are not unexpected, but they will

be of small consequence compar-
ed with the sweeping advantage
gained through the pact, which one
of the delegates stated in these
words: “To provide for t’ne full

use of the manufacturing facili-

ties of both German and Ameri-
can interests and to insure that
the motion picture industry will

be best equipped, and that the
greatest possible distribution will
be made for motion picture pro-

ducers in the shortest possible
time.”

F. LLOYD ON VAGATION

Frank Lloyd, who directed

“Adios,” starring Richard Bar-

thelmess, has followed the ex-

ample of the latter in going off

on a vacation promptly upon the
completion of the picture. Where-
as Barthelmess has headed for the
Canadian North Woods, Lloyd is

sailing the South Seas in his pri-

vate yacht; and he had the radio
removed from it before sailing, so
that he couldn’t be recalled to the
studio.

“The Phantom of the Opera” in

its sound version opened this

week in London to a qrowded
house, according to advices to the

Universal office here. It opened
in the new Dominion Theatre, a

3,000-seat house. It opens in 18

other cities in Britain during next

week.
This makes the third Universal

special running in London simul-

taneously to the tune of the S.R.O.

“All Quiet on the Western Front”

and “The White Hell of Pitz Palu”

are the other two. “The Jazz

King” is expected to open in Lon-
don soon.

NOTED COMEDIANS
IN PATHE COMEDIES

T. Roy Barnes, Ruth Hiatt, Nat
Carr, Thelma Hill, Robert Agnew,
Richard Carle, Addie McPhail and
Gertrude Astor are iprominently

cast in the Pathe two-reel come-
dies to be released in August. The
releases will be as follows: “Car-

nival Revue,” August 3; “Two
Plus Fours,” August 10; “Hold the

Baby,” August 17; “The Boss’s

Orders,” August 24.

“Carnival Revue,” a Whoopee
comedy, was directed by Wallace
Fox from Hugh Cumming’s adap-
tation of a story by John Cant-

well. The cast includes T. Roy
Barnes, Ruth Hiatt, Ray Hughes,
Frank Sabini and Eddie Clark.

The story has to do with the ex-

ploits of a young man who per-

sistenly follows a circus all over

the country just to be near his

sweetheart, a headliner in the

show, and gets himself a job as

mystic mind-reader.
“Two Plus Fours,” &, Campus

comedy, was directed by Raymond
McCarey from a story by Fred
Guiol and Charles Callahan. The
cast includes Nat Carr, Thelma
Hill, Ed Deering, Harry Barris,

A. Rinker, Bing Crosby and Spec
O’Donnell. With collectors about
to close up his shop, Ginsburg,
favorite tailor of the 'Tait college

boys, awaits their return to stu-

dies to bring him business. Mary
awaits them because of one, John.
But the boys come back broke.
Ginsburg is game and agrees to

make them suits for the “Fresh”
rally.

MOVIE BOOM NOW
IN BARCELONA, SPAIN

According to a report received

from Alma H. Cramer, Clerk to

Trade Commissioner for Barcel-

ona, an article in “La Vanguardia”
a local newspaper of June 13, 1930,

the Cinematografica Nacional Es-
panola S. A. has control of 43

motion picture theatres, 29 of

which are in Barcelona, 13 in

other parts of Cataluna and
,

one
in Seville with a total seating
capacity of 60,306. It has esitab-

lished sound films in the “Tivoli”
and “Femina” theatres of Barcel-
on and in the “Pathe Cine” of Se-
ville. During the first year of

operation there were 15,054,579
spectators from whom were col-

lected 11,116,223.39 pesetas.

Paris Sound Film Agreement

‘Numbered Men’ Given
Impetus By News Ad



Now in its

tremendous week
at the United Artists

Theatre/ Chicago . .

JOHN

McCORMACK
in

Song O’ My Heart
Directed by FRANK BORZAGE

X "BLESS ^
^THE MOVIES"

wires

Harry Huffman
of the

ALADDIN and

AMERICAN THEATRES

V. Denver

John Garrick and Maureen O’Sullivan

MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN • j. M. KERRIGAN
JOHN GARRICK • TOMMY CLIFFORD
ALICE JOYCE • FARRELL MACDONALD

Every performance of

"Song O'My Heart" is a

triumphal parade

COMMON CLAY
beqins tomorrow

ROOSEVELT THEATRE, Chicaqo
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A pin headed

Dumbell is often

a greater menace

to the good order

and solid

Establishment of

the Picture business

than an avowed

Crook.

Don’t feed such

a man with

your tolerance

or support!
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TWO N. Y. PREMIERES

FOR “HELL’S ANGELS”

Howard Huglies’s “Hell’s
Angels” is to have two simultane-
ous premieres on Broadway about
August 15—one at the Criterion
and one at the Gaiety Theatre.
This was officially announced in

a wire from the West Coast yes-
terday by Ham Beale, personal
representative for Sid Grauman,

(Continued on page 2)

SONO-ART ADDS
TO SALES STAFF

Budd Rogers, director of sales
for Sono Art-World Wide, an-
nounces that Jack Cohn has been
added to the staff at the Chicago
office; Homer C. Knox to the In-
dianapolis branch; and Harry
Stern, formerly of the St. Louis
office, has been switched to the
Des Moines office.

NEW ycpr. rciDAy, jult aa, 193c ten cent/^

KIN OF WOMAN EXPLORER CHARGE ‘INGAGI’

PRODUCER WITH DUPING AFRICAN SCENES

WARNERS’ HOLLYWOOD,

WINTER GARDEN TO

REOPEN AUG. 14-21

“Moby Dick,” starring John
Barrymore, will reopen Warner
Bros.’ new Hollywood Theatre
Thursday evening, August 14, it

was announced yesterday by
Harry L. Charnas, managing di-

rector of Warner Bros. Metropoli-
tan Theatres. One week later, the
Warner Theatre will be relighted,

with George Arliss in “Old Eng-
lish” as the featured attraction.
Both these pictures will have two-
a-day showings.
“The Dawn Patrol”, starring

Richard Barthelmess, is set for

at least six weeks more at the
Winter Garden Theatre, according
to present bookings.

DIiSCUSS CENSORSHIP
AT LANSING MEETING

Lansing, Michigan, July 24.—

A

large and representative body of
local residents last night heard
Col. W. S. Butterfield, leading
Michigan film exhibitor and C. C.
Pettijohn of the M.P.P.D.A. head-
quarters in New York, present the
industry’s arguments against the
(proposed establishment for this
city of a Censorship Committee of
Five. The talks of Butterfield
and Pettijohn on the subject of

(Continued on page 3)

FREE PARK
HEALTH MOVIES

More than 15,0(M> persons
each week are viewing the
free liealth motion pictures
displayed in various parks
by tile Health Department
and the New York Tuberc-
ulosis and Health Associa-
tion, according to an an-
nouncement made today
from the latter’s associa-
tion.

About 100.000 persons are
exivected to see the pictures
before the end of the
summer.

Legal Injunction Asked to

Restrain Showing of

Film— Accounting De-

manded and Impound-
ing of Prints Urged

Producers of “Ingagi”, the pic-

ture of wild African life which
has grossed “more than $1,000,-
000,” yesterday were served with
legal papers that may not only
impound all prints but may call

for the destruction of such prints.

This was learned at the office

of Louis Nizer, attorney in the
Bond Building, who is represent-

(Continued on page 4)

CROWDS BAHLE TO ATTEND

THE OPENING OF “DIXIANA”

D. A. DORAN NOW PARA
N. Y. SCENARIO EDITOR

D. A. Doran, Jr., formerly as-
sociated with Pathe and Colum-
bia, is the newly appointed scen-
ario editor at the Paramount New
York studio.
Doran arrived from Hollywood

this week to take over his new
duties. He will select stories and
assign individual writers.

LOS ANGELES, July 24.—The
man in the street, the audience
which witnessed the first per-
formance, the newspaper critics
and the local police are still talk-
ing about the opening of “Dixi-
ana” at the Orpheum here on
Tuesday night.
The big radio special played to

an audience which paid five dol-
lars a head for the privilege of
witnessing the premiere. Every
star in Hollywood who was able
to do so attended.

Uniclue Management School
For Fox Theatre Officials

HURRIES ABROAD
Fox Theatres’ officials will make

at their next monthly meeting,
August 1, one of the most radical
departures from the usual order
of business meetings, ever made in
the interest of theatre manage-
ment.

On that date executive officials,
division managers, managing di-
rectors, de luxe theatre managers

(Continued on page 2)

Arnold Van Leer, assistant to
Harry L. Charnas, of Warners
metropolitan theatres, left Wed-
nesday for London on the Maure-
tania in a race with time to the
bedside of his sister, who is cri-
tically ill there. He will be ab-
sent frorn his post in New York
for about three weeks.

Hours before the performance
opened a large crowd besieged
the theatre and had to be held in

(Continued on page 2)

FOX BUYS BEST SELLER
“Three Girls Lost,” a first novel

by Robert D. Andrews of the staff
of the Chicago Daily News, has
been acquired for a talking pic-
turization by I’ox Film Corpora-
tion. The book is just now off
the press of Grosset <4 Dunlap,
publishers, where an unprecedent-
ed demand is reported.

Mr. Andrews if already at work
on the sequel “Two Girls Found.”

WALSH s Biggest'-THE BIO TRAIL
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MAIN STREET
Ay

Sidney Cohen, onetime head of

M.P.T.O.A., and chain theatre

owner, is giving the bulk of his

attention to real estate operations
* * * Mike Simmons is vacation-

ing * * * Howard Hughes caused

quite a stir in fillum circles yes-

terday with a two-page wire from
Hollywood on lavish plans for

“Hell’s Angels” * * * it’s going

to take two Broadway theatres to

house ’em * * * “Hell’s Island”

only takes one and is doing

nicely Columbia reports * * *

Carl Kandall, who was donning
make-up when Maurice Costello
was majtinee screen idol and two-
reelers were features, has gone
“talkie” * * * the young lady on
the fourth floor reception room at
>Vamers never is too busy to be
courteous * * * reception rooms
at Paramount’s headquarters are
more like hotel lobbies—desk and
everything * * * and dumb wait-
ers * * * mechanical ones of
course * * * everything but mon-
key-capped bellhops * * « Hy
Daab’s all hopped up over the big
success of “Dixiana” at the Los
Angeles opening * * *

JUNE WALKER CAST
June Walker will be seen in

“War Nurse” which Edgar Sel-
wyn will direct for M-G-M.

“SQUAWKIES!” SAID BELASCO;

‘SILENTS WOULD SWEEP COUNTRY’

Speaking of the talkies, David
Belasco, on his seventy-seventh
birthday, has spoken. It was at

Atlantic City. As the waves roll-

ed in as usual the great Ameri-
can dramatist-producer looked
them over in mild approval while
the interviewer waited with pen-
cil poised. At length he spoke,
substantially as follows:

“If I were younger and had
plenty of money I would go into

the production of silent pictures.
This is the great field for the
right man today. Good silent pic-

tures would sweep the country.
“The great mistake of the mo-

tion picture producers was that
of launching the talking pictures.
The silent picture was one of the
most interesting developments in

the field of entertainment. It has
deteriorated with the introduc-
tion of the ‘squawkies.’
“They cannot turn out good

talking pictures on a large scale.
A producer of legitimate drama

has to work and struggle with
raw material all year and he is

exceedingly lucky if he produces
one or two good plays. The
talking picture companies aim at

producing twenty-five or thirty or
more talking pictures in the
course of a year. No wonder the
average talking picture is what it

is. The talking picture producers
can never get playwrights to turn
out good work on any such scale.

“As the public is turning away
from the talking pictures, it is

ready to turn toward the silent
picture again, and it is also ready
for a great revival of the legiti-

mate stage. I regard the future
of the legitimate stage as extreme-
ly bright. I have been in the
business a great many years, and
every year I have heard the
same talk that the stage is go-
ing to the bow-wows, but the fact
is that a good play will command
as much patronage today as it

ever did, or more.”

Battle To Attend Premiere
(Continued from page 1) •>

check by police reserves under

Assistant Chief of Police Jimmie
Davis. Persons here who have at-

tended all the major premieres
since the infancy of pictures in

this center, declare that the “Dixi-
ana” opening rivalled anything
else in the history of this city

or Hollywood, not excepting the
recent opening of “Hell’s Angels”
at Graumans.
Los Angeles and Hollywood

press is still devoting space to

highly appreciative comment of

“Dixiana”. Meanwhile those of

the huge crowd who were unable
to get into the premiere are bath-
ing their bruises and buying tick-

ets for later performances. De-
spite the hot weather here the

picture has sold out at every per-
formance since the opening,
which, incidentally was sold out

hours before the initial showing
Tuesday night.

Local critics are of the unani-
mous opinion, in which the writer
joins, that in “Dixiana” Radio
Pictures has a production that
should reap a rich harvest with
those astute showmen who book
it. , Current consensus is that it

is due for a season’s run here,
and that it will prove a sensa-
tion even in your allegedly blase
town of Manhattan.
Luther Reed’s direction of this

musical comedy romance is all

that can be desired, while the
work of the large cast of stars
headed by Bebe Daniels, Edward
Marshall, and Wheeler and Wool-
sey is a revelation. Seldom has
the heart of filmdom been so in

accord concerning the merits of

any production, and it is gener-
ally considered that “Dixiana” is

a natural from all angles.

UNIQUE SCHOOL FOR FOX THEATRE MEN
(Continued from page 1) •0-

and representatives of Fanchon-
Marco will meet at the Roxy The-
atre at 7:30 in the morning and
devote the entire day to watching
rehearsals, exchanging ideas and
getting pointers on just how it’s

done at this theatre.

S. L. Rothafel has donated the

theatre for that purpose. It will

not interfere with the theatre’s re-

gular program. Roxy, himself, will

answer all questions asked on just

how this and that is done in his

theatre.

This departure. Fox Theatres of-

ficials contend, is one of the major
steps now being taken to place its

entire theatre management organ-
ization on a close cooperative
basis.

Monthly meetings, heretofore,
have been confined to following
the old routine methods of getting
together in the interests of its

theatre chain.

The meeting will bring together
all major representatives of Fox
theatres in the eastern division.

Another step taken in Fox The
atres’ new policy of directing its

numerous houses throughout the
United States is its manner of giv-
elevated within its organization.

No one official, no matter how
elevated within itss organization.
Is signalled out as doing this or
that.

As one official said yesterday,
“the institution is the thing.”
According to an official order

sent broadcast within the organi-
zation no one person is to take
special credit. Fox Theatres, as
an institution, speaks and does
this and that, not Mr. Jones or
Mr. Smith.

“It means only another step to-

ward bringing Fox theatres to-

gether as a unit and to make them
function as a unit,” the official

said.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, July 24, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 61 61 —

1

Warner Bros 43 43'/4 —1%
Warner Bros. Pre.„. 48f/^ 48%
Fox Film “A” 47 47 —

• %
Loew’s Inc 72% 73% •—1%
Radio K-A-0 33% 33% — %
Pathe Exchange 4% 4%
Pathe “A” 10 10 — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 20% 20%

Curb Market
Pox Theatre “A”... 10J4 10% — J4
Nat. Screen 31% 31%

JOE BRANDT TALKS

TO FILM ADVERTISERS

In the course of his talk at yes-
terday’s A.M.P.A. luncheon, Joe
Brandt made at least one state-
ment which was unanimously ap-
plauded. Mr. Brandt said:

“It has always been a source
of wonderment to me why a con-
certed effort is not made on the
part of the industry to secure for
itself a definite representation in
the newspapers in the country in
the same proportion as the sport-
ing pages, or the woman’s pages,
or even the funny pages. In spite
of the enormous amount of money
that is spent by the motion pic-
ture industry, we have to be con-
tent with what the newspapers in
their opinion think we are entitled
to.

“There must be a definite de-
mand for information concerning
the motion picture industry, other-
wise the innumerable publications
that are devoted to fan informa-
tion would not be published and
would not have the circulation
that they claim and in addition,
you advertising managers must
believe that they have the circu-
lation or you wouldn’t advertise
your pictures in these publica-
tions.”

TWO N. r. PREMIERES
FOR “HELL’S ANSELS’’

(Continued from page t)

who is staging the openings for
the young producer of the big air
spectacle.

This is the first time a big fea-
ture has been presented in two
theatres at once in this country.

Universal however, simultane-
ously opened its “All Quiet on the
Westejn Front” in two theatres
in London some weeks ago. Both
houses are still doing a big busi-
ness. Here’s wishing the big air
epic the same success.
Both Hughes and Grauman are

due here next week.

AD-VANCE-AD

“The TRAILER SERVICE that
you are sending us is just won-
derful. It seems to appeal to
every one that sees it.”

Arcade and Opera House
Theatres,

Morgan City, La.
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THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

By Carey Gratz

“MANSLAUGHTEE” (Eivoli)

Pai-amount pi’ovides this week
at the Rivoli an illuminating ex-

ample of how fast the movies are
reaching maturity. Eight years
ago they made “Manslaughter”
with two of the outstanding stars

of that day—Tom Meighan and
Leatrice Joy. It was a line pic-

ture though it was somewhat
typical of the time in its illogical

story and treatment. Now it has
been modernized and rewritten
for the talking screen by George
Abbott who also directed. While
it still contains elements which
just couldn’t really happen, still

it is entertainment of real worth
and vastly superior in every re-
spect to its predecessor. It tells

of how a district attorney sees it

his duty to send the girl he loves,
a beautiful and willful heiress, to
prison for causing the death of
a motor cycle policeman. It is

the knowing direction and the
very fine acting that put this
business across in a rather big
way. The early character draw-
ing, the accident, the trial and
finally the girl in prison (it’s a
long picture)’ are all believably
and suspensefully handled. Clau-
dette Colbert plays the lead. This
delightful and comely actress is
one of the things that alone justi-
fies the talkies, for it brought her
to the screen. She is splendifer-
ous in this varied role. Frederic
March, also from Broadway, is al-
ways competent and likeable and
the rest gf the cast no less satis-
fying. “Manslaughter” is solidly
box office, for good acting is al-
ways good entertainment.

“RAFFLES” (Rialto)

Yes sir, Mr. Samuel Goldwyn
is still making motion pictures
for United Artists, and how! He
brings back your old favorite,
Ronald Colman, in “Raffles” at
the Rialto. Thi_s role fits Mr. Col-
man like a glove and a picture
is provided which will turn them
away from many box-offices,

—

they’re standing in line at the
Rialto right now. Of course you
remember Mr. Raffles is a splen-
did cricket player and even a
better burglar, and he is called
the Amateur Cracksman. He was
a favorite character in fiction
twenty years ago. This story also
wheezes a bit from age but again
it is the splendid performance of
Colman and Kay F^j’ancis and in-
telligent handling that give it
distinction. ' The action takes
place in England and a word is
due in praise of the British char-
acter drawing and atmosphere,
quite convincing, at least for .any-
one who does not play cricket

—

much. “Raffles” is a picture that
should start those rusty turnstiles
clicking again here and every-
where.

CASTING “ILLICIT”

Neil Hamilton, Lew Cody,
Charles Butterworth and Natalie
Moorhead have been signed for
featured roles in “Illicit”, comedy
drama by Robert Riskin and Edith
Fitzgerald, which Warner Bros,
will produce.

STAGE DIRECTOR SIGNS

FOR PARAMOUNT STAFF

HOLLYWOOD, July 24. — David
Burton, stage director, today was
signed by Paramount to take up
the megaphone. Burton, who also

is a former actor, directed Wil-
liam Gillette, Doris Keene, Alice
Brady, and others during his ca-

reer behind the footlights. Bur-
ton was signed following the
termination of a, short-term con-
tract with M-G-M. He will as-

sist in dialogue directing for the
present.

IN ‘^GAY CABALLERO”

Natalie Moorhead will have a
featured role in Warner Bros.’

forthcoming comedy entitled, “A
Gay Caballero,” according to an-
nouncement made by J, L. War-
ner. Fay Wray and Victor Var-
coni have been assigned the lead-
ing roles.

LAST “BIG TRAIL” UNIT

RETURNS TU HGLLYWUUU

SONG WRITER
GETS PARA CONTRACT

HOLLYWOOD, July 24. — Jack
King, who has had a meteoric ca-
reer as a youthful composer, has
signed on the dotted line with
Paramount. King, as a free-lanc-
er, composed “Paramount on Par-
ade” and “I’m True to the Navy
Now.”

DO YOU KNOW?
Jobyna Howland, who appears

in “The Cuckoos” is the tallest

comedienne in motion pictures,
being 6 feet 2 inches tall and
weighing almosts 200 pounds.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAF MURRAY

West Coast Representative

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— After
tour months spent wholly on loca-
tion, Raoul Walsh, Fox Films di-

rector, has returned to Movietone
City with his last contingent of

players and technicians number-
ing more than 400. '(’hey made
the last scenes of “The Big
Trail”, including a tremendous
buffalo stampede at Boise, Mon-
tana.

“The Big Trail”, which exceed-
ed in cost the $2,000,0J)0 origin-
ally budgeted for it, was iinned
on locations entailing 12,000 miles
travelling. Scenes were filmed in

deserts, on snow-covered moun-
tain passes, on swampy lands ex-
tending for miles, on plains and
in rivers of icy temperatures.
Seven hundred Indians were us-
ed and thousands of head of live-

stock.

TWO PICTURES CLAIM
INEZ COURTNEY’S TIME

Jean Harlow, beautiful blonde
vamp of “Hell’s Angels”, is su-

ing for divorce from Charles F.

McGrew', II. charging cruelty.

The actress in her suit asserted
she and McGrew, who is the son
of wealthy Chicago parents, were
married in September, 1927 at

Waukegan, 111., and separated
June 11, 1929. A property settle-

ment was entered into but never
fulfilled. Miss Harlow alleges.

* * *

Miniature golf courses were
dealt a wallop under an ordinance
ordered prepared by coutny board
of supervisors, ordering all trick
puttiiig greens to close at mid-
night. Persons living near the
mushroom course,s which have
sprung up over uight, complain
of the glare of lights far into the
night and the blare of radios.
Putting has become part of Hol-
lywood’s “night life” and it was
not unusual to see cops at 3 and
4 o’clock in the morning trying
their skill, while pajama parties
are held nightly on many of the
Wilshire blvd. courses.

LORETTA YOUNG GETS
SIGNAL BEAUTY HONOR
Loretta Young, First National

player, has been awarded the
Allied Cultural Arts Guild of
America’s recognition of personal
beauty prize. Miss Young’s choice
was unanimous. Isadora Duncan,
who received the honor in 1924,
was the only other winner to be
declared so unanimously.

DISCUSS CENSORSHIP
(Continued from page 1)

censorship were very well re-
ceived and are expected to have
considerable bearing when the
local City Council puts the pro-
posed censorship measure, against
which all the film interests are
aligned, to vote in the near future.

John G. Bljstoue, Fox director,
has been loaned to Columbia to

direct the new all-talkie version
of “Tol’able David” No cast has
been announced by Harry Cohn,
president of Columbia.

* *

“Dixiana” the RKO production
directed by Luther Reed, opened
an extended run at the Orpheum
theatre, Tuesday evening, July 22,
following a $5 premiere.

* « «

Jolinny Hines has been signed
by A1 Christie to play in a series
of Gayety comedies for Educa-
tional release.

* * *

Myrna Loy will play the role
of a spy in “Renegades” for Fox.
Victor Fleming will start direct-
ing this week.

« * «

James Kirkwood and Lila l^ee
will be divorced this week. Prop-
erty settlement has already been
reached.

HOLLYWOOD, July 24. — Inez
Courtney has the distinction of
playing in two pictures in current
production. She is portraying
roles in “Sunny” and “The Hot
Heiress”, on the First National
lot.

FOREIGN RIGHTS SOLD
The foreign rights for “Ingagi,”

the African jungle gorilla picture,
are reported sold to the Explora-
tion Pictures Syndicate of Paris,
France. The picture’s American
owners say it has drawn to the
box offices of this country so far
more than $900,000, with less than
a fourth of the native play dates
consumed.

FOX TO BUILD IN LONDON
It is reported that Fox Films

has purchased 26 acres of land
near London to erect a studio.

^beU)edeve
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

cAfa)Q/br/b

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each VFith Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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PUBLIX TO DROP LOBBY SHOWS

AS FAILORE IN DELUXE HOUSES
<>

Turning de luxe theatre lobbies

into merchandising stores for bal-

lybooing everything from grocer-

ies to perfumes has proved a

crushing failure over the Publix

circuit, it is understood.

This was learned yesterday fol-

lowing the return recently of Sam
Katz, head of Publix Theatres,

from a swing around the country

covering from 60 to 70 per cent

of the de luxe houses.

The lobby ballyhoo idea was
taken up in a big way by Publix,

its Brooklyn house, among others,

staging pretentious exhibits of

various staple articles with a na-

tional appeal made especially to

the women. Samples, pudzes and
certain reductions in cost prices

were used as inducements. Dem-
onstrators were numerous and in

many instances the de luxe the-

atre lobbies were turned into vir-

tual show exhibits.

GRAUMAN DENIES HE’S

TO MANAGE ROXY

To set at rest rumors which
have been afloat for some time,

Sid Grauman denied today that he
contemplates taking over the man-
agerial reins of the Roxy thea-

tre for the Fox interests. At no
time, Mr. Grauman states, were
any negotiations in progress lor

such a deal, nor would such an
assignment be considered by the
Hollywood showman.

“Directing the road-showing of

‘Hell’s Angels’ in the principal
cities of this country and Euorpe
will require (all my efforts for

some time to come, and when this

is achieved, I have several other
major propositions in abeyance
to absorb my activities,” Mr.
Grauman said.

FILMS SHOW
KICK IN KISS

that most people
Jiave any doubt about it,

but to present scientific au-
tlioritj' for the general hn-
niau belief that every prop-
erly conceived and efficient-

ly executed kiss carries a
kick all its own, Dr, Lewis
Gregory Cole of the Fii'ili

Avenue Hospital has dem-
onstrated the nroiosition
with a combination of the
X-Kay and the motion pic-

ture camera. It seems that
the kiss-kick registers it-

self in violent convulsions
of the heart lunscle. The
kiss-hick is observed to be
at its Maximum when the
heart mnscles of the two
subjects involve I exhibit
equiU agitation. In case
the heart muscle of one of

the subjects registers no
kick, then, so far ns tliat

subject is concerned, the
hiss wasn’t on the level.

Tie-ups with various makers of

nationally known products were
made and even scientifle exhibits

were held in some instances.

KIN OF EXPLORER SUES OVER “INGAGI”
(Continued from page 1) ^>

ANOTHER LABORATORY

FOR FILM CENTRE

The Film Centre Building, at

Ninth Avenue, 44th and 45th
Streets, has assmed importance as

a film laboratory center.

A large unit of space on the
second floor has just been leas-

ed to the Meyer-Reiger Labora-
tories.

Recently another large section

of the building was leased to the
Komp Film Laboratory.

OFF ON LOCATION
DESPITE THE HEAT

The heat wave, notwithstanding
and art being what it is, Howard
Higgin and Tay Garnett packed
their kit bags yesterday and salli-

ed forth into the desert to start

operations for “The Fainted Des-
ert.” The company will follow
later and in the meantime author
and director will make their head-
quarters at Tuba City while seek-
ing locations for the new Pathe
picture.

OLSEN, JOHNSON CAST

According to reliable sources
Katz found the net results of these
lobby exhibits a failure.

It is understood that as a re-

sult of Katz’s swing about the

country to check on this form of

ballyhoo this method of appeal
for patronage will be discontinued.

In only the larger houses has
this merchandising experiment
been tried and, in some instances,
at a cost of considerable expense
to both Publix and the merch-
ants.

“HER WEDDING NIGHT”
CLARA BOW’S NEXT

HOLLLYWOOD, July 24.—“Her
Wedding Night” will be Clara
Bow’s next for Paramount. It is

an adaptation of Avery Hopwood’s
farce. Frank Tuttle will direct.

Ralph Forbes will be Clara’s
leading man. Charlie Ruggles
will make his West Coast debut
as a member of the cast.

GRID PLAYERS CAST
FOR COLLEGE LOVERS’

HOLLYWOOD, July 24. — Russ
Saunders, All-American back, and
twenty-one other gridiron players,
will be seen in First National’s
“College Lovers”. Jack Whiting
and Marian Nixon are in the cast.

F. WEBER PROMOTED
Floyd Weber, who has been

managing the print department of

Columbia’s home office, has been
appointed oflflee manager and will

assume full charge of the regular
office routine. Weber has been
connected with Columbia for the
past eight mouths and prior to

this was associated with other ma-
jor companies in the industry.
George Josephs, who has been

Mr. Weber’s assistant in the print
department, now will have full

charge of that division.

ing the plaintiff, Byron P. Mac-
kenzie, sou of Lady Mackenzie,
African game hunter, whose pic-
ture, “The Heart of Africa,” it is

alleged, was used without author-
ity by the producers of “Ingagi”,
Congo Pictures, Ltd. William
Alexander who is handling the
distribution of “Ingagi” is named
as co-defendent.

Judge William Bondy, of the
United States District Court, sigu-
ed an order yesterday directing
the defendants to appear next
Tuesday and show cause why they
should not be enjoined from dis-

tributing or exhibiting “Ingagi”,
The bill of complaint filed yes-

terday is supported by affidavits

of Mackenzie, Ernest L Frisbee,
and Dorothy Pierrez. Frisbee is

president and general counsel of

the Lady Mackenzie Film com-
pany, the assignor of the plain-
tiffs in the proceedings.
The complaint sets forth that

Lady Mackenzie was the producer
of the motion picture, “Heart of

Africa”. She headed an exiiedi-

tion to British East Africa in 1914
and shot 20,000 feet of film which,
the complaint alleges, never has
been released.

It is further alleged that the
“Ingagi” film was made up of
scenes taken from “Heart of Af-

“BEYOND VICTORY”
IN CUTTING ROOM

After three months of prepara-
tion and two of actual shooting
“Beyond Victory”, Pathe’s all star
special directed by John S. Rob-
ertson is now in the cutting room.
The master print will be shipped
East shortly preparatory to the
Broadway showing.

NEARLY READY
Columbia’s “Sweethearts on

Parade,” under the direction of
Marshall Neilan, is going into the
last weeks of production at the
Christie studios in Hollywood.

rica”, which, it is alleged, was
secured from a “dumped” nega-
tive of the latter picture.

The complaint asks for an in-

junction against exhibiting or
showing the picture “Ingagi”, that
all positive prints be delivered to
the court, impounded and destroy-
ed and that a full acevuntin.g of
all moneys and profits be made.

J. L. Warner anrjvunces that
Olsen and Johnson have been
signed for featured roles in “Fifty
Million Frenchmen”, which goes
into production shortly. In addi-
tion, William Gaxton, Helen Brod-
erick and Lester Crawford, of the
stage production, will appear in

the talking picture version of the
show.

NOW IN PRODUCTION

Rln-Tin-Titi
IN

AN ALL-TALKING SERIAL

”THE LONE DEFENDER”

WITH

WALTER MILLER

BUZZ BARTON
AND

JUNE MARLOWE

Directed by Herman Raymaker
Director of Rin-Tin-Tin

Best Warner Bros. Features

MASCOT PICTURES CORPORATION
NAT LEVINE, President

1650 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
Cable Address: LEVPIC
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and Forever!

No Substitutes, no

short cuts and

no excuses will

take their place!

RALPH INCE BARELY

MISSES SWIFT DEATH

LOS ANGELES, July 26.—Ralph
Ince was close to death in the Hol-
lywood Community Hospital last

night following an operation to

remove a three-inch fishhook
which had pierced the base of his
skull.

Early Friday, Ince and other
motion picture celebrities from the
Malibu Beach district went deep-
sea fishing on a large motor
launch. When they reached a
good bass fishing area about eigh-
teen miles at sea, the lines of the

(Continued on page 2)

A. R. DIETZ AT ST. LOUIS
FOR COLUMBIA SALES

Andrew Richard Dietz has been
appointed branch manager of Co-
lumbia’s St. Louis office. Dietz
comes to Columbia from Sono Art
where he acted as Division Man-
ager.

PARAMOUNT EARNINGS UP 65%

IN FIRST 6 MONTHS OF YEAR
STUDENT FEDERATION TO PERPETUATE

“ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT’’

Because they believe “All Quiet
on the Western Front” is the typi-

cal youth picture and that it

truthfully tells the story of young
men in war-time, the National Stu-
dent Federation of America has
obtained the use of the picture for
Armistice Day 1932. It is to be
shown in leading university cen-
ters under their auspices, accord-
ing to Ed. R. Murrow, president.

Carl Laemmle, producer of “All
Quiet on the Western Front” has
informed the executive committee

(Continued on page 2)

SAFRON, ADAMS OFF
FOR WASHINGTON

Radio Pictures executives are
making plans for a series of
“Dixiana” premieres in a number
of cities.

Jerry Safron, Eastern Division
Manager, and Cleve Adams, West-
ern Division Manager, in accord-
ance with this plan, are leaving
for Washington, D. C. today to
personally lay the groundwork for
one of these premieres in the capi-
tol city. They are due back the
early part of next week.

W.E. INSTALLS
1,996 SYSTEMS
IN FOREIGN AREA

Approximately 2,000
Western Electric sound
systems have been Install-

ed to date in foreign fields.

According to tlie company’s
latest installation survey
1,090 have been UstecL This
with 4,246 installations in
tlie United States brings the
grand total to 6,242.

cover” girl
VlfEDS VITA VIFRITER

Adele Allerhand, who was
known as “The Colgate Girl” and
had posed for such noted artists
as McLelland Barclay and Rolf
Armstrong, was married to Bur-
net Hershey on July 24 at the
Municipal Building. Hershey is a
staff scenarist at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone Studio and was form-
erly prominent as a war corres-
pondent and magazine writer.

GERMAN THEATRES CORDIAL

TO HAYS’ FILM TRADE IDEAS
BERLIN, July 26. — Leading

film industry publications note a

highly favorable change in the

atmosphere surrounding trade ac-

tivity following reports of the

signing of the Paris sound pat-
ents agreement. The ex pressed
feeling toward Will H. Hays is

especially cordial, one editor
pointing out that while Mr. Hays
did not achieve all he wanted,
“he is practical man enough to

(Continued on page 4)

J. M. ANDERSON LEAVES
FOR HOLLYWOOD TODAY
John Murray Anderson, who has

been abroad for two months seek-
ing new material for the two su-
per productions which he will cre-
ate and direct for Universal for
the new season, returned Friday
on the Aquitania. Anderson leaves
today for Hollywood, where he
will confer with Carl Laemmle,

(Continued on page 4)

Profits of ^8,434,000 Re-

ported for First Half of

1930

Paramount Publix Corporation
estimates its consolidated net pro-
fit for the six months ending June
28, 1930, after all charges and
taxes, at $8,434,000, equal to $2.98
per share on 2,832,277 shares, the
average number outstanding dur-
ing the period. The profit for the
six months created a new high
record for the Company for this
period of the year, and is approxi-
mately 65 per cent ahead of the
profit for the corresponding period
of 19.29, which was $5,130,000.

The estimated profit for the
three months ending June 28, 1930,
is $3,600,000, and is equal to $1.21
per share on 2,972,742 shares, the
average number outstanding dur-
ing the quarter. This profit com-
pares with a profit of $2,556,000

(Continued on page 2)

MOE & TEDDY ALTMAN

TO OPERATE COURSE
Moe and Teddy Altman, who

were associated with Fox Films
for 20 years, are to supervise the
Tom Thumb miniature golf course
in back of the Roxy Theatre,
which is the largest of its kind
in the world.

LEO GARNER NAMED
AD-VANCE BRANCH MGR.
In its expansion of field ser-

vice to exhibitors through increase
of branch office personnel. Ad-
vance Trailer Service Corporation
announces several more recent ap-
pointments. One of them is Leo
G. Garner for manager of the
Charlotte office. Mr. Garner re-
cently was in charge of a chain
of theatres for Universal.
Other appointments are; Harry

Olshom, manager of the New Eng-
land office at Boston; Nate Saub-
er, manager at Washington; Ed.
MeShane and Albert Levin, sales-
men of the New England office
staff.

First Epic Talker-The BIG TRAIL
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PARA EARNINGS UP

(Continued from page 1)

for the same period of 1929, etfual

to $1.14 per share on 2,242,862

shares then outstanding.

The estimated profit of $3,600,-

000 for the second quarter is also

a new high record for the second
quarter of any year and is ap-

proximately 41 per cent ahead of

the profit for the corresponding
period of 1929.

The profit of $2.98 per share for

the first six months on an aver-
age number of 2,832,277 shares
compares with a profit of $2.31 on
2,224,683 shares, the average num-
ber of shares outstanding for the
corresponding period in 1929, and
is an increase in earnings per
share of 29 per cent.

MAIN CTREE!
Ay ^oniofth^iit

Will Hays will be hitting these
shores shortly after showing the
Germans just what diplomacy
means * * * What has become of
Buddy Kogers and his saxaphone
* * * Oscar Cooper remembers
way back when the gang used to
settle all disputes over Hector’s
bar * * * Ben Grimm is all settl-

ed at Columbia * * * where is the
old Moving: Picture World gang
* * * Jimmie Milliken and his
silver locks are seen often along
the Big Stem * * * Mark Luescjier
is very much pleased with “I)Lxi-
ana’s” recaption * * * Wonder
how many lunches Howard
Huglies will throw along Broad-
way * * * why not invade the
Ritz * * * Herbert Breiion did
with “The Last of the Romanoffs”
* * * Howard might consult Mike
Simmons, filmdom’s super-expert
on novelty rendezvous for eats
* * * remember when Bill (Klem)
Wright was housed on 23rd street
* * * and Terry Kamsaye was
dashing out pieces for the old
Mutual company * * * why doesn’t
D.W. put his “Birth of a Nation”
to sound * * * and re-engage
Henry Walthall for “The Little
Colonel * * * wonder how long
Hamon Navarro will call camera
on a kiss when he starts direct-
iug *** whatever has become of
Clara Kimball Young * * * some
of our daily press critics are go-
ing Shavian * * * or is it the heat
* * * Paul Gnlick is the “silent
man” of the industry * * * and
a reliable news vendor * *

It is estimated that over 15,-

000 New Yorkers a week are be-
ing entertained by the free health
motion pictures shown in various
parks by the Department of

Health and the New York Tuber-
ulosis and Health Association. It

is expected that the total of men,
women and children viewing these
open air health films will reach
over 100,000 by the end of the
summer.
The pictures are shown in co-

operation with the Park Depart-
ment and various private and pub-
lic health agencies, among which
are included the National Com-
mittee for Prevention of Blind-

ness, the American Society for the
Control of Cancer, the Institute for

Crippled and Disabled, and the
Children’s bureau of the United
States Department of Labor.
Picture stories of hygiene; of

the prevention of tuberculosis and
other diseases; the need and ad-
vantages of the diptheria toxin-
anti-toxin treatment; of ways of
caring for the teeth and diet are
among the films shown at these
evening meetings. One or two
comedy films follow every show-
ing. The picture equipment for
this work is of the portable type
and is transported from park to
park.

THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

“GOLDEN DAWN” (Strand)

The best recommendation of

Warner Bros.’ Technicolor East

African “Golden Dawn”—all ex-

hibitors and their patrons will

heartily agree—is the quality of

the performance given by at least

a half dozen of the professional
old stager principals in a cast that
is efficient throughout. Noah
Beery, cracking his bullwhips over
the backs of the males of the na-
tive settlement and terrifying all

the dusky ladies with his atten-
tions while now and then burst-
ing into basso profundo song with
all the gusto of the late Edouard
de Reszke in “Faust”; Vivienne
Segal, ideal ingenue of moderate-
ly light opera; Walter Woolf rub-
bing in the chivalrous hero-lover
business; Alice Gentle, acting and
singing like a veteran, and im-
pressing upon her white child
whom she is marrying to a wooden
god that such nuptials alone will
save her from the fate: “Women
give and remember; men take and
forget”; Lupino Lane, acrobatic
dancing comedian such as never
was before, etc., etc. And some
of the original music provided for
them really well-conceived. The
plot: quite living up to the mu-
sical comedy happy rule of the
less the better. Just an East Af-
rican native settlement switching
from German to English rule with
ATvienne Segal tossed back and
forth betweeip a wooden god hus-
band and heroic Walter Woolf.
Production: the neatest, cleanest
jungle sand and the sweetes’
green jungle growth you ever saw—comic opera stage scenery at it.s

best. This is not throwing any
asparagus. Honestly and without
reservation, “Golden Dawn” is a
bully chunk of screen entertain-
ment

C. D.
4: *

“SHOOTING STRAIGHT” (Globe)

Here’s the box office Richard
Dix in another of his gusty two
fisted he-man roles in which his
fans delight. Directed by George
Archainbaud, this melodrama of
small time gamblers and big time
racketeers, “Shooting Straight”
keeps its audiences on the edges
of their seats almost throughout
its entire enaction. A rough and
tumble fight between the hero and
the heavy is as exciting a fist

to fist combat as films, perhaps,
have ever offered.

E. C.

FIRST NATIONAL SIGNS
HAWKS AND SAUNDERS
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— How-

ard Hawks, director of “The Dawn
Patrol” and John Monk Saunders,
its author, have been signed to
long-term contracts by First Na-
tional.

TITLE CHANGED
“Like Kelly Can” which Charles

Riesner directed for M-G-M, will
be released as ‘ ‘Love in the
Rough.”

LOUIS NIZER CONDUCTING

NEWS HOUR ON WMGA WEEKLY
Louis Nizer, attorney in the

Bond Building, and legal repre-
sentative for motion picture in-

terests, talking over WMCA Fri-

day night in the fii;st of a series

of “Editorialettes” and comments
on current big news, made one
reference that should be of inter-

est to filmdom and its patronage.

Among other big news he dis-

cussed the still prevalent heat
wave. He remarked that the near-
future will find New York officials

refrigerating the streets during
the hot spells as theatre man-
agers now cool their theatres.
This, he contends, can be done and
will be done.

Another item that may effect the
industry to a marked degree may
he concluded from his remarks
on the recent discovery by the
Carnegie Institute that a certain
specie of the fungus fly may con-
trol its sex. Nizer aptly draws
the conclusion that if this were
to be controlled in the human
race, it is possible that all males
might result. He wonders what
revolution would take place on the

screen if all performers were
heroes and male villains.

Nizer will again broadcast over
WMCA at 9:15 next Friday night.

Next Saturday he will talk on
“Sport Sedatives” at 3:30 in the
afternoon, over WMCA. His Fri-

day night talk is for 15 minutes.
His “Editorialettes” on Friday
come under the general head ot

Nizer on the News.

RALPH INGE BARELY
MISSES SWIFT DEATH

(Continued from page 1)

party became enmeshed in a bed
of kelp.

As his line came out of the
water with suddenness, Ince
shouted jokingly:
“Here comes mine!”
But the next instant he was ly-

ing on the deck in excruciating
pain—the three-inch hook had
gone through him, had cut through
his scalp and had penetrated the
skull.

TO PERPETUATE U’S

“ALL QUIET” FILM

(Continued from page 1)

of the N.S.F.A., which has been

meeting in New York this mouth,

that he would make the film

available to the N.S.F.A. in all

university centers on Armistice

Day 1932, to be shown at benefit

performances.

Accprding to the plan of the

N.S.F.A., local student committees,

representing the national organi-

zation on more than 200 college

campuses, will combine efforts in

large university centers to take

charge of showing Jhe picture,

ou a percentage basis with local

theatres. A large percent of the
proceeds derived from the show-
ing in about twenty-five centers
will be applied on the permanent
foundation, which is now being
raised by the N.S.F.A.

FOR SALE
MOTION PICTURE AND “STILL”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue. New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary-stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW. 25 West 43rd Street

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre; trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else In the
motion picture business an ad in
thi.s department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the services of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to
<1o. and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.



YONKERS
BUSTS
ITS

SIDES
At preview of ^ ^

We knew it was GOOD
and we told you so but the

MIGHTY ROAR of con-

tinuous laughter which greeted

it Thursday night at Proctor’s

Theatre was MORE than

we expected.

With ANITA PAGE-DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

Sally Blane

Joan Marsh

RIOT IS RIGHTI

IT’S SENSATIONAL I

Slim Summerville

Myrtle Stedmen

Roscoe Karns

Zasu Pitts

Albert Gran

Directed by JAMES CRAFT Presented by CARL LAEMMLE

UNIVERSAL FIRST
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THEATRE CIRCUIT COORDINATES

MINIATURE GOLF WITH PROGRAM
The miniature golf course craze

has taken such a firm footing in

various localities, and especially

with tlie theatre owners that vari-

ous circuits having such courses
have outlined certain rules govern-
ing, especially, admission prices.

Smalley’s circuit,
,
operating 15

theatres, with headquarters in

Cooperstown, N. Y., has obviated
any opening for discrimination on
the part of patronage by estab-
lishing equal admissions for both
theatre and golf course.

William C. Smalley, owner and
manager,, reports that night ad-
mission prices for both theatre
and golf course has been set at
50 cents.

“It is working out very satis-

factorily,” he says, “as we charge
50 cents straight at night in

Cooperstown, which is a summer
resort, and continues

:

“If the golf course were oper-
ated by a non-theatrical party, or
parties, no doubt the admission
would only range from 25 to 35
cents, average prices in other
cities where we do not operate
theatres. Not only has it served
as a protection to the theatre but
has proven a very profitable in-

vestment.”
Smalley has hit upon a good ex-

ploitation idea in connection with
his golf courses. Near some oi

the difficult holes signs are plac-
ed reading something like this:

“If you make this hole in one
you will receive free admission
at Smalley’s Theatre tonight
where you will see and hear So
and So on the screen.”

J. K ANDERSON LEAVES
FOR HOLLYWOOD TODAY

(Continued from page 1)

Jr., general manager of produc-
tion tor Universal, on plans for
the first of the new Anderson
pictures which will go into work
at an early date.

Since he devised and directed
“King of Jazz” for Universal, An-
derson has definitely abandoned
the stage for the screen.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

ChcU'ges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Par2miount Building

Phone—Chickering 272*

GERMAN & FRENCH

PLAYERS ARRIVE

Eight German and French actors
and actresses, all prominent on
stage and screen in their respec-
tive countries, arrived in New York
Satiirday on the Steamship New
York of the Hamburg-American
Line. They have been brought to

the United States to appear in

talking pictures in foreign langu-
ages which will be made at the
Warner Brothers and First Na-
tional studios in California.

In the group arriving on the
New York are four German play-
ers— Wilheim Dieterle, Anton
Mendaille, Jeanne Helbling and
Suzy Vernon. The Germans sail-

ed from Hamburg, while the
French contingent joined the ship
at Cherbourg.

They will appear first in Ger-
man and French versions of
“Those Who Dance,” to be made
by Warner Brothers.

CANTOR TO APPEAR
IN 3 WARNER HOUSES

Spyros P. Skouras, managing di-

rector of Warner Bros. Theatre
Circuit, announced Saturday that
Eddie Cantor has been signed to

make personal appearances at

three Warner houses. These are
the Earle in Washington, where
the comedian has been booked be-
ginning August 1; the Mastbaum
in Philadelphia, beginning August
S; and the Stanley in Pittsburgh
on August 15.

F.N. ANNOUNCES
THIRTY PERCENT

SALES INCREASE
>’ed E. Depinet, general

sales manager of First Na-
tional, reports tliat daring
the first four weeks of the
actual marketing of 35 pro-
ductions listed in the
“Prosperity Group,” a 30
per cent increase is noted
Of er last year’s figure.

These figures, Depinet
claims, gives actual evi-

dence of the optimistic tem-
per of the small-tovvn man-
ager. The (theck was made
over the small town area
where the predominating
factor is the independent
exliibitor.

GERMAN THEATRES
CORDIAL TO HAYS

(Continued from page 1)

know that politics is the ‘art of

the possible’.”

It is expected that the settle-

ment of the patent dispute and the
agreement reached in Paris be-
tween the German and American
electrical interests will lead to

renewed activity here and will in-

ject vitality into the film indus-
try, which lately has been suffer-

ing from the uncertainty as to
how the fight was going to come
out.

The German Film Theatre Own-
ers’ Association announced that
the leading American talking films

can now be exhibited in Germany,
which is considered a friendly ges-
ture calculated to show Ameri-
cans that the German film inter-

ests are ready to back up the
agreement reached in Paris and
to cooperate in the fullest in the
interchange of the best films of

each country.

‘Ingagi’ Producers Deny Charge

That African Scenes Are Duped

CHAS. S. GOETZ SELLS

MANY STATE RIGHTS

Chas. S. Goetz, president of

States Cinema Prod. Corp., has
sold territorial rights for the dis-

tribution of “The Woman Who
Was Forgotten” to Showman Films
Ltd., distributing in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain; Irving
Briskin, distributing in Africa;
Penn Productions, distributing in

Delaware, Maryland, D. of C., Vir-
ginia, and Southern New Jersey;
Cecil Maberry and Chas. Jones,
distributing in Oklahoma, Arkan-
sas, and Texas.
Arthur Bromberg, distributing

in North and South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tenn-
essee, Mississippi, and Louisiana;
Security Pictures, distributing in
Iowa and Nebraska; Standard
Film Service, distributing in Ohio,
Kentucky and Michigan; Midwest
Film Distfibutors, distributing in
Kansas and Western Missouri.
.Elliott Film Co., distributing in

Minnesota an^d North and South
Dakota; Richard Fox, distributing
in upper New York; Progress
Film Service, distributing in West-
ern Pennsylvania and West Vir-
ginia.

Celebrated Players Film Corp.,
distributing in Wisconsin, and the
upper peninsula of Mich.; Prog-
ressive Pictures, distributing in
Southern Illinois and Eastern Mis-
souri; Exclusive Film Service,
distributing in Indiana and North-
ern Illinois; and to the World-Art
Pictures, distributing in New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Ver-
mont, Maine, Connecticut and
Rhode Island.

MISS K. SWAN TO JOIN
0. A. DORAN AT PARA

Katherine Swan, formerly asso-
ciated with Clolumba’s scenario de-
partment, leaves the company to
join D. A. Doran, scenario editor
at the Paramount Astoria studios.

Prior to her Columbia affilia-

tion she was manager of the Paris
American Stock company at the
Theatre Femina. The organiza-
tion presents a series of Famous
American plays.

William Alexander and Congo

Pictures, Ltd., defendants in the

legal action instituted by Lady
Mackenzie Films, for alleged “film

duping” in assembling “Ingagi”

denied in a statement Saturday
such charges and assert “Ingagi”
“absolutely bona fide.”

Alexander as vice-president of

Congo Pictures, Ltd., has been cit-

ed to appear tomorrow (Tuesday)
to show cause why prints of “In-
gagi” should not be turned over
to the court and impounded pend-
ing an accounting and legal set-

tlement in the matter.

Louis Nizer, attorney, represent-
ing the plaintiffs, last week serv-
ed an order, signed by Justice
Bondy, of the United States Dist-
rict Court, on Alexander, requir-
ing his presence in court .

Aiexander, in answer to the
plaintiffs’ complaint, said:

“Any footage that the Macken-
zie contingents claim we ‘duped’
we have bills of sales for. We’ll
have film experts in court Tues-
day to prove our contentions.”

FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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take their place!
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RALPH INCE BARELY

MISSES SWIFT DEATH

LOS ANGELES, July 26.—Ralph
Ince was close to death in the Hol-
lywood Community Hospital last

night following an operation to
remove a three-inch fishhook
which had pierced the base of his

skull.

Early Friday, Ince and other
motion picture celebrities from the
Malibu Beach district went deep-
sea fishing on a large motor
launch. When they reached a
good bass fishing area about eigh-
teen miles at sea, the lines of the

(Continued on page 2)

A. R. DIETZ AT ST. LOUIS
FOR COLUMBIA SALES

Andrew Richard Dietz has been
appointed branch manager of Co-
lumbia’s St. Louis office. Dietz
comes to Columbia from Sono Art
where he acted as Division Man-
ager.

PARAMOUNT EARNINGS UP 65

IN FIRST 6 MONTHS OF YEAR
STUDENT FEDERATION TO PERPETUATE

“ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT’

Because they believe “All Quiet
on the Western Front’’ is the typi-
cal youth picture and that it

truthfully tells the story of young
men in war-time, the National Stu-
dent Federation of America has
obtained the use of the picture for
Armistice Day 1932. It is to be
shown in leading university cen-
ters under their auspices, accord-
ing to Ed. R. Murrow, president.

Carl Laemmle, producer of “All
Quiet on the Western Front’’ has
informed the executive committee

(Continued on page 2)

SAFRON, ADAMS OFF
FOR WASHINGTOM

Radio Pictures executives are
making plans for a series of
“Dixiana” premieres in a number
of cities.

Jerry Safron, Eastern Division
Manager, and Cleve Adams, West-
ern Division Manager, in accord-
ance with this plan, are leaving
for Washington, D. C. today to
personally lay the groundwork for
one of these premieres in the capi-
tol city. They are due back the
early part of next week.

W.E. INSTALLS
1,996 SYSTEMS

IN FOREIGN AREA

Approximately 2,000
Western Electric sound
systems have been install-

ed to date in foreign fields.

According to tlie company’s
latest installation survey
1,090 have been listed. This
with 4,246 installations in
the United States brings the
grand total to 6,242.

‘‘MAGAZINE COVER” GIRL
WEDS VITA WRITER

Adele Allerhand, who was
known as “The Colgate Girl” and
had posed for such noted artists
as McLelland Barclay and Rolf
Armstrong, was married to Bur-
net Hershey on July 24 at the
Municipal Building. Hershey is a
staff scenarist at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone Studio and was form-
erly prominent as a war corresr
pendent and magazine writer.

Profits of ^8,434,000 Re-

ported for First Half of

1930

GERMAN THEATRES CORDIAL

TO HAYS’ FILM TRADE IDEAS

Paramount Publix Corporation
estimates its consolidated net pro-
fit for the six months ending June
28, 1930, after all charges and
taxes, at $8,434,000, equal to $2.98
per share on 2,832,277 shares, the
average number outstanding dur-
ing the period. The profit for the
six months created a new high
record for the Company for this
period of the year, and is approxi-
mately 65 per cent ahead of the
profit for the corresponding period
of 19.29, which was $5,130,000.

The estimated profit lor the
three months ending June 28, 1930,
is $3,600,000, and is equal to $1.21
per share on 2,972,742 shares, the
average number outstanding dur-
ing the quarter. This profit com-
pares with a profit of $2,556,000

(Continued on page 2)

MOE & TEDDY ALTMAN

TO OPERATE COURSE
Moe and Teddy Altman, who

were associated with Pox Films
for 20 years, are to supervise the
Tom Thumb miniature golf course
in back of the Roxy Theatre,
which is the largest of its kind
in the world.

LEO GARNER NAMED
AD-VANCE BRANCN MGR.

BERLIN, July 26. — Leading
film industry publications note a

highly favorable change in the

atmosphere surrounding trade ac-

tivity following reports of the

signing of the Paris sound pat-
ents agreement. The ex pressed
feeling toward Will H. Hays is

especially cordial, one editor
pointing out that while Mr. Hays
did not achieve all he wanted,
“he is practical man enough to

(Continued on page 4)

J. M. ANDERSON LEAVES
FOR HOLLYWOOD TODAY
John Murray Anderson, who has

been abroad for two months seek-
ing new material for the two su-
per productions which he will cre-
ate and direct for Universal for
the new season, returned Friday
on the Aquitania. Anderson leaves
today for Hollywood, where he
will confer with Carl Laemmle,

(Continued on page 4)

In its expansion of field ser-
vice to exhibitors through increase
of branch office personnel. Ad-
vance Trailer Service Corporation
announces several more recent ap-
pointments. One of them is Leo
G. Garner for manager of the
Charlotte office. Mr. Garner re-
cently was in charge of a chain
of theatres for Universal.
Other appointments are: Harry

Olshom, manager of the New Eng-
land office at Boston; Nate Saub-
er, manager at Washington; Ed.
McShane and Albert Levin, sales-
men of the New England oflice
staff.

First Epic Talfeer-The BIG TRAIL
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PARA EARNINGS UP

(Continued from page 1)

It is estimated that over 15,-

000 New Yorkers a week are be-
ing entertained by the free health
motion pictures shown in various
parks by the Department of

Health and the New York Tuber-
ulosis and Health Association. It

is expected that the total of men,
women and children viewing these
open air health films will reach
over 100,000 by the end of the
summer.
The pictures are shown in co-

operation with the Park Depart-
ment and various private and pub-
lic health agencies, among which
are included the National Com-
mittee for Prevention of Blind-

ness, the American Society for the
Control of Cancer, the Institute for

Crippled and Disabled, and the
Children’s bureau of the United
States Department of Labor.
Picture stories of hygiene; of

the prevention of tuberculosis and
other diseases: the need and ad-
vantages of the diptheria toxin-

anti-toxin treatment; of ways of

caring for the teeth and diet are
among the films shown at these
evening meetings. One or two
comedy films follow every show-
ing. The picture equipment for
this work is of the portable type
and is transported from park to

park.

for the same period of 1929, equal

to $1.14 per share on 2,242,862

shares then outstanding.

The estimated profit of $3,600,-

000 for the second quarter is also

a new high record for the second
quarter of any year and is ap-

proximately 41 per cent ahead of

the profit for the corresponding
period of 1929 .

The profit of $2.98 per share for

the first six months on an aver-

age number of 2,832,277 shares
compares with a profit of $2.31 on
2,224,683 shares, the average num-
ber of shares outstanding for the
corresponding period in 1929, and
is an increase in earnings per
share of 29 per cent.

MAIN STREET
kj^ohdoff/^tit

Will Hays will be hitting these
shores shortly after showing the
Germans just what diplomacy
means * * * What has become of
Buddy Kog’ers and his saxaphone
* * * Oscar Cooper remembers
way back when the gang used to
settle all disputes over Hector’s
bar * * * Ben Grimm is all settl-

ed at Columbia * * * where is the
old Moving Picture World gang
* * * Jimmie Jlilliken and his
silver locks are seen often along
the Big Stem * * * Mark Luescjier
is very much pleased with “Dixi-
amPs” recaption * * * Wonder
how many lunches Howard
Hughes will throw along Broad-
way * * * why not invade the
Ritz * * * Herbert Brenon did
with “The Last of the Romanoffs”
* * * Howard might consult Mike
.Simmons, filmdom’s super-expert
on novelty rendezvous for eats
* * * remember when Bill (Klem)
Wriglit was housed on 23rd street
* * * and Terry Kamsaye was
dashing out pieces for the old
•Hutual company * * * why doesn’t
D.W. put his “Birth of a Nation”
to sound * * * and re-engage
Henry Walthall for “The Little
Colonel * * * wonder how long
Ramon Navarro will call camera
on a kiss when he starts direct-
ing *** whatever has become of
Clara Kimball Young * * * some
of our daily press critics are go-
ing Shavian * * '= or is it the heat
* * * Paul Gnlick is the “silent
.man” of the industry * * * and
a reliable news vendor * * *

LOUIS NIZER CONDUCTING

NEWS HOUR ON WMCA WEEKLY
Louis Nizer, attorney in the

Bond Building, and legal repre-
sentative for motion picture in-

terests, talking over WMCA Fri-

day night in the fir^t of a series

of "Editorialettes” and comments
on current big news, made one
reference that should be of inter-

est to filmdom and its patronage.

Among other big news he dis-

cussed the still prevalent heat
wave. He remarked that the near-
future will find New York officials

refrigerating the streets during
the hot spells as theatre man-
agers now cool their theatres.

This, he contends, can be done and
will be done.

Another item that may effect the
industry to a marked degree may
be concluded from his remarks
on the recent discovery by the
Carnegie Institute that a certain
specie of the fungus fly may con-
trol its sex. Nizer aptly draws
the conclusion that if this were
to be controlled in the human
race, it is possible that all males
might result. He w'onders what
revolution would take place on the

screen if all performers were
heroes and male villains,

Nizer will again broadcast over
WMCA at 9:15 next Friday night.

Next Saturday he will talk on
“Sport Sedatives” at 3:30 in the
afternoon, over WMCA. His Fri-

day night talk is for 15 minutes.
His “Editorialettes” on Friday
come under the general head of

Nizer on the News.

RALPH INCE BARELY
MISSES SWIFT DEATH

(Continued from page 1)

party became enmeshed in a bed
of kelp.

As his line came out of the
water with suddenness, Ince
shouted jokingly:
“Here comes mine!”
But the next instant he was ly-

ing on the deck in excruciating
pain—the three-inch hook had
gone through him, had cut through
his scalp and had penetrated the
skull.

TO PERPETUATE U’S

“ALL QUIET” FILM

(Continued from page 1)

of the N.S.F.A., which has been

meeting in New York this month,

that he would make the film

available to the N.S.F.A. in all

university centers on Armistice

Day 1932, to be shown at benefit

performances.

According to the plan of the

N.S.F.A., local student committees,

representing the national organi-

zation on more than 200 college

campuses, will combine efforts in

large university centers to take

charge of showing ,the picture,

on a percentage basis with local

theatres. A large percent of the
proceeds derived from the show-
ing in about twenty-five centers
will be applied on the permanent
foundation, which is now being
raised by the N.S.F.A.

FOR SALE
MOTION PICTURE AND “STIUU”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue. New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary-stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre: trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else In the
motion picture business an ad in
this dm)artment will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the services of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to
do, and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.

THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

“GOLDEN DAWN” (Strand)

The best recommendation of

Warner Bros.’ Technicolor East

African “Golden Dawn”—all ex-

hibitors and their patrons will

heartily agree—is the quality of

the performance ;given by at least

a half dozen of the professional
old stager principals in a cast that
is efficient throughout. Noah
Beery, cracking his bullwhips over
the backs of the males of the na-
tive settlement and terrifying all

the dusky ladies with his atten-
tions while now and then burst-
ing into basso profundo song with
all the gusto of the late Edouard
de Reszke in “Faust”; Vivienne
Segal, ideal ingenue of moderate-
ly light opera; Walter Woolf rub-
bing in the chivalrous hero-lover
business; Alice Gentle, acting and
singing like a veteran, and im-
pressing upon her white child
whom ^e is marrying to a wooden
god that such nuptials alone will
save her from the fate; “Wcfmen
give and remember; men take and
forget”; Lupino Lane, acrobatic
dancing comedian such as never
was before, etc., etc. And some
of the original music provided for
them really well-conceived. The
plot: quite living up to the mu-
sical comedy happy rule of the
less the better. Just an East Af-
rican native settlement switching
from German to English rule with
Vivienne Segal tossed back and
forth betweeq. a wooden god hus-
band and heroic Walter Woolf.
Production: the neatest, cleanest
jungle sand and the sweetes’
green jungle growth you ever saw—comic opera stage scenery at its

best. This is not throwing any
asparagus. Honestly and without
reservation, “Golden Dawn” is a
bully chunk of screen entertain-
ment

C. D.
* * *

“SHOOTING STRAIGHT” (Globe)

Here’s the box office Richard
Dix in another of his gusty two
fisted he-man roles in which his
fans delight. Directed by George
Archainbaud, this melodrama of
small time gamblers and big time
racketeers, “Shooting Straight”
keeps its audiences on the edges
of their seats almost throughout
its entire enaction. A rough and
tumble fight between the hero and
the heavy is as exciting a fist

to fist combat as films, perhaps,
have ever offered.

E. C.

FIRST NATIONAL SIGNS
HAWKS AND SAUNDERS
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— How-

ard Hawks, director of “The Dawn
Patrol” and John Monk Saunders,
its author, have been signed to
long-term contracts by First Na-
tional.

TITLE CHANGED
“Like Kelly Can” which Charles

Riesner directed for M-G-M, will
be released as ‘ ‘Love in the
Rough,”



YONKERS
BUSTS
ITS

SIDES
At preview of

We knew it was GOOD
and we told you so but the

MIGHTY ROAR of con-

tinuous laughter which greeted

it Thursday night at Proctor‘s

Theatre was MORE than

we expected.

RIOT IS RIGHT!

IT’S SENSATIONAL!

i

i me
f

With ANITA PAGE—DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

Sally Blane

Joan Marsh

Slim Summerville

Myrtle Stedmen

Roscoe Karns

Zasu Pitts

Albert Gran

Directed by JAMES CRAFT Presented by CARL LAEMMLE

UNIVERSAL FIRST
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THEATRE CIRCUIT COORDINATES

MINIATURE COLF WITH PROCRAM
The miniature golf course craze

has taken such a firm footing in

various localities, and especially

with tjie theatre owners that vari-

ous circuits having such courses
have outlined certain rules govern-
ing, especially, admission prices.

Smalley’s circuit, operating 15

theatres, with headquarters in

Cooperstown, N. Y., has obviated
any opening for discrimination on
the part of patronage by estab-
lishing equal admissions for both
theatre and golf course.

William C. Smalley, owner and
manager,, reports that night ad-
mission prices for both theatre
and golf course has been set at
50 cents.

“It is working out very satis-

factorily,’’ he says, “as we charge
50 cents straight at night in

Cooperstown, which is a summer
resort, and continues:

“If the golf course were oper-
ated by a non-theatrical party, or
parties, no doubt the admission
would only range from 25 to 35
cents, average prices in other
cities where we do not operate
theatres. Not only has it served
as a protection to the theatre but
has proven a very profitable in-

vestment.”
Smalley has hit upon a good ex-

ploitation idea in connection with
his golf Courses. Near some oi

the difficult holes signs are plac-
ed reading something like this:

“If you make this hole in one
you will receive free admission
at Smalley’s Theatre tonight
where you will see and hear So
and So on the screen.”

J. M. ANDERSON LEAVES
FOR HOLLYWOOD TODAY

(Continued from page 1)

Jr., general manager of produc-
tion for Universal, on plans for
the first of the new Anderson
pictures which will go into work
at an early date.

Since he devised and directed
“King of Jazz” for Universal, An-
derson has definitely abancioned
the stage for the screen.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Par2UTiount Building

Phone—Chickering 272#

GERMAN & FRENCH

PLAYERS ARRIVE

Eight German and French actors
and actresses, all prominent on
stage and screen in their respec-
tive countries, arrived in New YorK
Saturd^ on the Steamship New
York of the Hamburg-American
Line. They have been brought to

the United States to appear in

talking pictures in foreign langu-
ages which will be made at the
Warner Brothers and First Na-
tional studios in California.

In the group arriving on the
New York are four German play-
ers — Wilheim Dieterle, Anton
Mendaille, Jeanne Helbling and
Suzy Vernon. The Germans sail-

ed from Hamburg, while the
French contingent joined the ship
at Cherbourg.

They will appear first in Ger-
man and French versions of
“Those Who Dance,” to be made
by Warner Brothers.

CANTOR TO APPEAR
IN 3 WARNER HOUSES

Spyros I*. Skouras, managing di-

rector of Warner Bros. Theatre
Circuit, announced Saturday that
Eddie Cantor has lieen signed to

make personal appearances at

three Warner houses. These are
the Earle in Washington, where
the comedian has been booked be-
ginning August 1; the Mastbaum
in Philadelphia, beginning August
3; and the Stanley in Pittsburgh
on August 15.

F.N. ANNOUNCES
THIRTY PERCENT

SALES INCREASE
Aed E. Depinet, general

sales manager of First Na-
tional, reports that during
the first four weeks of the
actual marketing of 35 pro-
ductions listed in the
“Prosperity Group,” a 30
per cent increase is noted
over iast year’s figure.

These figures, Depinet
ciiiims, gives actual evi-

dence of the optimistic tem-
per of the smaD-town man-
ager. Tile clieck was made
over the smail town area
where the predominating
factor is the independent
exlubitor.

GERMAN THEATRES
CORDIAL TO HAYS

(Continued from page 1)

know that politics is the ‘art of

the possible’.”

It is expected that the settle-

ment of the patent dispute and the
agreement reached in Paris be-
tween the German and American
electrical interests 'wjill lead to

renewed activity here and will in-

ject vitality into the film indus-
try, which lately has been suffer-

ing from the uncertainty as to

how the fight was going to come
out.

The German Film Theatre Own-
ers’ Association announced that
the leading American talking films

can now be exhibited in Germany,
which is considered a friendly ges-
ture calculated to show Ameri-
cans that the German film inter-

ests are ready to back up the
agreement reached in Paris and
to cooperate in the fullest in the
interchange of the best films of

each country.

Ingagi’ Producers Deny Charge

That African Scenes Are Duped

CHAS. S. GOETZ SELLS

MANY STATE RIGHTS

Chas. S. Goetz, president of

States Cinema Prod. Corp., has
sold territorial rights for the dis-

tribution of “The Woman Who
Was Forgotten” to Showman Films
Ltd., dis^tributing in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain; Irving
Briskin, distributing in Africa;
Penn Productions, distributing in

Delaware, Maryland, D. of C., Vir-
ginia, and Southern New Jersey;
Cecil Maberry and Chas. Jones,
distributing in Oklahoma, Arkan-
sas, and Texas.
Arthur Bromberg, distributing

in North and South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tenn-
essee, Mississippi, and Louisiana;
Security Pictures, distributing in
Iowa and Nebraska; Standard
Film Service, distributing in Ohio,
Kentucky and Michigan; Midwest
Film Distfibutors, distributing in
Kansas and Western Missouri.

.
Elliott Film Co., distributing in

Minnesota and North and South
Dakota; Richard Fox, distributing
in upper New York; Progress
Film Service, distributing in West-
ern Pennsylvania and West Vir-
ginia.

Celebrated Players Film Corp.,
distributing in Wisconsin, and the
upper peninsula of Mich.; Prog-
ressive Pictures, distributing in
Southern Illinois and Eastern Mis-
souri; Exclusive Film Service,
distributing in Indiana and North-
ern Illinois; and to the World-Art
Pictures, distributing in New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Ver-
mont, Maine, Connecticut and
Rhode Island.

MISS K. SWAN TO JOIN
0. A. DORAN AT PARA

Katherine Swan, formerly asso-
ciated with Columba’s scenario de-
partment, leaves the company to
join D. A, Doran, scenario editor
at the Paramount Astoria studios.

Prior to her Columbia affilia-

tion she was manager of the Paris
American Stock company at the
Theatre Femina. The organiza-
tion presents a series of Famous
American plays.

William Alexander and Congo
Pictures, Ltd., defendants in the

legal action instituted by Lady
Mackenzie Films, for alleged “film

duping” 'in assembling “Ingagi”

denied in a statement Saturday
such charges and assert “Ingagi”
“absolutely bona fide.”

Alexander as vice-president of

Congo Pictures, Ltd., has been cit-

ed to appear tomorrow (Tuesday)
to show cause why prints of “In-
gagi” should not be turned over
to the court and impounded pend-
ing an accounting and legal set-

tlement in the matter.

Louis Nizer, attorney, represent-
ing the plaintiffs, last week serv-
ed an order, signed hy Justice
Bondy, of the United States Dist-
rict Court, on Alexander, requir-
ing his presence in court .

Alexander, in answer to the
plaintiffs’ complaint, said:

“Any footage that the Macken-
zie contingents claim we ‘duped’
we have bills of sales for. We’ll
have film experts in court Tues-
day to prove our contentions.”

‘^'BclOcdere
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

J^u)(Iforkj

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

/i

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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The lowest form

of animal

Life

Is the guy

that casts

asparagus

on the business

that Keeps him

alive—and

Kicking!

MRS. CHEVALIER JOINS

HUSBAND IN “PLAYBOY”

Yvonne Vallee, in private life

Mrs. Maurice Chevalier, will be
her husband’s leading woman in

the French version of “The Play-
boy of Paris”. This will mark the
first time Mrs. Chevalier has
joined her husband in one of his
productions. The two, before en-
tering pictures, were associated
on the Paris stage. Mrs. Chev-
alier has won some distinction as
dancer. Ludwig Borgor will direct.

JUNGLE GIRLS COMING

William Alexander, Eastern
representative of Congo Pictures,
the film firm controlling the Afri-
can, jungle picture “Tngagi’S is

bringing to America from the Mt.
Mikeno settlements of Africa
fourteen adult girls to serve as a
background for one of the cross
country “Ingagi” tours, to start
next Labor Day.

STORY BY DICKEY

Paul Dickey will write the
screen story for “Fifty Fathoms
Deep,” one of the pictures an-
nounced on Columbia’s new sea-
son’s program. This is reported
to be a sequel to “Submarine,”
the underwater drama made by
Columbia last year.

FILM CIRCLES JUBIUNT OVER
SIGNS OF NEW PROSPERIH

N. Y. Edison and R.C.A.-

Victor Hire 17,000

Workers in Nearly Bil-

lion Dollar Expansion

Program

FRENCH DECORATION

FOR BRULATOUR
PARIS, July 28.—Jules E. Bru-

latour, well-known figure in the
American motion picture industry,
who was in charge of the picture
branch of the Commission of Pub-
lic Information in France during
the war, has been decorated with
the order of the Legion of Honor
by the French Government.

Mr. Brulatour married Hope
Hampton, former film star, who
has recently been singing in opera
with success in France.

PATHE ASIDS TWO MORE
SHORTS TO SCHEDULE

TELEVISION PLUS
HOME MOVIES NOW
TAKEN SERIOUSLY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—Television and its great-
est ally, home movies, is in

a much more prominent
niche in the industry than
the general public knows.
Rumor in the inner circles

here is that powerful in-

fluences has been brought to
bear to keep television’s

candle “under a bushel”,
the powers tliat be fearing
its general acceptance
would encroacli upon the
j)otential patronage now
open to the theatre.

Film circles yesterday grew
suddenly optimistic with the an-

nouncement that two of the larg-

est businesses in the country are

adding 17,000 workers to their

forces in a program that ap-

proaches billion dollar fiugres .

New York Edison Company al-

ready has added 10,000 workers
to its payroll. The expansion pro-
gram will be extended over a
period of ten years. The Edison

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Pathe
has added two more short sound
comedies to its 1930-31 schedule
with the completion of “Traffic
Tangle” and “Disturbing the
Peace” at its studio here.

HARRY RICHMAN TOPS
PALACE VAUO PROGRAM
Harry Richman, who climbed

into over-night prominence with
his performance in RKO’s “Put-
ting on the Ritz”, is topping the
Palace bill this week.

(Continued on page 3)

“U” TO SPEND $1,000,000

ON NEW BUILDING PROGRAM
LINA OPENS GOWN SHOP
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Lina

Basquette, dancer and screen act-

ress, embarked upon a commer-
cial career this week when she
opened a gown shop in Los
Angeles.

RKO ACQUIRES BRATTER-POLLAK

CHAIN IN METROPOLITAN AREA
Acquisition of the Bratter-Pol-

lak theatre chain in New Jersey,
Westchester County (N. Y.) and
Connecticut was effected over the
week-end by RKO officials, with
Joe Plunkett acting for the Radio-
Keith-Orpheum Theatres Operat-
ing Corporation, a subsidiary of
RKO.
The deal brings eight theatres

into the RKO fold, including the
Playhouse and Pickwick, in Green-
wich, Conn.; the Rex at Irvington,
N. Y.; Embassy, Dobbs Ferry, N.

(Continued on page 3)

WALLACK’S REOPENS

AS SHORT REEL HOUSE

Wallack’s Theatre in West 42nd

Street, re-opened yesterday as a

talking motion picture house de-

voted exclusively to short sub-

jects, with a policy of continuous

performance. Ten to twelve sub-
jects will comprise the average

(Continued on page 2)

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. —Uni-
versal will expend approximately
$1,000,000 in the construction of

additional buildings at Universal
City. The new buildings will

house various units recently ex-
panded to carry out Universal’s
pretentious program for the fu-

ture, according to Carl Laemmle,
Jr., general manager of the plant.

Among other buildings will rise

what is expected to be one of the
finest film laboratories in the in-

dustry. The laboratory, alone,
will cost around $750,000 when
completed.

Adjoining the laboratory will be
a camera building, to house all
cameras when not in actual pro-
duction use. A camera repair
shop will be included as will be
a test shop.

Cutting rooms and vaults will

(Continued on page 2)

RAMBEAU SIGNED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Marj-
orie Rambeau has been signed to
play the mother in M-G-M’s “Dark
Star.”
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MAIN STREET

On tlie Uraiul Eeiilral Fisli and

I'liowiler and Country Club cruise,

aboard the yacht Jumbo, the "big-

gest fish” honor went to Mark
Jbuesclier—Ilruce (xallop caught

the most and Hyatt Daab demon-

strated exceptional piscatorial

prowness * * * the Jumbo sails

out ot Westport and preys on the

hsh ot Long Island Sound, good

and plenty * * * Ben Atwell, press

agent extroidinaire, and the beau

brummel of advance men, looks

over United Artists artistic paper
* * * Bill Desmond who can go

way hack w'hen two reelers were

features, reminiscing in front of

the Palace * * * Eddie Corbett

recounting experiences in Hanni-

bal, Mo. * * * Speaking of “Buck”
(iallop—he gathered in two more
ribbons with his saddle blue

bloods at the Stamford Horse

show * * * remember when Fort

Lee was abuzz with megaphones
* * * and Fatty Arbuckle was di-

recting at the old Fox studio

across the river * * * Whatever
became of Loali Baird * * * re-

member when Ben Lyon was play-

jug extras with Johnny Dooley in

the old church, turned studio, on

56th street * * * and Francis X.
Bushman w'as the fair-haired boy

at the old Metro studio overlook-

ing Central Park (if one had a
periscope) * * * Hike Simmons
better hurry back to his work or

scribes will miss a lot of high
class chow' * * * rumor has it

that sound eventually will bring

major film production to the Big
Town * * * Hollywood papers
please copy * * *

STOCK MARKET

‘0, SAILOR BEHAVE’, SCORES

HIT AT WEST COAST PREMIERE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — “Oh

Sailor Behave!” Warner Bros,
comedy special featuring Olsen
and Johnson, which opened at

Warner Bros. Hollywood Theatre
here was accorded an enthusiastic
reception by critics and public.

Leading newspapers wrote

:

Los Angeles Times: “The come-
dy of Olsen and Johnson proves
rough and ready, laughable en-

tertainment.”
Los Angeles Examiner; “ ‘Oh

Sailor Behave ’ makes up in

laughter and fun what the loving
revue may possibly lack.”

Los Angeles Evening World:
“Olsen and Johnson, those idiotic

visitors from vaudeville, contri-
bute considerable mirth.”
Los Angeles Record; “Polished,

deft and wholly amusing.”
Hollywood News: “A hilarious

comedy.”
Hollywood Citizen: “Lots ot

comedy, and those vaudeville de-
lights, Olsen and Johnson.”
Hollywood News: “A tuneful,

romantic and humorous tale . . .

replete with good music, good
singing and hilarious fun provid-
ed by that vaudeville pair, Olsen
and Johnson.”

program which will be of about
two hours’ duration.

The opening program presents
the current Pox and Universal
Newsreels; two Vitaphone shorts;
James Barton in a dramatic
sketch; “How’s My Baby,” a Edu-
cational featuring T. Roy Barnes;
a Mickey Mouse cartoon; “Where
the Sun Plays”, a one-reel color
novelty, “Song of the Builders,”

RADIO SIGNS JANNEY
FOR JUVENILE LEAD

William Janney has been sign-

ed tor the juvenile lead opposite
iRchard Dix in Radio Picture’s
“The Losing Game” which Low-
ell Sherman is directing.

‘‘NEW MOON” PLAYERS

Nina Quartern and Babe Lon-
don are new additions to M-G-M’s
“New Moon” cast.

EXTRAS TO PROFIT

WHEN “CIMARRON”

STARTS AT RKO

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Radio
Pictures will spend $400,000, it

is estimated by studio officials, to

engage extras alone, for the film-

ing of “Cimarron”, adapted from

Edija Ferber’s novel of the same
title. It is estimated 5,000 extras

will take part in the land rush,

one of the high lights in the story.

GO-ED WITH PATHE

Elinor Millard, pretty stage act-

ress who is about to make her

film debut in “Beyond Victory”,

for Pathe( has a right to write
the letters B.A. after her name.
Miss Millard was given this degree
when she graduated from the Uni-
versity of California with the
class of 1927.

a sound film of skyscraper con-
struction and a sound film of the
music of Beethoven.

ALL-STAR CAST

Ralph Morgan, Marjorie Gateson
and Robert Middlemass have the
leading roles in the recently com-
pleted Vitaphone Varieties, “Ex-
cuse the Pardon.”

be housed in a new building on
the opposite of the laboratory
building. Insurance underwriters,
after an inspection of the plans,
pronounced the fireproofing that

will be made, one of the best for

inflamable materials.

Two new sound stages also will

be constructed. They will be ap-
proximately 150 square feet each,
of reinforced concrete and sound-
proof inineral wool Interiors.

Workmen will work in continuous
sliifts to complete the stages in

the record time of three weeks.

THE BROADWAY
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“GOOD INTEISTIOIVS” (Roxy)

The Fox picture at the “Roxy”

—

“Good Intentions” is another one

of those gentlemen gang pictures

with a night club atmosphere.

There is little or nothing about

the picture that distinguishes it

from its predecessors or in fact

makes it other than a common-
place and improbable piece. This
goes for both the story itself and
its treatment. Edmund Lowe is

featured with Margarette Church-
ill and Regis Toomey. Their per-
formances are entirely satisfac-
tory in a rather routine manner
but it must be considered that all

in all “Good Intentions” is pretty
thin entertainment.

C. G.

“DAWN PATROL” STAR
BALLYHOO ARTIST

V. Stewart, manager of the
First National exchange in Port-
land, Ore., is responsible for a
publicity idea which was carried
through by the advertising de-
partment of the Paramount The-
atre in Portland before the run
of “The Dawn Patrol” at that
house. A wire addressed to the
employees of some fifty of the
most important industrial con-
cerns in Portland was sent by
Riphard Barthelmess. These mes-
sages were conspicuously placed
on bulletin boards which the em-
ployees passed going to and from
work. The wire, on Western
Union blanks, read:

“Never in my long career has
it been my pleasure to act in such
a tremendous picture as ‘The
Dawn Patrol’ which I understand
opens your Paramount theatre
Saturday, July 19. There are
more thrills, suspense, romance
in this picture than any previous,
thanks to John Monk Saunders
who wrote the story. Hoping all
of you can see this picture.”

Richard Barthelmess

“SQUEALER” IN WORK
With the signing of Zazu Pitts

and Robert Ellis for Columbia’s
“The Squealer”, under the direc-
tion of Harry Joe Brown, the com-
pany went on location. Jack Holt
and Dorothy Revier are the fea-
tured players in this authentic
action drama, which depicts life

on the old Barbary Coast and is

an adaptation of the famous stge
ply of the same title.

Wallack^s Now*Shorts*House
(Continued from page 1) <0-

‘U’ TO SPEND $1,000,000 ON BUILDING PROGRAM
(Continued from page 1)

Monday, July 28, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 61% 61 1/4
— 1/4

Warner Bros 38 39 —378
Fox Film “A” 47 !4 48 — %
Loew’s Inc 75 75% —
K-A-0 Pre ..1121/2 11272 + %
Radio K-0 3278 331/8 — 78

Pathe Exchange ... 41/2 41/2 - '/4

M-G-M Pre 25% 25%, — 72

Con. F. Ind 191/2 191/2 — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre .... 20% 20% - 1/4

Curb Market
Columbia Piet. .... 423/8 423/8 +378
Fox Theatre “A’ ’... 10 101/2 + '/4

Nat. Screen 311/8 311/8 — %

Origindtors of Danish P^try

RESTAURANT
711 SEVENTH AVENUE at 47th STREET

NEW YORK CITY

FAAiOUS FOOD AT SENSIBLE PRICES

C DI A TI7 luncheons -After Theatre Specialties-

£i * L/V 1 Hi.“DINNERS— RAct and Pa.<ttrv in Town

Present this Ad (or a Free Sample of “Cerlner's” Original Danish Pastry (o take home

DEMILLE STARTS WORK
ON “THE SQUAW MAN”
Cecil DeMill eis working on a

talking version of a former suc-
cess, “The Squaw Man” at M-G-M.

RIDE ’EM COWBOY!
Tom and Hank MacFarlane,

world’s champion juvenile trick
riders, are featured in the new
Pathe western feature, “Pardon
My Gun.”
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PRESS AGENT GOES

HOLLYWOOD TO ACT

IN JOAN’S PICTURE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— Fritz

Tidden, Clarence Brown’s right-

hand man in the press world, has
dropped so many wise cracks on
M-G-M’s lot that Harry Pollard

signed him as a character come-
dian. Fritz will be seen in sup-

port of Joan Crawford’s “The
Great Day” ' unless he becomes af-

flicted with stage fright. Those
who know Fritz have little fear.

‘U’ GETS RIGHTS
TO MAKE “CAT CREEPS”

Universal yesterday acquired

the talking rights to the stage

mystery, “The Cat and the

Canary”, which will enable it to

proceed with its production of

“The Cat Creeps”, based on the

old favorite. At the same time
Helen 'fwelvetrees was signed to

play the role of Annabelle West,
created for the silent screen by
Laura La Plante.

The job involved in the acqui-
sition by picture producers of the
talking rights to famous stage
successes is shown in the instance
of “The Cat Creeps”. It has
taken Universal two months to ac-

quire all right and title to make
an all-talking picture of it.

TO PLAY COLUMBIA’S
“HELL’S ISLAND” FILM

“Hell’s Island”, Columbia’s
latest roadshow attraction, has
been booked by Fox Theatres in

four of its key cities. RKO de-

luxe houses already are playing
this attraction, with Jack Holt,

Ralph Graves and Dorothy Sebas-
tian in the leading roles.

Fox will open with “Hell’s Is-

land” in Philadelphia Aug. 1; in

Atlanta, Aug. 2, and in Washing-
ton, D. C., August 8.

KATE PRICE CAST

Kate Price and Ben Wilson have
been added to the cast of Colum-
bia’s “Shadow Ranch”, the sec-

ond of the eight Bugk Jones out-
door dramas, and the company
under the direction of Louis King
has gone on location. Marguerite
De La Motte is cast opposite Buck
Jones. The play is a red-blooded
action drama of the old west.
Kate Price, who is a veteran in

the moving picture fleld, made
her debut in the days of John
Bunny. Ben Wiilson is an old
favorite in western photodramas

VERSATILE HALLAM!

Hallam Cooley, in one of the
supporting roles opposite Ann
Harding in Bathe’s “Holiday” is

listed among the successful real
estate operators in Southern Cali-
fornia.

DOROTHY JORDAN CAST
Dorothy Jordan who has played

opposite Ramon Navarro in three
productions, has the girl lead in
“Dark Star”, now in production
on the M-G-M lot.

‘MOBY DICK’ AUQ. 14

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE

Warner Brothers’ Vita-

phone version of “Moby
Dick”, Melville’s whaling
classic, is announced to

open at the Hollywood The-
atre on Thursday evening,
August 13. The role of

Captain Ahab, which John
Barrymore created in “The
Sea Beast”, silent version,
is again in his hands^ and
Joan Bennett plays oppo-
site.

The Hollywood Theatre
stage has been deepened
considerably to facilitate

the presentation of any
type of stage production,
and additional dressing
rooms, to accommodate the
largest of casts, have been
installed.

RICHMAN SWEARS OFF
NIGHT CLUB INTEREST

Harry Richman not only has
sworn off as night club impres-
sario but, for the Nth time re-

itterates the fact that he and
Clara Bow are to be united in

marriage.

MPTO OF NJ. RAISES $10,000

TO FIGHT RENTAL GRIEVANCES

NORA GREGOR TO DO
GERMAN ‘MARY DUGAN’

Nora Gregor has been placed

under a long-term contract by

M-G-M because of her work in

“Olympia”, screen version of the

Molnar comedy, which John Gil-

bert did under the title, “One
Glorious night.” Miss Gregor’s

first assignment will be the title

role in the German version of

“The Trial of Mary Dugan” which
Arthur Robinson will direct.

SIDNEY & MURRAY
SIGNED FOR 5TH FILM

George Sidney and Charlie Mnr-
ray wexe signed yesterday by Carl
Laemmle, Jr. for the starring roles

in the fifth of the famons Cohens
and Kellys series, which will be
“The Cohens and Kellys Hnnting
Big Game in Africa.”
Each year for the past five

years Universal has picturized the
adventures of the Cohen-Kelly
team in different countries.

INDUSTRY JUBILANT OVER SIGNS OF PROSPERITY
(Continued from page 1)

company, alone, is expending
$1,000,000 each week.

A powerful sign of the swing
upwards is seen in announcement
that Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica-Victor Company has added
7,000 employes to its Camden
(N.J.) plant. E. E. Shumaker,
president of the company, holds
the present depression a psycho-
logical and false indicator of the
true buying in the country.
Over the general industrial

fleld evidences are seen to prove
that the various big businesses
which have been “dragging” the
bottom, now are prepared to do
record business.
Film circles believe that with

such promises in the offing the
picture industry can’t help bnt
feel a strong reaction in the in-

terest, especially, of theatre at-

tendance.

VITAPHONE TO MAKE
52 “CELEBRITIES”

Sam Sax and Murray Roth, pro-

ducers of the Vitaphone Varieties

at the Brooklyn Vitaphone Stu-
dios, are preparing for the addi-

tion of a series of 52 “Celebrities”

one-reelers to their 1930-31 pro-

gram.
This series will featnre not only

stage and screen stars, but also

famous personalities in the news
of the day, celebrities who have
large followings outside the the-
atre. Each subject will introduce
a new celebrity, the story action
being built around the role in

which the star is most familiar
to the public. Roth and Sax are
now negotiating with several
notables for this group.

14 Playwrights, 4 Novelists

Writing Para Film Stories

HOLLYWOOD, July 28.— Four-
teen well-known playwrights have
been placed under contract by the
Paramount Publix Corporation to
aid in preparing for the talking
screen the thirty-two feature pro-
ductions which will be filmed at
the company’s Hollywood studios
during the summer months. In
addition to this group of notables,
the firm has signed four popular
novelists whose talents will be
combined with those of the play-
wrights in developing film stories.
The fourteen playwrights, all

with Broadway hits to their cred-
it, are Zoe Akins, Martin Brown,
Bartlett Cormack, Salisbury Field,
Marie Baumer, Maurice Hanline,
Vincent Lawrence, Henry Myers,

William H. Posts, Daniel N. Rubin,.

Austin Strong, Sam Spewack,

John V. A. Weaver and Lajos

Zilahy. The novelists are Charles
Francis Coe, William Slavens Mc-
Nutt, Edward E. Paramore, Jr.,

and Viola Brother.s Shore.

More than twenty talking pic-

tures are now in work at Para-
mount’s west coast studios and
during the months of July, August
and September, thirty-two will be
in full production. With B. P.
Schulberg, general manager of
west coast prodnction for Para-
mount, Lasky is laying out this
increased studio schedule before
returning to his offices in New
York.

Following the conclusion of the

recent meeting of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of New Jer-

sey, President E. Samuelson made
a stsatement regarding the organi-

zation’s attitude toward alleged

rental disscriminations charged

against distributors which are

owners of theatre chains.

Mr- Samuelson’s statement says:

“The meeting of the members
of our organization at the New-
ark Athletic Club took definite ac-

tion to protect the theatre-goers

and public of New Jersey from
further obnoxious and oppressive

tactics of the motion picture trust

when $10,000 was raised as an
initial fund to retain control to

take the matter into court. The
tactics complained of are

:

“First, the overbuying of films
by producer theatres so as to
make it impossible for competing
independent theatres to obtain
sufficient films to operate. Sec-
ond, the system of giving nnfair
protection to producer theatres.
This means that a producer own-
ed theatre gets the film anywhere
from thirty to a hnndred days be-,
fore the independent theatre is

allowed to exhibit it. And, third,
the discrimination in price where-
by producers lease their own
films or other producers’ films to
producer theatres for Yiy^. or 20
per cent of the gross box office
receipts and independent theatres
are charged anywhere from 20 to
50 per cent of the box office re-
ceipts.

“Because of protection and the
log-rolling buying of one produc-
er’s film_s by the other producer’s
theatres, it is perfectly noticeable
that the public already pays more
money for admission to the pro-
ducer owned theatres of the same
type and class than it does to the
independently operated house.”

In conclusion Mr. Samuelson
said: “This is not merely an in-
tra-industry battle. The public
has a large stake in the motion
picture business. It always has
been the amusement for the
masses. If closely examined it

becomes immediately apparent
that the above 'abuses, i)f per-
mitted to continue and grow, will
result in the patron paying more
money and still more money for
his movies.”

RKO GETS NEW CHAIN
(Continued from page 1)

Y. ; Rahway and Empire, in Rah-
way, N. J.

; Ritz, Lyndhurst, N. J.,

and the Lincoln, N. J.

The first one to open under the
auspices of RKO management will
be the Pickwick, on August 10.
Elaborate preparations are being
made to make this opening one of
the biggest ever had in this section
of Connecticut. The local paper,
it was learned yesterday, will get
out a 48-page supplement dealing
with the opening. Negotiations for
the acquisition of this chain have
been pending since last May.



describes this supreme melodrama — one of the

Warner Bros, big money attractions for 1930-31 /



The hazardous year of 1917 lives

again in this supreme melodrama.

You see a desperate conflict

v/agednotby the physical daring

of armies but by the steel -keen

wits of spies.

You see men and women
engaged in breathtaking ente r-

prises in enemy cities, the co n-

sequences of which hold the

destiny of nations.

You see a woman of siren

charm lure the man she loves to

destruction.

POWERFUL is the one word

to describe this tremendous dra-

ma of the European spy system.

CONSTANCE BENNETT

ERIC VON STROHEIM

Anthony Bushell,Wil!iam Courtenay, Crauford

Kent, Charlotte Walker, William Holden.

From the play by Anthony Paul Kelly.

Adapted by Oliver H. P. Garrett.

Directed by Roy Del Ruth.
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WARNER BROS. 1930-31 PRODUCTIONS
BIGGER THAN THE BIGGEST BETTER THAN THE



CLOSING
THE PRESENT SEASON

WITH A BANG:'

No let up in quality.

No slow up in business.

Month after months

year after year the-

atres hnow where to

look for hit after hit.

CHICAGO THEATRE

''audiences howled" at

SO THIS IS LONDON

GOOD INTENTIONS

a hit at the

ROXy, New York

The audience howled so with unsuppressed

mirth many of the lines were lost.

—Chicago Herald Examiner

You should hear the Chicago Theatre audien-

ces this week. SO THIS IS LONDON is very

very funny. —Chicago American

A good show . . . Frank Albertson a good actor

of juvenile parts—second to none. Maureen
O'Sullivan has class and reeks with breeding.

— Chicago Daily Times

A picture you must not miss unless you want

to cheat yourself out of grand entertainment

. . Really great good fun throughout.

— Chicago Post

Superiority so marked that it ought to rate

first page . . Done with brilliant sense of

values . . Lowe advances to a new peak in

his continuously brightening career . . . You

will be enormously entertained.
— New York World

As meritorious a movie as the Main Stem has

seen this summer . . . One of the best crook

films yet offered . . Director Howard has en-

dowed it with a sparkle, a zest, a liveliness

that combine to make it thoroughgoing enter-

toinment. —New York American

A shrewd and vigorous melodrama . . . Lowe

genuinely fine. —New York Herald Tribune

Good example of good direction, good acting,

convincing crook story. Enjoyed Lowe's work

tremendously. —New York Daily News

AFTER TOPPING THE INDL



DPENING
THE NEW SHOW YEAR

WITH A SMASH.

ROOSEVELT THEATRE audience

"
actually burst into cheers'' For

COMMON CLAY««o

Best heart-talkie of the year ... If you don’t mind a good

cry you'll find a real, an exciting and convincing story in

this excellently directed and acted heart-drama . . .

— Chicago Times

Human, engrossing, splendidly directed, staged and acted

... Its punches are legitimate, its surprises startling ones

. . A sensational picture . . You'll be immensely impressed.

— Chicago Tribune

Suspenseful, engrossing and convincing . . . whole cast

splendid . . Audience reaction remarkable. Folks sit on

the edges of their seats . . . and actually burst into cheers

You'll do the same! — Chicago Evening American

Destined to be popular because of its emotional pitch

and because it has been well acted and presented.

—Ch/cogo Evening Post

Chicago Tribune gave

SONG O' MY HEART

at UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE

highest 4 Star Rating

Keeps its spell upon us until the very end of one of the

most charming pictures that has ever been screened.

—Chicago Tribune

Every moment delightful. A thing of beauty visually and

a joy forever audibly. Singer's voice and personality

come over the celluloid like a million.

—Chicago Evening Amercan

NOW TOPS THE TOP
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ROACH COMPLETES 10 OF 30

COMEDIES FOR M-C-M RELEASE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The

Hal Roach studio repoi'ts one third

of its product for the coming year
completed. In the meantime pre-

parations are made for the busiest

August and September in the his-

tory of the comedy plant at Culver
City. An Italian department has
been added to the producing per-

sonnel, with those of English,
Spanish, French and German
which began to function a year
ago, when Roach took the initia-

tive among comedy producers in

multi-lingual output.

In the line-up for 1930-31 of

Roach product for M-G-M release

the ordinary footage restrictions

on Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy pro-

ductions have been removed. This
is in accordance with Roach’s be-

lief that the theatre-going public
will welcome superior three, four
and even five-reel productions by
this co-starring team. Thus, the
Laurel-Hardy product for the com-
ing year is expected to occupy a
much more important spot on pro-

grams than ever before.

Of thirty comedies listed for re-

lease during the forthcoming sea-

son, ten have been completed on
the Roach lot. These are “Girl

Shock’’ and “Dollar Dizzy”, star-

ring Charley Chase; “Pups Is

Pups”, “Teacher’s Pet” and
“School’s Out”, starring Our Gang.
“The Laurel-Hardy Murder Case”
and “The Rap”, co-starring Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy; and
three productions in the new “Boy
Friends” series, titled “Doctor’s
Orders”, “Bigger and Better” and
“Ladies Last”.

The coming season will see the

release of twenty additional pro-

ductions, many of them to be com-
pleted by the first of September
and a considerable percentage to

be made in foreign language ver-

sions. These comprise four Lau-
rel-Hardy feature comedies; six

more Charley Chase comedies;
five Our Gang productions; and
five more releases in the “Boy
Friends” series, already establish-

ed as one of the most popular
groups in the short feature pro-

duction field.

“TOP SPEED’’ OPENS
TO ‘WINTER BUSINESS’

“Top Speed” has gone over
with a rush, acdording to dis-

patches just received from the
Stanley Theatre, Pittsburgh, where
the picutre opened Thursday. A
wire addressed to Ned E. Depinet,
general sales manager of First
National Pictures reads:

“ ‘Top Speed’ world premiere to-

day made Pittsburgh forget the
heat. Picture is a laugh that
drew midwinter business. Joe
Brown greatest comedian on
screen today and he will be ac-
claimed as such by all showmen
who play ‘Top Speed’.”

NUGENT SIGNED

Edward Nugent has been added
to the cast of “War Nurse”, an
M-G-M production.

“RAFFLES” HITS U.A.

HIGH IN 4 CITIES

Reports on “Raffles” from the
United Artists in Detroit show that
in spite of the intense heat the
Ronald Colman picture approach-
ed within a few dollars of the
house recoiM there. At the first

four theatres at which it has been
presented — including the New
York Rialto, the Cleveland Still-

man and the Chicago United Art-
ists
—“Raffles” has surpassed the

business of both “Bulldog Drum-
mond” and “Condemned.”

H ” LYRICIST

AT WORK ON OPERA

HOLLYWOOD BUREAY.—Harry
Tierney, who wrote the music for

RKO’s “Dixiana” has gone into
seclusion in his Beverly Hills
home on a light opera which will
serve as a vehicle for Everett
Marshall, IMetropolitan baritone.
It will be titled “Heart of the
Rockies.”

GOLDBERG HEARS
FUNNIEST SONG ON
FOX MOVIETONE LOT

No less an expert on
things funny than Rube
Goldberg sent a lot of

words over the wire yes-
terday telling the Fox New
York office that the funni-
est song he has “ever
heard” is “Yon Can’t Wear
But one Pair of Pants at a
time.”

Cliff Friend and Janies
Monaco wrote it for Ted
Healy’s starring fun
maker, “From Soup to

Nuts.”

JAMES RENNIE FOR
LEAD IN “ILLICIT”

J. L. Warner announced yester-

day that James Rennie has been

assigned to the leading masculine
role in “Illicit”, replacing Neil
Hamilton. Mr. Hamilton is ap-
pearing in another Warner Bros,
production.

Barbara Stanwyck will enact the
leading feminine role, with
Charles Butterworth, Joan Blon-
dell and Grant Mitchell in sup-
port.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY

West Coast Representative

Henry MacRae, who has person-
ally directed a series of serials

for Universal, has been made head
of that department succeeding
William Lord Wright, who moved
over to Columbia to take charge
of its serial department.

* * *

Fritz Tidden, well knokn news-
paper man, and for the past five

years confidential secretary to

Clarence Brown, M-G-M director,

has turned actor. Fritz will make
his debut in talkies in “The Great
Day” starring Joan Crawford, and
directed by Harry Pollard. Fritz

pulled a few wisecracks in the
hearing of Pollard and the direct-

or directly signed him.

* *

Samson Raphaelson, playwright
and screen apthor, is passing out
cigars around the Universal lot,

over the arrival of an eight-pound
baby girl at Hollywood hospital.

Mrs. Raphaelson is a writer also
and the day before she entered the
hospital she finished the script of

a new novel.
* * *

Samuel Goldwyn held a recep-
tion for his new star Evelyn Laye,
at his offices on the United Art-
ists lot on Tuesday, where the
charming star of the musical hit

“Bittre Sweet” was introduced to

press representatives. She has
only appeared in one motion pic-

ture, Miss Laye stated, in England
a number of years ago. She will
appear in “Lilli” opposite John
Boles as her first U.A. production.

* * *

Harry D. W’ilson is back with
Edwin Carewe, as press repre-
sentative.

Suit has been filed by Strike Up
the Band, Inc., in United District
Court against Warner Bros. Pic-
tures, Inc., Warner Bros. Down-
town Theatre, Warner Bros. Hol-
lywood Theatre Corp. and two
other unnamed cororations, for
infringement upon the copyright-
ed musical production “Strike Up
the Band” used in a stage pre-
sentation of Larry Ceballos. The
concern asks $100,000 damages. It

it charged portions oi the music
“Strike Up the Band” were used
also in a New York theatre by
Warner Bros.

* « *

Formal opening of the Greater
'falkie Season was made this week
by Mayor Porter, who in a procla-
mation calls attention to the open-
ing date of August 15.

Mayor Porter’s proclamation in
part reads:
“Our theatres are on the eve of

celebrating Greater Talkie Season
for 1930 and 1931, a time when
new achievements in entertain-
ment may be looked for.
“The theatres are one of our

most progressive enterprises and
I trust that our citizens will par-
ticipate in so far as possible in
the celebration of the Greater
Talkifi Season.”

* * til

Marie Prevost has been signed
by M-G-M. She will supply the
laughs in the war fun film “War
Nurse.”

* *

John Robertson, having finished
“Beyond Victory” for Pathe, is

directing ranch hands on his fruit
farm at LaJolla. He is under
contract to Universal and will
make his next picture on that lot.

SUE OVER FILMS

OF RUSSIAN REVOLT

WHITE PLAINS, N. Y., July 28.

—Supreme Court Justice Graham
Witschief has denied a motion to
name a receiver to settle the dif-

ficulties of Max Eastman and Her-
man Axelbank over a contract re-
garding the disposition of motion
pictures of the Russian revolu-
tion taken by Axelbank. The
court, however, enjoined Axelbank
from interfering with the comple-
tion and exploitation of the films
in accordance with the contract.
Axelbank is further enjoined from
disposing of the films, or from
incurring any additional expense
in connection, with their prepara-
tion, and from interfering with
the editing of them by Eastman.

“It appears to the court,” said
the decision, “that what the par-
ties need, more than they ne.ed
a lawsuit or the intervention of
the court, is the advice and inter-
vention of some disinterested,
competent business man.”

FOREIGN LEGION PLAY
STARTED ON FOX LOT
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Rene-

gades,” a story of the foreign
legion, featuring Warner Baxter,
Luana Alcaniz and Myrna Loy,
went into production this week
on the Fox lot under the direc-
tion of Victor Fleming.

COMIC PAIR SIGNED
FOR “FRENCH GIRLS”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Cliff

Edwards and Edward Brophy will
again be teamed as comedians in
M-G-M’s “Those Three French
Girls” now in production under
the direction of Harry Beaumont.
It’s a story of France after the
war.

RKO EFFECTS CHANGES
IN HOUSE MANAGEMENT
Ralph Walsh, manager of RKO

Hippodrome in Cleveland, has
been transferred to the RKO Keith
Palace in Akron. Allen Glenn,
who was at the Akron house, went
to the Cleveland Hippodrome. The
transfer took effect Saturday.

BUSY ON “MERMAIDS”
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Ste-

phen Roberts will soon start di-

recting the second Mermaid
comedy at Educational Studios.
This announcement comes from E.

H. Allen, general manager. The
story, as yet untitled, brings to-

gether a splendid cast of well
known favorites, such as Bernard
Granville, Dick Stewart, Kather-
ine McGuire, Jerry Drew, A1 Alt,

Marcia Manning and Rae Daggett

MGLAGLEN TITLE SET

The title of Victor McLaglen’s
latest picture has been finally de-
termined as “A Devil With Wo-
men.” It has been known vari-
ously as “Sez You—Sez Me”, “On
the Make” and “Under Any Flag.”
Other members of the cast are
Mona Maris, Luana Alcaniz, Mona
Rico and Humphrey Bogart. The
director was Irving Cummings.
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MRS. CHEVALIER JOINS

HUSBAND IN “PLAYBOY”

Yvonne Vallee, jn private life

Mrs. Maurice Chevalier, will be
her husband’s leading woman in

the French version of “The Play-
boy of Paris”. This will mark the
first time Mrs. Chevalier has
joined her husband in one of his
productions. The two, before en-
tering pictures, were associated
on the Paris stage. Mrs. Chev-
alier has won some distinction as
dancer. Ludwig Borgor will direct.

JUNGLE GIRLS COMING

William Alexander, Eastern
represenjjitive of Congo Pictures,
the film firm controlling the Afri-
can, jungle picture “Thgagi”, is

bringing to America from the Mt.
Mikeno settlements of Africa
fourteen adult girls to serve as a
background for one of the cross
country “Ingagi” tours, to start
next Labor Day.

STORY BY DICKEY

Paul Dickey will write the
screen story for “Fifty Fathoms
Deep,” one of the pictures an-
nounced on Columbia’s new sea-
son’s program. This is reported
to be a sequel to “Submarine,”
the underwater drama made by
Columbia last year.

FILM CIRCLES JUBIUNT OVER
SIGNS OF NEW PROSPERIH

^

FRENCH DECORATION

FOR BRULATOUR

PARIS, July 28.—Jules E. Bru-
latour, well-known figure in the
American motion picture industry,
who was in charge of the picture
branch of the Commission of Pub-
lic Information in Prance during
the war, has been decorated with
the order of the Legion of Honor
by the French Government.

Mr. Brulatour married Hope
Hampton, former film star, who
has recently been singing in opera
with success in France.

PATHE ADDS TWO MORE
SHORTS TO SCHEDULE

TELEVISION PLUS
HOME MOVIES NOW
TAKEN SERIOUSLY

HOLLYWOOD BUKEAU.
—Television and its great-
est ally, home movies, is in

a much more prominent
niche in the industry than
the general public knows.
Rumor in the inner circles

here is that powerful in-

fluences has been brought to

bear to keep television’s

candle “under a bushel”,
the powers that be fearing
i t s general acceptance
would encroach upon the
potential patronage now
open to the theatre.

N. Y. Edison and R.C.A.-

Victor Hire 17,000

Workers in Nearly Bil-

lion Dollar Expansion

Program

Film circles yesterday grew
suddenly optimistic with the an-

nouncement that two of the larg-

est businesses in the country are

adding 17,000 workers to their

forces in a program that ap-

proaches billion dollar fiugres .

New York Edison Company al-

ready has added 10,000 workers
to its payroll. The expansion pro-
gram will be extended over a
period of ten years. The Edison

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Pathe
has added two more short sound
comedies to its 1930-31 schedule
with the completion of “Traffic
Tangle” and “Disturbing the
Peace” at its studio here.

HARRY RBCHMAN TOPS
PALACE VAUD PROGRAM
Harry Richman, who climbed

into over-night prominence with
his performance in RKO’s “Put-
ting on the Ritz”, is topping the
Palace bill this week.

(Continued on page 3)

“U” TO SPEND St ,000,000

ON NEW BUILDING PROGRAM
LINA OPENS GOWN SHOP
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Lina

Basquette, dancer and screen act-
ress, embarked upon a commer-
cial career this week when she
opened a gown shop in Los
Angeles.

RKO ACQUIRES BRATTER-POLLAK

CHAIN IN METROPOLITAN AREA
Acquisition of the Bratter-Pol-

lak theatre chain in New Jersey,
Westchester County (N. Y.) and
Connecticut was effected over the
week-end by RKO officials, with
Joe Plunkett acting for the Radio-
Keith-Orpheum Theatres Operat-
ing Corporation, a subsidiary of
RKO.
The deal brings eight theatres

into the RKO fold, including the
Playhouse and Pickwick, in Green-
wich, Conn.; the Rex at Irvington,
N. Y. ; Embassy, Dobbs Ferry, N.

(Continued on page 3)

WALLACK’S REOPENS

AS SHORT REEL HOUSE

Wallack’s Theatre in West 42nd
Street, re-opened yesterday as a

talking motion picture house de-

voted exclusively to short sub-

jects, with a policy of continuous
performance. Ten to twelve sub-
jects will comprise the average

(Continued on page 2)

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. —Uni-
versal will expend approximately
$1,000,000 in the construction of

additional buildings at Universal
City. The new buildings will
house various units recently ex-
panded to carry out Universal’s
pretentious program for the fu-
ture, according to Carl Laeminie,
Jr., general manager of the plant.

Among other buildings will rise
what is expected to be one of the
finest film laboratories in the in-
dustry. The laboratory, alone,
will cost around $750,000 when
completed.

Adjoining the laboratory will be
a camera building, to house all
cameras when not in actual pro-
duction use. A camera repair
shop will be included as will be
a test shop.

Cutting rooms and vaults will

(Continued on page 2)

RAMBEAU SIGNED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Marj-
orie Rambeau has been signed to
play the mother in M-G-M’s “Dark
Star.”
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MAIN STREET

On the Oraiitl CenlTal Fish anti

(TuHMler and Foiintrj (’luh cruise,

aboard the yacht Jumbo, the “big-

gest lish” honor went to Mark
jjuesfiier—Bruce Uallop caught

the most and Hyatt Daah demon-

strated exceptional piscatorial

prowness * * jtie Jumbo sails

out ot Westport and preys on the

ash of Long Island Sound, good

and plenty * * * Ben Atwell, press

agent extroidinaire, and the beau

brummel of advance men, looks

over United Artists artistic papei
* * * Bill Besinond who can go

way back when two reelers were

features, reminiscing in front of

the Palace * * * Kddie Corbett

recounting experiences in Hanni-

bal, Mo. * * * Speaking of “Buck”
Uailop—he gathered in two more
ribbons with his saddle blue

bloods at the Stamford Horse

show * * * remember when Fort

Lee was abuzz with megaphones
* * * and Fatty Arbuckle was di-

recting at the old Fox studio

across the river * * * Whatever
became of Loali Baird * * * re-

member when Ben Lyon was play-

ing extras with Johnny Dooley in

the old church, turned studio, on

56th street * * * and Francis X.
Bushman was the fair-haired boy

at the old Metro studio overlook-

ing Central Park (if one had a

periscope) * * * Mike Simmons
better hurry back to his work or

scribes will miss a lot of high

class chow * * * rumor has it

that sound eventually will bring

major film production to the Big
Town * * * Hollywood papers
please copy * * *

STOCK MARKET
Monday, July 28, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 61% 6114 — 14

Warner Bros 38 39 —3%
Fox Film “A” 4714 48 — %
Loew’s Inc 75 75%
K-A-0 Pre II21/2 112% + %
Radio K-0 327/8 33y8 — 7/8

Pathe Exchange ... 4% 4% — 14
M-G-M Pre 25% 25% — Vz

Con. F. Ind 19 1/2 191/2 — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 20% 20% — 14

Curl) Market

Columbia Piet 42% 42% -f3%
Fox Theatre “A”., 10 101/2 -f 14
Nat. Screen — . 31% 31% — %

‘0, SAILOR BEHAVE’, SCORES

HIT AT WEST COAST^RJMIERE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — “Oh

Sailor Behave!” Warner Bros,

comedy special featuring Olsen
and Johnson, which opened at

Warner Bros. Hollywood Theatre
here was accorded an enthusiastic
reception by critics and public.

Leading nervspapers w'rote:

Los Angeles Times: “The come-
dy of Olsen and Johnson proves
rough and ready, laughable en-

tertainment.”
Los Angeles Examiner: “‘Oh

Sailor Behave ’ makes up in

laughter and fun what the loving
revue may possibly lack.”

Los Angeles Evening World:
“Olsen and Johnson, those idiotic

visitors from vaudeville, contri-

bute considerable mirth.”
Los Angeles Record: “Polished,

deft and wholly amusing.”
Hollywood News: “A hilarious

comedy.”
Hollywood Citizen : “Lots of

comedy, and those vaudeville de-
.ights, Olsen and Johnson.”
Hollywood News: “A tuneful,

romantic and humorous tale . . .

replete with good music, good
singing and hilarious fun provid-
ed by that vaudeville pair, Olsen
and Johnson.”

program which will be of about
two hours’ duration.

The opening program presents
the current Fox and Universal
Newsreels; two Vitaphone shorts;
James Barton in a dramatic
sketch; “How’s My Baby,” a Edu-
cational featuring T. Roy Barnes;
a Mickey Mouse cartoon; “Where
the Sun Plays”, a one-reel color
novelty, “Song of the Builders,”

RADIO SIGNS JANNEY
FOR JUVENILE LEAD

William Janney has been sign-
ed tor the juvenile lead opposite
iRchard Dix in Radio Picture’s
“The Losing Game” which Low-
ell Sherman is directing.

“NEW MOON” PLAYERS

Nina Quartern and Babe Lon-
don are new additions to M-G-M’s
“New Moon” cast.

EXTRAS TO PROFIT

WHEN “CIMARRON”

STARTS AT RKO

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Radio
Pictures wdll spend $400,000, it

is estimated by studio officials, to

engage extras alone, for the film-

ing of “Cimarron”, adapted from

Edga Ferber’s novel of the same
title. It is estimated 5,000 extras

will take part in the land rush,

one of the high lights in the story.

CO-ED WITH PATHE

Elinor Millard, pretty stage act-

ress who is about to make her

film debut in “Beyond Victory”,

for Pathe ( has a right to write
the letters B.A. after her name.
Miss Millard was given this degree
when she graduated from the Uni-
versity of California with the
class of 1927.

a sound film of skyscraper con-
struction and a sound film of the
music of Beethoven.

ALL-STAR CAST

Ralph Morgan, Marjorie Gateson
and Robert Middlemass have the
leading roles in the recently com-
pleted Vitaphone Varieties, “Ex-
cuse the Pardon.”

be housed in a new building on
the opposite of the laboratory
building. Insurance underwriters,
after an inspection of the plans,

pronounced the fireproofing that

will be made, one of the best for

inflamable materials.

Two new sound stages also will

be constructed. They will be ap-
proximately 150 square feet each,
of reinforced concrete and sound-
proof mineral wool interiors.

Workmen will work in continuous
shifts to complete the stages in

the record time of three weeks.

THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

“GOOD IXTEXTIOXS” (Roxy)

The Fox picture at the “Roxy”

—

“Good Intentions” is another one

of those gentlemen gang pictures

with a night club atmosphere.

There is little or nothing about

the picture that distinguishes it

from its predecessors or in fact

makes it other than a common-
place and improbable piece. This
goes for both the story itself and
its treatment. Edmund Lowe is

featured with Margarette Church-
ill and Regis Toomey. Their per-
formances are entirely satisfac-
tory in a rather routine manner
but ’it must be considered that all

in all “Good Intentions” is pretty
thin entertainment.

C. G.

^‘DAWN PATROL” STAR
BALLYHOO ARTIST

V. Stewart, manager of the
First National exchange in Port-
land, Ore., is responsible for a

publicity idea which was carried
through by the advertising de-
partment of the Paramount The-
atre in Portland before the run
of “The Dawn Patrol” at that
house. A wire addressed to the
employees of some fifty of the
most important industrial con-
cerns in Portland was sent by
Richard Barthelmess. These mes-
sages were conspicuously placed
on bulletin boards which the em-
ployees passed going to and from
work. The wire, on Western
Union blanks, read:

“Never in my long career has
it been my pleasure to act in such
a tremendous picture as ‘The
Dawn Patrol’ which I understand
opens your Paramount theatre
Saturday, July 19. There are
more thrills, suspense, romance
in this picture than any previous,
thanks to John Monk Saunders
who wrote the story. Hoping all

of you can see this picture.”

Richard Barthelmess

“SQUEALER” IN WORK
With the signing of Zazu Pitts

and Robert Ellis for Columbia’s
“The Squealer”, under the direc-
tion of Harry .loe Brown, the com-
pany went on location. Jack Holt
and Dorothy Revier are the fea-
tured players in this authentic
action drama, which depicts life

on the old Barbary Coast and is

an adaptation of the famous stge
ply of the same title.

DEMILLE STARTS WORK
ON “THE SQUAW MAN”
Cecil DeMill els working on a

talking version of a former suc-
cess, “The Squaw Man” at M-G-M.

RIDE ’EM COWBOY!
Tom and Hank MacFarlane,

world’s champion juvenile trick
riders, are featured in the new
Pathe western feature, “Pardon
My Gun.”

’ “Originators of Danish Pastry’

^ RESTAURANT
: 711 SEVENTH AVENUE at 47th STREET

NEW YORK CITY

FAMOUS FOOD AT SENSIBLE PRICES

nf ITC ni A TI? luncheons -After Theatre Specialties-

Oi^UCi I^LiA I El.—DINNERSj Best Cake and Pastry in Town

Present this Id. for a Free Samoie of “Gerlner's” Original Danish Pastry to lake home

Wallack^s Now *Shorts*House
(Continued from page 1) -v

U’ TO SPEND $1,000,000 ON BUILDING PROGRAM
(Continued from page 1)
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PRESS AGENT GOES

HOLLYWOOD TO ACT

IN JOAN’S PICTURE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— Fritz

Tidden, Clarence Brown’s right-

hand man in the press world, has

dropped so many wise cracks on
M-G-M’s lot that Harry Pollard

signed him as a character come-
dian. Fritz will be seen in sup-

port of Joan Crawford’s “The
Great Day” unless he becomes af-

flicted with stage fright. Those
who know Fritz have little fear.

‘U’ GETS RIGHTS

TO MAKE “CAT CREEPS”

Universal yesterday acquired

the talking rights to the stage

mystery, “The Cat and the

Canary”, which will enable it to

proceed with its production of

“The Cat Creeps”, based on the

old favorite. At the same time
Helen Twelvetrees was signed to

play the role of Annahelle West,
created for the silent screen by
Laura La Plante.

The job involved in the acqui-

sition by picture producers of the
talking rights to famous stage
successes is shown in the instance

of “The Cat Creeps”. It has
taken Universal two months to ac-
quire all right and title to make
an all-talking picture of it.

TO PLIY OOLUMBIA’S
“HELLOS ISLAND^’ FILM

“Hell’s Island’', Columbia’s
latest roadshow attraction, has
been booked by Fox Theatres in

four of its key cities. RKO de-

luxe houses already are playing
this attraction, with Jack Holt,

Ralph Graves and Dorothy Sebas-
tian in the leading roles.

Fox will open with “Hell’s Is-

land” in Philadelphia Aug. 1; in

Atlanta, Aug. 2, and in Washing-
ton, D. C., August 8.

KITE PRI6E OAST

Kate Price and Ben Wilson have
been added to the cast of Colum-
bia’s “Shadow Ranch”, the sec-

ond of the eight Buck Jones out-

door dramas, and the company
under the direction of Louis King
has gone on location. Marguerite
De La Motte is cast opposite Buck
Jones. The play is a red-blooded
action drama of the old west.
Kate Price, who is a veteran in

the moving picture field, made
her debut in the days of John
Bunny. Ben Wflison is an old
favorite in western photodramas

YEHSITILE HALLAIil

Hallam Cooley, in one of the
supporting roles opposite Ann
Harding in Pathe’s “Holiday” is

listed among the successful real
estate operators in Southern Cali-
fornia.

DOROTHY JORDAN CAST
Dorothy Jordan who has played

opposite Ramon Navarro in three
productions, has the girl lead in
“Dark Star”, now in production
on the M-G-M lot.

‘MOBY DICK’ AUG. 14

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE

Warner Brothers’ Vita-

phone version of “Moby
Dick”, Melville’s whaling
classic, is announced to

open at tlie Hollywood The-
atre on Thursday evening,
August 13. The role of

Captain Ahab, which John
Barrymore created in “The
Sea Beast”, silent version,

is again in his hands^ and
Joan Bennett plays oppo-
site.

The Hollywood Theatre
stage has been deepened
considerably to facilitate

tlie presentation of any
type of stage production,
and additional dressing
rooms, to accommodate the
largest of casts, have been
installed.

mmMM SWEHRS OFF
^iOHT OLUB INTEREST

Harry Richmau not only has
sworn off as night club impres-
sario but, for the Nth time re-

itterates the fact that he and
Clara Bow are to be united in

marriage.

company, alone, is expending
$1,000,000 each week.

A powerful sign of the swing
upwards is seen in announcement
that Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica-Victor Company has added
7,000 employes to its Camden
(N.J.) plant. B. B. Shumaker,
president of the company, holds
the present depression a psycho-
logical and false indicator of the
true buying in the country.
Over the general industrial

field evidences are seen to prove
that the various big businesses
which have been “dragging” the
bottom, now are prepared to do
record business.
Film circles believe that with

such promises in the offing the
picture industry can’t help but
feel a strong reaction in the in-

terest, especially, of theatre at-

tendance.

HOLLYWOOD, July 28.— Four-
teen well-known playwrights have
been placed under contract by the
Paramount Publix Corporation to
aid in preparing for the talking
screen the thirty'-two feature pro-
ductions which will be filmed at
the company’s Hollywood studios
during the summer months. In
addition to this group of notables,
the firm has signed four popular
novelists whose talents will be
combined with those of the play-
wrights in developing film stories.
The fourteen playwrights, all

with Broadway hits to their cred-
it, are Zoe Akins, Martin Brown,
Bartlett Cormack, Salisbury Field,
Marie Baumer, Maurice Hanline,
Vincent Lawrence, Henry Myers,

NORA GREGOR TO DO
GERMAN ‘MARY DUGAN’

Nora Gregor has been placed

under a long-term contract by

M-G-M because of her work in

“Olympia”, screen version of the

Molnar comedy, which John Gil-

bert did under the title, “One
Glorious night.” Miss Gregor’s

first assignment will be the title

role in the German version of

“The 'Trial of Mary Dugan” which
Arthur Robinson will direct.

SIDNEY & MURRAY
SIGNED FOR 5TH FILM

George Sidney and Charlie Mur-
ray wexe signed yesterday by Carl

Laemmle, Jr. for the starring roles

in the fifth of the famous Cohens
and Kellys series, which will be
“The Cohens and Kellys Hunting
Big Game in Africa.”
Bach year for the past five

years Universal has picturized the
adventures of the Cohen-Kelly
team in different countries.

VITAPHONE TO MAKE

52 “CELEBRITIES
”

Sam Sax and Murray Roth, pro-

ducers of the Vitaphone Varieties

at the Brooklyn Vitaphone Stu-
dios, are preparing for the addi-

tion of a series of 52 “Celebrities”

one-reelers to their 1930-31 pro-

gram.
This series will feature not only

stage and screen stars, but also

famous personalities in the news
of the day, celebrities who have
large followings outside the the-
atre. Each subject will introduce
a new celebrity, the story action
being built around the role in

which the star is most familiar
to the public. Roth and Sax are
now negotiating with several
notables for this group.

William H. Posts, Daniel N. Rubim
Austin Strong, Sam Spewack,

John V. A. Weaver and Lajos

Zllahy. The novelists are Charles
Francis Coe, William Slavens Mc-
Nutt, Edward E. Paramore, Jr.,

and Viola Brother.s Shore.

More than twenty talking pic-

tures are now in work at Para-
mount’s west coast studios and
during the months of July, August
and September, thirty-two will be
in full production. With B. P.

Schulberg, general manager of
west coast production for Para-
mount, Lasky is laying out this
increased studio schedule before
returning to his offices in New
York.

Following the conclusion of the

recent meeting of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of New Jer-

sey, President E. Samuelson made
a stsatement regarding the organ!-’

zation’s attitude toward alleged

rental disscriminations charged

against distributors which are

owners of theatre chains.

Mr. Samuelson’s statement says:

“The meeting of the members
of our organization at the New-
ark Athletic Club took definite ac-

tion to pr.otect the theatre-goers

and public of New Jersey from
further obnoxious and oppressive

tactics of the motion picture trust

when $10,000 was raised as an
initial fund to retain control to

take the matter into court. The
tactics complafned of are:

“First, the overbuying of films

by producer theatres so as to
make it impossible for competing
independent theatres to obtain
sufficient films to operate. Sec-
ond, the system of giving unfair
protection to producer theatres.
This means that a producer own-
ed theatre gets the film anywhere
from thirty to a hundred days be-
fore the independent theatre is

allowed to exhibit it. And, third,
the discrimination in price where-
by producers lease their own
films or other producers’ films to
producer theatres for 17% or 20
per cent of the gross box office

receipts and independent theatres
are charged anywhere from 20 to
50 per cent of the box office re-
ceipts.

“Because of protection and the
log-rolling buying of one produc-
er’s films by the other producer’s
theatres, it is perfectly noticeable
that the public already pays more
money for admission to the pro-
ducer owned theatres of the same
type and class than it does to the
independently operated house.”

Ill conclusion Mr. Samuelson
said: “This is not merely an in-
tra-industry battle. The public
has a large stake in the motion
picture business. It always has
been the amusement for the
masses. If closely examined it

becomes immediately apparent
that the above 'abuses, i)f per-
mitted to continue and grow, will
result in the patron paying more
money and still more money for
his movies.”

RKO GETS NEW CHAIN
(Continued from page 1)

Y. ; Rahway and Empire, in Rah-
way, N. J. ; Ritz, Lyndhurst, N. J.,

and the Lincoln, N. J.

The first one to open under the
auspices of RKO management will
be the Pickwick, on August 10.
Elaborate preparations are being
made to make this opening one of
the biggest ever had in this section
of Connecticut. The local paper,
it was learned yesterday, will get
out a 48-page supplement dealing
with the opening. Negotiations for
the acquisition of this chain have
been pending since last May.

INDUSTRY JUBILANT OVER SIGNS OF PROSPERITY
(Continued from page 1) -0*

14 Playwrights, 4 Novelists

Writing Para Film Stories

MPTO OF NJ. RAISES $10,000

TO FIGHT RENTAL GRIEVANCES



describes this supreme melodrama — one of the

Warner Bros, big money attractions for 1930-31 •



The hazardous year of 1917 lives

again in this supreme melodrama.

You see a desperate conflict

waged not by the physical daring

of armies but by the steel -keen

wits of spies.

You see men and women
engaged in breathtaking ente r-

prises in enemy cities, the co n-

sequences of which hold the

destiny of nations.

You see a woman of siren

charm lure the man she loves to

destruction.

POWERFUL is the one word

to describe this tremendous dra-

ma of the European spy system.

CONSTANCE BENNETT

ERIC VON STROHEIM

Anthony BusheI!,William Courtenay, Crauford

Kent, Charlotte Walker, William Holden.

*

I

Im

M
i

From the play by Anthony Paul Kelly.

Adapted by Oliver H. P. Garrett.

Directed by Roy Del Ruth.

WARNER BROS. 1930-31 PRODUCTIONS
BIGGER THAN THE BIGGEST BETTER THAN THE BEST!



CLOSING
THE PRESENT SEASON

WITH A BANG,

No let up in quality.

No slow up in business

Month after month,

year after year the-

atres know where to

look for hit after hit.

CHICAGO THEATRE

''audiences howled" at

SO THIS IS LONDON

The audience howled so with unsuppressed

mirth many of the lines were lost.

—Chicago Herald Examiner

You should hear the Chicago Theatre audien-

ces this week. SO THIS IS LONDON is very

very funny. —Chicago American

A good show . . . Frank Albertson a good actor

of juvenile parts->second to none. Maureen
O'Sullivan has class and reeks with breeding.

—Chicago Daily Times

A picture you must not miss unless you want

to cheat yourself out of grand entertainment

. . Really great good fun throughout.

— Chicago Post

GOOD INTENTIONS

a hit at the

ROXy, New York

Superiority so marked that it ought to rate

first page . . Done with brilliant sense of

values . . Lowe advances to a new peak in

his continuously brightening career . . . You

will be enormously entertained.
—New York World

As meritorious a movie as the Main Stem has

seen this summer . . . One of the best crook

films yet offered . . Director Howard has en-

dowed it with a sparkle, a zest, a liveliness

that combine to make it thoroughgoing enter-

tainment. —New York American

A shrewd and vigorous melodrama . . . Lowe

genuinely fine. —New York Herald Tribune

Good example of good direction, good acting,

convincing crook story. Enjoyed Lowe's work

tremendously. —New York Daily News

AFTER TOPPING THE INDl^



DPENING
THE NEW SHOW YEAR

WITH A smash;

ROOSEVELT THEATRE audience

"
actually burst into cheers'^ (or

COMMON CLAY

Best heart-talkie of the year ... If you don’t mind a good

cry you’ll find a real, an exciting and convincing story in

this excellently directed and acted heart-drama . . .

— Chicago Times

Human, engrossing, splendidly directed, staged and acted

... Its punches are legitimate, its surprises startling ones

. . A sensational picture . . You'll be immensely impressed.

— Chicago Tribune

Suspenseful, engrossing and convincing . . . whole cast

splendid . . Audience reaction remarkable. Folks sit on

the edges of their seats . . . and actually burst into cheers

You'll do the same! — Chicago Evening American

Destined to be popular because of its emotional pitch

and because it has been well acted and presented.

— Chicago Evening Post

Chicaso Tribune gave

SONG O' MY HEART *«HMf

at UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE

highest 4 Star Rating

Keeps its spell upon us until the very end of one of the

most charming pictures that has ever been screened.

—Chicago Tribune

Every moment delightful. A thing of beauty visually and

a joy forever audibly. Singer's voice and personality

come over the celluloid like a million.

—Chicago Evening Amercan
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ROACH COMPLETES 10 OF 30

COMEDIES FOR M-G-M RELEASE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Tlie

Hal Roach studio reports one third

of its product for the coming year

completed. In the meantime pre-

parations are made for the busiest

August and September in the his-

tory of the comedy plant at Culver
City. An Italian department has
been added to the producing per-

sonnel, with those of English,

Spanish, French and German
which began to function a' year
ago, when Roach took the initia-

tive among comedy producers in

multi-lingual output.

In the line-up for 1930-31 of

Roach product for M-G-M release

the ordinary footage restrictions

on Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy pro-

ductions have been removed. This
is in accordance with Roach’s be-

lief that the theatre-going public

will welcome superior three, four

and even five-reel productions by

this co-starring team. Thus, the

Laurel-Hardy product for the com-
ing year is expected to occupy a

much more important spot on pro-

grams than ever before.

Of thirty comedies listed for re-

lease during the forthcoming sea-

son, ten have been completed on
the Roach lot. These are “Girl

Shock” and “Dollar Dizzy”, star-

ring Charley Chase; “Pups Is

Pups”, “Teacher’s Pet” and
“School’s Out”, starring Our Gang.
“The Laurel-Hardy Murder Case”
and “The Rap”, co-starring Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy; and
three productions in the new “Boy
Friends” series, titled “Doctor’s
Orders”, “Bigger and Better” and
“Ladies Last”.

The coming season will see the

release of twenty additional pro-

ductions, many of them to be com-
pleted by the first of September
and a considerable percentage to

be made in foreign language ver-

sions. These comprise four Lau-
rel-Hardy feature comedies; six

more Charley Chase comedies;
five Our Gang productions; and
five more releases in the “Boy
Friends” series, already establish-

ed as one of the most popular
groups in the short feature pro-
duction field.

“TOP SPEED’’ OPENS
TO ‘WINTER BUSINESS’

“Top Speed” has gone over
with a rush, acdording fo dis-

patches just received from the
Stanley Theatre, Pittsburgh, where
the picutre opened Thursday. A
wire addressed to Ned E. Depinet,
general sales manager of First
National Pictures reads:

“ ‘Top Speed’ world premiere to-

day made Pittsburgh forget the
heat. Picture is a laugh that
drew midwinter business. Joe
Brown greatest comedian on
screen today and he will be ac-
claimed as such by all showmen
who play ‘Top Speed’.”

NUGENT SIGNED

Edward Nugent has been added
to the cast of “War Nurse”, an
M-G-M production.

“RAFFLES” HITS U.A.

HIGH IN 4 CITIES

Reports on “Raffles” from the
United Artists in Detroit show that
in spite of the intense heat the
Ronald Colman picture approach-
ed within a few dollars of the
house recorji there. At the first

four theatres at which it has been
presented — including the New
York Rialto, the Cleveland Still-

man and the Chicago United Art-
ists
—“Raffles” has surpassed the

business of both “Bulldog Drum-
mond” and “Condemned.”

a ” LYRICIST

AT WORK ON OPERA

HOLLYWOOD BUREAY.—Harry
Tierney, who wrote the music for

RKO’s “Dixiana” has gone into
seclusion in his Beverly Hills

home on a light opera which will
serve as a vehicle for Everett
Marshall, Metropolitan baritone.
It will be titled “Heart of the
Rockies.”

GOLDBERG HEARS
FUNNIEST SONG ON
FOX MOVIETONE LOT

No less an expert on
things funny than Rube
Goldberg sent a lot of

words over the wire yes-
terday telling the Fox New
York office that the funni-
est song he has “ever
heard” is “You Can’t Wear
But one Fair of Pants at a
time.”

Cliff Friend and James
Monaco wrote it for Ted
Healy’s starring fun
maker, “From Soup to

Nuts.”

JAMES RENNIE FOR
LEAD IN “ILLICIT”

J. L. Warner announced yester-

day that James Rennie has been

assigned to the leading masculine
role in “Illicit”, replacing Neil

Hamilton. Mr. Hamilton is ap-
pearing in another Warner Bros,
production.

Barbara Stanwyck will enact the
leading feminine role, with
Charles Butterworth, Joan Blon-
dell and Grant Mitchell in sup-
port.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY

West Coast Representative

Henry MacRae, who has person-
ally directed a series of serials

for Universal, has been made head
of that department succeeding
William Lord Wright, who moved
over to Columbia to take charge
of its serial department.

* * *

Fritz Tidden, well knokn news-
paper man, and for the past five

years confidential secretary to

Clarence Brown, M-G-M director,

has turned actor. Fritz will make
his debut in talkies in “The Great
Day” starring Joan Crawford, and
directed by Harry Pollard. Fritz

pulled a few wisecracks in the
hearing of Pollard and the direct-

or directly signed him.

4: * *

Samson Raphaelson, playwright
and screen an.thor, is passing out
cigars around the Universal lot,

over the arrival of an eight-pound
baby girl at Hollywood hospital.

Mrs. Raphaelson is a writer also
and the day before she entered the
hospital she finished the script of

a new novel.
* * *

Samuel Goldwyn held a recep-
tion for his new star Evelyn Laye,
at his offices on the United Art-
ists lot on Tuesday, where the
charming star of the musical hit

“Bittre Sweet” was introduced to
press representatives. She has
only appeared in one motion pic-
ture, Miss Laye stated, in England
a number of years ago. She will
appear in “Lilli” opposite John
Boles as her first U.A. production.

4: 4e 4:

Harry D. Wilson is back with
Edwin Carewe, as press repre-
sentative.

Suit has been filed by Strike Up
the Band, Inc., in United District
Court against Warner Bros. Pic-
tures, Inc., Warner Bros. Down-
town Theatre, Warner Bros. Hol-
lywood Theatre Corp. and two
other unnamed cororations, for
infringement upon the copyright-
ed musical production “Strike Up
the Band” used in a stage pre-
sentation of Larry Ceballos. The
concern asks $100,000 damages. It

it charged portions of the music
“Strike Up the Band” were used
also in a New York theatre by
Warner Bros.

4« * 4£

Formal opening of the Greater
Talkie Season was made this week
by Mayor Porter, who in a procla-
mation calls attention to the open-
ing date of August 15.

Mayor Porter’s proclamation in
part reads:
“Our theatres are on the eve of

celebrating Greater Talkie Season
for 1930 and 1931, a time when
new achievements in entertain-
ment may be looked for.

“The theatres are one of our
most progressive enterprises and
I trust that our citizens will par-
ticipate in so far as possible in
the celebration of the Greater
Talkifi Season.”

* * 4:

Marie Prevost has been signed
by M-G-M. She will supply the
laughs in the war fun film “War
Nurse.”

* * >»

John Robertson, having finished
“Beyond Yictory” for Pathe, is

directing ranch hands on his fruit
farm at LaJolla. He is under
contract to Universal and will
make his next picture on that lot.

SUE OVER FILMS

OF RUSSIAN REVOLT

WHITE PLAINS, N. Y., July 28.

—Supreme Court Justice Graham
Witschief has denied a motion to
name a receiver to settle the dif-

ficulties of Max Eastman and Her-
man Axelbank over a contract re-
garding the disposition of motion
pictures of the Russian revolu-
tion taken by Axelbank. The
court, however, enjoined Axelbank
from interfering with the comple-
tion and exploitation of the films
in accordance with the contract.
Axelbank is further enjoined from
disposing of the films, or from
incurring any additional expense
in connection with their prepara-
tion, and from interfering with
the editing of them by Eastman.

“It appears to the court,” said
the decision, “that what the par-
ties need, more than they need
a lawsuit or the intervention of
the court, is the advice and inter-
vention of some disinterested,
competent business man.”

FOREIGN LEGION PLAY
STARTED ON FOX LOT
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Rene-

gades,” a story of the foreign
legion, featuring Warner Baxter,
Luana Alcaniz and Myrna Loy,
went into production this week
on the Fox lot under the direc-
tion of Victor Fleming.

GOMIC PAIR SIGNED
FOR “FRENCH GIRLS”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Cliff

Edwards and Edward Brophy will
again be teamed as comedians in
M-G-M’s “Those Three French
Girls” now in production under
the direction of Harry Beaumont.
It’s a story of France after the
war.

RKO EFFECTS CHANGES
IN HOUSE MANAGEMENT
Ralph Walsh, manager of RKO

Hippodrome in Cleveland, has
been transferred to the RKO Keith
Palace in Akron. Allen Glenn,
who was at the Akron house, went
to the Cleveland Hippodrome. The
transfer took effect Saturday.

BUSY ON “MERMAIDS”
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Ste-

phen Roberts will soon start di-

recting the second Mermaid
comedy at Educational Studios.
This announcement comes from E.
H. Allen, general manager. The
story, as yet untitled, brings to-

gether a splendid cast of well
known favorites, such as Bernard
Granville, Dick Stewart, Kather-
ine McGuire, Jerry Drew, A1 Alt,

Marcia Manning and Rae Daggett

MCLAGLEN TITLE SET

The title of Victor McLaglen’s
latest picture has been finally de-
termined as “A Devil With Wo-
men.” It has been known vari-
ously as “Sez You—Sez Me”, “On
the Make” and “Under Any Flag.”
Other members of the cast are
Mona Maris, Luana Alcaniz, Mona
Rico and Humphrey Bogart. The
director was Irving Cummings.
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VICE-PRESIDENT CURTIS TO OPEN JURILEE

HONORING WARNERS’ SILVER ANNIVERSARY
^To Press Electric Button in His Topeka (Kan.) Home

Parting Curtains of Key City Theatres Friday for

Month’s Celebration
Warners’ Silver Anniversary

celebration will be ushered in

Friday when Vice-President Cur-
tis presses an electric button at

his home in Topeka, Kan.

Vice-President Curtis’ act will

automatically part the curtains in

sevei’al of Warners key city
houses, and give the signal for the
overture, “In Memory of You,’’
written especially for the occa-
sion.

Direct wire connections will be
established between the vice-pres-
ident’s home and theatres in
Philadelphia, Newark, Washington,
Pittsburgh, New Haven, St. Louis,

(Continued on page 2)

ALL-FRENCH, ITALIAN VERSIONS

GET UNDER WAY AT FOX STUDIO

PICTURE EXPORTS
AID U.S. TRADE

According: to a survey
just completed by Halsey,
Stuart and Company, in co-
operation with the Depart-
ment of Commerce, for
every foot of film exported
American industry and
business secure a return of

$1 in trade. Film exports
run around 3,000,000 feet
per year.

If you

Derive your

Daily Java and

Sinkers

From the Picture

business. Keep

that in mind

When you set

Out to

Bark,

Bellyache

and Backbite

This Business!

LOU METZGER RESIGNS

AS MANAGER FOR ‘U’

Lou B. Metzger, general man-
ager oE Universal, yesterday hand-
ed in his resignation to take ef-

fect immediately, Metzger will

take over a business proposition
he has been considering for some
time.

Since he was seventeen Metzger
has been actively associated with
the film industry. He came to
Universal as an executive in 1924,
having risen from the ranks. He
was promoted to assistant sales
manager, then to general sales
manager.

RUTH EXPECTING STORK
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Ruth

Clifford who, only a few years
back, was one of the leading stars
on Universal’s program, is expect-
ing a visit from the stork. She
is Mrs. James Cornelius.

INSURANCE BROKERS

TO FILM INDUSTRY

IN BIG MERGER

With the consummation next
Friday of the merger of two lead-

ing insurance brokerage firms, the
film industry’s major business
will be brought under one head.

Stebbins, Leterman and Gates,
Inc., and Herbert R. Ebenstein,
Inc., will consolidate into a new

(Continued on page 3)

NEW FILM EXCHANGE
TO OPERATE UP-STATE

The newly formed Standard
Film Exchanges, Inc., has open-
ed offices in Buffalo and Albany
to handle releases in up-state
New York. Jack Berkowitz is

manager. Standard will release
ten all-talking specials, sixteen

(Continued on page 2)

NED GERBER JOINS
FOX THEATRES STAFF

Ned Gerber has been appointed
publicity director of the Fox The-
atre, Washington, under the su-
pervision of Hardie Meskin, Man-
aging Director. Gerber comes to
Fox from Columbia Pictures Cor-
poration.

Phil Reisman, for many years
general sales manager for Pathe,
has resigned, his resignation to
take effect immediately. The an-
nouncement came yesterday from
C. J. Scollard, executive vice-
president and general manager of
Pathe Exchanges, Inc.

E. J. O’Leary who, during the
past year, has been assistant to
Joseph P. Kennedy, succeeds Reis-

(Continued on page 4)

STANLEY SMITH BACK
Stanley Smith arrived in New

York yesterday from Hollywood,
and reported to the New York
Paramount studio where he will
soon start work in the juvenile
role in Ed Wynn’s “Manhattan
Mary.”

SONO ART CLOSES DEALS
Sono Art-World Wide has com-

pleted a deal with the Butterfield
circuit of Michigan booking “Cock
O’ the Walk”, “What a Man!” and
“The Dude Wrangler”, and with
the Stanley-Pabian Company over
its entire New Jersey circuit, for
“On(ce a Gentleman”, ‘'The Big
Fight”, “What a Man!” and “Cock
O’ the Walk.”

Winfield Sheehan advises that

Fox Film will immediately launch
upon foreign version production
of all-French, all-Italian sound
pictures. Hollywood will be the
seat of activity. All-Spanish full-

length and short subjects already

(Continued on page 4)

TITAN ON THE AIR!

The first of RKO “Ticket
Selling Broadcasts” went
on the air from the com-
pany’s Hollywood picture
stndio last night, over a
national liook-up of N.B.C.
radio stations. The big air
plug was for “Dixiana”, the
Radio musical which had
ils world premiere in Los
Angeles last week. Twelve
of these big studio pro-
grams will be broadcast
this year by RKO in addi-
tion to its regular weekly
programs.

O’Leary Succeeds Reisman
As Pathe Sales Head

c>—

Tops Them AII-The BIG TRAIL
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MAIN STREET

Broadway is looking on with
horror at the latest innovation in

endurance contests staged by Pal-
ace-front actors who have decided
to look for jobs * * * word comes
from Cecil DeMille that before
many seasons have passed pants
will become obsolete * * * wonder
if Cecil will suggest riding

breeches as the proper substitute
* * * Fritz Tidden who used to

gather news for Lyne Denig when
Lyne was editor of the Dramatic
Mirror, has turned actor * * * no
less than the vice-president of

these United States will signal the
opening of Warners Big Month * *

Rutgers Neilsen is ever ready to

accommodate * * * Louis Mann
refuses to allow the torrid spell to

wilt his three-inch, wing collar
* * * Harold Franklin who knows
a few things about theatres was
a recent visitor to the Big Stem
* * * so was Bill Wagnon who
shows ’em what real theatre bally-

hoo is in ’Frisco * * * gQ were
Tim Kearse from below the Mason
and Dixie boundary, and Meyer
Scliine, from the town where they
produce more gloves than they dc
extras in Hollywood * * * re-
member when Mickey Neilan was
chauffeur for Bill Irwin of the old
Kalem outfit * » ^nd when Bill

turned down a $50 a week con-
tract for Charlie Chaplin’s ser-
vices * * * whatever became of
Edgar Lewis, who held the mega-
phone over “The Barrier” * *

his brother Mitch is still villain-
ing *

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, July 29, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 60 60 1/2 — %
Warner Bros ... SSi/s 391/2 -p %
Fox Film “A” ... 471/8 47'i/8 — %
Loew’s Inc ... 731/8 737/8 —1%
Loew’s Inc. Pre ... 961/2 96% -P 1/4

K-A-0 Pre 11m 11214

Radio K-A-0 ... 321/2 33 — 1/8

Pathe Exchange .... 4% 4% + '/4

Pathe “A” ... 9% 97/8 -P 1/8

M-G-M Pref ... 24% 24% — %
Con. F. Ind .. 19 '/4 19% - U
Con. F. Ind. Pre. .. 201/2 201/2 - u

Curb Market
Columbia Piet ... 407/8 407/8 —11/2

Fox Theatre “A” ... 10 10 — y2
Nat. Screen ... 30% 31 — %

^^Teletalkie^* Show Knocks
^Em Dead in London To<u;n
Word conies from London that

the first public performance of

the “teletalkie”, known to the

trade as Baird television, a simul-

taneous broadcast of motion pic-

tures and sound, was given at the

Coliseum, one of London’s lead-

ing vaudeville houses,. It was a
regular pan of the theatre’s pro-
gram.

The “teletalkie” act was flash-

ed from the Baird studio and lab-

oratories about half a mile away
and reproduced on a screen two
feet wide and six feet long.

There was no attempt to broad-
cast anything resembling a play.
The demonstration consisted of a
series of speeches by different
persons and one song. The width
of the screen was almost com-
pletely filled by the head of the
person speaking.

According to the description re-

ceived here Baird’s “teletalkie” is

at present, in about the same
stage as the first movie ever
shown at Eden Musee thirty years
ago in New York.

The transmitter used treats the
object broadcast as though broken
up into hundreds of elements, all

of the same size. The television’s
“eye” scans each element in turn,
covering the whole object about
twelve times each secojid.

’The receiving screen at the the-
atre was broken up into about
2,000 elements, each consisting of
small cubicle in v^hich was a
small metal filament lamp such as
is used in pocket electric flashes.
The front of each cell is covered
with a sheet of ground glass.

PATHS COMEDY BOASTS
EIGHT LEADIHG COMICS

“Her Man”, Bathe’s Havana
underworld drama, boasts eight
comedians in leading roles, in-
cluding James Gleason, Harry
Sweet, Slim Summerville, Jerry
Drew, Neely Edwards, Kewpie
Morgan, Charlite Dougherty tind
Bud Jamieson.

IN GOLDBERG FILM

Lucile Browne, O’Brien’s lead-
ing lady in “The Last of the
Duanes,” who made her motion
picture debut in that film, is now
piaying the romantic lead oppo-
site Stanley Smith in “Soup to
Nuts”, written by Rube Goldberg.

TOUCH DOWN!

Pathe has, In its series of

six footbail reels in which
KNUTE ROCKNE of Notre
Dame, and his team, are
starred, a half dozen natur-
al box office champions.
We had the privilege

yesterday of previewing the
first of these reels, con-

ceited by Terry Ramsaye
and directed by Clyde
Elliott. These first two 900
foot shorts are titled, “The
Lasts Yard” and “The Hid-
den BalL”

In them Rockne is shown
putting his team tlirough
practice and plays which
have made history in the
football world in the past
few years. Much of the ac-

tion is shown in slow mo-
tion with Rockne describ-

ing the moves. The syn-
chronization of the spoken
descriptions by the big
gridiron coach with the
slow motion sequences is

excellent. The color se-

quences, done in the new
Pathecoloratura process,
are exceptlonjilly well pho-
tographed.
The series to be released

in the fall, when footbjill

is attracting the attention
of millions all over the
country, should prove a big
box office asset.

NORMA SHEARER FILM

TOPS SOME RECORDS
CHICAGO BUREAU—The sixth

M-G-M picture to repeat in the

Loop district is “Let Us Be Gay”,

according to E. M. Saunders, of

the M-G-M sales office. The pic-

ture, starring Norma Shearer,

played for an extended run at the

Capitol in New York.

NEW FILM EXCHANGE
(Continued from page 1)

Syndicate all-talking western dra-

mas, eight melodramas, three Mas-
cot serials, eighteen Alice car-

toons. Physical distribution will

be. through First Graphic Ex-
changes, Inc.

RKO OUTING PROVES

GREAT SUCCESS

The personnel of RKO held their

first annual outing over the week-

end at Indian Point, and incident-

ally showed Warners baseball

team just how Babe Ruth would
dl) it.

The RKO-lians, under the per-

sonal direction of Frank Lilli-

crapp and Martin Monroe captur-
ed the Hiram Brown cup present-
ed for the baseball event.

Six other events were decided
—three lor women and three for
men—for competition with the
RKO organization. While the
Warner boys were taking a sound
beating from the RKO-lians, Co-
lumbia’s team went down to de-
feat before a terrible onslaught
from a crippled Fox nine. Next
Saturday'' the RKO-lians will meet
the Fox nine at Mt. St. Michaels
field at the Catholic Protectory.

FRAHK REICHER SIGHED
FOR “BILLY THE KID’’

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Frank
Reicher, former stage director and
actor, has been signed to play
General Lew Wallace in King
Vidor’s “Billy the Kid”, in pro-
duction on the M-G-M lot.

SALLY STARR SIGHS
FOR “LOVE OF LIL’’

Sally Starr has been signed by
Columbia for the leading roles in
“For the Love O’Lil”, inspired by
Lesley Thatcher’s Liberty covers.

PATHE PRIZE GAG-MAH
Hugh Cummings, scenarist and

gag-man under contract to Pathe
Studios, has adapted for the
screen twelve of the twenty-two
comedy-shorts produced thus far
at this company’s Culver City
plant. Cummings also handled
the megaphone on “Dance With
Me,” his first directorial assign-
ment at Pathe.

IH “SCOTLAHD YARD’’

Donald Crisp will return to the
Fox Film lot to play a featured
role in “Scotland Yard,” which
will feature Edmund Lowe, Joan
Bennett and Lumsden Hare under
the direction of William K. How-
ard. Halliwell Hobbes has been
signed for a role in the same pic-
ture.

VICE-PRESIDENT CURTIS TO OPEN JUBILEE
(Continued from page 1) ^

Milwaukee, Chicago, Atlantic City
and Albany. The vice-president
will press the button at 1:00 p.m..
Central Time. The celebration
which he will usher in will con-
tinue throughout August.

Receipts to Charity

Receipts from the opening pro-
gram in each of the key cities will
be donated to local charities, at
the request of H. M. Warner, now
in Europe.

First National, affiliated with
Warners, will take a prominent
part in the celebration. Seven of
its productions will be released
during the month. Including “The
Dawn Patrol” and “The Bad Man.”
Among Warner releases for

August will be “Three Faces
East”, adapted from Anthony Paul
Kelly’s stage success some years
ago.

It is expected, also, to release
“Moby Dick” starring John Barry-
more, during August.

CONKLIN COMEDIES
FOR PARA RELEASE

Chester Conklin, walms-
mnstached comedian, again
wiU be seen in Paramount
releases. He is to appear
in a series of six two-reel-
ers /during the coming
year,

^
the pictures to be

supplied by Phil Ryan, of
Los Angeles, and to be re-
leased on the Paramount
schedule.
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LONDON SEES BERLIN COMING

TALKIE CAPITAL OF EUROPE

Fan COLONV RESENT

STUNT FIB’S VISIT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— Mem-
bers of the motion picture colony

at Malibu Beach have filed a com-
plaint with the aernautical branch
of the Department of Commerce,
alleging their lives are endanger-
ed by airmen fiying low near their

homes. The complaint alleges

Wilford Deming, Jr., last Sunday
flew close to the beach causing
Gloria Swanson’s two children and
Ernst Lubitsch to flee.

Among those signing the com-
plaint were: B. F. Schulberg,
Paramount executive; Frances
MacDonald, actress; Dick Hyland,
writer, and his wife, Adele Rogers
St. Johns; Walter Morosco and
his wife, Corinne Griffith.

“FAIR WARNING” ON
SIERRA LOCATIONS

“Fair Warning,” an outdoor
picture based on Max Brand’s
story, “The Untamed,” has gone
into production with Alfred L.

Worker directing. With his com-
pany of players, including George
O’Brien, Louise Huntington,
George Brent, Nat Pendleton, Er-
win Connelly and Willard Robert-
son, Worker is on location high
up in the picturesque Sierra
Mountains in the vicinity of Mount
Whitney.

WARNERS FINISH TWO
SPECIALS FOR RELEASE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— “Out-
ward Bound”, featuring Leslie
Howard, and “River’s End”, with
Charles Bickford in the leading
role, have emerged from Warners’
cutting room.

SECOND OF VARIETIES
RELEASED IN SPANISH

The second Vitaphone Varieties
to be done in both English and
Spanish recently was completed.
It’s a two-reel musical titled,

“Alphine Echoes” with Douglas
Stanbury in the singing lead.

RKO FINISHES WORK
ON “LEATHERNECKING”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Ed-
ward Cline has put the finishing
touches on “Leathernecking”,
RKO’s version of the musical
comedy, “Present Arms.”

EVELYN KNAPP CAST
FOR LIGHTNER VEHICLE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— War-
ners have elected Evelyn Knapp to
play the ingenue lead in Winnie
Lightner’s next, “Red Hot Sin-
ners.”

TYRRELL DAVIS CAST

Tyrrell Davis has been cast for
the role of “Archie” in “Play
Called Life.” Chandler Sprague
will direct with Lois Moran, Mae
Clarke and Mrs. Patrick Camp-
bell in principal parts.

PUBLIC APPEARANCE

COSTS VALLEE $2,500

NEW HAVEN — Rudy
Vallee found his “home
coming” here not so good.

Rudy was guaranteed $2,500

for a personal appesirance

at a dance hall. Before
keeping his engagement he
played honor guest at one
of the leading hotels, l^p-

on his departure from the

hotel following the dinner,

it was estimated 5,000 per-

sons jammed around the

hotel entrance to see him.
Dance hall proprietor con-
tended the whole town had
seen Rudy therefore Avould

not pay to see him at the

dance hall. Result—$2,500

fee was held up.

George R. Canty, Trade Com-
missioner, Paris, reports that the

film paper correspondents in at-

tendance at the International Ex-
hibitor^ Congress in Brussels met
to examine and carry out a pre-

viously discussed plan for the

creation of an International Con-
federation of the Cinematographic
Press. The Confederation was
instituted and its status approved.
The importance of this news is

emphasized in the French trade
press. It is pointed out that from
now on film correspondents of the
various countries will be in con-
stant contact with one another
and that this will facilitate a joint

and efficient action on their part,

whenever this is necessary. It

will be the duty of film corres-
pondents in all countries to pro-
test against films with national-
istic tendencies that are a danger
for peace and on the other hand,
to protect and favor educational
pictures.

Their program is certainly very
extensive and there is no doubt

“Ingagi” has acquired the lia-

bility of a temporary injunction
prohibiting its distribution and ex-

hibition in the United States. The
same order ties up all monies re-

ceived from such sources, or re-

ceivable, pending the court hear-
ing of arguments set for August
19, and the final disposition of the
matter. This was the ruling of

Federal Judge Bondy before whom
the petition of the owners of “The
Heart of America” was heard yes-
terday.

The action was brought by
Byron T. Mackenzie against Congo
Pictures, Ltd., and William Alex-
ander, the plaintiff being repre-
sented by Louis N. Nizer, and the
defendants by A. S. Goldberg, the
plaintiffs having deposited a bond
of $25,000, in the usual course.

SHERMAN WINS 5-YEAR

CONTRACT TO DIRECT

Lowell Sherman yesterday trad-

ea a perfectly good two-years
contract with Radio Pictures for

a new one running five years, and
at an increased figure. This was
in recognition of Sherman’s
achievement as an actor in and
director of “Lawful Larceny.”
His new assignment is to appear

in and to direct Samuel Ship-
man’s original story, “The Losing
Game”, which RKO will put into

production shortly.

as to the usefulness of their co-

operation, comments the French
press. The headquarters of the
Confederation will be in Paris.

“OLD ENGLISH” TO OPEN
AT WARNERS AUG. 21

Warner Bros, announce the pre-

miere performance of “Old Eng-
lish,” with George Arliss, at the
Warner Theatre on Thursday
evening, August 21.

This is the Vitaphone adapta-
tion of Galsworthy’s play in

which Arliss created the starring
role on the New York stage. Vir-
tually no changes have been made
in the original script, and for

those minor variations necessitat-
ed by the new form, Galsworthy
is himself responsible. Through
cabled communications between
the author from his home in Eng-
land, and Darner Bros. Hollywood
Studios, additional dialogue was
inserted.

The gist of Mr. Nizer’s argu-
ment was that three fourths , ot

the “Ingagi” film was from a
“duped” negative of the African
film called, “Heart of Africa”, the
rest being faked from studio
scenes showing a white woman
and a gorilla in a jungle.

Judge Bondy asked Attorney
Goldberg if he could produce an
original negative of “Ingagi”. Mr.
Goldberg answered that material
of that sort was in Los Angeles,
or on its way East. The attorney
for the defense objected strenu-
ously to the drastic nature of the
argument on the other side. But
the court ruled that all prints
must be withdrawn immediately
If the defendant elected to do
otherwise, a bond of $150,000
would be demanded.

LONDON, July 29.—It is dawn-
ing upon the British film world
that Berlin, and noi London, is

looming to the front as the future
multi-lingual talkie ’ capital of

Europe. German production, with
Ufa dominating, is sitting so
tight on its quota regulations,
while exhibitors throughout that
vast territory of entertainment-
hungry populations are pleading
for the new crop of foreign talk-
ies they hear so much about, that
there seems but one explanation
—the big Berlin studios are ready
to encourage the making of all the
German and foreign language
films needed for exhibition in
Central Europe.

Paris, as well as London, is

thrown into the shade by this cal-
culation, which has substantial
support from recent reports from
George R. Canty, U. ,S. Trade Com-
missioner at the French capital.
Here are some of the latest con-
clusions set forth by Commission-
er Canty:
“The anticipated reopening of

the German market by the com-
mencement of the next film re-
lease season, and the enthusias-
tic manner in which dialogue
films are being received through-
out Central and Eastern Europe,
is enhancing the possibilities of
Berlin as a centre of internation-
al production.
“Germany is dilstAnctly unlike

any other country in Eui’ope, yet
it is so large and has such great
possibilities that it is worth the
uphill struggle constantly in evi-
dence to make it profitable.”
The German dialogue film has

the greatest demand, not only in
the markets of Germany, Czecho-
slovakia, Austria, and Hungary,
but in Poland, Jugoslavia, and
Rumania, even though German is

not the first tongue in some of
these countries.

All of these arguments are con-
sidered as stf’engthened by the
sound film patents settlement at
the Paris conference, which leaves
German manufacturers and film
producers nothing more to worry
about on that score.

“NETWORK” FOR SILLS

“Network,” adapted from an or-
iginal story by Rene Fulop Miller,
will be Milton Bills’ next picture
for Fox Films. Berthold Viertel
has been assigned to direct.

INSURANCE MERGER
(Continued from page 1)

organization which will be known
as Stebbins, Leterman and Gates,
Inc. Officers are Arthur W. Steb-
bins, president; Herbert R. Eben-
stein, first vice-president; Elmer
G. Leterman, vice-president; Al-
bert N. Gates, secretary-treasurer;
Arthur A. Ebenstein, secretary.
Among those distributing and

producing motion pictures who
are on the company’s list are:
Metro - Goldwyn-Mayer, Columbia,
B. S. Moss Enterprises, Para-
mount-Publix, RKO, Samuel Gold-
wyn, Inc.; Universal, Tiffany,
United Artists, Warners.

European Film Trade Press

Organize For Joint Action
<>

Ingagi Temporarily Enjoined
As Result of ^^Dupe” Suit
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WARNERS-F. N. START WORK

ON FIRST OF 18 FOREIGNS
Production of foreign language

versions of Warners and First

National sound films will be con-

fined exclusively to tlie First Na-
tional studios in Burbank accord-

ing to advices from Jack L. War-
ner in Hollywood. Work starts

immediately.

The program, as outlined, calls

lor at least eighteen pictures

which will include six French,

six German and six Spanish. The

first feature to go into produc-

tion will be the Spanish version

of “The Bad Man’’ with Antonio

Moreno in the role created hy the

late Holbrook Blinn on the stage.

To carry out this program 60

foreign actors, directors and

writers will be imported. The

first of these arrived last week

in New York and now are en

route to Hollywood. Many of the

Spanish players to be used al-

ready are in Hollywood.

Following “The Bad Man’’ will

come “Those Who Dance” in

French and German versions. In

the French version Rolla Norman,
Daniel Mendaille, Jeanne Helh-

ling and Suzy Vernon will play

the leads. The German version

will find Wilhelm Dieterle^, Anton
Poitner, Lissi Arna and Carla

Barthell in leading roles. Diet-

erle also will direct the version.

“Show Gijrl (in Hollywood” and

“Mohy Dick” will follow. Henry
Blanke will be in charge. Blanke

was a former associate of Lubitsch

abroad.

ALL-FRENCH VERSIONS
(Continued from page 1)

are being made. A specially

created foreign production unit,

under the direction of John Stone,

will be in charge.

Decision to produce French and
Italian versions was reached after

nearly a year’s survey.

“Common Clay” and “Last of

the Duanes” will be the first two
plays to be made in French and
Italian versions. The foreign

units, in addition to Spanish,
French and Italian production
work, will carry along production
work on silent and synchronized
domestic versions.

Clayton P. Sheehan, general for-

eign manager for the Fox inter-

ests, conducted the premliminary
survey.

O’LEARY PROMOTED
(Continued from page 1)

man. O’Leary has been associat-

ed with Pathe for the past two
years. Previous to his associa-

tions with Pathe, O’Leary was as-

sociated with Kennedy in his

hanking enterprises in Boston.

O’Leary formerly was sales rep-

resentative for the FBO in Maine,
afterwards becoming the Boston
branch manager and New England
district manager. He left FBO to

join Pathe.

Reisman, it was said, will affili-

ate with one of the major produc-
ing organizations.

‘FRENCHMEN’ NEARING
POINT OF PRODUCTION

“Fifty Million Frenchmen”, to be

done in Technicolor by Warners,

is about ready to go into produc-

tion. A1 Boasberg is putting the

finishing touches to the comedy
touches. Olsen and Johnson will

have the comedy leads with Wil-

liam Gazton, Helen Broderick,
Lester Crawford and Laura in

support.

SUE CAROL ASSIGNED
AMOS ’N’ ANDY ROLE

Sue Carol will be seen and
heard by, at least, 100,000,000 the-

atre-goers, if RKO officials are

correct in their suppositions

about just what Amos ’n’ Andy
will do as screen attractions.

Miss Carol has been signed to

play the leading feminine role op-

posite the black-faced pair in their

RKO Radio Pictures Production.

LAEMMLE SIGNS
VON STROHEIM FOR

DIRECTORIAL JOB

Eric von Stroheim wUl
return to the Universal
foid foliowing a trip to

Vienna. He will sail Satur-
day. He arrives in New
York tonight from HoUy-
wood.

Eric has convinced Carl
Laemmle that he can, and
will make a picture within
a set budget.

His visit to Vienna will

be his first since he came
to New York, in steerage,
fifteen years ago. He will
return in October and re-

pair to Universal City to

take up the megaphone.

MARION HARRIS IN PARA
PERSONALITY SHORT

Marion Harris, singer of blue

songs, is the star of the latest

Paramount personality one-reel

short subjects. Her vehicle, “It’s

All Over” was completed this

week at the New York studio of

the company.

Womens Clubs Film Committee

Sees Advance in “Good Taste”

BRAZIL SEES ITS

FIRST GERMAN TALKIE

WASHINGTON, July 29.—• Ac-
cording to Trade Commifesioner
Harvey Sheehan of Rio de Jan-
eiro, the first all German talkie

to be played in Brazil was re-

leased on June 30 in the Gloria
theatre, Rio. It was a German
production entitled “Die Nacht
Gehort Uns”, or “The Night Be-
longs to Us”.

It is a Tobis production and
was a straight dialogue picture

with incidental orchestra music
and no color. It would fall un-
der the heading of a program pro-
duction, according to United
States standards.

PERIOD CITY SETS
MADE FOR “CIMARRON”

The report of the Motion Pic-

ture Committee of the General

Federation of Womens Clubs pre-

sented at the Biennial Council at

Denver, just issued to members
of all state organizations, states

conclusions indicating that body’s

active cooperation in the public-

ly asserted aims of the film in-

dustry. Referring to the new pro-

duction Code, the report says;

“The essence of the new Code is

good taste.”

“Our object in this work,” says

the report, “is to promote the pro-

duction of cleaner and finer pic-

tures. We are convinced that our

program is economically and

fundamentally sound. We have

not found that State censorship

answered the problem. We do not

know the Federal laws can do so.

We do know that the ‘box office’

controls production. We aim to

influence that box office in the

right direction.

“We need, culture as a nation,

we need finer* and higher ideals

before us daily and we are en-

deavoring to bring this type of

production before the eyes of the

fifteen million people who each

day gather ip the picture houses.

We do not believe that throwing
stones will frighten the producers

into complying with our wishes

;

we do belike and have submitted,

proof' that the way to better pic-

tures is through constructive co-

operation and unceasing vigilance

in making our wishes known to

the producers and in supporting
them when they yield to our de-

mands.
“We believe in that cooperation

so long and only so long as it

yields the results we are seek-
ing. We are not alone in this

work. We are, in fact, joining

more and more with other con-
structive groups, national and
local, which have the same ideals

and purposes— namely Better
Films in the Community.”

IT’S ‘CAPTAIN THUNDER’

“A Gay Caballero” will be re-

leased by Warners as “Captain

Thunder”. Fay Wray and Victor
Varconi have the leading roles.

Alan Crosland directed.

At the RKO studio’s ranch in

the San Fernando Valley, three
stages of a city’s development
over a period of years are being
constructed for use in “Cimar-
ron”, Radio Pictures’ production
of Edna Ferber’s story, starring

Richard Dix. The three episodes
cover the periods from 1889 to

1930, in the progress of Osage,
Okla. The largest “set”, nearly
half a mile in length, is a dupli-

cate of a street in Osage, as it is

today.

PATSY RUTH MILLER
FOR ‘LONE WOLF” LEAD’

Patsy Ruth Miller has been se-

lected to play opposite Bert Ly-
tell in Columbia’s “Last of the

Lone Wolf” which will be brought
to the screen under the direction

of Richard Boleslavsky.

“EX-MISTRESS” BOOK
TITLE FOR FILM

Warner Bros, have decided to

produce “Ex-Mistress”, from the

novel of the same name under
that title instead of “One Hour
of Love” as previously announced.
Neil Hamilton has been signed to

play the male lead.

‘^'Bclficdcre
FORTY EIGHTH STREET

WESTof BROADWAY

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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SCOUARD DENIES

PATHE-RKO RUMOR

There is no foundation in fact
for the statement that contracts
have been prepared, or are going
to be prepared, for the acquisi-
tion of Pathe by RKO, according
to a statement issued yesterday
by C. J. Scollard, executive vice-
president of Pathe.

“Tlrere is no deal pending
whereby Pathe will be utilized as
a producing organization for RKO
or any other company,” asserts
Mr. Scollard. “The only deal we
are considering with RKO is for
the sale of our 1930-31 product to
RKO theatres.”

ALL EUROPE SPEEDING UP
SOUND-FILM INSTAIIATION

"^Electronics Magazine Presents Figures Showing Efforts

of Many Nations to Catch Up with U. S. Talkie

Evolution

PLUNKETT CALLS RKO

DIVISION MANAGERS

TO CHICAGO MEETING

Joseph Plunkett has summoned
all the divisional managers of the
RKO circuit to a meeting to be
held in Chicago on Wednesday.
The fourteen divisions of the
United States in which RKO oper-
ates will be represented as will
Canada, where the organization
recently established offices.

Jules Levy, head of the RKO
booking department will accom-
pany Mr. Plunkett to the meeting.

(Continued on page 10)

GERMANliRECfOR

STARTS FOR M-G-M

Arthur Robison, German direct-
or of “The Last Waltz,” and other
European screen successes, began
work Monday on his first film for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, a produc-
tion in German of “The Trial of
Mary Dugan”, from Bayard Veill-
er’s stage hit. Norma Shearer
starred in the English screen
play. The German adaptation was

‘DAWN PATROL’ IN

4TH WEEK HERE

“The Dawn Patrol”, star-

ring Richard BartlieJmess,

today begins the fourth
week of its engagement at

the Winter Garden, during
whicli it has played to un-
precedented business. The
film has been endorsed for

its realism and thrilling

dramatic qualities by many
famous airmen and by the
American Society for Pro-
motion of Aviation, which
lias never before endorsed
an aviation film.

MAGKAILL SUES F.N.

FOR $16,250 SALARY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Doro-
thy Mackaill .yesterday, it was!
learned, has filed suit for $16,250
against First National, alleging the
company owes her that amount for
her last month’s salary under a
five year contract which was
terminated a short time ago.

In Europe, as in the United
States, rapid strides have been
made in the first six months of

1930 in sound picture installa-

tions, especially in Germany which
has approximately 500 of its 5,266
theatres wired for the talkies, a
gain of 277 since the first of the
year, says Dr. Franklin S. Irby,
associated editor of “Electronics”
in its current issue. In all, 1,724
of the 23,317 theatres in Europe
were yrired for the talkies at the
end of 1929.

Russia, according to Dr. Irby’s
report, ranks with Turkey and
Latvia in the number of silent
picture theatres in operation at

(Continued on page 2)

HAYS OPTIMISTIC

OVER FOREIGN TRADE
Will H. Hays, returning from

Europe on He de France gave to
newspaper reporters a short inter-
view supplementing cable reports
of the results achieved at the in-
ternational sound film trade con-
ference held at Paris under his
chairmanship.

Mr. Hays appeared optimistic on
the effect of the Paris agreement

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 10)

Laemmle Names Reisman
Universal Sales Manager

Carl Laemmle, President of Uni-
versal, through the company’s

N. Y. office,

yesterday an-
n o u n c e d

the appoint-
ment of Phil
Reisman, as
General Sales
Manager o f

Universal Pic-
tures Corpor-
ation. He will
assume his
new duties on
Monday.Phil Reisman

Reisman resigned as geu-

(Continued on page 2)

BLACKMER FLIES

AT STUDIO CALL

Sidney Blackmer, who arrived

in New York last week with

Lenore Ulric (Mrs. Blackmer) on

a short vacation trip, is on his

way back to California by airplane,
having received a hurry call from
the First National and Vitaphone
Studio.

Blackmer has a role in “Little
Caesar”, which is now in produc-
tion, but had been informed that
his presence on the set would not

(Continued on page 2)

‘VAGABOND’ UNIT
OFF TO QUATAMALA

HOLLIWOOB BUKEAC,
July 30.—Tom Terris, the
Vagabond director, accom-
panied by his production
unit under the supervision
of A1 Mannon and Elmer
Clifton, left Los Angeles
Tuesday, July 29, for an ex-
tensive trip through the
north of Mexico from No-
gales to Hermisillo. Scenes
and dramatic episodes will
be made for a forhtcoming
picture to he titled “Gnata-
mala.” This trip will cover
a period of several weeks.
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“THE CAT CREEPS”
24 HOURS DAILY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—A pro-

duction schedule of twenty-four

hours a day will be put into ef-

fect for *‘The Cat Creeps” the

mystery thriller, beginning to-

morrow at Universal City. The
English version, under the direc-

tion of Rupert Julian, will be

filmed in the daytime, while the

Spanish version, vyith an entirely

different cast, will be directed at

night by George Melford.

“FRESHMAN’S GOAT”
BEING EDITED

Shooting on “The Freshman’s
Goat,” which introduces the new
series of Educational’s Vanity
Comedies has been completed and
is now in the process of editing.

This comedy features Marian
Shockley, whom Marshall Neilan
claims as his discovery. Ross and
Eddy Barry are in the support-
ing cast.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, July 30, 1930

Paramount F-L .- 58% 58% —1%
Warner Bros .. 36 361/2 —3
Warner Bros. Pre...48% 48 Va —
Fox Film “A” .. 451/8 451/4 —1/8
Loew’s Inc .. 701/2 TOVs —3%
K-A-0 Pre .112 112 — ¥2

Radio K-A-0 .. 311/8 311/8 —1%
Pathe Exchange . .. 41/2 4/2 — 1/4

Pathe “A” .. 9% 9% —
Con F. Ind , 19 19 '/4 —
Con. F. Ind. Pre. .. 201/2 201/2 —

Curb Market
Fox Theatre “A”, .. 10 10 —

Western Electric has completed
a second sound installation on the
Atlantic City Steel Pier, the whole
equipment operation being carried
out within twenty-four hours.
Mechanism and materials were
shipped by motor truck supplied
by the Steel Pier Amusement Co.
at its own expense for the wiring
of Ocean Hall.
An installation made some

months ago in the Steel Pier Music
Hall had proved its value to the
satisfaction of all concerned, hence
the possibility of rushing through
this emergency order.
The opening picture was “Jour-

ney’s End”, and at the completion
of the first day’s showing Frank
P. Gravatt, President of the Steel

eral sales manager of Pathe to

accept the post with the Laemmle
organization.
The new distribution chief of

Universal has had a notable ca-
reer in the industry. A native of

St. Paul, MJnn., where he was
born on September 14, 1890, he
received his education at the Cen-
tral High School and the St. Paul
College of Law. Several years in

the business -world, before enter-
ing the film industry, proved an
excellent foundation for his pic-

ture career.

It was in 1917 that Reisman be-
came a salesman for Triangle. A
year later, he joined the Goldwyn
Sales staff, and after a year there
returned to Triangle as manager

the end of last year. Each of the
three countries had two wired mo-
tion picture emporiums. Great
Britain, with 4,426 theatres, had
980 wired for silent films at the
end of 1929. France is offering

talkies in 166 theatres, Italy in 51,

Sweden in 45, Holland in 57, Spain
in 25, Belgium in 24 and Austria
in 23.

Ten studios for the making of

sound pictures were in operation
in England at the end of 1929.

Five of such studios were in oper-
ation in France and two were pro-

ducing pictures in Germany.
Russia also had two studios in

operation. Italy, Spain, Poland,
Austria and Holland trailed along
with one studio each.

Germany led the European na-

tions in the number of sound pic-

tures produced last year, such
productions in the Reich for 1929

having reached the total of 90.

Next in line came Great Britain
with 16 productions. Russia held
third place with 12. France pro-

duced four sound movies, Spain
produced three, Denmark produc-
ed two, and Belgium offered one.

European studios produced 1,565

silent and sound pictures last year,
as against a total of 856 features,

1,104 shorts and 174 serials pro-
duced in the United States in the
same period of time. Of the fea-

tures produced in this country,

Pier Amusement Company, sent
the following wire to A1 Blofson,
Manager of Tiffany’s Philadelphia
Exchange

:

“Atlantic City Steel Pier featur-

ing Tiffany’s great screen drama
‘Journey’s End’ broke all attend-
ance records over a period of the
past thirty-two years history of the

Steel Pier. Necessary to put on
a continuous performance begin-
ning ten a.m. and ending with the
midnight show. Crowds waited in

line for over an hour to see this

great picture. The sound repro-
duction over the latest Western
Electric installation in the new
Ocean Hall brings this picture out
to the very best possible advan-
tage.

of the Milwaukee branch. His
next step was with the Hodkinson
organization as manager in Minn-
eapolis.

In 1920 he became a salesman
for Paramount, and was promoted
after six months, to manager of the
Minneapolis exchange. In 1922,

he was promoted to district man-
ager, with supervision over the
Minneapolis, Omaha, Des Moines
and Sioux Falls offices. After two
years’ success in that position, Mr.
Reisman was promoted to general
manager for Paramount in Can-
ada. His next promotion occurred
in June, 1925, when he came to
New York as Eastern Sales Man-
ager for Paramount, resigning
that post in May, 1927, to become
General Sales Manager for Pathe.

800 were sound films. Of the total

number of short subjects, 1,000
were sound films. The total of
174 serials includes 150 talkies.

These totals do not include news
reels with sound.

Producers in Europe were slow
in starting productions of sound
films and thereby gave American
producers an excellent start. Dr.
Irby says. Language barriers are
presenting a sefious handicap to

English dialogue pictures in Con-
tinental Europe, he points out, now
that the novelty of sound films
have passed.

“German dialogue films” writes
the Electronics associate editor,

“are in greatest demand in Ger-
many, Czechoslovakia, Austria and
Hungary. They are also very
popular in Poland, Yugoslavia and
Rumania, even though German is

not the first tongue in the latter

states. It is thus seen that fu-
ture exploitation of American
films in certain European states
will be difficult. An answer to
this problem is contemplated by
American producers rapidly de-
veloping plans for the production
of foreign-language pictures in
their own European studios.
“An increase in exports of some

60,000,000 linear feet of positive
film in 1929 over the previous year
is accounted for by the popularity
and demand for American sound
film in English speaking countries.

“HOLIDAY” BOOKINGS

IN ALL KEY CITIES

“Holiday” is duplicating out of

town the hit and box office rec-

ords scored on Broadway during
its three week run to record
summer business at the Rivoli
Theatre. Pathe reports deals
closed or pending for every class

A house in every key city.

This screen presentation of the
Philip Barry stage success is now
in its second week at the Publix
State Theatre in Detroit; the
Newman, Kansas City and the
Missouri, St. Louis. It opened
runs at the Metropolitan, Boston
on July 24, and at the Indiana,
Indianapolis; Strand, Akron and
Paramount Toledo on the 26th. It

opens at the Stanley in Philadel-
phia on Thursday, comes back to
Broadway on Friday to run at the
Cameo and opens at Warner Bros.
Metropolitan, Washington on Sat-
urday.

HAYS OPTIMISTIC

OVER FOREIGN TRADE
(Continued from page 1)

relating to interchange of sound
film patents. He said:

“The agreement reached at

Paris frees the talking motion pic-

ture art from the limitation im-
posed upon it by the patent con-
troversy that has. existed abroad
and from the burden of world-
wide litigation as between German
and American interests.

“Finally, the understanding
reached paves the way for the
same measure of recognition by
the German Government of the
mutual interests of the motion pic-

ture here and abroad, as display-
ed In the position taken by lead-
ing members of the industry and
by educational and other authori-
ties in Germany with whom we
discussed the situation.

“Certainly, judged by the popu-
larity of our pictures abroad,
there is every reason to believe
that the American motion picture
Industry will continue to play its

part in making the motion picture
a potent instrument of entertain-
ment and education throughout
the world.”

BLACKMER FLIES

AT STUDIO CALL
(Continued from page 1)

be required before the first week
In August. An alteration in the
shooting schedule, however,
brought him a telegram summon-
ing him back to Burbank immedi-
ately, and he departed Monday
afternoon.

This was also due to the lack of
sound film producing facilities in

Great Britain. The latter coun-
try, however, is making rapid
strides in sound pictures, with
production plans calling for about
75 in 1930, as against only 16 in

1929.

“In the Scandinavian countries,
American sound films have been
fairly popular, as in the larger
cities a surprisingly large number
of people are able to understand
sufficient English to enjoy Ameri-
can dialogu.^e, if it is not too idio-
matic.”

LAEMMLE NAMES REISMAN SALES CHIEF
(Continued from page 1)

EUROPE SPEEDING UP INSTALLATION
(Continued from page 1) —



STRAIGHT TALKIE I
'caught short"
'OlVORCEE'-
THE PUBLIC LOVED
them 1

THEN CAME
"the Bie house"
WHAT A SHOW !

T

norma shearer
'"let US 0E gay"
JOAN CRAWPORD..
'OUR BLUSHING PRIDES
they're Big ones I

|

GRETA GARBO
TALKS AGAIN .-'ROMANCE'
IT'S HER, GREATEST

-

Bill HAINES I«"WAY OUT
WEST "— A WOW !

WHERE DO YOU
STAND MISTER.
EXHIBITOR FOR
1930 -193/ ! _
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ITALY SHOWS TALKIE SPEED

EVEN IN FOREIGN VERSIONS

Pirandello’s "Silenzio” Starts With French and Ger-

man Editions, Newsreels Are Ready, "Resurrec-

tion Finished, and Distribution Organized

ROME, July 28. — Encouraging
activity is re£orted in Italian talk-

ing picture production. Within
one month from the inauguration
of the Cines Studios this estab-
lishment continues to increase its

production program. Besides some
talking shorts such as the “Spar-
aro’s,” “Song of the 12 Mothers”
and several Newsreels, “Dux
Camping” and “Wings Day” (both
have already been released with
success) these productions have
been finished, and some more are
in preparation.

“Resurrection” is the first big
production that has been finished,

a strong and brisk modern drama
by Alessandro Blasetti, directed by
the author. It is an all talking
and singing picture with a very
original mus 'cal accompaniment
by Prof. Escobar and conducted
by Prof. Sassoli. Venera Alexan-
aresco, Lya Franca and Daniele
Crespi are the principal actors.

The second finished production
is the musical comedy “The Court
Yard”, from Fausto Maria Mar-
tini’s poetic and convincing book,
featuring the well known Italian
artist Ettore Petrolini. This pic-
ture directed by Carlo Campog-
alliaua, is beautifully produced
both in camera and talking ef-

fects. Petrolini, after this interp-
retation, has already started a
new vein in “Medecin malgre lui”
from the well known comedy by
Moliere.

In a few day’s time Petrolini
will start another new film of a
grotesque character “Nerone”
wTiich will be a cinematographic
novelty.
The film production of the novel

WARNERS GROOMING 3
TALENTED YOUNGSTERS
Marian Marsh, Barbara Weeks

and" Edward Morgan have been
signed by Warner Bros, to ap-
pear in several Vitaphone produc-
tions. It is understood that
should these young players ful-
fill their promise of unusual
ability they will be groomed for
leading roles.

GEORGE IRVING IN

“SOCIAL ERRORS”
George Irving, portrayer of pa-

rental and professional roles for
the screen, has heen added to the
cast of Paramount’s “Social Er-
rors”. He is appearing as a family
physician in this production which
features Leon Errol, Richard Ar-
len, Mary Brian and Stuart Erwin.

IN “SCOTLAND YARD”
David Torrence and Georges

Renavent have been signed for

featured parts in “Scotland Yard,”
in which Edmund Lowe will play
the leading role for Fox Films.

“Silenzio,” by Luigi Pirandello,
directed by Gennaro Righelli has
started and it will have two iui-

eign editions, German and French.
The well known Firm Vandal &
Delac will take charge of the
French version under the direc-
tion of Mr. Jean Cassagne. Prin-
cipal actors are Jean Angelo,
Dolly Davis, Robert Hommet,
Madeleine Guitty and Grazia del
Rio. For the German edition a
Society of Renters has been form-
ed, and the version in the Ger-
man tongue will be under the ai-

rection of Mr. David. The actors
will be Gustav Frohlich, Renata
Miller, Fritz Alberti, Frika Brant,
S. Berliner.

“Napoli Che canta” was made
some tim eago for the “Fert” by
Mr. Mario Almirante in a silent
edition. The film has now been
synchronized by Mr. Almirante
with a musical score under the
care of Mr. Tagliaferri.

This picture has now acquired
much value with these new mu-
sical and singing effects.

In a short time more pictures
will be started at the Cines Stu-
dios which will complete the 1929-

30 programme. Some of these
works are “H Castigamatti” with
Petrolini, “Ave Maria” an impor-
tant international picture w'hich
will have an Italian, French and
German version, and perhaps n
English one as well, and last, the
“Cantante Dell’ Opera”, a subject
by Gino Rocca.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Edu-
cational Pictures yesterday an-
nounced a new departure in their

story-writing policies. At both the

Educational and Metropolitan Stu-
dios, assignments are being made
for the special writing of stories

to suit the individual requirements
of such personalities as Charlotte
Greenwood, Johnny Hines, Tom
Patricola, Joe Phillips, Bert
Roach, John and Buster West,
Lloyd Hamilton, Ford Sterling,

Clyde Cook, etc.

“The day has gone,” said A1
Christie, in charge of production,
“when a comedy scenarist could
sit down and pound out a comedy
story that was so completely un-
burdened by real characterization
that almost any player available
at the moment could be called on
to fill the role. The system has
now been reversed, and our writ-
ing staff, consisting of Walter De-
Leon, Jimmy Starr, Noel Burns,
John Lockert, George Coogan and
Harry McCoy, are now engaged
in building comedy around the dis-

tinctive personalities of Charlotte

ALLEGED OBSCENE FILM
SEIZED IN JERSEY RAID

HOBOKEN—Hudson County po-

lice following a raid Monday at

500 Madison avenue, confiscated

a truckload of motion picture film,

alleged to be obscene. The films

are valued at more than $100,000.

Charles Russo was arrested as he
was leaving the address with sev-
eral cans of film, and held with-
out bail pending further investi-
gation. A mass of records also
was taken. Police are conducting
a search to learn in what studio
the films were taken.

NEW ‘SNAPSHOTS’ SHOW
FAMOUS SCREEN KIDS

James Finlayson acts as master
of ceremonies in the latest edi-
tion of Columbia’s film fan maga-
zine, “Snapshots.” The issue
shows personalities at work and
play in Hollywood, among them:
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., and Maurice Cheva-
lier out on an air field; Dorothy
Jordan and her famous Mexican
Orchestra; an interesting family
group with Ben Lyon and his two
sisters, and a visit to a kiddies
party in which Hollywood’s clev-
erest children participate in songs
and dances.

ROYALTY IN FOX NEWS
The voice of the heir to the

throne of Spain, the Prince of the
Asturias, has been recorded for
talking pictures by Movietone
News for the first time. The old-
est son of the reigning family of

Spain has always been shy about
being a subject for the newsreel,
but in the reel made of him he
followed the example of his popu-
lar father by posing and speak-
ing at ease.

Greenwood, Bert Roach, Buster
and John West, Ford Sterling,

Lloyd Hamilton and Johnny
Hines.”

Story preparations are under
way at the Educational Studios
for the first of the new Ideal

Comedy Series, which will feature
Tom Patricola and his vaudeville
partner, Joe Phillips. This will

follow in production the first Mer-
maid—“His Error”—featuring T.

Roy Barnes, Monty Collins, Vir-

ginia Sale and Greta Granstedt.
A story, specially written for

Lloyd Hamilton, is also being pre-

pared for production at the Edu-
cational Studios, where the entire

series will be made.
Mack Sennett’s Scenario staff,

consisting of John Waldron, Earle
Rodney, Jack Jevne, Walter
Weems and Vernon Smith, is also
busily engaged planning and writ-
ing material for the players on
the Sennett roster, including Andy
Clyde, Marjorie Beebe, Nick Stu-
art, Daphne Pollard, Margie ‘Babe’
Kane, Charles Irwin, Cj^ril Chad-
wick, and Ann Christy.

SILVER SCREEN IN OCT.

FANS TO GET 10 CENT

Silver Screen, the first ten-cent

motion picture magazine to be sold

on the newsstands, is announced

by Alfred A. Cohen, publisher of

Screenland, Current Reading, and

The Thinker. Ruth Waterbury
will be the editor of the new pub-

lication.

Miss Waterbury was service edi-

tor of Smart Set magazine during

the period of its management un-
der James R. Quirk. For three
years prior to that, she was fea-

ture writer for Photoplay, having
come there from the staffs of the
New York World and the Daily
News.

The first issue of Silver Screen
will appear October 10.

‘MIRROR’ PUBLICITY
FOR ‘BRIDE’ THEME SONG

Through an arrangement with
the Daily Mirror in New York,
valuable publicity is being given
“Broken Hearted Lover,” theme
song in “Bride of the Regiment”,
a First National picture featur-

ing Bernice Claire, Noah Beery
and Alexander Gray.

Following display announce-
ments carried through the preced-
ing week the Daily Mirror will

publish on August 2, the words
and music of “Broken Hearted
Lover” which has been selected

as a popular number certain to

please the readers of the Mirror.

“Broken Hearted Lover” was
written by Eddie Ward and A1
Bryant and will be heavily adver-
tised over the radio and on rec-

ords.

“THE BIG TRAIL’’

NEAR COMPLETION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—With-
in a week one of the greatest un-

dertakings for the screen in pic-

ture history, “The Big Trail”,

will be completed under the di-

rection of Raoul Walsh.^ Members
of the cast, John Wayne, Margue-
rite Churchill, El Brendel, Tully
Marshall, David Rollins and nu-
merous othejs of the 90 princi-

pals, will end four months of

strenuous work in five states in

this dramatic production of pio-

neers blazing trails into the West.

YOUNG HOLMES SIGNED

Phillips Holmes has been signed
by Pox Films for the juvenile lead
in “Play Called Life”, opposite
Lois Moran. Since his appearance
in “The Devil’s Holiday” young
Holmes has been much in demand
for dramatic roles and he gets an
unusual opportunity in this pic-

ture. It is to be directed by
Chandler Sprague.

HINES ON JOB

Johnny Hines has started actual
work on the first of the new series
of Gayety Comedies for which he
was signed by Educational Pic-
tures. It has been tentatively
titled “Johnny’s Week-end.”

EDUCATIONAL PREPARING STORIES

TO SUIT INDIVIDUAL STARS



nother

HOLIDAY
FOR EXHIBITORS

MER
MAN
A REAL REASON
TO CELEB RATE!

PAT HE Ik



The inside story which tells

the truth about the one out-

standing attraction of 1930

C. E. SULLIVAN
Vice President

PHIL REISMAN
General Sales Manager

E.B. DERR to PAT SCOLLARD:
"I’ll stake my reputation that HER MAN is the outstandins drama of

the season. It’s another HOLIDAY for the exhibitors."

C.E. SULLIVAN to PAT SCOLLARD:
"If HER MAN is not what the public wants, then the keenest critics in

Hollywood are not sood judges of pictures."

PAT SCOLLARD to PHIL REISMAN:
"Note attached wires from E. B. Derr and C. E. Sullivan. You saw a

rough print of HER MAN when you were on the Coast. Evidently

E. B, and Charlie are of the same opinion as you were."

PHIL REISMAN to FIELD FORCE:
"The enclosed wires from E. B. Derr and C. E. Sullivan confirm what i

have broadcast to you since returning from the Studios. HER MAN
is the greatest box office attraction that has been delivered to our

Sales Organization or any other Sales Organization since talking pic-

tures have been made."

HER MAN
with HELEN TWELVETREES • MARJORIE
RAMBEAU • RICARDO CORTEZ • PHILLIPS

HOLMES • JAMES GLEASON • Original

story by Howard Higgin and Tay Garnett • Photo-

play by Thomas Buckingham • Directed by Tay

Garnett • Produced by E. B. Derr

RATHE



AND HERE’S WHAT THE DIRECTOR
AND CAST THINK ABOUT IT • ••

TAy GARNETT:
"It is the meatiest story, the most aptly cast production I have ever had the privilege of

directing. If it does not prove a sensation at the box affice, I’m neither a prophet nor

a director."

HELEN TWELVETREES:
"My role of 'Frankie' in HER MAN is the greatest opportunity I have had in pictures.

It is the sort of part that comes to an actress once in a lifetime."

MARJORIE RAMBEAU:
"I am indeed grateful for the opportunity of making my debut on the talking screen in a

characterization that in its sheer realism and humanism equals anything I have ever done

on the stage
"

RICARDO CORTEZ:
"It’s a privilege to be given a screen role offering such colorful possibilities as that of

'Johnie' in HER MAN."

PHILLIPS HOLMES:
"Being a relative newcomer to the talking screen I can frankly say that I am thrilled be-

yond words at having such a glorious opportunity offered me so early in my new career."

JAMES GLEASON:
"It’s a darb— and no foolin'."



NOT 60%
BUT IOO%
VARIETY SAYS-
"W 60°/o of Pathe’s Product is

60°/o as good as HOLIDAY

they have no more worries

PATHE HAS A PERFECT SCORE

FRED scon RUSSELL GLEASON

HARRY BANNISTER

ARMSTRONG MARY LEWIS
1

I

Already completed

HOLIDAY
HER MAN
BEYOND VICTORY
NIGHT WORK
SWING HIGH

In production

IN DEEP

LOOKIN FOR TROUBLE
THE GREATER LOVE
THE PRICE OF A PARTY

In preparation

THE LAST FRONTIER
ADAM AND EVE
THE SIREN SONG
TAKING THE RAP
NORTH OF THE YUKON
THIS MARRIAGE BUSINESS

RAWHIDE
I TAKE THIS WOMAN
ALL THE WAY
ROMANCE HARBOR
LAZY LADY

CELEBRATE WITH PATHE
Origin U. S. A.
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HIRSH TO ROADSHOW

“THE CONVICT’S CODE”

Melvin Hirsh, president of the

newly formed Syndicate Exchange,
Inc., has purchased from W. Ray
Johnston “The Convict’s Code”
and will roadshow the picture

with a special prison front, elec-

tric chair display and chain gang
in prison uniforms for ballyhoo.

Hirsh’s territory takes in Greater
New York and Northern New
Jersey.

Other sales during the week
are: the New England States to

Herman Rifkin; Kansas City to

the Midwest Film Distributors,

Inc., the Chicago territory to

Irving Mendel; Ohio to Fred
Schram and California to All Star
Features, Inc.

km BOY TO CAST
OF “TOM SAWYER”

The most sought-for juvenile

part in Hollywood during the past
few months has been won by Dick
Winslow, fourteen-year-old screen
actor. He has just been signed

by Paramount to carry the role

of Joe Harper in “Tom Sawyer,”
in which Jackie Coogan will re-

turn to the screen as Mark
Twain’s boy character.

Ever since Paramount an-
nounced that “Tom Sawyer” was
to be filmed with Jackie Coogan
in the title role and Junior Dur-
kin, child stage actor, as Huckle-
berry Finn, hundred of requests
have come to the casting office for

the role of Joe.

Winslow begins rehearsals at

once with the two other boy char-
acters and Mitzi Green^^ who is to

appear as Becky.

John Cromwell is to direct the
picture from an adaptation by
Sam Mintz, Grover Jones and
William Siavens McNutt.

TED HEALY AD LIBS

m “SOUP TO NUTS”

During the filming of “Soup to

Nuts,” Rube Goldberg and Benja-
min Stoloff agreed that any orig-
inal comedy Ted Healy wanted to

inject would fit perfectly. They
allowed him and four of his gang
of funsters the freedom of the set

and for five minutes Healy ad
libbed, gagged and clowned while
the cameras recorded the spon-
taneous comedy.

Healy sings only one number
during the entire Fox picture

—

“You Can’t Wear but One Pair
of Pants at a Time.”

DRAVES TO DOUBLE
IN BRASS FOR M-G-M

It was announced by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer yesterday that
Ralph Graves has been signed to
a long term contract, which calls
for his services both as a writer
and as an actor. Graves’s latest
appearance in a Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer film was with Ramon No-
varro in “The Flying Fleet” un-
der George Hill’s direction. Since
then he has played in “Alias the
Deacon,” “Submarine,” “The Eter-
nal Woman,” “Ladies of Leisure,”
and “Hell’s Island.”

WELL!

Greta Garbo lias the first

“wild” dressing room in

Hollywood, having had it

built for use during the
screening of the German
version of “Anna Christie.”

The dressing room is made
like sets, comprising four
“wild” walls, merely hook-
ed together on the inside
so any or all may be in-

stantly removed. TIhe

whole affair may be taken
down or put up inside of

a few minutes. The port-
able bungalow is Garbo’s
own idea and built for her
in the csu*penter shop at
the Metro - Goldwjn - Mayer
studio.

FOOTBALL STAR FOR
“BARBER JOHN’S BOY’’

William Banker, football star

from Tulane University, now un-

der contract to Warner Bros, will

be seen in “Barber John’s Boy,”

forthcoming Vitaphone special.

This is the adaptation of Ben
Ames Williams story which has

Phillips Holmes, Grant Mitchell,

Lucille Powers, Ottis Harlan,

Dwight Frye and Joan Blondell
in leading roles. Alan Dwan will

direct.

3 SONGS SET FOR
WARNERS’ “SIT TIGHT”

“Sit Tight”, which Warner
Bros, are bringing to the screen
as the next Winnie Lightner-Joe
E. Brown starring special, is to
have three songs written by L.
Wolfe Gilbert and Abal Baer.
These are “You Can Be a Man If

You Try,” “Just to Be With You”
and “Face It With a Smile,” two
of which will be delivered by Miss
Lightner.

WALTER LONC SIGNED
Walter Long has been signed

for a role in “The Steel High-
way,” Warner Bros, forthcoming
comedy drama which features
Grant Withers and Mary Astor.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAHABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chickering 2729

TONO-GRAPH ACQUIRES RIGHTS

TO NEW SOUND OPTICAL UNIT
Tone-O-Graph, Inc., which is the new trade name for the North

American Sound and Talking Picture Equipment Corporation ,are an-
nouncing the acquisition of a new development in sound-on-fllm.

This new development is an op-
tical unit which conveys the

image of the exci^r lamp filament

to the sound track in a purely op-
tical trail. The general set up is

no different than the present old
method in the form of the mech-
anical contrivance, but becomes
purely an optical trail from the
exciter lamp filament to the sound
track.

The natural position of this new
optical unit is the exciter lamp
filament, a pair of condensers, a
microscopic cylindrical lens, and
14 MM projector. The total dis-
tance from exciting lamp filament
to the sound track is approximate-
ly 41^". The overall dimensions
of the optical tube is 3", leaving a
space of about 11 16 of an inch
between the projector lens and
the sound track. This distance al-

lows the projector lens to be
cleaned of the oil as often as the
operator may desire.

The technical specifications of
this new optical unit gives a slit

of light at the sound track of
.0005, has no chromatic or speri-
cal aberration.

These dimensions compare with
the standard unit of today of
.0005 against .001.

This difference is very notice-
able in the result giving higher
frequency, greater volume and
more brilliant and truer tone of
reproduction.

Company of Cleveland, Ohio, who
have licensed the Full Tone Re-
production Company of Ohio, for

the use of their patents for s'ound-
on-film.

Tone-O-Graph, Inc., are licens-

ed to use these optical units in

their equipment for sound-on-film
reproduction.

A test demonstration proves, it

is said, that this new optical unit
is superior, and in technical terms
shows an increase of ten decibells
at a constant frequency of 4000
cycles above the present stand-
ard mechanical slit. In actual
practise the tone reproduction is

brilliant and true to tone, the
voices are natural and the high
cycles are reproduced.

The development of this idea is

credited to Mr. Victor Ernst of
Cleveland, Ohio, and Mr. John
Wollensak of the Wolleusak Op-
tical Company of Rochester, N.Y.

The theory back of this unit is

purely optical and the big feature
in the unit is the cylindrical mic-
roscopic lens, focal length of
which i§ .005. The collecting area
of the cylindrical microscopic lens
is .016 which converges the image
of the filament of the exciter lamp
to .001. The image of .001 is then
reduced to two to one by the pro-
jecting lens on the unit which
brings the resulting slit of light
to .0005.

The development of the optical
unit is protected by basic patents
owned by the Full Tone Process

The one big feature of this new
optical unit is that it offers to the
theatre positive patent protection.

42^- 43*^ Streets West of Broadwoy
A New and Better Hotel for Times Square

Not alone new in construction and

equipment, but new in conception of

service and comfort to its guests. Di-

rected by S. Gregory Taylor, who has

made such enviable successes of the

Hotels Montclair and Buckingham.

Single Rooms
with tub and shower

*3/4 w*5
Double Rooms

with tub and shower

*4,*5 «.d *6
A few terraced rooms and suites*

exceptionally large closets, oti

an attractive monthly basis.

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Entrances on 42nd and 43rd Sts.

CENTRAL UNION BUS TERMINAL
LOCATED IN THE DIXIE HOTEL BUS CONNECTIONS FOR ALL POINTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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10 Vitaphone Varieties

Ready for August Release
Ten Vitaphone Varieties, one and

two reelers have been finished at

the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio and

will be released during the early

part of August. The shorts include

dramas, comedies and musicals
and feature many Broadway stars.

The comedies are “ive Minutes
from the Station” with Lynne
Overman, Sylvia Sidney and Bur-
ton Churchill; Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Norworth, in ‘‘The Naggers at
Breakfast”; and ‘‘The Sunstitute”
by H. I. Phillips. On the musical
list are Ruth fitting in “Roseland”;
Yacht Club Boys in ‘‘A Private En-
gagement”; and “Fashion’s Mir-
ror” with Jack Thompson and Bar-
bara Newberry.

“Many Happy Returns” with
Walter Connolly, Ferdinand Gotts-
chalk, and Madge Evans is a two-
reel drama, while the novelty list

includes Robert L. Ripley’s second
“Believe It or Not” and “Horse
Sense”, a film featuring Bob Roe-
buck and his horse. Sporting Life

A special attraction among the
August releases is the film titled

“At the Round Table” which stars
Mark Helliuger, Damon Runyon,
James J. Corbett and De Wolf
Hopper. This is one of the Vita-
phone “Celebrities” series.

VESUVIUS ERUPTION

IN PATHE NEWSREE
The eruption of Mount Vesuvius

that preceded the Italian earth-
quake was recorded for Pathe
News by Giovanni Pucci, latlian
representative, and is presented in

Issue No. 64 released on Wednes-
day, July 30.

Accompanying these scenes of

devastation, are what are believ-
ed to be the first sound screen
scenes of the seismograph record-
ing of an earthquake. The Rev.
Jos. Lynch, Director of the Ford-
ham University earthquake sta-
tion, discusses the earthquake and
explains how the seismograph re-
cords earth disturbances. The ac-
tual record made by the instru-
ment at the time of the recent
earthquake in the vicinity of
Naples, is shown.

PLUNKETT CALLS
CHICAGO MEETING

(Continued from page 1)

They will leave New York on Mon-
day.

The company representatives
who will attend the conference are
—Charles Winston, Northeastern
division; H. R. Emde, Westchest-
er and New Jersey; (jharles Mac-
Donald, Manhattan; Dave Beehler.
Brooklyn; Lou Golding, New York
State; Ace Berry, Washington,
D.C.; J. E. Fernkoss, Cleveland;
J. L. McCurdy, Cincinatti; Carl
Hoblitzell, Southern; W. Elson,
Chicago; Morgan Arne's, Minneap-
olis; Thomas D. Soriero, St.
Louis; Homer Gill, Northwestern;
Frank Vincent, Pacific Coast. Leo
M. Devaney will represent the new
Canadian district.

BIG UFA SPECIAL
READY FOR RELEASE

The premiere of the new Ufa-
tone-super “Hokuspokus” the
English version of which will be
released under the title “Murder
for Sale”, will shortly take place
at the Gloria-Palast, Berlin, ac-
cording to the local Ufa offices.

The picture has been passed by
the German censors in full

length. This new Ufatonq direct-
ed by Gustav Ucicky under the
supervision of Gunther Stapeu-
horst, is featuring Lilian Harvey
and Willy Fiitsch in the German
version and Lilian Harvey and
Lawrence Olivier in the English
version.

CONGRATULATIONS PAUL

Friend stork paid a visit to the
home of Paul Murphy, assistant
treasurer of Pathe International
this w'eek and now Paul, Jr., an
eight pounder is in a class of

his ow'n.

10 FOX BEAUTIES
ALL UNDER NINETEEN

Ten new featured players
signed by Fox Films during
its recent acquisition of
new beauty and talent for
the screen are under nine-
teen. LncUe Brown, of
Memphis, Tenn., is 18;
Frances McCoy of New
York, 18; Joan Marie
Lawes, 8; Leslie Mae, 16;
Roxanne Curtis, 17; Nancy
Kelly, 18; Helen and Eliza-
beth Keating, 18; Althea
Henly, 18, and Rachel
Elizabeth Hudson, 14.

COLLEGE LOVERS’ DONE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Coll-

ege Lovers”, First National’s new
football picture which will be re-

leased in the latter part of Sep-

tember, was completed yesterday

at the company’s studio in Bur-

bank. A number of football play-

ers, mainly recent stars of the

University of Southern California,
took part in the gridiron scenes.
John Adolfi directed.

MGM Signs C. G. Sullivan

As Aide to Thalberg
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer yesterday

announced that C. Gardner Sulli-

van, one of the best known and

most successful production execu-

tives in the film industry, will act

as assistant to Irving G. Thalberg,

vice-president and production chief

of the Culver City studios.

Sullivan comes to his new posi-

tion after a long training in screen

production, dating from 1914 when
he went to work for Thomas H.

Ince as a scenario writer. Before

that, he had been a newspaper re-

porter in New York. Later Sulli-

van became supervisor for Cecil

“MAN IN SKY” TO
START NEXT WEEK

Next week will see the com-
mencement of actual shooting on
“The Man in the Sky”, the first

musical play written directly for

the screen by Jerome Kern, com-
poser, and Otto A. Harbach, play-
wright. Irene Delroy and Jack
Whiting will head a large cast
in this production, which will be
directed by Alfred E. Green. The
title of “The Man in the Sky” is

tentative.

GERMAN DIRECTOR
STARTS FOR M-G-M

(Continued from page 1)

done by Robison and Walter
Hasenclever. Nora Gregor has
the title role; Egon von Jordan
is Jimmy; Arnold Korff is the
district attorney, and others in
the cast are Peter Erkdrlling, An-
ders van Haden, Paul Weigel,
Castea Mooth and Leo White.

B. DeMilJe’s producing company,
and then held the same position at

United Artists. More recently he
has been scenario editor at Uni-
versal studios.

WASHINGTON WELCOMES

F. NAT’LS “TOP SPEED”

Immediately following the sen-

sational successful premiere of

“Top Speed” at the Stanley The-

atre in Pittsburgh, this highly or-

iginal First National comedy open-

ed to more than capacity at the

Earle Theatre, Washington.

According to wires received by

Ned E. Depinet, general sales

manager, the crowds seeking ad-

mittance to the Earl the first day

of the engagement of “Top Speed”
could not be accom/nodated.

The picture was a laugh from
start to finish.

PATHE PURCHASES
“REBOUND” RIGHTS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — De-
spite announcements by other mo-
tion picture producing organiza-
tions to the contrary, Pathe Stu-
dios, Inc., has purchased the
screen rights to Arthur Hopkins’
stage success “Rebound”, accord-
ing to an announcement today by
E. B. Derr,
Following its’ presentation in

Los Angeles, with Ina Claire in
the starring role, virtually every
producer in the picture industry
offered bids for the picture priv-
ileges, but Pathe was given pref-
erence by Hopkins because of the
satisfactory manner in which that
company handled the production
of “Holiday,” which recently was
shown on Broadway with Ann
Harding in the leading role.

Rin -Tin-Tin
In an All-Talking Serial

I
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D. W. GRIFFITH HERE

FOR “LINCOLN” OPENING

D. W. Griffith is in New York
for the world premier of “Abra-
ham Lincoln”. No date has been
set by United Artists for its open-
ing.

Griffith was met by Stephen Vin-
cent Benet, who did the scenario.
They both viewed a private show-
ing of the film and were high in

their praise of Walter Huston’s
work as Lincoln.
The picture sets a new record

for number of speaking parts,
there being 150 characters. It

will be shown at a $2 top.

columbiTTpaves way
FOR “DIRIGIBLE” FILM

Sam Briskin, assistant general
manager of Columbia, and Frank
Capra, director, yesterday arrived
in New York to prepare for Co-
lumbia’s air spectacle, “Dirigible.”
Authentic backgrounds will be

used, including the Naval air
bases at Lakehurst, New Jersey
and Anacostia, near Washington,
D.C. Some shots will be taken at
the San Diego base. Lieut. Frank
Wead, U.S.N., will be technical ad-
visor. Ralph Graves and Jack
Holt again will be paired as stars.

Twenty U. Features will

Play RKO Circuit Over
United States, Deal In-

volving ^3,000,000
Rental Fees

RKO and Universal yesterday
came to an agreement whereby
RKO houses will be insured first-

runs on Universal’s entire product.
The deal involves booking rentals
which will run close to $3,000,000.

The agreement gives RKO call

on 24 special features released un-
der the Universal banner for its

theatre circuit throughout the
country. This includes first-runs
in the metropolitan areas.

The agreement cover, not only
features, but roadshow specials,
“All Quiet on the Western Front”
being the fisrt roadshow attraction
to be played over the RKO circuit
under the agreement. The first

feature to go into the RKO houses
will be “The Little Accident”, with

(Continued on page 2)

RUBIN RENTS LASKY’S
5TH AVE. APARTMENT

J. Robert Rubin, chief counsel
and executive vice president of
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corpor-
ation, yesterday rented from Don-
ald W. Brown, Inc., Jesse L.
Lasky’s apartment comprising two
entire fioors in the building be-
ing erected at 993 Fifth Avenue.

AIMEE MCPHERSON
SUED FOR $10,000

BY SCENARIO MAN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
Aimee Semple McRJierson,
evangelist, and J. Roy
Stewwart, director, are fac-

ing a $10,0(10 suit filed this

week by Harvey H. Gates,
scenario writer. Gates al-

leges he was engaged to

write a scenario for Aimee
to be made into a talking
picture by Stewart. .Neith-
er one, he alleges, have paid
him the $10,000.

S.M.P.E. HOLDS FALL
MEETING OCT. 20-30

Members of the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Engineers will hold
their regular Fall meeting at the
Pennsylvania Hotel, October 20,30,

W. C. Kunsmann announced yes-
terday. The program will be an-
nounced later.

VON STROHEIM SAILS
Erich von Stroheim arrived in

New York yesterday from Cali-

fornia—bag and baggage, wife and
children. He sails tonight on the
He de France on the first trip he
has taken to Europe since he came
in fifteen years ago. He will be
gone until October.

Agreement Insures AI!

Warner Product in All

Fox, Loew Houses in

Metropolitan Area

Warners, Fox and the Loew in-

terests yesterday came together on
a deal that will insure bookings
of Warner product into all Fox
and Loew houses in the five bor-
oughs of Greater New York and
the metropolitan area. The an-
nouncement was made by Sam E.

Morris, vice-president and general
manager of Warners.

The agreement includes the fea-

ture output of Warners for the
coming year and gives Fox and
Loew houses first-runs on 35 full-

length pictures. It effects 136
houses in the metropolitan area,
78 operated by Fox and 58 by
Loew.
Representing the Fox interests

were J. Sullivan and A. Blumstein.
Loew interests were represented
by David Loew and Eugene Pick-
er. Claude C. Exell, George Bals-
don, Edward Goldstein and Harry
Decker represented Warners.
Among the Warner pictures

(Continued on page 2)

MOVIETONE NEWS SETS RECORO

IN RELEASE OF QUAKE SCENES
What is held to be record time

In newsreel transportation yester-
day was evidenced by Fox Movie-
tone officials who received nega-
tive on shots of the earthquake
centre, in and near Naples, Italy.

Two Movietone cameramen and
their crews were on the job
shortly after the first news of the

(Continued on page 2)

WHALE HONORED
James Whale, who directed the

Tiffany-Gainsborough sound screen
version of “Journey’s End,” was
a very much surprised and grati-
fied young man when he learned,
on his arrival from England, that
he had been named one of the
ten best directors of 1930.

RKO AIRMEN ACTORS
STRANDED ON ICEBERG

Officials of RKO Radio Pictures
yesterday received word from
“The Silver Horde” company in
Alaska that two airmen. Captain
Scott and John Selby, while pro-
ceeding to the scene of production
wrecked their plane on an ice-

berg. RKO cites this as only one
of the many perils faced in pro-
ducing the Rex Beach story.

DEL RIO AND GIBBONS
PLAN WEDDING IN FALL
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Dol-

ores Del Rio, it was unofficially
learned here, will be married some
time in the Fall to Cedric Gib-
bons, director. Miss Del Rio is

the widow of Jaimes Martinez Del
Rio, a member of a wealthy Mexi-
can family. He died a year ago in
Berlin.

Atue-In.s|>irmg-The BIG TRAIL
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Ben Atwell dean of specialists

in handling big events in the the-

atre, will tell us all about Unit-

ed Artists’ “Abraham Lincoln”

and its equally w.k. director The
Old Master, D. W. Griffiths * * *

I).W~ by-the-bye, is housed at thej

Asts)r, an hostelry he has made
his headquarters while along the

Big Stem for, lo, these many years
* * * D. W. was familiar arouna
the Astor lobby when his “Hearts,

of the World” was at the 44th

street theatre * * * 3 n(j back
when his “Birth of a Nation” wasi
knocking ’em dead * * * Percy
Heath, now a star performer inj

Paramount’s scenario department,
was press agent for the first nam-
ed * * * Claiborne Foster, who can
go back to the first governor of

Louisiana in her family tree, is

coming to the Palace * * * Anne
Caldwell whose lilting lyrics add
a lot to RKO’s ‘HTixiana” postcards
its her first screen effort * * *

Anno has devoted her lyrics here-
tofore for the benefit of many Dill-

ingham successes * * * Larry Reid
who used to review pictures
when silents were the thing now
edits a fan magazine with offices

in towering Paramount Building
* Larry can remember when

Charley Ray was a juvenile kid
on the old Triangle lot * * * re-
member when the 129th street
ferry was cluttered up with movie
actors in make-up hurrying to and
from the Fort Lee lots * * Evelyn
JTeshit was among those present.

Motion pictures with sound and
talk are now added to the “noise”
sources which medical specialists

are holding responsibie for the
strains and shocks to which the
eye, ear and the rest of the hu-
man organism are beijig subject-
ed. The time will come when the
human race gradually will lose its

vision, hearing and sense of bal-

ance, Dr. Paul V. Winslow, ear,

nose and throat specialist, pre-
dicted at a luncheon of the Ki-
wanis Club of New York.

He pictured men “like dizzy pin-
wheels,’’ blind, deaf and with the
balancing mechanism in the ear
unable to function properly, stag-
gering about and conducting all

their affairs by the sense of touch,
as certain animals do today.

We probably will lose hearing
first, he said, and then vision will

go. He said that sight would be
lost because of the strong artifici-

al lights to which the eyes are
subjected without opportunity for

proper rest. Moving pictures, he
added, are a factor that will con-
tribute largely to this ultimate re-
sult.

He said that while he could not
prove it, he believes that noise
is playing a large part in the great
increase in the number of deaths
among men in middle life. The
control of noise, he said, is just
as important as the control of ty-
phoid and other epidemic diseases.

TWENTY U FEATURES

TO PUY RKO CHAIN
(Continued from page 1)

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Anita
Page. This is the initial produc-
tion on Universal’s list for the new
season.
Among other pictures included

in the $3,000,000 deal are:
“Outside the Law”, with Mary

Nolan. Edward G. Robinson and
Owen Moore directed by Tod
Browning; “Strictly Dishonor-
able”; “East Is West”, with Lupe
Velez, and Lewis Ayres, directed
by Monta Bell; “Ourang”, the first

all-talker to be made in the heart
of the jungle, now being produced
by Harry Garson in Borneo with
Dorothy Janis featured; “The Lady
Surrenders”, with Conrad Nagel,
Genevieve Tobin and Rose Hobart,
directed by John Stahl; “The Cat
Creeps”, directed by Rupert Julian,
with Helen Twelvetrees, Raymond
Hackett, Lilyan Tashman and Jean
Hersholt; “Merry Go Round”, re-
made as an all-talker; “Resurrec-
tion”, with John Boles and Lupe
Velez, directed by Edwin Carewe;
“Saint Johnson”, W. R. Burnett’s
novel, with Lewis Ayres and John
Wray; “The Boidoir Diplomat”,
directed by Mai St. Clair, with
Mary Nolan, Mary Duncan and
•Jeanette Loff; “See America
Thirst”, featuring Harry Langdon
and Slim Summerville, directed by
William James Craft; another
story by Ericb Maria Remarque,
author of “All Quiet on the West-
ern Front” and “The Cohens and
Kellvs Hunting Big Game in Af-
rica” with George Sidney and
Charlie Murray.

“JOURNEY’S END”

FOR ROXY THEATRE

Tiffany’s “Journey’s End” will
open at the Roxy Theatre on
August 8, showing for the first

time in New York City at popular
prices. The picture’s New York
premiere was at the Gaiety The-
atre on April 8 where it played
fourteen weeks to capacity busi-
ness.

WITMARKS TO PUBLISH
NEW JOLSQN SONGS

M. Witmark & Sons have just
been assigned to publish the songs
A1 Jolson sings in his latest War-
ner Bros, and Vitaphone picture
“Big Boy”. This marks the first

time Witmarks have published
songs for a Jolson picture and the
first time they have been asso-
ciated with a Jolson success since
1924 and “California, Here I

Come”.

^^HOLIDAY” BACK
“Holiday,” the Pathe special

which enjoyed a three week run
to record summer business at the:

Rivoli Theatre, returns to Broad-
way today for a run at the Cameo
Theatre.

BEN LYON SIGNED

Ben Lyon has signed a five year
contract with Warner Bros, and
will have the leading male role
in “Ex-Mistress” which is to be
directed by Roy Del Ruth.

movietoneIias record
(Continued from page 1)

’quake was sent over the cables.

The negative was hurried to Rome
where a plane was chartered and
the film shipped to Paris, railroad-
ed to Cherbourg, and just made
the Bremen.
The footage, approximately 235

feet, with titles, yesterday even-
ing was ready for shipment to all

Movietone customers over the
country. It is Issued as a Spe-
cial Movietone and goes to all the-
atres under construct for Movie-
tone News.

ALL WARNER PRODUCT

IN FOX, LOEW HOUSES
(Continued from page 1)

which will come under the deal
are: “Big Boy”, with A1 Jolson,
released the last of August; “Dan-
cing Sweeties”, with Sue Carol and
Grant Withers and “Three Faces
East”, with Constance Bennett and
Eric von Stroheim.

During August also will be re-
leased. “The Matrimonial Bed”,;
“Oh, Sailor Behave”, with Olsen
and Johnson; “A Soldier’s Play-
thing”, with Harry Langdon, Ben
Lyon and Lotti Loder and “The
Office Wife”, with Dorothy Mac-
kaill and Lewis Stone.

U CLUB ANNUAL OUTING

AT RYE ON TUESDAY

Three hundred members of the

Universal Club, social and wel-

fare organization of the employes

of Universal Pictures Corporation,

and their friends, will hold their

annual outing on Tuesday, August

5, at Piayland, Rye, N. Y.

One of the big features of the

occasion will be a series of ath-

letic events, topped by a baseball

game. The official starter for

these events will be Gertrude
Ederle, famous Channel swimmer,
who will be the Club’s guest of

honor.

The entire Universal gang will

close up shop for the day and
embark on the ship “Americana”
at the Battery for a two and a
half hour sail up to Rye. Arriv-
ing at Playiand they will be es-

corted to the picnic grove by Russ
Boland’s band, which will furnish
music throughout the festivities.

Following the athletic games,
the crowd will assemble in Play-
land Casino for a dinner dance
and the awarding of prizes to the
winners of the events.

This is one of the big occasions
of the year for the Universal
Club, and Herman Stern, Presi-
dent, has been busy for weeks on
arrangements so that a good time
may be had by all.

SPORTLIGHT SHOW ON
S.S. BERENGARIA

“Crystal Champions,” a Pathe-
Van Beuren Sportlight featuring
the aquatic stunts of famous
swimmers, has been booked for
trans-Atlantic showings aboard
the S.S. Berengaria.

“SHADOW RANCH” CAST
Columbia’s “Shadow Ranch”

company, has added A1 Smith and
Prank Rice to the cast. The pic-
ture, under the direction of Louis
King, is the second of a series of
eight Buck Jones outdoor dramas.
The cast includes Marguerite De
La Motte, opposite Jones, Kate
Price, well known character wo-
man, and ben Wilson noted cow-
boy actor.

KERR IN COLMAN CAST
Fred Kerr has been signed for

a supporting role opposite Ronald
Colman for his next United Art-
ists’ release written by Frederick
Lonsdale and as yet untitled.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, July 31, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 57% 59 -4- %
Warner Bros 35% 371/8 + %
Warner;^ Bros. Pre. 48% 48% 4- %
Pox Film “A” 441/2 46% + %
Loew’s Inc 68% 71 '4 + %
Loew’s Inc. Pre...._ 971/2 97 Va .-1-2%
Radio K-A-0 301/2 3iy -b %
Pathe Exchange ... 4% 4 '4 — %
Pathe “A” 91/2 9% — %
M-G-M Pre 24% 24%
Con. F. Ind. Pre.. .. 201/2

:
21 + %

Curb Market
Columbia Piet. 38% 38% '4
Pox Theatre “A”... 9% 9% !4
Nat. Screen 31 31 — %

Talkies Added to ^Noises*

Afflicting Modern Humans
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RKO EARNINGS SHOW VAST

INCREASES OVER LAST YEAR
RKO and subsidiaries, in their

official semi-annual report for the
six months ending June 30, on
earnings, show $2,441,133.38 as
against $694,564.60 for the same
period in 1929.

Deducting Federal taxes a net
total of $2,166,133.38 as against
$630,569.17 for the corresponding
period last year.

These figures, officials contend,
give concrete evidence.s of the
strides made by the organization,
especially, in the motion picture
field.

RADSO PICTURES RANCH
WAR VETS HEADQ’R’S

Radio Pictures’ ranch near En-
cino, Calif., is now headquarters
for old buddies of World War
days. Of one thousand extras em-
ployed, aproximately 500 of them
are World War veterans of every
clime. There are former Poilus,

Aussies, Chaussers, Doughboys,
Kilties, Chenois, Italian, Serbian,
Belgian, Russian and even Senge-
lese.

The extras are being used by
Paul Sloane director of “Half
Shot at Sunrise”, an all-talking

^vartime comedy with music, in

which Bert Wheeler and Robert*
Woolsey are featured.

RKO’S “HUMANETTES”
GET UNDER FULL SWAY
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The

novelty short sub.iect features,

“Humanettes”, created by Frank
Newman, are under way at the

RKO studios. Work was started

this week on the fourth of the

series. Among the leads are
Frankie Fay, Theodore Lorch,
Mary Hutchinson, Earl Hampton,
June Clyde, Benny Rubin, Ray-
mond Maurel, Dorothy Vernon and
Gilbert Royce.

GEO. STONE WITH RKO

Little George Stone, formerly
appearing in Fox comedies, has
been signed by RKO to play the
role of a Jew in “Cimarron”.
Charlie Morton, another former
Fox player, has the romantic
lead in the “Amos ’n’ Andy” opus,
opposite Sue Carol, and Ralf
Harolde is to play the heavy in

the same picture.

‘^SILVER HORDE” BACK

RKO’s “Silver Horde” company
returned to Hollywood, after two
weeks location shooting at Ketchi-
kan, Alaska. The movie players
and directors found it too hot to

work up North and the entire pic-

ture will be made at the studio
and on nearby locations.

RKO CHANGES TITLE

The Hays organization won’t let

RKO use “Crime” as a title for a
picture, so they have changed it

to “The Losing Game.”

“HER WEDDING NIGHT”
IS CLARA BOW’S NEXT
Clara Bow’s “Little Miss Blue-

beard” will be released as “Her
Wedding Night”. It is now in

production on the West Coast.
Frank Tuttle is directing. Henry
Myers did the adaptation. Sup-
porting roles are taken by Ralph
Forbes, Charles Ruggles and
Sheets Gallagher.

FROM SCREEN TO STAGE

The usual order of things,

when so many stage successes are
being transferred to the screen, is

reversed in the case of “My Sis-

ter and I”, a German musical
comedy which is announced for

theatrical production on Broad-
way next season. “My Sister and
I” was made as a silent picture
in Germany by First National
some time ago.

“FURY” WAITS RETURN
OF DICK BARTHELMESS
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—When

Dick Barthelmess returns from
his vacation in the Canadian
northwest he probably will find

a talking version of “Fury”
awaiting his services. “Fury” is

an original by Edmund Goulding.
First National is negotiating for

the screen rights.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Flo-

renz Ziegfeld and Theodore Kos-
loff were interested onlookers on
sound stage No. 2 at the First

National Studio this week when
the fox-hunt ballet scene in

“Sunny,” starring Marilyn Miller,

was photographed and recorded.
This scene is based on the fam-
ous musical comedy in which Miss
Miller starred for two years con-
tinuously at the New Amsterdam
Theatre and for another year and
a half on the road.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Chas.
Ruggles has been assigned a fea-

tured role in “Little Miss Blue-
beard,” Clara Bow’s next talkie

for Paramount with production
scheduled to start immediately at

the Coast studio. Ruggles had
gone to Hollywood with the in-

tention of working in “Honeymoon
Hate” with Jeanette MacDonald,
but the picture had been post-

poned.
Upon completion of his role in

“Little Miss Bluebeard,” Ruggles

FORM FITTING FOOD
FOR FILM FRILLS

LONGVILLE, France,
July 31.—This “French Hol-
lywood” specializing in
nuilti-lingual film features
by producers of various na-
tionalities is all stirred up
over news from Paris that
strong men and beautiful
women are not born, but
fed. This is the discovery
of a Paris chef who pre-
piu-es and serves food and
drink according to a secret
formula that not only
makes the too thin thicker
and the too thick thinner,'

but even improves the
prime asset of personality.
There is no menu card, but
unerring diagnosis by
trained waiters. The re-

port is current .that a group
of talkie stars of both
se.xes are making the dis-

coverer of the system and
his staff a fabulous offer to

operate his plant here in

conjunction with talkie stu-

dio operation.

GARRETT, MARGIN SIGN

AS PARA WRITERS
Oliver H. P. Garrett, author,

and Max Marcin, dramatist and
director, have signed new long-
term contracts as studio writers
for Paramount at Hollywood. Gar-
rett, who used to be a New York
newspaperman, has lately been
identified with William Powell
successes. Marcin has written
and produced a number of Broad-
way hits.

Ziegfeld will present Marilyn
Miller in a new stage production,

“Tom Dick and Harry,” during
the coming season. Kosloff, who
has trained most of the famous
modern dancers gave the star her
first Broadway opportunity in

“Tile Passing Show” at the Win-
ter Garden, and lias been her
dancing instructor ever since.

Lawrence Gray, Joe Donahue, Inez
Courtney, O, P. Heggie, Clyde
Cook and other prominent play-

ers are in the cast of “Sunny”.

will be starred in a talking ver-

sion of “Charley’s Aunt”, to be
produced by Christie for Columbia
release. The comedian will ap-
pear in the part in which Syd
Chaplin scorpd when the play was
filmed silently several years ago.

Ruggles con)pleted a featured
role in “Queen High” at the Para-
mount New York studio before
going to the Coast. When Char-
ley’s Aunt” is finished he plans
to resume work at the Eastern
film workshop.

WARNER SILVER JUBILEE

GETS UNDERWAY TODAY
Warner Bros. Silver Jubilee

Month which will be observed in

motion picture theatres through-
out this country and Europe, has
its official opening today. No less

than twelve big screen produc-
tions embracing every type of

story and screen spectacle are to

be released during the month, six

coming from Warner Bros, stu-

dios and six from First National
studios.

The point is made that never
before have so many feature pro-
ductions been promised in such a

short period, and the public real-

izin_g this is showing much in-

terest. Exhibitors, sensing this

interest, have become enthusiastic
over the Jubilee. Gratifying re-

sults are anticipated.

The Warner releases are listed

as follow's: “Dapcing Sweeties”,

with Grant Withers and Sue
Carol; “Three Faces East” with
Constance Bennett and Eric von
Stroheim; “Matrimonial Bed” is

the third Jubilee release.

First National releases for the

Jubilee begin on the opening day
with “Road to Paradise,” co-star-

ring Loretta Young and Jack Mul-
hall. “The Dawn Patrol” is set

in for the second week of the

celebration in New York. “Top
Speed” follows. Warner Bros, also

will present during August “Sweet
Kitty Bellairs” and “Oh Sailor

Behave!

”

YOUNG FOX PLAYER
GIVEN LEADING ROLE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—David
Rollins’ work in Fox’s “The Big
Trail” has so pleased the powers
that be that he has been signed
for an important role in “Up the

River”, a story of prison life from
an original by Maurine Watkins.
Other members of the cast include
Warren Hymer, William Collier,

Sr., Humphrey Bogart, Spencer
Tracy, George MacFarlane, Robert
Burns, Claire Luce, Goodee Mont-
gomery, Robert O’Connor, Joan
Mario Lawes, daughter of Sing
Sing’s warden and Helen and
Elizabeth Keating, twins.

“TYPHOON BILL” NEW
BANCROFT TITLE

George Bancroft’s new vehicle,

now in production at the Para-
mount Hollywood studios, has re-

ceived the definite title of “Ty-
phoon Bill”. It was previously
known under the working title of

“Rolling Down to Rio”. Bancroft
depicts a hard-boiled ship’s cap-

tain. It is being directed by Row-
land V. Lee, director for Bancroft
in his preceding picture, “Ladies
Love Brutes.”

OAKIE’S NEXT STAGED
AT SEA ABOARD SHIP

Jack Oakie’s next, as yet un-

titled, will be shot aboard a spe-

cially constructed battleship on
the high seas. Victor Herman
will direct. In support of Oakie
will be Lillian Roth, Eugene Pall-

ette, Albert Conti, Jean Del Val
and Ivan Simpson.

Ziegfeld Sees Marylin
In Sunny** Film Scene

Charles Ruggles Gets
Extremely Occupied
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EMANUEL COHEN BOSTON

FIRE DEPARTMENT CHIEF

Emanuel Cohen, editor in

charge of Paramount Sound News,

was presented by Mayor James M.

Curley of Boston yesterday with

a specially made badge of gold,

making him an honorary chief of

the Boston Fire Department. The

badge, which was presented at

Mr. Cohen’s offices in the Para-

mount Building by Frank B. How-
land, secretary to Mayor Curley,

conferred an unique honor upon

the recipient, as there is only one

other insignia of its kind in exist-

ence, that belonging to the Fire

Chief himself .

Mayor Curley bestowed the

badge, which will be of practical

value to Mr. Cohen in supervis-

ing any newsreel activities in Bos-
ton, in recognition of the public
service rendered by Paramouni
sound News in various fields. In
a letter which accompanied the
gift the Mayor wrote:

“The policy of the Paramount
Sound News in presenting motion
pictures of methods of fire pre-
vention of important civic move-
ments, of the danger of commun-
istic activities and the news
events of surpassing interest
throughout the world is in reality
a great national service for the
best interests of American citi-

zenxy."

LEVINE PlKmST
FOR RIN TIN TIN FILM

Nat Levine, president of Mas-
cot Pictures, has completed the
cast for the next Rin Tin Tin
serial, “The Lone Defender”, an
original by William Presley Burt.
Harry Fraser and Ben Cohen
wrote the dialogue. Principal
roles will be enacted by Walter
Miller, June Marlowe, Josef
Swickard and Buss Barton.

FAIRBANKS, JR. SIGNED
FOR “LIGHTNIN”’ ROLE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Doug-

las hMirbanks, Jr. has been added
to the cast of “Lightnin’ ” soon
to go into production at the Pox
studi.os. Helen Cohan, 18-year-
old daughter of George M.; Louise
Dresser, Ruth Warren and J. M.
Kerrigan, are others who will sup-
port Will Rogers. Henry King
ivill direct.

•)

Mary Pickford Starts

Retiring Movie Personnel

WHAT! BRISBANE
INVOKES ZUKOR?

“We were all travelling

in the Prosperity Express

Train.” So columns Arthur

Brisbane in Hearst papers.

“It stopped with a jolt last

October, and everybody is

still asking, ‘What is the

matter/’

“Adolph Zukor, an intelli*

gent American business
man, who retains his capa-

city to keep cool and think

clearly even when business

is not good, says;

“‘Eor one thing, we had
lost our heads. We began
to think about a dollar as

we ought to think about a

twenty-five cent piece.
“ ‘After awhile we shall

learn what money is, what
thrift and coinmonsense
mean. Then we shall be
better off than we ever
were.

“‘Nothing better than this

so-called ‘slumi)/ could have
happened to us.
“ ‘For my part I was never
more optimistic in my life’.”

MORE APPEARANCES

FOR BERNICE CLAIRE

Because of her success during

a week of personal appearances
at the Boyd Theatre, Pittsburgh,

in connection with the showing of

the First National comedy “Top
Speed,” Bernice Claire has been
assigned to appear on the stages

of other theatres running this

comedy.
Dates for personal appearances

by Miss Claire have been set as
follows

:

Newark, Bradford Theatre, Aug.
8; Philadelphia, Mastbaum Thea-
tre, August 15; Jersey City, Stan-
ley Theatre, August 27. Among
the dates to be announced later

will be those for the Circle The-
atre, Indianapolis and Ambassa-
dor Theatre, St. Louis.
Owing to her stage training,

winning personality and her ex-
ceptionally fine voice. Miss Claire
is unusually well equipped for
personal appearances. Her sing-
ing on the stage invariably wins
applause that warrants an encore.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, July 31

—As has been anticipated for sev-

eral months past, Mary Pickford

has begun disbanding the staff

which has surrounded her since

she became an independent pro-

ducer. The first of that personnel

to be lopped off are Arthur Zoell-

ner, exploitation man, and Abbe
Rahm, for fifteen years Pickford’s

head cameraman.

Mary Pickford’s reason for quit-

ting the picture business as an
individual is said to be due to the

desire of her husband, Douglas
Fairbanks, to withdraw from
financing and producing talkies.

According to information at Unit-

ed Artists studios, Miss Pickford’s

future films, if any .will be made
not as an individual star-producer
but as an actress under the di-

rection of Joseph Schenck.

For the present Miss Pickford
retains her director, Sam Taylor,
while, it is said, making up her
mind regarcRng completion of her
production announced some time
ago with the alternative titles of

“Secrets” and “Forever Yours.”

Hollywood Gossip
By RAT MURRAY

West Coast Representative

Shifts in publicity men around
town are taking place every week.
Jay Chapman, formerly with First

National, is now on Don Eddy’s
RKO staff. Lou Marin, former
publicity man for RKO Theatre, is

contact man at the RKO studios,

keeping theatremen in touch with
activities of Columbia, RKO and
later with First National and War-
ner Bros.

Lon Young is head of the Co-
lumbia studio publicity depart-
ment, succeeding Alex Moss, who
was transferred to the New York
office. Ed Thomas has been add-
ed to LeRoy Johnson’s publicity
department at Universal, as has
Jack Barker, formerly with RKO.
Herbert Sniolen, from New York
offices of First National, is also
on Universal lot.

* * *

Larry Urbach is handling ex-
ploitation and publicity for the
opening of “Holiday” at the Car-
thay Circle theatre, Aug. 17.

* * *

Wilson Heller, popular publicity
man, is still confined to his bed
in the county hospital, with Joe
Reddy, Bill Kjeefe^ Tom Engler
and Frank Simmons pinch-hitting
for him in handling his various
clients.

* * *

Yera Lewis has opened a fash-
ionable exchange shop at Sunset
boulevard.

* * *

Charles Mnrray, well known
screen and stage .comedian, arriv-
ed here Tuesday following a tour
of sevearl months in Europe.

* * *

Lee Marcus, vice president of
RKO is in town. Marcus visited
the “Half Shot at Sunrise” set

Saturday and laughed so hard at

one of the gags, while cameras

were cranking, that the whole

scene had to be retaken. The
“mike” picked up the v.p.’s laugh-

ter above the players’ dialogue.

* * *

Corinne Griffith denies that she
is in London awaiting the ftrrival

of the stork, as reported in a Lon-
don dispatch printed in local

papers July 27. According to her
husband Walter Moroseo, she is

at Malibu Beach, and she is not
expecting an heir.

CUNNINGHAM TO ADAPT
“CRIMINAL CODE” PLAY

Jack Cunningham, former news-
paperman and for the past sev-
eral years one of the industry’s
leading scenario writers, has been
signed to adapt ‘"The Criminal
Code” for Columbia. Cunningham,
among other adaptations, did “The
Covered Wagon”.

PINCH HIT DIRECTOR

Eddie Cline went to bat as
pinch-hitter for John Adolfi in di-

recting a few of the scenes of

“College Lovers” at the First Na-
tional Studio when Adolfi was
kept away from the set by a brief ’

illness. The final sequences were
taken, however, under Adolfi’s
personal supervision.

©clCcdcre
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

tA^LOQ/or/b

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

Mf The Best Food in New York
^

n,

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR



SETTING NEWSREEL RECORDS FOR SPEED,
DISTANCE, OCEAN FLYING AND RESOURCEFULNESS!

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS

today presents the first and exclusive

sound and sight recordings of the

GREAT ITALIAN EARTHQUAKE!
1

July 23 ... Earth Shocks Began

July 24 ... Fox Movietone Nev/s cameraman got pictures at Melfi, near Naples,

and brought them into Rome

July 24... Negatives shipped by airplane to Paris

July 25 ... Prints made for British Movietone News and Continental Movietone

News

July 26 ... Negative flown from Paris to Cherbourg to catch the S. S. Bremen

July 31 ... Bremen’s mail airplane arrives New York half a day before the boat

August 1 .. First and exclusive earthquake pictures showing in the eastern states

and shipped by train and plane throughout United States and

Canada

IT’S A HABIT TO BE FIRST
WITH FOX MOVIETONE NEWS!
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FILM LEADERS SEE TURN FOR BEHER
IN RECENT BIG BOOKING AFFILIATIONS

TWO BROADWAY H00SE8 OPEN

NEW SNOWS ON THURSDAY

PATENTS FIRM SUES

DU-ART LABORATORIES

FOR TRIPLE DAMAGES

Cinema Patents company,
through its attorneys, has filed

suit in the United States District
Court, against the Du-Art Film
Laboratories, Inc., alleging in-

fringement of Gaumont and
Thompson patents. An injunc-
tion is asked pending settlement.
Triple damages are asked on ac-
count of alleged “willful infringe-
ment”.

LLOYD GEORGE STAMPS

“ALL QUI^’ AS OKAY

Word has been received at the
New York office of Universal that
England’s wartime premier, Lloyd
George, has put his stamp of ap-
proval on “All Quiet on the West-
ern Front”.

“I think it is a marvelous film”,

he said among other things, after
viewing the picture, according to
Universal officials.

WAR ACE ASSISTS
“PATROL” IN CHICAGO

CHICAGO BUREAU.—Capt. Jac-
ques Swaab, war ace, arrived here
over the week-end for the engage-
ment of First National’s “Dawn
Patrol” at the McVicker. The Chi-
cago Press Club tendered Captain
Swaab a dinner. His activities
were a part of the tie-up for ex-
ploiting “The Dawn Patrol”.

For its first two days at the Mc-
Vicker the picture set a new high
mark for the theatre at the box
office.

Under an unwritten agreement
Broadway theatres gradually are
shifting opening dates toward the
first part of the week .

The unwritten word has hereto-
fore designated Friday as the
opener. It was only a year ago
that Saturday was considered the
day. Still further back Sunday
was almost universally accepted
as the time.

Three of Warners theatres—the
Beacon, N. Y. Strand and Brook-
lyn Strand—seem to have started
the new fad, although only two

(Continued on page 4)

"Live and Let Live" Policy Visioned as Potential Aid
To Independents as Well as Theatres Immediately

Concerned in Deals

TELEVISION TESTS
TRANSFERRED FROM
RCA TO SUBSIDIARY

WASHINGTON—The Fed-
erp,l Trade Commission be-
fore adjourning for the
week-end, approved the
transfer during the week of
certain experimental televi-

sion operations from the
Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica to the National Broad-
casting Company.

UNITED ARTISTS’ SPECIAL FOR RIALTO
United Artists has booked its

“Eyes of the World” into the
Rivoli Theatre for the latter part
of the current month.
“Byes of the World” was direct-

ed by Henry King for Inspiration

Pictures. In the cast will be seen

Una Merkel, Nance O’Neill, Fern
Andre, John Holland, Hunt Hunt-
ley, Eulalie Jensen, Donal Novis

and Brandon Hurst.

Unique Claims Made
New Natural Color Process

Prominent film leaders over the
week-end speculated on just what
conclusions were to be drawn
from recent booking affiliations.

Warners, Fox and Loew inter-

ests got together last week on a
big deal. RKO and Universal ne-

gotiated another involving $3,000,-

000 rentals.

United Artists drew up in the
rear with booking arrangements
involving Warners, Publix and
Loew.

“This means something,” com-
mented one big booker, “some-
thing that wiU have as its climax
what will pretty nearly approach
a common channel for releases.”

“Whatever it means”, another
volunteered, “it is pretty plain
that the industry is becoming cen-
tralized for the first time in the
history of the screen. ' Instead
of cut-throat competition among
the larger theatre circuits which
benefited all concerned excepting
the theatre interests, there is in
the immediate offing a concerted
effort to get down to business.
The industry is taking the atti-

tude and accepting the philosophy
contained in the age-old axiom,
‘live and let live’.”

Summing up the sentiment ex-

(Continued on page 4)

UNKNOWN PLAYWRIGHT

SELLS PLAY TO WARNERS

Warners has purchased from
Jane Hinton, a 21-year-old play-

wright, an original play titled,

“The Devil Was Sick”.

The purchase is considered un-
usual inasmuch as Miss Hinton
never has had the play present-
ed on the stage. It is her first

attempt. Warners will produce it

as a talking picture first, then as
a stage play.

The deal carries out Warners’
recently announced policy of en-
couraging unknown writers.

Photocolor Corporation, with
laboratories at Irvington-on-Hud-
son, specializing in natural color
films, advises that it has a new
black and white camera inven-
tion which will turn out color film.

A series of short subjects, offici-

als said, now are in production,
for Pall release, to demonstrate
the practicability of the invention.
An official said:

“Improvements have been com-
pleted in the plant equipment
which permits the use of the or-
dinary black and white camera,
with slight adjustments, for the
taking of motion pictures in color.
Not only has this development
simplifi.ed the company’s color

(Continued on page 4)

RATHE GETS AGENCY

IN CUBA, PORTO RICO

Pathe’s 1930-31 feature and
shorts releases will be distribut-
ed in Cuba and Porto Rico by
the Medal Film Company, accord-
ing to word received from T. S.

Delehanty, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of Pathe Interna-
tional Corporation.

EDWIN CAREWE DUE
Edwin Carewe, recently signed

by Universal to direct the sound
version of “Resurrection”, is due
in New York from Hollywood, this
week, for a visit.

B. O. Stampede-^Thc BIO TRAIL
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MAIN STREET

Charley McDonald, of Wafilms,

is attempting to juggle the heat

wave, office work and domestic
moving so as to keep from goin

plain crazy * * * when he has
completed the Pathe-Rockne grid

series Clyde Elliott will be quali-

fied to coach any big line varsity,

all-American eleven * * * Arga
Zaro, the “terrible old Turk” with
no less than 156 years behind him,
saw his first vaud show at the

Palace last week * * * Benny
Rubin, on the bill. Introduced the
young fellow to the audience * * *

Arga Zaro beamed his pleasure
* * * Mike Simmons is back at

his desk after a week of com-
muting with nature * * * Mike
immediately set the publicity

wheels going for Sono Art and
peddled a newsy note or two for

the papers * * * A1 Lichtman re-

fuses to let any of the boys scoop
him on big deals * * * remember
when A1 was instrumental in

“selling” “Our Mary” to Adolph
Znkor for a garage man’s salary
per week * * * whatever has be-
come of Bob Walsli, onetime geni-
al editor of Empty News * * *

and George Blaisdell, of the old
World gang * » wonder why
Bil} (Two Gnn) Hart doesn’t
make a talkie, with dance halls,
and everything * * * Gns Van is

soon to do a “single” over RKO
circuit * * Harry Carroll and
his girls seem to have lost the
front page * * *

Stars Fame Revived
By Suitable Story

Sono Art, according to Mike
Simmons, advertising director, has
proved with its “What a Man!”
that with a suitable story a star
who obviously was slipping into
the background can be snatched
from possible oblivion to the top
rung of the ladder.

The case of Reginald Denny
was cited. Simmons, after a
check-up on 751 press clippings
from a national agency, on re-

views of “What A Man!” found
that not a single adverse critic-

ism was contained in either clip-

pings from the daily or trade
press.

Simmons goes on to recall that
it was soon after Denny’s ap-
pearance in “What A Man!”, that

Cecil DeMille signed him for the
lead in “Madame Satan”, which
was followed closely by officials

of M-G-M getting Denny’s signa-
ture to a five-year contract.

“This”, concluded Simmons,
“following close upon the heels
of Denny falling into virtual ob-
livion as a drawing card, means
it can be done..

F^RRELL-O’SULLIVAN
TO START WORK SOON

“The Princess and the Plumber”,
for some time heralded as the
first picture in which Charles
Farrell and Maureen O’Sullivan
will appear as a romantic team,
will soon go into production with
Hamilton MacFadden directing.

Bert Roach and Lucien Prival
have been signed for the support-
ing cast. Howard Green is put-
ting the finishing touches to the
screen play and dialogue and A1
Rockett has been assigned as as-

sociate producer.

RKO SEES RECORD
IN SHOOTING TIME
WITH “CIMARRON”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
RKO Radio Pictures ex-
pects to set a record in

time consumed i ii actual
sliooting of a sound picture
when “Cimarron” goes in-

to production. Sixteen
weeks of solid shooting is

anticipated.

PHIL REMAN GUEST

AT UNIVERSAL DINNER

Phil Reisman, now general

sales manager of Universal, was
officially welcomed into the or-

ganization at a dinner given Fri-

day night by the Universal home
office sales department at the New
York Athletic Club on Travers

Island.

R. H. Cochrane, vice president,

who was an honorary guest, pre-

sided at the dinner, and made
the welcoming address to Mr.

Reisman. Other honorary guests

were P. D. Cochrane, supervisor
of advertising, publicity and ex-
ploitation; and C. B. Paine, trea-

surer of Universal, Ted Schlanger,
eastern sales manager; Harry
Taylor, western sales manager;
Fred McConnell, short product
sales manager; Ralph Williams
and Sig Wittman, assistant sales
managers. There were twenty-
five at the dinner.

Depinet Announces F. N.
Aug. and Sept Releases

Ned E. Depinet, general sales

manager for First National, says
he has a group of pictures for

September release that will equal
the success of the three winners
for August—“The Dawn Patrol”,
“Top Speed” and “Numbered
Men”.

Depinet has, not a trio of win-
ners, he says, but a quartetet for

September, including “Way of All
Men”, Sept. 7; “Bright Lights”,
Sept. 14; “Scarlet Pages”, Sept.

21, and “One Night at Susies”,
Sept. 28.

Supplementing this announce-
ment, Depinet passes along the
word that First National just clos-
ed with the W. S. Butterfield Cir-
cuit in Michigan for a full show-
ing of First National’s prosperity
group in that state.

The Butterfield chain includes
theatres at the following Michi-
gan centers:

Ann Arbor—Campus, Majestic,
Michigan, Orpheum and Wuerth;
Battle Creek—Bijou, Arcade, Post,
Regent and Strand; Bay City—Co-
lumbus, Orpheum, Regent and

State; Flint—Capitol, Garden,
Palace and Regent; Grand Rapids
—Isis, Kent, Majestic and Powers.

Ionia—Regent; Jackson—Capi-
tol, MajestlCj Michigan, Regent
and Rex; Kalamazoo—Capitol,
Puller, Regent and State; Lans-
ing—Capitol, Colonial, Gladner
and Strand; Owosso—Capitol,
Strand; Pontiac—Eagle, Oakland,
Orj>heum, Rialto, State and Strand.
Port Huron—Desmond, Family

and Majestic; Saginaw—Franklin,
Mecca-Palace, Regent, Strand,
Temple and Wolverine; Ypsilanti—Martha Washington, Wuerth;
Adrian—Croswell and Family;
Benton Harbor—Liberty, Bijou
and Bell

; Monroe—Dixie and
Family; Niles—Ready; Sault Ste.
Marie—See; St. Joseph—Caldwell.

CONNELLY SIGNED

Erwin Connelly has been signed
for a featured part in “Fair Warn-
ing,” Pox Film adapted from Max
Brand’s novel, “The Untamed”.
George O’Brien and Louise Hunt-
ington will enact the leading
roles.

STAR OF RUSSIAN STAGE

IN CAST OF “MOROCCO”
Michael Visaroff, former star of

the Russian stage, has been cast
as a colonial politician in Para-
mount’s “Morocco”. He joins a
polyglot group of players headed
by Gary Cooper, Marlene Dietrich
and Adolphe Menjou, under the
direction of Josef von Sternberg.

Visaroff has specialized in Euro-
pean characterizations since he
came to the films in 1925. Among
his recent roles was that of the
Russian ambassador in “Disraeli”.
His last part for Paramount was
in “Illusion”, with Charles Rogers
and Nancy Carroll.
A graduate of a Leningrad dra-

matic school, Visaroff had reach-
ed starring heights in Russian
when the revolution interrupted
his career. Coming to New York
he appeared in several stage pro-
ductions before joining the film
colony in Hollywood.

ANOTHER CHILD
FOR “TOM SAWYER”

For the next several weeks,
eight-year-old Jackie Searl will be
forced to submit to the torments
of Jackie Coogan. He has been
signed by Paramount for the part
of Sid Sawyer, younger brother of
Mark Twain’s immortal boy char-
acter in “Tom Sawyer”.
The only adult part filled to

date is that of Aunt Polly, to be
played by Clara Blandick. John
Cromwell is to direct this all-talk-
ing film record of Mark Twain’s
story from a screen play by Sam
Mintz. Grover Jones and William
Slavens McNutt,

UNIVERSAL COMEDY
BOOKED INTO CARTHAY
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Uni-

versal’s first two-reel Slim Sum-
merville comedy has been booked
into the Carthay Cirjcle theatre, as
a pre-release.

CLAUDIA DELL SIGNED
Claudia Dell has been signed by

Warners for the ingenue lead in
“Fifty Million Frenchmen”, now
in production.

FOR SALE
MOTIOIV PICTURE AND “STILL”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order Commercial. Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price. 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company. 727 Seventh Avenue. New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary-stenographer-
correspondent. long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY. Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 26 West 43rd Street

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre; trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else In the
motion picture business an ad In
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the services of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to
do, and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.
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ON WENT THE

- ‘BUT

SHOW!

Emergencies are poor .things to wait for.

You can avoid them by asking your National

Representative to make a periodic check-up

on your projection equipment. If repair work

or overhauling is needed the National Re-

pair Department will take care of it for you.

Factory methods. Genuine repair parts.

Equipment to replace yourown while the work

is being done. Moderate charges. Ask at your

nearest National Branch for further details.

This stamp of approval is your

guarantee of manufacturers'

quality. Look for it in theatre

equipment advertisements.

— NATIONALTHEAfRE —

;

i s Cl p p cy compAny i
r Brtinches in all Principal Cities \

Friday night at the LYRIC . . . The feature was on, every-

thing running smoothly as usual. Then, a mechanism

froze . . . There wasn’t a very large crowd— that show

didn’t mean so much. But the next day, Saturday, is a

weekly box office picnic at the Lyric. The matinee gets

good attendance and the two evening shows pack ’em

in . . . Yes, there was negligence involved—there usually

is. The complete overhauling of projectors had been

recommended some weeks before but it’s human nature

to put things off . . . And now in a jam—what? . . . There

was a hurried phone call to a National Branch. For half

an hour one projector did the work of two. Then a

National Repair Expert was in the booth and on went

the show! No loss of patronage. No cut in Saturday

profits . . .That’s the sort of rush repair service National

has made available to every American exhibitor. A phone

call to your nearest National Branch will get results— as

quickly as it’s humanly possible to get them; as reliably as

the skill of Expert Projection Repair men can make them.

k
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RUSHES OF LLOYD’S NEWEST

SHOT IN HONOLULU ARE OKAYED
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Harold

Lloyd, following his kingly re-

ception in Honolulu recently, and

his return to the studio grind, is

spending much of his time now

in the projection room.

Lloyd has screened the first

four reels of his “Feet First”, pro-

jected in sound. The comedian

was unusually interested in the

work, because, officials of his pro-

duction company find that $50,000

was expended in the Honolulu
venture alone.

Lloyd was not disappointed.

The “rushes”, he announced fol-

lowing the screening, “are all that

can he expected”.

The Hawaiian expedition was,
in a way, an experiment, Lloyd
said. The company embarked on
a regular liner of the Matson line,

taking chances on finding and
making conditions favorable for

the “mike” and the camera.

Sound engineers who accompa-
nied the expedition, expressed
amazement at the accomplish-
ments of the Lloyd unit with a
portable sound truck. The sensi-
tiveness of the “mike” was dis-

counted by the use of “hoods”
which minimized the wind noises.

No details of what the picture
contains was revealed but it was
noised about that Lloyd will be
seen again high in the air on the
side of a building with only nine
or ten stories between him and
thin air, as he was in “Safety
Fii^t”. It will be one of Para-

<5
-

2 BROADWAY HOUSES
OPEN SHOWS ON THURS.

(Continued from page 1)

weeks back the Rivoli had an
opening Thursday. The Beacon
and the Strand now change then-
features regularly on Thursday.
The Winter Garden comes pretty
nearly adopting the style by hav-
ing previews on Thursday night.
“The Dawn Patrol” inaugurated
this for long run attractions.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
(Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

PEuramount Building

Phone—Chickering 2720

ZURO SUPERVISES
NEW COMEDY SCORES

Josiah Zuro, Director General

of Music for Pathe Pictures, per-

sonally supervised the entire mu-
sical score in the Pathe musical

comedy, “Mind Your Business”.

Mr. Zuro was the founder of

the Zuro Opera Company in New
York, which presented opera at

popular prices. He also conduct-
ed for the Boston Opera Company,
the Century Opera House, and the

Metropolitan Opera.

Robert Agnew, Dorothy Gulli-

ver, John Hyams, Mary Foy and
William Eugene are featured in

“Mind Your Business,” which
Monte Carter directed.

UNIVERSAL SIGNS
HAWKS TO MAKE

BIG AIR SPECIAL

Universal, it was learn-
ed Saturday, has signed
Howard Hawks, an aviator
as well as director, to make
what is expected to be one
of the most unusual air
epics yet produced.

Raiph Graves wrote the
story, the title to which,
has not yet been announc-
ed. It will be released as
one of the new season’s
Universal specials.

DILLON ASSIGNED JOB

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — John
Francis Dillon has been assigned

tlm directoriaj job on First Na-
tional’s “The Reckless Hour”,

adapted from Willa Cather’s “The
Lost Lady”.

Film Leaders See
Turn For Better

(Continued from page 1)

pressed, it would seem that a vein

of optjimism has been evidence

in the industry that pushes into

the background the undenied pes-

simism that has pervaded film cir-

cles since last Spring.
“How is it going to effect the

independent”, another queried at

the last moment?
“The Independent”, one who

should know spoke up, “will see

at first glance, in this latest move
by the leading theatre circuits a
move that will not spell better op-
portunities for them. But, if they
stop and reflect, I honestly be-
lieve they will accept it as a move
that will do more to help their

cause than any that has been
made within the industry in some
time”.

It was remarked that although

the independent theatre owner is

seldom in the spotlight, he, never-

theless, is going about his busi-

ness in a quiet way and noting a
profit at the box office.

According to reports received

over the summer some of the de
luxe houses among the larger cir-

cuits failed to note this profit at

the box office and it was remark-
ed that this fact alone, was one
of the major reasons that has
brought the leaders together dur-
ing the past week.

In short prominent figures in the

industry along Broadway seem to

have taken a lot of encouragement
from the booking deals and look
ahead with a lot of expecttaion
for a resumption of the grand and
glorious rush to the box office of

a year ago.

UNIQUE CLAIMS MADE FOR NEW COLOR PROCESS

HOLTZ HAS OLD ROLE

WITH ED WYNN IN ‘MARY’

Lou Holtz is the latest stellar

addition to the cast of Ed Wynn’s
first talking screen comedy, “Man-
hattan Mary”, now starting pro-

duction at Paramount’s New York
studio. Holtz will have the same
role that he created in George
White’s original stage production

Only two other principals have
been chosen for the supporting
cast. They are Ginger Rogers,
who will play the title role, and
Stanley Smith, who has been as-
signed to the juvenile lead. Nor-
man Taurog is slated to direct.

GUY OLIVER BEGINS
34 1 ST FILM PART

Guy Oliver has started screen
role number 341. It is that of a
railway conductor in Paramount’s
“Social Errors”. He joins a cast
headed by Leon Errol, Richard
Arlen, Mary Brian and Stuart Er-
win. Oliver’s 340th part was in
the Clara Bow starring vehicle,
“Love Among the Millionaires”.
He has been a Paramount con-
tract player for the past fourteen
years, with only a verbal agree-
ment.

“HER MAN” DIRECTOR
FETED BY ASSOCIATES
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Tay

Garnett, writer - director, was
given signal honor last week when
he was dined by associates in the
production of “Her Man” for Pa-
the release. The celebration was
held on the “Her Man” set in the
Pathe studio.

CHINESE SCENES SHOT
FOR ‘^EAST IS WEST”

(Continued from page 1)

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. —Wil-
liam Adams, Universal camera-
man, returned recently from Hong
Kong, China, where he was shoot-
ing atmospheric scenes for Uni-
versal’s “East Is West”.

process but it has reduced costs

to an appreciable extent.
“Any of the ‘trick’ shots that

can be made by the standard
black and white camera, and
which, heretofore could not be
made with color camera, may now
be duplicated. An experienced
cameraman no longer needs spe-
cial training over long periods, to

operate it.”

'ibeltedere
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

cAfajQ/or/b

Resident and Transient

TALKING TRAILER

Tiffany’s Splendid Attraction

'BORDER ROMANCE’
Get It from

NATIONAL SCREEN
SERVICE

New York—120 West 46th Street
Chicago—810 So. Wabash Ave.
Los Aner^les^

1922 So. Vermont Avenue

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

fi

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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Success Pictures,

Seven in a Row!
By

— cP

INFORMATION of the first

importance to the motion pic-

ture exhibitor is invariably word
of success pictures. On return-

ing to our labors after watching

the apples grow and contemplat-

ing the progress of the vegetables

in the country, our first thought

was the success picture situation.

WE WERE pleased but not

surprised to note that Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer has stepped in

with a success series that begun

with “Caught Short” which was
followed by “The Divorcee” as

a preliminary to “The Big House”
and Norma Shearer’s new triumph

“Let Us Be Gay.” Added to this

is Joan Crawford’s “Our Blush-

ing Brides” and now Greta
Garbo’s “Romance,” and on the

immediate hori2;on is another suc-

cessful entertainment with Wil-
liam Haines as the star and “Way
Out West” as the vehicle.

* il: iH

^
I
''HERE we have them, seven in

a row! And we would fail

(Continued on page 2)

GEISEY NEW SCENARIO

EDITOR AT D CITY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Erwin
S. Gelsey has resigned as scenario
editor at the Paramount Publix
New York Studios to become scen-
ario editor at Universal City. He
has signed a long term contract
with Universal and left yesterday
on the Century for Hollywood to
enter upon his new duties.

CHANGE RELEASES OH
TWO WARNER FEATURES
The release dates of “Big Boy”,

Warner Bros, newest Jolson star-
ring vehicle, and “Viennese
Nights”, have been changed to
August 30 and September 20, re-
spectively.

FIVE DE LUXE OPENINGS IN AUGUST

TO PUT OLD MAN DEPRESSION ON RUN

PARA RADIO HOUR

TO BE ON TUESDAYS

STARTING AUG. 26

As a preliminary to the start-

ing of a new and greater season
of radio entertainment. Para-
mount Publix Corporation yester-
day announced that, beginning
August 26, the regular weekly
Paramount Publix hour will be
broadcast on Tuesday nights. The
new series of Tuesday night pre-
sentations will be placed on the

(Continued on page 4)

MELLOR, LENS EXPERT,
JOINS TECHNICOLOR

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Louis
Mellor, lens expert, has been
added to the research staff of

Technicolor. Mellor who was
formerly with Bausch and Lomb
and previously with the bureau of

standards is considered an out-
standing authority on photogra-
phic lenses.

He joins Technicolor as a mem-
ber of the staff of J. A. Ball, di-

rector of research for the west-
ern division of Technicolor.

RKO’s eastern contingent of
division managers left New York
yesterday for the organization’s
convention of sales forces in Chi-
cago.

In respect for the torrid heat
wave sweeping the midwest offici-

als of RKO engaged the penthouse
atop Hotel Sherman on Randolph
street for the boys to talk things
over.

Among those leaving on the
Pennsylvania Limited were: Joe
Plunkett, vice-president in 'gen-
eral 'Charge jbf theatres; Major
Thompson, eastern associate gen-
eral manager; Jules Levy, general
film buyer; Charles Freeman, gen-
eral booker of stage shows;
Charles McDonald, division for

(Continued on page 3)

PHOTO INDUSTRY
USES 150 TONS
OF SILVER YEARLY

The photographic indus-
try in the United States
uses more than 150 tons of
silver annually, according
to a report just issued by
the Bureau of Standards in
Washington.

This gives some idea of
the magnitude of this phase
of industry when it is re-

called tliat the film for a
postcard-sized picture con-
tains only about 1/250 part
of an ounce of the metal.

LON CHANEY PREPARES
FOR MYSTERY DRAMA

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Lon
Chaney, reporting a complete

cure, is back in his Hollywood

home, preparing to don the make-

up for M-G-M’s “Cheri Bibi”, a

mystery story by Gaston Leroux,

author of the “Phantom of the

WM. POWELL RETURNS
HERE FROM EUROPE

William Powell, Paramount star,

returned yesterday on the steam-
ship Conte Grande from a two and
a half months’ tour of Europe, his
first since 1923. He visited Lon-
don, Paris, the chateau country
of France, the Riviera and Italy.

He spent a large part of the trip

in the company of his closest Hol-
lywood friend, Ronald Colman,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Torrence.
He expects to remain in New

York for a stay long enough to
take Metropolitan scenes for his
next picture, “Ladies Man”, based
on the mystery story by Rupert
Hughes.

t
Industry Puts Faith in Re-

turn of Prosperity by

Dealing Out Four of the

Best Cards in New Re-

lease Deck

The opening of four productions
which promise to be among the

outstanding films of 1930, during
the current month in Broadway
theatres is, according to observa-
tions made yesterday by a leader
in the industry, the best indica-

tion that prosperity is just around
the corner.
The Broadway theatre, it was

(Continued on page 2)

RADIO TELEVISION

PLANNED FOR JAIL

Prisoners in the new $600,000
county jail at East View, West-
chester County, will be able to

enjoy radio as soon as they are
quartered in the cells there, and
in the near future they may en-
joy the benefits of television.

Plans of the building specify
conduits for radio and television
installations. As a result it will
be possible to place a radio set
in each ceil.

“Who knows what television
may bring forth in the future?”
asked George W. Burton of the
board of supervisors. “It may be
possible to broadcast throughout
the country from any one of these
cells a picture of the man con-
fined there.”

MAX HERSCHMANN HOW
WITH NATIONAL SCREEN
Max Herschmann for many

years with Loew Theatres, is now
actively associated with National
Screen Service in charge of spe-
cial service sales, working with
W. P. Garyn, general sales man-
ager, with headquarters at 130
West 46 Street.

His wide knowledge of trailer
requirements in theatre operation
eminently fits him for this as-
signment and he will at all times
be in position to supply exhibi-
tors with unusual promotion ideas
in trailer form.

Opera”.

RKO Division Managers Off
For Convention in Chicago
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MAIN STREET

Budd Grey, publicity director

for the Rialto Theatre, has taken

unto himself a wife * * * Steve

Barutio, until recently manager of

the New York Paramount, ^also

has gone and done it
* * * Harry

Eichman has turned author and
will write his next United Artists

talkie, Don Prince of the RKO
staff informs with more or less

serious face * * * Ted Leifer has

taken up the managerial reins at

the N. Y. Paramount * * * Mark
Luescher is collecting a real.

Long Island tan * * * Mike Sim-
mons played golf morning, noon
offers ten callouses in evidence
* * * filmdom suddenly lets out a

yell of ’prosperity’ * * must be
something to it Eddie Mc-
Manus is sponsoring a new guide
book to day and night New York
* * * Main Street wishes you luck,

Eddie * * * Talking Picture Epics
now is ensconced in the Film
Centre Bnilding * * whatever
became of Creighton Hale who
chased Little Eva across the Ice

in “Way Down East’’ * * * Ben
Atwell sends all his “Abe Lincoln”
copy “with compliments” we
can suggest a better one than that
* * * nothing has been seen of

Howard Hughes yet * * maybe
he stopped off on the desert to

bring in a couple of more oil

wells * * * Ham Beall, the wizard
p.a. of Hollywood, is expected in

these parts with Sid Granman to-

day * * * lot of film folk vacation-
ing now *

WHITE HOUSE TO GET REPORT

ON MOVIE’S CHILD PATRONAGE
Dr. Lee F. Hammer, director of

the department of research, Russ-
ell Sage Foundation, will conduct
a special study of motion picture

shows as part of a special report

to be submitted at the White
House Conference on Child Health
and Protection in November.

Dr. Hammer came to this deci-

sion when he learned that between
20,000,000 and 25,000,000 of boys
and girls, 18 or younger, visit one
or more picture houses in the Unit-

ed States every week.

Mrs. Thomas G. Winter, of the

Association of Motion Picture Pro-

ducers, is on the committee pre-

paring the report.

BEN LYON SICNED FOR
5 YEARS BY WARNERS
Ben Lyon has been signed to a

five-year contract by Warner
Bros, according to announcement
made today by J. L. Warner, vice-

president in charge of production.

FIVE DE LUXE OPENINGS IN AUGUST
(Continued from page 1)

remarked, is one of the most re-

liable indicators of good or bad
times and dependence upon it is

a 100 to 1 shot against it point-

ing wrong.
At the height of the most un-

favorable season, during what in-

dicates a repetition of the sizzling

weather of the month of July,

August finds itself the setting for

the debut of four of the most high-
ly touted pictures of the year.
Warners’ “Moby Dick”, a talk-

ing version of “The Sea Beast”,
with John Barrymore, opening at

the new Hollywood Theatre, Aug.
14; Howard Hughes’ $4,000,000

epic of the air, “Hells Angels”,
opening day and date at two
Broadway theatres, the Criterion
and the Gaiety, are on August 15;

Warners’ “Old English with
George Arliss, at Warner Theatre,
August 21; and D. W. Griffith’s

“Abraham Lincoln”, at the Cen-
tral, August 25—these openings
are unmistakeable indicators of

Young Man Prosperity’s immedi-
ate presence.

These productions—all rep-
resenting the ultimate in care-
ful, painstaking work, and
running far into six figures in

cost, could be shelved for
later in the Fall , or even
winter, if those with their mil-
lions involved did not have im-
plicit belief in the improved

conditions in the financial

world.
They aren’t being shelved.
With the leading theatrical cir-

cuits merging booking facilities,

and Paramount, among others,

launching forth with pretentious
producing activities — all with
August less than five days old, it

looks to the man in the street

as though Old Man Depression
were preparing to take his final

bow.
With the opening of “Hell’s

Angels” Broadway and America
wili witness the first day and date
opening of a film on the same
.street, in the same city, at two
different theatres', ever staged
within its confines.

The optimistic note is not con-
fined to Broadway, however.
From Detroit comes word that

with the resumption of full ac-
tivity in the auto industry be-
tween 150,000 and 175,000 men
have returned to work,

i This means between 160,000 and
1

175,000 persons who will be en-
abled to forget the restricted
budget of non-employment days,
iand step out to the movies. As-
'suming that many of these work-
ers have families, it is safe to say
ithat Detroit theatres will have
•more than 200,000 customers they

j

didn’t have during the non-em-
Iployment weeks.

SUCCESS PICTURES, SEVEN IN A ROW!
(Continued from page 1) ^—

of our plain duty to the picture

industry if we did not record,

thus prominently, these picture

successes for their information.

high, the middle and the low rc'

sponded emotionally to the pic-

ture. And how they responded!
* «

TWO of them, “The Big

House” and “Romance,” we
saw at neighborhood houses in

New England during our holiday.

What might be called the “sticks

audience” reaction to both these

offerings, marked them as definite

successes aside from and plus any
Broadway triumphs. We had no

doubt whatever about the mass

appeal of “The Big House” but

as “Romance” is a different type

of picture we were interested to

watch the audience as well as the

picture and to observe that the

EPORTS from all the sections

where these pictures have run

corresponds to our own observa-

tions and this is extra good news
in this heated season.

« « «

A we repeat, success pic-

tures help not only the com'
panics who produce them but the

entire industry, as they restore the

public quickly to the habit of at'

tendance on motion picture thea'

tres. M'G^M is not only doing a

service to itself but to the entire

industry in presenting product of

this amazing and satisfactory type.

SEE “GRUMPY” AND
DON’T GET THAT WAY

Practised in the family
clircle, it’s a terrible af-

fliction. But as per CyrU
Maude at the Paramount
and thereafter wherever
there are intelligent exhibi-

tors with the interests of

their patrons at heart,
you’ll sit tight and laugh
your head off. Cyril Maude
has been “Grumpy” on the
British and American stage,

off and on, since ’way
back when the world was
young. On the screen he’s

just as “Grumpy”, if not
more so. Going into par-
ticulars about Cyril Maude
and “Grumpy” has come to

be as absurd as spilling an-
alytical words over the late

Joseph Jefferson as “Rip
Van Winkle”. It simply
isn’t done. “Grumpy” is as
standard as relativity or
rolled stockings. Most of

the celebrated characters of

the stage hold the power to
absorb all surroun^ng ele-

ments of the drama into
their personal entities.

This is the cunning play-
wright’s chief triumph in
plays of the “Grumpy”
type. He sees to it that
“Grumpy” is fattened on a
diet which ultimately oblit-

erates from the audience’s
memory the play’s story
and all other characters.
You’ll agree that Cyril
Maude and “Grumpy” de-
serve the immense circula-
tion which the screen will

give them.
C. D.

‘THE PAINTED DESERT”
WRITTEN ON LOCATION

In order to take full advantage

|of the picturesque backgrounds of

the Arizona desert, Howard
Higgin, Bathe director, and Tom
Buckingham, writer, went to the

scene of the forthcoming William

Boyd production, “The Painted

Desert”, to write the scene-by-

scene continuity of the story,

which they have completed, on the

spot.

Director Higgin and Bucking-
ham, who is writing the dialogue
for “The Painted Desert”, were
accompanied by Bert Gilroy, as-

sistant director, who is considered
one of Hollywood’s authorities on
Arizona’s colorful wastelands.
The trio will work out of Flagg-
staff and Tuba City.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, August 4, 1930

Paramount F-l ... 67% 59 Va + Vz
Warner Bros 33% 35%
Warner Bros. Pre. 48% 48% — %
Fox Film “A” 45 46% +1
Loew’s Inc 70'/4 72 -f %
Loew’s Inc. Pre 106 106 -1-2%

Radio K-A-0 31 32% -hi

Pathe Exchange ... 4% 4'/4 — %
Pathe “A” 9 9% — %

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 39 39 -f |4
Pox Theatre “A”... 9!4 9%
Nat. Screen 31% 31%
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THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

“THE FLIRTING WIDOW”
Strand

Basil Rathbone, who has piled

up a following with the weaker
sex since his stage appearance in

“The Swan” is the pivotal point

of interest in the First National
offering at the Strand this week.
Dorothy Mackaill brings a lot of

vivacity to the offering. “The
Widow” will be recalled by the
sophisticates as “Green Stock-
ings”, the title it bore when
A. E. W. IMason released it for

stage presentation. The large fol-

lowing of both principal leads in-

sures program success for this
one. The action may be said to

grow out of the old theme that
“father knows best” for it is a no-
tion the male parent of the hero-
ine has that his youngest daughter
must not marry until his eldest
daughter is off his hands that the
impetus of the yarn centres. W.
A. Seiter, who directed, has been
deft in sticking in surprise se-
quences to big advantage. Claude
Gillingwater in the role of the
father is fine. Leila Hyams, Wil-
liam Austin, Emily Fitzroy and
Flora Bramley are others in the
generally efficient cast.

J. L. K.

COLUMBIA BEAUTY TEST

NEARING COMPLETION

The judges of the contest in

search of thp ideal “Miss Colum-
bia” have narrowed the field from
15,000 contestants to two young
women whose beauty and general

qualifications for first honors are
nearly equal.

The two contestants are Miss
Lesley Beth Storey, 88 Brooklyn
Ave., Brooklyn, who was entered
as “Miss Tower Magazines” and
Miss Dorothy Dawes, 2645 East
18th Street, also of Brooklyn, who
was entered as “Miss Film Fun.”
They were the winners of the in-
dividual contests staged by the
magazines under whose names
they were entered.

Thirteen of the country’s widely
read fan magazines, as well as
many newspapers, joined with Co-
lumbia in sponsoring the contests.
The winner^ of each were enter-
ed in the finals.

The final selection of “Miss Co-
lumbia” rests with the judges
whose announcement is anticipat-
ed within the next few days. The
winner will be posed as “Miss Co-
lumbia” and her likeness will be
used as the company’s trade
mark leader on all films distribut-
ed by Columbia. She will be
treated to a trip to the company’s
studios in Hollywood where she
will be entertained by as many of
the famous Columbia stars and
directors as may be available at
the time of her visit. In addition
she will be awarded a week’s con-
tract at a salary of $250 with the
possibility that a further contract
will be offered her should her
tests indicate her adaptability for
the screen work. She will also
be used in an issue of “Talking
Screen Snapshots”.

HOLLYW’D FLIER OFF
ON WORLD TRIP

LOS ANGELES, Aos. 4.—

Ted Lundgren, well-known

Hollywood aviator, took off

from the United Airport

here this morning on a

world flight. He plans to

stop first at Kansas City,

Mo., then Roosevelt Field,

N. Y. From their he hops

—or hopes to hop—to Ber-
lin. Then to Omsk, Si-

beria; to Tokio and across

the Pacific to Seattle from
Japan.

WODEHOUSE TO TALK
ON COLUMBIA HOUR

P. G. Wodehouse, famous hu-

morist now under contract to Met-

ro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and Dorothy

McNulty, will he heard Wednes-

day evening over the Melodies of

California hour on the Columbia

network. At the same time last

week, Wallace Beery was heard

broadcasting a scene from “The
Big House”, during this popular

radio hour.

FOX WESTGO TO BUILD

ANOTHER DELUXE HOUSE

GOLDWYN STAR WRITER

ON LONG VACATION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — His
work in adapting Evelyn Laye’s
new starring picture “Lilli” com-
pleted, Sidney Howard, Pulitzer
prize winning playwright, has left

Los Angeles with a year’s leave
of absence from the Samuel Gold-
wyn organization in his pocket.
Howard goes first to Oakland to

visit his daughter and will leave
from there for the East of Europe.
He is shipping his car abroad and
expects to spend at least six

months touring Europe by car.

During his absence the play-
wright will complete at least one
play for premiere on Broadway in

the fall of 1931 and in addition
will be on the watch for story ma-
terial for Ronald Colman, Miss
Laye, Eddie Cantor or any of the
rest of the Goldwyn stars.

Howard will be followed within
the next few weeks by Louis
Bromfield and his wife who also
expects to spend the winter in
Europe.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAT MURRAY

West Coast Representative

Edwin Carewe, who has been
signed to direct ’’Resurrection”

for Universal, will make a short

trip to New York City before start-

ing the picture. He leaves this

i week.
• • •

Charles Francis Coe, Satevepost
writer, recently signed hy Para-
mount arrived in town Saturday
night from New York. He is writ-
ing a story for George Bancroft.
Coe’s last picture was on the Fox
lot, “Me Gangster.”

*

After an illness of several
months Fred Datig, casting direct-

or of Paramount, studios, returned
to his desk. Joe Egli, his assist-

ant has been acting in Datig’s ab-
sence.

* * *

William Janney, working in

“The Losing Game” at RKO stu-
dios has one of those trick cars

—

the Austin—and the darn thing is

so loud in color he has to park it

a mile from the sound stages. It

is painted lemon color as to body,
chocolate as to fenders and a red
stripe around the body of the car.
Wow!

3tt 3lt *

Edward H. Griffith is vacation-
ing at his Laguna Beach cottage,
looking over a sheaf of manu-
scripts between dips in the sea.
His picture “Holiday” opens at
the Carthay Circle August 7.

* * *

Dorothy Christy who has just
finished playing an important fea-
ture role with Maurice Chevalier
in “The Little Cafe” signed im-
mediately for the comedienne part
in “Red Hot Sinners” Warner
Brothers new production that Ray
Enright will direct.

Lnmsden Hare, one of London’s
famous leading men, has just
signed to play the important role
of the head of Scotland Yard in
the Fox picture of that name.

* * «

Martin Jacklin, well-known on
the vaudeville stage, and also as
a radio singer and ace vocal teach-
er, of New York, has joined the
minstrel fraternity in the South-
land and is domiciled at The
Padre Hotel Hollywood.

• * *

Sid Granman has left for New
York to arrange for the opening
of “Hell’s Angels.”

* • «

The pirate galleon, three-masted
barkentine, formerly owned by
by Douglas Fairbanks and John
Barrymore was burned off Long
Beach, Tuesday afternoon. It was
being fitted up for a floating

cabaret.
* * *

Alexander Gray, having com-
pleted his role in “Viennese
Nights” for Warner Bros., last

left on a motor trip to New York.
* * 0

Johnny Hines is the latest Hol-
lywood star to buy one of those
funny little Austin cars. Hines is

making her first all-talking pic-

ture, “Johnny’s Week-end” at Met-
ropolitan Sound studios.

* * *

Eddie Nugent, who specializes
in portraying flip young men on
the screen, has been signed by
Metro-Goldwyn to do a war-time
aviator in “War Nurses”.

* 4c *

Blanche Sweet has been signed
by RKO to do a featured role in
“The Silver Horde”.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — An-
nouncement has been made by
Harold B. Franklin, president of

Fox West Coast Theatres of an-
other de luxe showhouse to be
erected in Southern California.

The latest Fox acquisition will

be in Santa Barbara, where an
agreement has been formally ex-
ecuted whereby the Arlington Cor-
poration of California will erect
a theatre building to be under a
twenty-five year lease to Fox
West Coast 'Theatres.

With a seating capacity of 2500,
the house wiil feature early Cali-

fornia design, which is the dom-
inant Santa Barbara architectural
scheme.

As the outstanding structure of
a group of buildings of harmoni-
ous design, the theatre will be
one of the prime factors of a
new civic center. To contain
hotel, bank and office buildings,
it is one of the most extensive
building programs that Santa
Barbara has expefiJenced in its

commercial quarters in a great
number of years. The theatre
will be the first unit and will oc-
cupy the key position of this new
commercial block.

URBAN BUSY
ON “LUXURY”

The fantasy and imagination
which are prevalent in Joseph
Urban’s settings for the stage will
be seen in the scenes which the
noted designer is creating for the
Fox picture, “Luxury”. Mr. Urban
has unlimited scope for his imag-
ination in making sets for
“Luxury”. The plot is based on
the dream of a wealthy and ambi-
tious woman.

CORTEZ IN “ILLICIT”

Ricardo Cortez has been assign-
ed a featured role in “Illicit”, re-
placing Lew Cody who is at pre-
sent working on another picture
which interferes with the produc-
tion schedule of this picture.

JOS. LOVETT ENGAGED
Joseph Lovett is engaged on the

screen play of “The Squaw Man”
which Cecil B. DeMille is planning
to produce.

RKO MANAGERS OFF
(Continued from page 1)

Manhattan; Dave Feeler, division
manager, Brooklyn and L.I.; H. R.
Enbe, division manager West Jer-
sey; Lew Goldie, division man-
ager New York state; Charles
Winston, for New England and A.
Barrett, Washington and Philadel-
phia territory.

E. M. Orowitz went along as
exploitation chief. F. E. Firkoss,
Cleveland manager, was to be
picked up there, as was J. L. Mc-
Curdy, in Cincinnati.
The coming year’s product will

be discussed and some of RKO’s
future rleases screened.
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SEVEN ALL-TALKIES START

IN PARAMOUNT COAST STUDIO
HOLLiYWOOD BUREAU—Seven

all-talking pictures went into pro-

duction this week at Paramount
studio. The sudden boom was the

direct result of Jesse Lasky’s re-

cent prediction that an “era of

genuine prosperity’’ is “right next
door”.

Lasky further stated that dur-

ing the current month and Sep-
tember, no less than thirty-two

features will be in production in

the Hollywood studio, a few of

these carried over from the July
schedule.

Eleven megaphones now are
working at high speed at the stu-

dio. Day and night staffs have
been set to work.
The eleven productions now in

working are:

“Playboy of Paris”, with Mau-
rice Chevalier; “Social Errors”,
with Leon Errol; “The Law Rides
West”, with Richard Arlen and
Mary Brian; “Morocco”^ a Joseph
von Sternberg special, with Gary
Cooper, Marlene Dietrich and
Adolphe Menjou; “Typhoon Bill”,

a sea drama, with George Ban-
croft; Jack Oakie’s next, as yet
untitled; “Her Wedding Night”, a
Clara Bow production; “Tom Saw-
yer”, with Jackie Coogan; “The
General”, with Walter Huston,
and the final scenes of “The Sea
God” and “The Spoilers”.

In the cutting room are: “Any-
body’s Woman”, with Ruth Chat-
terton and Clive Brook; Spanish
and English production of “Grum-
py”; color version of “Follow
Thru” and “Monte Carlo”, a
Lubitsch special.
“La Petit Cafe”, with Chevalier
and Charles Rogers next picture,
untitled, are being prepared for
immediate release.

O S “OURW’ TROUPE

BRAVES BORNEO WILDS

Harry Garson, filming “Ourang”
for Universal, cables the New
York office that he has left Singa-
pore for the interior of Borneo.
The company is not expected back
in Hollywood until October. Be-
cause of the extreme heat. Gar-
son cabled, he is unable to develop
and print from exposed negative,
due in a measure to lack of fa-
cilities.

FOX THEATRES SET
ADO. 18 TO OPEN
KEW GARDEN GOLF

Fox Theatres on Ang.
18, will open, formally, its

miniature golf courses at
Kew Gardens on Long
Island.

This is the first of a
series of contemplated golf
courses to be operated un-
der the supervision of Fox
Theatres and is considered
one of the finest examples
of the Tom Thumb variety
in the United States.

BUZZELL TO MAKE

NEW NOVETY SHORTS

Columbia Pictures is to produce

a short series to be known as

“Bedtime Stories for Grownups”.
Eddie Buzzell has been selected

to do the series.

He will depict the role of a

radio story teller, who having
tucked in the juvenile audience
with a story, proceeds to unfold

a yarn especially prepared for

their seniors. Buzzell, unseen, re-

lates the story, while members of

the cast go through the action

he describes.

The first of these shorts en-

titled “Never Strike Your Mother,”
will be released on August 8. This
will be followed by “Faith, Hope
and Charity”.

ROEMHELD HOW HEAD
OF UNIVERSAL MUSIC

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Carl

Laemmle has named Heinz Roem-
held, pianist-composer to succeed
David Broekman as musical di-

rector of Universal City.

Roemheld earned the high
opinion of Laemmle by his work
in scoring “The Phantom of the

Opera”. Later he became musical
director of the Rialto Theatre in

Washington, D.C., a Universal
house.

TWO NEW STAGES
FOR MOVIETONE CITY

Two huge new stages now un-
der construction at Movietone
City in Beverly Hills will be com-
pleted early next month. With the

paint and plaster scarcely dry,

waiting production units will be

at work in them.
Production has been going at

full speed at Movietone City and
the Fox Film Corporation’s studio

in Hollywood for several months.

PARA. RADIO HOUR
TO BE ON TUESDAYS
(Continued from page 1)

air from 10:15 to 11:00 P.M. (E.D.

S.T.) The remaining programs on
the present Saturday night sched-
ule, the last of which is to be
given August 23, will continue to

be broadcast from 10:00 to 11:00
P.M. (E.D.S.T.)
The new presentations, offering

features in air entertainment
which are to be announced in de-
tail shortly, will be broadcast as
usual over the international net-
work of the Columbia Broadcast-
ing System.
Up until the time of the change

of nights is effective the popular
programs of dance melodies which
were designed for the summer
months will be pr_esented by the
Paramount Publix orchestra, as-
sisted by Jesse Crawford, Para-
mount organist, and other noted
entertainers.

PATHE LANDS
GIEGERICH

FatJie landed a live one
when they reached out and
pinched Charlie Giegerich
from Powers Cinephone
and put him in charge of

advertising and publicity.

Alert, fully experienced in

this business, resourceful
and amazingly industrious,

Charlie has plenty on the
ball. We congratulate Pa-
the and we congratulate
Charlie on tltis happy ar-

rangement.

^^ALL QUIET” PASSED BY
NEW ZEALAND CENSORS

Although Remarque’s book, “All

Quiet on the Western Front”, was
banned in Australia the censors
there found no difficutly with the
Universal film and now the New
Zealand censors have fallen in

line. “All Quiet”, the picture, has
now been passed by the New Zea-
land censors, according to a cable
received by Carl Laemmle yester-

day from Here McIntyre, Univer-
sal general manager in Australia

FARROW WITH FOX

Writer-directors having proved
their value to Fox Films, John
Farrow has been added to the list

and is now working on “First

Love”, which he 'is writing.
“First Love” will mark Farrow’s
debut as a director.

^^SPORTLIGHTS” DUE

A series of Grantland Rice
“Sportlights” for future release
on the Pathe schedule recently
was completed at Catalina Island

FOX LOSES 1ST GAME

OF SEASON TO RKO
RKO baseball team heat Fox

Film Saturday in a long drawn
out game at Mount St. Michaels
Field to the tune of 17 to 16. This
is the first defeat suffered by the
Fox baseball team Jthts season.
The all-round playing of Garra-
ties, Alexander and Bender, of

RKO, featured their victory.
Lennie Grant, manager of the

RKOlians was not present at this

game.
A. Fox, short-stop of the Fox

team also did some splendid play-
ing.

Batteries for RKO, Shultz and
Alexander. For Fox, Weiner and
Israel.

TOUGH AGAIN

Carroll Naish continues his un-
derworld reel life in still another
Fox picture, “Scotland Yard,”
starring Edmund Lowe. Naish
played the part of a gangster in
“Double Cross Roads,” and “Good
Intentions”.

“BIG TRAIL” UNIT

AT GRAND CANYON

The final scene in which Mar-
guerite Churchill and John Wayne
appear in “The Big Trail” has
been filmed at Sequoia National
Park, Although this is the fade-
out of the $2,000,000 epic directed
for Fox Films by Raoul Walsh, the
picture is not yet completed. One
more sequence remains to be made
before it is ready for cutting.

“SINGER” RE-TITLED

Ramon Navarro’s “Singer of

Seville” has been retitled “Call

of the Flesh”.

42 - 43'’ Streets West of Broadway
A New and Better Hotel for Times Square

Not alone new in construction, and

equipment, but new in conception of

service and comfort to its guests. Di-

rected by S. Gregory Taylor, who has

made such enviable successes of the

Hotels Montclair and Buckingham.

Single Rooms
with tub ond shower

*3/4 ond *5

Double Rooms
with tub and shower

*4/5 on/6
A few terraced rooms and suites,

exceptionally large closets, on
an attractive monthly basis.

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Entrances on 42nd and 43rd StS.

CENTRAL UNION BUS TERMINAL
lA* TUB mvic 1J/%TEI sue /‘AMUCrYIAUft
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Space Seizers

and Conspiracy
By

A LODGE of sorrow is in ses-

sion among the bland boys of

the free space seiner’s union ovei

the Post Office Department’s deci-

sion to go after those who brow-

beat, cajole or extort publicity

space from publications for ma-
terial that belongs in the paid ad

vertising columns. Under the

second class rate of postage, pub-
lications are restricted by the

Federal authorities and the new
idea is that those who force the

publishers into space generosity

are conspirators defeating the De-
partment in the matter of

revenue.
* * «

V|^E HAVE no doubt in the
» ' world that high binder ad-

vertising agencies—and there are

a few left even in that reputable
and useful business—have socked

FAMOUS PLAYERS CANADIAN CIRCUIT

TO PLAY ALL WARNER BROS. PRODUCTIONS

PARAMOUNT BUYS

ADDITIONAL LAND

FOR L.L STUDIOS

Paramount Fublix yesterday an-
lounced the purchase of addition-
al property adjoining the Long Is-

and Studios in Astoria.

The new property consists of a
jne-story brick and steel building

(r.'ontinued on page 7)

COURT DISMISSES

TLORODORA’ SUIT

(Continued on page 2)

FORMER ZIEGFELD MAN
JOINS FOX THEATRES

Morris Kinzler, former press
representative for Ziegfeld, has
joined the publicity staff of Pox
Theatres Corporation.

E. B. DERR~C^NC
TO N. Y. NEXT TOES

B. B. Derr, president of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., who is in charge
of production activities at the
West Coast studios in Culver City,
Cal., will arrive in New York on
Tuesday, August 12, with definite
announcement of the 1931-32 pro-
gram. Immediately upon his ar-
rival at the home office, he will
confer with C. J. Scollard, execu-
tive vice president and E. J.
/O’Leary, general sales manager,
on the forthcoming productions.

Derr will announce the Pathe
plans for 1931-32 specials shortly
after his arrival in New York.

Yesterday, following a motion
by Loew, Walker and Loeb, at-

torneys tor the defendants, and
which was agreed to by the plain-
tiff’s lawyers^ Federal Judge Paul
J. McCormick dismissed without

(Continued on page 2)

SKINNER ON WAY HERE
Otis Skinner is due in New York

this week following completion of

the title role in First National’s
sound version of “Kismet”.

$15,000,000 BOND
ISSUE FLOATED

BY PARAMOUNT

Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and
Hallgarteii & Company are
olffering for subscription
$15,000,000 Paramount Pub-
lix Corporation 20-year 5^^
per cent sinking fund gold
bonds, due August 1, 1950,
at 94% and accrued inter-
est, to yield over 5.97 per
cent to maturity.

Tlie corporation recently
purchased the M. E. Comer-
ford holdings, comprising
sixty-one theatres in Penn-
sylvania, New York and
Rhode Island.
The present issue of

bonds is being sold to pro-
vide the necessary funds
for this acquisition.
The bonds will be the di-

rect obligation of the cor-
poration, issued under an
indenture to the Chase Na-
tional Bank as trustee, and
will provide for a sinking
fund, payable June 1 in
each year, beginning in
1931, sufficient to retire
$750,000 principal amount
of bonds per annum.

^^All Quiet** Closes Run
At Central August 10

“All Quiet on the Western
Front”, the Universal screen trans-

cription of Remarque’s war ciassic,

wiii ciose its long run next Sun-
day, August 10. This is due to

the fact that Universal is unable
’o obtain the theatre for a longer
period. The United Artists pro-
duction “Abraham Lincoln” being
the next to open in that house,
August 25.

Since the picture opened, Uni-
versal has twice extended the

(Continued on page 2)

CONSOLIDATED FILM
FIRST HALF NET UP

Net earnings of the Consolidat-
ed Film Industries, Inc., for the
second quarter of 1930 were $572,-
763.61 after all charges. This com-
pares with $581,713.10 in the sec-
ond quarter of 1929.

For the first six months of 1930,
net earnings, after all charges,
were $1,239,921.93, compared with
$1,158,566.24 in the same period
in 1929.

Sam Morris Completes

Biggest Booking Deal in

History of Canadian

Film Industry

Sam E. Morris, vice-president of

Warner Bros., yesterday announce-
ed the consummation of a deal
with Famous Players Canadian
Corporation whereby all Warner
Bros., First National and Vita-
phone attractions will be shown
in all theatres in Canada owned
and operated by Famous Players
Canadian Corporation.

Claude C. Ezell, General Sales
Manager of Warner Bros., Ned E.
Depinet, General Sales Manager of
First National, and Bert Lyon,
Canadian Sales Manager for War-
ner Bros, and First National, rep-
resented Warner Bros, in the ne-
gotiation Arthur Cohen and J.

(Continued on page 2)

JAMES WHALE SIGNS

TIFFANY CONTRACT
James Whale, English stage di-

rector who made the Tiffany-

Gainsborough all-talking screen
version of “Journey’s End”, has
been signed by Tiffany. Produc-
tions, Inc., to a long-term con-

tract, according to an announce-
ment made yesterday by Grant L.
Cook, Executive Vice-President of
Tiffany.

The sum involved in the trans-
action, representing the salary to
be paid to Mr. Whale, is said to
be very close to the record break-
ing class. Mr. Whale’s services
for the Tiffany company begin
October 1.

A.M.P.A. MEET OFF

There will be no meet-
ing tomorrow of the A.M.
P.A., due to the absence
from the city of President
Klein.

AH Hail The BIG TRAIL
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MAIN MREET

Eddie Hitchcock has had install-

ed a miniature golf course in N-Y.^

Paramount Theatre’s publicity

grist mill * * * what with the

elbow action evidenced by the

office’s news vendors we pause to'

inquire—“why the added exer-,

cise?’’ * * not content with its

own golf course for its own p.a.’s

the Paramount Theatre officials

will serve ice cream from 2 to 4

every afternoon in the lower

lounge * * * wonder if they will

include razz-berry flavor * * * it’s

hot again in case anyone has miss-

ed that subtle change over Man-
hattan * * what a lot of open-
ings for this month! * * * and
big ’uns, too I). AV. Griffitii

could be a hermit if it weren’t for

Ben Atwell * * * Lye de Patti had
to be in a plane crash to crash
back into the dailies * * * wonder
why she doesn’t do a talkie * * *

why doesn’t someone grab Glenn
Tryon for Charley Ray roles in

talkies * * * bet Uncle Carl has
! many a secret laugh over “All
Oniet’s” noise * * * wonder who
Clara Bow’s next intended will be
* * Carroll and Garrett Graham,
of “Queer People’’ fame, are hard
at work on their West End avenue
apartment on another one for
“Whitey” * * * “Dawn Patrol” and
“Bier House” only animate or in-

animate beings along the Big
Stem that have not held post mor--
tems on the heat wave * * *

British Int’l Adopts
Trade Name for U. S.

Officials of British Internation-

al Pictures have registered the

name British International Pic-

tures (America), Inc., the name
under which the firm does busi-

ness in the United States, with

offices at 1540 Broadway. Officers

of the company are: John Max-
well, president: Maurine Arthur
Dent, vice-president; Harold Au-
ten, treasurer and general man-
ager.

COURT DISMISSES
“FLORODORA” SUIT

(Continued from page 1)

prejudice the copyright infringe-

ment case filed by William G.

Curtis against Marion Davies and
others associated with her in the

filming of “The Florodora Girl’’.

Curtis had asked for damages
aggregating in excess of one mil-

lion dollars, claiitiing that he was
the sole owner to the rights of

“Florodora’’ and the “Florodora
Sextette”, which he says were
used in the filming of Miss Davies’

recent starring vehicle, “The
Florodora Girl”.

Yesterday’s hearing was called

to require that the defendants
show cause why an injunction
should not be issued restraining
exhibition of the picture and au-
thorizing an accounting of profits

thus far accrued by the film. This
was precluded when the counsels
moved for the dismissal.

“The Florodora Girl”, a story of

the gay ’nineties, was directed by
Harry Beaumont. Lawrence Gray
and Walter Catlett head the cast

in Miss Davies’s support.

‘COMMON CLAY’ HELD
2ND WEEK AT ROXY

The Fox producfion
“Common Clay” now cur-
rent at the Roxy Theatre
is to be held over a sec-
ond week due to the large
business it is attracting.
The same film is also being
held over a second week at
the Roosevelt in Clilcago
where it is doing better
business than it has had to

any other picture since
May. This is the first pic-

ture that has been held
over at the Roxy since “So
This Is London,” also made
by Fox and played at tliat

house on May 23.

INTERNATIONAL REVIEW

SOLICITS FOX COPY
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The

Pox West Coast Theatres Public
Relations Department has accept-
ed an invitation to contribute to

the International Review of Cin-
ematography, in Rome. Activities
within the organization will be
the subject matter.
Harold B. Franklin organized

this department several years ago
with Ryllis Hemlngtdn in charge.

CLEYE ADAMS BUSY
Cleve Adams, Western Division

Manager for Radio Pictures, is

now on a tour of the branches in

his territory, ,

THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

“THE LITTLE ACCIDENT”
(Globe)

Hot weather fare—makes you
laugh despite the 9U-degrees-in-the
biiaue stub. Light, huuy and with
just enough ot the domestic angle
to make it understood by east-

side-westside alike. It made a
hit on the stage. The screen ver-
sion follows pretty ciosely the
script as originally written by
'rhomas Mitchell and Floyd Dell.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who has
more than once proved his right
to stardom, plays the male lead.

Anita Page, Sally Blaine and Zazu
Pitts supply the feminine element.
Starting off with rapid-hre comedy
sequences the story, as it unwinds,
slows up in some spots and drags
noticeably. Roscoe Cams, an oid
stage favorite, lends not a little

to the fun, as do Slim Summer-
ville, Albert Gran, Myrtle Sted-
man. Dot Farley and Gertrude
Short—a cast of comics that would
generate laughs despite hell and
high water. Followers of Myrtle
Stedman, onetime Christie comic,
will see her for the first time in
many moons. Ditto Dot Farley.
Slim Summerville who goes back
to the Bronco Billy Anderson
western days still hands a laugh.
A mystifying letter from a mater-
nity hospital starts the ball roll-
ing for a marital mixup in which a
baby plays no little part. It is

one of the few talkies on Broad-
way that will make you forget this
heat—for a minute, now and then,
anyway.

J. L. K.

WARNERS TO PLAY
F.P. CANADIAN HOUSES

(Continued from page 1)

SPACE SEIZERS AND CONSPIRACY
(Continued from page 1)

the poor publishers with undue
socktivity. We trust the new ac-

tivity will serve a good purpose

in affording them relief. But

we wonder if the responsibility

isn’t up to the publishers them-

selves?
•

I
F A customer, prospective or

actual, can outwit the publi-

cation and secure graft space,

whose fault is it? We have main-

tained through the years that the

publication that permits itself to

be imposed upon has no squawk

save in its hours of personal in-

spection and proper self blame.
W « *

The space seffer we have

always with us. Defeated in

his efforts to filch space that

should be paid for he usually cries

out that the publication has an

advertising contract in one hand
as it accepts “news” with the

other. But the outcry emanates

from a piker’s throat. The big

men in this business or in any
business are never found in the

squawk squad for they do not seek'

to sneak under the tent.
|

* * «

ITVERY publication has its re-'

course. It doesn’t have to

abuse its readers or break faith

with its subscribers. We have,i

over a period of 16 years, found

this business refreshingly free

from any heavy percentage of un-,

fair seekers of free space. There'

are, of course, a few—but if they

prey it’s because the publication

permits it. And the generous

giver of free space is a fool be-i

cause he not only fails of appreci-!

ation but he is regarded as a soft

mark. That, me hearties, is the

pinnacle of piteousness.

ENCLISH ACTOR SIGNS
FOR FOX PRODUCTIONS
Gerald Fielding, prominent on

the London stage and leading man
for Alice Terry in ‘The Garden of
Allah”, arrived in New York Sun-
day. Yesterday he was placed un-
der an optional contract by Fox
interests and will leave for the
West Coast immediately.

J. Fitzgibbons acted for Famous
Players Canadian Corporation.

This constitutes what is said to
be the biggest booking arrange-
ment ever negotiated in Canada.
It follows closely upon the heels
of the tract made with Fox and
Loew Theatres for the exhibition
of Warner Bros, and Vitaphone
pictures in all Fox and Loew
houses in the metropolitan area.

“ALL QUIET” CLOSES
RUN AUGUST 10

(Continued from page 1)

lease on the Central Theatre.

Opening on April 29, the big film

will have played 269 performances
in fifteen weeks when closing
time arrives.

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, August 5, 1930

Paramount F-L ._ 58% 59^4
Warner Bros 35% 36 + %
Fox Film “A” 461/8 46i/8 — %
Loew’s Inc 71% 71% — 14
Loew’s Inc. Pre. _ 96"% 97
Radio K-A-0 32i/8 32% — Vg
Pathe Exchange .. 4(4 4% + 14
Pathe “A” 9 Va
Con. F. Ind 19 19 -h %

Curb Market
Fox Theatre “A”.. 914 9% ——

-

A
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Little Accident Won Many Laughs
—New York Tribune

Audience Liked the Show
—New York Times

Highly Amusing—Clicks with Elders—Pro-
vocative with Laughter

—New York Morning Telegraph

Amusing Little Comedy
' -^New York Sun

Pleased Globe Audience —New York News

Breezy Comedy Hit of Last Season—

A

Refreshing Relief
i/ t ,-New York Journal

LAUGHTER
at New York Premier

of UNIVERSAL'S
u

LITTLE
ACCIDENT
UNIVERSAL FIRS"



THATS NEWS!

^^Another

Chevalier

in

"Cmce-

CiNniNitf
directed h

CRU7I

Sono Art-World i

clever and funnyi

Cleverly done cci

calibre—excellenl

Horton’s work is

One of Cruze’s I

picture worth se

There are severa'

This is greatly to



S CERTAINLY GOOD NEWS!
i

IS in Edward Everett Horton another Chevalier. The comedy is really wholesome,

\rt-World Wide has a natural—EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW.

ith Horton turning in a knock-out performance. Lois Wilson and the rest are high

)n. —FILM DAILY.

e. Comedy situations arouse constant laughter. —EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD.
i

1

tes hooking in any theatre and should prove an exceptional box-office bet. It is a

LOS ANGELES EXPRESS.

es where the laughter is so loud that no word of the following lines can be heard,

it of Edward Everett Horton.

—

MORNING TELEGRAPH.
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COLUMBIA AWARDS WINNERS

OF SHOWMANSHIP CONTEST
I^rizes amounting to $500^ have

been awarded to the four winners

of Columbia’s showmanship
;

con-

test, the competition sponsored by

the company to find the showman

presenting the most novel and ef-

fective lobby display, the one wdio

secured the greatest amount of

advertising space and the one

placing the greatest number of

paid advertising lines.

The first award of $150 went to

manager Joseph A. Slee, of the Co-

lonial Theatre, Allentown,
^

Pa.,

Slee, playing Columbia’s

geance”, built a jungle set ip his

lobby.
jj

A second prize of one hundred

dollars went to Heinie Johnson,

exploitation manager of the -IR. &
R. Theatre, Big Springs, Texas.

Mr. Johnson covered his ejntire

lobby entrance with an iueipeu-

sive but effective drape. Ip the

lower right side he left an open-
ing for the entrance and e:^it of

his patrons. A cut-out of a| girl

peeping around the corner of the

drape completed the illnsion.

Across the entire set in largej bold
letters were emblazoned j the

words, “Broadway ScaifdaTlA

George I.,andy, publicity manager
of the Xev; Orpheum Theatre, Los
Angeles secured the largest free

newspaper lineage and subse-
quently won the award of $150 in

his branch of the contest. Mr.
Landy secured a total of 5,250
lines of free advertising space,
thereby winning the contest by a
wide margin.

Harold Bailey, manager of the
Capitol Theatre, Lawrence, Mass.,
totaled a sum of 12,500 paid ad-
vertising lines, bringing first

honors and the award of $100 to
I.,awrence. This amount of paid
advertising is very unusual for a
town of this size, but Bailey found
that his business increase more
than warranted the expenditure.

GLORIA & HANK

TO LIVE APART

(Special Dispatch)

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Gloria

Swanson and her titled husband,

the Marquis de la Falaise de la

Coudray, have decided to live

apart.

Miss Swanson announced to

newspapermen that after a visit

from her husband, recently arriv-

ed here from Fi'ance, they had de-

cided to continue to live apart as
they have been doing for more
than a year.

“DfXlANA” BREAKS
“CUCKOO” RECORDS

Saturday and Sunday
business of “Dixiana” beat
the “Cucktms” record and
registered bigger attend-
ance than “Rio Rita” at the
RKO Ori>lieuiu Theatre, San
Francisco, according to a
wire received by Hy Daab
from Lee Marcus, Executive
Vice President of Radio
Pictures, now on the west
coast.

Marcus adds in his wire
that tile “Dixiana” business
will surpass that of botli

“Kio Rita” and “Lawful
Larceny”, al»out nine thou-
sand more for tlie week in

this house. Opposition to
“Dixiana” centers in “Ro-
mance,” “Dawn Patrol”
and “Rig House”,

THREE PLAYERS HURT

IN WESTERN’S MAKING

Three members of the cast of

Big 4’s “Canyon Hawks” were in-

jured during the filming of this

western, including Buzz Bai'ton,

Rene Bordon and Cliff I.iyons. A
horse stumbled under Miss Bordon
and Lyons and Yakima Canutt
took a movie fight scene too seri-

ouslv.

WARNER CLUB GETS
USE OF SWIM POOLS

Warner club members
liave acfiuired the use of

two swimming pools at the
Park ('entral Hotel, in .Tlan-

liattan and at the St.

George, in Brooklyn. .Mrs.

1. I’urner is director of ac-

tivities for the club.

Foreign Film Notes
Received from Trade Commiseioner

GEORGE R. CANTY, Paris

The following reports have been
submitted by George R. Canty,

Trade Commissioner, Paris, on the

revised number of sound installa-

tions in European countries, as of

July 1, 19-30.

Norway
22 Norwegian theatres were

v/ired for the reproduction of

sound films, 15 with American and
7 with foreign apparatus.

Finland
14 Finnish cinemas were wired

for the reproduction of sound
films, 3 with American and 11 with
foreign apparatus.

Italian

There were 102 Italian cinemas
equipped with sound film repro-
duction apparatus.

Deniuark
41 Danish cineinas wei’e wired

foi’ the reproduction of sound
films, 2§ with American and 18

with foreign apparatus.
Sweden

As of June 25, 1930, 86 Swedish
theatres were wired for the re-

production of sound films, 34 with
American and 52 with foreign ap-
paratus.

According to a report from Sec-
retary to the Commercial Attache,
C. Roderick Matheson, Helsing-
fors, with the exception of the in-

troduction of the Swedish manu-
factured Aga-Baltic sound appa-
ratus on the Finnish market,
there were no important develop-
ments in the motion picture trade
in Finland during the quarter un-
der review.
No new installations of projec-

tion or sound apparatus were
made in the motion picture houses
of Helsingfors: information re-

gai’ding activities in the other
cities of this territory are lack-
ing at the present time. The
summer season which is a rela-

tively d ad period for motion pic-

ture houses in Finland, commenc-
ed toward the middle of May and
houses are now playing to very
poor audiences. Practically all of

the houses in Helsingfors are now
showing re-runs and a number of

smaller theatres have closed tor

repairs.

The following report was sub-
mitted by Assistant Trade Com-
missioner Walter M. Slavik, on the
Hungarian film situation for the
first quarter 1930. Hungary im-
ported 8.2 metric tons of motion
picture film during the first quar-
ter of 1930, and exported 3.8 met-
ric tons, according to official fig-

ures of the Royal Hungarian Bu-
reau of Statistics.

Imports consisted of 4.4 metric
tons of blank film valued at $20,-
650 of which 3.7 tons came from
Germany and .5 tons from France
and 3.8 metric tons of positive film
valued at $35,350 of which 1.7 tons
came from Germany and 1.4 tons
from the United States. No nega-
tive film was imported.

Exports consisted of .9 metric
tons of positive film valued at

$7,175 of which .4 tons went to
Poland and .2 tons to Germany
and 2.9 metric tons of remnants
valued at $875 of which 1.7 tons
went to Germany and 1.2 tons to
Austria. No blank film or nega-
tive film was exported.

Hungarian imports during the
quarter were much smaller than
those during the similar period of
1929; the trade reports this de-
crease due to the long runs given
sound pictures in leading theatres,
and in the case of blank film the
elimination of extra footage neces-
sary for lengthy Hungarian sub-
titles because of sound reproduc-
tion.

AMATEUR MOVIES

CAUSE BURNS TO

CHILD PATRONS

Accoi'ding to a report received
from Assistant Trade Commission-
er, Paul H. Pearson, tickets sold
by Copenhagen’s 27 motion picture
theatres according to "the year
book of the Copenhagen Statistical
Office aggregated 5,709,000 in 1929
a drop of 210,000 or around 3i/4

per cent when compared with the
5,919,000 tickets sold in 1928; the
comparative figure for 1927 was
5,549,000.

Only 3 of the Copenhagen cin-

emas have over 1000 seats while
13 have between 500—1000 seats
and the balance or 11, have less

than 500 seats.

Cable reports yesterday told of

a fire during a home exhibition of

movies in Sao Paulo, Brazil, in

which twenty-three children were

burned, ten probably fatally. The
children had paid three cents to

witness the show given by boys of

the neighborhood. One of the

children touched a lighted match
to reels of film stacked in a cor-

ner of the room in which the show
was held.

‘SUNNY’ TO BE FINISHED
IN TWO WEEKS MORE

In about two weeks more,
“Sunny,” straring Marilyn Miller,
will be completed at the First Na
tional Studio at Burbank, Calif.

The star will then come to New
York to be starred by Florenz
Ziegfeld in a new stage produc-
tion, “Tom, Dick and Harry.”

A ^3,000,000 HOME
The Charm of individual

service, beautiful vistas of

park and river through
windows . . . Telephone
and reading lamp beside

your bed . . . Private bath

and shower in every room
. . . Circulating ice water

. . . Subway entrance at

door . . . Unrivaled cuisine

. . . Surprisingly low daily

and monthly rates.

500 Large Rooms 500 Baths

Single from ^3.50 daily

Double “ 5.00 daily

“Less than 10 minutes to shop-
ping and theatrical district"

HOTEL

BROADWAY
at 91sl STREET

NEW YORK

1
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SPOOR DEMONSTRATES

STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—George
K. Spoor, a pioneer in the indus-

try and one of the old Essanay
executives, made it known here

that after fourteen years experi-

mentation, he has perfecte dthe

fourth dimension in motion pic-

tures. The invention is based on
the old stereoscopic idea of pre-

sentation and requires a camera
with two lenses.

Spoor, a year ago this coming
Fall, in cooperation with others,

demonstrated a wide-screen color

process, using a scene from one
of Harry Carroll’s musical come
dies, as subject matter.

MX FILfi!

TO OPEN IN miimi
The Eighth Street Playhouse

will premiere Max Schmeling’s
first all-talking picture, “Love in

the Ring”, next Friday. The dia-

logue is mainly in German with
scattered English dialogue. It

was produced by Terra Film A.G.,
subsidiary of Curtis Melnitz. The
film marks the opening of the Ger-
man talking picture program at

this theatre.

STAGING
SPIML S^LES mm

Jerry Safron, Eastern Division
Manager tor Radio Pictures, is

conducting a special drive on
“Lawful Larceny”, starring Bebc
Daniels and “Shooting Straight”.
The picture executive gives excep-
tionally favorable reviews and un-
usually big business as reasons
for treating these two pictures as
“Titans”, to exchange managers
under his jurisdiction.

F.N. STRUTS SNOOTING
‘‘MOTHER’S ORY” ORSMH
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Moth-

ers Cry” goes into production this

week at First National’s Burbank
studios. Dorothy Peterson will

enact the role of the mother. Sup-
port includes David Manners,
Helen Chandler, Evelyn Knapp,
Edward Woods, Pat O’Malley,
Reginald Pasch, Clare McDowell
and Charles Hill Mailes. Hobart
Hanley is directing.

“THE MAN IN THE SKY”
GROOMED ON F.N. LOT

“The Man in the Sky”, tenta-
tive title for the first direct screen
efforts of Jerome Kern, composer,
and Otto Harbach, playwright,
goes into production on the First
National lot in Burbank, next
week. Irene Delroy and Jack
Whiting are featured. Alfred E.
Green will direct.

MCELWArNE~MTURNS
TO CULVER CITY JOB

Donn McElwaine, director of ad-
vertising and publicity for Pathe,
has returned to Culver City after
several weeks spent in the New
York office outlining the campaign
for the 1930-31 Pathe specials.

FIL.^ GIVES FIRST
MINT TO FANS OF
ADVANCED STYLES

Ankle-length gowns worn
by the feminine members
of the “Holiday” cast gave
the screen the distinction
of being the first channel
through which work came
to the movie public of the
advanced styles, Pathe’s
press department pens.

“WHAT A MAN” BOOKED
OYER TWO OfRCUITS

Budd Rogers, director of sales
for Sono Art-World Wide advises
that “What A Man”, with Reginald
Denny, has been booked by the
S & S Circuit and the Coston Cir-
cuit of Chicago.

LOUISE fumm eois
BEFORE umm hum
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Louise

Fazenda goes before the camera
again this week in Radio Pictures’
“A Fall to Arms”, the second of

a series she is doing for Radio.
Her first was “Pure and Simple”.

TARKINGTON ORIGINAL
FiliSHEi IN iORilNiC

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Fath-
er’s Son” from an original by
Booth Tarkington, is in the cut-
ting room. Leon Janney, 12-year-
old youngster, has the leading
role.

STOCK MARKET CONTESl

BOOSTS “CAUGHT SHORT”

JERNiOE OLAIRE DUE
FROM PITTSBURGH

Bernice Claire, First National
player, will return to New York
ihe latter part of this week. She
has been in Pittsburgh, appearing
personally at the Stanley Thea-
tre, where “Top Speed,” in whcih
she appears with Joe E. Brown,
has just had its world premiere.
Miss Claire came East from Cali-

fornia about a month ago and ex-
pects to return to the studio
shortly. “Top Speed” will open
on Broadway at an early date.

iLANOHE SWEET SIGNS
FOR “SILVER HORDE”

Blanche Sweet has been placed
under contract by Radio Pictures
to play the role of Queenie in

its production of Rex Beach’s
“The Silver Horde”. George
Archainbaud will direct. Ray-
mond Hatton, Louis Wolheim,
Evelyn Brent and Gavin Gordon
will be in the cast.

‘REiiCLESS HOUR’ FALLS
TO ilLLiN’S DIREOTION

John Francis Dillon’s next job
tor First National will be holding
the megaphone over “The Reck-
less Hour”. Dillon just put the
finishing touches to “Kismet”,
starring Otis Skinner.

Lya De Putti Escapes
Injury in Air Crash

j>UNE BRINCS U.a.

MASTER PRINTS HERE

A master print of “Eyes of the
World”, the United Artists’ pro-
duction to have its premiere at

the Rivoli, Aug. 14, was landed
in New York yesterday by air-

plarie from Hollywood.
It will be given national release

Aug: 30. Henry King directed.

Lya de Putti, formerly Univer

sal star, it was learned yesterday,

escaped without injury, in an air-

plane crash at Whitehall, N. Y.,

just outside the walls of Great

Meadows prison. James Collins,

the pilot, had to make a forced
landing on a flight to New York.
Walter Blumenthal, a broker, was
a passenger. None of the three
was hurt.

Para to Expand N. Y. Studios
(Continued from page 1)

with 150-foot frontage and a depth
of one city block between Seventh
and Eighth avenues, Astoria. Fol-
lowing construction work the
building will serve as additional
stage space about Sept. 1. Part
of it will be utilized as storage
room.

Less than a year ago, the com-
pany completed construction work
on an annex to the original stu-
dio structure. Much of this struc-
ture is occupied by the mechanical
departments, including the carpen-
ter shops.

Increased motion picture pro-
duction makes additional stage
space necessary. The construction
of the building on the property

just purchased will permit the ad-
dition of more floors in the fu-

ture.

With the new property. Para-
mount now owns slightly more
than two square blocks which are
occupied by the main studio struc-
ture, the film laboratories, the
Publix stage presentations build-
ing, the research laboratory and
the ground needed for the con-
struction of open air stage set-

tings.

According to the present pro-
duction schedule, at least eighteen
full-length feature pictures will

be filmed at the Eastern studio
during the current year in addi-
tion to 104 one-reel and 26 two-
reel short subjects.

An interesting and novel con-

test was employed by H. E. Web-
ster, as the basis of an extensive

exploitation campaign used to put

over his showing of the Metro-

Goldwyn - Mayer production
“Caught Short”. He was assist-

ed by au M-G-M expioiieer.

Webster arranged with the

Daily i\ews to run a Market Ques-

tionnaire Contest, lor three days

in auvance of the piaydate. Each

uay a series of quesuious pertain-

ing to the Stock Market was asK-

ed, and prizes of ten pair of tick-

ets were awarded to those who
answered correctly. The contest
was placed on the financial page
and was displayed very attrac-

tively.

Another interesting tie-up was
arranged withe Kauaxee Laundry,
who used two thousand special
heralds reading "Don’t be ‘Caught
Short’ on Blue Monday—enjoy a
good show at the Majestic while
the Kankakee Laundry does the
work.” The laundry placed the
heralds in packages, distributed
them over the counter and by
their drivers.

Window displays were arranged
with Kreege and McClellen, on
bath towels. Card copy read
“Don’t be ‘Caught Short’ on Bath
Towels. It’s cheaper to buy them
here than have them Laundered.”

“Caught Short” was directed by
Charles (Chuck) Riesner. Marie
Dressier and Polly Moran are co-
starred, and included in the sup-
porting cast are Anita Page,
Charles Morton and many others.

EXHIBITOR IS ADDED

TO PATHE SALES FORCE

George Levy, manager of the
Indianapolis Pathe sales office,

has added H. L. Kriegbaum, form-
er exhibitor in Rochester, Ind., to
his staff. “Chic” Galloway, form-
er booker, has been promoted to
the sales force.

BARTHELMESS PLANS
EUROPEAN TRIP

The next First National picture
starring Richard Barthelmess will
go into production about Septem-
ber 15, after which Dick and Mrs.
Barthelmess plan to go abroad for
several months. The title of the
picture to be made this fall has
not yet been announced. Barthel-
mess’ current picture, “The Dawn
Patrol”, is still doing capacity
business at the Winter Garden.

‘DAWN PATROL’ STAYS

“The Dawn Patrol” will
enter upon its fourth week
at the Winter Garden to-

morrow, reporting capacity
business.



A ^ i; C OF FIRST NATIONAL’S
#%V E ^ SQUADRON OF HITS!,

"Vitaphone" i» the registered trade mark

of the Vitaphone Corp. designoting its products

Overnight they were
acclaimed the industry’s

heroes. They made the

world safe for profits.

Their deeds have en-
deared them to the
public’s heart.

Bigger receptions than
Lindbergh’s follow them
into the country’s finest

theatres. « « . . «

Topped the top

in Pittsburgh

and Washing-

ton. Set for^'A^^

playing time

everywhere.

With one mighty swoop,

they buried Old Man
Slump under a heap of

broken records. * «•

I Watch First National’s

Squadron Of Hits. They’re

all aces! • • * « *

Play These Hits During August^ Warner

Brothers Silver Jubilee Month h
>-j
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Sanity in

Hot Weather!
By

I
N THE moil of heat and the

stewing humidity comes Burris

Jenkins, clergyman and editor of

The Christian, a religious publi-

cation in Kansas City, with words

so sane, so calm and so sensible

that they fan the mind and spirit

like a cool and refreshing bree2;e.

Read these words and realise that

there are sound intellects contem'

plating motion pictures from the

pulpit and the sacred sanctum.
* •

S
ays Burris Jenkins: “There

must be something wrong with

my perception of moral or im-

moral values in picture and litera-

ture. I cannot get all excited as

some good people do and sweep
all the movies into one dust-'pan

of condemnation. I know there’s

(Continued on page 2)

4 SONO ARTPiCTURES

IN WARNER HOUSES

Budd Rogers, sales director,
Sono Art-World Wide, has closed
with Warners for first and second
runs on “What A Man”, “Cock O’
the Walk”, “Once A Gentleman”
and “The Big Fight” for Connecti-
cut and Massachusetts. These
represent the first four of Sono
Art’s 1930-31 schedule.

ALL PATHE BILL
AT CAMEO THEATRE

‘holiday,” now playing
a return engagement on
Broadway at the Cameo
Theatre, is surrounded by
an all Patlie bill including
a two-reel comedy, “Mind
Your Business,” featuring
Robert Agnew, Dorothy
Gnlllyer. John Hyams, Mary
Foy, William Eugene and
Guy Voyer; Pathe Audio''
Review Ho. 27 and Pathe"
Yews.

FRANKLIN DISCOUNTS LOOSE TALK

OF TALKIES LOSING MAN'S FAVOR
t • . .

Millions in America and

U.S. Answer by Flock-

ing to Picture Houses in

Favor of Legit to "Hear
and See” Favorites on

Screen

KING OF JAZZ”

SUIT SETTLED

OUT OF COURT

It was announced yesterday by
the attorneys for Universal Pic-
tures and “King of Jazz and His
Orchestras, Inc., that the injunc-
tion proceedings brought by the
latter corporation against Univer-
sal on account of the use of the
title “King of Jazz” in connection
with Universal’s motion picture
had been discontinued and the ac-
tion settled.

A motion for a preliminary in-
junction was argued on July 23

(Continued on page 6)

CAPRA TO WORK AT
LAKEHURST, N. Y.

Frank Capra, Columbia
ace director, with Jack
Holt and Ralph Graves, are
leaving the city tomorrow
for Lakehurst, N. J., where
they will make their head-
quarters for several weeks
while shooting scenes in co-
oi>eration with the U. S.
Yaval Aviation Dept, for
“Dirigible”. This is the
first time the big naval air
depot has ever been ntiliz-

ed as a location for a dra-
matic sound picture.

The heat wave isn’t the only
element in current conditions that
contributes to a certain hot and
bothered expression on some of

the faces of some representatives
in the film industry.

Harold B. Franklin, head of Fox
West Coast Theatres, sends out

(Continued on page 6)

FOX FILM NAMES TWO
MORE FOREIGN AIDES

New duties have been assigned
to Henry Kahn and H. J. Gell of
the Fox Films Foreign Depart-
ment. An announcement from
General Foreign Manager Clayton
P. Sheehan, states that Mr. Kahn
has been appointed district man-
ager for Germany, Poland, Latvia
and Holland with headquarters in
Berlin.

Mr. Gell has been appointed
district manager for Austria, Hun-
gary, Czecho-Slovakia, Jugoslavia,
and Roumania, with headquarters
in Vienna.

50 HOUSES BOOKING
CIRCUIT FOR COLE?

On the hot breezes of yester-
day floated in word from the grand
old state of Texas that Cunnel
Cole, one of the Four Horsemen
of Allied Exhibitors and known
in some spots as Abie Myers’
Texas Rose, was as busy as a
tarantula forming a Booking Cir-
cuit. A booking circuit is also
called a collection agency because
it collects ten per cent for its

arduous labors .

“U” WELGOliES PHIL

Phil Reisman, newly appointed
General Sales Manager of Univer-
sal, was officially welcomed yes-
terday. When he walked into his
office he found executives of the
corporation on hand to greet him,
and a big “Welcome” sign, sui’-

rounded by flowers and other dec-
orations.

The Cole Booking Circuit it is

reported as expectant of a mem-
bership of fifty theatres which, if

and when operating, would turn

(Continued on page S)

chocolaI^g film

AT WALLACK’S FRMY
Official motion pictures of the

Kid Chocolate-Jack (Kid) Berg
boxing contest scheduled for to-
night at the Polo Grounds will' be
shown at Wallack’s Theatre, locat-
ed on West 42nd Street near
Eighth Avenue, beginning at 11
o’clock tomorrow (Friday) morn-
ing. The pictures will be shown
for three days and Wallack’s The-
atre will be their only place of
exhibition, during this period.

LORD WHAT A SHOW!
We have seen “Dixiana” and Yeah Boy! “Dlxiana” is a

Great Big Show! It’s as crammed full of entertainment as
a horn and plenty of it rolls the golden apples of amnsenient
into yoar lap like an avalanche. Plot? Jnst enough! Mnsic?
Yot a note too many! Beauty? Ten great tons of it cata-
pulting at yon to your own bedazzlement!

This “Dixiana” moves! It is vibrant with life. It shows
Bebe Daniels in greater splendor than did “Rio Rita” and
that was top spot for Bebe.

It gives that Everett Marshall boy a chance to unloose
In the palpitating department and as for old Joe Cawtliom,
why you’re for him like unto nobody’s hnsiness. and Eobert
Woolsey, Bert Wheeler and Jobyna Howland give it plenty
comedy.

Radio Pictures turned that big Titan fellah loose with
the horn of plenty on this picture and it proved to be plenty

‘
- (Continued on page 2)
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CELEBS TO SEE JOE COOK TONIGHT

AT GLOBE THEATRE; ‘RAIN OR SHINE’
•0^
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T his newspaper is dedicated

solely lo the causes and the

purposes oj the motion picture

industry and all its elements; to

the jostering oj its ideals; lo the

jurthering oj its proper business

purposes; to its dejense against

its enemies without and its

enemies within; to the exposing

oj sham pretense and stupidity;

to the dissemination oj injorma-

tion oj moment and interest to

the industry; to the encourage-

ment oj all sincere effort within

the business; to the nurturing oj

a proper and justified respect jor

the industry and its leadership ; to

a jaithjid and continuous service

to pictures and picture people—
and this newspaper seeks to serve

no other purposes.

MAIN «REET

AVarners press emporium spe-

cial dispatches that ‘•Haiulfull of

Clouds” had been changed to “The
Doorway to Hell” * * * which

prompts us to rise and query,

“since when does one enter hell

by way of the clouds * * * all of

which may or not be pertinent
* * * Floyd Gibbons the “head-

line hunter” has located the

front page at the Palace * * Mike
Simmons, no less, will henceforth

sign himself President of the A.M.

P.A. * * * Major Bowes, boss of

the Capitol, and the Mrs. are

watching ’em run at the Spa * * *

Amos ’n’ Andy don’t give a darn

for that expense account * * they

call Little Old New York every

day * * * RKO answers and calls

back * * * net result, $1,000 per

(or did RKO get the comma in

the wrong place) * * * Luther
Reed never was no drammer edi-

tor on Broadway, as Radio’s pub-
licity would have us believe * *

The greater part of his journal-

istic career was with the old New
York Herald, in charge of ship

news * * wonder how many
Klelg lights will play on the celebs
press agented for the Globe to-

night to greet Joe Cook’s screen
self * * remember when the movie
ball at the Astor was quite the

thing * * * Openings are going to

press harder on Broadway these

next few weeks than the humidity
* * * jny 'Williams is keep-
ing prettv auiet of late and
Louis Selznlck • * *

The new season’s inaugural
celebrities offensive on Broadway
will be _ made tonight when the

shock troops for the Fall and
Winter campaign will attack the

doors of the Globe Theatre.

Reason—Joe Cook, the funny
man, will make his screen debut
under Columbia’s patronage, in

‘Rain or Shine”.

Those listed by Columbia for

the initial attack are: Frank
Capra, director; Ralph Graves,
actor-author-director; Tom How-
ard and Dave Chasen, who assist

Joe in his fun-making; Donald
Odgen Stewart, humorist-novelist-
playwright, and Marc Connelly,
whom a few will recall as au-
thor of “Green Pastures” .

,“Rain or Shine” finds Joe Cook
in a circus atmosphere. It is

adapted from Joe’s stage play of
the same name.

The offensive opens at 8:30 to-

night.

GRID FILM FINISHED

Finishing touches have been put
on First National’s gridiron
drama, “College Lovers”.

a lot of trash on the screen and

always has been. Time and again

I have got up and walked out

after one or two reels of some

widely advertised picture. But

taken for all in all, I rarely have

trouble in finding something

worth while going on at the mo^

tion picture theatres. In most of

them I, for one, can get up an

interest and manage to sit

through.
# * «

“'V/'ES, they portray smoking,

^ drinking, dancing, shooting,

cutting, fighting, abducting. But
all these things are going on in

-eal life. You don’t have to imi'

tate everything you see on the

treet. Suggestion can work both

ways, for and against. You can’t

hield boys and girls from the ac'

tual sights of life.- Mark -you,

BARTHELMESS IS DUE
BACK ON F.N. LOT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Dick
Barthelmess, now on vacation in

northwest Canada, is expected
back to the First National studios
in Burbank next week to begin
work on his next, as yet untitled.

Dick finished “Adios” before vaca-
tioning.

MANSLAUGHTER’ ROLE
WINS COLLINS ANOTHER

G. Pat Collins’ work in a strong-
arm role in “Manslaughter” won
for him a similar part in Para-
mount’s “Social Errors”, with Ed-
win H. Knopf and Cyril Gardner
co-directing.

MINIATURE GOLF YARN
FOR MICKEY’S NEXT

The second of the new McGuire
series of comedies has as its set-

ting a miniature golf course, titled

“Mickey’s Bargain”, for RKO re-
lease. A1 Herman will direct.

I realise the over-emphasis that

producers often have placed upon
the salacious; but it seems to me
that I also realise a certain amount
of hysteria in the articles recently

put out by so eminent a gentle-

man, and so scholarly, as Dr. Fred

Eastman.
• • *

“AS FOR censhorship, in any

form, and of any thing, pic-

tures, books, art, I am against it

all first, last and forever. It will

surely lead us to the Florida com
mittee of ten (clergymen). There
is no committee made up of either

sex or both big enough to serve

as censor of anything.”
* * •

^
I
''HREF cheers for a fair-mind

ed and thoughtful man! Te
men who use their minds this in

dustry will always listen.

52 ONE-REEL SHORTS

NEW VITAPHONE SERIES

Warners, under the supervision
of Murray Roth and Sam Sax, pro-
ducers of "Vitaphone 'Varieties,

have completed plans for an addi-
tion of 52 one-reelers to the 1930-

31 program, to be known as
“Celebrities”.

The series will feature famous
personalities in public life, as
well as stage and screen stars.

Each subject will star someone
whose life stands out in public
life.

H. MYERS, PLAYWRIGHT,
SIGNS NEW CONTRACT

%

Henry Myers, for five years a
theatrical press agent for Shu-
berts, later a success as a play-

wright, librettist and song writer,

has signed a new contract with
Paramount as a scenarist and dia-

logue expert. Myers is best-
known for authorship of “The!
First Fifty Years”, and of Arthur
Hammerstein’s successful musical,
“Good Boy”.

TWO MORE PLAYERS
JOIN AMOS-ANDY CAST

Charles Morton, juvenile, and
Rita LeRoy, vamp type, have been
added to the Amos ’n’ Andy cast

by Radio Pictures. Irene Rich
and Sue Carol already have been
assigned roles. Melville Brown,
who will direct, has several more
roles to fill.

‘^ADAM & EVENING” NEW
STRAUS FILM TITLE

The new title of the Oscar
Straus special which Warner
Bros, are producing is “Adam and
Evening”. Formerly the picture

was called, “Danube Love Song.”
Harvey Thew wrote the story
while Joseph Jackson is respon-
sible for the talking picture scen-
ario. No cast has as yet been se-

lected.

“QUEEN HIGH” OFFERS
NEW “STYLE” TREND

“Queen High,” which goes into

the N. Y. Paramount tomorrow,
is considered by Paramount, its

producer, to be a iconcrete ex-

ample of a definite trend away
from literal adaptation of musical
comedies. Charles Ruggles, Frank
Morgan, Ginger Rogers and Stan-
ley Smith are in the cast. Schwab
and Mandel supervised.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, August 6, 1930

Paramount F-L _. 57% 58Va —1%
Warner Bros 35% 36% -f- %
Pox Film “A” 45% 45% — %
Loew’s Inc 70 70% —1%
Loew’s Inc. Pre 96% 96% —
Radio K-A-0 31% 31% — %
°athe Exchange _ 4 '4 4 '4 — %
Con. F. Ind _.... 19% 19% + %
Con. F. Ind. Pre._. 20% 20% 4- %

Cnrb Market
’’’ox Theatre “A”-.

_
9'4 9% — '%

Nat. Screen .„’30% 30% — %

LORD WHAT A SHOW!
(Continued from page 1)

horn, a cornneopia as deep and wide as the seas of make-believe and
the Titan Just pours out the entertainment lavishly, grandly, to bury
you up to your ears in a good time.

Exquisite photography of charming scenes, a showmanlike use of
color, the fine old plantation (and not a mortgage on it) old New
Orleans, the Mardl Gras better than it ever was contrived, a young
hippodrome of the olden time, and more pretty girls than ever were
glorified before in one great show. The finale has it for size and
appeal on the Circus Maximus and you may recall that as something
more than neat.

Luther Reed, the son-of-a-gun, adapted and directed and he has
topped his own previous best.

Well, we have been sqnawking for great pictures and we get our
answer in “DLxiana.”

A. J.

SANITY IN HOT WEATHER!
(Continued from page 1)
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FOR 25YEARS PATHE
COMEDIES HAVE LED
THE FIELD
The great feature stars of

today were PATHE COMEDY

players of yesterday—PATHE

picks the best and the public

approves the choice with fame

and fortune.

PATHE Directors, Authors, and Com-

posers are natural-born Creators of

snappy gags, high powered puns, hot

numbers, graceful melodies and toe-

tickling tunes, all in grand ensembles

of gorgeous girls surrounding comedy

stars whom the Gods destined to make

the whole world laugh.

Believe it or not—the public knows this

and what the public knows is reflected

—every day— in the cash receipts.

A



f

AND FOR 1930-31 PATHE IS

FARTHER AHEAD THAN EVER
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Fast and furious in all the colors of the rainbow,

with a pot of gold for the exhibitor who shows

them.

WHOOPEE COMEDIES
Young America makes joy unterrified and un-

defiled.

MANHATTAN COMEDIES
Sophisticated comedy of Main Streets and the

Big Towns. Latest popular songs, new jokes,

smart gags.

FOLLY COMEDIES
The foibles of farce and gracefulness presented

by the daintiest dancers in the profession.

RODEO COMEDIES
An answer to the public demand for talking

Westerns featuring cowboy songs and camp-

fire wit.

MELODY COMEDIES
Musical tabloid with popular singers and

dancers. A riot of fast stepping melody.

CAMPUS COMEDIES
College whoopee introducing things not found

in the curriculum of any university.

CHECKER COMEDIES
Slapstick in which the big stick of sure-fire en-

tertainment is wielded without restraint.

E
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M-G-M GETS SERVICES
OF FRED’K LONSDALE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Aug. 6.

—Frederick Lonsdale has moved
his typewriter over to the M-G-M
lot.

Officials at the Culver City stu-

dio yesterday signed Lonsdale to

a long term contract to write ex-

clusively for M-G-M.
Lonsdale only this week put the

finishing touches to Ronald Col-

man’s next Samuel Goldwyn re-

lease. He will start immediately
on an original stoiT for M-G-M,
for one of its leading stars.

Lonsdale wrote such stage suc-
cesses as “Spring Cleaning’’, “The
High Road,” “Last of Mrs. Chey-
ney” and “Monsieur Beaucaire”.
The Colman script is his first

venture in the movies.

FRANKLIN DISCOUNTS
LOOSE TALK OF TALKIES

(Continued from page 1)

a message that indirectly presup-
poses a marked disposition on
some to doubt the lasting quali-

ties of the talkies.

Franklin, among other observa-
tions to the personnel of his staff,

remarked:

“There has been much loose
talk on the part of many who are
jiist on the fringe of the motion
picture industry, in which the
opinion is voiced that the public
is losing interest in the talking
motion picture.”

Franklin says, “such opinions
are without foundation in fact”.

He bases his conclusion on a
special check up over considerable
territory in the west.

Broadway sees little food for

thought in Franklin’s denial of

a sentiment, that before his mes-
sage, was a minus quantity in the
East.

In other words, a representative
of this publication who circulates
among the trade for no other rea-
son than to gather such senti-
ment and fact as “is fit to print”,
bearing upon the picture industry,
has failed to catch a word among
the leaders that would indicate
any such doubt about the talkies.

It’s apparent, then, that the
sentiment is confined to the west
in general, and Hollywood in par-
ticular.

As far as this publication knows
there has been only one indica-
tion, expressed passively, by only
one leader in the industry—Charlie
Chaplin.

Chaplin has refused adamantly
to consider sound or dialogue in
his comedy production. He goes
further and says that he has no
intention of taking up the talkie
angle in connection with his
comedy productions.
On the other hand America’s

millions and the millions across
the seas, are flocking, daily and
nightly to the talkies—and ignor-
ing, as the legititimate producers
reluctantly admit, stage attraction
where dialogue is “in the flesh”.

Which is the answer, Broadway
seems to think, to Franklin’s ap-
parent fears that the talkies are
losing ground.

UNITED THEATRES BOOK
“SWING HIGH” THRILLER

United Theatres, Inc., has book-
ed Bathe’s circus thriller, “Swing
High,” for eighteen of its subur-
ban houses in New Orleans. This
attraction recently had a very
successful run at the Strand The-
atre in the Circle City.

STAGE DIRECTOR SELLS
SKIT FOR “VARIETIES”

Chester Erskin, stage director of

“The Last Mile” and “Subway Ex-
press” recently sold “My Mistake”,
a short sketch to Warners for a
Vitaphone Varieties.

‘DAWN PATROL’ CROWDS
’EM IN OVER COUNTRY
“The Dawn Patrol”, according

to wires received by Ned E. Depi-
net, sales manager for First Na-
tional, from over the country, in-

dicate the air epic continues to

crowd theatres.

Newark, Oklahoma City, Albany,
New Haven and Atlanta were
among the cities reporting yes-
terday. All wires announced big
ousiness.

RODEO WINNER STARS
IN BIG 4 WESTERNER

Yakima Canutt, rodeo star, is

one of the principals jn Big 4’s

“Canyon Hawks”, a forthcoming
western release. Rene Bordon,
Buzz Barton, and Wally Wales are
others in the cast.

ALUMNI PUTS OKAY
ON BIG 4 WESTERN

“Bar L. Ranch”, a Big 4 west-
ern, has been endorsed by the In-

ternational Federation of Catholic
Alumni, of which Mrs. Thomas A.
Golderick is chairman.

50 HOUSE CIRCUIT

(Continued from page 1)

a neat sum into the till. Whether
Abie Myers would draw some of

that salary out of the proceeds
or whether it is a strictly private

circuit was not stated.

With the circuit making plenty
jack it could afford to buy new
horses for the Four Horsemen
which would help, as their steeds
have been developing spavin and
housemaid’s knee. It was sug-
gested that Abie Myers be pro-
vided with a dapple gray, some-
thing with a dash of Percheron
or the Morgan strain, to give it

staying power and stamina in

these rough riding times.
Cunnel Cole had not been heard

from up to press hour and Abie
only sneaks in bulletin form from
Washington.

“DIXIANA” CONTINUES
IN L.A. AND ’FRISCO

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—RKO’s “Dixiana” has

gone into its second week
at both the RKO Orpiienni
in Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Saturday wUl
witness the picture’s pre-
miere in Portland, and
Seattle.

COLORED COMIC SIGNS
FOR “ONE NUTTY NITE”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Stom-
pie, colored comedian in Bathe’s

recent western, “Pardon My Gun”,

did so well that Wallace Fox, di-

recting “One Nutty Nite”, comedy
short, signed him for a role.

before Judge D. V. McNamee at

chambers at Queechy Lake. The
facts developed at the argument
indicated that there was no real

conflict -.between the use which
Universal was making of the title

and the use by Frank Graves,
president of the plaintiff corpora-
tion, of a similar title in connec-
tion with the orchestras controll-
ed by him.
At the suggestion of Judge Mc-

Namee, several conferences on the
part of attorneys followed, as a
result of which the action has
been discontinued.
The settlement, which was a

friendly one, did not involve the
payment of any cash to either
party; Universal simply recognizes
the right of Mr. Graves to con-
tinue to use the title as he has
heretofore and Mr. Graves on his
part raises no objection to the use
by Universal of the title for mo-
tion picture purposes, both part-
ies being convinced that they are
in entirely separate fields.

Judge Edward J. Halter repre-
sented Mr. Graves and Willard S.

McKay represented Universal.

WARNERS COMPLETE

TWO FEATURES

“Sit Tight”, and “Captain
Thunder”, Vitaphone specials
which have been in production
since June, have just been com-
pleted at Warner Bros. Hollywood
studios.

“Sit Tight”, which is the sec-
ond Winnie Lightner-Joe E.
Brown starring vehicle has a
large cast of featured players, in-
cluding Claudia Dell, Paul Gre-
gory, Lotti Loder and Hobart
Bosworth. Lloyd Bacon directed
the production, which was adapted
from an original story by Rex
Taylor.

“Captain Thunder” is adapted
from an original story by Hal
Davitt and Pierre Couderc and di-

rected by Alan Crosland. Fay
Wray and Victor Varconi have
been entrusted with the leading
roles, while the supporting cast
includes Natalie Moorhead,
Charles Judels, Robert Ellio.tt,

Bert Roach, Frank Campeau,
Robert Edeson, John St. Polls and
Robert Emmett Keane.

SECOND “FLORADORA”
LEGAL CLAIM FILED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
Federal Court here had no sooner
dismissed a $1,000,000 copyright
suit against “The Floradora Girl”
interests, than another was filed.

The second suit has Jesse G. Boyd-
sten as plaintiff asking $850,000
damages, claiming, according to
his complaint, he controls sole
right and title to “Floradora” and
the “Sextette”.

“TOM SAWYER” STARTS
CRANKING ON COAST

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Para-
mount has started actual produc-
tion work on “Tom Sawyer”, with
Jackie Coogan in the title role.
John Cromwell is directing, with
Mitzi Green, Junior Durkin, Clara
Blandick, Mary Jane Irving, Tully
Marshall and Guy Oliver in sup-
porting roles.

FORTV EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

iMu)(J/orkj

Resident emd Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR

**King of Jazz^^ Suit Settled
^ (Continued from page 1)
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SEEK DOG FOR PART IN

TOMMY CLIFFORD’S FILM

Animals are having their day

in talking pictures. Fox is now

looking for a dog to be featured

with little Tommy Clifford, 11-

year-old-Dublin boy, in “The

Shepperd Newfounder.” Boy and
dog are, according to the original

story, inseparaole, and since

Tommy’s role is one of the most
important in the production, the

dog will get a good break as to

screen prominence.

BROMFIELD, HOWARD
FINISH “LILLI” SCRIPT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Louis
Bromfield and Sidney Howard
have put the finishing touches to

Evelyn Laye’s Goldwyn story,

“Lilli”, and are preparing to leave
for New York and thence to

Europe.

“HOLIDAY” OPENS
COAST PREMIERE

TONIGHT IN L.A.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—^“Holiday”, Pathe’s spe-

cial, starring Ann Harding,
wiil have its West Coast
premiere tonight at the
Carthay Circle Theatre, be-
tween Los Angcies and
•Santa Monica beach.

It will be in the nature
of a celebration as today is

Miss Harding’s birthday.
E. H. Griffith is expected
here from the East by the
air route.

DIRECTOR SEES ROLE
OF COLOR ENHANCED

JULIETTE OOMPTOM
SIGNS FOR “MOROCCO”

Juliette Comptom, ex-Follies

girl, has signed lor a featured

role in Paramount’s “Morocco”,
starring Gary Cooper and Merlene
Dietrich, with Ruth Chatterton

and Clive Brook in support.

CLARK GABLE SIGNED
FOR “PAINTED DESERT”

Because of his good work as

“Killer Mears” in “The Last
Mile” on the stage, Clark Gable
has been signed by Pathe for a

heavy role in “The Painted
Desert”, starring William Boyd.

“LONE WOLF” PLAYERS

FIELDS AND RODGERS
BOUND FOR NEW YORK

Herbert Fields and Richard

Rodgers, co-authors with Lorenz

Hart of “The Hot Heiress,” a

forthcoming First National and

Vitaphone screen play with music,

are now en route to New York

from California and will arriYeJo-
morrow. 33'

The third member of the -trio

of show-writers, Lorenz Hart, left

Hollywood yesterday. Rodgers
and Hart will shortly sail for

London, where they wiil do a new
revue, “Evergreen.f for Charles
B. Cochran at the Adelphi The-
atre. Fields will remain in New
York, where he has a new produc-
tion pending.

CRIPPLED CHILDREN -

TO SEE COOK FILM
Columbia has added Otto Matie-

son and Lucien Prival to the cast

of “Last of the Lone Wolf”, under
the direction of Richard Boleslav-

sky. Patsy Ruth Miller has the

feminine lead.

Three U. A. Specials Due
On Broadway This Month

Within the next three weeks
three United Artists productions
will open on Broadway, two ot

them at $2 top.

“Eyes of the World”, a Henry
King production, adapted from
Harold Bell Wright’s story, with
Nance O’Neill, Una Merkel and
John Holland in the cast, goes in-

to the Rivoli, Aug. 14, at regular
prices.

“Hell’s Angels”, Howard Hughes
air story, goes into the Criterion
and Gaiety, Aug. 15.

“Abraham Lincoln”, D. W. Grif-

fith special, with Walter Huston
in the title role, goes into the
Central, Aug. 25. Both of the last
named will show at $2 top.

CUMMINGS BORROWED
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Irv-

ing Cummings has been borrowed
from Fox by Goldwyn to direct
Ronald Colman’s next.

NAT CARR DOES THIRD
PATHE COMEDY ROLE

Nat Carr is seen in his third

comedy role for Pathe in “Traffic

Tangle”, a two-reeler, directed by
Fred Guiol .

“LOOKIN’ FOR TROUBLE”
NEXT GLEASON PATHE

James Gleason’s next work for

Pathe will be “Lookin’ For
Trouble”. Gleason is under con-
tract to Pathe to write and act.

SEDGWICK RE-SIGNED

Edward Sedgwick’s contract
with M-G-M has been renewed for

a long term. Sedgwick is one of

the veterans of M-G-M’s comedy
directors.

B. F. Zeidman Resigns as

Para, Associate Producer
B. F. Zeidman, for three years

an associate producer on the staff

of B. P. Schulberg, general man-
ager of West Coast production for
Paramount, has resigned his posi-
tion at the expiration of his con-
tract because of other affiliations
which he will shortly announce.
The resignation, which has been
accepted, will take effect on the
completion of the current Jack
Oakie navy picture, as yet untitl-
ed, and the new Leon Errol

comedy, “Social Errors”, on both
of which Zeidman is acting as as-

sociate producer.
Zeidman’s three years with

Paramount have been marked by
a number of successes. Among
these have been Clara Bow’s “The
Fleet’s In” and “Dangerous
Curves”, “The Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu”, “The Benson Murder
Case” with William Powell and
“The Social Lion”, starring Jack
Oakie.

Following the opening today of

Joe Cook’s “Rain or Shine” at the
Globe, more than 600 crippled and
needy children of the city will be
guests of Police Commissioner
Mulrooney, at the showing.

Commissioner Mulrooney will,

starting tomorrow, draft several
municipal buses Into service and
transport a contingent each day
to the theatre. It is estimated
that the children can be accommo-
dated over a week of the run of
(’olumbia’s special.

A bigger role for color on the
screen is visioned by Roy Mack
who has directed several Warner
shorts in Technicolor.

Mack contends that the modern
trend toward color not only ap-
plies to the screen but to the other
arts and business.

“Color gives the screen a more
powerful lever upon the emotions
of an audience,” he said.

M-G-M CLEARS STAGE
FOR ‘PASSION FLOWER’
“The Passion Flower”, adapted

from the Kathleen Norris novel,
soon will be placed in production
by M-G-M under direction of Wil-
liam DeMille. Lewis Stone and
Charles Bickford already have
been cast.

FIFI & VIC IN NEW
FOX PRODUCTION

Fifi Dorsay, French madcap, is

scheduled to play opposite Victor
McLaglen in “The Painted Wo-
man” when she returns to the Fox
lot. Fifi is now playing one of
the leads In “Three French Girls”
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

PIRANDELLO DUE HERE
Luigi Pirandello, Italian play-

wright, is expected to arrive in

New York this month, en route to
Hollywood where he will see four
of his comedies cranked out in
the studio.
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"A SHRIEKING RIB-TICKLER"
—Chicago Herald-Examiner

'"POSITIVELY MARVELOUS"
—Rob Reel, Chicago Eve. American

I

"AUDIENCE LIMP FROM LAUGHTER"
—Washington Star

"A SIDE-SPLITTING VEHICLE"
—Washington Post

"A KNOCKOUT OF FUN"
I

—Washington Herald

I

"UNQUALIFIEDLY RECOMMENDED"
—Washington Times

A
FRANK
CAPRA
Production

OPENS AT THE GLOBE,
NEW YORK -TONIGHT!
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Take Censorship
By the Horns

!

By

weather is still hot and it

may not be the season to con'

template the menace of censorship,

but as those who favor censor'

ship work in hot weather and cold

the industry must needs do like'

wise and we are moved to a sug'

gestion which we throw in the

lap of the industry for discussion.
* * Ml

%V rHY shouldn’t the industry

carefully prepare a nation'

wide screen campaign which
would acquaint the public every'

where with the real reasons why
censorship of motion pictures is

wrong? We are aware of the old

arguments about letting sleeping

dogs lie and we realizje that the

policy of the industry for many
years has been defensive rather

than offensive. As a result, we
have censorship in enough states

to seriously interfere with the
general progress of the business
and as there is a strong case

against censorship which needs
only proper presentation to make
it convincing, it seems to us that
the industry might well set about
to clear up the error of the censor'
ship idea once and for all.

/CENSORSHIP grew up because^ people looking at pictures and
occasionally seeing some that were
not morally good, figured that

something must be done about it.

The short cut method was censor'

ship because they were no more
willing to wait for the proper utih

itiation of the police power than
a lynching mob is willing to wait
on the proper legal course of the

execution of a murderer. Censor'
ship is as evil as lynching and it

has something in common with the

lynch'law because the judgment is

RKO OPERATION OF B-P HOUSES
IN JERSEY BEGINS ON MONDAY

(Continued on page 2)

“BIG TRAIL ” TO GET

COAST PREMME IN

HOLLYWOOD IN SEPT.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Raoul
Walsh’s epic of Oregon trail days
of the old west, “The Big Trail”,

a Fox special, will be given its

West Coast premiere at the
Chinese Theatre on Hollywood
boulevard, on or about Sept. 1.

“The Big Trail” is distinguish-
ed among epic screen stories to
be shot entirely out-of-doors. Not
a single interior set is used.

Walsh is now putting the
finishing touches to the produc-
tion, having shot exteriors in

(Continued on page 3)

FRED KERR HERE
Fred Kerr, dean of English

character players, arrived on the
Mauretania yesterday.
Following his success as Lord

Melrose in “Raffles,” Samuel
Goldwyn engaged Kerr to ic,on-

tinue his association with Ronald
Colman to the newest Colman pic-
ture, based on an original screen
play by Lonsdale.
Kerr scored one of his biggest

hits in Lonsdale’s “The High
Road,” both on the stage and
screen.
He will leave for Hollywood

within a few days.

A SMASH HIT!

Hot or cold, snow or
sleet, fair or cloudy, “rain
or shine”, Columbia’s big
circus comedy, with Joe
Cooke will pack them in.

The audience at the pre-
miere at the Globe last
night all but rolled in the
aisles so great was their
laughter and enjoyment of
this sure fire hit, wliich
Frank Capra so abely di-

rected. At the conclusion
of the picture Cooke, in the
audience, received a per-
sonal ovation unique in the
annals of Jiew York film
premieres, so delighted
were the customers with
the picture. L. M.

Sound Installation Com-
pleted by RCA—Thea-

tres Equipped with New
Refrigeration Machinery

On Monday, Radio-Keith-Orphe-

um officially takes over the Brat-

ter-Pollak Theatres in New Jersey

and begins to operate them as

RKO Theatres. This group in-

cludes the RKO Rahway and Em-
pire Theatres, Rahway; the RKO
Rex, Irvington; the RKO Lin-
coln, Arlington; the RKO Ritz,
Lyndhurst. Beginning on that
date the programmes will be
booked by Jules Levy, general
manager of the RKO Film Book-
ing Exchange.

RCA Photophone Equipment

(Continued on page 2)

“LOCAL” SOUND NEWSREEL

PLANNED BY DETROIT TIMES

MAXWELL SHANE ILL

Maxwell Shane, former free-

lance publicity man in Hollywood
circles, reported for duty on Gabe
Yorke’s staff at Fox Theatres on
Monday. Tuesday he suffered an
attack of tonsilitis.

Paramount Steps Up Work
To Meet Demand for Shorts
Paramount’s studio in Astoria is

buzzing with renewed short sub-

jects production activity.

Determined to meet every re-

quirement of exhibitors for varied

programs, officials have set sche-

dule which calls for 40 short sub-
jects before November 1.

Larry Kent, in charge of the
short subjects work, has set every

(Continued on page 3)

LEVINE JDINS TIFFANY
AS CASTING DIRECTOR

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Abe
Levine has severed his connec-
tions with the Guy Coburn Agency
and accepted a position as cast-
ing director of the Tiffany Stu-
dios in Hollywood, according to

an announcement made by Phil
Goldstone, chief studio executive
for Tiffany.

DETROIT, Mich., August 7.—
The Detroit Times, The Hearst
paper here which for the past
year has been showing, locally,

“Times Topics,” a weekly news-
reel made by Metropolitan Motion
Pictures of this city, is entering
the field early next month with
the first local sound newsreel in
the country. Maurice J. Caplan,
head of the Metropolitan Motion

(Continued on page 3)

RADIO ATTRACTIONS
IN LARDER QUARTERS

Due to the increase in business
and the production of many new
programs it has been necessary
for Radio Attractions, Inc., of 723
Seventh Avenue, New York City to

move from the sixth floor of the
Powers Building to the eleventh
floor. The increase in floor space
gives adequate space to the in-

creased staff of the continuity de-
partment, and adds greatly to the
shipping facilities.

All Others Will Trail-Jlie BIG TRAIL
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MAIN MREET
Ay

Dick Anderson, Universal Talk-

ing Reporters’ wizard sales chief,

is back from a trip through the

Middle West * * * a 1 Ziinbalist,

of Warners’ advertising depart-

ment, is pinch-hitting for George
Harvey, on vacation * * * Bert

Adler, one of the old guard, has

his name on the door and every-

thing at Fox’s new home on 56th

street * * * Bert keeps us in-

formed on Fanehon and Marco do-

ings * * * Roger Ferri who used

to gather items for the old Trade
Review, is one of Gabe lorke’s best

exploitation experts * Hy
Daabs’ staff of publicity and idea

men, became so energetic with
their elbows that Frank O’Geron,
assistant treasurer of RKO, push-
ed two partitions out to give them
more room to create ideas * * *

George Jessel who jumps back and
forth from stage to screen, is due
at the Palace * * it’s a bit cooler,

thank you * * * what a break for

all these high-powered openings
due * * * remember when the old

armory in the Sixties was turned
into a studio for the filming of

“Salvation Nell” * * * and Pearl
White was doing hair-raisers at

the old Flushing studio * * * a
hill-billy from the Blue Ridge
mountains of Virginia heard about
“Dixiana” and thought she was
a sister of Old Dixie * * * Pathe
piilflicity staff has stepped out
with stationary of robin egg’s blue
and passionate cerise edging * * *

you just have to look at it
* * *

“Raffles,” the Ronald Colman
picture, opened at the Tivoli The-
atre in London on Monday,
August 4, and not only on that

day but subsequently, it has shat-

tered every record of that the-

atre, according to cables received
at the New York offices of United
Artists. To give some idea of its

performance, the production top-

ped the record business of “Bull-
dog Drummond” by more than 30

per cent.

It is set for a long run, the

wires state, and London looks for
it to exceed the five months’ run
of “Bulldog Drummond”,—an un-
precedented performance in a
city where a two weeks run is

unusual.

EDWINA SIGNED

Edwina Booth, a member of
M-Gr-M’s troop that went into Af-
rica for “Trader Horn”, has been
placed under contract.

Warner Bros. Fre. 48% 48%
Fox P’ilm “A” 45 45% — %
Loew’s Inc 69J4 69% — %
Loew’s Inc. Pre..-..105 105 —

1

Radio K-A-0 31% 31% — '/i

Pathe Exchange ... 4 4 —
Pathe “A” 9 9 — Va

Con. F. Ind 19 19 — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 20% 20%

Curb Market

Fox Theatre “A”... 9 9 — %
Nat. Screen 30% 31

TAKE CENSORSHIP BY THE HORNS!
(Continued from page 1)

given into the hands of the wrong
people.

« « *

AS WE have had occasion to

say before, censorship as an

institution is not a panacea. It

does not cure, and because it in-

vades the rights and liberties of

the people, is a greater evil than

the thing it sets out to correct.

The industry has constructively

worked on the betterment of mo-

tion pictures and is engaged now,

more than ever, on this program

of improvement and of the raising

of standards. The progress made
has been tremendous and only the

unthinking or the uninformed can

assert to the contrary.
« « *

"VT^ET this is, of necessity a slow

process even though it is the

right process. The reformers are

not willing to wait for this growth

and betterment and censorship is

being agitated in states and in the

federal capital. Through the va-

garies of the lawmakers it is con-

ceivable that we shall have more
censorship before we have less.

and a policy of watchful waiting

certainly is not to be recom-

mended.
4t « «

The industry should move de-

finitely, sanely and effectively

with the general public on a pro-

gram wiping out censorship and
demonstrating to the minds of the

public, for this generation at least,

that it is an evil that should be

banished and destroyed in the in-

terest of human liberty.
*

^T^HE industry is in full accord

with all persons who desire

film betterment and decency and is

against pictures that are guilty of

moral offenses, but it is today and
every day the victim of stupid and
expensive interference by persons

as narrow as a knife blade and as

shallow as a saucer.
• • •

^ I ''HE weather is hot, but is it

too hot to give serious con-

sideration to the growth of an

evil which will further handicap

and which unhindered will ulti-

mately destroy the very business

from which we derive our living?

Educational Has Seven

Of 1930'31 Series Ready

THREE ADDED TO CAST
“CHILDREN OF DREAMS’’

Charles Winniger, Milton Doug-
las and Angelo Bruno have been
added to the cast of “Children of

Dreams”, the second Romberg-
Hammerstein romance written for
the screen, according to announce-
ment from J. L. Warner, vice-

president in charge of production.
Margaret Schilling heads the cast
of this production.

LINCOLN CHARACTER
IN “DARK STAR’’ ROLE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Frank
McGlynn, remembered for his role
as Abraham Lincoln in Drink-
water’s stage play, has been sign-
ed by M-G-M for a role in “Dark
Star” now being directed by
George Hill.

YOUNG WARNER PLAYER
GIVEN NEW NAME

Marilyn Morgan, youthful War-
ner Bros, player who is being
groomed for stardom, will be
known hereafter as Marian Marsh.

RKO OPERATION OF
B.-P. HOUSES MONDAY

(Continued from page 1)

has been installed in these houses
since RKO secured them and the
cooling systems which have been
placed in each house will be ready
for operation on Monday.

The first seven subjects on
Educational’s 1930-31 program
have been completed and are
ready for September release. Edu-
cational, Metropolitan and the
Mack Sennett studios in Holly-
wood are entertaining full pro-
duction schedule.

Ushering in the new season, as
well as introducing the new
Vanity Talking Comedies, is “The
Freshman’s Goat”, scheduled for

release September 7, introducing
a young screen actress, Marian
Shockley. Miss Shockley is co-
featured with Ray Cooke. Nat
Ross directed.
On the same day, “French

Fried,” a new Terry-Toon, and
“A Flying Trip”, the first in the
new series of Lyman H. Howe’s
Hodge-Podge, will be released.
The second week in September,

Johnny Hines will make his bow

in his first talking comedy for
Educational, in “Johnny’s Week-
End,” directed by William Wat-
son.

“His Error,” the first new Mer-
maid, also will be released on
September 14. T. Roy Barnes and
Monty Collins are co-featured,
with Virginia Sale, sister of Chic,
and Greta Grandstedt in the lead-
ing feminine roles. Stephen Rob-
erts directed.

“Si, Sd, Senor!” oo-featuring
Tom Patricola and Joe Phillips,
will introduce the new Ideal
series on September 21.

The first of the new series of
Mack Sennett Brevities, as yet un-
titled, is scheduled for the last
week in September.
September also will see the

wind-up of releases of Mack Sen-

BIQ CHIEF INJUN
SIGNS AS EXTRA

FOR “CIMARRON”

Big Chief Bacon Rind, of
the oil-soaked Osage tribe,
and “Big Chief’ LeBaron,
of RKO productions, got
together over long distance
this week on the matter of
drafting Bacon Rind as an
extra for “Cimarron”.
Bacon Rind signed on the

dotted line by way of the
telephone for five bucks
per day.

Jus,t how many millions
the Big Chief is worth in
oil royalties, RKO’s press
agent didn’t make clear.

(Continued on page 3)
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PATHE UUNCHES NEW

CAMPUS COMEDY LINE

With the release of “Two Plus

Fours,” on the Pathe Short sub-

ject program for August 10, Pathe

inaugurates a new series of

Campus Comedies.

Other subjects released on this

program are Pathe News No. 68

and No. 69, Pathe Audio Review
No. 33, Pathe Review No. 33,

“Chasing Rainbows,” a Grantland

Rice Sound Sportlight; “Love
That Kills,” a Vagabond Adven-
ture picture; Pathe Disc News No.

67 and Pathe Disc Review No. 33.

PARAMOUHT RELEASES
BLUE BOOK ON SHORTS

Paramount-Publix recently be-

gan distributing among exhibitors

a specially prepared handbook of

short subjects. It is the work of

Russell Holman, advertising man-
ager, of the loose leaf va^riety

and bound in flexible leather. It

is titled “The Blue Book of

Shorts”.

ZIEGFELO HEARS EAST

Florenz Ziegfeld is due back in

New York about next Wednesday.
He left the Goldwyn studios in

Hollywood last Tuesday evening,

where he has been assisting

Samuel Goldwyn in the production
of their first joint cinema musi-
cal comedy, “Whoopee”.

Both Eddie Cantor and Ziegfeld

will be on hand for the world
premiere of the first Goldwyn-
Ziegfeld picture, which will prob-
ably take place at the Rialto early

in September.

EDUCATIONAL HAS 7

OF 1930-31 READY

(Continued from page 2)

nett’s current program of thirty

talking comedies. “Average Hus-
band,” featuring Natalie Moor-
head, Andy Clyde, Pat O’Malley
and Albert Conti, will be releas-

ed Sept. 9. “Vacation Loves,” the
concluding subject in Sennett’s
initial series of talking comedies,
features Andy Clyde and Betty
Boyd, will be released Sept. 28.

“Grandma’s Girl,” whose re-
lease date has not yet been set,

will be the first in the new series
of Mack Sennett Talking Come-
dies. Featured are Andy Clyde,
Daphne Pollard, and Margie
“Babe” Kane.

Production is under way on the
first Lloyd Hamilton talking
comedy on the new schedule.

Another series under way is the
Tuxedo, featuring Charlotte
Greenwood.

‘BIG TRAIL’ TO OPEN
IN SEPT. IN HOLLYWOOD

(Continued from page 1)

eight different states—Arizona,
Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, Montana,
California, Colorado and Missouri.
The company now is at the Grand
Canyon. The picture has been in
production three months.

“EYES OF WORLD”
PEDIGREE LISTED

TO PIN IN HAT

Complete pedigree of

United Artists’ Henry King
special, “Eyes of the
World”, opening at the
Eivoli, Ang. 14, foUows:
Directed by Henry King.
Produced by Inspiration

Pictures.
Cast includes Una Mer-

key, John Holland, Jiance
O’jVeill, Fern Andra, Hugh
Huntley, Clarke Silvernail,

Frederic Burt, Eulalia Jen-
sen and Brandon Hurst.
Adapted from Harold Bell

Wright’s novel of the same
name, by Clarke Silvernail
and Brewster Morse.
Photographed by Ray

June.
Locale, California moun-

tain regions.

RADIO SIGNS TO SHOW PRODUCT

OVER F. P. CANADIAN CIRCUIT

COLUMBIA COMPLETES
CAST FOR “SQUEALER’’

With the signing of Louis Nath-
eaux, Eddie Kane and Eddie
Sturgis, Columbia has completed
the cast for “The Squealer”, un-
der the direction of Harry J.

Brown, Jack Holt and Dorothy
Revier head the cast.

QUARTETTE FEATURES
AUDIO REVIEW ITEM

Pathe, Audio Review Quartette
makes its latest appearance in a
natural color process sequence.
“Love’s Old Sweet Song” is fea-
tured.

Sono Art Launches ^Reno*

With Five Ad Tie-Up Deals

Radio Pictures 1930-31 product
will show over the Famous Flay-
ers Canadian Circuit according to

a contract signed yesterday be-
tween officials of the contracting
parties. Charles Rosenzweig, gen-
eral sales manager tor Radio
Pictures, advised of the deal.

Those consummating the deal
were

:

Rosenzweig and Percy Taylor,
acting for Radio; Arthur Cohen,
managing director of Famous
Players Canadian Corporation,
Ltd., for that company.

UNIVERSAL GETS
MEXICAN ACTRESS

Universal has signed Lupita
Tovar, petite Mexican actress, who
recently won a beauty contest in

the Republic south of the Rio
Grande, to a five-year contract.

She now is engaged in interpret-
ing a supportijig role in the Spa-
nish version of “The Cat Creeps”.

“Reno”, marking the return of

Ruth Roland to the screen, after

a prolonged absence, has been
completed and is ready for re-

lease.

Sono Art-World Wide officials

announced yesterday the feature
will be ready for exhibitors the
last of this month.

Capitalizing the nation-wide
reputation of Reno as the seat
of settlement for marital differ-

ences, Sono Art has arranged for

five distinct and separate co-op-
erative national advertising cam-
paigns, with tie-ups including
five nationally known business
houses.
“Reno” is the screen version of

Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr. s’, novel,
written around the Nevada City

wheel in motion to carry out this

demand.

To carry out its complete short
subjects program for the new sea-
son going into 1931 Paramount has
established three general divisions

of its one-reel subjects. There will

be 104 in all, comedies, novelties
and personalities. Twenty-six two-
reelers, called for under the sche-
dule, fall into the comedy class.

Believing that well-known
names are a part of the quality
element in making these short
subjects, headliners in all depart-
ments of the entertainment field

are being starred.

In the personality group are;
Ginger Rogers, Lillian Roth, Mar-
ion Harris, Frances Williams, Lee
Morse, Armida, Ethel Merman and
A1 Siegal. Others will be an-
nounced later.

The novelty division ranges from
the Havana Casino Orchestra to
“Big Rosie”, sacred white ele-
phant. Other recent performers in
this group are the comedy team
of Willie, West and McGinty.
Three Swifts, Miss Juliette and
Harry Hirschfleld. There will be

and its association with society
as represented by numerous pub-
lic characters who have won di-

vorces in its courts.

PLAYERS CAST

Columbia’s “Shadow Ranch”
cast has been augmented by the
signing of Ernie Adams, Slim
Whitaker and Robert B. MacKen-
zie.

“PENNY” SIGNED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Ann
Pennington has been booked by
Fanchon and Marco for Pacific

Coast engagements.

the screen songs, the talkartoons,
and a series of pictorials.

Stage, vaudeville comedians and
personalities have been drafted
for the one and two-reel come-
dies. Among these are Tom How-
ard, Lulu McConnell, Solly Ward,
Puck and White, Lynn Overman,
Willie and Eugene Howard,
Johnny Burke, Burns and Allen
and Jack Benny, Charlie Ruggles,
Victor Moore, George Jessel,
Smith and Dale, Johnny Weis-
muller and Stubby Kruger,
Johnny Burke and Billy House.
An innovation in shorts will be

introduced with the filming of sev-
eral radio features of the Colum-
bia Broadcasting System, Wee
Willie Robyn, radio artist, Dr.
Sigmund Spaeth, musical authori-
ty, Alice Bohlden and Segar Ellis
will contribute one-reelers.
The directors filming the short

subjects are: Howard Bretherton,
Morton Blumenstock, Roy Cozine,
Georgia Hale, Albert Parker and
Norman Taurog. Among the
writers who are furnishing ma-
terial for the shorts are Paul
Gerard Smith and Ruby and Kal-
mar. Walton Butterfield and
Rube Welch are the scenarists.

“MONTE OARLO” GIVEN
HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

HOLLLWOOD BUREAU.—Para-
mount’s “Monte Carlo”, directed
by Ernst Lubitsch, following its

preview here seems to have rung
the bell. Postcards passed out
during the showing asking for in-

dividual opinion, developed unani-
mous high praise, it was said.

‘LOCAL’ SOUND NEWS
PLANNED IN DETROIT
(Continued from page 1)

Picture Company, has purchased
portable RCA recording equip-
ment which will be used in mak-
ing the reel.

Harry Hillier and George Jar-
rett. Metropolitan staff camera-
men, are now in New York study-
ing the RCA recording system.

Metropolitan will use the same
equipment in making education-
al and industrial pictures in this
territory.

DOC HOWE LEAVES
Doc Howe, Fanchon and Marco’s

chief booker, is en route to the
Coast, planning stops at all princi-
pal cities.

AD-VANCE-AD

“Your TRAILERS are cer-
tainly wortli tlie money. We
don’t know what Ave AvouJd do i

without them.”

Elk Theatres,
Worland, Wyo.

I

Paramount Steps Up Work
(Continued from page 1) •<>
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Good Pix—Good Biz
Proving that neither heat nor

midget golf can block the path
to a house showing a strong
attraction, the Roxy in New
York has drawn sufficient

crowds so far with “Common
Clay” to warrant holding the
picture a second week. Same
film is being held over by
Balaban & Katz in Chicago at

the Roosevelt, where receipts
for “Common Clay” are re-

ported greater than any since
last May.

FILM DAILY
August 6, 1930

BIGGEST BUSINESS
in 14 weeks at

rSsuits in holdover for 2nd week

iPUBLIC PAYS PUBLIX
despite Chicaga heat

and rushes to

ROO S EVE LT T H EATR

E

for 2nd big week

J

And in BUFFALO (Great Lakes Theatre)

and Syracuse (Loew’s State) they’re

rushing to see ^^The best heart talkie

of the year.^^
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Shaw Surrenders

!

Will the Public?
By

-ZX

The last barricade has been

stormed, the final trench has

been captured! George Bernard

Shaw, the cleverest financial mind

in Britain, has surrendered to the

soundies! Mr. Shaw has reluc'

tantly peddled a play he penned

24 years ago and as his other

plays get ripe he will part with

them also for heavy gold.
» «

NOW that Shaw has endorsed

the talkies and asserted “the

poor old theatre is done for” there

is nothing to interfere with the

progress of the great sound enter'

prise. Chanticleer has crowed

and the sun may rise without

hindrance or embarrassment.

ONE thing and one thing only

remains—'Shaw has accepted

the soundies but will the mass

(Continued on page 2)

MODERN DRESS STORY

FOR FAIRBANKS NEXT

Douglas Fairbanks, it is oflaci-

ally announced by United Artists,

in his next all-talking picture,

“Reaching for the Moon”, will ap-
pear for the first time in some
years in the modern dress. The
story is from the pen of William
Anthony McGuire. “Reaching for
the Moon” is also Irving Berlin’s
first film production.

MARCUS ARRIVES
FOR CONFERENCES

Lee Marcus and William
LeBaron are due in New
York today from the coast
for a series of conferences
with local Radio executives
over production and sales
policies.

RASKOB NOT TO BE ON BOARD
OF WARNERS, EXECUTIVE SAYS

COOLED THEATRES

GIVEN OKAY BY

HEALTH BUREAU
Department of Health officials

rendered a report over the week-
end certifying to the “excellent

and intelligent operation of cool-

ing devices in theatres.”

The investigation was started

following a number of complaints
regarding what was said to be an
excessive cold in the artificially

cooled theatres. A check showed
that the theatres maintained tem-
peratures of 75 degrees or higher,

with one theatre maintaining 71

degrees.

NO N. Y. HONEYMOON
FOR MISS DEL RIO

United Artists announced Satur-

day that it has no information to

the effect that Dolores Del Rio
and Cedric Gibbons are honey-
mooning in New York or intend
to. They did not fiy east after

their marriage in California, they
are not expected by train, and
their respective assignments will

call for their early return to their
studios.

DOWNTOWN MOVIES
GET HEAT DODGERS

In the heart of the finan-
cial district and a stone’s
throw from the canyons of

Wall StreeL the managers
of two movie houses report
that many downtowners
drop in right after lunch
to “cool off” and “see the
newsreels and comic
fables”.
They seldom stay the en-

tire show, tile managers re-

poi^ and give every indi-

cation of welcoming the re-
frigerated atmosphere.

“Tile heat” they report,
“instead of retarding busi-
ness, makes business.”

tCarlisIe, Company Comp-
troller, also Explains

Reason for Passing
Common Dividend —
100 Employes Let Out

JAOK PICKFORD PLANS
3RD MARRIAGE VENTURE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. —Jack
Pickford has announced his in-

tentions of entering upon his
third marriage venture. His first

was Olive Thomas, his second
Marilyn Miller. Mary Mulhern, a
show girl, will be his next. Pick-
ford and Miss Mulhern filed notice
this week in Salinas, Calif., of
their intention to wed.

PLAN INDOOR GOLF CIRCOIT

FOR FOX WESTGO THEATRES
Under the direction of Harold

B. Franklin, president of Fox
West Coast Theatres, the De Luxe
Theatre on Alvarado street, Los
Angeles, has been converted into
an interior miniature golf course.

It is Franklin’s plan to use this

eighteen hole course as an experi-
mental venture. In the event of

its success, the same procedure
will be worked with different
houses over the entire circuit.

(Continued on page 2)

M-G-M DECLARES
PREFERRED DIVIDEND

The Board of Directors of

M-G-M have declared a quarterly
dividend of 1% per cent per share
on the Preferred Stock of this
company, payable on the 15th day
of September, 1930, to stockhold-
ers of record at the close of busi-
ness on the 30th day of August,
1930.

Commenting on the passing of

the common dividend by the Board
of Directors of Warners, last week,
Samuel Carlisle, comlptroller of
the company, said:

“The company is in good finan-

cial shape and I do not think
we are over-expanded. The divi-

dend was passed to conserve cash
in the treasury which might be
needed for future production and
expansion.

“It is true that earnings may
be expected to be low in the pres-

(Continued on page 3)

CANTOR COMING FOR

RKO’S GREATER SEASON

Eddie Cantor has wired his ac-
ceptance of a special engagement
at the RKO’s Palace Theatre in

September as a part of the special
festivities being arranged to in-

augurate the new season in RKO
theatres. Simultaneous with this
celebration many new theatres
from coast to coast will be added
to the Radio - Keith - Orpheum
chain of playhouses and eighty-
four theatres will be presenting
RKO vaudeville-variety stage
shows. The engagement was made
through Max Gordon.

W.E. EMERGENCY
CALLS REDUCED

J. S. Ward, service man-
ager, announces that the
number of emergency calls

to Western Electric equip-
ped theatres during the
last eiglit weeks, has been
reduced to five percent of
the number of routine calls.

Previously the figure had
been about 21 percent.

The Picture of theCentury—JhB BIG TRAIL
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MAIN STREET

Roger rerri, demon exploitation

man, is not on Gabe York’s effici-

ent staff, Joel Swensen, of Fox

theatres corrects. Roger’s is still

editor of The Dynamo, and ex-

ploitation man for “The Big Trail”

with headquarters on the West

Coast as Westco’s ad and pub-

licity manager * * * ^e beg your

pardon, Messrs. Swensen and Ferri

* * * Gabe has lost a good man
by that correction * * * thorough-

bred horses are so unusual as

side lines for movie folk that

Main Street feels duty bound to

record that E. T. Darling, Dar-

mour-RKO story chief, has pur-

chased several of ’em * * the

high-hat Agua Caliente track is

his objective to break the pari-

mutuel machines * * * Gordon
wishes him luck and reminds of

that old blurb, “fast women and
slow horses’’ * * * Ursula Parrott

who knocked book worms dead

with her “Ex-Wife” has taken a

typewriter with the staff of D. A.

Doran, Jr,, at Paramount’s Long
Island studio • she will do
an original for someone or other
* * * Harry Novak, Publix branch
manager at Cristobal, Canal Zone,

is looking over the Big Stem * *

who in h—1 said it was getting

cooler * * * the flight from Egypt
never had anything on the rush of

fillum execs from Broadway offices

Friday eve. * •

ANDERSON BACK FROM

ADDS TO PRINTS ON

TRIP,

‘U’ NEWS

24 “NAMES” IN CAST

OF “UP THE RIVER”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Fox
Films has rounded up twenty-two

Back from a trip to a large

number of key cities, Dick Ander-
son, distribution manager of the

Universal Newspaper Talking
Newsreel, announced Saturday
that more prints are being added
to take care of the greatly in-

creased business on the U News-
reel.

The print buy will be still fur-

ther increased in the Fall, Ander-
son added, to take care of con-
tracts already in hand and sched-
uled to start at that time.
Everywhere he went, Anderson

found that the McNamee reel was
tremendously popular with the
public. He pointed to the ex-
perience of the Colony Theatre,
Chicago, as typical.

“Harry F. Beaumont, president
of the Beaumont Corp. which op-
erates this theatre, told me that
he keeps a careful check of all

telephone calls which come to the
house in reference to attractions
now playing”, said Anderson. “It

is no uncommon occurrence for

the Colony to receive as high as
15 calls in a day asking if the
McNamee News was being shown.
“But Beaumont told me the cli-

max came on a recent Sunday
when the theatre had 31 calls

about the News as against 8 ask-
ing what the feature was.”
After conferring with Phil Reis-

man, newly appointed general
sales manager of Universal, An-
derson will resume his tour of ex-
changes and key cities, which will
take him all the way to the West
Coast.

5 PATHE DIRECTORS
PREPARING MATERIAL

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Five
comedy directors are busy on the

stories of pictures scheduled for

early shooting at the Pathe Cul-

ver City studios.

Monte Carter, director of Pathe
musical comedies, is on the final

draft for Guy Voyer’s original

story, “Her Hero”; Director Wal-
lace Fox on “Under the Cock-Eyed
Moon.” Fred Guiol in collabora-
tion with Charles Callahan is pre-
paring “Breakfast in Bed.” Hugh
Cummings is penning his next di-

rectorial venture. Frank Davis is

developing a burlesque of a war
theme.

FINISH WINCHELL SHORT
The Vitaphone Varieties comedy

starring Walter Winchell, the
Broadway columnist, has been
completed by Director Roy Mack,
at the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studios.
In the cast with Winchell are
Madge Evans, the feminine lead,i

Mona Moray, Margaret Wells,
Helen Dodge and Florence Auer
Wallace Sullivan wrote the script
for this film which shows the star
in his role of newspaperman. I

MCHUGH IN CAST
Frank McHugh has been cast for

a prominent role in First Nation-
al’s “The Man From the Sky”.

SHAW SURRENDERS! WILL THE PUBLIC?
(Continued from page 1)

featured players to support Claire

Luce and Spencer Tracy in “Up
the River”, to be directed by John
Ford from an original by Maurine
Watkins.

They are: John Marie Lawes,

Sharon Lynn, Noel Francis, Gay-
lord Pendleton, Joe Brown, Red
Corcoran, Althea Henly, Gus How-
ard, Louise Mackintosh, Johnnie
Walker, Harvey Clark, Wilbur
Mack, Pat Somerset, the Keating
Sisters, Robert O’Connor, Goodee
Montgomery, Robert Burns, George
MacFarlane, William Collier, Sr.,

Warren Hymer and Humphrey
Bogart.

ALL-STAR CAST SET
IN “PASSION FLOWER”
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — A

cast approaching the all-star va-
riety has been assembled for Wil-
liam DeMille’s next directorial

venture, “The Passion Flower”.
Kay Francis, Leila Hyams,
Charles Bickford, Lewis Stone,
Zazu Pitts and Bobby Dukes will
be seen in leading roles. It’s an
M-G-M.

“GENERAL” RETITLED
“THE VIRTUOUS SIN”

“The Virtuous Sin” is the title

chosen for Paramount’s “The
General,” by Lajos Zilahy, Hun-
garian author. Walter Huston is

playing the leading role, with Kay
Francis in support. George Cukor
and Louis Gasnier are co-direct-
ing.

public accept Shaw? In the field

of mental agilities he is a- King,

but in the great matter of broad

human appeal he will now be up
for testing and Shaw’s mass

greatness will either be demon-
strated or disproved.

• • •

AMES M. BARRIE has made

the grade where Shakespeare

took a nose dive. Will Shaw be

a champion in the entertainment

heavyweight class or will he have

to step aside for Amos and Andy
and continue in the paperweight

class of popularity?
# • •

A S FOR the sound screen, it

welcomes these ego boys with

the hope that they too may
please the customers. Every per-

sonality that clicks, every good

picture that pleases, is fine busi-

ness for the industry—all of it.

AGNEW SEEN IN FIRST
STRAIGHT PATHE ROLE

Robert Agnew will be seen in

his first straight Pathe Juvenile
role in “Hold the Baby”, a two-
reeler directed by Fred Guiol.

Phyllis Crane had the feminine
lead.

INDOOR GOLF FOR
FOX WESTCO CHAIN

(Continued from page 1) !

j

Particularly will this apply to!

dark houses and theatres that!

show too small a margin of profit..

The space of the average theatre

is ideally suited to the construc-
tion of an excellent course and
the usual box-office entrance
works in perfectly with the lay-

out.
The installation of ventilating

systems, in the event that a house
is not already equipped, will give

the courses a decided advantage
over their outdoor competitors.
In warm weather the coolness of

the indoor course will attract

players. Also the chill winds of

winter will be forgotten on the
greens of a Wox West Coast In-

door Course.
The same exploitation and pub-

licity policies that apply to the-

atres, will be used in connection
with the courses.

LEGIT ACTORS GIVE

TIME TO FILM WORK
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Mary

Huchinson and Rodney McLennan,
playing in the musical farce, “Oh
Judge,” at the Vine Street legit

house, have devoted some of off

time to work in Pathe comedies.

“BIG TRAIL” COMPANY
RETURNS TO HOLLYW’D
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— “The

Big Trail” unit is back in Holly-
wood after extended location
jaunts over several states. Raoul
Walsh is busy in the cutting room
supervising the editing and cut-
ting of the old west epic.

FOR SALK
MOTION PICTURK AND “STILL-
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURKS MADK TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITUATION WANTBD
YOUNG WOMAN, KXPBRIKNCBD,
competent, secretary-stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 26 West 43rd Street

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre; trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else In the
motion picture business an ad In
this dyjartment will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the services of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to
do, and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors dAiLY jfiBVIEW.
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ALL STAR CAST FOR

“BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT”

Universal has picked the all star

cast which will appear in “Boud-

oir Diplomat,” big new season

special on which Director Mal-

colm St. Clair will start the cam-

eras grinding tomorrow.

This is the array of talent

which will enact the roles in the

screen version of the famous
stage success by Rudolph Lothar
and Fritz Gottwald:

Betty Compson, as Helen; Ian
Keith, as The Marquis; Mary
Duncan, as Manuella; Jeanette
Loff, as Gretel, Lawrence Grant,
as The Ambassador; Lionel Bel-
more, as the War Minister; and
Andre Beranger, as Darvas.

GROUCHO DRAWS UP
“QUESTIONNAIRE”

Groucho Marx, possibly affect-

ed by the heat, has just drawn
up his own questionnaire, to

prove he is as bright as any
scientist. The public is actually
expected to answer them. Who-
ever sends in the nuttiest answers
will be given a pair of seats to

the opening of the latest Marx
Brothers’ picture, “Animal Crack-
ers,” at the Rialto Theatre on
August 21.

BILL BOYD KEPT BUSY
AT PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

William Boyd, four hours after

completing his featured part in

“The Spoilers”, with Gary Cooper,
entered the cast of Paramount’s
“Typhoon Bill,” a story of the
sea, starring George Bancroft. It’s

an original by William Slavens
McNutt and Grover Jones. Max
Marcin wrote the dialogue. Row-
land V. Lee is directing.

AUDIO REVIEW SHOOTS
NEW YORK SKYSCRAPER
Nicholas ”Cavaliere, pictorialist

of Pathe Audio Review, has shot
the gargoyles of Manhattan’s sky-
scrapers, as his latest, released as
“High and Wild”.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
(Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chickerlng 2729

‘SILVER HORDE’ THRILLS SHOT,

COMPANY RETURNS TO. STUDIO

DARM0UR=RK0 PLANT
FINISHED ON COAST

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—The new administration

building at the Damionr-
RKO plant is completed.

Tl»e cornerstone wiU be

laid soon, with formalities.

Frank Dexter, technical di-

rector, was in charge of

construction.

SAM HARDY TO MAKE
COMEDY SCENES HERE

Sam Hardy, who plays the role

of the prizefight manager in the

“Leather Pushers” stories, will

arrive in New York next week

for the purpose of being photo-

graphed in various situations and

places calling for exact New York

Atmosphere in several of the

“Leather Pushers” stories.

ent quarter, but one must con-

sider the effect of the heat wave
on theatre business, and the ef-

fect of the business depression.

“The results of several satis-

factory booking arrangements we
have recently made should show
in the period between September
and December.”
Speaking of the rumored merg-

ers and hint that John J. Raskob
might become chairman of the

board, Carlisle said:

“I have heard of no merger with
any other company, nor have I

heard that John J. Raskob was
to become chairman of the board.
If either report were true I think
I should have heard it.”

Raskob’s office informed the
press that the report of Raskob
becoming chairman was “un-
true”.

Many Employes Let Out
It was learned over the week-

end that in keeping with this an-
nounced retrenchment plan by
Warner officials, approximately
100 employes of the New York of-

fice, were taken from the payroll.

Virtually every department of the
executive branch was effected.

SINGER GIVEN ROLE
IN ED WYNNE FILM

Ethel Merman, singer, has been

assigned a role in Ed Wynn’s first

talking screen comedy, “Manhat-

tan Mary”, now being filmed at

Paramount’s New York studio.

Miss Merman with A1 Siegel re-

cently completed a one-reel sing-

ing short subject for Paramount.

PATHE COMEDY SHOWS
OLD-TIME CARNIVAL

“The Carnival Revue”, Pathe
comedy, contains all the time-

honored attractions of the travel-

ing carnival show. T. Roy Barnes
is featured. Wallace Fox directed.

MAGICIAN BOOKED
ON WARNER CIRCUIT

Judson Cole, magician-humorist,

has been signed for a brief War-

ner Brothers vaudeville tour.

The booking was made through a

special arrangement with Harold

Kemp, Warner Brothers booking

official. The magician will finish

out the summer season in vaude-

ville and either launch his magi-

cal project early in the fall or

later in the season if he joins

the cast of a forthcoming musi-
cal comedy. He recently return-

ed from the West. He opens for

the Warner Circuit the last week
in August.

VAN BEUREN RELEASES
A NEW VAGABOND FILM

“Venetian Nights” is the latest

release of Van Beuren’s Vagabond
Adventure Series. Tom Terriss,

who directed, visits the Rialto
Bridge, the Broadway of Venice.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Bring-
ing with them thousands of feet

of film depicting colorful scenes
never before photographed in

sound, 100 members of the cast
and technical staff making Rex
Beach’s “The Silver Horde” have
returned to Hollywood from
Alaska aboard a special train.

The party included Evelyn
Brent, Joel McCrea, Louis Wol-
heim, Raymond Hatton, Gevin
Goron and Ivan Linow, featured
players, and George Archalnbaud,
the director. The supporting cast
and staff totalled more than 100.

Exterior scenes of life in a fish-

ing center, as depicted in Beach’s
epic novel, and of salmon runs to
spawning grounds, were photo-
graphed at Ketchinkan and Lor-
in^, Alaska.

The RKO Radio Pictures’ troupe,
which made the trip north by
train and chartered ship made
Ketchikan their headquarters. A
fieet of seaplanes was used to
transport the players and tech-
nicians to and from locations out-
side of Ketchikan.

The largest salmon “runs” in
history were reported from the
Alaskan fisheries. Every phase of
the salmon migration was record-
ed. Underwater cameras were
used to photograph the fish as
they dashed into nets, traps and
over river falls.

Following their return to Hol-
lywood the troupe began filming
of interior scenes.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED

RASCOB NOT TO BE ON WARNER BOARD
(Continued from page 1) —

—

Checker Radio Programs
Set For Film Plugging

“TOP SPEED” TO OPEN
AT STRAND, AUG. 29

“Top Speed”, First National
and Vitaphone musical comedy
will open at the Strand, Friday,
Aug. 29.

BLACKWELL WINS PART
IN M-G-M FEATURE

William Blackwell, for his ser-
vices in Universal’s “All Quiet on
the Western Front”, has been
given an important role in
M-G-M’s “Dark Star.”

Checker Music Corporation, a
subsidiary of the Stanley Record-
ing Company of America, Inc., has
contracted with more than 100
radio stations for its 15-minute
recorded programs.

Negotiations are pending, offici-

als of the company announced
over the week-end, with the lead-
ing picture producing companies
to build 15-minute or half-hour
programs around current or fu-
ture releases . The Checker Com-
pany, in these short programs, ac-
centuates the pathos, comedy or
theme song of the feature.

A1 Shane, president of the com-
pany, supervises production.

^3.00 SINGLE UP
KOO DOUBLE UP

700 ROOMS
with Bath

CmCULATIKt
ICE WATER
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OLSEN and JOHNSON
America’s Funniest Clowns

* Irene Delroy, Charles King *

Lowell Sherman, Noah Beery

Fiistlofthe BO)fOFF

THREE FACES EAS

Two goofy gobs out for a good time in

Naples—with hilarious results! Ace fun-

makers in a comedy sensation

The Great Spy Drama of All Time

with

VITK
Dialogue by

Joseph Jackson

CONSTANCE BENNETT

ERIC VON STROHEIM
Directed by
Archie Mayo.

Cowiwg;JOHW BAR



FRANK FAY
James Gleason • Florence Eldridge

Lilyan Tashman • Beryl Mercer
Arthur Edmund Carewe

IUDE$HASHREa)RDS!

D&NailGflirEHIES’
Jazz Dromo/ Jazz Comedy,
with Appeqli For Everybody

with

GRANT WITHERS
SUE CAROL

Screen play by
Harvey Thew

Directed by
Michael Curtiz.

ouVe heard of Parisian love — ond Parisian

Divorce. Now learn about Parisian marriage from
a Frenchman who couldn’t do with less than two
wives at once! ^ith
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6,000TH W.E. INSTALLATION

MADE IN MARSEILLES, FRANCE
The 6,000th Western Electric in-

stallation was completed recently

at the Comoedia, Marseilles,

France.

Coincidentally the installation

denotes the expansion made in

Western Electirc installations

throughout the world. There are

1,400 in Europe alone.

A little more than a year ago

the first Western Electric installa-

tion was made in the Orient, at

the Hogakuza in Tokyo. Since

that time seven additional in-

stallations have been made in

Japan, 17 in China, eight in the

Phillipines, nine in the Dutch East
Indies, and four in the Straits

Settlements, bringing the total

number in the Orient up to 46.

In each case the expansion has
involved the organization and
maintenance of installation and
servicing staffs.

“MR. WU” IN SPANISH
GETS UNDER WAY

ROXY’S PRODUCTION
ASSISTANT SAILS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Pro-

duction started yesterday on the

Spanish version of “Mr. Wu”,
with Nick Grinde, American di-

rector born in Barcelona of

American parents, directing, and
Ernesto Vilches, Spanish stage

star who played the same role

in Spain, as Mr. Wu. Jose Crespo,

who recently scored in “Olympia,”
when it was produced as a Span-
ish film at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studios, and many other
Spanish players are in the cast.

The original play is by H. M. Ver-
non and H. Owen. The adaptation
is by Frances Marion, and the

dialogue and continuity by Made-
leine Ruthven.

HUSTON NOT DUE
HERE UNTIL OCTOBER

Walter Huston will be in New
York about the middle of October,
and will not be on hand for the

world premiere of D. W. Griffith’s

“Abraham Lincoln”, at the Central
August 25.

Before he comes to New York
this fall Mr. Huston will complete
a picture for United Artists in

which he is to be co-starred with
Dolores Del Rio, and for which
Willard Mack has written the

story. Thornton Freeland is di-

recting.

Leon Leonidoff, Roxy’s produc-
tion assistant, and among the last

of his cohorts to make the jour-

ney abroad this summer, sailed

on the Majestic last week for his

annual trip to the Continent.

ROBERTS SIGNED

Jason Roberts has been given a

featured part in “Lightnin’ ” by
Fox.

CLIVE BROOK LANDS
SPRING SALMON

Clive Brook, now vaca-
tioning at Comox, Canada,
landed the first large
spring salmon of the sea-

son in Comox Bay, accord-
ing to word received by
friends here. Mr. and Mrs.
Barthelmess are guests of

Brook.

SPECIAL CAPITOL BILL

FOR FALL OPENING

“THE DAWN PATROL”
IN 5TH WEEK

“The Dawn Patrol”, starring

Richard Barthelmess, is now in

the fifth week of its engagement

at the Winter Garden.

“LIHLE ACCIDENT”
HELD OVER IN BOSTON

BOSTON, Mass., Aug. 9.

—Playing pre-release at

the B.KO-Keith Theatre
here, “Little Accident”,
Universal’s first special of

the new season, has chalk-
ed up big business this

week, and is being held
over for a second week.

Rocky Mountain Theatres

Stick With Allied Group

QUILLAN’S “BIG MONEY”
COMMENCED BY PAYNE

“Big Money”, with Eddie Quil-

lan starred, has gone into pro-

duction at Pathe’s Culver City stu-

dio. It was formerly titled

“Lookin’ For Trouble”. Miriam
Seegar, Margan Wallace, Mrytes
Chinley are in the cast.

DENVER—Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners Association of Col-
orado and the Rocky Mountain
region, at a two-day session here
recently, resolved to continue its

affiliation with the Allied States.

The name of the association was
changed to Rocky Mountain The-
atre Owners Association. Harry
E. Huffman was re-elected presi-

dent.

PHYLLIS MAKES DEBUY

Phyllis Crane, ingenue commedi-
enne, makes her Pathe debut op-

posite Robert Agnew in “Hold the

Baby,” a two-reeler.

“BELIEVE IT OR NOT”

The first five of Vitaphone
Varieties’ “Believe It or Not”
series by Ripley have'''t)een shot at

the Brooklyn studios.

The Capitol Theatre formerly
opens its Fall season next Fri-

day with a specially selected pro-
gram topped with “Way Out
West”, with William Haines, sup-
ported by Polly Moran and Cliff

Edwards.

“China and the Imperial City”,

a travelogue, will be included in

the screen bill of fare, one of

James FitzPatrick’s. Metrotone
has edited a special little feature

and called it “World of Sensa-
tions”, especially for the Capitol.

The second week of the Capitol’s

new season will bring Greta
Garbo’s screen self in “Romance”,
opening August 22.

The film bill will be supple-
mented by stage numbers.

U’S “EAST IS WEST”
SETS FOLLOW ORIENT

“Danger Lights** Set

As R.R. Thriller Title
Radio Pictures have hung out

“Danger Lights” as the title for

their big melodrama railroad

thriller, formerly titled “The Rec-
ord Run”.

This is the first big railroad pic-

ture made since the advent of

talkies. Not only has it hung up
a record for distance covered by
the producers in its filming, some-
thing close to 32,000 in actual

mileage, but in addition it has al-

most provided a record for the

number of titles submitted before

“Danger Lights” was given final

okay.

In the cast of this original story

written and adapted by James
Ashmore Creelman for the screen,

and directed by George B. Seitz,

are Louis Wolheim, Robert Arm-
strong, Jean Arthur, Frank Sheri-

dan, Robert Edeson, Hugh Her-
bert, James Farley, Allan Roscoe
and William P. Burt.

JACK HOLT HERE

Jack Holt arrived in New York
Saturday on his way to Lakehurst,
N. J. where he will begin work
on his latest Columbia production,
“Dirigible.” Holt was met at the
Pennsylvania Station by his

screen buddy, Ralph Graves, who
will share honors with Jack in

the “Dirigible” picture.

WYNNE STARTS

Production of “Manhattan Mary”
starring Ed Wynne, has started at

Paramount’s Long Island studios.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Her-
man Rosse, art director for Uni-
versal’s “East Is West”, now in

production at Universal City, is

patterning “sets” after scenic
shots taken by William Adams in

Hong Kong, China, purposely for

the “East Is West” production.

PETROYIGH IS SIGNED
FOR GOLMAN’S NEXT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Samuel
Goldwyn has signed Ivan Petro-
vich for a supporting role in Ron-
ald Colman’s next, an original by
Frederick Lonsdale.

VITAPHONE STAR

Warners has signed Eric Dress-
ier as the latest addition to Vita-

phone Varieties list of stars.

Dressier will have the lead in

“Compliments of the Season”.

MORGAN STARRED

Ralph Morgan is starred in

Vitaphone Varieties’ “Excuse the
Pardon”.

^BelCedcrc
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

J^u)(^orkj

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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Wise Courses
in Real Reform

By

CARDINAL Hayes, a wise as

well as a good man, has foster-

ed a campaign against two plays

of manifest impropriety which

have been shocking people in

Manhattan. One is Mr. Carroll’s

“Vanities” which is properly ob-

jected to on the grounds of ani-

malism. The other is “Lysistrata”

which is by way of being ob-

scene.
* « ^

police power was invoked

with the Carroll show and
the legal processes are now operat-

(Continued on page 2)

m QUIET” TO PLAY

ROXY SEPT. 5

A big booking deal with Roxy
for the playing of Universal new
season specials was made yester-
day.

“All Quiet on the Western
Front’’ will go into the theatre
on September 5.

Three Universal specials will

have their Broadway premieres at

the Roxy under the terms of the
deal. These are “The Lady Sur-
renders” from John Erskine’s best
seller, “Sincerity”: “See America
Thirst”, the comedy special with
Harry Langdon” and “The Cat
Creeps,” the mystery thriller.

pickforMeuTurn
NUPTIALS SET TODAY

HOt-LYWOOD BUREAU. — Jack
Pickford and Mary Melhurn will
be married today at Del Monte.
James Kirkwood, recently divorc-
ed from Lila Lee, will be best man.
Cedric Gibbons who recently mar-
ried Dolores Del Rio, and his
bride, will attend.

DERR DUE TODAY

FOR CONFERENCES

ON 1931-32 PRODUCT

E. B. Derr, president of Pathe,
who is in charge of production
at the West Coast studios in Cul-
ver City, Cal., arrives in New
York today, for a conference with
C. J. Scollard, executive vice
president, and E. J. O’Leary, gen-
eral sales manager, on the line-

up of product for the 1931-32 sea-
son.

Before leaving the studio, Mr.
Derr saw two more specials start-

(Continued on page 2)

PARAMOUNT DECLARES
DIVIDEND ON COMMON

The directors of the Paramount
P u b 1 i X Corporation yesterday
afternoon declared the regular
quarterly dividend of one dollar a
share on the common stock. Dis-
burseniient will be made on Sep-
tember 27 to stock of record of

September 5. The stock books
will not be closed.

RKO BOOKS ’’STORM”
OVER LOCAL CIRCUIT

Following a preview of Uni-
versal’s “The Storm” in Yonkers
last week, RKO booked the pic-

ture over the long half of its

metropolitan circuit, beginning
Wednesday.

ENGLISH “BOBBIES”
TO CENSOR FILMS

LONDON, Aug. 11—Here-
after all films for exhibi-
tion in the city of Man-
chester must be screened
for the police of that town
and classified for adult or
general showing before
they can be shown in the
theatres. The Cinema Ex-
hibitors Association has
agreed to this proceednre
with the Watch Committee.

LVNG, ERPI EXPERT,
TO BE BURIED TODAY

Funeral services for J. J. Lyng,
vice president in charge of Engin-
eering of Electrical Research
Products Inc. will be held this
morning at 11 o’clock at the
Riverside Memorial Chapel at 75th
Street and Amsterdam Avenue.
His death resulted from a heart
attack superinduced by the efforts
made by him in saving his sister-
in-law who, while swimming on
Saturday afternoon at Neponsit,
Long Island, was caught by the
undertow and carried beyond her
depth.

Expiration of Old Con-

tracts Will Leave Ex-

hibitors Free to Book as

They Please

There is every indication of play
dates, which for the past year and
a half have been virtually closed
to the independent field, being
thrown wide open this fall.

This observation was made yes-
terday by Budd Rogers, sales
manager for Sono Art-World Wide

‘The open buying market never

(Continued on page 2)

J. I. SCHNITZER BACK;

RKO SET IN BRITAIN

J. I. Schnitzer, president of
Radio Pictures, arrived in New
York over the week-end on the
Statendaam.

Before leaving London Schnit-
zer told sales managers of RKO
Limited that the parent company
was determined in forming the
British distributing organization,
to firmly establish the company in
England in permanent form.

Schnitzer was supported in his
decision by Sol G. Newman and
Earle Kramer, sales managers.

FOX REOPENING 6 NOOSES

IN METROPOLITAN AREA

WARNERS CLOSE TWO BOOKING DEALS

WITH BIG MID-WESTERN INDEPENDENTS

The consummation of two big
deals with independent circuits
was confirmed yesterday by Sam
E. Morris, vice president of War-
ner Brothers. Morris announced
that all Warner Bros, and Vita-
phone productions as the result of
these deals will play all houses
of the Central States Amusement
Co. and of the Butterfield Circuit.

In the negotiations the Central
States organization was repre-
sented by Harry Weinberg, presi-
dent of that company and Max

Milder, central sales manager for

Warners.

Milder also represented War-
ners in the deal with the Butter-
field Circuit, which Edward Beatty
represented.

The sixty houses in the Butter-
field Circuit which are to place
the thirty-five Warner features as
the result of the new contract are
located in Adrien, Ann Arbor, Al-
pena, Battle Creek, Benton Har-

(Continued on page 8)

Another indication of that pros-
perity’s imminent arrival in film-
dom was given yesterday when
Fox Theatres decided to open, next
Monday, at least, six Metropoli-
tan theatres which have been dark
for some weeks.

With the coming of Labor Day
at least eight more will throw

(Continued on page 8)

GRAUMAN EXPECTED
Sid Grauman arrives in New

York this morning to complete
arrangements for the twin pre-
miere of “Hell’s Angels” this
week.
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MAIN STREET
b\j y’ohdon

Harry Arthur, big exec of Fox

Eastern Theatres, takes a trans-

continental rattler today for Hol-

lywood * * * Oscar S. Oldkiiow

will pinch hit for Harry during

his absence * * * Mrs. Pat Camp-
bell informs through her p.a. at

Fox that she considers her screen

debut “distinctly an exepriment”
* * * Dudley Jlichols is another

Big Stem news gatherer who
makes good in Hollywood * * *

Dudley, who used to have his

name on the front page of the

Pulitzer morning sheet has^ just

dragged from his portable “F.B.O.,

Detroit”, which Winnie Sheehan

says is a wow * * * Walter W'in-

chell is paying more and more
attention to the flllum actor since

he made one for Warners * * *

Nancy Carroll is keeping pretty

quiet in the Big Town * * * Clara

Bow, please take notice * * * and
Dolores Del Rio * * * haven’t seen

anything of Howard Hughes yet
* * and his $4,000,000 epic open-

ing Friday * * * Beil Atwell dash-

ing out of 729 Seventh avenue
with reams of copy in D.W.’s “Abe
Lincoln” * * * Frank Capra, Ralph
(iraves and Jack Holt, are rusti-

cating at Tom’s River, N. J., pre-

paratory to shooting “Dirigible”
* * * Ben Grimm the ad expert

at Columbia, is sporting a pas-

sionate pink shirt * * + Warners
has turned a lot of publicity

people loose on Broadway * * *

they do tell that D.W. has an-

other big ’un in that Lincoln
yarn * * * cooler, thank you

1

M'G'M Foreign Production

Units Hitting on All Six
“Anna Christie” and “The Trial

of Mary Dugan” now are being
himed in German, and several

others soon are to go into pro-
duction in Spanish. Foreign pro-

duction activities consequently are
hitting on all six at the M-G-M
studios in Culver City.

Arthur Robison, German direc-

tor of “The Last Waltz”, is di-

recting “The Trial of Mary
Dugan,” with Nora Gregor, Berlin
actress, in the role Norma Shearer
played in English, and Egon von
Jordan and Arnold Korff in sup-
porting roles. Greta Garbo is be-
ing directed in “Anna Christie”

by Jacques Feyder.
“Madame X” is to be filmed

shortly in Spanish, as is “Mr. Wu.”
Final editing is now under way
on the Spanish production of Bus-
ter Keaton’s “Dough Boys”. Keat-
on’s Spanish production of “Free
and Easy” opened this week in

Buenos Aires, playing in two first

run theatres simultaneously.
Ramon Novarro will start soon

on the Spanish production of his

“Call of the Flesh” and will both
direct and star in the picture.

Since going into foreign produc-

tion M-G-M has turned out “A
Lady to Love”, in German; “Free
and Easy” and “Dough Boys”,
both were filmed in Spanish. “Le
Spectre Vert” was the first French
production to be made. “Olym-
pia,” Molnar’s comedy romance,
was filmed in French and German.

CENTRAL HOUSE STAFF

HONORS U OFFICIAL

Signalizing the closing of “All

Quiet on the Western Front”, the

staff of the Central Theatre on
Sunday night, after the final per-
formance, gave a party in honor
of David C. Werner, director of

theatrical talent and material for

ITiiversal, who has handled the
theatre during the fifteen weeks’
engagement of the picture.

As a mark of their esteem, the
house staff presented Werner with
a handsome gold watch, suitablv
inscribed.
The final performance Sunday

midnight was the 269th for the
Fniversal film at the Central.

Boom For Indies Looms
(Continued from page 1)

has been in a more receptive mood
than now—not even in the days
when the silent film was the

thing ” Rogers declared.
The reason for this is seen in

the expiration of contracted rela-

tions between many individual

theatres and circuits and the
larger producers.

! Two years ago, or thereabouts,
when sound suddenly crashed the

film entertainment field, to the
exclusion of all else, the exhibi-

tor found himself “holding the

bag” with a long list of silents

called for under his contract.

There was room for much wail-

ing and gnashing of teeth among
exhibitors.

They found it was imperative
that they wire their houses for

the insistent sound invasion.

What was to be done with the
long waiting list of silents which,
under their contracts, they were
obliged to show?
Producers stepped in with a

proposition whleli, in so many
words, said:

“If you will take our entire

sound product for such a time.

we’ll gladly cancel that silent

order of yours.”
The exhibitor gladly jumped at

such a chance. In so doing he
found his theatre tied up with this

or that producer and found him-
self cut off from the independent
field, regardless of the merit of

the attraction offered.

These contracts are gradually,
one by one, expiring and the ex-

hibitor is left to take his choice.
In some cases exhibitors found
themselves with as much as
eighteen months booking ahead.
The transitional period has ar-

rived according to Rogers, and the
exhibitor is brought face to face
with an open buying market, leav-
ing him free to consider the in-

dependents.
This, together with recent book-

ing affiliations of leading circuits,

the resolve by these circuits to

cease theatre building competition
which worked only to the disad-
vantage of those competing, and
the sudden activity in the inde-
pendent production field—all goes
to throw the booking situation
wide open to all and sundry.

WISE COURSES IN REAL REFORM
(Continued from page 1) <>-

ing. The other one, which is a

more subtle piece of filthiness, re'

quires that it be held up to public

contempt and Cardinal Hayes
has succeeded already through his

sincere, dignified and forceful

utterances in bringing this state

of affairs to pass.
• • •

WE bring these two instances

to light as examples of com'

Detent dealing with salacity and
impropriety. No general effort

was made to ban the stage as an

institution or to set up a board

of censors at public expense with

powers beyond their capacity, but

the problem has been handled in

a sane manner by a prelate of

high repute.
* * *

TYT’E commend this example to

’ ’ emulation by others who are

interested in the decencies in the

theatre and on the screen. We
are satisfied that the method will

prove as effective as it is thought'

ful.

THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

“LOVE IN THE RING”
Max iSchmeling is, first of all, a

knight of the roped arena. Last
of all, he’s a movie actor. Even
with this handicap on the screen
he is, by far and away, the su-
perior of, for instance, our own
Jack Dempsey, as an actor. His
first venture “Love in the Ring”
made by Terra Films in Germany
at the Eighth Street Playhouse in

The Village is in German with
the exception of about 30 seconds
of pidgeon English conversation
with an A.P. man. Herr Schmel-
ing’s German conversation could
be included in 100 feet of film if

gathered all together. In fact
there is little conversation, or
dialogue, throughout the reelage.
There is music, a barber shop
quartette, and much noise which
is difficult to catalogue. Schmel-
ing bears a striking resemblance
to the Manassa Mauler. The Ger-
mans don’t seem to be able to
synchronize sound and action for
some unknown reason. They suc-
ceed in not doing this very nicely
here. A vamp menace in support
of Max reminds strikingly of Pola
Negji when Lubvitsch first

brought her screen likeness over
in “Du Barry”, or as released here,
“Passion”. His leading v/oman
might bear closer scrutiny by
American producers. Not a world
beater, this “Love in the Ring”
but— a lot better than some Ger-
man importations despite Max’s
Amateur mannerisms.

J. L. K.

DERR DUE TODAY
FOR CONFERENCES

(Continued from page 1)

ed “The Painted Desert,” starring
William Boyd, and “Big Money”,
with a cast headed by Eddie Quil-
lan, Robert Armstrong and James
Gleason. Final story preparations
are under way on “The' Greater
Love” to star Ann Harding; “Sin
Takes a Holiday” to star Con-
stance Bennett, and “The Price of
a Party” to star Helen Twelve-
trees.

BOOKS MONKEY COMEDY
“The Blimp Mystery”, first of a

series of two-reel monkey come-
dies produced and released by
Tiffany Productions, Inc., opened
at Balaban & Katz United Artists
Theatre in Chicago, August 8.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, August 11, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 53% 541/2 -b %
Warner Bros 24% 251/2 — %
Fox Film “A” . 411/2 42/ + %
Loew’s Inc .. 64 64 + %
Loew’s Inc. Pre..... 951/8 951/8 — 1/8

Radio K-A-0 .. 2778 00 + Vi
Pathe Exchange ., . 4 4

Con. F. Ind . 18 1/2 00 + '/2

Con. F. Ind. Pre.. .. 20 20 + %
Curb Market

Pox Theatre “A”. .. 8% 9 + %
Nat. Screen .. 30 30
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FOX PLACING NEWSPAPERMEN

AT HEAD OF CIRCUIT HOUSES

NEWEST WARNER HLMS

IN STRAND THEATRES

First bookings of the new sea-

son’s pictures at the Strand The-
atres, New York and Brooklyn,

were announced today by Harry
L. Charnas, managing director of

Warner Bros. Metropolitan The-
atres. The list includes “Three
Faces East,” with Eric Von Stro-

heim and Constance Bennett co-

starred, and “Top Speed,” pro-

duction of last season’s stage suc-

cess, with a cast including Joe
E. Brown, Bernice Claire, Laura
Lee and Jack Whiting.

“Dancing Sweeties,” W|ith Sue
Carol and Grant Withers featur-

ed, heads the new list’s “batting
order,” coming into the twin
Strands next Friday. “The Matri-
monial Bed” follows. Then come
“Top Speed” and “Three Faces
East,” in that order; “The Road
to Paradise,” with Loretta Young,
Jack Mulhall and Raymond Hat-
ton, and “The Way of All Men,”
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Doro-
thy Revier and Noah Beery as
principals.

RUSSUN gOmPOSEB
ElfGiaEP BY

Commissioning of Dimitri Tiom-
kin, noted young Russian com-
poser and pianist, to create the
music for the production of Tol-
stoi’s “Resurrection,” which Ed-
win Carewe will direct for Uni-
versal with John Boles and Lupe
Velez as the stars, has been an-
nounced by Carl Laemmle, Jr.

It was by reason of his intimate
knowledge of Russian life and
music and his reputation as a
modernistic composer that Tiom-
kin was selected from a great
field of leading musicians for the
important assignment by the
young producer.

RK0 NOW SECOND IN

II. R. BILL LEIOUE
RKO Baseball Team, was assur-

ed second place when they beat
Columbia Pictures in a very easy
game by a score of 15 to 3. The
Columbia Boys did not have any
show in this game until the
seventh inning when they scored
their first run. Two additional
runs coming in the last inning.
The RKO team scored in every
inning but one.

The Columbia team has one
more game to play with the War-
ner Club. This will be played
Saturday, August 16, at the Catho-
lic Protectory. Warner has not
won any games this season, how-
ever, they may end by beating Co-
lumbia in their last game.

TWO IN P^UCTION
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— War-

ners have put “Illicit” and “Red
Hot Sinners” into production on
Sunset boulevard. Michael Curtis
is megaphoning the first.

FOR “Sj^LlRRORS”
Clifford Dempsey and Clarence

Burton have been assigned roles
in Paramount’s “Social Errors”,
with Leon Errol, Richard Arlen
and Mary Brian in leading roles.

SCREEN MAGAZINE
FOR FILM CIRCUIT

Officials of Fox West
Coast Theatres have found
its publicity organ, The
Screen Mirror, so beneficial

in the west that they have
decided to extend its circn-
lation over the eastern cir-

cult.

It is estimated that in
taking in the eastern terri-

tory the magazine vyill

total a circulation of 250,-

000 readers.

PIRiiiOUNT SET
FOR “ROYIL FiilLY''

George Cukor arrived in New
York over the week-end to double

up with Cyril Gardner on the di-

rection of “The Royal Family” for

Paramount at the Long Island stu-

dio. Ina Claire and Frederic
March will have the leads.

Rural audiences in Africa are
to have sound films taken to them
in their remote villages by motor
trucks, according to an official re-

port from Assistant Trade Com-
missioner at Johannesburg, D. G.

Clark, made public on Aug. 9 by
the Department of Commerce.

“Owing to the heavy expense
entailed in properly fitting a the-

atre with all the various equip-
ment incident to the prfojection

of a talking film, this type of en-
tertainment has, heretofore, been
restricted to the comparatively
large cities,” the statement de-
clares. “Now, however, African
Films Limited are planning to

make available the latest films to

those remote villages which until

now have considered the arrival

of a silent film a most fortunate
occurrence.

“It is understood that African
Films Limited is equipping a fleet

of large motor trucks with talk-

Aviation Week in Indianapolis
was inaugurated by a proclama-
tion by Mayor Sullivan and
launched on Saturday, August 9,

with the opening of “The Dawn
Patrol”, the First National and
Vitaphone special starring Rich-
ard Barthelmess, at the Circle
Theatre.

All house records for the sum-
mer were broken by the crowds
at the Circle on the opening day.

A mommoth aerial parade took
place over the theatre at noon on
Sunday, with Governor Leslie and
Mayor Sullivan heading the array
of airplanes.
An exploitation campaign, joint-

ly featuring Aviation Week and
“The Dawn Patrol”, is under way.
In the business districts of Indi-
anapolis, 50,000 “Dawn Patrol”
heralds are being distributed this
week. Numerous contests have

“EXTRAVAGANCE” CAST
NEARLY COMPLETED

The cast for the Tiffany fea-

ture, tentatively titled “Extrava-

gance,” has been completed with

the exception of a few minor

roles.

Principals announced to date by

Phil Goldstone are Lloyd Hughes,

Owen Moore, June Collyer, Doro-

thy Sebastian, Nella Walker and

Dorothy Christy who appeared

with Will Rogers in “So This Is

London”, with Maurice Chevalier

in “The Little Cafe” and Fathe’s

“Looking for Trouble”. Phil

Rosen will direct.

ing picture apparatus of the most
modern design with which it will

be possible to entertain audiences
as large as 2,000 persons. The
trucks are to be fitted with their

own power plants, thus enabling
them to operate in those locali-

ties where electric current of suf-

ficient strength is not available.

The entire program is being car-

ried out under the supervision of

expert sound engineers, who are
said to have made a complete
study of this new method of pro-
jection.

“The world’s most popular
sound pictures are to be present-
ed to these rural audiences and
it is also planned to reproduce,
in the near future, a series of

talking films of Afrikaans, one of
the first being (based upon the
well-known theme song “Sarie
Maraid,” now being made by the
African Films Productions, Lim-
ited.”

been started, ranging from com-
petitions in the making of model
airplanes to essays on the de-
velopment of aviation and its place
in American life. The prizes of-

fered in connection with these
contests include cash, silver cups
and free long-distance airplane
flights for the winners.
The traction lines entering -Indi-

anapolis have co-operated to the
fullest extent in the celebration of

Aviation Week, and advertising
material has been spread through-
out the neighboring territory urg-
ing the public to take advantage
of special reduced fares to see
“The Dawn Patrol”.

All signs point to an unprece-
dented engagement for the avia-
tion epic in which Barthelmess is

supported by Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Neil Hamilton, William Janney
and a stellar cast.

A radical departure in Fox The-
atres managerial policy is fore-

cast in a move already set afoot
to place at the head of individual
houses men with newspaper ex-
perience.

Fox Theatres is scouring the
newspaper field for the younger
generation, in particular, with
publicity experience. Once cor-
ralled these prospects are put
through an informal training
school and as they show promise
are placed in the managerial chair
of a Fox Theatre.

An example of such a move has
been made at the Fox Washing-
ton (D.C.) house, one of the finest
of the Fox chain in the east.

Hardy Meaken, although not a
youngster, by any means, former-
ly was a news gatherer along
Broadway. Until recently he
handled publicity at the Washing-
ton house. Now he’s sitting in
the managerial chair.

This policy is being carried out
just as fast as men can be ob-
tained to fill such positions. It

is the first time in the history of
the motion picture theatre man-
agement field . that such a policy
has been accentuated with a par-
ticular profession or fraternity
signaled out as a field for pros-
pects.

In short is represents only an-
other radical step in Fox The-
atres policy of departing from the
accepted methods of theatre man-
agement.

^*EIST IS WEST” BIST
OONIPLETED BY “U”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— With
the addition of Henry Kolker to

play Mr. Benson and Mary Forbes
to play Mrs. Benson, Monta Bell
yesterday completed the cast of

the talking and singing version
of “East Is West”, which he is

directing at Universal City, start-

ing this week.

ENOLISH lOTOR
IN GOIIEDY PIRT

George Grossmlth, British actor-
producer, will bring P. G. Wode-
house's English earl character to

life in “Those Three French
Girls” being filmed for M-G-iM by
Harry Beaumont. Reginald Denny
and Fifi D’Orsay are featured.
Wodeliouse supplied the dialogue.

IDOEO TO “BIG MONEY”
Dorothy Christy of “So This Is

London” fame, Margaret Living-
ston and G. Pat Collins have been
added to the cast of “Big Money”,
according to an announcement
from President E. B. Derr. The
special cast of this feature which
is already under way, includes
Eddie Quillan, Robert Armstrong,
James Gleason, Miriam Seegar,
Morgan Wallace and Myrtes Chin-
ley.

Russell Mack who is directing,
collaborated with Walter DeLeon
on the latter’s original story.

Sound Projection Trucks
To Invade South Africa

^

Aviation Week Proclaimed
To Plug *^Dawn PatroV*
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ARE HERE!
ALL QUIET

on the

WESTERN FRONT
More than sixty Foremost news-

paper and magazine critics all

over the country pronounce it

the greatest picture ever made.

A record breaker as a road
show in more than 23 key cities.

LOUIS WOLHEIM
LEWIS AYRES

SLIM SUMMERVILLE

.
JOHN WRAY
Directed by

LEWIS MILESTONE

STRICTLY

DISHONORABLE
Preston Sturgis'

Broadway Stage Sensation

The Drama League's prize win-

ning play because "it makes
the audience a little brighter and

more cheerful than when they

came into the theatre." A prac-

tical guarantee of a good time.

More than a year on Broadway
and still going strong.

THE CAT CREEPS
—while the Canary Sleeps.

Suggested by John Willard's

shivery, chilling, intriguing stage

play.

HELEN TWELVETREES
JEAN HERSHOLT

RAYMOND HACKEH
LILYAN TASHMAN
NEIL HAMILTON

Montnsu Love Elizabclh Pancnen
Lawrence Grant Theodore Van Elz

Directed by RUPERT JULIAN

SEE AMERICA
THIRST

The name describes iti A couple

of queer looking bums on a side

door pullman fall heir to a cargo

of wet stuff which belongs to a

gang of hijackers and then the

fun begins. With

BESSIE LOVE
SLIM SUMMERVILLE
HARRY LANGDON
MITCHELL LEWIS

Directed by
WILLIAM JAMES CRAFT

OUTSIDE THE LAW
Unquestionably the daddy of

dll underworld thrillers, with

searing, searching dialogue.

' MARY NOLAN
EDW. G. ROBINSON
OWEN MOORE

ROCKLIFFE FELLOWES
Directed by TOD BROWNING

,

RESURRECTION
Count Leo Tolstoy's immortal

story. Incredible, fantastic,

unmatchable...a man rises from

the muck despite unbelievable

obstacles. As a play it built the

reputations of dozens of stage

people. As a story it takes its

place among the literary classics

of the ages. As a picture it is

drama extraordinary.

JOHN BOLES
LgPE VELEZ

Directed by EDWIN CAREWE

THE COHENS
AND KELLYS

HUNTING BIGGAME
IN AFRICA

GEORGE SIDNEY and

.
.CHARLIE MURRAY

^oing their stuff as only they

can do it. Directed by

WILLIAM JAMES CRAFT

Erich Maria

REMARQUE’S
New Novel

The aftermath of the war by the

author of "All Quiet on the

Western Front." Serialized in

Collier's magazine . . . with a

circulation of 2,000,000 and
also in newspapers thru United

Press. Title will be announced

shortly.

MERRY-GO-ROUND
An outstanding story that cap-

tivated all manner of audiences

. . . a wistful girl, a sideshow

barker . . . men who were all

alike until the right man came

along ... a short-lived romance.

But why spoil it by telling more.

LITTLE ACCIDENT
Last season's comedy stage hit

by Floyd Dell and Thomas
Mitchell... made into the scream

of the screen ! with

ANITA PAGE
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

ZASU PITTS

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
Sally Blane Roscoe Kami
Joon Marsh MyrtJe Stedman

Albert Gran

Directed by

WILLIAM JAMES CRAFT

OURANG
They've actually gone into the

heart of wildest Borneo to

shoot this savage, romantic

story where wild, gigantic near-

man monsters rule the jungle.

The expedition is headed by

Harry Garson who is also

directing. Dorothy Janis plays

the feminine lead.

EAST IS WEST
The perfect story for fiery Lupe
Velez, with dialogue written by
Samuel Shipman author of the

original stage play. With

LUPE VELEZ
JEAN HERSHOLT
LEW AYRES

Directed by MONTA BELL

BLIND HUSBANDS
The forerunner of all modern,

sophisticated matrimonial
dramas. An intelligent all-ab-

sorbing expose for wives, wo-

men and sweethearts ... for

men, lovers and husbands.

Directed by
ERIC VON STROHEIM

SAINT JOHNSON
Written by W. R. Burnett,

author of last year's best seller,

"Little Caesar". . . the romance
of Western bad men and girls

who were good. Teeming with

high class thrills.

JOHN WRAY
Directed by EDWARD LAEMMLE

LADY SURRENDERS
Another sensational social

drama! Made from John Erskine's

best-selling novel. Sincerity.

Modern, highly dramatic, so-

phisticated, delightful. With

CONRAD NAGEL
GENEVIEVE TOBIN
ROSE HOBART

Carmel Myers Vivian Oakland
Franklyn Pangborn

Directed by JOHN STAHL

KING OF JAZZ
First and only screen appear-

ance of Paul Whiteman and his

famous orchestra with a host of

stage and screen celebrities in-

cluding John Boles and the first

dramatization of George
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue.

Devised land directed by

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON

BOUDOIR
DIPLOMAT

The battle ground of love!

Heaps of spicy fun in this so-

phisticated smash stage hit by

Rudolph Lothar and Fritz

Gottwald.

BETTY COMPSON
IAN KEITH

MARY DUNCAN
JEANETTE LOFF

Lowrence Grant Lionel Belmore

Andre Beranger

Directed by MAL ST. CLAIR

DRACULA
There's more than just mystery

to this classic tale, and famous

stage play. There's the uncon-

querable love of a man for a

maid ... his flaming passion

bringing light to a city o'er

shadowed by evil and dread.

Louis Bromfield, famous novel-

ist is adapting it from Bram

Stoker's original.

TOD BROWNING will direct it!

—and two more

big ones to be

announced later.

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE

Whole Industry Talks About I
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ST. LOUIS EXHIBITORS QUIZ

POLIIICIANS ON CENSORSHIP
4

ST. LOUIS. Mo.—Candidates for

election and re-election to the

State Legislature of Missouri are

receiving questionnaires from mo-
tion picture exhibitors of St.

Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois regarding their

attitude toward film censorship

and other matters vital to the

life of the film theatre.

The members of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of the sec-

tions named are behind this move-
ment to bring to light any pos-

sible antagonism to the industry

that may be held by any of the

candid.ates prior to their election

to office.

The indies’ quiz, as sent out by
president Fred Wehrenberg asks;

1. Are you in favor of creating

a board of censors for motion pic-

tures?

2. Are yon in favor of levying

a privilege or license tax on mo-
tion picture shows and other
amusements?

3. Are you in favor of closing

motion picture theatres and other
places of amusement on Snnday?

FOX REOPENING
SIX HOUSES HERE

(Continued from page 1)

open their doors along this same
metropolitan circuit.

Of the six or more to open next
Monday, the Fox Audubon on the
Harlem side of uptown New York
will re-open with new seats, new
carpeting and new everything
from a interior renovating stand-
point.

In the Bronx there will be at

least three Fox theatres to throw
open their doors on that date or
thereabouts. Over in Jersey there
will be three more.

NEW CONTINENTAL
CASTS 1ST SPECIAL

“The Fourth Alarm,” the first

selected melodrama on Continent-
al Talking Pictures’ 1930-31 pro-
gram, has been cast with the fol-

lowing players featured: Ralph
Lewis, Nick Stuart, former Fox
star, Anna Christie, Tom Santschi,
Roy Whitlock and Harry Brown.

This feature, from an original
•story by Scott Littleton, is going
into production at the Darmour
Studios in Hollywood, under the
direction of Phil Whitman.

VETERAN BUTLER GETS
ROLE SUPPORTING BOW
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Wil-

son Binge, who has buttlered
many a drama through its sequen-
ces, will buttle for Clara Bow in

“Her Wedding Night”, which
Frank Tuttle will direct.

BARBARA WEEKS SIGNS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Bar-
bara Weeks has been added to the
cast of “Barber John’s Boy”, in

production at Warners.

MILLS MUSIC, INC.,

TIFFANY PUBLISHERS

Tiffany Productions, Inc., has
granted publication rights for the
United States territory to all orig-

inal music and scores contained
in pictures released by that com-
pany to Mills Music, Inc., New
York publishing house heacied by
Jack Mills.

Irving Mills of the Mills com-
pany is now in Hollywood com-
pleting negotiations with Phil
Goldstone, Tiffany chief studio
executive.

KRALY WITH M-G-M

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Hans
Kraly has been signed to a long
term contract by M-G-M as scen-
ario writer.

M. E. Comerford, theatre mag-
nate of Pennsylvania, played an
important role in the signing of

the peace pact recently completed
by coal operators and miners.
Comerford acted on the assump-
tion that peaceful iudustrial con-
ditions tend to promote theatre

prosperity.

Comerford helped to procure the
endorsement of the agreement at

the Miners Convention in Scran-
ton, participated in the pubiic
ceiebration which witnessed the
formal signing of the pact.

These moves were a part of the
public service program of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of

America of which Comerford is a
director. In the work he had the
active cooperation of other Na-
tional officers.

The magnitude of this move may
be better understood when mea-
sured in dollars. A coal strike

would have meant a loss of about
$5,000,000 a day in wages and the
disorganization of industry. It

would have paralyzed most of

Eastern Pennsylvania’s business
and inflicted hardships on millions

During the past week Sono Art
recorded the following bookings:

“Reno”, “Rogue of the Rio
Grande”, “Once A Gentleman”,
“The Big Fight”, “What a Man”,
“Costello Murder,” “Cock O’ The
Walk”, for first runs at Toledo,
Ohio, and Pueblo, Colo.

“Big Fight” also gets first run
on the Dent Circuit and at Yuma,
Mesa and Phoenix, Ariz. ; the Wil-
mer and Vincent circuit, with
opening in Allentown, 'Pa., and
Bedford, Mass. “Once A Gentle-
man” at Springfield, Mass.

WARNERS STOP FIGHT
ON OHIO BLUE LAWS

STEUBENVILLE, Ohio.—
Warners have decided to

cease fighting the Sunday
Bine Laws in this state.

The battle which was open-
ed three weeks ago was
terminated when officials

of Warners notified Judge
Paisley, through counsel,
in Common Pleas, they
would make no further ef-

fort. George Delis, manager
of the Olympic, was fined

$10 and costs, for violation

of the Blue Laws.

COULTER BOOKS
PATHE SPECIALS

Walter Coulter has signed for

the Pathe 1930-31 special features

to play his Virginia houses in-

cluding the Byrd, Bluebird and

Brookland Theatres in Richmond,

and the Bluebird in Petersburg.

of people. Comerford experienc-

ed the rigors of the strike three

years ago.

President Hoover sent Secretary
of Labor James J. Davis from
Washington to Scranton to repre-

sent him as chairman of the meet-
ing.

Secretary Davis commended
Comerford for the service he
rendered in the matter and intro-

duced him amid great cheering.
His speech met with a hearty re-

sponse, especially where he advo-
cated Old Age Industrial Pensions
for the Workers.
Other speakers included Lieuten-

ant Governor Arthur James of

Pennsylvania, Supreme Court
Justice George W. Maey, President
Grant of the Lehigh Valley Coal
Company and International Presi-
dent John L. Lewis of the Miners
Union.
This effort of Comerford is con-

sidered a substantial contribution
to the welfare of theatre inter-

ests and the public generally.
A nation-wide radio hook-up

registered the speeches and the
Pox Movietone recorded.

WARNERS CLOSE DEALS
WITH BIG INDEPENDENTS

(Continued from page 1)

bor. Big Rapids, Cadillac, Flint,

Grand Haven, Hillside, Ionia,

Jackson, Kalamazoo, Lansing, Lud-
ington, Manistee, Niles, North
Adams, Owosso, Pontiac, Port
Huron, Saginaw, St, Joseph, Three
Rivers, Traverse City, and Ypsil-
anti.

“HOLIDAY” SCORES AT

LONDON TRADE SHOW
The trade show of “Holiday” in

London scored as one of the most
successful shows of its kind in

London for a long time, accord-

ing to a cable from Reginald

Smith, general manager of PDC in

England, to T, S. Delehanty, vice

president and general manager of

Pathe International. Smith states

that it was the unanimous opinion

of the audience that the picture
is the best that has come out
from Hollyw^ood this year.

TWD FEATURES START
DN FIRST NAT’L LDT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Two
new pictures have just started
production at the First National
studio . “The Man in the Sky”,
by Jerome Kern and Otto A. Har-
bach, is the first attraction they
have ever written for the screen.
The story and dialogue, of course,
are by Harbach and the music by
Kern. “Mothers Cry,” which is

based upon the novel by Helen
Grace Carlisle, is being directed
by Hobart Henley.

CDLUMBIA GETS LANG
TD DIRECT ‘BRDTHERS’

Walter Lang has been signed
to the directorial staff of Colum-
bia Pictures. His first assignment
will be “Brothers”, featuring
Bert Lytell.

“LITTLE CAESAR” DDNE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Little

Caesar” was completed last week
at the First National studio. This
picture of gangs and gangsters,
adapted from W. B. Burnett’s best
selling novel, has a cast which
included Edward G. Robinson,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Sidney
Blackmer, Ralph Ince, William
Collier, Jr., Maurice Black, Ben
Hendricks, Jr., and Glenda Far-
rell. The screen version and dia-

logue were written by Francis Ed-
wards Faragoh. Mervyn LeRoy
directed.

3ARTHELMESS RETURNS
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Rich-

ard Barthelmess has returned to

’he First National Studio to dis-

cuss his next starring vehicle
with company officials. Frank
Lloyd will probably direct the pic-

ture.

DUR GANG YDUNGSTERS
WDRKING DN LDCATIDN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Hal
Roach’s little scoundrels. Our
Gang, are on location with their
director, Robert McGowan, film-

ing “Helping Grandma”.

HARRIGAN BUSY
William Harrigan has stepped

from a role in Fox Film’s “Men
On Call” to a principal part in

“Stolen Thunder.”

COMERFORD PLAYS BIG ROLE

IN COAL MINERS PEACE PACT

FIRST RUNS BOOKED
ON SONO ART FILMS

<>
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Away to the

Greatest Year!
By

-ty

The drought is ended, the heat

wave is broken, employment

is being restored in every section

and business sluggishness in al

lines is being replaced by renew-

ed life and vibrancy. AND

—

the motion picture industry is

squaring away for big business in

the theatres. The summer depres

sion in the light of actual figures

was less in this business than was
recorded a year ago. Therefore,

in this business we “got off light.”
« * «

PRODUCTIONS of Box Office

power are appearing in greater

numbers. We have spuken of the

M'G'M and Fox product—wc
have recorded First National’s

(Continued on page 2)

F. S. MEYER CONTINUES

WITH U IN MILWAUKEE

Carl Laemmle, president of Uni-
versal, has renewed the contract
of Fred S. Meyer for another year,
starting immediately.

Meyer, who is one of the best
known theatre men in the Middle
West, will continue as managing
director of the Alhambra Thea-
tre, Milwaukee, and will also have

(Continued on page 3)

BABY GOLF COURSES
IN U. S. ARE VALUED

AT $125,000,000

There are 25,000 mininlnre
golf courses in the United
States, with an estimated
investment of $125,000,000
involved, according to a
survey made by the Depart-
ment of Commerce in
Washington. 15,000 of these
have developed since the
first of this year.

RUMOR OF BIG WARNER LOAN
SENDS STOCK UP FOUR POINTS

RKO EXECUTIVES BRING NEWS

Three RKO executives return to

the home office this week, two
from cross-country inspections and
one from a trip abroad.
Hiram S. Brown, president, ar-

rives today from his semi-annual
inspection trip to the company’s
\Vest Coast interests.

Joseph Plunkett, vice-president

(Continued on page 3)

HANSON RETURNS

FROM SALES TOUR
Complete success of the Tiffany

franchise sales plan at the end
of its first year of operation is

reported by Oscar R. Hanson, gen-
eral sales manager of Tiffany Pro-

(Continued on page 3)

S. L WARNER’S ESTATE
VALUED AT MILLION

Samuel L. Warner left an estate
valued at $1,005,193 net, and $1,-

171,671 gross, according to an ap-
praisal just completed. He with

(Continued on page 2)

‘COMMON CLAY’ CLICKS

“Common Clay” will he
held over for the third
week at the Roxy Theatre
as a result of its extriior-

dinary run. This Fox re-

lease did $108,000 the first

week aiid in the four days
of the second week beat the
same four day period of the
first week by $5,200 with
crowds still growing.

Hayden, Stone and Co.

May Supplant Goldman-

Sachs as Backers; Move
Follows Passing of

Common Dividend

Wall Street was abuzz with un-
official reports yesterday, follow-
ing a four-point rise in Warner
stock, that the banking firm of

Hayden, Stone and Company, who
helped finance Madison Square
Garden, had come to the rescue
»vith a loan.

This, following close on the
heels of the Board of Directors,
last week, passing the dividend on
the common stock, led the Street
to conclude that Hayden, Stone
and Company would replace Gold-

(Continued on page 2)

Mary Pickford to Return
To Legitimate Stage?

LONSDALE ARRIVES

Frederick Lonsdale, playwright,
arrived in New York yesterday.
He declared he has abandonc-cl

his original plans of directing the
dialogue for a new Colman film,

an original by him. Irving Cum-
mings will direct.

ARGENTINE WITNESSING BOOM
IN POPULARITY OF SOUND FILMS

So keen has become the inter-
est in sound pictures in the
Argentine that a committee of five
has been named by picture in-
terests in Buenos Aires to, pre-
sent the exhibitors and distribu-
tors’ side to the municipality.

This paragraph represented the
high light in a report sent to the
Department of Commerce in Wash-
ington, by Charles H. Ducote,
trade commissioner in the Argen-
tine.

Ducote reported that a meeting
recently was held in Buenos Aires,
sponsored by the Sindicate Cin-
ematografico Argentino and the
newly formed Associ-ition Argen-
tina Distributors de Films, to com-
bat the attempts being made to
ban or tax, heavily, foreign talk-
ing and synchronized film.

The motion picture busines.s is

the source from which more man
10,000 persons, in Buenos Aires,

CPontimioh on pntre 21

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— After
25 years on the screen Mary Pick-
Lord will return to the stage this

I'^'aH. According to her press de-
partment she will appear on New
fork’s Broadway in a play spon-
sored by Arch Selwyn.
Mary was last seen on the stage

in 1908 under David Belasco’s di-

rection. The play in which she
is supposed to appear soon has
not been chosen.

Mary’s alleged decision follows
that of three other screen stars

—

(Continued on page 2)

CHEVALIER EN ROUTE
HERE FOR PARIS TRIP

Maurice Chevalier is due
in New York the last of the
week, eii route to Paris
from Hollywood. He will
vacation in Europe for
three months. His secre-
fary, Tom Hern, is accom-
panying tlie actor.

Mighty and Magnificent-^\lQ BIG TRAIL
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WJiatever became of “Ingagi*’
* * * the guy that impersonated
“Ingagi” on the screen wants to

do his stuff over the vaud time

and will book himself as “Ingagi

in Person” * * There’s an in-

ducement for some of these cir-

cuits looking for something orig-

inal in the way of talent • • *

Eddie Mullin, who p.a.’d “Abie’s

Irish Rose”, calls Randy Bartlett’s

attention to preparations being

made at Criterion for “Hell’s

Angels” * * * says Eddie to Randy—“see what Hughes is doing for

‘Hell’s Angels’,” pointing to

workmen putting into place giant

letters over the marque—says

Randy—“I don't know what he’s

doing for ‘Hell’s Angels’ but he’s

sure doing a hellava lot for Edi-

son” * * Harry Revier, the mega-
phone artist, and Joe Smiley, act-

or-producer, button-holing each
other on the Big Stem * * »

Charlie AVaslibum who tells the

world about George M. Cohan, is

the man behind the hallyhoo for

“Hell’s Angels” * * *

RUMOR OF WARNER LOAN
(Continued from page 1)

man-Sachs as bankers for War-
ners. Charles Hayden, it was
said, would be appointed to the

company’s board of directors.

From a year’s high of 80A4 War-
ners stock slumped steadily to a
low of 24%, until yesterday’s rally.

WARNERS BUY COSTON CIRCUIT

AND FIVE HOUSES IN INDIANA
Warners, after months of nego-
tiation, have finally closed for the
purchase of the Coston Circuit of

eleven houses in Chicago. The
deal was completed yesterday by
Spyros P. Skouras, acting for
Warners.

In addition to closing this deal,

Skouras closed a deal which
brings five houses in Indiana in-

to the Warners fold.

The Chicago houses going in the
deal are:

Capitol, Avalon, Stratford, Cha-
tham, Jeffrey, Grove, Highland,
West Englewood, Cosmo, Empress
and Studio.
The five in Indiana are:
Indiana, in Indiana Harbor;

Anierican, in East Chicago;
Hoosier, in Whiting; Parthenon
and Orpheum in Hammond.
The two deals bring sixteen the-

atres into the Warners fold.

VALESKA SURATT
LOSES HER SUIT

OVER ‘KING OF KINGS’

Yaleska Surratt, former

movie vamp and vaudeville

headliner, saw her plagiar-

ism suit against parties in-

terested in Cecil DeMille’s
“King of Kings”, thrown
out of court before Federal
Judge Frank J. Coleman
yesterday. She had asked
for an acconnting of profits

reported to have been in

the neighboi’hood of $1,000,-

000. She claimed a scen-
ario snbmitted by her to
DeMille was pirated.

Para N. Y. Studio Overflows
Sets Up in Parking Space

Production activity at Para-

mount’s New York studio has

overflowed the usual limits of the

film plant, the company reported

yesterday. For the first time in

the history of the institution sets
will be built on the plot of ground
across the street from the studio
which was formerly used as an
automobile parking space.

Every available square foot of
interior space is now occupied by
sets for the two feature produc-
tions in work, “The Best People”
and Ed Wynn’s “Manhattan
Mary”. In addition, the “back
lot”, scene of most exterior set-

tings, will be filled to capacity
during the current week.

The former parking place, one-
quarter of a city block in size, will

be the locale for the reproduc-
tion of a street in Greenwich 'Vil-

lage which will serve as a back-
ground for much of the comedy
and romance in “Manhattan
Mary”, which Norman Taurog is

Idirecting.

PICKFORD TO RETURN
TO LEGITIMATE STAGE

(Continued from page 1)

i Rod LaRoque, Vilma Banky, his

! wife, and Colleen Moore. Miss
Moore’s play has not been an-
nounced.
La Roque and Banky will be

co-starred in a play adapted from
the Hungarian on which Anita
Loos and John Emerson are now
said to be at work.
A number of screen stars have

tried a fling at vaudeville but

I

few have attempted the legitimate
stage.

HACKFORD MGR. FOR
i UNIVERSAL IN DETROIT

: Syd Hackford, salesman in the
iDetroit Universal exchange, was
'promoted yesterday to the man-
jagership of the office, succeeding
Leo M. Devaney, resigned. He as-

isumes his new duties immediately.

AWAY TO THE GREATEST YEAR
(Continued from page 1)

“Dawn Patrol,” Radio’s “Dixi-

|ana,” Columbia’s “Rain or

’Shine;” and Universal’s “All

Quiet on the Western Front” is

being supplemented with three big

clickers. Now in the present week
comes “Hell’s Angels” and Grif-

fith’s “Lnicoln” promises, on hard

boiled appraisal, to be one of the

great pictures of all times. Others

are here and more are on the way.
* * •

^T^HE industry needed pictures

-* and now the industry has pic'

tures. Those companies that are

lagging behind in the matter of

really good product are moving
mountains to turn it out.

NOW, then and therefore—on

this day preceding mid'

August, we, as a business, can

look forward to success in plenty

and we don’t have to draw on

the optimism department for re-

inforcement. The only require'

ment is hard work, Mr. Kent’s

“will to do” and a Jimmy Grain'

ger’s “full speed ahead.”

*00
TJUSINESS won’t be “as usual.”

Business will be tremendous

if the drive and the restless

energy of the industry continues

on the fast course it has laid

down. From where we sit it’s

the grandest of all possible worlds!

U. S. FILM EXPORTS

SHOW HUGE GAIN

Preliminary export figures of

American motion picture film for

the first six months of 1930 to all

foreign countries show an increase
of 23,122,221 linear feet over those
of 1929, according to the report
of the U. S. Department of Com-
merce.

I

During the first half of 1930,

144,932,674 linear feet of Ameri-
can sound and silent motion pic-

tures valued at $4,127,172 were ex-
ported as against 121,810,453

linear feet of both types valued
at $3,331,022 during the same
period of 1928, the report by N.
D. Golden, assistant chief of the
Motion Picture Division shows. Of
this footage 2,788,991 feet were si-

lent negatives and 3,292,905 feet
were in sound film negatives and
53,472,269 feet in silent positives
and 85,378,609 feet in sound posi-

tives.

“Europe still remains our larg-

est user of American motion pic-,

tures. During the first six months
of 1930, 63,878,047 feet of Ameri-
man motion pictures, with a value
of $2,049,227 were exported to this

region as against 40,423,942 feet

with a value of $1,327,413 during
the same period of 1929.

“This increase of over 23.000,-

000 feet of film was absorbed
chiefly by the United Kingdom and
France. United Kingdom has in-

creased its imports of our film

by over 12,000,000 feet, importing
during the first half of 1930, 23,-

677,004 feet of film with a value
of $1,098,434 from this country as
against 11,195,243 feet of film dur-
ing 1929.

“Frhnce is our second largest
market in footage imported. Dur-
ing the first six months of 1930,
there was exported to France 13,-

445,037 feet of American film

worth $301,466 as against 5,103,988
feet during 1929.

S. L. WARNER’S ESTATE
(Continued from page 1)

his brothers, J. L., Harry and Al-
ibert, were first to grasp the ad-
ivantages of the talking pictures.

!Sam (lied Oct. 5, 1927, at the time
jwhen the talking picture j was be-
ing perfected.

I
Personal property and $100,000

|for life was left the widow, Mrs.
jLina Basquette Warnes, and a
similar trust fund to the daugh-
ter, Lita B. Warner. The remaind-
er of the estate went in equal
shares to the brothers.

STOCK MARKET
1

I

Tuesday, August 12, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 53 53'/2 —

1

Warner Bros 24% 26% -|- %
Fox Film “A” 40% 41 — %
Loew’s Inc 62'4 62% —1%
Radio K-A-0 27% 27% — %
Pathe Exchange ... 4 4% -}- %
Pathe “A” 8 8 -r !4
Con. F. Ind 171/2 17'/2 —1
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... I91/2 19% — %

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 31 31 —4%.
Fox Theatre “A”... 8% 9

Nat. Screen 30 30 — %
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NOTED GOLFER NOW
KEW GARDENS PRO

John A. Winters, noted go’.fer

who played with the Brown Uni-
versity Goir Team for three years

and more recently was the pro-

fessional of the Exmoor Country
Club in Chicago, has been select-

ed to act as instructor and pro-

fessional for the new Kew Gard-
ens indoor miniature golf course
which opens next Monday night in

the former Kew Gardens Theatre,
Queens Elvd. and Union Turnpike,
Kew Gardens, L. I.

RKO ixpMsm
HERE AND ABROAD

(Continued from page 1)

and general manager, returned
yesterday from RKO’s division

managers’ convention in Chicago.
Following the convention Plunkett
visited the newly acquired thea-
tres in Ohio and Michigan, and
made preparations for the dedica-

tion of the new theatres in this

territory. With Brown on his re-

cent inspection trip covering these
houses were George Brown, in

charge of maintenance; Leroy
Cox, sound.

Joseph I. Schnitzer, chief of

RKO Radio Pictures, arrived from
England and France Monday.
Among the RKO houses to be

dedicated in Ohio and Michigan
soon are the downtown house in

Detroit, one in Cincinnati, Colum-
bus, Toledo and Grand Rapids.

Schnitzer reported that produc-
tion work under the supervision
of Radio Pictures, Ltd., the Bri-

tish subsidiary, • is booming.
Basil Dean, in charge of .pro-

duction in England already has
“Escape” ready for release. It is

adapted from John Galsworthy’s
play of the same name. Gerald
Du Maurier is featured. It will

be shown in America soon.
The British company now is at

work on production of “The
Fourth Wall”. The next on the
program will be “The Perfect
Alibi”, frorn A. A. Milne’s work.

SARATOQIANS TO SEE
FIRST PUBLIC SHOW
OF “WHOOPEE” FILM

“Whoopee”, the Samuel
Goldwyn - Ziegfeld musical
comedy in sound will be
given its first public show-
injj at the Palace Theatre,
Saratoga, Aug. 22. The
picture, all-color, will have
its Broadway premiere
sometime in September, ac-

cording to United Artists,

distributors.

NEW FOX PASADENA

HOUSE SOON TO OPEN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
Fox Theatre in Pasadena will

open its doors about the middle
of August. Formerly known as

the Pasadena Theatre, the house
has been extensively remodeled by
Fox West Coast. Co.sting approxi-
mately $100,000, the thorough re-

pair and redecorating has con-
verted the house into one of the

most modern in Southern Cali-

fornia.

The theatre seats 1000 and is

situated in the commercial center
of the city. It will be managed
under the supervision of Stanley
Chambers.

HAWKS TO DIRECT
“CRIMINAL CODE’^

Howard Hawks has been signed
to direct Columbia’s “Criminal
Code,” the adaptation of the
Broadway stage sensation of the
past season by Martin Flavin. It

will go into production as soon
as a suitable cast has been se-
lected.

KOLKER GETS ROLE
Harry Kolker will have a sup-

porting role with Maurine O’Sulli-
van and Charles Farrell in Fox’s
“The Princess and the Phnnber.”

F.N., GURTISS-WRIGHT TIEUP

FOR BALLYHOO ON AIR EPIC

HANSON RETURNS
(Continued from page 1)

ductions, Inc., as a result of his

observations and reports from
various exhibitor organizations
gleaned during a tirp to Denver,
Kansas City, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis and Detroit, from
which he has just returned.

Tiffany now has nearly throe
thousand franchise holders, Han-
son reported, and reports indicate
that they are pleased with the
product and service they have re-
ceived under the terms of the
franchise. In short, he said, the
franchise completely justifies the
confidence placed in it bv Tiffany
and by the franchise holders a id
utterly scouts the idea so fre-
quently advanced during the early
stages of the movement that ex-
hibitors would not hold together
in a plan of that nature.

Thirty-six Curtiss-Wright flying

bases in cooperation with First

.Mational exploitation staff, yester-
day launched a promotion stunt in

favor of “The Dawn Patrol” that
promises to be somewhat of a
record for such procedure.

The 3C flying bases will assist

all exhibitors playing the air epic
with aerial exploitation.

S. C. Einfeld, advertising head
for First National and Lewis
Churbuck, school director for Cur-
tiss, formulated the stunt.

One of the aerial tricks that is

expected to draw big will be the
staging of so-called “dog” flights

over the theatre, during which the
city will be bombarded with cir-

culars. The Curtiss people will
furnish the planes, without
charge, to exhibitors, for display
over the marquees or in theatre
lobbies.

The tie-up already has proved
a big success In Atlanta, Ga,

MOVIE HOUSE PLANNED
BY JERSEY CATHOLICS

DOZEN VARIETIES

IN CUTTING ROOM
Sam Sax, Vitaphone production

manager, now has twelve Vita-

phone Varieties in the cutting

room in addition tq the many al-

ready completed and ready for

distribution. The dozen includes
two dramatic shorts, five comedies
•ind two specials.

In addition to these films. Sax
has several foreign versions in the
process of editing, while the cur-

rent production schedule is the

heaviest ever set by the studio.

SHARLIE CHASE HAS
NEW LEADING WOMAN

Dorothy Granger has been sign-
ed as new leading woman for

Charlie Chase. Dorothy formerly
was in Hal Roach’s Boy Friend
series of comedies.

MEYER CONTINUES
(Continued from page 1)

supervision over Universal’s other
theatre interests in that particu-
lar territory.

Meyer, who has made a dis-

tinguished record as a theatre di-

rector, is one of Mr. Laemmle’s
oldest friends, and was one of the
first employees of Universal in the
Middle West.

The Rev. Joseph A. Grieff, pas-
tor of the Roman Catholic Church
of the Holy Family, in Union City,

N. J., announces that early in the
Fall construction will begin on a
$150,000 theatre building, for an
annual Lenten Passion play and
talking pictures the balance of
the year.

The building will be a 3-story
brick structure with eight class-
rooms, in addition to the theatre
and auditorium. It will be erect-
ed in the rear of the church at
12nd street and Central avenue,
and will seat 1,400.

^HEART OF ROCKIES”
READY TO SHOOT

Harry Tierney’s operetta of the
great West, “Heart of the Rock-
es,” is soon to go into production
it the RKO studios, with Everett
Marshall, grand opera baritone,
who has created a sensation in

Tierney’s “Dixiana,” singing the
leading role.

ARGENTINE WITNESSING
BOOM OF SOUND FILMS

(Continued from page 1)

alone, derive their living, the
meeting proved. Theatres in the
city contribute more than 4,000,-

000 pesos each year in revenue of

the city.

A new picture house, recently
opened in the city, the Palais
Royal, seats 1,000.

R i n *T i fi -T In
THE SCREEN'S GREAT DOG STAR

AN ALL-

TALKING
SERIAL

12

STIRRING
EPISODES

WITH AN
I

ALL-STAR i

CAST

"THE LONE DEFENDER”
|

iMASCOT PICTURES CORPORATION
IVAT LEVIXE, Tresideut

1650 BROADWAY Cable Address
New York City LEYPIC, N. Y.
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A SHOWMANSHIP NATURAL!
“Reno,” a daily source of news around

which the newspaper headlines of America

revolve, is a “natural” for stirring the imagi-

nation of every film patron in your community.

The scion of one of America’s most noted

families has combined the might of a great

message with the lilt of love, the swan song

of mismating, and the excitement of tense

melodrama. Smashing press material by Cor-

nelius Vanderbilt, Jr., insures unusual co-op-

eration from loced newspaper editors.

Syndicated Serially to Over
Marking the Return o! One oS Ai^

RUTII
with Kenneth Thomi
Lloyd, Montagu Lt

DIRECTED BY



la Newsfiaper Readers And
Famous Screen Personalities

lAND
i Hardy, Dorothy
[yce McCormick

I J. CRONE

READYMADE EXPLOITATION
National advertisers of well-known products

are launching powerful campaigns as a com-

pliment to the return of Ruth Roland to the

screen. Over 500 department stores are fea-

turing her photo on their counters. Lux Toilet

Soap, I. Miller Shoes, Ampico Pianos, New
Mode Hosiery, American Morocco Case* UIl-

man Silver Frames, Shapiro-Bernstein Music

Publishers, Macauley Book Publishers, and

prominent radio stations offer you unusual

opportunities to capit^ize local dealer tie-ups.

Readymade exploitation

!
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Responding to public demand

> ROXY
world’s largest theatre

with 2nd week bigger than 1st, holds

over for 3rd week . . .

COMMON
CLAY

W ith

CONSTANCE BENNETT
LEW AYRES

Tully Marshall * Matty Kemp Beryl Mercer

Directed by VICTOR FLEMING

From the Harvard prize play by CLEVES KINKEAD

FIRST 4 DAYS OF 2nd WEEK BEAT BY

‘5280 FIRST 4 DAYS OF OPENING WEEK!

HAS THE PRODUCT
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How the Holy
Robes Do Smell!

By

——

•

I
N OUR own esteemed Hoily^

wood the Ministerial Associa'

tion not so very long ago em'

powered a committee of its own
membership to investigate film

celebrities with a view to request'

ing church members not to patron'

ize pictures starring players

whose private lives were revealed

by investigation to be off color,

bad or lowdown. This we re'

gard as an unfair trade practice

against rival attractions.

« • •

ONE good investigation de'

serves another so with this

in mind we cast about for a little

data on the private life low down
on the clergy as a class. Imagine

our horror at discovering that in

these United States there were

3,795 clergymen who went so far

(Continued on page 2)

HOUSE WARMING HELD

BY ARTISTS OF AIR’

Famous Artists of the Air, Inc.,

of which Eddie Dowling is presi-

dent, celebrated the opening of
headquarters last night at 65o
Fifth avenue. Members of the
press, radio and stars were guests.
The company occupies an entire
floor. Production of radio records
will be in full swing by the first

of the week.

“CHECK AND
DOUBLE=CHECK”

Lee Marciis annonnced
yesterday that the final de-
cision has been made by
Kadio Pictures on the title

for the film which Amos ’n’

Andy are now making on
the West Const. It is “Check
and Donbe - Check”, the
phrase iiiaie famous by the
team in their radio broad-
casts.

OHIOANS TO ASK GOVERNOR
TO LIFT “BIG HOUSE” BAN

PLAYERS IN DANGER

!
IN $100,000 FIRE

i AT FILM COLONY

;

HOLLLYWOOD BUREAU—Fran-
:cis McDonald, movie villain, and
Mme Nikolai Madejine, wife of a
jRussian baritone, and a film act-

iress, were overcome by fire which
did $100,0'00 damage to Villa Car-
llotta, smart apartment house in

jthe film colony.

LILLIAN NOTH TO
PLAY UNO HOUSES

i

;

Lillian Roth was yesterday en-
igaged by Charles J. Freeman, gen-
eral manager of RKO stage per-
jformances, for an important tour
of Radio-Keith-Orpheum Theatres
jstarting during the RKO Month
celebration, opening September 6

n Cincinnati.

BLAGNIflER TO NETUHH
’ HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — His
' role in “Little Caesan”, at the
iFirst National Studio, completed,
Sidney Blackmer will return to

New York for a visit of several
jweeks with his wife, Lenore
iUlric. This will be Blackmer’s
third trip to New York in as many
months.

TONIGHT’S OPENING

The new uio.tJon picture
season opens tonight when
Warner Eros, present John
Barrymore in a talkie ver-

sion of “Moby Eieh” at the
Hollywood Theatre.
BaiTymore will again be

seen as the mad whaling
captain, Ahab. Joan Ben-
nett is east as the heroine
and Lloyd Hughes is the
evil brother of the hero.
Lloyd Bacon directed.

UFA’S FIRST TALKIE

TO BE SHOWN SOON

Ufa’s first talking picture, “The
Melody of the Heart’’ is scheduled
to have its first public showing
in this country, in New York City
during the last week in August,
according to an announcement
made at the local offices of the
company yesterday. The picture,
which has been recorded both in
English and German was direct-
ed by Hanns Schwarz and stars
Willy Fritsch in the role of a Hun-
garian soldier and Dita PaiTo as
a Hungarian peasant girl. Both
the leading players are well
known in the United States
in their previous Ufa silents.

ZONING PLAN IS

BY S. E.

ATLANTA, Aug. 13.—The South-
eastern Theatre Owners Associa-
tion, at its annual meeting and
The Atlanta Film Board Of Trade,
both ratified the protection plan as
worked out by the Zoning Com-
mittee recently.

Representatives of affiliated the-
atres report that both organiza-
tions believe the plan fair and will

proceed to ratify by proper pro-
cedure.
The unanimous opinion of all

elemezits of the industry attending
the convention was that the estab-

APPROVED

FILM INTERESTS

(Continued on page 3)

RARE ORANG-OUTANG

‘SIGNS’ FOR U. FILM!

PAGE MR. INGAGI!

Harry Garson has cabled the
Universal office that he has se-
cured the services of a rare orang-
outang for the title role in
“Orang”, now in production in the
wilds of Borneo. Garson shot a
series of scenes for this special
in Shanghai, China, before going
into Borneo.

COLUMBUS, O.—Governor Coop-
er is going to hear about the ac-

tion of the Ohio State censor board
in banning “The Big House” from
theatres within the state.

P. J. Wood, business manager of

the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of Ohio, is preparing a potest
to be forwarded, to (Governor Cooper
with the signatures of virtually ev-
ery exhibitor in the state wdio liasi

booked “The Big House”.

The Censor Board banned the
picture because, its members re-'

ported, sentiment engendered by
the recent prison riots in the peni-
tentiary at Columbus, “would be
aggravated”.

Wood will tell Governor Cooper
that every other state in the Union
has approved “The Big House”.

(Continued on page 2)

ONA lAERICEL NIAICES

FILiyi DEBUT TODAY
Una Merkel, whose southern

graciousness disarmed emotion-
ally spent audiences at Helen
Hayes’s “Coquette” performances,
today makes her screen debut at
the Rivoli Theatre, in “Eyes of the
World”, a United Artists Picture.
This performance, together with
her woi’k as Ann Rutledge in
“Abraham, Lincoln”, due at the
Central August 25, won her a
long term contract with United
Artists.

PLAYS ROLE IN FOUR
DIFFERENT TONGUES

Barbara Leonard, featured in

the Fox Film, “Scotland Yard,” is

the only woman on the screen to
have played the feminine lead in
a picture produced in four dif-
ferent languages, opposite four
different leading men. The pic-
ture was “Monsier Le Fox”.

2ND WEEK AT GLOBE
FOR “RAIN OR SHINE”

Columbians “B a in or
Shine”, starring Joe Cook,
noted stage eomediaii, has
been held over a second
week at the Globe I’lieatre.
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Walter Hill, onetime advance

man for Buffalo Bill’s Circus, was
included in Warners’ edict setting

nearly 200 employes loose * * *

Ray Gallagiier, of Empy News,
calling on Jlike Simmons * * *

Tommy (Crank) Craven, demon
cameraman of Patlie News Cami-
on, No. 1111, is cracking the first

audible words uttered by Tommy
the Third, at the Craven home-
stead on Long Island Frank
Sanlilippo, son of Joe, Pathe pro-

jectionist, has done a sketch of

E. B. I)err. * * * his future as an
artist is predicted on its strength
* * * Jane Winton will be Kleig-

lighted at “Hell’s Angels” open-

ing * * * so will Mayor Jimmie
* * * and Grover (Carnation)

Whalen’s successor, Mulrooney
* * * There’s a pigeon outside

this here office with only one leg
* * patrons of Warners’ Beacon
on the upper Big Stem hereafter

will be put right on all love prob-

lems by Bean C. J. Coffman, anal-

yst of love ailments, handwriting
expert and astrologer or what
have you * * * Dave Strumpf is

back at his duties as art directfjr

following an absence due to death

in his family * * Lou Gaudreau,
business manager of Hy Daah’s
ad and publicity dept, at KKO,
left his tonsils with a surgeon the

other day * * * Lily Damita is

taking the same road Clara Bo3V

chose to hit the front pages * * *

this time it’s no less than one of

N.Y.’s 400

AIN HREET
fu Gohdoii'lpent

HANDBILLS IN ITALIAN
BOOST ATTENDANCE

Bill Michalson, manager the Cap-
itol Theatre, at Port Chester, New
York, kept his attendance above
normal on the extremely hot days
of August 4th. 5th and 6th by the
following simple bit of exploita-
tion which cos thim $7.50.

In release Vol. Ill No. 90 of Fox
Movietone News he got the spe-
cial on the Italian earthquake.
Port Chester has an Italian popu-
tion which cost him $7.50.

Michalson had an announcement
printed in Italian and distributed
m the Italian section. He claims
that as a result of distributing
3,000 of them he brought in over
1,500 Italians wiio would not oth-
erwise have attended his show.

RELEASE DATES SET
ON THREE U.A. FILMS

Release dates on three United
Artists Pictures were announced
yesterday by A1 Lichtman, vice-

president and General Manager as

follows

:

August 30, “Eyes of the World”,
based on the Harold Bell Wright
novel, and directed by Henry King
September 6, “The Lottery Bride”,
first Arthur Hamnierstein film will

be released. September 27, “Whoo-
pee”, first Florenz iegfeld-Samuel
Goldwyn production, all-Technicol-
or, with Eddie Cantor starred, will

be released. It is the first picture
Mr. Ziegfeld has personally sup-
ervised.

“ALL QUIET” PUTS
S.R.O, SIGN OUT

IN N.E. SHOWING

The SJLO. sign was put
out when “All Quiet on the
Western JY-ont”, Universal’s
special, played its first Puh-
lix engagement in New
England at a house that
has been closed for more
than a year.

The Empire in New Bed-
ford, seating 1(550, with a
l>rice sealing 10 cents to

50 cents, did a $1100 busi-

ness the first day. A pos-
sibility of a second week
impends according to ad-
vises from TVs Fifth avenue
office.

ASK BAN ON “BIG

HOUSE” BE REMOVED
(Continued from page 1)

The Theatre Owners protest wdll

be concluded with;

‘The request of the Censor
Board has been prompted by some
very powerful influences and is

significant to prove to what dan-
gerous extremes censorship can
be carried.”

HOW THE HOLY ROBES DO SMELL!
(Continued from page 1)

wrong as to get into the courts

on criminal charges. There were

119 murderers, 288 swindlers, 679

adulterers, 144 bigamists, 17 burg-

lars and a depressing assortment

of ravishers, gamblers, drunkards,

seducers, white slavers and illicit

distillers.

« * *

E NOTE that the slanderers

brought to book numbered
109 and only a small percentage

of the total slander mob is repre-

sented by this figure. Of religi-

ous denominations, 31 are repre-

sented, with the Methodists lead-

ing the list with 728 criminal

clerg^'men. The lobbyists and
stock gamblers are not included

in this array of holy sinners

whose robes smell to the heavens

SECOND ‘SYNDICATE’

NOW UNDER WAY

The second of Syndicate’s
‘Greater Sixteen’, “Beyond the
Law”, is now in production and
will star Robert Frazer and
Louise Lorraine, with Lane
Chandler, Robert Graves, Charles
King, George Hackathorne and
William Walling. It is directed by
J. P. McGowan under the super-
vision of George A. Durlam.

rivalling the pole cat on a humid
night.

* * *

AV^E OF the amusement busi-

ness would not call upon
the public to stop going to church

just because the clergy contained

a percentage of ecclesiastical bums
even though the percentage would
be heavier in offense than is re-

corded among the gay-hearted en-

tertainers of the screen.

« * «

WE FIND the record so amaz-

ing that we may have more
to say on the subject.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, August 13, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 53 55

Warner Bros 26% 27% +1/2
Fox Filrq “A” 40% 41% -(- %
Loew’s Inc. 611/4 641/4 4-1%
Loew’s Inc. Pre 103 103 —

2

Radio K-A-0 27% 28% -t~ %
Pathe Exchange .. 3% 'i% — %
Pathe “A” 7% —

''A

Con. F. Ind 17% 1714 — 14
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 19% 19% 4- %

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 34% 34% -1-3%
Fox Theatre “A”... 8I/4 8% — %
Nat. Screen 2914 29% — %

M-G-M SHOWS

SIX NEW SHORTS
“Dollar Dizzy”

Charlie Chase, Thelma Todd and
Jimmie Finlayson scamper through
this one with laughs following
them with insistent regularity.

Charlie and Thelma get all tangl-
ed up in an hotel suite. Dashing
blondes enter the mixup and

—

boop, boop-a-doop. Charlie Chase
always manages to be funny—Jim-
mie Finlayson never is dull. Two
reels of this one.

“Laurel-Hardy Murder Case”
A great title to start with. Thi&

a la book-of-the-month murder
story is solved only after Stan and
Oliver have one hellava time keep-
ing away from spooks and collect-

ing an heritage. The “speakies”,
instead of detracting from this pair

of funmakers, add, not a little to

their foolishment. No pee-wee golf

here—regular 18-hole course. Two
spindles.

“A Barkie”
Most dogs are pikers compared

to the aggregation of canines—

a

big and little—assembled by Jules

White and Zion Myers for this one
When you can get together eleven

dogs and have them stage a foot-

l)all game, with the hero coming
in at the last minute, and every-

thing, then you have some dogs.

And the love interest—Elinor Glyn
never conceived any more passion-

ate scenes with leopard skins. Two
more spindles.

“A Teacher’s Pet” (Dur Gang)
Those rascals of Hal Roach stage

a schooldays party with the cute

teacher and everything. There’s

one youngster in the gang who is

destined to fill the shoes of Jack
Oakie—he looks enough like Jack
now to be a blood relation. And
Farina! He’s a riot and so Is Fat-

ty. Sound and dialogue helps this

bunch of youngsters and Bob Mc-
Gowan who has directed the Gang
since Nero fiddled in Romo, has
done his usual good job. Two spin-

dles.

Pirates
Color plays a great co-starring

part in this extravaganza. It’s a

great filler. Clever dancing girls,

Benny Rubin as a peg-legged pi-

rate and the Connor Sisters fvho

sing like the Duncan Sisters once-

upon-a-time did—and the Watson
sisters. A good bet in two spindles.

Technicolor was used.

“Beany” Walker, former Los An-
geles sports writer, edited these

shorts and did a good iob.

“Flip, the Frog”
A cartoon with a bullfrog doing

his stuff. Synchronization that is

pretty nearly perfect. Mr. Bullfiog

is okay.

HAL SKELLY TO MAKE
YITAPHONE SHORT

Murray Roth, director-iu-chief

of the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studios,

has signed Hal Skelly, stage and
screen actor, to appear in one of

the special two-reel productions
on the coming seasons Vitaphone
Varieties program. “The Gob”
will be his first short subject. It

is a comedy written by Paul
Gerard Smith and features three
leading women, Olive Shea, Peggy
Shannon and Madge Evans. Roy
Mack is Skelly’s director.
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FAKE JOHN GILBERT
JAILED SIX YEARS
FOR SWINDLING GALS

HOME. Ihilv.—^Tolm (liil-

M-e-M TO EXPAND PRODUCTION

OF MULTI-LINCOAL FEATURES

FOX IHEAmS REOFEN

SIX HOOSES tUG. 29

The Fox Theatres Corporation
will officially begin its new sea-

son on Friday, August 29, when
they will reopen six of their the-

atres which have been closed dur-

ing the summer months for altera-

tions and renovations. These six

theatres, which are located in the

upper Manhattan and the Bronx,
are the Audubon, Crotona, Man-
hattan, Valentine and the U.S.

The Riverside Theatre. which
formerly showed vaudeville and
pictures, will be opened tor the

first time as a Fox motion picture

theatre.

“Common Clay” with Constance
Bennett will be the first attrac-

tion at all of these theatres and
will be followed by “Manslaught-
er” with Claudette Colbert and
Fredric March.

UNiVERSirmPSHES
TO niM “MISSISSIPPI”

One of Universal’s new season’s

specials will be a talkie version

of Ben Lucien Bruman’s “Missis-

sippi”, a story of river life on the

Father of Waters. Leading roles

probably will be assligned Lew
Ayres and John Wray, among
others.

TAYLOR TO DIRECT
SERIAL FOR U

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Carl
Laepimle, Jr. has chosen Ray Tay-
lor, veteran serial director, to

make the chapter play “Finger
Prints”, by Arthur B. Reeve,
which will be one of the four new-
era talking serials of the Univer-
sal 1930-31 season.

NUGENT CAST FOR
“THE LOVE 0’ LIL’^

Elliot Nugent, stage and screen
star has been selected to portray
the role of Sandy in Columbia’s
“For the Love O’ Lil,” an adap-
tation of Leslie Thrasher’s fam-
ous Liberty Magazine cover series,

under the direction of James Ting-
ling.

‘‘LADIES ROLE
GOES TO PAUL LUCAS

HOI^LYWOOD BUREAU. — Paul
Lucas will portray the leading
role in the screen version of Ru-
pert Hughes’ “Ladies Man” soon
to go into production on the Para-
mount lot. Louis Gasiiier and
David Burton will co-direct.

lEW PATHE COMEDY
AT BOTH STRANDS

The New York and Brooklyn
Strands are playing day and date,
starting Friday, August 15, the
Pathe Comedy, “Two Plus Fours”
featuring Nat Carr.

BUSTER KEATON GETS
NEW DEAL WITH M-G-M

Buster Keaton has put his name
to a long-term contract with
M-G-M.

FAKE JOHN GILBERT
JAILED SIX YEARS
FOR SWINDLING GALS

ItlF.XIE, Itillj.-^ohn fill-

hert’s perfect double, An-
gelo Mazzueea, whose re-

markable likeness to .the

movie actor won him count-
less sweetliearts, credit and
a wliirl in society, has been
sentenced to six years in

prison on no less than 80
charges of swindling.

the bogus Giiberf’s name
bad become known over
Italy, especially getting big
responses from Italian shop
girls.

Angelo’s love campaign
netfed liim a lot of small
change and permitted liim

to pass a lot of elastic

cliecks. He even purchas-
ed a liigii-]>owered ear on
the strength of his likeness
to America’s John of movie
fame.

LIM BASQUETTE^

ATTEMPTS SUICIDE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Lina
Basquette, widow of the late Sam
Warner, of Warner Brothers Pic-
tures, despondent over the loss of

the care of her child, late Tues-
day night took poison in what po-
lice said was a suicide attempt.
She was treated at Receiving Hos-
pital and allowed to go home in

charge of her personal physician.

BILL AND FAY
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. - Wil-

liam Powell will have Fay Wray
as his leading woman in “New
Morals”.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Plans
for a program of expansion of

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer’s foreign

language dialogue picture activi-

ties are now being formulated at

a coast conference by Louis B.

Mayer, Irving Thalberg, and Ar-

thur Loew.

“The outstanding success of re-

cent showings in foreign coun-

tries of M-G-M pictures make
necessary the expansion on a

large scale of our foreign produc-

tion program,” said Mr. Loew^

who travelled from New York to

California by airplane for the pre-

sent conference. “Under our in-

creased production plans, many
new figures of the European stage
and screen will shortly be on their

way to Hollywood where they will

augment the present foreign
screen personnel of the company.

“The marked success of our
plan of filming foreign dialogue
pictures with foreign talent right
here with our own equipment and
facilities, assures the continuation
of the plan on a bigger scale than
we have attempted before. The
requirements of the foreign mar-
ket make it imperative that a very
great expansion take place at

once.”

Loew was accompanied on his
visit to the coast by Ludwig Law-
rence, a special foreign repre-
sentative for M-G-M. The two
plan to return to New York by
airplane early next week.

Taking the initiative in the pro-
duction of foreign dialogue pic-
tures under domestic auspices,
M-G-M has produced a consider-
able percentage of recent talking
pictures in various languages, in-

cluding German, French, Spanish
and Italian. This company im-
ported a number of noted contin-
ental players from the Berlin,
Paris and Vienna stage tor the
Germ.an and French talking ver-
sions of Ferenc Molnar’s “Olym-
pia.”

MURRAY ROTH SIGNS

NEW VITA CONTRACT
The Vitaphone Corporation has

renewed Murray Roth’s contract as
director-in-chief of the Brooklyn
Vitaphone Studios. Roth is one of
the pioneers of the sound ei’a, hav-
ing written the scenario for
“Lights of New York”, the first

Warner talkie. As director-in-chief,
Roth supervises the production of
all the Vitaphone Varieties.

ZONE PLAN O.K.’D

(Continued from page 1)

lishment of a definite zoning and
protection plan is a splendid step
forwai'd.

The reports were issued by
Love B. Harrell, secretary of the
Southeastern Theatre Owners, and
E, L. Cole, secretary of the Atlanta
Film Board of Trade.

Rockne Football Series

Timely Business Getters
“The Last Yard” and “The

Hidden Ball,” the first two ol

the Rockne Football Series, Terry
Ramsaye is producing for Pathe,
are in the distributing company’s
branches, ready for trade show-
ing. These two one reelers were
recently reviewed in these
columns. “Touchdown,” “Back-
field Aces”, “Flying Feet” and
“Two Minutes to Go” are in the
cutting room and will be ready
soon.

From the exhibitors’ angle,
these pictures, conceived by Ram-
saye and directed by Clyde E. Elli-

ott are undoubtedly unique box
office attractions.

They feature Knute Rockne,
known to the legion of football
fans the country over as one of
the greatest gridiron coaches of
all time; they show Rockne drill-

ing his famed Notre Dame eleven
against another team in those
plays which have won victories
not only for this team, but for
others in some of the most sensa-
tional contests in the history of
the American football game.
The series is being released in

a season when the football fever
is at its height in every city, towm
and hamlet; when legions of fans
will be attempting to analyze
plays which they have seen or
read of in the newspapers or heard

described over the radio. In these

pictures they will find the answer
to their questions concerning
those plays which bring thousands
of spectators screaming to their

feet in stadiums throughout the

country.
As directed and edited by Elli-

ott, the Rockne series is a com-
plete encylclopedia of football,

compiled to reveal the fine points

of the game in a fashion in which
sound and color, drama and humor
are finely blended to produce first

class entertainment.
Not only is Rockne “the head

of his class” in the opinion of

many as a football coach, but
Elliott is an acknowledged author-
ity on the game. For years a
sports writer specializing in foot-

ball, Elliott is also an experienc-
ed motion pJcture director and
producer.
During a long association wdth

the Hearst silent newsrerds, Elli-

ott, with camera crews, covered
the majority of big football games
and issued specials on them, v/hich
in themselves have been consid-
ered classic records of epic grid-
iron contests.
He has brought this experience

into play in the Rockne series, for
which Pathe already reports a big
demand, and for which the public
has undoubtedly long been play-
ing.

SEVEN FOX FEATURES
NOW IN CUTTING ROOM

Seven P^ox Films feature produc-
tions are now in the cutting room.
They are “The Big Trail”, direct-
ed by Raoul Walsh; “Are You
There?” featuring Beatrice Lillie;
“Men On Call”, featuring Edmund
Lowe; “The Sea Wolf,” featuring
Milton Sills; “Lilliom”, featuring
Charles Farrell; “Soup to Nuts”,
Rube Goldberg’s first screen com-
edy with Ted Healy featured, and
“Tonight and You”, featuring Lois

Moran and J. Harold Murray.
Director Walsh is personally

supervising the cutting of “The
Big Trail”, intent upon watching
every progressive step of the pio-
neer epic until it actually reaches
the nation’s screens.

“Lightnin’,” starring Will Rog-
ers, and “Stolen Thunder”, with
J. Harold Murray and Jeanette
MacDonald, have gone into pro-
duction.



{Mpmber of All-America Board of Football)

IN THE BEST isPORTS

PICTURES EVER MADE

DIRECTED BY CLYDE ELLIOTT

PRODUCED BY TERRY RAMSAYE
By arrangement with Christy Walsh



Throbbing, vigorous drama of the gridiron now comes to

the screen! Epic plays that thrilled millions at big American

football games are re-enacted for Pathe by Knute Rockne

and his world famous Notre Dame Players!

Stirring powerful drama— Red Grange of Illinois catching

the kickoff against Michigan and racing 100 yards for a

touchdown! Jack Elder of Notre Dame intercepting a for-

word pass in the 1929 Army game and dashing 98 yards

for the only score of the contest! Albie Booth, sensational

Yale star, defeating Army with the greatest broken field

running of modern football!

These and scores of other history-making plays from all

sections of the country crowd the

Rockne Football Classics with

ceaseless action and thrills.

Intense drama for the greatest

sports-loving people in history.

American college football

games this Fall will be attended

by over 50,000,000 people, a

vast potential audience for thea-

tres showing the Rockne Football

Classics.

Done in sound and color, packed

with thrills and touched with

humor, they’ll be the National

Box-office Champions of 1930.

lx Single Reel

FOR OCTOBER AND
NOVEMBER RELEASE
The Last Yard Touchdown

The Hidden Ball Backfield Aces

Flying Feet Two Minutes to Go

PATH E
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IN THE THICK OF THE FIGHT

Now You
Know Real

Conditions

In India!

FOX
())o where you may—to the hattlefront where (lodfriiipr siiells beeomes a iiastime, or
into a surging revolutionary eountry—g'o where you may ami you will always timl

undaunted newsreel cameramen and newspapermen. On their shoulders rests the

responsibility of giving to the world, b<»th on the screen and in print, stories of these
history-making events.

To these men is accorded honor as it is to those actualiy in combat.

The picture published herewith shows James Jlcinnis, Fox cameraman, grinding away
as the storm of revolution broke around him in India. Jlcinnis, with Louis de
Rochemont, director of the unit, and W. K. Hawk, sound technician, was despatched
to India when the first mut.terings of the revolt presaged its world-wide significance.

—EXHIBITORS HERALH-WORLI)

MOVIETONE NEWS
ISSUE NO. 93, VOL. 3 OUT TODAY
CAMERA AND MICROPHONE RIGHT IN
CENTER OF FIGHTING REVEAL ACTUAL
SCENES OF RIOTING IN BOMBAY.
—WAVING OF REVOLUTIONARY FLAG.
—REPULSE OF NATIVES BY BRITISH
SOLDIERS.

SCORE ANOTHER TRIUMPH FOR
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

!
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Huge New Stock Issue for Warners
Hal Those Bums

of the Clergy!
By

^
I
T NOW comes out that the

survey of the clergy to find

out how many of them were low

lifes, bums and criminals, was

caused by the action years ago of

a Y. M. C. A. in the gay city of

Pittsburgh in refusing an actor

membership on the ground that

one of his profession could not

be a moral person.
« « *

The Los Angeles clergy, in

seeking to investigate the pic'

ture players, naturally incited a

new scrutiny of the clerical pro<

fession and this has brought out

(Continued on page 2)
'

PUTS GOLF COURSE ON
THEATRE MEZZANINE

J. H. Phillips has erected what
he claims as the smallest 18 hole
golf course in the world, on the
mezzanine floor of the Eagle The-
atre at 1852 Third Ave., so that
his patrons may enjoy a game of
golf, without additional cost, other
than the theatre admission.

NO SUPPORTINO BILL
WITH “LINCOLN” FILM

When “Abraham Lin-
coln” is accorded its world
premiere at the Central
Theatre^ Monday Ang. 25
—there will be no prologue
and no short subjects to
divert attention from the
feature of the evening,
I). W. Grrifiith^s first all-
dialogue feature.

BARE LIMBS OKAY

ON TREES ONLY,

CENSORS DECREE

VIENNA — The untra-clerical

province of Vorarlherg has “drawn
the veil” on bare legs on the

screen.
Film censorship authorities act-

ed on “Nur Dich Hab Ich Geliebt”
(“It Is Only You I Have Loved”)
which had an extended run in

Vienna without objection.

Exhibitors found that cutting
the objectional cabaret scene
would upset the synchronization
so they compromised by having
a dark strip fitted across the lens

(Continued on page 2)

‘‘SUNNY” COMPLETED
MARILYN HEADS EAST

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Mari-
lyn Miller’s second screen star-

ring vehicle “Sunny”, has been
completed at the First National
Studio in Burbank. Miss Miller
will start at once for New York,
where she will be presented by
Florenz Ziegfeld in a new musical
show with Fred and Adele As-
taire. “Sunny,” like her first pic-
ture, “Sally”, has been adapted
from one of Miss Miller’s out-
standing stage successes.

“BIG BOY” SET

“Big Boy”, starring A1 Jolson,
for Warners, is scheduled for re-
lease August 30.

Company Shareholders Offered Opportunity to Partici-

pate in New 5,000,000 Issue
Late last evening a letter to

and
TONIGHT’S OPENINGS

“Hell’s Angels” opens at

file Criterion and Gaiety
Theatres tonight. Sid Gran-
man today will finish put-
ting his last artistic toucli-

es to the hig ballyhoo tiiat

will attend tire twin ojjen-

ings, which is expected to
paralyze traffic in Times
Square.

Howard Hughes, pro-
ducer of the picture, ar-
rives in town today to at-

tend one of tlie perform-
ances.
With these openings,

Broadway’s new picture
season may be said to be
well under way.

the common and preferred

stockholders of Warner Broth-
ers was given to the press by
Harry Warner through the ad-
vertising representatives of
Goldman, Sachs and Co.,

banking representatives of the
film company, in which the
shareholders of the company
are given opportunity of sub-
scribing to the extent of

$15,000,000.00.
The letter confirmed previous

reports that Hayden, Stone and
Company is participating in the
underwriting and that that bank-
ing company will be represented
on the Warner Board.

The communication to the

(Continued on page 3)

Arthur in West on Business;

Not to Leave Fox Theatres
SGHERTZINCER DUE

Victor Schertzinger following a
vacation in Hollywood, is en route
to New York to begin preparations
for directing “Skippy”, the talk-
ing version of Percy Crosby’s
book and cartoon series 'which will
be started soon at the Paramount
New York studios.

RKO LEADER SEES BIG THINGS

FOR COMPANY AFTER TOUR

BRENNON TO PUBLICIZE
FOX IN PHILADELPHIA

C. J. Brennon, who has handled
publicity for several Fox houses
in the east, has been named pub-
licity director for the Fox the-
atre houses in Philadelphia.

An interview Which Hiram
Brown, head of RKO, gave a rep-
resentative of THE EXHIBITORS
DAILY REVIEW yesterday brought
forth the following observations
made on the RKO leader’s inspec-
tion tour of the West Coast in-

terests:

(Continued on page 3)

Rumors, current along Broad-
way and through film channels,
generally, to the effect that Harry
Arthur, head of Pox Eastern The-
atres, now en route to the West
Coast, will not return, were spik-
ed officially, yesterday by execu-
tives of the Pox New York office.

“Harry Arthur will be back just

(Continued on page 4)

A WHALE OF A FILM

Warners audible version
<»f “Moby Hick” presented
for the first time at the
Hollywood Theatre last
night, again j»roves the
ability of John Barrymore
to bring any fictional char-
acter to life on the screen.
Exhibitors slumld find tliis

thrilling picture an excel-
lent box-office attraction.

L. M.

Millions will cheer it It will

cheer exhibitors with millions. The BIG TRAIL
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BARE LIMBS OKAY
ON TREES ONLY

(Continued from page 1)

during the dance scene which

showed the girls scantily clad.

Critics promptly wrote many

words saying the effect was even

more suggestive than the undrap-

ed scene. The “veil” was drawn

across the dancers from their

necks down.

The Monarchist film producer,

in connection with the centenary

of Emperor Francis Joseph, en-

titled “The Emperor Francis

Joseph as Ruler and Man”, also

was banned by the local censor-

ship which is mostly Socialistic.

It is claimed that the film is “one-

sided”, presenting only the favor-

able episodes in the late Emper-

or’s reign.

GRANADA CELEBRATES
SECOND ANNIVERSARY

LEWISTON, Idaho. — Tri-State

Theatres, Inc. are celebrating the

second anniversary week of their

Granada Theatre here with a spe-

cial birthday program today with
“Night Work”, a Pathe picture

starring Eddie Quillan as the main
attraction.

George Jungert is president and
financial director of Tri-State, and
Eddie Rivers is vice president and
advertising manager. Their or-

ganization also controls the Rex
Theatre here.

21 F.N. STARS IN BIG TIEUP

WITH A. S. BECK SHOE FIRM
A nation-wide tie-up has been

arranged between First National

Pictures, Inc., and the A. S. Beck
Shoe Corporation, controlling

ninety-five shoe stores throughout
the country.

With a $500,000 newspaper cam-
paign in fifty-five cities advertis-

ing that the shoe styles of twenty-
one First National screen stars

exclusively will be duplicated for

the general public by A. ,S. Beck,
and with the entire Beck organiza-
tion co-operating in window dis-

plays in each of these cities

throughout the coming fall and
spring an exceptional opening for

exploitation and increased busi-

ness is placed at the disposal of

theatres showing First National
pictures.

This tie-up was effected hy S. C.

Einfeld, director of Advertising
and Publicity for First National
Pictures, on the initiative of the
A. S. Beck Corporation.
The stars whose styles are thus

to serve as models for the pub-
lic are Dorothy Mackaill, Bernice
Claire, Loretta Young, Alice

White, Ona Munson, Lila Lee,
Laura Lee Marian Nixon, Irene
Delroy, Myrna Loy, Helen Chand-
ler, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Walter
Pidgeon, Sidney Blackmer, James
Rennie David Manners Grant
Withers Neil Hamilton, Ben Lyon,
Lawrence Gray and Jack Whit-
ing.

During the fall and spring the

complete window display back-
grounds in all the Beck stores,

of which there are forty-five in

New York alone, will be devoted
to pictures of these stars and in-

formation concerning their cur-

rent vehicle. Half-page weekly
advertisements will he taken in

the newspapers in all the cities

where Bock stores are located,

includin(g New York, and these
advertisements will similarly fea-

ture the stars. The photographs
reproduced in the advertisements,
and the pictures named, will be
scheduled to appear concurrently
with the showing of First Nation-
al films in the local theatres. The
same principals will he followed
in arranging the window displays.

STALLION AND DOG
THRILL IN FOX FILM

‘TATROL’’ CONTINUES
AT WINTER GARDEN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
Fox Films production, now being
megaphoned, with George O’Brien
in the leading role, gives a lot of

attention to a dog and a stallion.

Rushes of the picture being di-

rected by Alfred Werker, in the

high Sierras of Nevada, show the

stallion in a fifty-foot leap from a

cliff to a lake below to avoid cap-

ture. The dog, unnamed, is

in evidence throughout several se-

quences and shows almost human
intelligence.

Richard Barthelmess’ latest

First National starring picture,

“The Dawn Patrol”, began the

sixth week of its engagement at

the Winter Garden yesterday.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Neil

Hamilton, William Janney, Gard-

ner James, James Finlayson, Clyde

Cook and Frank McHugh are

among the cast in this epic ol

war in the air which was direct-

ed by Howard Hawks.

HAH! THOSE BUMS OF THE CLERGY!
(Continued from page 1)

this observation: “In proportion

to their numbers, it is believed,

more ministers than members of

any other profession are guilty

of crimes knd vices.” This is

meanly ascribed to pastoral visits

made while the lord of the house

is away earning the money for the

family cakes and ale.

* • «

WE by no means endorse this

playing of the calcium light

on the records of the clergy as

a whole but we can fully under'

stand why, when they slander an-

other profession and seek to call

it vile, the resentment at the in-

justice should bring about a

counter investigation.

« « *

I
F Bishop Cannon of Virginia

were a picture magnate the

pulpits of the land would cry out

for his tar and featherment. But

as a Methodist bishop even his

own church stands for him. Our

own industry would discipline

such a man and he would have

a tough time getting a contract

« «

The clergy should immediately

concern themselves with
throwing out the clerical bums

who disgrace their profession.

The records are rich and rotten

with holy offenders and the crimes

of preachers include all the major

felonies and such items also as

running brothels, drug law nego-

tiations, jury fixing, poisoning

children and crimes mentionable

and unmentionable with a heavy

lot of offending in the sex realm

—the thing the clergy squawks

about in pictures more than about

anything else.

* * *

E of the pictures are clean-

ing our own house and it’s

rather a nice house too as a re-

sult. The clergy could well fol-

low suit.

THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

“EYES OF THE WORLD”
Opening at the Rivoli yester-

day was the United Artists pic-

ture “Eyes of the World” found-
ed on the novel by the prolific

and popular Harold Bell Wright.
Harold Bell Wright’s period of

greatest activity was a decade or
two ago and he wrote the kind
of stuff that you either didn’t like

at all or you ate up. The big
eaters were, and probably still

are, very much in the majority.
The resulting picture is of very
much the same variety of appeal.
It deals with the lack of under-
standing which is perennially ex-
isting between high society folk
from the city and the simpler but
not too simple, mountaineers.
Though the action is a little

slow to get underway at first, it

improves with progress and before
the end there is suspense and real
drama.
The whole is graced by direct-

ing, acting and photography of a
very high order. Henry King di-

rected and the cast included John
Holland, Nance O’Neill, Brandon
Hunt, Hugh Huntley, Una Merkle
and Fern Andra. “Eyes of the
World” is a box office picture
with good mass appeal.

C. G.

“SWING HIGH” SOLD
TO OVERSEAS CHAINS

“Swing High”, Bathe’s circus
thriller, has been booked by the
A.B.C. Circuit of England for all

of its theatres in the British Isles,

according to a cable received at

the Pathe Home Office from Regi-
nald Smith, general manager of

P.D.C. in Great Britain. The
A.B.C. organization have first-run

houses in every key city and Pa-
the states that this deal assures
favorable runs for this twelve-star
picture in those localities.

AIR CLUB MEMBERS
TO SEE “DAWN PATROL”

Members of the Evening Gra-
phic’s Junior Aviation club will

celebrate the first anniversary of

the club’s existence by attending,
in a body, a performance of “The
Dawn Patrol”, at the Winter
Garden, August 26.

IN “SCOTLAND YARD”

Arnold Lucy has been made a
member of the cast of “Scotland
Yard”, Fox film directed by Wil-
liam K .Howard.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, August 14, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 54'/2 54% — %
Warner Bros 28'/4 28% -f- %
Fox Film “A” 41% 42 -t- %
Loew’s Inc 63% 63% —1%
Loew’s Inc. Pre 95% 95% -h %
Radio K-A-0 28 28I/2 -)- %
Pathe Exchange ... 3% 3%
Pathe “A” 7% 1% -b %

Curl> Market
Columbia Piet 34% 34%
Fox Theatre “A”... 8% 8% -b %
Nat. Screen 29% 29 '/4 — %
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Detail
(Continued from page 1)

stockholders follows in full:

“August 14, 1930.

“To the Preferred and Common
Stockholders of

WARNER BROS. PICTURES, Inc.

“The Board of Directors of

your Corporation have voted to of-

fer to the holders of Common
Stock of the Corporation of rec-

ord at the close of business on
August 25, 1930 the right to sub-
scribe to additional shares of such
Common Stock at $20 per share to

the extent of one new share for each
four shares outstanding on such
record date. Transferable subscrip-
tion warrants will be mailed to

Common stockholders entitled
thereto promptly after the record
date and payment of subscriptions
must be made in full on or before
September 15, 1930.

“Holders of Preferred Stock
of the Corporation will not be
entitled as such to subscribe
to any part of .this offering,

They may, however, convert
their Pi’efeiTed Stock into
Common Stock and after such
conversion, as the holders of
Common Stock of record on
August 25, 1930 will receive
subscription warrants entitl-

ing them to participate there-
in.

“The offering has been under-
written by a syndicate, headed by
Messrs. Goldman, Sachs & Co. and
Hayden, Stone & Co., to the ex-
tent of 775,000 shares, which is

approximately the number of

shares to which the holders of
the Common Stock now outstand-
ing will be entitled to subscribe.
Mr. Richard P. Hoyt of Hayden,
Stone & Co. has been elected to

the Board of Directors of which
Mr. Walter E. Sachs of Goldman,
Sachs & Co. is already a member.
“This underwriting of the offer

to stockholders assures the Cor-
poration of more than sufficient

cash to enable it to pay off all

bank indebtedness and will place
the Corporation in a strong finan-
cial position. After giving effect
to the cash provided for by this
underwriting and allowing for all

commitments entered into, includ-
ing those resulting from the Cor-
poration’s recent expansion pro-
gram, it is calculated that current
assets of your Corporation as of

August 1, 1930 totalled approxi-
mately $41,000,000 while total cur-
rent liabilities were less than $17,-

000,000.

“During the past five years your
Corporation has been brought for-

ward from a position in the in-

dustry wherein its activities were
primarily devoted to the produc-
tion of silent pictures, to that of

a major corporation producing,
distributing and exhibiting the
program of Warner Bros., First
National and Vitaphone pictures
and the operation of a chain of

approximately 700 theatres locat-

ed throughout the United States.
Today Warner Bros. Pictures. Inc.

ranks as one of the largest
amusement companies in the
world. We have acquired four of
the largest music publishing com-
panies in the country and occupy
a dominant position in that field.

We have acquired the phonograph
record and radio departments of

of Warner Financing
IRISH IN DUBLIN CHEER
MCCORMACK SPECIAL

The Brunswick - Balke - Collender
Company, thus eliminating the

necessity of having our Vitaphone
records pressed by others and ma-
terially helping both our produc-
ing and musical departments.
We have materially increased our
strength in the patent field, be-

ing in the position today of shar-
ing in the royalties paid by almo.st

all others both at home and
abroad. Almost all of this expan-
sion was accomplished by the issu-

ance of additional securities,

either stock or funded indebteu-
ness. Since March 1, 1930, we
have issued or contracted to issue

(exclusive of this offering of

rights) 248,717 shares of Common
Stock for property at an average
price of $59.81 per share and $17,-

204,500 face value of Optional 6%
Convertible Debentures, Series

due 1939, at an average price of

$102.20. We believe that the

properties so acquired were con-
servatively priced. With few ex-

ceptions we have not yet received
the benefits from these acquisi-

tions; the results should be ap-’

parent beginning with the first

quarter of our next fiscal year.

“Although we contemplate the

necessity of acquiring or building

additional theatres from time to

time, in various localities where
we are not represented or cannot
obtain representation, our task

now is to coordinate the various
properties and units which we
have brought together and weld
them into one coordinated organi-

zation.

“On August 1, 1930' the Corpora-
tion retired $1,164,000 principal

amount of Optional 6% Convertible
Debentures, Series due 1939, in ac-

cordance with the provisions of the

indenture covering this issue. In-

cluding the securities of the Cor-
portation to be issued for proper-
ties now contracted for and the

755,000 shares of Common Stock
now being offered to stockholders,

the approximate outstanding capi-

talization of the Corporation will

consist of $42,963,000 principal

amount of Optional 6% Convert-
ible Debentures, Series due 1939,

$65,827,000 principal amount of

subsidiary funded indebtedness,
103,129 shares of Preferred Stock
and 3,826,969 shares of Common
Stock.
“Price, Waterhouse & Co. will

within the next few days com-
plete their regular quarterly audit

covering the third quarter and the

nine months ended May 31, 1930,

which audit is expected to show
for the nine months earnings after

depreciation and Federal income
taxes, of approximately $11,750,000

or approximately $4 per share on
the 2,823,796 shares of Common
Stock outstanding on May 31, 1930.

The last quarter of the year in-

cludes the months of June, July
and August when motion picture

receipts are normally at a mini-
mum. The normal seasonal de-

cline in the Corporation’s busi-

ness has been accentuated this

year by the current business re-

cession and by the abnormally
warm weather with the result
that operations for the current
quarter ending August 31, 1930
are expected to result in a loss.

“In view of the current decrease
in profits, coming at a time of

large capital expenditures, the

Board of Directors at a meeting
held last week deemed it advis-

able to omit the dividend on the

Common Stock. The regular
quarterly dividend of 55c per
share on the Preferred Stock was
declared payable September 1,

1930 to stockholders of record
August 18, 1930.

“In line with its policy of the
past few years the Corporation
has during the last six months of

its fiscal year concentrated on the
production of pictures for the new
season with the result that by
September 15th sixty of the
seventy pictures to be released in

the season 1930-31 will have been
completed and paid for. This will

enable the Corporation, as in past
years, to curtail its production ex-
penditures until the beginning of

the production season of 1931-32.

“By order of the Board of

Directors,

“HARRY M. WARNER,
“Prseident.”

RKO LEADER SEES
BIG THINGS AFTER TOUR

(Continued from page 1)

Everything humming.
Not the slightest indication of

a let-down in capacity production.
No signs of unemployment on

RKO lots.

Amos ’n’ Andy hard at work
on what is expected to be one
of the year’s biggest screen at-

tractions.

Prepartions in full swing for

early start on Edna Ferber’s
“Cimarron”, another one holding
forth high expectations.
Universal and Columbia lots

buzzing with great things for the
future.

(Editor’s note:—RKO recently
closed deal with both Universal
and Columbia for exclusive first-

run booking rights to their prod-
uct.)

“Little Accident”, the first of

the Universal features to book
under the new agreement, going
like wild-fire.

“Rain or Shine”, Columbia’s
first contribution under the re-

cent booking deal, also exceeding
all expectations.

“I was really surprised”,
Brown concluded. “I left the
East with i»essiniistic echoes
of results of the drought, of

uiieinployment, of general de-
pressing conditions. There
are no signs of these things
in RKO’s direct or affiliated

interests.”

RKO’s head only this week re-

turned from an extended tour of

interests on the Coast.

OONTI SIGNED

Albert Conti will portray a
character role in “Stolen Thun-
der” for Fox.

John McCormack was so pleas-
ed with the reception given “Song
O’ My Heart” at its recent show-
ing in Dublin, Ireland, that he
sent the following cable to Win-
field Sheehan, of Fox Films.
“The picture has passed the

highest test as far as I am con-
cerned. It was received with
cheers in Dublin and I feel I must
send you most friendly greetings
and tell you about it. Everybody
most enthusiastic, delighted, and
say it is the first real Irish pic-
ture. Personally I am proud to
have been identified with you in
the making of it. God bless your
work.”

Sheehan replied with this cable:
“Appreciate deeply your cable.

I am happy over news. Your pic-
ture will begin playing principal
American cities in September.
Chicago has already received
it splendidly. Congratulations.
Thanks.”

F.N. RECEIVES BEST

FILM AWARD IN BRAZIL

In a recent contest sponsored
by the Journal de Brazil, leading
newspaper in that country. First
National’s “Divine Lady” was de-
clared the best picture released
there during the year 1929. A
large silver cup was presented to
William Fait, Brazilian Manager
for First National, Warner Bros,
and Vitaphone, who retains it for
one year, permanent possession
necessitating winning for three
years.

ROGERS’ NEXT PARA.
GOES INTO PRODUCTION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Moli-
noff” is the working title of
Charles Rogers’ next Paramount,
now starting production under the
co-direction of Lloyd Corrigan and
Norman McLeon. Frances Lee is

the former “Buddy’s” leading
woman. Leo White, Stuart Er-
win, William Austin, Evelyn Hall
and Mathilde Comont are in the
cast.

CROMWELL, NOT BERGER
TO DIRECT BILL POWELL
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — John

Cromwell will direct William
Powell in “New Morals” instead
of Ludwig Berger, as previously
announced. Cromwell will take
up the Powell film on completion
of “Tom Sawyer”, starring Jackie
Coogan.

PATRICOLA CAST

Tom Patricola has been cast for

an important role in “Children
of Dreams”, replacing James Cag-
ney, according to announcement
made today by J. L. Warner, vice-

president in charge of production.
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KINOGRAMS NOT TO MAKE

TALKING OR SOUNO REEL
The story printed in another

trade publication that Kinograms

newsreel is to combine with the

Literary Digest and produce a

“talking reporter” type of reel

with Floyd Gibbons as the “voice”

appears to be without foundation

in fact. Captain George Baynes
of Kinograms deciared to a rep-

resentative of this newspaper yes-

terday that no such move was
contemplated or has been under
consideration.

“Ivinograms, as a silent reel is

enjoying an excellent distribu-

tion”, declared Captain Baynes
yesterday, “and we have not con-

templated putting out a reel simi-

lar to Universal, which incident-

ally has the only other silent ver-

sion newsreel on the market.

“There is a large market foi

Kinograms as a silent reel and
we are not thinking of abandon-
ing it. Rumors to this effect about
our plans have been current for

some time. When brought to our
attention we have denied them.

“The current story of a talking
reporter reel is as far fetched as
any of the others. Kinograms has
made its reputation as a silent

reel. It will continue as a silent

reel presenting the news of the
world pictorially while it is still

spot news.”

“SAWYER” CAST GROWS

F.N. TO MAKE
“HIGH PRESSURE”

Purchase of the story, continu-
ity and dialogue of an original

screen play entitled “High Pres-
sure”, by Earl Baldvvin, is an-
nounced by First National Pic-
tures, Inc. The picture will go
into production early in the fall.

No casting details have been an-
nounced.

Additions of well-known players

nave just been made to the cast

of “Tom Sawyer”, the Paramount

talking version of Mark Twains

immortal book which John Crom-

well is now directing at the Hol-
lywood studios, with Jackie
Coogan, Mitzi Green and Junior
Durkin in the roles of Tom, Becky,
and Huck.

Lucien Littlefield has been as-

signed to the role of the school
teacher who is Tom’s mortal
enemy. Charles Sellon is to play
the minister, Jane Darwell and
Widow Douglass and Lon Poff

Judge Thatcher, who looks after

the small fortune discovered by
Tom and Huck.

“UP THE RIVER”

Edythe Chapman, signed by Fox
Films for a part in “Up the

River”, becomes part of an all

star cast including Claire Luce
and Spencer Tracy. John Ford is

directing.

WILL HAYS AND SON
HIT DUDE RANCH IN

WYOMING FOR REST

CODY Wjo.—Will Hays,
Czar of fllmdom, arrived
here this week with his
son, Biil, Jr,, for a three
weeks rest at a dude ranch.
Young Bill has just com-
pleted his school year at

Culver Military" Academy in

Indiana. Young Bill arriv-

ed with ten-galion hat,
chaps and other accessories
for the dude ranch cowboy.
Bill, Sr. has shown no signs
yet of following Cal Cool-
idge’s e.xample and donning
the ten-gailon lid.

B. BOYD, WAMPAS STAR,
ASSIGNED TO ^MOLINOFF’

Betty Boyd, Wampas baby star

of a year ago, has been chosen to

play an important role in “Moli-
noff”, the new Paramount picture
starring Charles Rogers.

Miss Boyd will portray the role

of the chum of Frances Dee,
young leading woman for Rogers,
who recently played opposite
Chevalier in “Playboy of Paris”
after graduating h’om the extra
ranks.

Tiffany Signs Janies Cruze
To Direct for Long Term

-<

,
BAXTER STAR

IN FOX “CISCO KID”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Ed-
mund Lowe and Warner Baxter
have been designated by Fox to

play the leading roles in “The
Cisco Kid”, adapted from an O.

Henry story. John Ford will di-

rect.

ARTHUR IN WEST ON BUSINESS

James Cruze, who megaphoned
the “Covered Wagon”, among
others, has signed on the dotted
line with Tiffany Productions, Inc.

Grant L. Cook executive vice-

president of Tiffany, closed the

deal this week.
Just prior to the signing of

Cruze Tiffany signed James
Whale, who directed “Journey’s
End”.
Cruze was placed under a long-

term contract. Tiffany has a
number of possible scripts for

Cruze to start on. A definite an-
nouncement will be made soon.

DERR ANNOUNCES

“PAULINE” SERIALS

President E. B. Derr of Pathe,

who is now visiting the home of-

fice in New York City, announc-

ed yesterday the signing of Daph-

ne Pollard, noted English comedi-
enne, for a series of twelve two-
reel comedies and the closing of

a deal whereby the famous “Perils

of Pauline” and “Exploits of

Elaine” would be brought to the
talking screen. Mr. Derr also
named “Poison Pen” as the third

of the new group of five talking
serials that will mark Pathe’s re-

entry into the continued-in-the-
next film field.

Pathe made its first serial, “The
Perils of Pauline”, in 1914 star-
ring Pearl White., the first serial

queen. Late that year “The Ex-
ploits of Elaine” with the same
star followed. Upon the success
of “Elaine” the series were ex-
tended for two more serials of

twelve chapters each. “The New
Exploits of Elaine,” and “The Ro-
mance of Elaine”, the final chap-
ter being released on August 30,

1915. Supporting Pearl White in

the “Elaine” serials were such
notables as the late Arnold Daly,
Edward Arden and Creighton
Hale, who Recently returned to
Pathe in a prominent role with
Ann Harding in “Holiday”.

M-G-M ACQUIRES RIGHT
TO HUNGARIAN MUSICAL

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
screen rights to Ferenc Martos
and Fred Markush’s Hungarian
musical play, “Katica’, have been
purchased by M-G-M. It is de-
scribed as one of the current suc-
cesses of the Budapest stage.

BLACKFACE COMEDIANS
FOR “UP THE RIVER”

“Up the River” which John
Ford is directing for Fox will

have Richard Keene and the
comedy blackface team of Black
and Blue in the cast.

(Continued from page 1)

as soon as he has completed
testimony at the trial now in the
Federal Courts, of the Los Ange-
les district, to determine whether
or not the Fox organization has
violated any provision of the
anti-trust law.”

This statement was made by an
high executive yesterday to put
at rest all such rumors.
Arthur left early this week for

Hollywood. It was rumored, fol-

low"ing his departure, that he

would not return.

Oscar Oldknow, another eastern

executive of Fox Theatres, was

announced as stepping into Ar-

thur’s place.

“Oldknow has stepped into Ar-

thur’s place” it was said yester-

day at the Fox office, “but only

in the regular order of business
to keep things moving during Ar-
thur’s absence. There is abso-
lutely no truth in the report that

he is not coming back. He is,

just as soon as he testifies at the

Federal hearing on the anti-trust

matter.”

BUTLER TO MEGAPHONE
“CONNECTICUT YANKEE”
HOLLLYWOOD BUREAU—David

Butler who held the megaphone
over “Sunny Side Up” will direct

Will Rogers in “The Connecticut
Yankee” for Fox.

Bcltlcdcrc
FORTY EIGHTH STREET

WE-STof BROADWAY

<Mu)(^orlb
Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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The one great enemy of the

motion picture business right

now is pessimism. All you have to

do to ruin a business or a life is

to start hanging crepe. The pic'

ture business today is in grand

shape. The success pictures are be'

ginning to roll in and the public

responds with a mob scene at the

door of every theatre with a real

attraction inside.
* * *

13ECAUSE other businesses have

been in the ruck some of our

good industry members have been

hanging their heads, looking sad

or squawking about the sorry state

of affairs. This is the one thing

that’s the matter with the picture

business today and there’s nothing

else the matter with it.

(Continued on page 2)

arbitratoTass’n

TO GIVE LUNCHEON
Nearly 150 foreign members of

the International Law Association,
whose thirty-sixth biennial con-
ference is being held this year in
New York City, will be the guests
of the American Arbitration Asso-
ciation at a luncheon to be given
at the Hotel Astor Roof on Mon-
day, September 8. Represetnatives
of various trade organizations in-
terested in the development of the
international aspects of commer-
cial arbitration will join with the
American Arbitration Association
in honoring these leading lawyers
of the world.

MARY LEWIS WINS
DIVORCE IH L. A.

HOLLYWOOD, BUREAU.—Mary
Lewis, opera star, and under con-
tract to Rathe for a talker, won
her freedom from Michael Bohnen,
opera singer. The couple was mar-
ried in April, 1927.

“BIG 4 ” TO ELIMINATE

COMPETITION IN U. S.

LONDON TRADE TOLD

FOREIGN LANGUAGE HOUSE

FOR FOX IN LOS ANGELES
Rumors get stronger as the

“source” of information get furth-
er away. Over in London they are
getting all het up over an alleged
agreement of the American “Big
4”—the quotes are the Lend Daily
Film Renter’s to eliminate compe-
tition in the theatre field.

Under the banner headline the
Renter informs the London trade
as follows—believe it or not:

“An American report states that
the Paramount-Publix, Fox, War-
ner, and RKO theatre circuits
have completed an agreement un-
der which they will divide the U.
S. into four zones, each of which

(Continued on page 5)

A. H. GIBBS BEST SELLER
SECURED BY WARNERS
Warner Bros, have secured the

screen rights to “Chances,” the
novel from the pen of A. Hamilton
Gibbs, Jacob Wilk, head of the
Warner story department, announc-
ed Saturday.

The author is the younger broth-
er of Sir Philip Gibbs, novelist and
war correspondent, and Cosmo
Hamilton, novelist and playwright.

KEW GARDENS GOLF

UNKS OPENS TONIGHT

The Kew Gardens Golf Course,

the first of the miniature golf links

that the Fox Theatres Corp. plans

to establish in some of its the-

atres, will have its formal opening
tonight, in the former Fox Kew
Gardens Theatre

,
Queens Blvd.

and Union Turnpike, Kew Gardens,
L. I.

The links has been modeled after
a full sized course and lakes with
real running water, actual sand
traps and other natural hazards
are all part of the course. The
cost of installing this course in

the theatre is approximately $25,-
000 .

WARNER “RIGHTS”
IN BIG DEMAND

A big demand for “rights”
to the new issue of Warner
Brothers stock caused the
trading in them on the New
York Curb to become very
heavy Friday and Saturday.
Activity in these “rights”
was the greatest of any se-

curity on tlie Curb.

^^COLLEGE LOVERS” SET
FOR FOOTBALL SEASON
“College Lovers,” the First Na-

tional football romance will be re-

leased all over the country in

ample time for theatres playing
this picture to reap the full benefit
from the autumn football season.
A youthful cast appears in the pic-

ture featuring Jack Whiting, Ma-
rian Nixon, Frank McHugh, (Juinn
(Big Boy) Williams, Wade Boteler,
Phyllis Crane and Russell Hopton.
The picture was directed by John
Adolfi.

The five-month drive conducted
by Warner Bros, seven zones in

the interest of increased sales end-
ed with a victory for William Gold-
man and his Philadelphia forces.
Second and third places were won
by Washington and New England
zones respectively, with New York,
St. Louis, New Jersey and Pitts-
burgh following in the order men-
tioned.

First prize carries with it a
check for five thousand dollars,
one half of which will be divided
among the department heads. In
addition, every district manager
who achieved exceptional results
in the campaign will receive a
special bonus of one thousand dol-
lars.

Washington was holding the lead
until the week of July 19 when
Philadelphia forged to the front
and maintained the lead.

To Try Out All Multi-Lin-

guals Before Marketing

Them Abroad
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. Aug. IG.

—When the California Theatre,
Los Angeles, is reopened again the
latter part of the month. Pox West
Coast Theatres will have the only
big city house in the country de-

voted exclusively to the exhibition
of foreign language versions of

modern talking pictures.

This radical step is more than
an experiment as pians call for

a big advertising campaign to ac-

company the introduction of each
foreign version picture. The large
Mexican colony in Los Angeles
can, in itself, support a theatre
presenting only Spanish talkies.

The enormous numbers of vari-

ous nationalities making up the
total population of Los Angeles
presage the success of the new
venture. The introduction of speech
to motion pictures has presented

(Continued on page 2)

PERSONAL APPEARANCES
FOR JOE E. BROWN

Joe E. Brown, Warner comedian,
will make personal appearances in
six Warner theatres.

The following is Brown’s itin-

erary: August 21, Indiana The-
atre, Indianapolis; August 29, Am-
bassador Theatre, St. Louis; Sep-
tember 11, Stanley Theatre, Pitts-
burgh; September 19, Mastbauni
Theatre, Philadelphia; September
26, Stanley Theatre, Jersey City;
October 10, Branford Theatre, New-
ark.

“CIMARRON” TO BREAK
PROOUCTION RECORDS
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Long

standing records for set-buildings
will be broken for the filming of
Edna Ferber’s “Cimarron” accord-
ing to William Le Baron, Vice
President in charge of Radio Pic-
tures Production.

The production will take four
months to film, will use 42,000 ex-
tra players and include actual lo-
cations in or near Osage, Okla.

Philadelphia Branch Wins
Warners* Big Sales Drive

^

RAOUL WALSH’S
Monumental Achievement The BIG TRAIL

Adv.
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T his newspaper is dedicated

solely to the causes and the

purposes oj the motion picture

industry and all its elements; to

the jostering oj its ideals; to the

furthering oj its proper business

purposes; to its defense against

its enemies without and its

enemies within; to the exposing

oj sham pretense and stupidity;

to the dissemination oj informa-

tion oj moment and interest to

the industry; to the encourage-

ment oj all sincere effort within

the business; to the nurturing of

a proper and justified respect for

the industry and its leadership ; to

a faithful and continuous service

to pictures and picture people—
and this newspaper seeks to serve

no other purposes.

MAIN MREET
b\j

What Don Frice terms a “fash-

ionable dance team” is cavorting

on the boards at the Palace this

week * * * Jeannette Anierique and

De Neville are the fashion plates,

hailing from across the Big Pond
* * * Leon Franconi, Pathe film ed-

itor, had a birthday the other day
* * * Ann Pennington goes into

Brooklyn Paramount on Aug. 22,

dimpled knees and all * * * won-
der when Kndy Vallee will again

send female temperatures up at

at the N. Y. Paramount * * *

Eddie Hitchcock says “sometime
in September” * * * the gals will

be glad to know this Eddie * * *

Ben Atwell says “Abe Lincoln” is

going to knock the Big Stem for

a row of something or other * * *

Clyde Elliott, of Pathe, has a Lind-
bergh stretch into the air * * *

A1 Smith was one of the big ’uns

at opening of “Hell’s Angels” * * *

Mark Lnescher looks good in

brown * * * Hiram Brown occupies

a private suite in Bond Bldg., not
unlike the intricacies of the ex-

ecutive suite at the White House
* * * wonder if Hy Daah remem-
bers when Weed Dickinson, the

Handshaker of the old Morning
Telegraph, used to sing harmony
with him * * * said Joe Cook
wasn’t funny * * * Qranman
likes the Big Stem * * * so does
Howard Hnghes * ’^ * his first

trip, too * * * wonder who laun-
dries Louis Mann’s collars * * *

Kid Aaronson of Ex. Herald, is

one of those hatless guys * *

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—H a 1

Roach has added Italian to his

French, Spanish, German and Eng-
lish versions of comedies.

Another new turn given the

Roach production schedule is the
removal of ordinary footage re-

strictions on Laurel-Hardy come-
dies. Roach believes that three,

four or five-reel comedies with this

pair will be welcomed by the pub-
lic and that this cp-starring team
has demonstrated its right to be
freed from arbitrary rulings as to

comedy length. Consequently the
Laurel-Hardy comedies will range
from two to five reels for the new
season.

Of thirty comedies listed for re-

lease during the forthcoming sea-

son twelve have been completed on
the Roach lot. These are “Girl

Shoe k,” “Dollar Dizzy,” and
“Looser than Loose,” starring
Charley Chase;” “Pups is Pups,’

“Teacher’s Pet,” “School’s out,”

and “Helping Grandma,” starring
Our Gang; “The Laurel-Hardy
Murder Case” and “The Rap,” co-

starring Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy; and three productions in

the new “Boy Friends” series,

titled “Doctor’s Orders,” “Bigger
and Better” and “Ladies Last.”

The coming season will see the
release of these and eighteen ad-
ditional productions, many new
titles to be completed by the mid-
dle of September and a consider-
able percentage to be made in

foreign language versions. These
comprise four Laurel-Hardy fea-

ture comedies; five more Charley
Chase comedies; four Our Gang
productions; and five more releas-

es in the “Boy Friends” series, al-

ready established as one of the
most popular groups in the short
feature production field.

The present executive staff at

the Culver City comedy studio,

working under Roach, is headed
by Warren Doane, general busi-

ness manager, and H. M. Walker.
The directorial staff at the studio
includes Robert McGowan, making
Our Gang comedies; James Par-
ritt, Laurel-Hardy director; James
Horne, directing Charley Chase;
George Stevens, a young director
who was first cameraman and who
is handling the “Boy Friends”
troupe.

RENNIE AND KOHLER
SIGN FOR F. N. FILM

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—First
National has signed James Rennie
and Fred Kohler for leading roles

in “Broad Minded”, which Clarence
Badger will direct.

AGNEW MAKES THIRD
ON ROOSTER PROGRAM
Robert Agnew makes his third

starring appearance in Pathe
comedies in “Hold the Baby”, a
Whoopee comedy released on the
Pathe short subject program for

August 17.

SOCK MR. GLOOM IN THE KISKUS!
(Continued from page 1) <> —

HIS newspaper, for example,

is now 36 percent ahead in the

period from January 1 to August
1 over the same seven months of

.last year. If there was actual de.^

pression that increase wouldn’t ex-

ist. It is history oft repeated that

the advertisers run to cover when
business is poor. We feel that the

public and the industry will buy
anything that’s worth buying.

FOR SALE)
MOTION PICTURE AND “STILU”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary-stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience In production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XT, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre; trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else In the
motion picture business an ad in
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the services of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to
do, and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.

S
INCE our talk a week ago

about success pictures, new
clickers have come to light. “Com'
mon Clay’’ is cleaning up in the

third week of its Roxy run and

growing bigger. “Hell’s Angels” is

away to a terrific start. “Moby
Dick” has hit the public bull’s

eye at the Hollywood. “Dixiana”

is a success with a grand sweep,

“Rain or Shine” is a real hit at

the Globe and more hits are on
the way.

* * •

^ I ''HIS day begins the warfare

on the gloomers and the pes-

tering of the pestiferous pessimists.

Help the great cause along! Shout

the news of the successes and for'

get the failures! Think about the

winners! Talk about the good ones!

Let the lodge of sorrow boys do a

brodie if they want to—we are, as

an industry, better off with out

’em!
* * *

OTEP on the old gas! Head her

^ straight ahead! Notch up the

speed for success! It’s the one
and only thing we need to do to

get that old sock fulla gelt and
there’s no doubt in the world
about it!

DOUG. JR. TO STAR

IN OWN RIGHT IN

4 F. N. SPECIALS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., will be starred in

his own right by First National in

a series of four specials for the

new season, it was learned on

First National’s lot in Burbank. It

is likely that Young Doug will

get as his first special under the

new arrangement another air epic

along the lines of “The Dawn Pa-

trol”.

THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

Howard Hughes’ “Hell Angels”,

which opened at the Criterion and

the Gaiety Friday night before

distinguished audiences at both

theatres, merits the big outburst

of applause following some of the

spectacular scenes in the produc-

tion. Whether the expenditure of

three years in time and $4,000,000

on the production was warranted

is another question. The entire

cast from Ben Lyon, James Hall

and Jean Harlow down to the

smallest bit player is to be com-

mended for natural performances.

The thread of a love story run-

ning through the production is

entirely adequate, for after all

“Hell’s Angels” bases its appeal
upon its spectacular and thrilling

qualities. The air raid over Lon-
don, the dog fights between the
opposing German and English air

forces, the bombing of the Ger-
man ammunition dump, each are
big enough to carry any single

picture of their kind. To the air

pilots and the cameramen however
must go the real credit for the
pictorial success of the film, which
is truly unrivalled in its field. It

should make money for the ex-
hibitor, if it is generally released,

for it is a real achievement in

every respect.
LJL

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
HOUSE FOR FOX

(Continued from page 1)

a difficult problem to producers
who found their choice features
valueless in foreign countries on
account of the people’s inability

to understand English. Now prac-
ticaliy every big picture is made
in many versions, with French,
German, Italian and Spanish pre-
dominating.

In order to get a clear audience,
studios will cooperate with the
theatre operators not only in ex-
hibiting all completed features, but
in previewing them before the
races in which countries they will

be released.

Under the partnership in which
Fox West Coast Theatres have en-
tered with Fred Miller, owner of

the property, the California will be
managed directly by Mr. Miller.



RECORDS!!
INDIANA THEATRE, indianapous:

During the hottest week in twelve years ^'HOLIDAY'^

with a gross of $34,000.00, broke the house record

by an increase of $5,000 over the best previous

figures. This smashing victory was scored against

the strongest of competition, in addition to the

terrific weather conditions.

RIVOLI THEATRE, newyork.
"HOLIDAY^' tripled theatre’s previous week’s receipts and scored the most

conspicuous box office increase on Broadway.

NEV/MAN THEATRE, Kansas city:

''HOLIDAY" topped all attractions in town scoring 130% on the house box

office rating in the face of intensely hot weather.

METROPOLITAN THEATRE, boston:
"HOLIDAY" led the parade topping the best the opposition could put on.

Boosted the bigMetropolitan’s box office in spite of ideal beach-going weather.

with

ANN HARDING
MARY ASTOR
Edward Everett HORTON
ROBERT AMES
HEDDA HOPPER
Directed by Edward H. Griffith

Produced by * E. B. Derr

Philip Barry’s

Sensational Stage Hit

path!
i



NOW READY

HOLIDAY
HER MAN
BEYOND VICTORY

NIGHT W'ORK
SWING HIGH

THE

BIG HIT
SCHEDULE
for 1930-31

Filling the demand
for Something NEW

COMING THROUGH
ON SCHEDULE « •

IN DEEP
BIG MONEY
THE GREATER LOVE
THE PRICE OF A PARTY
THE LAST FRONTIER
ADAM AND EVE
THE SIREN SONG
TAKING THE RAP

NORTH OF THE YUKON
THIS MARRIAGE BUSINESS

RAWHIDE
I TAKE THIS WOMAN
SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY

ROMANCE HARBOR
LAZY LADY

PAT HE
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FRANCE PUTS SHOULDER TO WHEEL

AS TALKIES WIN PUBLIC ACCLAIM
Prance is putting forth every

effort to push motion picture pro-

duction of sound films.

This report recently was render-
ed by Trade Commissioner at Paris
George R. Canty, to the Depart-
ment of Commerce in Washington.
The talking picture “took hold”

immediately on its introduction in

Prance according to the report, but
it was not until recently that
Prance mustered the best elements
of its industry toward given
Prenchnien the best possible.

Until this summer there was a
certain uncertainty in Prench Pilm
circles.

The report reads:

“Theatres are rapidly being wir-
ed for the production of sound
films, and the production of
Prench “talkies” is well under-
way in order to satisfy public de-
mand and to profit from the still

existing novelty.

“Studios are being soundproofed,
wired, and otherwise being pre-
pared for production until now a
general activity has developed in

the industry.
“There is no doubt that the pres-

COCA-COLA HELPS

STRAND THEATRES

Por the showing of “Dancing
Sweeties” on Broadway, the ex-

ploitation staff of Warner Bros.
New York and Brooklyn Strand
Theatres effected a tieup with the

Coca Cola Company.
The Coca Cola Company distri-

buted free to each patron a bot-

tle of its product. On thirty of its

trucks, ranging from the Battery
to Seventy-second street, and on
the street from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.,

the theatre had huge signs adver-
tising “Dancing Sweeties” at the
Strand. All this was without cost.

It proved a good business booster.

ANDY CLYDE SIGNED
FOR SENNETT SERIES

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Mack
Sennett again has taken Andy
Clyde under his wing for a series

of comedies. He will be co-featur-

ed with Natalie Moorhead. Albert
Conti and Pat O’Malley will have
leading roles. Andy will drop the

old man make-up and appear clean-

shaven. “Average Husband” will

be his first.

ent activity has been caused by
the success of the first several
French talking films, according to

the trade. It was only when the

screen began “speaking i”

that the public and producers roai-

ized the attraction and the poten-
wialities of the new medium. * ”

“* * * The success of the Freuc’n
talking film has allayed most of

these objections, and the public
has responded enthusiastically to

its appeal. The present increased
production activities are the con-
sequence.

“First run houses are sold out
practically every night on the

Paris boulevards, and the public

continues to fill all other wired
houses, according to the French
trade information.

“Information compiled from pub-
licity in trade publications as well
as from results of special inquiries

indicate that 13 French talking
films have already been released,

while 50 100 per cent talking films

are now in production or promised
for release in the Fall.

It is also of interest that 23
j

French talking films, which are
really only French versions of

foreign productions, are to be re-

leased.
1

“There are also 22 sound syn
|

chronized films and part talkies of

French origin available on the
market. American films number-
ing 143, German films 32, British
films 8, Czechoslovak films 1 also
are offered French exhibitors.”

BIG 4 TO ELIMINATE
COMPETITION IN U. S.

(Continued from page 1)

will be regarded as the exclusive
field of one of the groups, there-
by absolutely eliminating competi-
tion in the theatre field among
these powerful groups.

“As a part of this agreement,
the Big Four will (says the report)
exchange theatres in several ter-
ritories; in others they will be
put under joint ownership. The
deal will affect 3,800 existing super
theatres.”

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEn STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chickerlng 2729

^BELL & HOWELL
PRECISION

CHALLENGES THE NAKED EYE

o o greatly magnified on the theater screen are

the faults of defective films that the naked eye cannot be trusted

to measure or test the machinery through which the film runs

on its way from raw stock to projection booth. With Bell &
Howell cinemachinery, hundreds of thousands of dollars are in-

vested in optical measuring instruments which give readings

down to the ten thousandth part ofan inch so that the precision

necessary for perfect moving pictures may be accomplished.

Just as this necessity for precision challenges

the ability of the naked eye, so does the picture projected on the

theater screen challenge the naked eye to detect flaws due to in-

accurate preparation of the film. In perforating, photographing,

printing, cutting and splicing the film is ever ready to reproduce

the slightest defect transmitted by the machinery through which

it runs. For more’ than 23 years, the major film producers and

distributors of the world have been assured of perfect movies on

the screen through the use of Bell & Howell Standard Cameras,

Printers, Perforators and Splicers.

BELL & HOWELL
Bell & Howell Co., Dept. T, 1854 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago • New York, 11 West 42nd Street

Hollywood,6324 Santa Monica Blvd. • London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.), 320 Regent St. • Established 1907

klAhove) Bello Howellmas-
tercraftsman using measuring
projector in which the greatly

magnified contour of the teeth

ofa cutting tool is projected

upon a large scale drawing of
the toolfor accurate measure-
ment, (At left) Close-up ofcut-
tingtoolinmeasuringprojecto

.



Photo shows port of crowd lined up in

front of Fox Theatre, Detroit. Multi-

tudes of women came to see. They

saw and sobbed!

Great business at Fox Theatre, Phila-

delphia. Picture pulled like a tractor

Held over for 3rd week at Roxy. Pic-

ture climbed steadily, 2nd week beating

first by wide margin. Biggest business

Tully Marshall Matty Kemp
Beryl Mercer

Directed by Victor Fleming

From the Harvard Prize Play by Cleves Kinkead

•

VARIETY Wednesday, August 13, 1930

Women Flock to ‘Common Clay’
Chicago, Aug. 12.

—
' The remarkable house of the loop

is the Roosevelt, where '“Common
T Clay” finished its third week at

$28,000, the figure for the previous
week. Tear-jerker is getting a tre-
mendous play from the ladie.s.
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Wake Up, Step

and Get Hot!
By

^ ~

There is nothing the matter

with the picture business as a

business. It is turning out pro'

ductions that amuse and entertain

the masses of the people. It is pro-

viding a higher grade of attractions

than is afforded by the Congress

and it has eclipsed the sensational

preachers in the matter of drawing

the crowds. It beats the newspaper

and the magazine of absorbing fic'

tion because it now holds the ear

as well as the eye.
• • •

The financial set'up of the va'

rious companies is interesting

to those companies but the money
grouping has nothing to do with

the performance transferred to the

screen which catches, holds and
enthralls an audience. No matter

what group of bankers owns the

securities they still and always

(Continued on page 2)

FOX WESTCO TO RUN

PRESIDENT IN L. A.

President Theatres, Los Angeles,
has been purchased by Mike Ros-
enberg of Principal Theatres. The
house will be run in conjunction
with Fox West Coast Theatres.
The President has long been one

of the showplaces of Los Angeles.
Originally the Morosco, the theatre
has been the scene of the finest
legitimate productions in the West.
The policy of the house under

its new management, has not been
announced.

NEW GEORGIA THEATRE
OPENS AT LA GRANGE

LA GRANGE, GA.—Aug. 18.—
The new La Grange Theatre here
was formally opened to the public
this evening.
The house was filled with guests

of the Lam Amusement Company
by which it is operated. The occa-
sion was an important local event
and many invited guests from oth-
er cities were present.

FILM CONSPIRACY HEARINGS
OPEN IN L A. FEDERAL COURT

JANET GAYNOR

BACK TO WORK
FOR FOX FILMS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Win-
field Sheehan, of Fox Film Corpo-
ration, announces that Janet Gay-
nor and Charles Farrell will be
together again in the talking pic-

ture version of “The Man Who
Came Back”, by Jules Eckert Good-
man.
Miss Gaynor returned from her

vacation and spent part of Friday

(Continued on page 3)

SONO ART BOOKINGS
SET IN PHILADELPHIA

Sono Art has booked its “What
A Man” into the Carlton, one oi

Philadelphia’s leading downtown
houses. “Once A Gentleman”
goes into Loew’s State in New-
ark Aug. 27. “What A Man”
opens in Philadelphia Aug. 22.

BILLIE DOVE HERE
ON WAY TO EUROPE

! Billie Dove is in New York this
:week on her way to Europe. Billie
recently terminated her contract
with First National. She’s a free-
lance now. It is reported she may
sign with Howard Hughes.

BIGGEST WEEK=END

Broadway theatres yes-
terday reported a week-end
business that in one in-

iustance came pretty near-
ly setting a record. The
Paramount with its big-
gest drawing card absent—
Rudy Vallee—reported ca-
pacity business from open-
ing to closing Saturday and
Sunday. Other houses had
lines forming to the right.

The biggest week-end of
the sumnier season was the
general trend of reports
eminating from the box-
offices.

Government Charges
Eleven Picture Interests

Have Entered into

Agreements in Restraint

of Trade

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Aug.
18.—Charley Pettijohu arrived in

town today by airplane from New
York.

Pettijohu is here to attend the
hearings in Federal Court over
charges of conspiracy to restrain
trade, filed by the Government
against eleven film interests,

docketed for hearing today.

The defendants are:

^Continued on page 6)

“ARBITRATION, NO OEPOSIT,”

OEMANO NORTHWEST EXHIBS

FOX LONDON POST

FOR ROY SnONDS
Roy Simmonds figures in late

issues of the British film trade
press as having taken over the
duties of publicity director for
the Fox Film Company, Ltd., with
London headquarters and com-
plete charge of the advertising

(Continued on page 2)

BULGARIA BUYS MORE
FILMS-ALL SILENT

WASHINGTON, D. C., August 18.

—Samuel Green, American Consul
at Sofia, Bulgaria, reports to the
Department of Commerce an in-
crease of 33 per cent in the impor-
tation of films into that country for
1929 over importations for the pre-
ceding year. Of the total Imports,
55 per cent were of German pro-
duction, 30 per cent Austrian, and
15 per cent divided between Ameri-

(Contlnued on page 8)

HOLLYWOOD PAPER
FOR WILKERSON

“Billy” Wilkerson, formerly
associated with this publication
in an editorial capacity, is going
to publish a daily with a Holly-
wood date line. It is to be known
as The Hollywood Reporter and
will be out the first week in Sep-
tember.

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Aug. 18.

—Northwest exhibitors are mak-
ing a strong fight for an arbitra-
tion clause in their 1930-31 film
contracts, and the statement is

made here that they have active
backing from local film exchange
managers and salesmen. Reports
agree that exhibitors prefer ar-
bitration outright to the present
contract offer of the alternative
of cash deposits.

With the arrival of the luew

(Continued on page 3)

OTIS SKINNER COMING
Otis Skinner and Marilyn

Miller are due here tomorrow
from California on the Twentieth
Century Limited. Each has just
completed a picture at the First
National Studio — Mr. Skinner,
“Kismet,” and Miss Miller,
“Sunny,” a screen version of the
musical comedy iii which she
played for two years.
Mr. Skinner hoped to arrive in

time to be present at the birth of
a grandchild to his daughter Cor-
nelia, Mrs. Alden Blodget. Miss
Miller will be starred by Florenz
Ziegfeld in a new musical comedy,
"Tom, Dick and Harry.”
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MAIN MREET
kj ^ahdoji^f^nt

(xabe Yorke is vacationing with

Miix Shane pinch-hitting at the Fox

offices * * * Fox Films publicity

and ad forces are all settled in

their swanky new offices on 56th

street * * * a silent holds co-star-

ring position with a talker on the

Beacon screen this week * *

Roger Ferri has taken his “Big

Trail” ideas back to Hollywood

* * * workmen are still dolling up

the Criterion for the “Hell’s An-

gels” ballyhoo * * * Curtis Dun-

ham is back at his desk * * * a

lot of filmdom’s notables vacation-

jQg * * * Barney Hutchinson is

back at his Paramount desk * *

Barney says he wishes every mouth

was August * * * Eddie Corbett

was a visitor yesterday * * he

Flaming 5-outh goes on a dancing
spree on the Strand silver sheet.

“Dancing Sweeties” it is and con-
tains sufficient snappy action,

youthful enthusiasm and tuneful
music to place it among the best
of the jazz-mad youth pictures. Sue
Carol, a cute trick, hoofs it with
Grant Withers like it’s nobody’s
business and Eddie Phillips with a
blonde partner whose name we
didn’t get, steps a mean waltz.
Withers, always a good leading

man type, boasts one of the most
natural screen voices we have yet
heard. Sue Carol’s cuteness and
excellent performance as a hoofer
is slightly marred by a certain
raspy effect in recording hier

voice. The public dance hall plays
a big part in the settings which
gives a good logical excuse for
music, and more music. Tully
Marshall as Withers’ father hasn’t
much to do but does that with his
usual sure-fire acting. Kate Price
as Sue’s mother gets another
chance to be the Irish mother.
The younger generation will get
real entertainment here. The olders
will get an excellent chance to go
back a few years and recall how
different their youth was from the
flapper age.—J.L.K.

ANDY’S BEARD WORKS
PART TIME ONLY

Clyde will be seen without his

usual hirsute growth only in the
new Mack Sennett Comedy, “Aver-
age Husband”. In “Grandma’s
Girl,” however, Clyde again will

be seen with the unwiedly beard
that he always wears in his old
man character roles.

Husky “Bill” Haines is cavort-

ing with new gusto in a fresh en-

vironment in
“ ’Way Out West.”

,

M-G-M’s lat^t vehicle for the pop-

ular star at the C^itol. Save for

brief introductory footage, the new
yarn’s locale is among the cattle

ranges of the Arizonas. The main-
spring of the plot is a s^mi-nut
notion, but the story and situations
that spark from it teem with just
the sorts of encounters that give
“Bill’s” personality and talents for
characterization lot^ of room to
shine. Seen first as a side show
barker and crooked roulette wheel
grifter with a small traveling car-
nival show, over night we see
Haines—his film monicker in this
one is “Windy”—transferred to the
cowboy ranges, not, if you please
as a carnival guy, or even a mount-
ed page for mavericks and such,
but as a lowly man of all work
on a ranch. The transposition
comes about because a group of
punchers attending “Windy’s” car-
nival back in town catch him
stealing their roulette bets via a
“squeeze” wheel. And then, they
steal him, ride him willy nilly,

bumpety bump, to their ranch and
sentence him to chew the dirt in
menial service until he shall have
worked out in disagreeable chores
an equivalent of the sums he gyp-
ped the cowboys out of via his
tricky white ball. As a grifter,
this observer deemed Haines cast
in a role that fitted him to a nicety.
The material in the range section
of the film is uproariously amus-
ing most of the time and should
be enjoyed by the big army of
Haines fans.—E.C.

WAKE UP, STEP AND GET HOT!
misses Ingagi, he reports * • »

that’s a good pinch-hitter Uncle

Carl has for Graham McNamee in

the newsreel * * wonder if any

of the film execs hit that 100-1

shot at the Spa the other day * * *

whatever became of Frank Hall
* * * remember when Frank had
Boxy working for him as a director
* * * Mike Simmons has something
big up his sleeve for launching
“Reno” in preview * * * wonder
why someone doesn’t sign G. B.

Shaw as a gag man * * * and
why wouldn’t Cal Coolidge do well

with originals * * * Louis Nizer is

back from Detroit * * *

SIMMONDS IN LONDON
(Continued from page 1)

and press departments. He took

charge on the return of J. J. Mc-
Carthy when the latter returned
to this country following the ex-

ploitation campaign which put
over “Song of My Heart” in the
British Isles.

In that campaign Simmonds dis-

tinguished himself in Dublin by
getting President Cosgrove to the
premiere of the John McCormack
picture and working up a box of-

fice advance sale of 10,000 seats.

His previous experience in the
newspaper and advertising field

extends to India and Australia.

(Continued from page 1)

must wait upon the entertainment

group that provides the entertain-

ment and entices the customers to

come in to see the show.
* « •

There are two things essential

to immediate smash progress

for any and every company. These

are productions and alive promo-

tion, a vibrancy in showmanship

—

old and hackneyed as that word
is—that will take the goods off the

shelf and send them home in the

clutches of the customers.
• « *

Accomplishment is not

arrived at by the discriminat-

ate firing of good and competent

help. It is not achieved by the

petty economies born in the

peanut brain of the efficiency ex^

pert. It is reached only by the

virile, stand-and-take-it, wont-be-

denied spirit of the Sydney Kent,

Jimmy Grainger, Joe Schnitzer

and Phil Reisman type of men
who demand from their producing

forces real show goods and who
can take a good picture and make
it into a great winner by selling

the exhibitor into selling it with

red hot, live wire stuff to the great

public which pays the ultimate

freight.
* *

OUR business with its ears full

of the grief of unemployment
and business depression must real-

ize that the public now more than

ever needs and want what we
have to offer. We of all people

in business must step in with

vibrant confidence, assured of the

fact that the world needs us even

more than it needs bread. We, as

an industry, must provide the

spirit.
* * «

S
TEP on the gas, gentlemen!

Wake up, get hot, go to it.

don’t wonder, worry or speculate!

Yours is the record and the re-

ward if you will be alive to the

situation. Any donkey can sit

down and wonder. It takes a

man and a real one to step ir

and do his stuff now—and con

tinuously—until the whole picture

shines like the morning sun, bril-

liant and beaming with success

ful achhievement.

PATHE PREVIEWS

FOUR NEW SHORTS

Audio Review, No. 34

Around the world in eighty looks
like what may be the title of the
latest Bathe Audio Review. Peeps
at Gotham’s skyline, into the
Casino at Monte Carlo, London,
Parish showing Notre Dame;
Venice, Abyssinia, the (Janges,
Tibet, Hongkong and California’s
Golden Gate. Shots of three
small bears in Canada fighting 'or

the milk bottle is a highlight as
is the music chapter presenting
the Nutcracker Suite by Tschai-
kowsky and the Dance Des Mirli-

tons from thte same composer’s
works. Audio Review’s Symphonic
Ensemble scores the travelogue.
It’s one of the best turned out yet
by Terry Ramsaye.

* « «

All For Mabel
(Campus Comedy)

Sy Wills, Charles McClelland,
Sally Starr and Cupid Ainsworth
stage another college funmaker.
Sy and Charley are “freshies” on
the campus. Sally is the heart-
breaker. Fraternity parties, very
wild, staged with a swanky col-

lege as the background put this
one in the front rank with smart-
cracking college yarns. Two
spindles, with good recording.

* * «

Satan’s Fury
(Vagabond Series)

A lecture goes with this one
which well might be titled “Hell’s
Pit or some such terrifying sug-
gestion. Boiling lakes

, craters
pouring forth vapors of steam in
gigantic jets with the camera
catching the unnatural forces at
work in mysterious regions of the
Southern seas. The cameraman
took a chance shooting this one.
Very interesting. The lecture
adds a lot. A great filler with a
society feature or any indoor
drama.

• » *

Laundry Blues
(An Aesop Sound Fable)

Chinatown is invaded for this
latest Aesop yarn. Chinamen
manage to get tuneful tunes from
their washboards, tubs and lan-
terns. All goes well until one
Chink tries to give an imitation
of Rudy Vallee—then the town
blows up. A quartette sings amid
the ruins out-Neroing Nero with
his fiddle in Rome.

J. L. K.

HEAVY BOOKINGS FOR
“LITTLE ACCIDENT”

“Little Accident”, Universal new
season comedy is dated for early
runs in a large number of RKO
theatres in key situations through-
out the country.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, August 18, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 533/8 55 Vs —1%
Warner Bros 25% 25% — %
Fox Film “A” .... 36% 39% —3%
Loew’s Inc 62% 65 —1%
Radio K-A-0 281/8 29 — %
’’athe Exchange ... 3% 3% — %
Cion. F. Ind. Pre .... 19'/2 19y2 — %

Curb Market
"^ox Theatre “A’ 7% 8y2 — %
Nat. Screen 28% 28% — %



WHERE WOULD THIS
INDUSTRY BE RIGHT
NOW WITHOUT METRO-
GOLDWYN-MAYER'S SEN-
SATIONAL SERIES OF HITS?



METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
PICTURES ARE LICKING
ALL OPPOSITION !



Vt\
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AND A PUNCH
IN EITHER FIST
FOR NEXT SEASON-

,v—
OVJT WEST



It’s a
push-
over
for

METRO-
GOLDWYN
MAYER

*’Your Lucky Star
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“ERRORGRAM” CONTEST

EXPLOITS THEATRE

LAWRENCE, Mass., August 18.

—Ten free admissions per day
represented the total cost to the

Broadway Theatre here of a novel

exploitation tie-up with the Law-
rence Tribune. The campaign
started with a front page story

in the newspaper in which was
explained the “errorgram” contest

on which it was based. Each suc-

cessive issue carried an “error-

gram”, and this involved mention
of the theatre and its attraction.

These errorgrams were based
on the idea of drawings publish-

ed daily, each of the drawings
containing a certain number of

mistakes which readers were in-

vited to discover. The first five

persons submitting correct ans-

wers to the paper received each
a pair of free passes to the Broad-
way Theatre. This contest was
first put into effect during the

showing of First National’s pic-

ture, “A Notorious Affair” star-

ring Billie Dove.

AYRES TO PLAY LEAD
IN U’S “MISSISSIPPI”

Lewis Ayres, hero of “All Quiet

on the Western Front”, will play

the leading role in “Mississippi”,

Ben Lucien Burman’s novel which
has been purchased for produc-
tion as a Universal new season
special.

Ayres, in the year he has been
on the screen, has played in six

iniportant productions, and in five

fie has had leading roles.

“ALONG CAME YOUTH”
ROGERS’ NEW VEHICLE

“Along Came Youth” has been
chosen as the title for Charles
Rogers’ new Paramount starring

vehicle, tentatively called “Moli-
noff.”

1V1=Q=M ACQUIRES
BEST SELLER

Metro-Uoldwyn-Mayer has
acquired screen rights to

Zane Grey’s novel, “The
Sliepherd of Guadaloupe,”
wliich ran serially in Col-

lier’s and was published by
Harper’s two months ago.

No announcement has been
made as to the cast of the

lihotoplay, but pr^viarations

will start at once for the
film version of the book.

‘fiRBITRUTION,’ REMAND
NORTHWEST EXHIBS

(Continued from page 1)

contract with its 5-5-5 clause no
time will be lost in setting up
an arbitration board with all ma-
chinery ready for operation. This

is according to an announcement
just made by Tom Burke, presi-

dent of the Minneapolis Film
Board of Trade, M. A. I^evy, Fox
exchange manager, quotes exhibi-

tors as practically unanimous for

the principle of arbitration. “We
have had no instance,” he said,

“of an exhibitor choosing to make
a deposit as an alternative.”

JANET GAYNOR TO WORK
(Continued from page 1)

in conference with Sheehan. His
announcement followed.

William K. Howard will direct

“The Man Who Came Back”, which
goes into rehearsal September 1.

Maurine Watkins is writing the

adaptation and dialog for the Gay-
nor-Farrell picture.

While nothing is definitely set

for a second Gaynor-Farrell ve-
hicle, it is planned that George
Gershwin will write an original
musical romance with Miss Gaynor
in the star role.

JOE E. BROWN ON AIR
TWO WAYS TOMORROW
FINSTON TO PRODUCE

OVERTURE SPECIAL

Nathaniel Finston, head of the

music department at the Holly-
wood studios of Paramount, is on
his way to New York. On his ar-

rival here he will supervise the
special introductory overture for

the special opening of “Monte
Carlo,” the musical production by
Ernst Lubitsch featuring Jack
Buchanan and Jeanette MacDon-
ald, at the Rivoli Theatre on Wed-
nesday, August 27.

This arrangement will precede
the showing of “Monte Carlo” in

the same way that a similar or-
chestral prelude was made for
“The Love Parade”, Lubitsch’s
preceding musical.

‘HOLIDAY’ STILL STRONG
Pathe’s “Holiday” play continues

a third week at the Cameo, which
with its three weeks Rivoli run
gives this Ann Harding vehicle
its sixth week on Broadway.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—-Joe E.

Brown, star of First National’s
“Top Speed”, will broadcast to-

morrow from Los Angeles during
Columbia’s “California Melodies”
hour, which is sent out from Sta-
tion KHJ over the nation-wide
Columbia network of seventy-two
stations. The entire program
will be devoted to Brown and to
musical numbers from “Top
Speed,” in which Bernice Claire,

Jack Whiting, Laura Lee, Rita
Flynn and Frank McHugh also ap-
pear.

At the conclusion of the pro-
gram Brown is to fly to Indian-
apolis, Ind., where he is due to
arrive Friday in time to begin a
week’s engagement at the Indiana
Theatre in connection with the
showing of “Top Speed”. He will
be met at the landing field by the
Mayor of Indianapolis and a com-
mittee appointed by the latter.

The “California Melodies” pro-
gram will be heard in New York
at 11:30 P.M. Wednesday from
Station WABC. The picture is to
open in New York at the Strand
Theatre on August 29.

UFA BERLIN CONVENTION TOLD

ABOUT SOUND-FILM TRIUMPHS
BERLIN, August 18.—The frank

statement that the last two years

had been the most difficult in its

history and a declaration to the

effect that present optimistic ex-

pectations were fully justified,

summed up the address of Direc-

tor-General Ludwig Klitzsch at

the first annual convention held

by Ufa since changing over from
silent to sound-film production.

Directors, branch managers and
representatives from all over Ger-
many and abroad were present.

Up to the end of the last fiscal

year, Ufa invested 11 million
Marks in soundfllm production, 4

millions of which have been
credited to the part of the new
season’s production which had
been completed by May 31. The
new soundfllm stages built at Neu-
babelsberg, the reconstruction
and rebuilding of all of the silent

studios into soundfllm studios and
the new technical equipment of

the copying plant necessitated the
investment of another 4 million
Marks. Additional 4 million
Marks were invested up to May
31 for the equipment of all Ufa
theatres with Klangfilm projection
and reproduction apparatus. Thus,
the total investment in the sound-
film shift undertaken by Ufa up
to May 31 amounted to some 19

to 20 million Marks.
The present status of the bal-

ance-sheet for the past fiscal year
1929-30, ending May 31, which is

being drawn up as ratpidly as
possible,—but which is a rather
complicated task, considering that
Ufa is operating some 100 Ger-
man and foreign branches—al-

ready shows clearly that the de-
ficits generally expected from the

silent productions, produced or
distributed during the shifting
period from silent to soundfllm
production, have been fully over-
come financially.

Dwelling further on the outlook
of the German talkie on the in-

ternational market. Director Lud-
wig Klitzsch stressed the fact,

that the American intention to

Hollywood the centre of the
world’s film production was prac-
tically realized during the era of

the silent film. Practically all of

the production costs of the Ameri-
can films were more than cover-
ed at that time by the distribu-

tion in the United States alone, so
that the annual export-receipts,
amounting to some $150,000,000
were clear profits.

The introduction of the sound-
film on the other hand had caus-
ed America to lose practically all

of the non-English speaking mar-
kets, while the Engli_sh people
were refusing to swallow all of

the Americanisms of the Holly-
wood talkies. The production of

foreign version-talkies in America
had not been a success sofar. Ufa
was therefore occupying now a

much more favorable position on
the German and the German
speaking market. The former
centralisation, declared Herr Klit-

zsch, is now being followed by
a general decentralisation, which
of course does not exclude the ex-
change of fllms-subjects, stories,

authors and music rights. Thus,
Germany was bound to be-
come the film centre of Europe,
which, however, also justifies the
continuation of the “contingent”
protection, at least for the time
being.

42^-43'' Streets West of Broadway
A New and Better Hotel for Times Square

Noc alone new in construction and

equipment, but new in conception of

service and comfort to its guests. Di-

rected by S. Gregory Taylor, who has

made such enviable successes of the

Hotels Montclair and Buckingham.

Single Rooms
with tub and shower

*3/4 *5

Double Rooms
with tub and shower

*4/5 on/6
A few terraced rooms and sujce9»

exceptionally large closets* 00
an attractive monthly basis.

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Entrances on 42nd and 43rd Sts.

CENTRAL UNION BUS TERMINAL
LOCATED IN THE DIXIE HOTEL BUS CONNECTIONS FOR ALL POINTS IN THE UNITED STATES





Sir John Galsworthy

Author of ”Old English”

And what a grand role for George Arliss! A devil of a fellow who sinned

Ith a smile and smiled at sin ! A bachelor who loved his grandchildren ! A gentle-

m, a scholar and a good judge of liquor!

George Arliss in ''Disraeli” was judged the best picture of 1929 and it’s even

mey that "Old English” will be the winner in 1930. As usual, bigger than the

jgest, better than the best!

Vll«HE

X^HAT A GRAND OLD SINNER HE WAS"
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U. S. VETERAN HOSPITALS

WIRING TO SHOW TALKIES
WASHINGTON, D. C., August 18.

—Installation of apparatus for the

showing of motion pictures with

sound in all hospitals maintained

by the United States Veteran’s

Bureau is announced following

the introductory showing last

week at the Mt. Alto diagnostic

centre. This work has begun in

several hospitals. It is expected

that by Christmas all of these in-

stitutions having recreation halls

will have been equipped.

Early in the Spring of 192D,

Gen. Frank T. Hines, Administra-

tor of Veterans’ Affairs, at that

time Director of the Veterans’

Bureau, became interested in the

project of placing sound pictures

in the veterans’ hospitals, silent

moving picture exhibitions having

been a regular feature of recrea-

tion at the hospitals for a num-

ber of years, but investigation in-

dicated that at that time sound

equipment had not been suffici-

ently developed to warrant the

Bureau in attempting to install it.

Gen. Hines detailed his Chief of

Construction, Col. L. H. Tripp, to

study the matter and an electrical

engineer was sent to visit the

various manufacturers in order to

obtain first-hand information as

to
*
the best type of equipment,

costs, etc. After an exhaustive

survey of this field, specifications

based upon the engineers’ report

were drawn up, covering a spe-

cial type of non-theatrical equip-

ment suitable for institutions.

This synchronized sound equip-

ment is complete in every detail

and is augmented by attachments

which make possible the playing

of phonograph records through
the amplifiers so that music for

dancing or for religious services

may be available to the patients

at any time.

“ALMA DE GAUCHO”
FILLS LATIH HOUSES

Telegrams from Cuba and
Mexico received by the Edward L.

Klein Corporation report excep-

tional success for “Alma de
Gaucho”, the all-Spanish dialogue

picture featuring Mona Rico and
Manuel Granado, which that con-

cern is distributing throughout
the world. R. Caulderson, Gen-
eral Manager of the International

Amusement Company of El Paso,

Texas, reported capacity business
for the picture at all its theatres.

Christina Montt, who plays a
leading role in “Alma de Gaucho”
was unanimously chosen as one
of the fourteen most beautiful

women in the world. Miss Montt’s
grandfather, Manuel Montt Torres
was President of Chili for ten
years, while Pedro Montt, her
uncle was Chilean Ambassador to

the United States during Theodore
Roosevelt’s administration and
was President of Chili in 1912.

FAITH BALDWIN ADDED
TO PARA SCENARISTS

Faith Baldwin is the latest ad-
dition to the group of novelists

and playwrights comprising the
scenario staff at Paramount’s New
York studio. She is the second
author of the current best sell-

ers to join Paramount’s Eastern
studio this week. Ursula Parrott,

author of “Ex-Wife” and “Stran-
gers May Kiss”, also signed a
contract within the past few days.

BAILEY REMODELS
The Bailey Theatre of Ferriday,

La., which was recently purchas-
ed by R. L. Bailey, has been re-

modeled and is now reopened.

A German screen version of the

English light opera, “The Beggar’s

Opera”, will be made abroad as

a joint enterprise shared in by

Warner Bros, and Tobis, accord-

ing to announcement made today

by Jacob Wilk, head of Warners

story department. Wilk was in-

strumental in furthering the deal,

during his recent European trip in

quest of fresh story material.

In the German, this opera by

Gay of the amusing romance be-

tween the daughter of an English

prison warden and the ace of En-

glish highwaymen, will be called

“Dreigroschenoper,” which liter-

ally translated is “The Three

Groschen Opera”. It will be based

on the Brecht and Weill stage

production, and will be directed

by G. W. Pabst.

Lesley Beth Storey is the win-
ner of the “Miss Columbia” con-

test, the national beauty compe-
tition sponsored by Columbia Pic-

tures to find the most beautiful

girl in America—a girl with
classic figure and features who
will typify “Miss Columbia” and
American womanhood .

Thousands of entries were re-

ceived by the thirteen fan maga-
zines, the national newspapers
and the Columbia branch offices

—all of which joined in the
search.

“Miss Columbia” gets a trip to

Hollywood, a two week contract
at 3250 a week, and a certain
screen permanence for future pro-
ductions. She will also appear
in an issue of “Talking Screen
Snapshots” and be entertained in

Hollywood.

EDDIE, THE OPTIMIST
SAYS ’TAINT TRUE

Eddie, the Optimist, says
there is absolutely no truth
in IVLain Street’s report that
Howai'd Hughes is bicyc-
ling a print of “Hell’s
.ingels” between the Gaiety
and the Criterion. He says
no one only a Cal Coolidge
could think of that sort of

economy.

FITIMAURICE JOINS
NIGM DIRECTORIAL STAFF

George Fitzmaurice, whose rec-

ord of directorial successes ex-
tends back a decade, has been
placed under a long-term con-
tract by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Fitzmaurice has just completed
Evelyn Laye’s picture, “Lilli,” for

United Artists and plans to be-
gin work at the Culver City stu-
dio in the near future.

BULGARIA BUYS
SILENT FILMS ONLY
(Continued from page 1)

can, Italian, Belgian, and French
production. These w'ere all silent

films, no motion picture theatre be-

ing as yet equipped for sound.

There are 138 motion picture

houses in the entire Kingdom of

Bulgaria with an average seating
capacity of from 300 to 500 places.

Approximately 30, or one-fifth of

the cinemas in the country are lo-

cated in Sofia. Tjie usual motion
picture program consists of one
feature film. Recently the more im-
portant cinemas also show a so-

called News Film, usually Ufa or
Pathe production, (preceding the
feature film. This innovation is

much appreciated by the Bulgarian
public. Very seldom is a short
comic shown before or after the
feature.

WALLY BEERY CONFIRMS
REPORT OF SEPARATION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Wal-
lace Beery and Mrs. Beery have
separated. The screen comedian
confirmed the report that has been
current for several days. The
Beerys were married in August,
1924. She was Mary Gilman, film

actress.

LOEW BOOKS FABLES

Loew has booked the Pathe
Aesop’s Sound Fable, “Jungle
Jazz”, for 105 days over the
Greater New York circuit, start-

ing on August 16 with the de luxe
houses—Paradise, Valencia -and
Loew’s Jersey City.

“ANYBODY’S WOMAN”
BREAKS HOUSE RECORD

Shattering every previous open-
ing in the history of the New
York Paramount theatre, “Any-
body’s Woman,” co-starring Ruth
Chatterton and Clive Brook and
directed by Dorothy Arzner, will

be held over for a second week
at the Paramount Theatre, where
it has broke all house records
since its initial performance last

week.

Starting with a record break-
ing attendance at the opening per-
formance on Friday the draw was
so effective over the week-end that
another performance at 9:40 in

the morning, was made necessary
to accommodate the huge crowds.
This additional early morning per-
formance will be continued
throughout the week.

SAPRA ON AIR FOR
RKO PROGRAM TODAY

This evening a vacation pro-
gramme will be presented on the

RKO Radio Hour over the NBC
nationwide network. On this pro-
gramme numbers will be dedi-

cated to and a visit paid to a
number of America’s best known
resorts including Lake Placid, Yel-
lowstone Park, Lookout Mountain,
Catalina Islands, Lake Banff, Zion
National Park and Lakehurst. At
the latter stop Frank Capra, Jack
Holt and Ralph Graves, who are
filming Columbia’s picture “Dirig-
ible” will be picked up and intro-

duced to the radio audience, in

the staging of a night scene on
board the “Los Angeles”.

BEBE DANIELS LOANED
TO WARNERS BY RKO

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Bebe
Daniels is going to do “Ex-Mis-
tress” for Warners. Between
pictures on the RKO lot Bebe
has been borrowed by Warners
for the Ursula Parrot story. _Ben
Lyon, Bebe’s hubby, is under con-
tract to Warners and will be her
leading man in all probability.

RKO postponed “Reaching for the
Moon” in which Bebe was to be
starred which left the opening for

Warners to borrow her.

FILM CONSPIRACY

HEARINGS OPEN
(Continued from page 1)

West Coast Theatres, Inc., Para-
mount, M-G-M Distributing Cor-
poration; First National Pictures,

Inc.; United Artists; Fox Film
Corporation; Pathe Exchange,
Inc.; Vitagraph, Inc.; Warner
Brothers Pictures, Inc.; Vita-
graph Company of California,

Inc. and Universal Film Ex-
changes.
The Government charges the

eleven defendants have entered in-

to agreementts which are in re-

straint of trade.
Harry Arthur, head of Fox The-

atres in the East arrived in town
a week ago for the purpose of

testifying at the hearings.
It is expected that William Fox.

himself, will be called as a wit-

ness.

Warners Close Booking Deal
With Feiber & Shea Circuit

<> —

BROOKLYN GIRL WINS
COLUMBIA’S CONTEST
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Down With the

Crepe Hangers

!

By

The crepe hangers and the

gloom spreaders continue their

impious work. They are leveling

their shafts at the sound pictures

simply because some of the en'

tertainment provided in sound has

not been good entertainment.
4> * «

^^HIS is true, without question,

but it is also true that fine

sound pictures have been made
and that now they are coming in

greater numbers to the delight and
satisfaction of the box ofiices.

And the picture industry is mak-
ing money!

* * Hi

OVER at the Paramount this

week there is a picture called

“Anybody’s Woman,’’ which is

so marvelously acted and so dif-

ferent in its treatment and theme,

that it provided a refreshing

novelty to which the public turn-

ed immediately. At the low peak
hour of 6 o’clock last night, the

(Continued on page 2)

OSSERMAN TO MANAGE
MILWAUKEE OFFICE

J. C. Osserman who joined the
Columbia sales ranks last May as
manager of the St. Louis., Mo., of-
fice, has been transferred to the
company’s branch in Milwaukee,
where he will be manager.

“RAFFLES” 3RD WEEK
“Raffles,” starring' Ron-

ald Colinan at the Rialto
Theatre, is annonnced to
hold oyer for a third week,
the final performance oc-
curring Wednesday, August
28. “Animal Crackers”
with the four Marx broth-
ers will follow.

LASKY CAUSES RE-ALIGNMENT
OF PARA EXECUTIVES DUTIES

FILM SHARES RALLY

AS BEARS COVER

ON FOX REPORT
The amusement shares, which

the shorts made their center of

attack on the New York stock ex-
change on Monday were among
the market leaders yesterday. At
the close of yesterday’s trading
the amusement shares had recov-
ered most of the losses of the day
before, due to short covering.

That the attacks on the amuse-
ment shares by the bears on Mon-
day was not and is not warrant-
ed by the business outlook for
the industry, is clearly illustrat-

ed in the case of the Pox Film

(Continued on page 6)

<>

BAN ON U.S. TALKIES
ASKED BY CUBANS

HAVANA, Aug. 19. — A
committee representing the
3Iusic.al Association of Ha-
vana has presented a for-

mal petition to (Jen. Manuel
J. Delgado, Secretary of

the Interior, asking tliat

all English speaking talkie
tilms be suppressed in all

moring picture theatres in

Cuba
Gen. Delgado promised to

study the situation and
hopes to he able to submit
to the Chief Executire a
plan whereby eacli picture
house would have to em-
ploy a certain niimher of

native musicians.

B. P. Schulberg to Direct

All Production and

Walter Wanger to Co-

ordinate Studio Activi-

ties

DERR, OFF TO COAST SAYS “QUALITY

FILMS WILL BRING FILM ROW TO NORMAL’
E. B. Derr, President of Pathe,

left New Yjork on the Century
yesterday, after a busy week of
conferences at the home office dur-
ing which he completed prelim-
inary plans for the 1931-32 prod-
uct, arranged readjustments in the
financing to meet an ambitiously

(Continued on page 2)

MRM 6REEN ON WAY
Harry Green, having finished a

principal role in Jack Oakie’s
“Sea Legs”, for Paramount, has
left Hollywood and is now en
route for New York to make a
series of personal appearances.
He is due here on Thur.'=day.

M.P.T.O.A. CONFERENCE SET

FOR NOV. 10-12 AT PHILA.
At a meeting of national officers

of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America held at 1600
Broadway, yesterday, definite ar-
rangements were made for the
Philadelphia Convention covering
a considerable part of the work
at hand.

It was decided to hold this, the

(Continued on page 2)

CANTOR IN PERSON
!N TWO WARNER HOUSES

Eddie Cantor will make persona)
appearances in two Warner Bros,
theatres this month—Stanley The-
atre, Pittsburgh, this week, and
the Mastbaum Theatre, Philadel-
phia, August 22.

Jesse L. Lasky yesterday an-
nounced a re-alignment of execu-
tive duties within the Paramount-
Publix fold.

Walter F. Wanger will be di-

rectly charged with the responsi-
bility of co-ordi,*nating activities
of the company’s various studios.

(Continued on page 2)

C. P. LESTER MANAGER
FOR “U” IN WASHINGTON

C. P. Lester, former manager of
the New Orleans Universal ex-
change, was yesterday appointed
manager of the Universal office

at Washington, D. C., siicceedini
Harry Scott, resigned. Lester has
been with the Laemmle organiza-
tion for a number of years.

BEBE DANIEL’S FATHER
DIES IN SUMMER DAMP
Melville Daniels, father of Behe

Daniels, is dead at his summer
home at Camp Lake, north of
Grand Rapids, Mich., according to
word received at the RKO offices
yesterday. He was 65 and is sur-
vived by Mrs. Daniels, Bebe and
a son, Walter H., of Grand Rapids.

A RECORD BREAKER

Eclipsing box-office re-
ceijffs of (lie first Safnrday
of its run by more than
$(>00, and of its first Sun-
day by more (han $1,400,
“The Dawn Patrol” set a
new all-time week-end
record at tlie Winter Gar-
den, according to an an-
nouncement by the man-
agement of tlie theatre.

Miles Ahead-'The BIG TRAIL
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MAIN MRCET

Western Electric sees strong

indications of returning prosperity

in the increasing number of con-

tracts being received for theatre

sound installations and replace-

ments . Within a very short period

seventy-three such contracts have

come in, and are almost equally

distributed between theatre chains

and small operators. This show-
ing marks fresh activity in the

independent field of motion pic-

tures.

The total number of installa-

tions, according to the latest re-

port, is 6,383 of which 4,304 are

in the United States and 2,079 in

the foreign field. The number of

installations where Western Elec-

tric has replaced other types of

IRENE DUNN PICKED
BY RADIO AS LEAD
IN “CIMARRON” FILM

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—After nearly KM) screen
tests Radio Pictures has
picked Irene Dunn for the
leading role in Edna Eerb-
er’s “Cinuirron”, one of the
most coveted roles handed
out in HollTnood for some
time.

equipment now total 1,217 of

which 1,014 are in the United
States and 203 in foreign coun-
tries.

ANN HARDING IN FILM

I
VERSION OF ‘REBOUND’

Ann Harding will have the star-

ring role in the screen version of

“Rebound,” the Arthur Hopkins
stage play by Donald Ogden
Stewart, rights to which have been
acquired by Pathe. The play was
turned over to Pathe as a direct

result of that company’s success-
ful adaptation of “Holiday.” This
was announced by E. B. Derr as
he was leaving for the coast with
E. J. O’Leary, Pathe sales head.

Miss Harding will play the role

which Hope Williams had in New
York, and which Ina Claire per-
formed in the west. A Broadway
theatre will have the opening.

It is interesting to note in con-
nection with the careers of Ann
Harding and Hope Williams that
each of them has played the lead-
ing roles in “Paris Bound”, “Holi-
day”, and now in “Rebound,” Miss
Williams in the stage productions,
and Miss Harding for the screen.

DOWN WITH THE CREPE HANGERS!
(Continued from pagre 1) ^

If Arch Selwjii brings all those

movie stars behind the footlights

on the Big Stem what is Hollywood

going to do * this is respec-

tively submitted as a pertinent

query * * * even Ulorious Uloria

is booked and Our Mary says

it’s only a “lark” with her * * *

wonder if Mr. Selwyn is spoofing

.Main Street * Ueorge Pardy

who used to publicize Kid McCoy,

and knows his movies, is now

telling the world all about the

ponies he wasn’t on that

100-1 shot, however * * * wonder
it tl. B. Shaw will drop in on Fox
Movietone’s London Newsreel

house ’i’ he may see himself

any day * * * Terry Ramsaye the

Audio Review wiz sat through the

shorts showing the other
^
after-

noon, staged by Rutgers Aellson
* they keep cluttering up the

lobby of the Criterion with ticket

buyers * * Warren Nolan at U.A.

is a busy man these days
lot of phone calls since Billie

Dove arrived on Broadway * * *

all w'ant to know where Billie is

stopping * * * p. A. Harrison amb-
ling up the Big Stem * * * re-

member when Pat Powers was a

big shot at U. and General
Film offices on Fourth avenue
were cluttered up with the censor
board * * * Jack Rafferty doesn’t

wear his Windsor tie any more
* * * Mark Lnescher’s secretary

Is back from his vacation, all

tanned and everything * * * U.A.
is dolling up the Central for

D.WVs “Lineoln” * * *

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, August 19, 1930

Paramount F-L .. . 54% 56t/2 + 1

Warner Bros . 25% 26% + %
Warner Bros. Pre. IVs l'/4 —
Fox Film “A” . 401/8 411/4 + 1%
Loew’s Inc . 65% 67 + 2

Loew’s Inc. Pre .103 103

K-A-0 Pre ,112 112 + 2

Radio K-A-0 . 28% 30i/> + 11/2

Pathe Exchange .. . 3% 3% —
Con. F. Ind . 18 18 -h %
Con. F. Ind. Pre . 191/2 191/2 —

Curl) Market

Fox Theatre “A”.. 8% S'/^

Nat. Screen 2614 26!/4 —1%

lobby was crowded with customers

and the theatre was already filled.

There is every reason to expect

that this picture will break the

already high records of the Para'

mount, and this is still another

evidence that the public will buy
the good ones and that there is

nothing whatever the matter with

the picture business.
iD * *

OINCE the screen became an in-

stitution the public has gone

to see good ones and has stayed

away from the poor ones, and

has already pointed out during the

increased production schedule and
conducted the first of a series of

three Mid-Season sales meetings.

“Now that talking pictures are

firmly accepted as the form of

screen entertainment, the business
becomes highly competitive on a

basis of guaranteed quality in en-

tertainment,” stated Mr. Derr in

discussing the general trend of

file business. “That the public

wants real plausible stories, capa-
bly enacted and produced con-

vincingly has been proved to our
organization by the success of

‘Holiday’. Undoubtedly, this has
been the conclusion of executives
of other companies that have had
attractions of this type which have
drawn business to the box-offices

during one of the warmest sum-
mers in years. If producers will

make quality, rather than the old-

time ‘quantity’ pictures, business
along film row will soon be back
to normal
“That the banking interests are

in accord with this idea is prov-
ed by their readiness to copoerate
with Pathe in the readjustment
of finances incurred in making
every picture a distinctive, indi-

vidual attraction in story, cast and
production. Pathe executives in

conferences the past week ex-

hottest summer within the history

of the business that the average

business throughout the country

exceeded the average business for

the previous summer season.
• « «

The only way to meet gloom

is with facts and with the

justified optimism which these

facts inspire. Insofar as the in'

dustry in its inner workings is

concerned, knocking, gloom
spreading, crepe hanging and
pessimism should be capital of'

fenses. They keep lots of people

from giving full steam ahead to-

ward success.

pressed particular pleasure in the
fact that this company is follow-

ing through with quality in ‘He>’

Man’ to a degree that it promises
to surpass ‘Holiday.’ Thus, Pathe
is pushing on with its current
schedule totalling twenty out-
standing Pathe productions with
the confidence that all claims as
to quality can be fulfilled, with
ample funds for the purchase of
story material for next season.

“As to our preliminary plans
tor 1931-32, we have just purchas-
ed four successful pieces of stage
material. Two of these plays are
for Ann Harding and two for Con-
stance Bennett.”

Taking advantage of his pres-
ence in New York, Mr. Derr con-
ducted the first of a series of
three Mid-Season sales meetings
to discuss “Her Man” and forth-
coming season’s specials. Upon
his arrival in Chicago, Mr. Derr
with C. J. Scollard, executive vice
president, and E. J. O’Leary, gen-
eral sales manager, who accompa-
nied him, will hold a meeting to
be attended by the branch man-
agers and salesmen of the Central
and Mid-West Divisions. He will
call a meeting of the Western and
Southern Divisions at Lps Angeles
shortly after reaching the Coast.

RE-ALIGNS PARA
EXECUTIVES’ DUTIES
(Continued from page 1)

Wanger will continue as general
manager of the production depart-
ment. He will make his head-
quarters in New York but is ex-
pected to spend much of his time
at the various plants here and on
the West Coast.

B. P. Schulberg, until Lasky’s
recent move, general manager of

West Coast production, has been
appointed managing director of

production. He will assume
charge of production at all of
the company’s studios.
Harry M. Goetz, assistant treas-

urer of the corporation, will be
comptroller of the production de-
partment.

In line with the new move Para-
mount has just taken over title

to the one-story garage type
building, comprising 32,000 square
feet, opposite the Paramount stu-
dio in Astoria.

MPTOA MEETING
SET FOR NOV. 10-12

(Continued from page 1)

Eleventh Annual Convention, on
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
November 10, 11, 12.

From the arrangements already
made for this Convention indi-

cates it will be one of the larg-

est and most impressive of the-

atre gatherings yet held in the

eastern part of the country.
A National Convention Commit-

tee will soon be named by Presi-

dent M. A. Lightman and the local

Philadelphia Committee will also

be appointed within a few days.
The Philadelphia Chamber of

Commerce is cooperating with the
Exhibitor Officers, as well as
other civic bodies in the Quaker
City,

Yesterday’s meeting was attend-
ed by President M. A. Lightman
Vice-President Frank C. Walker,
Treasurer Jay Emanuel, Secretary
M. J. O’Toole.
Another meeting will be held

on Thursday which will be at-

tended by the above named officers

and a number of others who are
on their way to the city.

QUALITY WILL BRING FILM ROW TO NORMAL”
(Continued from page 1)
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Look over the Smashing Hits

at the World’s G reatest
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ALL QUIET ON THEWESTERN FRONT Sept. 5

To be followed by

A LADY SURRENDERS

SEE AMERICA THIRST

THE CAT CREEPS

GLOBE
booked for the RKO metropolitan circuit

THE STORM Aug. 22

OUTSIDE THE LAW . Aug. 29

Following that Big Comedy Hit

LIHLE ACCIDENT
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“INGAGl” SUIT PUT
OVER TO SEPT. 9

The motion to enjoin Congo
Pictures, Ltd., from exhibiting and
distributing “Ingagi” came up for

argument yesterday before U. S.

Judge Frank J. Coleman.

Byron P. Mackenzie, plaintiff in

the action, is represented by Louis
Nizer, who argued for a reduction

in the $25,000 bond ordered post-

ed by his client when the matter
came up before Judge Woolsey
July 28. Judge Coleman ordered
the bond reduced to $5,000 which
Attorney Nizer is having posted.

Albert S. Goldberg, attorney for

the defendants, Congo Pictures,

and William Alexander, told Judge
Coleman that they had obtained
affidavits substantiating Congo
Pictures title to scenes in “In-

gagi”, many of which the plaintiff

contends, were pirated from “The
Heart of Africa”, Lady Macken-
zie’s picture which the woman ex-
plorer shot in Africa.

Judge Coleman put the hearing
over until Sept. 9, when the de-
fendants will present its case at

the final argument on the order
to show cause.
In the meantime the court’s in-

junction is in effect prohibiting
the defendants from exhibiting or
distributing or selling the picture,
“Ingagi”.

UNIVERSAL CLUB’S

DINNER DANCE NOV. 1

November 1 is announced as the
date of the Universal Club’s sec-

ond annual dinner dance. For
this occasion the grand ballroom
of the Hotel Astor will be trans-
formed to represent the Ward
Line’s new steamship, “Morro
Castle”, the steamship company
cooperating with deck equipment,
games and other appropriate ma-
terial.

One of the main features of the
evening—which will be attended
by three hundred members of the
Universal Club and their guests
and will be open to the general
public—will be the award of a
round trip ticket to Havana on
the “Morro Castle” itself. This
is given through the courtesy of
the Ward Line.

RATHBONE CAST IN

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL

SWANSON FILM SET
FOR SEPT. 6 RELEASE

Gloria Swanson’s “What A
Widow!” will be released nation-

ally September 6, it was announc-

ed yesterday by A1 Lichtman,

United Artists sales head. The
picture will be shown at the New
York Rialto late in that month.

Release dates on other United

Artists pictures are “Whoopee”,

September 27; “The Lottery

Bride”, October 11; “Du Barry”,

November 1; “Abraham Lincoln”,
November 15. These are the latest,

and official, dates.

CARMELITA GERAGHTY
IN “FRENCHMEN” CAST

Carmellta Geraghty has been
added to the cast of “Fifty Mil-
lion Frenchmen”, which also in-

cludes William Gaxton, Helen
Broderick and Lester Crawford of

the original stage cast.

EDDIE, THE OPTIMIST
SEES NO REASON TO
HOLD POST MORTEMS

Eddie, the Optimist is all

jubilant. What with the
week-end report of capacity
business at the movie pal-
ace, Eddie says the tide
has turned. That Sahara
heat wave didn’t do any
good to anybody or his re-
lations Eddie rises to re-
mark, and further states
that unless Cal Coolidge
turns pessimist there’s a
big season ahead for all the
boys in iilmdom, and warns
against holding post mor-
tem s on the heaL

N. J. MOVIE THEATRE
DESTROYED BY FIRE

The Hill Theatre, a two-and-a-
half story building was destroyed
by fire Monday night in Paulsboro,
N. J. Reels of “The Life of
Christ” exploded in the projection
booth. About 600 persons in the
theatre at the time filed out to
safety. Damage estimated at $30,-

000 was done. Herbert Hill, man-
ager, was burned about the hands
when he attempted to rescue the
reels. A $10,000 organ and newly
installed sound apparatus were
destroyed.

GLORIA SWANSON, BASIL RATHBONE
JOIN STARS SIGNING FOR STAGE ROLES

Arch Selwyn, if recent reports
have any foundation, is going to

transplant most of the film

colony’s stars in Hollywood to

Broadway and the footlights.

Selwyn, only a week ago, an-
nounced he would have Mary Pick-
ford on the New York stage dur-
ing the coming season. He also
announced plans, of a similar na-
ture, for Rod La Roque, Vilma
Banky and Colleen Moore.

It developed yesterday that Sel-
wyn has stage plans for Gloria
Swanson and Basil Rathbone.
A French play, “A Paris Di-

vorce” is announced as Rathbone’s
forthcoming stage piece, and no
less a screen luminary than Gloria
will be the leading feminine in-

terest in the play.

For Colleen Selwyn has a play
by Benjamin Glazer, titled “Foam”
and, if present plans hold Selwyn
will have Glazer and Miss Moore
in New York by the first of next
month. Glazer will direct.

The Banky-LaRoque team will

be co-starred in “How to Be
Happy” which Anita Loos and
John Emerson have adapted from
a Hungarian piece.

Mary Pickford, it is understood,
will be given her pick of three
possible plays, the one favored by
her now being “The Course of

True Love” . Max Reinhardt who
staged “The Miracle” with Morris
Gest, will be asked to stage Mary’s
play, through the intercession of

Otto Kahn.

Fox Opens News Reel House
In London; 2nd in World

Basil Rathbone has been signed
for the role of Carl in “A Lady
Surrenders”, which John M. Stahl
is directing for Universal from
John Erskine’s best seller, “Sin-
cerity”, with Conrad Nagel, Gene-
vieve Tobin, Rose Hobart, Car-
mel Myers, Franklyn Pangborn
and Edgar Norton.

INA CLAIRE DUE
FDR PARA PICTURE

Ina Claire will arrive in New
York on Monday next to begin
rehearsals for her role in “The
Royal Family” at Paramount’s
New York studio.

The second newsreel theatre in

the world opened Monday night
in London. It was a tremendous
success.
Truman H. Talley, general man-

ager for the Fox-Hearst corpora-
tion, yesterday received cable re-

ports of the opening which found
most of London’s personaiities
present including representatives
of the London press.
W. O. Hutchinson, manager di-

rector of the second newsreei the-
atre in the world and of British
Movietone News, sponsored the
opening. Gerald Sanger will be
editor of ali future programs at
the theatre.

Situated on Shaftsbury avenue.

just off Piccadilly Circus, the the-
atre occupies one of the most ad-
vantageous spots in England’s
capital, Piccadilly Circus being
the Times Square of London.
The London Newsreel Theatre it

is called and it has been fashion-
ed as to program after the daddy
of them all, the Embassy on
Seventh avenue in Little Old New
York, running a 50-minute bill.

Edwin L. Harvey, managing di-

rector of Fox Movietone News, as-
sisted in arranging the program
at the London Newsreel Theatre.
Fox Movietone’s new* York of-

fice expressed great elation over
the success which the London the-
atre’s opening predicts.

ROGERS TO PRODUCE

“MLLIE’’ FOR RADIO

Charles R. Rogers, whose pro-
ducing affiliation with Radio Pic-
tures was recently announced, has
purchased the talking picture
rights to “Millie”,' a novel written
by Donald Henderson Clark,
which is to reach the book shops
on September 4, being published
by the Vanguard Press. Accord-
ing to the publishers, the Van-
guard Press, “Millie” has had the
biggest advance sale of any book
they have published to date.

Rogers has closed with Univer-
sal studios for an exclusive sound
stage and office building to carry
through this production. “Millie'
is described as the story of “The
right girl who met the wrong
man.” She is, in the words of
the author, “ a red-headed girl,
with an inferiority complex.” The
story is replete with tense dra-
matic situations, including a
murder and aerial scene of an un-
usual order.

MICKEY MOUSE CLUBS
GREET HARVEY ON TOUR
The Mickey Mouse Clubs of Fox

Theatres in Queens, with a mem-
bership of more than 10,000, will
greet Borough President Harvey
this week when he makes a tour
of these junior units throughout
the borough.
Harvey yesterday morning was

guest of the latest club to organ-
ize at Fox’s Broadway Theatre,
and at night at Fox’s Astoria
Grand when a picture of Astoria
Park wading pool was shown.
Each Fox theatre in Queens has
a Mickey Mouse membership of
more than 2,500.

FILM SHARES RALLY
AS BEARS CDVER

(Continued from page 1)

shares. Monday Fox Film “A”
sold off 3% points. Yesterday the
stock was strong and active at

higher prices, closing up 1% at

the end of the day’s trading, al-

though it did not gain all of the
Monday loss.

Fox Film, through Harley L.

Clarke, reports that net profit for

the six months ended June 30,

including subsidiary companies,
amounted to $7,175,415, after

charges and taxes, equivalent to

$2.97 a share earned on 2,525,600

shares of no par class “A” and
“B” common stock outstanding.
This compares with a net profit

of $5,137,0’75, equal to $2.03 a
share, based on the same number
of shares, for the corresponding
period of 1929.

Mr. Clarke also states that there
will be no change in the dividend
basis of $4.00 a share annually on
the A stock.

In the face of these excellent
earnings it can plainly be seen
that the market attack on these
amusement shares was based
solely on specultaive selling and
not upon the true internal con-
ditions. The same condition held
true in respect to the various
other companies for which the
outlook for the Fall is brighter
than at any time since the pic-

tures began to talk.

t'
I I
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Optimism is on
the Good Big Up!

By

The definite movement in the

picture business toward an op-

timism which is justified and away

from a pessimism which isn’t

justified, is taking form and crys'

tallizing in the minds and con'

sciousness of the industry wheri-

ever there is alert leadership and
loyal following.

* *

WE had a look yesterday at

Joe Cook in “Rain or Shine”

which Columbia brought to the

Globe Theatre for a week and
which so pleased and delighted the

customers that it is held for the

second week and which would
continue indefinitely were it not

for the booking of another knock-

out, “The Storm,” provided by

Universal.

(Continued on page 2)

ARLISS TONIGHT
IN “OLD ENGLISH”

The oiteiiing' toiiig'lit at
Warner Brothers’ Theatre
of Gialsworthy’s “Old En-
glish’’ starring George Ar-
liss is looked forward to as
one of the most important
screen events prepared for
the new season. Mr. Arliss
will he seen as an aged
Liveriiool merehant whose
nickname gives the drama
its title. Additional dia-
logue needed during pro-
duction was cabled by the
celebrated English author.
Mr. Arliss is surrounded by
a cast which includes Leon
.lanney as the grandson,
Doris Lloyd playing the
daughter-in-law, and Betty
Lawford as the grand-
daughter. Ivan Himpson is

the old friend, Pillin. Di-
rection is by Alfred E.
Green, who was responsi-
ble for both “The Green
Goddess” and “Disraeli”.

UCHTMAN SEES SCREEN STORY
BUILDING UP HEMS’ BEST YEAR

RADIO PICTURES BRITISH BRANCHES
IN FULL SWING, SCHNITZER REPORTS

<>

Radio Pictures, Ltd., British arm
of RKO Radio Pictures, has es-

tablished itself in record time as
representative of the American
Company in England with a com-
plete sales, advertising and ad-
ministrative personnel, according
to Joseph I. Schnitzel', President of

Radio Pictures.
Within two months following

creation of offices at 185A War-
dour Street, London, W. I., Sol

(Continued on page 2)

iLF GOULDiNG HERE
TO MAKE VARIETIES

Sam Sax, production manager at

the Vitaphone Brooklyn Studios,
has brought Alf Goulding on from
Hollywood to join the staff of di-

rectors. Goulding, who is a cousin
of Edmund Goulding, feature di-

rector, has directed short comedies
for Lloyd Hamilton, Mack Seniiett
and Christie.

Goulding’s first assignment at
the Brooklyn studios, where all

stages are working at top speed,
is scheduled for this coming week.

HANSON’S SECRETARY
INJURED BY AUTO

Miss Mildred MacDonald, secre-
tary to Central Sales Manager
Oscar R. Hanson of Tiffany Pro-
ductions, Inc., vms painfully in-

jured in an automobile accident
at 7th Avenue and West 49th
Street, yesterday morning.

IMPORTANT BUSINESS
AT AMPA MEET TODAY

President Edward L.
Klein urges all members of

the A.M.P.A. to be present
at the regular weekly
luncheon today at 12:ir>

sharp. The place, Dixie
Holel, 43rd Street—the new
Ampa eating and Imsiness
rendezvous.

Important business is

scheduled for this lunch-
eon, including discussion of

the rei»ort of the poster
committee.

U.A. Executive Bases
Opinion on Current

Product That Speaks for

Itself; Sound Great

Compliment but 'The

Yarn’s The Thing’, He
Says

A1 Lichtman, one of the lead-

ing lights of the United Artists

organization, said yesterday in an

exclusive interview with EXHIBI-
TORS DAILY REVIEW:

“After everything is said and
done the story still remains the

thing on the screen.

“Sound is a great compliment,
so are the stars, but neither is

(Continued on page 2)

CINEMA PATENTS SUING

WARNERS FOR INFRINGEMENT

4 YEAR SOUND POOL

SET FOR BRITAIN

PARIS, August 20. — The an-
nouncement from Amsterdam of

the Dutch ratification of the sound
patents agreement effected at the
Paris conference, which divides
the world’s m,arkets into coun-

(Continued on page :D

FRISCO’S MAYOR PRAISES FILMS

IN OPENING NEW TALKIE SEASON
Will Hays has received the fol-

lowing telegram from James
Rolph, Jr., Mayor of San Fran-
cisco: “It is with unusual inter-
est and enthusiasm that I call

upon the people of San Francisco
to join in the celebration of great-
er talkie season. In the past we
have celebrated greater movie

season, an institution established
in San Francisco several years
ago, which has since become na-
tional in scope. Now Greater
Movie Season has become Greater
Talkie Season and commands a
new and added interest because
of the remarkable improvements

(Continued on page 3)

Cinema Patents Company, Inc.

has filed suit in the Federal Court

in Brooklyn against Warner
Brothers Pictures, Inc. tor alleg-
ed infringement of five U. S. pat-
ents on film developing machinery.

(Continued on page 3)

4TH WEEK AT ROXY
FOR “COMMON CLAY”

“Common Clay” will be
held over for the fourth
week at the Boxy.

'I’liis marks the tirst time
sinee “Tlie Coek Eyed
World” that a j)ieture lias

played for that lengtli of
time at tlie Boxy and the
tliird time in the history of
tlie theatre tliat a iiieture
has run for more than
three weeks. Both the
“Coek-Eyed World” and
“Common Clay” are Fox
jirodiietions.
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MAIN MREET
kj^ahdorf/f^fit

Charles K. Kurtzmaii, field rep-

resentative for Fox Theatres, is

on a “pep” trip into the St. Louis
territory * * * Harry Arthur is

returning to New York Fox head-
quarters this week-end * * *

“Conuiiou Clay” is setting a rec-

ord for something or other at the

Roxy * * * Columbia’s offices at

729 Seventh avenue are like a bee-

hive with activity * * * Joe Brandt
is right in the midst of said bee-

hive * * * Barney Hutchinson is

having one hellava time convinc-
ing Old Man Public he should
drop “Buddy” from Charles
Rogers’ moniker * * * once a
buddy, always a buddy, Barney
* * * fillumland seems to be all

steamed up over prospects * * *

they point to “The Big Trail’’,

“Abraham Lincoln”, “Old English”,
“Whoopee”, “Cimarron”, “Amos
'll' Andy”, Gloria’s next, and the
still-iii-the-casting period, “East
Lynne” as reasons therefore * * *

a good-sized writers’ colony has
settled at Para’s L.I. shooting' gal-
lery * * * whatever has become
of these tree-sitters with their
mothers acting as P.A.’s * *

they’ve got into everything but the
newsreels * * * Don Dougherty of

Fox Movietone News worked all

night the other night * * * Don
just refuses to be scooped * * *

all the doormen and page boys in

the new Fox quarters on 56th
street are dolled up in Yale blue
uniforms * * =•= there are more
KKO uniformed messengers scur-
rying around Bond Building than
there are W.U.’s boys on the Big
Stem * * * Harry Warner has an
efficient secr’t * * * don’t know
her name * so has Al Leihtman

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, August 20, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 56% 59 +2y2
Warner Bros IVs 11/4 —
Warner Bros. Pre. 47% 47% + '4
Fox Film “A” ... 41 42% + l'/2

Loew’s Inc 671/2 69% +2%
Loew’s Inc. Pre....._104 104 +1
K-A-0 Pre 113 115 + 3
Radio K-A-0 303/8 32% + 2'4
Pathe Exchange ... 4 4 + 'Vs

Pathe “A” 8% 814 + %
Curb Market

Columbia Piet. 36 36 + Vs
Fox Theatre “A’ ’... 81/2 8% + 1 4
Nat. Screen 2^/ 2614

“BIG TRAIL” WAGONS

TO EXPLOIT PICTURE
Pathe Closes With Curran
For Ad TiC'Up on *My Man’
Rathe yesterday closed a deal

with the Curran Laboratories,

Inc., for an exploitation tie-up

with “My Man”. The Curran com-
pany will arrange cooperative

window displays in approximately

5,000 chain stores selling the com-
pany’s beauty aids. The tie-up

was consummated by Pathe with

John P. Curran and Harold

Frazee, of the Frazee Advertising

Agency.

As a feature of the campaign
“Her Man” will be mentioned in

national advertising in the fol-

lowing magazines : True Story,
True Romances, Motion Picture
Magazine, Screenland, Photoplay,
New Movie, New Home Magazine,
Illustrated Detective Magazine and
Illustrated Love Magazine.

RADIO BUSY

DEPINET REPORTS BIG

INDIE BOOKINGS
First National’s “Prosperity

Group” is going over big with in-

dependent exhibitors all over the
United States and Canada, accord-
ing to Ned E. Depinet, General
Sales Manager, First National
Pictures, Inc.

Besides tie-ups with most of the
larger theatre circuits in this
country. First National has also
concluded deals with a great num-
ber of independent houses.
Depinet and Gradwell L. Sears,

western sales manager, left New
York last night, for St. Louis.
They plan to make a swing

around the western circuit, con-
tacting the exchanges and exhibi-
tors and looking over the field.

IN BRITAIN

Actual pioneer wagons used in

director Raoul Walsh’s Fox Film
production, “The Big Trail”’—of

which there were 180—shortly will

begin to figure in exploitation of

the picture in the principal cities

of two hemispheres. The first

occasion, a few days from now,
will mark the appearance of one

of the wagons wending its way
along Broadway, Riverside Drive

and the Grand Concourse, just as

the picture will show them in the

Arizona Desert and the Grand
Teton Mountains.

Wagons used in the picture later

will be sent to other large cities

in the United States.

SCREEN STORY IS THE
THING, SAYS LICHTMAN

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

G. Newman, chairman and manag-
ing director of Radio Pictures,
Ltd. has built a complete organi-
zation of executives, branch man-
agers, salesmen, for all the
branches, and all department
heads in the home office as well
as exchanges.

Radio’s Titan product has met
with such popularity in Britain
that establishment of a British
organization was made imperative.
Radio pictures already shown have
registered in public and press fav-

or, with exhibitors quick to take
on all subsequent films. An-
nouncement of Radio’s new season
product with its line-up of grand
scale attractions has the British
trade world expectant for out-
standing production developments,
the London office states.

British interest in the forthcom-
ing Amos ’n‘ Andy production and
in “Cimarron” is said to be ex-
ceptionally keen. Britains are
said to be eager for a glimpse of

the stars of the air and Edna
P’erber’s epic of the Oklahoma em-

pire. Both of these subjects have
appealed to them as something
distinctly new in film fare and
typically American.
With Mr. Newman as managing

director, and Earl W. Kramer as
director, the following chiefs of

Britain’s Titan clan have been ap-
pointed:

L. Wynbergen, General Sales
Manager; F. Tilley, Publicity; R.
Hanbury, London Branch Man-
ager; A. M. Bass, Manchester
Branch Manager; J. Marks, Glas-
gow Branch Manager; J. Sim-
monds, Cardiff Branch Mgr.; W.
Bailey, Leeds Branch Manager; A.
Wesson, Birmingham Branch Man-
ager.
Trade showings of Radio’s new

product have already been ar-
ranged, with “Dixiana” for the
Palace Theatre, London, August
27; “Escape”, August 28; “She’s
My Weakness”, August 29.

Provincial cities will also see
these productions in trade pre-
views immediately following the
London trade showings, it is an-
nounced.

box-office without the story. The
screen is getting the stories.

“Everything is an experiment.

We are all experimenting every

day, even the old timers. I ac-

tually believe some of the best

product ever given the screen pub-

lic is either showing, or in the
offing on United Artists list. I

see no good reason for any
thoughts overstepping the most
optimistic.

“Here’s the reason. I only have
to point to a few—'‘Hell’s Angels’
which has actually proved in its

Broadway run to date it is one of

the biggest box-office attractions
in the history of the screen. The
picture will gross $6,000,000 before
its runs are ended.

“I saw ‘Whoopee’ the other
night. I never have heard so
many people in one audience
laugh so spontaneously at one
time, than did during the screen-
ing in Yonkers the other night of

Eddie Cantor’s picture.
“ ‘The Lottery Bride’, Arthur

Hammerstein’s work, which has
as its theme the age old but never
failing story—two brothers in love
with the same girl—which soon
will be released, I know will be
a big success.

“About Mary Pickford and Doug
Fairbanks

:

“Mary and Sam Taylor, her di-

rector, are now at work on a story
which she will start working in

soon. It probably will be ‘Kiki’.

“Doug is all prepared to start
the opening sequences of “Reach-
ing for the Moon” in which he
will have Bebe Daniels as his
leading woman.
“About D.W.’s ‘Lincoln’;

“A wonderful picture because a
man of D.W. Griffith’s unquestion-
ed abilit3

’' couldn’t possibly shoot
a life struggle such as is repre-
sented in the life of Lincoln with-
out it being great, the kind of
drama that grips you and me and
the other fellow.

“In my relatively long career
in the industry I never remember
a time that holds forth more
promise than the coming season.”

OPTIMISM IS ON THE GOOD BIG UP'
(Continued from page 1)

“Rain or Shine” picture

has been filling the house at

all performances and crowding it

even at the off hours. The per'

formances have been continuous

and the theatre filled to capacity

from morning until midnight. An
analysis of the show’s drawing
qualities evidenced that it is

human, very well done and rip'

pling with fine comedy contrast

against the bigger and more ex'

citing dramatic features. In other

words, it is downright, absolute

and positive entertainment.
* * «

^ I 'HIS clicker provides another

reason for optimism because
it is evidence of the fact that the

successes are not only arriving

singly but that they are march'

ing in a big procession, not from
one company but from many.

« * *

TN 16 years in the picture busi'

ness we have never, at this sea'

son of the year, seen so many
good pictures, and by good we
mean good, satisfactory box office

pictures that are clean and profit'

able.
* « *

WE note that Radio Pictures

organization has brought its

optimism into concrete and defi'

nite form with some interesting

slogans which include, “Put the

Pan on Pessimism,” “Squelch the

Scoffer,” “America calls and the

Titan Responds.” This is evi'

dence of a vibrant, success sweep
that 'will carry everything before

it.

.i:
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BEAUTY PRIZE AWARD

AT BROOKLYN STRAND

Theatre, film and athletic stars

will act as judges of the Ameri-
can Sports and Beauty Contest

which will occur at the Washing-
ton Baths, Coney Island, on Fri-

day, August 29 at 1 p.m. Winners
will make a personal appearance
on the stage of the Brooklyn
Strand Tuesday evening, Septem-
ber 2, when prizes will be
awarded.

The contest will be open to all

amateurs who are residents of

greater New York. Each girl en-

trant is required to send her
photograph to the Contest Com-
mittee, Washington Baths, Coney
Island.

“INIMALlRliKERS^’
MIKES NEW REOORD

The Marx Brothers’ latest ve-

hicle for Paramount, “Anirnal
Crackers”, is already breaking
records in the two cities allowed
to show the talking and singing
picture prior to its run on Broad-
way, starting at the Rialto on
August 28.

In Boston “Animal Crackers”
has played to business that top-
ped by a considerable margin any
amount taken in by the theatre
during a warm-weather week. At
Asbury Park there has been a
similar increase in the business.

PIRI SCREEN SONR
MIKES MOflES “IRF’

From “El Debate”, of Madrid,
Spain, comes the following review
of the Paramount screen song
based on the song, “Yes, We Have
No Bananas”.

'“The Cartoon, ‘Yes We Have
No Bananas’, based on a popular
American song, lends color to the
program. It is an exponent of

the new cinema material which
puts to test the imagination of
the artists of the seventh art.”

ROLF PRIISES TILKIES
(Continued from page 1)

which have been made both scien-
tifically and artistically in the
production of sound and talking
motion pictures. Therefore I wish
to commend the theatres of San
Francisco for their progressive
enterprise and to respectfully sug-
gest to all San Franciscoans that
they lend their cooperation in the
observance of this notable event.
The theatres of San Francisco
represent a great many millions
of invested capital; give employ-
ment to thousands of our fellow
citizens, and their prosperity, like
the prosperity of all of our other
public institutions, is a real con-
cern of all who have at heart the
welfare of our city.”

SPONABLE MOVES
E. I. Sponable, whose work in

the developtaient of Movietone and
Grandeur has been conducted at
800 Tenth Avenue, has moved in-
to new and larger quarters in the
Fox Film Corporation offices at
850 Tenth Avenue, corner of 56th
Street.

PEARL WHITE BUYS-

FRENCH RACE HORSES

PARIS, Aug. 20.—Pearl

White was a liig'hest bidder

at the Deauville annual

yearling' sales today, pur-

tdiasing the twin race

horses Tweedle-Dum and

Tweedle-Dee for 22,000

francs. Mss White said

she had decided to start a

French racing stable.

6 NEW TECHNICOLOR FEATURES

CONTINUE 24-HOUR SCHEDULE

BEN LYON FOR LEID

J. L. Warner, vice-president in

charge of production, announces
the selection of Ben Lyon for “Ex-
Mistress.”

He .is the first player chosen
for this film edition of the book
which has achieved best-seller

eminence.

Foreign Film Notes
Reported by the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce

Patent Injunction Withdrawn

The temporary injunction which
Klangfilm had obtained in Ger-

many against Kinoton, alleging

violation of patents, has now been
withdrawn by a higher juridical

body. Kinoton sets, will, there-

fore, be sold freely to exhibitors

in (Germany. It is expected that

this decision will be of particular

importance to the small exhibi-

tors, Kinoton being now active on
the establishment of plans for the

marketing of a cheap set, speci-

ally designed for small houses.

employment with the limited pro-

duction of the country, have of

late divided their activities be-

tween their own country, France
and Germany. Laruitzen remains
faithful to “Fat and Patachon”,
and his efforts are the only ex-

amples of the Danish cinema art

known in many countries today.
The Nordisk studio, which form-
erly produced several famous
films, has not had any striking

successes to its credit lately, but
with its splendidly equipped stu-

dio there is still hope that the
future holds many surprises in

store.

Technicolor printing labora-
tories in Hollywood and Boston
are reported operating on a 24-

hoiir schedule with preparations
now under way to schedule cam-
eras for six new productions.
These are: “Fifty Million French-
men” by Warner Brothers; “The
Barbarian” by Tiffany; Universal’s
“East Is West”, “Rose of the
Rancho” by Paramount Publix;
“Babes in Toyland”, “Heart of the
Rockies”, by RKO.
Included among Technicolor pic-

tures in the laboratories or ready
for release are “Whoopee”, star-
ring Eddie Cantor, produced by
Samuel Goldwyn-Florenz Ziegfeld;
“Follow Thru”, by Paramount
Publix with Charles Rogers and
Nancy Carroll; “Life of the
Party”, by Warner Brothers and
Winnie Lightner and Joe E.
Brown; “Leathernecking”, by
RKO with Eddie Foy, Jr. and Irene
Dunn; “Viennese Nights”, by
Warner Brothers with Vivienne
Segal, Alexander Gray and Jean
Hersholt; “Woman Hungry” by
First National with Lila Lee and
Sidney Blackmer; March of Time”
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer with an
all-star cast; and “Toast of the
Legion” with Bernice Claire by
First National.

Spanish Industry Organizing

A Congress of Spanish and
Latin American motion picture

interests is now being prepared
in Madrid. Initiator and president
of this event is one Don Jose
Franco Rodriguez. It is the aim
of this congress to lay the
foundations of a national .Spanish
motion picture industry. The
meeting in question is to establish
a contact between Spanish and
South American persons. It is

stated that the South American
press is giving much attention to

this venture.
* * *

Shorter Talkies Favored

The sound film is changing
established exhibition traditions in

Spain. The higher price of the
new films, together with the im-
possibility of showing them at

anything but a certain speed, has
caused the length of programs of

motion picture theatres exhibiting
sound films to become consider-
ably shorter. Better exploitation
is achieved thereby. Another con-
sequence of sound film exhibitions
is the increase of patronage for

first run houses. The public has
noticed that it could only see the
newest film at one certain house,
and that msny weeks, if not
months, would have to pass be-
fore it would be able to see the
same feature in more popularly
priced neighborhood houses.

* » *

Denmark’s Film Fu.tnre

At the present moment there
are 380 motion picture theatres in

Denmark. Copenhagen has 42;
Zeeland 61 in the cities and 87 in

country districts; Jutland 78 in
the cities and 108 in the country
districts; the islands possess 4

motion picture theatres. The two
Danish producers, Sandberg and
Carl Dreyer, not finding sufficient

Swiss Tax Reduced
At a meeting of the Grand

Council of Geneva it was decided
to reduce the amusement tax by
33% per cent with a prospect of

further reduction in the near fu-

ture. The tax is now 10 per cent
instead of 15 per cent.

* * *

Austrian Theatre Section

At a recent meeting of sound
film theatre owners in Vienna, it

was decided to create a sound film

theatre section at the Exhibitors’
Association of Vienna. Herr Max
Heilman was elected president of

this new section.

* *

Polish Sound Slu»rts

The “Syrena Record” company,
of Warsaw, which owns the only
existing Polish sound 'studio, has
recently started the production of
sound shorts. The first two-
reeler, which was released as an
experiment, proved to be a great
success, it is stated. The studio
is reported to be equipped with
a Lignose-Breusing recording ap-
paratus.

* * *

(xreece to Tax Sound
The new Greek Minister of

Public Instruction has proposed
a project of law on sound film
tax, states a press report. Ac-
cording to his suggestion, a tax
of from 1 to 2 drachmes is to be
perceived on each motion picture
theatre ticket for sound film per-
formances. The proceeds are to

be used for the benefit of the
legitimate stages, and particular-
ly, the opera. This project of law
which would impede the progress
of sound film in the whole coun-
try, has caused considerable ex-
citement in Greek cinema circles.

lUSTRILII LIKES

MBGORMICK FILM

S. S. Crick, managing director for
Fox Films in Australia and New
Zealand, who is in New York to
confer with Clayton Sheehan, gen-
eral foreign manager, reports that
the opening of “Song O’ My
Heart” at the Plaza Theatre in
Sydney, Australia, was the out-
standing event of the film year.

4 YEAR SOUND POOL
SET FOR BRITAIN

iContinued from page 1)

ties in which the American and
Dutch-German groups can work
together in free competition, con-
tains an interesting additional
paragraph which reads:

“As regards Great Britain, a
special pool arrangment has been
concluded, according to which the
income out of licenses will be
divided in a proportion satisfac-
tory to both parties. This pool
agreement will go on for four
years, and after that period Great
Britain will become a so-called
free country for both parties.”

CINEMA PATENTS TO
SUE WARNER BROS.

(Continued from page 1)

M. J. Siegel, president of Cineni;'

Patents, yesterday stated that the
suit asks for an injunction against
the Warner laboratory, an ac-
counting of profits, and damages
in connection with the alleged in-

fringement of patents by the use
by the laboratory of certain con-
tinuous developing machinery.



COMMON CLAY NOWJOINS
THE COCK EYED WORLD

as the only 2 pictures
to draw crowds for

WEEKS at theROXY
World’s largest theatre

week than

3
4

week bigger than second

I

week starts tomorrow as more than
half a million people rush to see **the

best heart talkie of the year*’

COMMON CLAY
with CONSTANCE BENNETT < LEW AYRES

TULLY MARSHALL MATTY KEMP BERYL MERCER
From the Harvard Prize Play by Cleves Kinkead Directed by Victor Fleming

Only clicks through with such sensational

successes year after year
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ANTI-TRUST SUIT DISMISSED
The Menace as

The Star Secs it!

By

That very responsible news--

paper, the St. Louis Star,

finds in the Ohio censorship ban

against “The Big House what

all opponents of censorship fully

realize, namely, that the barring

of this picture in Ohio is political

rather than moral and that the

gravest danger exists in the in-

stitution for it affects the liber-

LEE SHUBERT PLANS

TO MAKE TALKIES

I FOR OWN THEATRES

I
Lee Shubert is going to become

a producer of sound movies. He
will produce four pictures tbe

first of wbicb will be “Ladies All”

adapted by Elmer Harris from
Prince Antoine Bibesco’s comedy
of tbe same title, now on tbc

boards at tbe Morosco. Violet

Hemming and Walter Wolf, ap-

pearing in tbe stage pice, will be

seen and beard in tbe picture.

Termination of negotiations for

more than a half year settled Sbu-

(Continued on page 2)

RKO TO OPEN NEW
HOUSE IN DETROIT
TOMORROW NIGHT

(Continued on page 2)

W. DEMiLLE’S DAUGHTER
TO WED B. FINEMAH

A THIRD ARLISS
TRIUMPH

George Arliss, in “Old
English” which opened at

Warners Theatre last night,

adds still further to his

laurels as a talking pic-

ture actor. “Old English,”

as presented by Warner
Bros, should enjoy a popu-
larity with sophisticated

audiences equal to that at-

tained by “Bisraeli.”

L. M.

Government Civil Action

;
To Replace Criminal

I
Conspiracy Charge
Against Leading Film

Companies

LOS ANGELES, August 21.—
One of the most signiflcant and
far-reaching cases in the history

of the motion picture industry

reached its culmination here to-

day when upon motion for dis-

missal by government counsel in

Federal Jud^e George Cosgrave’s

court, criminal action on tbe in-

(Continued on page 2)

Joseph Plunkett, vice-

president and general man-
ager of Radio-Keith-Or-
pheuni theatres, left last

night for Detroit, to super-

vise the inaugural tomor-

row of the RKO Downtown
Theatre. In addition to

this new theatre, RKO al-

ready operates in Detroit,

the RKO Uptown, in tlie

Highland Park district, and
the RKO Temple on Mon-
roe avenue. The screen

offering will he “Di.viana”,

a Radio special.

Tlie RKO dowTitoAvn

house is on Adams and
Park streets, one of the

busiest corners in Detroit.

This theatre, formerly the

Oriental, has been com-
pletely altered and recon-

structed to suit the re-

quirements of RKO. The
sound projection and am-
plifying equipment is the

latest model of RCA Photo-
phone.

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 21.—Marg-
aret De Mille, daughter of Wii-

iliam C. De Mille and niece of Cecil

B. De Mille, is engaged to marry
Bernard P. Fineman, motion pic-

I ture executive, it became known
today.

Miss De Mille, who worked in

pictures for her father when she

was a child, is in New York with

the Theatre Guild. It was under-

stood the wedding will take place

there before Christmas.

W.E. REPLACEMENTS
SHOWING GAINS

One hundred and thirty-seven

Western Electric domestic instal-

lations in July were replacements

of other types of equipment ac-

cording to C. W. Bunn, General
Sales Manager of Electrical Re-
search Products.

MGM PERFECTS NEW FILM

FOR WIDE SCREEN USE

HAYS NAMES AGENT
TO ACT IN DERLIN

Cable reports from Berlin state

that Fayette W. Allport, commer-
cial attache at the United States

Embassy in Paris, has been ap-

pointed representative of Will

Hays in motion picture affairs in

Germany to negotiate details of

the agreement between American
and German film industries on

talking motion picture apparatus.

SERVICE TITLE CHANGE

Notice has been received that

the Columbia Film Service, Inc.,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh,

Pa., will henceforth be known as

the Alexander Film Service, Inc.,

without change of address.

PATHE HUNTS ANOTHER PEARL WHITE

Perfection of technical develop-

ments that will make possible the

projection of wide screen pictures

on ordinary projection maciiines

was announced yesterday by
Louis R. Mayer, vice-president in

charge of production for M-G-M.
According to Mr. Mayer’s an-

nouncement, only a few slight

changes in the projection machine
commonly in use throughout the

world will be necessary to use
this new film to be known as
“Reallife”. The same projector
will handle both the new and old
types of film without additional
expense to the theatre owner.

“There are several advantages
to be derived from ‘Reallife’

(Continued on page 7)

Pathe is hunting the highways
and byways for another Pearl

White. A rich award awaits the

girl who will face such dangers
as Pearl faced in such thrillers

as “The Perils of Pauline” and
“The Exploits of Elaine”.

Pathe has completed all plans

for the pi-'i’uction of the new
series of thrillers in sound, mod-
ernized, of course.

Pathe, according to an official

announcement coming from E. B.

Derr, president, will launch a na-

tion-wide campaign to find a 1931

version of Pearl.

NIZER TALKS TONIGHT

Louis Nizer, attorney for
prominent film interests,
tonight will speak over
WMCA at 9:15 o’clock. He
will discuss the important
news events of the week
coming under the general
classifications of Editorial-
ettes in the Kizer on the
News series.

THRILLS, SOBS, LAUGHS,
CHEERS! The BIG TRAIL
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MAIN STREET

Sam Katz, the Para exec, was

seen recently strolling about Lon-

don * * * and Xathau Burkaii,

the legal light of many a fillum

skirmish in the courts, was seen

in Paris * * * Main Street knows

all and sees all * * * wonder what

that several-ton elephant bally-

hooing Joe Cook at the Globe

drinks and eats * * * bet he goes

to a speakeasy * * * why doesn’t

.Madison Square Garden sign

Sister MePliersoii for a curtain

raiser * * * and Ma, too * * *

Charley Pettijolin wired Ye Ed
yesterday * * * Charley is in palm-

shaded Hollywood * * * Lee Shu-

hert couldn’t resist the call of the

talkers * * * A lot of tilluin stars

coming east * * * wonder how
“The Squealer” will go in Chicago
* * * that line for “Common Clay”
still forms to the right * * *good
thing it’s playing on a corner * *

Alf (Joulding has arrived among
us * * * he’ll shoot shorts in Flat-

husli * * * Mernie Fineman who
used to publicize “America’s most
beautiful woman’’, Catherine Mc-
Donald, is going to take unto him-
self a wife * * * she’s kin of Cecil

(Yes .Man) De.Mille * * Ben (TVith

Compliments) Atwell hurrying for

a street car * * Barry Barry-
more, of the old trade press gang,
walking the Big Stem * * *

Bond Building resembles the
Central Casting Office in Holly-
wood * * * tive-a-day acts looking
for two squares per * * * jf yga
want to get a glimpse of your
favorite talkie star stand at either
end ot the Queensboro bridge * *

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, August 21, 1930

Paramount F-L _ 58 59
Warner Bros 24% 26 — %
Warner Bros. Pre. 47% 48 4-

Fox Film “A” 42 42% -f %
Loew’s Inc 70% 72% +2%
Radio K-A-0 321/2 33% +lVs
Pathe Exchange -.4 4

Pathe “A” 8 S — 'A
Con. F. Ind 18)4 18% -|- !4
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 20 20 + 1/3

Curb Ylarket

Columbia Piet 37 37 -f2V8
Fox Theatre “A”. 8% 9

M. J. O’Toole, U. S. Army
Major, Renamed for Service

^
M. J. O’Toole, national secretary

of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, has received
notice from the Adjutant General’s
Division of the War Department
that he has been reappointed as
a major in the U. S. Army Officers

Reserve Corps. The commission
is for five years, expiring in 1935.

When Mr. O’Toole wms President
of the National Exhibitor Body he
originated the practice of giving
Theatre Screen Assistance to dif-

ferent Government Departments
and in recognition of this work
President Coolidge appointed him
a Major in the Reserve Corps. The
present action of the War Depart-
ment continues him in this line

of work.

The service rendered the War
Department centered principally
about the development of the Citi-

zens Military Training Camps. A
special picture, with some home
life and a little romance attached,

belt’s decision to take an active

part in talking picture production.
Shubert has obtained the rights to

a new invention by a Swiss, Oscar
Lissau, which projects human
speech with, what is reported as,

perfect accuracy. The pictures
will be shown at Shubert owned
houses.

Shubert’s production activities
will be carried on in New York
where a studio has been leased.

“Ladies All” will be given its

screen premiere at one of the
Shubert Broadway houses.

Harris who adapted “Ladies
All” has had wide experience in

Hollywood in picture writing and
.production and will, in all proba-

ties of the republic. In the course

of a stirring editorial on the sub-

ject the Star says:

• • *

“TN this situation is the final

argument against all govern-

ment censorships. The Ohio
officials are acting not to protect

the state, but to protect them-

selves. Given the power and no

binding precedents, they would
proceed in the same fashion

against newspapers, magazines

and the publishers of books.

* * *

“Tj^REEDOM of speech and

freedom of the press are

protected only through shibboleths

established in ancient fights for

liberty. Age-old shackles of op-

pression, once fastened on all

agencies of political expression,

now are clamped on the new
agencies—motion pictures and the

radio. The old spirit of oppres-

was taken of the Camp at Fort
Wardsworth and this was handled
through the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners of America with the
cooperation of the different dis-

tributing organizations. The move
had an excellent effect and re-

sulted in adding much to the camp
enlistments as well as populariz-
ing the movement in a general
way. The special point for opera-
tions here is the headquarters of

the Second Corps Area at Gover-
nor’s Island. Most of the East-
ern and Midwestern Camps now
have a full complement and at-

tention is being given to other
sections.

Similar elements of Screen Ser-
vice have been given the Post
Office and other Government divi-

sions by the National Exhibitor
Body under the direction of Mr.
O’Toole and will be continued in

line with his reappointment.

bility, be in charge of Shubert
production.

“Stay Overnight” will be the
second on the list of Shubert of-

ferings to the screen. Two are
yet to be definitely set.

AUDIO REVIEW BOASTS
ANOTHER OLD BALLAD

Terry Ramsaye again has visit-

ed the library of barber shop
classics to present the Pathe
Audio Review Quartette in a ren-
dition of “Only a Bird in a Gild-
ed Cage.” Previously, the Re-
view has offered “Mandy Lee” and
“Heaven Will Protect the Work-
ing Girl”.

sion lives on in every bureaucracy

and in every spot where vested

wrong exists. It may be fought

today as it was fought centuries

ago.
* « «

I
iHE fundamental freedom is

freedom of opinion, freedom

of the mind. That includes every

agency of expression— speech,

press, motion picture, radio and
avenues yet unknown. To sur-

render one jot of this freedom is

to endanger it all. If the people

of Ohio have as much spirit as

a jack rabbit, they’ll have some-

thing to say on the subject of

suppressing this prison film.”

* • •

This would form one chapter

—and an effective chapter

—

in a nationwide campaign brought

to the people by the screen

against the iniquity of censorship

as an institution.
'

ANTI-TRUST SUIT

DISMISSED BY COURT
(Continued from page 1)

dictment charging Harold B.

Franklin, President of Fox West
Coast Theatres, Inc., and eleven
defendant companies with combin-
ing together to violate the ISher-

man Anti-Trust law was dismiss-
ed and in its place a civil action
was filed in the form of a bill

of equity to restrain the defen-
dants from entering into any con-
spiracy for the purpose of:

1. “Excluding or attempting 10

exclude unaffiliated exhibitors
from contracting in the course of

interstate trade and comm.erce for

motion picture films.

3. “Excluding or attempting to

exclude unaftiliated exhibitors
from exhibiting in competition
with affiliated exhibitors.

3. “Exclding or attempting to

exclude, by acting in concert any
exhibitors from exhibiting two or
more motion picture feature pro-
ductions on one program or who
may desire to donate gifts or
premiums to their patrons in con-
nection with any motion picture
performance.

4. “From enforcing or attempting
to enforce clearance schedules
providing for unreasonable and
discriminatory protection.”
The filing of the bill of equity

and dismissal of criminal charges
against the defendants came as
the result of several conferences
between government counsel and
attorneys for the defense. And
the lesultant “consent decree” is

significant because it protects the
public’s interests, establishes a
chart for future guidance for the
motion picture industry and at

the same time does not disturb the
mechanics of the present method
of marketing. One of the out-
standing features of the decree, of

.marked import to the film indus-
try, is embodied in paragraph
seven in a frank statement on the
part of counsel for the govern-
ment and counsel for the various
defendants that the adoption of

fair and reasonable zoning and
protection plans are legal and not
in violation of the Shennan Act.
Paragraph seven reads as

follows:
,

“That nothing in this decree
contained shall be constrained to

declare a classification of theatres
according to method described in

the petition as first, second, third
or subsequent runs or runs the-
atres, or such reasonable classi-

fication as may hereafter from
time to time be in use in the mo-
tion picture industry or zoning of

such theatres and/or clearance of

motion picture films for exhibition
purposes as between theatres, in-

cluding clearances and protection
according to runs or price of ad-
mission, to be illegal as such or
in violation of the Act of Congress
of July 2, 1890, entitled ‘An Act
to Protect Trade and Commerce’,
commonly known as ‘Sherman
Anti-Trust Act’, or as prohibiting
any defendant from selecting its

own customers and bargaining
with them in accordance with law,
or any affiliated exhibitor from ex-
hibiting at any time its own films
in theatres owned or controlled
by it.”

The decree also stamps as legal

(Continued on page 7)

LEE SHUBERT PLANS FOUR TALKIES
(Continued from page 1)

THE MENACE AS THE STAR SEES IT!
(Continued from page 1)



NAIL BIG JUVE TRADE
WITH MAGUIRE COMEDIES

^^Bring Back the Kids^^!

The Slogan Echoes Across

the Show World.

Get ’Em back with the Best

Juvenile Series Available.

M GUIRE
COMEDIES
8 SCINTILLATING SOCKS
Produced by Larry Darmour
First of which is • • • •

MICKEY'S MUSKETEERS

RADIO'S GREAT TITAN JUNIOR SHORT PROGRAM
6~LOUISE FAZENDAS
6~DANE and ARTHURS
6-~B'WAY HEADLINERS

including W. C. FIELDS and
CLARK and McCULLOUGH

12—H UMANETTES
first featuring BENNY RUBINPICTURES



IT'S A
WHALE
OFA
picture!

MR. BARRYMORE’S PORTRAYAL

IS ONE OF UTTER PERFECTION!

New York World

IJROS.M



MOBY DICK
I

TURNED THE TRICK
"A WHALE OF A FILM!” Exhibitors Daily Review

"WILL PROBABLY RATE AS ONE OF THE TEN BEST
PICTURES OF 1930!” Film Daily

"SUPERIOR TO THE 'SEA BEAST’!”

New York Herald-Tribune

"A FAR MORE IMPRESSIVE MELODRAMA THAN THE
SILENT VERSION!” New York Times

"WE RECOMMEND THIS ONE TO THRILL SEEKERS!”
Daily News

'"AN EXCITING PICTURE THAT PACKS ITS ACTION
INTO GRAND SWEEPS!” New York American

"JOHN BARRYMORE GIVES A SUPERB PERFORMANCE
. . . SUPERBLY DONE!” Evening World

Warner Bros. Present

JOHN BARRYMORE in"MOBY DICK"
With Joan Bennett

Directed by Lloyd Bacon

Packing Them In At

WARNER BROS. HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
NEW YORK CITY

WARNER BROS. DOWNTOWN THEATRE
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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10,000 WIRED HOUSES IN U.S.

6,700 OPERATED DY INDIES

A recent independent survey of

the wired theatre situation in the

I’nited States and Canada reveals

figures considerably at variance

with those previously published.

The present total of sound-equip-

ped houses is stated to be 10,234

in the U. S. and 362 in Canada.
The forecast of installations to be

completed this year adds 4,266 to

the total of
,

these figures. This, it

is stated, will clean up the field

of theatres suitable for sound in-

stallation and show a grand total

of 14,862.

This survey apportions the pro-

ducer-controlled w i r e d houses
thus: Paramouut-Publix, 1,013;

Fox, 601; Warner Bros., 402; RKO,
119; MGM, (Loew’s) 117—total,
2,252. Circuits not producer-con-
trolled are estimated at 1,213, the

total estimate of theatres in all

chains being 3,465. This leaves the

independent wired houses uunieii-

cally in a superior position—6,769,

as against 3,465 included in chains.

The report of this survey makes
the comment that the producers
are just as dependent on the bus-
iness of the “independent” the-

atre as the independent producer
himself—and this condition will be
further emphasized as the re-

maining 4.266 unwired houses
come into line for sound.

MONTA BELL BUSY
WITH “EAST IS WESr’
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Monta

Bell, who is directing “East Is

West” for Universal, has taken
his company to San Francisco
where he will make scenes in that

city’s famous Chinatown.

Much of the action of “East Is

West”, the talking screen adap-
tion of the famous stage success
of the same name, takes place in

San Francisco.

RIPLEY REPRESENTED
AT 2 B’WAY HOUSES

Robert L. Ripley is represented
in two Broadway theatres with
two of his “Believe It or Not”
Vitaphone Varieties. He is on
the “Old English” program at

the Warner Theatre and is at the
Hollywood where John Barry-
more’s “Moby Dick” is showing.
Betty Compton in Vitaphone Varie-
ties “The Legacy”, also is on the
bill with “Old English.”

N ^

AD-VANCE-AD

I wnnt to thank you for your GOOD
SERVICE .and at the same time tell you
that both vour Silent and Talking Trailers

are business getters and your Synchro
Sound can't be beat for a novelty.

I

THEY'RE GREAT!"

j

Capitol Theatn,
Racine. Wise.

DANCE TEACHERS LEARN
“BROADWAY MANNER’’

Chester Hale, co-producer of

stage revues and dance creator

at the Capitol Theatre, is per-

.sonally instructing the classes of

over 700 dancing teachers during

their convention this week at the

Hotel Commodore.
These dancing teachers are from

every state in the union, with

several from foreign countries.

They will carry home with them

the “1931 Broadway Manner.”

JOE DONAHUE COMINC

Joe Donahue, who has just
finished an important comedy role
opposite Marilyn Miller in

“Sunny”, is now en route to New
York, having been sumimoned east
because of the illness of his
mother. Shortly before leaving
California he was signed to a long-
term contract by First National
Pictures, Inc. He is the younger
brother of Jack Donahue, and in

the screen edition of “Sunny”
plays the role that Jack played
with Miss Miller on the stage.

DONALD BRIAN HEADS
VITAPHONE CAST

Donald Brian, musical coined}
favorite, heads the cast in the
Vitaphone production of the Ches-
ter Erskin playlet, “My Mistake.
Pat O’Brien, heavy, is in the sup-
port. Arthur Hurley directed.

MICKEY MCGUIRE
IN SNAPSHOTS

Mickey McGuire, child comedian,

is master of ceremonies in Co-

lumbia’s “Talking Screen Snap-

hots” No. 24. Armed with orig-

i n a 1 conversational material,
Mickey leads the audience, on the
familiar trip through Hollywood
and introduces a long list of

famous screen personalities.

BEBE DANIELS SIGNS
NEW CONTRACT

Bebe Daniels will continue as

a star at the Radio Pictures stu-

dio which brought her to new
heights of popularity as the lead-

ing prima donna of the talking,

singing screen. She has signed
a new long-term contract with
Radio Pictures. She will hence-
forth appear only in two special
productions a year of the calibre
of “Dixiana” and “Rio Rita”.

MARY BRIAN COMING
FOR ‘ROYAL FAMILY’

.Mary Brian left Holly-
wood yesterday for New
York to play a leatliiig

role in “The Royal Family”,
which will soon go into

Itroduetion at the I’ara-

monnt New York studio.

Ina Claire is bound east-

ward at the same time, for

the same purpose. This
will be YIlss Brian’s first

work for the films in the
East.

NEW ASSIGNMENTS FOR

FOX STUDIO PEOPLE

Production assignments made
at the Fox Film studios this week
include: Hamilton McFadden, to

direct “Stolen Thunder”, featur-

ing J. Harold Murray and Jean-
ette Macdonald. Alexander Korda,
recently returned from Europe,
will direct “The Princess and the
Plumber”.

Chandler Sprague, currently di-

recting “The Play Called Life”,

has been assigned to direct “This
Modern World”, adapted from the
novel, “Basquerie”, by Eleanor
Mercein. Emmett Flynn, who di-

rected “The Shannons of Broad-
way”, has been added to the
scenario department. His first as-
signment is “The Connecticut
Yankee”, in which Will Rogers
will star.

OARROLL COMEDIENNE
IN PATHE TWO-REELER
Vera Marsh, recently with

Harry Carroll’s Revue, is playing
the feminine lead in “Meet the
Widow,” a Pathe tw'o-reel comedy
under the direction of Monte
Carter.

Audio-Cinema has completed its

rebuilding of the old Edison studios
in the Bronx. The structure, it is

stated, will house a group of the
most complete sound production
units in the East. On two of its

stages equipped for simultaneous
shooting all of the features, shorts
and Terrytoons scheduled for the
current season will be made.

A department for the develop-
ment of “talking marionettes” has
been established and is function-
ing satisfactorily. As rents for the
new stages will be available to
visiting producers with facilities

to enal)le them do the most ef-

ficient work in the least amount of

time.

WORLD’S GREATEST
LION FOR “TOYLAND”

Phil Dwyer, conceded to be the
world’s greatest animal imperson-
ator. has been engaged to imper-
sonate the lion in “Babes in Toy-
land,” Victor Herbert’s operetta,
soon to go into production at

Radio Pictures’ studio.

“BILL ” RAYNOR OFF

ON BIG 4 SALES TRIP

Bill Raynor, sales manager for

Big 4 Film Corp., left yesterday

on a trip to some of the ex-

changes. He will stop off at Buf-

falo, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis

and Pittsburgh. This is Raynor’s

first visit to any of the exchanges

since he joined Big 4 some weeks

ago. He w'ill be gone about ten

days.

“KING OF JAZZ” GETS
BUENOS AIRES RUN

The South American premiere
of “King of Jazz”, will be held

at the Cine-Paris Theatre, Buenos
Aires, according to a cable receiv-

ed yesterday by Universal. The
picture will be given a minimum
run of forty-five days.

This will be the second Univer-
sal super to open for a de luxe
engagement in Buenos Aires with-
in the period of a few weeks.
“All Quiet on the Western
Front” is turning crowds away at

the Porteno Theatre, and is in for

a long run.

‘SQUEALER’ COLUMBIA’S
2ND AUGUST RELEASE

“The Squealer,” an underworld
drama, featuring Jack Holt and
Dorothy Revieij is Columbia’s sec-

ond August release. Harry Joe
Brown directed the production, the

cast of which includes Davey Lee.

child star. Matt Moore, Zasu
Pitts, Robert Ellis, Matthew Betz,

Arthur Housman, Louis Natheaux,
Eddie Kane and Eddie Sturgis.

TO SUPERVISE
“LOVE 0’ LIL”

William Counselman has been
signed by Columbia to supervise
the company’s production of “For
The Love O’ Lil”. The picture

is an adaptation of Liberty Maga-
zine’s famous cover series. Sally

Starr, Elliot Nugent, Jack Mul-
hall and Margaret Livingston are
featured in the cast.

MARGARET LIVINGSTON
IN PATHE PRODUCTION

Margaret Livingston is playing
a gunman’s “moll” in “Big
Money,” Pathe’s special now in

production with Eddie Quillan,
Robert Armstrong and James
Gleason heading the cast being
directed by Russell Mack.

ANN HARDING PRIMES
FOR HER NEXT PATHE

HOLLYWOOD BUHEAL.
—Ann Harding is rehears-
ing for “The Greater Love”
on the Pathe lot. It is an
original by Eugene Walter.
Kollo Lloyd will direct.

Harry Bannister, hiisl)und

of Ann, will he her leading
man.

Audio'Cinema Completes
Structure for Sound Units

5-
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ANTi-TRUST SUIT

DISMISSED BY COURT
(Continued from page 2)

and proper the right of distribu-

tors to select their own customers
for the release of their pictures

and the right to distribute mo-
don pictures owned by them in

their affiliated houses without re-

striction.

The indictment in the crimihal

action charged Harold B. Franklin
and the West Coast . Theatres and
all the distributor defendants with
conspiring to deprive unaffiliated

exhibitors of their right and op-

portunity to purchase and show
motion pictures in competition

with West Coast Theati’es.

The contention of the defen-

ants’ attorneys throughout the

history of this case as set out

in the defendants’ comprehensive
brief can be summed up as fol-

lows :

“West Coast was entitled, in its

dealings with each individual pro-

ducer, to obtain the benefit of its

large scale buying power.
“Each producer, so long as it

did not act in combination with
others, was entitled to choose its

own customers for films and deal

with them on its own terms.
“Since the question whether the

alleged restraint was unreason-
able must be decided by all the
relevant circumstances, the mere
fact, if it be a fact, that any clear-

ance schedule which defendants
adopted might have operated un-
fairly in a few individual cases
does not bring them within the
Sherman Act.
“That the indictment did not

charge that the public had been
harmed by the conduct of the de-

fendants. This is an Important
circumstance indicating that the
alleged restraint is not unreason-
able. An alleged agreement is not
illegal merely because it restrains
competition. In determining its

reasonableness and
:
conseqtiently

its legality, the fact peculiar to

the business, the nature and effect

of the alleged restraint, the evil

it was designed to correct, and
the reasons for adopting the par-
ticular remedy arp all relevant
facts.

“The Sherman Act does not pro-
hibit all restraints of interstate
trade or commerce, but only those
which are undue or unreasonable.
It does not forbid or restrain the
power to advance or further ‘ trade
or commerce by all normal and
usual methods, whether by agree-
ment or otherwise.”

In addition to Harold B. Frank-
lin, defendants included the fol-

lowing companies:
,
West Coast

Theatres, Pox Film Corp., Para-
mount Piiblix, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, United Artists Corp., Uni-
versal, RKO, Fathe, First Nation-
al Pictures, Warner Brothers and
Tiffany.

The government was represent-
ed in court by Assistant United
States attorneys Amen and Wall
from Washington, D. C. and
Samuel W. McNabb, United States
District Attorney of Los Angeles.
All producing and distributing
companies named as party defen-
dants were represented by
Hughes, Schurman and Dwight of
New York City, of which firm
Chief Justice Charles B. Hughes
was until recently senior member;
Pillsbury, Madison and Sutro, of

STAMPEDE “ALL QOIET”

AT MEXICO CITY SHOWING
4.

OARBO TO OPEN
CAPITOL 10:30 A.M.

Foreseeing the custom-
ary rush to see Greta.

Garbo, the Capitol Theatre
announces that its doors
will open for “Romance”
at lOslo A.M, both today
and Saturday. Five per-

formances de luxe will be
given on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday.

San Francisco, Edwin Loft, and
others of Los Angeles.

The case was scheduled to go:

to trial last Monday morning. A
motion was then made by govern-
ment counsel that a continuance
be granted until Thursday morn-
ing, thus permitting the oppor-
tunity of arriving at the “consent
decree”.

In commenting on the decision
from the viewpoint of the picture
industry, C. C. Pettijohn, general
counsel for the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of
America, Inc., who flew from New
York City to attend the confer-
ence which brought about the
“consent decree”, said:
“Counsel for the various defen-

dants are pleased to have reach-
ed an understanding with the gov-
ernment and satisfied, of course,
with the terms of the decree. The
case and the subject matter was
splendidly handled by counsel on
both sides. The results of this

‘consent decree’ will prove helpful
and beneficial to all. It protects
the industry as well as the pub-

lic and provides a definite chart

for the industry in its future

operations. It recognizes the

legality and propriety of reason-

able zoning of theatres and grant-

ing of protection to various the-

atres in the exhibition of motion
pictures.

“Personally, I am happy because
this decree settles the question of

the right of the industry or vari-

ous groups within the industry to

collectively work out fair and rea-

sonable zoning and protection
schedules in the various exchange
territories. That work has al-

ready been completed in some of

the zones and this decree will

stimulate the consummation of the
work in the various exchange
centers where meetings are sched-
uled or now being held.”

PR0TE@E OF PICKFORO
SEEN IN COMEDY

Phyllis Crane, featured in the

new Pathe comedy, “Hold the
Baby”, is a protege of Mary Pick-
ford.

im DUE IN N. Y.

Ina Claire is due on Broadway,
Monday, to start Paramount’s
“The Royal Family”, at the Long
Island studios.

“All Quiet on the Western
Front”, Universal reports, is

duplicating abroad its success in

this country. It has opened in

two more foreign capitals—Mexico
City and Buenos Aires. In its

five days at the Regis Theatre,
Mexico City, the film ran up a
gross of $18,000, the highest ever
made by a picture in Mexico, the
manager of the theatre cabled the
Universal home office yesterday.

At the Porteno Theatre, Buenos
Aires, “All Quiet” opened against
the strongest opposition the other
theatres could bring. The public
stormed the box office and since
then seats have been purchased
for as far as four weeks ahead.
This is absolutely unheard of in

the Argentine. This is the sixth

world capital in which “All Quiet”
has triumphed. In London, the
picture is in its ninth week at

the Alhambra to capacity busi-

ness. Universal is now making
preparations for the Continental
premiere of “All Quiet(”, which
will probably be held in Paris.

BIO 4 NEW SERIES

Contracts have gone out to the

independent exchanges associated
with the BIG 4 Film Corp. for

the second series of all talking
westerns which will be released
at the rate of one a month start-

ing October. The old series closes

with the September release which
is now in the cutting room.M'G'M Perfects New Film

(Continued from page 1)

films,” said Mr. Mayer. ‘?First.,

there is the common availability

of the wide screen, or of a pic-

ture filling all ' the screen space!

in the: theatre. Second, there is

a three-dimeifsipnal approach, or

the creation of better perspective
through greater depth of focus.

In the third place, we will have
much greater' naturalness, Avoid-
ing the loss of realism that . often
follows a shallow foCtis. W6 will

have a greater sweep and scope
in motion picture photography,
permitting the effective screening
of mass spectacles,”

Metro-Go!dwyn-Mayer technici-
ans worked on the technical
phases of the new film develop-
ment ;for more than a year before
reaclinig a position where the re-

sults of their efforts could be em-
bodied in the patented invention.
The apparatus by which “Real-
life” pictures will be made avail-

able to all theatres has been
patented, and houses will start re-

ceiving the product in the near
future.

The first picture to be filmed
under the “Reallife” process is

M-G-M’s “Billy the Kid.” which
King Vidor is directing. Remark-
able effects are said to have been
obtained in sequences recorded in

the vistas of New Mexico and the
Grand Canyon country, through
the use of the new method of
photography. Other productions
made by the “Reallife” pro-cess
will get under way shortly at the
Culver City studios of M-G-M.

Rin -Tilt-Tin
THE SCREEN^S GREAT DOG STAR

AN ALL-

TALKING
SERIAL

12

STIRRING
EPISODES

WITH AN
ALL-STAR
CAST

“THE LONE DEFENDER
99

MASCOT PICTURES CORPORATION
NAT LEVINE, President

1650 BROADWAY Cable Address
New York City LEYPIC, N. Y.



IT'S EASY TO SELL
WHAT EVERYONE WANTS

LAUGHTER— more precious and more saleable

than gold, is the greatest commodity in the

show business .... The public gladly buys

laughs even when it passes up everything else.

A BONANZA OF MIRTH WITH

EDDIE QUILLAN
Advertise a flock of rubbish cans for patrons to

throw their troubles in—and pitch your own in fi rst

—when you put on this boisterous gale of gaiety.

"NIGHT WORK" is rated better than "The

Sophomore/' which returned handsome box-

office profits. Its premiere at the Orpheum

Theatre in Seattle established Eddie Quillan

as a 100% certified seat-seller.

With Sally Starr and Frances Upton

Produced by E. B. Derr • Directed by Russell Mack.

PATHE
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Between Thumb
and Forefinger

By

The literary dullard who sits

in godlike judgment on the

motion picture industry and con'

demns it and all its works while

deriving a living from it, is prop'

erly to be known as the type of

insect that should be stepped

upon. It is often suggested that

the little ego boys who are not

worth bothering about and that

the best treatment that can be ac'

corded them is' to ignore their

existence. We do not subscribe

to this as either an industry or a

publication policy. As well to

tell a brave soldier to disregard

the seam squirrel as to say that

these vermin of the pen should

be ignored. They should be plac^

ed between the industry’s index

finger and thumb and when the

proper pressure is applied they will

crack exactly as seam squirrels

U. S. CLOSES DOOR TO IMPORTS
BRITISH FILM LEADER CHARGES
RKO TO OPEN

TWO THEATRES

IN TOLEDO SAT.

On Saturday, Radio-Keith-Or-
pheum will add two more modern
theatres in Toledo to its fast

growing circuit. They ai'e twin
playhouses, located side by side

in the busiest section of that city.

One, the RKO Rivoli Theatre,
with a seating capacity of 2700,

will be devoted to RKO vaude-
ville and sound features, while
the other, the RKO Palace The-
atre, seating 1400, will be exclu-
sively sound and will present the
master productions of RKO Radio,
Columbia and Universal Pictures
and other leading studios.

‘GENE’ BOYD FORMS
PHOTO SYNDICATE

TONIGHT’S OPENING

D. W. Griffith’s latest

contribution to the screen,
“Abraham Lincoln”, opens
tonight at $2 top, at the
Central. Walter Ilnston
has the title role. There
ore more than 100 princi-

pals in the cast. United
Artists is distributing.

BIG 4 FILM READY

Word has been received from
John R. Freuler, president of BIG
4 Film Corp., that National Play-
ers has finished shooting “Trails

of Danger”, an all talking west-
ern and that the film will he in

New York within two weeks.

Says Effort Is Being Made
To Check Development

Of English Producers

Cable dispatches received from
London over the week-end credit

John Maxwell, managing director

of the British International Pic-
tures, with charging the United
States with a concerted effort to

check the development of the Bri-
tish film industry.

“An open door in the United
States for British product does
not exist,” he is credited with say-
ing, and continues:

“When we send our pictures
over there we find the doors bolt-

ed and barred against us. We
are their best customers and send
them enormous revenues.”

THEATRE OWNERS HELP FIGHT

FILM COPYRIGHT VIOLATIONS
(Continued on page 2)

THEATRE SITES LM
TO MRS. WM. SCHEER

The will of the late William
Scheer, founder and director of a
circuit of motion picture houses
in Queens, Greater New York,
which was offered for probate last

week, leaves the bulk of an estate
valued at $1,000,000 to his widow,
Mrs. Adele Scheer. This is largely
real estsite said to include sev-
eral theatre sites.

SAFETY PIN INSURES
“LITTLE ACCIDENT”

Joe Weil, Universal’s director of

exploitation, is supplying theatre
managers with neat little envel-
opes bearing the legend: “Free!
‘Little Accident Insurance Policy’.”
The envelope is found to contain
a perfectly good safety pin at-

tached to a card telling about “the
season’s” biggest laugh sensation.

Eugene Boyd, long associated

with the Hearst organization and

until its suspension the contact

editor of the M-G-M Newsreel, has

gone into business for himself.

Boyd, with “Bub” Palumbo, for

22 years with the still department
of International Newsreel, has
opened the Triboro Photo syndi-
cate at 186 Joralemon St., Brook-
lyn, N. Y., where they will special-

ize in news and commercial photo-
graphy.

Theatre business being dull for

the moment, Flo Ziegfeld yester-

day came thoughtfully to the res-

cue with words of wisdom in the

New York Times. He said:

“The picture industry must
reaiize that it is now in the show
business, and that it is co'mpet-
ing with the legitimate theatre.

I predict that in a year from now
one half of the picture houses will

COLUMBIA ADDS TO
WRITING STAFF

Two more writers have been

added to Columbia’s staff. The

recent additions are Sydney Laza-

rus and Matt Taylor. Lazarus
will handle the adaptation of

“Brothers” and Taylor will do
“The Lion and the Lamb.”

be closed for the lack of attrac-

tions.”
But Mr. ri3gr?ld stands ready

with deeds as well as words. He
plans to spend half the year in

Hollywood converting his stage
productions into sound movies, be-
ginning next March with a screen
“Follies” in which he hopes Will
Rogers will play the leading role.

(Continued on page 2)

The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Ohio are in current
active cooperation with the Copy-
right Protection Bureau maintain
ed by national distributors to put
an end to infringements by exhibi-
tors which are estimated to cost
the distributing industry $5,000,-

000 annually. Gabriel D. Hess of

the Hays Organization not long
ago made a much higher estimate
of this loss—no less than $10,-

000,000.

Every exhibitor in the state of
Ohio has been supplied by P. J.

Woods, business manager of the
Ohio M.P.T.O., with a copy of that
section of the ’U. S. Ciopyright

(Continued on page 2)

URSULA PARROTT
TO WRITE FOR ‘U’

Ursula Parrott, whose novel
“Ex-Wife” is a big seller, has been
signed by Universal to write an
original story, which will be pro-
duced as a new' season special
with Mary Nolan as the star.

ZIEGGY DOES A DASHING PAUL REVERE-

WARNS INDUSTRY OF FILM SHORTAGE PERIL

WATCH
RECORDS FALL! The BIG TRAIL
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MAIN STREET

Wild rumor >o. 11111 1ms How-
ard (si)eiid-a-l)illio!i) Hughes buy-

ing United Artists * * * no one

seems to know anything about it

only Old Dame Rumor himself, in

person * * * Ulo Ziegfehl, grow-

ing tired of glorifying the shape-

ly female, now has turned to tell-

ing a waiting world all that’s

wrong with the movies * * * with

the legit business hanging by its

fingers to the bottom rung of the

Broadway ladder Flo should turn

over and go to sleep on the other

side * * * it rained Sat.—and
thundered * * * and everytliing
* * =i= tiie chorus girls want to

know when things are going to

pick up * * * Earl Carroll has

skidded off the front pages * * *

he did better than Ma Kennedy
* * * he didn’t land on his nose
* * * Abe Lincoln comes back to

the Big Stem tonight * * * re-

member when Bill Brady shot

Little Women * * * whatever has
become of Mine. Petrova * * *

and Sessne Hayakawa * * * Lupe
Yelez got caught in The Storm
Sat. * * * we’re anxious to see

the Big Trail * * * Winnie Shee-
han has been a long time away
from the Big Stem * * * Gabe
Yorke will be back at the Fox
office next week * * * A1 Licht-
nian’s secretary is vacationing * *

wonder if Harry Warner keeps
an adding machine * * * Halsey
Raines, M-G-M’s busy p.a., never
is “out” * * * Charley Washburn
at Caddo wants to know whoin-
hell started that rumor about his

boss * * *

JOHNSON HEADS WEST
TO SUPERVISE WORK

W. Ray Johnson left for the
West Coast today to supervise pro-
duction for the W. Ray Johnson
productions. Four units now are
at work in Hollywood.

Dates Launching
Of **Specials Only”

Announcing that “All Quiet on
the Western Front” will be na-
tionally released tomorrow, Uni-
versal schedules its releases for

September, which marks the
launching of product under the
policy of specials only. “Little

Accident” leads on September 1.

On September 18, following sev-
eral pre-release engagements.
Tod Browning’s crook drama with
Mary Nolan, Edward G. Robinson
and Owen Moore have its general
release.
September will also see the

start of the new-era short produc-
tions. The first of these on Sep-
tember 3 will be the initial chap-
ter of “The Leather Pushers”, all-

talking version of the H. C. Wit-
wer stories of the prize-ring, with
Kane Richmond. On the tenth,

the first of the new Slim Sum-
merville-Eddie Gribbon two-reel
comedies will appear. This is

“Parlez Vouz”, now in its third
pre-release week at the Carthay
Circle, Los Angeles. Pauline
Garon is the girl in this story of

a bugler in the A.E.F.
Still another new two-reel

comedy series will be launched
September 24. The first of ten
Universal Special comedies entitl-

ed “A Day to Live”, with Emer-
son Treacy featured. The single-
reel offerings for the monih in-

clude the first of the “Strange As
It Seems” series, John Hix’s sound
and color films presenting oddi-

ties and strange facts; and an
Oswald Cartoon, “The Singing
Sap.”

The schedule for the month is

completed with the twice-a-week
release of the Universal News-
paper Newsreel with Graham Mc-
Namee, the N.B.C. ace, starred as
the Talking Reporter.

LON HASCELL IN

VITAPHONE VARIETY

Lon Hascell, comedian of sev-
eral “Artists and Models” and
“Follies” revues, will appear on
the screen in a Vitaphone Varie-
ties comedy, “One on the Aisle”,
a playlet written by Paul Gerard
Smith. Roy Mack directed.

ZIEGGY DOES A

DASHING PAUL REVERE
(Continued from page 1)

He—and the anaemic picture in-

dustry—will thus profit from his

Hollywood experience v/ith Samuel
Goldwyn in producing “Whoopee.”
When not similarly occupied in

Hollywood, Mr. Ziegfeld will con-
tinue his “legitimate” activities in

the East.

Thanks for the buggy ride, Mr.
Ziegfeld.

BETWEEN THUMB AND FOREFINGER
(Continued from page 1)

cracked for the heroes of the

trenches. They may be ridicu'

lous, but more than that, they are

pediculous.

A CONSPICUOTJS example of

this literary insignificance is

Welford Beaton who barked at

the sound pictures when they

came in and caused the rather dull

Saturday Evening Post to fall for

an article in which he foretold

the doom of sound pictures. Now
because some of the entertainment

provided by the sound screen has

been unsatisfactory, pediculous

Welford smugly points to this as

proof of his erroneous contention.
# *

A S a matter of fact, the good

sound pictures of the day are

the grandest entertainment in the

history of mankind. More and
more good ones are coming along.

More and more box office sue-

cesses based on entertainment

merit are being recorded. The

^
makers of dialogue pictures have

struck their pace and the per-

centage of successes is greater tO'

day than it was yesterday. It

will be greater tomorrow than it

is today.
* « •

TT IS not merely the cool weath'

er that is responsible for box

office records that no August in

our memory ever has recorded be^

cause some of the successes have

been scored when the weather was
warm and when we say warm
we mean hot. All the facts

demonstrate the success progress

of sound pictures and the success

progress of the industry as a

whole.
* • *

E are so aware of this situa'

tion that we are moved to

resent even the little squeaks of

the little literary mice and the

little bites of the little literary

pediculosi and therefore, these

observations.

VELEZ IN 2 VERSIONS

OF “EAST IS WEST”

The Spanish version of “The
Cat Creeps” is coming along so
well at Universal City that Carl
Laemmle, Jr. intends to make one
of “East Is West” just as soon as
director Monta Bell completes
work on the English dialogue
version of this Samuel Shipman
play, in which Lupe Velez, Lewis
Ayres and Jean Hersholt have the
leading roles.

Lupe Velez, whose native langu-
age is Spanish, will play in the
Spanish version, with Jose Crespo,
well known Spanish actor, play-
ing opposite her. In the case of

“The Cat Creeps”, the English
version is being made during the
daytime by Rupert Julian with a
cast headed by Helen Twelvetrees.

INDIES AID FIGHT
AGAINST VIOLATIDNS
(Continued from page 1)

Law which applies to picture
rights protection and with warn-
ings of the penalty which viola-
tion of those rights entail, which
may be imprisonment for one year
or a fine of not less than one
hundred or more than one thou-
sand dollars for each offense.

As the law permits distributors
to sue for the recovery of dam-
ages sustained, a cash penalty may
total as much as $5,000. H. L.
Groves, eastern representative of
the bureau states that the pro-
portion of exhibitors committing
violations in Ohio is about the
same as in other territories.
Methods are similar—holding over,
switching or “bicycling” pictures.
In most cases exhibitors confront-
ed with evidence of such disdo-
ing have volunteered settlements
satisfactory to the injured party,
as a less expensive alternative.

FOR SALF
MOTION PICTURE AND “STILL”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. ()ur
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue. New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary-stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XT, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre: trade or sell equipment,
o^do almost anything else in the
nrotion picture business an ad in
this department will get you re-
suits. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the services of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to
do, and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.
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It’s

A
Push-over

For the Box-Office

When You’ve Got

Cncc

(entunan
Featuring

Edward Everett Horton

and Lois Wilson

Directed by JAMES CRUZE

The Critics Said:

Cleverly done situation-comedy, with Horton
turning in a knockout performance. Lois

Wilson and the rest are high calibre.

—Film Daily

Sono Art-World Wide has in Edward Everett

Horton another Chevalier! The comedy is

clean, wholesome^ really funny, and clever.

A natural.

—Exhibitors Daily Review

One of Cruze’s best. Rates booking in any
theatre and should prove an acceptable box-
office bet.

—Morning Telegraph

Horton’s work is supreme.
-Exhibit ors Herald

Pantages Hollywood is attracting large crowds.

The audience responded especially to the

film feature.

—Los Angeles Times

There are several instances where the laughter

is so loud that no word of the following speech

can be heard.
—Los Angeles Express



ALL GUESSWORK

HOBART
HENLEY

JOHN M.
STAHL

RUPERT
JULIAN

ERICH VON
STROHEIM

HOT OFF THE WIRE
"'THE STORM' hit New York like a

cyclone at the Globe Theatre, R. K. O.’ s

Broadway House."

"'THE WHITE HELL of PITZ PALU'
went over big at the Music Box, Seattle,

and was the talk of the town."

U NIVERSAL, this year, can boast the finest

directors in motion picture history, masters of

showmanship who put that indescribable touch of

Sreatness into a picture that makes it a box-office

success. Thewholetrade knows it andistalkingaboutit!

Universal has the stars; it has the stories. But it

takes just that subtle touch of directorial genius to

mark the difference between a tremendous success

and a flop. Universal, through its directors, has elimi-

nated all uncertainty about its 1930-31 product.

Look over this list of direc-

tors and see what they are

TOD doing on the next page.

BROWNING

JOHN
MURRAY
ANDERSON

EDWARD
LAEMMLE

EDWIN
CAREWE

WM.
WYLER

MONTA BELL

MAL
ST. CLAIR

1

THAT’ S WHY T H E WHOLE
WORLD IS TALKING ABOUT



ELIMINATED!
ALL QUIET OUTSIDE THE LAW LITTLE ACCIDENT LADY SURRENDERS

on the

WESTERN FRONT
More than sixty foremost news-

paper and magazine critics all

over the country pronounce it

the greatest picture ever made.

A record breaker as a road

show in more than 23 hey cities.

LOUIS WOLHEIM
LEWIS AYRES

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
JOHN WRAY
Directed by

LEWIS MILESTONE

STRICTLY

DISHONORABLE
Preston Sturgis'

Broadway Stage Sensation

The Drama League's prize win-

ning play because "it makes

the audience a little brighter and

more, cheerful than when they

came into the theatre." A prac-

tical guarantee of a good time.

More than a year on Broadway

and still going strong.

THE CAT CREEPS
—while the Canary Sleeps.

Suggested by John Willard's

shivery, chilling, intriguing stage

play.

HELEN TWELVETREES
JEAN HERSHOLT

RAYMOND HACKETT
LILYAN TASHMAN
NEIL HAMILTON

Montagu Love Elizabeth Patterson

Lawrence Grant Theodore Van Elz

Directed by RUPERT JULIAN

SEE AMERICA
THIRST

The name describes it! A couple

of queer looking bums on a side

door pullman fall heir to a cargo

of wet stuff which belongs to a

gang of hijackers and then the

fun begins. With

HARRY LANGDON
SLIM SUMMERVILLE

BESSIE LOVE
MITCHELL LEWIS

Directed by

WILLIAM JAMES CRAFT

Unquestionably the daddy of

all underworld thrillers, with

searing, searching dialogue.

MARY NOLAN
EDW. G. ROBINSON
OWEN MOORE

ROCKLIFFE FELLOWES

Directed by TOD BROWNING

RESURRECTION
Count Leo Tolstoy's immortal

story. Incredible, fantastic,

unmatchable...a man rises from

the muck despite unbelievable

obstacles. As a play it built the

reputations of dozens of stage

people. As a story it takes its

place among the literary classics

of the ages. As a picture it is

drama extraordinary.

JOHN BOLES
LUPE VELEZ

Directed by EDWIN CAREWE

GEORGE SIDNEY and

CHARLIE MURRAY
doing their stuff as only they

can do it.

Last season's comedy stage hit

by Floyd Dell and Thomas
Mitchell... made into the scream

of the screen I with

ANITA PAGE
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

ZASU PITTS

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
Sally Biane Roscoe Karns

Joan Marsh Myrtle Stedman

Albert Gran

Directed by

WILLIAM JAMES CRAFT

OURANG
They've actually gone into the

heart of wildest forests to

shoot this savage, romantic

story where wild, gigantic near-

man monsters rule the jungle.

The expedition is headed by

Harry Garson who is also

directing. Dorothy Janis plays

the feminine lead.

EAST IS WEST
The perfect story for fiery Lupe

Velez, with dialogue written by

Samuel Shipman author of the

original stage play. With

LUPE VELEZ
JEAN HERSHOLT
LEW AYRES

Directed by MONTA BELL

Another sensational social

drama! Made from John Erskine's

best-selling novel. Sincerity.

Modern, highly dramatic, so-

phisticated, delightful. With

CONRAD NAGEL
GENEVIEVE TOBIN
ROSE HOBART

Carmel Mvers Vivian Oakland
Frankiyn Pongborn

Direcird by JOHN STAHL

KING OF JAZZ
First and only screen appear-

ance of Paul Whiteman and his

famous orchestra with a host of

stage and screen celebrities in-

cluding John Boles and the first

dramatization of George
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue.

Devised and directed by

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON

BOUDOIR
DIPLOMAT

The battle ground of love!

Heaps of spicy fun in this so-

phisticated smash stage hit by

Rudolph Lothar and Fritz

Gottwald.

BETTY COMPSON
IAN KEITH

MARY DUNCAN
JEANETTE LOFF

Lawrence^ranl Lionel Belmore

Andre Beranser

Directed by MAL ST. CLAIR

DRACULA
There's more than just mystery

to this classic tale, and famous

stage play. There's the uncon-

querable love of a man for a

maid ... his flaming passion

bringing light to a city o'er

shadowed by evil and dread.

Louis Bromfield, famous novel-

ist is adapting it from Bram

Stoker's original.

TOD BROWNING will direct it!

— and two more

big ones to be

announced later.

Erich Maria

REMARQUE’S
New Novel

The aftermath of the war by the

author of "All Quiet on the

Western Front." Serialized in

Collier's magazine . . . with a

circulation of 2,000,000 and
also in newspapers thru United

Press. Title will be announced
shortly.

MERRY-GO-ROUND
An outstanding story that cap-

tivated all manner of audiences

... a wistful girl, a sideshow

barker . . . men who were all

alike until the right man came
along ... a short-lived romance.

But why spoil it by telling more.

BLIND HUSBANDS
The forerunner of all modern,

sophisticated matrimonial
dramas. An intelligent all-ab-

sorbing expose for wives, wo-

men and sweethearts ... for

men, lovers and husbands.

Directed by

ERIC VON STROHEIM

SAINT JOHNSON
Written by W. R. Burnett,

author of last year's best seller,

"Little Caesar". .. the romance

of Western bad men and girls

who were good. Teeming with

high class thrills.

JOHN WRAY

Directed by EDWARD LAEMMLE

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE

THE COHENS
AND KELLYS

HUNTING BIGGAME
IN AFRICA
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ROGERS SUGGESTS REMEDY

FOR AGCESSORY ROOTLEGGING
•0-

FREDERICKA BROWN IN

“THE VIRTUOUS SIN”

Fredericka Brown, actress and
sister of Martin Brown, author

of “Cobra” and other successful

Broadway productions, who is now
on the Paramount writing staff,

has been added to the cast of

“The Virtuous Sin”, the Para-
mount talking version of Lajos
Zilahy’s Continental hit, “The
General”, in which Walter Hus-
ton and Kay Francis have the

leading roles.

be done with a two-fold advan-
tage.

“First of all it would cut over-

head expense for the exhibitor,

and secondly it would save both

time and money for the producer.

“It all can be brought about
by doing away with the many
scattered accessories exchanges
and bringing them together under
a general clearing house roof for

the various regional districts.

Here is where accessories cost

could be clipped appreciably, by
eliminating the expense incident-

al to the maintenance of the many
scattered accessory exchanges.

“If this could be brought about
I feel that the producer could at

least break even and, I know the

exhibitor would get his accessor-

ies at a far lower figure which, in

turn, would compel the boot-

leggers to close up shop.”

TWINS IS TWINS
ON FOX FILMS LOT

Fox production of “Just
luiagiii^’ has discovered
that twins grow less twin-
ful as they advance from
the cradle onward- Twenty-
five pairs were needed, age
18 to 30 years and newspa-
per want ads discovered ’em,

one twin usually answering
for both. Then began to

come in the sad news

—

twins so inseparable in

early life may be much less

unanimous at 18 or 30. One
twin combination turned
out to be set on different

vacation schedules. An-
other twin sister declined .to

give up a steady job in a
Los Angeles candy store,

—etc., etc. A twin round-
up was ordered in which
each dotted line required
individual twin signatures.
At this writing the experi-
ence has been exciting, but
the result finally success-
ful.

“LAST OF LONE WOLF”
PUT INTO PRODUCTION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Co-

lumbia has placed “Last of the

Lone W'olf” into production under

the direction of Richard Boleslav-

sky. Last week casting was com-
pieted with the signing of Haley
Sullivan and Pietro Sosso for

supporting roles. Bert Lytell is

featured with Patsy Ruth Miller

contributing the feminine interest.

SPOOR HERE TO MARKET
NEW SOUND SYSTEM

The film accessory field of the

industry recently has come in for

criticism by leading sales man-
agers of leading fiim producers.

Some time ago Joe Brandt, of

Columbia Pictures, brought the

matter up at the meeting of the

AMPA.
For the want of a fixed term

the practice of bootlegging acces-

sories, w'ith especialiy emphasis
iaid on posters, the trade knows
the practice as racketeering in

motion picture accessories.

Foliowing up Brandt’s criticism

of a few months back, a repre-

sentative of EXHIBITORS DxULY
REVIEW checked on the opinion

of a half-dozen sales leaders in

the industry,

Budd Rogers, general sales

manager for Sono Art-World Wide,
sums up the chief factors of the

complaint of the practice in the

following interview;

“It has been found that the pro-

ducers, one and all, are losing

money on accessories that go to-

ward exploitation and merchandiz-
ing their product.

“The reason is found in a prac-

tice that has sprung up among ac-

cessory dealers usually referred

to as “squatters”, dealers who
step in after first runs and take
over posters and such from the

exhibitors for, let us say, 10 cents

a piece. I’hey peddle this paper
and other merchandizing matter,
at a five-cent advance thereby
making five cents on each article

sold.

“There is nothing unlawful in

this practice but there is a big

obstacle placed in the way of the
producing companies placing the
accessories field on a paying basis.

“I have endeavored to find a
solution for this problem. There
is one way out of it and that Is

to cut down on production costs
of accessories thereby enabling
the producer to sell cheaper to the
exhibitor.

“I realize that cutting expenses
always is a sure way of eliminat-
ing profit losses. But in the case
of the accessories field it could

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Chsu-ges Reasonable

MACK SENNEH STUDIOS
(Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Parzunount Building

Phone—Chickerlng 2729

George K. Spoor, after fourteen

years of experimentation, has,

what he describes, as a perfected

home talkie which he can market

to the public for $30.

Spoor also has perfe>cted the

Natural Vision camera, the licens-

ing to which rests with Radio Pic-

tures.

With the third dimensional de-

vice also. Spoor has a radically

different sound-recording film

which he believes eventually will

bring the talkie film into tue

home.

Spoor calls his new sound-film

method, Intersound. Record of

the sound is taken on the edge of

the film instead of on the mar-
gin as the two methods now em-
ployed are taken. Microscopic
hills and dales etch the sound on-

to the celluloid. Wlien rolled the

film on which Spoor etches his

sound resembles somewliat a pho-
nographic record. Spoor explains

that “edge” of a film and “mar-
gin” of a film may be interpreted

as the . same 'but explains that
there is a vast difference. The
marginal method records on the
flat surface. Spoor’s method ac-

tually records on the edge.

Where the average sound film,

according to Spoor, wears out
after being run from 100 to 125

times in a projection machine.
Spoor’s film may be run 6,000

times with no appreciable wear
evident.

Spoor now is in New York to

arrange for licensing.

POWELL SHOOTING

EN ROUTE WEST

William Powell has left New
York en route for the Coast to start

his next picture, “New Morals”,
from a screen play by Frederick
Lonsdale. Special scenes will be
taken en route at Chicago, where
Powell will stay long enough to

appear in a regatta sequence.

An unusual procedure will be
followed for these scenes. John
Cromwell is to direct “New
Morals”, but this sequence will be
taken under the direction of Vic-
tor Schertzinger. The latter has
interrupted preparations for
“Skippy” long enough to take
charge of a camera crew which
has just departed for the Illinois

city.

35 NEWSPAPERS IN

‘WHAT A WIDOW’ TIE-UP

Thirty-five newspapers of as
many cities in eleven countries
now are cooperating with Gloria
Swanson, in advance exploitation
of “What A Widow!”, in selecting
young ladies typical of those
cities as winners of contests and
therefore recipients of free trips

to Paris or New York or Holly-
wood.

Aggregate newspaper circula-

tions of more than 11,000,000
readers are now being reached
daily for an entire month, with
the basis

.
for selection and the

conduct and length of the contest
being left entirely to the individu-
al newspaper. Miss Swanson’s
reprsentatives simply arranging
and paying for the voyages of the
winners.

38 HOUR “GRIND”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Pub-
lic demand to see “The Dawn
Patrol” starring Richard Barthel-
mess at the RKO Orpheum The-
atre, Los Angeles, Calif., led to

the theatre remaining open all

night j3n x\ugust 16, making a
thirty-eight hour continuous pre-
sentation of the picture.

FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of EROADWAY

LA6wQ/or/ij

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

/i

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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Show Goods
Amazing Fine

By

*1Vr
product that

crashes the consciousness,

reaches out and catches audiences,

holds ’em hard and brings ’em

back for more! This time it’s

Universal stepping her stuff and
it’s levelled at the rising genera-

tion. The age range of appeal

is from seven to seventy—and the

keynote is action. We’re talking

about “The Indians Are Coming,’’

“The Leather Pushers’’ arwi that

Slim Somerville war comedy,

“Parlez; Vouz.”
* *

^E’LL take the comedy first.

It’s a war comedy that wages
war on gloom and kicks pessimism

in the upper regions of the plus

fours. It has a surprise finish that

will send an audience into double

stitches and the laughter that

lingers and cries out for more.

(Continued on page 2)

FILMS MAKE FREEDOM

EVIL, SAYS DR. WICKS

Motion pictures came handy by
way of illustration in the sermon
preached on Sunday by the Rev.
Dr. Robert Russell Wicks at the
Brick Presbyterian Church, Fifth
Avenue, New York. Dr. Wilks is

dean of the University Chapel at
Princeton. He told his congrega-

(Continued on page 3)

COLUMBIA PROFITS
INCREASE $478,136

The annaal report of Co-
luinbia Pictures Corpora-
tion to stockholders for the
year ending June 28, 1930,
issued yesterday shows net
profits for the year of $1,-

029,958.74, as against $551,-
822.67 for the preceding
year—an increase of $478,-
136.07.

H. M. WARNER FILES SWEEPING

ISON'S MISMANAGEMENT

TO PUT
GERMAN

E FEATURE
A1 Jolson will be the first

American film star to go to Ger-
many and there make a talking

film entirely in the German langu-

age, acted by a cast of Germans,
and directed by a German, Fred
Zelnik. Jolson, en route to New
York from Hollywood, sails for

Germany next week. Zelnik sails

tomorrow on the S.S. Columbus.

Joseph M. Schenck, president of

United Artists, in making the an-
nouncement yesterday trom Hol-
lywood, through his New York
office, said that Jolson will be
starred in an original story now

(Continued on page 3)

Mary Brian and Ina Claire ar-

rived in town yesterday morning
from Hollywood to play leading
roles in the Paramount screen
version of “The Royal Family”.
It is the first time that either

of them has made talking pictures

in the East.

Ben H. Grimm returned yester-

day to Universal as manager of

sales promotion under Phil Reis-
man, general sales manager of

the company.

Nine-Page Answer in Equity Sets Forth* Status of

Renraw, Inc. as Holding Company for Theatres

And Avers Corporation’s 'Bank Line’ for Borrow-

ing Has Increased Since March 1 of This Year

D.W. CLICKS AGAIN

D. W. Griffith, .again blaz-

ing the trail with a camera
has done with “Abraham
Lincoln” a picture that will

live as long as his luame.

Only a Griffith would
open a picture in these
days with a prologue. The
Old Master has done this
here. Result—the entire
house at the Central last

night acclaimed his daring.

IN or has Griffith forgotten
the old Griffith chase. He
gets a splendid chance for
his chase in dramatizing
Sheridan’s come-back when
the North was losing
ground.

Walter Huston gives a
fine performance as Abe.

J. L. K.

Marion Davies received a warm,
personal greeting in London at

a recent showing of her “Flora-
dora Girl”, at which she made a
personal appearance, according
to cable dispatches received at

M-G-M.

ACTORS AID
I ‘ONE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Au^
25.—The open shop fortress of the
studios is more or less threatened
by a mass attack now being agi-

tated by a group of discontented
actors falling into step with am-
bitious labor heads. The idea is

to promote “one big union”-—on
the old I. W. W. model—and en-
deavor to swing wabbling produc-

-
ers back to old favorites of the
silent movies.
The labor heads involved, hav-

ing nothing to lose, are encourag-
ing actors who have been let down
by the talkies to relieve their feel-

ings by holding meetings and mak-
ing speeches. A few producers
are said to be viewing the situa-
tion with alarm.

Harry M. Warner, president of

Warner Bros. Pictures, yesterday
through his attorneys, filed War-
ner Bros.’ answer to a suit in

Equity in the Court of Chancery,
in Wilmington, Del., brought by
Ira T. Nelson, a stockholder. Nel-
son asks a receivership be ap-
pointed, charging mismanagement.
Warner, in his answer, admits

that 300 shares of Warner stock is

in the name of the complainant,
but whether the complainant is

“in law or in fact the legal or

(Continued on page 2)

LON CHANEY DIE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Aug. 26,

—Lon Chaney died at 12:15 a.m..

Pacific time in St. Vincent’s hos-

pital here following an attack of

pernicious anemia. Three blood

transfusions failed to save his life.

Chaney was 47 years old.

The son of deaf and dumb par-

ents, Chaney was horn in Colo-

rado Springs, Colorado, April 1,

1883. He was associated with the

stage from his early youth. After

several years in musical comedy
and on the vaudeville stage, he

went into picture work, first ap-

pearing with Universal for whom
he worked in Westerns. He made
his first big hit in 1919 in “The
Miracle Man.” He later starred for

Universal and then for M-G-M.
At the time of his death Chaney

had made but one talking picture,

M-G-M’s sound version of Chaney’s

big silent success, “The Unholy

Three.”
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MAIN MREET
kj "Gcrhdoifli^tit

Film notables arriving in the

Big Town on He (le France

—

jlfi's. Howard Dietz whose husband
is the big ad expert at M-G-M

* 0 Bdiia Ferber who has writ-

ten some pretty clickeystuff for

the screen * * * Irene Bordoni
whose pigeon French has been re-

corded by the “mike” * * * Hope
Hampton and lier hubby, Jules
Briilateur, the big kodak man * * *

that Big House is going strong on
the tenth lap * * * Lon Chanej,
man with a thousand faces, is im-
proving, which is good news * * *

Jack Eafferty is back from sizz-

ling St. Louis * * * Jack writes
pieces tor IIKO * * * sound shorts
are getting better and better * * *

Ben Grimm is moving his pencil
and idea back to his old love, U
* * * Hiram Brown, in a panama
hustling along the Big Stem * * *

remember when D.AV. was shoot-
ing at Mamaroneck * '* * Glenn
•Elhine is a busy publicize!’ * * *

whatever became of Louis Selz-
nick * * * newspapermen are
clicking in Hollywood * * Winnie
Sheehan being a er-Fark Rowite
himself, has a lot of faith in ’em
* * * it hasn’t been placed in vain
* * * the Los Angeles blimp caus-
ed a lot of Times Square necks
to cram upward yesterday * * *

Broadway is beginning to teem
with “runs” * * *

STOCK MARKET
Monday, August 25

, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 57% 57% —1%
Warner Bros 24>/2 24%
Fox Film “A” 43% 44 — %
Loew’s Inc 71% 71% —

3

Loew’s Inc. Pre... 96'% 98 -|-2

Radio K-A-0 33% 33% — Va
Pathe Exchange ... 4 4

Pathe “A” 8 8 — %
Con. F. Ind 18 J4 18 !4
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 201/8 20% — %

Curb Market
F'ox Theatre “A”... 9 9 >4 — 14

Pickford Drops Stage

Plans to Film
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Aug.

25.—The report is generally
credited that Mary Pickford has
abandoned her idea of going to

-New York and preparing for a
season on the stage. It is under-
stood that Maurice Che/alier is

largely responsible for her deci-

sion to make a talkie of “Kiki”
with the action laid in New York
instead of in Paris, and the star

role designed for hersefl.

Chevalier, it is said, has been
coaching Miss Pickford in a fetch-

ing type of Franco-American
patter and accent with the result

that both believe she will be able
to present the “Kiki” character
with added fascinations. Belasco
is reported to have offered to re-

OH, GOSH, NOTE

F’ormer Ambassador Ger-
ard showed his natural
gifts as a diplomatist when
he picked that list of 64

men who rule America—yes

he did—but why did he
omit to include Abe Myers,
the half portion Mussolini
of Allied States?

hearse her in the role, but Miss

Pickford chooses the direction of

Sam Taylor, which will save the

time required for a return trip

to New York.

H. M. WARNER DENIES MISMANAGEMENT
(Continued from page 1) -O-

beneficial owner”, he is not ad-

vised. In his answer Warner asks

proof thereon.

In a nine-page, typewritten

document, the defendant denies

each and every other allegation

made by the petitioner Nelson.

Besides Warner Bros. Pictures

there are named as defendants,

Harry M. Warner, Albert Warner,
Waddell Catchings, Henry A. Rud-
kin, Simon H. Fabian, Lewis J.

Warner, Abel Cary Thomas, Moe
Mark, S. E. Morris, all of New
York City; Jack L. Warner, of Los
Angeles; Irving D. Rossheim and
Morris Wolf, of Philadelphia, di-

rectors and officers of the corpor-

ation, and Renraw, Inc., a corpor-

ation existing under the laws of

the State of New York.

Warner admits that Renraw,
Inc., is a corporation organ-
ized on or about June, 1925,

and alleges “on information
and belief’ that the sole

stockholders of said company
are Harry JL Warner, Albert
AVarner and Jack L. Warner.

The answer denies that “since

June 1, 1929, that being the date
mentioned in the complaint here-
in, it has paid to said defendant,
Renraw, Inc., in excess of a mil-

lion dollars for the purchase of

real estate, leases or theatres at

grossly excessive prices and that

since the said date it has had but
one transaction with the said cor-

poration involving real estate,

leases or theatres, to wit, that it

took an assignment from Renraw,
Inc., of a contract to purchase a
theatre site in Beverly Hills, Cal.,

which said contract was assigned
by Renraw to this defendant for
the amount of the deposit made by
Renraw, Inc., theron, and that
said transaction was without pro-

fit direct or indirect to Renraw,

Inc.”

The answer admits that it (War-

ner Bros.) has the controlling in-

terest in substantially more than

twenty subsidiary companies, that

all, or practically all, of saiu sul,

sidiary companies have liabilities

in one form or another. That the

bonded indebtedness totals a “very
large amount, indeed”, but sub-
stantially less than Fifty Million

dollars.

The answer further sets forth

that the corporation operates four
studios for the production of mo-
tion pictures, of which one is in

Brooklyn, and three in Los Ange-
les. “That the scheduled program
of production approaches comple-
tion on or about Sept, 27, 1930

at which time the active work of

producing pictures in the Los
Angeles studios will be suspend-
ed, according to custom. That the
studios will again reopen shortly
after January 1, 1931.”

That on or about March 1, 1930,

“it owed to banks $5,530,000,
which was considerably less than
one-half of the ‘bank line’ of this

defendant extended to it by lead-
ing banking institutions of the
country after full investigation of

the financial affairs of the defen-
dant; that the said ‘bank line’ is

still in effect; that the bank bor-
rowings of this company have in-

creased since March 1, but have
not increased to the same or ap-
proximately the same extent that
the assets of the company have
increased.”

M'arners answer further
states that “this defendant
denies that its acts have
caused, or now cause, irrepa-
rable or other injury and dam-
age to the complainant or to
other stockholders.”

“LITTLE ACCIDENT”

WINS NEW Tie-up

“Little Accident”, first of the
new season Universal specials,

will benefit through a national
newspaper serialization tie-up.

Two tie-ups, one with the New
York Daily Mirror and the other
with the Philadelphia Daily News,
were effected yesterday by Joe
Weil, U exploitation director, and
arrangements are being closed
with other important newspapers
through tbe countr}-.

SHOW GOODS
AMAZING FINE

#

(Continued from page 1)

There’s a belly laugh in every foot

of this come(Jy.
« 4t *

I
iHE Leather Pushers,” a sen'

sational success in the quiet

(Jays, are at least twice as good
in sound. Sam Hardy is eminent

in a great cast and action, snap,

vigor, vim, go, speed and dash

are woven on strands of love and
romance against a warp of class

and a woof of talent. It’s graitd

entertainment that betters its own
best as the series progresses. This,

like the comedy, is gaited for any
theatre in the world as an audi'

ence delighter. Sure fire—we
calls it!

* * t

NOW for the Indian series.

This is western action, con'

densed, boiled down and fast. It

gives six reels in two and the high

speed doesn’t skimp or skip the

story. Col. Tim McCoy stars in

an attractive and generously

peopled cast with the big out

doors, daredevil riding, action,

suspense and more action, dress'

ed, mounted and right down to

primitive life lived freely, lived

fast and fine; more grand enter'

tainment and more fetching box
office. Universal never turned out

short material that approaches

this, and for attraction quality,

neither have the others.
* * *

^ I ’HIS is the sort of product that

the theatres need right now
and from now on. Sophisticated

plays have their place in the

scheme of things but if we were
running one theatre or five hun'
dred we’d play this straight, place

and show for results, money and
all around satisfaction. It’s prod'

uct that’s good for the whole in'

dustry as it’s a customer satisiier.



on the "BIG HIV'
Pathe Schedule

I Another Showman s Picture from Pathe
Something '^different^^ differently done— Dramatizing men's thoughts of women in

moments of danger—Visualizing the vagaries of women in their adoration of men.

Surprises on the brink of suspense—Laughs in the midst of thrills.

A production of wide dramatic scope and unusual showmanship elements to

promote big box office business. PATHE



BEYON

KSLEN
TWELWrOES

Played by a Great Cast of Twenty-Five Dramatic and Comedy

Stars headed by Pathe’s popular artists featuring:

WILLIAM BOYD FRED SCOTT ZASU PITTS

HELEN TWELVETREES RUSSELL GLEASON DOROTHY BURGESS

JAMES GLEASON LEW CODY JUNE COLLYER

Adapted for screen presentation by; Garrett Fort, James Gleason, James Seymour,

Lynn Riggs, Thomas Lennon and Mauri Grashin, from the story by Hope Bennett

FBffi ZASULEW
CODYSCOTT GLEASON Pins

JAMES
GLEASON

DOROTHY
•UMGBSS

JUNE
couva



A SUPER ATTRACTION
Founded on Basic Human Emotions

MAN’S PRIMAL DEMAND FOR LOVE-
WOMAN’S CRAVING FOR AFFECTION-
JEALOUSY THE SYMBOL OF PASSION
AND THE ENEMY OF HAPPINESS.

"BEYOND VICTORY" IS THE TRIUMPHAL
SURRENDER TO HUMAN DESIRES

Produced by

E. B. DERR
Directed by

JOHN ROBERTSON



PRODUCTIONS WITH POPULAR APPEAL!

Novelty and Variety— the

secret of showmanship— are

found in Pathe productions.

On the '^BIG HIT^'

Schedule for 1930-31

Five Features Completed—

Five in work and ten in active

preparation for production.

HOLIDAY
A Joyous Record Breaker. Featuring Ann

Harding, Mary Astor, Edward Everett

Horton, Robert Ames and Hedda Hopper.

Directed by EDWARD H. GRIFFITH Produced ^

by E. B. DERR.
(

HER MAN
A tale of tigerish love in pleasure-mad Hav- 1

ana. Featuring Helen Twelvetrees, Marjorie
;

Rambeau, Ricardo Cortez, Phillips Holmes,
,

James Gleason, and Franklin Pangborn. <

NIGHT WORK
Laughs and more laughs of the kind that

the world demands and gladly pays for

starring Eddie Quillan.

SWING HIGH
I

The glitter, thrills and riotous merriment

of Circus and Carnival life with an all-stor

cast of sixteen.

A
( H igin I iS. A.
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RIFF SHEIK HERE

FOR RADIO PICTURE

Abdeslam Ben Mohammod Khou-
barik, Riff chieftain, arrived on
the S.S. Comte Biancamano yes-

terday morning, Hollywood bound.

Herbert Brenon has signed

Abdeslam to obtain an authentic

touch in the depiction of his battle

scenes for “Beau Ideal”, which
he is producing for Radio Pic-

tures.

^MADAME SATAN’ Gt¥EN

PRAISE IN PREVIEW

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — De-
Mille’s “Madame Satan”, preview-

ed here last week, was received

with acclaim. The cast includes

Reginald Denny, Kay Johnson, Ro-
land Young, Lillian Roth, Tyler
Brooke, Elasa Petersen, Wilfred
Lucas, Martha Sleeper, Julanne
Johnston, and Theodore Kosloff.

Jeanie MaePherson wrote the

story.

NORTON AND VELEI
IN “EAST IS WEST”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — With
Barry Norton chosen to play op-

posite Lupe Velez, Director George
Melford, who has just finished the

Spanish version of “The Cat
Creeps” starts tomorrow on the

Spanish version of “East Is West”
for Universal.

“STOLEN THUNDER”
LOWE’S NEXT FILNI

Edmund Lowe is the new lead-

ing man assigned to “Stolen
Thunder” by Fox Films. Jeanette
MacDonald will be Lowe’s lead-

ing lady. He recently completed
“Scotland Yard” in which he plays
a double role. Marjorie White
and Warren Hymer have been
added to the supporting cast.

ANTHONY VEILLER
STARTS FOR RADIO

Anthony Veiller, son of the
playwright, Bayard Veiller, has
started his new duties as a mem-
ber of the writing staff of RKO
Radio Pictures. William LeBaron,
vice-president in charge of pro-
duction, signed him to a long-term
contract.

FEYDER SIGNS NEW
CONTRAGT WITH ^-G^H

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Jac-
ques Feyder, who recently put the
finishing touches to the German
version of “The Kiss” on the
M-G-M lot, has signed a new con-
tract with that company.

MARY BRIAN OUT OF
“FIGHTING CARAVANS”
Mary Brian is out of the cast

of “Fighting Caravans”, Para-
mount’s forthcoming talking ver-
sion of Zane Grey’s novel of the
pioneer West . Miss Brian was to
have played the sweetheart of

Gary Cooper.

UNKNOV/N ACTOR GETS
COLUMBIA CONTRACT
FOR ‘TOL’ABLE DAVID’

Richard Croiinvell, an
unknown, has been signed
by CH)lainbia to do the title

role in the talking version
of “Tol’able David”, which
Dick Barthelniess did as a
silent. Cromwell is the
Charles Ray type and 20.

Before his discovery by
Columbia he was an art

student, John Blystone
will direct.

FSRST YiDSISH TALKER
READED FOR BROADWAY
Joe Seiden is preparing to bring

Judea Film Company’s first Yid-

dish talker to a Broadway screen

sometime in September. Bella

Gudinsky is starred. Sidney M.
Goldin directed.

HARLAN SIGNED BY ^U’

Kenneth Harlan has been sign-

ed to play the lead in “Finger
Prints”, by Arthur B. Reeve,

which will be one of Universal’s

new season talking serials.

SCREEN MIReOR TO BROADCAST

NEWS AND STUDIO CHA1TER

RATHE SHORT GETS
WIDE EXPLOiTATION

Scalping knives, Indian burial

mocassins, cowboy stirrups and
branding irons displayed in win-
dows and in the lobby of the

Strand Theatre figure in current
exploitation of Pathe’s short reel,

“Dude Ranching”, a Grantland
Rice Sportlight.
Another angle of the tie-up in-

cludes the Canadian Pacific Rail-

road whose executives ordered the
mailing of thousands of pamphlets
by their representatives through-
out the United States and Canada.

BUYS ALL ¥M. LIST

The new Arkansas Theatre,
Little Rock, Ark., has bought the
entire First National product,
known as the Prosperity Group,
for the condng season. The new
theatre is under the management
of Eugene T. Oliver, formerly with
the Interstate Amusement Com-
pany.

Plunkett Reports Big Opening

Of RKO’s Theatre in Detroit
Joseph Plunkett, general man-

ager, in charge of theatres, at

RKO, returned over the week-end
from Detroit, where he attended

the opening of RKO’s Downtown
Theatre. He reported the occa-

sion a big success. “Dixiana”
was the feature.

Plunkett especially mentioned
an exploitation stunt that “went
over with a bang”. RKO’s ex-

ploiteers from the Chicago dis-

trict, rented a vacant store near
the theatre, set up a movie camera
and took tests of all Detroit girls

presuming to have screen pros-

pects. These tests, he said, will

be shown in the theatre as they
are developed and if any of De-
troit’s potential movie stars
screen up to the minute they may
find themselves signing a Radio
Pictures contract. The stunt was
put over in a tie-up with the De-
troit News.

HENRIETTfi OROSMAN
IN “ROY^L FfiNIILY”

Henrietta Crosman will play the

role of the grandmother in the

Paramount production of “The
Royal Family”, the New York stu-

dio announced today. Haidee
Wright had the part in the Broad-
way production.

'SUSAN Limr iiUGHT
FOR SGREEN BY M-G-i

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Screen
rights to David Graham Phillip’s

“The Story of Susan Lenox” have
been acquired by M-G-M. The
Shuberts did the story on the stage
in 1920. No star has been se-

lected.

As the result of an agreement
with KMTR, the broadcasting
station of the Los Angeles Even-
ing Herald, Sci’eeu Mirror, the
fan magazine from Hollywood,
published by Fox, will invade the
other in a series of broadcasts.

The first of the series recently
broadcast had Rube Wolfe, mu-
sician and performer, acting as
master of ceremonies.

It is planned to fashion these
programs into fan magazines of

the air. Thereby serving radio
fans with all the latest produc-
tion and social news that eman-
ates from Hollywood.

Arrangements are being made
to secure talent from Fanchon
and Marco for many of the radio
programs. It is thought that the
programs may result in the dis-
covery of new talking picture
talent by the staging of con-
tests over the air.

RESEiBLillGE GUNTEST
EXPLOITS “HGLiiAY”

An Ann Harding resemblance
contest proved a successful ex-
ploitation stunt for the run of Pa-
the’s “Holiday” at the RKO Albee
Theatre at Providence, R.I. The
contest was conducted through
screen announcement and through
the cooperation of the local news-
papers. Any girl in the state was
declared eligible to enter the con-
test. The theatre agreed to give
a $10.00 gold piece to the winner
and place her picture in the lobby
of the theatre, introduce her from
the stage, and also intimated that
the winner would be brought to

the attention of Miss Harding her-
self.

SGHEIITZiNGER TO
DiiEOT “lElf lieHALS”

JOLSON TO PLAY IN GERMAN FILM
(Continued from page 1)

being written for him and that

Zelnik will immediately begin as-

sembling in Germany a cast of

German players. The name of the
studio in which the film will be
made is not yet revealed. Zelnik,
now in New York, would only
reveal that in the original screen
story golf has a considerable sig-

nificance in a tale of a young
AUierican of German parentage.

The film will be begun during
September and Zelnik estimates
that Jolson will be back in the
United States izi November. At
that time he will go to Hollywood
and begin making his first talk-
ing picture for United Artists,
“Sons O’ Guns.”

ikTHIRD ALIRi” GAST

The cast of “The Third Alarm”,
Tiffany’s all-talking production of

the famous fire picture, includes
James Hall, Anita Louise, Jean
Hersholt, Paul Hurst, Hobart
Bosworth, Blanche Frederici and
Yola D’Avril.

TOMBES VARIETY

Andrew Tombes, Broadway mu-
sical comedy star recently seen
in “Ripples”, “Three Cheers” and
other Dillingham shows, will soon
be seen in “Knocking Them Cold”,
a Vitaphone Varieties comedy
made at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
Studio.

Victor Schertzinger has been
assigned to William Powell’s next
starring vehicle for Paramount,
“New Morals”. Hitherto John
Cromwell, who directed Powell in

“Street of Chance” and “For the
Defense”, had been named as di-

rector of the screen play by
Frederick Lonsdale.

Schertzinger went to Chicago
with Powell a few days ago to

direct special sequences to be
made during a regatta on Lake
Superior. His assignment was
originally for these scenes only.
Now he is to finish out the rest
of “New Morals”.

SHEDIAAN eOlUPLETES
“LOSIND DAii”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Lowell
Sherman has completed the shoot-
ing of “Losing Game” for RKO
Radio Pictures. Sherman him-
self plays a leading role, with
Marian Nixon opposite him in this
feature. William Janney, Hugh
Trevor, Helene Millarde, George
Marion, Walter McGrail, Robert
MeWade and Alan Roscoe are
among the other well-known play-
ers in the cast.
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NEW PARAMOUNT CONTRACT

IS SIGNED BY CLARA BOW
0^

Clara Bow has signed a new
contract assuring her services

for a further period to Para-
mount Publix Corporation, accord-

ing to Jesse L. I^askj'.

Miss Bow’s new contract, which
starts October 1, will mark the

beginning of her fifth year as a

Paramount player and her fourth

year as a star.

A series of carefully designed
vehicles starring Miss Bow in the

type of role in which the public

has received her nfost enthusi-

astically is being prepared at the

Paramount Hollywood studios, ac-

cording to Mr. Lasky’s statement.
These are of a similar nature

to her latest picture, “Her Wed-
ding Night”, and will in the opini-

on of Lasky give her the proper
oportunity to continue the kind of

portrayals which made her fam-

P. STEIU TO DIRECT
MISS Mmill mMH

E. B. Derr of Pathe has as-

signed Paul L. Stein, Continental
director, to guide Constance Ben-
nett in “Sin Takes a Holiday”,
because of his previous success
in the making of “This Thing
Called Love” with the same star.

FIND UDNA’S JEWELS
Laura La Plante’s lost jewels,

valued at f8,000, have been re-

covered in Chicago from three

Negroes while they were attempt-
ing to pawn them. The men said

they were Pullman employes and
found the jewelry in a coach.

A HIT, ME HEARTIES

“Tlie Silent Eiieniy” is

jolly well living up to the
box office prediction made
in this newspajrer before
its release. At the 1400
seat San Francisco theatre
the picture grossed $14,600
in seven days at 35-50-90c
sciiedule. “'Ihe Dawn Pa-
trol” in the 2500 seat Cali-

fornia tlieatre grossed $14.-

000 at o5-50-65-90c schedule
in opposition. IVith “'I'he

Silent Enemy” outhittiiig

an acknowledged hit we
lioller out loud about our
prophesy and appraisal.

“'The Silent Enemy” re-

views everywhere are giv-

ing the production better

than blue ribbon rating.

This is a tip off for ex-

hibitors eveiTwliere and
Paramount’s show judg-
ment gets another good
break.

“BIG TRAIL” BOOKED

INTO ROXY; DATE TO

BE SET FOR FALL

Fox’s “The Big Trail” will go
into the Roxy when it hits Broad-
way.

This was unofficially learned
yesterday. The date has not been
set.

Out on the Coast the western
epic of the Oregon trail days will

flash on the screen at the
Chinese Theatre on, or about
September 1.

V/iufleld Sheehan who has seen
the epic flashed in his own pri-

vate projection room in Beverly
Hills, can’t And enough adjectives
to describe it. Raoul Walsh, who
has done some big things in a
directorial way, has directed his

masterpiece, Sheehan wires the
New York office.

WARNERS TO PRODUCE
“SODS GIFT TO WOMEN”

Two MGM Premieres for

Fox West Coast Theatres

OU8.

Miss Bow came to Paramount
when B. F. Schulberg joined the

company as general managtr of

West Coast production. Ju«t
prior to that time he had put her
under personal contract during
his career as an independent
producer. She has never been
under contract to any film pro-
ducing organization.

SIX P^THE SHORTS
OURRERT OR BROADWAY

Six Pathe short subjects are
now' being shown along Broadway
in the Globe, Strand and Beacon
Theatres. The Globe is showing
"Laundry Blues”, an Aesop’s
Fable, and “Let ’Er Buck,” a
Grantland Rice Sportlight; the
Strand: “Dude Ranching,” a
Grantland Rice Sportlight. and
“The Love That Kills,” a Vaga-
bond Adventure; and the Beacon
is showing “Sacred Fires,” an-
other Vagabond Adventure. The
Sportlights, Vagabond Adventures
and Aesop’s Fables are Van
Beuren productions for Pathe.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
production officials of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer have assured
Harold B. Franklin, president of

Fox West Coast Theatres, of tw'o

world premiers of new motion pic-

tures for Hollywood theatres dur-

ing September.

The pictures will be the Cecil

B. De Mille production of “Madame
Satan” and King Vidor’s “Billy

the Kid.” Franklin has not, as

yet, decided into which of the
Dow'iitown and Hollywood thea-

tres these two attractions will be
shown, though it is reported that

tlie Criterion, at Grand and 7th,

and the Carthay Circle, in the W'il-

shire district, will be the theatres
chosen.
According to report, “Billy the

Kid” will be shown in Los Ange-
les, and all Fox West Coast The-
atres, on the new “reallife” film

that has been under development

at the M-G-M studios for many
months. It is a new process in

both photography and projection
whereby the theatre is able to

project the picture in a new' width
and height.

FiSilTT WILL ENACT
‘SOUTHERNER’ AS NEXT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — On
completion of “New Moon” on the
M-G-M lot Lawrence Tibbett will

do the “Southerner” under the di-

rection of Clarence Brown.

Warner Bros, have acquired
screen rights to “God’s Gift to

Women,” by Frederick Hazlitt
Brennan, a short story featured
in a recent issue of Liberty Maga-
zine.

mu FREEDOM EVIL

(Continued from page 1)

tion that God has evolved the idea

that a source of troubles may be-
come one of good, and vice ver^a.

Dr. Wicks referred to freedom
as a source not only of good but
also of evil. He scored motion
picture producers who “exploit
freedom by showing to millions of

persons daily any kind of picture
they want,, while a Presbyterian
elder rules over them.”

RKO’s Theatre iri 'the Air
Becomes Reality, Sept. 2

RKO’s Theatre in the Air on
Sept. 2, will become a reality.

On that date at the regular
broadcasting hour the RKO pro-
gram will be broadcast from the
New Amsterdam Roof before an
specially invited audience. Gus
Edwards will be master of cere-
monies with talent at his dispos-
al consisting of Jane and Kather-
ine Lee, Baby Rose Marie and

8.P0UND BOY BORN
TO NORMA SHEARER

HOLLYWOOD BL'REAU.—Norma Sliesirer, who iu
private life is Mrs. Irving
Tlialberg, is the mother of
an eight-pound hoy, horn
Sunday.

the Newsboy Harmonica quartette,

among others. The broadcast will

start at 10:30 p.m. o’clock.

James H. Turner, assistant to

the president of RKO will be in

personal charge of the broadcast.

That these hours over the radio
may be arranged with “spot” news
of RKO doings, week-end meet-
ings are held within the organi-
zation with RKO’s executive staff

on institutionals, general opera-
tion, et cetera. Columbia, Uni-
versal, Radio Pictures and the
Varieties or vaudeville department
are represented.

JOE COOK MOVES
Columbia’s “Rain or Shine”,

starring Joe Cook, moved from
the Globe to the Cameo.

42^- 43"^ Streets West of Broadway
A New and Better Hotel for Times Square

Not alone new in construction and

equipment, but new in conception of

service and comfort to its guests. Di-

rected by S. Gregory Taylor, who has

made such enviable successes of the

Hotels Montclair and Buckingham.

Single Rooms
with tub ond shower

$3/4
Double Rooms

with tub ond shower

*4/5 O.J *6
A few terraced rooms and suites,

exceptionally large closets, on
an attractive monthly basis.

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Entrances on 42nd and 43rd Sts.

CENTRAL UNION BUS TERMINAL
LOCATED IN THE DIXIE HOTEL BUS CONNECTIONS FOR ALL POINTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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Belasco Recants

and Gracefully
By

WE MOVE to congratulate the

venerable David Belasco for

having the courage and the wis'

dom, after commenting caustically

on talking pictures and predicting

their doom, to come out hand'

somely and acknowledge his error.

K-a rl mi

EDWARD BOWES
had much to do with the con^

version of Mr. Belasco through his

invitation to the producer to see

Miss Greta Garbo in “Romance”

After Mr. Belasco saw and heard

the picture he sent the following

wire to the star: “Last evening at

the Capitol Theatre I saw your

performance of Cavallini in Ro

(Continued on page 2)

TOO MUCH TALK-
COPS PINCH PEARCE

Police halted the attempt of

Norman Pearce, noted radio an-

nouncer, to set an endurance talk-

ing record from the marquee of

the Strand Theatre on Monday
afternoon. He was served with a

summons and, insisting upon the

(Continued on page 3)

FOX ASSETS UP $68,280,597

DURING FIRST HALF OF 1930

SOUND PICIURES

GROW IN FAVOR

OF SEA GOERS
Sound films are becoming in-

creasingly popular as a form of

entertainment for passengers on
ocean liners at sea, according to

Electrical Research Products,

which reports that it has orders

on hand for several additional in-

Harley L. Clarke Reports Company in Strengthened

Financial Position—Cash on Hand at End of June

Amounted to ^6,965,126

—

^

(Continued on page 2)

FOWLER JOINS PATHE
PUBLICITT DIVISION

RICH RED BLOOD

Life in the raw, tongh,

brutal and done into an
amazingly convincing new
picture. Fox’s melodrama
“The Sea WolP’ will give

strong entertainment to our
wellknown masses. Milton

Sills as Wolf Larsen is even
tougher than Jack London
painted him and he gives

the greatest performance
of his career. As a story

of the sea this picture is

without an equal for vivid

reality and brutal strength.

A. J.

Guy Fowler, fiction writer, for-

merly with Fox, has been engag-

ed by Pathe to do special pub-

licity work. Fowler novelized

“The Dawn Patrol” for First Na-
tional and prior to the production

of that picture, wrote the books
for “Lilac Time,” “The Sky
Hawk,” “Four Devils,” and “The
Last of Mrs. Cheyney.”

LEVINE FLIES HERE
WITH CANINE SERIAL

TONIGHT’S OPENING

Ernst Lubitsch’s “Monte
Carlo”, a Paramount pic-

ture, has its Broadway pre-

miere tonight at the Rivoli,

at a $5.50 top. Jeanette
MacDonald and Jack Buch-
anan are featured. It Is a
musical talker. On Thurs-
day the picture begins a
popular price engag-ement.

Total current assets of the Fox
Film Corporation of $30,444,121 on

June 30 and current liabilities of

$12,229,245 are shown by the de-

tailed financial statement for the

first six months of this year. At
the end of 1929 current assets

were $23,408,565 and current lia-

bilities $46,101,586.

Cash at the end of June was $6,-

965,126, compared with $2,492,600

at the close of 1929. Accounts re-

ceivable on June 30 were $3,564,-

633 and inventories, otherwise re-

(Continued on page 3)

WARNERS VINDICATED IN COURT

OF CHARGES OF STOCKHOLDER

Nat Levine, president of Mascot
Pictures, yesterday arrived in New
York after flying from the coast

with a print of Rin Tin Tin’s first

serial. “The Lone Defender.”

GEO. HARVEY ORGANIZES
AD ART SERVICE

George W. Harvey in association

with Herbert Jaedlker has estab-

lished an advertising art service,

with headquarters at 1674 Broad-
way.

Harvey’s wide advertising and
publicity experience and Jaediker’s

artistic ability makes an ideal

combination.

FILM SHARES ADVANCE SHARPLY
The news that the petition for

a receivership for Warner Bros,

had been denied was reflected in

the stock market yesterday by ap-
preciable advances in the quota-
tions of the shares of the leading
film producing and distributing or-

ganizations. Warner Brothers
shares showed the best recovery
in the week, advancing 2ys points

on a large volume of supporting
buying.
Fox Film A closed up 3%,

Loew’s closed Yi up. Radio ad-

vanced %, and M-G-M preferred

closed 1% higher than the opening

price.

With the new theatre season
well under way and the leading
companies reporting unusually
large bookings for this time of the
season, the faith that the follow-
ers of the amusement shares have
long held in these issues appears
to be justified.

Harry M. Warner yesterday was
vindicated of all charges of mis-
management made by a stock-

holder, when Chief Justice Penny-
well, of the Delaware Supreme
Court, sitting in Dover, dismissed
the receivership bill filed by Ira

T. Nelson, of Boston, against War-
ner Brothers, Inc., Renraw, Inc.,

et al.

Hugh M. Morris, counsel for the

defendants, in his motion for dis-

missal, told the court:

“The bill as filed was neither
signed nor verified by the com-

(Continued on page 3)

5 CAPITOL SHOWS
FOR GARBO DAILY

The Capitol Theatre is

opening its doors daily Ihis

week at 10:30 a.m. in order
to accommodate tlie an-
nsnni rash of patrons with
five full de luxe perform-
ances of Greta Gai'bo in

“Romance.”

The Most Important
Picture Ever Produced! The BIG TRAIL
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MAIN STREET

Joe E. Brown, who boasts the

biggest mouth—and the funniest

—on the screen, is due on the Big
Stem soon * * * Joe is heading
for Europe after he finishes letting

the midwest see him “in person”
* * * Dawn Patrol still clicks. * *

Valentino died four years ago
last Saturday at the Polyclinic

Hospital * * * Main Street is re-

minded of it these four days late

by cable reports of an Italian

woman admirer having a mass
said for him in Italy * * * p.A.’s

press department also sends a re-

minder in the fact that fan let-

ters still are received for him at

their offices from all parts of the

world * * * such is fame * + *

Jeanette MacDonald who tonight
will be seen and heard in

Luhitscli’s “Monte Carlo” at its

Broadway premiere, records I’ec-

ords for Victor in between pic-

tures * * * Para’s press bureau
feted Ann Pennington and Harry
Green the other eve at Hotel
Astor * * * Bruce Starr who tells

the world about prize bathing
beauties and Miss Universes, rush-
ing along the Big Stem * * *

tiandy ITartlett sails today on the
He de Prance * * *

. so does Joe
Jackson and the Mrs« the former
Ethel Shannon, screen star * * *

Joe is under contract to Warners
as a scribbler * * * Hugo Iliesen-

feld, former maestro at the Roxy,
arrived on the Big Stem yester-
day from the sunny end of Calif.
* * * Our JDiry has decided not
to go on the stage after all * * *

she’ll make “Kiki” before the mike
instead * * * Bert Adler hustling
to the Fox office * * * Bruce
Gallop's secretary has seen the
sights of Hollywood * * *seen at
“Abe” opening * * * Morris Gest,
A1 Lichtnian, Joe Brandt, Billy
Quirk, and the Mrs., Mae Allison,
ex-ambassador Gerard, D.W. him-
self, Quinn Marlin, Tom Waller.
Dog days are upon us * * *

West, Head of Boy Scouts,

Endorses *The Silent Enemy*
James E. West, chief executive

of the Boy Scouts of America, has
given the unqualified endorsement
of the Scouts organization to “The
Silent Enemy”, the fine epic con-
tribution of the year on the life of

the American Indian, now being
released by Paramount.

In a letter to W. Douglas Bur-
den, President of Burden films,

Inc., Mr. West writes in part:
“It has been a fine enterprise

on your part to preserve such a

remarkable record of the life and
customs of primitive Indians be-
fore the entrance of the White
Man into their Hunting Grounds,
and to make it available to the
public in the form of a first rate
motion picture.

“I am certain the picture will

appeal to the Boy Scouts every-
where, because of their great and
gro'tting interest to Indian lore.”

SOUND FILMS POPULAR AT SEA
(Continued from page 1)

stallations to be made in the next
eight months.

The first Western Electric in-

stallation w^as made on board the
S.S. President Fillmore and travel-

ed around the world. Officers and
passengers both testified to the
popularity of talking pictures
which were shown, whenever
v/eather conditions permitted, on
he open deck at night.
The permanent Western Elec-

tric installation in the night club
of the S.S. Leviathan, has been
an outstanding feature in the
liner’s attractions during the
summer season just closing. This
novelty has been stressed since
last April in the United States
Line’s publicity and advertising of
the ship.

One of the latest ships to pre-
sent talking pictures is the Cun-
arder, “Aquitania” which has in-

stalled two Western Electric port-
able equipments. Complete pro-
grams are being run once a day
in the luxurious lounge room.
Bernard McEvoy, in charge of the
showings and equipment, has stat-

ed that they were so warmly re-

ceived that the boat will shortly
have a permanent Western Elec-
tric installation and transfer the
portable equipments to another
ship of the same line.

NEW VAGABOND FILM
PRODUCED IN MALAY

“The Love That Kills”, latest

of the Vagabond Adventure Series

produced by the Van Beureu Cor-

poration for Pathe release, was
filmed in the land of the Malay.

Tom Terriss, the vagabond di-

rector, guides his audiences
through a queer little village with
houses built on stilts because of

the torrential rains. A touch of

romance and humor is revealed in

the picturization of a native
Romeo and Juliet. Street inci-

dents of human interest are
brought to the screen including
the gathering of sap from the
rubber trees.

^DAWN PATROL’ SEATS
FOR BEAUTY ENTRANTS

Winners of the fourth and fifth

prizes at the Coney Island sports

beauty contest will be awarded
tickets to the “Dawn Patrol” at

the Winter Garden. The Brook-
lyn Strand will stage a party on
the stage of the theatre, next
Tuesday, for the participants.

BELASCO RECANTS AND GRACEFULLY
(Continued from page 1)

mance. I salute you and your art.

You are superb.”
* *

R. BELASCO went the whole

journey by supplying a copy
of his letter to M-G'M and Mr.
Quinn Martin of the World is

hereby advised of this act of artis-

tic manfulness.
* *

II/TANY persons are prone to

judge when they have only

seen a part of the institution they

are judging and it is only neces-

sary to secure the attendance of

those who deplore sound pictures

upon performances of the more

advanced examples of the new art.
* * *

WHEN Arliss made “Disraeli”

for the talking screen he did

more than make a great picture.

He demonstrated beyond any
question or doubt that sound pic-

tures are triumphant.
4> « *

A S WE have had occasion to

-CA. say before, more and more the

sound screen is evidencing not

only its right to live, but its place

as the greatest form of popular

entertainment on the one hand,

and a great and rapidly develop-

ing art on the other.

THE BROADWAY

SHOP WINDOW

ABITAHAM LIINCOLiV

In contemplative retrospection .

Abraham Lincoln, the newest
saga of the talking screen pro-
vides much food for thought. D.

W. Griffith in his many years of

directorial service to the motion
picture has never provided a more
ivorth while effort to the screen
in this his first experiment with
the audibles.

Abraham Lincoln is another ex-
ample of the vastly superior capa-
bilities of talking pictures over the
stage in the matter of dramatic
expression. The film contains all

that the stage at its best can
offer in its scenes of intimacy and
simplicity. Further more in such
over powering panoramas of

movement as Sheridan’s ride,

which even Griffith has never sur-
passed in spectacular effect, sol-

diers marching off to war to the
stirring strains of Dixie.

Mr. Griffith has also outdone his

younger colleagues in the hand-
ling of the microphone. T!ie dia-

logue and sound effect;: are all

handled with a high degree of

efficienecy and the result is of

a naturalness far exceeding the
ordinary. Especially is this so in

the debate with Douglas. Here
the voice of the speaker comes
through exquisitely simulating
that of an orator. There is just

that quality of a slightly strained
and throaty tone that is charac-
teristic of the political spell

binder. It is not a question of

volume, it is more of pitch and
perspective.

This is photography of a degree
of loveliness reminiscent of the
Griffith of Way Down East, and
there are bits and touches (hat

could be the product of only the

most modern technique.
The cast has been chosen with

discernment and handled with
rare skill. Walter Huston is sin-

cere and believable as the Emanci-
pator, being apparently equally at

home at all ages and humors of

Lincoln, for this picture takes him
from the cradle to the grave. Una
Merkle is charming as the Ann
Rutledge of untimely death. The
balance of the rather large cast
is excellent, with especially fine

portraits of Lee, Grant, Scott and
others of that epoch.
Some of the recent pictures of

D. W. Griffith have been without
distinction. It began to look as
if indeed the parade had passed
him by. “Abraham Lincoln” is his

answer. With it he shows that he
still has much to teach in picture
making.
From every point of view tech-

nically, storywise and nictoriallv

there is much to justify the slogan
on the program,—“the most im-
portant motion picture in fifteen

years.”

C. G.
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SCREEN FOOTBALL SHORTS

FOR GRIDIRON

eiEAN SHAVE WINS
ROLE FOR W. BOND

Ward Bond doesn’t yet know
whether to class himself as a

football player or a featured
screen actor. He got permission
from his football coach at the Uni-
versity of Southern California to

play a featured role in “The Big
Trail”, directed for Fox by Raoul
Walsh. When the picture was
completed Bond planned to go
back into training, but Chandler
Sprague, seeing him without the
beard he had raised for the Walsh
picture, decided he was handsome
enough for a principal role in

“Play Called Life”.

Warner Bros, Are Vindicated
(Continued from page 1)

29 WARNER STARS
IN JUBILEE SHORT

Twenty - nine Warner
Bros, and First National
stars are represented in the
special trailer prepared to

comineinorate Warner Bros.
Silver Anniversary. This
trailer is shown at the War-
ner Bros. Hollywood The-
atre in connection with the
pireiniere of “Moby Dick.”

Otis Skinner portrays
“j\Ir. Warner Bros. Pic-
tures”; Beryl Mercer repre-
sents “Mrs. Warner Bros.
Pictures,” and live-year-
old Betty Jane Graham is

the diminutive but success-
ful mistress of ceremonies.
As the stars are introduced,
snatches of their most
popular songs are heard.
Paul Gregory sings “In
Memory of You.”

RUTH ROLAND MADE

DOUGHBOYS’ “SISTER”

Ruth Roland, who makes her re-

turn to the screen in “Reno”, was
made an adopted sister to the
doughboys invalided in the Saw-
telle (Cal.) Soldiers’ Home, be-
cause of having treated the in-

mates to a preview of her star-
ring vehicle. It was the first talk-
ing picture the 1400 inmates had
ever seen or heard.

Miss Roland made a personal
appearance with the picture and
also sung to the boys. “Reno”,
which is an adaptation of the
novel by Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Jr., will be officially released
October 1.

COPS PINCH PEARCE
(Continued from page 1)

right of free speech, later was
arrested on a charge of violating
the new anti-noise-on-Broadway
ordinance, and was released on
$500 bail. His was the first ar-
rest under the new law.

Although forced to desist, Pearce
did two noteworthy things: he
talked without pausing for breath
for three full hours and, during
the first fifteen minutes of his
soliloquy, eclipsed Floyd Gibbons’
speed record. Three timers and a
stenographer on the street outside
the theatre clocked him at 316
words per minute. The steno-
grapher found it impossible to
“take” the speaker, being forced
to make just an outline for each
word uttered.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, August 26, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 571/2 591/8 +1%
Warner Bros 24% 26% -\-2y%

Fox Film “A” .... 44% 471/8 -r3%
Loew’s Inc 73 7514 + 3 1/2

Loew’s Inc. Pre .... 971/2 971/2 — Vl
Radio K-A-0 331/2 343/8 -h %
Pathe Exchange ... 41/8 41/8 -p %
Pathe “A” 8 I

/2 8 1/2 + Vi
M-G-M Pref 261/2 261/2 + 1%
Con. F. Ind 18 !4 I 81/4 —

Curb IVIarket

Columbia Piet. . 38 38 -f2
Fox Theatre “A'”... 91/8 9% + %

plainant, as required by Rule 31

of this court.”

Chief Justice Pennywell sat in

the case when Chancellor J. 0.

Wolcott certified his disqualifica-

tion because of an interest in

Warner stock.

Nelson, the complainant, had al-

leged, in addition to mismanage-
ment, excessive expenditures for

properties said to have been pur-
chased by Renraw, Inc., a hold-
ing company for Warners.

In his answer H. M. Warner ad-
mitted the existence of Renraw,
Inc. He denied mismanagement
and excessive expenditures and

^^COMMON CLAY”
CLOSINC AT ROXY

Owing to immediate bookings
of several special film produc-
tions, “Roxy” announces that
“Common Clay”, the Fox Movie-
tone drama now in its fourth week
at the,Roxy will positively end Its

engagement tomorrow.

told of substantial credit at the
banks.

The court’s ruling absolves
Warner Brothers and co-defen-
dants of all charges contained in

the complaint.

BUCK JONES’ THIRD
IS ‘‘LAWLESS VALLEY”

Columbia has chosen “Lawless
Valley” as the title for the third
of a series of eight Buck Jones
outdoor specials. “Lone Ranch”
and “Shadwon Ranch” are the first

two of the series.

SOUTH BEND, Ind., August 26.

—A private screening of the first

issue of Pathe’s Knute Rockne
football series was held here yes-

terday at the Granada Theatre be-

fore an audience composed of city

officials, prominent business exec-

utives and well known football

coaches from all over the United

States.

Among those present were
Mayor Hinkle of South Bend,
President Erskine of the Stude-

baker Company, President H. Ells-

worth of Ellsworth Department
Stores, the managing editors of the

South Bend News-Times and the

South Bend Tribune, Coach “Pop”
Warner of California and numer-
ous other famous football coaches
who are in South Bend to attend
Rockne’s annual “Football School.”

The audience of over a hundred
persons cheered Knute heartily.
The screening was given for the

purpose of securing expressions
from the coaches as to their re-
actions on Pathe’s venture.

BRITAIN’S WHITE HOPE
m PATHE NEWSREEL

The current Fathe Newsreel is

featuring John Pettifer, the young
giant from whom England is ex-
pecting great things in the roped
arena. He is shown going through
his training routine.

I saw these

same scenes in

FOX ASSETS UP $68,280,597
(Continued from page 1)

ferred to as unamortized costs, ag-

gregated $19,914,362.

Under current liabilities as of

June 30 there were notes payable
of $1,589,500, accounts payable and
accrued expenses $5,486,588, divi-

dends payable on July 15 $2,525,-

560, reserves for 1929 Federal in-

come taxes $425,049 and portion of

funded debt maturing in 1930, $2,-

202,549.

Investments in and advances to

affiliated companies and enter-
prises amounted to $114,151,146.
Lands, buildings, leaseholds, equip-
ment and furniture and fixtures,
less depreciation of $8,747,914, were
carried at $43,876,642. Including
certain other assets, Fox Film and
subsidiary companies had at the
end of June total assets of $192,-
524,313, compared with $124,243,716
at the close of 1929, an increase of
$68,280,597.

The earnings of the company for

the first half of this year, recent-
ly published, did not include the
equity in the earnings of Loev/’s,
Inc., Harley L. Clarke, president,
stated. Fox’s holdings of 660,900
shares of Loew’s represent an
equity of 48 per cent in the earn-
ings of Loew’s, he explains. Such
equity for the first twenty-six
weeks of 1930 approximated $3,-

304,500, he added, which is a gain
of more than $2,800,000 over the
income actually reported by Fox
from such holdings. This is equiv-
alent to additional earnings of
$1.11 a share on the earnings of
Fox Film.

The report also points out that
the corporation has not yet con-
solidated the earnings from its

$20,000,000 investment in the Me-
tropolis and Branford Trust, con-
trolling the Gaumont-British Pic-
tur^Corporation, Ltd.

the U niversal

Newsreel
!

LAST
WEEKIu
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BRITISH CENSORSHIP INVOKED

TO PROTECT HOME FILM MARKET

BUDD ROGERS CLOSES

WITH SOUTH CIRCUIT

Budd Rogers, general sales
manager, Sono Art-World Wide,

|

yesterday closed for first, second
|

and third run bookings on “The '

Big Fight” and “Once a Gentle- '

man” with the Coulter Circuit in
'

Virginia.
I

GOING UP!

Western Electric installa-

tions in Great Britain »ill

shortly have passed the

1,000th mark. The figure,

according to report, is 96S.

World wide Western
Electric installations now
total 6,446 of which 2,111
are in the foreign field and
4,335 in the Ignited Slates.
Four installations recently
completed in Switzerland
have juinned that country’s
total to 41.

Caddo Prepares to Premiere
**HeWs Angels^^ in London

LONDON, Aug. 26. — Premier
Ramsay MacDonald is now com-
pleting plans for the impending
imperial conference which is to he

the most important empire family
gathering since the war.

In the British film industry,

high hopes are entertained that

the conference will take steps to

give British productions a i.refer-

rential position in the colonies

and protectorates. It is feared
that American producers will

shortly try to exploit these mar-
kets. An expert committee al-

ready has recommended that a
central censorship board be es-

tablished in London to work with
the censorship boards in the colo-

nies and protectorates to bar any
films which would lower the status

of the white woman in the eyes
of the native populations. It

also was agreed that Briti.?h edu-
cational films should be more
widely read.

This report will be submitted
to the conference and probably
accepted, in which event this im-
perial censorship organization
will be one of the most Important
film censorship bodies in exis-

tence.

BRILLS ‘ISLE’ CHAIN

BOOKS F.N. OUTPUT

Ned E. Depinet, general sales

manager of First National Pic-

tures, Inc., announces that the en-
tire First National Prosperity
Group of thirty-five pictures had
been booked for Sol Briil's chain
of eleven theatres, mainly on
Staten Island.

The Brill theatres are the Park
Lane, New York; the Strand,
Lakewood, N.J. ; the Strand, Port
Jervis; the Oasis, Brooklyn; the
St. George, St. George, Staten
Island; the Ritz, Port Richmncd,
S.I.; the Liberty, Stapleton, S.I.:

the Capitol, West Brighton, S.I.:

the Strand, Great Kills, S.I.; and
the Stadium, Tottenville, S.I.

This deal was arranged on be-
half of First National, by A. W.
Smith, eastern and Canadian sales
manager and by Jason C. Vergess-
lich. New York state division sales
manager.

“FOLLOW THRU” SET
FOR PARA THEATRE

Paramount’s first all-technicolor

picture since “The Vagabond
King” will have its premiere at

the Paramount Theatres on Fri-

day, Sept. 12. The picture is “Fol-

low Thru”, based on the Schwab
and Mandel stage success of the

same name. Charles Rogers and
Nancy Carroll are co-starred in

this golf comedy, with Zelma
O'Neal and Jack Haley of the

original stage production as chief

laugh-provokers. Others featured

in the cast are Eugene Pallette,

Thelma Todd and Margaret I.ee.

“EARLY BIRD” SHOWS

AT 86TH ST. HOUSE
Commencing Saturday, August

30, RKO’s 86th Street Theatre will

inaugurate its new fall season
with an “Early Bird” morning
matinee daily excepting Sunday.
Doors will open at 10:30 A.M.
and the show will begin at eleven
o’clock. In addition to seeing the
regular show of RKO vaudeville
and screen entertainment, at a re-

duced price, patrons of the "Early
Bird” matinee will also enjoy add-
ed screen presentations of come-
dies, shorts and features.

Walter Meyers, executive man-
ager in charge of booking talent
for Warner Bros, will leave short-
ly for the West Coast, to secure
screen and radio taient for pei'-

sonal appearances in Warner the-
atres.

“The time is past,” says Mr.
Meyers, “when a mere name suf-
fices to attract the movie public.
A name, yes, but its owner must

Unofficial reports along the

Rialto yesterday has Caddo Pro-

ductions, of which Howard Hughes
is president, preparing to invade

England with “Hell’s Angels.”
Hughes, now on the high seas,

bound for Europe, is undersiooJ
to be heading for London where
a pretentious premiere will be

given his air epic.

W. Wayne Pearson, genera)
manager of Caddo, sometime next
month will leave for Loudon to

supervise the opening.

“Hell’s Angels” In its Broadway
run at the Criterion and Gaiet.v

still is “selling out” at a $2 top

have definite and unmistakable en-

tertaining power. Picture and
radio names are today the only
ones that draw crowds. It used
to suffice for a beautiful star to

make a graceful bow and mutter
something about being glad to be
with you all. Now the player
making an appearance must have
something to offer.”

INCREASE SHOWN IN

EQUIPMENT EXPORTS

WASHINGTON, August 26. — A
healthy increase in U. S. exports
of motion picture equipm.ent dur-
ing the first six months in 1930
is noted in the preliminary re-
port just issued by the Depart-
ment of Commerce. The figures
show that 1,218 standard projec-
tors valued at $313,116 were sold
abroad as against 702 with a value
of $178,591 during the first six
mouths of 1929. Projectors rep-
resent the item showing the larg-
est ir crease. The increase in ex-
port of standard cameras was
sliglit, the figures for the same
leriod of 1930 being 430 valued at
’:i94,608.

In the case of sound equipment
omparative figures are not avail-
ai le. The figures for the first six
months of 1930 show total sales
in the ten leading individual
markets as follows: United King-
dom, $1,771,721; France, $601,391;
Canada, $283,847; Australia, $268,-

050; Italy $222,296; Argentina,
$164,351; Philippine Island, $125,-

864; New Zealand, $112,031; Chile.

$88,788; Brazil, $83,008.

There was a slight decrease in
exports of projectors of the port-
able or amateur type.

U.A. TO STAR DEL RIO

IN SPANISH VERSION

Dolores Del Rio will be the star

of the first Spanish version of a
motion picture to be made by
United Artists in Hollywood. This
version is based on “The Dove”,
now being made in English, with
Walter Huston playing opposite
the star. After completion of the
English picture Miss Del Rio and
a cast of Spanish-speaking play-

ers will turn to the Spanish ver-

sion.

As A1 Jolson will make a Ger-
man talking picture in Germany
this fall, the company will have
films in at least three languages
this season. The Spanish version
of “The Dove” is being made in

response to requests for a Del Rio
picture in Spanish, received from
many Latin-American exhibitors.

E. H. MORRIS BACK
WITH FISH STORY

E. H. Morris, vice-president of
he Music Publishers Holding Cor-
poration and general manager of

M. Witmark & Son, has returned
from a vacation in Nova Scotia.
His wife, fishing for the first time,
brought up a 35 pound codfish
Tom the watery depths. “Buddy”
viorris tried to cap the feat, but
"'ould only lure a 22-pound speci-
men.

LORETTA AND GRANT
PLAN TRIP TO N. Y.

Loretta Young and Grant With-
ers are planning a trip to New
York in the near future, accord-
ing to advices from the Coast.
This will be, it is understood. Miss
Young’s (or Mrs. Withers’) first

visit to Manhattan. They were
married last January after an
elopement in defiance of parental
opposition.

A Qreat Human Figure Passes
By ARTHUR JAMES

The regrettable death of Lon Chaney removes from the

aetive life of motion pictures its most picturesque figure.

He holds and will hold a place in the hearts of the people

in this country and many others that few artists ever held.

Lon Chaney was not merely a master of the art of make-up
but he had a rugged personality beneath which was a great

human heart and this heart quality radiated in his pictures.
* * *

NO ONE who has ever seen Lon Chaney will ever forget

the seamed weatherbeaten face in which one could

readily read courage, patience, toleration and human sympa-

thy.
* * *

T ON CHANEY bore the face of a man who had suffered

and who, through suffering, had come to sympathize with

his fellow-man.
* :!: *

^X'HROUGH the magic of the motion picture hLs person-
-- ality is retained for posterity and the industry and the

public which mourns his passing can find consolation in the

preservation of the living memory which the screen makes
possible.

MEYERS LINING UP WARNER ACTS
A
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Facts Confute
Menace Bogie

By

Fretful and timorous souls,

steeped in pessimism and
saturated with fear, saw in the

Thumb Nose golf popularity a

menace to motion pictures. They
rushed into print with dolorous

predictions and ordered acres of

crepe to hang on the door nobs

of picture theatres to be closed by
Half Pint golf competition. And
what happened?

* * *

^^HE Nursery Golf industry is

beginning to cry aloud on
failing patronage. There are spots

where the game is popular and
profitable to the managers but

these are spots where the weather

(Continued on page 2)

TIFFANY LISTS 106

FOR CURRENT SEASON

Tiffany Pictui'es yesterday made
its first announcement of feature
and short subject product sched-
uled for current season release.
The list starts off, naturally, with
“Journey’s End,” which exhibitors
long since have heard all about.
It includes a total of lOB films,

long and short. There will be 10

(Continued on page 6)

STRIKE THREAT
IN PHILADELPHIA

PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 27
—Theatres operated by
Warner Brotliers and Wil-
liam Fox interests here
have to depend upon me-
chanical music vvitliin

forty-eight hours unless an
agreement is reached with
the Musicians’ Union.
The musicians served an

ultimatum on the theatre
owners that the contract
signed last September,
which expii’es next Satur-
day, must be renewed or
they will go on strike.

BROADWAY THEATRE’S BOX-OFFICE BOOM

CALLED SURE SIGN OF BEHER BUSINESS
-0-

INDUSTRY CHIEFS

TO ATTEND CHANEY

FUNERAL TODAY
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Aug.

27—Funeral services for Lon
Chaney ‘Will take place at two
o’clock this afternoon at the Cun-
ningham and O’Connor Chapel in

Los Angeles, with Father Michael
J. Mullins officiating. Interment
will be at Forest Lawn, Los Ange-

(Continued on page 6)

UFA’S FIRST TALKER
OPENS TOMORROW

UFA’S first talking picture,
“Melody of the Heart”, will be
given the first bi-lingual premiere
of a sound picture in America to-

morrow night at the Eighth Street
Playhouse, off Sixth Avenue, and
at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse,
near 11th street. Both these
houses are operated by the Wash-

(Continued on page 6)

Leader Points to Several Long Run Talkers as Unmis-
takeable Barometer Pointing to Freer Money and
Indicating Potential Fan Has Forgotten Entrench-

ment of the Summer

“MONTE CARLO”
Enjoyably received at the

Eivoli in a gala premiere
last night was Paramount’s
“Monte Carlo.’'’ Ernst
Luhitsch (Urected this mu-
sical farce witli his charac-
teristic deftness and flair

for startling touches.
Jeanette MacDonaJd and

Jack Huchanan are featur-
ed. Zazu Pitts and Clyde
Allister give clever charac-
terizations. “Monte Carlo”
is sophisticated but quite
proper. C. G.

Slump
The Broadway theatre, awlays

a sure-fire barometer for business
conditions, points unmistakeably
to anything but depression.

The fact that several of these
long run pictures are demanding
$2 top led the belief that money
is becoming freer and the millions
of potential spenders have for-

gotten the necessitated entrench-
ment incident to the summer
slump in the business world.

“The Big House,” in its third
month; “Raffles” in its fifth;

“The Dawn Patrol”, in its ninth
week; “Hell’s Angels” selling out
days in advance; “Common Clay”
terminating its fourth and final

(Continued on page 2)

SOUND APPARATUS EXPORTS

GOOD AUGURY FOR 0. S. FILMS

LILY DAMITA ARRIVING

Lily Damita is arriving today
on the Europa. The French stal-

ls headed for Hollywood where
she is under contract to Samuel
Goldwyn.

EMMITTSBURG, Md., August 27.—Alleging that the motion picture
industry is defraying expenses of
printing a list of pictures indors-
ed by the International Federation
of (Catholic Alumnae, in session
here, Mrs. A. McGoldrick started
a sharp debate. Miss Cecelia Muth
of Baltimore questioned the ad-
visability of permitting the movie
magnates to pay any expenses that
might influence Catholic action.

Mrs. McGoldrick explained that

(Continued on page 6)

SON TO BAGLANOVA

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Aug.
27.—Olga Baclanova, it is learn-
ed today, is the mother of a son
born to the Russian screen beauty
last Friday.

FOX OPENING SIX

HOUSES TOMORROW
The Riverside, Audubon, Valen-

tine, Manhattan, Crotona and U.S.,

six of the most important Fox
Theatres in the Bronx and Upper
Manhattan, will have their gala
openings tomorrow night, after
having been closed for extensive
alterations during the past two

(Continued on page 6)

That the first half of the first

year of motion picture sound
equipment should figure in U. S.

exports to the extent of a total of
$4,585,000—as printed in this pub-
lication yesterday on the authority
of the United States Chamber of
Commerce—in spite of the compe-
tition of apparatus manufactured
in Germany, Holland, France and
England, was encouraging news to
talking picture producers actively
interested in the foreign film mar-
ket.

Those who are still uncertain
about methods of meeting the

(Continued on page 2)

FAY FLYING EAST
Frank Fay, former vaudeville

headliner, more recently a star in
the talkers, is expected to land
momentarily on Broadway from
Hollytvood to fill an engagement
at the Palace. Pay is expected to
open at the RKO house Satur-
day and is flying here to insure
arrival on time.

Catholic Picture Committee
Not on Producers^ Pay Roll
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MAIN STREET
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Bill Fo.\ draws $500,000 per year

as chairman of the Fox advisory

board * * * Dick Rowland may
head another producing company
* * * Lon Chaney is reputed to

have left a million and a half
* * * Chaney was a guide for Pikes

Peak tourists in his younger days
* * * Harry Revier is going to

shoot “Hot Chocolates” * * * Jack
Cunningham who was assistant di-

rector in the shooting of the

“Hunchback of Notre Dame” is a

Broadway visitor * * * Jack says

the Canadian-American Pictuers,

Ltd^ is no “mbvie talk” * * »

Clen Allvine and Jlike Simmons in

tete-a-tete over lunch at Sardi’s

another big merger may result
* * * Amy Leslie after 40 years
telling Chicagoans about the dram-
mer is resigning her post with the

Chicago News * * * Ben Atwell
looks swell in soup and fish * * ’

Charley McCarthy, a big shot with
Para, in the Roaring Forties * * *

Steve Christie who knows his Big
Stem and refreshments has the

last note Lon Chaney wrote be-

fore he died * * * Steve was one
of the few close friends Lon boast-

ed * * * maybe business is 100
percent * * * try it and see * * *

Rod LaRoyue is settled at the Ho-
tel Elysee on the swanky Eastside
* * * Rod is expecting the Mrs.,
Vilma Bank}' from across the Big
Pond any day now * * * Colleen
.Moore hopped off the 20th century
yesterday and hustled to the Plaza
* * * she’s going to do footlight
speakles * * *

ROXY PROMISES THREE

Roxy, within the next six weeks,
will offer at popular prices,

“Journey’s End,” which opens to-

morrow, “Song of My Heart,” star-
ring John McCormack, and as the
third offering, “All Quiet on the
Western Front.”

LABOR DAY TO FIND RKO SET

IN THEATRE EXPANSION FIELD
Labor Day will find RKO’s the-

atre expansion plan in full opera-
tion.

Several new theatre properties
acquired over the summer will

open their doors. They include:
The new twin theatres, the RKO

Palace and RICO Rivoli, in Toledo;
RKO Keith and RKO Regent in

Grand Rapids; a new house in

Racine, Wis. ; the Pickwick in

Greenwich, Conn.; the Regent, in

Kearney, N.J. and the RKO The-
atre, Dobbs Ferry.

Circuits and individual theatres
taken over and now flying the
RKO banner for the first time are
the Albee, Capitol, Family, Lyric,
Strand and Palace in Cincinnati;
Majestic and the Palace in Co-
lumbus, Ohio; Colonial, Keith,
State and Strand in Dayton, Ohio.

In the South, the RKO South-
ern Corporation will assume ac-

tive operation and direction of the
Majestic in Dallas; Majestic, San
Antonio; Majestic, Houston, and
Majestic in Fort Worth, all in
Texas; Majestic, Little Rock, Ark.;
and the Ritz, Birmingham, Ala.
To this list will be added the Capi-
tol in Atlanta, which is being add-
ed to the RKO column from Uni-
versal, in keeping with the policy
of expansion in that territory
promised when the RKO Southern
subsidiary company was organized.
Other recent additions include

the RKO Downtown Theatre i-n

Detroit, dedicated last Saturday.
New theatres opened in Rahway,
Lyndhurst, Arlington and Irving-
ton, N. J. during the summer.
The new RKO theatre on Broad-

way, now being completed on the
site of the old Columbia Theatre
at Broadway and 47th Street will

be opened in November.

Canadian Firm to Start

Actual Production Soon
It was learned yesterday that

the Canadian-American Pictures,
Ltd., is about to materialize as an
active factor in ’.the production
field.

According to unofficial reports
circulating along Broadway big
financial interests both here and
in Canada are back of the enter-
prise. Among the backing inter-
ests, it is understood, is Canada’s
most prominent figure in the race-
track world. A prominent execu-
tive of one of America’s leading
railroads is another. Production
activities, which will be carried
on in a big way, will be confined
to quota pictures. A detailed an-
nouncement is expected to be
made the first of next week.

CAWTHORNE SIGNED
Joseph Cawthorne has been add-

ed to the cast enacting Fox’s “The
Princess and the Plumber.”

EQUIPMENT EXPORTS
(Continued from page 1)

foreign language obligation noted
with interest that the countries
where English is the vernacular
are the largest importers of Ameri-
can sound equipment, namely.
Great Britain, Canada, Australia
and New Zealand, with their total

of $2,435,647. It was regarded as
a reasonable theory that money
for apparatus would go to the
country whose picture product is

held in highest esteem.

This is also an interpretation
of the showing of France, whose
sound apparatus imported from
the U. S. during the first six

months of 1930 had a valuation
of $601,391—the largest total of

any country except the United
Kingdom.

FACTS CONFUTE MENACE BOGIE
(Continued from page 1)

can't interfere. Double-jointed

Peanut golf will continue to in-

terest and amuse many but it is

no more a menace to motion pic-

tures than is the harmonica in-

dustry.
* * *

TF radio couldn’t put a crimp in-

to motion pictures nothing from
the outside can. As we have pro-

claimed in a loud voice before,

pessimism is our only menace.

The gloom shouters and the dis-

mal dinks slow up progress and

take the minds of the workers off

the business of success.

WE note with satisfaction that

the industry generally is

waking up to the desirability of

looking at the bright side of the

picture and working like blazes

to keep the rapidly moving pro-

cession in full pace.

WARDEN’S DAUGHTER

FEATURED IN TALKIE

Joan Marie Lawes, nine-year-old
daughter of Warden Lewis E.
Lawes of Sing Sing, is returning
from Hollywood a full fledged mo-
tion picture actress, having to her
credit a featured role in “Up the
River,” a Fox picture. Joan, or
“Cherie” as she is known, will ar-
rive tomorrow on the Advance
Century.
During her stay in Hollywood

she was the pet of employees at
Movietone City. When not work-
ing in “Up the River” under the
direction of John Ford, Joan was
meeting movie stars or chatting
with little Tommy Clifford, who,
being near her own age, shared
the thrill of being introduced to
the adult players.

BOX OFFICE BOOM
(Continued from page 1)

week tomorrow, a run seldom ex-
perienced at the Roxy; Griffith’s

“Abraham Lincoln” settling down
to what indicates a run that will

extend far into the Winter—and
“Moby Dick” an d“01d English”
doing capacity business—these
concrete indications lead to this

conclusion.
“No man, woman or child,” said

a prominent figure in the industry
yesterday, “is going to spend $2,

or even $1, for entertainment
when finances are short. If he or
she does it is a concrete indica-
tion that money is freer and that
the man, woman or child finds that
he or she can spend for other than
actual living necessities. When
this condition exists it is absolute
suicide for this fellow or that
fellow to howl ‘wolf’ ”.

STAGE COMEDIAN
FOR 8 U. COMEDIES

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Uni-
versal has signed Emerson Treacy,
stage comedian, to star in a series

of eight two-reel talkers. His first

comedy will be “A Day to Live.”
Albert Kelly will direct. Nina
Quartern, Margaret Adams, Eddie
Foyer and Jack Duffy will be in

support.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Aug. 27, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 59% 60 -b %
Warner Bros 27 '4 28% +1%
Warner Bros. Pre. 47% 47% —
Pox Film “A” 47% 48 + %
Loew’s Inc 74% 751/2 + %
Loew’s Inc. Pre 106 106 + %
Radio K-A-0 341/2 35% +1%
Pathe Exchange ... 41/8 4'1/8 —
Pathe “A” 8% 8% + /4
M-G-M Pre 251/2 251/2 —

1

Con. P. Ind 17% 17% — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 20% 201/4 + /4

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 39% 40% + 1%
Fox Theatre “A”... 10 10% + %





1

Will I get regular service by thor-

oughly trained engineers to maintain

high quality and prevent costly

break-downs?

Has the company enough installa-

tions to support an efficient nation-

wide service organization for the 10

year life of the contract?

neer on call for immediate emergency

service during all theatre hours?

Will the patrons of my theatre he

satisfied that the quality of repro-

duction is the best and equal to that

in deluxe theatres?

6 Will I get engineering supervision

of my installation equal to that in

deluxe theatres?

Has the equipment a proved per-

formance record of less than one

interruption per thousand shows in

several thousand theatres?

Has equipment been designed to

reproduce the high quality recording

of the best pictures?

Will a real stock of spare parts be

available nearby and a service engi-

8 Has the company the resources to

carry on a large program of research

and development to assure constant

improvement in recording and repro-



0 7

ducing and provide uiechanical and

electrical devices fo^ future devel-

opments in the amusement field?

• • •

^ Will my contract protect me by im-

mediate free replacements in case

of fire?

• • •

lO Has the company the stability to

adequately protect me on all patents?

• • • il

11

Has the company a uniform policy

and contract for every exhibitor?

13 W^ill Iget advertising accessories to

cash in on a manufacturer’s name

popularized by national advertising?

14 Will I be able to arrange easy terms

so I can pay out of box-office receipts

stimulated by quality performance?

13 Will my equipment be an invest-

ment paying dividends over a period

of 10 years— or will I— like 2,000

other exhibitors— soon have to re-

place it to meet the competition of

better quality?

12

Will I have acous^

tical engineering as-

sistance to correct

structural and other

acoustical defects?

7

Westerti
SOUND

Electric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Distributed by

ElectricalResearch Products tnc.

250 W. 57th Street, New York
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NAT LEVINE LINES UP

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES
Nat Levine, president of Mascot

Pictures Corporation, who arrived

from the West Coast Tuesday
bringing with him a print of the

first of three all-talking serials

starring Rin-Tin-Tin, “The Lone
Defender,” announces that the fol-

lowing independent exchanges
will distribute his productions:

Capital Film Exchange, New
York City; Hollywood Films Cor-
poration, Boston; Premier Pictures
Corporation, St. Louis; All Star
Features Distributors, San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles; Fischer
Film Exchange, Cincinnati and
Cleveland; Standard Film Ex-
change, Buffalo and Albany; Gra-
phic Exchanges, Detroit; Affiliated
Producers, Inc., Atlanta; P. C
Hurst, Seattle; Midwest Film Dis-
tributors, Kansas City; B. N. Ju-
dell, Chicago and Indianapolis;
and Midwest Film Distributors,
Milwaukee.

RUTH ROLAND’S SHOES

TO EXPLOIT “RENO”

Two hundred and thirty-eight
stores, comprising the American
retailers of I. Miller Shoes, will

tie up locally with “Reno,” when
it is released October 1. The tie-

up is the result of a specially
grouped series of six shoe models
worn at different times by the
star, Ruth Roland, who makes her
return to the screen in “Reno”.

The story is an adaptation of
Cornelius Vanderbilt Junior’s best
seller novel of the same name,
which was syndicated in serial

form by Hearst Publications.

JUDEA TO SHOW SECOND
YIDDISH SOUND FILMS

Joseph Seiden announces the
showing of the second complete
unit show of Yiddish sound films

made by Judea films, at the Chanin
Theatre tomorrow night. The pro-
gram will consist of a feature,
“Eternal Fools”, and three shorts.

TO ATTEND FUNERAL
(Continued from page 1)

les, where the late actor’s father
is buried.

The following persons will be
active pallbearers:

John Jeske, Clinton Lyle, R. L.

Hinckley, Phil Epstein, William
Dunphy and Claude I. Parker.

Honorary pallbearers are:

Nicholas M. Schenck, Louis B.
Mayer, Irving Thalberg, Milton
M. Cohen and other prominent
producers, directors and actors.

At the moment of Chaney’s
burial all activities at the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studio in Culver
City will cease for a period of
three minutes, while all company
offices throughout the world which
are open at the time will pay re-
spect to the screen star by a simi-
lar pause.

LEAGUE ENDORSES
“THE DAWN PATROL”

A radio endorsement of “The
Dawn Patrol”, was given by the
Catholic League of Cleveland, 0.,

during the organization’s weekly
broadcast on August 27, over Sta-
tion WJAY. “The Dawn Patrol”
opens on August 30 at the Allen
Theatre, Cleveland. Representa-
tives of the League were given a
preview of the picture.

BERT WHEELER ON WAY
EAST BY PLANE

Bert Wheeler left here late

Wednesday for a flying trip to

New York. Wheeler is enjoying
a short rest following completion
of “Half Shot at Sunrise,” the
RKO comedy war film, in which
he co-stars with Robert Woolsey.

ROLE FOR STARRETT
IN “ROYAL FAMILY”

Charles Starrett, the former
stage leading man recently sign-

ed by Paramount, has been award-
ed one of the principal roles in

“The Royal Family”, to be made
at the New' York studio of the
company.

ANTON GROT RE-SIGNED
AS F.N. ART EXPERT

Anton Grot, First National art
director, has signed a new long-
term contract with that company.
He recently supervised the scenic
phases of “College Lovers,” and
“Little Caesar.”

Two-thirds of Warner Bros,
product of 35 Vitaphone specials
for 1930-31 are completed, J. L.

Warner, vice-president in charge
of production, announces. Four
are in production, and nine are to

begin shortly.

Pictures completed are “Dancing
Sweeties,” “The Matrimonial Bed,”
“Three Faces East,” “Oh Sailor
Behave,” “Moby Dick,” “A Sol-
dier’s Plaything,” “Big Boy,” “The
Office Wife,” “Outward Bound,”
“Captain Thunder,” “Sit Tight,”
“The Steel Highway,” “Barber
John’s Boy,” “Divorce Among
Friends,” “Captain Applejack,”
“The Life of the Party,” “River’s
End,” “Viennese Nights,” “Penny
Arcade” (a temporary title), “May-
be It’s Love” and “The Doorway
to Hell.”

In production are “Ex-Mistress,”
“Illicit,” “Children of Dreams,”
and “Fifty Million Frenchmen.”

“JOURNEY’S END”
AT ROXY FRIDAY

“Journey’s End” will be
presented for the first time
at popular prices at the
Roxy Theatre, beg’inning'
Friday. The opening was
postponed three times be-
cause of the remarkable
run of “Common Clay”.

^‘EXPANSION” OPENS
FOX TACOMA HOUSE

Expansion program of Fox West
Coast Theatres, Harold B. Frank-
lin announces, includes the re-

opening of the Fox Broadway The-
atre, Tacoma, Washington, this

week. A de luxe policy will be
instituted in the house, which has
been the object of extensive re-
decorating and remodeling.

With the return of normal busi-
ness conditions to the Northwest,
as well as the rest of the coun-
try, the Fox Broadw'ay is expect-
ed to resume its position of one
of Tacoma’s leading showhouses.

road shows, 16 features, 12 Wes-
terns, 6 outdoor melodramas and
seven series of shorts.

Among the full-length films
completed are “The Third Alarm”
with James Hall, Anita Louise and
Jean Hersholt, and “Extrava-
gance,” in which June Collyer,
Lloyd Hughes and Owen Moore
appear.
Among the other features on the

Tiffany list are: “Aloha Oe,”
“Circus Parade,” “A Girl of Lim-
berlost,” “The Barbarian,” “Left-
over Ladies,” “Strangers May
Kiss,” “Moran of the Lady Letty,”
“The Unpardonable Sin,” “She
Got What She Wanted,” “Caught
Cheating,” “Steel,” “Lasca,” “The
Drums of Jeopardy,” “The Be-
loved Enemy,” “Wild Youth,” “The
Single Sin,” “Hi-Jack” and the
“Keeper of the Bees.”

COMMITTEE NOT ON
PRODUCERS’ PAY ROLL

(Continued from page 1)

the industry does not edit the list,

but merely prints it. She said

that apart from publishing the

list not one cent had been given
to the committee by the pictuix

industry. It was ruled that the

whole matter be left in the hands
of the committee.
A plea for Catholic action was

made by the Rev. Raymond J.

Campion of the faculty of Cathed-
ral College in Brooklyn. He
said: “No one wishes to stifle the
creative genius of the theatre or

to iron it out into a convention-
alized pattern but when the the-

atre becomes the tool for the per-

version of Christian morals, then
it is time to delete what is of

fensive.”

PARA. HOUSES TO SHOW
“LET’S GO NATIVE”

“Let’s Go Native,” a hilarious
farce burlesquing the “ship-wreck-
ed-on-a-desert-island theme, will
be the screen offering at the New
York and Brooklyn Paramount
Theatres starting tomorrow.
Jack Oakie and Jeanette Mac-

Donald head the all-star cast, with
Oakie as Voltaire McGinnis, erst-
while taxicab chauffeur, and Miss
MacDonald as a modiste. Skeets
Gallagher is the ex-master of
ceremonies who is king of a canni-
bal isle, with Kay Francis, James
Hall, Eugene Pallette and William
Austin in supporting roles.

“KISMET” IS PROMISED
BROADWAY NEXT MONTH
“Kismet,” a First National pic-

ture starring Otis Skinner, will
have its world premiere at a lead-
ing Broadway theatre sometime
next month. A print of the pic-
ture is now on its way to Nev/
York. The cast includes Loretta
Young, David Manners, Mary Dun-
can, Sidney Blackmer, Ford Sterl-
ing, Montagu Love and Edmund
Breese. John Francis Dillon di-
rected.

SOULDSNS BUSY
ON VARIETIES LOT

At the Brooklyn Vitaphone stu-
dios Alf Goulding is starting a
new production, fourteen short
subjects are in the cutting room
and seven more in preparation.
Three variety films receiving spe-
cial attention are: “The Thir-
teenth Prisoner,” with Willie How-
ard; “Tom Thumbs Down,” di-
rected by Murray Roth, and “Pure-
ly an Accident,” from the Sam
Heilman Saturday Evening Post
story.

jOAN PEERS ASSURED
ROLE WITH COLUMBIA

Joan Peers, as the result of her
work opposite Joe Cook in “Rain
or Shine”, has been signed by Co-
lumbia for one of the principal
roles in one of the company’s
forthcoming features.

UFA’S FIRST TALKER
(Continued from page 1)

ington Square Theatres, Inc. The
English version will be screened
at the Fifth avenue house, the Ger-
man version at the Eighth street

house. The first UFA sound
shorts also will be shown, as will

a Paramount German sound car-

toon.

FOX OPENING 6 HOUSES
(Continued from page 1)

months, according to an announce-
ment made today by the Fox The-
atres Corp.

The picture selected for the
opening of the theatres and the

beginning of “Greater Talkie Sea-
son” is “Common Clay.”

TIFFANY LISTS 108 PICTURES
(Continued from page 1)

TivO'Thirds of Warner
Productions Completed
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Fault Finders
andFlaw Pickers

Ever since the human family

came out of the bat'cellars of

the dark ages the flaw'picker and

fault'finder have been active. It

is even so today, and especially is

it noticeable in our motion picture

industry.
* * *

IV/fOTION picture critics see a

fine production and some

slight mistake in one of the scenes

will make them forget the beau'

ties of the story and the strength

of the drama and see only a fault.

They will dilate on this fault until

it becomes greater than produc'

(Continued on page 2)

BATH CLUB TO ACT

IN LABOR DAY FILM

The Labor Day holidays at the

Sands Point Bath Club, L. I., will

be featured by a private motion
picture which will be ‘made of

members and their guests on
Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
The film, after titling and edit-

ing, will be shown at the club on
the night of Sept. 11.

The club has arranged for a
professional camera man and di-

rector to supervise the making of

the film. Several luncheon parties
have been arranged for the three
days and there will be diving and
swimming contests.

SOUND INSTALLATIONS
FORECAST PROSPERITY

In anticipation of a big Fall
business the theatre owners
throughout the country rapidly
are wiring for sound, officials of

Western Electric announced yes-
terday.

Fixe Publix houses recently con-
tracted tor equipment, another
Texas house signed for wiring and
the Midwestco Theatres, Inc., re-

cently signed contracts for the
wiring of two more of its houses.

“BOX-OFFICE RECEIPTS PROVE SUCCESS

OF TALKIES”, SAYS lASKY, ON WAY EAST

HUNGARY ENDS

CONTINGENT;

REDUCES DUTIES

WASHINGTON, D. C., Aug. 28.

—The Hungarian Prime Minister
has signed a new decree which,
as soon as made effective by the
Ministers of Commerce and In-

terior, will abolish the contingent
system, clarifying the present un-
certainty as to the cost of dis-

tributing foreign-produced films.

(Continued on page 7)

PLUNKETT TO TOLEDO
FOR THEATRE OPENING

Joseph Plunkett, general man-
ager in charge of RKO theatres
left last night for Toledo to su-
perintend the formal opening of

RKO’s twin theatres there. Labor
Day.

COLUMBIA BUYS RIGHTS
TO “MEET THE WIFE”

Columbia has purchased film

rights to the stage play, “Meet
the Wife,” by Lynn Sterling.

Paramount Production Head Announces Plans to

Increase Activities at New York Studio—Lubitsch

To Supervise Work at Plant Here—Bow, Chatter-

ton and Colbert to Appear in Films Made on

Long Island

PROFIT=TAKINQ
IN FILM SHARES

With the exception of

Columbia Picture shares,
which advanced three and
a quarter points on the
curb, the film stocks sold
off in yesterday’s market.
The losses were small,
however, ranging from one
eighth to five eighths of a
point. Market observers
were of the opinion that the
selling was by large oper-
ators desirous of taking
profits prior to the three
days holiday, and was not
because of any weakness in

the film industry itself,

which the street now ad-
mits is facing an exception-
ally bright winter.

< HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Jesse

L. Lasky, before leaving for New
York, told newspapermen in an-

swer to the query, “is the talk-

ing picture a success?”
“Theatre box-office receipts

over the United States indi-

cates a definite trend in public
reception tliat leads me to

feel assured the talking pic-

tures is a very big success.”
Predicting an era of real, un-

questionable prosperity in the off-

ing, Lasky added:
“The public wants modern-

brand productions and Paramount,
for one, is endeavoring to give
them.”
Commenting on the recent re-

Italy Plans Huge Trust
To Control Film Industry

ROME, August 28.—^Nothing but
signatures to certain official docu-
ments is now lacking to complete
the Fascist motion picture monop-
oly which has been in process of
organization for several months
past. Not only film production
and exihbition but the entire the-
atre entertainment industry is

comprehended in what amounts to
one vast amusement trust con-
trolled by the Fascist government
of Italy.

This, in effect, is the decision of
the Minister of Corporations. Mak-
ing that decision effective is be-
lieved to be a matter of only a
few weeks more devoted to ar-

rangement of details. Legitimate

theatres and cinema houses are to

be merged and operated under

policies received from the central
authority—which, of course, will

be Fascist. This will include
salaries and wages in all depart-
ments of theatre, cinema and allied

industries.

It is learned that Signor Pitta-
luga, the leading motion picture
theatre owner and producer in

Italy, will have an important place
on the Government coriimission.
It goes without saying that cen-
sorship will be absolute and of

Fascist execution.

(Continued on page 2)

G. B. SEITZ TO DIRECT
“LION AND THE LAMB”
George B. Seitz will return to

Columbia to direct “The Lion and
the Lamb,” an adaptation of the
serial story by E. Phillips Oppen-
heim, which ran as a serial in

Collier’s magazine early in the
year. During the publication of
the story in Collier’s it was fea-
tured over the N.B.C. .chain in

the Collier hour on Sunday even-
ings.

BOYD ASKS DIVORCE

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 28.—Wil-
liam H. Boyd, motion picture act-
or, sought a divorce today from
Clara Voel Boyd, New York act-
ress, on a charge of desertion.

NO PAPER MONDAY
There will be ii<» Issue of

the Exhibitor’s Daily Re-
view and Motion Pictures
Today on Labor Day.

Greatest of AlU- The BIG TRAIL
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Wild Gunning arrived in our

midst from Hollywood’s sunshine

* * * Lubitsch is expected soon

* * * so is Hector TnrnbuU who

still gets credit for writing the

most perfect scenario, “The

Cheat”, in which Sessue Hayakawa

and that eternal flapper, Fannie

Ward starred in a lot of years

ago * * * Clara Bow is going to

flap her next one on Long Island

* * * George Jessel stepping up

the Big Stem with a natty new

Fall lid * * * Virginia Valli is see-

ing the sights along the subway
* * * Abe Goodman, of Fox ad

dept., is engaged (betrothed) to

Pearl J. Brandeis * * * Gainsbor-

ough might have done that regal

painting of Anita Loos someone is

exhibiting somewhere in Conn.
* * * in case you’ve forgot Anita,

she’s the little girl whb wise-

cracked Connie Talmadge in the

silents * * * and Dong Fairbanks
* * * she’s a miniature edition of

a Singer Midget * * * an actor in

a derby on Broadway yesterday
attracted a lot of attention *

he should walk up Hollywood
boulevard with one * * * a derby
in Hollywood is a curiosity * * *

so is a hat of any description * * *

those Duncan sisters are in print

again * * * another scuffle, that’s

all * * * remember when John
Bunny was making ’em laugh *

whatever became of Bill (Insur-
ance) Sherril * * * Ben Atwell
says D.W. is the flnest fellow
he ever worked for * * *

Ben meant to say ‘guy’ but
his cane wouldn’t stand for it *

Long Island will become another
Hollywood when Jesse Lasky gets
through sending his big shots
east * * * Clara Bow ought to
help a lot * * *

“SOUND FILMS A SUCCESS”-USKY
(Continued from page 1)

alignment of executive duties with
the Paramount organization, he
said:
“The new step has met with

complete success.”
Before leaving for the east

Lasky conferred with B. P. Schul-
berg, managing director of pro-
duction, and Walter F. Wanger,
general manager of the produc-
tion department. As a result

Schulberg announced the immedi-
ate plans of the Paramount New
York studios.

Said Schulberg:
“Lubitsch has been appointed

supervising director at the Para-
mount studios on Long Island and
will assume those duties for an
Indeflnite period. Lubitsch is

leaving for New York shortly and
will formulate plans for the im-
mediate production of an all-star

special.

ARLISS’ lOTH YEAR
MANAGED BY WOMAN

A woman holds the unique posi-

tion of being dramatic advisor and
manager for George Arliss whose
latest screen triumph “Old En-
glish” is now running at the War-
ner Bros. Theatre. She is Maude
Howell, a native Californian. For
ten years she has been associated
with the eminent actor in all of

his stage and Vitaphone produc-
tions, including “Disraeli”, “The
Green Goddess” and “Old English.”

tion itself. The speck on the

cheek of the red apple looms larger

than the apple. The fla'w in

an under-facet of a diamond de-

stroys for these fault-finders any

appreciation or enjoyment of the

beautiful gem on which the flaw

is noted.
* « *

I
N hearing comment within the

industry we note an ever-pres-

ent willingness to damn the whole
structure because of one fault and
we hear quoted often, the old

story about a chain being only as

strong as its weakest link.
• « *

WE are moved to turn to the

ancient writers on this sub-

ject. The old •wise men were
aware of the proneness of the hu-

man animal to see the mote or

speck in the eye of another and
forget the greater disfigurement

of the beam in the eye of the

critic. If our erring brothers

would occasionally look to their

own faults they would find so

“Hector Turnbull, associate pro-
ducer on Schulberg’s staff on the
West Coast, will be transferred to

New York to take immediate
charge of productions in which
Clara Bow, Ruth Chatterton and
Claudette Colbert will be starred.
James R. Cowan will continue as
general manager of the New York
studio.”

“It will give the Hollywood stu-

dios an opportunity to concen-
trate on the greater number of

special features. The studios in

Hollywood will be devoted in the
future to the turning out of large
scale pictures. Both the East and
West Coast studios will operate
at full capacity.”
On the number of new pictures

intended for the new year, he said:
“We have deflnite plans for the

making of approximately 70 fea-
ture pictures in Hollywood and
New York.”

CHARLOTTE’S FIRST

Charlotte Greenwood has com-

pleted her first talking comedy for

Educational, and a telegraphed re-

port of a Hollywood preview

states that the comedy was un-

qualifiedly acclaimed one of the

season’s best short features.

“Love Your Neighbor” is the title

of the new two-reeler, and intro-
duces the new Educational-Tuxedo,
Series. It was directed by Wil-j
liam Watson.

much to do in the job of correct-

ing them that they would have

little time to cast asparagus at

their neighbors.
« « *

The picture industry is a great

human family eternally under
the limelight. Its virtues shine

like a lighthouse and its faults are

equally evident in the eye of the

public, which must, of necessity,

be exaggerated because of the

eternal limelight.
* * «

TT therefore behooves us to set

about the correction of our

own faults rather than barking,

squawking and sniffing at the

petty errors which may well be

overlooked because of the great

values which properly should be

permitted to blot them out.
* * *

T^AULT-FINDING and flaw-

picking are the nasty little

brothers of pessimism and the first

cousins of gloom, and as such they

are enemies of the picture busi-

ness.

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

“ANIMAL CRACKERS”
It is quite a job even for four

comedians to make a picture that
for over an hour and a half is

constantly hilariously funny. But
this is just what the Marx Broth-
ers have done in “Animal Crack-
ers” which Paramount is present-
ing at the Rialto Theatre. That
is always funny with the excep-
tion of one intermezzo and that
is all too short, for then Harpo
plays his harp. When he does that
Harpo ceases to be a comic, he
is a virtuoso. Nobody has ever
wrung from that little known in-
strument lovelier music. For the
rest “Animal Crackers” is a
scream. It far surpasses “The
Cocoanuts,” both in material and
workmanship. Dance numbers
have been discarded as unfitted
for the screen as at present con-
stituted, and songs have been
held to a minimum. It is all made
up for fun—nonsensical, foolish,
wisecracking and smart. It will
be a riot everywhere, especially
at the box-office.

C. G.

“LIGHTNIN”’ PLAYERS
WORK AT LAKE TAHOE
Will Rogers is particularly en-

joying his location trip to Lake
Tahoe during the filming of
“Lightnin’ ” for Fox Films. His
best friend, Fred Stone, is on loca-
tion with him. The company
numbers fifty players and 100
technicians.
Among the principals are Louise

Dresser, Helen Cohan, Jason Ro-
bards, l^rank Campeau, Luke
Cosgrave, Goodee Montgomery, J.

M. Kerrigan, Ruth Warren, Walter
Percival, Sharon Lynn, Roxanne
Curtis, Rex Bell, Phil Tead, Mabel
Forest, Charlotte Walker, Bess
Flowers, Bruce Warren, Moon
Carroll, Helen Mann, Thomas Jef-
ferson and Harry Tenbrook.

TO HEAD PALACE BILL

Frank Fay, who has been two
years in pictures, is scheduled to
reach New York by airplane from
Hollywood today on a summons
from the Palace Theatre to open
there as headliner tomorrow.

STOCK MARKET
Thurs., August 28, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 58% 59% — %
Warner Bros 27% 27% — %
Warner Bros. Pre. 47% 47%
Fox Film “A” 461/2 47% — %
Loew’s Inc 73% 75% — %
Radio K-A-0 34% 351/8 — %
Pathe Exchange ... 4 4 — %
Con. F. Ind 17% 17% — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 19% 19% — %

Curl) Market
Columbia Piet 41% 41(4 +3(4
Fox Theatre “A”... lO'Vs 10(4 — %

FAULT FINDERS AND FLAW PICKERS
(Continued from page 1)



TOU’RE A LIFE
SAVER, LEO!”

\

MANY A THEATRE WOULD BE
SUNK RIGHT NOW WITHOUT-

•
»





ND IF YOU'D
LIKE THE SAME
SECURITY NEXT
YEAR-
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MARION DAVIES (3)

NORMA SHEARER (2)

JOAN CRAWFORD (4)

GRETA GARBO (3)

JOHN GILBERT (2)

WILLIAM HAINES (4)

RAMON NOVARRO (3)

LON CHANEY (1)

LAWRENCE TIBBETT (2)

BUSTER KEATON (2)

COSMOPOLITAN (4)
(GRACE MOORE)

DRESSLER & MORAN(2)

SPECIALS: GOOD NEWS
MERRY WIDOW
NAUGHTY MARIETTA
BILLY THE KID
TRADER HORN
MADAM SATAN (Cecil DeMille)

LOVE IN THE ROUGH
TAMPICO

THE CRISIS
MARCH OF TIME
PASSION FLOWER
MONSIEUR LE FOX
DARK STAR
WAR NURSE
THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS
BALLYHOO
WORLD’S ILLUSION
DANCE FOOLS DANCE
THE GREAT MEADOW
DIXIE, THE DARK HORSE

SHORT SUBJECTS
6 M-G-M DOGVILLE COMEDIES
HAL ROACH COMEDIES
6 LAUREL & HARDY COMEDIES
8 CHARLEY CHASE COMEDIES
8 OUR GANG COMEDIES
8 “BOY FRIENDS” COMEDIES
NOVELTY GROUP (4)

BURTON HOLMES (12)

FLIP THE FROG (12 CARTOON)
HEARST METROTONE NEWS (104)

M'G'M COLORTONE REVUES (8)

^^LUCKY STAR’'
Productions

M-C

GRAB
IT!
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HONOR CHANEY

AT LAST RITES

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Aug.
28.—Lon Chaney was laid at rest

today. On a rising knoll that

stands as a sentinal between Hol-
lywood and Glendale in the San
Fernando Valley, by the Church
of the Little Flower, in Forest
Lawn Cemetery, the mortal re-

mains of a great character actor
were laid beside those of his

father.

When the funeral cortege ar-

rived at the cemetery at 3:00
o’clock this afternoon, every stu-

dio activity in the film center of
the world ceased for a period of

two minutes. Never before in the
history of the screen industry has
this mark of respect been accord-
ed one of its members.
Funeral service was simple. At

the cemetery were several deaf
mutes among whom Chaney was
an especial favorite. Chaney’s
parents were deaf mutes.
Honorary pallbearers included:

Louis B. Mayer, Nicholas Schenck,
Irving G. Tlialberg, Hunt Strom-
berg, Paul Bern, Tod Browning.
Chaney’s director, Harry Carey,
Lionel Barrymore, Ramon No-
varro, William Haines, Lawrence
Tibbett, Lew Cody, Harry Rapf
Fred Niblo, Wallace Beery and
George Hill.

NEW MASCOT SERIIL

BOOKED BY PUBUX
Herman Rifkin, president of

Hollywood Films Corporation,
Boston, renorts that Publix The-
atres of New England has book-
ed “The Lone Defender,’’ the new
Mascot serial, starring Rin-Tin-
Tin, for forty first-run theatres in

New England.
“The Lone Defender,” which

was completed in California last

week, is the first of a series of
three all-talking serials which
Nat Levine will make for the in-

dependent market this season.
“The Phantom of the West,” star-
ring Tom Tyler, and “The King
of the Wild,” a wild animal serial,

wi’l go into production shortly.
In addition to Rin-Tin-Tin

—

who is appearing in a serial for
the first time in this production
—the cast of “The Lone Defender”
includes June Marlowe, Walter
Miller. Buzz Barton, Josef Swick-
ard, Lee Shumway, Prank Lan-
ning, Bob Kortman, Arthur
Morrison, Lafe McKee, Bob Irwin,
Julia Beharano, Victor Metzetti,
Arthur Metzetti, and Bill McGown.

BSl'in ROBOT USED TO
EXPLOIT “TOP SPEED”
A mechanical man, operated by

radio, was used to exp’ioit “Top
Speed,” the First National picture
featuring Joe E. Brown, Bernice
Claire, Jack Whiting, Frank Mc-
Hugh, and Laura Lee at the War-
ner Brothers Hollywood Theatre,
Hollywood, California. This fig-

ure stood outside the theatre mak-
ing announcements and singing
songs from the picture.
Another activity in which the

mechanical man engaged was in
leading a street procession to the
theatre.

FIVE DIRECTORS NOW BUSY

ON EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES

FIRST SOUND FILMS

OF CATHOLIC SERVICE

HEARD AT NUNS MEET

Catholic nuns, convened
in Eiiiiiiittsburg, Md^ for
the convention of Catholic
Alumnae, heard and saw
the first sound pictures
ever made of the Catholic
religious service. The pic-

ture shows, in addition,
Patrick Cardinal Hayes giv-
ing a short talk on Catholic
education in America.

mmi%
GET NEW OeUTRUGTS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. —John
Wayne, the unknown who has
done so well with the lead in “The
Big Trail”, and Marguerite
Churchill, also in the Fox epic of

the Oregon trail days, have been
signed to long term contracts by
Fox Films.

New contracts being signed by
Educational brings the list of

players lined up for starring or
featured roles in comedies to

thirty-eight, while the roster of
writers now lists eleven well-
known comedy writers. Five di-

rectors are devoting themselves
exclusively to Educational’s come-
dies. Assignments are yet to be
given to Ford Sterling, Bert
Roach, Buster and John West.

Foreign Film Notes
Reported by the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce

New Sound Film Company
A new sound film company is

to be organized in Holland under
the name of Cinetone, with a capi-

tal of 125,000 Gulden. It is the
intention of the new concern to
make and produce sound films and
to market both this product and
sets for sound film reproduction.
It is stated that there will be two
kinds of such sets—ordinary sound
reproducers and sets which can
be used for radio. The company
has concluded an agreement with
an American company of Chicago
for the distribution of sets pro-
luced by the latter. The com-
pany has been registered in
Amsterdam.

» « »

Chain of 16 Houses
It is stated that the Braun-

berger-Richebe concern can dis-

pose over a capital of some 24,-

000,000 francs, although the
registered capital only amounts to
12,000,000. The motion picture
heatre chain run by the company
now numbers 16 houses.

• •

Has 68 Wired Houses
There are at present 68 wired

houses in Czechoslovakia with 24
of these in Prague. Seven dif-
ferent systems are now in use.
An American firm is credited with
21 installations, Klangfilm and
another American firm with I'i

each, the others being minor
cheap sets.

Replicas of trenches thrown up
on the battlefields, with real ma-
chine guns sticking their barrels

out at various angles from sand-
bag barricades, were used effec-
tively in front of Jake Rosenthal’s
Iowa Theatre at Waterloo, Iowa,
to announce the showing of “Jour-
ney’s End.”

Mr. Rosenthal’s friends in the
American Legion Post in Water-
loo supplied the machine guns, all
equipped with water cans, ammu-
nition boxes, and long belts of
cartridges. They made a fitting
welcome to the crowds which

Agreement with Ufa
Lignose-Horfilm (German) has

concluded an agreement with Ufa,
according to which it will make
disc scores of all Ufa sound-prod-
uct recorded by the sound-on-film
method.

* * 9

Athens Houses Wired
For the next season Athens is

to have 10 wired houses. There
will also be two sound-film the-
atres in Piraeus, 2 in Cavalla, 1

in Patras and 3 in Salonica.
* * *

For American Equipment
According to certain reports,

Yugoslavia now has 31 wired
houses in 21 cities. It may he
noted that a Klangfilm set has
been taken out of the Europe Pal-
ace Kino, Zagreb, and replaced by
an American set.

* • •
,

Out of Sovkino
It is reported from Moscow that

the Mezhrabpom-Film organiza-
tion is to remain independent, in
spite of previous statements to the
effect that it was to be merged
with Sovkino.

» » *

Russian Cinema Fire

During the presentation of the
Bisenstein film, “The General
Line,” fire broke out in the Illitch
Schoo, Kharkov, Russia, causing a
panic. 29 children died and 89
were injured.

thronged to see the film version
of R. C. Sheriff’s great war play.
Posters showing scenes from the
show were worked into the back-
ground in an effective manner.
Mr. Rosenthal was designer of the
novel display.

After Iowa Theatre fans got
past these first outposts they were
greeted—in what is ordinarily an
attractive lobby of a modern the-
atre—by a machine gun nest in
which a smiling blonde sold tick-
ets from her secure position be-
hind a barricade of logs, wire en-
tanglements and sandbags.

William Watson has completed
“Johnny’s Week End,” featuring
Johnny Hines, and “Love Your
Neighbor,” starring Charlotte
Greenwood. Mack Sennett is per-
sonally directing most of his own
comedies. Stephen Roberts is

busy at the Educational Studios,
where William Goodrich is also
under contract as director of Edu-
cational’s two-reelers.

The three studios making come-
dies for Educational release main-
tain individual writing staffs.
John A. Waldron, Earle Rodney,
Walter Weems, Jack Levine and
Vernon Smith comprise the Mack
Sennett Scenario Department,
while John Lockert and George
Coogan are writing at the Educa-
tion Studios. Neal Burns, Harry
McCoy, James Starr and Walter
DeLeon comprise the writing staff
at the Metropolitan Studios.

CONTINGENT ENDED
BY HUNGfiRT

(Continued from page 1)

and greatly reduce the charges for
silent films.

This infot-mation comes from the
Motion Picture Division of the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
The new decree eliminates the

feature of basing the number of
licenses issued on the number of
home produced films and provides
that a fixed price of $157 be charg-
ed for “import certificates” for
sound films of more than 1,5C0
meters and $375 for certificates
for short sound films less than
400 meters in length. There will
be charged a supplementary $0.07
per meter on sound films.

Silent films are exempted from
the requirement of furnishing an
“import certificate”, while news-
reels, cultural, educational, and
scientific films are exempted from
all charges except the import duty
of $50 per 220 pounds.

Machine Gun Attach

Exploits War Film
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Member. Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc.. Will H Hays. President



BUSINESS IS GOOD
with US-'better by 36 percent

than last year^^and the men who
advertise pictures naturally like

their copy displayed where the

buying crowd congregates*

T (0) D A ir

The Industry Rides with the Winner!
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Advertising
on the Screen

By

S
IXTEEN years ago advertising

was done convertly through

the screen and for several years

it flourished. Then the public

that was paying at the box office

for entertainment expressed its re'

sentment by direct protests to the

theatre managers. They in turn

passed the protests to the manu'
facturer and the practise was at

an end.
« «

f

I
'HE objection to screen adver'

A tising in the theatres as the

Christian Science Monitor points

out, differs from the advertising

over the radio in that the public

understands that radio advertising

pays for their free entertainment.

With the screen the patron pays

at the door and figures he’s en'

titled to a show wholly free from
advertising.

« 4:

S
ays the Monitor: “Radio

listeners accept publicity talks

with their entertainment because

they understand that advertising

pays for the programs. The same
persons will scarcely tolerate ad-

(Continued on page 2)

S. RANKIN DREW POST

APPROVED BY LEGION

The American Legion has ap-
proved the S. Rankin Drew Post,
as reorganized. The post is com-
posed largely of theatrical folk.

Abe Waxman, publicity and adver-
tising director for Warners, is

commander.

CAPRA HEADED WEST
TO FINISH “DIRIGIBLE”

Frank Capra, who last week
finished shooting air scenes in and
around New York for Columbia’s
“Dirigible,” left Sunday night for
the West Coast. He was accompa-
nied by Jack Holt, Ralph Graves
and his technical staff.

SILENT FILMS TO PLAY BIG PART
IN FUTURE PRODUCTION PLANS
N. Y. PARTY TO

SEE START ON

CANADA STUDIO

Canadian-American Talking Pic-

tures Studios, Inc., this week-end
will start the ball rolling by an
special program to be staged on
the site of the new studios in

Montreal. A special train will

leave New York next Friday with
a party of invited guests for Mont-
real to inspect the site. Ray
Johnson, managing director, will

be in charge.
Among those who are expected

to attend the inaugural are Fritizi

Scheff, Betty Blythe, Arthur Lubin,
Malcolm McGregor, John Breedon,
Cleve Moore, Charles Ray, Beverly
Bayne.

CATHOLIC PRODUCERS
PLAN RELIGIOUS EPIC

William J. Ryan, prominent
Philadelphian, is president of a
newly formed Catholic Pictures
Corporation, incorporated under
the laws of Delaware, to produce
what the announcement calls, “a
super-Catholic motion picture.”
Ryan formerly was connected

with the Ryan’s Ticket Agency,
and active in theatrical enter-
prises fifteen years ago. Ryan
said:

“In view of the tremendous

(Continued on page 4)

PARA AND W. E.

NEW SOUND SYSTEM

LONDON, Aug-. 30.—The
report is current in British
him cii'cles that Paramount
and Western Electric tech-
nicians are working togeth-
er on a new sound device
said to be as revolutionary
to tlie talking screen as the
first orthophonic reproduc-
tion was to the old time
gramophone. The report
adds that experiments will

be completed within three
months.

Pictures Without Dialogue

On Schedules of Lead-

ing Producers

A revival of silent pictures is

on the way, the industry having
finally taken note that entertain-

ment is entertainment whether it

be in sound or in silence. It is

understood that M-G-M has several
silent subjects already complet-
ed and that Paramount is serious-
ly considering the production of

3 pictures that blend themselves
better to silent treatment than to

sound.

The reception given the “Silent
Enemy” in many places may have

(Continued on page 2)

GEN. THEATRES SHOWS $1.41

PER SHARE EARNED TO JUNE 30— <>

FRANKLIN PREPARING
FOR TWO PREMIERES

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Harold
B. Franklin, president of West
Coast Theatres, in association
with M-G-M officials, has arranged
for the world premiere of Dc
Mine’s “Madame Satan” and King
Vidor’s “Billy the Kid” on the
Coast.

“Billy the Kid” is M-G-M’s first

production treated to |the c^im-
pany’s new Reallife process.

General Theatres Equipment,
Inc., in its consolidated statement
of earnings for the first six

months period ended June 30, 1930,
shows total revenues, including
film rentals of the Fox Film Cor-
poration, amounting to $30,067,481—$1.41 per share.

Cost of sales, amortization of
films and participations, totaled
$16,740,123, leaving gross profits

of $13,327,358. After selling,
general and administrative ex-
pense of $7,098,361, operating
profit was $6,228,996. Other in-
come was $2,872,790, and total

WARNERS ACQUIRE 18 THEATRES
Eighteen additional theatres

have been acquired by Warner
Bros., Spyros Skouras, managing
director of Warner Theatres, an-
nounced today.

Liberty Theatre, Bedford, Va.,

will be under the supervision of

the Washington District. Kenyon
Theatre, Pittsburgh, Fa., will be
under the supervision of the Pitts-

burgh District. The Chicago Dist-
rict will supervise the Orpheum
and Parthenon, in Hammond, Indi-

ana.

The foiiowing fourteen Pennsyl-

vania houses will be under the su-

pervision of the Philadelphia

District:

The Hippodrome, Strand and
Victor, of Pottstown; the Majes-

tic, of Gettysburg; the Opera
House, State and Strand, of Han-
over; the Seltzer, of Palmyra; the
Lion of Red Lion; the Capitol,
Rialto, Scenic, Strand and York,
of York.

(Continued on page 4)

BILL (TW0=QUN) HART
MAY SHOOT A TALKER

Bill (Tow-Gun) Hart is

expected to hit Broadway
with a vengeance any day
now. Bill, after careful
consideration of the talker
situation, is understood to
have decided suddenly to

take a fling at the talkies

himself.
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Newest Yiddish Program
Proves Worth While Show

<!>

Joe Seiden, president, and Sid-

ney M. Goldin, director, of the
Judea Film Company, Inc., won
congratulations from members of

the press and an audience of nota-
bles who saw a preview of the
company’s second Yiddish all talk-

ing and singing picture program
ever produced which was given
Thursday night at the “Theatre
in the Clouds” on the top of the
Chanin Building.
The program unit contained sev-

eral novelty short comedies and a
full length comedy drama, the
latter, “Eternal Fools”, played by
Yudel Dubinsky, Madame Dubin-
sky, Seymour Rechtzeit and
Yehuda Bleich as principals. The
theme is that of modern thankless
children. A novelty short called

“The Jewish Melody” featured
Cantor Louis Waldman whose
melodious voice and handsome
youthful presence suggested a real

screen “find.” “Oy Doctor” is a

HAYS MAY DELETE

AIR EPIC SCENES

Will Hays, it was learn-

ed over the week-end, will

order three sitnations

stricken from Howard
Hughes’ “Hell’s Angels”,
before the air epic is ex-

hibited outside of New
York.

hilarious short starring Minashe
Shulnick. A two-reel dramatic
playlet called “Natascha”, based
on a popular Russian folk song,
emphasized the quality of Mildred
Block.

Sholem Secunda composed the

music for the unit. The preview
impressed as likely to be welcom-
ed generally by exhibitors.

TO REVISE SILENT FILMS
(Continued from page 1)

Labor Day has come and gone
* * * watch Old Man Prosperity do

his stuff in the movies * * * that

Canadian outfit is taking a party

of celebs to Montreal this coming

week-end * * * what a break for

the celebs * * * Abe Waxman is

boss commander of S. Rankin

Drew Post * * * we always knew
Abe was a good scrapper * * *

Hike Simmons is getting ready to

do something startling in the way

of free eats * * * The Mammy Boy
is going to shoot one in Germany
* * * Matt Taylor who used to

review pics, for the Empy News
in the old days is adapting Oppen-

heim’s “Lion and Lamb” for Co-

lumbia * * * George McQuarrie,

familiar to movie fans in the old

World Film days, is directing a

piece for the footlights * * Frank

Fay, chestnut locks and all, bust-

ed into the Big Stem over the

week-end to do his stuff at the

Palace * * the smallest “million
dollar” theatre in the world is 52

stories above Mother Earth near
the roof of the Chanin Bldg. * * *

it looks like Peggy Hopkins
Joyce’s idea of a boudoir * * *

very swanky and all that sort of

thing * * * why doesn’t D.W. shooi
Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow
* * ’•' Oscar Cooper remembers
when a lot of things were different

in flllumland * * * whatever be-

came of Lnbin and Sawyer * * *

Bert Ennis dashing into 729

Seventh avenue * * wonder when
Charlie Chaplin will let the world
see his “City Life” * * Griffith

says Charlie is the only guy in

the industry who can be “silent”

and get away with it.

a bearing on Paramount’s deci-

sion. This picture which is in

silence but which has sound ef-

fects, would have been out of

character if it had been done in

dialogue. There are many sub-
jects which require similar intel-

ligence in treatment and it is evi-

dently the desire of the forward
looking groups in the picture in-

dustry to produce subjects in

whatever manner will secure the
best results.

The fallen market at the pre-
sent time is particularly receptive
to silent subjects and it solves the
multi-lingual situation if they can
be sent across the seas in silent

form with nothing but musical ac-
companiment.

It is also indicated that “Hell’s
Angels” when it is used in Eu-
rope, will be silent except for the

vertising thrust upon them as en-

tertainment, when they them'

selves are paying for that enter-

tainment. In the latest sounding

out of the field, the solicitors as-

sert that the public will accept

disguised advertising because it

will be ‘such good entertainment.’

In view of the lamentable results

so far shown, the theatre cus^

tomer in fancy may be heard

muttering the warning, ‘It had

better be.’
”

war noises and the incidental

music and that the dialogue will

be done in titles in the language
of the country where it is shown.
The Beacon Theatre on upper

Broadway found great success over
a period of several weeks in

presenting silent pictures that

were successful features before

the advent of sound.
A man in touch with production

conditions said yesterday, “There
will not be a rush of silent pic-

tures but unquestionably the more
responsible companies will be
making silent pictures from time
to time when they have subjects
which ought to be made that way.
Sound accomlpaniment with music
and noises, if you like, are good
the world over and the public can
look for more of these as the
months go forward.”

OUR idea long ago expressed

is that the public will not ob-

ject to screen advertising if it is

done frankly, if it is announced
openly both in the newspapers and

in front of the theatre and if it

is presented only at specified and
identified periods of the day or

evening. An advertising hour at

the end of a show could well be

contrived to be both interesting

and satisfactory but there must be

no trick and no subterfuge. Any-
thing but a frank and open course

would be deadly in its results.

ADVERTISING ON THE SCREEN
(Continued from page 1)

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

“MELODY OF THE
HEART” (Ufa)

Ufa’s first sound film, with dia-

logue, in both German and English,

is in a lot of respects, a master-

piece. Hans Schwartz who direct-

ed, and Guenther Rittau, his cam-
eraman, have the Griffith idea of

flashing the unexpected. These
two Germans, as is the case with

most foreign artists, depend al-

most entirely on subtlety and em-
blamatic drama to put over a

highlight. In “Melody of the

Heart”, showing in German at the

Eighth Street Playhouse, and in

English at the Fifth Avenue Play-

house, an appealing love story

trickles throughout the reelage.

The ingenue lead, whose name we
didn’t get, is a little artist who
reminds of a dramatic edition of

Nancy Carroll. The leading man
who resembles Ernest Truex has
a fine tenor voice and can act.

This work is a near-masterpiece
principally because of the artistic
camera work that it reveals. It

is unfortunate the producers
didn’t see fit to give more dia-
logue. It is significant that Euro-
pean directors seem to have a cer-
tain antipathy to speech before
the mi'Ke. They accentuate sound
over and above dialogue. This, in
a way, is an advantage here be-
cause the lack of dialogue only
tends to accentuate the superlative
camera effects. American audi-
ences should see both of these
versions. They’ll get the Euro-
pean slant of true artists.

J. L. K.

FOR SALS
MOTION PICTURE AND “8TIUL” 'I

cameras rented, sold and exchanir*
(

ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your '

wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727 Ij

Seventh Avenue, New York City. I

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary-stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre; trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else In the
motion picture business an ad In
this d^artment will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the services of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to
do, and how many words vou want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW
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INDIVIDUALLY

SOLD

INDIVIDUALLY

EXPLOITED
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STAGE PLAYERS’ CONTRACTS 141

TO SCREEN ACTORS’ TOTAL 135
To the reported consternation

of regular members of the Holly-

wood film colony, a spurt of re-

cent contract engagements of

stage players has carried the

Broadway acting contingent safely

over the top in its war of inva-

sion into the territory formerly

almost exclusively controlled by

screen people. A check-up made
last week covering the leading

studios on the West Coast reveals

141 contract actors recruited from

the stage as against 135 wholly

identified with pictures.

Only a week ago the latter

seemed to be holding their own in

the contest. But the efforts of a

few conservative producers to

prove that the motion picture pub-

lic still prefers screen methods to

those of the stage apparently had

no effect on their “stage-struck”

competitors. The film contingent

of the acting profession saw them-

selves, for the present, at least,

waging a losing battle. Here are

the figures affecting ten major
companies

:

Warners, 20 stage, 10 screen;

a-K-0, 6 stage, 14 screen; First

National, 6 stage, 5 screen; Fox,

50 stage, 18 screen; Paramount,
25 stage, 30 screen; United Art-

ists, 4 stage, 5 screen; Samuel
Goldwyn, 4 stage, 2 screen; Met-

ro - Goldwyn - Mayer, stage 14,

screen 31; Pathe, stage 6, screen

3, and Universal, stage 6, screen 7.

It will be seen that both War-
ner Brothers and Pathe have twice

as many stage recruits as film

people, while at Fox the stage

people predominate by nearly

three to one. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer is the main stronghold of

the film players with the propor-
tion of two to one, while RKO
shows four to one.
Most of the favorite screen stars

have held their own. On the

other hand, stars brought to the
screen from the stage, speaking
generally, have given an excellent
account of themselves—for ex-
ample: Ann Harding, George
Arliss, Will Rogers, Maurice
Chevalier, Chester Morris, Walter
Huston, Ruth Chatterton and Law-
rence Tibbett.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

COLUMBIA U PLAYERS

WIN PLAY PRIZE

Columbia University Varsity

Players have been awarded the

Universal Pictures-College Humor
show contest with their “Oh, Hec-

tor”. A prize of $1,500 goes with

the honor, given by Universal.

Darrell Ware, of Evanston, 111.,

took second prize with his “Whoa
There!”, a musical comedy pro-

duced by Northwestern U players.

Universal will announce produc-

tion plans later.

EXPERTS TO SEE
ROCKNE PICTURES

When the All American Board

of Football meets in New York

Saturday, Knute Rockne, “the

grand old man of the gridiron,”

will announce his entry into the

sound picture field to perpetuate

the master plays of the game to

which he has devoted his life.

A series of six football classics

supervised by Rockne and produc-

ed by Terry Ramsaye for Pathe,

will be shown in a Bi'oadway the-

atre with notables of the game as

guests and critics. The series

was directed by Clyde Elliott,

himself a player of considerable

reputation with the University of

Nebraska.

SEN. THEATRES EARNS
$1.41 IN FIRST HALF
(Continued from page 1)

profit $9,101,787.

Financial and other miscellane-

ous expenses were $775,318, leav-

ing net income of subsidiaries be-

fore Federal income taxes of

$8,326,466. Based on its holding

in these companies. General
Theatres Equipment’s interest

wa sequal to $4,654,787 which,
with its other income, makes a

total of $4,681,488. Operating and
general expense, as well as fixed

charges, of General Theatres
Equipment, Inc., were $657,155,

the balance being equivalent to

$1.41 per share on 2,847,955 shares
of common stock.

R.C.A. Photophone

Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEn STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Pau'amount Building

Phone—Chickering 2729

A BASS SOLO

We are indebted to Shan-
feroke for the following re-
telling of an old but ever
new story which has to do
with the industry’s present
resistance to the forces of
pessimism. Read this one
and take it to heart!
“A naturalist divided an

aquarium with a clear glass
partition. He put a lusty
bass in one section and
minnows in the other. The
bass would strike every
time a minnow approached
the glass partition. After
three days of fruitless lung-
ing, which netted him only
bruises, he ceased his ef-

forts and subsisted on the
food that was dropped in

. . . Then the naturalist re-
moved the glass partition.
The minnows swam all

around the bass, but he did
not strike at a single one.
he was thoroughly sold on
the idea that business was
bad. MORAL: Take an-
other shot at the glass par-
tition. Maybe it isn’t there
any more ...”

CATHOLIC PRODUCERS
PLAN RELIGIOUS EPIC

(Continued from page 1)

scope of the motion picture we
fell that this medium should no

longer be neglected as a means o<

education as to the nature, aims

and purposes of the Catholic

Church.”

The first production planned by
the organization will be, it is un-
derstood, screened on a big scale,

dramatizing the religious era be-
tween the time of Christ to the
present day.

NOAH BEERY AT

WARNER HOUSES

A six-week itinerary is being

prepared for Noah Beery, Warner
Bros, player, in several of Warner
theatres throughout the country.

Beery, veteran of the stage and
screen, has played in six Warner
features prior to this season, dur-
ing which he will appear in “Oh
Sailor Behave,” and ‘A Soldier’s

Plaything.”

GERMANS MAKE
PROPAGANDA FILMS

The German Spitzenorganiza-
tion has just completed the pro-
duction of two propaganda films

against the entertainment tax.

One is entitled “The Film as Em-
ployer,” and is 300 meters long.

This film has been officially recog-
nized as being of educational
value. The second film, called

“The Economic Significance of the
Film,” measures three hundred
and sixty meters, of which 150
meters have been recognized as
of educational value. Both films

are offered to exhibitors free of

charge.

[tRENCH deputies see
PROHIBITED FILM

A cinema projection room has
been established in the French
Chamber of Deputies. It was in-

augurated on July 10, by Mr.
Borel, president of the (Jroupe
Cinematographique, which com-
prises some fifty deputies. It is

interesting to note that the first

film chosen was Eisenstein’s
“Cruiser Potemkin,” the public
exhibition of which is prohibited
in France. The projection room
is equipped with a Gaumont re-

producing set.

Give your ads distinction

and sellingpunch! • • •

Typography may be only

lO per cent of your ad^

but it^s the final lO per

cent^ so make it the Best

!

GEORGE W. HARVEY

Representing

McKELLAR & PLATTS, Inc.
Advertising Typographers

229 West 28th Street • New York City
Pennsylvania 7280-1-2
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Those Who Write

About the Movies
By

-zy

\/|ORE an(d more is the motion

picture a subject for discus-

sion and for the writing of articles.

It would, therefore, be a fine idea

for the magazine editors to be as-

sured that those who write about

pictures should be fully informed

about the subject before the ar-

ticles are accepted. Scribner’s cur-

rent number has an article by Pare

Lorenz who ought to know some-

thing about pictures and who does,

but his proneness to loose state-

ment spoils his real usefulness as

a commentator.
* *

lY/TR. Lorenz writes on “Moral

Racketeering in the Movies”

and confuses the working of legal-

ized censorship with the voluntary

(Continued on page 2)

LA. NEWSREEL THEATRE

DOING BIG BUSINESS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — With
a seating capacity of 1,500, the

Newsreel Theatre, formerly the

President, a legitimate house, Los
Angeles, enjoyed the patronage of

11,600 paid admissions during the
three days following its opening
on Saturday, August 23.

The policy of the Newsreel The-
atre differs from like houses in the
East, in that its program.s also

contain comedies, travelogues, and
short subjects. A complete show
runs seventy minutes and the
house is open from 9 A.M. to 12

P.M.

NEW MANAGEMENT FOR
WOODMANSTEN INN

Woodmansten Inn, historic Pel-
ham Parkway roadhouse, has gone
under new management. The inn
will have a Fall opening, Septem-
ber 6-7, presenting Huston Ray,
and his original WABC-Columbia
broadcasting orchestra.

EXHIBITORS WEIGH OUTLOOK
FOR CHANEY FILMS REVIVAL

COURTLAND SMITH

LEAVES FOX; TO

HEAD TRANS-LUX
Courtland Smith yesterday an-

nounced his resignation from Fox
Film Corporation. He will hence-
forth be associated with the
Trans-Lux Movies Corporation, as
president and general manager.
Harley L. Clarke, president of Fox
Films, said:

“I regard Mr. Smith as one of

the outstanding figures in the mo-
tion picture industry and it was

(Continued on page .3)

BOSTON WELCOMES

“HELL’S ANGELS’

BOSTON. — “Hell’s Angels",
Howard Hughes’ air epic, opened
at the Tremout Theatre Labor Day
to an exclusive first night audi-
ence.

Advance sales following the
opening point to a long run tor the
picture at two-a-day, with a $2

(Continued on page 3)

‘BIG TRAIL’ TO OPEN
AT ROXY, OCT. 3

WITH OXEN BALLYHOO

“Tlie Big Trail” opens at

the Roxy, (let. 3, with what
promises to he an unique
hallylioo that will turn Old
Broadway into Ihe Oregon
Trail.

Four jiioneer covered wag-
ons, reminicent of Oregon
Trail days, now are en
route to New York i’roni

the west. Oxen will draw
the wagons np and down
Broadtvay.

‘‘The Big Trail” is set
ft»r an indetinite run. Win-
field Sheehan is expected to
attend the opening.

Success of Old Valentino

Pictures After Star’s

Death Recalled

Lon Chaney’s untimely death
raises a question that can be an-
swered only by the public.

How, if at all, will his pictures

be received?
Chaney passed with only one

talking picture to his credit.

Some of his silent work repre-
sents the finest entertainment
ever flashed on a screen. A few
examples—“The Hunchback of

Notre Dame,” “The Penalty,”
“While the City Sleeps,” “Mr.
Wu,” “He Who Gets Slapped” and
the one that “made” him, “The
Miracle Man.”
Chaney’s only talker, “The Un-

holy Three” which he did as a

(Continued oti page 2)

‘U’ Reports $575,848 Loss

In 6 Months Ended May 3
Universal Pictures Company,

Inc. reports a net loss tor tlie six

months fiscal period ended May
3, 1930 of $575,848.23, after giving
effect to write-off of loss on the

EL PASO OPERATORS WINNING

WITH NEW CONTRACT BOOSTS
EL PASO, Texas, September 2

—

Labor Day, as anticipated, saw the
start of a resolute movement by
the Stage Employes and Motion
Picture Operators’ Union for

higher wmges and employment of

more men in the signing of new
contracts with local theatres.

George Callis of the Texas
Grand has signed a contract for

the employment of six stage hands
at wage increases from $7.50 to

$10 per week. Five men w'ere

formerly employed at salaries
around $50 weekly. At the Uniou’.s

suggestion an additional musician
was employed in the orchestra.
These increases bring the local

scale up to the level of Dallas and
other East Texas cities.

Similar demands have been
made of tlie Publix operated tlie-

atres, Ellanay, Wigwam and Pal-
ace. Slightly lesser increases are
demanded of the International
Amusement Company, owners of

South El Paso theatres. The Eden
only of all El Paso houses is non-
union operated.

cancellation of a theatre leasehold
in the amount of $220,868.59, and
giving effect to profit on sale of
capital assets of $616,372.38. For

(Continued on page 3)

THEATRE PARKING BAN
IS AGAIN IN EFFECT

No - parking, no - turning
regulations for 'I' i in e s

Square and tlie theatrical
district traffic again are in
effect after being snspemi-
ed during the snihnier
months. . Kegiilations ap-
ply hetween 39th and .V2nd

streets. Sixth and Eighth
avenues, parking is banned
between 7:45 and 9:(I0 p.m ,

and 10:39 and 11:30 p.m.
No turns are permissablc
on Seventh avenue or
Broadway hetween 42nd
and 50th streets.

The picture of the century-The BIG TRAIL



FROM TROPIC HAVANA COMES
''HER MAN” WITH THE SULTRY
BEAUTY OF SOUTHERN SEA!
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The old barroom favorite

“Frankie and Johnnie” was the

inspiration for Pathe’s “Her

.Han” * * * why doesn’t Pathe get

Joe Cook to sing the first hun-

dred stanzas * * * joe can sing

’em like it’s nobodys business * *

Calie Yorke is back at his desk

in the Fox office * * * Charley

McCarthy is vacationing from his

duties with Para. * * Lillian

Cish was bitten by a dog * * »

she’s better, thank you * * * now

comes Olive Borden and says she’s

going on the stage * * * Dorothy

Mackaill is back in the AVarner

fold * * * she isn’t back from

London, however * * * Don

Hougherty says Coste and Belloute

can’t possibly land without being

shot by Ylovietone * * * Eddie

Hatrick, who bosses all of AVil-

liani Randolph’s movie activities

is among us * * * S])encer Tracy

did a short tor Varieties and jump-

ed right back into the Last Mile

on Broadway * * Albertina Rasch

and her girls, not unknown to

movie fans, are headed for London
* * * D.AAVs mail at the Astor is

cluttered with congratulations on
Abe * * * M-C-M’s The Golden
Calf was just getting under way
on a Freeport (L.I.) screen other
eve when the lion started to howl
* * * disk recording took the howl
away from Leo and gave it to

Pathe’s rooster who crowed lustily

while Leo looked foolish and qi:iet
* * * that’s the height of some-
thing or other * * * the operator
in Freeport should apply for a

job as a gag man * * * qj, comedy
constructionist, beg pardon * * *

New German Film Music
System Taught for Talkies

BERLIN, September 2. —• The
talkies, in addition to throwing a
host of musijcians but of jobs,

have also contributed to the com-
plications already obtaining in the
world of musical instruction. The
present situation in Berlin, so fa?

as film music schools are con-
cerned, is described as follows by
a writer in the Vossische Zeitung:

“Professor Paul Hindemith di-

rects the film music course in the
‘Academy of Music.’ At first the
work was made difficult by the
lack of available film material.
Strips of films, loaded down with
fearful hokum from the sight of

which the public had been spar-
ed, were loaned to the film music
class by the movie companies as
study material.
“A film music studio has been

added to the broadcasting experi-
mental studio in the ‘Academy of

Music,’ in which all the technique
of film registry that the current
course is covering may be tried

out.

“To what has been said about
the studio in the Klindworth-
Scharwenka Conservatorium,
which Director Robitschek had
built according to the designs of

Mark Roland and Hans Erdmann,
may be added the fact that the
technical arrangements are excel-

lent and that a first-class staff of

teachers has worked out a new
plan for teaching film music
which is to he put into effect in

various cycles during the coming
semester.

“Dr. Kurt London directs the
film music class in the Stern Con-
servatory. A good-sized class of

students makes frequent visits to

film studios.”

THOSE WHO WRITE
(Continued fron? page 1)

effort toward clean pictures to

which the industry is committed.

Opening his article the author

makes the wholly, silly statement

that, “Fear is, at bottom, the cause

of the stupidity of the movies.”

It is unfair as well as untrue to

say that the movies, as an institu'

tion, are stupid. There are stupid

movies just as there are stupid

preachers and stupid writers for

Scribner’s magazine, but not all

the writers for Scribner’s and not

all the preachers can be classed as

stupid. Stupidity, as it crops up
in the movies, is not due to fear.

It is due to stupidity, which ob'

vious remark is called for by the

original assertion.
* * *

[\/rR. Lorenz further says that,

the Women’s Clubs, the Na^
tional Board of Review and the

six Censor Boards in six states,

“have combined t o mutilate,

change, or muddle every movie

shown in this country during the

past 10 years.” We would like to

see a man, woman or child who
has seen all the movies shown in

this country during the past 10

years. The individual would know
that the number of excellent pro-

ductions were so numerous as to

consume more space than this pa-

per provides to list those which
have not been mutilated, changed,

or muddled.

ABOUT THE MOVIES

I
T is too bad that Mr. Lorenz

has the habit of loose state-

ment, as we have said, because

much of his article is sound, sane

and fully justified. This is his

arraignment of political censor-

ship. If he would devote himself

toward a straight effort toward

wiping out political censorship he

would achieve not only a great

thing for an art form but for

human liberty, and we recommend
this idea to his serious considera-

tion.
* 4= *

FjAHERE is nothing about volun-

tary reviewing at the source

that cannot be changed if the plan

is found to be improper. There is

nothing about this system of self-

improvement which is political. It

is merely an effort to assure clean

entertainment as well as to avoid

the greater evils of the spread of

legalized censorship.
* * *

^X'HE imperfections of the system

naturally will be corrected be-

cause nobody has ever claimed that

the plan was perfect, but the idea

back of it was and is a decent ef-

fort to provide the masses with
clean entertainment.

* * 4=

\VFE believe that Mr. Lorenz

can do a great deal of good
and render a tremendous service

to this and future generations if

he will look more carefully into

the motives behind both systems of

OUTLOOK FOR CHANEY
PICTURES REVIVAL

(Continued from page 1) .

silent, also, was an immediate
success. It is interesting to spec-

ulate what would have happened
if he had lived to do “The Miracie
Man” before the “mike”.
As precedents the screen has

—

going way back to the two-reeler
days—the first real comic on the

screen, John Bunny. Bunny’s post

mortem releases were, as everyone
knows,, a failure. The public re-

fused to accept them. Ditto the

work of Harold Lockwood, who
was first in line as the screen’s

matinee idol.

Barbara LaMarr’s work had a
similar fate. Mabel Normand,
ditto.

Then came the sudden death
four years ago of Valentino. The
tide changed. Valentino, in death,

was more popular than Valentino
in life. His work still is in con-
stant demand, especially on the
European screen. It is a fact that
Valentino’s pictures, today, are
the biggest money makers on the
European screen.
M-G-M, unquestionably, will test

the public pulse on its release
starring Chaney.

Universal has some of the best
work this great character actor
did. Universal has only silents.

Silents still are good in spots.

M-G-M has a clear field to test

Chaney’s strength in the talking
field.

Probably one of the most pro-
nounced and spontaneous post
mortem successes ever met on the
screen was evidenced in the work
of Jeanne Eagles. Miss Eagles,
like Chaney, was a born artist of

stage or screen. She was credit-
ed with one of the finest speaking
voices on either.

If a prediction of one who has
filtered around in the industry fo?'

many years, means anything,
Chaney will follow Valentino and
Miss Eagles in popularity after
death.

censorship and give the world at

large the benefit of his vigor as

a writer and his sound judgment
once he is fully conversant with

the facts.

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, September 2, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 60% 61% -b %
Warner Bros. ... 30 32 + 2i/«

Warner Bros. Pre. 2% 3 -b 1/2

Fox Film “A” ... 49% 51% -b2
Loew’s Inc 77% 78% -b %
Loew’s Inc. Pre. ..106% 107 + %
Radio K-A-0 35% 36 V2
Pathe Exchange - 41/2 4% + %
Pathe “A” .... 1014 10% + Vs
Con. F. Ind 18% 18% -bl
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 20 20

Curb Market
Columbia Piet. .... 421/2 421/2 — %
Fox Theatre “A ’... 101/2 11% + %
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ARLiSS URGING

GJ.S.T0F1T

MM AS VOLTAIRE

Jacob Wilk, head of the story

department of Warner Bros., is

the subject of an interview by

Gray Strider in the October issue

of Screenland, on his recent visit

to George Bernard Shaw. In corn-

menting on the .changed attitude

of the socialist-vegetarian-dramat-

ist-preface writer-novelist, Mr.

Wilk says:

“Another I’eason for Shav/’s

friendliness toward the screen as

it now is, is because of the fact

that George Arliss is one of his

closest friends. He admired Arliss

very much in his picture, ‘Dis-

raeli,’ and at present Arliss is try-

ing to persuade the great drama-
tist to write a play for him, tak-

ing the life of Voltaire as the suij-

ject. In this connection, I have
recently sent Shaw a working
manuscript of our version of ‘Dis-

raeli’ to let him read it and see

how the picture script yaries from
the play. I look forward with
much interest to his reaction ”

BOSTOH ¥/ELSI3iES
“HELLOS

(Continued from page 1)

top. Jean Harlow, a memlter of

the cast, made a personal appear-
ance.

Under its present bookings
“Hell’s Angels” will open in De-
troit, Sept. 15, to be follov/ed by
openings in Philadelphia, Colum-
bus, Washington, D.C., Pittsburgh
and other eastern cities, all on a

roadshow basis. It will open in

London later, after which the pro-
duction will be turned over to

United Artists for general release.

$miM imm$ fox
(Continued fronj page 1)

1

largely through Mr. .pirith’s efforts

that Fox Films developed sound
on film. Mr. Smith founded and
had charge of Fox Newsreel. I

sincerely wish Mr. Smith the
greatest success.”

Smith said:

“I regret leaving Mr. Clarke
whose ability I respect and whose
associations I prized highly. His
achievements in reorganizing Fox
Films already have made him a
leader in the industry. He is one
of motion pictures outstanding
figures.”

imS 1 RELEASES

A1 Lichtman, Vice-President and
General Manager of United Art-
ists, announces the following re-

lease dates on pictures of that
company, these dates superseding
any dates previously announced:
“The Lottery Bride,” September
13; “Whoopee,” September 27;
“Du Barry,” October 11; What A
Widow!,” October 25; “Abraham
Lincoln,” November 29; 2nd Col-
man picture, December 20-; “Lilli,”

January 10.

OOOD SPACE GRABBER

An inerage of three fu!l

eoJiiiniis was the daily

allotment of the New York

Evening Graphic to the

Movie Title Contest partici-

pated in hy Warner Bros,

and First National. This

contest ran for tlmee fall

weeks, with prizes weekly
for the best solutions.

Contestants were asked to

hit on the movie title sym-
bolized in the drawing.
They liad tlie entire list of

tlie Warner and First Na-
tional product to choose
from.

CREDIT FILM INDUSTRY WITH

SPREAD OF VISUAL TEACHING

SURTtlSY CmeiE CROSS
BETTER THAN YEAR AGO

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Indi-

cative of his contention that busi-

ness generally is on the upward
trend, Harold B. Franklin, presi-

dent of Fox West Coast Theatres,
announces that the gross box-of-

fie business of “Holiday”, at the

Carthay Circle Theatre, Los Ange-
les, is consistently $1,000 a week
better than tlm gross >.! ‘Dyna-
mite”, which played the house at

exactly the same time last year.

$5 7 5,848 LOSS FOR “U”
(Continued from page 1)

the same fiscal period of 1929, the

company showed a profit of $46,-

171.05. Total current and work-
ing assets of May 3, 1930 were
$11,335,692.72 and current liabili-

ties $4,511,764.33. Earned surplus

vas ,$3,156,809.70,—total surplus

was $4,510,809.70, which includes

$1,354,0000.00 surplus arising

through revaluation of land.

The condition which caused the

loss for the period was foreseen
by the company and wms the rea-

son for the drastic change-over
from a production policy of sup-
plying all kinds of service main-

ly to the smaller theatres, to a

policy of supplying a limited num-

ber of uniformly highgrade large

productions for first-run houses.

Starting on the 1st of Septem-

ber with the new pictures sched-
uled and with the first-run con-
tracts which have been signed
with Radio Keith Orpheum’s cir-

cuit of first-run theatres in all the
large cities of the United States,

business prospects for Universal
pictures are brighter than they
have been for the last five years,
it was stated yesterday.

Foreign Film Notes
Reported by the Motion Picture Division

of tlie U. S. Chamber of Commerce

Agriciiitnral Films for Greece

The Greek Ministry of Agricul-

ture is reported to have acquired

a number of French agricultural

films in order to make an exten-

sive propaganda for modern me-

thods among the population of

Greece. These films illustrate the

culture and preservation of fruit

—chiefly grapes and peaches

—

and other products. A complete
traveling motion picture installa-

tion has also been ordered in

France for the purpose of demon-
strating agricultural films in vil-

lages where no theatres are to be

found.
dc *

Botanical Film

The Ufa educational department
is producing a new Ufatone edu-

cational entitled “iSecret of the

Plant-Body.” With the aid of a

slow motion microscope camera
one of the most interesting fields

of botany is to be explored for

the screen and the public at large.

The minutest movements of plants,

their life and behavior, their

search for water and light, their

reproduction, will be visible on
the screen. The microscope will

eten reveal the fascinating move
ments of the tiniest plants which
remain fully invisible to the eye
on account of their slowness and
minuteness. The new combination
of camera, microscope and slow
motion lense and the new tech-
nique involved, will reveal secrets
of nature to the masses.

School Films in Norway
The Administration of schools of

Oslo, Norway, has decided to ex-

tend the use of films as a means
of tuition, states a press report.

In a recent speech made by the
president of the Norwegian Film
Committee, it was pointed out that
Oslo was the first city in Europe
to introduce the fil mas a perma-
nent means of tuition in prepara-
tory and public schools. The
films are used chiefly to illus-

trate zoological or geographical
subjects. An annual amount of

20,000 crowns has been allowed
for this purpose. In the coming
fall, 10! preparatory schools will

be installed with projection ap-
paratus for special film exhibi-
tions to be attended by pupils.

Each so-called school film has an
average length of 300 meters and
will be considered by teachers as
an accessory to the lesson. Dur-
ing the last six months, 1,680

pupils, it is stated, have attend-
ed educational film shows in

Oslo.
* *

New Iiidusfrial Picture
A very interesting new type of

industrial film was produced re-

cently by the Klangfllm and the
A.E.ci., of Germany, and demon-
strated on the occasion' of the
World Power Conference. The
picture illustrates the installa-
tions and work in the Central Elec-
trick Power Plant of the City of
Berlin, and also shows verlous
electrical processes applied in
this plant.

The motion picture industry is

gaining willing credit from lead-

ing educators of the United States

for the great service which it

renders continually to the cause
of visual education. Virtually
every state in the Union, in its

public schools and colleges, is

making motion pictures the basis
of a consistent development of

teaching through the medium of

sight rather than hearing. At the
present time the State of Ohio is

particularly active along this line.

The Department of Education is

planning to make a collection of

various visual aids to education,
items which will be loaned in the
same manner as that followed by
the State library in making books
available. Ohio was the thirty-

second state to officially recognize
this movement. It did this by
appointing B. A. Auginbaugh
State Supervisor of Visual Edu-
cation, who analyzes the system
in this way:
“The philosophy of visual in-

struction has been summoned up
in the oft-repeated statement
‘Seeing is believing.’

“The human race is largely eye-
minded—that is, we learn more
readily, and remember longer, the
information we acquire through
our eyes than in any other way.

“In recent years the motion
picture has greatly aided in the
visual instruction movement, since
it can present facts so quickly
and forcingly.”

TWO PATHE COMEDIES
TO START NEXT WEEK
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Two

short comedies are scheduled to

go into production at the Pathe
Studios in Culver City next week.
Daphne Pollard will start, “Break-
fast in Bed,” the first of her new
series under her new contract and
Bob Carney and Si Wills will get
under way with “Under the Cock-
Eyed Moon.”

^‘MERRY GO ROUND’’

FOR JOHN ROLES
“Merry Go Round” will serve as

John Boles’ next Universal star-
ring picture, after he completes
work in “Resurrection.”

N 1 G H T OF NIGH T S

WOODMANSTEN INN
(On Pelham Parkway)

(Where Fashion and Beauty
Congregate)

BRILLIANT
DOUBLE OPENINGS!

(Under New Management)
SatHi'clay, Seiiteiiiber ti

Sunday, September 7
with

HUSTON RAY
AVorld’s Wonder

and Coiidiietor
And His OriKiiial WARC

Columbia
Broadcasting Orchestra
Iininedinte Reservations

Advisable
Phone Talmadge 2298-2130

Underhill 2828
Bowling Green 2340

!

;



FOOTBALL
with Knute Rockne

Member All-America Football Board

By arrangement with Christy IFalsh

SIX SINGLE REEL PRODUCTIONS

Pathe and the industry admit these are

the greatest sports pictures ever made

DIRECTED BY CLYDE ELLIOTT

PRODUCED BY TERRY RAMSAYE

PATHE

Ik
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Optimism is

on the Rise
By

.

The optimism campaign started

by this newspaper in the mo'

tion picture industry at the end

of July—the twentyminth to be

exact—is gaining daily in popu'

larity and industrial leaders are

rephrasing their earlier interviews

in which they expressed full con-

fidence in the success of the com^

ing season and satisfaction for the

advance of business during

August.
« « «

^
I
''HERE are some timid ones

^ who figure that the good times

are just “over the hill” but the

facts and figures show that the

good times began to arrive around

((Continued on page 2)

HIPPODROME OPENS

SEASON ON SATURDAY
The Hippodrome is not to be

demolished after all, but will con-
tinue for another season—its

twenty-sixth, re-opening this Sat-
urday, September 6.

RKO has scheduled for the great
playhouse this season a bill in

keeping with the size of the vast
auditorium. Eight RKO feature
acts, the same number as the Pal-
ace and other exclusively vaude-
ville theatres usually play, plus
the first New York showing of
“The Squealer” with Jack Holt
and Matt Moore; short comedies,
newsreels and film novelettes, will
make up the first bill.

“JOURNEY’S END”
COMES TO AN END
AFTER FIRST WEEK
Journey’s End” conies to

an end after its first week,
as a second run at the
Roxy. John McCormack, in

“Song' of My Heart”, takes
the Roxy screen, opening
Friday.

SAM MORRIS SEES CALAMITY HOWLERS

OF TODAY YELLING HORRAHS IN 1931

WARNER EXECUTIVES

ON COAST DUE HERE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Hal
Wallis and wife, Louise Fazenda,
will leave shortly for New York.
Another to head eastward soon is

C. Graham Baker. Both are ex-

ecutives in charge of Warner pro-

duction. Wailis and Miss Fazenda
will go by way of the Panama
Canal. Baker will go direct by
rail.

P^Ri^MOUNT NEWSREEL
OF FLIERS ON SCREEN

Audible pictures of the arrival

here of the French aviators Coste

and Bellonte are now being shown
at the Rivoli, Rialto and Para-
mount theatres by Paramount
Sound News. The scenes were
developed and first shown at these
Paramount Publix houses Tuesday
night, three hours after the ar-

rival of the flyers. Scenes of the

trials before their take-off at Le
Bourget field also are shown.

E. G. ROBINSON HERE

Edward G. Robinson who has
just completed the title role in

First National’s forthcoming pro-

duction of “Little Caesar” arriv-

ed in New York on Saturday from
California. He will appear in a
Broadway stage production this

fall.

Warners’ Executive Accentuates Honest Effort on
Industry’s Part to Give Public What It Wants
With Result That New Era Is upon Us with Its

Resultant Successes

TONIGHT’S OPENING

“Hixuiiia,” Radio Pic-
tures’ luusicjil extravaganza
of the old soutli, which was
so enthusiastically received
by public and press at its

West Coast premier, has its

formal New York openiug
at the Globe Tiieatre tliis

evening at 8:30.

Sam Morris, vice-president and
general manager, Warners, told a
representative of EXHIBITORS’
DAILY REVIEW in an exclusive
interview yesterday;

“This business of the picture
industry being in its infancy or
on its death bed, is a lot of senti-

mental slush. It’s no such thing.

It’s a good, healthy, growing con-
cern and those who are yelling

‘wolf’ now will yell ‘hurrah’ be-

fore 1931 gets well under way.
“There is every indication that

(Continued on page 2)

FOX THEATRE BUSINESS IN EAST UP 40%

COMPANY’S FALL SURVEY SHOWS
A definite increase of more than

forty per cent over last year in the

business done at Fox Theatres
throughout the country is an-

“LINCOLN” TO CAPACITY

D. W. Griffith’s “Abraham Lin-
coln” continues to crowd the Cen-
tral Theatre, entering upon its

third week Monday. Extra per-

formances have been necessary to

accommodate the throngs overtax-

ing the playhouse.

RKO Organizes for Stage

Production to Feed Screen
William Le Baron, RKO vice

president in charge of production,

is now in New York completing
arrangements at this end for the

production of stage plays in Los
Angeles and on Broadway by a

subsidiary company called. Metro-
politan Productions, Ltd. As an-
nounced by LeBaron yesterday,
the plan of operation will be to

produce original plays in Los

(Continued on page 2)

LCEW’S OECLARES
REGULAR OlVIDENO

The Board of Directors of

Loew’s, Incorporated, yesterday
declared a quarterly dividend of

75c per share on the oustauding
common stock, payable on Septem-
ber 30', 1930 to stockholders of

record on the 13th day of Sep-
tember, 1930.

nounced in a statement issued
yesterday by Oscar S. Oldknov/,
Executive Vice-President, and
Harry Arthur, General Manager,
of the Fox Theatres Corporation.
A return of prosperity and excel-

lent business at all motion pic-

ture houses is also forecast by
Fox officials, who stated that the
future is very bright for the mo-
tion picture theatres and industry.

A comprehensive study and an-
alysis of the income of the Fox
Theatres this year as compared to
previous years has shown that
during the past few weeks busi-
ness at all the Fox theatres has
been considerably better than

(Continued on page 6)

GOOD FELLOWSHIP
AT AMPA TODAY
President Klein asks all

good Ainpas to show good
fellowsliip today at the
Dixie Hotel with their pres-
ence at the last regular
meeting of tlie present ad-
ministration — .i u s t for
“Auld Lang Syne.”



A WANDERER OF THE SEVEN SEAS,
"HER MAN” IS HEADED FOR
THE STATES FROM OLD HAVANA

(Adv.)
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MAIN STREET
L Goi'chyrffmTt

Howard Dietz, than whom there

is no better ad man, wrote the

lyrics for The Little Show which

caused a stir among Fall footliglit

openings the other eve : ! ! Sam
txoldwjTi has picked an ‘unknown’

lady to support Ronald Colman in

his next * * * and she isn’t an

ex-Follies girl for some unknown
reason * * * bravo, chorus we
who are rather tired of ex-Follies

girls * * * especially those who
who can lay claim to nothing else
* * * jjoy Chai’tier one of Sime
Silverman’s Big Stem sleuths,

left last eve for the land of make-
believe and palm trees * * * Roy
is taking over the duties of that

arch-sleuth. Art Unger who moves
his portable over to Universal City

in some capacity or other * * *

Art has been an institution with
Variety for these many years * *

Ray Gallagher, of the Empy News
stepping up Seventh avenue * * *

a lot of screen’s celebs are con-

ditioning under Philadelphia Jack
O’Brien * * * Hap is condi-
tioning on a dude ranch in Wyoi.a-

ing * * * what is tliis here busi-

ness coming to * * * Glenn Allvine
does business from one of the
swankiest suites around these
parts * * * Felix Feist has a graci-

ous secretary '* * * Harold Lloyd
and the illrs. have adopted a
youngster * * * a lot of activity

over on the east end of the
Queensboro Bridge * * * Cause

—

stampede of Hollywood stars to

Para’s L.I. lot * * * Clara Bow’s
first on L.I. will be Usherette, if

any one cares * * * arriving in on
the North German Lloyd Bremen
this day

—

Mrs. Arthur John Zanft,
wife of Roxy’s Zanft * '* * Arthur
Sachs, of Goldman Sachs and Co.,

Warners financial party * * * Joe
and Mrs. Leblang, cut price ticket
magnate * * *

Chevalier Says ^Thank You*
To Paris American Club

PARIS, August 30.—The Ameri-

can Club, which gave Maurice

Chevalier a glittering send-off

party when he was leaving Paris

to become an American talkie

star, made the most of his oppor-

tunity to say “thank you” at the

Club’s weekly luncheon yesterday.

He s aid thank you and several
other things in the best brand ,of

his American talkie English and

so made one of the biggest hits

of his career.
'fheodore Rousseau, the associ-

ation’s president, welcomed him
back as a protege “whose success
in our country we shall continue
to watch with affection. I like

to regard him as a kind of un-
official ambassador,” said Mr.
Rousseau, “whose contribution to

friendly understanding between
our country and France is of tre-

mendous importance.”

MORRIS SEES NEW ERA AHEAD
(Continued from page 1)

business in the motion picture
field is headed in the general di-

rection of more and more busi-

ness.

“When I speak of the outlook
I do not speak particularly for

Warner Brothers but, rather like

to look at the entire industry, tak-

ing into consideration the other

fellow.

“The other fellow is just as in-

dispensable to that success that

is now showing itself, as is more
than one shoe store in supplying
shoes for the millions. Warners
can’t control the motion picture

amusement situation any more
than one retail shop can control

the business of the nation.

“I accentuate this last point be-

c.ause when the other fellow’s pic-

ture is clicking it gives us and
the others an excellent chance to

make what the public wants.

“And this is what I mean when
I say the motion picture indus-
try is a great, big growing con-
cern—neither in its infancy or on
its death-bed—because for the first

time in my experience in this in-

dustry I sincerely feel that a con-
certed effort is being made to give
the public more than an even
break by actually finding out
months in advance what, in the
opinion of the industry’s best
minds, that public wants. You
know, heretofore the public was,
I’m sorry to say given very little

consideration. Now the public
comes first. That is why you can
w’alk up Broadway today despite
the hot weather, and find pictures
that have been running, in one
outstanding instance, alone, near-
ly three months. The producers
are giving the public what the
public wants.”

OPTIMISM IS ;0N THE RISE
tContinued from page 1)

August 1. Box office reports from

various sections of the country

demonstrate that 1930 has shown

a better summer’s business than

1929 in the face of depression in

other businesses and it is with en'

thusiasm that we record this fact.

The gloom spreaders and the

crepe hangers were started on

the run in mid-summer and now
the pack of optimists are in full

cry running them to cover. The
arrival of better pictures at the

time when they were most need-

ed has, of course, had a lot to do

with the satisfactory increase in

business. These have been enum-

erated in these columns for the

past 6 weeks and more will be

added to the list as they arrive

at the theatres.

The success wagon has plenty

of room for all in the picture

business and we welcome those

who have held out in the big

movement of looking at the bright

side to join the procession, as

some of the timid ones have done

in the last 10 days. This goes

for those who print newspapers

as well as those who produce and
distribute motion pictures. In this

grand and glorious business there

is always room for leadership and
always room for those who fol-

low in the procession.

JULIETTE COMPTON IN

NEW POWELL FILM

Juliette Compton, one time
Broadway favorite and now under
contract to Paramount as a fea-
tured player, has been assigned a
leading feminine role in “New
Morals”, William Powell’s next
starring picture.

SLIM SUMMERVILLE

ALL DATED UP BY ‘U’

There will be no vacation for

Slim Summerville this Summer.
On Saturday he completed four

weeks of night work on “See
America Thirst”, the Universal
feature length satire in which he
is featured with Harry Langdon
and Bessie Love, and today he wiU
begin the second of a series of

two-reel talking shorts.

Summerville’s first two-reeler
“Parlez Vous”, is now one of the
attractions at Fox Carthay Circle
theatre, Los Angeles. His second
‘short’ is without a title for a
time. Early in October Summer-
ville will be teamed with Harry
Langdon in another feature length
satire, according to Carl Laemmle,
Jr.’s present plans.

RKO ORGANIZES FOR
STAGE PRODUCTION

(Continued from page 1)

Angeles, and to bring to Broad-
way those which show promise.
The Mason Theatre in Los Ange-

les has been leased for these pro-
ductions. Those which prove suc-
cessful RKO will transfer to the
screen as talkies. November 1, it

is announced, will witness the
start of play productions. These
productions will follow each other
as rapidly as possible, with the
idea of supplying tested material
for the audible screen.
LeBaron will be in charge of

the new play producing company.
He has appointed Frederick G.
Latham as general stage director,
and Charles Plarris, formerly man-
ager of the Longacre Theatre in
New York, as Business Manager.

JOE DONAHUE SIGNS
NEW F.N. CONTRACT

Joe Donahue, who plays the
principal comedy role with Mari-
lyn Miller in her forthcoming
First National and Vitaphone pic-
ture, “Sunny”, has just signed a
new contract with First National,
calling for several pictures, and
expects to return to the company’s
Burbank studio in October.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Sept. 3, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 60 Vs 60% —1%
Warner Bros 30% 30% —1%
Warner Bros. Pre. 2% 2% — %
Fox Film “A” 49% 50% —1%
Loew’s Inc 76% 76% —2%
Loew’s Inc. Pre. ...106% 106% — %
Radio K-A-0 341/2 35 —1
Pathe Exchange ... 41/2 4% — %
Pathe “A” 10 10 — %
Con. F. Ind 18 18 — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 20 20

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 42 42 -j-1

Pox Theatre "A”... 10% 10% — %



24 out of 32
EXTENDED RUN
PICTURES are

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

!

August 16, 1930 EXHIBITORS HERALD -WORLD

Survey Reveals Unusually Many
PicturesHeld Over ThisSummer

Films’ High Merit Wins Extra
Weeks Despite Business Status

Season Marked by Number of Repeat Engagements in

First-Run Houses of Same City

'^ril try to do

even better in

1930-31, but I’m

certainly proud

of this report.”

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—Holdover pictures this summer have hit an amaziugly

high mark, especially when the general business depression is taken into consid-

eration. This would indicate that the public and the theatre men do not agree

on the entertainment and box office quality of the product being offered, for some
theatre men have blamed inferior pictures for the slump in receipts.

During the last weeks, a HEIRALD-WORLD survey shows, there has

been a noticeable increase in the number of holdover pictures, with thea-

tres throughout the country benefiting from this box office product.

One particularly interesting phase of this situation is the number of pictures

which, after playing one first-run situation for a week, are transferred to another

first-run house in the same city for a second week. A few examples of this follow:

“Let Vs Be Cay" (M G M)
First week—Chicago, Chicago

Second week—Oriental, Chicago
“Caught Short" (M G M

)

First week—Chicago, Chicago
Second week—Roosevelt, Chicago

“The Divorcee" (M G M)
First week—Chicago, Chicago

Second week—Oriental, Chicago

“The Big House" (M G M)
First week—Bleeeker Hall, Albany

Second week—Leland, Albany

Other instances of repeat dates will be given in the survey. The following are

holdover pictures which have played the last eight or ten weeks:
*‘Song of My Heart” (Fox)—three weeks, United Artists, Chicago.

“Common Clay” (Fox)—three we^kft,. Roxy, ,N,ew-ypirk> *

“Common Clay” (Fox)—three weeks, Rooseyelti Chicago, f

“Let Us Be Gay” (MGM)—one week. Majestic; Milwaukee, and three weeks
repeat engagement, Garden, Milwaukee.

“Our Blushing Brides” (MGM)—two weeks, Michigan, Detroit, and one

week repeat engagement, Madison, Detroit.

“The Big House” (M G M)—five weeks. United Artists, Detroit, and one week
repeat engagement, Madison, Detroit.

“The Big House” (MGM)—four weeks, Criterion, Los Angeles, and one

week repeat engagements at Hollywood Pantages and Boulevard.

“Romance” (MGM)—week, Loew’s State, Los Angeles; week. Criterion.

“The Big House” (MGM)—12 days, Imperial, Long Beach.
“The Unholy Three” (MGM)—three weeks. United Artists, Portland.

“The Big House” (MGM)—two weeks, Warfield, San Francisco.

“The Big House” (MGM)—two weeks. Fox, Seattle.

“The Big House” (MGM)—four weeks, McVickers, Chicago.
“The Big House” (MGM)—one week, Stanford, with three-day repeat.

“Romance” (MGM)—two weeks, Stillman, Cleveland.

“Canght Short” (MGM)—three weeks, Stillman, Cleveland.
“Blushing Brides” (MGM)—two weeks, Columbia, Washington.
“The Big House” (MGM)—two weeks, Columbia, Washington.
“Let Us Be Gay” (MGM)—two weeks, Capitol, New Y'ork.

“Caught Short” (MGM)—two weeks, Capitol, New York.
“Blushing Brides” (MGM)—two weeks, Capitol, New York.
“Let Us Be‘Gay” (MGM)—two weeks, Boyd, Philadelphia: week, Karllon.

“The Big House” (M G M) two weeks, Stanton, Philadelphia.

“Holiday” (Pathe)—two weeks. Metropolitan, Boston.
“Holiday” (Pathe)—two weeks, Stanley, Philadelphia.
“Holiday” (Pathe)—three weeks, Rivoli; repeat. Cameo, for extended run.

“Little Accident” (Universal)—two weeks, R K 0-Keith, Boston.

I

I

“Rain or Shine” (Columbia)^—two weeks. Globe, New,, York.

The survey does not include roadshow presentations, but does reveal the day
of the holdover pictures is still here and that box office product is being made.



OLSEN iJOHNSON
Irene Delroy . Charles King

Lowell Sherman • Noah Beery

Lotti Loder • Vivien Oakland

Stage play by Elmer Rice. Adaption and dialogue

by Joseph Jackson. Directed by Archie Mayo.

"Vitaphone" is the registered trade-mark of The

Vitaphone Corporation designating its products

e two goofiest guys that

ever threw an audience into

hysterics! They may be crazy,

but they get the laughs!

Catch Olsen and Johnson in

‘‘Oh Sailor Behave” as a

couple of silly salts seeing the

sights in Naples! Gobs, girls

and gondolas!

Thar’s gold in them thar gobs!

CO01I

Vi^NESE NIGHTS^
The:Greatest Love Storu EverTold
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COLUMBIA'S 1931 LINE-UP

SHOWS 1 04 SINGLE-REELERS
<>

Columbia Pictures yesterday au-

nounced its line-up of 104 one-

reel releases for the coming sea-

son. In this schedule, “Talking

Screen Snapshots” run into their

tenth year. “Mickey Mouse” Car-

toons and “Silly Symphonies” take

their appropriate place on the

list, and “Curiosities,” “The
Rambling Reporter,” and “Speci-

alties” are added series from
which much is expected.

“Curiosities” is a sound and
talking news reel which deals with

the freaks of the world—such as

live featherless chickens, Voodoo
snake worshippers preparing to

sacrifice a love child, and self

flipping flapjack machines. “The
Rambling Reporter” carries the

audience to the most remote
places of the universe. “Special-

ties” are a series of comedy skits

and blackouts selected from ef-

forts of the world humorists.

The “Krazy Kat Kartoons” con-

tinue their career.

Eddie Buzzell has been engaged
to do a series known as “Bed-
time Stories for Grownups ’ The
reels contain stories told by a
radio announcer who, having
tucked in his juvenile audience
with a bedtime story, relates an-

other he has prepared especially

for their seniors.

ORIGINAL ^^IGHTNIN’”

PLAYERS IN TALKER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Thos.
Jefferson, son of Joseph Jefferson,

who played in the stage (road-

show) version of “Lightnin’ ”, and
Jason Robards, who was a mei.

ber of the original New York cast,

will have supporting roles oppo-
site Will Rogers in the Fox screen
version.

DOROTHY SEBASTIAN
TO SUPPORT LYTELL

Bert Lytell will have Dorothy
Sebastian as leading woman for

“Brothers”, a Columbia produc-
tion. Walter Lang will direct.

RICHARDS FOR ROXY

Lewis Richards, artist on the

harpsichord, forerunner of the

modern piano, has been secured
by S. L. Rothafel “Roxy” for the

stage presentation surrounding
the showing of “Song O’ My
Heart” which comes to the Roxy
on Friday.

WHY FOX PREFERS

NEWSPAPER ADS

G. S. I'orkes, director oi

advertising' for Fox thea-
tres says that newspapers
are the logical niedinms to

advertise current programs
t othe public for the follow-
ing reasons:

“Frequently theatres must
make quick changes in pro-
grams. These can always
be best advertised in the
newspapers.
“The newspaper columns

permit the best use of

decorative advertising.
“Increased space is always
available in newspaper
columns.
“Newspaper advertising

can be changed or correct-

ed with greater dispatch,
minimum cost and greatest
convenience.
“Except in rare cases,

theatrical advertisements in

newspapers do not have fo

compete with non-theatrl-
cal copy.
“Newspaper advertising

can be digested at the con-
venience of the reader.”

HAROLD LLOYD PLANS
FOOTBALL COMEDY

Harold Lloyd, having gotten

well along in his next production.

TEAR BOMB FOLLOWS

FILM WORKERS STRIKE

Word was received here ye.ster-

day that between .3.5 and 40 per-

sons were thrown into a panic

when a tear bomb exploded in a

motion picture theatre crowd in

Gadsden Ala., Tuesday night. The
Gadsden Motion Picture Theatre
Operators’ I'nion had declared a

strike earlier in the day demand-
ing higher wages. Officials of the

national organization of projec-

tionists here stated they knew
nothing of the strike or its causes.

JOAN PEERS AWARDED
“TOLLABLE DAVID” ROLE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Joan
Peers who supported Joe Cook in

“Rain or Shine” has been awarded
the principal feminine role in Co-
lumbia’s talking version of “ToP-
able David” which John Blystone
will direct.

PATHE FINISHES WORK
ON QUILLAN PICTURE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— Pathe
has completed camera woik on
“Big Money”, with Eddie Quillan,

Robert Armstrong and James
Gleason. Russell Mack directed.

WARNER CAST CHANGED

Tenez Holtz has replaced
Charles Judels in the cast of

“Children of Dreams”, Warner
Bros.’ special now in production,

the latter’s activities being engag-
ed on another picture.

TITLE CHANGED
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Para-

mount has changed the title of

“The Best People” to “Pampered
Youth.”

Italian Film .iichive

The statutes of the recently

created Italian concern for tech-

nical instruction films were ap-

proved at the first meeting of the

company. It is planned to carry

on systematically an archive of all

industrial and educational films

released, and to issue reports on
them.

« * *

Public Culture Films

The Prague Public Education
Association “Urania” has organ-
ized recently the first German in-

troduction course for school and
public education films in Czecho-
slovakia. At the opening of the

session representatives of the
Ministry of Education and Public
Culture, Education Board Council-
lors, and also representatives of

the Teachers’ and Cultural organi-
zation, spoke. Professor Dr.
Frankl, director of the Prague
“Urania” introduced a special

representation of the Tobls sound
film. “Melody of the World.”

4 • •

Literary Propaganda
The International Committee for

.Artistics and Literary Propaganda
by Motion Pictures, working in

the spirit of the League of Na-
tions, has just been constituted
in Paris for the favoring of cin-

“Feet First” is already laying

plans for the comedy to follow

this one. Lloyd announces that

the ensuing talking picture to be

released by Paramount will be a

football comedy.

ematographic production of a

scientific, social, instructive, econ-
omic, historical, artistics or liter-

ary value. An international prize

of 150,000 francs, to be known as
the “Prix Cidale,” will be insti-

tuted.
* « *

New Swiss Theatre

Switzerland’s newest motion
picture theatre, the Scala, in St.

Gall, was opened the evening of

July 1. Seating 800 persons this

theatre is said to be one of the
most modern and well equipped
establishments of its kind in the
country. Although at the moment
not equipped to show sound pic-

tures, this development is to come
shortly.

* « *

Swiss Sound Films
The Praesens Film Company of

Zurich, Switzerland’s largest ad-
vertising motion picture concern
which has a practical monopoly of

advertising in Swiss theatres, has
utilized the laboratories of Lig-
nose-Horfllm in Berlin to make
three sound pictures for Swiss
clients, namely Pflster Gerard of

La Chaux de Fonds and the Co-
operatives des Consommation of
Basel. Part of these films were
taken in the local Swiss dialect
which even the operators in Ber-
lin could not understand.

Foreign Film Notes
Reported by the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce

FOX THEATRE BUSINESS

IN EAST UP 40%
(Continued from page 1)

that done in the same period in

past years.

“We are convinced,” declares
the Fox officials, “that the out-
look for motion picture theatres
is better now than it has ever
been in its entire history, 'fhe-

atres in which we are confining
our policy to showing but ‘sound’
pictures prove by their income
that the public has unreservedly
accepted the all-sound programs
and that their interest in sound
films is increasing regularly.

“During the past two weeks the
Fox Thetares Corporation has re-

opened twelve theatres, all of

which had been closed during the
summer months, undergoing alter-

ations and renovations. Yet after
a lapse of nearly three months
during which these playhouses
had been dark, business at all

of them has been phenomenal.
We have positive proof that these
renovations, the installation of

new seats, new screens, improv-
ed sound apparatus and other
equipment have thoroughly justi-
fied the cost. A well-kept the-
atre is one of the secrets of a
prosperous theatre.

“A fifty per cent increase over
the same weeks last year has
been noted in these twelve houses,
while a forty per cent Increase
has been noted in all other Fox
Theatres throughout the east.

“We can take this increase as
positive proof of the popularity of
the audible film and of improved
business conditions.

“It has been our observation
that when business at motion pic-

ture theatres increases business
everywhere improves. The amuse-
ment places serve as a gauge to
economic tendencies all over the
country, and we believe that pros-
perity has returned in good mea-
sure.
“We are spending millions of

dollars in newspaper ad'.'ertising
and in improving our product and
our theatres. From all indica-
tions, the motion picture theatres,
and industry can now look for-'

ward to an era in which good busi
ness will prevail.” >

NIGHT OF NIGHTS!
WOODMANSTEN INN

(Un Pelham Pai'kway)

(Where Fas^hioii and Beauty
f'ongregate)

BRILLIANT
DOUBLE OPENINGS!
(Under New Management)

Saturday, Septeinber 6

Sunday, September 7

HUSTON RAY
A\ orld'N 'W onder

and ('ondiietor
\iid His Ori;!:liinl WABC'

Columbia
BroadeaHtinjer OreheNtra

Iininediate Reservations
Advisable

Phone Talmadge 2298-2130

Underhill 2828
Bowling Green 2340
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Action Now
on Censorship

The Associated Motion Picture

Advertisers yesterday launch'

ed the preliminary program of

what promises to be the most im'

portant campaign ever engaged in

by the motion picture industry.

This is a campaign aimed at the

abolishment of motion picture cen'

sorship. The committee will con'

fine itself to the preparation of

a workable plan which can be

carried out by the industry and

in which all elements may partici'

pate and cooperate. The body
deems that it is not their function

to go farther than this until the

(Continued on page 2)

EZELL USTS FOUR

FIELD ASSIGNMENTS

Claude C. Ezell, general sales
manager of Warner Bros., an-
nounces the following changes In

branch office personnel: At
Indianapolis, H. F. Neil supersedes
Mr. Williston as branch manager.
At St. Louis, A. Weinberger suc-
ceeds Mr. Solomon as branch man-
ager. At Detroit, J. V. Allan is

in temporary charge as branch
manager. At Omaha, M. A. Ray-
mon replaces Mr. Comer as branch
manager.

TAKING A REST

Pete Woodhull, who has sever-
ed his connections with General
Talking, is taking his first vaca-
tion In five years at his home in
Dover, New Jersey.

OCHS RETURNING HOME
Lee Ochs, who with his family

has been making an extended tour
of Europe returns home on Mon-
day.

‘BAD FRAME OF MIND, NOT BAD BUSINESS

IS FILMDOM’S ONLY WORRY’-ADOLPH ZUKOR

AUSTRAUAN FILM

MARKET CLOSED

BY NEW 30% TAX
Information received here yes-

terday is to the effect that the
Australian Government has
launched a tax offensive against
American film concerns similar to

that of New Zealand—reported in

this newspaper on August 30

—

and which will produce the same
result, which is abrupt cutting off

of exports from the U. S. to those
countries.

In the case of New Zealand a
theatre tax of 25 per cent on pro-
fits was effective in depriving that
country’s 300 theatres of further
American product. The govern-
ment’s action was applauded in
London for obvious reasons,

(Continued on page 4)

REVIVE VALENTINO
IN “BLOOD AND SAND”

A re-issue of “Blood and Sand“
with Rudolph Valentino w;ill bo
shown at the 65th Street ' Play-
house commencing Friday, Sep-
tember 5. The new version is the
same picture with an elaborate
synchronised music score of
Spanish themes. It shows Valen-
tino in the role of a bullfighter
whose sensational success makes
him lose the only sincere love of
his young life.

PARAMOUNT BUYS
SAENGER AND G.B.

CHAIN OF HOUSES

The request for permis-
sion to list 29,608 addition-
al shares of common stock
on the New York Exchange,
yesterday revealed that
Faramount-Fublix had ac-
quired the net assets of the
G.B. Theatres Corporation,
and Saenger Theatres, Inc.
Faramount asked to list

20,928 shares to acquire tlie

G.B. chain, and while the
Saenger group will be ac-
quired through the ex-
cliange of 8,680 shares of
Faramount common for
Saenger’s Class B shares.

Paramount’s Leader Sees

Industry in Step with

General Upward Trend
In Trade Conditions;

"Nothing Wrong—On
Contrary, Everything Is

Right”

“Business never has been as bad
as some have tried to make it

—

the only tiling bad about it was
the frame of mind in which busi-
ness people found themselves.”
This from Adolph Zukor, presi-

dent of Paramount-Pubiix, yester-
day in an exclusive interview with
a representative of EXHIBITORS
DAILY REVIEW.
The president of Paramount

does not see, nor has he seen,

(Continued on page 2)

MUSICIANS AND THEATRES

IN DEADLOCR OVER ‘NOTICE’

7 TOWNS SOLD

Dudd Rogers, Director of Sales

for Sono Art-World Wide Pic-

tures, reports that the Hall

Brothers Circuit of Texas has just

contracted to play “The Big
Fight’’ and “Blaze O’ Glory’’ in

seven towns.

RUSSIA GOES TALKIE^
WIRING 1,000 HOUSES

MOSCOW, September 4.—Russia
has definitely gone talkie. A con-
tract has been executed whereby
1,000 theatres in the Soviet Union
will be wired for talking pictures
within the next year with techni-
cal assistance provided by the

American concern Audio-Cinema.
The same concern will also as-

sist in the production of at least
fifty Russian sound pictures. Up to
the present time only one Moscow
theatre has been wired.

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Sept. 4.—
The storm centre of the deadlock
over the terms of a new 1930-31
contract with the Musicians’ Union
is located in the administrative
offices of Publix and RKO. But
the latter are strong enough to
maintain the status quo ante pend-
ing further negotiations looking

(Continued on page 4)

NACEL ON WAY
FOR N. Y. VACATION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Con-
rad Nagel is bound for New York,
on his first vacation trip in six
years. The M-G-M player, who
has been one of the busiest actors
on the coast since the arrival of
talking pictures, will spend a
couple of weeks in the ffast and
see the new plays. His next role
at the Culver City lot has not
yet been announceii.

It’s in the air-The BIG TRAIL
Adv.



FROM THE LAND OF PALMS TO THE LAND
OF PINES "HER MAN” WILL BRING
THE FLAVOR OF TROPIC PASSIONS

(Adv.)
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MAIN VfREET

Steaming out on the Bremen
this day * * * Archie Mayo who
wields a wicked megaphone for

Warners, and the Mi’s. * * * Paul

Sloaiie, who does likewise for

RKO * * * speaking of swanky em-
poriums, Ben Grimm who tells tJ’s

salesmen what’s what in promo-
tion, has one on Fifth avenoo that

isn’t so slouchy * * * in Adolph

Zukor’s outer sanctum in the Para

skyscraper three pictures of im-

portance hang * * * there is one

of Abe Lincoln, a etching we take

it * * * one of the Para boss him-

self, done in crayon (and very

good, too) * * * and a very nice

replica in a gold and Italian blue

frame of the first poster struck

off for Famous Players Film Cor-

poration (it was then) 12 years

ago * * * Sarah (The Divine)

Beruliardt is shown as Queen
Elizabeth in one of those dramatic

arms-outstretched moments * * *

Miss Goldstein, the Big Film Man’s

secretary, rates especial mention

in speaking of Adolph’s sanctum,

for her accommodating gracious-

ness and business-like manner-
isms * * * Felix Feist speaks in

a clear baritone that we would
like to hear before the ‘mike* * *

and when he speaks he says some-
thing, too * * * Oscar Cooper is

never too busy to do a favor * * *

Pan! Henkel has sold his restaur-
ant business blaming prohib. and
Grover Whalen’s traffic orders ’ *

Paul used to serve the old flllum
gang * * * Barney Hutchinson
knows some good off-the-record
stories * * * Gabe Torke is getting
organized after vacationing * * *

ZUKOR DISCUSSES INDUSTRY'S STATUS
(Continued from page 1)

anything wrong with business. He
explained:

“There has been such a thing
as abnormal business, and when
I talk about business I refer to

the country’s business in general,
not alone to the motion picture
business.

,

“After all, if the nation’s busi-
ness is functioning satisfactorily

in a general way the motion pic-

ture industry, nor any other par-
ticular branch of the nation’s
business, need worry.

“It has been a frame of mind

—

all this talk about bad business.
I have found no need to worry
about busines conditions. The ab-
normal period during which busi-
ness went on a literal rampage
was worse than no business at all.

Why? Because all branches of
business were overmanned.

“It is far better to enjoy nor-
mal business than abnormal for
that reason.

“I don’t want to dwell on the
motion picture business as a unit.

It’s the nation’s business that

makes business for ail and sun-
dry. The nation’s business is

picking up wonuerfuliy. ic fol-

lows that the motion picture busi-

ness is picking up and has been
picking up for some time regard-
less of those people I referrcu lo

as in a bad frame of mind.
“No, I can’t see anything wrong

with business—on the countrarj

,

I see everything right with it.

“We are proving this, for one.

Our L.I. studios never have been
so busy in the history of our New
York activities than at the present
time. The same applies to our
West Coast activities.”

The outstanding feature of this

interview, aside from the optim-
istic feature, with Adolph Zukor
was the fact that Paramount-Pub-
lix’s leader not once during the
interview mentioned Paramount-
Puhlix until specifically asked by
his Interviewer. Zukor stressed
business, accentuating the point
that if general business is good,
the motion picture business must
be good.

ACTION NOW ON CENSORSHIP
(Continued from page 1)

industry accepts their proposal and
utilizes their especial abihties.

« * «

The committee appointed con^

sists of four editors of trade

papers and an exhibitor leader of

long experience. The conunittee

will undoubtedly be enlarged as

others of the A. M. P. A. mem^
bership have constructive ideas

which will assist materially in the

formation of a workable plan.
• • •

1^0 TIME has been fixed for

^ the beginning of the cam-

paign and this will not be fixed

until the industry is in full ac-

cord and ready to accept the

proposal. Many in the industry

feel very deeply that the time

has arrived when the industry

should take the offensive to pro-

tect itself against such political

iniquities as are not ony possible,

but evident, in the system of

political censorship.
« « «

I
N THE six states where censor-

ship exists, all the appointees

are political. In Ohio the barring

of the showings of “The Big

House,” not on moral grounds but

on the grounds of political expedi-

ency, is so flagrant as to demon-
strate the necessity of the move-

ment begun yesterday.

OO SERIOUS is the censorship

^ situation that further growth

or a continuance of present con-

ditions will work untold hard-

ships to the liberties of the screen

and untold losses to the pocket-

book of the screen because censor-

ship under present conditions is

too expensive a luxury for the

industry to bear.
* • •

RIGHTLY organized and care-

fully handled, this campaign
can, most certainly, destroy the

reptile of censorship, but it must
be a campaign that will first in-

form the public in order to secure

its support.
* • *

yvrHEN the committee has

progressed with its plans it

will lay its findings before the in-

dustry’s official representatives

with the full confidence that the

plan will not be shelved, but will

be accepted and carried out.

TOGMEY TO REMAIN
PARAMOUNT PLAYER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Regis
Toomey who is given credit for
“smiling his way into pictures”,
has signed a new featured player
agreement with B. P. Schulberg,
managing director of Paramount
production. Toomey’s work in
“Alihi” convinced Schulberg.

SEA DISASTER SCENES

SHOWN BY NEWSREELS

The four leading sound news-
reels in their week-end releases
are carrying scenes of the rescue
on the Pacific of passengers a^m
crew of the Steamship Tahiti by
the S. S. “Ventura.” The Fox-
Hearst releases, Paramount Sound
News and Pathe News, through
the individual enterprise of the
various editors, obtained froni
passengers aboard the rescue ship
excellent scenes made in 16 mm,
film, rushed them to New York by
airplane from the West Coast, and
after enlarging the film, used the
subject in the releases.

This is the first big sea dis-
aster to be recorded in the movies
since the rescue of the crew of the
Antinoe on the North Atlantic by
Captain Freid of the Presiden*
Roosevelt in the winter of 1926.
Standard film made on the rescue
was shown exclusively at that
time by the International News-
reel, of which “Mike” clofine was
then editor, and was one of the
big newsreel beats of the year.

PdTHE’S “HER MAN”
PRESS SHEET SHINES

With the press sheet on “Her
Man,” Pathe inaugurates a new
style of exploitation publication.
The sheet is about 14 x 43 inches
iu size, eight pages in color and
eight devoted to publicity and ac-
cessories displays. When folded it

will fit a brief case. It is edited
by Charles K. Ulrich with super-
vision by Charles Giegerich, ad-
vertising and publicity director.

The first section, printed in two
colors, displays reproductions of
posters in enlarged form; a
double-page broadside detailing
the merits of the production, a
page devoted to exploitation and
a display of a fine assortment of
Uthos, stills, window, insert and
lobby cards. The publicity sec-
tion of eight pages is stitched to
the inside back of the color sec-
tion at the top, thus facilitating
the handling of the material by
showmen and press agents in their
selection of publicity and adver-
tising material.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Sept. 4, 1930

Paramount F-L _ 60 60% -J- %
Warner Bros 30 30% — %
Warner Bros. Pre. 2% 2% — %
Pox Film “A” 49% 503/, _|_ 14
Loew’s Inc 75% 76% + %
Loew’s Inc. Pre....l07% 107 J4 4- %
Radio K-A-0 34 34% — %
Pathe Exchange _ 4% 4%
Pathe “A” 10 10
Con. P. Ind. 18% 18% -f- %

Curb Market
Fox Theatre “A”_ 10% 10%



Can you imagine

anything runnier

than these three

rollicking comedians

all together in

Presented by Carl Laemmle and

produced by Carl Laemmle^ Jr.

Directed by

WILLIAM JAMES
CRAFT

SEE AMERICA
THIRST
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23 YEARS SINCE GRIFFITH

STARTED IN ‘EAGLE’S NEST' FILM

D. W. Griffith, whose “Abraham”
Lincoln” at the Centrel Theatre

has been hailed as an outstanding

achievement of the talking picture,

and the legitimate modern suc-

cessor of his “Birth of a Nation”,

is on the eve of the twenty-third

anniversary of his entrance into

pictures. It was in the Fall of

1907 that Griffith—actor, author,

poet and playright—impressed by

the wrapt attention devoted to an

elemental moving picture exhibi-

tion he had seen in Chicago, pre-

sented himself at the Edison stu-

dio to sell a scenario.

He was told that the great num-
ber of scenes and their elaborate
character precluded its considera-

tion and was leaving when the di-

rector, Erwin S. Porter, asked him
if he would icare to act in the “pro-
duction” the,n in preparation, “The
Eagle’s Nest” in one reel. He ac-

cepted the role of a mountaineer,
making his first acquaintance with
the camera in a three-day engage-
ment.

Griffith’s big scene required him
to battle with a huge and feroci-

ous eagle in rescuing a baby from
its talons. He fought the good
fight on a narrow ledge on a dizzy
Palisades cliff overhanging the
Hudson, above Dyckman St. The
rapacious eagle was stjiffed, its

spreading wings on hinges operat-
ed by unseen wires from the top
of the cliff. Griffith won the des-
perate battle, saved the child

—

and was paid at the rate of $5.00

a day!

DHiTTERTON SIGNS
NEW PARA CONTRACT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Ruth
Chatterton will continue as a
Paramount star, having signed a
new contract last Thursday, be-

fore her departure for New York
where her next production is to

be filmed.

TIMELY ARCTIC SCENE
IN VAGABOND SHORT

SKINNER TO APPEAR
AT ‘KISMEr PREMIERE

A print of “Kismet,” starring

Otis Skinner, is now on the way
to New York. The world pre-

miere of this, the first talking pic-

ture in which Mr. Skinner has
ever been presented, will take
place at a leading Broadway the-

atre within the ne.xt four weeks.
The star will be present in per-

son, as will Loretta Young, who
has the leading feminine role.

PRAISE FOR JOLSON
SINGING FOR LAUGHS

In its preview of A1 Jol-
son in “Big Boy”, Yita-
phone special, the October
issue of Motion Picture
Magazine says ; “Keversing
his x’ecent film appearances,
A1 Jolson sings to produce
iaiighs rather than tejxrs in

‘Big Boy,’ adapted from his
Broadway musical of simil-

ar title.

“Previously drenched in
tears while singing the now
famous ‘Mammy’ and “Son-
ny Boy,’ Jolson switches to

his inimitable stage brand
of comedy delivery of wise-
cracks and songs.”

NEW CHECKING SERVICE NOW

OPERATING FROM 7 KEY CITIES

PITTSBURGH, Sept. 4. — The
Federal Theatrical Accounting
Service for exhibitors has open-
ed its Pittsburgh branch office,

this being the seventh city thus
provided with operation of the
new checking plan for use where
pictures are booked on a percent-
age basis. Harold Lund is the
local manager. Other branches
are at Chicago, Milwaukee, De-
troit, Cleveland, Cincinnati and
Indianapolis, with Buffalo, N. Y.,

shortly to be added.
Harry Ross, organizer of the

service, reports professional men
and certified accountants joining
throughout the country, and that
the plan is working to the satis-

faction of both exhibitors and dis-

tributors. Ross formerly was
Pittsburgh branch manager for

Paramount. He has appointed W.
G. Caldwell, formerly of the Pathe
booking department, booker for

the Pittsburgh service. One hun-
dred and twenty men will be on
the local roster. Lund, the Pitts-

burgh manager, formerly was with
Paramount here.

AUSTRALIAN MARKET
CLOSED BY TAX

(Coiitinued from page 1)

American talkies being exceeding-

ly popular with the New Zealand

public and the chief competition

faced by British production.

The new Australian tax amounts

to 30 per cent on profits and it

was apparent yesterday that there

is no question of its effect on U. S.

film exports. The Australian Gov-

ernment action was anticipated by

the British film trade two weeks
ago and attributed to a budget
crisis. The effect on American
export was foreseen. Estimates
of the yearly 'amount of money
taken out of Australia by U. S.

film concerns were as high as

$12,500,000. How to
,

divert this

immense revenue into British film

coffers was given immediate at-

tention. i

;

Who Said ^^Depression?^*

U. A. Counts 4 Sell-Outs

The story of the tragic ending
of the Swedish Arctic expedition
recently disclosed is paralleled in

Pathe’s “The Glacier Secret”, one
of the Vagabond series, directed
by Tom Terriss.

AD-VANCE-AD

“The trailers you furnish, sell

more seats than any other

medium I use.”

Playhouse Theater,
Fairhope, Ala.

Warren Nolan of United Artists

ventures the statement that if

figures mean anything, current

complaints of depression in the

amusement business are much ex-

aggerated. He refers to “Raffles,”

“Hell’s Angels” and “Abraham
Lincoln” as having been Broadway
sell-outs since their opening.

In the several cities outside

New York, “Hell's Angels” has
enjoyed the same success as in

two New York theatres, while
“Raffles” has bested the summer’s
heat with records in all cities

where it has been played and is

now surpassing in London the rec-
ord established there by “Bulldog
Drummond.” As for “Abraham
Lincoln,” there is standing room
only at the Central, while “The
lOld Master” has equalled “The
Birth of a Nation.”

SCREEN HILL BILLIES

IN HARRISCOLOR

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Clyde
Slater has just finished the first

of a series featuring the Beverly
Hill Billies. The picture is in

Harriscolor, RCA recording. The
Beverly Hill Billies are becoming
nationally known through their

broadcasting over station KMPC.
The series will tell the discover-
ing of these Hill Billies by Glen
Rice, radio announcer.

RKO CHAIN BOOKS
35 F.N. FEATURES

RKO Metropolitan chain of

houses has booked the Prosperity
Group of First National. The
group consists of 35 feature pic-

tures.

TIVOLI EXPLOITING

“BIG FIGHT” DATE

The Tivoli Theatre which has
booked “The Big Fight” to play
September 7, has arranged with
Madison Square Garden to secure
a variety of boxing material for

the purpose of building an exhibit
in its lobby. This exhibit will

consist of boxing gloves, prizes,

belts, etc., owned by former
champions; also enlarged photos
showing vivid moments of great
fights.

MUSICIANS, THEATRES
IN DEADLOCK

(Continued fi-om page 1)

to an agreement.
F. W. Birnbach, business man-

ager of the Musicians’ Union, says
that union members will continue
at work at the Minnesota and RKO
Orpheum for the present as under
the contract which expired on
August 31, with its salary scale
of $77. The dispute is over the
minimum number of men to be
employed at the theatres named
and over a four weeks’ notice
clause desired by the two circuits.

Under the four weeks’ notice
clause, the circuits, in case of a
change of policy at the Minnesota
or Orpheum, the only two houses
for which musicians now are re-
quired in Minnesota, would be per-
mitted to discharge their orches-
tras during the term of the con-
tract by giving the four weeks’
notice. The union objects vigor-
ously to this clause which indi-

cates the possibility of one or both
local houses abandoning their
stage shows and going in for
straight pictures. It is insisted by
the union that the two theatres
be required to keep the minimum
number of men prescribed in the
proposed contract for its one-year
duration.

TWO PLAYERS ADDED
TO BUCK JONES’ FILM

Carmelita Geraghty and Tommy
Carr are the latest additions to
Columbia’s “Fightin’ Thru”, Buck
Jones’ third in a series of eight
outdoor specials.

NIGHT OF NIGHTS!
WOODMANSTEN INN

(On Pelham Parkway)
(Where Fashion and Beauty

Congregate)

BRILLIANT
DOUBLE OPENINGS!
(Under New Management)

Saturday, September 6

Sunday, September 7

with

HUSTON RAY
World’s Wonder Planisit

nnd Conductor
And His Original WABC

Columbia
Broadcasting Orcliestra

Immediate Reservations
Advisable

Phone Talmadge 2298-2130

Underhill 2828
Bowling Green 2340
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e PATHE CINEMA STUDIOS

START ON FRENCH TALKIES

NEW FINANCING OF

HARRISCOLOR FILMS

The offering of 300,000 shares
of no par common stock of Harris-
color Films, Inc., a Delaware Cor-
poration, which recently acquired
more than 80 per cent of the out-

standing stock of Harriscolor
Films of New Jersey, is announced
by Marlon S. Emery & Co., New
York bankers. The New Jersey
company had formerly absorbed
by change of name the Kelley
Color Laboratory, Inc., organized
in 1923, controlling the patents and
processes for the production of

color pictures developed by it.

The new financing, the bankers
state, is for the purpose of ex-

panding the facilities of the com-
pany by adding 20,00*0 square feet

of laboratory space to its Holly-
wood plant, the construction of

twenty-five additional cameras,
and the installation of additional
dryers,, developers and printers.
This equipment will permit the
company to process approximately
65,000,000 fqet of film a year.

mi WHISPERS’ WILL
m DiPEOT TO PUBLIO

Unique in that it was made
wholly at night, “The Bat Whis-
pers’’, is announced completed by
United Artists.’ This is the pro-
duction which follows “Alibi” in

the Roland West-Chester Morris
cycles—and West declares that it

is even better’, More than: one
hundred sets were used.

Each day the actors went to

work at) 6' P. M. and quit in time
for breakfast that was dinner to

them. Secrecy surrounded the
whole business. Even the script
omitted the final scene of this

mystery picture, while the doors
of, the projection

;

rooms and cut-
ting rooms at ithe United Artists
Studio in Hollywood are now seal-
ed tight against the curious. No-
body, it is declared, yvill see the
picture lintil it goes directly to
the public.

CALLS FILM OF STAGE
PLAT “EVEK BETTER”

Theatre Krts Monthly quotes
Leslie Howard on, Warners’ screen
version of “Outward Bound: “We
worked with the original script,

making ho tehajnges fin the, dialogue
and preserving the’ true flafor of
the original: production ... To my
way of thinking the Vitaphone
productiop is as good as, if not
better: than, the legitimate play.”

“This coming from a British
actor and playwright,” notes The-
atre Arts Monly, “augurs well for
the future of the drama in the
talking picture.”

m COMEDY SHORT
Four members of the cast of

Will Morrisey’s latest Broadway
show, “Hot Rhythm,” journeyed
over to the Paramount studios this
week to film a comedy short for
that organization. The quartette,
comprising Sam Paige, Slaps Wal-
lace, Willie Taylor and Joe Miller,
are featured entertainers in the
colored revue.

BAZOOKA TO MAKE
DEBUT AS MUSICAL
IN “UP THE RIVER”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—Jolin Ford, directing “Up
Tlje River” on the Fox lot,

will introduce a new brand
of senii-saxaphone music in

the sound elements. Ford
cast Robert Burns and his
bazooka (whatever that is)

resembling a two-piece gas
pipe. . . It plays music, how-
ever, and costs 35 cents to

construct.

HOLIDM”
REiPY ¥m BELilSE

Warner Bros. ’’Sinner’s Holi-

day” the screen adaptation of the

Broadway stage play, “Penny Ar-

cade],” is sjcheduled )for release

on September 6, announces Sam
E. Morris, vice-president of War-
ner Bros. Pictures, Inc.

A film made by the Praesens
Company of Zurich, “Miseries and
Joys of Women” has had a
troubled career since its appear-
ance some months ago. A “for

adults only” picture, its showing
has been prohibited in various
Swiss cities and much comment
has been aroused in the press and
elsewhere. Word has come from
Germany, however, that the film

has passed ,the censors in that
country and ’that it can be shown
freely. This decision is cause for
considerable rejoicing among mo-
tion picture circles in Switzerland.

!js

New Lucerne Theatre
There is some talk of a new

motion picture theatre being erect-
ed in Lucerne, w^ich already has
six. This enterprise if carried
through, will be headed by the
former director of the Modern
Theatre! in Lucerne. Plajns are
said to 'include a seating capacity
of 1200 persons.

* ' * *

Mont Blanc Featured
A German company has recent-

ly conipleted another alpine pic-
ture this time featuring Mont
Blanc, the name “Stars over Mont
Blanc.” The German pilot Udet
figures in the picture and is seen
actually to make a landing 3200
meters high in the mountains.

* * *

Rio Houses Wired
Four theatres have been recent-

ly wired for sound, according to
a report received from Trade
Commissioner Harvey Sheehan,
Rio de Janeiro; the National The-
atre, with a capacity of 800 seats,
and the Guanabara, with a seat-
ing capacity of 1,500 seats, in the
city of Rio de Janeiro; the Ideal,
in Recife, with a seating capacity
of 650 seats, recently inaugurat-
ed; and the Santa Cecilia, a new
house with all modern equipment,
and having a capacity of 2400
seats, opened in Sao Paulo.

wmnms Mim
immm

Warner Bros, have received the
following telegram from The Indi-

ana Indorsers of Photoplays;,
“The

;
Indiana Indorsers of

Photoplays at its meeting this

morning expressed its apprecia-
tion of the twenty-five years of

splendid high type pictures War-
ner Bros, have given to the pic-

ture-going public. We congratu-
late Warner Bros, and wish them
every success in their future pro-
ductions.”

3 YE^BS OF LEYEY

Harold Levey is rounding out
three years of activity at the War-
ner Bros. Eastern Studios as mu-
sical director.

The Austrian film contingent

law, which was put into effect in

1927 for a period of three years,

has now been officially extended

for another three years. The pres-

ent regulation calls for twenty-

two import permits for each

Austrian film which is completed.

The agreement between the Aust-

ria and German producers regard-

ing the exchange of production

remains as before.

Discussions regarding the ad-
visability of renewing this Jaw
were very protracted due to the
new situation engendered by the
entrance of the sound film and
the consequent slump in Austrian
silent film production. Apparent-
ly, however, the Film Beirat is

going on the assumpton that the
Selenophone laboratory will be
successful with the sound picture
which they now have in produc-
tion and will continue sound pro-
duction.

Parents to Decide

Under an agreement between
the Federal Government, the Mo-
tion Picture industry and the Cen-
sorship Board, film distributors
and exhibitors will now include in
announcements and advertising
matter dealing with new films, the
words “for general exhibition”
when the censorship has so mark-
ed the films.

The Censorship Board has fre-
quently been criticised for admit-
ting films unsuitable for children.
Under the new arrangement,
which became effective July 1, the
parents now have the opportunity
of deciding on the pictures suit-
able for their children. Where a
picture is not marked “for gen-
eral exhibition” it is understood
that it is only suitable for adults.

PARIS, France, Sept. 4. — En-
tirely rebuilt and converted into
what are said to be the most com-
pletely equipped sound motion pic-
ture studios on the continent, the
Pathe Cinema Studios at Join-
ville-le-Pont, which are about five

miles from Paris, have begun the
production of sound motion pic-
tures in the language of the coun-
try. There are six separate stu-
dios in varying sizes, the largest
of which is about 80 feet long by
50 feet wide.

RCA Photophone sound record-
ing equipment of the latest design,
including a number of sound re-
cording trucks, have been install-
ed. Five separate projection
booths are equipped with RCA
Photophone sound reproducing ap-
paratus and the most minute de-
tails, such as are incorporated in
the world famous motion picture
studios in Hollywood, California
have been included in the conver-
sion and rehabilitation of the old
Pathe Cinema Studios.

Each studio has its own techni-
cal organization, rooms for art-
ists, offices for the administration,
laboratories are provided and pub-
lic and private telephone systems.
A regular service of motor cars
to and from Paris is available to
artists and personnel.

NOTED ENGLISH STARS
FOR RKO THEATRES

Charles J. Freeman, chief of the
RKO vaudeville booking exchange,
reports the engagement of two
important English music hill at-
tractions for RKO vaudeville the-
atres. ’]

The acts are Gracie Fields, the
English comedienne, and comedy
duo named Carroll and Mundy,
which is also thoroughly estab-
lished in Europe.

SEVAN TO “LOVE 0’ LIL”

The signing of Billy Sevan,
Claire De Brey and Joan Standing
marked the completion of the cast
of Columbia’s “For the Love O’
Lil.” The picture is an adapta-
tion of Leslie Thrasher’s famous
Liberty Magazine cover series,
which comes to the screen under
the direction of James Tinling.
Featured in the cast are Jack Mul-
hall, Sally Starr, Elliott Nugent,
Margaret Livingston, Charles
Sellon and Julia Swayne Gordon.

NEWSPAPER TIE-UP

Reginald Denny in Sono Art-
World Wide’s “What a Man!” was
chosen as the initial offering at
the new Tivoli Theatre, Henry A.
Morton’s new house in Saskatoon,
Saska., which opened its doors
with four solid pages of advertis-
ing and publicity in the Saskatoon
Star-Phoenix.

Starting with one full page ad
on “_What A Man!”, the rest of the
section carried ads from almost
every merchant in town, and also
from many of the town’s leading
citizens.

Foreign Film Notes
Reported by the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce

Municipal Censorship TIiree-Year Conting’ent



Smack..! Another Hit

Right on the Nose!
The best polo team will win tomorrow—on Long Island. The best

team in the picture business — FOX — is winning right

along. Hitting the ball hard right on the nose. Hit after hit I

mx

Business up 40% • Over half of

Fox pictures are played on per-

centage. Thus increase in busi-

ness means popularity with the

public and increased business

by exhibitors of Fox pictures.

Theatres share in Fox prosperity.

Picture after picture

gets extended runs.

LOOK AT THE BIG

ONES COMING
SONG O’MYHEART

September 7

THE SEA WOLF
September 21

L I L I O M
October 5

SCOTLAND YARD
October 19

ON YOUR BACK
September 14

SOUP TO NUTS
September 28

UP THE RIVER
October 12

RENEGADES
October 26

And watch for the

biggest one ever made The BIG TRAIL
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Chat of a
Monday A.M*

By

The visiting Mr. Eisenstein of

Russia advises that the Soviet

government plans construction of

special theatres for peasants and

the production of special pictures

simpler in story and treatment for

them. Then there should be a

cinema school, not for directors

and authors as at present, but for

audiences. They could start with

kindergarten subjects, then ad'

vance to the higher grades, finally

getting so high that they can feed

exclusively on Sennett comedies.
* * •

COMMON CLAY” is the

latest monument to the

showmanship of Winfield Shee'

han. It didn’t just happen. It

was planned and budded.
* * *

Thumb Nose Golf courses re-

port a decline in many spots.

This, of course, will be blamed

on the sales managers or the prO'

ducers.

(Continued on page 2)

BOWES TO ENTERTAIN

FIDAC NOTABLES

At the regular midnight perform-
ance of the Capitol Theatre Mon-
day evening, September 15, Major
Edward Bowes in co-operation

with the Mayor’s committee will

welcome the two-hundred-and-
fifty visiting delegates of FIDAC,
and entertain them with a spe-

cially arranged program of his

own direction.

(Continued on page 2)

ROACH FLIES HERE

Hal Roach is in New York, hy
airplane from the Coast. He flew

to Boston and back yesterday and
will start on his return flight to

Los Angeles tomorrow.

GERMAN AND FRENCH GOVERNMENTS BACK

FILM PACT TO CONTROL EOROPEAN MARKETS
. 1

Bar to U. S. Export Expansion Sought in New French
Quota on German Contingent Lines Providing

Special Licenses for Product of Both Countries
^

‘DAWN PATROL’ GOT
$297,675 IN TEN
WEEKS ON 8’WAY

During tlie first ten weeks
of its run at tlie Winter
(tardeii, New York, “The
iDiiwn Patrol”, starring
Richard Barthelniess, has
grossed $297,675.

The Winter Darden seats

1,400. All house records
have been smashed by “The
Dawn Patrol”, even those
hnng up hy “The Singing
Fool” having been eclipsed
by the Barthelniess picture.
From present indications,

the run will continue for

many weeks more at pop-
ular prices.

“RENO” TO REOPEN
OLYMPIC IN UTICA

The Olympic Theatre, Utica, New
York, which has been dark for

some time, opens September 20 un-
der new management, with a pre-
release run of “Reno”, the Sono
Art-World Wide “special”, official-

ly scheduled for release October 1.

In addition, the Olympic has con-

tracted to play Sono Art-World

Wide’s entire program during the

coming season.

H. G. KNOX HEADS ERPl

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

J. E. Otterson, president of Elec-
trical Research Products, has an-
nounced the appointment of H. G.
Knox, vice-president of the Com-
pany, to take charge of Engineer-
ing and Research. In this capa-
city he succeeds the late J. J.

Lyng, vice-president.

RKO GOLF TOURNAMENT
The RKO Golf Club will hold its

semi-annual golf tournament on
Thursday and Friday, rain or shine
on the links of the Glen Oaks Golf
and Country Club at Great Neck.
There are over eighty entries for
this tournament, which will be run
by A. Frank Jones and the RKO
Golf Committee consisting of J. H.
Turner, L. E. Thompson and J.

Henry Walters.

BERLIN, September 6. — A new
P’ranco-German film accord for
the free exchange of French and
German talking pictures Avas clos-

:ed yesterday in Paris. The real

underlying purpose of the com-
pact, howevei”—as recognized in

German film circles here—is to

erect another, and a formal, bar-
rier against expansion of Ameri-
can film interests in European
markets. In fact, there is no room
for doubt on this point.

The use of the “off stage voice”

in the news releases of the sound
reel companies is becoming more
wide-spread. It is understood that
this week Paramount, Fox and Pa-
the will begin to make all their

reels with a voice describing the
scenes of the various stories of

which the reels are composed.
It is also understood that from

now on these companies will re-

sort to the use of the sound cam-
era more than ever before and
will record sound in their news
reels only when sound or speech
of an individual is essential to

(Continued on page 8)

BERLINER BUSY

Vitaphone Branch Opened
In Des Moines, Iowa

(Continued on page 8) ' (Continued on page 3)

“OFF STAGE VOICES” PLANNED

FOR ALL SOUND NEWSREELS
^

Warner Bros, last week install-

ed a Vitagraph-Vitaphone Branch
in Des Moines, Iowa, under the
managership of M. J. Comer, an-
nounces Claude C. Ezell, general
sales manager. Comer has been
promoted to the new post, for his

work as manager of the Omaha
Branch,
“Within the next four weeks,”

says Ezell, “we will have every
exchange center in the country
equipped to service the exhibitor
with Vitaphone Varieties. This
will be an important convenience
and will make it possible for ex-
hibitors to get their Varieties
more quickly, and also make
changes in their programs m.ore
frequently.”

The Berliner Acoustic System is

being installed in the Mount Eden
Theatre, Bronx, for Lawrence
Bolognino’s Consolidated Amuse-
ment Company.
Recent Berliner installations in-

clude the Cosmo Theatre, 116th
Street, New York; Byrd Theatre,
Chicago; Jack Buchanan’s Leices-
ter Square Theatre, London.

The BIG TRAIL"Co{ossMso//ilTns
Adv.



COASTWISE UNDER FULL SAIL
"HER MAN” IS HEADED THIS
WAY AND SHE IS WITH HIM

(Adv.*
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MAIN STREET

IJessie Love is losing weight * *

if you don’t believe it pay a visit

to Major Bowes palace on Broad-
way * * * Georg’e Oerhardt, the

Evening World wiz on critiques,

has handed a waiting world a new
simplilied spelling code * * * Boy,
page Dixiana * * Frank Fay
said a few words at the Big Stem
premiere of that same Dixiana the

other eve * * so did that danc-
ing fool. Bill Robinson * * * Bill

is as naive as a country school
* * * Bjii jg go naive that he

calls pictures, jiichers * * he

disarms one, in fact with this

naviete * * * Oh, for a peek at

Charlie’s City Lights * * * Charlie

has the entire industry in sus-

pense * he always was a good

waiter * * * Dorothy Gish popped

into public print when sister

Lillian was bitten by a dog * * *

why doesn’t Dot come hack on

the screen * * * we dare her, too

* * * Rod LaRoque window shop-

ping on the Avenoo with a gold-

headed cane * * * whatever be-

came of Julius Steger * * * re-

member when Julius was directing

.Alarion Davies in the old Bio-

graph studio in Harlem * * * Bugs

Baer slipped into the Friars * * *

Woodniansten Inn is attracting a

lot of celebs * * * did you ever

hear of the bazooka * * * neither

did we until we heard from John

Ford’s i».a.
* * * they’re cracking

skulls again getting ready for the

grid season * * * E. Laning

-Waster, who p.a.’d the old Vita-

graph Co. in earnest conversation

with someone or other in front

of the Roxy * • *

PATHE REPORTS RIG DEMAND

FOR SERVICES OF ANN HARDING
If Ann Harding were twins,

triplets or even quadruplets she
could not fill the number of roles

offered to her during recent
months. Nearly a dozen different

offers have recently been made to

the Fathe Studios by other or-

ganizations who want to borrow
Miss Harding, according to a wire
from President E. B. Derr to the
home office in New York. It is

said that six of the roles she could
have filled are among the plums
of the season, and were eagerly
competed for by many other act-
resses.

However, Fathe has constantly
refused to accede, prefering Ann
to follow up her stupendous suc-
cess in “Holiday” with an appear-
ance in two of their own pictures.

Miss Harding is already at work
on the first “The Greater Love”,
an original story by Eugene
Walter, Rollo Lloyd directing, in

which the star haSi the leading

male support of Clive Brook and
Harry Bannister.
According to present plans she

will follow this picture with “Re-
bound,” Donald Ogden Stewart’s
play recently acquired by Fathe
after considerable competitive
bidding participated in by major
companies.
Following the completion of

“The Greater Love” and “Re-
bound,” Miss Harding will be loan-
ed to Fox for the special produc-
tion to be made of “East Lynne.”
On two other occasions Fathe has
acquiesced to the demands for

Miss Harding’s services. She was
loaned to Samuel Goldwyn to ap-
pear with Ronald Colman in “Con-
demned,” and to First National for

“The Girl of the Golden West”
in which Harry Bannister, her
husband played the role of “Jack
Ranee.”

New Film Product Sees Many
Ships Starred on Payrolls

RUTH CHATTERTON IN

“RIGHT TO LOVE”

Ruth Chatterton has started pro-

duction work on her next Para-
mount starring vehicle, “The Right
to Love”, in which she will play
four different characters—as a girl,

as a grown woman, as her own
youthful daughter, and finally as

this daughter in middle age.

Richard Wallace, as his first as-

signment by Pararnount since his

recent world tour, is directing

“The Right to Love” from a script

by Zoe Akins, who performed the
same service of adaptation for

Miss Chattel-ton’s two preceding
successes. “Anybody’s Woman”
and “Sarah and Son”.

CHAT OF A

MONDAY A.M.

'Continued from page 1)

The Sound Newsreel industry

is returning to common sense

operation. The big ones includ-

ing Paramount and Fox will have

spoken obligato to the silent se-

quences and only use sound where

sound belongs. This makes for

better entertainment and Univer-

sal ought to feel all swelled up
over it. Pathe is already using

the system.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Lead-
ing production schedules for 1930-

31 reveal a wider use of ships
and other sea-going craft than has
been observed in former seasons.
Writers of original stories for the
screen, and many whose work ap-

pears first in the magazines, seem
to be tempted by situations “on
the roaring main,” perhaps as a

convenient means of getting away
from the eternal “society theme.”
Producers who have cashed in

with the w-ide-open-space Westerns
in which men are men, appear to

look to sea-faring life and dra-
matic plots afloat as a means of

profit while varying the monotony.

A recent check-up reveals hard-
ly a studio where the job of finish-

ing a sea picture is not in evi-

dence. This means that all sorts

of ships, old and new—preferably
old and famous—will get on the

payroll. This may mean as much
as $1,000 per day in rent cover-
ing a shooting period of a week
or two. Big three and four-mast-
ers seem to be preferred.

SKINNER RESTING

Otis Skinner, star of “Kismet”,
the First National screen version
of the famous play by Edward
Knoblock, is resting at his coun-
try home near Woodstock, Vtr
niont. He will attend the wor’d
premiere of the picture, which is

to take place in a few weeks at

one of the largest Broadway the-
atres.

“TARZAN THE TIGER”

NETS FIFTY BOOKINGS

Universal has just made an un-
usual booking of a silent aerial,

“Tarzan, the Tiger”. It will play
fifty bookings in Y.M.C.A.’s and
Polish Churches in and around
New York. At the first perform-
ance, eight episodes will be shown,
and this will be followed by seven
episodes at the second showing in

each of the bookings. Admission
price will be 50c for each perform-
ance, and six prints will be used
to cover the bookings.

JEAN HARLOWE WINS
IN TRUST FUND SUIT

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 6.—Jean
Harlowe, blonde star of the screen
today won a legal fight to prevent
her husband, Charles F. McGrew,
II. of Chicago, from altering in

any way a $200,000 trust fund it

was alleged he made for her in

1927.

BOWES TO ENTERTAIN
(Continued fi-om page 1)

Tho FIDAC, initial letters of the
Federation Internalliee Des An-
ciens Combattants, is an organiza-
tion composed of the various pat-
riotic organizations of world war
veterans or w-orkers in the allied

countries. Every American Legion
member automatically belongs.

Following a personal greeting of
Majoi' Bowes from the Capitol
stage, Yasha Bunchuk conducting
the Capitol Grand Orchestra will
play the national anthems of the
various countries represented:
Great Britain, France, Italy, Bel-
gium. Poland, Roumania, Jugos-
lavia, Portugal, Czechoslovakia
and the United .States.

FOR sale:
MOTION PICTURE AND “STILL”
cameras rented, sold- and exchangr-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary-stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience In production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre: trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else In the
motion picture business an ad In
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the services of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to
do, and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY RB'VIXW,
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ERPI TELLS THEATRES HOW

TO GET BEST SOUNO QUALITY

“0 K FOR FAMIUES”,

NEW LABEL FOR FILMS

BUENOS AYRES, Sept. 6.—Tlie

Mayor and City Council here are

co-operating to establish munici-

pal censorship for all motion pic-

tures. The measure proposes

three classifications which would
be prominently printed on theatre

programs andi failure to do so

would entail a heavy fine. The
classifications are

:

“Suitable for families,” “not

suitable for families,” and “for

physicians only.”

The censor would also be em-
powered to cut out any parts of

films which he considei-ed unsuit-

able. The Mayor’s messags says;

“The customs and morals of dif-

ferent people differ because they

are determined by different fac-

tors. We must decidip if these for-

eign morals, as displayed in mo-
tion pictures, can be understood

by the Argentine public as por-

traying the standards of foreign

people or whether they will tend

rather to tear down our own
moral standards.”

JAMES BRADBURY WITH
WALTER HUSTON AGAIN

James Bradbury, Sr., whose
career embraces forty-eight years

on the stage, has been added to

the cast of Paramount’s “The
Virtuous Sin”, featuring Walter
Huston, Kay Francis and Kenneth
MacKenna. He recently worked
opposite Huston as General Win-
field Scott in “Abraham Lincoln.”

GERMAN AND FRENDH
IN NEW FILM FA6T

(Continued from page 1)

The agreement, which is to be
effective for one year, is said to

be now in the hands of the re-

spective governments, for ratifica-

tion. Bringing the two govern-
ments into the bi-lateral deal is

regarded as especially significant.

The first detail on the program Is

the preparation by the French mo-
tion picture industry of the terms
of a quota law similar to the Ger-
man contingent and procure its

enactment. This would form an
effective barrier against all for-

eign p,roducers except the Ger-
mans.

The proposed enactment will se-

cure to French producers by spe-
cial licenses the sale of French
pictures in Germany in excess of

the normal French quota. Pro-
ducers in the two countries are
confident that this agreement not
only will discourage American
exporters, but insure a supply of
talking pictures that will satisfy
the European public demand.

AUDIENCES LUCE

“THE OFFICE WIFE”

With a title that cannot be sur-
passed for box-office provocative-
niess. Warner Bros. '“The Office

Wife”, was released two weeks
ago, and is surpassing the expec-
tations of all concerned, accord-
ing to Claude C. Ezell, general
sales manager.

RKO HAS HAD A
BUSY WEEK-END

The RKO org-anization

had a rather busy week-
end. Hei*© in New York,
‘^ixiana” oi)ene<l at the

GTohe Theatre on Thurs-
day; on Friday night “The
Danger Signal” featuring'

Louis WolJielni, had its

world’s premiere at the
RKO St, Louis Theatre,
while on tlie same night,

“Leathemecking” had its

first showing at the RKO
Theatres in Portland, Ore-
gon, and Seattle, Washing-
ton.

ADD FRENCH LINGUIST

TO CAST OF “MOROCCO”
Jacques Vaiiaire, screen and

stage character actor, has been
added to the cast of Paramount’s
“Morocco”. He appears as a
French Foreign Legion captain in

the production which features

Gary Cooper, Marlene Dietrich and

Adolphe Menjou. Vanaire was born

in France and made his stage de-

but there. He speaks six langu-

ages—English, French, German,

Spanish, Flemish and Dutch.

Expansion by thirty-three and a
third per cent of the studio’s tech-

nical facilities and the adoption of

new silent recording cameras
marks the beginning of the new
motion picture season at the Hal
Roach lot in Culver City, where
thirty comedies of varying length
will be produced for M-G-M release
in 1930-31.

Exceptional results with the new
“Our (iang” films is reported at

the comedy studio. Formerly
close-ups of the youngsters com-
prising “Our Gang” were difficult

to obtain, and somewhat unsatis-
factory, but the new type of noise-
less cameras has eliminated this

difficulty. “Head-on” shots of the

United^Artists and Samuel Gold-
wyn, Inc. recently made their first

radio exploitation record, a dra-
matization of scenes from “Raffles”,

announced by Alois Havriila, and
directed by Fred Smith. Already
several dozens of stations through-
out the United. States,—in fact, in

practically every city where “Raf-
fles” has been played,—have pre-
sented this record, not once but
several times in advance of the
showing of the film.

In each case the record has been
offered and accepted as radio en-
tertainment, given gratis to the ex-
hibitor by United Artists and play-
ed gratis by the station because
of its interest as a sustaining fe**-

ture. Many of them are National

BARTHELMESS’ NEXT

TO START Hi

Instead of starting production
on Septenfber 15, according to the

original schedule, Richard Bar-
thelmess’ First J'Jational picture
will begin “shooting” about the

first week in October, according
to advices from the Cloast. The
title and subject of the picture
have not yet been announced.

DDT KNAPP, DEAUTY,
IN NEW PATHE DOMEDY
Dorothy Knapp, celebrated beau-

ty of Earl Carroll’s “Vanities”
and one-time Miss America, has
been signed by Rathe as leading
woman in “Under the Cock-Eyed
Moon,” the Si Willis Bob Carney
comedy vehicle now being produc-
ed by Fred Lalley, under the su-
pervsion of President E. B. Derr.
Miss Knapp, whose last appear-

ances on Broadway were in “Take
It Easy” and “Fioretta,” recently
completed work in “Whoopee.”

children are now obtained without
bungalow attachments on the cam-
eras, and the slightest whisper will

record perfectly.
The new cameras are being used

on other sets, and plans are now
being made by Roach for the con-
struction of a fourth sound stage,
110' by 110 feet. The third sound
stage on the Roach lot, recently
completed, has an area of 140 by
110 feet.

During the first two weeks of

September another complete re-

cording outfit, or channel, will be
placed on the Roach lot. Thffi will

make two sound trTrcTcj and two
sound stage recording outfits

available for action at all times.

Broadcasting and Columbia Broad-
casting stations.
Among the_ stations over which

the record has been played are
WGR._pf Buffalo, WEBF of Evans-
ville, WAAW of Omaha, WSB of At-
lanta, WRAW of Reading, WCAH of

Columbus, WCOO of Harrisburgh,
WeSH of Syracuse, WHBC of Can-
ton, WISN of Wilwaukee, V/MAK
of Buffalo, WLOE of Boston,
WEAL of Baltimore, KWK of St.

Louis, WCAU of Philadelphia,
WKBW of Buffalo, WCAO of Balti-
more, WREC of Memphis, WFAN
of Philadelphia, WIL of St. Louis.
Records are now being made on

D. W. Griffith’s '“Abraham Lin-
coln” and on Gloria Swanson’s
“What A Widow!”

One of the greatest problems

that exists today in the struggle

to make reproduction as nearly

perfect as possible is the tend-

ency to keep Ore volume too loud,

according to H. M. Wilcox, Oper-

ating Manager of Electrical Re-

search Products. While Mr. Wil-

cox declined to make any estimate

of the percentage of theatres in

which sound quality is being im-

paired as a result, he stated that

it was sufficiently large to con-

stitute a definite obstacle toward

the goal of adequate reproduction

in every theatre in the country.

“One of the contributing causes

to this condition,” Mr. Wilcox ex-

plained, “is the fact that many
theatre managers try to regulate

their sound volume by starting

the fader at a louder intensity

than will be necessary. From that

they expect to lower it until they

are satisfied with the volume.

“The fallacy of this procedure

is that the ear, attuned to over-

volume at the start, becomes

volume-proof. Sensitivity is dead-

ened, with the result that the lis-

tener is satisfied with the /olunie

before it has actually been dimin-

ished to a level that should be

used.

“The proper wmy to regulate

volume is to start the fader low
and work it up to the proper
volume.

“Another trait that is retarding

the realization of entirely satis-

factory reproduction is the tend-

ency to adjust sound volume to

meet the requirements of the

worst seats in the house instead

of the best. The individual judg-

ing volume quality often stands in

the rear of the balcony or some
other place where good reproduc-
tion is notoriously hard to obtain.

The volume is adjusted where it

is satisfactory to the hearer there,

instead of being adjusted so that

it will be satisfactory for the vast

majority of the seats.

“The desirability for conserva-

tive volume should be obvious. The
ground or surface noises, tliat are

part . of every talking nictare as

the phonograph needle’s scratch-

ing is part of the talking machine,
is emphasized by volume. This is

especially true where there are

any silent stretches in the picture.

Lower voIum_e, on the other hand,
tends to obliterate these noises.

“As we have stated before, re-

production quality and stability of

operation are showing a steady im-
provement. In December, 1928, the

service department of Electrical

Research Products cleared 1,000

emergency calls among theatres

that were then equipped. That
represented a call per month per

theatre. In July, 1930, the de-

partment cleared 480 emergency
calls from 4,500 theatres, an aver-

age of about one call per theatre

per year.”

33% Gain in Technical

Facilities of Roach Studio

RECORDED PROGRAMS
BIG AID TO “RAFFLES”



•cr

A New
Criterion

-/I new motif in the

new mode of superior screen attractions

so successfully established by "Holiday”

. . . Something exceptionally forceful in

its appeal to the modern intelligence of

today’s talking picture patrons . . . An

amazingly clever play that will set a new

criterion for rare quality in long run fea-

tures, will be presented in

“R E B O U N D”
— a dramatic vehicle inspirationally

suited to the subtle, exquisite artistry of

ANN' HARDING
who will have the superior support of

masculine stars of world-wide popularity.

"Rebound” will also have E. H.

GRIFFITH’
s
genius in its direction, the

talent of HORACE JACKSON in its

adaptation, and the keen showmanship

of F. B. DERR in its production details

— the personalities who share credit for

the great success of Rathe’s "Holiday”.

ANN HARDING

E. B. DERR

Producer

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH

Director

Donald Ogden Stewart

Author

HORACE JACKSON
Scenarist



The Season ’s

De Luxe SPECIAL

-• A Wide-awake, Ultra-Modern Play that won high praise from the great dramatic critics. ^

HEYWOOD BROUN said: "I’m distinctly for Donald Ogden Stewart’s new play 'Rebound’.

This IS the -best light comedy by anybody hereabouts in ten or twenty years. And it’s not so

damned light either.” <• ALEXANDER WOOLCOTT wrote: "I had a good time at your play.

The finale of the second act is one of the most exciting things I ever saw in the theatre.” 4

ROBERT BENCHLEY declared: "I like 'Rebound’ enormously. It is only a humorist like Mr.

Stewart who can be serious simultaneously with being funny.” 4 JOHN ANDERSON assert-

ed: "Altogether delightful. Its sly mixture of superb idiocy and compelling drama makes an

evening of rare quality.” 4 CHARLES DARNTON said: "Wholly refreshing and delightful. It

is highly modern in being quite sensible about what it

does and how it does it.” Praise that’s praise indeed!
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BRITISH THEATRES TESTIHC

TELEVISlOH POSSIBILITIES

Leading British theatrical in-

terests in London are planning to

test television from the audience

viewpoint, according to a state-

ment from the U. S. Department

of Commerce through George R.

Canty, American Trade Commis-
sioner in Paris. The report, which

American producers should find

extremely interesting, follow.s in

full.

“The advent of television is ne-

ing awaited with interest by cer-

tain interests in Great
^

Britain,

and it is expected to make much
progress in that country in the

near future. It is reported that

a London West Bind theatre has

contracted for the installation of

a television set, the wiring to be

done by the Baird Co., which is

perfecting and exploiting the

Baird television system.

“It may be noted that the first

set is to be installed in a legiti-

niate theatre aiid not in a motion

picture theatre. Apparently, it is

felt in legitimate theatre circles

that the broadcasting of stage

plays will be an excellent asset

for the theatre at a period when
it has so much to suffer from
screen competition.

“Officials of the Baird Co. are

reported to have stated that over

20 offers had been received by
their concern for the installation

of sets in theatres and motion pic-

ture theatres and that the sums
offered would have been more than
sufficient to justify installation of

apparatus. These offers have,

however, been declined, as the

Baird Co. intended to adhere to

Its original plan of running a

short season in the one theatre

that is to be wired and then with-

drawing the apparatus for some
months in order to allow technical

improvements to be made.

“One of the improvements un-
der consideration is a bigger

screen. At present the Baird Co.

has an arrangement with the

B. B. C. (British Broadcasting
Corporation) for the broadcasting
of their subjects. The B. B. C.

allows it three and a half hours a
week in which to develop their in-

vention, leaving entirely to the
Baird Co. the choice of subjects
to be broadcast or the decision as
to the manner in which this time
is to be employed.

“A further indication of the
progress made in Great Britain is

the fact that a televsion society
has just been registered in London
as a comqpny limited by guaranty
without snare capital. It is to
promote information on television
and other scientific subjects by
lectures and discussions.

“It is evident that further dev-
elopment of television depends on
the possibility of perfecting the
system now in use, but there is

sufficient public interest to insure
important commercial applications
as soon as technical conditions
make this practical, as witnessed
by the offers of London theatres,
mentioned above. It would seem
that develonments on these lines
in Great Britain need very careful
watching.”

LAEMMLE OBLIGES

TOLSTOY SOCIETY

Carl Laemtple has just receiv-
ed a letter from the Tolstoy So-
ciety of Great Britain asking him,
in i:iew of the fact that Universal
is producing an all talking screen
version of “Resurrection,” to aid
in seeing that the name of the
great Russian novelist is spelled

correctly.

The proper spelling of Leo Tol-

stoy’s name is with the final “y”

and not with the “i” which many
people use. This is now gener-
ally recognized and is the spelling

adopted by the Tolstoy Society,

the Oxford University Press, and
in all the best editions of the

Count’s works.

WM. BOYD ASSIGNED TO
NEW POWELL CAST

William Boyd, well-known stage

and screen actor, has been sign-

ed by Parannount for an impor-
tant role with William Powell in

“New Morals”, the newest Powell
vehicle for which an original

story by Bartlett Cormack is to

be used.

the picture. Many consider this

a step forward by the reel com-
panies.
For nearly a year the Universal

Talking Reporter reels have been
pronounced a success, with the
company using hardly any actual
sound recorder at the time that
the picture was taken.

It is believed that if all the com-
panies named resort to the use
of the “off stage voice” and em-
ploy individuals with good record-
ing voices, who know how to
handle descriptive material, that
their reels ’will have a bigger suc-
cess than ever before.

To date, however, although the
various reels have made use of
such descriptive medium, the per-
sons who have done the record-
ing, outside of the Universal
reels, have^ from the audience’s
viewpoint, been entirely unsuited
for this type of work.

In a recent issue of Pathe sound
news several of the stories util-

Nat Levine, president of Mascot
Pictures, announced that his or-
ganization has sold the entire fore-
ign rights to the Rin Tin Tin
serial “The Lone Defender” to the
J. H. Hoffberg Company, at a price
that is purported to set a record
in maximum grosses.
The Hoffberg Company aside from

purchasing the twelve episode seri-
al also secures the Dialogue fea-
ture as well as the silent

SWANSON PICTURE
AT RIALTO SOON

Gloria Swanson will be
seen in her second talking
and singing picture, “What
a Widow!”, at the Rialto
Theatre, in the near future
upon the conclusion of the
showing of “Animal Crack-
ers”, starring the four Marx
Brothers.

DOROTHY MACKAILL TO

ARRIVE TOMORROW
Arriving on the Olympic tomor-

row from Southampton, Dorothy
Mackaill, First National sta)-, will

spend several days in New York
before leaving for California,

where she will soon begin work
on her next First National star-

ring picture. Her recent trip

abroad was the first this English-
born actress has made since she
became one of the most famous
figures on the American screen.

ARCHIE MAYO OFF
ON HIS VACATION

Archie Mayo, Warner Bros, di-

rector, is one of the passengers
on the Bremen which sailed last

Friday. He will remain in Europe
for approximately a month, enjoy-
ing a vacation.

ized the talking description. With
all due respect to the unknown
individuals who recorded this

talk it may be said that they were
entirely unsuited for this work.
Their pronounciation was all

wrong in many instances and their

voices were flat and colorless.

The same can be said of similar
instances in the Fox and Para-
mount reels. One recent Para-
mount reel was recorded by a bold
wit a tent avenoo voice, from up
near a’ hunret’ an’ Foist street.

The step forward in this direc-

tion by the reels was seen in

the fact that Paramount and
Pathe are covering the greater
part of the International Yacht
races this week with silent cam-
eras in addition to the sound de-
vices and will later put a full

description of the races on the
reel in their laboratories.

It is believed that the popularity
of the sound reels will be greatly
enhanced through this type of re-
lease.

synchronized feature — each be-
ing in eight reels. Mascot
Pictures shot practically a now
picture for the feature versions of
the serial. This is an entirely new
departure, for in the past feature
versions were cut from serials but
in this instance an entirely new
picture was shot.
A special music score is now

being written for the silent fea-
ture version.

NEWSREELS PLAN “OFF STAGE VOICES”

(( 'ontiiiut'd from page 1)

HOFFBERG GETS FOREIGN RIGHTS

TO MASCOT’S RIN TIN TIN PICTURES

PATHE COMPLETING

FOOTBALL SHORTS

Clyde Elliott, who is directing
the Rockne football series which
Terry Ramsay is producing for

Pathe, left New York Saturday
for South Bend to complete cam-
era work on the pictures, half of
which have already been made.

The camera crew with Elliott

is headed by Frank Smith and
consists of slow motion, normal,
color and sound crews. The unit
will return to New York in about
two weeks after having filmed
final scenes with Rockpe and the
Notre Dame football warriors.

H. G. KNOX HEADS ERPI

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
(Continued from page 1)

Mr. Knox’s appointment to these
new duties is based upon his

knowledge and practical experi-

ence in engineering field, applied
with especial attention to the talk-

ing pictures, and his association

with Electrical Research Products
since its formation.

Graduating from the Naval Aca-
demy at Annapolis, Mr. Knox sub-
sequently took Master of Science
degrees at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology for Naval
Architecture and for Electrical

Engineering at Union College.

Some of his early engineering
work consisted of making exten-
sive electrical inspections for the
Navy Department of the Govern-
ment. His later business experi-
ence consisted in applying this en-
gineering training to manufactur-
ing industries.

His executive positions with
Electrical Research Products have
included that of Foreign Manager,

with headquarters in London, and

of Vice President in charge of

West Coast activities with head-

quarters in Hollywood, holding the

latter position at the time of his

recent summons East. He was
elected a vice president of the

company about a year ago.

His office, in future, will be at

250 West 57th Street, New York.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C,A. Photophone

Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEn STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chlckering 2729
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Millions from
the Hop Pipe

By

The spirit of Jules Verne and

the spirit of Baron Munch-
ausen have entered into and

possess the body of Ivan Abram-

son or his attorneys who are now
suing most of the responsible com-

panies in the picture business for

something over a million dollars.

Mr. Abramson, as has been set

forth before, asserts that his loss

of business was due entirely to

trade restraints, whereas those in

the picture business familiar with

Mr. Abramson’s pictures think

that his loss of business was due
to the public’s reluctance to look

at them.

(Continued on page 2)

SOUND TRACK ALONE

FOR FOX AND PARA
Fox newsreel will not use the

off-stage voice as “a production
policy” for its reel, as the Tahiti
sinking is the only instance where
the silent camera has been used
by the Fox organization in their
sound reels for 3 years. These
Tahiti pictures were taken aboard
the ship Ventura by a very much
alive amateur who had a silent
camera with him. Promptly upon

(Continued on page 4)

DIRECTOR TO MARRY
GIRL HE “REJECTED”

When the Eddie Cantor screen
ntusical comedy, “Whoopee”, was
in the first stages of preparation.
Director Thornton Freeland made
a test of June Clyde for the in-
genue lead. He rejected her. But
the rejection covered only the part
in “Whoopee”—for today, before
.fudge Stephen Salforth in Holly-
wood, Freeland is to marry the
girl he first saw among the hun-
dreds of applicants for parts in
the Eddie Cantor picture.

Freeland and his bride are ex-
pected in New York for the pre-
miere of the picture.

NEWSREELS PROTEST BAR AT POLO GAME-

ONLY TWO TO SHOOT SECOND INTER! TILT

No Pictures Taken From
$20,000 WEEKLY

FOR CHEVALIER

AT PARIS HOUSE

PARIS—^Maurice Chevalier, re-

cently arrived in the French capi-

tal, from Hollywood, will receive,

in November, the highest salary
ever paid a theatrical star for an
appearance at a theatre.

Chevalier has been engaged by
the Theatre Chatelet, for a fort-

(Continued on page 2)

TIFFANY SALES HEAD
LEAVES FOR MIDWEST
Oscar Hanson, general sales

manager. Tiffany Productions, left

yesterday for Milwaukee from
which place he will go to St. Louis
where on September 16 and 17 he
will attend a special meeting of

the Missouri Exhibitors at the
Coronado Hotel.

STOCK COMPANY LEASES
WARNERS MONTCLAIR

The Montclair Theatre Guild
has leased Warner Bros. Montclair
Theatre, in Montclair, N. J., and
will offer dramatic stock there
this season.

FILMliNG TALKIES
IN 17 LANGUAGES

PARIS, Sept. 8. — The
thirteenth language to he
employed for talking films
at the Joinville studios,
Paris, is used in “Holly-
wood-on-the-Marne,” which
is being made in the Ru-
manian tongue. Within a
year it is planned to com-
plete 110 talking pictures
in seventeen languages and
dialects. Artists from all

parts of the world are as-
sembled there.

Camera Stands During

Initial Contest, as Re-

sult; Matter Taken Up
With Hays Organiza-

tion; Men Had to Take

Chances Haphazardly

As a result of discourtesy by
their representatives to guests,
the United States Polo Association
had no proper newsreel pictures
taken of the big match Saturday
and there wiil be few cameramen
on the field when the referee

(Continued on page 2)

ERPI WINS APPEAL DECISION

IN VICTOR PATENTS SOIT

SID FRANKLIN HERE

Sidney Franklin, Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer director, arrived *in

New York yesterday morning, and
will spend about two weeks in the
Bast seeing the new plays and
conferring about new story ma-
terial. Franklin has just com-
pleted Grace Moore’s new starring
vehicle, an original “stroy deal-
ing with the career of Jenny Lind.

A decision has been handed
down by the United States Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals of the Third
Circuit in Philadelphia in the case
of Frederick K. Vreeland and
Frank L. Dyer against the Victor
Talking Machine Company, whicli
action was based on Vreeland and
Dyer United States Patent No.
1,593,735 dated July 27, 1926 for
“Art of Recording Sounds.”

This action, which related to
the “mixing” arrangement for us-
ing a plurality of independent

Week End Shows Gain
In Theatre Attendance

(Continued on page 4)

LEWIN ON WAY
FOR TRIP ABROAD

Business at motion picture the-
atres both on Broadway and at the
neighborhood houses througlioit
the city was greater over the
week-end than at any time since
early last spring, according to the
major companies.

The fact that the majority of
people in the city iiave alrcad-'

had their summer v ' ation . id

are back in their lie-

i

; .-me

big reason for the liiarked in-
crease in attendance now. An-

other reason given is the appar-
ent realization by the theatre go-
ing public that the current sea-
son’s movie product is of a su-
perior quality.
The Hippodrome re-opened

Saturday with 8 acts of vaude-
ville and a feature picture. The
theatre played to a big business
with a 35 and 50 cent matinee and
a 75 cent night price on Saturday
and Sunday. Yesterday morning

(Continued on page 2)

Albert Lewin, formerly story
editor for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and at present an associate pro-
ducer with that company, is now
en route to New York. He will
arrive here Thursday morning and
next week will sail for Europe.
Lewin will remain abroad for
three months, which will repre-
sent the longest vacation he has
taken since he relinquished the
post of English professor at tlie

University of Missouri to ally him-
self with the picture industry.
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MAIN nilEET

Ye Ed was in Montreal over

week-end * * * those who went
along included Claire Windsor,

Marie Sliotwell, Betty Blythe, Ar-

thur Kubin, Beverly Bayne * * * a

fine time was had by all, especi-

ally at the Hiram Walker Dis-

tillery * * * the gang was wel-

comed with open arms by Hiram
and CO. * * * after looking over

the brands displayed for immedi-
ate use. Eishe O’Hara who was
along remarked that it was “al-

most like New York” * * * Mark
Luesclier is a busy man these days
* * * A1 Selig is one of those for-

tunate ad men who has swanky
quarters * * * Tommy Meiglian

was one of a lot of persons who
witnessed the polo matches on

L. I. Sat. * * * the Jimmie Walker
of Montreal is Mayor Houde * * *

he speaks excellent French * * *

his Grover Whalen turned ovei

the golden key to the Canadian-
American Talking Picture co.

guests * * * Captain Wolfgang
von Gronaii who recently flew the

Big Fond to these shores will

be honor guest at KKO’s Palace
today * * Herb Brenoii's p.a.

postcards that one, Bill Billings,

heretofore a prop man, has been
advanced to assistant dir. tor

Herb’s next, “Bean Ideal” * *

Mildred Block’s hubby hands out
tickets at Warners’ Hollywood * *

Mildred, by-the-bye just finished
an all-talking Jewish picture for
Joe Seiden * * * Syd Goldin, whose
smiling countenance may be regis-
tered any day on the fourth floor

of 729 Seventh ave., held the mega-
phone * * * Ned T)ei)inet, g.s.m for
F.N. has been on the sick list * *

Grant Cook, Tiffany’s Big Boss, Is

on a rattler Hollywood-bound * *

Miss Ross, his secretary, is ac-
commodating to the nth degree * *

$20,000 FOR CHEVALIER
(Continued from page 1)

night just before the holidays at

a reported salary of one million
francs, equal to approximately
$20,000. He is guaranteed this

amount. He may earn even more
as he is promised 80 per cent of

the gross box-office receipts during
his stay.

(Continued from page 1)

at 10:00 o’clock there were at

least 2,000 people packed in the
outer lobby of the Hippodrome
and extending in long lines along
6th Avenue waiting to take ad-
vantage of the 25 cents morning
admission price . Women shoppers
during the day composed a large
part of the audience, although
the earlier attendance were main-
ly men. The Hip charges 35 cents

blows his whistle at Meadowbrook
tomorrow.

Representatives of the American
newsreels including Fox, Para-
mpunt, Metro, Pathe, Universal
and Kinograms, arrived at the

Polo field Saturday and took their

places preparing to picture the

match between the English and
the American Four’s from a high
stand erected for the purpose.
Among the group were represen-
tatives of the English newsreels
which include the British Gau-
mont, the British Pathe and ihe

Empire News Bulletin together
with representatives of the Eclair

of Paris as well as the Metro Gau-
mont Pathe man. The Newsreels
of Italy, Germany and Spain were
also represented.

A man with a big red badge
hove into view and ordered the

newsreel men out of the special

stand, saying he represented F. S.

O’Reilly, secretary of the Polo
Association, who had issued two
passes to each newsreel man in

the first place. The newsreel men
declined to move and the man with
the red badge retired only to re-

turn later acconijaanied by police-

men. The newsreel photographers
were then ejected from the spe-
cial stand and had to take their

chances haphazard from disadvan-
tageous positions and the only ex-

planation was that arrangements
had been made for a private pic-

torial record of the game by a

But aside from any merit of

the claim, the fantastic ele-

ments of the suit rival both the

’magination of Mr. Verne of the

lying Munchausen. They credit

the Hays organization, a body

which has nothing to do with the

business of operation of pictures

but does have to do with the pub-

'ic relations and moral check-ups,

with making a profit of something

iround a million dollars a day.

There is no reason why they

shouldn’t have placed it at a mil-

lion dollars a minute. It would
have been just as true and just

as believable.
* « *

TT IS easy to fathom the mo-

tives of a suing lawyer, but

sometimes the methods reach the

in the afternoon and 50 cents at
night, week days.
Wired reports from other

centers throughout the country
pointed to the fact that New York
is not the only city to enjoy big
patronage at the movie houses
during the past week. Producers
and exhibitors alike feel that this
wave of patronage will continue
steadily as employment conditions
better.

commercial outfit. This, it was
understood, was to be done for
the Polo Association by H. P.

Whitney who was to present the
result to the Association.
As it turned out, no private

photographer turned up so there
were no newsreel pictures taken
from the stand during the play-
ing of the first of the Interna-
tional series.

Several of the smart cameiM
men got enough material to satis-

fy their reels but they were burn-
ed up when they saw the special-
ly prepared place of vantage un-
occupied while they had to
scramble and take their chances.

Y’esterday newsreel men com-
municated with General Will H.
Hays who protested to Lewis E.
Stoddard, president of the U. S.

Polo Association, against the dis-
courtesy. The newsreel m'en in

the meantime agreed that with the
exception of Fox-Hearst, who have
to protect their British reels, they
would decline to attend the second
game of the series tomorrow.

It was pointed out that it was
the cooperation of the newsreels
and newspapers prior to the
match that resulted in the $300,-
000 gate at Saturday’s game and
the snootiness of the red badged
official ws held to be most unwar-
ranted.

It will take a professional
apologizer of the first class to in-

duce the newsreel men to even
look at the polo game tomorrow.

baffle point. How Mr. Abram-
son or his attorneys can hope to

gain status in a court of law, with

c’aims so ridiculous as to be be-

yond laughter, is a question which

the lay mind finds it hard to

answer.
* * *

T^ESPITE the great mergers in

all business of size, the war
debts of the nations, the income

of Henry Eord and other colossal

money factors, it must be remem-

bered that a million dollars is still

a large sum of money, that a

hundred million dollars or 365

million dollars, while easy to roll

glibly off the tongue, are much
harder to account for in fact.

* « *

1
1
iHE Abramson claim is a silly

season all by itself.

NEWSREELS PROTEST BAR AT POLO GAME
(Continued from page 1)

MILLIONS FROM THE HOP PIPE
(Continued from page 1)

JAMES CRUZE CASTS

EX-MRS. CRUZE FOR

TIFFANY PRODUCTION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—James
Cruze, despite the fact that he
and Betty Compsoii failed to
agree on the marital situation,
still thinks that Betty is a pretty
good actress.

Cruze, now a producer-director
for Tiffany Productions, will have
Betty in the leading feminine role
of his contemplated Tiffany pro-
duction, “She Got What She
Wanted”, adapted from a stage
success.

3 FOX AOE HOUSES
OATE BIG PREMIERES

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Com-
ing attractions tor the three ace
Los Angeles houses of Fox West
Coast Theatres—the Criterion,
Carthay Circle, and Grauman’s
Chinese, include on September 26,

at the Criterion, “Madame Satan”,
an M-G-M special, produced and
directed by Cecil B. DeMille.
“Just Imagine”, the DeSylva,
Brown, and Henderson production,
will make its bow at the Cartha>
Circle on October 3.

Grauman’s Chinese Theatre,
Hollywood, will have the world
premier of the Fox epic, “The
Big Trail”. With the elite of fllm-

dom in attendance. Undoubtedly,
“The Big Trail” has aroused more
curiosity than any picture in the
last five years.

PARA HEWS SCORES
HURRICANE BEAT

The first sound motion pictures
of the Santo Domingo hurricane
disaster arrived in New York yes-
terday, and by afternoon were be-
ing shown at the Rialto, Rivoli
and Paramount theatres as a
“scoop” by Paramount Sound
News.

FAIRBANKS ART SHOW
AT STRAND THEATRE

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has on
exhibition in the lobby of the New
York Strand Theatre, halt a dozen
of his caricatures of film stars.

Among those whom the First Na-
tional actor has drawn are his

own father, Mary Pickford, John
Barrymore, Joan Crawford,
Charles Chaplin and John Gilbert.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, Sept. 8, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 60'/^ QOV2 — %
Warner Bros 29% 29% —

1

Warner Bros. Pre. 48 48 + '/4

Fox Film “A” 51% 51% — %
Loew’s Inc 79% 79% - '/4

Loew’s Inc. Pre ...109 109 + 1

K-A-0 Pre 1171/2 1171/2 -hi 1/2

Radio K-A-0 361/8 36% + %
Pathe Exchange 41/2 41/2

Pathe “A” 10 10 —
' Vs

M-G-M Pre 26'1/8 261/8 — %
Con. F. Ind, 18% 183/8 + 1/4

Con. F. Ind. Pre.. 201/2 20% + %
Curb Market

Fox Theatre “A”... 10% 10%
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that^s all we
need say of

"HER MAN"
HELEN TWELVETREES
MARJORIE RAMBEAU
RICARDO CORTEZ
PHILLIPS HOLMES
JAMES GLEASON

Directed by TAY GARNETT
Produced by E . B . DERR
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FOX-HEARST EXPANDS
OPERATIONS ABROAD

The Fox-Hearst Corporation,

producing both the M-G-M and

the Fox sound newsreel, is plan-

ning further expansion of its

world wide service. Not only is

the company increasing its sales

in all quarters of the globe but

it is adding to its recording units

in various foreign countries in

order that it may record in sound
and in picture, important foreign

news in addition to its dom,esLic

news.

Two countries in which the

Fox-Hearst Corporation will add
to its sound representation in the

very near future are Germany and
Australia.

It is understood that the com-
bined business of both the M-G-M
and the Fox newsreels at this time

is greater than the silent news
business of these reels at any date

in the past before the advent of

sound and when silent news issues

were in big demand.

CANADIAN PICTURES

MAKE INITIAL MOVE

MONTREAL— Pretty much all

the free-footed citizenry of this

city collected at the Canadian Na-
tional Railways station Saturday
to greet the car-load of New York
folk who were guests of th*’ Ca-
nadian-American Talking Pictures,

Ltd., over the week-end. The
occasion was the inaugural steps
toward placing Montreal on the

map as a motion picture produc-
ing centre.

Mayor Houde’s executive staff at

City Hall turned over a key to

the city to the guests who includ-

ed some former and current stars

of the screen. Following a tour
of the city the guests were taken
to the site chosen for the studio
activities about 15 miles on the
outskirts of Montreal, proper.
Ray Jackson is supervising the
preliminary activities of the pro-
ducing outfit with offices at the
Hotel Mount Royal.

ERPI WINS DECISION

(Continued from page 1)

microphones or sound pick-ups
with a single recording circuit,

has been defended throughout bv
the Electrical Research Products.
Inc., on behalf of the Victor Talk-
ing Machine Company in view of

the recording license from the
Products to the Victor Company,
and also in view of the fact that
the sound picture licensees of the
Products Company make wide use
of the mixer panels alleged to
have been covered by the patent
referred to in their use of record-
ing apparatus supplied them by
the Products Company.
The decision of the District

Court, which was in favor of the
patent, holding it valid and in-

fringed, has been reversed by the
Court of Appeals and the claims
of the patent sued on have been
invalid.

NOVEL SOUND TRAILER
ON NEW FILMS A HIT

National Screen Service yester-

day reported that exhibitors
everywhere are making prompt
response on the value of the new
sound fall season opening trailer

now being distributed throughout
the country. The trailer shows
the greater movie season in pan-
orama and is aimed to impress
audiences with the wide scope of

talking picture pleasure which the
new releases promise.

While the symbolic background
moves before the eyes a broadcast
voice describes the coming wealth
of entertainment. It is a novelty
presentation, entirely sound-on-
film, with animation, art, and edi-

torial matter to key up with the
accompanying voice.

12 FOREIGN TONGUE
FILMS FROM UNIVERSAL

So enthusiastic have been the
reports from the preview of “La
Voluntad Del Muerta”, the Span-
ish talking picture version of “The
Cat Creeps”, that Carl Laemmle
has announced a program of 12
foreign language pictures for the
1930-31 production season.

Lupe Velez and Barry Norton
are now at work on a Spanish ver-
sion of “East Is West.” As soon
as this is completed, “The Storm’
and then “Resurrection” are to be
given Spanish translation, accora-
ing to Mr. Laemmle.
At least one French talking pic-

ture will be made this year and
a German version film drama is

also a possibility. There is a like-
lihood that a Spanish version of
the current “Cohens and Kelt's
in Africa” may also be made.

TRENCH FRIED’--FILM—
NOT SPUDS--F0R STRAND

“French Fried”, the latest Paul
Terry-Toon released by Educa-
tional, has been booked for a
week’s engagement, commencing
September 12, at the Strand The-
atres in New York and Brooklyn.

SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 8.—The
world premiere of RKO’s “Africa
Speaks,” at the RKO Orpheum,
Saturday, brought out a record
crowd and evoked applause for the
picture’s thrills of realism that
was little short of sensational.
Innumerable comments were, in

effect, that “Africa Speaks”
eclipses all other films dealing
with the “dark continent” and its

people.

Paul L. Hoeffler who directed
the picture made a personal ap-
pearance and received an ovation.
He acknowledged the receipt of
congratulations from representa-

FILM COLOR WAVE
HITS BROADWAY

Tlie Fall season’s ad-
vance wave of color pic-

tures has reached Broad-
way, with one ali-Techni-
coior picture and three
others partly in techni-
coior, showing. “Dixiana”,
RKO’s offering at the
Globe, contains elaborate
color sequences; “Sweet
Kitty Bellairs,” a Warner
Brothers production, is at

the Beacon Theatre; “Good
News”, Metro - Goldwyn-
Mayer’s picturization of the
musical comedy at the
Capitol, features several in-

serts; “Hell’s Angels”, the
Howard Hughes aviation
spectacle running simnl-
taneousiy at the Gaiety
and Criterion Theatres, has
a baliroom sequence in

this process.

ZOE AKINS EARNS
VISIT TO NEW YORK

Having completed “The Right to

Love”, her third screen story for

Paramount and Ruth Chatterton,
Zoe Akins is en route for New
York to supervise the production
of her latest play, “The Greeks
Had a Word for It.”

During an eight-month stay in

Hollywood Miss Akins wrote the
screen story for “Sarah and Son”,
the scenario of a Gouverneur
Morris story, “Anybody’s Woman”,
and the continuity of Susan Glas-
pell’s novel, “Brook Evans”, now
titled “The Right to Love.”

“HOLIDAY” STARTS
RKO CIRCUIT RUN

“Holiday,” Bathe’s screen ver-
sion of Phillip Barry’s play, is

back on Broadway, starting its

run over the RKO circuit this

week in the 81st Street and Colis-

eum Theatres. This follow's six

w'eeks on Main Street—three at

the Rivoli and three at the Cameo.
The Brooklyn premiere of the Ann
Harding vehicle took place on
Saturday at the RKO Albee The-
atre. Other RKO houses showing
this attraction the current week
are the Fordham, Franklin, Ches-
ter and 58th Street.

tives of civic, scientific and edu-
cational bodies.

EXHIBITORS LIKE

SHIPWRECK STORY

The newsreel sales department
of M-G-M received many tele-

grams yesterday from exhibitors
all over the country congratulat-
ing Hearst Metrotone for its ex-
cellent and complete subject on
the rescue of the passengers of
the S.S. Tahiti and the plunge of
the vessel beneath the sea.

“MOBY DICK” RELEASE

SET FOR SEPT. 13

Following its premiere run in
New York City, “Moby Dick” will
be given a general release to the
country on September 13, accord-
ing to Sam E. Morris, vice-presi-
dent of Warner Bros.

“Judging from the hearty re-
ception accorded this picture in
the hardest to please city in the
country,^’ says Morris, “we are
confident that ‘Moby Dick’ will
sweep the country as one of the
most successful box-office pictures
yet made. There is but one John
Barrynwre and his following has
increased of late by leaps and
bounds.”

A number of modifications have
been made in forthcoming Warner
releases. George Arliss in “Old
English” will be released on Sep-
tember 27; “Maybe It’s Love”
with Joe E. Brown, Joan Bennett,
James Hall and the All-American
Football Team, Oct. 4; “Sinners’
Holiday”, Oct. 11; “Doorway to
Hell” with Lewis Ayres, Charles
Judels and Dorothy Mathews,
Oct. 18; Winnie Lightner in the
Technicolor special, “The Life of
the Party”, Oct. 25; Lotti Loder,
Harry Langdon and Ben Lyon in
“A Soldier’s Piaything”, Nov. 1.

“BROTHERS” TO BRING
WM. MORRIS TO SCREEN
William Morris, stage actor and

author will make his screen debut
in Columbia’s “Brothers,” under
the direction of Walter Lang.
This special production is an ad-
aptation of the stage play in which
Bert Lytell starred on Broadway
for more than a year.

In his career, Mr. Morris has
written and produced a score of
successful stage plays and vaude-
ville sketches. He was leading
man with Mrs. Fiske, Mme Mo-
jeska, and appeared in many im-
portant roles for Belasco, Froh-
man and Geo. M. Cohan.

COMPOSERS IN N. Y.

ON VACATION

A1 Dubin and Joe Burke, com-
posers who have to their credit
some of the outstanding song hits

of recent years, are vacationing
in New York, after a season of
strenuous activity at Warner
Bros. Hollywood studios.

SOUND TRACK ALONE
(Continued from page 1)

their arrival at the Pacific Coast
they were re-done with the speak-
ing voice explaining the essen-
tials of the situation and the re-

sult has been a sensational
achievement.
The Pox organization made it

plain yesterday that they are still

of the 100 per cent sound reel
policy despite the first exception
in 3 years to their regular rules.

Paramount, likewise, announced
that it is sticking strictly to sound
track news policy with the inter-
polation of voice only in extra-
ordinary and fully warranted cir-

cumstances where conditions call

for it. This was made very defi-

nite by Paramount yesterday.

**Africa Speaks** Premieres

To Ovation for Master Film
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Newsreels and
Sensitiveness

By

The alertness of the newsreel

organizations, their keen com'

petition, their dealing with prob-

lems of the day and hour, have

developed, as well, a particular

type of sensitiveness which possi-

bly is only natural. One of the

things the newsreels want to avoid

being accused of is imitating each

other. Another thing they are

sensitive about is the matter of

exclusives. Often times the claim

on an exclusive comes from four

newsreel groups at one and the

same time and we find no fault

with this but rather appreciate it

as evidence of the keen alertness

which makes the newsreels the im-

portant factor in American life

that they are today.

\V rE hold that there is much
value in silent news pictures

provided they tell the story. We
fully appreciate the sound track

and likewise, the use of the hu-

man voice that describes silent

situations. All of these things

have their value and the wise
newsreel, in our opinion, is the

one that takes advantage of all

the elements of entertainment and
news values.

* * *

A S WE sit in the theatre we
are more concerned with the

result than we are with the me-
thod or the amount of money
spent or saved in the procuring

(Continued on page 2)

DAUGHTER BORN TO
MRS. JASCHA HEIFETZ

Mr. and Mrs. Jascha Heifetz are
receiving congratulations of
friends on the birth of a daughter.
The wife of the concert violinist
was Florence Vidor, celebrated
picture star and divorced wife of
King Vidor, director.

$250,000,000 TO GO INTO 400 FEATURES

FILM BUOGETS FOR 1930-31 SEASON SHOW
Prosperous Year Assured with Sum That Staggers,

Appropriated to Satisfy Public’s Demand for

Screen Entertainment; Para Opens Way for 176

Shorts; Others Giving Smaller Reels Big Play
<>

“UP THE RIVER”

MAKES COAST BOW

WITH GMAT ADO
Jinijnie Grainger, general sales

manager for Fox Films yesterday

wired the New York office on the

Coast preview of Fox’s “Up the

River” in San Bernandino, Sun-

day.

“Exceptional piece of property,”

Jimmie wired Glen Allvine and
other officials. His opinion was
based on the enthusiasm with
which the picture was received.

San Bernandino is on the edge of

the desert and one of the livest

cities in Southern California.

“Up the River,” according to the
wire, will open its Los Angeles
engagement at Loew’s State. It

is a story of prison life but not
the conventional story. It accen-
tuates the comedy element in the
drama.

OPERATOR MISSING
FROM FILM HOUSE

PRIEST CENSORS
IHOVIE POSTERS

PARIS, Sept. 9.—A Paris
priest, the Abbe Bethlehem,
who on numerous oecasions
lias come into prominence
through taking certain dar-
ing pnblications from news-
stands and tearing them
up, lias started a campaign
against what he calls in-

decent kinema posters. He
was cauglit by the police
destroying a poster in
Paris tiie other day, and
was taken to the police
sta.tion. He is to be pro-
ceeded against.

HOLLYWOOD BUKEAU. — The
staggering sum of $250,000,000
will go into the film budgets for

the 1930-31 season.

A canvas of the production
heads revealed a prosperous year
is looked for.

The following producers and the
approximate sums they will spend
follow:
Fox (with 48 pictures planned),

$25,000,000.

M-G-M (with 50 planned), $76,-

000,000.

Warners will spend $40,000,000.

First National, $17,000,000.

Paramount, planning 65 fea-

tures, 176 shorts will very nearly
double the expenditure of last

year.
United Artists will spend $10,-

000,000.

’ (Continued on page 2)

ST. LOUIS MPTO MEET
FACES GRAVE PROBLEMS

The police of Montclair, N.J.,

yesterday were looking for Wil-
liam Lockwood, operator in the
Bellevue Theatre, who disappear-
ed from his booth during a Mon-
day evening performance. The
picture and sound stopped at 9

p.m. Chris Hinck, the manager,
found the booth empty. Lock-
wood’s car also was gone.

ROXY AIDE BACK

Leon Leonidolf, Roxy’s produc-
tion assistant, returns from, a
vacation in Europe today on the
He de France, having spent the
past month on the continent.
Leonidolf stopped first at Paris
and later went to Berlin.

“INDIANS ARE COMING,” U SERIAL,

STARTS AT ROXY ON SATURDAY
Broadway, supposedly immune

to anything new, is due for a new
thrill—that of a serial taking first-

run privileges and at no less a
house than the Roxy.

Universal wins the distinction of
having the first serial booked for
a Broadway first-run in the history
of pictures.

“The Indians Are Coming” is

the title of this all-talking chap-
ter play, starring Col. Tim Mc-
Coy. 'The first chapter will be
shown at the Roxy beginning this
Saturday. This booking is in line
with the latest trend among big
theatres throughout the country,

(Continued on page 2)

ST. LOUIS, Sept. 9.—The ninth
annual convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of St.

Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, to be held here
on September 15 and 16, is ex-
pected to be the most important
ever held by that organization.
Several very ticklish questions to
come up are being programmed by
a special committee comiposed of

(Continued on page 2)

TOBIS STUDIO FIRE

UPSETS WARNER PLANS

The fire which recently infiicted
damage on the Tobis picture stu-
dio at Epinay, France, has for the
moment deranged the production
plans of Warner Bros, in that
country, according to an official

statement from the latter com-
pany yesterday.
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MAIN STREET

Charlie aiacDonald wirelesses

from his sanctum at 729 Seventh

avenoo that although “Africa

Speaks” for itself, its a Wafilms
and not an RKO production, re-

leased through Columbia and now
current at the Orpheuin, Frisco;

picture and natural noises caught
by Paul Hoetler; edited and syn-

chronized by Walter Futter,

cheered to an echo by the public

and expected in New York soon
* * * Lee Ochs is back from
across the Big Pond * * * Barney
Hutchinson has left Paramount
* * * Syd Franklin who wields a

mean megaphone is among us * *

six white-haired Big Men sitting

with their backs to the windows
of the Union League club reading
the screen page of the dailies * *

this phenomenon observed from a

bus top * * * Nancy Carroll threw
a theatre party tuther eve * * *

her hubby, Johnnie Kirkland
penned “Frankie and Johnnie”,
now in the try-out stage on the

boards, in Flatbush * * * Arthur
Jacobson has went and done it

* * * Art is an assistant director

at Tara’s L.I. studio * * * the
other half is auburn-haired
Gloria Lee, dancer and screen
actress * * * Pat Rooney, he of the

nimble feet, tripping into the Bond
Bldg as lively as a bouncing
juvenile * * * Pat and George
Cohan refuse to grow old * * *

.Arthur McHugh making a long
story longer * * *Frances TVTiite

got a lot of front page notice for

a three-buck taxi fare * * * we
wonder * * * Frank Fay might
have paid for it being as he is an
ex-husband * * * three bucks
would have saved the old home-
stead and a lot of newspaper space
for Heywood Broun and his con-
gressional aspirations * * * Hey-
wood should make as picturesque
a figure in Washington as, for ex-
ample, Pitchford Ben Tilman once
did, or, maybe J. Ham Lewis and
his pink whiskers * * D. W. Grif-
fith seldom leaves his suite at the
Astor * * * too busy reading pos-
sibilities for his next big ’un * * *

Eddie Hitchcok hatless along the
Big Stem * * * no, Bamum and
Bailey is not at the Hippodrome
—just a scramble to hear The
Squealer * * *

62 FOX THEATRES COMBINE

IN POPULARITY PRIZE CONTEST
A round trip to Miami, with all

expenses paid, will be awarded to

sixty-two girls in Brooklyn,
Queens and Long Island as first

prizes in the Fox “Greater Show
Season” popularity contest, which
will be conducted by Fox The-
atres in those sections, it was an-
nounced yesterday. Total prizes
amounting to more than $12,000
in value, will be awarded at this
event, which begins on Sept. 15.

Any girl over the age of eigh-

<>

teen is eligible. Each theatre will
award its own prizes which, in

addition to the round trip to Miami
aboard a new Clyde-Mallory Line
Steamship, includes a guest ticket
for any Fox Theatre for one year
as second prize, and a six months
guest ticket as third prize.

The contest will begin officially

on Sept. 15. Balloting will con-
tinue until midnight, Oct. 15. The
winners will be awarded their
prizes on or abont October 20.

LE BARON STRESSES

EXPLOITATION VALUES

‘U’ SERIAL AT ROXY
(Continued from page 1)

“What we’re after, we’re going
to get and give,” annonnees Wil-
liam LeBarpn, vice-presidient in

charge of production of RKO
Radio Pictures. “This is in refer-
ence to providing exploitation
values as well as entertainment
merit in all of our productions
this year. Our set policy is, every
story we put on the screen must
have more than average qualities

such as the exhibitors can pro-
mulgate to attract profitable busi-
ness to their theatres.”

The unprecedented drawing
power of Amos ’n’ Andy is cited

as one instance of the RKO
policy, while the niillion-dollar

production of Edna Ferber’s
“Cimarron” with Richard Dix in

the stellar role is pointed out as
another shining example.

which. Universal reports, are

signing up for “The Indians Are

Coming.”

This development is regarded as

most significant. In an era when
production to a large extent has

swung to talking pictures with

distinct adult appeal, the big
houses are recognizing that the
younger generation must not be
lost sight of.

The Roxy booking of “The Indi-

ans Are Coming” is considered the
highest type of box office con-
firmation for Carl Laemmle, Jr.’s

emphasis on the youth angle.

“The Indians Are Coming” was
directed by Henry McRae. It is

based on Buffalo Bill’s story, “The
Great West That Was”, authentic
record of Buffalo Bill’s career.

LEVY LEAVING FOR WEST COAST

TO INSPECT RKO PRODUCTIONS
:

Jules Levy, general manager of

RKO’s booking department leaves
for the West Coast Saturday. He
ivill confer with the various stu-
dios now affiliated with RKO and
inspect production work. On his
return he will inspect new the-
atres recently acquired. He will

mlake a special study of require-
ments in each vicinity visited on
short subjects and features.

Levy, who will go direct to Hol-
lywood, whei:e he will see the first

print of “Check, and Double
Check”, featuring Amos ’n’ Andy.
The picture only recently was
completed.
Among other recently finished

product Levy will see are: “Half

Shot at Sunrise”, starring Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey; the
coast premiere of “Leatherneck-
ing”, as well as the first show-
ing in the far west of “The
Danger Signal”, with Ivouis Wol-
heim. He will see Edna Ferber’s
“Cimarron” in production.

At the Columbia Studio Levy
will see “rushes” of the “Dirig-
ible”, the air spectacle, directed
by Frank Capra; “Brothers”, star-

ring Bert Lytell, and “Tol’able
David.”
He will see “Boudoir Diplomat”

and “The Lady Surrenders"’ at

Universal. Lupe Velez’s “East Is

Wesf’also will be seen.

NEWSREELS AND
(Continued from page 1)

of that which is flashed before us

on the screen.
» « *

EWSREELS in sound have

gotten away from the early

crudities of strange tootlings and
bizarre noises which had no value

once the novelty of sound had
passed.

* *

TT WOULD be a sad day in the

life of the newsreel organiza-

SENSITIVENESS

tions if they ceased to evidence

that sensitiveness which is the sign

of prideful endeavor and keen

competition. It is the zest of the

racket that keeps men in it and
it is the approaching of the news'

reel problems with this enthusi'

asm which brings to us the mar.-

vellous results which we some'

times feel that even the newsreel

men them^elve? fail to appreciate.

LICHTMAN ANNOUNCES

Ui. RELEASE DATES

A1 Lichtman, Vice-President
and general manager of distribu-
tion in the United States and Can-
ada of United Artists Corporation,
announces that the following list

of release dates supercedes all

previous ones

:

“What A Widow!”, September
13; “Whoopee”, September 27;
“Du Barry”, October 11; “The
Lottery Bride”, October 25;
“Abraham Lincoln”, November 29;
“The Bat Whispers”, November
15; the 2nd Colman picture, De-
cember 20; and “Lilli”, January
10th.

NOAH BEERY SIGNED
FOR “TOL’ABLE DAVID’’

Noah Beery has been entrusted
with the famous ‘heavy’ role in
Columbia’s “Tol’able David.” List-
ed as one of the company’s road-
show productions, “Tol’able David”
is now being brought to the
screen under the direction of John
Blystone with Richard Cromwell
as David and Joan Peers in the
feminine lead.

A long and careful elimination
process preceded the signing of
Beery, as the role originally
created by Ernest Torrence had
been heralded as one of the high-
lights of screen history.

$250,D00,000 FOR
400 FEATURE FILMS

(Continued from page 1)

Universal has budgeted $10,-

000,000.

Pathe, $15,000,000.

Columbia, $10,000,000.
Tiffany, $13,000,000.
More than 400 productions are

scheduled at the various studios.

FRANK BEAL IN

“CIMARRON” CAST

Frank Beal, stage and screen
actor, has been signed for a sup-
porting role in “Cimarron”, ac-

cording to William LleBaron.

ST. LOUIS MPTO MEET
I (Continued from page 1)

Louis K. Ansell, Harry Weiss,
Oscar C. Lehr, treasurer, and
Louis C. Heyl, secretary.
This committee, appointed by

President Fred Wehrenberg, has
scheduled such problems as: zon-
ing, protection, Tom Thumb Golf
competition and cooperation, ad-
mission charges and film rentals,

arbitration, etc., as requiring de-
cisive action.

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, Sept. 9, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 60 61 -f %
Warner Bros 29% 30% 4- %
Warner Bros. Pre. 2'/4 2%
Fox Film “A” 50% 51%
Loew’s Inc 79% 80% -f %
Radio K-A-0 36% 37'% + %
Pathe Exchange ... 4% 4%
Con. F. Ind 18% 18% -b !4
Con. F. Ind. Pre....20% 20% -|- %

Curb Market

Fox Theatre “A”... 10% 10% — %



. . . and you

can lick any

opposition

on earth!



FIRST NATIONAL HAS TWENTY
READY-TO-SHOW HITS (OUT OF 35)

TO BACK ITS CLAIM TO LEADER-

SHIP! WE’VE GOT THE EDGE ON
THE INDUSTRY AND OUR EDGE IS

YOUR EDGE-IF YOU BUY WITH
THE BRAINS GOD GAVE YOU.

First National is respon-

sible for most of our suc-

-im • :, eessful showmen -—FIRST

WnaWal* NATIONAl IS GOING TO CONFiDENTI
:: KEEP THEM SUCCESSFUL!

CONFiDENTIAL:
Your First National sales-

man can show you an

opportunity of a lifetime!

Tomorrowmaybe toe late.

You’re back in the picture business! Pick your
product! Loud barking never fiiied a theatre

— but pictures!—^^HONEST TO GOD" attrac-

tions kept you alive!

BUY W?TrH BRAmS
Pictures count these days! NOTHING BUT
PICTURES! Yesterday’s receipts won’t pay to-

morrow’s bills — wailing and waiting won’t

keep the opposition from throttling you!

Don’t envy the opposition— BE THE OPPOSI-
TION! You’ve got to have a product better

than your competitors best—otherwise you’re

licked! ^

BVY WtTR BRAINS

RUY WITH BItAMNS

l> the registered trcde mork of the Vltophene Cerp. designoting its products,
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THE DAWN PATROL
— llth week N. Y. Winter Garden; 4th week Orpheum,

Los Angefes. Sensation Everywhere.

TOP SPEED
—Two weeks Hollywood, Hollywood. Big at the

Stanley, Pittsburgh; big N. Y. Strand. A mop up.

GIRL OF THE
GOLDEN WEST
—Ann Hgrding and great cast. Will set the industry

talking and records falling.

WAY OF ALL MEN
—Opens N. Y. Strand next week; bettered Los

Angeles business by many thousands. A Natural.

SCARLET PAGES
—Marks Elsie Ferguson's return to the screen. A sen-

sational theme that’s sure to get the women coming.

THE BAD MAN
—Walter Huston doing his stuff in great fashion. Big

at the Midwest, Oklahoma City; big everywhere.
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SCENARIO EDITOR PUZZLED AT

QUIRKS OF CHICAGO CENSORS
When alleged obscenity is not

the object of attack from the vari-

ous boards of censors, politics

plays a paramount part, declares

Albert Howson, scenario editor of

Warner Bros. Pictures.

Howson, a veteran in persuad-

ing and dissuading censors, was
deeply surprised this week upon
discovering that the Chicago
Board of Censors took exception

to the word “darky” in A1 Jol-

sou’s forthcoming film, “Big Boy."

Deletion of the allegedly offensive

work was demanded by the board
before they would ok the picture.

In a long distance phone call,

Howson ascertained that negroes

might take umbrage at the word
“darky”, and since they were a

powerful factor in Chicago poli-

tics, the board insisted that the

word be omitted.

"And I always thought that

‘darky’ was an affectionate word,

one that colored persons would
like to hear applied to the old

plantation,” says Howson, a sad-

der and a wiser man.

YOUNGEST DIRECTOR
IS NOW WITH RATHE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Ray
McCarey, 25 years old who recent-

ly completed “Kid the Kidder”,

his second Pathe comedy, is the

youngest film director in Holly-

wood.

Despite his age and the fact that

he has been in the industry only

five years, young McCarey justly

earned his promotion when Pathe
officials elevated him from an as-

sistant-director to a full-fledged

megaphone wielder. During the

few months he has been with this

organization, he lias manifested
marked talent that belies his age.

SONO-ART COMPLETES
“ROGUE OF RIO GRANDE”

“Rogue of the Rio Grande”, an
outdoor comedy drama revolving

around the romantic adventures of

a handsome bandit chief, has been
completed at the Sono-Art Stu-

dios, with Myrna Loy, Raymond
Hatton, and Jose Bohr in the fea-

tured roles. It was produced un-

der the supervision of Cliff

Broughton.

DIVIDEND NOTICES

PARAMOUNT COMPLETES

FIRST OF 12 TICTORIALS;

The first of the new series of

“Paramount Pictorials”, schedul-
ed to have twelve issues, has been
completed for release. It em-
braces four subjects of a wide
variety and picturesque nature.
They include the following:

“Let’s Make Up, Girls”; “Meet
Miss Bow”; “Hot Chips”; “Sol-

diers of the Desert”

OLDEST OLD TIMER
TO WITNESS “LINCOLN’’

The world’s oldest man, Zaro
Agha, who was a mere youngster
of 91 when Lincoln was assassin-
ated—will refresh his memory
concerning the Great Eiimncipator
and events of more than half a
century ago by attending the
matinee performance of D. W.
Griffith's ^Abraham LincjDln” at

the Central Theatre this after-

noon.

"With the 100 per cent foreign
distribution record for the 1929-

1930 product as a precedent, the

new season’s line-up promises to

surpass all previous marks. Radio
Pictures are now being shown in

every civilized country on the

globe.” Optimism comes to the
fore as Ambrose J. Dowling, Gen-
eral Manager of Radio Pictures’
Foreign Department, returns with
this news after a three months’
trip on the other side.

“Never have I had such a re-

ception as on this trip,” Mr.
Dowling said. “Sales resistance
was very low, due mostly to the
fact that showmen were unani-
mous in their acclaim of ‘Rio Rita,’

which broke all records every-
where. In Paris, ‘Rio Rita’ open-
ed at the Cameo, and was such a
phenomenal success that it was

“BAD MAN” BREAKS
B0X=0FFICE MARK

IN L.A. THEATRE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—First National’s “The Bad
Man” broke all opening day
records at Warners Down-
town Theatre in Los Ange-
les. More than $5,000 w'as

taken in at the box-office.

“Moby Dick” held the pre-
vious high mark. It will

be held over for a second
and, possibly, a third week.

FOX THEATRES MAKE
PUBLICITY SWITCHES

A. J. Kennedy has been sent to

Philadelphia to handle Fox The-
atres publicity in that city.

Charles J. Brennan, Kennedy’s
predecessor has been brought on
to New York and will take charge
of the Fox Bronx houses.

“LEATHERNECKING”
AT GLOBE THURSDAY

Radio Pictures feature “Leath-
ernecking” will make its Eastern
debut at the Globe theatre on
Thursday at the midnight per-
formance.

chosen for the opening of the
sumptuous Gaumont Palace.”

In commenting upon the recent
opening of the British exchanges,
Dowling said: “We have very
good organizations at these new
branches. Young people, lots of

pep, a fast moving outfit that is

bringing in results far beyond all

anticipation.”

PANGBORN TO SUPPORT
POLLAmN COMEDY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Frank-
lin Pangborn, stage comedian,
will be seen in a leading support-
ing role opposite Daphne Pollara
in her first of a series of come-
dies for Pathe. “Breakfast in

Bed” is the first one. Fred Gulol
is directing.

Grosses Bigger in Houses
Where Fox Abandons Shows

DOWLING BACK FROM EUROPE

WITH LOAD OF RKO OPTIMISM

The Board of Directors of Keith-
j

Albee-Orpheum Corporation have
declared a regular quartely divi-

dend of 1% per cent on the Pre-
ferred Stock of the Company pay-
able on October 1. 1930, to stock-
holders of record at the close of

business on September 19, 1930.

The Board of Directors of Or-
pheum Circuit, Inc. have declared
a regular quarterly dividend of 2

per cent on the Preferred Stock
of the company payable on Octo-
ber 1, 1930, to stockholders of rec-
ord at the close of business on
Septemiber 19, 1930.

TIFFANY SIGNS STAR
FOR “FALSE ALARM”

Phil Goldstone, chief studio ex-
ecutive for Tiffany, has borrowed
Mary Doran from M-G-M for the
leading feminine role in Tiffany’s
talking version of “The Third
Alarm”, now in production under
the direction of Emory Johnson.
Others in the cast are Anita
Louise, James Hall, Paul Hurst,
Jean Hersholt, Hobart Bosworth,
Joseph Gerard, Blanche Friderici,
Georgie Billings Walter Perry.
Elilie Johnson wrote the story.

Officials at Fox Theatres head-
quarters yesterday, it is under-
stood, expressed the first general
results of the policy inaugurat-
ed some time ago of abolishing
stage shows at certain Fox the-

atres.

“It has been a big success.”
That, in brief, is the concensus

of opinion, according to one of-

ficial interviewed yesterday.
It has proved especially suc-

cessful in the Bronx, where better
grosses have been noted.
Where stage shows have been

abolished an all-sound policy is

in vogue.

NANCY TO WORK IN N.Y.

INSTEAD OF CLARA BOW
Nancy Carroll will remain in

New York for the next two months
as a result of an important change
in the production program at

Paramount’s New York studio. A
story by Dana Burnet, “Two
Against Deaths” has been purchas-
ed, and will serve as her next
starring vehicle, which will be
filmed at the Eastern studio.

As a result of this change in
plans Clara Bow will not come
Eastward at this time to film

“Usherette” at the New York stu-
dio of the company as originally
announced.

PATHE STEAMED UP
OVER “HER MAN” FILM

Everybody around the Pathe of-

fice yesterday was all steamed up
over the arrival of “Her Man” the
new Helen Twelvetrees picture
directed by Tay Garnett. Some
enthusiasts went so far as to de-
scribe it as the ‘“grandest motion
picture ever made” and a few
other almost equally as enthusi-
astic expressions were "^forthcom-
ing. Apparently Pathe has an-
other big one!

FASHION SHOW PLANNED
FOR BEACON THEATRE

A fashion show featuring an ad-
vance exhibitiin of women’s ap-
parel for Fall and Winter, with
twelve especially-selected girls as
models, will begin a week’s en-
gagement next Friday at Warner
Bros. Beacon Theatre, Broadway
and Seventy-fourth street. There
will be three showings daily, one
each afternoon and two at night.

FOX DEFEATS PARA
IN 1ST TENNIS MATCH

Pox took four of the seven
tennis matches played with Para-
mount on Friday at Fleetwood
Courts to capture the initial in-

ter-firm tennis tournament of the
eastern movie forces.
Paramount’s three victories were

as follows: Don Luri beat John
Caines of Fox, with a 6-4: 6-1;

and Wilbur Shapiro triumphed
over Harry Weiner in a stirring
three set battle, 6-3: 3-6: 6-4.

RKO TOURNAMENT
STARTS TOMORROW

Sixty-three entries are an-

i

nounced for the RKO Golf Tourna-

j

ment which opens tomorrow, rain

I

or shine, on the links of the Glen
! Oaks Golf and Country Club at
Great Neck, L.I. This is the best
semi-annual event and all execu-
tives and attaches of the RKO
home office are eligible.

BRENON GETS BUSY
I

WITH “BEAU IDEAL”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Her-
bert Brenon has rehearsals on
“Beau Ideal”, with Doug. Fair-
banks, Jr., and Ralph Forbes In

the leading roles. Brenon will

start shooting the last of the week.



That Perfect Thirty Six

per cent increase in the busi-

ness of this newspaper over

the same period of last year

is a convincing demonstra-
tion of advertiser confidence
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More on the

Censorship
By

POLITICAL censorship of mo-

tion pictures exists in defiance

of the spirit of American institu-

tions in six states. Proposals,

backed by rampant, bigoted and
misguided reformers, would add a

Federal censorship to the State

censorships now operative. These
measures reappear at each session

of the Congress and constitute a

perpetual menace to the freedom

of the screen and to the existence

of the motion picture industry.

Tht fact that the existing censor-

ships work a serious and expensive

hardship on those engaged in the

making of motion pictures is an
important but by no means the

most important element of the

situation. The serious phase is

the power of politically appointed

and politically operative groups to

determine what the people shall

and shall not see, hear and shall

not hear.
* * *

OO long as the censor boards

^ confined their activities to the

morals of the screen they found
support from the unthinking mil-

lions who held to the idea that

something decent was being done.

They felt that their children and
their homes were being safeguard-

ed in a way that gave them little

or no trouble. They could nut be

expected to go into the vitals of

the matter or to realize that cen-

sorship before public judgment
was a definite restriction of the

liberties of the people and event-

ually a political power not to be

given into the hands of any party

or group.
« » *

Recently in the state of

Ohio the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer picture “The Big House”
was refused a showing in the the^

(Continued on page 2)

ii

EVERY CONDITION IMPOSED ON INDUSTRY

HAS BEEN MET-WE’RE SET”-G. L COOK

PAROLE BOARD

GETS POINTERS

IN “BIG HOUSE”
Judge Irving I. Goldsmith,

Chairman of the N. Y. State Pa-
role Board, with eight of his as-

sociates, attended a performance
of “The Big House” at the Astor
Theatre on Tuesday evening. On
leaving the theatre they expressed
themselves as being highly pleas-

ed with the picture.

The picture had been so highly
recommended that the State’s of-

ficial crim(inologists thought it

their duty to view it.

RUGGLES IS BORROWED
FOR “GHiIRLEY’S AUNT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Char-
les Ruggles has been borrowed
from Paramount by Columbia to

portray the leading role in the

sound version of “Charley’s Aunt”.
The silent version was done by
the Christies some years ago. Rug-
gles has won a commanding place
among screen fans by his work
in feature comedy dramas for Pa-
ramount.

“WAY OF ALL MEN”
WAITS ON SPY TALE

“The Way of All Men” which was
tentatively booked into the Strand
for the coming will be held over
for one, andi possibly two weeks,
owing to the success of “Three
Paces East”, held over. Both are
First National product.

TO START
lUIRT FILM

The memory of Captain Flagg
and Sergeant Quirt has lived on so
strongly in the minds of movie
fans that Fox Films will show
more of their adventures in an-
other production. The new picture,

“Women of All Nations”, will be
made with Victor McLaglen and

Year Is Dawning That Give Promise of Best Efforts

Of Producers and Distributors Being Put Forth; a

Giant Industry Is no i Longer Looked upon as a

Frankenstein

(Continued on page 12)

“BIG BOY” TO TAKE
‘DAWN PATROL’ SPOT
AT WINTER GARDEN

Warner’s ‘‘Big Boy”, with
A1 Jolson, will be preview-
ed at the Winter Garden to-

night on the same bill

with “The Dawn Pat-
rol.” It will enter on
a long-nin, popular price

jaunt at the same theatre
supplanting “Dawn Patrol”,
which will be withdrawn
after nine weeks of record
business. The decision lo

substitute “Big Boy” for
“Dawn Patroi” was arrived
at suddeniy by Warner of-

ficials, prompted primarily
by the belief that “spe-
cials”, which Warners hold
should have a swift release,
are piling up, necessarily
limiting the run of the air
epic.

(Special to Exhibitors Daily
Review)

DETROIT, Sept. 10.—Grant L.
Cook, ’executive vice-president of

Tiffany, Inc., one of the leading
independents in the motion pic-

ture production field, now in De-
troit, was caught by a representa-
tive of EXHIBITORS DAILY RE-
VIEW at his hotel. He said some
things worth putting on the wire
to the New York Oiffice. Here
goes

:

“A year that gives promise of
meriting the best efforts of pic-
ture producers and distributors
is dawning. We have, I am con-
vinced, passed over the days of
uncertainty and instability that
have characterized recent seasons
and are now face to face with the
greatest period of opportunity of
many years.
“There can be no question that

the motion picture industry has
passed through a test of virility
and stamina that would indeed
strain any industry on earth. For
years it went on its way, undis-
turbed by any influence that could

(Continued on page 2)

Vitaphone Official

With Arms Open

BROWN FOR GARBO,
VIDOR FOR TIBBETT

Clarence Brown, who has direct-

ed Greta Garbo in “A Woman of

Affairs”, “Anna Christie” and
“Romance”, will again pilot the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer star in a
new dialogue vehicle, a story titled

“Inspiration”. This is an original
script for the screen prepared by
Jamjes Forbes. Production is list-

ed to start in the near future.
Previous plans at the Culver City

(Continued on page G)

Finds Europe

for U. S. Talkies

George E. Quigley, Vice-presi-
dent and general manager of Vita-
phone Corporation, who returned
aboard the Bremen last week, had
the following to say on the talk-
ing picture situation in Europe:
“While Europe is still a profit-

able field for silent versions of
acceptable American motion pic-
tures, Europe is definitely com-
mitted to talking pictures and the
future market in Europe for
American productions is to be
found in audible films.”

Quigley, who participated in the
Paris conference and conferred

(Continued on page 12)
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MAIN STREET

Walter Miller, familiar on

the Big Stem when D.W. was
shooting two-reelers on 23d
street, is a sheriff in The Utah Kid
* * * the U club opens its Fall
season with eats at Longchamps
eatery next Wednesday * * * Judge
Brodsky and Mrs. J. F. Looraiu
will say a few words * * * a
shin-dig will follow at the U ave-
noo offices * * * Sam Warsliowsky
who pounds the keys in Hy Daab’s
emporium at RKO wants it strictly

understood that his numerous bos-
ses are throwing no less than $20,-

000,000 into that 1930-31 movie pot
* * * Jack Barrymore is relating a
whale of a tale at New York’s Hol-
lywood * * * we wish A1 Duhin and
Joe Burke didn’t think so much of

their own theme jingles *

Amos ’n Andy like their new pic.
* * * they would * * * Lowell
Sherman, whose imnfaculate attire

has oft startled Big Stemers, is

sKioting pics out where the films
begin * * * and acting in ’em too
* * * and only married a short
space * * * how does he do it

we thought F. N.’s air opus had
done everything possible * * *

we’re mistaken * * * it just un-
seated one of those tree sitters

down in old Virginia * * the lure

of the theatre proved too much for

said tree-sitter * * * his name’s
Bunkley, too * * * Clyde Elliott

has induced Knute Eockne to get
his pigskin pushers together a

week early for the special benefit

of the “mike” * * *

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Sept. 10, 1930

Paramount F-L ._ 60 !4 62 + 1

Warner Bros 293/4 29% — %
Warner Bros. Pre. 2% 23/8 — 78
Fox Film “A” 51 5178 — V2
Loew’s Inc 7978 7978 - /4
Loew’s Inc. Pre.._ 98 98 +1%
Radio K-A-0 3678 37 Vit

Pathe Exchange 472 478 + 78
Pathe “A” 9% 978 — 78
M-G-M Pre 2678 2678 —
Con. F. Ind 18% 2078 + 172
Con. F. Iiul. Pre.... 2078 21% +1

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 43'% 43% +1%
Fox Theatre “A”... 10% 10% -|-

Nat. Screen 26% 2614

U. S. Army Officers Train
To Make Service Talkies

Talking motion pictures are to

be made by the United States War
Department which will be used for
the training and instruction of va-
rious branches of the Army, ac-
cording to Colonel W. E. Prosser,
head of the Signal Corps photo-
graphic department. A number of
Army officers will be given a thor-
ough schooling in talking picture
technique in the Hollywood Stu-
dios during the next eight months,

not be eliminated hy individual
producers and distributors in
.heir own way. The problems it

faced, we know now, were simple
by comparison, with the great
problem that rose something like
i,wo years ago—the talking motion
picture.

“Nothing could have been more
natural or true to form than
what followed. Huge studios had
to be entirely rebuilt and wired
for sound re.t*ording, s.tars wlio
had been great in the silent days
were found in some instances un-
snited to the new medium. The-
atres had to be wired for sound
and sound projection machines
had to be installed.

“To the everlasting credit and
resourcefulness and fearlessness
of the business we represent, the

prior to establishing a studio in

W’ashington, D. C.
Warner Bros, studio is to be

the scene of a major portion of
this training. Colonel Nugent S.

Slaughter, chief Vitaphone engin-
eer, and an executive of the tech-
nical bureau of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
is to conduct the technical courses
in the technical phases of the in-
struction at Warner Brothers.

motion picture industry came
through with flying colors and
we are rewarded with bumper
seasons, now and to come.

“This talk of 1930-31 being the
greatest season we have experi-
enced ill many years is far more
than mere talk. Every condition
imposed on the industry by the
lightninglike change from silent

to talking pictures far surpasses
the best that was possible during
the days of silent pictures.

“Tiffany’s program for lftJO-31

is tlie most ambitious we ever
have attempted. It is an absolute
pledge of our contideneo in the
great season tiiat is now begin-
ning.
“Tiffany is going the limit. We

feel 100 per cent justified in do-
ing so.”

Columbia Executive De-
clares Independent Pro-

ducer Rides High Wave
of Prosperity

“I’roduetioii activities in Holly-
wood are in tlie throes of a re-
eonstruetioii period that is going
to lielp, tremendously, all con-
cerned in the industry.”

This from Jack Cohn, secretary
and treasurer of Columbia Pic-
tures.

A representative of EXHIBI-
TORS DAILY REVIEW caught

Jack as he hus-
tled into a meet-
ing of the Board
of Directors in

Joe Brandt’s
suite. He was
in a hurry but
h i s interviewer
got, in addition
to above spot
news angle, the
following obser-

.Jat-k c.»hi. vations, made as
it were, on the

fly. Here they are

:

“As a result of this reconstruc-
tion period, the independent pro-
ducer finds himself in a most ad-
vantageous seat. He, too, is on
the crest of this reconstruction
wave, and he (the independent) is

riding just as surely to a tremen-
dous victory as is the industry, in

general, riding on a skyhigh wave
of prosperity.

“We are no longer ‘m.aking pic-

tures in our hats’. That should
be good news to all concerned,
Bspecially the public.MORE ON THE CENSORSHIP

‘WE’RE SET’-GRANT L. COOK
(Continued from page 1) </

(Continued from page 1) ^

atres because the censors feared

that the prison story it told might

arouse the people of Ohio to the

rotten prison conditions in their

state. They feared the political

effect on the administration that

kept them in their censor jobs.’
* * *

1^0 claim was offered that “The
^ Big House” was immoral, in-

decent or even untrue in its treat'

ment of prison conditions. It was
not alleged that the picture was in

any sense propaganda. The flag'

rant trespass on the rights of the

people was not even decently ex'

cused.
* * •

^^HERE we have, not years ago

^ but right now, the actual evi-

dence of the iniquity of a political

censorship of the screen. It is in

effect as pernicious as any other

form of attack on the liberties of

the people. Its progression would
foster just fied revolution for its

gravity cannot be overestimated.
« * «

^^HERE are those in the picture

business who hold that sexy

pictures of the past make it un-

wise for the industry to stiffen

its back and proceed boldly tr

enter upon a militant campaign

for censorship abolishment. Witl
these we in no wise agree. The
sins of the screen are few and
are pigmied in contrast to the

evils of the institution of censor-

ship itself. This business has set

up its own corrective systems at

the source of manufacture. This

system is effective and efficient.

It was conceived in decency and
is operating in fairness. It is not

the fruit of prudery nor was it

designed to restrict initiative or

hobble the development of art. It

is a practical, workable and suc-

cessfully operating plan to provide

clean and wholesome entertain-

ment to the masses of the people.

The industry did not dodge its

own responsibility. It set out to

meet its problems.

"VY/'ITH the industry meeting the
' ’ problems there is no longer

need for hanging back on a cen-

sorship offensive.

“When I tell you that Columbia
has spent six months on three
stories, you will get what I’m
Iriving at. It’s this—everyone is

joing to be satisfied, and when
.hat satisfaction is given in full,

as I know it will be, the motion
picture industry is going to be
the grandest spot in the U.S.A.
It’s going to play a star role in
that greatest of all dramas en-
acted before an American public
for a long time—a high-powered,
normal business boom.
“There is no question of this

in m':y mind or in the minds of
Che untiring leaders in the pro-
duction end who are giving ever3

'-

thing they have toward making
the motion picture profitable for
all concerned.

“W’e are M(orking wiith every
ounce of our organization to the
wheel. I like the outlook. I like
the immediate present. I like the
way things are going in general
because, for the first time in a
long while we all are going to be
satisfied.”

HBW PARA. JUVENILE

Martin Burton, juvenile of the
Broadway stage, is now en route
'’or Hollywood with a contract
from Paramount to play juvenile
leads at the West Coast studio.



HOW WOULD YOU
LIKE TO GET THESE
FOR NEXT SEASON?
Another Caught Short^*

Another ^‘Divorcee” and
‘Tet Us Be Gay^’

Another ‘^Big House’’

Another ^‘Blushing Brides”

^‘Untamed” ^^Modern Maidens”

Another ^^Way Out West”
and ‘The Girl Said No”

And Marion Davies in

“Rosalie” “The 5 O’clock Girl”

Another “Anna Christie”

and “Romance”

Another “Pagan” and
“Devil May Care”

And Today’s Big
Box Office Draw!

And a greater-thamever

John Gilbert

Another “Free and Easy”
and “Dough Boys”

And Lawrence Tibbett

in the great “New Moon”

2 from
DRESSLER-MORAN

2 from
NORMA SHEARER

4 from
COSMOPOLITAN

GRACE MOORE in a Dig One!

4 from
JOAN CRAWFORD

4 from
WILLIAM HAINES

3 from

MARION DAVIES

3 from
GRETA GARBO

3 from
RAMON NOVARRO

Watch
WALLACE BEERY

2 from
JOHN GILBERT

2 from
BUSTER KEATON

2 from
LAWRENCE TIBBETT

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
When M'Q^M stars them they stay starred!



WARNER BRC§.^me^<^

Laffs—
and nothing else bnt-

Big Boy will be a Big

Joy to your box-office.

Jolson gags and Jolson person-

ality. The greatest entertainment

Jolson fans have ever seen!

Play It Day and Date with Broadway!



Claudia Dell, Louise Closser Hale,

Lloyd Hughes and Eddie Phillips.

Adapted by Wm. K. Wells
and Perry Vekroff. Directed

by Alan Crosland. $9,000,000
Grossed by ^^Big Boy’’ as a

'

stage attraction. Here ’«

the type of production thut

made dolson the hiygest

drawing card on the stage.

coming

VII^NBE NIGHTS^
The Greatest LoveStoru EverTold
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U. S. OFFICIALS SEE PARA

NEWSREEL SHOTS OF STORM

“FIGHTING CARAVANS”

STARTS FOR LOCATION

Two hundred actors and tech-

nicians, the largest party sent to

make outdoor talking pictures

since Paramount made “The Spoil-

ers”, is leaving Hollywood for a

thirty-day location trip to film

spectacular scenes in the high

Sierras for “Fighting Caravans”,

new audible version of Zane Grey’s

novel of wagon trains in pioneer

days. The picture’s period is 15

years after “The Covered Wag-
on”.

The first work will be on loca-

tion near Sonora. After two weeks
the entire company, which com-
prises hundreds of mules and
horses and fifty Conestoga wagons
—the prairie schooners of the

early West—will move to the big

tree districts of California.

Heading the cast are Gary Coop-
er, who likewise roughed it for

“The Spoilers”; Lily Damita, Ern-
est Torrence and Tully Marshall
of “The Covered Wagon” fame;
Eugene Pallette, comedian of in-

numerable Westerns; Clifford

Dempsey, who has made a reputa-
tion for himself as a comic sleuth

on stage and screen, and Blanche
Frederic!, veteran stage actress.

‘^THREE FACES EAST”
SETS WEEK-END MARK

Warners’ “Three Faces East”
will be held over tor the second
w'eek at the Strand—and—perhaps
a third week, according to Harry
Charnas, director of Warners Met-
ropolitan theatres. It’s also held

over at the Brooklyn Strand, and
w'ill begin a run at the Beacon,
uptown Manhattan, tonight.

In the picture’s first three days
at the Strand “Three Faces East”
bettered the $35,000 mark, passing
the first week-end receipts of Jol-

son’s “Singing Fool” by $1,900.

“ALL QUIET” CAPTURES
MANILA FIRST NIGHT

“All Quiet on the Western
Front”, Universal’s special, which
opened in Manila Saturday went
over with a bang, according to

word received at the New York
office. This makes the tenth world
city in which the war drama has
opened to big houses. The eleventh
opening will occur at Singapore
soon.

BROWN FOR GARBO,
VIDOR FOR TIBBETT

(Continued from page t)

lot had called for Brown to direct
Lawrence Tibbett in “The South-
erner”. but rearrangement of the
shooting schedule to advance the
starting date of “Inspiration”
causes the announcement that
King Vidor will direct Tibbett in

the latter’s new starring film.

Secretary of the Navy Adams,
Admiral Hughes, chief of naval
operations. Major General Fuller,

commandant of the Marine Corps,
and James F’iesei', vice chairman
of the American Red Cross, be-
sides a score of other officials,

left their offices during busy work
hours to attend a special preview
of the Paramount Sound News
exclusive pictures of the destruc-
tion wrought by the Santo Do-
mingo hurricane. These officials,

who are directing relief work in

Santo Domingo on behalf of the
Washington Government, convey-
ed their thanks to the Paramount
organization, praising the enter-
prise which obtained these scenes
of devastation, which enabled
them to gain a thorough under-
standing of the problems and ac-
tual conditions in the stricken
island.

WORLD WAR VETERANS
IN “BEYOND VICTORY”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
war sequences of Pathe’s “He-
yond Victory” are portrayed, to a
man, by World War Veterans.
John Robertson, who directed, en-
listed each man through the
American Legion bureau. Head-
ing the cast are Bill Boyd, Fred
Scott, Lew Cody, James and
Russell Gleason, Helen Twelve-
tress, Zasu Pitts, June Collyer,
Dorothy Burgess, Rocklice Fel-
lows, Richard Tucker, George
Stone and others.

Portugal Theatres Wired

Three motion picture houses in

Lisbon have been equipped with
sound apparatus since the first of

the present year, and another is

having such equipment installed.

In general, only ‘song and dance”
films have been exhibited in these
theatres. The Minister of Interi-

or has appointed a committee to

study the development of a talk-

ing picture industry in Portugal.
This committee is directed to in-

vestigate possibilities for produc-
ing sound films in Portugal, es-

pecially from the view’point of re-

ducing importations of foreign
films.

* * •

Talkie for Bangkok
According to the Bangkok Daily

Mail, a new theatre equipped to

present talking pictures is planned
for Bangkok, to be opened simul-
taneously with the mammoth cele-

bration of the 150th anniversary
of the founding of the country’s
caital in April. 1932. It is under-
stood that the new theatre is be-
ing built at the expressed wish
of His Ma esty the King, the site

having been visited and approved
bv their Majesties the King and
the Queen.

The theatre will be built to ac-

“3 FACES EAST” WINS
TWO HOLD OVERS

The Strand Theatre will hold
over “Three Faces East” for a
second week—and perhaps a third

—it was announced yesterday by
Harry L. Charnas, managing di-

rector of Warner Bros. Metropoli-
tan Theatres. The picture is be-

ing held over also at the Brook-
lyn Strand and will begin a run
at the Warner midtown house, the
Beacon, tomorrow night. A Fall

fashion show also will be on the
Beacon program for the week be-

ginning Friday.

In its first three days at the
Strand, a checkup showed that
‘Three Faces East” bettered $35,-

000, eclipsing the first week-end
'.howing at popular prices of Jol-

son’s “The Singing Fool” by
$1,900.

3 DIRECTORS ASSIGNED
TO FANCHON PRODUCT

Harold B. Franklin, president of

Fox West Coast Theatres, an-
nounces that Fanchon and Marco
have engaged three directors to

stage Fox Theatre attractions
under the supervision of Fanchon,
creator of “Ideas”, playing in the-

atres from coast to coast. They
are Larry Ceballos, LeRoy Prints,
and Sammy Lee, who have, indi-

vidually, staged and created danc-
ing routines and entertainment
ensembles and many popular mu-
sical comedies and revues.

GIRARD SIGNED

Joe Girard will be seen in a
leading role in Tiffany’s sound
version of “The Third Alarm”.

commodate 2,000 persons and it

is planned to spend about $100,-

000 for the construction of the
building. All of the fitting and
equipment used in the theatre will
be of the most modern type.

* • •

Censorship Fees

The following fees have been
fixed for the office of the Official

Censor of Cinematograph Films:
For censoring original cinemato-
graph films when the projection of
the vim is accompanied by sound;
in other cases 60 cents for every
hundred feet or part of one hun-
dred feet of film; For censoring
copies of original cinematograph
films: when the projection of the
film is accompanied by sound, 30
cents; In other cases 20 cents for
every 100 feet or part thereof.
Upon appeal, without the ap-
proval of the Censor, $1 and, un-
less the committee declares thai
the appeal has been substantially
successful, a further fee of $10
per reel up to 5 reels and $5.00
per reel thereafter in each case;
upon appeal with the approval of
the Censor, $1 and unless the
Committee declares that the ap-
peal has been substantially suc-
cessful a further fee of $10.

Foreign Film Notes
Reported by the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce

FAIRBANKS, JR. FOR

“BEAU IDEAL ” ROLE

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. has been
signed to play one of the principal
roles in “Beau Ideal”, which Her-
bert Brenon is about to film for
RKO Radio Pictures. Ralph For-
bes shares featured honors and the
cast includes Otto Matieson, Leni
Stengel, Paul MacAllister, and Don
Alvarado among the other well-
known players in support.

“CIMARRON” PROVES
BIC “EXTRAS” MARKET
“Cimarron” is proving to be the

prize life-saver for the unemployed
in Hollywood, as RKO Radio Pic-
tures is hiring from six hundred
to several thousand extra people a
day for the big scenes in this Edna
Ferber epic which Wesley Ruggles
is directing with Richard Dix in
the stellar role.

GRECSRY GATE CAST
Since Gregory Gaye played his

first important screen role for
Fox Films in “High Society
Blues,” Fox executives have
searched for another worthy role
for him. They found it in “Net-
work,” which will star Milton
Sills. Gaye has been assigned to
the part of Sergi.

BENNY PASSES 100%
Reginald Denny will play the

leading role opposite Jeanette
MacDonald in “Stolen Thunder”,
according to announcement from
Winfield Sheehan, of Fox Films.
The role is exacting in its require-
ments and after he was tested for
it Fox officials found that Denny
filled them all.

STUDIO WILD WAVES
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Frank

Dexter, technical director of the
Larry Darmour plant has arrang-
ed to have the swimming pool at
the studio completely filled with
salt water dally. The water will
be transferred from', Santa Monica
in tank wagons. By the use of a
wind machine Frank has been
able to produce artificial surf.

CLOSED THEATRE BURNS
The Park Theatre building at

Ocean City, N. J., on the board
walk was totally destroyed by fire
on Monday. Including the stores,
two on each side of the theatre,
the loss is estimated at $125,000.
Three firemen were slightly in-
jured. The Park had been closed
for the season. The origin of the
fire is being investigated.

ARNOLD KORFF SIGHED
Arnold Korff has been cast for

the role of the theatrical producer
in the picturization of “The Royal
Family” at Paramount’s New York
studio. Korff scored in Broadway
as the mad king in Pirandello’s
“The Living Mask” and was seen
mlore recently in “The Age of In-
nocence”.
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Another

Clicker^’

on the

PATHE
BIG HIT
Schedule JAMES GLEASON • EDDIE QUILLAN • ROBERT ARMSTRONG

re.L.nces

use.



A riotous satire on rapid-fire wise-cracking gangsters played by a trio of

star comedians who can put over comedy lines like nobody’s business.

Something decidedly new in its view of a rollicking racketeer with more

nerve than common sense and a streak of luck a mile wide.

In presenting EDDIE QUILLAN, JAMES GLEASON and ROBERT ARMSTRONG in "BIG

MONEY" Pathe is dealing the industry Three Big Aces to make a Full House.

EDDIE QUILLAN • JAMES GLEASON • ROBERT ARMSTRONG
with

Miriam Seegar • Margaret Livingston

Robert Edeson • and a cast of 27
Directed by

RUSSELL MACK
Produced by

E.B. DERR
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in one week at the Albee, <

R.K.O. House, Cincinnati ^

SETTING NEW
SUMMER HIGH

i

And It’s the Same the Country Over!

THE GREATEST PIQURE
OF ITS KIND SOARS TO

NEW HEIGHTS I

A S

A L W AYS
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MOVIE MODELS BANE
OF BEAUTY EXPERTS

PARIS, Sept. 9—With the multi-

plication of movie actors and act-

resses at Joinville and other stu-

dio headquarters of the multi-lin-

gual talkie enterprise a highly

original protest against the influ-

ence of the motion picture indus-

try is added to the long list of

alleged reasons for eagle-eyed
censorship. Beauty doctors la-

ment the difficulty they are having
in m/eeting the demands of fair

customers to transform their fea-

tures and complexion on the pat-

tern supplied by this or that

screen favorite.

Almost exclusively feminine, this

type of client sits in a chair in

front of the glass and unfolds a

picture of the latest cinema star.

She wants her hair cut in that

style and her face massaged in

an effort to imitate the beauty of

the moment.
The fbeauty doctor points out

that the Hollywood stars owe
much of their almost supernatural
beauty to layers of paint, to the

skillful camera men and to those

who retouch all the pictures. The
customer listens, but reiterates

her instructions.

Creams, washes to iniprove the

complexion, hair dyes and other

beauty adjuncts are selling as

they never sold before, but un-

fortunately it is not easy to at-

tain the Hollywood standards of

beauty.

PRESERVE WORLD WIDE
SOUNDS IN BERLIN

BERLIN, Sept. 9.—The Ministry

of Posts has decided to add a new
department to the National Mu-
seum of applied arts—really a

separate institution to be called

the “Audible Museum.” Here will

be deposited records of distin-

guished human voices uttering

various useful sentiments, and all

sorts of fanjiliar and unfamiliar
noises. These will include sounds
that are distinctive of all coun-
tries, so that Berliners who do
not travel may be enabled to hear
what foreign lands “sound like.”

A recently discovered primitive
phonograph record of Count Zep-
pelin’s voice in which the father

of the airship appeals to the Ger-
man people for support of his pro-
ject will also be included. This
record dates from 1908, shortly
after a disaster to one of his air-

shis at Erhterdingen and includes
the words, “In a few years my
airships will conquer the world.”
Acting on the belief that ap-

,propriate sounds intensify the
impression a visitor receives from
displays, the Ministry intends to

incorporate a series of phono-
graph records with various exhi-
bits, which interested folk may
turn on and hear the voices of
such men as Edison, Marconi,
Lindbergh and of others of his-

torical interest.

U BUYS “HALF GODS”
The Arthur Hopkins production,

“Half Gods”, has been purchased
by Lffiiversal for a talking picture
special for the 1930-31 season.

mmi LOMBARD WINS
FEATURE CONTRACT

As a reward for her work in

“The Best People”, now being

completed at the New York stu-

dios, Paramount has presented

blonde Carol Lombard with a fea-

tured player’s contract. This an-

nouncement was nXade yesterday
by B. P. Schulberg.

Carol Lombard is a graduate of

the Mack Sennett school of

comedy, leaving there for con-
tracts with Fox and Pathe. Among
her recen troles were those in

“Me, Gangster,” “Show Folks,”
“Big News,” “The Racketeer”, and
“Safety in Numbers.”

RKO SHORTS MANAGER
LIKES TM SLAPSTICK

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Lou
Brock who supervises shorts pro-
duction for RKO Radio Pictures,
believes in unadulterated slapstick
titles for his product as is evi-

denced by “Aunts in the Pants,”
“A Peep on the Deep,” “Razored
in Old Kentucky” and “Moonlight
and Monkey Business”. Walter
Catlett is starred in the last

named.

VITA OFFICIAL FINDS

U. S. TALKIES IN DEMAND
(Continued from page 1)

with the Gernaan authorities rela-

tive to contingent legislation made
a general study of picture condi-
tions on the Continent. He also

took a hand in supervising the
joint production by Warner and
Tobis of production at Berlin. He
continued

:

“Contingent legislation will

probably be liberalized sufficient-

ly enough to admit American
made foreign-language pictures
that are suitable for the European
market. It is not likely that a
fairly liberal contingent would be
efhausted by the supply of suit-

able American pictures. It is not
feasible to produce in America a
large number of pictures which
are acceptable for European con-
sumption even when nVade in the
languages of Europe.

“At the present moment the
field for silents may be larger
than for audible films, but I am of

the opinion that those who make
silent versions for the European
market instead of foreign langu-
age talking pictures are pursuing
a short-sighted policy—sacrificing
a future market for temporary
profits. Europe is committed to
talking pictures and theatres are
being rapidly wired for sound. 1

am convinced that the big field of

the almost immediate future for
American pictures in Europe is

for those made in the language of
the country where they are to be
shown. The German language
offers the biggest field for Ameri-
can pictures.”

LIST OF BIQ ONES
FOR FOX HOUSES
IN EASTERN AREA

Fox theatres are prom-
ised some big ones for the
near future. This especial-

ly applies to the Roxy.
Here they are, according

to information gathered yes-
terday at Fox headquarters;
“Up the River”, “The Sea

Wolf”, “All Quiet on the
Western Front” (its first

appearance on Broadway at
popular prices). Then fol-

lows what is very liable to
be a big sensation, accord-
ing to reports of reviewers
who SAW a pre-release
showing last week—“Lil-
iom”. Last but not least of
the big ones assured the
Roxy is “The Big Trail”.
They will flash from the
Roxy screen in the order
named.

5 SIGNED COMPLETES
“VIRTUOUS SIN” CAST

Addition of five feminine play-
ers to “The Virtuous Sin” has
completed the cast for this Para-
mount production of love in war-
tin>e Russia, which features
Walter Huston, Kay Francis and
Kenneth MacKenna. The new
members of the cast are Adele
Windsor, Marie Astaire, Beth
Varden, Blyth Daly and Anita Gar-
vin, all of whom have appeared
in important talking picture roles
recently.

WARNERS GET RIGHTS
TO ‘JACK DAW’S STRUT’

Warner Bros, have acquired
screen rights to “Jack Daw’s
Strut”, the fiction success of the
current season by Harriet Henry,
J. L. Warner, vice president in

charge of production announces.
The book is published by Wil-

liam Morrow & Co., Inc. The title

is taken from a line in Gilbert
and Sullivan’s “Pinafore.”

‘LEATHERNECKING’ SET

IN 20 KEY CITIES

“Leathernecking”, Radio’s seven-

star marine laugh show is shoot-

ing through to fast pre-release

bookings, according to Charles

Rosensweig, General Sales Mana-
ger. Bookings now set include:

Sept. 6, Seattle and Portland; Sept.

13, St. Louis, Toledo, San Fran-

cisco, Tacoma, Washington, Kan-
sas City and Providence; Sept. 19,

Globe, New York; Milwaukee,
Omaha, Cleveland, Columbus

;

Sept. 20, Memphis, Boston and Sy-
racuse; Sept. 22, Little Rock;
Sept. 26, New Orleans, Houston,
Dallas, San Antonio and Fort
Worth; Sept. 27, Rochester, Sept.

29, Birmingham, and Oct. 1, Los
Angeles.

WALTER CATLETT FOR
“HEADLINER” LEAD

After weeks of search for a suit-

able star and material for the third
of the “Headliner” series, William
Le Baron, finally announces the
selection of Walter Catlett, for the
lead. Production will be under the
personal supervision of Louis
Brock.

FOX READY TO START
(Continued from page 1)

Edmund Lowe in their old roles,

originally created by Laurence
Stallings and Maxwell Anderson
in the stage play, “What Price
Glory”.

Raoul Walsh, who directed Mc-
Laglen and Lowe in the picturiza-
tion of that play and also in “The
Cock Eyed World”, will direct
them in “Women of All Nations”.
William K. Wells, who wrote the
hilarious dialog for “The Cock
Eyed World”, has been assigned
to collaborate with Walter C. Kelly
on the new story. Work on the
production will begin November 15
and Director Walsh expects to
have the film ready for release by
February.

Bclbcdei'e
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

<AfajQ/or/o

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Beat Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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Roxy^s Good
Show Judgment

By

The basic principles of show'

manship obtain despite any

changes that may occur in the

form or fashion of entertainment.

Take the matter of serials which

have emerged from obscurity and

are again recogni2;ed as great at'

tractions for the masses. That
was a bold stroke and good show
judgment when Roxy booked

“The Indians Are Coming,” the

Universal serial, in the largest mO'
tion picture theatre in the world.

TT doesn’t take a very deep

analysis to reveal the drawing
power of the good serial. Excite'

ment and suspense are its chief

characteristics. A good serial

moves forward with fast action

and a plausible preposterousness

that is the acme of the art of

rapid story telling, When the

mind and some of the individual

become so sated and blase over
the things of life as not to respond
to a vibrant chapter of a fast mov'
ing serial, it is an evidence that

youth and the spirit of youth have
gone.

(Continued on page 2)

REISMAN ELECTED
DIRECTOR OF U.;

DIVIDEND GIVEN

Phil Beisman, who re-
cently took over the duties
of general sales manager
for Universal, has been
elected a member of the
Boai'd of Directors of that
company.
The Board also declared

a quai-terly dividend of 2
per cent per share on the
outstanding First Preferred
stock of the company, to be
payable Oct. 1.

“BIG HOUSE” CENSOR BAN IN OHIO POPS

AS MAJOR ISSUE IN POLITICAL CAMPAIGN

PARA-PUBLIX

FACES $2,000,000

ANTI-TRUST SUIT

Lieutenant Governor Pickrel of the Buckeye State and
A Democrat Puts Question up to Governor

Cooper Charging Present Administration with

"Riding the Fence”; State Promised "Some
Sense” in Handling Such Matters

BOSTON, Sept. 11.— Violations

of the Sherman anti-trust law
were charged against the Para-
nfount-Publix Corporation in an
action filed yesterday in the Unit-

ed States District Court by Arthur
and Bernard Berenson as attor-

neys for the Strand Amusement
Company at Portland, Me. They
asked that the plaintiff concern
be awarded $2,000,000 damages.

The declaration set forth that

the Strand company was earning
a substantial profit in its theatre
in Congress Street, Portland, un-
til it was interfered with, as al-

^
(Continued on page 2)

4,000 ANIMALS HOME

SAFE FROM ‘BIG TRAIL’

Director Raoul Walsh is proud
of the fact that no injury was
suffered by the animals, number-
ing about 4,000, used during the

four months location trip of “The
Big Trail”. This record was made
in spite of numerous scenes in-

volving danger to both the animals
and m,embers of the cast.

The animals used in the film

were 1,800 cattle, 1,400 horses, 500
buffaloes and assorted mules, pigs
and bears. Jack Padgen was in

charge and to his precautions
Walsh attributes the remarkable
safety record.

W. P. FINEMAN WEDS

MARGARET DEMILLE

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 11.—Marg-
aret G. DeMille, daughter of Wil-
liam DeMille, was married yes-
terday at Tucson, Ariz., to Ber-
nard P. Finemjhn. Both are resi-

dents of New York. The bride
has been visiting a ranch near
Tucson.

(Special to Exhibitors Daily Review)

COLUMBUS, O., Sept. 11.—Censorship of M'G'M’s “The Big

House” bids fair to hold the leading spot of campaign issues in Ohio’s

One Bigot
Is Shelved

The overwhelming defeat
in Michigan of Grant M.
Hudson, author of the in-

iquitous Hudson Federal
Censorship bill in Washing-
ton, is a relief not only to

the motion picture business
but should be a source of

satisfaction to the con-
gressmlen who had to sit in

the same room with this

bigot in the previous ses-
sions. Mr. Hudson wanted
to go back to Congress to

pursue his iniquitous at-

tacks on the liberties of the
people and to promote a
federal motion picture cen-
sorship that would, once it

became a law', actually de-
stroy the screen. IPs a
great year!

forthcoming elections. William G.

Pickrel, of Dayton, Democratic

candidate for lieutenant governor,

yesterday put the question right

up to Governor Myers Y. Cooper,
who has consistently refused to

either admit or bar “The Big
House”. In modern parlance, he
is ‘straddling the fence.’

Pickrel charges that the pres-
ent administration’s failure to

take definite action on “The Big
House”, “Numbered 'Men”, “The
Convict’s Code” and “The Squeal-
er”, is due to a reluctance to

call theatre-goers’ attention to the
Easter Monday fire at Ohio Peni-
tentiary which cost the lives of
322 convicts.

The situation in Ohio today is

w'liat would be termed ‘hot’ and
growing hotter. The censorship

(Continued on page 3)

“HER MAN” OLIGKS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Ba-
the’s “Her Man” has made a hit

with the West Coast critics and
fans.

Broadway Mark Set by ‘All Quiet’

Broken by Film’s Run In London
Universal’s big timer, “All

Quiet” yesterday hashed its 476th

performance over the screen at
London’s Alhambra, cable advises
from England’s capital said. The
house seats 2,000i.

The London run, by accomplish-
ing this, surpasses the picture’s
run at the Central, on Broadway,

where it closed after 269 perform-
ances.

Indications now are, according
to the cable advises, that “All
Quiet” will remain at the Alham-
bra until Christmas.
Comparing the London and New

York runs, it is interesting to

(Continued on page 2)
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MAIN STREET

AValter C. Kelly, the ‘Virginia

Judge’ now in Hollywood as a Fox
scribe and actor, postcards the

answer corn and wheat lost in

Kansas * * * it wasn’t the drought
at all, says the Judge, the wheat
and corn were eaten by song-

writers walking back to Broadway
* * * Maurice Costello, onetime
matinee idol on the screen, has

settled his romantic troubles * * *

Iloxy’s p.a. informs a $100,000

Stradivarius will be heard when
the gang goes before the mike
today * * * that’s a lot of money
whether you have it or not * * *

Ted Healy who has done his first

pic. is due at the Palace * * * Ann
Harding likes to sleep out-of-doors
* * * the perfect show girl has
been found by RKO’s dance direc-

tor * * * the terrible Turk still is

being heard from * * * he re-

viewed D.W.’s “Abe’’ other eve.
* * * and liked, too, Ben Atwell
says * * * Albert Ilawson, War-
ners scenario ed is a crack ten-

nis player * * * Jesse Lasky is

overdue in town * * * A1 Jolson
is mammying again * * * Charlie
Chaplin has finished City Lights
* * * well, when’s lie going to

show it * * * that will be news
* * * Vilnia Banky is back from
across the big Pond * * she join-

ed hubby. Rod LaRoque at the
Elysee * * * Arch Selwyn is doing
wonders thru his p.a. * * * David
Sarnoff, the big radio man is back
from Europe * * * We just can’t

get used to Charles Rogers * * *lt

used to be Buddy, you know * * *

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Sept. 11, 1930

Paramount F-L 61 61% — %
Warner Bros 29 293/8 — %
Warner Bros. Pre. 2'/4 23/8

Fox Film “A” 501/2 50% 1/4

Loew’s Inc . 791/2 81 +1%
Loew’s Inc. Pre ...1071/4. 109
Radio K-A-0 . 363/8 361/2 — 1/2

Pathe Exchange .... 41/2 4%
Pathe “A” . 91/8 9'y8 — %
Con. F. Ind . 201/2 20>% + %
Con. P. Ind. Pre... 22 22 -b 1/4

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 43% 431/2 + %
Fox Theatre “A”.... 10 !4 101/2

Fox Films Buys Substantial Holdings

In String of 100 Australian Houses
ALBERT LEWIS MADE

FOX STORY CHIEF

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Albert
Lewis, for the last two years New
York representative of the Fox
Film Corporation Studios, has
been appointed chief of the story
department of the company’s Hol-
lywood Studios, by Winfield Shee-
han.
An international service to sup-

ply stories for the talking screen
will be maintained by Mr. Lewis.
He will inaugurate a system for
scanning the markets throughout
the world for plays, novels, short
stories and original story materi-
al. Under plans completed by
Mr. Sheehan, scenarios will be
ready at least three months before
filming.

BASQUETTE’S HUSBAND
IS GRANTED DIVORCE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—J. P.

Marley has been granted a divorce
in the Supreme Court here, from
Lina Basquette, whose first hus-
band was the late Sam Warner.

WAR DRAMA CLICKS

SPRINGFIELD, Mass.—A news-
paper tie-up was instrumental in

putting over with a bang Tiffany’s
“Journey’s End” at the Senate
Theatre, here.

Interest in Hoyt-Thring Circuit Gives American Pro-

ducer Major Share of Largest Group in Anti-

podes; Described as "Roxy-Type” Theatres; Total

Seating Capacity, 150,000.
Harley L. Clarke, yesterday an-

‘^ALL QUIET” RECORD
(Continued from page 1)

note that although the admission

price in London is lower, the Al-

hambra has 2,000 seats against

the Central’s 910, and is playing

four performances daily. When
the double showing at the Regal
and the Alhambra is taken into

consideration, “All Quiet” now
has a total of seventeen first-run

weeks in London.

The w_ar drama opened concur-
rently at the Regal and the Al-
hambra. It stayed four weeks at

the Regal and was taken out of

that theatre because of a prior
booking of “The Phantom of the
Opera.”

ANTI-TRUST SUIT

(Continued from page 1)

leged, by the Paramount-Publix
Corporation.

Threats and intimidations re-

garding the fixation of prices,

with a view to destroying the
plaintiff’s business, were charged.

Jake a trip

UP THE RIVER
You’ll come back a better

man, with more laughs

under your belt than you've

ever experienced.

A flock of birds in on un-

gilded cage— having more

fun than the law allows.

That’s "L/pTIie River".

The story’s a riot. The act-

ing’s a panic. The effect is

devastating. The wise ex-

hibitor knows what’s good

for him. This is it!

A Fox

Comedy - Smash
Directed by

,
JOHN FORD g

Story by Mourine Watkins

nounced Fox Film Corporation,
had acquired a substantial inter-

est in the Hoyt-Thring group of

theatres in Australia.
The circuit, one of the largest

outside of the United States, num-
bers 100 bouses, with a combined
seating capacity of 150,000.

It represents the largest and
most nlodern circuit in the Anti-
podes.
The majority of the houses are

said to be of the “Roxy T’ype”.
They are located in the principal
Australian centres, including Syd-
ney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth
and Adelaide.
Most of the string are wired.

The remainder will be immediate-
ly modernized with the latest re-
finements in talking picture fa-

cilities to be supplied by Gen-
eral Theatres Equipment, Inc.,

manufacturing and holding com-
pany for Clarke’s motion picture
enterprises.
Fox pictures as well as British

Movietone News, produced in Eng-
land by Fox in association with
Lord Rothmere, will by this pur-
chase, be assured of nation-wide
distribution throughout all Aust-
ralia.

Roxrs GOOD
SHOW JUDGMENT

(Continued from page 1)

WITH this ever new and con-

tinually restored youthful'

ness of the country, any attrac-

tion which appeals to the rising

generation and to the masses who
have retained their enthusiasms is

darn good business for the the'

atre man and “The Indians Are
Coming” answers all the show
requirements of such a situation.

* « «

UNIVERSAL is being con'

gratulated on landing this

serial in the Roxy. We are mov'

ed to congratulate Roxy for

landing “The Indians Are Com'
ing.”

COLUMBIA MAKES
TALKER FROM FILM
SHOT 28 YEARS AGO
Columbia is putting dia-

logue and sound effects to

one of “Walter Futter’s Cu-
riosities”, made 28 years
ago. Which, according to

Columbia’s press agent,
gives Columbia the ‘first

talker’. Figure that one out!
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$5 RAISE FOR PROJECTIONISTS

WON or UNION IN STIFF FIGHT
^

“OUTWARD BOUND”

FOLLOWS “MOBY”

NEXT WEDNESDAY
“Outward Bound” is announced

to succeed “Moby Dick” at War-
ners* Hollywood Theatre on
Broadway next Wednesday night.

Dudley Diggs and Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., are featured players.

“Moby Dick” opened on August
14 and continues at capacity busi-

ness.

8 NEW PLAYERS FOR
FOX’S <UP THE RIVER’

Eight new players will be in-

troduced to screen audiences when
“Up the River”, Fox Films’ unique
comedy romance is shown. Spen-
cer Tracy, Claire Luce, Goodee
Montgomery, the Keating twins,
Althea Heniy, Robert Burns and
John Swor never had played in

pictures before they were assigned
to act in the John Ford production.
All have had experience on the
stage.

WARNER-COSTON CHAIN
BOOK’S RADIO’S LIST

The Warner-Coston Circuit of
Illinois and Indiana, of 40 houses,
has signed for the 1930-31 line-up
of Radio Pictures. Both feature
and short subjects are included
in the transaction.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Sept. 11.

—After three consecutive days of

conferences the Motion Picture
Machine Operators Union has got
together with the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners Association on a
contract to replace that which ex-
pired on August 31. A session of

thirteen hours was required in

which to insure general terms of

peace.

Then followed two days of ad-
ditional conferences to iron out
all the details and get them in

writing and to get the approval of

the entire membership of the two
groups. When all this had been
accomplished, it was learned that
the chief feature of the new con-
tract was a $5 raise for the pro-
jectionists.

Those participating in the con-
ferences for the theatre owners
were A. Julian Brylawski, presi-

dent of the association; Mike
Cullen, representing Loew’s; John
J. Fayette, representing Warners;
Hardie Meakin, representing Fox;
Corbin Shield, representing RKO;
Nat Glasser, J. W. Cleveland, Sid-
ney Lust, M. Rosenberg and Mau-
rice Davis.

The committee for the projec-
tionists included F. Stevens, presi-
dent of that union; T. A. Reed, E.
Holtz, T. B. Bittenbender, J. Grif-
fon, G. D. Murphy, D. L. Ormes
and C. W. Michael.

KOHLER SIGNED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Fred
Kohler is back in the Paramount
fold as a supporting player in
“Fighting Caravans”, starring
Gary Cooper.

CONSOLIDATED FILM
DECLARES DIVIDEND

At a meeting of the Board
of Directors of the Consoli-
dated Fiiin Industries, Inc.
held yesterday, the regular
quarterly dividends of 50c
per share on the preferred
stock, and 50c per share on
the common stock were de-
clared payable October 1 to
stockholders of record Sep-
tember 17.

TIFFANY CHIMP TOY
FOR 30,000 STORES

International tie-ups on two reel

comedies, has been effected by Tif-

fany Productions, on their Tif-

fany Chimp, all-talking comedies,

with the Guild Manufacturing
Company, whereby the latter will

produce a mechanical toy similar
to the chimp appearing in the Tif-

fany series.

This toy will reach some 30,000

retail stores throughout the Unit-
ed States and Europe.

LINCOLN” ENDORSED
BY CATHOLIC ALUMNAE
The September bulletin of the

Motion Picture Bureau of the In-

ternational Federation of Catholic
Alumnae contains an analysis and
sweeping endorsem;ent of D. W.
Griffith’s “Abraham Lincoln”,
rating the picture as “Excellent”.

ORCHESTRA, STAGE

TROUBLE EASES UP

IN ST. LOUIS AREA
ST. LOUIS, Sept. 11.—The ques-

tion of the size of orchestras to

be used by first run and neigh-
borhood houses is paramount in

current conferences looking to

the new agreement with the Mu-
sicians’ Mutual Benefit Associa-
tion which is to succeed the old
one on September 19.

The musicians’ contract with
the Skouras houses, including the
St. Louis Amusement Company
chain, expires on September 19

while the working agreement v/ith

other houses ran out at midnight
on August 31. Last year the mu-
sicians were on strike for sev-
eral weeks because of a disagree-
ment as to the size of orchestras
to be used in the various theatres.
This year it is believed that an
agreement will be reached without
any friction.

The stagehands’ working agree-
ment expired on August 31 and
while no reduction in wages will

be sought by the theatre owners
it is known they will ask that the
stage crews in some of the houses
be cut down. One house wants
its stage crew cut in halt. The
keen competition between the
houses, lower admission charges
and the decreased patronage due
to general business depression are
some of the reasons why the thea-
tres seek to reduce their expenses
by eliminating some stage hands.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS AT PEAK OF

ACTIVITY WITH TEN IN MAKING
"BIC HOUSE " CEHSOR BAN IN OHIO

MAJOR ISSUE IN POUTICAL CAMPAIGN
(Continued from page 1)

stand—01 what has been termed
the lack of any stand at all—on
“The Big House” banning, along
with other films of prison life,

is unquestionably the outstanding
issue of the political campaign.

Pickrel said:

“I am assured by the concur-
rance of judgment of officials of
other states and qualified picture
critics that there are no defensible
reasons for barring the film in
question (“The Big House”) from
Ohio.”

“It is inconceivable that the
simple matter of passing or reject-
ing a movie should become a baff-
ling problem of statecraft, too in-
tricate for immediate solution by
a governor.

“I am certain that when my col-
league, George White, becomes
governor, we shall see such minor
questions as well as the major
affairs of government handled
with common sense and fairness.

“If the censorship department
were unable to determine what to
do, George White as governor
would apply sound reasoning and
a sense of justice and arrive at
a decision quickly. There would
be no suspension of action sug-

gesting fear, evasion or political

expediency.”
Pickrel charged that neither

Gov. Cooper nor responsible of-

ficials in his administration have
made reply to charges of “politi-

cal timidity”, to complaints that
Ohio is inviting undesirable atten-

tion as a “backward state,” nor
to protests that legitimate busi-
ness is being damaged by “uji-

warranted and arbitrary exercise
of authority.”
He cited expressions for thea-

tre owners and picture men:
“Non-showing of this produc-

tion places a great industry of

the state of Ohio in a very em-
barrassing position, as the gener-
al public is requesting that this

picture be shown or a legitimate
reason for not permitting it be
given,” said an official of the
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibi-
tors Association. “I know of no
reason why it is being held back
unless it be for some personal
and private purpose.

“If other states have suffered
experiences similar to the Ohio
Penitentiary fire and have still

seen fit to release the picutre,
surely Ohio cannot afford to be
eccentric in this m<atter,” observ-
ed a Cleveland theatre owner.

<>

9 FOREIGN VERSIONS
OF “KING OF JAZZ”

When the Spanish version of

“King of Jazz” opens at the Regis
Theatre, City of Mexico, on Sep-
tember 18, it will be one of nine
language renditions of the Uni-
versal super-production to be
shown throughout the world.

ARTGLASS COMEDIES
BOUGHT FOR EXPORT

Hoffberg, Cornfeld Co., Inc., an-
nounce the purchase from Art-
class Pictures Corp., for Spain and
Portugal, the series of 12 synchro-
nized comedies which includes 4

Ben Turpin, 4 Snub Pollard and
4 Poodles Hannaford comedies.

USE TIFFANY SHORTS
The national Publishers Asso-

ciation which is to hold a meeting
at the Sky Top Lodge, Sky Top,
Pa., on Sept. 15 and 16, has select-
ed two Tiffany Shorts to furnish
the entertainment. They are “The
Little Covered Wagon”, a Tiffany
Chimp comedy and “In the Moun-
tains” the first of the Rolling Stone
Series which is entirely in multi-
color.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Co-
lumbia reports ten productions,
besides shorts, in various stages
of work at Hollywood studios,

which are now at their peak of

activity. Four other pictures are
in preparation for early filming.

The unit making “Dirigible,” un-
der the direction of Frank Capra,
has returned to the coast after
several weeks on location at the
Naval Airdrome at Lakehurst, N.J.

“Brothers,” an adaptation of the
famous stage play of the same
title is rapidly nearing comple-
tion under the direction of Walter
Lee. “Tol’able David,” audible
version, is being produced under
the direction of John Blystone.
‘For the Love O’ Lil,” is in its

last week of production under the
direction of James Tinling.

’rhe third in a series of eight
“Buck” Jones outdoor specials,
under the direction of Louis King,
is now on location making out-
door action sequences. “Char-
lie’s Aunt” is soon to go into pro-
duction as a starring vehicle for
Charles Ruggles.
“Madonna of the Streets,” adap-

tation of the famous novel, “The
Ragged Messenger,” will go into
production at an early date. The
“Criminal Code” is being prepar-
ed for early production, and will

be brought to the screen unde,"
the direction of Howard Hawks.
“Fifty Fathoms Deep,” will follow
closely.



The all dialogue

j
thriller that will

bring the kids

back to the

theatre by the

millions I

Universal First U



First Time
ANY big Broadway house has played a Serial

!

And Why?
BECAUSE "The Indians Are Coming is the heart throb of

American life— a slashing epic of those red blooded pioneers

who made our nation.

I

From the Story

"THE GREAT WEST THAT WAS"
By William F. Cody

(BUFFALO BILL)
Based on his own life as a Scout of the colorful West in the making.

Millions who read the serial in Hearst’s International Magazine

will want to see it
! ^

An exceptional cast including Tim McCoy, Allene Ray, Francis

Ford, Don Francis, Edmund Cobb and Charles Royal, Directed

by the master serial-maker, Henry Mac Rae.

Short ProductToo
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LAEMMLE TO DO TALKIE TESTS

IN PUBLIC AT RADIO FAIR
Carl Laenxmle yesterday com-

pleted arrangements with C. Clay-
ton Irwin, Jr., general manager
of Radio World’s Fair, set for

Madison Square Garden, Sept.

22-27, for screen- and voice tests,

made publicly. This will mark
one of the most far-reaching steps

yet taken by the motion picture
industry to bring the radio to its

service.

It will mark the first time talkie

tests have been made in public.

All persons in the nretropolitan
area are eligible for the test.

Possible stardom in Universal
films is the goal which lies with-
in the reach of any one of the
applicants to whom a sound and
screen test will be given. These
tests will be taken both after-

noon and evening on eacii of the
six days of the exposition by the
Tone-O-Graph company. This
company is erecting a glass-en-
closed “sound” studio in the
Garden, under the supervision of
Arthur J. Abrams who will select
and direct the applicants in the
filming of these tests. From such
tests will be selected those re-

vealing the most promise. The
tests will then be shipped to the
Universal City. There a commit-
tee headed by Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

and composed of the company’s
leading directors, will personally
view them. Should an outstanding
screen personality be discovered
in these tests. Universal will ne-
gotiate irnm.ediately witli tlie suc-
cessful entrant.
Elimination microphone tests

which will serve to eliminate in-

dividuals whose voices fail to meet
with the rigorous motion picture
requirements. When an applicant
passes this test, his or her name
will be placed on an “active” list

from which applicants will be
eventually selected.

An interesting feature of this

competition to discover a new
screen personality is that the pub-
lic will be privileged to witness
not only rehearsals, but also the
actual filming of these tests.

Tests taken each day will be ex-
hibited in Madison Square Garden,
almost continuously, on the days
following their filming.

FRANCES DEE EVELYN
HALL’S ‘NIECE’ AGAIN

The long arm of coincidence has
reached to a Hollywood sound
stage where Frances Dee and
Evelyn Hall are playing support-
ing roles to Charles Rogers in

“Along Came Youth,” his new
starring picture for Paramount.

It was her performance before
the Hollywood Writers’ Club in

the stage play, “Deep Haven”,
that won Miss Dee the test with
Paramount which lifted her from
the ranks of film extras. In that
production, she appeared as Miss
Hall’s niece. In “Along Came
Youth”, she again is playing Miss
Hall’s niece.

ROYAL HUNGARIANS
PRAISE ‘KING OF JAZZ’

With royal personages present,
the premiere of “King of Jazz”,
in Budapest, was one of the big-
gest social events ever seen in

the Hungarian capital, according
to cable advices to Universal yes-
terday. Critics and public are re-
ported enthusiastic over the pic-
ture.

JETTA COUDAL TO WED
BEAUTIFIER OF HOME

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Re-
port says that Jetta Goudal is to

marry Harold Grieve, Hollywood
interior decorator, in October.
The temperamental film star, it is

understood, has of late shown so
much intelligence about the art
of interior decorating that she is

now collaborating v/ith her future
husband on Jack Gilberts new
beach home.

PATHE SHORTS LIKED
IN LONDON THEATRES

Aesop’s Fables and Grantland
Rice’s Sportlight shorts are click-

ing in London, Pathe’s New York
office has been advised.

Gomersall Joins Universal
As Sales Executive in West

E. T. Gomersall, for the past
three years assistant to James R.
Grainger at Fox, yesterday joined
Universal as Supervisor lof the
Central Western Exchange Divi-
sion, with headquarters in Chi-
cago. He will be directly under
Harry Taylor, western sales man-
ager.

Gomersall left yesterday for
Indianapolis, en route to Chicago.
He plans a tour of the offices

over which he will have supervi-
sion. In addition to Indianapolis
and Chicago, are: Milwaukee,
Sioux Falls, Omaha, Des Moines,
Kansas City and St. Louis.

The new sales executive has
been ten years with the Fox or-

ganization. A native of Cincin-

nati, he started in the picture

business in the Fox Cincinnati ex-

change immediately after the v/ar.

JUNE COLLYER TO DO
ANOTHER FOR TIFFANY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — June
Collyer again will play a leading
role for Tiffany, this time in “The
Single Sin”. She was borrowed
from Paramount for Tiffany’s “Ex-
travagance”, now being edited.

Phil Rosen will direct “The
Single Sin.”

BABSON SEES BOOM
FOR ALL INDUSTRIES
AS FALL GETS SET

WELLESLEY, Mass^ Sept.
11.—Roger W. Babson told
the National Business Con-
ference yesterday that the
general outlook for Fall
business was good. “The
need of the hour,” he said,

“is to increase the circula-
tion of money. The four
best means of bringing this

about are: (1) reducing
overhead by moving men
from the office into the
held; (2) giving better
measure to customers; (3)
discovering new products
and new uses for present
products; and (4) spending
more money on advertis-
ing.”

FARNUM & MACDONALD
FOR “PAINTED DESERT”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Wil-
liam Farnum and J. Farrell Mac-
Donald have been added to the
cast of “The Painted Desert”, the
outdoor Pathe special now in pro-
duction in the Arizona desert in

and near Tuba City. Bill Boyd
and Helen Twelvetrees head the
cast. Howard Higgin, who is di-

recting, collaborated with Thomas
Buckingham, author on the con-
tinuity.

LUCILLE WILLIAMS BACK
UNDER ROOSTER BANNER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Lucille
Williams returns under Pathe’s
rooster banner as one of the fun-
isters in “Breakfast in Bed” which
Daphne Pollard is doing on the
Pathe lot.

PATHE AUGMENTS CAST
OF LATEST PRODUCTION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Basil
Rathbone, Rita LaRoy, Louis Bar-
tels, John Roche, Kendall Lee,
Muriel Finley, and Helen John-
son are i’ecent edlitions to the
cast of Pathe’s “Sin Takes a Holi-

day.”

WOLHEIM IN DEBUT
AS ACTOR-DIRECTOR

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Louis
Wolheim is going to make his

debut as actor-director. He starts
shooting this week on Keene
Thompson’s untitled sea story
with Ian Keith, Hugh Herbert in

leading roles on the RKO lot.

LE BARON HEADS WEST
William LeBaron, production

chief of Radio Pictures, who has
been in the east for the past few
weeks in conference on future stu-

dio plans of the organization is

enroute to Hollywood.

LEBEDEFF PARIS BOUND
Ivan Lebedeff, Radio Pictures

featured player, is here prior tc
sailing on the He de France for
a brief visit to Paris.

AMPAS ELECT NEW
OFFICERS-lIKE”

SIMMONS IS BOSS
The Associated Motion Picture

Advertisers unanimously voted in-

to office a new administration at
their weekly meeting yesterday in
the Hotel Dixie.
The new officers are: Michael

L. Simmons, President; Charles
W. Barrel!, Vice-President; George
Bilson, Treasurer and Edward
Finney, Secretary. The Board of
Directors consists of the afore-
mentioned officers and Hank
Linet, Ralph Lund, Paul Benjamin,
Edward L. Klein and Vincent
Trotta.

Selections for the other posts
are: Trustee, Tom Wiley replacing
C. L. Yearsley; Auditing Commit-
tee, Fred Baer Chairman, Myles
Laska, Joe Fine; National Chan-
cellor of the U. S. Chamber of
Commerce, P. L. Thompson; and
staff of the AMPA Bulletin official
organ of the association. Business
Manager Clarence Shottenfels and
Editor Walter F. Eberhardt.

Michael Simmons in his speech
of acceptance pledged himself and
his administrative body to the
best interests of the organization
for the coming year. The new
regime assumes its official posi-
tion today, and starts with enthu-
siastic cooperation of the entire
membership guaranteed.
A guest of honor at this regu-

lar w'eekly luncheon, who spoke
briefly, was Edward H. Griffith,
director of “Holiday.”

LILA LEE RECOVERING

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Lila
Lee has won her fight back to
health and soon will return to re-
sume her picture work. This is

according to reports received to-
day from the Arizona sanitarium
where she has been under treat-
ment since October.

IAN KEITH ASSICNED
Ian Keith will "play the princi-

pal heavy role in Louis Wolheim’s
first directorial effort for Radio.
He will appear in a featured cast
which includes Wolheim, Mary As-
tor and Hugh Herbert. The story
is an untitled drama of the sea.

HELEN SUPPORTS BILL

Helen Twelvetrees will be seen
opposite Bill Boyd in Pathe’s “The
Painted Desert”. Howard Higgin
is directing.
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Factory Films
Now in Eclipse

By

^ .

I
T now is evident that the fac'

tory system of picture produc-

tion is as passe as last year’s but-

ternuts. Sound pictures take

longer to make because the prep-

aration is all important. Sound
pictures cannot be dashed off or

slammed through. Just any con-

versation won’t do for dramatic

dialogue. Casting takes care and
judgment. Plot is essential.

Balance is often the secret of suc-

cess. All that great studios can

provide is production facilities.

The rest of the operation is indi.-

vidual talent^ meticulous care,

dramatic sense and painstaking at-

tention to the smallest detail.

* * *

All this forecasts a new pro-

duction system or a return to

the methofl of an earlier day.

Individualized units operating on
their own will make the pictures

of the future and it is entirely

possible that scenario councils,

production pow wows and factor-

ized supervision will no more ob-

tain than on the spoken stage.
* « #

^X^HIS change is evident already.

Fewer pictures from one spot

but more spots turning them out

will give added variety and, after

the fittest have been found, better

pictures in far greater quantity

than we have now.
« «

great chains must have at-

traction pictures, for without
them the losses at the box office

are
,

staggering. One chain alone

records a million dollar difference

in the business -of a good attrac-

tion over the gross of a fair pic-

ture. Chain managers don’t care

who makes the' pictures so long

as they have pulling power. They
know they can’t expect qualitity-

(Continued on page 2)

SIX-GUN WESTERN DRAMA TO TEST APPEAL

OF TWO MAJOR INNOVATIONS IN FILM WORLD

THREE KEY CITIES

ARE AFFECTED BY

MUSICIANS’ STRIKE

Saturday witnessed a walk-out
of musicians in three cities, leav-

ing theatres in important chains
without orchestras. Coincident
with this action ordered by the
Musicians’ Protective Association
in Philadelphia involving the
principal houses of the Fox and
Stanley-Warner circuits, Detroit
and Montreal orchestral players
quit their posts.

As was printed on Saturday, in

Philadelphia officials of the union
sought to have the theatre owners
extend for two weeks the time

(Continued on page 2)

HARRY LAW OF EDU.

NEW FILM BOARD HEAD
TORONTO, Sept. 13.—^At the an-

nual meeting of the Film Board of

Trade here, Harry Law, of Edu-
cational Pictures, was elected
president; Bill Mitchell, of RKO,
vice president; Henry O’Connor,
of Regal Films, honorary secretary
and treasurer.

Both Fox Film’s Grandeur and M-G-M’s Realife Inven-

tions will Be Tried with What Are Considered

Two of the Most Pretentious Stories of Pioneer

Life Ever Shot

“EAST IS WEST”
IS COMPLETED
MINUS HERSHOLT

With Edward G. Robin-
son i-eplacing Jean Her-
sholt in the role of Charlie
Yong, Monta Bell yesterday
completed Sam Shipman’s
play “East Is West” at Uni-
versal City, with Eupe
Velez and Lewis Ayres in

the other featured roles.

Choice of Rohinson to re-

]>lace Hersholt was made
hecijiiise of the latter’s

Danish accent which was
adjudged hy Universal of-

iieials to he unsuited to the
picture.
Rohinson, stage actor be-

fore going into talking pic-

tnres, lias appeared in a
numher of successes for
Ihiiversal, the most recent
being the role of Cobra Col-
lins in Tod Rrowning’s
“Outside the Law.”

Check'Up on *Africa Speaks^

Finds African Film Clicking
The world prensiere of Colum-

bia's “Africa Speaks’’ in San Fran-
cisco took the Golden Gate city

by storm according to a check
up of criticisms made by Colum-
bia’s New York office.

“Press and public were unani-

mous” is, in brief, the decision

reached.
“Amazing” and “different” were

the favorite terms of the critics in

their reviews of this picture shot
in Africa hy Paul Hoefler, ex-
plorer.

One critic said:

“To see it is to know why the

Smithsonian Institute will keep it

as an infallible record of life on
the dark continent.”

O^ST

Late additions to the cast of

“Big Money,” Bathe’s . comedy
gangster feature with Eddie Quil-
lan, Robert Armstrong and James
Gleason, include Hugh Huntley,
who recently completed one of
the featured roles in “Eyes of

the World” and Hank Manii, vet-
eran screen comedian.

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 13.—Upon
the shoulders of the good, old

western dra-
ma will fall

the cloak of

much respon-
sibility next
month. The
six-gun and
trail blazing
pioneer type
of drama will

serve as a
stage setting

for the so-called acid test which
will be applied to two major in-

novations within comparatively
recent months. Pox Films Gran-
deur wide film and M-G-M’s
Realife inventions will hold the
spotlight on Los Angeles screens.
The public will be the jury.

Just as the first crude motion

J. R. Grainger

(Continued on page 2)

MOVIETONE NEWS

PROVES SENSATION

IN CITYJF BERLIN
Germiany, the latest European

country to be introduced to the
sound newsreel, has just witness-
ed the inauguration of Fo.v Movie-
tone News, and the opening is de-
scribed as a sensation. More than
1,500 public officials, prominent
citizens, exhibitors and represent-
atives of the press attended the ini-

(Continued on page 8)

‘‘ONLY SAPS WORK,”
NEXT FOR JMK OAKIE

Jack Oakie’s next starring ve-

hicle for Paramount will he call-

ed “Only Saps Work.” It deals
with an Arkansas country lad who
tries to poke fun at a mob of gun
and dagger toting metropolitan
gangsters.
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MAIN STREET
b^j

Sam Katz is steaming in today

on the Europa * * * Mannie Cohen,

the demon iiewsreel man, also will

step down the gangplank * * *

Odali Careno, song bird, is back

on these shores for a jaunt over

the KKO circuit * * * Madame
Scliiimann-Heink has joined Roxy’s

gang * * * Bert Wheeler is known
as RKO’s ‘little big shot’ * * *

Colleen Moore was seen stepping

down the avenoo so was
31ary Brian * * * Eddie Hltclicock
has the right idea about this

Charles Rogers affair * * * he
brackets Buddy * * thanks,
Eddie, we all know what you’re
talking about * * * and whom *

that hard-fisted Rex Beach
drammer is coming to the Para-
mount * * * remember the silent

one on “The Spoilers” * * * only
one other fist light equals the one
Rex has in it * * * that’s the one
Jack Shcrill staged in George
Bronson Howard’s “God^s Man”
* * * that was a lot of years ago,
too * * * there’s a little Stepin
Fetchit * * * be came into this
world last Friday * * * he’s al-

ready moiiickered * * « it’s Lin-
coln Theodore Perry, Jr. * * *

that’s his daddy’s name when he
isn’t looking for publicity * * *

Mrs. Fetchit is doing nicely, thank
you * * * did you know that Wally
Wolheim, the ‘hairy ape’ and a
pretty good movie villain, is a
mathamatics shark * * * Wally
can give you snappy answers on
intricate geometric problems right
off the arm * * * he used to try
and teach the coonskin coats at
Cornell * * * Warren Nolan warns
to know when the rumor guys are
going to_ trade Chaplin to the
lowly Phillies * * * Oscar Cooper
never fails to get copy in on time
* * * some of these ‘dead-line
fiends, please take notice * * *

Recent Drive by Theatre Owners

To Please Youth Meets Acclaim

LEHMAN APPOINTED

Sydney Lehman has been ap-
pointed manager of the Tiffany
Omaha branch by Oscar R. Han-
son, general sales manager. Leh-
m!an has been a salesman at the
New York exchange.

MUSICIANS STRIKE

AFFECTS 3 CITIES
(Continued from page 1)

Unfit set for reducing their staffs

pending further negotiations. This

the management declined to do

and the strike followed.

In Detroit the strike affected

four of the leading picture houses

on their refusal to retain their

orchestral and band units at their

present strength. Their desire

was to cut the staff of 115 to 53

men. William Bailey, president of

the Musicians’ Protective Federa-
tion, said that more than 3,500
local musicians had automatically
joined in the strike.

Musicians employed in four
Montreal theatres .controlled by
the Famous Players of the Canada
Corporation went on strike. Re-
fusal of the musicians of the Capi-
tol Theatre to accept the terms
of a new contract led to the walk-
out of members of the Musicians’
Protective Association employed
by the Imperial, Loew’s and Pal-
ace Theatres.

RKO TO SHOOT
“CIMARRON” AS IS

BY LE BARON EDICT

Edna Ferher is cue of
tliose book-film authors
whose stuff goes both ways
as writ. In proof wliereof
William LeBaron has in-
structed Louis Sareeky,
Radio Pictures associate
producer; Wesley juggles,
director; and Howard Esta-
brook, scenarist—“Dramat-
ic license must not be taken
yvitli ‘Cimarron.’ ”

MARIE ASTAIRE CAST
Marie Astaire has been chosen

by Phil Goldstone, Tiffany’s chief
studio executive, for the role of
“Mamie” one of the principal
characters, in the current produc-
tion of “The Third Alarm”.

JUVENILE SIGNED

Martin Burton, stage juvenile, is

on his way to Hollywood after
signing with Paramount.

SIX-GUN WESTERN DRAMA PUT TO TEST
(Continued from page 1)

pictures were compared to the
legitimate stage a few decades ago
and the talkies took the place of

the silent movies so it is expected
Grandeur will be compared to the
new Realife film.

Los Angeles theatre-goers will

sit in judgment on the merits of

both inventions in the exhibition
of Raoul Walsh’s “The Big Trail”
coming into the Grauman’s Chin-
ese Theatre and King Vidor’s
“Billy the Kid,” the attraction to

follow “Madam Satan” into the
Fox Criterion. Both Jimmie
Grainger and Felix Feist, sales
managers for Fox and M-G-M, re-

spectively, report their respective
product “box office.”

Both directors stand well to-

ward the top of their profession;
both have chosen novels of west-
ern life for transition to the
screen. Walsh has made his “Big
Trail” from Hal Evart’s “Shaggy
Legion” and King Vidor has pic-

turized Walter Noble Burns’ story,
“The Saga of Billy the Kid.”
Both stories are, essentially,
“westerns,” as the public under-
stands westerns.

Harold B. Franklin, who con-
cluded the exhibition details with
Winfield’ Sheehan, of Fox for “The
Big Trail” and Louis B. Mayer, of
M-G-M for ‘Billy the Kid,” has
an interesting thought in regard
to the two engagements.

Franklin said, “It is true the
public is constantly seeking the
som;ething new’ in the theatre.
Each phase of entertainment has
a definite cycle of time and then

moves out to give way for some-
thing more novel.
“The talkies have passed their

peak; the public is no longer in-

terested in a film merel.v because
that film has a voice, sound a,nd

music. There must be something
different, something novel, even
somiiething daring.

“ ‘The Big Trail’ is a story of
the settling of the west; the hard-
ships endured by those hardy pio-
neers who first braved the un-
known terrors that lay between
the Missouri River and the Pacific.
Fox, I am told, has spent close
to two million dollars in the mak-
ing of ‘The Big Trail’ and ninety
five per cent of it has been ‘shot’

in the out-of-doors, in the very
country traversed by the first

train of pioneer wagons. All of
this has been registered in Gran-
deur film.

“On the other hand ‘Billy the
Kid’ is a story of the southwest;
of days when the man who shot
first was right in his argument
and had the law on his side. This,
too, is an out-of-doors story and
M-G-M has filmed it in Realife.
“Which of the two will the pub-

lic accept.?
“In addition to these interest-

ing experiments Fox Films will
present, at almost the same ex-
hibition time, their ‘Just Imagine’
at the Carthay Circle theatre.
Here again the producer has step-
ped into a virgin field. The time
of ‘Just Imagine’ is set as 1980
and, according to advance reports,
the story outdoes Jules Verne’s
fertile imagination of what this
world is coming to.”

Bob Sherwood Sees in

Talkies Advent, How-
ever, Difficulties in Se-

lecting This Type of

Picture

“Suitable for children,” a
phrase that is becoming increas-
ingly familiar in public discus-
sions about motion picture pro-
duction ethics, is a topic treat-
ed by Robert E. Sherwood in the
October issue of McCall’s Maga-
zine. It is especially pertinent
now when theatre owners are
making an appeal to the younger
generation.

He finds that the coming of the
talkies has materially increased
the difficulty of selecting picture
entertainment to which children
may be expected to react in de-
sirable ways. Sherwood writes:

“The addition of spoken dialogue
has deprived the screen of much
of its youthful innocence. In a

(Continued on page 3)

FACTORY FILMS
NOW IN ECLIPSE

(Continued from page 1)

quality production from one cen'

tralized brain group. The quau'

tity^quality must come from many
sources and groups, each concern'

ed with concentration on an excel

'

lence possible only with a limited

number of pictures.
* *

^ I 'HIS new situation will hold

greater rewards for a larger

number, . encourage new talent

and make it tough for the bluif

who goes through the motions

but who fails to deliver the goods

FOR SAUK
MOTIOIV PICTURE AAD “STIUL”
cameras rented, soid and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us adivised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTIOIV PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITT'ATIOJV WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary - stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available'. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street.

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre: trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else in the
motion picture’ business an ad in
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the service of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to do,
and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.
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U. StartsWork on Foreign Shorts
CONNIE BENNETT

IN 2 FILMS NETS

eWEEKSONB’WAY
Opening its second week at the

Strand Theatre with receipts

even greater than for its premiere

last week, “Three Faces East”

gives every indication of being

iield over for a third week at the

New York playhouse. It also is

in its second week at the Brook-
lyn Strand Theatre, and has start-

ed a rujj at the Beacon.

With “Common Clay,” this spy
melodrama gives Constance Ben-
nett, its star, a run thus far of

six consecutive weeks on Broad-
way. Eric Von STroiieim is co-

starred with the lovely Miss Ben-
nett in “Three Faces East.” In

its first full week at the Strand,

the picture grossed $50,945.

MY a!l9 ORCHESTRa
AT WOODMANSTEN INN

Huston Ray, concert pianist,

and his WABC broadcasting
orchestra will be featured at the

Woodmansten Inn on Pelham
parkway, re-opened under new
management. Many stars of

stage and screen will appear from
time to time. An added feature
for this week-end is the Mound
City Blowers, Victor record art-

ists.

OiPITOL OFFERING

Chester Hale’s “Bye Bye Blues”
is the stage revue which started
Friday at the Capitol Theatre in

conjunction with Ramon Novarro’s
newest starring vehicle, “Call of
the Flesh.”

JOLSON CLICKS

A1 Jolson in “Bjg Boy” is play-
ing lo capacity audiences' at the
Winter Garden.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEH STUDIOS
( Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chickering 2729

SOL LESSER TAKES
OVER JOB AS BOSS

OF U.A. STUDIOS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—John W. Considine, Jr.,

who recently resigned as
general iiianager of United
Artists studio, wiil take up
his duties on the Fox lot

next month. Sol Lesser
has taken over the man-
ageral job held by Consi-
dine at United Artists.

WH^LE OF k BOOST

Under the title “Barrymore
Chases the Whale Again”, the

August 30 issue of The Literary
Digest gives a complete abridge-
ment of the principal New York
reviews that followed the world
premiere in New York City. Two
pages are devoted to the reviews.

WARNER MUSIC CLICKS

Warners are hitting on all eight

with best sellers along music row.
Music Sales Corp., a subsidiary,

reports “Kiss Walt”, from “Dan-
cing Sweeties”, and “Highway to

Heaven” and “When Love Comes
in the Moonlight”, from “Oh, Sail-

or Behave”, as clicking.

silent film, harsh and ugly reali-

ties could be obscured with soft

focus photography and noncom-
mittal subtitles. Now tliat the
characters speak out, it isn’t so

easy to gloss over the rough
spots.

“I have consulted the motion
picture reviews of the Parent-
Teachers’ association, and find

that they -can bring themselves
to recommend only about one film

in five as in any way suitable for

children: and of many that they
do recommend they say: ‘So far
over the child’s head that he won’t
understand it.’ Surely it is a bit

cruel to the little ones to permit
them/ to see only those pictures
that are completely incomprehen-
sible to them.
“The suggestion has been made

time and again that special films
be made expressly for children.
On occasion, this suggestion has
been carried out, and invariably
with discouraging results. Jesse
Lasky once vowed that he would
bring ‘Peter Pan’ in film form to
the children of America, and ful-
filled this vow in a thoroughly
satisfactory manner. ‘Peter Pan’
stands out among the loveliest
moving pictures ever made. It

was followed by another Barrie
fantasy, ‘A Kiss for Cinderella’,
which was also charming. Both
these worthy films were rejected
scornfully by American audiences,
and Mr. Lasky lost money on
them: so he returned to the pro-
duction of Clara Bow’s lingerie
displays.
“One mustn’t be too harsh with

ALL-BARKING FILM

ASSEMBLES CANINE

ARMY OF EXTRAS
Zion Myers and Jules Wliite

have assembled the largest flock

of canine extras on record for

their newest all-barking feature,

according to word from the coast.

The new picture will be called

“The Big Dog-House,” and this

somewhat reminiscent title will

be numiber six in the group of

all-canine M-G-M releases, with

synchronized voices.

Earlier dog coniedies comprise
“Hot Dog,” “College Hounds,”
“The Dogway Melody,” “Who
Killed Rover?” and “All Quiet on
the K-9 Front.” The new produc-
tion, a prison story, will mark
a further experiment in the vocal
synchronization of the dog actors’

facial movements, for it will be
screened in several languages.

^‘SILVER HORDE” SHOT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—George
Archinbaud has finished shooting
on Radio’s sound version of Rex
Beach’s “Silver Horde”.

the movie producers. They are in

business to make money, as are

so many other reputable citizens,

and they consequently do their

utmost to provide pictures that

will please the greatest numiber
of people, not only on the North
American continent but in all

parts of the world. And in the
course of their numerous re-

searches, they have discovered
that the one quality which never
fails to interest all classes of all

populations, which knows no tem-
poral liniitations and no political

frontiers, is sex appeal. It isn’t a
sweet thought, but it’s an inescap-
able one.”

Laemmie Organization Go-

ing in for Language Ver-

sions on Extensive Scale;

Spanish First on List

Universal is going in for the
production of foreign language
versions of talkies on an extensive
scale. Yesterday Carl Laemmie
announced that Slim Summerville,
the star, and Eddie Gribbon and
Pauline Garon, the other princi-

pals in “Parlez-Vousi” the first

of the Summerville two-reel come-
dies, would appear in the Spanish
version of the picture.

Slim and his comedy compatri-
ots also will make the entire
series, starring the comedy ace
of “All Quiet on the Western
Front”, in Spanish as well as
English.

This is said to be the first time
that a cast has been transferred
in its entirety to a foreign langu-
age talkie. Usually other actors
are chosen because of the inabil-

ity of American players to handle
other languages than their own.

Production of foreign shorts is

in addition to the filming of twelve
loreign language versions of Uni
versal features, already definitely

set with others to follow.

“Parlez-Vous” is a great hit in

this country, according to reports.
It is playing its sixth week at the
Fox Carthay Circle theatre, Los
Angeles, and is in the third week
of an indefinite run a tthe United
Artists Theatre, Chicago.

iIRNEY, WILLS TEAM
“All for Mabel,” a Pathe Cam-

pus Comedy released in October,
marks the reunion of Bob Carney
and Si Wills, since their appear-
ance in “Sixteen Sweeties,” a Pa-
the short produced in New York
last year. The team is now mak-
ing “Under the Cock-Eyed Moon,”
which they wrote.

“MIKES” MUFFLED
Muffled microphones were used

for the first time to produce sub-
dued sounds during filming of

Radio Pictures’ “The Silver
Horde.”

WRITE- -PHONE- -W I R E

FOR THEIR LATEST TALKING PICTURES
Now releasing:

“MELODY OF THE HEART”
Ufa*8 beautiful Musical Romance

“MELODIE DES HERZENS”
“DER TIGER VON BERLIN”
(“The Tiger Murder Case”)

Ufa’s thrilling Murder Mystery

English Version

German Version

German Version

APPEAL TO YOUTH ACCLAIMED
(Continued from page 2)



CONGRATU
Congratulations to MR.

Congratulations to MR.

Congratulations to MISS

Congratulations to MR.

Congratulations to MISS

Congratulations to everybody who had anythi

"A LADY SU
Rich . . . Charming . . . C

THE MOST SENSATIONAL DRAMATIC TALK

UNIVERSAL
FIRST IN F



ATIONS
STAHL

AD NAGEL

/lEVE TOBIN

RATHBONE

HOBART

Jo with the making of UNIVERSAUS

RENDERS //

fous . . . Sophisticated

iCTURE ENTERTAINMENT OF THE YEAR
i

—The Home Office Universalites who saw the

picture in the projection room yesterday.

IRES — ———
FIRST IN SHORTS

FIRST IN FIRST RUNS EVERYWHERE
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'\\ never rains-

but if pours"!

Watch for New Stellar

Talent in Current

RAINBOW COMEDIES
WHOOPEE COMEDIES
MANHATTAN COMEDIES
FOLLY COMEDIES
RODEO COMEDIES
MELODY COMEDIES
CAMPUS COMEDIES
CHECKER COMEDIES

The successful '"All Star" plus story

policy of producer E. B. DERR has

now been extended to include Rathe

shorts as well as Rathe features—This

move means money — big money to

every man merchandising amusement.

The Daphne Rollard two-reelers will

be features in point of quality, de-

signed as HEADLINE hits for any and

every bill in any and every theatre.



Reigning Queen of Roaring Laughter

The Internationally Famous Comedy Genius

will now appear in a series of twelve 2-reel

Rathe Comedies.

The first number "'Breakfast in Bed"—

a

^

RAINBOW comedy, will be followed by

eleven others of big time headline quality.

. Produced by

E. B. DERR

PATH E
La Maison des Nouvelles Creations

(The Home of New Hits)
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Indies Strong for

Of W. E. Sound-
Sixty-seven new contracts for

the new 3-A and 3-U type of

Western Electric Sound Systems

within a recent period, mostlj

from independent exhibitors, indi-

cate how exhibitors are prepar-

ing to meet competition during

the new season.

Publix Theatres that have signed

tor Western . Electric recently are

the Bijou, Huron,^ S. D., the New,
Plainfield, N. J. and the Emipire,

Ottumwa, la. Three houses of the

Glen W. Dickinson chain have
signed for installations: the Dick-

inson, Osage City, Kans., the Dick-

inson, Osawatomie, Kans., and the

Dickinson, Paola, Kans. Fox
houses included in the list are the

Mayan Denver, Colo, and the Fil-

marte. Los Angeles. Warner
Brothers Regent Theatre, Elmira,

is included in the list.

The remaining theatres are al-

most independent houses. The list

includes: the Lincoln, Cincinnati.

O.; the Wilshire, Santa Monica,
Cal.; the Park, Roselle Park, N. J.;

the Casino, Atlantic City, N. J.

;

the Quincy, Quincy, Mass.; ,’the

Ferry Field. Detroit, Mich. ;
the

Rialto, Norway, Mich.; the Temple,
Newport, Ky.

;
the Lynch, Lynch,

Ky.
; the Heilig, Eugene, Ore.; the

Courtesy, Detroit, Mich.; the Hip-
podrome, Little Falls, N. Y.; the
Odeon, Bethel, Me.; the Foly,

Lafesf Types

'67 New Confracfs

Brooklyn, N. Y. ; the Third St.,

Easton, Pa.; the Elco, Charles-
ton, S. C.; the Belmont, Philadel-
phia, Pa.; the In^perial, Rich Sq.,

N. C. ;
the Rialto, Huntington, W.

Va.; the Strand, Chester, Pa.; the

Gaiety, Pittsburgh, Pa.; the New,
Duluth, Minn. ; the Ferndale,
PYrndale, Minn.; the Isis, Okla-
homa City, Okla.

;
the Sun, Hold-

rege. Neb.; the Circle, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.; the Strand, Madison,
Me.; the Grand, Bradford, Pa.;

the Subway, Brooklyn, N. Y.; the
Empire, Syracuse, N. Y.; the Ox-
ford, Oxford. Pa.; the Rex, Hart-
ford, N. C.; the Pastime, Monroe,
N. C.; the New, Waubay, S. D.;

the Manhattan, Cleveland, O.;

the Sutter, Sacramento, Cal.
;

the
Florencita, Los Angeles; the Cort-
land, San Francisco; the New,
Burlington, Vt.; the Walton,
Selma, Ala.; the Manhattan, Nor-
folk, Va.

;
the Terminal, Indian-

apolis, Ind.; the Variety, Cincin-
nati, O.; the Rose, Chicago, 111.;

the Park, Sioux City, la.; the
Broadway, San Diego, Cal.; the
Capitol, Malden, Mass.; the New
Cedar, Philadelphia, Pa.; the New
Family, Mahoney City, Pa.; the
Rialto, West New York, N. Y.

;
the

Family, Nanticoke, Pa.; the State,

Plymouth, N. C.; the Bandbox,
Bronx, N. Y.; the Liberty, Buffalo,
N. Y.; the Music Hall, Keyser,
N. Y.

;
the West End and the

Little, Newark, N. J.

YOUNG BEERY TO PLAY

IN “BEAU IDEAL” CAST

Noah Beery, Jr., son of the char-

acter actor, will play a part in

“Beau Ideal,” sequel to “Beau
Geste,” in which his father had
the role of “Sergeant LeJeune.”
Herbert Brenon will direct.

BiYD ElEEDS CfiLL OF
FRIENOLY HOPI TRIBE

Bill Boyd, Pathe star, in going

on location to the Arizona desert

to enact the leading role in “The
Painted Desert,” has returned to

the scenes of one of his earliest

motion picture triumphs. “The
Last Frontier.” These locations

are still part of the stamping
ground of the colorful Hopi Indi-

ans where Bill learned the lore

and customs of this peaceful tribe.

MEXICAN COMPOSERS

SEE ANN HARDING

AS REAL INSPIRATION

MEXICO CITY, Sept. 13—Promi-
nent composers of Mexican popu-
lar music confess that Ann Hard-
ing—as known to them through the
Spanish version of “Her Private
Affair”—supplies real inspiration.
With the cooperation of the daily
newspaper, La Prensa, they are
hard at work competing on a prize
waltz which is to bear the blonde
star’s nairje as its title. Com-
peting compositions will be play-
ed at one of Mexico’s finest the-
atres, and the public will pick
the winner.

MOVIETONE NEWS
A HIT IN BERLIN

(Continued from page 1)

tial showing at the Mozart The-
atre, Berlin, on September 12.

Newspapers described the event
in glowing terms, the Abendblatt
calling it “another historical event
in the crowded events of the last

twenty years, but this time a

happy and joy-bringing event be-
cause the newsreel has become a
living thing.”

The opening program consisted
of one hour’s outstanding news-
reel subject matter from all parts
of the world. The chorus of
praise was unanin^Ious, both in the
daily and trade press.

Steel Fingers of

icroscopic Precision

Bell & Howell craftsman using

a tool-maker microscope in the

inspection ofan automaticscrew

machine circularform tool. This

tool is used in making the
blanks for the take-up sprockets

for Filmo 70-D C .meras. This
measuring instrument serves to

ascertain the structure of metals

and flaws in tools and is used

for measurements of gauges,

gear teeth, angles, and con-

tours. Measurements can be
taken to .0001 ofan inch.

S
TEEL fingers perforate miles

ofcelluloidribbon that will

be sent to Hollywood to catch

the voice and charm of a cele-

brated actress. In Hollywood,

steel fingers move this ribbon

past a sensitive camera lens,

recording the movements of

actors on “location.” In a

little town in Vermont, steel

fingers move this ribbon past

a projection lens, and scores

of theater-goers thrill to the

life-like action before them.

The success of this cycle of

movie making rests, in great

measure, upon the similarity

of the steel fingers which per-

forated the film, those which
moved it through the camera,

those which moved it through

a projection machine. A flaw

in the first two sets of fingers

would have rendered the last

set of fingers clumsy and in-

effectual. But there were no

flaws, and the movie goes on

the screen without a hitch.

Microscopic precision is the

only phrase which adequately

characterizes the design and

manufacture of Bell & Howell

cinemachinery, from Standard

Perforators to Standard Stu-

dio Cameras, Printers and

Splicers. For only microscopic

precision could have guaran-

teed that the small town in

Vermont would thrill to the

life-like shadows which
moved across the screen.

BELL & HOWELL
Bell&Howell Co., Dept U. 1854Larchmont Avenue, Chicago New York, 11 West 42nd Street

Hollywood, 6324 Santa Monica Blvd. - London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.), }20S.egentSc.' Established 1907
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The Son of

Zorro^s Son!
By

zr

The advance of Douglas Fair'

banks, Jr. to the regal status

of a star is not in the least sur-

prising. He has demonstrated

star qualities by an intelligent

competence in the handling of a

native dramatic power, emotion'

ally restrained and therefore more

effective. His illustrious father

can contemplate him with pride

for he is not a duplicate of the

original Fairbanks nor in any
sense a rival. He is totally dif'

ferent.
* He 4:

TTE has one tremendous in^

heritance and that is distinc'

tion of personality—the secret of

all the Barrymores, the high note

in all the fine actors of this and

other generations.
% *

WE recall with definiteness the

first appearance of Douglas

the First before the camera. He
was a star of the stage and was
chosen because of his personality

as one that Norma Phillips, then

cast as “Our Mutual Girl,” to

visit and be photographed with

in the series which included the

great and the popular star of

sixteen years ago. Douglas was
photographed without screen

make'up because Jack Noble, the

director of the successful series,

wanted him as he appeared

—

tanned, brimming with health and
the embodiment of verve and
energy. Noble was right, because

the qualities he discerned were
heavily important in the subsc'

quent screen career of the great

star.

T^AIRBANKS only agreed to
*- the screen interview because of
his innate courtesy. He saw noth-

ing in it except to be obliging

(Continued on page 2)

‘‘AN INDUSTRY THAT CAN COMBAT WEATHER

AS DID OURS IS S0UND’’--R. H. COCHRANE

FOX REOPENS

3 HOUSES IN

MIDLAND SECTOR
An illustration of the return to

normal business conditions, is the
announcement of the re-opening
of three Fox West Coast Theatres
of the Midland Division. These
houses, which have undergone ex-
tensive redecorating and remodel-
ing during their dark period, are
the Fourth Street theatre, Mober-
ly, Missouri; the Royal theatre,
Atchison, Kansas; and the Plaza
theatre, Springfield, Missouri.

URBAN EN ROUTE EAST
FROM MOVIETONE CITY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Joseph
Urban, having spent the summer
at Movietone City designing talk-
ing picture settings for Fox Films,
has left for New York where an
accumulation of stage work
awaits him. His Movietone ac-
tivities will be demonstrated this
season as “Luxury,” (“The Man
Who Came Back” and “East
Lynne” are released.

“JOURNEY’S END”
FOR CHICAGO RUN

Tiffany’s war picture, “Jour-
ney’s End”, has been booked for
the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago,
starting Septemlber 27.

Universal’s Vice-President Sees in Victory Over Un-
precedented Hot Spell Conclusive Evidence That
All’s Well and Visions Even Bigger Things

Ahead; Stresses Enthusiasm Which Now Prevails

Within Organization as Good Omen
^ “Any industry that can success-

fully combat the unprecedented
adverse weather conditions as the
motion picture industry has done
is, necessarily prosperous.”
This from R. H. Cochrane, vice-

president of Universal, yesterday
in an exclusive interview with a
representative of EXHIBITORS
DAILY REVIEW.
He went on:
“With the seasonal change that

has brought about relief from the
most dastardly weather ever re-
corded by the national weather
man and with the industry still

functioning in every field despite
the unfavorable conditions dur-

“HALF SHOT”
REGISTERS

IN WEST
Advices to Joe Plunkett

at KKO yesterday from the

Orpheum theatres at Port-
land and Seattle, Orejfon,
indicate that Radio’s come-
dy, “Half Shot at Sunrise”
is a natural. Picture is

breaking old house records
at both spots, house man-
agers report.

(Continued on page 3)

TRI-TONGUE VERSIONS
BY WARNERS AND F. N,
German, French and Spanish

versions of “Those Who Dance,” a

Warner picture, are nearing

completion. A Spanish version of

“The Bad Man” (El Hombre
Malo), a First National picture,
has already been finished. In “El
Hombre Malo”, Antonio Moreno,
well-known on the American
screen, plays the part in which

BETTER BUSINESS SPEEDS UP

MICHIGAN CIRCUIT REOPENINGS
DETROIT, Sept. 15.—The But-

terfield Michigan Circuit of the-
atres is rushing preparations to
take lull advantage of current evi-
dences of a return of normal busi-
ness conditions.

The new theatre in Ionia is

well under construction and will
open about January 15. The re-
modeled Franklin Theatre at

Saginaw was opened on Saturday,
August 30, with its usual policy
of first-run pictures.
The old Orpheum, Theatre at

Bay City is being completely re-
built, nothing having been left

standing but the old walls, and
will Qtpen October 9 under the
name of the Bay Theatre. The

(Continued on page 3)

is played in English by Walter
Huston.
The foreign-language produc-

tion schedule calls for the mak-
ing of eighteen pictures of this

(Continued on page 2)

“INDIAN” SERIAL
AT ROXY DAILY

The Roxy Theatre an-
nounces daily installments
this week of the Universal
serial, “The Indians Are
Coming,” which was orig-
inally booked in the inter-
est of children patrons for
Saturday mornings. Sari:.--

day’s opening i)roved of
such interest to adults that
daily i>erformances were
arranged for. It is planned
to present one of the
twelve installments eacli
week.
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MAIN STREET

Koxy and his (Jang do pretty

well telling each other how good

they are * * * Epes Sargent ac-

companied by Texas hat and Wind-

sor tie * * * business was boom-
ing along the Big Stem over the

week-end * * * and most of it was
jamming into the movie palaces
* * * Paramount p.a.’s caution all

and sundry against using Buddy
in connection with Charles Rogers

and then turn around and adver-

tise his and IVancy’s pic at Para-

mount as Buddy Rogers and

Nancy Carroll, sweethearts of

Ameriea * * * that’s the height

of something or other * * * Terry

Ramsaye remembers when big

things happened way back in 1911

* * * if you don’t believe it con-

sult his latest review * * * -what-

ever became of all these mbvie
stars going on the stage * *

liarney Hutchinson tearing up the

Big Stem * * * a lot of big pics

are in the offing * * * and Char-
lie’s City Lights is included * ’"

wish H.W. would tell us what he
is going to shoot next * * it

looks as though tap dancers
would go the way of songwriters
* * * we still insist Two-Cnn Bill

do a speakie with a .dance hall

and everything * * * our Holly-
wood sleuth tells us that new
Movietone City in Beverly Hills is

going to a ring-dinger * * * re-

member when Bill Fox was shoot-
ing over at Fort Lee * * * Uni-
versal started something with that
serial revival * * * Eddie Corbett
was a visitor other day * * * did
you know eigs had gone up to 13

cents * * * that is, the brands
that keep the school girl com-
plexion * " *it’s not the heat but
the linmidity again *

TRI-TONGUE VERSIONS
(Continued from page 1)

kind during the present season

—

six in German, six in French and
six in Spanish. Each foreign-
language edition requires a sepa-
rate cast and a separate director,
besides writers and editors.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Harold
B. Franklin, president of Fox West
Coast Theatres, has started an ex-
tended tour of the Theatre cir-

cuit for conferences with his divi-

sion managers.

One of the prime purposes ol

the trip will be to look over some
of the new houses and remodeled
theatres, that have resulted from
the Fox West Coast Theatres ex-
pansion program.
Following the tour, Mr. Frank-

lin’s itinerary calls for a busi-
ness trip to Ne^/ York.

$400,000 ACTORS’ HOME
AIM OF CHEVALIER

PARIS, Sept. 15. — Maurice
Chevalier has announced his am-
bition to establish a convalescent
home for French artistes. He esti-

mates that his plans for this in

stitution will require an outlay of

$400,000.

With continued good healtli

Chevalier says that in the next
five years he hopes to raise the
greater part of this amount in

personal contributions by himself
and friends. If, at the end of five

years, the total has not been
reached he will make up the re-

mainder himself.

LASKY ARRIVES
FROM HOLLYVIfOOD

Jesse L. Lasky arrived yester-

day in New York from Hollywood,
where he has been looking after

such Paramount productions as

“Morocco,” “Fighting Caravans”
and “The Spoilers”, which comes
to the Paramount Theatre this

Friday.
Lasky will confer with Eastern

executives relative to the plans

for the expansion now going on
at the New York studio.

THE SON OF
(Continued from page 1)

and to be gracious. Harry Aiken,

then president of Mutual and

about to become president of Tri'

angle, saw in this short footage

taken of Fairbanks, the person-

ality and the distinction of man-

ner that assured screen succ 'ss.

As a result he was engaged as

a star for his first dramatic pic-

ture. It was called “The Lamb’
and Christy Cabanne directed.

• • •

^ I '^HE Fairbanks success was im-

mediate and his stage train-

ing had taught him the necessity

of good performance. He has

given the world many fine things

since—never slighting a role—al-

ways giving it care, meticulous at-

tention and a finished result.

Young Master Fairbanks has this

same essential quality—the will

never to give a slighted or a

“OUTWARD” BOUND
PREMIERE TOMORROW

Tlie ju’einicre of Warner
Bros.’ “Outward Bound”
will occur tomorrow when
it enters the Hollywood
Theatre on Broadway for
an indefinite engaganicnt.
It will replace John Barry-
more in “Moby Dick”. Dud-
ley Digges, of Theatre
Guild reputation, and Beryl
Mercer, have the identical
roles they portrayed during
tile Broadway run of the

,

play.

‘OLD ENGLISH’ RELEASE
SET FOR SEPT. 27

George Arliss in “Old English”
will have its general release on
September 27, according to an an-
nouncement by Sam E. Morris,
vice-president of Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc.

LEASE WESTERN READY

Tiffany will launch Rex Lease
on his career as a star in V/est-

erns in “The Utah Kid,” the first

of a series, which has just been
completed under the direction ol

Richard Thorpe. Dorothy Sebas-
tian, Thomas Santschi, Walter
Miller, Boris Karloff, Mary Carr,
Bud Osborne and Lafo .McKoo are
in the cast.

mRl LAEMMLE COMING

Carl Laemmle left Los Angeles
last night for New York on his

semi-annual visit to the home of-

fice. He is due here Friday.

ZORRO’S SON!
^ T

sloppy performance and with his

inheritance, his faithful effort and

the ability to throw himself

wholly into the character he has

approached the threshold of a

career. He need only follow the

precept and example of his father.

He will never be mistaken for him
and he never will imitate the type

because he has the wit and the

wisdom to be himself. It is rather

nice to contemplate the rise of

a young artist who, having in-

herited the power of his father,

appears not as a successor to a

great actor, but as a success pros-

pect of a wholly different type

—

alike in sincerity and a parallel

in the possibilities of talent.
* * *

E extend our best wishes to

the young new star and our
felicitations to his gracious and
successful sire.

PATHE SHORTS

PREVIEWED

AUDIO REVIEW NO. 37
The highlight of Bathe’s iatest

Review is, unquestionably, the

“Bathe Remembers When” num-
ber. It should have been “Terry

Ramsaye” remembers when”, for

Terry has gone back in the re-

cesses of the vaults and liis fertile

brain and dug up among other
shots, the Big Show at Delhi, in

iOll, when King George was dub-
bed the Emperor of India;
Kaiser Bill and King George rid-

ing in state in Berlin in 1913;
Czar Nicholas in the same year;
war officially declared in France;
in Washington with Secretary
Baker drawing first draft num-
ber, et cetera. Then there are
Bernarr MacFadden, the physical
culture expert, and he sings, too,

and Cleopatra’s fiowers. It’s a
smart review.

JUNGLE TERROR
(Vagabond Series)

Tom Terriss, the vagabond di-

rector, takes his audience into the
elephant country and, incident-
ally, the python country. This
number has that adventurous kick
to it that always goes over with
any and all audiences, in any and
all cities and towns, from tlie

highest to the lowest.

KID THE KIDDER
(Campus Comedy)

Another one of those coonskin
coat comedies minus the coats, as
it is the good old summer tim.e

on the campus, has been turned
out by Bathe. Don Dillaway, Vera
Marsh and Monroe Owsley carry
the acting honors. It’s refreshing,
and should click at this time when
universities are throwing open
their doors and the pigskin starts

its rounds. Putting the freshie

through the paces is the theme
with the mystic widow brought
into play. Ray McCarey did a
good job with the megaphone.

FARM FOOLERY
(Aesop Sound Fables)

Barnyard aninfals get together
down on the farm and make
whoopee to the tune of synchro-
nized jingles and tap dancing,
even the cows stepping off some
pretty fast tunes. It’s silly but
it’s funny. The quartette is given
human voices. Whoever did the
synchronization knows his sound
as adapted to silly cartoons.

J. L. K.

WIN RKO GOLF
William McCaffrey won the

RKO Fall Golf Tournament held
at the Glen Oaks Country Club,
Great Neck, Long Island on Fri-
day, defeating James H. Turner.
In the second flight Hiram S.

Brown, President of RKO beat
Harry Mosley and Mr. Turner won
the qualifying round from Harold
Kemp.
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M-G-M HAS 3 BIG FEATURES

FOR OCTOBER DISTRIBUTION

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

“LAST OF THE DUANES” (Roxy)

There have been better western

pictures than is represented in

Fox’s“ Last of the Duanes” flash-

ing over the Roxy screen this

week. The story has been jumbl-

ed either in the adaptation or in

the cutting or in both. It is a

Zane Grey story and, without ex-

ception, Grey always supplies

plenty of action and hoof beats.

Both are retained in the talking

version without stint. George
O’Brien is the last of the Duanes
who has set out to avenge the

killing of his dad. There is the

villainess, a character not un-

known but always unusual to the

western drama, in the person of

Oriental-eyed Myrna Loy. A little

cutie by name, Lucille Browne,
carries the love interest and starts

all the business of setting the

hero on the trail of her rescue.

Outlaws play a big part as the

story unreels and some excellent

types have been obtained, notice-

ably Nat Pendleton, Frank Cham-
peau, James Mason and others.

Walter McGrail is the outlaw
leader—not quiet ferocious enough
for the part. Guns bark, there

is the big chase, a fight in which
the villain meets his end. The
story is colorful and every at-

tempt was made to give it real

Avestern flavor.

J. L. K.

BUSINESS SPEEiS
UP IN MICHIGAN

(Continued from page 1)

new seating capacity will bo about
twelve hundred seats and', from
the present outlook, the house
will be one of the finest theatres

in the “Thumb” District of Michi-

gan.

From present indications trie

building of miniature golf courses
for operation in lieu of the re-

opening of theatres closed during
the Summer is not the attraction
alternative presented a few weeks
ago, though such enterprises still

seem to offer promise of profitable

winter sport, and an attraction to

people who wish to keep in prac-
tice with their putting.

Upon the occasion of the W. S.

Butterfield Theatres, Inc., and
Butterfield Michigan Theatres
Company October meeting in New
York a week will be spent (here
getting a more intimate line on
the new season’s product.

STAHL RECOGNIZED
FOR UNIVERSAL JOB

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— John
M. Stahl’s work in megaphoning
Universal’s “A Lady Surrenders”
met with the instant approval of

Carl Laemmie, Jr., with the re-
sult that John has been signed
for three more specials.

BOARDMAN GETS LEAD
The much coveted lead in “The

Great Meadow” falls to Eleanor
Boardman, wife of King Vidor,
M-GrM director.

“WHOOPEE” OPENS
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

“Whoopee” will have its

first formal showing at the
Rivoli Theatre at nine
o’clock on Wednesday even-
ing, September 24. It is

tile first screen musical
comedy to l)e produced by
F 1 o r e n z Ziegfeld and
Samuel Goldwyn.

^FiNGiRFRINTS”
OOMPiNY AT BALBOA

Universal’s serial company film-

ing “Fingerprints” under the di-

rection of Ray Taylor has moved
to Balboa for a week on location.

A signed story by Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., about his fight to win
recognition on his own, and in

spite of the influence and fame
of his noted father, was “plant-

ed” by First National with the
Sunday World in New York. First
National officials persuaded cir-

culation heads to bedeck their

trucks with large-sized posters
advertising this feature.

The title of the Fairbanks story
was “Is it a Handicap to Be the
Son of a Famous Father?” In it

he spoke about his first starring
production, “The Way of All
Men,” which is shortly to follow
“Three Faces East,” in the New
York and Brooklyn Strand the-

atres.

ing the summer months, it is fool-

hardy to even suspect a note of

depression.
“It is a fact that a very notice-

able increase in theatre patron-

age has evidenced itself since the

break in the weather. I believe

much of the increased attendance
is due to a break in the Tom
Thumb golf course craze. As the
fad wears out, and I have every
reason to believe it is wearing
out, the fadists are flocking back
to the theatre.

“As for production activities

—

never once during the so-called

depression which some still in-

sist was visited upon the motion
picture industry, was there a let-

down in the studios. I’m not
speaking of our own studios, in

particular, but in the studios gen-
erally.

“Another observation which I

have been compelled to make of

late leads me to conclude, with all

doubts cast aside, that everything
is as it should be, at lea.st, with-
in our own organization.
“This organization may seem

trivial to sora/e but, to me, it can
spell only one thing and that is

big things ahead.
“That observation has been

made in connection with the in-

ter-otfice previews of Universal
pictures as the prints arrive from
the West Coast. Without an ex-

CAPITOL SOPRANO

TO SING IN WALL ST.

Wall Street will echo to the

tunes of “America” and the “Scar

Spangled Banner” as sung by Miss

Louise Bave, coloratura soprano

and known as the “nightingale”
of Major Edward Bowes’ Capitol
“Family” of radio fame, at the
noondaj^ exercises from the steps
of the sub-treasury building to-

morrow. Constitution Day.

ARLISS DIALOGUE
BY BOOTH TARKINGTON

Booth Tarkington has complet-
ed the dialogue for “The Ruling
Passion”, which will be one of

the Vitaphone vehicles for George
Arliss. “The Ruling Passion” is

based on the book by Derr Dig-
gers.

‘COSTELLO CASE’ READY

“The Costello Case,” produced
lyv James Cruze, has been com-
pleted and will be ready for re-

lease on the Sono Art-World Wide
schedule late next month.

ception every picture so preview-
ed by our staff on Fiftli avenue
has sent forth from the projection
room unbounded enthusiasm well-
ing in the breasts cf those on
whose shoulders rests the respon-
sibility of placing this and that
picture before the trade and
public,
.“That sort of spirit means
something to me and— it should
mean sonnething to anyone vital-

ly interested in the industry. One
of the cardinal rules of salesman-
ship is, I believe, that first the
seller must be convinced of the
worth of his product before he
can convince the other fellow of

its worth. It naturally follows
that when such enthusiasm is

shown over a product that en-
thusiasm will be broadcast and
eventually the all-important pub-
lic will be impregnated with that
same spirit of worth. Success
naturally follows.
“That is what is happening

within our own organization and
I have every reason to believe the
same spirit is being evidenced in

other organizations within the in-

dustry.
“With such conditions prevail-

ing I can see no good reason wljy
the motion picture industry, es-
pecially, should not give three
rousing cheers, place its shoulder
to the wheel and look for still

bigger things ahead.”

Three October releases have been
definitely scheduled by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. A fourth picture

may be added to this group.
The three films so far announc-

ed for release next month are

King Vidor’s eagerly - awaited
“Billy the Kid,” John Giibert’s

new starring film, “Way for a

Sailor” and the Cosmopolitan fares,

comedy, “Those Three French
Girls.”

Each of these three pictures, it

is pointed out, marks a new de-

parture in its particular field. In

the production of King Vidor’s

“Billy the Kid” M-G-M utilized its

new Realife wide film process for

the first time, and exceptional

success is said to have attended

the Culver City producers’ efforts.

John Mack Brown has the title

role in “Billy the Kid” and Kay
Johnson, who played in “Dyna-
mite” and “Madam Satan”, the

principal feminine role.

John Gilbert’s “Way lor a

Sailor” represents an entirely new
type of characterization for the

M-G-M star, who is seen in this

picture as an impetuous gob, seek-

ing adventure in various corners

of the world. Jim Tully, the

“hobo author” who wrote “Jarne-
gan” and “Beggers of Life”, makes
his first screen appearance in this

picture, and Wallace Beery also

has a prominent role, with Leila

Hyams in the chief feminine role.

“Those Three French Girls” is

described as an absolutely new
type of sound picture farce come-
dy. This film marks the debut as

a screen writer of P. G. Wode-
house, noted British humorist, who
prepared the dialogue of the pic-

ture from an original story by
Dale Veil Every and Arthur
Freed.

F. N. DOING HERBERT
OPERA IN ALL GOLOR

“Toast of the Legion” will be

the next all-Technicolor produc-
tion sponsored by First National
Pictures, Inc. This musical screen
play is founded upon Victor
Herbert’s “Mile Modiste.” The
original score has been retained
and no music other than Herbert’s
own is heard from the screen.

Bernice Claire, who played the
leading feminine role in “No, No,
Nanette,” is the heroine, singing
“Kiss Me Again.” The picture
will have its gala world premiere
at one of the leading Broadway
theatres early in the fall.

U. S. GIRL LEAD
IN BRITISH FILM

Jacqueline Logan has been cast

for the premier female role in a

British International production

from the farce written by Com-
mander King Hall. Owen Nares,

Jack Raine, Misses Dodo Watts
and Molly Lament complete the

leading roles in the all-talking

film, to be made at the Elstree
Studios, near London.

Fairbanks Jr, Puts Over
Famous FatheP^ Story

<>

“INDUSTRY IS S0UND’'-C0CHRANE
(Continued from page 1)
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“INDIANS ARE C«

STARTS AT
Broadway, supposedly immi

to anything new, is due for a n
thrill—that of a serial taking fir

run privileges and at no less

house than the Roxy.

Universal wins the distinction
having the first serial booked :

a Broadway first-run in the hist(

of pictures.

“The Indians Are Coming”
the title of this all-talking chr
ter play, starring Col. Tim IV

Coy. The first chapter will
shown at the Roxy beginning tl

Saturday. This booking is in li

with the latest trend among I

theatres throughout the count

which, Universal reports, i

signing up for “The Indians I

Coming.” i

UNIVERSAL FIRST
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This development is regarded as

lOst significant. In an era when
reduction to a large extent has

wung to talking pictures with

istinct adult appeal, the big

ouses are recognizing that the

ounger generation must not he
»st sight of.

The Roxy booking of “The Indi-

Qs Are Coming” is considered the

ighest type of box office con-
rmation for Carl Laemmle, Jr.’s

emphasis on the youth angle.

“The Indians Are Coming” was
irected by Henry McRae. It is

ased on Buffalo Bill’s story, “The
reat West That Was”, authentic
Bcord of Buffalo Bill’s career.

N FCATURCS! FIRST IN SHORTS/
N FIRST RUNS EVERYWHERE/



ALL EYES
ARE ON THE SEA!

Bellying sail, flying foam. Today
Enterprise and Shamrock fight it out.

The sea. In all minds. On all tongues.

Adventure, Mystery, Grim Disaster.

Romance. They are of the sea. It

lures, fascinates.

Fox gives you next week the sea’s

most exciting drama.

Jack London’s

THE SEA WOLF
On a Hell-ship to-

gether— the skipper,

an abysmal brute, a

lovely woman with a

past; a weakling buffet-

ed into being a man.
Blows, curses, hurri-

canes ofhate and whis
pers of love blending

inthestrangestjStr^Iig-

est, most striking sea

romance ever^ilme

A prophe0^—it

be on^^f the bije^Hits

I
of the^

with

N M I LX01r

JANE
KEITH

RAYMOND
HACKETT
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Hold Everything
For This One!

I
F your favorite color is helio'

trope and you like weak tea,

remain away from Pathe’s new

sensation “Her Man,” for it’s

rough, tough and rapid melodrama

with a fist and chair fight that

rivals the battle of the Marne and

everything from a menace to a

marriage to keep it exciting. To
all but lily lovers “Her Man” is

grand entertainment. It steps

even faster than “Cock Eyed
World,” and is due for the same

kind of money in the theatre tills.

* • •

Gin and jejunery, rum and

rollick, pocket pilfering, knife

murders, music, revel and stormy

emotion all kaliedescoped into

eighty^three minutes of supreme

intensity. The gold threads of a

love story are woven into this

fabric of rampant, living color and

Tay Garnett jumps into fame as

a director who knows his action

and can whip a dramatic tapestry

(Continued on page 2)

6670 W. E. SYSTEMS

World wide installations

of Western Electric Sound
Systems total 6,670 accord-
ing to the latest report. Of
this figure 4,454 are in the
United States and 2,116 are
in the foreign field. Oreat
Britain has passed the 1,000
mark with 1,006 completed
installations. Two installa-

tions have been made in

Iceland and Malta has
been added to the list of
countries where installa-

tions have been contracted
for.

In Poland installations
have increased to 24, in

Spain the total is now 2S
and in Austria 31 Western
Electric Sound Systems are
now operating.

VAUDEVILLE SHOW AS ADJUNCT TO SOUND

INCREASES 50 PER CENT OVER RKO CIRCUIT

WARNERS 10 STORY

MILWAUKEE BLD’G

TO OPEN IN JAN.

The ten-story Warner Building-

in Milwaukee, now under con-

struction, will be ready for occu-

pancy some time in January. This

structure will contain a Warner
Bros, theatre. The upper stories

will be available for office space.

Rapp & Rapp are the architects.

LORCH ADDS TWO
SALESMEN TO STAFF

Harry Lorch, Midwestern divi-

sion sales manager of Bathe, who
is in New York, conferring with
B. J. O’Leary, general sales man-
ager, reports additions of two new
salesmen in his division. Edwin
Sapiro, formerly with Warner
Bros, in Chicago, has been added
to the staff of J. J. Clarke in the

Windy City and J. Edwards, form-
erly covering Wisconsin for First

National, has joined T. Green-
wood’s staff in Milwaukee.

LEONARD DUE

Robert Z. Leonard, whose last

picture was Nornfa Shearer’s “Let
Us Be Gay,” is now en route to

New York. Here he will meet
Marion Davies on her return from
Europe and will make scenes in

the East for Miss Davies’s newest
M-G-M fllnii, “Rosalie.”

Officials of Pioneer Dealers in Variety Entertainment

Declare Not Only Has Demand for "In the

Flesh” Acts Jumped 50 Percent but More Stars

Are Being Booked Over Country-Wide Circuit

Where Sound Pictures Are Shown

PRESS PREMIERE
OF ‘OUTWARD BOUND’

Tlie premiere of “Out-
ward Bound,” whicli War-
ner Bros, announced for
the Hollywood Theatre to-

night is to be exclusively
for the press. Tthe W,ar-
ners are frank in declaring
that “Outward Bound”
juerits a press review, con-
sidering Sutton Vane’s play
not only unique, hut as pre-
senting screen entertain-
ment that is revolutionary.

PRIZE REPORTER GETS
PARA. WRITING JOB

Courtenay Terrett, former re-

porter on the New York Evening
Telegram and the Morning World,

has been signed by the Paramount
Publix Corporation as a member
of the Hollywiod studios’ writing

departnient. Two years ago, Ter-

rett won the Bookman prize for

the best newspaper story of the

year with “Only Saps Work.”

Milton Sills Dies at Home
Following Game of Tennis

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 16.—Milton
Sills died suddenly of heart
disease last night after playing
a game of tennis with his daugh-
ter. Mrs, Sills, who was Doris
Kenyon, was watching the game
at their Brentwood Heights home
and saw her stricken husband
drop his racket. She summoned

(Continued on page 3)

FOX SEES NEWSREEL

THEATRES WIN ABROAD
E. L. Harvey, managing editor

Pox Movietone News and the Em-
bassy Newsreel Theatre, returned

(Continued on page 3)

Following up Broadway “talk”
and a recent statement in a daily
trade paper that stage shows in
connection with sound pictures
had fallen off “50 percent” a rep-
resentative of this newspaper
checked up and learned:

Instead of a 50 percent drop in
stage shows, in connection with

(Continued on page 2)

NAT L. THEATRE SUPPLY

COMING TO NEW YORK
The national headquarters of

the National Theatre Supply Com-
pany is being moved, lock, stock
and barrel, from 825 Michigan
avenue, Chicago to 92-96 Gold
street. New York City.

,

Both employes and furniture are
en route and the new general of-
fices will be open for business
Monday, Septentber 22.

Central Division offices of the
company will remain at the pres-
ent address, 825 Michigan avenue,
Chicago and the New York District
branch will be continued at 723
Seventh avenue. New York City.

“AFRICA” TO OPEN
AT GLOBE TOMORROW

Coinm bin’s “Africa
Speaks,” the first all-talk-
ing picture made in the
jungles of the dark contin-
ent, will open at the Globe
Tbeatre, New York, tomor-
row for an extended mn.
Paul L. Hoeiler, responsible
for |»liotograpliing the pic-
ture, will make a personal
ai>pearance at the opening,
whicli will be attended by
many explorer notables,
following a dinner at tlie

Dixie Hotel.
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MAIN STREET

I'ilm execs packing up for the

annual trek into the Big Town
from their golf courses in Conn,

are, as we go to press * * * Hj
Daab, I’raiik Cambria, Bruce Ciil-

lop and Mark Luesclier * the

chickens can go to roost on sched-

ule anytime after Sat. * * * Lee

1>. Balsly, the big chief of acces-

sories at Cox, knows his acces-

sories * * * he has 37 braucli ex-

changes in U. S. and where they

brew Johnnie Walker over the

border, to knock out acces ads for

* * * Zieggy’s I).a. says:
—‘leading

Hollywood beauties here for new
Ziegfeld show’

—

period * * * here

they are Clarie I)odd, Virginia

Bruce, Ciiristine Maple * * * they

may be beautiful but we never

heard of ’em in or out of Holly-

wood * * * Zieggy’s p.a. might

like to know that a lot more than

beauty is necessary in the talkies
* * * that’s why we haven’t heard
of ’em * * * the b. but d. variety
has had its fling * * * if you don’t

believe it ask the Old Master I).W.
* * * one of the best intellects in

the grease paint profession pass-
ed with Milton Sills * * he was
an authority on botanical subjects
* * * and a professor * * * and
a graduate of U. of Chi. * * * re-

member when Milton was leading
woman for Our Mary * * * Uncle
Carl is expected in on the Century
Fri. * * * Winnie Sheehan may sit

in with the boys who review The
Big Trail at the Roxy * * * have
you noticed what a firm grip
shorts are getting on the Dear
Public * * * Albert. Payson Ter-
hune is a pretty good actor * * *

he’s in the talkies with his dogs
* * * and talks, too * * * and his
dogs bark * * * yes, it’s in an
Audio Review * * * Bernarr 3Iac-
Fadden sings Silver Threads
Among the Gold for Terry Kani-
saye * * * remember when Arthur
Levy, Dave Belasco’s p.a. was
covering Harlem with his cane for
the City News * * * and lived to
tell about It * * * wonder if Rathe
has found a talkie version of
Pearl White * * *

Harry M. Warner yesterday

said that stockholders of Warners
took up the offering of new
shares made more than a month
ago through rights to subscribe to

one new share at $20 ratio of one
for each four shares held.

The offering of the new stock

was underwritten by Goldman,
Sachs and Company, and Hayden,
Stone and Comjpany, a syndicate

formed for the purpose.

sound pictures, flesh bookings have
increased 50 percent.

This information was gained
from Radio-Keith-Orpheum offici-

als.

Charles Freeman, head of RKO
booking department, was authority

for the general statement above
and added:
“RKO’s recent importation from

London, of Gracie Fields, come-
dienne, has had no other equal
within the past 20' years, for im-
portance to the pulilic. Harry
Lauder is the last star I can re-

member who equalled the impor-
tance of Miss Fields. This one
instance proves, I believe, that the
vaudeville form of entertainment,
or variety, as RKO choses to call

it, is on the upgrade rather than
slipping down hill as was stated
recently. And since RKO houses
over the country now are exhibit-

FOUR BANKERS JOIN

G.T.P. DIRECTORATE

Four banking authorities have
been elected to the Board of Di-
rectors of General Talking Pic-

tures Corporation. They are
Norrie Sellar, George L. Le Blanc,
William Baxter and Robert Eaton
Saunders, the latter two being
treasurer and secretary respec-
tively of the corporation.

ing sound pictures with their

variety entertainment this obser-
vation is pertinent to the motion
picture industry.”

As one official at RKO ob-

served:

“At no time has the variety form
of entertainment fitted in more
harmoniously with the motion
picture than it has since the
sound picture became firmly en-
throned in the motion picture
houses.”

RKO, according to information
gained on this point, not only is

continuing its appeal in the form
of the variety form of entertain-
ment but it is augmenting this

basis for this appeal which finds

form in new stars, greater .'-tars

and more varied form of sound
entertainment with sound pictures
over its nation-wide chain of the-
atres.

ARTHUR UNGAR MADE

U. ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

Carl Laemmle, Jr. announces
that Arthur Unger will join the
Universal ranks next Saturday as
an associate producer at Univer-
sal City. The other associate pro-
ducers at Universal City are E.
M. Asher, Harry Garson and Al-
bert De Mond.

HOLD EVERYTHING
FOR THIS ONE!

(Continued from page 1)

into resplendancy with the natur'

al touches of a great artist.
* * *

XT'S a story of dive life in

Havana with Frankie, played

by Miss Helen Twelvetrees as the

dive star who never had a chance

until she met her Dan, a role to

which Phillips Holmes gave every'

thing necessary— plus. Miss
Marjorie Rambeau as Annie su'

perbly plays the drab that once
was the butterfly. Ricardo Cortez
as Johnnie, the bad ’un, reveals

acting talents he never has dis'

played before.
* * *

A FINE supporting cast in'

eludes Mike Donlin, James
Gleason, Harry Sweet, Stanley

Fields, Franklin Pangborn, Thelma
Todd and others well chosen.

* 4i

“TTER MAN” is fast and furi-

X ous entertainment that is due
for the heaviest kind of money for

the customers will eat it alive and
cry out for more.

FLORIDA CIRCUIT
ROYS WARNER PRODUCT
The Sparks Circuit of theatres

embracing eighteen towns in
Florida this week closed for the
entire season’s product of War-
ner Bros, attractions, announces
Claude C. Ezell, general sales
manager.

WARNERS TO SCREEN
PLAY IN ENGLAND

Warner Bros, have acquired the
screen rights to “Murder on the
Second Floor” and will make it

as a Vitaphone special in their
English studios. Frank Vosper is

the author.

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, Sept. 16, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 591/2 60 1/2

Warner Bros .... 501/2 501/2 — Vs
Fox Film “A”... 481/2 49% — %
Loew’s Inc .... 761/2 78 y2 - '/4

Radio K-A-0 ... 3314 35 -f %
Pathe Exchange ... 41/8 41/2 + '/4

Pathe “A” .... 9 9% — Vs
M-G-M Pre .... 26 26% + %
Con. F. Ind ... 197/8 197/8 — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre .... 2114 211/4 — %

Curb Market
Columbia Piet. . .. 37 37 —6y2
Fox Theatre “A’ 91/2 10
Nat. Screen .... 261/2 26 y2 + /'4

How High is

THE RIVER
Measured by chuckles, chortles

and roars, the sky is the limit

on this Fox movietone comedy.

Our official laugh-docker wore

out the mechanism and had a

blister on his thumb before the

final reel.

For rowdy, rough and ready

wit, for quick getaway and

quick come-back, ''Up the

River" is the season’s best.

They’ll be standing in line for it!

Fox Movietone
of Mirth

Directed by

JOHN FORD
whh a cast of winners

Story by
|

Maurine Watkins

I

VAUDEVILLE GAINS ON RKO CIRCUIT
(Continued from page 1)
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GERMAN AUTHORS LIKED HERE

WARNER STORY CHIEF FINOS
-A.

I AMPAS! HEAR AND SEE

HEYWOOD BROUN THURS.

;; The AMPA new administration

ii blithely announces a special treat

I for its regular weekly lunch hour
I, at the Dixie Hotel tomorrow.

I

Read how it looks to Edward F.

Finney, Secretary: “No more
'

fascinating writer enriches the
I printed page, no more colorful

!i speaker enchants the millions of

!! radio audience than the brilliant

gentleman who is to preside at

our festive board. A fearless

thinker, an inimitable craftsman,
an aggressive champion of em-
battled causes, our distinguished
guest is unquestionably one of the

I

most outstanding figures in

j

American life today—^Heywood
I

Broun.”

Can any Ampa stay away? He
i
cannot.

FOX SEES NEWSREEL
THEATRES WIN ABROAD

(Continued from page 1)

Saturday from Europe, where he
supervised the opening of the

British Movietone News Theatre
in London, with records of the

success of the second venture in

the showing of a program devot-
ed exclusively to sound newsreels.

Harvey predicts that within a

short time a newsreel theatre will

be opened in each of the larger
foreign capitols, with Pans and
Berlin following upon the heels

of the London theatre. Truman
Talley, general manager of the
Fox-Hearst Corporation is now
abroad reorganizing the handling
of material to speed the events to

this country and the European
branches.

“IKE” IN PERSON

The Capitol Theatre announces
that through the special permis-
sion and courtesy of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Ukelele
Ike Edwards will appear in per-
son on the Capitol stage for the
week beginning on Friday in Ar-
thur Knorr’s revue “Royal Revels”,
as well as appearing on the
screen in “Doughboys.”

CONRAD NAGLE HAS
SWELL FIDDLE YARN

Robert L. Ripley, maker
of “Believe It or Not” Yita-
plioiie Yarieties, has receiv-

ed a suggestion from Con-
rad Nagle for another. It

is not only spectacular
but exceedingly simple. All

Ripley has to do is to set

up half a dozen automatic,
non-(stop cameras focused
on the Woolworth Building
and then set a fiddler to

fiddling in that vicinity.

When the fiddler strikes
the fundamental note con-
cealed within the lofty
structure, and continues to
fiddle industriously on that
note, the Woolworth Build-
ing will give up the ghost
—as did the Walls of
Jericho—^“believe it or not.”

TIFFANY MONKEY
TO MEET CRITICS

Tiffany has brouglit its

monkey movie star on from
Hollywood to attend a spe-
cial previcAv of his first

tliree all-talking comedies.
Cpon that occasion he will

act as host to New Yora
critics, holding a reception
following the screening and
I»resenting each critic with
a dancing mechanical mon-
key created in their—thal
is to say, his own image.

BOY PROSPERITY GROUP

The entire First National Pros-

perity Group has been sold to the

Theatre Operating Company of

Billings, Mont., according to an

announcement by Ned E. Depinet,

general sales manager of First

National Pictures, Inc.

Radio’s exploitation department
promises the most comprehensive
exploitation campaign in history

for “Check and Double Check,”
starring Amos ’n’ Andy. Tie-ups
national in scope are being rapid-
ly whipped into shape with na-
tional advertisers and distributors
in a score of lines co-operating.

Among plans now in work is

for tie-ups with Yellow Taxis and
Checker Cabs in every important
city in the country. The Nation-
al Broadcasting Company and Vic-
tor Talking Machine will co-oper-
ate. The Williamson Candy Com-
pany, maker and distributor of
Amos ’n‘ Andy candy bar, has con-
tacted all Radio branch inanagers,
sending a sample.
The Marx Company, makers of

Talkies in South Africa

According to report received

from Trade Commissioner Edward
B. Lewson, Johannesburg, South

Africa, Lourenco Marques will at-

tend its first talkie show in Sep-
tember if the projected plans of

African Films Limited are car-

ried ont. The introdnction of the
talkies will be in the nature of an
erperimient which is to last nine
days. The position there is, of

course, complicated by the langu-
age question, as English spoken
from the stage may not—after the
talkie novelty has worn off—at-

tract sufficient people to make the
venture payable. The Variety
Theatre has arranged for the ex-
perimental program, to include
“The Great Gabbo.”

* *

No Foreign Tongues for Spain

The reign of the sound-film has
decidedly commenced in Spain.
Distributors are scracely releas-

MkUmVH l^LAYHOUSES
BOOK COLUMBIA SHORTS

Columbia Pictures closed an
important deal this week with
Manhattan Playhouses, Inc., for
several series of short subjects for

presentation in 22 houses of that
company’s circuit. The series
booked include “Mickey Mouse,”
“Disney Silly Symphonies,” “Snap-
shots,” “Curiosities” and “Krazy
Kat.”

MARIE ASTAIRE CAST

Marie Astaire has been chosen
by Phil Goldstone, Tiffany’s chief
stndio executive, tor the role of
“Mamie” one of the principal
characters, in the current produc-
tion of “The Third Alarm.”

special Amos ’n’ Andy toys, aviu
arrange special local drivers dur-
ing big-city runs.

UNipE EXCLUSIVE
IN PATHE NEWS

Pathe News, in its issue of to-

day, has a most unusual sound
clip taken on the Mississippi
River while Secretary of War
Hurley was inspecting work un-
derway which is to save the river
bed and channel. The story, re-
ported as exclusive, shows huge
woven mats of cane and hemp be-
ing lowered to pave the river bee.
to prevent the channel from be-
ing changed or deepened by the
rushing waters.

ing any silent films now in the
first and second-run houses, .and

the snbsequent-run exhibitors ap-
pear anxious to have their houses
equipped with sound apparatus.
The problem is, of course, where
to get a sufficient number of
Spanish “talkies,” which, obvi-
onsly, would have the greatest if

not the only chance of success.
No French or English Versions
can profitably be shown to the
Spanish public. Occasional dia-
logue sequences in a foreign
tongue have considerable appeal,
but no 100 per cent talkie in a
language other than Spanish has
a remote chance in Spain.

* * *

Broadcast Paris Talkie

Tlie Olympia, one of the lead-
ing motion picture theatres on the
Paris Boulevards, has just install-

ed a special studio for broadcast-
ing. Concerts are announced to
take place every Sunday in the
new hall.

“Germany is a mine from which
America is getting unusual
stories,” says Jacob Wiik, head of

the story department of Warner
Brothers, who has lately returned
from a visit to that country and
other parts of Europe. He ob-
served that during the reconstruc-
tion period following the war a
new generation of creative writers
sprung up, and these young writ-
ers place more emphasis on the
normal emptions of the men and
women of today than their pre-
decessors. did.

“It is significant,” says Wilk,
“that today the really good litera-

ture and drama from that coun-
try is finding a large and ready
audience here. It is worth re-
membering that the best-seller of
a German author has become a
great success on the American
screen. There is something in the
psychology of the German writ-
ers, at their best, which appeals
to American audiences.

“But it would be wrong to con-
clude that all we Americans need
do in order to secure this first-

rate material is to make a suit-
able offer and reach ont our
hands. The case is otherwise.
For German interests are power-
ful enough to ...give - Americans
Strong competition. They can of-
fer as much as if not more than,
the American bidder for the screen
rights to plays, scenarios, and fic-

tion. They can match us in offer-
ing stupendous sums for world
rights to such material. They are
thus our artistic as well as our
industrial rivals. And of course,
they have the indubitable advan-
tage of being on the seem and be-
ing able to snap up fresh ma-
terial instantly.”

MILTON SILLS PASSES
(Continued from page 1)

a physician, but the actor was
past help.

Sills had suffered from previous
heart attacks, and twice before
had been forced to retire fempnr-
arily. He was believed by his
family to have made a good re-
covery. He is survived by his
wife and their three-year old son,
Kenyon, and by his daughter
Dorothy, by his former marriage
to Gladys Edith Wynne from
whom he was divorced.

YEAH!

Before the awed silence
of the United Artists staff

and officers, the portrait of
Eddie Cantor was yesterday
formally unveiled in the
outer Hall of Fame of that
office. Which makes Cantor
a new club member with
Douglas Fairbanks, Mary
Pickford, Gloria Swanson,
Ronald Colnfan, A1 Jolson
and the other great stars
whose pictures are releas-
ed through United Artists.

Radio Sets Wide Campaign
On Amos Andy Picture

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Department of Commerce
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CLEAR across the country Andy Clyde is

steadily building up a following that is bring-

ing them in at the box-office. With every new

picture more big first run houses acknowledge

the money making power of ” the grand old man
of comedies’’ by putting his name in the lights.

When Andy raised his squeaky voice in "The

Bride^s Relations** a year and a half ago, MACK
SENNETT COMEDIES gave exhibitors a new idea

ofjust how funny a comedy could be. Since then

his portrayals of the wheezy ’^Mr. Martin” have

been one steady forward march in popularity

for Clyde and for SENNETT COMEDIES.

Play Clyde for one ofyour biggest comedy bets

this season. And start now with the first SENNETT
COMEDY of the new season, **Grandma*s Girl.**

It’s a laugh knockout about a fast-stepping

grandma, an old-fashioned son and a beautiful

girl, in this modem jazz age.

MACK SENNETT
TALKING COMEDIES

MlNNEAPOm

GR;<tMD OLD ifliLN

OF OMEDIES

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., E. W. HAMMONS, President

Member Mution Picture Producers and Dietributors of America, Inc., Will B. HajfS, President
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Candidate Broun

Meets the Boys
By

Today the Associated Mo'

tion Picture Advertisers have

as their guest no less and none

other than Heywood Broun who
took his first toddling steps in the

amusement business by going to

Harvard.

TTE continued in the amusement

business as a writer for the

New York Morning Telegraph

and has been critic, actor, radio-

activist and downtrod conscious

with a success gratifying to his

friends. Now Mr. Broun, con-

tinuing in the amusement busi-

ness, is running f or Congress

He’s the Socialist candidate but

the candidacy is not to be mea-

sured as a party affair. It is

quite our opinion that the other

candidates should stop running

and let Mr. Broun be elected by
acclamation, default or something
non-technical to the end that the

halls of Congress might be bright-

ened by his presence.
>)> * *

lyiR. BROUN held his first

newspaper job under oui

city editorship and he ably made
good at everything he was sicked

at. As a baseball writer he was

(Continued on page 2)

SPLENDID!

Warner Bros.’ screen
adaptation of Sutton Vane^s
play, “Outward Bound,”
was previewed by a spell-

bound audience at the Hol-
lywood last night. This
picture is a distinct and
noteworthy effort. Superb-
ly staged, directed, photo-
graphed and acted, this
production should cause
widespread comiment and
prove as popular with dis-
criminating audiences as
the origin^ stage play.

L. M.

NEW yCRr, TtiUKSDAy, XEPTEMEEC IS, 193C TEN CENT7

ADVENT OF SPECIALS SPEAKS LOUDLY

IN FAVOR OF SOUNDNESS OF INDUSTRY

CHI. CITY COUNCIL

ORDERS W.E. SOUND

FOR CENSOR BOARD
For the first time in history a

city council has ordered the pur-
chase of a Western Electric .Sound
System. This action was taken
by the aldermen of the City of

Chicago upon recommendation of

the Committee on Finance. The
order authorized Commissioner of

Police to buy a 3-U Western Elec-
tric Sound System for the use of

the Censor Board.

AL JOLSON ON STAGE

OF CAPITOL TOMORROW
The Capitol Theatre announces

for its week beginning tomorrow
A1 Jolson’s first Broadway stage
appearance in five years. The
occasion marks Jolsoh’s second
wedding anniversary, and it was
on the Capitol stage that he won
his wife, who was Ruby Keeler
playing a featured part in “Oddi-
ties.”

ETLINGER HERE
Karl Etlinger, noted German

actor who is under contract to ap-
pear in First National and Warner
Brothers German-language pic-

tures made in California for ex-
port, has arrived in New York.
Etlinger, who has been associated
with Max Reinhardt’s productions,
is to appear in the German edi-
tion of “The Way of All Men,”
and production is being held up
awaiting his arrival at the studio.

Fox Films, whose executives
only last week paid something in
the neighborhood of $12,000,000
for a substantial interest in the
Hoyt chain of theatres in Aus-
tralia, m'ust, it is understood, send

Long Run Policy Adopted
At Paramount; Sudden
Decision to Bring in

"Outward Bound," and

"Africa Speaks" Arrival

On Broadway Spells

Prosperity

Broadway is experiencing its

first blush of Fall specials.
They’re coming in so fast and so
unexpectedly that Paramount-Pub-
lix felt compelled to declare the

(Continued on page 2)

RKO GOAST SALES
CHIEF IN N. Y.

Harry Cohen, Pacific Coast

Sales Supervisor for RKO Radio

Pictures, is in New York Confer-
ring with executives on handling
company’s product west of the
rockies.

VIRGINIA MORRIS
RETURNS TO WARNERS
Virginia Morriss has returned to

the Warner Bros, publicity staff

after a six-month leave of ab-
sence. She is now advertising
manager under A. P. Waxman, di-

rector of publicity and advertis-
ing.

an operator to the Antipodes. The
theatres coming under the super-
vision of the Fox interests cover
a territory comprising approxi-

T&D JR. CIRCUIT

SIGNS FOR ENTIRE

WARNER OUTPUT
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 17. —

Warners office here announced to-

day that the T. and D. Jr. Cir-
cuit of theatres in Northern Cali-

fornia, had been signed for War-
ners entire product for 1930-31.

Claude C. Ezell, general sales
manager consummated the deal.

The circuit comprises more than
50 theatres.

TIFFANY ENGAGES
F. HUGH HERBERT

F. Hugh Herbert, one of the
best known writers of screen dia-

logue and continuity, has been en-
gaged by Phil Goldstone, Tiffany’s
chief studio executive, to prepare
“Leftover Ladies,” by Ursula
Parrott, a forthcoming production.

Those ever-hopeful British him
trade papers are all perked up
over a great economic opportuni-
ty. It comes straight from the
good old U. S. It enables silent

exhibitors to play audible films in

their inaudible theatres.
Yes, talkies for silent houses.

Can you tie that? No need of

(Continued on page 6)

LAURA FORGIVES

CHICAGO, Sept. 17.—Be-
cause Laura La Plante told

.Judge John Lyle that she
did not want to prosecute
the two young IVegroes who
took $7,000 worth of her
jewelry from a Pullman car
last April, they were plac-
ed on probation.

BRITAIN’S SILENT HOUSES LIKE

UNCLE CARL’S TALKIE TRUCKS

FOX TO SEND SKILLED OPERATOR
^ TO BOSS NEW AUSTRALIAN HOUSES

(Continued on page 2)
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MAIN STREET

Otis Skinner, the Big Screen

Actor, is enjoying his first motor

car * * * so his p.a. wishes to

broadcast * * * yes, it’s no less

than a Lincoln * * * that’s the

brand all actors buy on the eve

of signing a starring contract * *

that funny J’risco man is back on

Broadway * * * he recently finish-

ed his first talkie, took one look

at the rushes and got reservations

on the Santa Fe Navajo for

all points East * * * Mark Lues-

elier is all het up about this En-

glish comedienne whom he likens

to a cross between the Eva and

Topsy and Eve as portrayed by
the Duncan Sisters, and Florence
Mills * * * what kind of a come-
dienne does that make, we respec-
tively ask * * * Barney Hutchin-
son says ‘it’s the heat, not the

humidity * * * Sir Thomas lost

his halyard yest. * * * Harold
Vanderbilt didn’t lose anything
* * * Hey Broun is going to tell

the Big Ad Men today what poli-

tics is all about * * * page him
at the Dixie * * * wonder what a
magistrate thinks about these
days* * * every political aspirant
is coming out wet * * * Hoover’ll
be next * * * Dorothy Mackaill
likes the Big Stem * * * wonder
where .Judge Crater went to * * *

remember when Christy Cabanne
shot The Slacker * * * ad in a
Hollywood magazine * * * Francis
X. Bnshman, Once a Gentleman,
under the management of whosit
A * * Lalioque and the Mrs,,
Vilma Bankv are rehearsing for
that new play * * * why doesn’t
someone shoot a sort of Sir
Thomas telling how to win yacht
races * * * UFA shot a mystery
when they shot Tiger of Berlin
* * * good underworld stuff with
something new in the Apache stuff
* * * the Village thinks it’s great.

IN “BIG MONEY”
The latest additions to the al-

ready extensive cast in the Bathe
production, “Big Money,’’ are
Maurice Black and Richard Cram-
er. character actors.

TABLOID PAPER PUTS “TOP SPEED”

OVER AT WEST COAST THEATRE

LUU IN FOX STUDIOS

PENDING STORY WORK

HOLLY’WOOD BUREAU. — War-
ners West Coast exploiteers ar-

ranged for a complete tabloid

newspaper devoted to First Na-

tional’s “Top Speed,” starring Joe

E. Brown, when the picture open-

ed its engagement at Warners Hol-

lywood Theatre, here. It carried

the title, The Daily Beagle. A
front page streamer carried the

thought, “Mirth Quake Here; City

Collapses.” In a neighborhood
where earthquakes are liable to

occur at any moment this caused
a sensation, according to Warners
press department.

HOLLYWOOD KIDS
IN ‘^THIRD ALARM’’

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — “The
Third Alarm,” Tiffany’s epic of

firemen’s lives, has given the chil-

dren of Hollywoodd a “break’.’

ISO ON LOCATION

IN “PAINTED DESERT”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — More
than 150' players and technicians
are included in the Bathe pro-

duction unit, headed by Bill Boyd,
on location at Tuba City, Arizona,
for the making of “The Bainied
Desert,” under the direction of

Howard Higgin. Helen Twelve-
trees is the only feminine player
in the troupe. William Farnum
and J. Farrell MacDonald have
prominent parts. Clarke Gable,
who portrayed Killer Mears in

“The Last Mile,” is enacting the
featured heavy role. It is an orig-

inal story by Howard Higgin and
Thomas Buckingham.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
preparation for future stories to

go before the “mike” is given for

the reason why Fox is closing
down its West Coast studios for a
period of two weeks. Shooting
will resume on, or about, Oct. 1,

when the comedy, “Evidence,” will

go into production. “So This Is

America” will follow.

YOUNO DOUG TO GET
ANOTHER AIR DRAMA

The first picture in which Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., under his new
First National contract, will be an
aviation film. The story is now
in preparation by John Monk
Saunders, who wrote “The Dawn
Batrol.” The title of the new pic-

ture has not yet been announced.

ADVENT OF SPECIALS SPEAKS

FOR SOUNDNESS OF INDUSTRY
On the initial’s day work in the

orphanage, where thrilling scenes
of firefighting and heroism were
filmed, the “extra list” started
with over 200 youngsters, from 2

to 14 years of age. After a day
or two of work, the list began to

dwindle as the camera angles
moved in on close-ups and medium
shots. The first day, of course,
was Saturday, to get the young-
sters when schools were closed.

SONGSMITHS ARRIVE

A1 Dubin and Joe Burke, ‘talk-

ies’ song-smiths, for the past two
years associated with the Holly-
wood studios of Warner Bros.,

have temporarily switched their
activities to the East, and will re-

main in New York until Decem-

j

her, writing exclusively for the
I Warner popular catalogs.

mately 3,500 square miles and in-

cludes more than 100 theatres of

the higher grade type.

Officials in the New York office

declined to express an opinion
yesterday on what operator would
be sent but according to unoffici-

al reports concerning the matter,
Hershel Stuart, of the Fox Bijou
Theatre in New Haven, Conn.,
will decide.

Clayton Sheehan, brother of
Winnie, general manager of the
Fox interests, it is understood, has
in mind, among others, Elmer
Rhoden, Fox operator in the Kan-
sas City district; Stuart, of the
Fox-Boli chain in New England
and Ed Lollier, of the West Coast
Theatres interests.

Stuart, it is understood, is

favored for the job.

U. CASTS LUGOSI
FOR “DRACULA” ROLE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Bela
Lugosi will play the role of Count
Dracula in Universal’s production
of “Dracula” under the direction
of Tod Browning.

(Continued from page 1) 0-

New York Baramouut in the long
run class.

This act on Baramount's part
is unprecedented in as much as

the New York Baramouut has been
definitely set as a week-run house
since its opening a few years
back.

It also proclaims another im-
portant event—the step-up in the-

atre business on Broadway.
In both Baramount’s and War-

ners’ decision to switch policy as
to theatre releases, both explain-
ed that the change was due to

the fact that the number of spe-
cials in the offing was so prodigi-

ous that room had to be made for

their accommodations at the first

run houses.
This was the explanation given

by Warners when ‘over night’ last

OANDIDATE BROUN
MEETS THE BOYS

(Continued from page 1)

the world’s best—then and since.

As a drama critic he was com-

pctent, fairminded, constructive

and rich in ideas.
* « *

TT is our thought that Mr.

Broun should become the mo^
tion picture industry’s candidate
- -win or lose—and that the

screens of the country should

carry his amiable presence to the

near and far spaces as the em'
bodiment of cheer, the advance
agent of happiness and the pro-

phet of a practical Utopia.
* * *

TN this sad world we need the

brighteners and we should
either send Mr. Broun to Con-
gress and sound-picture him from
there or sound-picture him with-

out a Congressional contrast.

week came the announcement that
A1 Jolson and his “Big Boy”
would supplant “The Dawn Pa-
trol” at the Winter Garden. “The
Dawn Patrol” was doing capacity
when withdrawn.
The same ^‘xplanation was forth-

coming from Warners when last

night “Outward Bound” supplant-
ed John Barrymore’s “Moby Dick”
at Warners Hollywood.
The announcement coming from

Paraniount-Publix on the change
in policy at the New York Para-
mount gave virtually the same
reason—specials in the offing that
had to find a spot.

This is eiieoiiraging—or should
be—to tlie industry in general be-
cause it means that busines.> is

‘I)icking u])’ from the summer
slum|) which necessarily accom-
panies that season of the year.
Another case to i»oint—Wafilms

African picture, “Africa Speaks,”
disfrihnted hy Colnmhia. This
story of adventure which has been
credited hy critics on the West
Coast as one of tlie finest ex-
amples of wild animal life ever
shot, opens at the Globe tonighl,
a theatre given over to only the
best that Badio.Keitb-Or])heum
has to offer. It is a tribute to
“Africa Speaks” that RKO sees
fit to place this picture into their
ace Broadway house.

All these moves being taken on
Broadway are being duplicated
over the country in the key cities.
It speaks well for the healthy con-
dition in which the industry
launches upon its 1930-31 cam-
paigning of entertainment.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Sept. 17, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 58'/4 58% —1%
Warner Bros 29% 29% —1%
Fox Film “A” ......... 49 49% — %
Loew’s Inc 77% 78%
Loew’s Inc. Pre 98 98
Radio K-A-0 34% 34% — %
Bathe Exchange . 4% 4% — '%
Bathe “A” 10 10

'

-|- %
Con. F. Ind 19 19 — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre. 21 , 21% -f %

Curb Market
Pox Theatre “A”,.. 9'% 9% — %

TO SEND OPERATOR TO AUSTRALIA
(Continued from page 1)
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Box office records

tdtze ladiu' heart”.

- - one of the good things from FIR!

fER
ION

in ^'The Bad Man" gives

you the personality the

world is talking about!
With

DOROTHY REVIER
SIDNEY BLACKMER
JAMES RENNIE

Based on the play by Porter Emerson Brown

Directed by Clarence Badger

and TOP SPEED
'GIRL£'<GOLDEN WEST

"SCARLET PAGES
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opened to record break-

ing business at WarneKs
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force picture into second

week at de luxe house

—Huston sensation^ ;;

looks like record run/^r

MOE SILVER
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NEW “CAMERA BUILDING”

NEARLY READY DN RADID LDT
RKO Radio Pictures is about to

complete two big new buildings

on its Hollywood lot as a part of

a $6,000,000 expansion program
mapped out by officials several
months ago. One of these struc-
tures is to house the camera and
“still” departments. It will cost

in excess of $100,000. It is 44 by
175 feet and is two stories in

height. The other is the property
building, which is 180 by 124 feet.

Both buildings will be replete
with unique, ultra-modern fea-

tures. For instance, in the camera
building, dark rooms have been
eliminated due to the increased
size of sound cameras. Hence-
forth each camera will have a
separate “parking” space with a
centrally located rooms for load-
ing film.

One of the most interesting fea-

tures of the property building is

a cold-storage room, two stories

high, in which all the studio’s
fine draperies, damaska and other
costly fabrics will be stored. The
room will be moth-proof.

W. E. PARIS SOUND
IN HOUSE SEATING 290

Western Electric Sound System
in France has gone from one ex-
treme of seating capacity to an-
other. A short time ago it was
installed in the Gaumont Palace
in Paris. This theatre with 6,800
seats, claims to be the largest in

the world. Recently Western
Electric equipment was put into

the Moulin-Roiige Cinema at Paris
Plage, a smart summer resort
near the French capitol. This the-
atre has exactly 290 seats. Two
legitimate theatres in Barcelona,
Spain, the Comico and the Princi-
pal Palace, are opening in the
near future as talking picture the-
atres. Both are installing West-
ern Electric equipment.

RECORD IS CLAIMED
FOR PATHE CARTOON

PHILADELPHIA. — What is

claimed as a record for a long
run of an animated cartoon come-
dy is being chalked up here by
“A Romeo Robin,” one of the Pa-
the Aesop Sound Fables.

ON SECOND HONEYMOON
The voyage that Ben Lyon and

Bebe Daniels are at this writing
taking aboard the yacht “Sultana,”
might be considered a second
honeymoon, for it is but a few
scant months since their first one.
The purpose of the trip, off Cata-
lina, is to make scenes for their
latest picture, “Ex-Mistress,” in

which they are co-featured.

GOOD SAILOR

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Dolo-
res Ethel Mae Barrymore, infant
daughter of John and Dolores
Barrymore, has proved a good
sailor on her father’s yacht.

JOE BROWN TO MAKE
PERSONAL APPEARANCE

PHILADELPHIA. — Joe E.

Brown, whose latest Warner fun-

maker, “Maybe (It’s Love,” will

make a personal appearance at

the Mastbaum Theatre, here, to-

morrow. He is scheduled for the

Jersey City Stanley, Sept. 26, and
for the Newark Branford on Oct.

10. “Maybe It’s Love,” is set for

release Oct. 4.

LONG TERM CONTRACT
FOR MISS DIETRICH

Marlene Dietrich has signed to

a long-term contract with Para-
mount, following the completion of

her first role in “Morocco” under
the direction of Josef von Stern-
berg. Her next will be “Dis-
honored.”

Amedee J. Van Beuren, presi-

dent of the Van Beuren Corpora-
tion, producers of short subjects,

played host to members of the e.x-

clusive Westchester Country Club,
recently, and showed the follow-
ing short subjects, distiibuted by
Pathe:

“Voice of the Sea,” a song
sketch; “The Haunted Ship,” and
“Laundry Blues,” Aesop’s Sound
Fables: “The Feline Fighter,”

“Crystal Champions” and “Self De-
fense”; a Grantland Rice Sport-
light short, “Drums of Fear”, and
a Vagabond series number.

(Continued from page 1)

struggling little theatres mortgag-
ing the old homestead to induce
Western Electric or Klangfilm, or
even the cheaper sound bootlegg-
ers, to install their complicated
apparatus.

Just hang out a red flag v/here

a Universal travelling sound truck
will see it, and open up the box
office—that’s all the little theatres
of the United Kingdom have to

do to make their silent movies
vocal while the line forms on the
left.

To quote verbatin et liberatum:
“This new service was originated
by Mr. James V. Bryson (Uni-
versal’s London manager) in re-

sponse to the avalanche of re-

quests he received from silent ex-
hibitors who sought his coopera-
tion in getting installations into
their halls in order to plaj’^ the
new Universal talking product.
To meet this demand the mobile
five-ton truck was designed to

ROXY PROLOGUE
FOR “ALL QUIET”

Au atmospheric prologue
rivaling mecliaiiical effects

which introduced “The
Cock Eyed World,” is being
made by S. L. Rothafel for
the introduction of “All
Quiet on the Western
Front” when it comes to

the Eoxy tomorrow for its

first presentation at popu-
lar prices.

COMPLETE CASTING
FOR “GREAT MEADOW”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has com-

pleted selection of a cast for its

picturization of Elizabeth Maddox
Roberts’ recent novel, “The Great
Meadow,” a story of Kentucky in

pioneer days. John Mack Brown
will play the lead.

Charles Brabin will direct this

production, which is planned as
one of the outstanding pictures on
the new season M-G-M schedule.
Brabin’s last film was the Ramon
Novarro vehicle, “Call of the
Flesh,” now playing at the Capi-
tol Theatre.

HALE HAMILTON IN

“BEAU IDEAL” CAST

Hale Hamilton, famous for his

stage interpretation of the charac-
ter of J. Rufus Wallingford and
also as one of the stars of “A
Pair of Sixes,” is the latest addi-
tion to the cast of “Beau Ideal,”

which Herbert Brenon is now di-

recting for RKO Radio Pictures.
Hamilton will portray the colonel
in this RKO sequel to “Beau
Geste.”

carry a standard set which could
be installed in any house within
an hour or two.”
And the affable and enterprising

Mr. Bryson accepts the responsi-
bility in these encouraging words;
“And before long I hope to have
a fieet of these cars and equip-
ments on the road. From the time
the van arrives until it departs
the cinema (England’s funny name
for a movie theatre) is not touch-
ed. Not even cables have to be
tapped for current. The truck
supplies all the current necessary
with its batteries and power sup-
ply. It contains talkie screens,
loud speakers and everything
necessary, including its own staff

of technicians, who know every-
thing about talking pictures there
is to be known.”
As nothing is said about the

wide field talkie product thus pos-
sibly to be shown in non-talkie
theatres, the inference is natural
that Universal pictures will not
be altogether overlooked.

UNIVERSAL SHOWS

UTEST SHORTS

THE LEATHER PUSHERS
No. 2—David and Goliatli

This Kid Roberts whom Young
Laemmle has chosen to fill the

shoes of Reginald Denny in the

sound version of that populai

Leather Pushers series, is going

to develop into something more

than a prize fighter. His name is

Kane Thompson. He has some-

thing of Young Doug in his clean-

cut face; somiething of the modu-

lated, repressed poise of Dick

Bartheimess and—he has unadult-

erated youth. And he can fight— j

believe it or not. A1 Kelley who

has taken over the megaphone

once held by Harry Pollard, has

aosorbed the spirit of the ring-

side. He did well to cast bam
nardy as the manager or the Kid.

bam always clicks on the screen.

The Kid, "lailen ’ from society for

the glamor of the roped arena, has

a lot of trouble with his chamois-

tongue girl friends but wins out

in the end by flattening a black-

smith for the count. The actual

light, without which a Leather

Pushers number would be sadly

deflcient, has been staged with the

true ringside glamour. This
young Thompson Is going to make
’em like it in sound and dialogue

as Denny did a few years back.

‘STRAHGE AS IT SEEMS’
Ripley’s Believe-It-or-Not Idea

has nothing on the one Universal

has hit upon in this short. And
it’s done in color—one of the tew
spots on the screen where, in the

opinion of this reviewer, color has

any business. The four corners

of the globe are scoured for this

one of which we are promised
more. The initial offering has, for

example, shots of the only Chinese
telephone exchange in the world

—

in San Francisco’s Chinatown
which we have seen with our own
eyes “in the flesh”. The puffer

fish, that uncanny undersea citi-

zen who swells to two and three

tim,es its size on being disturbed.

A flaw is picked in the historic

painting of Washington Crossing
the Delaware—and it is a flaw,

too. The old Chinese custom of

tickling victims to death, thereby
explaining the old blurb, ‘tickled

to deatfi’ and some other inter-

esting observations. A lecture is

synchronized and a fine speaking
voice accompanies the lecturer
whoever he may be. The series is

by John Hix. Directors, Nathan
Hahn and Fairbanks. Credit is

due all unstintedly.

“OSWALD SERIES”
Oswald is put to sound and mu-

sic and—tap dancing. Good syn-
chronizing is evidenced. Oswald
Rabbit does his stuff to the satis-
faction of the most fastidious and,
as the rip-roaring cowboy woula
put it—God’s in heaven and there
ain’t no hell—-not where Oswald
is concerned. It’s a cartoon in
case you have forgotten Oswald
in the silents.

J. L. K.

Exclusive Club Members See

Pathe-Van Beuren Short Films

BRITAIN’S SILENT HOUSES LIKE

UNCLE CARL’S TALKIE TRUCKS
<>
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‘‘An amazing picture! Every man, woman and cl:

in scope . A truly great adventure . . Leaves yoi

“A thrilling chapter of adventure . » Limned in i

Sensational.”

“Some of the most remarkable scenes that have

greatest feature that has ever been brought to the

“The jungles and veldts of the Dark Continent, ^

give up their secrets in ‘Africa Speaks’. It is a gre

“Carries a terrific dramatic punch replete with fa

spellbound for two hours . . .There will be long li:



Iiould see it . Authentic, instructive and sweeping

d with awe. Don’t miss ‘Africa Speaks’.”

—Ada Hanifin, San Francisco Examiner

cut photography ... A remarkable transcript . .

.

—Fred Johnson, San Francisco Call Bulletin

been recorded on film. I willingly admit it is the

jn.” —Robert D. Dwyer, San Francisco News

heir natural sounds, their beauties, their horrors,

ture.” —George C. Warren, San Francisco Chronicle

on that is absorbingly interesting . . . Audience sat

c the doors of the theatres ... It will make history.”

—A. De Bernardi, Jr., Denver Post

NEW YORK
PREMIERE

GLOBE THEATRE
SEPT., 19th
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The Screen^s Famous
Thrillers Re-made to
Revive Big Business

The Great Pathe Serials that popularized motion picture

entertainment and promoted steady theatre patronage

AMPLIFIED by exciting dialogue — INTENSIFIED by startling sound effects*—

MODERNIZED in action, acting and staging — EMBELLISHED by a new Herb and

Heroine for youngsters to idolize and grown-ups to applaud and follow week after

week — Each serial complete in Sixteen 2-reel High Tension Sound episodes.



FAST ACTION-NERVE TINGLING ADVENTURES

-CLEVERLY SUSPENDED SUSPENSE TO MAIN-

TAIN INTEREST AND KEEP THEM COMING

i

’

'

•
.

The New

PERIIS of PAUIINE
TheNew

EXnOITS of ElAINE
TheNew

POISON PEN
' Produced by E. B. DERR

Sight and sound at 100%
showmanship efficiency

Ik
La Maison des Nouvelles Creations
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FOX COAST NEWSREEL THEATRE

TO REVERT TO FEATORES AGAIN
•>

HOLLWOOD BUREAU. — Fox’s
Newsreel Theatre iu Los Angeles,

on Sept. 22, will revert to its

former name of President Theatre.
Showings of popular productions
will be featured.

This new policy will eliminate

the theatre from exclusive news-
reel theatre class.

The first presentation under the

new policy will he a synchroniz-
ed version of Griffith’s “Birth of

a Nation.”

The President will be under the
direction of Fox West Coast The-
atres, with Mike Rosenberg in

charge. Popular prices will pre-
vail. Two and three week runs
will be had if the production
merits such, according to the an-
nouncement.

BETTY COMPSON IN

JIM CRUZE’S NEXT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
cameras have started grinding on
“She Got What She Wanted”, the
first Tiffany special from the
megaphone of James Cruze, who
is scheduled to produce a group
of pictures on the forthcoming
Tiffany program.

The cast includes, Betty Comp-
son, who incidentally is the ex-
wife of Cruze, Gaston Glass, who
received much recognition for his
work in “The Red Mark”, and
Alan Hale, noted for his clever
comedy in recent productions.

WALTER BYRON SIGNED

F.N. PRODUCT FINDS
RICH LONG TIME SPOT

SALT LAKE CITY. — A
long-term deal has been
made with the Playhouse,
Salt Lithe City, Utali, by
Ned E. Depinet, general
sales manager. First Na-
tional Pictures, Ine., which
calls for the entire First
National product. The
Playhouse is one of the
most important theatres in

the western territory.

W. S. HART HOSTS
AMOS ’N’ ANDY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Amos
’ll’ Andy have gone the complete

social rounds of Hollywood, Bev-

erly Hills, Malibu Beach and other

film colonies during the filming

of their first talkie, “Check and

LITTLE PICTURE HOUSE

TO SCREEN A SERIAL

The Little Picture House on
East Fiftieth street announces a
change of policy which will in-

clude the screening of American
made pictures. These will be se-
lected for their entertainment
value after they have finished
iheir runs in the large theatres.

This policy will be inaugurated
on Saturday with the screening of

the first installment of the serial,

“The Lone Defender,” vuth Rin
Tin Tin in the dog star part.

ARLISS IN STAGE PLAY
BETWEEN PICTURES

George Arliss, whose “Old En-
glish” is proving a worthy suc-
cessor to “Disraeli”, is expected
to return from his vacation in

England soon, with a new play by
an English author. He intends
to star in it on Broadway, in what
will be his first stage appearance
since his first Vitaphone appear-

He will, however, continue to

mjake pictures for Warner Bros.
Two vehicles are now ready for
him, “The Devil,” the Molnar play
in which he successfully scored
on the stage, and “The Ruling
Passion,” based on the novel by
Earl Derr Diggers, the dialogue
for which has been specially pre-
pared for Mr. Arliss by Booth
Tarkington.

ANN HARDING’S NEXT
FOR DETROIT OPENING

DETROIT. — “The Girl of the
Golden West,” First National pic-
ture, will open tomorrow at the
Fisher here. Ann Harding, James
Rennie and Harry Bannister head
the cast. Dillon directed.

TITLE CHANGE
Change of title of an important

special recently completed by
RKO Radio Pictures—“Losing
Game,” has been christened “The
Pay Off.” This is Lowell Sher-
man’s third directorial effort for
RKO.

With the signing of Walter
Byron for Columbia’s picturiza-

tion of E. Phillips Oppenheim’s
novel, “The Lion and the Lamb,”
preparations for shooting the film

are rapidly nearing completion.

Double Check” at RKO Radio Pic-

tures’ studio. Now they are get-

ting to the outlying districts. The
other night they were guests at

the ranch of William S. Hart,

near Saugus.

Foreign Film Notes
Received in tiie Alotioii Picture Division

of the U. S. Department of Commerce

Polish Ylulti-lingual

The sound-film “Janko, the Mu-
sician,” which is now being pro-

duced in Warsaw, will have four

versions—Polish, German, English
and French. This will be the first

multi-lingual production turned
out in Poland.

* * «

No Dutch Talkies
A leading Dutch paper, “Nieuwe

Rotterdamsche Courant,” has re-

cently pointed out that there is

not a single Dutch “talkie” on the

world market despite the fact that

there are 11 million Dutch-speak-
ing people in the world and also

that 30 per cent of the cinemas
in Holland have been wired for

the reproduction of sound-films.
* * *

Bad German Reproduction
The German trade papers are

strongly criticizing the unsatis-
factory reproduction of sound-
films, even in leading Berlin the-
atres. This, it is stressed, is par-
ticularly important now, at the
beginning of the new season, for

the future of the sound-film era.

The dialogue parts are sometimes
mere whispers, while in other in-

stances they are covered by ex-
traneous noises. The fact that
under the terms of the recent
sound-film patent agreement, in-

terchangeability has become pos-
sible, makes it wmrth while to seek
a definite solution of the problem.

* » *

Sound Film Injunction
Sound-film companies are still

at war in Germany. Five lawsuits
are pending between the Lorenz
Company (Kinotone) and the
A.E.G. (Klangfilm group). The
latest move was an application
for an iniunction—^which was
granted—made hy Kinotone, pre-
cluding A.E.G. from comimenting
on the cases.

French Banks in Tnikies

The Union Cinematographique
Francaise, although only in exist-

ence for a year, has already
financed the production of seven-
teen French films. Its capital,

which was 2,00'0,000 francs, is to
be increased to 4,500,000 francs,
most of which is covered by three
of the largest French banks. The
directors of the company, all con-
nected with banking and financial
business, are Jacques Lehideux,
Marcel Champin, Andre Chains,
Rene de Montaigu, Maurice Silhel,
and M. de Vogue.

« 4> «

Franco-German Fiinis
Jean de Merly has just pre-

sented two new productions.
Franco! -I Germlan collaborations,
both directed in a Berlin studio by
Leo Mittler, and both featuring
Ivan Petrovich. The first is “The
King of Paris” a popular melo-
drama, from the novel by Georges
Ohnet. The second, “There Is a
Woman Who Doesn’t Forget You,”
starring Ivan Petrovich with Lil
Dagover, Gaston Jacquet, and
Toulout, is one of the best talk-
ing films of the year, according to
press statements. Sound editions
only are being prepared for ex-
port trade. Jean de Merly holds
most of the foreign rights of these
filnis. It is understood that they
will be shown throughout the
Pathe circuit in France.

* * *

Regulate Austrian Exhibition

It is reported that the various
states of the Austrian Federal Re-
public will in future have the
power to set up separately regu-
lations regarding the public xx-
hibition of motion pictures. A
standard law has been previously
applied by the Government to all

states.

2 MIDWEST CHAINS

CLOSE DEALS FOR

PATHE’S ‘HOLIDAY’

CHICAGO BUREAU. — Harry
Lorch, midwestern division sales

manager for Fathe yesterday clos-

ed a deal which insures runs for

Ann Harding’s “Holiday” in the
leading theatres in Indiana and
Illinois covered by the Great
States Circuit.

A deal also was closed whereby
the leading theatres of the Butter-
field Circuit in Michigan will play
the picture.

^SPOILERS’ SEES LONG
RUNS AT PARAMOUNT

With the opening of “The Spoil-

ers” at the Paramount Theatre
in New York on Friday, this the-

atre joins the Rivoli and Rialto
theatres as a house for the intro-

duction of big spesial productions
to Broadway. Paramount explains
that it has such a wealth of big
pictures that must be pre-releas-
ed in order to give exhibitors
throughout the country a chance
to get them on schedule time that
it has been necessary to use all

the company’s theatres in New
York for these special showings.
The success of “Monte Carlo” at

the Rivoli and “Animal Crackers”
with the Marx Brothers, at the
Rialto, has closed these houses
to further bookings for weeks.

EASTERN PREMIERES
FOR “SCARLET PAGES”

BOSTON, Sept. 17. — The pre-
miere of “Scarlet Pages,” the new
First National picture with Elsie
Ferguson, Marian Nixon, Grant
Withers and John Halliday in

leading roles, was held Tuesday
at the Publix Metropolitan Theatre
here. The Metropolitan is one of
the finest de luxe theatres over
the Publix circuit.

2 PATHE TROLICS’
ON BROADWAY

Two Pathe “Frolics” are being
featured at the Globe Theatre,
New York, this week. “Frozen
Frolics,” an Aesop Sound Fable,
and “Sky High Frolics”, a Grant-
land Rice Sportlight, are the at-
tractions, both produced by the
Van Beuren Corporation.

BOSTON LIKES F. N/S
‘GIRL OF GOLDEN WEST'

BOSTON — “The Girl of the
Golden West,” First National’s
new screen version of the play
by David Belasco, has opened to
big business at the Keith Memori-
al Theatre here.

MEET MRS. LEWIS!

Mrs. Charles Lewis, wife of the
trainer of the Tiffany Chimp
family, was the first to introduce
wild animals in a motion picture.
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CLARKE SPIKES RUMOR FOX TO RESUME ROLE

IN ORGANIZATION

Keeping Faith
With the Public

By

I
N presenting “Africa Speaks”

the really tremendous attrac'

tion subject is shown, by Colum'

bia and the producers, as enter-

tainment and we note that while

the word “authentic” is wisely

omitted from the advertising, the

picture itself is in all respects an

honest, faithful and accurate re-

vealment of wild life in the dark

continent.

HEYWOOD BROUN

TELLS AMPA OF

POUTICAL AIM
The weekly luncheon of the

AMPA yesterday at the Dixie hotel

developed into one of the motion
picture ad men’s most enthusiastic
meetings.

Heywood Broun, candidate for

(Continued on page 2)

lebedofToff
Ivan Lebedofl, scion of Russian

nohility and featured player un-
der contract to Radio, sailed from
New York yesterday for a vaca-
tion in Europe and Lithuania, his
native land.

HOISTING THE
WHITE FLAG?

Ohio exhibitors are seek-
ing the cooiteration of pro-
ducers and distributors in
their anti censorship fight

on the starring of tJie Big
House.
A very definite shade of

yellow is being evidenced
in this cooperation because
of the distributors fear that
a frank stand on this pic-
ture might prejudice censor
opinion in the many pic-

tures to come.
To take this situation ly-

ing down is something
akin to industry suicide
and much too fatheaded to
be even smart.

New Leader Sets at Rest

Possibility of Former
Head Returning; Says

Company Greatly Im-

proved and Gives Credit

To Cooperation of

Those Around Him
Harley L. Clarke, president of

Fox Films, yesterday set at rest
all doubt as to the possibility of
William Fox returning to that or-
ganization.

In a letter to Glen Allvine, ad-
vertising director of Fox Films,
Clarke wrote:

‘‘Persistent rumors have been
in circulation for the past two
weeks in various parts of the

(Continued on page 2)

ABIE ABSENT AS ALLIED ATTEMPTS

BAID ON MPTO MEETING IN ST. LOUIS

TT has show handling with some

tenth of one percent studio re-

vision but not only is this allow-

able but it is highly necessary to

the pointing up of s® important

a dramatic narrative .

« « *

A S in all things in life the spirit

is the important thing and
the spirit of “Africa Speaks” is

honest, faithful and tremendous-

CIRCUIT TAKES BIG 4’S

The W. S. Butterfield Circuit of
Detroit, having 80 theatres in
Michigan, have signed for Big 4
Westerns in most of these towns.

Local exhibitors are up in arms
over the efforts of Allied, as re-

presented by Cunnel Cole of Texas,
Alphonse Steffes and the Richey
of Michigan, to disrupt the An-
nual Convention of exhibitors af-

fiiliated with the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Missouri and
Southern Illinois. The Annual Con-
vention was held at the Corando

(Continued on page 2)

SILLS FUNERAL TODAY
HOLLYWOOOD BUREAU, Sept.

18.—Funeral services for Milton
Sills, who died Monday, will be
held tomorrow and will be simple
as Mrs. Sills (Doris Kenyon)
wishes a private service and her
wishes will be respected.

LAEMMLE DUE
Carl Laemmle, accompanied by

Dave Bader, and his secretary,
Jack Ross, is due in New York
today from Hollywood. Bader re-
cently returned front Germany
where he has been gathering data
for a biography of Uncle Carl.

PATHE RELEASES 30

SHORTS THIS MONTH
Pathe is releasing thirty shorts

this month with the list headed
by four two-reel comedies featur-
ing Bob Carney, Little Billy, Ruth
Hiatt, Richard (jarle, Barry Oliver,
Collinson and Dean, John Hyams
and Mona Rico.

The line-up includes the Grant-
land Rice Sportlights, “Self De-
fense’’ and “Gliding”; the Vaga-
bond Adventures, “Satan’s Fury”

(Continued on page 3)

PARAMOUNT PUBLIX

STOCKHOLDERS GAIN

Paramount Publix Corporation
stockholders number 18,200 on
September 5, 1930, as compared
with 16,486 on June 6, 1930, and
13,731 on March 7, 1930. The
present number of stockholders is

the largest number that the Cor-
poration has had to date.

(Continued on page 2)

AFRICA SPEAKS FOR ITSELF!
Come on you tired business men! Move over, dust off

the seats and admit that this is the thrill of a life time!
“Africa Speaks” Is the name of it. Columbia is the com-
pany that is responsible. Walter Futter is the conniving
genius^ and Panl Hoefler did it all in Africa. What is it?
It’s a journey into the jungle where lions live. It’s a close-up
on the life of lions showing how they kill and the great
revenge taken by the warriors to avenge the death of one of
their brave numbers.

A simple quiet chapter, this picture, with a kick greater
than 40 mules and a sui-prisingly light treatment. We could
dwell at great lengrth

^
on this natural story of African life,

but we would be unfair if we didn’t refer our readers to an
actual view of the picture itself. It’s just one of those
natural extraordinary things that turn yon inside out and
still leaves you palpitating, yet normal, at the finish.

Box office? We should say so! Congratulations to all
who had to do with this marvellous piece of entertainment
for the masses of the people and congratulations also to the
exhibitors who will cash in on the money results which are
inevitable. A. J.
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A hush fell over the AMPA’s at

lunch yesterday when Mike Sim-

iiioiis and Hey Broun on his arm

made a dramatic entrance into a

smoke-filled feedry at the Dixie

* * * Hey kept the best traditions

of his Socialistic tendencies in his

impressed pants * * * Mike’s in-

troduction sent the 100-odd ad men

present scurrying for unabridged

vVebsters * • • no one was hurt
* * * Mike and Key’s entrance re-

minded of the hush that falls over

the Roxy audience when the Great

Maestro makes his entrance and
grabs a baton • * it’s Heywood
(Jim Dandy) Broun hereafter *

Bill Brady says so * • * House of

David baseball team steaming
down the Big Stem in a van * * »

at first glance it looked as though
the head keepers was transferring

the hairy apes to the aquarium
* * * the Bambino has opened a

lid shoppe, all done in blue, on
the Big Stem * * * a pair of un-
mentionables hanging from a hall-

room front window overlooking
White Way * * chorus girl out

of work probably * * Morris
Gest is getting to be an habitual

first-nighter at the talkies * * »

Dick Talmadge was a guest at the
feed yesterday * * * Dj^k put the

thrill in thrillers * * * wonder
why he doesn’t do a talkie *

would like to see more of Leslie

Howard on the screen * * * won-
der what that dog in Outward
Bound thinks of * * * James Fill-

more Lee, of the old Telegraph
days, gathering horsey news * *

Walt Hill has joined Billy Wilker-
son’s staff * * 'Walt can remem-
ber when Kuth Clifford was a
Bluebird star * * remember when
the old Fine Arts scenario staff

was the last word in story writ-
ing * * Glen Allvine’s stenog
knows his stenoging * * *

CINEMA GETS REFEREE

In the Federal Court at Los
Angeles yesterday. Judge Jacobs
entered an order referring the in-

fringement case pending against
the William Horsley Laboratory
to David B. Head, as special
master, for an early trial.

“GOLD HUNT” BOOST BUSINESS

FOR FIRST NATIONAL DRAMA
«>

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — An
effective campaign has been stag-

ed in and around Los Angeles for

the engagament of “The Girl of

the Golden West,” the new First
National screen version of the
drama by David Belasco, with Ann
Harding, James Rennie, Harry
Bannister and others featured in

the cast.

Perhaps the most strikingly im-
aginative stunt in the entire cam-
paign was a “gold hunt” held on
Hollywood Boulevard. It was an-
nounced that a bag containing
$100 in gold would be hidden in

one of the first story windows of

the Hollywood Theatre building.
The bag of gold was to be award-
ed to whoever first discovered its

(Continued from page 1)

Hotel, but the Allied group set up
an entertainment place, inviting all

visiting exhibitors to participate,

and sought to throw the natural
business of the Convention into a

stampede in favor of an Allied

affiliation.

The net result of their supreme
efforts was to collect twelve men
into a meeting, some of which were
quite convivial, and ask them £o

agree to organize an Allied local.

Three or four objected because
they still were able to talk, but

eight or ten agreed to help or-

ganize an Allied Unit which is

supposed to supplant the business
man engaged in the motion pic-

ture industry in that territory.

There were rude observers who
said that the Prohibition Law, ir-

ritating as it is, was not sufficient

guarantee for the constructive
members to go forward with a sub-
stitute organization for long which
was flourishing and doing well.

whereabouts. As a result of the
announcement of this gold hunt,
the sidewalks around the theatre
building were jammed with
searchers for the treasure trove.

BROUN TELLS AMPA
HIS POLITICAL AIM

(Continued from page 1)

Congress from the Park Avenue
district, a socialist, newspaperman,
columnist, and friend of the un-
employed, addressed the meeting.
Heywood told the film folk just
where he stood and, backed by a
letter from Bill Brady, said he was
sure of being elected.

The corridors of the Coranado
Hotel resounded with the protests
of the constructive exhibitors who
resented the intrusion of the un-
invited Allied visitation.

This foray will undoubtedly be
described as a great Allied victory
in the sucker press, the same being
those who fall for funny stories,

regardless of the responsibilities of

the authors.
Despite the disturbing and raid-

ing efforts of Allied, the Missouri
and Southern Illinois organization
is still intact, it held a very suc-
cessful and satisfactory Conven-
tion and has really nothing to wor-
ry about. Fred Werrenburg em-
erged from the melee with no dust
on his fedora.
Only three of the four Horse-

men of Allied were present,—Cun-
nel Cole of Texas, Richey of Mich-
igan and A1 Steffes, with an anti-
Eighteenth Amendment atmos-
phere. But where was little Able?

KEEPING FAITH

WITH THE PUBLIC

(Continued from page 1)

ly sincere. The spirit of Africa

itself speaks in this great produc'

tion. Whatever minor artificiali'

ties may have been utilised to se-

cure a wholly natural result are

of no consequence beckuse the

picture keeps faith with the pub'

lie and in no wise mis-pictures

the exciting subject matter.
* » «

TN the death of the native in

the jaws and claws of the lion,

the comment has been made that

the cameramen should have stop'

ped cranking and shot the animal.

We are advised that at the pre-

cise moment the cameramen were
not near their rifles and in pic'

turing an accidental but highly

exciting tragedy they were power-

less to do other than stick to their

posts.
* • *

^
I
^HEIR high courage in a situa-

tion of grave danger has not

been made evident in the pre-

sentation as the thought manifest-

ly has been to present the record

in a way that centered on the

high lights and did not interfere

with the action. The dramatic

sidelights could await a later tell-

ing—the main narrative was the

essential.
• • «

The man who would carp at

“Africa Speaks” would find

flaws in the Ten Commandments,
criticise the English of Henry
James and cry out against a

heavyweight champion for the

way he tied his cravat. “Africa

Speaks” is. big stuff, as big if not

bigger than any the screen has

hitherto made possible to public

view and public hearing. It is

not only a great result, it is a re^

suit honest to the spirit of the

thing it portrays. And—it is a

terrific potential hit that should

enrich the theatres that run it and
reward the men who made and
released it.

• * «

the season progresses the successes

grow bigger. “Africa Speaks” is

tremendous!

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Sept. 18, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 58)^ 58% 4- %
Warner Bros 19 9 — !4
Fox Film “A” 48 48% — %
Loew's Inc. 76% 77% —114
Radio K-A-0 33 '/4 33% —1
Pathe Exchange ... 4 4 — %
Con. F. Ind 19 19

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 41 41 -|-4

Fox Theatre “A”... 9% 9% — %

Clarke Spikes Fox Rumor
(Continued from page 1)

country (West Coast, Chicago,
New York, Philadelphia,) to the

effect that I was having difficulty

in handling Fox Films Corpora-
tion, and seeking aid from Mi*.

Fox.
“Some of tliese peojile should

recall the fact that I took over
the organization because it was in

trouble, and as far as I am able

to judge the organization seems
to be in a very much improved
shape since I took it over, due to

most entirely to the great coop-
eration I have received from the
people in the organization.”

It has been consistently rumor-
ed along Broadway, In film cir-

cles, and In the public print that
William Fox had been approached
by the present Fox regime to

again take up the reins of the
organization.

Clarke’s letter not only sets at

rest, a rumor that had no founda-
tion, but It conveys to the trade
and the world at large the fact
that at no time in the history of

the Fox organization, has the com-

pany been functioning with such
united accord evident within the
organization.

Clarke’s letter also recalls that

not in the history of the organi-
zation has it had so many, or

such consistent successes, flashing

over the world’s screens under
the Fox banner.

1 Clarke’s letter further bolsters
this, newspaper’s consistent con-
tention that no industry in the
United States finds itself on a

i firmer basis than does the motion
picture industry despite the wails
of the calamity howlers which in-

variably eminate from those who
either have made a dismal failure

of their ventures in the art of

picture production or are enviour-

of its apparent and undisputed
success.

Clarke’s letter, last but not
least, shows a most magnanimous
attitude on the part of the new
leader in that it conclusively
shows that the organization and
not the individual is credited with
the company’s undisputed success.

ALLIED ATTEMPTS TO DISRUPT

MPTO CONVENTION IN ST. LOUIS
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26 BURNS MYSTERY SHORTS

ACOUIRED BY EDUCATIONAL
^

“HOLIDAY” PLAYS

VACATION CAPACITY

IN COLLEGE TOWN
Manager Grant Martin of the

RKO Virginia Theatre, Cham-
paign, Illinois, played to his big-

gest business of the summer with
a four days’ run of a “Holiday,”

which he backed up with a well

planned advertising campaign.

Considering that Champaign is

a college town, the seat of the Uni-
versity of Illinois, and that none
of the students had arrived for

the fall registration, the capacity

business done shows that the pic-

ture drew nearly the entire resi-

dent population of Champaigu.

SION EVELYN B^ENT
FOR 2 MORE PfOTURES

Evelyn Brent will continue to

be seen in Radio Pictures under
a contract signed just prior to the
completion of “The Silver Horde,’
in which she is said to have play-

ed one of her most effective roles.

It is announced that she will ap-
pear in two more Radio pictures
—a total of four.

ROY STEWiRT SIONED
FOR WESTERN DRIMI

Roy Stewart, portraying West-
ern screen roles, has been signed
for a role in “Fighting Caravans”,
the talking version of Zane Grey’s
story. Gary Cooper and Lily Da-
mita have the featured roles. Otto
Brower and David Burton are di-

recting.

OiLLAOHER iSSIGNED
“NEW MORALS” ROLE

Sheets Gallagher, comedian, has
been added to the cast of “New
Morals” which William Powell is

now making in Hollywood under
the direction of John Cromwell.

KELSEY GIVEN ROLE
IN iUOK JONES FILM

Fred KeLsey has been added to

the cast of Columbia’s “Men
Without Law.” It is the third

in a series of eight outdoor spe-
cials, in which Jones will star.

MERE MINSTREL MAN
stomp N. Sellit, latest colored

comedian “find” of the talkies,

was reared with Stepin Fetchit ni

New Orleans. The two played in

a number of minstrel shows to-

gether before either so much as
thought of working in a motion
picture studio. “Stompie” has one
of the featured roles in “Pardon
My Gun,” Pathe comedy.

PATHE RELEASES 30
SHORTS THIS MOMTH
(Continued from page 1)

and “The Ebony Shrine,” the
Aesop’s Fables, “Farm Foolery”
and “Circus Capers;” four Pathe
Audio Reviews; four Disc Re-
views; eight issues of Pathe News
and four of the Disc News.

SWANSON AT RIALTO
PREMIERE OCT. 2

“Animal Crackers”, which
is another way of saying
“The Marx Brothers”, con-
tinues at the liialto the-

atre. Following its closing,

Gloria Swanson’s “What a
Widow!” will be presented.
The opening date, which
will be the Broadway pre-
miere, is tentatively set for
Thursday evening. Oct. 2.

PATHE IN AD TIE-UP

Pathe has arranged a tie-up with

the Z.B.T. Products Company,

manufacturers of the outdoor girl

face powder, whereby a series of

advertisements will be run in the

leading national magazines fea-

turing pictures of Helen Twelve-
trees and Sally Starr.

Tiffany has two national tie-ups

set, one with the Stetson hat com-
pany on the Rex Lease westerns
and the other with the Koch Lug-
gage Manufacturers of .San Fran-
cisco on all Tiffany stars.

Exhibitors are assured of co-

operation from 15,000 stores sell-

ing Stetson hats. Special window
displays have been made and dis-

tributed to every part of the coun-
try, which tie-up with the first Rex
Lease western feature. Tiffany
stars will receive outstanding ex-

ploitation on the tie-up with the

Koch Luggage Manufacturers who
have used Tiffany stars in con-
nection with their product known
as “Hollywood Luggage.”

SYNDICATE PICTURES

STARTS 3 UNITS ON 16

Three units will be in produc-
tion regularly on Syndicate Pic-

tures, starting at once. “The
Lonesome Trail” and “Beyond the
Law”, are already completed. The
third will be “The Code of Honor,”
starring Mahlon Hamilton and
Doris Hill. The fourth picture,

“The Phantom of the Desert,” the
first all-talking wild horse story,

will feature “Starlight,” the Ace
of Wild Horses. The fifth will he
‘God’s Country and the Man.”

The sixth picture will be “Riders
of the North,” a story of the
Northwest police and their me-
thods, to be directed by J. P. Mc-
Gowan. All of the Syndicate
units are under the supervision of
Trem Carr. One picture will go
into work each week until the six-
teen are completed.

NITA WINS ROLE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Nita

Marton, whose work in Tiffany
pictures, including the recently
released “Borrowed Wives,” earn-
ed her a new contract on the same
lot, from Phil Goldstone, chief
studio executive, for one of the
roles in “The Third Alarm.”

QUARTERLY DIVIDEND

IS DECLARED BY FOX

Regular quarterly dividends of

$1 a share each on the Class A
and B stocks of the Fox Films
were announced yesterday, pay-
able Oct. 15, to shareholders of

record Sept. 30.

Harley L. Clarke, president,

stated that prospects for the cur-
rent quarter point to net earnings
in excess of the second quarter
and that results for the final half

of 1930 will exceed figures for the
same 1929 period. This statement,
according to the head of Fox, is

based on contracts already in

hand.

ADTOR HEADS WEST
FOR “DRADULA” ROLE

Edward Van Sloan left on the

Century yesterday for Hollywood
where he will put on the grease
paint for one of the leading sup-
porting roles in Universal’s
“Dracula” now under production.

DOROTHY IN PERSON

Dorothy Mackaill, First Nation-
al star, will make a personal ap-
pearance at the Winter Garden,
next Thursday evening, in con-
junction with the Eastern pre-
miere of “The Office Wife.”

William J. Burns, onetime head
of the U. S. Secret Service, and
present head of the Burns Detec-
tive Agency, has written a series

of detective stories which will be
produced by George Clifford Reid,

for distribution by Educational.
The stories are based on the ac-

tual experience of Burns as one
of the country’s leading criminol-
gists.

The series, which will consist of

26 one-reel subjects, will take for

their subject matter actual murder
mysteries the solution of which
Burns has attempted to solve or

actually did solve.

One of the highlights in the

subjects will be a record in sound
of Burns' personal explanation of

the mystery concerned. Burns
will appear in each subject.

Owing to the tremendous popu-
larity of the detective story, of-

ficials of Educational believe they
have in this series, not only
single reel subjects which will

hold an especial appeal for

public patronage but a series that

will lend themselves unprecedent-
ed exploitation possibilities.

Supplementing the exploitation

possibilities open to the series,

will he the backing which will

be given the stories by True De-
tective Magazine, one of the Mac-
fadden group which claims 2,000,-

000 circulation. The magazine
will run the majority of the mys-
tery stories as written by Burns.

The first of the series will be
released Oct. 26, Educational an-
nounced. Among the titles to be
carried on the early releases are
“Two Anonymous Letters,” “The
Wilkins Murder Mystery” and
“The Lancaster Counterfeiting
Case.”

Give your ads distinction

and selling punch! ...
Typography may be only

10 per cent of your ad,

hut it’s the final 10 per

cent, so make it the Best I

GEORGE W. HARVEY

Representing

McKELLAR & PLATTS, Inc.
Advertising Typographers

229 West 28th Street • New York City
Pennsylvania 7280-1-2

15,000 Stetson Stores

Tie Up With Tiffany
O'
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PATHE CHANGES FIELD SYSTEM,

PERSONNEL, IN FOUR DIVISIONS

The Pathe field system, as rearranged by E. J. O’Leary, general
sales manager, is now composed of four divisions—Eastern, Southern,
Western and Midwestern. Several changes in exchange personnel are
announced. With the resignation of Central Division Manager Harry
Graham, all of the branches in that division, with the exception of

Buffalo have been transferred to the Midwestern division. Buffalo
comes under the Eastern Division. The exchanges transferred to the
Midwestern group are Cincinnati, Cleveland, Indianapolis, St. Louis
and Pittsburgh.
James Reilly has been trans- <y

ferred from Buffalo to Cleveland

E. J. O’Leary

as branch
manager, re-

placing 0 s -

car Ruby, re-

signed.
Harry Dixon,
formerly
with R K O
has been ap-
pointed t o
succeed
Reilly as
manager o f

the Buffalo
branch. The

four division managers continuing

In charge are E. L. McElvoy, East-

ern; W. E. Callaway, Southern;

J. H. McIntyre, Western; and H.

S. Lorch, Midwestern. Divisional

headquarters are maintained in

New York, Dallas, Los Angeles

and Chicago, respectively.

The field managerial personnel

is now as follows; Eastern Divi-

sion;—Albany, L. Garvey; Boston,

R. C. Cropper; New Haven, Harry

Gibbs; New York, R. S. Wolff;

Philadelphia, R. Mochrie; Wash-
ington, C. W. Stomoaugh; Buffaio,

Harry Dixon.

Southern Division;—Atlanta, C.

W. Allen; Charlotte, R. C. Price;

Dallas, W. E. Callaway; Memphis,
A. M. Avery; New Orleans, G. C.

Brown; Oklahoma City, W. R.

Pittinger.

Western Division;—Denver, F.

H. Butler; Los Angeles, J. S.

Stout; Portland, H. L. Percy; Salt

Lake City, A. J. O’Keefe; San
Francisco ,M. E. Cory; Seattle, C.

L. Theuerkauf.

Midwestern Division; —Chicago,
J. J. Clarke; Des Moines, Lou E1-.

man; Detroit, Harris Silverberg;
Kansas City, Ray V. Nolan; Mil-
waukee, T. Greenwood; Minneap-
olis, M. E. Montgomery; Omaha,
R. S. Ballantyne; Cincinnati, S.

Jacques; Cleveland, J. B. Reilly;
Indianapolis, G. L. Levy; IMtts-

burgh, S. Lefko; St. Louis, Vy'. E.
Branson.

WARNERITES TO DANCE
AND ELECT OFFICERS

Members of the ‘Warner
Club will attend a dance at
Hotel Pennsylvania Sept.
25. Officers w'lll be re-

elected. Publication of the
Warner Club News will be
resumed this week, under
the editorship of Alfred
Zimbalist and Sidney Rech-
etnik. It has a circulation
of 6,000.

CROSLAND ACCOMPANIES
FATHER’S BODY EAST

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Alan
Crosland will leave Sunday night
for East Orange, New Jersey ac-
companying- the remains of his

father, James Fredrick Crosland
who passed away while visiting

his son at his Beverly Hills home.

Funeral services will be held
from the home of Alan Crosland's
brother, Jaines Kenneth Crosland,
in East Orange, New- Jersey. The
father was living in New York
when he came to visit in Cali-

fornia.

MRS. NOAH BEERY BACK,

WAS AT LAS VEGAS

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 18.—Mrs.
Noah Beery was at the home of

friends in Hollywood yesterday
following reports that she had
mysteriously disappeared. Mrs.
Beery said she had been in Las
Vegas to “establish a residence’’,

and might return to make it per-
manent.

After his wife had been locat-
ed Mr. Beery asked the authori-
ties to continue their investiga-
tion of her absence, as he intend-
ed to prosecute any one guilty of
enticing Mrs. Beery from her
home.

3AVETTA ARRIVES
FROM FRANCE

J. Carlo Bavetta, managing di-

rector for Fox Film in France,
has arrived in New York for con-
ference with General Foreign
Manager Clayton Sheehan. He ex-
pects to be here for several weeks.

BAGGOT DIVORCED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— King
Baggot, director, has been divorc-
ed by his wife, Ruth Considine
Baggot.

AD-VANCE-AD

“In these days of grief, in the
show business, your trailer
service is the one bright spot.’’

Rex Theatre,
St. Louis, Mo.

TRANS=ATLANTIC TEST
OF TELEVISION FAILS
IN GERMAN’S ATTEMPT

The first attempt to
transmit television pictures
across the Atlantic failed

yesterday when, according
to cable dispatches from
Berlin, Professor Carolus,
inventor of the German
type of apparatus, called
the trial off after three
days of e.xperlmentation.
Carolus is understood to

have negotiated with both
Radio Corporation and the
General Llectric to arrange
the trans-Atlantic experi-
ment.

DEL RIO, MUCH BETTER,

TO RESUME IN ‘‘DOVE”

Dolores Del Rio is convalescing

in Hollywood from; her recent se-

vere illness, and will soon resume
her work at the United Artists

Studio with Walter Huston in the

film version of Willard Mack’s

“The Dove,” which Thornton
Freeland is directing.

LYON THREATENED

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 18.—Ac-
cused of threatening Ben Lyon
through the mails, a young man
calling himlself Dick Warde, of

New York, v;as under arrest here
yesterday. To the police he ad-
mitted sending the actor three
postcards threatening to kill him.
He was arrested in front of War-
ner Bros.’ studio where Lyon was
working, and had a loaded pistol
in his pocket.

FAU MEET S.MP-L

SET FOR OCT. 20-23

The Fall meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers will

be held October 20 to 23 inclusive
at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York.

The address of welcome will be
delivered by Major Edward Bowes,
Director of the Capitol Theatre,
New York.

Meeting headquarters will be in

the Saile Moderne, the Roof
Garden of the Hotel. Ladies head-
quarters will be located on the
Roof Garden with Mrs. E. I. Spon-
able as hostess.

Golf privileges have been ar-
ranged at several Country Clubs.

Election of officers will be held
on Wednesday afternoon and the
Semi-Annual Banquet Wednesday
evening.

FREULER COMING

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— John
R. Freuler, President of Big 4

Film Corporation, has left the
Coast for New "Vork to launch
plans for his company for the
coming season. Freuler, who has
succeeded in opening a new inde-
pendent market for all-talking ac-
tion W’esterns, has just negotiat-
ed for a further series of six.

RICHMAN, PALACE M.C.

Harry Richman will again head
the bill at the Palace. It is an-
nounced that Richman will not
have a fixed program this time,
but will preside over the show as
master of ceremonies. He will
rely, during his Palace engage-
ment, upon the audience, to select
songs they wish to hear from his
extensive repertoire.

42^- 43'* Streets West of Broadway
A New and Better Hotel for Times Square

Not alone new in construction and

equipment, but new in conception of

service and comfort to its guests. Di-

rected by S. Gregory Taylor, who has

made such enviable successes of the

Hotels Montclair and Buckingham.

Single Rooms
with tub and shower

*3,*4<,.d *5

Double Rooms
with tub and shower

*4/5 and

A few terraced rooms and suites,

exceptionally large closets, on
an attractive monthly basis.

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Entrances on 42nd and 43rd Sts.

CENTRAL UNION BUS TERMINAL
LOCATED IN THE DIXIE HOTEL BUS CONNECTIONS EOR ALL POINTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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J
ACK NOBLE has the greatest

attraction short subject series

up his directorial sleeve that we
have encountered since sound

came in. It was a proved suc'

cess in the silents way back when
class offerings for mass consump-

tion began to prove their money
value to the theatres and in the

new form this novelty should and

would gross better than sixty

grand a week. This is one we
not only know about but will bet

our wardrobe on—with winter

coming too!
* * *

And speaking of opportunities

for the wise money, H. P.

Carver has a million-profit pic-

turization that proves that there

is something new under the show
heavens. We know all about this

one also and we are willing to

bet the underwear, the rich silk

hose and the accompanying
garters on it. Tell us the fat

things have all been snapped up!

Huh!
* « «

^OLLOWING out the new
idea that has come to those

who have circuits of theatres

which require attractions and not

just pictures to make the dividends

walk in and hang up their hats,

a group with ample capital and
a professionally worked out plan,

will within ninety days, begin on
a limited series of productions

that are selected for show values

only, with a real story to tell and
a real drama to present. These
will be made in at least 4 dif-

ferent parts of the world with

backgrounds and settings alive

with picturesque beauty and
novelty. They will be made in

three languages and the story sub-

jects have all been chosen with

LONG RUN PICTURES PROVE BEYOND OOUBT

UNEMPLOYMENT NO LONGER SHOWS FANGS

COLUMBIA CLOSES DEAL

WITH MANHAT’N CHAIN

Columbia Pictures closed an-
other important deal this week,
and again with the Manhattan
Playhouses, Inc., outstanding N. Y.

circuit, for the company’s Superior
Twenty. The Manhattan chain con-
sists of several well known the-
atres in the metropolitan area.

Among the theatres of the Man-
hattan chain scheduled to play
Columbia’s pictures are, Clinton or
Apollo, Palestine, Second Avenue.
New Delancey, Hollywood, Flor-
ence, King or Palace, New 14th
Street, Ruby, Shine, Orpheum,
Bijou, Mt. Morris or Jewell, Regun,
Harlem Opera House, Cosmo or
Hamilton and Harlem Fifth Ave.

GIDDINGS RESTING

(Continued on page 2)

Hart Giddings, assistant music
supervisor of the National Broad-
casting Company, has sailed for

Bermuda where he will spend a
two weeks’ vacation. He intends
devoting most of his time to loll-

ing about on the sands and has
taken along two bathing suits.

Eight Features Now Listed iin More-Than-Week Class,

With One Showing More Than Two Months at

One House; March to Box Office Evidences Clear

Skies Over Prosperity’s Advance

PROGRAM
COPIED FOR LEGIT

Gilbert Miller, stage pro-

ducer, acknowledges indebt-

edness to the movie show-
man’s device of a varied
program of short and long
attractions to accommodate
differing tastes of his pa-
trons. He announces that

the curtain for MolnaFs
“One, Two, Tliree”, open-
ing at Henry Miller’s The-
atre Sept, 29, will rise at

9;lo and be presented with-
out intermission, but will

be preceded by a shorter
Molnar play starting at

8:90. Mr. I®Her said that
he was thus inaugurating
the motion picture form of

presentation.

U.S. Orchestra Thrown Out
Of Paris Theatre by Police

PARIS, Sept. 20.—With the open-

ing of the theatre Les Ambassa-

deurs as Paris’ largest motion pic-

ture talkie house, a new and cri-

tical situation affecting coullicting

interests of movie theatres and the

musicians has developed. On Fri-

day the police authorities moved to

limit the activities of foreign or-

chestras by forbidding the appeal

-

ance of Hal Kemp’s American or-

chestra at Les Ambassadeurs.

Throwing out a majority of the

musicians playing in Paris thea-
tres by the introduction of talking
pictures—which require only one
tenth of the usual number—figured
as the pretext for this action. In-
vasions of foreign orchestras, na-
tive musicians said, made the sit-

<-

(Continued on page 2)

LEROY COMING

Mervyn LeRoy, First National
director, is on his way to New
York to see the current shows with
a view to their availability for

screen production. The last pic-

ture directed by LeRoy was “Little

Caesar.”

Eight Broadway theatres are
clicking with talkers that have run
more than a week. This is good
news.

Of the eight, the outstanding
example of continued, consistent
box-office business, is M-G-M’s
“The Big House” at the Astor
This picture is rapidly approach-
ing its fourth month at one house
on Broadway.

At the Criterion and Gaiety.
Howard Hughes’ air epic, “Hell’s
Angels,” is well into its second

(Continued on page 4)

ESPIONAGE CHARGED

BY FILM OPERATORS

The Central Trades and Labor
Council has instructed its Execu-
tive Board to investigate com
plaints of moving picture opera-
tors. They obpect to the activity

of private detective agencies in-

terfering with the operators’ pick-
eting in strike cases.

The agencies are said to have
induced employers to post a |10,-

000 bond, guaranteeing employ-
ment of operatives outside the
union.

SHORT GLOBE

Tiffany will be represented on
the screen of the Globe Theatre
next week with “The Fire Wor-
shippers,” a musical fantasie,
which will play during the entire
run of “Africa Speaks.”

INTERNATIONAL PICTURES INVADES BROADWAY
TAKING OVER THEATRE FOR BRITISH PREMIERES

International Pictures invade
Broadway this week with the Bri-
tish-made feature, “Young Wood-
ley,” an all-talker version of a
London stage play, which also had
a run on Broadway some time ago.

It is understood that the In-

ternational interests have taken
over the George M. Cohan Theatre
for runs of one week.

In the cast are Frank Lawton,
Madeleine Carroll. Sam Livesey
and Subrey Mathers. John Van
Druten wrote the play.
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MAIN STREET

steaming in on Jlrenien this day
* * * Buster uinl Airs. Keaton (tlie

movie folk) * * * Aioriua Tal-

luadge, a pretty good movie star,

herself * * * Herbert liooier mot
the White House chap) who makes

sweepers or something * * * Al

Fineman that demon p.a. who
turns up suddenly all over terra

flrma, is telling the world about

Tone-U-ttrapli and its talkie tests

at the radio show opening this

day * * “ Alaria Corda who is the

screen Helen of Troy skipped
down the gangplank of the Paris
last w'eek * * * yes, she, too, is

going on tlie stage if someone will

produce a play for her * * * (tlori.

ous Gloria is due in chese parts
pretty soon now' * * * she’ll jump
off a rattler from Hollywood just

ahead of that widow she brings
to the talkers * * * Pavlova, queen
of the ballet spinners, accuses the
talkers of sending her to retire-

ment * * * if we remember right-

ly she didn’t have to wait for any
such outside pressure > * * Ann
Harding’s dad has forgiven her
for being an actress * * * phU
Goldstone, the big boss out at Tif-
fany’s Hollywood plant, is a big
real estate man, too * * * Bob
Leonard who directs some pretty
good pics, is due on the Big Stem
* * * Aoah Beery’s wife says she
has been found * * * whatever be-
came of Atiiie. Petrova * * * re-
member W'hen she was emoting at
the old Xorina 'iaiinadge studio
on

_

West 48th * - uul .Aliekey
Xeilan was shooting ’em on 56th
in the old Famou", lot * what-
ever became of .Aliekey, by the bye
* * * talkers have to behave for
(iuinn Alartin * * and Hiek AVatts
* * * (ieorge Gerliardt rattling
home in the sub after Outward
Bound opening * * * Abe AA'a.v-

nian was among those jn-esent
Avlien the dead ones started on
their journey over the Hollywood
screen * * * whatever became of
Ingagi * * remember wheii .loel’s

w'as a favorite spot for all and
sundry, including Oenera! Coxey
* * * Harrison F’isher. the big
paint and brush wiz * * * and, of
course, the affable Joel * *

Charlie Chaplin liked Joel’s * * *

Confident of unprecedented

patronage of Atlantic City during

the forthcoming seasons, the Steel

Pier, nationally known amusement
and exhibit enterprise at Atlantic

City, w'ill remain open all-year-

round. Frank P. Gravatt, presi-

dent of the Steeel Pier Company,

in announcing the new policy,

states the Steel Pier had enjoy-

ed the greatest summer season in

its history, shattering all attend-

ance records.

Extensive alterations will be

made to meet the coming season’s

plans. Upon entering the i'ier,

the visitor will pass through a
beautifully constructed rock gard-
en, centered with a fountain. All

the lobbies will be luxuriously
fitted and heated. The steamer
chairs and open decks too will be
available to visitors and blankets
provided.

The entire new 1930-31 Para-
mount output of 70 feature pro-

ductions has been booked exclu-
sively for first Boarwalk pre-
sentations at the .Steel Pier. “We
share the optimism of the hotel-

men in anticipating increased fall

and winter business” said Mr.
Gravatt. “With miillions of lights

blazing on the Steel Pier it will
give new life and color to the
Boardwalk and demonstrate that
Atlantic City is truly an all-year-
round resort.”

THROW U. S. BAND
OUT OF PARIS JOB

(Continued from page 1)

nation that much worse.
Mr. Kemp’s orchestra had a con-

tract for a month. Tonight the
police called during the evening
performance, after an afternoon
warning, and asked to see the pass-
ports and identity cards of the
performers.

When these could not be pro
duced the police ordered them to
cease playing. The managemeni
ordered them to continue, but the
police, Mr. Kemp said, threatened
to fine him 100,ObO frans (about
$4,000) if he persisted in his atti-

tude.

The Americans then quit. a
French orchestra was later caller,

to substitute them, playing until
midnight.

400 SEATER OPENS
AT MOUNTAIN GROVE

Mountain Grove, Mo., now has a
motion picture theatre. Its long
felt want has been supplied by the
New Cameo Theatre which re-

opened on August 30.

The house has a seating capacity
of 400 and is equipped with a
Western Electric sound system.

U. A. HAS RUNS SET

AT 6 BROADWAY HOUSES

Howard Hughes, D. W. Griffith,

Gloria Sw'anson and Samuel Gold-
wyn will have movies set in for

long runs in six Broadway
houses, and the newest United Art-
ists star, A1 Jolson, will be doing
his stuff in the flesh at the Capi-
tol Theatre, during October. The
list reads;

“Hell’s Angels”, which c.mtin-
ues at the Criterion and the
Gaiety: “Abraham Lincoln” at the
Central Theatre; Miss Swanson’s
“What A Widow!” is due at the
Rivoli October 2; “Whoopee,” fol-

lows “Monte Carlo” at the Rialto,

Sept. 30': Jolson does his stuff at

the Capitol beginning Sept. 2G.

f^HAT OF A

MONDAY A.M.

(Continued from page 1)

reference to the American—

•

which is to say the international

market. The method and tech'

nique will be American and the

casts will include personalities ac-

ceptable to the American—and

therefore the foreign—public.

We have a notion this group will

change the production map and
supplement the present market

which properly calls for success

pictures. No one group can make
all the good ones. All that arc

now making them don’t produce

a sufficient number of good ones.

It would relieve the strain in the

matter of quantity production if

more good units were turning

them out. We shall say more
about this as the development

proceeds and the activities farther

crystallize.

MCKEE SIGNED

Lafs McKee, western heavy, is

appearing in “The Utah Kid,” a

Tiffany picture.

FOR SALE
MOTIO.V PICTURE AND “STILL”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us adjvised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL PIL.MS
MO'I’ION PICTURES M.4 0E TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company. 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
VOI NO WOM.NN, EXPERIENCED.
competent, secretary - stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street.

XVTIETHER X'OU XV.XNT TO HIRE
some one or be hired: buy or sell a
theatre: trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business an ad in
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you. the service of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to do,
and how many_ words you want
used. Exhibitors' DAILY REVIEW'.

= FUNNIEST-
= BAR NONE!

"UP THE RIVER
There’ll be no appeal —
from this verdict on ''Up —
the River" — a comedy

~
with more new twiststhan

~
the setting-up exercises —
of a contortionist. —
For rowdy wit and sure- —
fire laughs, it’s it. For —
novel treatment,you can’t IZ

match it. And for box- “
office, simply immense! —
It’s a mirthquake where “
the belt begins. —

A LAUGH-LOADED
FOX MOVIETONE
Directed by JOHN FORD with a cast

of winners. Story by Mourine Watkins



Will Hit 50,000,000 Women
Between the Eyes!

• Big hits of 1930, move over and make roorfl for "Extravagance,” one of the sixteen

special specials on the Tiffany program ! Millionaire fashions . . . Gorgeous models . . .

Golden backgrounds . . . Luxuries guaranteed to draw the women back into the theatre!

• And a plot so vital it’s a pleasure . . . The story of a luscious lady who buys and buys and

!
buys . . . Romance . . . Humor . . . Tragedy . . . Punch

! • Done to a turn by a huge cast . . .

headed by peaches-and-cream June Collyer . . .

yours and your patrons’
! • Are American

women extravagant? . . . They’ll eat this alive!

The girl who turned royalty’s head will turn

With JUNE COLLYER • dWEf^ MOORE M:*
LLOYD HUGHES •JAMESON THOI^AS • DOROTHY
CHRISTY • directed by PHIL ROSEN • story by A. P. YOUNGER

ON E d F t H E 1

6

SiPECIALS FROM
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BROADCASTING PIONEERS PARTICIPATE

IN RADIO WORLD’S FAIR OPENING
The formal opening ceremonies

of the Radio World’s Fair at Madi-
son Square Garden, Monday night

at 7:45 p.in., will bring to a net-

work microphone in the Crystai
Studios, the voices of broadcast-

ing pioneers. The iccasion will

be dedicated to the tenth annivers-
ary of broadcasting over KDKA.

S. L. Rothafel (Roxy), whose
famous radio “gang” featured the

first theatricai broadcast series,

will open the ceiemonies and will

introduce Merlin H. Aylesworth,
President of the National Broad-
casting Company. Mr. Ayleswroth,
in turn, will introduce H. P. Davis,

Dr. Frank Conrad and G. W. Horn,
aii of whom participated in the

first broadcasts of KDKA.
Roxy will then introduce U. J.

Hermann, Managing Director of

the Radio World’s Fair and the

Chicago Radio Show, which was
inaugurated nine years ago or just

a single year following the start

of American broadcasting. Mr.
Herrmann will present Miss
Bernadine Hayes, Station WBBM,
Chicago, selected as the most
beautiful staff radio artist in

America and who has been desig-

nated as "Miss Radio.’’

The entire proceedings will be
in full view of visitors to the Fair

and will be broadcast over WJZ
and a National Broadcasting Com-
pany network.

NEW CAMERA SILENCER

PROVES ITS WORTH
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—A Pa

the camera silencer, which has
won first award of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Scien-

ces, was introduced during the

making of “Beyond Victory.”

Nicknamed “The Blimp,” be-

cause of the odd shape of this de-

vice which encloses the camera,
the camera silencer demonstrat-
ed its value in close-up scenes of

“Beyond Victory,” directed by
John Robertson. The silencer
eliminates from the making of

sound pictures the cumbersome
and immobile sound booths. It

permits the camera to operate just

as the camera did in old silent

days with a few exceptions of
running shots. It insures quiet.

It weighs 200 pounds, exclusive
of the weight of the camera.
However, it was also necessary
to design two heights ot special
tripods, special extra .strong tiit

heads and a .set of low mount-
ings to place the camera in places
where tripods cannot be used.

TIFFANY NOTE

Tiffany has completed “The
Love Trader,” Leatrice Joy, Noah
Beery, H. B. Walthall and Roland
Drew heading the cast.

SOUND FOR MAYWOOD
The Maywood Theatre of May-

wood, Mo., has been redecorated
and is opened with RCA Photo-
phone talking equipment.

COLUMBIA COMPLETES

THIRD BUCK JONES

Director Louis King has com-
pleted work on his third Buck
Jones picture at the Columbia stu-
dios. “Men Without Law,” is the
title of this one. King has already
been assigned the preparation oi

a new story, production of which
is to start within the next two
weeks.

month, with capacity business
holding forth.

“Old English,” Warners’ special,

with George Arliss, at Warners
Theatre, comes next in line for

continued business with only a few
days difference between its run
and that of “Abraham Lincoln,” D.

W. Griffith’s contribution to the
United Artists list of releases.

“Animal Crackers” at the Rialto,

and “Monte Carlo” at the Rivoli,

both Paramount releases, continue
to click into their fourth week.

Eddie Cantor’s United Artist
musical, ’’Whoopee,” and Warners’
“Office Wife,” which advanced no-
tices call a “knockout” and Sam
Morris says is “better than it

sounds” moves in this week with
every expectation of joining the
long run class.

These items should prove grati-

fying to trtie Industry. It can mean
only one thing—that the so-called
let-down in business is a thing ot
the past and has been a thing of

the past for these many weeks.
The millions do not attend the-
atres when the millions are not
working. They are attending the
theatre now and have been for
some weeks in gratifying numbers
as the above-listed long runs
certify.

There is no better nor more
accurate evidence of a step-up in

business, in general, than the signs
seen in this march to the box-

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEH STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York OfiBce

Paramount Building

Phone—rhickerinar 272fl

N. Y. STAGE BECKONS
DOROTHY MACKAILL

Boiothy Alackalll, First
National star who has just
returned from n vacalion
of several months in Eu-
rope, will be in Xcyv York
for several weeks. Under
the teriiis of her ucyv long
term contract with First
National Pictures, Inc,,

Miss Mackaill rvill not
start. Yvork at the studio
until January' 1. In the
meantime she may appear
in a Broadway stage pro-
duction.

office. It never fails—^the box-

office—to reflect, almost to a frac-

tion, the spending power of the

public. Amusements in general,

and the motion picture theatre, in

particular, are the American citi-

zen’s first luxury. When they start

the trek to the box office it is a

100-1 shot that they are out of the

red, are eating regularly, and pay-
ing house and room rent. When
these things happen it is foolhardy
to let anyone tell you that there
is such a thing as a serious unem-
ployment situation. People cannot
pay rent and eat when they do not
work—that is—the rank and file

cannot. They eat first, then the
march to the box-office starts.

That is just what is happening
now on New York’s Broadway and
on the Main Streets of every other
city and town and hamlet in Amer-
ica. The above check-up on long
run pictures proves this, withou
reservations.

HONOR HOEFLER

AT DIXIE DINNER

In recognition of his accom-
plishments in the field of explora-

tion more than two hundred civic

leaders, educators, explorers and

scientists joined in honoring Paul

L. Hoefler at the testimonial

dinner tendered to him at the

Dixie Hotel in New York proceed-
ing the formal opening of ’Africa
Speaks” at the Globe Theatre.

Among the honored guests at-

tending the dinner weie, Kermit
Roosevelt, son of the late Theo-
dore Roosevelt, former president
of the United Stales, Lt. Thomas
Mulroy, Chief Engineer of ail

three of Rear Admiral Byrd’s ex-
peditions, namely the transatlan-
tic flight, and the North and South
Pole aerial conquests. Other
prominent guests were Mrs. Ker-
mit Roosevelt. Dr. James Kim-
ball, noted meteoroligist of the
United States weather burear,
James Clark, explorer and mem-
ber of the executive committee of
the Museum of Natural History,
Nathan Burkan, famous attorney
and S. Gregory Taylor, president
of the Taylor chain of hotels.

^NDIA HEROINE SHOWN
AT NEWSREEL THEATRE

Mrs. Ghandi, wife of Mahatma
Ghandi, leader of the Hindu re-

volt in India against British rule,

is one of the mhny personality
subjects presented at the News
Reel Theatre by the contributing
Fox Movietone News and Hearst
Metrotone News, this week. The
scenes disclose that Mrs. Ghandi
takes an active part in the civil-

disobedience campaign, using the
magic of her relation to the im-
prisoned leader.

TONE-O-GRAPH
"HOME-TALKIE”

Equipment

Officially Selected by Radio World’s Fair

TonC'O'Graph, Inc., has been officially selected by

the authorities in charge of the Radio Wordl’s Fair

which opens this afternoon at Madison Square Gar-

den, to make and exhibit all voice and screen tests

in the open competition in which Universal Pictures

Corporation is co-operating to discover a new per-

sonality for the audible screen.

For further information, communicate with

T0BE£fflH
INC-

Till AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Factory

:

IBS WEST AVE.M'E,
I.ON'O ISIiAMJ CITY

Cable .A€l«lrc.>*«:

“SOUNIJTALK”
YEW YORK

LONG RUN FILMS ON BROADWAY
(Continued from page 1) •<>
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Others Begin
to Clean House

I
T is gratifying to see that one

of the great religious denomi'

nations is emulating the motion

picture business in the matter of

cleaning its own house. Despite

the fact that Bishop Cannon was
able to emotionalise his way out

of trouble with the Methodist

Church South, some responsible

members of the Methodist clergy

have reopened the Cannon matter

and are asking that he be un-

frocked.
* « •

This whole case, of course,

should be settled by the de-

nomination of which Bishop Can-

non is associated and the church, by

enforcing a code laid down nearly

two thousand years ago, is follow-

ing our industry’s example in en-

forcing a code more recent but

very effective and even more oper-

ative than some older codes.
* « «

TN the eyes of the public at least,

-I and now apparent in the eyes

of some members of the denomi-

nation, Bishop Cannon has been

a disgrace to the Methodist church.

This does not in the least affect

the status or integrity of the de-

nomination so long as that denom-
ination does not tolerate the

offenses.
* * *

TN the same category are the

tenth of one percent among the

picture producers who violate the

(Continued on page 2)

L GRIFFITH STARTS
FOR HOLLYWOOD

Edward H. Griffith and Horace
Jackson, diretor and adaptor re-

spectively of “Holiday,” left New
York on Sunday for the Pathe stu-
dios in Culver City after about ten
days here of conferences with Don-
ald Ogden Stewart, author of “Re-
bound,” which will he Ann Hard-
ing’s next vehicle.

COLUMBIA JOINS! MPPDA
HAROLD FRANKLYN

OUT AS HEAD OF

WEST COAST UNIT

Harold Franklin, president of

Fox West Coast Theatres since

that chain was organized in the

Far West as a subsidiary of the

Fox interests, yesterday was un-
derstood to have severed his con-
nections with the parent organiz-
ation. Franklin, it was understoc'd,

will affiliate with another com-
pany.

Franklin, through his secretary,
yesterday refused to deny or affirm
the report. Franklin is in New
York at the Savoy-Plaza Hotel.

SONO ART SELLS TO

PUBUXIN18T0WNS
Budd Rogers, director of sales

for Sono Art-World Wide reports
that Publix has bought “The Big
Fight” and “Once a Gentleman”
for 18 towns in Massachusetts and
Maine.

B’WAY BIG START

FOR “OFHCE WIFE”

Warner Bros, promises a big
Broadway occasion for the preview
premiere of “The Office Wife” at
the Winter Garden Theatre Thurs-
day night. Dorothy Mackaill, star
of the picture, will make a per,
sonal appearance, but she will be

(Continued on page 4)

One of Industry’s Leading Independents, Headed by

Joe Brandt Becomes Member of Hays Organiz-

ation; Many Film Leaders Present

LOEW’S TO INCREASE
DIVIDEND RATE?

The belief is current in

Wall Street circles that the
current earnings of Loew’s
Inc. have increased to a
point whicli may warrant
the company’s Board of Di-
rectors increasing the divi-

dends on the common stock,
now paying $3.00 annually
to $4.00. Loew’s has paid
$3.00 a share since 1927.

It is estimated that the
company for the year end-
ing August 31 will show a
net profit of about $14,600,-

000, as compared with .the

net profit of the previous
year of $11,756,956.

Columbia yesterday was elected
a member of the Hays organiza-
tion, at the third! quarterly meet-
ing, scheduled for Sept. 11, but
held over until yesterday to ac-
commodate many of the members.
The meeting represented one of

the best attended gatherings of the
Hays organization in a long time.

'Those present were:
Will Hays, Captain Baynes, Kin-

ograms; Hiram Brown, RKO;
Adolph Zukor, Paramount,Publix;
Harley Clarke^ Fox; Robert Coch-

(Continued on page 2)

RAHWAY GOES VAUDE
Officials announce that the RKO

Rahway Theatre, Rahway, N. J.,

recently acquired, will join the
kfaudeville column on September
26 and present RKO stage pro-
grammes witn sound picture.s on
Fridays and Saturdays thereafter.

West Coast *No Billboards*

Starts With *Madame Satan'

HAMMONS OFF ON TRIP
FOR WEST WEDNESDAY
E. W. Hammons, President of

Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,

will leave New York Wednesday
on his annual Fall trip to the
Coast. Mr. Hammons will visit the
three coast studios that are pro-
ducing comedies for release thru
his company.

OHIO CENSORS “FOOLISH UKE A FOX”

WITH POLITICAL BAN ON “BIG HOUSE’

COLUMBUS, Sept. 22—Demo-
cratic state headquarters declared
today, in effect, that the state ad,
ministration is forced into show-
ing its political hand in emphasiz-
ed determination to prevent show-
ings of “The Big House” film in
the face of public protest against
such action.

Opposition to this administration
attitude is almost spectacular. The
Ohio State Journal is printing se-

rially the story of “The Big House,”
while other newspapers give much
space to the whims of censorship

and theatres and their patrons go

on piling up protests against po-

litical machinations. It is mani-
fest that a policy of “hush, hush”
with regard to the Ohio Peniten-
tiary fire, in which 300 prisorers

(Continued on page 9)

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 22—With
the launching of the new Cecil B.
De-Mille-MGM picture, ‘Madame
Satan”, at the Criterion Theatre,
Fox West Coast Theatres will inau-
gurate its proposed “No Outdoor
Advertising” policy. “No bill-

for that occasion is part of the
West Coast announcement.

“Ever since the beginning of

show business. ' the advertising de-
partment of the Fox West Coast
Theatres, reports, “there have been

(Continued on page 4)

COOK & GOLDSTONE
CONFER ON PRODUCT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Sept.
22.—Grant L. Cook, executive vice-
president of Tiffany Productions,
arrived here today from New Yoi’k
and will remain for an indefinite
stay. He is conferring with Phil
Goldstone, chief studio executive,
regarding the coming year’s pro-
duction, which is to be the most
elaborate in the history of the stu-
dio.
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Neil Hamilton Succeeds

Sills in Fox*s Network
Neil Hamilton will replace the

late Milton Sills in the principal
male role of “Network”, Fox film in

which Kay Johnson will play the
feminine lead.. John Halliday has
also been signed for a featured
role in the picture which Berthold
Viertel will direct from an origin-
al by Rene F^ilop Miller.

Nine prominent players have al-

ready been cast by Director John
Ford for his Fox Filin picture,
“The Seas Beneath”. They include
Mona Maris, David Rollins, Frank
Richardson, J. M. Kerrigan, Henry
Victor, Larry Kent, Terry Ray,
Ferdinand Schumann-Heink, John
Loder and Gaylord Pendleton.

Practically an entire supporting
cast all by himself, Joseph Caw-
thorn is a very busy man as a
comedy lead in “The Princess and
the Plumber” for Fox Films. His
role is that of a combination bur-
gom,aster, postmaster, chief of po-
lice, traffic cop, messenger boy and
plumber of a sleepy little village
in the Balkans. He plays in sup-
port of Maureen O’Sullivan and
Charles Farrell.

JULIETTE WITH POWELL
Juliette Compton has been cast

for a role in' support of William
Powell in “New Morals”.

EXHIB “SEES” $1000

BET BY EZELL ON

WARNER’S “ILUCIT”

Claude C. Ezell, general sales

manager of Warner Bros, is so

confident at the box-office merits
of that company’s forthcoming
Vitaphone special, “Illicit”, that he
has made a bet with a prominent
exhibitor. Each has put down
$1,000 on the outcome.

Ezell wagers that during the
first thirty days following its re-

lease, ‘“Illicit” will do more busi-

ness than any other picture of

any company since the advent of

Vitaphone talking pictures. The
judges of the contest will be two
producers, two distributors and
two exhibitors.

“Illicit” is from the unproduced
play by Edith Fitzgerald and Rob-
ert Riskin, and was directed by
Archie Mayo. The cast consists of

Barbara Stanwyck, James Rennie,
Charles Butterworth, Ricardo Cor-
tez, Natalie Moorhead, Joan Blon-
dell, Grant Mitchell, and Claude
Glllingwater.
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MAIN STREET

Jiiiiiiiie Grainger, the big sales-

man for the Fox interests, is among
us * * * Dave Selznick, who used

to help his dad, Louie in 729 Sev-

enth avenue, when that office was

all abuzz with Norma Taliiiadge

productions, (<ene O’Brien’s, et

cetera, is one of the big shots now
with Para on the West Coast * * *

Oscar Hanson is back on the Big

Stem after a whirlwind sales tour

this place and that for Tiffany

over Uncle Sam’s domain * *

Irene Fenwick, Mrs. Lionel Bar-
rymore, in the home, is confined

to a Big Town hospital * * just

a minor operation * * * a lot of

high-powered writers are assem-
bled under Para’s L. I. roof * * *

George Bancroft is going to do
“Unfit to Print” * * * where was
AVill Hays when that one was
bought * or, maybe it isn’t as
naughty as it sounds * * * Rutgers
Neilson yest. staged one of those
shorts showing * * * the same old
gang was there * * * wonder it

Buster Keaton ever smiles * * *

the dogs had their day up in the
film colony’s centre in Conn. yest.
* * * Rin Tin Tin is staging a
barkie up on exclusive 55th street,

just off the avenoo * * * wonder
how the poms will take it * * *

they call it the High Hat theatre
in some circles sticks and poms
(checked at the door) are fea-

tured in the audience * * * Senior
Bill Gollifr during his work in “Up
the River ’ on the Fo.x lot out in

Hollywood had a gag man right
at his elbow to spout emergency
cracks as the camera cranked * * *

so his p. a. writes a lot of

activity around the Fox offices on
56th st. * ’*’ * Bennie Schulherg is

packing his bag for a visit among
us * * * remember when Luther
Reed was a scenario writer * * *

and he made his headquarters in

the old Metro office in the Fitz-

gerald Bldg, on the Big Stem * * *

and underneath, where .toe Leh-
langs’ cut-price ticket office was,
one of those refreshment places
where Young Corbett was official

bouncer * * * them were the days
when Dinty Moore served the real

corned beef and * * * and Tod
Sloan was behind the cash register.

1,000 MOVIE PATRONS

IN PANIC AT SHOOTING

WASHINGTON, Sept. 22—More
than 1,00'0 film fans became panic
stricken today when Parker Bowie
49, a carpenter, walked down the
aisle of the Earle Theatre and fired

three bullets into Sylvester Forn-
wald, 35, an alleged rival for his

wife’s affections. Fornwald was
rushed to a hospital and is in a
critical condition.
Three policemen off duty, who

happened to be in the theatre,
grabbed Bowie. At the station

house he first declined to talk, but
under the stress of excitement he
told of triangular domestic mixup
which sounded strangely similar
to the “movie” being shown at the
time of the shooting.

JANET GAYNOR BACK
UNDER FOX BANNER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Thurs-
day will be a big day for Janet
Gaynor. She returns to the Fox
fold in rehearsals for “The Man
Who Came Back” with Charles
Farrell. Long conferences with
Directer Raoul Walsh, hours at the
costumers, study of her lines are
keeping her busy.

FREDERIC MARCH STAYS
EAST FOR NEW FILM

Frederic March is to remain in

the East for his third consecutive
screen role here. He has just been
assigned to share honors with
Claudette Colbert in the untitled
screen play which will mark Miss
Colbert’s return to the screen fol-

lowing her presen round-the-world
tour.

OTHERS BEGIN

TO CLEAN HOUSE
(Continued from page 1)

code by putting on the screen that

which does not belong on the

screen. The industry, like any of

the great denominations while not

a religious body, nevertheless, is

decent and regardful of its fair

name.
« # »

I
T would be a good idea now
for the Protestant Episcopal

church also to follow the lead of

the motion picture business and

retire Canon Chase from the ac-

tivities which certainly have done

that denomination no particular

good.

COLUMBIA PICTURES
JOINS M P P 0 A

(Continued from page 1)

rane. Universal; Earle W. Ham-
mons, Educational

;
Nicholas

Schenck, M-G-M; Joseph Schenck,
United Artists; David Sarnoff, RCA
and Joe Brandt, Columbia.

No other official business was
transacted.

“INDIANS ARE COMING”
IN BROOKLYN HOUSE

“The Indians Are Coming”, Uni-
versal’s first-run serial with Col.

Tim McCoy, has been booked into

the Brooklyn Paramount, where it

is now playing.

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

“DOUGH BOYS” (Capitol)
Buster Keaton’s frozen face al-

ways has its following despite his

vehicle. In “Dough Boys” Buster
has been given a story that has
been told and re-told for these
many years since the Big Tussle
across the pond took place but his

frozen face still functions 100 per-

cent. A Keaton comedy is imlpos-

sible without a large chunk of slap-
stick work and there is no excep-
tion made here. To Buster’s foL I

lowers (and he has no small num-
|

ber) “Dough Boys” will click but
to the fastidious who go to the
theatre to get a laugh from some-
thing besides Buster’s inimitable
passivity from the neck up there
is not much to comfort Ukulele
Ike^ or Cliff Edwards, if you must,
also has his following. Ike is prom
inently cast in this one and gives

a good account of himself. Sally

Eilers is cute and good to look at.

“Dough Boys” is a war comedy
as the name implies unless you
would connect it with Wall Street
plungers which isn’t likely to be
the case with Buster starred. The
chief criticism of this offering is

that it has been told and retold.

Buster gives no new angle to the
oft-told story with the result that

it is just another comedy to all

those who want to see something
besides Buster Keaton’s frozen face.

J.L.K.

“ROAD TO PARADISE”
(Hippodrome)

An above-the-ordinary cast saves
this one from anything but another
picture. It’s a great selling title

and will bring a lot of customers
to the box.,office. Jack Mulhall, al-

ways acceptable to the rank and
file tor his eternal juvenile pro-

pensities is in it as are Doretta
Young and that always acceptable
pioneer Kathlyn Williams who way
back when used to cavort with
lions and tigers and everything be-

fore the camera. The story is one
of those yarns that just can’t be
reconciled with anything accept-

able in even the most preposterous
fiction. And least of all is it within
a lot of leagues of being true to

life or even plausible. However,
movie goers sometimes overlook a

lot in story if they are served with
their favorites. Certainly, Jack, Lo-
retta and Kathlyn have their fol-

lowing. George Barraud, not so

familiar to movie fans, is in it,

too, and as always, gives a fine

account of himself. William Beau-
dine directed. The story is based
on the play, ‘Cornered”.

J.L.K.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, Sept. 22, 1930

Paramount F-L .. 591/2 541/2 —3
Warner Bros 26(4 261/2 —1%
Fox Film “A” 451/8 451/8 —21/2

Loew’s Inc ..7178 72 —IVs

Loew’s Inc. pref....107% 107 78 — %
Keith Albee, pref 108(4104(4 —71/2

Radio K-A-0 .... 29(4 291/2 —21/2

Pathe Exchange ... 4 4 — 1/8

M-G-M, pref .... 26 26 — %
Consol. F. Ind .... 171/8 171/8 — %
Consol. F. Pf 19% 19% —178

Curb Market
Columbia Piet. .. 38 38 —278
Fox Theatre “A” 9 9 - /4
Nat. Screen .... 25(4 25(4
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That’s what

Exhibitors All

Over the Countrysayabout

PAUL WHITEMAN
and his orchestra and a host oF celebrities,

including JOHN BOLES.

UNIVERSAL

Devised and Directed by

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON
Presented by CARL LAEMMLE

and

Produced by CARL LAEMMLE, Jr.

FIRST IN FEATURES ! T
FIRST IN SHORTS I

FIRST IN FIRST RUNS EVERYWHERE
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U.A. MAKES “BAT WHISPERS”

ON STANDARD AND 65MM FILM

“The Bat Whispers”, Roland
West’s new film, has been photo-

graphed on wide film for the mam-
moth screen, the- 65 millimeter film

version having been completed
simultaneously with the standard

35 millimeter film, it is now re-

vealed by United Artists. The en-

tire pitcure was made secretly at

the United Artists Studio in Hol-

lywood. Robert E. Planck was
cameraman for the giant screen

version. Ray June for the standard

film picture.

West, following the making of

“Alibi”, expressed his belief that

natural progress of screen enter-

tainment would usher in the giani

screen as a permanent theatre fix-

ture. Accordingly special equip-

ment was ordered for the United
Artists Studio, including cameras,

sound mechanism, and a projection

machine. West ordered a 38^feet

screen built on one of the huge
stages at the studio, since no pro-

jection room there was large

enough for showings of the mag-
nified film. Then he made "The Bat
Whispers” entirely at night, tht-

cast reporting at 6 P.M. and being
sworn to secrecy, the daily ‘rushes’

were shown only at night.

“The Bat Whispers” is the first

United Artists Picture to be made
on wide filui.

NO BILLBOARD ADS
ON “MADAME SATAN”
(Continued from page 1)

billboards. P. T. Barnum started it

and no one has ever had the cour-

age to break down that pi-eccdent

MIKE LANDOW REJOINS

“U” AS SUPERVISOR

Mike Landow, well known in the
distribution and exhibition field,

rejoined Universal yesterday with
supervision over the Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh and Washington offices.

Landow, who was formerly with
Universal as branch manager in

Philadelphia and occupied import,,

ant field positions with Paramount
for several years, then acquired an
interest in Nathan Appell Enter-
prises, of York, Pa., a chain operat-
ing a group of 16 theatres in

Pennsylvania. Landow has just

sold his interest in the chain, to

accept the appointment with the
Laemmle organization.

LAUDS 3 WARNER FILMS

The current issue of National
Board of Review Magazine favor-
ably reviews three Warner spe-
cials, “The Office Wife,” which goes
into the Winter Garden on Thurs-
day; George Arliss in “Old Eng-
lish”; and “Viennese Nights,” the
first original screen romance from
the pens of Sigmund Romberg and
Oscar Hammerstein 2.

CLARA ON VACATION

Clara Bow is vacationing in San
Francisco following the completion
of her screen role in “Her Wed-
ding Night” at the Paramount stu-

dios in Hollywood.

TALKIE AUTHORS
COLLEGE-MADE

At the University oi

Sdutlierii California an ex-

perienced Hollywood sce-

nario writer has been en-

gaged to conduct practical

courses in the craft of writ-

ing scripts for audible

screen production. These
courses will add emphasis
to those wliicli formerly
taugliit scenario writing for

silent pictures, and, it is be-

lieved, will be introduced
in the Englisli depai’tments

of other colleges. Students
will be enabled to visit stu,

dios and personally witness
production in process. Their
best works will be filmed
with the assistance of the
art and speech departments
of the college or university
interested.

LEWIS AYRES JOINS

CAST OF “DRACULA”

Lewis Ayres, hero of “All Quiet

on the Western Front,” was as-

signed yesterday to the romantic

role of “John Warker” in Univer-

sal’s all-star production of “Dra-

cula”, Bram Stoker’s famous vam-
pire-mystery which Tod Browning
will direct. Casting of Ayres in

the picture indicates that it is

shaping up as one of the biggest on
the Universal Schedule.

JUNE WALKER BACK

Having completed her first mo-
tion picture, “War Nurse,” June
Walker returned yesterday to the
Broadway theatrical fold.

Sono Adds Ten **Mellers**

To Production Schedule
<>

until a few months ago.”

“With the playing of ‘Madam Sa-

tan’, we found lhat those essen-
tials of advertising the aitraction

could best be exploited in the daily

press. Consequently, the advertis-

ing appropriation for out-of-doois
advertising will go into the news-
papers and, I might add, if the ex-

periment proves as successful as

we think it will, it will be the be-

ginning of a nation-wide concen-
tration of theatrical advertising for

Fox West Coast Theatres attrac-

tions in the daily papers of every
city in which we are represented
with a theatre.”

RKO STARTING 2

The next two talkers to go in

production at RKO Radio Pictures’

Hollywood studio will be Lowell
Sherman in (and directing) “The
Queen’s Husband” and Burt Wheel-
er and Robert Woolsey in “Hook,
Line and Sinker.” Simultaneously
two short subjects will be started.

One will star Nat Carr and the
other will be the fifth of the Nick
and Tony series, featuring Nick
Basil and Henry Armetta.

“ADIOS” ON WAY
“Adios,” the new First National

picture starring Richard Barthel-
mess, has received the O.K. of the
studio cutting room and a print

expected in New York shortly.

Plans for adding to its forthcom-
ing schedule a group of ten fea-

tures to be known as “ThrilLO-
Dramas”, are under way at Sono
Art-World Wide Pictures, Inc., ac-
cording to Budd Rogers, Director
of Distribution.
“These pictures”, stated R ):V.ers,

“are being made to fill a yawning
gap now existing in the picture
market. Since the advent of S'uincl

there iias been a crying dearth ot

the action type of picture—tnemes
set in the outdoors, stories guilded
by the stunt and thrili type of in-

cident and situation; in other

Heavy bookings for “All Quiet
on the Western Front”, the Uni-
versal masterpiece, in the Warner-
Stanley houses in Philadelphia
were announced yesterday. Twenty-
six theatres in the circuit will play
the picture virtually day-and-date.

The day-and-date bookings got
under way Friday in the following
de-luxe theatres: Stanley Theatre,
Camden; Orpheum, Palace, State,

Uptown and Circle, Philadelphia.

words, pictures of a nature whicl)

since the very beginning of the
screen, have ever appealed to all

ages and classes.
Rogers further stated that pic-

tures of this type would help ma-
terially to attract children to the
theatres. The pictures will be pro-
duced by George W. Weeks, who
will start lor Hollywood in about
three weeks to licgin production
on the first of the group. Arthur
Hoerl has been assigned to write
the adaptation of “Hell Bent for

’Frisco”, which will be among the
first to be shot.

This will be followed, beginning
October 6, by twenty other day-
and-date bookings in the following
Philadelphia Theatres:

Wishart, Capitol, Aiha’nbra, Com-
modore, Lindley, Lawndale, Og-
ontz. Holmes, Astor Fairmount,
Richmond, P 1 a z a, 333 Market
Street, Rery, Liberty, Keystone
69th Street, Felton, Colony and
Leader.

26 DAY-DATE BOOKINGS FOR “ALL QUIET”

IN WARNER STANLEY PHILADELPHIA HOUSES

GUY OLIVER ON lOlST

FILM LOCATION TRIP

Guy Oliver, veteran Hollywood
screen actor, is now on his one
hundred and first location trip. He
is a member of the Paramount
company at present in Sonora for

thirty days of film work on ‘Fight-

ing Caravans”, a Zane Gray story
depicting the conquest of the fron-
tier by newer and mightier cover-
ed wagons.

California locations began for
Oliver eighteen years ago and the
company rode in two stage coaches,
properties for the picture, to Ros-
coe, California, for four days’ work.

B’WAY BIG START
FOR “OFFICE WIFE”

(Continued from page 1)

far from lonely in this bit of busi-

ness. Walter Winchell and Mark
Hellinger, Broadway columnists,
also will be there in the fiesh

—

and on the stage.

Winchell and Hellinger are fea-

tured in Vitaphone shorts on the
supplementary program for “The
Office Wife.” Winchell is scheduled
to introduce Hellinger, or Hellin-
ger will introduce Winchell, and
whichever one of them wins the
debate about not going on where
acrobats usually are spotted will

present Miss Mackaill to the audi-
ence. All this is slated to begin
at about ten o’clock Thursday
night.

In addition to the “Office Wife”
preview and the three personal ap-
pearances, Winter Garden patrons
will see the final performance at

that theatre of A1 Jolson in “Big
Boy”—all at the regular week-
night tariff.

“WHITE CAPTIVE” UNIT

TO RETURN IN NOV.

With rapid progress being made
by Director Harry Garson on the
filming of scenes for the Universal
Special, “The White Captive,” re-

turn of the company, to Universal
City early in November is now
scheduled. Dorothy Janis has the
title role in the production.

The expedition, which carried a
complete staff of technicians and
elaborate sound equipment, has
been working in the rStraits Settle-

ments and other locations in the
Far East.

“HOLIDAY” STILL RUNS
AT CARTHAY CIRCLE

HOLIiYWOOD BUREAU—“Hoii..

day,” Bathe’s hit with Ann Hard-
ing and special cast, is in its sev-
enth week at the Carthay Circle in

Los Angeles and is said to be go-
ing strong with every prospect of

equalling the nine-week run rec-

ord for talking pictures made by
but two other attractions.

EVE SOUTHERN CAST

As a result of her work as Mad-
ame Caesar in “Morocco” Eve
Southern has been cast in an im-
portant part in Paramount’s pro-
duction of “Fighting Caravans”, a
Zane Grey story.



The finest stars in the new

art of talking pictures— an

art demanding far greater

talent than the silent drama

— are grouped under the

sterling, time-honored Pathe

trade mark.

ANN HARDING stands

out in a glorious blaze of popularity. Hei

melodious voice, winsome personality and

exquisite beauty have captivated the nation.

Her current dramatic triumph in "HOLIDAY"

stands supreme.

CONSTANCE BENNETT has taken the

country by storm. Her subtle dramatic ar-

tistry, enchanting personality, and liquid

diction have established her name as a

box office attraction of unsurpassed value.

HELEN TWELVETREES has registered a

great dramatic achievement in the newest

Pathe production, "HER MAN", now ready

for a sensational premiere.

BILL BOYD an established star before the

advent of sound, passed the acid test of talk-

ing picture technique with flying colors and

remains a stellar light of splendid brilliance.

EDDIE QUILLAN is without a peer in the

realm of feature comedies. His exhilarating

youth is contagious. His manner of speak-

ing humorous lines and his style in comedy

situations are irresistible.

HARRY BANNISTER, ROBERT ARM-
STRONG, and JAMES GLEASON are

brilliant personalities from the speaking

stage whose names have graced the lights

of America's finest theatres. Their disting-

uished performances have thrilled countless

thousands who now follow them in Pathe's

feature productions. Then there is FRED

SCOTT and RUSSEL GLEASON; both artists

of magnetic prowess.



reoier

[cfVty

By the Dean of American Playwrights

EUGENE WALTER

Th e enthralling lines of a

brilliant dramatist, spoken

with perfect cadence by

superb dramatic artists to

enchant the mind and flood the heart

with a tide of surging emotions.

fHarding

ANN HARDING— reigning idol of the talking screen, is

even more perfectly cast in "THE GREATER LOVE", with

CLIVE BROOK and HARRY BANNISTER—than she was in her

current triumph, "HOLIDAY."

A greater triumph— a more magnificent success— will

follow her portrayal of the complicated emotions of an al-

luring woman clinging to the dream of a vanishing passion,

yet longing for the happiness of a new love.

Produced by Directed by

E. B. DERR ROLLO LLOYD

Four splendid ANN HARDING
plays will be presented this season:

"HOLIDAY" "THE GREATER LOVE"

"REBOUND" "ROMANCE HARBOR"



Gonstaiice ^e7tnett

T^hes CL

Qonstance
e n n e t T

with KENNETH MacKENNA and BASIL RATHBONE

HOPACE JACKSON who wrofe the brilliant adaptation of

"HOl.lDAY" prepared this screen vehicle from the story by
Robert Milton and Dorothy Cairns.

Directed hy Produced hy

PAUL STEIN E. B. DERR

Th e sparkling champagne conversa-

tion and artful actions of a sophisti-

cated smart set. An audacious play that

listens in on the amazing dialogue of

social adventurers in counterfeit love.

The novel role of a secretary who marries to oblige her

employer and pretends indifference in the deal, is admirably

suited to the consummate artistry of Constance Bennett

—Star of Stars.

During the current sea-

son CONSTANCE BENNETT

will be presented in a

series of four chic attrac-

tions :

"SIN TAKES
A HOLIDAY"
"IN DEEP" and

"ADAM & EVE",



Simply marvelous
enterta in merit

Nothing bigger or better could
be ordered written or produced

PAT H E
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PATHE SHOWS

NEWEST SHORTS

(Audio Eeview—Nos. $8, S9)

The two latest Reviews released

by Paths play up the cblor angle

to a greater extent than releases

heretofore. No. 38 leads off with

a number in the Pathec^rome Pro-

cess takes you into Japan and

shows you how dollies are made
for the future mothers of Japan.

There is a Biblical scene of pres-

ent activity along the Sea of Gali-

lee in Palestine. Then there are

other numbers.

No. 39, the latest issue of the

Review is, by far, the most inter-

esting of the two, opening with

scenes of Big Game hunting in

Canada—very interesting—and in

eluding a study in the art of make-
up, a modern fairy; castle in the

wilds of New Jersey. The syn-

chronized music ajs supplied by

Terry Ramsaye gives a perfect

background for the audible setting

Sportlig-lit

(Grantland Eice)

Grantland Rice has contributed

a good one to the Pathe-Van Beu-
ren programl in ; this number. It

takes up the latest thrill sport,

gliding in motorless planes as prac-

ticed, according , to the announcer
by those who seek the latest thrill

in the sport world.

The Gem of Arga
(Vagabdnd Series)

Tom Terriss' shot a good sub-
ject when he caught the Taj Hahal,
one of the seven wonders of the
world. It’s the magnificent palace
builded by Eiiiperor Jahan in In-

dia in memoty of his wife. Ter-
riss mlanage^' to shoot the skilled

workmen plying their trades in

fashioning iharble art, the same
that went into the construction of
the palace. ' Terriss’ lecture with
the subject pdds not a little to the
number as

/

a whole. It is one of

the most interesting numbers yet
released under the Vagabond ban-
ner. i'

J.L.K.

“UMFIX TO PRINT”
OANOROFFS NEXT
/

“Unfit / to Print’’ a newspaper
story having as its central charact-

er a hard-driving managing editor

of a sensational daily, has been se-

lected as the next starring vehicle

for George Bancroft, Jesse L.

Lasky announces. The story of

“Unfit to Print” is an original by
Oliver H. P. Garrett, once star re-

porter in New York on the World
and Sun.

SKETCH WITH T. LEWIS
TO BE MADE BY PABA

Walton Butterfield, staff writer
of short subjects at the Paramount
New York Studio, has completed a
sketch for Ted Lewis, to be made
shortly at the studio. Butterfield
recently wrote and directed a nov-
elty sketch called “Tons of Trou-
ble”, starring Rosie, the only sa-
cred white elephant in the United
States; and “Top Notes”, a musical
farce, with Wee Willie Robyn, well
known radio artist.

MASCOT SERIALS SOLD

' TO BIG CIRGDIT HOUSES
<>

$500 FOR SLOGAN
ON ‘OUTWARD BOUND’

Warner Bros, have ap-
pealed to readers of New
York daily newspapers for

the best slogan descriptive

of their Vitaphone release,

“Outward Bound.” By way
of inspiration they offer

$.500 in cash prizes—$250
for the first; $150 for the
second, and $100 for the
third best specimen. It is

suggested to competitors
that they discover a quality

in the picture often referred
to as that “indescribable
something” for which all

producers are constantly
searching, and define tlie

saiiie in succinct slogan
form.

PRE-RELEASE BOOKiNCS
FOR ‘LADY SURRENDERS’

“A Lady Surrenders”,. Universal
special has been booked fOr pre^
release showings in eight big key
city theatres of the RKO 'Circuit.

The picture will be played for

runs beginning September 27 in the
Keith, Boston; Keith, Lovv'ell; Al-
bee, Providence; Palace, Roches-
ter; Woods, Chicago; Palace, To-
ledo; Main Street, Kansas City and
Orpheum, Minneapolis.

“A Lady Surrenders” will be
generally released October-,6..

TIFFANY OHIMP HEBE

Since the arrival of the Tiffany
Chimp in New York he has been
the scene of many social functions.
The popular movie comedy star
will play a dual role as guest of

honor this Thursday noon at the
Associated Motion Picture Adver-
tisers weekly luncheon, and Ben
Riley’s Arrowhead Inn in the eve-
ning. Regina Crewe, screen critic,

who will preside oyer the A.M.P.A.
meeting will introduce the Tiffany
Chimp.

Lester Cowan, assistant secre-

tary of Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, and manager of

the Technical Bureau, left Holly-
wood Friday by plane for New
York, where he will be engaged in

conferences with film executives
to October 8. He will stop at the
Park Central hotel.

Lina Basquette, dancer and pic-

ture actress, left Hollywood Thurs-
day for New York. She will shop
for dresses to be displayed in her
new Wilshire boulevard store for

women while in the East and also
bring back with her for a three
months’ stay, her daughter, Lina
Basquette-Warner.

Director Eddie Cline has just re-

turned from. Arrowhead where -he
has been filming the second of

Mack Sennett Brevities, the title

of which is “Take Your Medicine,”
in an all color one-reel novelty,
starring Andy Clyde, Frankie East-
man and Patsy O’Leary.

PLANS VOICE DOUBLE

IN VALENTINO TALKIE

PARIS, Sept. 22—Valentino films

revived witii sound and speech
with a voice dounle for the dead
actor is a prospect of consideranle

current interest to Paris talkie en-

thusiasts. This enterprise is plan-

ned by M. Paul Roger, a sound-
film engineer, who is arranging for

its financial support.

The existence of phonograph rec-

ords of Valentino’s singing voice

is one of the arguments made by
M. Roger that a convincing vocal
double can be provided. “Biood and
Sand” is named as the first Val-
entino silent picture planned to be

converted into a talkie.

U^S SPANISH YEBSION
OFF TO FLYINC STABT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Two
Spanish stars have been signed to

play in’ the Universal’s Spanish
version of “The Boudoir Diplo-

mat’'. Emphatic successes are re-

ported as scored at Hollywod pre-

views by Universal’s Spanish ver-
sions of “The Cat Creeps” and the
first Summerville Spanish comedy.
This sends Universal’s extensive
Spanish program off to a fllying

start.

Arrangements have been com-
pleted whereby Amelia Senisterra
and Fausto Rocha will sail imme-
diately from the Argentine to play
featured roles in “The Boudoir
Diplbitiiat”.

,

Preview of Universal’s first all-

talking Spanish pictures brought
out the entire Spanish colony in

Los Angeles, in addition to the
two sons of President Ortiz Rubio,
of Mexico, who were in Hollywood
en route East.

Ben Lyon refused to prosecute
Richard McEneaney, film-struck
New York youth, who threatened
the life of the film star. He was
held, however, for carrying con-
cealed weapons.

Arthur Ripley who received
much of his early training in

comedy writing at the old Sennett
lot at Edendale, has returned to

the Mack Sennett Organization af-

ter an absence of three years. Rip-
ley has many feature stories to

his credit, as he has been con-
nected with some of the large pro-
ducing organizations ever since
the birth of talking pictures.

Albert Ray, Universal comedy di-

rector, is recovering at Hollywood
hospital from a broken leg received
in an auto accident at Sunset
boulevard and Seward street,

where the street has been torn up
for widening. “Klieg eyes” caused
the mishap according to the di-

rector.

MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 22—H. 0.

Mugridge of the Celebrated Film
Exchange, reports that /he has
closed the Mascot Serial, “The
Lone Defender,” starring Rin-Tin-
Tin, for first runs in Minneapolis
and St. Paul with Publix. It is the
first serial that has had a first

run in ten years in these cities.

The serial is also reported sold to

the following houses; By Alexan-
der Film Service to twenty-five
Warner Brothers situations in the
Pittsburgh territory, by Midwest
Film Distributors, Inc., to both the
Fox-Midwest Theatre Circuit and
the Fox-Midiand Circuit in prac-
tically all oi their towns in the
Kansas City territory, and to Pub-
lix for Kansas City, Kansas; by
Affiliated Producers in New Or-
leans to eighteen theatres on the
United Theatres circuit, Publix af-

filiation, for the four all talking
Mascot serials.

OHIO CENSORS “FOOLISH
LIKE A FOX”

(Continued from page 1)

perished, is prefeired.
Governor M. Y. Cooper is to of,

fer as a major appeal for re-elec-

tion a welfare program, formula-
tion of which was not begun until

after the penitentiary tragedy. Of-
ficial tears for the unfortunate
wards of the state will be shed
in advocating it. One potent ar-
gument in support of it would be
this dreaded moving picture em-
phasizing the need of improved
prison conditions. Typical of edi,

torial commjent evoked by “with-
drawal” of the picture from Oli'O

is that of The Cleveland Plain
Dealer which observed:

Those who, ascribe a political

motive to the banning of ‘The Big
House’ assert that the state ad-
ministration .Ts averse to the dis-

play of a movie depicting 1 condi-
tions in thd penitentiary.

;

There
is said to be no

, desire fdr any
reminder of the Columbus! holo-
caust, at least not until after the
election. It is even predicted that
sometime along about the imiddle
of November the censors will be-
come more amiable and will per-
mit the people of Ohio to look at
a movie which has not been bar,
red in any other state

“Whether or not the action of
the censors was influenced by any
message froml the state house is

known only to the censors and
the state house. For once, how-
ever, the average observer will be
disinclined to attribute the cen-
sors’ decision wliolly to dumbness.
To borrow a simile from the ver-
nacular, they seem foolish like a
fox’.”

JUNE MG CLOY WINS
LONG PABA CONTBACT

As a result of her work in short
subjects, June McCloy, formerly of

the musical comedy stage, has been
given a long term contract by
Paramount. Miss McCloy made her
screen debut in a one-reel musical
short “Laugh It Off.”

Hollywood Gossip
By BAY MURRAY



The advertisement reproduced above

appeared in motion picture trade

papers during July and August.

«‘I270.'
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AnACK ON DALLAS ZONING^
Zoning is Legal;

A Picture Hero
By

The news dispatches yesterday

show that the 2,oning plan

drawn up by the motion picture

industry is not only a satsifactory

and fair arrangement but it is

also legal within the technicalities

of the U. S. Courts. This was evi^

denced by the decision of Judge

Joseph C. Hutcheson in the course

of his denial of an injunction ask'

ed for by the Preston Amusement
Company of Houston.

« « »

The decision evidenced that a

2;oning plan in which all are

treated alike is not a violation of

the law and according to the zon^

ing set'up plan everybody con-

cerned is given an equal voice in

the committee under whose juris-

diction each 2;one is established.

In this committee is represented

the distributor, the circuit theatre

and the unaffiliated theatre with

a set-up that gives a well balanced

body and was arrived at with a

desire on the part of all concerned

to have a plan that would work
no hardship on anybody, that

would be fair in its foundations

as well as legal in its operation.
* * *

J
UDGE Hutcheson’s ruling is an

important chapter in the pro-

gress of the zoning plans, which
must be satisfactorily established

to make the operation of the the-

atre business possible.
* * *

A THRILLING chapter in mo-

tion picture annals could be
written around the courageous ex-

ploit of Welch, the cameraman,

(Continued on page 2)

SPANISH VERSIONS OF AMERICAN-MADE FILM

‘

SHOW CAPACITY RECEIPTS IN N. Y- HOUSE
<y

Foreign versions of American-
made talkers gradually are finding
their spot in cities claiming a
foreign-born population of an ap-
preciable dimensions.
The San Jose Theatre, at Fifth

avenue and 110th street, shows a
strictly Spanish version program.
The theatre seats 1,000 and is

one of the Manhattan Playhouses
string.

Nor is this Spanish-speaking the-

(Contlnued on page 2)

FOX STUDIOS WORKING

AT FUU SPEED AHEAD
Officials of Fox Films yesterday

spiked all rumors to the effect that
the Fox Studios on the West Coast
would close down for two weeks.
Not only is the studio staff

working to a man on current pro-
ductions but seven big productions
are in preparation.

In production now are; “The

N. Y. 1; CHICAGO 2;

LONDON 3 IN SOUND

LONDON, Sept. 23—Brit-

ish film interests appear to

be reconciled to the fact—as
revealed by a trade journal
check-up — that London
stands third among world
capitals when measured by
the number of theatres wir-

ed for sound. The check-up
is based on Western Elec-
tric installations, which rep-
resent 60 per cent of the
total. Of these New York
City comes first with 181
installations; Chicago is

second with 162; London
third with 151. However, be-
fore 1931 London expects to
creep in between her New
York and Chicago competi-
tors.

DALLAS, Texas, Sejit. 23—The
injunction sought against the mo-
tion picture distriliutors represent,
ed in the Dallas Film Board of
Trade brought by the Preston
Amusement Company, of which
Will Horwitz is the head, has been
denied by Judge Joseph C. Hutch-
eson of tlie U. S. district court for
the southern district of Texas. The
Preston Amusement Company has
headquarters in Houston.

He souglit to “enjoin the film
distributors from carrying out an
agreement not to sell him in or-
der not to raise his prices.” The
judge in his decision said:

“The proof shows that the only
thing they, the distributors, are
trying to do—if they are trying to
do anything—is to fix an arrange-

(Continued on page 5)

LOEW’S NET UP

Net profits of Loew’s, Inc., for
the forty weeks ended June 30
amounted to $11,781,924 after all

charges but before subsidiary pre-
ferred dividends, against $8,215,-

034 in the corresponding weeks of

last year.

(Continued on page 4)

VICTOR CORPORATION
TO BE HOST AT CAMDEN
On Friday the New York section

of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers will open its fall activi-
ties with a trip to Camden, New
Jersey, where the R.C.A. Victor
Corporation will act as host with
talks and demonstrations on the
latest developments in radio and
television.

$. K. WOLF HEADS NEW ERPI

ACOUSTIC CONSULTINC DEPT.
-

"Electrical Research Products,
subsidiary of the Western Electric
Company, announces the formation
of an “Acoustic” consulting de-
partment, an expansion of the
“Theatre” acoustic department
which, during the past year has

made acoustic surveys of and
acoustic recomiiiiendations to more
than 4,000 motion picture theatres
using the Western Electric Souiid
System. It is now being expanded
to meet the demands for its ser-
vices outside of the theatrical field.

*U* Product Booked 100%
By 7 N. Y. Indie Circuits

< ^

Universal 1930-31 product has
been booked one hundred per cent

by seven independent circuits to
date in Greater New York, it was
announced yesterday. This, of
course, is in addition to the big
circuit booking by the RKO metro-
politan chain, already announced.

(Continued on page 4)

TEXAS ALLIED OCT. 27

DALLAS, Sept. 23—The Texas
Allied Exhibitors will hold their

fall convention at Dallas, Texas,
Oct. 27-28, with Abram F. Myers,
national president, A1 Steffes of
Minneapolis and H. M. Richey, of
Detroit, Mich., present.

(Continued on page 2)

OLDKNOW SUCCEEDS

HAROLD FRANKLIN

Oscar S. Oldknow, executive vice-
president of Fox Theatres, yes-
terda 5' left for Hollywood to take
over the duties, until recently, in
the hands of Harold F'ranklyn, now'
out as president of Fox West Coast
Theatres.

Oldknow will have complete

(Continued on page 6)
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MAIN STREET
bJGoHlorffnrd:

Stephen Trent, in whose carcass

Bishop Cannon is said to have tak-

en refuge on some of his unclerical

adventures, is no relation to our

Gordon * * * God forbid * * *

Social Note—Will Rogers’ Light-

nin’ company on location at Lake

Tahoe in the wilds of California

spend their evenings dancing old-

fashioned waltzes and drinking

lemonade * * 01 hum, Holly-

wood will be devilish * * * Lonella

Parsons wants to know why all

screen actresses want to play hus-

sies * * * after all, Louella, don t

you think that rather personal

* * Harold Franklin is in our

midst * * * he was the Big Wes.t

Coast man until recently * * *

Earle W. Hammons, Educational’s

Big Chief is heading westward
this day * * * Earle will look over

the varied shorts interest he guides
* * * Lester Cowan, the Big Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Science Man
is among us * * George Pardy
with his stick and cap * * *

wonder if the Terrible Turk re-

members the fellow blew the first

blast on the ram’s horn 5691 years

ago * * * lie must have been an-

nexing his fifth spouse about that

time 4= * » it should be easy * * *

Bob Leonard looking over the Big

Stem * * * Bob’ll shoot some Big
Town scenes for Marion Davies’

next while here * * * Boxy is go-

ing to Europe soon * * iig js

in need of some sore of respite

from that yes-gang of his * *

Lester Park is about to do some
shooting with Wilfred North work-
ing alongside * * * we’re
going to have Greek operatie ver-

sions * * the Hellanic-Cinema Co.

is threatening production with all-

Greek warblers * * * John R-
Frenler, the Big Four chief, is in

town * * * John is one of the few
who stick strictly to the six-shoot-

ing drama * * Charlie Chaplin
threatens to show his new one and
then shuts up like a clam * * *

Regina Crewe one-time flllum crit-

ic, ic going to expose something
or other at the ad men’s luncheon
tomorrow * * * and Tiffany’s

Chimp, too * * * why doesn’t Mike
Simmons tie up with a circus.

MOVIE CAMERAMAN CRANKS ON SCENE

STAGED 39.700 FEET ABOVE UND
Earl Welch, a motion picture

cameraman, has set probably what
will stand as a record for crank-
ing at an high altitude.

Welch, who was assistant to
Harry Carver, director of “The Sil-

ent Enemy,” recently took the big
chance at Bridgeport, Conn., and
riding in an Amphibian-Sikorsky
plane 39,700 feet above sea level,

cranked on a test being made by
the Standard Oil Company and liv-

ed to tell about it.

In addition to cranking his cam-
era Welch was obliged to stay fixed

to the life-giving end of an oxygen
tank. The test was made for the
purpose of determining hov/ a cer-
tain brand of oil would react to

the severe cold encouutered at that
distance which represents nearly
three times, in miles, the height
of Pike’s Peak in Colorado.

When the plane descended the
oxygen tank refused to function
due to the closing of the valve
which permitted the flow of oxy-
gen. Welch had presence of mind
to adjust the valve just before he

passed out to be instantly revived
by the renewed supply of oxygen.
Following the successful shooi-

ing 39,700 feet in the air, the pilot

accompanying Welch made a 3U,0Ut'

foot nose-dive to make a perfect
landing.

Welch is considered not only
one of the best cameramen on a
motion picture set but one of the
most daring.

WELL—WHAT OF IT

Will Hays was requested
by officials of the Pan-
American Union in Wash-
ington to use his influence
in obtaining a print of “The
King of Kings” to be shown
at the coronation O'! the
King of Abyssinnia, Will
got in touch with Cecil Be-
Mille. Result—his majesty
wiU see “King of Kings”
when he ascends the throne.
This from M-G-M’s press
agent.

THREE RADICAL CHANGES TO MARK
NEW POUCY AT FOX BKIYN HOUSE

Fox Brooklyn Theatre on Fri-
day next will be operated under a
radical change in policy.

It will mark the beginning of

the new agreement whereby the
theatre will play Paramount pro-
duct, in addition to Fox product;
evening prices wili be advanced
25 cents and the first all-star elab-
orate stage show will be given.
The first talking feature under

the new policy will be “The Sea
Wolf,” a Fox production. Evening
prices will be 75 cents instead ot

50 heretofore, with 50 cents pre-
vailing in the afternoons. Fifi Dor-
say will appear in person. Eddie
Peabody and the Singer Midgets
will be among the stors on the
stage offering. This will mark the
Singer Midgets first appearance in

a motion picture theatre.

SPANISH VERSIONS FILL N. Y. HOUSE
(Continued from page 1) ^

atre confined to things Spanish on
the screen. Under the direction of

S. Miranda, a complete musical
stage revue in Spanish is given
with every change of program. The
current attraction at the San Jose
is the Spanish version of Fox’s
•‘Common Clay”, to be followed by
Sono Art’s Spanish version of “The
Big Fight”.
On official of the theatre, yester-

day told a representative of this

newspaper:
“The San Jose appeals exclusive-'

ly to New York’s Spanish popula-
tion in the Fifth avenue area in

the neighborhood of 110th street.

We do a capacity business, invari-

ably turning them away almost
nightly. Our patrons demand ex-

clusive Spanish versions. They are
not interested in English versions.

We try to give it to them by book-
ing the very latest Spanish ver-
sions of the very latest and most
outstanding English versions of

the American producer.”
Down in the other end of the

city, in the heart of Greenwich
Village The Eighth Street Play-
house is another theatre that cat-

ers to the foreign element, spe-
cializing on meeting the demands
of the German population.
The Playhouse’s policy differs

from the San Jose in that it shows
(or has to date) only German pro-

ductions, in German. UFA’s pro-
duct plays a big part on the Play-
house’s program. A check-up on
the attendance at the Playhouse,
made during one of the hottest
days, disclosed the house filled to

the last seat—and the Playhouse is

no small theatre.
The program consists of lall-

German talkers with an occasional
American-made comedy and other
shorts. The feature picture, as a
rule, is an all-German talker.
This proves, first, that there are

spots for foreign versions of both
American and European-made fea-
ture pictures in cities where there
is an appreciable foreign-born
population. The Spanish element
plays a major part in the popula-
tion of the rincial cities in the
southwest. No check has been
made on that teritory but. It Is n>
be supposed that a foreigner,
whether he be in New York or in
Texas wil lanswer an appeal by
motion picture exhibitors to his
unquestioned taste for pictures, the
dialogue of which, is spoken in
his own tongue.

It further proves that one of the
main sources of income for some
theatres since the advent of the
talking picture is the foreign ver-
sion, preferably the foreign ver-
sions of the American-made pro-
duct.

MORAN & MACK BACK

IN RKO VAUDEVILLE

Moran and Mack, the “two black
crows”, after a filer in films will

return to Radio-Keith-Orpheum
vaudeville for a limited tour,

starting October 25 in Toledo,
where RKO opened two new the-
atres last month. Moran and Mack
will go to Toledo direct from Hol-
lywood when their next sound pic-

ture is finished and appear in RKO
theatres in Cincinnati, Chicago and
Cleveland on their trip East.

lONIHG IS LEGAL;
A PICTURE HERO

(Continued from page 1)

who flew 7 miles into the heavens

in the course of his motion pic'

ture work and who narrowly es'

caped death in the faithful per^

formance of what to him was his

everyday duty. Mr. Welch is, in

our opinion, as much entitled to

a bravery decoration as a soldier

who plants the flag upon the ram-
parts.

« • •

^
I

^HERE are rumbles from Hob
* lywood on the agency racket

whereby producers are required to

pay several times as much for

artistic talent as they would have
to pay if the agent didn't ply his

trade. The agent is good until he
becomes greedy. Then he begins

to dig his own grave.

WOLF HEADS NEW
ERPI ACOUSTIC DEPT.

(Continued from page 1)

Sidney K. Wolf, who has guided
the theatre department since its

inception, is director of the new
organization. G. T. Stanton has
been named assistant director in

the East and A. P. Hill, assistant

director at the West Coast. Work-
ing under their supervision is a
staff of 15 experienced acoustic en-
gineers.

The department’s consulting ser-

vices for surveys and recommenda-
tions for acoustic efficiency and
noise elimination or abatement will

cover a wide field. They will be
available to architects, builders,
office and factory managers, con-
tractors, private home owners and
civic institutions.

In every instance the depart-
ment aims to make its surveys and
recommendations on the basis of

economic noise level. Defined in lay
language that means the minimum
to which it is profitably possible
to reduce noise and improve acous-
tic conditions.

STANLEY EARNINGS

Stanley Company of America,
Inc., reported net earnings for the
thirty-nine weeks ended May 31
of $2,103,934, equal to $2.32 a share
on 904,846 shares outstanding on
May 31. Over 99 per cent of the
stock of the company is owned by
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.



THE AHEMPTS TO IMITATE

OUR NEWSREEL ARE
VERY AMUSING

(No. 700 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmie,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

THE TRADE IS HAVING SOME FUN OVER THE VARIOUS AHEMPTS TO

imitate Universal’s Talkinj Reporter, Graham McNamee.

NO ONE IS SURPRISED THAT THERE IS A DESIRE TO COPY IT.

SUCH SENSATIONAL SUCCESS IS BOUND TO CREATE A DESIRE TO APE IT.

BUT IT JUST CAN’T BE DONE I

THERE’S ONLY ONE McNAMEE . THE McNAMEE VOICE HAS GOT SOME-

thing that no other voice can imitate. It’s the same inimitable voice which made him the ace

of the great staff of announcers of the National Broadcasting Company.

McNAMEE HAS THE KNACK OF DRAMATIZING EVERY SCENE IN THE

newsreel which calls for drama, and of putting a keen edge on all the scenes which permit of humor.

THE AUDIENCES LOVE UNIVERSAL’S TALKING NEWSREEL.

THEY LAUGH, THEY THRILL WITH McNAMEE.

THEY ARE WISE TO THE FACT THAT WE SHOW THE IMPORTANT EVENTS

from three days to a week ahead of any competitor.

TRY TO TAKE UNIVERSAL’S TALKING REPORTER AWAY FROM THEM
after they’ve once seen and heard him—and see how far you can get away with it.

IMITATIONS MAY BE FLATTERING, BUT THEY ARE FLATTENING TO

your profits I
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NATIONAL CIRCULATION FOR

FOX “SCREEN MIRROR”
Arrangements have just been

completed whereby “Screen Mir-
ror’’ the only fan magazine to be
published in Hollywood, is to as-
sume national scope. Beginning
with the October issue, both East
and Wset will be represented in

distribution with a total circula-

tion of 265,000.

In the five months since the in-

auguration of “Screen Mirror” by
Fox West Coast Theatres, circula-
tion in the West has mounted from
15,000 to over 150,000. Under the
sponsorship of Frank Whitbeck
and Eddy Eckels, it has developed
from a local theatre proposition
into a publication of great section-
al importance. In a number of
towns along the Pacific, in circu-
lation it now ranks with the na-
tion’s leading magazine.

The enlistment of the Eastern
Division of Fox Theatres Corpora-
tion in the distribution of ‘Screen
Mirror” adds a tremendous circu-
lation-builder to the magazine. A
conservative estimate at the pres-
ent time places total circulation
figures at close to a million with-
in a year. Western management of
“Screen Mirror” remains in the
hands of Wliitbeck and Eckels,
with G. S. Yorke and Albert Mar-
golies in charge of the East.

The method of distribution on
a national basis will l)e identical
with that now used on the Pacific
Coast. The chief outlet will be the
theatres in the Fox circuit, sup-
plemented by newsstand and news-
boy sales. In most communities
distribution will be in the hands of
a local franchise holder, who will
reimburse himself by publishing a
monthly section, bound in with the
regular edition of “Screen Mirror.”

8 BUCK JONES FILMS
FOR 1 1 PUBLIX TOWNS
Publix has contracted for the

series of eight Buck Jones out-
door specials, which the western
star is producing for Columbia
Pictures. The Jones pictures will
be presented in eleven theatres in
as many Southern towns in the
New Orleans territory.

This deal gives Columbia repre-
sentation in the following the-
atres; Strand, Texarkana, Tex;
Saenger, Shreveport, La.; Isis,

Pensacola, Fla.; Capitol, Monroe,
La.; Luric-Crown or Empire, Mo-
bile, Ala.; Century, or Istrione,
Jackson, Miss.; Strand, Meridian,
Miss.; Louisiana, Baton Rouge, La.;
and Alamo, Vicksburg, Miss.

‘U’ PRODUCTS BOOKED
100% BY INDIE CIRCUITS

(Continued from page 1)

The circuits which have “gone
Universal” in the past few days
are; Manhatan Playhouses, twenty
theatres; Rosenblatt Circuit, seven
theatres; Harry Harris, five the-
atres; Brandt Bros., four theatres;
Lee Ochs, four theatres; William
Salkin, four theatres; Sydney Co-
hen, two theatres.

SWANSON OCT. 2

IN ROMANTIC COMEDY
Gloria Swanson's “What a Wi-

dow!” wil have its first New York
showing at the Rialto Theatre
Thursday, October 2. This is the

film with which Miss Swanson fol-

lows “The Tresspasser”, her first

talking picture and the present
holder of the Rialto’s box office

house record.

It is a romantic comedy, the
star appearing as a New England
widow with millions to spend and
sophistication to be acquired in
Paris. Owen Moore, Lew Cody,
Margaret Livingston and William
Holden are in the cast.

“CREAT MEADOW” CAST
HAS SOME BIG 'UNS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — The
cast for M-G-M’s “The Great Mea-
dow,” a story of Kentucky in pio-
neer days, will include, John Mack
Brown, Lucille La Verne, William
Bakewell, Helen Jerome Eddy, Sa-
rah Padden, Gavin Gordon, Victor
Potel, Gardner James, Lillian
Leighten, Jerry Stuart, Quinn Wil-
liams and James Bradbury, Jr.,

Charles Brabin will direct.

Norvveg-iiin Film Heady

Although the demand for a talk-

ing film using the Norwegian lan-
guage must be limited to a local

firm, “Norrna Film” has taken the
initiative in the production of the
first such film wtih versions also
in German and French, according
to Trade Commissioner Gudrun
Carlson, Oslo, Norway. It is entitl-

ed “Eskimo” and as the name in-

dicates has a northern setting, in

this case in Greenland. This same
firm previously presented a silent

film called “Laila” which won con-
siderable praise. Most of the play-
ers in the new film are Norwegians,
but parts ar» also taken by French
and German players for the films
prepared in those languages. The
premier performance will be given
in Oslo October 1.3.

.TIakiiig' Projectors Mute
A muting device which renders

the ordinary projector absolutely
noiseless has been demonstrated to

the trade in Paris by Mr. Liardet.
This apparatus, fitted to a Pathe
machine, made the business of run-
ning quite inaudible. It is very
inexpensive, and is thought likely
to prove useful for sound-systems.

Bociimentary Films Financed
The Bulgarian National Assem-

bly has voted a credit of 1,130,000
leva for the production of docu-
mentary films which will be shown
throughout the kingdom.

RUSSIAN FORT BUILT
FOR “NEW MOON” SET

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—
A Russian fort now stands
on a real estate tract near
M-G-M’s Culver City stu-
dios. It will be used by
Jack Conway in directing'

certain sequences in “New
Moon”, Lawrence Tibbett
and Grace Moore’s next.

NANCE O’NEILL TO PLAY
IN “RESURRECTION”

Nance O’Neill, famous stage star,

who has one of the finest record-

ing voices in pictures, was cast

yesterday for an important role in

Edwin Carewe’s Universal produc-

tion of “Resurrection”. John Boles

and Lupe Velez are playing the

leading roles.

Miss O’Neill’s latest pictnres are

“The Rogue Song” with Lawrence
Tibbett and “The Call of the

Flesh” with Ramon Novarro.

DOG PRISON UNIFORMS
SET RECORD FOR SIZE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — The
tiniest prison uniforms ever ipade
have been fashioned for “The Big
Dog House,” the latest canine
short feature for M-G-M release.

Oscar, Jiggs, Pepper and Buster
again are featured.

Film for Polish Finance

The Polish Government is issu-

ing a loan of 50,000,000 zlotys. Mo-
tion pictures have been used as
a medium of publicity for this fi-

nancial operation. All wired
houses were obliged to show at

the beginning of each presentation
a talking film of the Polish The-
atrical Agency, composed of three
speeches in favor of the loan.
These were pronounced by Mr.
Kwiathowski, Minister of Com-
merce and Industry, by Mr. Matus-
zewski, acting Minister of Finance
and by the Director of Post Office
Saving Account Department. The
issue is reported to have been over-
subscribed.

Filipino Folk Films
Locally perfected firms, depict-

ing Filipino legends and stories,
will be exhibited exclusively in the
showhouse now under construction
on Rizal Avenue, according to As-
sistant Trade Commissioner Clar-
ence P. Harper, Manila, P. I. The
theatre is owned by the Far East-
ern Theatrical Enterprises, of
which E. Cu Unjieng, local Chinese
merchant, and Petrolilo Tolentino.
director of the Central Film Pro-
ducers, are the principal stock-
holders. The theatre will be in all

respects as modern as any of the
present showhouses in Manila. It

will have a seating capacity of
approximately 500 in the general
admission and a like number in
reserved seats.

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Dei>artment of Commerce

BARRYMORE TO DIRECT

BARBARA STANWYCK
Barbara Stanwyck’s first role

since she was raised to stardom by
Columbia Pictures will be a dra-
matic story of dancehall life

brought to the screen under the
direction of Lionel Barrymore.

The new vehicle marks Miss
Stanwyck’s first appearance since
her performance in “Ladies of
Leisure”, which was acclaimed one
of the personal triumphs of the
season and placed her among the
most prominent of the screen’s
leading women. It also brings to-
gether for the first time a director
and a star listed high in the field

of dramatic interpretation.

JOAN MARSH SIGNS
FOR M-G-M ROLES

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— Joan
Marsh, petite blonde, will transfer
her make-up box to the Culver City
studio of M-G-M under the terms
of a long-term contract. Joan was
literally born in the shadow of a
motion picture camera, as her
father is Charles Rosher, one of
the outstanding figures in the field

of film photography. Rosher, after
years with Mary Pickford, is now
with M-G-M.

SPANISH STAR SIGNS
FOR ANOTHER M-G-M

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Ernes-
to Vilches, Spanish actor, has been
signed for another Spanish talking
picture by M-G-M. Vilches is pop-
ular in Latin-America as a por-
trayer of weird roles. He has just
finished the Spanish version of
“Mr. Wu,” playing the part enacted
in silent films by Lon Chaney.

FOX STUDIOS WORKING
AT FULL SPEED AHEAD

(Continued from page 1)

Sheppard Newfounder”, “Light-
nin’,” “The Princess and the Plum-
ber,” “Stolen Thunder.”

In preparation are : “E a s t

Lynne,” “Wyoming Wonder,” “The
Man Who Came Back,” “This Mod-
ern World,” “Once a Sinner,” “Net-
work” and “The Seas Beneath.”

“SUNNY” IN NOVEMBER
“Sunny,” the First National and

Vitaphone picture starring Marilyn
Miller, will have its world pre-
miere in New York during the
month of November instead of in

Christmas Week as originally an-
nounced. The picture, which was
directed by William A. Seiter, has
been adapted from the musical
comedy in which Miss Miller play-
ed for three years.

DEAL WITH ALLIED

A new contract has been signed
between the Alexander Film Co.
and the Allied Theatre Owners of

Texas.

DANE GETS ROLE

Karl Dane, the elongated dough-
boy of “Big Parade” fame, will be
seen in “New Moon”.
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AMPAS, ATTENTION!

I. M. CHIMP TOMORROW

AND RATTLING BONES!

All Ampas are warned again by
their efficient secretary, Edward
F. Finney, that one of those red

letter Dixie Hotel luncheons is due
tomorrow, with Tiffany’s revered

I. M. Chimp largely in evidence.

And furtherrnore, this Finney au-

thority promises:
“To make the occasion one of

truly memorable import a leading

movie critic admired and respected

in the most discriminating film

circles will preside. Besides hav-
ing a message of decided interest

for all publicity purveyors, the ace
reviewer in question will reveal

some intimate facts about your
president which it is not only your
right but your duty to know. There
will be much rattling of bones on
the part of the old family skeleton;
cats will squawk out of bags ana
many cards will be thumped down
on tables. Yes, it’s going to be
a wholesale exposure and the job
will be done with completeness
and dispatch by Miss Regina
Crewe.”

DALLAS ATTACK
THROWN OUT OF COURT

(Continued from page 1)

ment for the sale of these motion
Ai lures, which would ue reaso- 1-

able and equitable to all parties
concerned * * * i don’t think there
is any evidence at all that any-
body has agreed, or even thought
of agreeing, not to sell the plaintiff

at all. The only thing that nas
been proven at the most, if there
is any agreement at all, is that
there was an agreement to sell on
a certain basis to which he is

admitted just as much as anybody
else. He just don’t want to be ad-
mitted.”
The dtecision sets forth that the

zoning plan, where all are treated
alike, is not a violation of law
and the decision is highly impor-
tant to the entire motion picture
business as it was in the U. S. dis-
trict court.

“WOODLEY” AUTHOR
TO SEE HIS FILM FRIDAY

John Van Druten, author of the
play “Young Woodley” has arrived
here from London, in time to wit-
ness the premiere of the picturiz-
ation of his play at the Geo. .M.
Cohan theatre on Friday.

“BAD MAN” TOMORROW
Beginning tomorrow night, “The

Bad Man,” with Walter Huston,
Dorothy Revier, James Rennie, O.
P. Heggie and Sidney Blackmer,
will succeed “The Way of All
Men” at the Strand Theatre. “The
Bad Man”, a First National pic-
ture, is based upon the play by
Porter Emerson Browne in which
the late Holbrook Blinn scored one
of his greatest stage successes.

MORE FLAMING YOUTH
“Girls Together”, Mildred Gram’s

unpublished story of the flaming
generation has been bought by
M-G-M.

“BIG HOUSE” BAN PUTS OHIO

OUT OF STEP, SAYS MPTO HEAD
^

ITALO=GERMAN FILM
EXCHANGE MOVES ON

BERLIjV, Sept. 23—Com-
mendatore Stefano Pittaln-

ga, representative of the
Italian film indnstry and
the largest individual owner
of Italian cinemas has been
in Germany for a week vis-

iting studios and consult-
ing with pic.ture production
heads. He is believed to be
having some success toward
bringing about closer rela-

tions between Germany and
Italy in the matter of film

exchange.

ROCHESTER BOOKS 3

SOHO ART FIRST RUHS

Sono Art reports three first run

houses in Rochester will show its

pictures during the same week.

These are booked: “Once a Gentle-

man,” at RKO’s Temple; “Blaze

O’ Glory” at the Strand, and ‘Mou-
lin Rouge” at the Littie Theatre.

ROBERT LORD IN N. Y.

Robert Lord, First National pro-

duction executive, is in New York
for a few days. Among the pictures
whose production Mr. Lord has re-

cently supervised are “Top Speed,”
“Going Wild,” “Little Caesar,”
“Sunny,” “College Lovers,” and
“The Gorilla,” Lord will return to

the Coast shortly.

HAVANA, Sept. 23—As a result
of the propaganda agitated by
Havana musicians against the ex-
hibition of foreign talking films,

the following resolution was re-

cently adopted by the Municipal
Government of Havana, according
to Assistant Trade Commissioner
R. Horton Henry, Havana, Cuba.

“To approve the report of the
Special Commission appointed to

solve the critical situation con-
fronting Cuban musicians in ac-
cordance with the following meas-
ures: to require the motion picture
concerns to indicate on their pro-
grams whether or not the pictures
exhibited have the music printed
on the film itself or if it is adapted

The current Pathe News is pre-
senting first pictures of the Buenos
Aires revolution which resulted in

the overthrow of Dictator Irogoy-
en. The films were speeded to

New York by special ’plane. Law-
rence S. Haas, for twelve years
‘he United Press correspondent in
South America describes the ex-
citing events and action in detail.

The pictures show the revolu-
tion in its most exciting moments
with street battles, the entry of

the troops into the fray, the wreck-

NO SUNDAY SHOWS

FOR BONHAM, TEXAS

DALLAS, Sept. 23—Major H. S.

Cole of the American Theatre at

Bonham, Texas has made an agree-
ment with the legal and ministerial
authorities that there will be no
more Sunday shows in Bonham,
following wMch, charges for vio-
lating the Sunday statute against
him were dropped.

OLDKNOW SUCCEEDS
HAROLD FRANKLIN

(Continued from page 1)

supervision of all of Fox theatres,

including those west and east of

the Mississippi. This is a departure
from Fox’s policy during the
Franklin regime when Franklin
had supervision of only the West
Coast chain.

Fox theatres, officials said yes-
terday in making the announce-
ment of Oldknow’s appointment,
from now on will be governed
from two distinct centres but Old-
know will be in charge of both
the Eastern and Western chains.
Oldknow’s title will remain, ex-

ecutive vice-president of Fox the-
atres.

in the country (Cuba) by means
of phonogiaphic records;” to al-

low legitimate theatres employing
Cuban orchestras a reduction of
25% of the Municipal tax originally
assessed them; Motion picture the-
atres employing native ochestras
will pay 50% less than the original
tax, provided that the orchestra is

composed of at least three musi-
cians; to petition the Cuban Con-
gress to pass a law which will nro-
vide for the protection, by means
of a preferential tariff, on silent

pictures with Spanish titles, and
on talking pictures in the Spanish
language; and to prohibit the ex-
hibition of talking pictures in for-

eign languages.”

ing of the Dictator’s headquarters,
the destruction of the newspaper
plant of the revolutionary cause
and the burning of Irigoyen’s resi-

dence as well as the parade
through the streets with his offi-

cial chair in flames.

The swearing in of the new pres-
ident, Jose Uriburu, before a loud-
ly demonstrating mob of 100,000
and the executive’s first conference
with his aid conclude this news
subject.

COLUMBUS, O., Sept. 23—“'The
rejection of ‘Tbe Big House’ by the

Ohio Censor Board on the grounds
that its exhibition would be ‘harm-
ful to the girls and boys of Ohio’

is not only ludicrous but an in-

sult to the intelligence of the peo-
ple of the Buckeye State,” declared
P. J. Wood, Business Manager of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Ohio, “and Mr. Clifton’s threat

that henceforth all gang and rack-
eteer pictures will be banned in

Ohio is a challenge to all pro-

ducers of motion pictures and Ohio
theatre owners.

“The Ohio Board of Censors
through this action sets itself up
as some sort of super-body and
has decided for the six and one-

half million people in the state

that their minds are of a texture

entirely different from the minds
of the people residing in the other
forty-seven states in the Union.”

“Less than six weeks ago John
L. Clifton, the official censor, made
the statement that ‘The Big House’
is a splendid picture and possibly

would do more good than harm.
Now he rejects the picture on the

grounds that its showing would ’oe

•harmful to the girls and boys of

Ohio.’ What has happened in Ohio
during the past six weeks to cause
Mr Clifton to change his opinion
of the picture?” Mr. Wood would
like to know this on behalf of the
seven hundred and fifty theatre

owners of the state. “The picture”
he remarks, “has been shown in

every other state and we are still

to hear that it has had any bad
effect on any of their ‘girls and
boys’.”

“If influence has been brought
to bear upon the censor board to

reject the picture because of its

theme, a very rank injustice has
been done the people of Ohio, as

all right thinking persons who
have seen it are unanimous in

giving it high praise. Glenn Franlc,

President of Wisconsin University,

recently stated: ‘If the sponsors of

prison reform and prison recon-
struction would tour the state with
a talking film like ‘The Big House’
accompanied by a simple and crys-

tal-clear analysis of the problems
it dramatizes, an overwhelming
public opinion would insist upon
and insure an adequate legislative

handling of the problems’.”

“The action of Mr. Clifton in re-

jecting the picture puts the Buck-
eye State out of step with every

other state in the Union.”

SYOCK MARKET
Tuesday, Sept. 23, 1930

Paramount F-L .. 55 56% + 2

Warner Bros - 261/4 27% + %
Fox Film “A” . 45% 47% -1-2%

Loew’s Inc 71% 74/4 +2%
Loew’s Inc. pref. 97% 97% —1%
Radio K-A-0 29% 31 4-1%
Pathe Exchange 4 4

Pathe “A” 8% 8/ — %
Consol. F. Ind. ... 17% 18 + Vs

Consol. F. PF. ... 1978 20 4- %
Curb Market

Columbia Piet. ... 38% 00CO 4- %
Pox Theatre “A’ 8% 9

Nat. Screen 25 25 — %

Havana Musicians Fail

To Bar Foreign Films

Pathe Offers First Pictures

Of Buenos Aires Revolution
<>



OUT TO-DAY

RIOTS WRECK

IN REVOLUTION
;v.

FI R S T PICT U R E S
it*-..

The first pictures of the revolutionary overthrow of Dictator

Irigoyen, of Argentina—100,000 cheer the new President as

he is sworn in.

Lawrence S. Haas for 12 years South American News-

paper Correspondent describes the action in vivid detail.

FIRST-
As usual

EDITED
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Ohio Speaks
on Censorship

By
'-1

That conservative, responsible

and successful newspaper,

The Columbus Citizen, writes our

daily message for us better than

we could write it. We present

it here minus the quotes and com'

mend it to those in the industry

whose knees are weak and whose

spines are jellied and trembling

in the battle against the political

censorship of motion pictures.
* « 4;

T> EAD and consider this as an

--^expression from outside the

motion picture industry

:

«

“THE BIG HOUSE”

Ohio censors finally bar “The

Big House” from the screens

of this state. Theatre patrons

may witness this talking picture

in 47 states, but not in Ohio.

“The Big House” is a screen

drama of a prison rebellion. It

is based on happenings at Auburn
Prison and at Canon City. It was
made before the Ohio Penitenti'

ary holocaust and subsequently

mutiny.
* * *

E^XCEPT to the producers who
lose whatever they might

make in Ohio on the picture, it

may not be important that it be

shown or not shown.
But the precedent set is im'

portant. Shall the whims of

censors or the political timidity of

the politicians at the State House
determine what social problems
shall be treated in the movies?

* *

TJWE saw “The Big Hupse.” To
us it was a depressing pic'

ture, tho a tensely gripping dra-

ma, detailing the responsibility of

society in our prison problem. As
to accuracy, it shows little which
hasn’t happened in one or more

(Continued on page 2)

THEATRE OWNER CONTACT WITH PURLIC

TO RE M.P.T.O.A. PRODUCER SERVICE

FARNUM RETURNS

TO SOUND SCREEN

IN “TEN NIGHTS”

William Farnum, one of the
great actors of the silent drama,
is now back on the screen; this

lime in a speaking and fighting
role playing opposite Tom Sant-
chi with whom he did battle in

“The Spoilers” years ago. The

(Continued on page 2)

MRBkM STANWYCK
AND HUSBAND, ILL

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Bar-
bara Stanwyck, and her movie
husband, Frankie Fay, both are in

the Osteopathic Hospital, here.
Miss Stanwyck, a motion picture
celebrity in her own name, is suf-
fering from a fall down stairs,
and Frankie is suffering from a
sudden attack of appendicitis.
Both are out of danger.

HANCY IN PERSON
For the first time since she left

the ranks of New York’s chorus
girls four years ago to try her
luck in Hollywood, Nancy Carroll
will be seen on a New York stage
on Friday, Oct. 3, when she will
appear in person for one week at
the Brooklyn Paramount Theatre,
during showings of “The Virtuous
Sin.”

L. A. MOVIE FOLK
LEAD IN INSURANCE

LOS AiXOELES, Sept, 24.

—Digging into the records
siiows that motion picture
personaiities form a major-
ity of residents of this city

who carry personai insur-
ance amounting to $1,000,-

000 or over. They are:
Josepli M. Schenck, $5,-

250,000; Jesse Lasky, $5,-

000,000; John Barrymore,
$2,000,000; Cecii B. De-
Mine, $1,750,000; Buster
Keaton and Haroid L.
Arnoid, $1,250,000 each.
Those carrying policies of

$1,000,000 are : Douglas
Fairbanks, A1 Jolson, Mary
Bickford, Will Rogers,
Constancu Talmadge, Nor-
ma Talmadge and Eric von
Stroheim.

Secretary O’Toole Plans

Classifying Mass of Pa-

tron Suggestions for

Use of Studios—Action

Awaits Philadelphia Con-

vention in November

Members of the Board of Direc-
tors, other National Officers and
leaders in the Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of America are now
working on the problem of mak-
ing the Theatre Owner contact
with the public of definite service
to the production end of the busi-
ness.

This will be done through the
general cooperation of 'ill divi-

sions of the industry as the work
at hand calls for as complete
utilization of all forces as poss-
ible. This move originated in the
suggestion by Walter F. Wanger,
General Manager of ProductioTi

(Continued on page 2)

One **Tiffany** is Enough,
Says Jewels to Pictures

ALL BOOKED UP

All of the Rubin Frels tlieati - -

in Texas have gone into the Fed-
erated booking group headed by
Col. H. A. Cole who has complet?d
the major buying lor the coming
year.

PARAMOUNT OFFICIALS COMING EAST
TO INCREASE EASTERN PRODUCTION
Walter F. Wanger, general man-

ager of the production department
of Paramount Publix Corporation,

and B. P. Schulberg, managing di-

rector of production for the same
organization, will leave Hollywood
.'October 10 for the East where
they will launch a program of

increased production at the New

(Continued on page 4)

JOLSON 5-A-DAY

A1 Jolson will make five per-
sonal appearances daily on the
Capitol Theatre stage during his
week’s engagement, which begins
Friday. Back to Broadway after
an absence of five years, Jolson
will appear at approximately
12:20, 2:45, 5:05, 7:30' and 9:50
on Friday.

Tiffany, jewelry, has asked the
Supreme Court to restrain Tiffany,
motion pictures, from using “Tif-
fany” in its corporate name.
Through its counsel, H. William
Fitolson, Tiffany, Motion Pictures,
brings out the tacts that the name
“Tiffany” appears as a noun in

Webster’s Dictionary, that busi-
ness enterprises too numerous to
mention and of countless types use
the name “Tiffany” and that the

(Continued on page 4)

“AFRICA SPEAKS”
HELD OVER AT GLOBE

“Africa Speaks” lias been
lield over a second week at

the Globe Theatre, New
York. The picture has
been playing to standing
room only since it opened
and has set a new record.
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MAIN iTREET

Bill Healy, head of Columbia’s

exploiteers, deserves considerable

credit for that “Africa Speaks’’

lobby display at the Globe * * *

the monkeys jumping about in

their cages and the rliiuocerouses

heads are steadily attracting big

crowds and converting them into

cash customers * * * Alice Joyce

as youthful looking as ever, mak-

ing a ’phone call in the drug store

at 48 street and Seventh avenue
* * * We are in receipt of copy
from Kay JIurray on the West
Coast enclosed in an envelope
badly burned by fire at Marion,
Ohio the twenty-third of this

month* * * the Tiffany Chimp was
in to see us today * * * he drank
up most of our ice water, tried

out all the typewriters and tried

to make away with the boiss’ cane
* * * he’s a very amiable gentle-

man of 28, dressed in flapper

clothes, English cut, with patent
leather shoes, short trousers, slip-

on sweater and everything * * *

if the pictures are as good as the
monk himself they should make
money * * * Joe Schenck, the Big
Fillum Man, talking confidentially
with some unknown in front of

729 Seventh avenue * * * Joe
Chimp became so enthusiastic at
the preview of his own shorts that
his master had to eject him from
Mr. Mills projection room * * *

J(te was full of clam juice and
couldn’t get-together * * * Joe,
by the bye, doesn’t know it, but
he’s a (1 m fine actor * * * Tif-
fany officials have a Jim Dandy-
in Joe * * * remember when Jim
Dandy won that 100-1 shot at the
Spa last sum. * ** Olen Allvine
has a smart staff around him over
on .56th street * * * Mike Sinunons,
don’t forget, is the new leader of
the Big Ad Men * * * Joe Rifkin,
who is p.a.’n Joe Chiinj* knows
his previews * * * and that y-oung
lady he has serving clam juice
isn’t hard to look at * * * there’s
a lady-fiddler in the Capitol
orchestra * * * she can fiddle, too
we always wanted to own a bull
fiddle * * * JEajor Bowes’ orches-
tra still wears Palm beaches * * *

and * * * why not, what with all

this July weather in Sept. * * *

Make Spanish Talkies

For Latin Countries
THEATRE OWNERS TO

CONTACT PUBLIC
(Continued from page 1)

for the Paramount-Publix Com-
pany, made at a recent meeting
of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers, that Production Man-
agers were at a loss at times to

know what the public wanted.
President Michael Simmons, of

that organization, is intent on
making his term constructive in

every way, and this is one of the
bigger opportunities.
Speaking of this move. National

Secretary M. J. O’Toole of the
M. P. T. 0. of A. said: “The plan
simply proposes the gathering of

public opinion with respect to the
kind of pictures most desired and
then classifying it and making it

as applicable as possible to the
work of Production Managers.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — An
all-Spanish production made ex-
clusively for the Latin countries
will go into production shortly
at the Larry Darmour Studios on
Santa Monica Boulevard, F.C.
Tamayo is here in the interests
of the Amer-Anglo Pictures Co.,

an international corporation locat-

ed in New York City, and spon-
sors of the contemnlated picture.

Arthur Lee, well-known New York
exporter of motion pictures is

president of the company. Shoot-
ing is to begin next month.

In this way they will always have
something definite to guide them.
The coming Philadelphia Con-

vention of the Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of America will

evolve a concrete plan to secure
and use public opinion on I’icture

Production in the same way. This
Convention will be held on Novem-
ber 10, 11 and 12.

FARNUM RETURNS IN TEN NIGHTS”
(Continued from page 1)

picture is no less a dramatic
classic than “Ten Nights in a Bar-
room’’ and Willis Kent is its pro-

ducer. The picture was made in

California but is now in New York
and, save for the finishing touches
and the re-cutting of the footage,

is about ready for release.

“Ten Nights in a Barroom” was
a stage success for so many years
that we hesitate to mention the
number. Then it was a clean-up
as a silent picture and the grand
old dramatic property now- reap-
pears in new form as a juicy meal
for the hungry masses. Whether
you are interested in the repeal
of the Eighteenth amendment or
in its enforcement, this picture

deals with the problem of the
saloon and that institution now
has no outspoken friends anyway.
The cast includes Phillis Bar-

rington, a beautiful young woman
who is a sound screen find, Robert
Frazer, Johnny Darrow, Thomas
Jefferson, Lionel Belmjore, Rose-

mary Theby, Harry Todd and a
number of others whose names
mean something.
We saw the semi-final draft of

the picture yesterday in a projec-
tion room and we believe that an-
other box office buster has bloom-
ed into being overnight. Of
course, this dramatic piece never
was intended for the little theatre
or the intelligentsia, but it’s a
mighty offering for the masses and
Lhe sound screen version is tre-

mendously human and full of

sympathetic appeal. Farnum’s
work as the drunkard is a tre-

nrendously dramatic performance
and his stage experience and fine

speaking voice stand him in good
stead. Tom Santchi will be sought
after by the spoken screen im-
mediately this picture is released
and the fight scene is greater than
the original “Spoilers” fight

which was the sensation of its day.

Watch this one! It’s got sumpin’I
A. J.

OHIO SPEAKS ON CENSORSHIP
(Continued from page 1)

American prisons in the past two

years, even tho the story is fic^

tion.
* * *

jVI OREOVER, it demonstrates

-^’--the accepted and conven'

tional virtues. Wrongdoing is

punished. Reformation triumphs

over a hard road. Prison rebel-

lions are futile. The way to

happiness is right living. Crime
doesn’t pay.

• * *

J
UST how the Ohio censors

could see harm in this picture

is more than we can understand.

It certainly would cause no youth

to want to go to prison.

It does show responsibility of

the people in general and politici-

ans in particular for prison condi-

tions, and therein may lie the

clew to the rejection of “The

Big House.’’ It also shows the

terrible results of thickheaded,

corrupt and unjust law enforce-

ment.
• « *

A S said before, it is unimpor-

tant to the people of Ohio

whether or not they ever see “The
Big House.’’ They already have

read in the newspapers, report-

ing facts, everything and more

than is shown in this picture.

But the assumption of the

censors that they have the right

to limit the discussion of social

problems, for fear of political ef-

fect, is important—it is a direct

blow at the liberty of thought and
action which is basic in our theory

of government.

TIFFANY PREVIEWS
NEWEST SHORTS

CHIMP SHORTiS
(The BUmp Mystery)

Tiffany has a better bet in the

Chimp series of shorts than “Legs”
Diamond has in the beer racket
—and that’s saying a lot if you’re
acquainted with what “Legs” is

doing financially. This w.k.

Chimp, Snookie, or, getting dov/n
to Broadway lingoe, I. M. Chimp,
is a wonder and don’t let anyone
tell you he isn’t. If Tiffany
doesn’t register on the dark side

of the ledger, 100 per cent profit

on this almost-human animal of

the jungles, then this reviewer has
spent 15 years in the movie game
in vain.

Two of Chimp’s offerings were
shown yesterday in private pre-

view for the trade, “The Blimp
Mystery”, and “The Little Cover-
ed Wagon.” It is rather diffl.cult

to choose between the two for

real box-office value. Both are 100
per cent and this is written by a

guy who has to see something real

worth-while before he puts his

stamp of approval on it.

Taking the first, “The Blimp
Mystery.” It’s what one of Sime
Silverman’s reviewers would call

a ‘natural’. This jungle guy,
“Snookie”, is a natural-born act-

or, if you know what I mean.
Whoever wrote the dialogue for

this series immediately should be
placed under a long-term contract,

given a meal ticket, and carte
blanc expense account. He, or

she, supplied something that is

“gold in them thar hills.” This
Blimp Mystery” takes for its plot

the activities of the w.k. Sherlock
Holmes and his w.k. adjutant.

Dear Watson. William (Jillette

(no connection with the razor
guy) never gave a greater per
formance on the stage than this

guy. Chimp, gives,
* * «

The Little Covered Wagon
“The Little Covered Wagon” is go-
ing to outdo its famous predeces-
sor, “The Covered Wagon” by
many leagues, simiply because it

has struck a new note in screen
presentation, supplemented, of

course, by Old Man Sound.
It’s great, and that isn’t cover-

ing half the ground. Whoever
synchronized this subject did an
admirable job and and his name
should be shouted from the house-
tops. We don’t know his name or
we would put it in CAPS here.

Superb!
If Tiffany doesn’t make its in-

come tax on this one, this re-

viewer is plain crazy.
J. L. K

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Sept. 24, 1930

Paramount F-L . 53% 54(4 —

2

Warner Bros 25% 26%— %
Warner Bros. Pre. 47 57 — %
Fox Film “A” 45 46% —1%
Loew’s Inc 71% 73% — %
Radio K-A-0 2914 30(4 — Vz
Pathe Exchange ... 3’% 3 Vs — %
Pathe “A” 8% 8 '4
Con. F. Ind 17(4 17(4 — Vs

Con. F. Ind. Pre... 19’% 20

Curb Market
Columbia Piet. 36% 36% —

2

Fox Theatre “A”.. 8% 8% — '4

Nat. Screen 24% 24% — %



HOLLYWOOD
SPEAKING!

^^WAR NURSE BEST OF YEAR.
SUPERB. DESTINED FOR
LONG RUNS!’’—Hollywood Daily Reporter

' )

METRO -GOLDWYN - MAYER
Continuing the pace which

has eiectrified the industry!
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MULTICOLOR CAMERA SCHOOL

,

ORGANIZED BY HOWARD HUGHES
<>

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— How-
ard Hughes, multi-millionaire oil

drill nmn and picture producer,
has established a school for color
instructiou of cameramen at the
Metropolitan sound studios on Las
Palmas Avenue. Classes will be
under the tutelage of Tony Gaudio,
Harry Perry, Billy 'Williams, Hal
Mohr and Alvin Wyckoff, presi-
dent of the American Society of
Cinematographers. All studios
have been invited to send their
cameramen to the Multicolor
plant to become acquainted with
the new Multicolor process.
According to Howard B. Lewis,

general manager, the new million-
dollar laboratory of Multicolor in
Hollywood will be completed by
Nov. 15. The new plant, employ-
ing 200 men, will have a maximum
capacity of 3,000,000 feet of Multi-
color per week. Meanwhile the
concern is operating at its old
location, supplying Multicolor to
Universal, Premier Productions,
Monarch Pictures, Brown-Nagel
Productions and other producers
now active in production.
Nationwide expansion plans are

under way, and 35 industrial lab-
oratories throughout the countrv
have already been leased to turn
out educational and advertising
films in Multicolor.

BIRTHDAY DINNER TO
HARRY HIRSCHFIELD

The net proceeds of the testi-

monial birthday dinner to Harry
Hirshfield, cartoonist, to be given
at the Commodore Hotel on Octo-
ber 11 will be divided among five

theatrical charitable organizations:
the Catholic Actors Guild, the
Jewish Theatrical Guild of Ameri-
ca, the N. 'V. A. the Actor’s Fund
of America and the Episcopal The-
atrical Guild.

Tickets may be obtained at the
following offices: Michael Koses,
chairman of the dinner, at 1133
Broadway; Manny Kalish, 1382
Broadway, and at the Arrow Ticket
Agency, 1539 Broadway.

DREDGER AND PLANEjS

THRILL IN “DARK STAR”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU Sol
Clark, purciiasing head at the M-
G-M studios, had to locate and ob-
tain a clamshell dredger and two
aquaplanes for thrill scenes in
“Dark Star’’ in which Marie Dress-
ier and Wallace Beery are fea-
tured. George Hill directed.

ONE ^FFANY’ ENOUGH
(Continued from page 1)

picture company has been using
it for the last ten years.
“The objections to the corpor-

ate title of Tiffany Productions,
Inc., after a continuous and un-
interrupted use of the name for
approximately ten years is both
sudden and dilatory,” said Mr,
Fitelson. “The title ‘Tiffany’,

when applied to motion pictures,
is as much an institution as the
same name applied to jewelry.

O.K. “FLIRTING WIDOW”
FOR WHOLE FAMILY

A bulletin issued by the Cana-
dian Council of Child and Family
Welfare listing motion pictures
suitable for the entire family in-

cludes “The Flirting Widow,” the
First National picture featuring
Dorothy Mackaill,

This bulletin is issued by the
Canadian Government Motion Pic-
ture Bureau at Ottawa. It says
with regard to “The Flirting Wid-
ow”: “Film version of the stage
play ‘Green Stockings,’ A Whole-
some, amusing dramatization suit-

able for family showing.”

FEJOS TO DIRECT
“THE GREAT LOVER”

Paul Fejos, European director

who made “Broadway” and “La
Marseillaise” since coming to this

country has been engaged by Me-
tro-Goldwyn-Mayer to make “The
Great Lover,” an adaptation of the
stage play in which Leo Ditrich-
stein starred. Lucien Hubbard is

now adapting the play of the
screen and preparing the dialogue.

William Hornbeck has just com-
pleted the final cutting on “Racket
Cheers”, Mack Sennett’s new short
feature which deals with the story

of a Racketeer done in a comedy
way. Hornbeck claims this to be
one of the outstanding' shorts that
has been made by Mack Sennett.
Andy Clyde is starred.

* * *

Dimitri Tiomkin has completed
the score for Edwin Carewe’s talk-

ing version of “Resurrection,” for

Universal, to co-star John Bo’es
and Lupe 'Velez. Actual product! ju

is scheduled to start this week.
* « «

Nikolai Nadejine is resting at

Santa Barbara folowing a strenu-
ous series of engagements. While
vacationing he expects to coTitinue
work upon a book of verse he is

preparing, tracing the history of

Russian music from its inception.
« * 4>

Robert Lord, supervisor on First
National lot, is in New York for

a three weeks inspection of new
stage plays.

* * *

George Duryea is at Santa Cruz,
Cal., filming scenes for “Tol’able
David” the Columbia special, in

which he plays the “brother”
role.

* * *

Jack Gain, former studio man-
ager at Universal, is now with
Joyce-Selznick agency, handling
talent.

« « •

Catherine Dale Owen has com-
pleted her leading role in “To-
day” the picture Harry Sherman
is making for Majestic at Tec-
Art studios.

DID CLARA “STOP”
CHECKS FOR CRAPS?

LOS A_NGELES, Sept. 24.

—Be it known that Clara
Bow asserts: “I always pay
any honest debts prompt-
ly.” This was in reply to

an inquiry whether, as
charged, she had stopped
payment on $13,000 in

checks given to cover her
losses in games of roulette,

21, chuck-a-liick and craps
which she was alleged to

have sustiiined at Calneva
Lodge, a Lake Tahoe re-

sort, Janies McKay, one of

the proprietors of that re-

sort, says tlie checks in

question were signed “Clara
Bow” by a “vivacious red-
headed girl” and were ac-

cepted and came back
bearing the legend, “pay-
ment stopped.” Clara Bow
has the last word to date,

saying that she will gladly
accept service of any
“legal” documents.

“THE OFFICE VI^IFE”

STARTS TOMORROM^

“The Office Wife,” Warner Bros,
special based on the novel by
Faith Baldwin, will open at the
Winter Garden tomorrow, replac-
ing A1 Jolson in “Big Boy”.

Ben Lyon is going to put Jimmy
Triantas, 14-year old orphan
newsboy, through college, in ap-
preciation for what Jimmy did re-

cently in tipping him off that a
youth from New York was out-

side the studio ready to shoot the

actor.
* « «

Florence Walleck is James
Cruze’s new press agent.

* « *

Rex Bell, who was being groom-
ed for Western roles by Fox, and
has been on the payroll for the
past three years, has been let out.

«t « «

The western premier of “Whoo-
pee”, scheduled for the United
Artists theatre in Los Angeles for

October 8, is being anticipated
with unusual interest. Two prin-
cipal factors involved are the un-
usual beauty of the production
which is filmed throughout in

Technicolor, and the affiliation of

Samuel Goldwyn and Florenz
Ziegfeld as producers.

* « «

Mary Bickford has issued an-
nual passes to her pee-wee golf
links “The Wilshire” to the press
boys and girls, which apparently
hasn’t been thought of by Richard
Barthelmess, Jackie Coogan and
Bill Seiter, who also run putt-putt
courses on the side.

« * *

Warner Bros, have closed their
Sunset blvd. studio until about
Christmas. Several writers will

start work again about Dec. 1 but
there will be no actual shooting
until Jan. 1.

Hollywood Gossip
By BAY MURRAY

4 MARX BROTHERS

IN RKO VAUDEVILLE

RKO yesterday announced the

engagement of The Four Marx

Brothers tor a limited period in

RKO vaudeville. This comedy

quartette will open the RKO
Flushing Theatre on Saturday of

this week. After this engagement,

they will appear at the RKO
Albee in Brooklyn and the RKO
Keith’s Palace in New York City.

This engagement is said to call

for the largest salary ever paid

an individual stage attraction in

vaudeville.

‘‘HALF SHDT” BLOCKS
ST. LOUIS TRAFFIC

“Half Shot at Sunrise” is break-

ing all house records at the RKO
St. Louis Theatre and an extended

run is contemplated with this Ra-

dio Picture, according to Charles

Rosenzweig, General Sales Manag-
er. In addition, he has been wired

by Earl W. Penrod, St. Louis Ex-

change Manager, that traffic was
blocked for hours at the opening,

with the police finding it impos-

sible to handle the crowd.

“BIG HOUSE” “NAMES”
BUSY ON “SECRET 6”

“The Secret Six,” an original ad-

venture story will bring together

several of the persons responsible

for M-G-M’s “The Big House.”
George Hill, who mjade “The Big

House,” will direct “The Secret

Six” and Wallace Beery will have

a prominent role. Frances Marion,

who prepared the script of the

prison story, also wrote “The Se-

cret Six.”

PARA OFFICIALS DUE
(Continued from page 1)

York studio.

Wanger and Schulberg will be
accompanied by Sam Jaffe, pro-

duction manager at the Hollywood
studios and Ernst Lubitsch, who
will assuniie his new duties as su-

pervising director at the East
Coast plant upon his arrival.

This will mark Schulberg’s first

trip East in his new capacity to

which he was appointed sever >1

weeks ago when Jesse L. Lasky
coordinated the operation and per-

sonnel of Paramount’s world wide
production organization.

According to plans announced
today the New York studio will be
taxed to capacity by its unusu-
ally heavy production schedule.
“The Royal Family” with Ina
Claire, Fredrlc Farch, Mary Brian
and Henrietta Crossman; “The
Best People” with Miriam Hop-
kins, Charles Starrett and Frank
Morgan, and Ed Wynn’s comedy
vehicle, “Manhattan Mary” now
are being filmed there.

Early starting dates have been
given for “Two Against Death.”
starring Nancy Carroll, a Clau-
dette Colbert story to be directed
by Dorothy Arzner and a picture
to be personally directed by Ernst
Lubitsch.



A HELLUVA GOOD PICTURE

ABOUT HEAVEN!

^'OUTWARD BOUND” is the talking picture

that has caused all the talking. Its amazing success

at the Hollywood Theatre on Broadway is a forecast

of the tremendous sensation it will cause from coast

to coast.

The critics have used only superlatives to describe

this remarkable picture. That the public shares the

enthusiasm of these expert judges is reflected in the

capacity crowds at every performance since the

opening day.

^'OUTWARD BOUND” is the something different

so eagerly sought for by every exhibitor. Nothing

quite like it has ever been seen on the screen before.

It is based on Sutton Vane’s internationally celebrated

play and was directed by Robert Milton. Its distin-

guished cast includes Leslie Howard, Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., Beryl Mercer, Dudley Digges, Alison

Skipworth, Helen Chandler, Alec B. Francis and

Montagu Love.

OUTWARD
BOUND''

Heavenly Picture of a Heavenly Hell!



FIRST
NATIONAL
gives you the edge

on the industry

with the greatest

line-up of hits in

history » ^ *

and now —

From Warner Bros.

Hollywood Theatre,

Los Angeles

'Tremendous

Success.

Holding for

Second Week
Ann Harding

Sensational."

with

JAMES RENNIE
HARRY BANNISTER
J. Farrell MacDonald " Bert Roach

Based on the play by David Belasco

A John Francis Dillon Production

Vitophone" is the registered trode mork of the Vitophone Corp. designating tts products.
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The Spend Five

Dollars Movement
By

NOW that he is free again to

speak his mind and give of

his experience in the motion pic'

ture field for its good and better-

ment R. F. Woodhull, the amaz;-

ing Pete, has made a suggestion

for solving the country’s depres-

sion problem. It is simplicity it-

self— let every man and woman
in America spend five dollars!

« « «

DROADLY this means that all

who can afford to go out and
spend five dollars should do it for

any commodity, substantial ®r

frivolous, and that those who can

spend more should do so to make
up for those who can’t negotiate

the half a saw buck. If the five

dollar average were to be main-

tained half a billion dollars would
go immediately into circulation

and trade stimulation would set

the wheels of progress in full

turning all over the land.
* * *

^T^HE motion picture industry of

itself doesn’t need this stimu-

lation but its rewards for father-

ing or cooperating in such a cam-
paign would fully repay the ef-

fort. Pete Woodhull insists the

idea is not original but that its

practical value is not to be ques-

tioned. We agree with him. We
believe that anything that will

(Continued on page 2)

CARL LAEMIHLE
WILL BROADCAST

AT RADIO FAIR

Carl Laemmle tonight
will broadcast over a na-
tional liooknp at the World
Radio Fair, at the Winter
Garden, speaking from
Tone-O-Graph’s booth, on
the first public talking
sound tests ever made.

GROWTH OF LONG RUNS THROUGHOUT U. S.

PROVES PROSPERITY IS HERE -C. J. SCOLLARO

REGINA CREWE

GUEST PRESIDENT

AT AMPA LUNCH

Regina Crewe, the popular mo-
tion picture critic of the New York
American, was guest president yes-
terday at the A. M. P. A. presid-
ing at the welcoming ceremonies to

the newly elected chief officer,

Michael Simmons.
Miss Crewe called for coopera-

tion on previews and urged a clos-
er association between the persons

(Continued on page 2)

COLUMBIA SOCIAL CLUB
TO DANCE IN OCTOBER

An informal dance, to be held
sometime in Octoiber, has been
scheduled to inaugurate the Fall
activities of the “Columbians,” the
social organization of the em-
ployees of the ColumSbia Pictures

(Continued on page 7)

SPRINGER CIRCUIT

BOOKS SPECIALS

The Springer-Cocalis Circuit,
operating fifteen theatres in Man-
hattan and New Jersey, has book-
ed a large number of the Uni-
versal new seasonl specials.

This is the eighth independent
chain in Greater New York to sign
up with Universal in the past week.

HANSON MAKES CHANGE
Oscar R. Hanson announces that

Elmer Grace has succeeded Henri
Ellman as manager of the Chicago
Exchange, and the appointment of
Joe Merrick as Mid-west District
Manager, with the following ex-
changes under his supervision:
Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Omaha and Des
Moines.

TONIGHT’S OPENING

“Young Woodley” will

open tonight at the George
>1. Cohan Theatre, the occa-
sion figruring as the first

American premiere of a
British International pic-

ture.

WARNER PRODUCT SOLD
TO FOX THEATRES

Fox Theatres in Upper New
York State, and those in the Chi-
cago territory, will play the en-
tire Warner Bros, current prod-
uct. The Fox Shanberg Circuit,
taking in Kansas and Missouri,
are also hookfed for the Warner
Product in its entirety.

BERLINER ON BROADWAY
The Berliner Acoustic System is

now being installed in the George
M. Cohan Theatre, Broadway and
42nd Street.

Two new finds for the sound
screen, and both in one picture!
One is Genevieve Tobin and the
other is Rose Hobart. Each is

well known to the stage and each

A demonstration of two-way
Television by the Bell Telephone
Laboratories will be one of the
features of the fall meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engine-
ers to be held at the Pennsylvania
Hotel, October 20-23, according to
announcement by the program
committee.

“Wide film standards will re-
ceive its fair share of discussion

(Continued on page 7)

t
Three Months Survey of

Film Theatre Patronage

Cited by Pathe Execu-

tive as Indicative of

Bright Future for the

Industry

“Prosperity is not on the way;
it’s here.” So says C. J. Scollard,

executive vice
president o f

Pathe Ex-
changes, Inc.,

who bases his
opinion on a
survey of con-
ditions in the
motion picture
industry dur-
ing the past
three months.
“An analysis

of our book-
ings,” says
S c o 1 1 a r d ,

‘Pat’ Scollard “shOWS a mOSt
significant number of instances

fits the sound screen as though
born to the purple.

The picture, illuminated by the
presence of these two extraordin-
ary personalities—and they are
extraordinary—is “A Lady Sur-
renders,” which is an added evi-

(Continued ou page 6)

W. E. REPLACEMENTS
NOW TOTAL 1,270

C. W. Bunn, general sales

manager of Electrical Re-
search Products, announced
yesterday a total of 1,270
replacements liy Western
Electric of other types of

sound equipment. Of that
number 215 are in the for-

eign field.

2 WAY TELEVISION DEMONSTRATION

FEATURE OF M. P. ENGINEERS MEETING
^

(Continued on page 6)

Two Screen Finds in One Big
Picture ^The Lady Surrenders*—
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MAIN STREET

L. A. Young’, the big chief at

Tiffany’s, could easily be taken for

a prosperous western cattleman
* * * and an ex-linesman on an
all-American grid team * * * all

rolled into one * * * as a business
man he has few equals * * Eddie
Cantor is in town * * * Warren
\olan says Eddie expects to sing

and talk at Whoopee’s opening
* * * that will be nice, Warren
* * * Gloria Swanson is not in

the Big Town * * * that settles

a question which seenm to have
bothered various screen editors

considerable * * Warren Nolan
again comes to the rescue to say
Gloria must have at least a dozen
doubles flitting around the Big
Stem * * * Clara Bow is in the

headlines again * * * explaining
her loss at gambling in a Cali-

fornia resort, an attache of the

Paramount studio told newspaper-
men * * * \yin Kogers when
charged with introducing Clara to

the gambling tables denied it say-

ing, ‘it would be like introducing
Hoover to the Senate’ * * * Tif-

fany’s Chimp attended the Big Ad
Men’s luncheon yest. * * * Carrol
Graham, one half of Queer People
authorship, was a caller other
day * * * Barney Hntcliinson has
returned to the shade of the palms
in Hollywood * * * Nancy Carroll

is going to make personal appear-
ances * * * Ernst Lubitsch, the

big megaphone man, is due in

these parts soon * * so is Walter
Wanger * * * that new stage play
kidding Hollywood has made a big
hit * * *

SIR THOMAS AT PALACE

Sir Thomas Lipton was a guest
at the RKO Palace Theatre last

night. He was shown, at his re-

quest, news reel of the races in

which the unlucky ‘Shamrock”
was so severely trounced by the
“Enterprise” in the recent races
oft Newport.

NECKLACE FOR ANN
Ann Harding has been present-

ed with a handsome necklace, by
her husband, Harry Bannister, as
proof of his pride in her success
in Bathe’s production of “Holi-
day.”

Musty Mark Hellinger, who
writes a colunfn, “All in a Day”,
in the Daily Mirror, is fast dev-
eloping into a severe pain in the
neck.

Disturbed, doubtless, by the at-

tention given that really clever
scalawag Walter Winchell, Musty
Hellinger, by way of catching the
public eye, has seized upon an oid
and still strange device. In his

column is discovered: “Things I

don’t like of recent days.”

Some of the things, curiously,
that Musty Hellinger doesn’t like

are various photoplays appearing
in our locale, and more particular-
ly one which has been receiving
considerable acclaim.

The question arises: Who cares
an etcetra what Musty Hellinger
loves or loathes?

Now, one of the things this ob-
server doesn’t like and can’t abide
is the “All in a Day” column writ-
ten by Hellinger in the Mirror.

One would imagine that a
springald or alick so devoid of
literary style, pungency or imagin-
ation, one whose daily grist is so
incomprehensibly dull and vapid,
would be a little more consider-
ate of others.

Let Musty Hellinger strive for
a column once in a while that
compares in artistry with seme of
the pictures at which he snoots.
This might ease one’s ennui. As
it lays, he is just a bore and all

of the time!

Fancy, if you can, one as tire-

some as Hellinger being paid for

a column in which he is permit-
ted to tell anybody, beyond an ape
in the Bronx Zoo, what pictures
they should like—or which ones he
dislikes!

It is beyond understanding save
on the theory that there must be
fleas and warts the pediculosi, var-
ious and sundry.

Here is a pathetic ego, lately

developed, that needs a poultice
and then a lance.

The columnist business, as Hel-
linger engages in it, is something
that may ultimately require the at-

tention of the veterinarians who
specialize in donkeys.

Musty Hellinger, in his mess for

Thursday, September 25, admits
he makes use of his column to

vent personal animosities. Read:

“Some years ago I had a slight
argument with Earl Carroll over
a piece of material. I was ex-
tremiely angry at the producer in

those days and I wrote many
things about him that were not
exactly in the best of taste.”

He m.ight have added, also, and
not in the best of style. You get
neither in this “All In A Day”
column—that is, neither taste nor
style. All you get is a lot of bo-
log-nuh.

We love an ego but there should
be 1/10 of 1 percent of justifica-

tion.

DEMILLE INJURED

AFTER YACHTING TRIP

HOLLYWOOD BUREJAU.—Cecil
DeMille while stepping from his
yacht into a dory after a sail on
the Pacific early this week, broke
the ankle of his right foot.

RECINA CREWE IS

GUEST OF AMPAS
(Continued from page 1)

of the press and the persons of
publicity. Telegrams of congratu-
lations to Mr. Simmons and the
organization were received from
James Cruze, Sam Sax, Joe
Brandt, Charles K. Rogers, Harry
H. Thomas, Jack Alicoate and Jack
Dempsey, and speeches were made
by Bud Rogers, Mr. Simmons sec-
retary Miss Spargo, Mr. Simmons
and the first president of the or-
ganization.

The Tiffany Chimp arrived be-
fore the luncheon at the Dixie and
was over and aroused considerable
enthusiasm.

THE SPEND FIVE

DOLLARS MOVEMENT
(Continued from page 1)

stop money hoarding will help

trade and break through and dis-

sipate the fogs of depression like

a kindly and blazing sun.
* « *

rTERE’S an activity for the

groups that want to help.

It could be organized and
carried through at small expense.

The radio and the newspapers

would join in if intelligently ap-

proached. It’s the season for

starting things — especially the

putting of money into circulation.

We’ll shoot our five today as evi-

dence of good faith.

“ESCAPADE” CHOSEN
FOR LAYE’S FIRST

“Escapade” is the final title of
Evelyn Laye’s first picture. Louis
Bromfield wrote it. “Lilli” was
the working title under which
George Pitzmaurice directed for
Samuel Goldwyn. John Boles,
Leon Errol, Lilyan Tashman and
Hugh Cameron are in the sup-
porting cast. It is Goldwyn’s
second musical picture. The first

was “Whoopee”, with Eddie
Cantor.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Sept. 25, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 54% 54% — %
Warner Bros 25% 25% — %
Fox Film “A” 46y8 47% +lVs
Loew’s Inc, 73 73% — %
Loew’s Inc. Pre. ... 98% 98% -1-1

Radio K-A-0 28% 2814 —214
Pathe Exchange ... 3% 4% -1- %
Pathe “A” 814 8%
Con. P. Ind 17 17 — %
Con. P. Ind. Pre... 19% 19% — %

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 35% 35% —1%
Fox Theatre “A”... 8% 8%

M

li
anytime!

UP THE
RIVER

The folks are always home "Up the River." They
won’t clisappointyou,and there’s alwaysenough
in the house for company.

That’s the spirit of the Fox Movietone, "Up the

River," the merriest drama of the season.

The public will eat this one up. It’s novel enough
to tickle them, and the laughs are high voltage

and high frequency.

Come in ahead of the other fellow on this. It’s

a natural.

FOX SUPER-COMEDY
Directed by JOHN FORD
with a cost of winners

Sfory by Mourine Watkins



A Man’s Picture!

A Woman’s Picture!

Everybody’s Picture!

EVERYWHERE!
LEWIS AYRES

Now playing S.R.O.

day and date at six

premier Stanley Houses

in Philadelphia

VrCSTfRN fRONT

STANLEY
ORPHEUM
PALACE

STATE
UPTOWN
CIRCLE

FOLLOWED BY 20 OTHER
DAY AND DATE BOOKINGS
Wiskart

Capitol

Alhambra
Commodore
Lindley

Lawndale

Ogontz
Holmes
Astor
Fairmont

Richmond
Palace

Rexy
Liberty

Keystone

Market Street

Sixty-ninth Street

Felton

Colony
Leader

and packing them in at the world’s greatest

theatre on Broadway

THE ROXY
with Louis Wolheim, Lewis Ayres, Slim Summerville, John Wray

Directed by LEWIS MILESTONE

has thrilled 3,000,000
will thrill 30,000,000 more

FIRST IN FEATURES
FIRST IN SHORTS

FIRST IN FIRST RUNS EVERYWHERE



PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY 1

NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT

The filing time as shown in the date line on fuU-rate telegrams and day letters, i

Received at

r>l 21 36 DL 1 EXTRA=UTICA NY ;

BUDDY ROGERS, SONO ART W0 RL£

1501 BR0ADWAY=

CONGRATULATIONS ON PRODUCIN

AS RENO STOP NOTHING BUT Pf

ROLANDS RETURN TO THE SCREi

r S
Class of Service

This is a full-rate

Telegram or Cable-
gram unless its de-
ferred character is in-

dicated by a* suitable

sign above or preced-

ing the address*

S r

FIRST RUN SHOWING IN ANY £

, L J CARKEY MANAGER



TiaSM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
1201 S

SIGNS
DL = Day Letter

NM = Night Message

NL = Night Letter .

LCO = Deferred Cable

NLT = Cable Letter

WLT = Week-End Letter

J. C. WILLEVER, FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT r

aae of receipt at destination as shown on all messages, is STANDARD TIME.
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UCH A MARVELOUS PRODUCTION
I

E FROM OUjR PATRONS UPON RUTH

5T0P THIS'PICTURE WORTHY OF
i'

'XE THEATER=

)LYMPIC THEATER. 253P.
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RIOTING BARS GERMAN TALKIES

FROM THEATRES IN PRAGUE
PRAGUE, Sept. 25.—Following

two outbreaks of violence between
Czech Fascists and German resi-

dents of Prague, motion picture

theatres here were ordered yester-

day to suspend temporarily the use

of talkies in German.

This order is intended to allay

anti-German feeling among the

Slavonic population. Czechs, on
the other hand, were warned not

to congregate on the streets with-

out permission of the police. There
was a stormy outburst between
German and Czech Dei>uties in

PaiTiampnt this morning.

Nine policemen were injured yes-

terday while protecting Germans
against a group of Czechs, fifteen

of whom were arrested.

MkY B0LEY JOINS

“FIOHTING CARAVANS”

May Boley, rotund comedienne
of “The Dance of Life” and
“Dangerous Curves,” has been
cast in one of the principal char-
acter parts in “Fighting Cara-
vans”. Paramount’s filmization of

Zane Grey’s story relating the epic
struggle carried on over new
ti'ails by frontiersmen of “The
Covered Wagon.’’

Announcement that Miss Boley
v/ill portray the character of an
early western woman piloting a
group of dance hall girls across
country to the gold fields of Cali-

fornia was made today by B. P.

Schulberg, managing director of

production for Paramount.

“FAST AND LOOSE”
NEW FILM TITLE

The title, “Fast and Loose.” has
been finally chosen for the Para-
inoiint picture tentatively called

“The Best People,” from the
Broadway stage success of that
name by Avery Hopwood. The
picture has lately been in pro-

duction at the New York studi )

under the direction of Fred New-
meyer. Di the cast are Carol
Lombard, Frank Morgan, Miriam
Hopkins and Charles Starrett.

ANNUAL PATHE DANCE

SATURDAY EVENING

Pathe’s Home Office and New
York exchange employees will hold
their annual entertainment and
dance at the Hotel Astor on Sat-
urday evening.
The committee is composed of

Edward Israel, James Boyie, Al-
bert Helmes, Harry Belitsky, Gert-
rude Sternbake, Joseph Katzoff.
Rutgers Neilson is handling the
entertainment.

M-G-M BORROWS LEROY

Mervyn Leroy, First National di-

rector, has been borowed by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer to direct “Girls
Together,” an adaptation of Mil-
dred Cram’s serial story of the
same name.

LOCAL CLOWNS GO BIG

AS STREET BALLYHOO

SEATTLE.—Fred Marcy cashed
in on the tact that two local fel-

lows played clowns in Pathe’s cir-

cus thriller, “Swing High” and en-
gaged the duo. known as “Silvers
and Mickey” to l)allyhoo this at-

traction in each of the towns un-
der his supervision The clowns,
one tall and slim and the other
short and stout, stopped traffic

with their antics in an old Ford
and tliey also did a fifteen minute
act in the theatres.

CHASE TO BEGIN
ON NEW COMEDY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Char-
ley Chase will start shooting on a
new comedy next week. The story

I

has to do with a singing trouba-
! dour. This v,rill be the fourth of

his Hal Roach-M-G-M comedies for

the current season.

TIFFANY WESTERNS IN

62 PUBLIX TOWNS
Pulilix has booked Tif-

fany’s entire output of Bob
Steele and Rex Lease west-
erns in 62 towns. There are
six in each series, as re-

ported yesterday.

NEW BOW FILM STARTS

PARAMOUNT TOMORROW

Clara Bow will appear as the

unblushing bride in her newest
picture, “Her Wedding Night,”

coming to the New York and
Brooklyn Paraniiount Theatres to-

morrow.
In this farce comedy, based on

Avery Hopwood’s famous play,

“Little Miss Bluebird,” Sheets
Gallagher and Ralph Forbes be-
come the two “husbands,” with
Charlie Ruggles as the conniving
third party. Rosita Morono,
Geneva Mitchell and Natalie King-
ston are others featured in the

cast.

dence of the revival of excellence
and a bid for screen leadership
on the part of Universal. Carl
Laemmle, the father, can be proud
of Carl Laemmle, the son, for the
production is another one of this

young genius’ successes.

“A Lady Surrenders” is from
the story by John Erskine and
w'as directed by John M. Stahl. It

is a triangle—two women and one
man, the man being Conrad
Nagle. In brief, the story demon-
strates the futility of fooling with
the affections of a good man and
evidences the old rule that the
other girl will get him if you do.

In the cast are Basil Rathbone,
Edgar Norton, Carmel Meyers,
Franklin Pangborn, Vivian Oak-
land and Grace Cunard and a su-
perb selection it is. The picture
is beautifully played, charmingly
scened and an offering of the very
highest class. It opens at the
Paramount Theatre on October 3

and will be a distinct dramatic
ornament to that distinctive house.

A. J.

2 SCREEN FINDS IN ‘LADY SURRENDERS’
^ (Continued from page 1)

PARAMOUNT PEP CLUB
ANNUAL READY

The Paramount Pep Club An-
nual for l!t30 has just been issued
to members as a preliminary to

the Club’s inauguration dinner
which w'ill be lield at 6:30 p.m.,

October 16 in the Grand Ball Room
of the Astor Hotel.

BRITISH TALENT HERE

Grade Fields, recently arrived
from London will appear at the

Palace Saturday and tw'o of her
comnatriots, Billy Caryll and
Hilda Mundy. will land in time
to watch her first performance on
this side of the Atlantic. Mr
Caryll and Miss Miindy are come-
dv stars of the headline order in

their native land. They will open
at the Palace, October 4.

LONG RUN GRO’
PROSPERITY

(Continued from page 1)

where our current Ann Harding

picture ‘Holiday’ has heen run

for two, three and four weeks in

theatres where a single week’s

run has heen tlie rule and an even
greater percentage of instances

where tlie jiieture lias lieen held
for a full week in theatres that

!iaie lierelcfore exhihited pietnres
for hilt tliree or four days.

“It is notable that these in-

^reases in the length of runs are
spread over all fypes of com-
munities but particularly in the

honie town’ localities such as
Rockford. 111., or Perth AmJjoy,
M. J., which is conclusive proof
that the public has money and is

wiPing to spend it if given a little

TH PROVES
HERE-SCOLLARD

extra value in the matter of

quality.

“'rhis tact is further proved by
the noteworthy successes of Con-
stance Bennett’s current pictures

‘Common Clay’ and ‘Three Paces
East’, and the M-G-M picture, ‘The
Big House.’
“The public is prone to neglect

theatrical entertainment in times
of industrial stress,” stated Scol-
lard, “therefore, w'hen the records
of the past three months show'
vastly increased patronage for tie

better grades of motion picture
entertainm.ent, it is an obvious
sign that prosperity is here in a

snirit that only needs the incen-
tive of offering better values for

it to make material form in the
shape of public buying.”

FOOTBALL SERIES SOLD

TO LEADING CIRCUITS

Pathe’s Knute Rockne football

series of six subjects are being

booked by leading circuits for

showings from coast to coast. The
RKO, Publix, Saenger, Dent, But-
terfield, Dolle, Fieber and Shea,
Vanderschmidt, Interstate (New
England) and the Lightman cir-

cuits are among those that will

show these sport.s specials pro-

duced by Terry Ramsaye.

GRETA GARBG TO PLAY
ROLE OF GERMAN SPY

When she completes w'ork in

“Inspiration” Greta Garbo will

play the part of Mata Hari, the

daring German spy who became
the toast of Paris during the
World War. Benjamin Glazer is

now preparing the continuity and
dialogue of “Mata Hari,” and it is

probable that this film will be
placed in production as soon as
“Inspiration” is completed. Clar-
ence Brown will direct.

ROBERT PARRISH CAST
IN “RIGHT TO LOVE”

Robert Parrish, the “kid broth-
er” of more than twenty Holly-
w'ood stars, will portray the fra-

ternal role once more in Ruth
Chattel-ton’s starring picture for

Paramount “The Right to Love.”
As Miss Chatterton’s mischievous
brother, young Parrish completes
his seventy-sixth screen role since
his arrival in Hollywood five years
ago.

LEE TRACY SIGNED
FOR TIFFANY FILM

Lee Tracy has been signed by
James Cruze Productions for a
leading role in “She Got What She
Wanted”, the first Tiffany special
under that direction. Tracy has
received much recognition for his

portrayals in “Lilliom”, and “Big
Time”, he also has many stage
successes to his credit, including
“Broadway”, and “The Front Page”

“DAWN PATROL” AT HIP.

Dick Barthelmess in “The Dawn
Patrol” opens at the Hippodrome
tomorrow, and Cab Calloway with
his orchestra tops the eight act
vaudeville programme. Wi'. n Cab
Calloway are Blanche Cadow-ay.
Joie, Peewee and Freddie “Snake-
hips” Taylor.
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ENDORSE 6 WARNER PICTURES

DERR PLACES NEW

COMEDY IN PRODUCTION

President E. B. Derr wired the

Pathe home office yesterday that

“Her Hero,” Daphne Pollard’s

second starring vehicle under her

new contract had just been plac-

ed in production under the super-

vision of Fred Lalley and the di-

rection of Arch Heath.

Monte Carter, director and au-

thor of Pathe shorts, wrote the

story especially for Miss Pollard

and it will be released under the

Melody brand. Principals with the

star are Lucille Williams, Don
Dilloway and Ray Cooke.

Derr has assigned Hugh Cum-
msings to prepare the third Daphne
Pollard vehicle.

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
VISITING MEXICO

Robert Armstrong, Pathe player,

with work completed on “Big
Money,” in which he is featured

with Eddie Quillan and James
Gleason, is making a three weeks’
visit to Mexico City. Frank Mc-
Hugh, well known character act-

or, is accomipanying Armstrong.
In the Mexican capitol, the Pathe-
ites will join forces with Tay Gar-
nett, director, who recentiy com-
pleted “Her Man” for Pathe, .nd

his wife Patsy Ruth Miller for a
tour to points of interest in

Mexico.

BROWN IN PERSON WITH
‘‘MAYBE IT’S LOVE”

Joe E. Brown, featured in War-
ner Bros.’ “Maybe It’s Love,” will

make a personal appearance at

the Jersey City Stanley. His
schedule calls for his entry on
Friday.

“Maybe It’s Love” is set for re-

lease October 4. Co-featured with
Brown in this football featurij are
Joan Bennett, James Hall, and the
all-American football team.

WARNERS ONLY WIN
FAIR WEEK CAPACITY

Eli Mullinax, owner of the Audi-
torium Theatre, Delphos, Kansas,
decided to show nothing but War-
ner Bros, pictures during the en-
tire week of the North' Ottawa
County District Fair. He showed
nine attractions, a new picture
daily and for each of the three
matinees. The result was capa-
city business.

COLUMBIA SOCIAL CLUB
TO OANCE IN OCTOBER

(Continued from page 1)

Corp. home office and New York
exchange.

The officers responsible for the
growth of this club since its in-

auguration last Spring, are
Jeanne Dressier, president; Morti-
mer Wormser, "Vice-president;
Richard Phillpott, Treasurer;
Ruth Greenfield, Secretary; and
Etta Le Voff, Financial Secretary.

“PAINTED DESERT”
COMPANY IS FACED
WITH BAD BREAKS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
Howard Higgin, director,

and the Fathe company
headed by Bill Boyd nho
are on location at Tuba
City, Arizona, are making
excellent progress on “ITie

Fainted Desert,” outdoor
special .

Higgin wired tlie Fatlie

studios here that his worst
day thus far exft)erienced

in the picture game was
the third one on this loca-

tion.

Three members of the

cast were made temporar-
ily ill through the change
of water and altitude.

An important water hole,

imrovised in a desert wasJi,

was overflowed then repair-

^ed and mined again, by
'clondbursts.

The only two mules in

the desert camp, leaped
from an automobile, one
killing itself and the other
miming away.

SHOOT HORSE FILM

W. Ray Johnston announces
production has been started on the

fourth Syndicate Talking West-
ern entitled “The Phantom of the

Desert,” featuring “Starlight”, the

Ace of Wild Horses. This is the

first wild horse story to be film-

ed as a sound picture.

John Robertson is shooting
“Madonna of the Streets” at Col.

with Evelyn Brent starred.
* * 4>

Herb. Brenon has a small or-

chestra playing between scenes of

“Beau Ideal” at RKO. It is to

aid the actors in finding a suit-

able mood, according to the di-

rector.
* * «

Wes. Ruggles has about four

more weeks of shooting on “Cim-
arron” the RKO titan produc-
tion.

* « «

Wallace Beery says: “If they
have daylight savings we’ll all be
meeting ourselves confing to work
at quitting time.” Which is

M-G-M contribution to the cam-
paign against daylight savings in

California. All studios are mak-
ing trailers to fit the campaign.

>|C *

Fox will have a big blimp sail-

ing over Hollywood to advertise

“The Big Trail” and direct people
to the Chinese theatre on the
opening night, Oct. 2.

* * *

The Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences held memorial
services for the late Milton Sills

yesterday (Sept. 24) at the All

Souls Church, Hollywood.
« « «

Hank Arnold of the Sam Gold-
wyn outfit announces that “Esca-
nade” will be the final title of
Evelyn Laye’s new starring pic-
ture, formerly called “Lilli.”

CLEVER EXPLOITATION
HELPS ‘SCARLET PAGES’

An elaborately prepared cam-
paign of exploitation and advertis-

ing contributed to the successful-
engagement of “Scarlet Pages,”
First National and Vitaphone pic-

ture with Marion Nixon, Elsie

E’erguson and Grant Withers at

the Warner Theatre, Pittsburgh,
Pa. The newspaper advertise-

ments exhibited a unique variety
of make-up and copy. Most of

this copy brought out the fact that
while the management of the the-
atre gave the picture enthusiastic
endorsemient tor adults “Scarlet
Pages” was not recommended tor
children because of the frank
manner in which a delicate sub-
ject was treated.

“Scarlet Pages” brings Elsie
Ferguson back to the screen for
the fii’st time since the develop-
ment of talking pictures iu a role
that proved one of her greatest
stage triumphs tliree years ago.

‘WOMAN SCORNED,’ ETC.

One young actress in Hollywood,
it is reported, has threatened to

sue the Academy of Arts and
Sciences over the awards made
for the best performances of the
year. She was not mentioned.

Blanche Sweet completed her
fourth talking picture this year
with the filming of final scenes
in “The Silver Horde” at RKO.

* * *

Did you know Arvid Gilstrom,
Educatioual-Chrisite director, was
the first man in Hollywood to

make a feature picture and the
first director to take a company on
location? Neither did we until

Billy Leyser tipped us off.
« « *

Eddie Martin of the Hollywood
News is the shortest movie editor
in captivity but bis two drama
pages contain more news than
many of these city slickers write.

* * *

Phil Ryan is going to make a
series of comedies for Paramount.
Starts next week at Metropolitan
Sound studios.

« * «
I

Looks like a busy time for the
reviewers in October. “The Big
Trail” opens at the Chinese the-
atre Oct. 2; “Just Imagine” opens
at Carthay Circle Oct. 10, both
Fox productions.

* * >t>

Edwin Carewe started shooting
“Resurrection” at Universal this

week, with John Boles and Lupe
Velez.

* * *

Vin Moore, screen writer, has
been promoted to director of
comedies by Carl Laemmle, Jr.

He will make the next Charley
Murray-George Sidney opus, “The
Cohen’s and Kelly’s in Africa.”

Six Warner Bros.’ pictures of

the current season have received
the endorsement of eight national
organizations with special film re-
viewing corps. They are A1 Jol-

son in “Big Boy”; the domestic
farce ,“The Matrimonial Bed”;
“Maybe It’s Love;” John Barry-
more in “Moby Dick”; George Ar-
liss in “Old English”; and “Sin-
ners Holiday”,
Endorsing organizations are ibe

Los Angeles Branch of the Ameri-
can Association of University
Women, American Library Associ-
ation, Boy Scouts, Daughters of

the Aonerican Revolution, General
E’ederation of Women’s Clubs,
International Federation of Cath-
olic Alumnae, Parent-Teacher
Association of Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, and the Young Men’s
Christian Association.

SWANSON’S LAST WINS
OVER “TRESPASSER”

San Francisco is now added to

Los Angeles, Chicago and Detroit
in the growing “What A Widow!”
list of cities in which Gloria
Swanson s new United Artists Pic-
ture has opened to bigger busi-
ness than the sensationally suc-
cessful “The Trespasser.” At the
Paramount, in San Francisco, the
opening day’s business on “What
A WidowC” was $482 more than
that of “The Trespasser.”

LOEW CIRCUIT BOOKS
SIONEY-MURRAT SERIES

The Universal series of ten two-
reel comedies starring George Sid-
ney and Charlie Murray has been
booked for 110 days over the Loew
New York Circuit.

The first of the series is “Roll-
ing Along”.

PATHE SELLS PRODUCT
FOR RUMANIAN ERA

The entire program of Pathe
features for 1929 and the current
year have been sold for Rumanian
distribution to Victor Telescou, of
Bucharest. Among the pictures
in the deal are “Holiday,” “Her
Man” and “Swing High” of Pa-
the’s 1930 hit program. Telescou
sailed this w'eek for Roumania.

BIG 4 SELLS
18 PUBLIX HOUSES

Marcel Mekelburg of the World-
Art Pictures ot New England, Inc.,

of Boston and New Haven, has
signed eighteen Publix houses in
New England for the first series
of six Big 4 all-talking action Wes-
terns.

2 WAY TELEVISION

(Continued from page 1)

at the meeting,” according to Pre-
sident J. I. Crabtree, in correcting
a statement made by the press that

wide film would be “tabooed” at

the meeting.

Hollywood Gossip
Bj BAT MURRAY
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igures
never lie!
and showmen who use

their BRAINS BUY by them!

ef this:-

(BoX'Office figures for seven days at Metropolitan

Theatre, Washington, Sept. 12th to 19th)

Marks the return to the screen of

ELSIE

FERGUSON
Supported by

MARION NIXON
GRANT WITHERS
JOHN HALLIDAY

Friday . .

Saturday .

Sunday

Monday ,

Tuesday. .

Wednesday

Thursday .

,630— 104% Capacity

2,840— 132% Saturday Capacity

2,979— 136% Sunday Capacity

1,715— 109% Capacity

1,909— 115% Capacity

1,989— 120% Capacity

2,106— 134% Capacity

Vitophone" is the registered trade mork of
the Vitophone Corp. designating its products.

figure it out for yourself I

I Enough box-office power to draw

I
134% CAPACITY on closing day, in

I
spite of record heat-wave. What’s

I the answer?

FIRST NATIONAL
has the edge on the industry!
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In a Stew

TT HE advertising-

complexion of the business is as-

suming the proportions of an up-

roar. Radio is pledged to the cir-

cus idea with a definite commit-

ment to play on the emotional

risibilities of ticket buyers. Carl

Laemmle feels the same way
about it.

On record and on the other

side of the fence are Joe Plun-

kett of Radio’s theatre division,

who is going in a big way for

dignity in his copy. Frank Whit-

heck, long with Fox West Coast,

feels the way Plunkett does

and recently took a crack at

Laemmle who, elsewhere in this

issue today, comes through with

a rebuttal.

R UTHRAUFF &
Ryan, one of the up and coming

agencies in the advertising field,

have, it so happens, set down in

writing what they think about

advertising as a factor in mer-

chandising effort. In booklet

form, the contents are directed

at space buyers at large and, in

no wise, toward this field. But

get this

:

The fact that much advertis-

ing has failed its sponsors during

the past twelve months is becom-
ing strikingly apparent. Manu-
facturers are questioning their

copy as never before. There is

a general restlessness in the air

.... Significant new words began
to creep into the lexicons of ad-

vertising men. Soft words, typical

of the trend of the day. One
heard less and less about the vir-

tues of selling.

Such things as bread and cof-

fee were advertised as though
they were truffles and cham-
pagne, instead of old standbys on
the tables of factory and white-
collar workers.

Class magazines, prospering as

never before, communicated a sort

of Ritz-Carlton madness to the

makers of even the most humble,
work-a-day products.

Laundry soaps, insecticides,

smoked hams, washing' machines,
and other purely utilitarian ar-
ticles were stirrounded with at-

mosphere befitting matched pearl
necklaces and Royal Doulton din-
ner services.

Lack of practical salesmanship

(Continued on page 2)

N. J. Showmen Warring
On ‘Orgy of Substitutions’

Laemmle Fires

Baek at Frank

In‘Hi-Hat’Row

Hollywood — Carl Laemmle is hit-

ting liack at Frank Whitbeck with a

wallop.

Whitbeck, in a recent issue of The
Last Word, Fo.x West Coast house
organ, poked fun at Laemmle’s to-

hell - with -dignity -in-advertising stand

in favor of circus billing and asked

(Continued on page 2)

Whitbeek Out

Of West Coast

Passes Out
Austin—Unsuccessful in his

effort to foist censorship upon
Texas, the Rev. F. B. Forbes
wants to kill Annie Oakleys
for legislators of the state.

He has introduced a bill mak-
ing it unlawful for members
of the legislature to accept
skulls. The minister’s hill

providing for state censorship
was killed unanimously in

committee.

Goebel, Aides

Indicted for

Mail ‘Frauds’

Survey Reveals'Alarming'
Situation, Declares

Samuelson

New Jersey exhibitors are on the

warpath over what they term the

“orgy of substitutions” which is con-
fronting exhibitors. A fact-finding

survey now is under way under di-

rection of Sidney E. Samuelson, pres-
ident of the New Jersey association,

to determine the extent of substitu-

tions made on current contracts.

The survey discloses an “alarming”
number of substitutions, according to

Samuelson. The unit hasn’t decided
as yet just what action will be taken
in the matter, but he promises it will
be speedy.
The unit, says Samuelson, admits

that certain substitutions are neces-
(Continiied on page 8)

Anti-Zoning
Hollywood—-Frank C. Whitbeck,

veteran advertising and publicity di-

ector of Fox West Coast Theatres,
resigned on Friday. A controversy
with Harry C. Arthur led to his

resignation.

Veil Sbrouds

Para. Meet
Kansas City—There is an air of

mystery shrouding the meeting of

Paramount heads here. The sessions,

transferred back here after a St.

Louis gathering was indicated, con-

(Continiicd on page 2)

Theatre grosses in the 19 weeks
from October 4 to February 7 show
an average increase of six percent,

an analysis by Motion Picture Her-
ald shows.

In computing the increase a com-
parison was made with the average
for the 30 weeks preceding January
1 of this year.

Owing, to economic conditions this

Otto E. Goebel, Franklin Matre,

Thomas A. Lynn, Elizabeth M. Flautt,

Irene C. Flautt, James F. Cassidy and

Jerome D. Klein were indicted on

mail fraud charges Friday by a Fed-

eral grand jury in New York. Op-
erating an allegedly fake concern for

the promotion of “clean and religious

films,” they are charged with having

mulcted 400 priests and 6,000 Catholic

lavmen throughout the United States

of' $2,000,000.

The seven defendants, all connected

with the bankrupt National Diversified

Corp., are accused not only of appeal-

ing for funds on the ground of “clean”

pictures, but also of falsely using the

(Continued on page 8)

upward trend, which on individual

weeks has reached as high as 22 per

cent, is considered a decided improve-

ment which in general mirrors nation

wide business conditions.

During the October to February
period grosses on only four occasions

dropped below the 1930 average and

(Continued on page 2)

Law Seen as

Sure in N. C.

Charlotte—Enactment of the anti-

protection measure is seen as a cer-

tainty by independent exhibitors of

this territory. The bill, approved
by the House, passed the Senate ju-

diciary committee at third reading by
a 7 to 4 vote.

Independents contend that sched-

(Continued on page 8)

Monogram
Franchise Is

89 P. C. Sold

Atlantic City—Eighty-nine per cent

of the United States already has been
taken up on the franchise plan of

Monogram Pictures Corp., newly-or-
ganized federation of independent ex-
changes and the remainder will be set

at an early date, the convention of

independent distributors were told

Friday at closing session of their con-

(Continued on page 8)

Grosses Take 6% Jump in

19 Weeks, Herald States
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In a Stew
{Continued from page 1)

aside, advertisins: was never so

technically perfect. Never was it

so beautiful nor so completely

civilised. Never had there been

so much “fine writing”—nor such

neat and clever phrasing in copy.

But, alas, it now appears that

artistic and literary excellence do

not make for sure-fire successes

in advertising any more than they

insure the successes of talking

pictures, Broadway hits, or best-

selling novels.

And it appears that national

advertisers may disregard popu-

lar tastes and mentalities with no
more impunity than may the

moguls of Hollywood and news-
paperdom.

NOW scrutinize

this carefully

;

That so much artistic and tech-

nically perfect advertising
_

should

now prove to have been ineffec-

tive may be a sad commentary
upon the American public. It

may even make some feel a trifle

contemptuous toward the masses.

But people are people—and no one

has ever been able to do very

much of anything about it.

After all, men and women in

the mass are apt to have incred-

ibly shallow brain-pans. In in-

fancy they are attracted by bright

colors, glitter, and noise. And in

adulthood they retain a surpris-

ingly similar set of basic reac-

tions.

Vivid, dramatic things arrest

them. Subtleties are passed un-

noticed. Word pictures painted

with bold strokes grip their at-

tention where scholarly logic only

makes them yaztm. And even
rank sensationalism rings more
cash registers from Maine to Cali-

fornia each day than sophisticati-

cation may ever hope to.

These are facts. Educators and
psychologists know them and de-

plore them. We, as individuals,

may also deplore them. But, as

advertising men, we dare not over-

look them. And it is well-nigh im-
possible to alter them—even

Grosses Take 6% Jump in

19 Weeks, Herald Says
( Continued from- page 1

)

at no time, however, was this drop
more than seven per cent, the survey
reveals.

In computing the average gross for

the 30 weeks preceding January 1, re-

ceipts of first runs located in 20 key
cities in the United States and Can-
ada were used.

The most drastic change in grosses
was during the week of January 3,

when they jumped from six per cent

below average to 22 per cent above.

Following a slight decrease from the

high figure, there is again a noticeable

upward trend.

Improved economic conditions, bet-

ter pictures and more advertising are

factors, the Herald believes, which are

responsible for better business.

Shaw Develops Stage
Fright for Chaplin

Charlie Chaplin has an occasional

case of stage fright, the Associated
Press revealed in London dispatches

yesterday. The comedian, ten years

ago, started to call on George Ber-
nard Shaw, reached the latter’s door-

step, read the name on the doorplate,

turned on his heel and, courage lost,

ran away.

Nolan Doing Nicely
Warren Nolan, director of publicity

for United Artists, is reported “doing
nicely” at the Medical Center, where
he has just gone through an operation

for mastoids.

though one spends a lifetime try-

ing.

Strictly speaking, however, it

is neither the concern nor duty of

private enterprise to attempt to

raise general standards of artistic

and literary appreciation. If

America is to undergo a cultural

renaissance, the matter had best

be left to the press. The manu-
facturer of automobile tires, silk

hosiery, or food products cannot
afford it.

The salvation of the advertiser

lies in the selling of his goods.

To that end, he must deal with
people as he finds them.

T HERE is a moun-
tain of logic in the words you
have just read. Apply the idea to

motion pictures if you would
have a common sense formula.

Geared for the millions that pic-

tures amuse and the millions to

which this industry turns for its

sustenance.

KANN

Len Brown Takes
Hohlitzelle Post

Dallas—Len S. Brown, new divi-

sion manager for RKO, has arrived
here to take charge of theatres in

the RKO Southern department, suc-
ceeding to a position made vacant by
the resignation of Karl Hohlitzelle, of

Dallas. Hohlitzelle is reported join-
ing Hughes-Franklin Theatres. The
RKO Southern Corp. is the former
Interstate circuit, organized and con-
trolled by Hohlitzelle for 25 years
until its sale last May to Radio-
Keith-Orpheum. Mr. Hohlitzelle con-
tinues as president of RKO Southern
and will have charge of a future ex-
pansion program but has resigned as
director of theatre operations. Mana-
gers of the RKO Southern theatres
in Dallas, Houston, Fort Worth, San
Antonio and Birmingham met in Dal-
las Monday to attend a meeting called
by Brown.

Lewis Warner Gain
Reported at Havana
Havana—Lewis Warner continued

to improve Friday, the hospital where
he is confined reported. Major and
Mrs. Albert Warner arrived by air-

plane Friday from Los Angeles to
comfort the youth, who is the son
of H. M. Warner. A message of
sympathy has been received from
2,500 members of the Warner Club,
composed of attaches of Warner
Brothers Pictures and affiliates.

Fox to Party
Tonight’s the biggest night off ’em

all, insofar as the Fox Athletic Club
is concerned. The organization, com-
posed of employees of the various
Fox companies, will hold its fifth

annual ball at the Commodore to-

night. Ten per cent of the proceeds
will go to The Film Daily Relief
Fund. Sam Lanin and his Ipana
Troubadours will supply the music.

Laemmle Fires

Back at Frank

In ‘Hi-Hat’Row
{Continued from page 1)

how the Universal president would
have liked it if “All Quiet” had been

handled that way.
Laemmle’s reply is this:

“My answer is that 1 would have

been delighted, and so would he, with

the results. My further answer is

that in those places throughout the

world where heavy-hitting, strong-

arm, circus advertising was used ‘All

Quiet on the Western Front’ did its

very best business.

“Mr. Whitbeck hit somewhat below

the belt when he asked where my
theatres are today. My answer to

that is that the type of advertising I

like best was not used for those the-

atres, and possibly that is a very

vital reason why they did not make
good. Like others, I fell into the

folly of soft-pedalling on the advertis-

ing and I shall never cease to re-

gret it.

“Mr. Whitbeck has the good for-

tune to be associated with one of the

best managed theatre chains in the

country—so well managed that it suc-

ceeds in spite of a type of advertising

which, while very pretty, cannot pos-

sibly have the pulling power that

advertising with redder blood would

have. He derides advertising methods,

which he describes as ‘time-worn,

shabby methods that belong to an-

other age.’ So do I
;
but strong, cir-

cus advertising does not come under

that heading, because people are still

human beings and they like to be

addressed as such and not through

a high hat.”

Veil Shrouds

Para. Meet
(Continued from page 1)

cent production and negative costs,

with a battle with B. P. Schulberg

hovering in the background. No in-

formation as to company plans will

be given out until the convention in

April. George Akerson was intro-

duced officially to his new post at the

sessions here. Kansas City was se-

lected as the meeting place to obviate

the necessity of cross-country trips

by officials. Present at the meeting

are: Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky,

George Akerson, S. R. Kent, Sam
Katz, Walter Wanger, B. P. Schul-

berg, Ralph Kohn, Harry Goetz and

Russell Holman.

Wichita, Topeka,
To Get Theatres

Hollywood—Hughes-Franklin The-
atres is planning immediate construc-

tion of theatres at Topeka and Wich-
ita, Kans.

Not Disturbed
Foreign departments of film com-

panies in New York yesterday were
not disturbed over reports from Co-
penhagen that the city council of the

Danish capital were planning action

against American companies on the

ground they virtually controlled the

industry in that country.



OVERWHELMINC !

BIGGEST BUSINESS
IN OVER A YEAR AT

ROXY
FRANK LLOYD PRODUCTION

Ann Harding
in the "New"

EAST LYNNE
with

Clive Brook ^ Conrad Nagel
CECILIA LOFTUS < BERYL MERCER • O. P. HEG6IE

Settings by JOSEPH URBAN

This film will get plenty . . . outstand-

ing performance by Ann Harding . . .

imposing production . . . corking direc-

tion ... will get heavy word of mouth.
—Sid in Variety

HELD OVER
Happy Days Are Here Again!
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$57,000 High

At Philly Is

“Past” Take
Philadelphia—Although some good

grosses were hung up, business gener-

ally was spotty here this week. The
Mastbaum, with “My Past" and the

final week of its birthday month, took

the lead with a gross of $57,000.

Helped by the holiday, “Seas Beneath”

was good" at the Fox with a gross of

$29,000. “City Lights,’’ with a re-

served seat premiere, did $38,000 in

five days at the Erlanger. “Trader

Horn” was strong, getting $13,500 at

the Chestnut, cutting into the take of

“Rango” at the Boyd.

Estimated takings for the week end-

ing February 28

:

“MY PAST” (Warners)
MASTBAUM — (4.800), 35c-50c-75c.^ 6

days. Other attractions: “Say It With
Flowers”, stage revue, news. Gross:

$57,000. High. „ ^ ^“THE SEAS BENEATH” (Fox)

FOX— (3,000), 3Sc-50c-75c. 6 days. Other
attractions: “Southern Idea” (Fanchon

and Marco), news. Gross: $29,000. Good.
“RANGO” (Para.)

KEITH’S — (1,800), 35c-50c-75c, (2nd

week), 6 days. Other attractions: "Oh,

Teddy” (Para.), Comedy, Tito Schipa

(Para.), Talkartoon (Para.), news. Gross:

$14,000. Weak.
“CITY LIGHTS” (U. A.)

ERLANGER — (2,000), 50c-75c-$1.00, 5

days and one $2 opening performance.

Other attractions: “Silly Symphony
(Col.), news. Gross: $38,000. Fine.

“TRADER HORN” (M-G-M)
CHESTNUT — (1,800), 50c -$1.00 -$'1.50, 4

days. Gross: $13,500. Fine.
“ILLICIT” (Warners)

BOYD — (2,400), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: Laurel and Hard.v

comedy, (M-G-M), “Believe it or Not
(Vita.), news. Gross: $13,000. Weak.

“CIMARRON” (Radio)

STANLEY—(3,700), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $13,-

(XX). Fair.
“BEAU IDEAL” (Radio)

STANTON — (1,700), 25c-65c, 8 days.

Other attractions: “Shooting of Dan the

Duck” (Edu.), news. Gross: $7,^00.

Poor and yanked.
“THE PAINTED DESERT” (Pathe)

EARLE— (2,000), 25c-65c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Stage show, news. Gross:

$20,000. Good average.
“THE EASIEST WAY” (M-G-M)
KARLTON — (1,000), 40c-50c, 6 days.

Other attractions: Educational cornedy.

Vita. Variety, news. Gross: $7,000.

Good.
“SCANDAL SHEET” (Paramount)
ARCADIA— (600), 50c, 6 days. Other

attractions: “I’m Telling You ’ (Para-

mount comedy). Paramount musical,

news. Gross: $3,000. Fair.

“Excitement”

Leads Cleve.

With $20,000

Cleveland—-“Girls Demand Excite-

ment” was the money leader here last

week at $20,000, but “Inspiration’’ at

$18,000 made the best showing.

“Cim” at $17,000 for a second week
was very good business.

Estimated takings for the week end-

ing February 21 :

THE MAN WHO CAME BACK (Fox)
STILLMAN—(1,900), (2nd week), 7 days,

40c-75c. Other attractions: News, “High
Gear” (Exluc.). Gross: $13,000. Fair,

“INSPIRATION” (M-G-M)
ALLEN—(3,300), 7 days, 30c-60c. Other

attractions: News, “One Yard To Go”
(Educ.), “Teacher’s Pest” (Para.),

“Curiosity” (Col.). Gross: $18,000. Very
good.

{Continued on page 6)

Wholesale
Hollywood—“Stafif Supervision” is the latest gag. Not merely

one person, but an entire group of studio workers constitutes
that much mooted studio institution known as the supervisor,
a plan which is being inaugurated with the production of “Air
Police,” Sono Art-World Wide Thrill-O-Drama featuring Ken-
neth Harlan, Josephine Dunne and Charles Delaney. Under
the new plan, the names of the supervisors will not appear in
the credit titles, but will remain anonymous as working under
the banner of Webb-Douglas, associate producers with George
W. Weeks.

Business Off Nice Weather

Crawford at

$21,000 Big

R. I. Money
Providence—Dancing daughters and

their beaus flocked to lx>ew's last

week to give Joan Crawford a big

hand in “Dance, Fools, Dance,” which
hit around $21,0(10 for that house.

Strong business.
Another picture of modern per-

suasion, “Millie,” after a sensational

In Albany as

Lent Starts

Albany—The Lenten season is mak-
ing itself felt among the theatres, par-

ticularly those in or bordering on resi-

dential sections. Both Harmanus
Bleecker Hall and the downtown
Leland report business as being off

and ascribe it entirely to Lent. The
Hall draws its patronage almost
entirely from the residential section,

although it is located slightly out of

the business area and is a first-run

house. All the theatres are going
right ahead, however, and showing the

best pictures obtainable, in sharp con-

trast to a few years ago when any old

thing in the way of a picture was
thrown in during the Lenten season

with the assertion that nothing could

combat Lent and that good pictures

were simply wasted if used during the

period.

Estimated takings for week ending
Februarv 26:

“DON’T BET ON WOMEN” (Fox)
HARMANUS-BLEECKER HALL — (2,-

300), 35c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Our Gang comedy, “Pups is Pups”
(M-G-M), “Monarchs of the Field”
(Pathe), “Birds of a Feather” (Co).),

news. Gross: $9,350. Good.
“ONLY SAPS WORK” (Para.)

LELAND — (1,350), 25c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: News, comedy, Curi-
osities (Col.) Gross: $5,100. Good.

“SIT TIGHT” (Warners)
MARK STRAND — (1,900), 35c-50c, 6

days. Other attractions: “Believe It or

Not” “With Pleasure” “Honeymoon Trail”
(all Vitaphone), news. Gross: $6200.

Fair.
“OTHER MEN’S WIVES” (Warners)
MARK RITZ—(1,146), 25c-35c, 6 days.

Other attractions: “Donkey Business”
(Vitaphone), “Love Punch” (Univ.),
“Tobey the Milkman” (Radio), news,
Pathe Audio Review. Gross: $4,000.

Fair.
“KEPT HUSBANDS” (Radio)

PROCrrOR’S RKO— (l.SOOl, 25c-60c, 3

days. Split week policy, with vaudeville
to prevail hereafter. Other attreictions

:

News, comedy. Gross: $4,250. Excellent.

Tbis covers the return of vaudeville to

Albany after an absence of two years, and
from now on vaudeville and pictures will

be the policy of this house.

‘Little Caesar’

‘Reducing’Cop
Portland Tops
Portland—Prosperity was the key-

note of various offerings, which were
temptingly spread out by Manager
Floyd Maxwell at the Paramount, and
as usual found its way into the box-
office and hearts of the many patrons,

who enjoyed hugely the feature

{Continued on page 6)

Hurts Denver;

‘Kismet’ Leads
Denver—“California weather” kept

the customers out in the open during
the week, and as a result all the film

attractions in town suffered, with no
outstanding grosses. ‘Kismet” at the
Paramount did the best business.

Estimated takings for the week
ending Februarv 26:

“KISS ME AGAIN” (Warners)

_
HUFFMAN’S ALADDIN— (1,500), 35c-

50c, 7 days. Other attractions: “The
Royal Bluff” (Universal), Oswald cartoon
(Universal), “Masquerade” (Vitaphone),
news. Gross: $6,000. Fair.
“DANCE, FOOLS, DANCE“ (M-G-M)
DENVER— (2,300), 25c-65c, 7 days. Other

atti'actions: Publix stage show, Denver
Grande Orchestra, News, “Chickens Come
Home” (M-G-M), Gross: $16,000. Poor.

“KSMET” (F. N.)
PARAMOUNT—(2,000), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “Devil Sea” (Para-
mount), “The Chiselers” (M-G-M), Jackie
and Jean on the twin organs, news. Gross:
$11,500. Fair.

“BAD MAN” (F. N.)
RIALTO

—

(1,040), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: “Looser Than Ix)ose” (M-
G-M), “One Big Night” (Paramount),
news. Gross: $3,000. Poor.

“MAN TO MAN” (Warners)
HUFFMAN’S TABOR— (1,900), 25c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: Russian Art
Choir (Vitaphone), “The College Vamp”
(Educational), Silly Symphony cartoon
(Col.), news. Gross: $9,500. Fair.

“Illicit” Held

Over 3 Days

In Charlotte

Charlotte, N. C.—With the leading

theatre discontinuing its vaudeville

performances for an indefinite period,

the Carolina enjoyed nice business
with “Today” and fast moving vaude-
ville performances, the gross receipts

being $5,500.

The Broadway, featuring “Illicit,”

held over the film an extra three days
and ran its gross receipts up to $9,000.

The Carolina theatre treating the

public with their favorite actress, Joan
Crawford, ran their gross receipts

for the first three days to $4,000 with
“Dance, Fools, Dance.”

Estimated takings for week ending
February 21

:

“ILLICIT” (Warners)
BROADWAY— (1,165), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “The Wanderer,” “On
the Job,” “The Watch Dog,” n'ews. Gross:
$9,000.

“DANCE, FOOLS, DANCE” (M-G-M)
(‘AROLINA—(1,441), 25c-40c-50c, 3 days.

Other attractions: “Looser Than Loose,”
“Madam Sigma Serene.” Gross: $4,000.

“TODAY” (Majestic)
CAROLINA—(1,441), 25c-40c-50c-75c, 3

days. Other attractions. Vaudeville.
Gross: $5,500.

opening at the RKO Albee, chalked up
$13,300. That was excellent.

“A Lady’s Morals” (M-G-M-), at

the Paramount, was a bit off, netting

around $9,000 for the week, or below
normal trade. The Majestic caught
$12,000 with “The Man Who Came
Back’’ to normal business, while

“Cimarron,” which was moved from
the RKO Albee to the Victory for a

third week, came through with $5,500.

Only fair.

Estimated takings for the week
ending Februarv 26;

“MAN WHO CAME BACK” (Fox)
MAJESTIC— (2,400), 10c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “Angel Cake” (Vita-
phone), Mack Sennet comedy, news.
Gross: $12,000. Normal.
“DANCE, FOOLS, DANCE” (M-G-M)
LOEW’S STATE—(3,800), 10c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Our Gang comedy,
.Maurice at organ, news. Gross: $21,0(M.

Strong.
“MILLIE” (Radio)

RKO ALBEE-(2,300), 10c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: “He Loved Her Not”
(Pathe), novel travelogue, news. Gross:
$13,300. Excellent.

“CIMARRON” (Radio)
RKO VICTTORY— (1,600), 10c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $5,500.

Fair.
“A LADY’S MORALS” (M-G-M)

PARAMOUNT— (2,300), 10c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: The Jolly Coke Men,
presentation; Brad Braley at organ, news.
Gross: $9,000. Below normal.

‘Reducing’ and

‘Cim’ Hog Coin

In Milwaukee
Milwaukee—Last week was a busy

one for the houses with the big pic-

tures. “Reducing” and “Cimarron,”

the latter in its second week, hogged
the spotlight, with “Dracula” running

third.

The straight film houses were aided

somewhat by the closing of the Da-
vidson, legit, for the week. The Da-
vidson has been cutting into grosses

of other houses by showing pictures

in the weeks when legit wasn’t avail-

able.

Estimated receipts for the week
ending February 19

:

“DRACULA” (Univ.)
AIMIAMBRA—(1,800), 25c-35c-50c-60c. 7

days. Other attractions: “U” Comedy,
news. Gross: $11,000. Biff.

“COMMAND PERFORMANCE”
(Tiffany)

GARDEN—(1,200), 25c-35c-50cj 6^2 days.

Pulled for premiere of “Reachinff for the

Moon.” Other attractions: Vitaphone
shorts, news. Gross: $4,000. Bad.

“ALONG CAME YOUTH” (Para.)

Majestic—(1,500), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions; Vaude, Vitaphone Vari-

eties. news. As for five weeks previous,

failed to click. Vaudeville ended this week
for straight films. Gross: $7,000. Bad.

“CIMARRON” (Radio)
PALACE— (2,300), 25c-35c-50c-60c, 7 days,

secoti'd week. Gross: $10,500. Held for

third week. Good.

{Continued on page 6)



Greater beauty eor

THE SOUND SCREEN .

.

.. at no extra cost

Here is a series of tinted positive films that

fit the modern motion picture. They are spe-

cially designed to reproduce sound with ut-

• most fidelity, but they do even more than this.

Wherever they are used in newsreel, short,

or feature they lend a subtle charm, a new

beauty not present in the tints of the pre-sound

era. Yet Sonochrome Films, an exclusively

Eastman achievement, cost no more than ordi-

nary black-and-white positive. Eastman Kodak

Co., Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,

Distributors, NewYork, Chicago, Hollywood).

Eastman Sonochrome

Tinted Positive Films
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Whoopee: Another Merger

Manhattan Playhouses, operating a circuit of Greater New York
theatres, has changed its annual custom of running a Blue Rib-
bon Month in February and Gratitude Month in March.
This year the two observances have been merged and will be

celebrated during March.

“Son” in Chi

Hits $62,235;

Yallee Helps
Chicago—-The Chicago had a swell

week at $62,235 with "Father’s Son.”

Also Rudy Vallee. Matter of fact,

Vallee’s Connecticut Yankees get the

credit locally for the unusual busi-

ness and also a second Loop week at

the Oriental.

The latter house needs a stimulant

after its low of $26,300 with “Sit

Tight,” but local opinion has it the

picture was not entirely to blame.

Stiff competion in the Loop and lack

of a stage name at the Oriental are

other contributing factors.

"Cimarron” was still strong in its

third week, but its fourth at the State-

Lake will be its last downtown. The

United Artists with "Reaching for

the Moon” was strong at $29,1/5 and

the Palace ditto with “Kept Hus-

bands” at $28,250.

The real disappointment of the

week, however, was "Reducing” at

Me Vickers, which hit the skids in its

second week to a bad finish at $19,-

790. “Die Sehnsucht Jeder Frau,”

an M-G-M multi-lingual in German at

the Punch and Judy, gave that house

its best week in some time at $2,190.

Estimated takings

:

Week Ending Feb. 25
“NEW MOON" (M-G-M)

ROOSEVELT—(l,5yi), 35c-50c-85c, first

week. Other attractions: News, “Let's

Stay Single” (Paramount). Gross: $20,-

400. Average.
“REACHING FOR MOON” (U. A.)

UNITED ARTISTS—tl,7oO). 35c-50c-85c,

first week. Other attractions: News,
•'Teacher’s Pest” (Paramount). Gross:

$29,125. Excellent.

Week Ending Feb. 26
“DAMAGED LOVE” (S. A.-W. W.)
•WOODS—(1,166), 35c-50c-60c, first week.

Other attractions: News, “China” (Uni-
versal). Gross: $8,760. Fair.

“REDUCING” (M-G-M)
MeVICKERS—(2,^4), 35c-S0c-85c, second

week. Other attractions: News, "Office
Blues” (Paramount), Paramount Screen
Song. Cross: $19,790. Porr.

Week Ending Feb. 27
“MOTHERS CRY" (Warners)

(Day and date with Warner’s Avalon,
South Side)

ORPHEUM—(665), 40c-60c, first week.
Other attractions: News, three Vitaphone
acts. Gross: $4,950. About average.

“FATHER’S SON” (F. N.)
CHICAGO—(4,000), 35c-50c-85c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Publix stage show with
Rudy Vallee and orchestra, Chicago The-
atre Symphony orchestra, news, "The Chis-
elers” (M-(J-M). Gross: $62,235. Excel-
lent.

“SIT TIGHT” (Warners)
ORIENTAL—(3,940), 35c-50c-85c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Publix stage show, or-

chestra, organ, news, “Moonlight and Ro-
mance” (Para.) Gross: $26,300. Poor,
good.

“CIMARRON” (Radio)
STATE-LAKE—(2,776), 35c-50c-75c. third

week. Other attractions: News. Gross:
$27,790. Very good.

“GREAT MEADOW” (M-G-M)
CASTLE—(299), 40c-6Dc, second week,
days. Other attractions: News. Gross:

$2,740. Fair.
“KEPT HUSBANDS” (Radio)

PALACE— (2,509), 35c-50c-75c-85c, 7 days.
Other attfcictions : Five acts RKO vaude-
ville headed by Aileen Stanley, orchestra,
news. Gross: $28,250. Excellent.

Week Ending Feb. 28
“DIE SEHNSUCHT JEDER FRAU”

(M-G-M)
PUNCH & JUDY—(354), 25c-35c-50c, first

week. Other attractions: News, “So quiet
ort the Canine Front” (M ()-M). Gross:
$2,190. Very nice.
“GIRL FROM THE REEPERBAHN”

(Talking Picture Epics)
APOLLO— (1,460), 50c-75c-$1.00-$1.50, first

week. Other attractions: None. Picture
received favorable reviews here but the
tariff is keeping a thrifty German popu-
lace away. Not expected to remain much
longer unless a price reduction is effected.
Gross: $4,600. Poor.

“Dracula” and

“Paid” Capital

Bell-Ringers

Washington-—It looked like a new
record for Joan Crawford in “Paid”

up to Ash Wednesday, when a slight

Lenten slump slowed up the gross.

Still it was a great week for Loew’s

Palace and Crawford came within

$1,500 of her “Montana Moon,”
which holds the high water spot at

the house.

“Dracula” catapulted the Rialto into

the important money class this week.

House has been in the dumps, but

Bram Stoker’s thriller began with a

sell-out “owl” performance and

equalled “All Quiet’s” take over the

week-end. First seven days was a fat

$10,000 over the previous week and
“Dracula” coasted into a second seven

days without a contest.

Bernice Claire in person with her

First National picture, “Kiss Me
Again,” held up better than expected

at the Earle. House was prepared
for a dive after a record-breaking
previous week, but while the gross to-

bogganed the final result was satis-

factory. The Earle has ’em coming
and now figures anything less than

$15,000 poor business.

“Cimarron” went into a third week
for RKO. Picture is gemng a lot

of “repeats” and class pat mage. Will
take down the honors lor a total

gross at this theatre easily. Previ-
ously "Rio Rita” was the champion,
but “Cim” will better the ‘.iree weeks’
mark by at least $5,000.

Ronald Colman in “I' e Devil to

Pay,” finished up a nice two weeks
Lobby ropes were dusted off for the
coming of Garbo’s “Inspiration.”

Estimated takings for week ending
February 20;

“PAID” (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,363), 25c-35c-40c-50c-60c, 7

days. Otlier attractions: Loew stage unit,
news, Syncopators. Gross: $24,540. Swell
business.

“DRACULA” (Universal)
RIALTO—(1,978), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Slim Summerville com-
edy, news. Gross: $17,800. A winn'er
Miles ahead of average business.

“DEVIL TO PAY” (United Artists)
COLUMBIA—(1,232), 35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Charley Chase comedy.
“Pipp’ from Pittsburgh,” (M-G-M), scenic,
news. Gross: $10,480. First class second
week.

"CIMARRON” (Radio)
RKO-KEITH’S—(1,875), 35c-50c. Other

attractions: None. Second week. Gross:
$1L650. Held up immense and goes into
third week.

“SEAS BENEATH” (Fox)
FOX— (3,434), 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c, 9 days.

Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco stage
unit, news, band. Gross: $19,300. In the
dumps. Names coming to bolster stage
bills.

“KISS ME AGAIN*’ (First National)
EARLE — (2,434), 35c-50c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Bernice Claire in per-
son on the stage and four vaudeville acts,
news, band. Gross: $15,400. Below recent
flood tide weeks. Screen musicals are sour
here.

‘Little Caesar’

‘Reducing’Cop
Portland Tops

(Continued from page 4)

“Little Caesar,” and the Fanchon &
Marco “Prosperity Idea.”

“Reducing” held up exceptionally

well at the Fox Broadway, and will

easily annex an extra week. A new
change in opening date was decided
on at Fox United Artists choosing
Saturday for ‘The Royal Family of

Broadway.”

Estimated takings for the week end-

ing Feb. 25

:

“LITTLE CAESAR” (F. N.)
FOX PARAMOUNT—(3,068), 25c-35c-50c,

7 days. Other attractions; News, Fanchon
6 Marco’s “Prosperity Idea” with Lynn
Cowan.. Gross: $15,000. Abnormal.

“REDUCING’* (M-G-M)
FOX BROADWAY--(l,912), 25c-35c-50c^

7 days. Other attractions: News, “One
Yard to Go“ (Edu.), “Runaway Boys”
(Para.). Gross: $10,000. Above aver-
age.

“MILLIE” (Radio)
RKO ORPHEUM— (1,700), 25c-35c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: News, vaude-
ville. Gross: $10,000. Normal.

“ROYAL FAMILY OF BROADWAY”
(Para.)

FOX UNITED ARTISTS—(945), 25c-35c-

50c, 7 days. Other attractions: News,
“Ihe Chislers,” Laurel & Hardy comedy
(M-G-M). Gross: $8,000. Fair.

“ALOHA” (Tiffany)
HAMRICK’S ALDER—(1,000), 25c-35c-

50c, 7 days. Other attractions: “Good
Times,” “Hotfeymoqn Treat” (Vita.),

Leather Pushers (Univ.), news. Gross: $5,-

000. Fair.
INSPIRATION (M-G-M)

FOX RIALTO— (1,498), 25c;35c-50c, 2nd
week, 7 days. Other attractions: “Three
Ho'lywood Girls” (Educ.); “Wizard Island”
(Pathe)

;
news. Gross: $7,000. Fair.

“Excitement”

Leads Cleve.

With $20,000

(Continued from page 4)

“GIRLS DEMAND EXCITEMENT (Fox)
STATE^(3.400). 7 days. .I0c-60c. Other

attractions: News, “Pioneer Days” (Col.)

“La Schnaps” (Para.), “When Winter
Comes” (Fischer), “Cruising in the Pa-
cific 'VVaters” (Fischer), “Daughter of the

Glacier” (Standard). Loew unit show.
Gross: $20,000. Good.

“SIT TIGHT” (Warners)
WARNER’S LAKE^(800), 7 days, 40c-

60c. Other attractions: News, Masquerade”
(Vita.), “Believe It or Not” (Vita.). Gross:
$8,500. Good.

“CIMARRON” (Radio)
RKO HIPPODROME— (4.500), (2nd

week), 7 days, 30c-7Sc. Other attractions.
News. Gross: $17,000. Very good.

“KEPT HUSBANDS” (Radio)
RKO PALACE—(3,600), 7 days, 35c-75c.

Other attractions: News, vaudeville. Gross:
$21,000. Fairly good.

“ABRAHAM LINCOLN”
AUDITORIUM—(3,000), 7 days, 25c-.50c-

75c, Other attractions: Like a Beaver”
(Talking Picture Epic), “Slave Days” (Tif-
fany), Gross: $8,000. Fair.

“Excitement”

Demands Top
Detroit Coin

Detroit—“Girls Demand Excite-
ment,” which was pulled in New York,
drew heavily in Detroit, along with
an excellent stage bill at the Fox the-
atre. “Cimarron” did a great business
in its second week at the RKO Down-
town. “Birth of a Nation” was pulled
after one day and “Sea Legs” substi-

tuted at the State. Balance of houses
did just about average business.

Estimated takings for the week end-
ing February 19:

“SIT TIGHT” (Warners)
FISHER

—

(2,800), 35c-75c, 7 days. Other
attractions: “Nifties” (Publix unit), Grant
Withers, news, comedy. Gross: $18,500.
GrX)d.

“GIRLS DEMAND EXCITEMENT” (Fox)
FOX—(5,500), 15c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: F. & M. “Espanola Idea, news,
comedy. Gross: $43,000. Very good.
“DANCE, FOOLS, DANCE” (M-G-M)
MI()HIGAN—(4,100), 35c-75Cj 7 days.

Other attractions: “'Town Topics,” Pub ix
unit, news, comedy. Gross: ^3,()00. 'Very
good.
“FIGHTING CARAVANS” (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(3,448), 35c-75c, 7 days,

2nd week. Other attractions: News, car-
toon, comedv. Gross: $24,000. Good.

“CIMARRON” (Radio)
RKO DOWNTOWN—(2,750), 10c-50c, 7

days, 2nd week. Other attractions: News,
comedy. Gross: $27,500. Very good.

“SEA LEGS” (Paramoimt)
STATE— (3,000), 15c-50c, 6 days. Other

ttractions: News, cartoon, comedy. Gross:
$12,000. Business off.

“REACHING FOR MOON” (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS—(2,070), 35c-75c, 7

days, 1st week. Other attractions: Laurel
and Hardy comedy, news. Gross: $21,000.
Very good.

‘Reducing’ and

‘Cim’ Hog Coin

In Milwaukee
(Continued from page 4)
“GOING WILD” (Warners)

RIVERSIDE — (3,000), 25c-35c -50c -60c.
Other attractions: Vaude. Same steady
pull for this vaude. -film house. Trade
seldom varies. Gross: $16,000. Good.

“REDUCING” (M-G-M)
STRAND—(1,250), 25c-35c-50c-60c. Other

attractions: Chase comedy. Screen Pictorial,
news. Stood them out. Gross: $12,500.
Big.

“EASIEST WAY” (M G-M)
WISCONSIN — (2,800), 25-35c-50c-65c.

Other attractions: F. & M. Moonlight
Reve's, organlogue, comedy, news. Gross:
$12,000. Below nut.

Holdovers Upsetting
Warner B'lvay Runs
Warners have been experiencing

considerable of a jam in spotting in

Broadway runs. Holdovers have upset
the booking schedules, '“The Doorway
to Hell,” “Mothers Cry,” “Little

Caesar” and “Illicit” having contrib-

uted to the mixup. Matters have been
complicated further by holdover of

“Father’s Son” at the Strand. Mean-
while “Captain Applejack” and “Riv-
er’s End” are awaiting play dates,

although the latter is following “Fath-
er’s Son” at the Strand.

Frudenfeld Burial Set
Omaha— Funeral services will be

held here for Nate Frudenfeld, vet-
eran Omaha showman, who died
Thursday at Des Moines.
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Goebel, Aides

Indicted for

Mail ‘Frauds’

( Continued front- page 1

)

names of prominent figures in the
Catholic church as “window dressing.”

They claimed, it is alleged, that

Cardinals Hayes, O’Connell and Mun-
delein, former Governor Alfred E.
Smith, John J. Raskob, Michael J.

Meehan, Bishop Shanahan of Wash-
ington and - Archbishop Curley of

Baltimore were among those finan-

cially interested in their project.

Goebel was at one time a partner
with George Weeks in Sono Art Pro-
ductions, but the two severed their

business association some time ago,
it is understood. National Diversified
at one time supplied financing for

Sono Art, but this arrangement is

also understood to be non-effective
for some time.

Sono Art and Sono Art-World Wide
are two separate companies. The for-
mer is a producing company releasing
via the latter, a distributing unit
solely,

N. J. Exhibs

Plan Battle
{Continued from page 1)

sary and advisable, but believes that
producers should be forced to deliver
stars and stories according to contract.
The unit may advise members who
need the substituted product to fill

their playing time to accept the substi-
tutions with the provision that the
pictures originally contracted for
shall, if made subsequently, be served
at the price provided for in the orig-
inal contract.

“Trader Horn”
Tops “Parade”

Detroit
—

"Trader Horn” opened to
an^ estimated $2,400 gross, bigger than
"The Big Parade” opening. It should
do $17,000 on the week.

Asks $53,000
Hollywood—Suit for $53,000 has

been brought against the bankrupt
B. & H. Circuit by D. W. Griffith, al-
leging that amount due on a picture
released in 1924.

Poorly Done
Backward production meth-

ods, insincere acting and poor
direction are evident in “Ten
Nights in a Bar Room.” Pair-
ing William Farnum and Tom
Santschi for the big fight was
okay, but the big scene doesn’t
come near the fracas in “The
Spoilers.” The story off Joe
Morgan’s downfall brought on
by his best friend is related
by a doctor, who gives the de-
nouement as the reason for
refusing a prescription. Re-
cording is bad at times.

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
^ Purely Personal

P
OLL'> MORAN has signed a new
long-term contract with M-GM.

She’s in "It’s a Wise Child,” Alarion
Davies’ latest , , , Incidentally, Alar-
ioir’s next will be “Five and Ten,” the
Fannie Hurst novel . , , Lawrence
Tibbett’s next for the same company
will be released as “The Prodigal,”
and not "The Southerner,” under
which title it was made . , , More
from that lot : Bob Montgomery will
appear in “The Man in Possession.”

•
HOOT GIBSON, who bought the

Daker ranch, definitely announces the
dates of his rodeo will be April 25
and 26. . . . Alary Kornman, the cap-
tivating kid who was the big menace
in the “Our Gang” comedies several
years ago, and more recently the
blonde charmer of Roach’s "Boy
Friends,” is leaving Roach Alarch 1

and is dickering. . . . Word reaches
Hollywood.that Alillard Webb, direc-
tor, is surprising British film men by
being both calm and self-possessed.
. .. . They expected him to be a cross
between a maniac and a Bengal tiger,
an impression evidently gleaned from
film fan magazines.

•
GEORGE O’BRIEN and John Ford,

his director, now on a tour of the
Orient, were royally entertained on
reaching the Philippines. . . . Alaurice
and Jack Murphy have been entertain-
ing William J. Burns, the detective.
. . . Chris Alartin, who is Mexican,
and wdio arrived here eight years ago
with no command of English, is being
hailed as Hollywood’s greatest thes-
pian by LA’s Mexican colony.

•
G.WIN GORDON, after being a

minister, a pioneer and a sailor in his
last three pictures, has reorganized the
slogan to "be an actor and see every-
thing.” . . . Not from a porthole,
either. . . . “A bride is a woman who
feels sorry for the country because
her husband is not president of it,”

opines A1 Rosenberg, Radio wise-
cracker, . . . William J. Craft, veteran
director, will handle the megaphone
on Radio’s “Waiting at the Church,”
which reminds us that directors don’t
handle megaphones any more, , , ,

-Another illusion shot,

•
CLEVE ADAMS, western division

general sales manager for Radio, is

aboard the SS. Vulcania en route to
Central and South America on a va-
cation trip. He will return in about
three weeks. . . . From the Coast
comes word that 100 one-dollar bills,

bearing the autographs of famous per-
sons, were stolen from the den of

William Haines. . . . Because Janet
Gaynor has not fully recovered from
an appendicitis operation, work on her
next picture, “Daddy Long Legs,”
has been postponed for a month, War-
ner Baxter will be her leading man
in it.

•
FRED D-ATIG, casting director for

Paramount on the Coast, says there’s

a limit to redheads in Hollywood. In
fact, he declares that out of 2,460 girls

listed at the studio only 20 are titian-

haired. , . . John A. Schwalm, man-
ager of the Rialto, Hamilton, O., has
been elected a director of the Cham-
ber of Commerce of that city. . . .

Trem Carr, producer of the Bob
Steele westerns for Tiffany, is in New
A'ork.

Great B.-O.
Another achievement Con-

stance Bennett can be mighty
proud of is her performance
in “The Easiest ’Way” (M-G-
M). There is a human story
behind her struggle to worm
out of the drudges of poverty
for the better things of life,

her temptations and her fight

to hold the love of Bob Mont-
gomery. It is done sincerely
and with a poignant touch.
Should pull them in with its

magnetic theme and excellent
acting. Direction very good.
It will appeal generally.

-ADOLPH ZUKOR, paying a re-

cent call on E. V. Richards, New Or-
leans, confided that the greatest pic-

ture of the year was “Trader Horn”
and that it cost $1,500,000 to produce
it. . , , Platinum Jean Harlow is a
gangster moll in the cast of “The
Public Enemy,” W’arner picture. . . .

Edward Dean Sullivan is back on the
Coast after a trip east and Walter
Huston has returned from an extend-
ed vacation in Europe. . . . Conrad
Nagel has been awarded the lead op-
posite Dorothy MacKaill in “The
Reckless Hour,” directed by John
I'rancis Dillon for Warner Brothers-
First National. . . . Lilyan Tashman
is recovering from bruises received
recently when the Lowe-Tashman
Cadillac plunged from the road re-

turning from -Agua Caliente. . . .

Jack Pearl will make a short for

\’itaphone. . . . Frank Kingsley suc-

ceeds Stuart Stewart as Warners’
Brooklyn casting director.

Monogram
Franchise Is

89 P. C. Sold

{Continued from page 1)

vention here. Wires received indi-

cated a 100 per cent territorial rep-

resentation, it was stated.

Twenty exchangemen from all sec-

tions of the United States attended
the sessions at which the new federa-

tion was formed. Nationalization of

sales quota and of advertising marked
Friday’s meeting. Directors elected

are : W. Ray Johnston, Harry M.
Thomas, -Albert Fiedler, A. C. Brom-
berg, Nat Steinberg, Trem Carr,
James V. Richey, Irving Alandel,
Herman Rifkin, C. A. Schulte and
George Alontgomery.

Anti-Zoning

Law Seen as

Sure in N. C.

{Continued from page 1)

ules are unfair and that they must
wait a specified length of time for

a picture, whether or not it has been

booked by the affiliated house in their

zone. C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays
organization spoke against the bill,

stating that protection was essential

to the conduct of the picture business

and that the schedules were drawn
up by committees upon which inde-

pendents had representation.

NEW YORK
1540 BROADWAY
BRYant 4712...

LONG ISLAND CITY

1 54 CRESCENT STREET
....STIIIwell 7940

EASTMAN
* FILMS *

1 F
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1727 INDIANA AVENUE
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HOLLYWOOD
6700 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

...Hollywood 4121
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A High Tribute

in Omission
By

^ .

NO finer tribute could be paid

to the cleanliness of the mo'

tion picture screen than the con'

spicuous omission by Cardinal

Mundelein in his stirring arraign-

ment of the laxity of morals in

the drama and in modern day

literature.

CARDII^AL Mundelein, in

addressing the sixth National

Eucharistic Congress in session in

Omaha, Nebraska, said in the

course of his address: “As for

morality. The alarming multipli-

cation of divorces, the public ap-

proval given to the destructive

birth control propaganda, the de-

based condition of the stage and
of modern literature—all of this

is sufficient indication of a de^

cided lowered tone of morality in

the last few decades of years.”

« «t *

]\/rOTION pictures which ten

years ago might have been in-

cluded in any recital of this char-

acter are not mentioned and they

are not mentioned because of the

clean entertainment they provide

for the masses, because 'of their

continued effort at self-improve-

ment and because of the progress

they have made toward decency.

/“^OMING from so distinguished^ a source of high tribute,

indirect — yes, but conspicuous,

nevertheless, should be a source

of satisfaction to everyone associ-

ated with the motion picture in-

dustry.

“THREE FACES EAST”
MAGAZINE SERIAL

“Three Faces East,” the Warner
Bros, special which is proving one
of the money-makers of the cur-
rent season, is Actionized in the
October Screen Book Magazine.

PEHIJOHN REITERATES ZONE HARMONY

DESPITE INDEPENDENT’S CONTRARY WIRE
<>

Attorney for Hays Organi-

zation, Back from Chi-

cago Meet, Reports

Details of Gathering;

Saperstein Wires Rejec-

tion of Proposed Action

WARNER EXECUTIVE

DENIES KEIT RUMOR
Herman Starr, Warner execu-

tive, denies as “ridiculous and
false, rumors in the music trade
in reference to the resignation of

Joe Keit, president of the Remick
Music Corp.” Starr says Keit has
no intention of resigning, has not
been asked to resign, and that his

long-term contract with the Rem-
ick is a sufficiently emphatic refu-
tation of the rumor.

“HER MAN” STARTS
AT GLOBE OCL 3

“Her Man,” Pathe’s latest spe-
cial to follow “Holiday,” will have
its world premiere on October 3

at the RKO Globe Theatre on
Broadway starting off immediate
engagements in RKO houses in

twenty-five key points, according
to E. J. O’Leary. It is understood
that the competitive bidding be-
tween several circuits for first runs
on “Her Man” was very keen as
the picture is said to be “plenty
box office.”

StEiLER BUYS ALL
SOHO PRODUCTIONS

Sono Art-World Wide has closed
a deal whereby the Keiler Circuit
in Kentucky will play its entire
product. This booking covers first

runs at Paducah, Owensboro, Hen-
derson, Pulton, Princeton and
Murray.

‘U’ CAPTURES
BROADWAY

With the booking of “A
Lady Surrenders” into the
Paramount Theatre for a
run beginning next Friday
(October 3), Universal pro-
duct will be playing six

Broadway first run theatres
this week: The Boxy, The
Paramount, The Strand,
Winter Garden, George M.
Cohan Theatre and The
Cameo.

RUTH ETTING TO TOUR
I

Ruth Etting, who has appeared
in several Vitaphone shorts, has
accepted a tour of the principal
cities in vaudeville. She will re-
turn to the Palace early in No-
vember and appear there before
rehearsing for the new Ziegfeld
“Foliies.”

As an aftermath of the meeting
of Chicago’s Zoning and Protec-
tion Committee, Friday, the follow-
ing telegram was received Satur-
day by the Editor of EXHIBITORS
DAILY REVIEW:
“Following wire dispatched to

Cliicago Film Board of Trade
(quote) ‘this is to notify you offi-

cially that as a member of the
Zoning and Protection Committee
I liereby reject the proposed zon-
ing and protection schedule as
submitted’ (unquote).”

(Signed)
Aaron Saperstein, President,

(Continued on page 6)

400 THEATRES IN INDIA PREFER

AMERICAN TO BRITISH PICTURES

BEACON BOOKS BAND
Aarenson’s Commanders, one of

Broadway’s personality bands, is

booked for an engagement of inde-
finite length, at Warner Bros.
Beacon Theatre, beginning Octo-
ber 10.

LONDON, Sept. 27. —

A

survey
of the prespects of British films
in India is far from, encouraging.
It shows that American pictures
are appreciated by the Indians a
good deal more than those pro-
duced in England, quite apart
from, the added inducement that
an American picture is obtainable

(Continued on page 2)

GRANT SUCCEEDS SILLS
ON M.P. ACADEMY BOARD

RKO’s Newest Movie House
To Flash Mayfair as Name
RKO’s newest movie palace on

the site of the old Columbia bur-
lesque house, at 47th Street and
Seventh Avenue, will carry on its

electrical display RKO Mayfair
Theatre. Officials of RKO decided
on the name over the week-end.
The theatre will be dedicated
Nov. 1.

(Continued on page 3)

LUNDGREN NEW PATHE
HEAD AT ST. LOUIS

E. J. O’Leary, general sales man-
ager of Pathe, has appointed C. R.
Lundgren as Branch Manager in
St. Louis, replacing W. E. Bran-
son, who has been transferred to
the Home Office Sales Department.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Law-
rence Grant has been named by
the Nominating Committee of the
Actors’ Branch of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
to serve for three years represent-
ing the Branch on the Board of
Directors, the governing body of

the Academy, in place of Milton
Sills, whose death created a va-
cancy in the annual nominations.
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Take Notice—all ye fllluni folk

—that watch of yours should be

set back one hour * * this is con-

sidered pertinent advice in view

of the fact that one of those wet

week-ends may have entered your

life * * * Bug’s Baer says the only

good daylight savings did was to

add another hour to the twilight

of the G.O.P. administration * * *

Pola Negri from her retreat in

Gay Paree tells a waiting world

that a painting of Valentino whom
she professed (for publicity pur-

poses only) to love so dearly, is

not worth $4,000 * * * the French
courts may decide otherwise with
Pola holding the red side of the

ledger * * * Leo Pollock, former
pic. critic and editor of M-G-M’s
silent newsreel sends a neatly en-
graved card saying he’s now with
the Nat’s Vitaprlnt Corp. * * *

yes, he’s bivouaced on snooty
Jtadison avenoo * * * Charlie
Pettijhon is back from gangster-
land * * * news item * * * Jack
Oakie after being aproached by
two rough persons in Chicago,
who talked very hostile, fled to

New York * * * Jack, his mang.
tells us, was threatened with a

“ride” if he didn’t contribute 1,000

iron men to some cause or othei
* * * that may be news, then again
it may be just one of those p.a,

parties * * * Ferenc Molnar had
his face slapped other day way
off in Budapest by a prima donna
* * * Philadelphia Jack O’Brien
is now a movie talker * * * he
made the newsreels * * * Flfi I)or-

say is among us * * * tier first

trip to the Big Stem * * * she
likes it, thanks * * * that Widow
comes to town this week * *

BIG FOUR NEGATIVE
REACHES NEW YORK

The negative of Big Four’s all-

talking Western feature, “Trails
of Danger”, reached the home of-

fice this week, from the West
Coast production centre. Wally
Wales, Virginia Browne Faire and
Jack Perrin have the leading
roles.

AMOS ’N’ ANDY CLICK

AT HOLLYWOOD PREMIERE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Radio

fans who have hungered to get

a glimpse of Amos and Andy in

person, will have that yen satis-

fied in “Check and Double Check,”
just completed by RKO. The pic-

ture, reviewed at the Belmont in

Los Angeles, present the two com-
edians in the best light and
while they are on the screen they
are a wow, no kiddin’. It opens
with a whale of a laugh sequence,
a traffic jam in New York, with
the fresh air taxi holding up hun-
dreds of cars. This gets a laugh.
Then it jumps to a scene between
Sue Carrol and the Villain which

slows up the action until Amos
and Andy are again picked up.
The picture is packed with new
gags and the routine of the com-
edians is perfect. As a finish

there is a hair-raising chase
through traffic to the Pennsyl-
vania station in New York City.

The search for the “papers” in

the haunted house and the lodge
meeting of the “Mystic Knights
of the Sea” drew plenty of laughs.
There is one song number that
should become popular, “Three
Little Words” played and sung by
a colored band in excellent taste.

The production is nicely mount-
ed and well photographed.—R. M.

REICHENBACH STUFF

AT HERSHFIELD DINNER

Harry Reichenbach will officiate

as Toastmaster at the Testimonial
Dinner which will be tendered
Harry Hershfield at the Hotel
Comanodore, October 11, in honor
of his birthday. The net pro-
ceeds will be divided among five

theatrical charitable organizations
—The Catholic Actor’s Guild, The
Episcopal Theatrical Guild the
Jewish Theatrical Guild of Amer-
ica, the N. V. A. and the Actors’
Fund of America.

PAUL LUKAS LEAD
FOR “LADIES’ MAN”

Definite plans are announced
for the filming at the Paramount
New York studio of “Ladies’
Man”, the talking film version of

Rupert Hughes’ novel in which
Paul Lukas will play the title

role. Lothar Mendes will direct.

This will mark Lukas’s first

screen work in the East.

INDIA PREFERS
(Continued from page 1)

at a lower price than ours.

There are about 400 cinemas in

India, of which some 60 are im-
portant houses and the rest are
small houses catering for the
Indians themselves—and where
Indian audiences congregate white
patrons are not to be found.
These Indian audiences, which
constitute by far the greater pro-
portion of cinema-goers in India
(although, of course, they pay
less for admission), have a dis-

tinct preference for Indian-made
pictures, as these represent the
type of entertainment and an out-
look on life which they can un-
derstand.

Indian pictures are being made
very freely in at least a dozen
studios, of which there are about
four in Bombay and three in Cal-
cutta. They are being made ex-
tremely cheaply and, as a general
rule, costing anything from a few
hundred to two or three thousand
pounds.

There are, however, several
producers in India who realize

the immense potentialities of the

FIRST ITALIAN TALKIE,

“PERCHE,’’ HELD OVER

The run of “Perche”, the first

Italian talking picture shown in

this country, now at the 55th St.

Playhouse, has been extended to
and including next Thursday. The
film was produced by Paramount
In its Joinville studios near Paris,
based on “The Lady Lies.” Maria
Jacobini, Italian screen star of
the silent pictures, plays the lead-
ing role, supported by Livio
Pavanelli, Oresta Bilancia and
Bozzana.

SIGN CARMEL MYERS
AND MIRIAM SEEGAR

Carmel Myers and Miriam
Seegar have been signed for the
contrasting femjnine roles in Co-
lunrbia’s “The Lion and the
Lamb,”—Inez and Madge respec-
tively—in this dramatization of

the E. Phillips Oppenheim novel of

the same title, which was featured
serially in “Collier’s” magazine.

AMERICAN FILMS

country as a setting for the pro-

duction of pictures of world-wide
interest. Unfortunately, a number
of the cheaper Indian productions
have been imported, and these
have extremely little appeal for

European audiences. In conse-
quence, the idea of Indian pro-
ductions is to English exhibitors
very similar to the idea of En-
glish productions held by Ameri-
can exhibitors: that is to say, the
attitude has been “Can any good
come out of India.”

To anybody who is prepared to

take an unbiased view of the pos-
sibilities it would be immediately
seen that there are immense un-
explored resources in India for

the production of pictures of great
interest. One such picture has
just been brought over in which
the producer has had unlimited
resources for production. The
Maharajah of Mysore placed at

the producer’s disposal, free. State
elephants, troops, palaces, temples
—almost the whole resources of
his State from a picturesque point
of view for the production of this

film.

“LET US BE GAY”

AND “CALL OF FLESH”

ON M-G-M FRENCH LIST

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has an-
nounced that “Let Us Be Gay” and
“Call of the Flesh” have been add-
ed to its forthcoming list of talk-
ing French pictures. Andre
Luguet, the French stage star who
has appeared in several French
dialogue films for M-G-M, will di-

rect as well as act in the French
version of “Let Us Be Gay,” play-
ing the role which Rod La Roeque
had in the English version.
Ramon Novarro’s assignment to

direct as well as star in the
French talking version of “Call of
the Flesh” follows his success in
the direction of the Spanish ver-
sion of the same picture, which
has just been com,pleted. After
completing the new French pro-
duction Novarro will begin work
in “Daybreak”, his new starring
film which has been adapted from
Schnitzler’s novel of the same
name, with music prepared by
Oscar Straus.

LOEW CIRCUIT BOOKS
TIFFANY CHIMP SERIES

The entire series of Tiffany
Talking Chimp comedies have been
booked for the Loew New York
circuit, including all the De Luxe
houses. The series have also been
booked for the entire group of

Loew houses in Cleveland and
Washington and other key points.

The booking was arranged by Phil
Meyer, in charge of the New York
division for Tiffany.

NEW HOUSE RECORD

The first four days of the en-

gagement of “The Girl of the
Golden West,” the First National
version of the famous Belasco
drama with Ann Harding, James
Rennie and Harry Bannister at

the Boyd Theatre, Philadelphia,

have broken all house records for

any corresponding period, the box
office receipts for these four days
being $4,625 ahead of the highest

previous record.

FOR SALE
MOTION PICTURE AND “STILL”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us adYised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities

and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary - stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street.

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre: trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business an ad In
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the service of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.

Simply tell us what you want to do,
and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.
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Sono Art to Distribute Special

Based on Classic by Tennyson

AU-YIDDISH TALKER

SETS HOUSE RECORD

“Eternal Fools,” the first all-

Yiddish talking picture, broke all

house records at the Bronx Play-
house, formerly the New Royal
Theatre, 1350 Southern Boulevard,
Bronx, and will be held for a sec-

ond week, the management an-
nounced. It was produced in New
York by Judea Films under the

direction of Sidney M. Goldin. The
cast includes: Yudel Dubiusky,
Yehuda Blech, Seymour Rechzeit
and Bella Gudinsky. The sur-
rounding program is composed of

all-talking Yiddish novelties, com-
edies and acts.

U. SIGNS HARDY
AND COOLEY—SHORTS
Sam Hardy and Hallam Cooley

were signed yesterday by Uni-
versal for its new “Red Star”
comedy series of ten two-reelers.
They will team up in “Meet the
Wife” as the first of their contri-

butions to the series.

COLUlillBIA STARTS
ON “CHARLIPS AUNr’

With the signing of Hugh Wil-
liams for the role of Charlie
Wykeham and Doris Lloyd for the
role of Donna Lucia and D’Alva-
dorez, Columbia’s “Charley’s
Aunt” went into production this
week. A1 Christie directs and
Charlie Ruggles has the title role.

WHEELER AND WOOLSEY
REHEARSING FOR NEXT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. —Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey, the
two funmakers who are register-
ing such a smash in RKO’s “Half
Shot at Sunrise” are rehearsing
for their next co-starring come-
dy, “Hook, Line and Sinker.”

MISS CHURCHILL GETS
‘SEAS BENEATH’ LEAD

Marguerite Churchill, Fox Films
player recently returned from
several months on location with
“The Big Trail”, has been assign-
ed the feminine lead opposite
George O’Brien in “The Seas Be-
neath”, which John Ford will di-
rect.

RKD’S NEWEST HOUSE
TO BE FLASHED MAYFAIR

(Continued from page 1)

In replacing the Columbia build-
ing additional footage was added
to the new structure on both
streets. It occupies a corner site.

The additional footage gives the
house a seating capacity of 2300.

The policy of the Mayfair will be
sound pictures exclusively. It will
be the Metropolitan headquarters
of the first run RKO Radio Pic-
tures as well as the principal pro-
duct of the Columbia and Universal
and other studios affiliated with
RKO. The Mayfair has as a near
“next door” neighbor.

AL JOLSON STOPS
SHOW AT CAPITOL
WITH “SONNY BOY”

A1 Julson at his first per-
formance on a New York
stage in five years, at the
Capitol, “stopped the show”
Friday. Jolson Sang ’’Son-

ny Boy”, for the first time
before an audience.

RKi SHDaTS THIRD
OF GOMEDY SERIES

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Aunts
in the Pants”, the third of RKO’s
Broadway Headliners series of

comedies, has been finished at

comedies, has been finished at

Radio’s lot. Walter Catlett is

starred. Nat Carr will star in the
fourth.

CABANNE TO DIRECT
BUCK JONES SPECIAL

Christy Cabanne has been sign-

ed to direct the next “Buck
Jones” outdoor special which is

fourth in a series of eight being
made for Columibia Pictures. The
title of the producition will be
“Dawn Trail”.

William Beaudine, one of the

most successful directors of fea-

tures on the Coast, and recently

with First National and Warner
Bros., has signed a Mack Sennett
contract to direct a new short
feature titled “Just a Theme
Song”. Harry Gribbon will be
featured with Patsy O’Leary and
Yola D’Avril.

* 4: *

Wilson B. Heller, press agent,
who has been confined to a hos-
pital for the past three months,
returned home this week and is

rapidly recovering.
4c * *

Jose Bohr has been signed by
Liberty Productions, M. H. Hoff-
man, president, to play an im-
portant role in “East Lynne.”

* * *

Ro'bert Ellis will make his

debut as a leading man in “Aloha”
under the direction of A1 Rogell,
who is directing the Tiffany pro-
duction, to be ready in October.

* *

Carl Laemnxle’s grand-daughter
is to be known as Miss Carol
Laemmle Bergerman. She was
born on Sept. 12.

* * *

Exhibitors already are being
impressed with the potential ex-
ploitation possibilities of “Cimar-
ron,” which RKO Radio Pictures
is now producing. Newspaper
tieups of such unusual effective-
ness seldom, have been offered by
anv motion picture. The story
of this Edna Ferber epic has for
background the exciting trials and
thrilling tribulations of starting
a newspaper in a wild Oklahoma
frontier town and its subsequent
development into a great daily
with morning and evening edi-
tions.

U. MAKES CHANGE
IN CAST OF SERIAL

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Due
to injuries to Fletcher Norton,

Gayne Whitman has replaced him

in the cast of “Fingerprints”, a

ten episode serial in production

at Universal. Norton was injured

at Balboa where the company was

shooting water-front scenes. Ken-

neth Harlan and Edna Murphy
have the leading roles. Ray 'fay-

lor is directing.

ZASU PITTS CAST

Zasu Pitts has been added to

the cast of “Sin Takes a Holi-

day,” Constance Bennett’s new
starring vehicle now in production

at the Pathe Studios in Culver
City under the supervision of

President E. B. Derr. This as-

signment is in accordance with a
two-picture contract m/ade with
Miss Pitts several months ago.

Richard Barthelmess left Los
Angeles with Mrs. Barthelmess
Sunday night, headed for New
York, but are making the trip by
way of Texas with several stops.

They will probably renrain in and
around New York for several
weeks, and then will return to

California so that Barthelmess
may begin his next First Nation-
al and Vitaphone starring picture
in November.

* 0 *

Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby,
one of the nrost successful show-
writing teams on or off Broadway,
have just signed a long-term con-
tract with First National Pictures,
Inc. Their first picture under
this agreement will be produced
during the coming winter. In the
meantime Ruby is going to New
York by boat via the Panama
Canal. *00
As a matter of advance informa-

tion for exhibitors, RKO Radio
Pictures announces that Louis
Wolheim's first directorial effort,

“Sheep’s Clothing”, will be a pre-
sentation of compact and interest-
arresting drama constructed on
the basis of a new' formula aimed
at uniting the art of motion and
spoken dialogue. It is predicted
this picture will prove a long step
in the progress of perfecting the
talkie.

0 0 0

A very successful novelty ad-
vertising and exploitation . cam-
naign was carried out by Jack
Rosenberg, manager of the Plaza
Theatre, San Diego, Calif., in

connection with the engagement
of “Top Speed,” the First Nation-
al comedy picture with ,Ioe E.
Browii and Bernice Claire at that
theatre.

Distributing rights to “The
Charge of the Light Brigade,” a
Gainsborough production, based
on the poem by Alfred Tennyson,
have been acquired by Sono Art-
World Wide. The picture was
made under the supervision of the
British War Office. It will be re-

leased as a special. In the cast
is Cyril MacLaglen, brother of

Fox’s Victor. More than 5,000
ertras were used in mob scenes.
George W. Weeks, who brought

the print from England, said of
the picture:

“It has the magnitude and
vividness of "The Birth of a Na-
tion”, and is a memorable epi-
taph to the supreme daring of the
brigade of 600, who valiantly
charged an entire army. It has
a warm] love story and the pagean-
try and color of epic drama.”

WARNER RELEASES
INCLUDE “OLD ENGLISH

The general release of George
Arliss in “Old English” was an-
nounced for last Saturday, hy
Sam E. Morris, vice-president of
Warner Bros. Other Warner re-

leases are: Oct. 4, “Maybe It’s

Love”: Oct. 11, “Sinners’ Holi-
day; Oct. 18, “Doorway to Hell”;
Oct. 25, Winnie Lightner in the
Technicolor special, “The Life of
the Party; Nov. 1, Lotti Loder,
Harry Langdon and Ben Lyon in

“A Soldier’s Plaything.”

PENNER TO MAKE
DOUGHBOY VITAPHONE

The stuttering comedian, Joe
Penner, who has appeared in sev-
eral Vitaphone Varieties, is mak-
ing a new number at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone Studios. It is a comedy-
drama of the doughboys behind
the lines in Prance. Alf Golding
is directing.

COLUMBIA SIGNS
WALTHAL AND WARE

Henry B. Walthal and Helen
Ware have been signed for the cast
of Columbia’s “Tol’able David,”
the picturization of Joseph B.

Hergesheimer’s Saturday Evening
Post story of the same title.

MUi CIRCUIT SIGNS
im PERCENT PATHE

SEATTLE.—The John Danz Cir-

cuit of ten houses has signed up
with Pathe one hundred per cent
on current product.

DOLL INDUSTRY FILM

R. E, Saeki, Fathe’s official

cinematographer in Jai)an, contri-

butes a cinematic survey of the
doll industry of Old Nippon, in

scenes enhanced by Pathechrome
hues, released in issue No. 38 of

Pathe Audio Review. The mu-
sical accompanim.ent is “Idylle
Japonaise” by M. Maurice Baron.

Hollywood Gossip
By EAT MURRAY
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BIG MARKET EXISTS FOR INDIE

PRODUCTIONS, FREULER DECLARES
John R. Freuler, former guid-

ing spirit in the old Mutual and
American Film Companies, and
one of the first to recognize the

worth of Charlie Chaplin as a big

screen attraction, yesterday let

tall some pertinent observations
anent the independent market.

In an exclusive interview with
a representative of this news-
paper, Freuler, now head of the

Big Four Film comj)any, produc-
ers and distributors of Western
talkers, told why the inaependent
producer, greatly beneflited by the
advent of sound, occupies a field

overflowing with heretofore un-
known and unappreciative advan-
tages. He said:

“The independent is, of course,
handicapped when the first-run de
luxe houses are considered, especi-

ally the independent producer of

program western talkers. (He
(the independent) does not pre-

sume to build expensive pictures,

not the independent of Big Four’s
ciass. He is virtually excluded
from the so-called de luxe houses
but—and this is important—he
holds virtual sway in second, third
and fourth run houses. I’ll tell

you' why:
“Let’s take Publix for an ex-

ample of the producer who plays
a big part in the de luxe or first

runs. Publix could make west-
erns just as cheaply as I, just as
good (which goes without saying)
and just as many, and more too.

“But—Publix can’t afford to do
this. I don’t mean that Publix
hasn’t got the necessary capital
but an organization like Publix
cannot afford to spend the time.
“Therefore an independent of

Big Four’s status, steps in. Big
Four can afford to make such
westerns because that is Big
Four’s sole and only business.
“Coming to the answer to why

the independent is in such an ad-
mirable spot right now. Consider
the house that changes twice
weekly; and the house that
changes three and four times
weekly; and the one that changes
its program daily.

“The house that changes twice
weekly, requires 104 pictures a

year; the houses that change
three times, 156; and the house
that changes four times, 20S pic-

tures.
“The larger companies such as

Publix, for an example, cannot
produce enough pictures to supply
such a demand—cannot, because

they haven’t the time to turn out

product w^hose very requirements

demand speed, reasonable produc-

tion costs and actionable drama.

“Here is where an independent

of Big Four’s status comes in.

It’s up to such producers to sup-
ply this huge demand in houses
making such rapid progress.”

TERRiSS GETS THRILL

Tom Terriss, the vagabond di-

rector, considers his experiences

in making “Satan’s Fury” the

most thrilling of all encounter-

ed by him in making this series,

according to Pathe officials. The
picture was recorded on the White
Islands of New Zealand, where
volcanoes are frequently in erup-

tion.

lllinuis Independent Theatre
Owners, Inc.”

Charlie Pettijohn, attorney for

the Hays organization, was caught
by a representative of this news-
paper as he stepped off the Cen-
tury, after attending the zoning
meeting in Chicago. The wire from
Saperstein w'as read to him. He
commented:
“Mr. Saperstein, one of the forty

attending the meetings, sat through
the hearings in Chicago. He was
given a copy of the committee’s
findings and conclusions. This was
at 11:30 Friday morning. A copy
of the committee’s findings wms
submitted to all present. Saper-
stein, among others, was asked to

read the findings and state any ob-
jections he might have, or make
any criticism. Saperstein voiced
no objections nor did he point out
anything as being adverse to his

conclusions. He merely stated he
w'ould take the copy and go over

STEELE OFF TO LONDON

Montford Steele, special sales

representative for Pathe Interna-
tional Corporation, sailed Tuesday
night on the Bremen bound for

London where he will join the
forces of F.D.C., Bathe’s organiza-
tion in the United Kingdom.

PREMIERE CHANGE

‘‘What .V Widow!”, with
Bloria .Swanson, will have
its Broadway premiere at
9:30 A.M. Friday, October
3, instead of Thursday,
October 2, as ])reTiously

announced. 1

W.E. INSTALLATIONS
NEAR 7,000 MARK

Western Electric world
wide installations accord-
ign to the latest report
total 6804. Of this number
4526 are in the United
States and 2278 in the for-

eign field.

Two additional countries
are listed sei»arately in the
foreign installations be-
cause of contracts either
pending or fulfilled. They
su'e Malta and Curaco,
Dutch West Indies. The
report also shows tlie com-
l)letion of two more instal-

lations in Algeria.

HUSTON ENGAGED
FOR “CRIMINAL CODE”

Walter Huston has been engag-
ed for the leading male role in

Columbia’s “The Criminal Code.”
Howard Hawks will direct this

production.

it with his associates and would
advise later.

“During the noon hour Friday I

was present with members of the

Chicago Board of Trade, heads of

circuits, and affiliated exhibitors.

The same opportunity was given
those present to file objections, if

any. Saperstein is only a block or
so away from the offices of the
Film Board of Trade. No com-
ment was forthcoming from him
during my stay, nor before I left

for New York.”
Following advices from this

newspaper that the above telegram
was received from Saperstein,
Pettijohn got the Chicago Film
Board of Trade on long distance.
The Board told Pettijohn the wire
had been received from Saper-
stein late in the morning.

Pettijohn, after reciting just

what took place at the meeting in

this connection, added:
“I have no comment to make

—

the recital of the facts of the mat-
ter speak for themselves.”

The Recording Laboratories of

America, Inc., under the direction

of Jess Smith, president, has the

distinction of producing a seven-

reel talking picture and a one-
reel short in Jewish dialogue for

Judea Films, Inc., in two days.
Recently they produced five one-
reel Spanish subjects in one day
for the Lasky Productions and
they have recorded and produced
as many shorts as; a three-reel
comedy, a two-reel drama, two
single reel novelties, and a trail-

er, in one shooting day and on
one stage.

The studio, in operation since
February, 1929. is one of the most
active independent studios in the
east having synchronized and re-

corded over 250 subjects.

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS

BOOKED IN RKO HOUSES

Carl J. Goe, assistant general

sales manager of Tiffany, has clos-

ed a deal with RKO, whereby the

Tiffany product on the forthcom-
ing 1930-31 program will play
RKO houses in Davenport, la.,

Des Moines, la.. Grand Rapids,
Mich., Fort Wayne, Ind. and Ra-
cine, Wis. “Extravagance,” the
first of the new program is al-

ready completed, while the final

scenes are being shot on “The
Third Alarm,” a super-special.

COMEDIAN’S VEHICLE
PLAYS HOME TOWN

YOUNGSTOWN, O.—J. E. Shag-
rin, manager of the Park Theatre,
cashed in on the fact that Bob
Carney, Pathe comedian, was born
here by booking Carney’s latest
two-reeler, “All For Mabel,” in
conjunction with the showing of
Constance Bennett in “Common
Clay.” Shagrin did even more busi-
ness than he anticipated and car-
ried over his bill for a second
week.

‘ALL QUIET’ CDNTINUES
ITS DRAWING POWER

“All Quiet on the Western
Front” has gone into its fourth
week in Rochester. It played the
Eastman for a week, moving to
the Regent, where it is doing big
business, according to reports to
Universal’s home office

At the Echo Theatre in Syra-
cuse, “All Quiet” has gone into
its second week, having establish-
ed a new house record the first

Week.

TIFFANY’S “ALOHA”
CAST IS COMPLETE

Tiftany’s special, “Aloha,” now
in production, under A1 Rogell’s
direction, includes in its cast
Raquel Torres, Ben Lyon, Robert
Edesou, Thelma Todd, Robert
Ellis, T. Roy Barnes, Alan Hale,
Donald Reed, Otis Harlan and A1
St. John

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEH STUDIOS
(Hollywood’s Newest Studio'i

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chlckerlnir 2721*

PEHIJOHN REITERATES ZONE HARMONY
(Continued from page 1) <>

SEVEN REEL QUICKIE
MADE IN TWO DAYS
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TEAR BOMB SCARES MAID „“S,5,.

Praise and
Its Values

By

“IX/IY boss,” said a motion pic'

ture employee the other

day, “is undoubtedly an able

fella, but if I break my neck to

please him I never get anything

more than a grunt. I am look'

ing for another job.”
« « •

This young man, said, in the

argot of the streets, a whole

earful. The man in question is as

described. He apparently be'

lieves that to praise a good effort

would cause an increase in the

hat si^e of the employee and pos'

sibly a burning desire for an in'

crease in salary. He and those

like him are, in our opinion, all

wrong.
« «

THIRST of all, humanity works

for a livelihood. When that

detail is out of the road recogni'

tion is the end. We recall when
we were in school some years ago

being greatly impressed by a lec'

ture delivered by a distinguished

man. We were so enthusiastic at

the end of the lecture we ap'

proached him and made bold to

tell him how wonderful we
thought the lecture was. We took

a chance of the rebuff that we
then thought might come from
greatness but we were pleasantly

astonished when he said, with a

pleased look in his eye, “My boy,

you are very kind.” We mark'
ed that man as a big one and
later in contact with men in high

places, discovered that the really

big men are those who are not

afraid to be generous, in giving

(Continued on page 2)

COLUMBIA SIGNS

ROBERT HARRIS AS

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

Robert Harris, formerly bead of

the M-G-M scenario department,
'has been engaged by Columbia
Pictures as associate producer on
a long term contract. Mr. Harris
comes to his new post with an
extensive background gained both
in the recording and motion pic-

ture fields.

GET ESTtMATES ON
NEW WARNER BLDG.

Eestimates are being received
for the erection of the new War-
ner Bros, building adjacent to the

TONIGHT’S OPENING

CHICAGO, 111., Sept. 29.—Considerable excitement is aroused

in film circles here today by the story that a tear gas bomb was found
in the Congress Hotel, Suite G'8 and 9, at an early hour Saturday

morning—the suite being the same occupied by A1 Steffes of Minne'
apolis, and several others who checked out around 11:00 o’clock on

Friday. No other guest was assigned to this room in the interim.

The guests were aroused by the
screams of a woman and it de-
veloped that a maid who went to

do up the room picked up what
she thought was a fountain pen
but which turned out to be a
tear gas bomb that exploded and
she was all but suffocated by the
fumes. Investigation was made
by the house detective force and
considerable mystery surrounded
the finding of the infernal ma-
chine which is of the same type
that had been used in theatre
strikes in several parts of the

“Whoopee”, United Art-
ists’ extravaganza starring
Eddie Cantor, will have its

[treniiere at the Rivoli The-
atre tonight.

present Plome Office on West 44th

and West 45th Streets. It covers
a 75-foot frontage and will have
the same height as the other two
structures. (Continued on page 7)

UNIVERSAL’S ENTIRE NEW SEASON PRODUCT

BOOKED BY WARNERS IN $3,500,000 DEAL

M-G-M INCOME ACCOUNT
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corpora-

tion reports its income account
for the twelve weeks period end-
ed June 6, 1930 to be as follows:
Gross profit, $4,753,443; less

operating expenses of $1,753,446;
operating profit, $2,999,997 ; mis-
cellaneous incomle, $186,270; net
profit (before taxes) $3,186,267.

Universal officials yesterday

closed a deal with Warners that

books virtually 100 percent of

Universal’s new product into the
800 Warner houses over the Unit-
ed States. The features, alone,

included in the deal will repre-
sent aproximately $3,500,000 in

rentals. It is Universal’s second
big nation-wide booking deal

(Continued on page 2)

Guild President Appoints
Committees for 1930-31

James Ryan, who was re-elect-

ed the President of the Catholic

Motion Picture Guild at the elec-

tion of officers for the organiza-
tion last May, announced yester-
day the following Guild Committee
appointments : Executive Commit-
tee: James Ryan, Chairman;
Johnny Hines, John J. Gain,
James Gleason, John W. Consl-
dine, Jr., Jack Coogan, Sr. Win-
field Sheehan James J. Dunn,

Joseph P. Kennedy and Edward
Mannix.

Advisory Board: Wni. K. How-
ard, Chairman; Neil Hamilton, C.

C. Burr, John McCormack, Nancy
Carroll, John Ford, Sam Taylor,
Robert McGowan and George
Cooper; Entertaniment Commit-
tee: Robert Emmett O’Connor,
Chairman; Eddie Albright, Harry
Tierney, Pat O’Malley, Walter

(Continued on page 7)

TECHNICOLOR REPORTS
ON 8 MO. EARNINGS

Technicolor, Inc., and subsidi-
aries, for the eight months ended
August 31, report net profit of

$942,590 after operations, amorti-
zation and Federai and state
taxes. Gross profit before amor-
tization, etc., was $1,397,019. Cir-
cuit assets totaled $1,397,396, of

which cash comprised $289,387 and
accounts receivable $570,880. Cur-
rent liabilities aggregated $589,-

364, accounts payable totaling
$320,681 and surplus $1,891,217.
Total resources of the company
are $7,790,071.

BRANSON PROMOTED
Walter Branson, who has been

promoted to the home office sales
department by E. J. O’Leary, gen-
eral sales manager, is a Pathe
veteran who started in the pic-

ture business at the Des Moines
branch. He’s a graduate of the
University of Nebraska and was
a star half-back on the grid team.
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Paramount News Scores Scoop

On Smoke Screen Demonstration
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MAIN STREET

Why does Irving Cobb insist up-

on wearing golf togs * * * Rudy
(break their hearts) Vallee and

Paul (mountainous) Wliitenuiu

have been shot by Terry Ram-
saye * * * M-G-M’s p.a. bureau

tells us Lawrence Tibbett sings a
song on horseback in New Moon
* * * well—what of it * * * Eddie
Cantor makes whoopee this week
* * * and the same p.a. informs
Robert Montgomery’s new dress-
ing room is done in Nile Green
* * * Gordon thinks the same
snappy query settles that one, too
* * * Ruth Lyons hit the Big Stem
from Calif, and within four hours
(d.l.s.)) got a job on the stage
* * * that proves something or
other * * * wonder if Nancy Car-
roll remembers when she v/as
covering the Kelly trial in L.A.
for the Express * * * and then
there is that hot wdre saying Bur-
ton Holmes, the big travel man,
has decided to make his home in

the hills of Hollywood * * * that
will be nice * * * and again from
that Hollywood place, Marie
Dressier, when on location re-
cently, in Dark Star, promptly
made friends with all eliaraeters
on the water front * * * wonder
if she met any sharks, or maybe
long-distance swimmers * * * j,g.

member when Major (once-upon a
time dry admin.) Campbell was
shouting thru a megaphone in
Hollywood * * * what a mess that
Ohio film censor hoard is getting
into * * * one of the authors of
Once in a Lifetime used to be a
floorwalker in a dept, store * * *

so, there * * * we understand a
lot of office wife pictures are in
the conference stage * * * I’e-

member when Morris Gest was a
ticket peddler * * * Gary Cooper
has a dude ranch * * * Charlie
Clianliii is a terrible tennis play-
er * * * whatever became of .1.

AVarren Kerrigan * * * joe Rnd-
nicli, soldier of fortune, actor and
master salesman was a visitor at
ye sanctum yesterday * * *

IVAN NOE SIGNED

Ivan Noe has been engaged by
M-G-M for work in the French
dialogue version of “Madame X.” '

Paramount Sound News scored
a scoop Sunday when it obtained
exclusive pictures of five army
airplanes laying a smoke screen
more than 1,500 feet high around
the skyscraper zone at the down
town tip of Manhattan.
The smoke screen was laid by

the Army Air Corps as a demon-
stration for Paramount Sound
News of how lower New York
could be protected in time of war
from enemy attack by “smoke”
wTthout the slightest harm of in-

convenience to the populace. It

extended from the Acquarium

(Continued from page 1)

within the past few weeks. It
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tire year’s product from Univer-
sal, representing its features,

serials, newsreel, comedies and
other shorts.
Warner houses are particularly

well situated in key centres in

New York, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, New England, the Atlan-
tic seaboard, Chicago and into the

njiddle west as far as Omaha, with
first run houses on the West
Coast.
Some of the features which will

go into the Warner houses under
the new deal are:—“Little Acci-
dent”, “Outside the Law”, “Strict-

ly Dishonorable”, “East Is West”,
“The Lady Surrenders” “The Cat
Creeps” “Dracula”, “Resurrec-
tion”, “The Boudoir Diplomat”,
“Merry Go Round”, “See America
Thirst”, “St. Johnson,” “White
Captive”.

(Juiversal’s four serials are in-

PRAISE AND
ITS VALUES

(Continued from page 1)

and receiving recognition of good
effort.

* *

EADERSHIP in an executive

should bring enthusiasm from
the employees. It is the thing

that wins battles in war and in

business, makes great newspapers
and furthers campaigns. We be-

lieve that those who can praise,

with discrimination, not only re-

ward the worthy but receive in

added service a richer reward
themselves.

* * *

A WISE man once said, “It is

the little things that make
up life.”

around the end of the Island and
up the East River.

In order to make a sound pic-

ture record of permanent mili-
tary value. Paramount Sound
News not only had cameramen in

the three planes accompanying
the smoke squadron, but had four
tugs with cameramen aboard
spotted around the harbor and in

addition sound units and camera-
men were stationed at all vantage
points such as the Statue of Lib-
erty, Governor’s Island, the tops
of the Whitehall, Woolworth and
other large downtown buildings.

eluded:—“The Indians Are Com-
ing”, “Stell of the Circus,”
“Fingerprints” and “Heroes of the
Flames.”

Shorts passing in the deal, in-

cluding comedies, are—^Slim Sum-
mierville series, Sidney Murray
series. Leather Pushers, Red Star.

A series of one-reelers also are
included.

VABABOND NUMBER
FOR EXTENDED RUN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — “Sa-
tan’s Fury,” Pathe-Vagabond Ad-
venture picture featuring Tom
Terriss as the Vagabond direc-
tor. has been booked for an ex-
tended run at the Fox Criterion
here.

ALCANIZ BORROWED
M-G-M has borrowed Louis

Alcaniz for the Spanish version of

“The Big House.”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Bathe
serials are being produced with

the definite aim of recapturing

juvenile interest, according to E.

B. Derr, president. He added:

“Children have been more or

less overlooked since the advent

of the sound picture. The trend

has been toward ultra-sophistica-

tion for the adult audiences. This

is as it should be, hut it seems

to me that producers should also

provide appropriate entertainment

for juveniles. We intend to pro-
duce serials particularly for the
children and I am convinced that
it is a step in the right direction.”

TIBBETT JOINS

Lawrence Tibbett is the newest
member of the “light valve club”,

organization of sound technicians
at the M-G-M studios.

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

By Carj Gratz ^

“THE OFFICE AVIEE”
(Winter Garden)

An intriguing title and theme,
a good story, one of the most at-

tractive girls in pictures and just
about the most finished screen
actor there is, are the chief ele-

ments that make First Naiionai's
current offering at the Winter
Garden a box-oftice ace. The title

is “The Office Wife” and the stars
are Dorothy Mackaill and Lewis
Stone. This title gives a pretty
good idea of what it is all about,
but that does not mean that either
the story or treatment are in any
way hackneyed or threadbare.
It’s true that certain elements of
the piece are somewhat exagger-
ated in treatment, but these are
minor and on the whole “The
Office Wife” is a fast-moving yarn
on a modern topic and handled
in a very modern manner. Be-
sides the more than excellent per-
formances of the two stars men-
tioned we have Natalie Moorhead,
always decorative and capable,
and a bit, made the most of, by
Joan Blondell as the secretary’s
pert and exceedingly wise sister.

“The Office Wife” is good enter-
tainment with a universal appeal.

“HER MAN’’ PREMIERE
ON BROADWAY OCT. 3

“Her Man,” Pathe’s latest spe-
cial to follow “Holiday,” will have
its world premiere Oct. 3, at the
RKO Globe theatre on Broadway.
Engagements in RKO ace houses
in 25 key points throughout the
country, according to E. J.

O’Leary, general sales manager of

Pathe. “Her Man” is a melodra-
ma of the Havana underworld. It

was produced at Pathe’s studio in

Culver City. Tay Garnett direct-

ed. Helen Twelvetrees, Marjorie
Rambeau, Phillips Holmes, Ricar-
do Cortez and James Gleason
head the cast.

The RKO houses in key points
that already have arranged to go
big on this picture are, besides
the Globe, RKO Downtown, De-
troit; Empress, Grand Rapids;
Main Street, Kansas City; Majes-
tic, Little Rock; Palace, Milwau-
kee; Hennephin Orpheum, Minne-
apolis; Palace, New Orleans; Or-
pheum, San Francisco; Orpheum,
Oakland; Orpheum, Omaha; Or-
pheum, Portland; St. Louis, St.

Louis; Orpheum, Seattle; Palace,
St. Paul; Orpheum, Tacoma.

Monday, Sept. 29, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 531/2 63% — %
Warner Bros 21 21 —4
Warner Bros. Pre. 45 45 —2
Pox Film “A” 42% 43% —3%
Loew’s Inc 106 ;106 —1%
Loew’s Inc. Pre.... 97 Vs 971/2 —

1

K-A-0- Pre .105 05 —3/4
Radio K-A-0 251/2 25% —1 1/4

Pathe Exchange ... 31/2 31/2 — '%

Pathe “A” 7 7 — 1/2

M-G-M Pref 261/2 261/2 + %
Con. P. Ind 1514 151/4 —1'%

Con. F. Ind. Pre... 18% 18% — %
Curb Market

Columbia Piet. 35% 35% + %
Fox Theatre “A”.. 8 8 — 1/2

Nat. Screen 231/2 231/2 V2

ENTIRE U PRODUCT BOOKED

BY WARNERS IN BIG DEAL
—

Special Appeal to Children
Made by Pathe in Its Serials



Warner Brothers

books the entire

Universal product

including features,

shorts and newsreels

for its nationwide cir-

cuit of more than 800
theatres.

Now turn the page and see

the latest New York news!
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The exceptional interest of New York audiences in

“All Quiet on the Western Front,” caused Roxy to

hold it over for a second week. The picture also is

playing 26 day and date bookings in the Warner
Stanley Houses in Philadelphia and making a hit

all over the country.

UNIVERSAL FIRST
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“The White Hell of Pitz Palu”
is literally causing a riot at

Cameo Theatre, on Broadway,
New York.

Roxy books
”Resurrection’



And Still More
Sensational News!
"A LADY SURRENDERS”

Booked for Paramount, Publix Ace New York Houses Oct. 3.

Booked for pre-release in 9 big Key City theatres on the R.K.O.

Circuit. Booked for an extended engagement in Warner’s big

Pittsburgh Theatre, beginning Oct. 10.

"THE INDIANS ARE COMING”
Playing daily at the Roxy Theatre, New York, the first time a

serial has been shown in a big Broadway House. Booked in 54

Fox Theatres in Greater New York. Booked in 12 R.K.O. The-

atres. Booked in Paramount Theatre, Brooklyn. Also in the

Blue Mouse theatres in Seattle and Tacoma.

SHORT SUBJECTS
George Sidney-Chztfley Murray Series, Leather Pushers, Slim

Summerville Univers2d Comedies booked by the Music Box,

Class “A” House in Portland, Ore.

SLIM SUMMERVILLE-Universal Comedy No. 2

Booked on wide screen at the Criterion, big first run house in

Los Angeles, with “Billy the Kid” opening.

'TITTLE ACCIDENT”
Rialto Theatre, Washington, did $7,500 business in first three

days, a sensationzd figure.

UNIVERSAL TALKING NEWSREEL
with Graham McNamee^ now playing in George M. Cohan
Broadway House. Also at the Beacon, the Winter Garden and

New York and Brooklyn Strand.

ONE HUNDRED PERCENT BOOKINGS
Manhattan Playhouses book Universsd product 100^^ in 23
theatres.

UNIVERSAL First in Features.. First in Shorts

| |
First in First Runs Everywhere
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ROGERS STARTS TOUR

OF SONO BRANCHES

Eudd Rogers, director ot sales

for Sono Art-World Wide, leaves

today for his semi-annual visit to

to the company’s exchanges,

where he will confer with branch
managers and district supervisors

on the sales’ plan for the conir

pany’s new schedule of product.

The crux of Rogers’ conferences

with the various sales executives

in their respective local terri-

tories, will be the selling of the

new program of twenty pictures

—ten of which will consist of the

group of James Cruze and World
Wide productions; and the other

group which will be action, out-

door, and thrill pictures, to be

known as “Thrill-O-Dramas”. In

each of the territories Rogers will

give attention to the contacting

of first-run situations for the pro-

gram of product in question.

“Just what these pictures are,

their sequence of release, story

value, star value, etc.,’’ said

Rogers before he left, “will be

shortly told to the trade in a

regular trade press announce-
ment. It embraces more than a

selling plan. It embraces a box-

office idea which will arrest the

attention of everybody in the in-

dustry.” Rogers expects to be

gone about six weeks.

BOMB SCARES MAID
(Continued from page 1)

country including Minneapolis
where an operator strike had been
in progress recently.

William Saal of Paramount Pub-
lix, who was in Chicago attend-

ing the meeting of the Zoning
Committee and who had rooms at

the Congress Hotel on the same
floor at the time of the explosion
reported from Chicago, was talk-

ed to late yesterday and he had
the following to say. “Around
2:00 o’clock Saturday morning I

heard a woman crying hysterically

outside of my room. It proved to

be the maid on the floor of the

Congress Hotel who had been
working in the room next door,

which I was later informed had
been occupied by Mr. Steffes. I

summoned the hotel manager and
house detective and they got a
doctor and found the woman was
suffering from hysteria from the
effects of a small tear gas bomb
which she had picked up while
cleaning the room next to mine.
I don’t know why it was there
or anything about it except that
it nfight have been somebody’s
idea of a ‘joke’. The bomb could
not have caused permanent injury
but it did greatiy frighten the
woman working in the room.”

READY FOR HALLOWE’EN

National Screen Service in co-
operation with a large number of

exhibitors has prepared a special
trailer with a pictorial Hallowe’en
art background, for which four
styles of exploitation copy are
available. Hallowe’en favors and
special prizes are being offered
by the theatres as part of the an-
nual celebration.

MOTOR BUSSES ITEM:
“CIMARRON”, $47,000

HOLLlfWOOI) KL’KKAU.
RKO Radio Pictures has
totted up “Cimarron” pro-

duction expenses t0 ‘ date
and finds that the item of

transpoilation alone cover-

ing a period of eight weeks
amounts to a total of $47,-

000. An average of 10
motor busses seating 30
persons, and 12 six-passen-
ger cars plied daily be-

tween) the studio and; various
Southern California loca-

tions, transporting princi-

pals, extras and technici-

ans to and from. Location
camps were established at

the RKO ranch in San
Fernando VaUey, at Ingle-
wood and at an oil field

near Venice.

GLORIA SWANSON TEMPTED

WITH 0. S. CONCERT TOUR OFFER

L. A. SURRENDERS
TO “THE OFFICE WIFE”

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 29.—“The

Office Wife”, now premiering at

Warner Bros. Downtown Theatre,

turns out to be a record wrecker.

This was achieved on the opening

day, following a promotion cam-
paign which included airplanes
equipped with loud speakers fly-

ing over the city.

Newspaper reviews are uniform-
ly favorable, declaring the story

to be human and appealing with
the production radiating good
taste and intelligence.

Hollywood Gossip
By EAT MURRAT

Marshall Neilan is being sued
for $11,881 in Superior Court by-

Patrick Powers. This is the out-

growth of a partnership entered

into with Mr. Powers in 1925 when
‘Micky’ Neilan opened studios in

Edendale, Cal., and made several

productions, one with Peggy Hop-
kins Joyce. Powers declares
Neilan failed to pay his share of

the note given a New York banker.
* * *

Oscar S. Oldknow, P'’ox Film
official arrived here Thursday via

airplane from New York, to fill

the post left vacant by the re-

signation of Harold B. Franklin.
Mr. Oldknow has issued no state-

m,ent as to his plans, as he is

“waiting until he has a chance
to get his feet on the ground.”

» • *

Robert Warwcik, former screen
idol, is here to consider re-enter-
ing pictures.

* * *

A. P. Younger, head of Tiffany’s

scenario department, has resign-

dd and will return to the M-G-M
studio. He will adapt the Fannie
Hurst novel, “Five and Ten” for

the Culver City studio. His resig-

nation was accepted by Grant
Cook, Tiffany executive, only after

several days deliberation. No suc-
cessor to Mr. Younger has been
appointed by Tiffany studios.

Hayden Talbot, rcreen writer,

was slightly injured Friday when
his auto collided with one driven
by James Greenfield, on Cahuenga
pass. Talbot is confined to the
Franklin-Hollywood hotel.

« ill *

Ramon Novarro is doubling in

brass these days. The M-G-M
star is not only acting but also
directing Spanish and French ver-
sions of “The Call of the Flesh.”

4i *

Snub Pollard, comic of the Hal
Roach silent days, is returning to

the screen in “Ex-Flame” a Lib-
erty Production.

t * He

Luther Reed, who was origin-
ally assigned to direct Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey’s
new RKO vehicle, “Hook, Line
and Sinker” has been switched
to another production.

* * *

Anne Caldwell, who furnished
the lyrics for “Half Shot at Sun-
rise” and is recognized as one of

America’s best known librettists,

has earned a wide reputation as
an original playwright.

« * «

The October Screen Fashion
News, which is in Technicolor,
will have Catherine Dale Owen,
Myrna Low and Sue Carol as
models displaying the latest fall

creations from Paris in hats,
gowns and furs.

Pathe Schedules 30 Shorts

For Release During October
Tom Tyler, Bob Carney and Sy

Wills, Jimmy Aubrey and George
Clarke, are featured in the two-
reel conijedies that head Pathe’s
list of thirty short subjects to be
released in October. The line-up
includes, “Fll Take That One’'’,

with George Clarke, the 5th; “All
for Mabel,” with Carney and Wills,

the 12th; “A Royal Plush,” with
Jimmy Aubrey, the 19th and “Half
Pint Polly,” with Tom Tyler, the
26th.

Single reel subjects produced by
the Van Beuren Corporation are

October schedule releases includ-
ing on the 5th “Jungle Terrors,”
a Vagabond Adventure picture
and “Racqueteers,” a Grantland
Rice Sportlight; the 19th ‘‘The
Gem of Agra,” a Vagabond Ad-
venture, and “Cobb Goes Fish-
ing,” a Sportlight. Aesop’s- Sound
Fables will be released on the
12th and 26th.

Pour issues of Pathe Audie Re-
view and Disc Review will be
offered as well as the eight semi-
weekly issues of Pathe News and
Disc News.

Gloria Swanson, who has the
talkies to thank for the discovery
of her singing voice, yesterday
was invited to make a concert
tour of the United States. This
announcement came from United
Artists, which distributes Miss
Swanson’s films. The screen star
is now at Culver Citv, California.

The invitation, if accepted, will
present Gloria Swanson as a con-
cert singer under the same aus-
pices enjoyed by Paderewski,
Schumann-Heink, Levitski and
others of that status—the Artists’
Bureau of the National Broadcast-
ing Company. George Engles,
head of the bureau, made the
proposition to Miss Swanson, the
tour to include the larger cities
of Canada and to start some time
next Fall. She was assured of
appearances on such ptages as
Carnegie Hall.

Miss Swanson asked for a
month’s time in which to arrive
at a decision, as she regards such
a project as one of prime im-
portance to her career even
though it did not entail her de-
sertion of the screen.

FRENCH VERSIONS SET

FOR 2 M-G-M PLAYS
“ Let Us Be Gay” and “Call of

the Flesh” have been added to

M-G-M’s forthcoming list of
French version talkers. Andre
Luguet will direct as well as act
in the French version of “Let
Us Be Gay.”

Ramon Novarro will direct
“Call of the Flesh,” after which
he will begin work in “Day-
break,” his new starring film, with
m,usic by Oscar Straus.

“INDIANS ARE COMING”
CONTINUES TO CLICK

“The Indians Are Coming,” Uni-
versal’s serial hit, continues to

click in first run theatres, accord-
ing to reports to the home office.

The chapter-play has been booked
to play first run in the three ace
houses of the Hamrick chain in

the Pacilc Northwest— the Blue
Mouse, in Seattle, the Music Box,
in Portland, and the Blue Mouse,
in Tacoma. Other bookings are
pending for the serial, which is the
first ever to play Broadway first

run and the first ever to play The
Roxy. It also is playing first run
at the Brooklyn Paramount.

GUILi APPOINTS
NEW COMMITTEES

(Continued from page 1)

Wills and Jose Bohr. Publicity
Committee: Erie Hampton, Chair-
man; Frances Scully, Bert Ennis
and Joseph -Shea. Membership
Committee: Frankie Dolan, Chair-
man; Eric von Stroheim, Sarah
Padden, Maureen O’Sullivan and
Patsy O’Byrne. Corresponding
Secretaries: June Collyer, Ina
Mae Merrill and Leo McCarey.
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OHIO CENSOR SHOWS HAND IN ANSWER

picture ceusorship, originally in-

tended to minimize obscenity in

the film, can thus be extended to

the held of social and political

discussion shows the danger in-

herent in all censorship. Grant
somebody authority to regulate the

area of breech clouts and bras-

sieres and before long they start

regulating public opinion.

“It is by foolish and tyrrannous
acts such as the suppression of

‘The Big House’ that boards of

film censors in this country will

ultimately bring about their own
abolition.”

PaRA. TO SCREEN
FAREWELL TO ARMS’

Dr. John L. Clifton, Head of Board Blames Critics,

Press for Criticizing Action in Banning "The Big

House”; Public Opinion Roused Against Action;

Political Issue Made of Governor’s "Silence”

(Special to Exhibitors Daily Review)
COLUMBUS, O., Sept., 29.—The Hon. Dr. John L. Clifton, who

dominates the Ohio Censors of motion ipctures, over the week-end

jumped right down the throats of all and sundry who had the timerity

to criticize his action in banning “The Big House” from the state

of Ohio.
^

He blamed the critics, the press'^

—in fact he extended his censor-

ship far and wide to take in every-

body and anybody who presumed
to hold that he might have been

wrong.

The Hon. Dr. further lets it be

known that politics played no part

in his decision of keeping the

“Big House” from being publicly

shown within the confines of Ohio

state. Among other words utter-

ed by the Hon. Dr. were:

‘•The press, in general, is try-

ing to make censorship as hard
as possible for me.”
And why not, chorused all that

part of Ohio that is rather tired

of the good Doctor telling them
just what pictures they may look

at. And that part that joined the

chorus is no small part of Ohio.

The good doctor denied talking

with Governor Cooper, and as far

as he (the good doctor) knows
Governor Cooper never has s.^en

“The Big House”.
“I’m not influenced by anybody

in my decisions,” the good doctor
ejaculated. All of which, the
better part of Ohioans • decided,

was pretty apparent.
In those last quoted words the

good doctor did more to show up
the absolute tyranny of censorship
boards than all the enemies of

censorship have done over the
country. He proved the job is

nothing less than a dictatorship
with virtually one good doctor
telling the entire state of Ohio
what it’s millions are to see and
hear as motion picture entertain-

ment.
Now comes Governor Coope'

and admits he saw “part of the
picture”. And added that no in-

structions were forthcoming from
Director Clifton.

Almost day and date of the good
doctor’s flow of words there ap-
peared as an editorial in The Co-
lumbus Citizen which, among other
observations, sets forth:
“There is little doubt but that

the Ohio Board of Film Censc;’s
is fulfilling the wishes of Gover-
nor Cooper when it forbids dis-

play in Ohio of ‘The Big House.’
“Nothing could do more than

this suppression to justify a wide-
spread feeling that the administra-
tion has little enthusiasm for do-
ing anything toward relieving
prison conditions.

“If Governor Cooper really
wanted public support for the re-
form of Ohio penal institutions

—

and it will take some persuading
to get enough money for a real
job—he could not ask for more
effective help than he could get
thru the showing of ‘The Big
House’.
“The picture is a serious piece

of social criticism. That moving

“A Farewell to Arms,” Ernest

Hemingway’s best-seller, has been

bought for the talking screen by

Paramount, according to an an-

nouncement made yesterday by
Jesse L. Lasky. The purchase
includes both the book rights and
the stage rights, as “A Farewell
to Arms” has just been produced
on the Broadway stage by A. H.
Woods, with whom negotiations
have just been completed for the
dramatization by Laurence Stall-

ings.

COAST PREVIEW
OF GILBERT FILM
BRINGS APPLAUSE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
A prolonged demonstration
was given at the preview
of John Gilbert’s “Way for

a Sailor.’l Gilbert, Jim
Tuliy and Wallace Beerj’

have the principal roles in

the new production as
three rough - and - tumble
sailors. Leila Hyams has
the chief feminine role.

FiJOS AND LEROY
ENGAGED BY M-G-M

Paul Fejos and Mervyn Leroy

have been engaged by M-G-M to

make new season productions.

Fejos will direct “The Great

Lover,” talking picture adaptation

of the stage play, and Leroy, who
has been borrowed from First Na-

tional, will direct “Girls To-

gether.”

FIELD SALES CHIEF

LAUDS 4 NEW HLMS
Claude C. Ezeil, general sales

manager for Warner Bros., quotes

a letter received from Max Mild-

er, in charge of Central Sales,

following the latter’s view of the
four new features: “The Doorway
to Hell,” “River’s End,” “Divorce
Among Friends,” and “Illicit”, de-
claring: “Nothing can stop them
from being the finest box-office
profit-getters in years.”

Milder is now on an extended
sales promotion trip that em-
braces Atlanta, New Orleans, Dal-
las, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle Salt Lake City
and Denver.

MORAN & MACK FOR

MASTBAUM, PHILA

Moran & Mack have been book-
ed to make a personal appear-
ance during the week of October
17 at the Warner Bros. Mastbaum
Theatre, Philadelphia.

**Business Good Around
Boston*^"'H, E. Elder

WARNERS 1200-SEATER

IN MORGANTOWN, W. ¥A.

Within two weeks ground will

be broken for the 1200-seat the-
atre which Warner Bros, will

erect in Morgantown, W. Va.

M-G-M’S ‘SQUEEZE TRACK’ INVENTION

EXPECTED TO MINIMIZE “MISTAKES”
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Fol-

lowing the discovery of the

“Realife” principle, by which

wide-film presentation has been
made possible on standard pro-
jectors, M-G-M announces the
“squeeze trackV, a sound track
operating on a principle by which
film is automatically “levelled”
and adjusted insofar as sound is

concerned, so that no operator in

a theatre can mar it by mistaken
handling of the fader, a problem
heretofore generally encountered.

In effect, the idea parallels that
of the device used in player piano
rolls. In film presentation,
volume of sound has up to now
depended on the operator, who is

furnished a “cue sheet” which he
may or may not follow. Hence
in many cases the most careful
recording in the studio is lost in

the theatre through the operator’s
mistakes. It was to aid this situ-

ation that the studios recently
sent to every key city to aid the
exhibitor in proper sound pre-
sentation.

The new “squeeze track” con-

trol of volumvC in the theatre is

automatic, and eliminates all pro-

jection booth mistakes. It lests

on the principle that the voIuiikj

of photographed sound on film

may be reduced by narrowing the

strip of graduations that produce
the sound. Normally sound is

photographed on a strip at the

edge of the film eight hundredths
of an inch wide.

In the M-G-M discovery the film

strip of this width is used as be-

fore to record the sound as it

comes from the microphone, this

sound being carefully “monitor-
ed.” When the “prints” for the
exhibitor are made, this sound
track is narrowed, to as little as
two hundredths of an inch, where
necessary to keep the proper bal-

ance of sound. Incidentally,
narrowing this film strip elimin-
ates or reduces surface and other
noises together with the sound
volume.
The new “autoniatically con-

trolled” sound film is already in

use and, engineers at the studios
expect, will eventually be used on
all M-G-M output.

The picture business is good
around Boston, and the word de-

pression doesn’t exist so far as

that territory is concerned, says
H. E. Elder, district sales man-
ager for Warner Bros. Pictures,

Inc., with headsuarters in Boston,
during a visit to the home offices.

To support his contention, he
adduces the fact that eight War-
ner features are being used in

first-run Publix theatres in Bos-
ton. All are grossing heavily, he
says, and this is a refiection on
general industrial conditions
which are distinctly improved.

“DERELICT” TO BE
BANCROFT’S NEXT

George Bancroft’s new starring

picture for Paramount will be re-

leased under the title, “Derelict,”

according to announcement just

made at the Hollywood studios.

This is the sea drama which was
filmed under the working title

“Typhoon Bill.”

ROCKNE GRID SHORTS

FOR FOX WEST COAST

Bathe’s Knute Rockne series on
the how and why of football has

been booked by Fox West Coast
for its houses in the Portland ter-

ritory, reports Harry Percy of the

Portland exchange. Percy is

staging a preview of the first three

Rockne releases at Eugene for

the coaching staff of the Universi-

ty of Oregon. Clyde Eliott di-

rected.
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Are Tear Bombs
Now in Vogue?

By

S
TRANGE stories emanate

from the picturesque city of

Chicago where the zoning com-

mittee has established itself and

has entered upon a program of

definite and satisfactory activity

for all and sundry in the dis-

tribution and exhibition of mo-

tion pictures.
• * »

The fact that Aaron Saper-

stein, describing himself as

president of the “Illinois Inde-

pendent Theatre Owners Inc,”

whatever that may happen to rep-

resent, sat in as a member of the

zoning committee, participated in

its deliberations, offered his sug-

gestions and expressed himself as

fully satisfied when the meeting

adjourned only to walk over to

the Congress Hotel, meet up with
A1 Steffes and then turn turtle

and repudiate the agreement by
telegraph, has no effect on the

force or operation of the agree-

ment. It is in force now. It

suits the responsible naajority and
it is described even by previous

objectors as the fairest, squarest

zoning plan in all the United
States.

* * •

T^HE strange part of the picture

is the meeting with the hyp-
notic Steffes which resulted in the

Saperstein sommersault. It was
another instance, and flagrant, of

the Allied States program of in-

terference, objection and uproar
wherever constructive policies are

proposed or agreed upon.
* * *

^^HE fact that in the Steffes

hotel room a few hours later

a maid came acro.ss a tear bomb
in the form of a fountain pen

is one of the oddest incidents in

picture history. Could it be that

this fountain pen was part and

(Continued on page 2)

NEWSREELS, ENDED DY RASE RAIL OFFICIAL,

WILL NOT COVER SERIES AT SHIOE PARK

Ohio Censors Change
Over *^Big House*

Minds
Release

CHICAGO.—The Ohio Board of

Censors has decided to release
for showing throughout the state
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s story of
prison adventui’e, “The Big
House.”

Action of the Ohio board fol-

lows a wave of protests on the
part of state and national organi-
zations against the barring )f a
photoplay that had been released

(Continued on page 2)

COLUMBIA TAKES OVER

CHADWICK STUDIOS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. - In
order to accommodate its produc-
tion schedule for the 1930-31 sea-
son, Columbia Pictures this week
took over the Chadwick Studios
on a long term lease. The new
acquisition is considered ideal in-
asmuch as the property adjoins
the present Columbia Hollywood
studios. The Chadwick studios
contain a newly sound proofed
and ultra modern stage, and an
adjoining office building.

ONTARIO REJECTS
“HELL’S ANGELS”

TORONTO.—The Ontario Board
of Censors has banned Howard
Hughes’ “Hell’s Angels” because,
in the words of the censor board
“it presents an unfavorable pic-

ture of the Royal Air Force.” ’I’he

air epic was booked into a local
theatre for early opening.

WHOOPEE I ! !

Flo Ziegfeld, Samuel
Goldwjn and Fdflie Cantur
are to he congratiilafed for

bringing' “Whooifee” to the
sound screen. This mu-
sical extravagunza in color
is the first sound tilm of

this tji)e Re have been pro-
dneed in many moons that
can be unquaJifiedly desig-
nated as a real box-office

bet from every angle L. M.

PARA FILM RENTALS UP

Paramount Publix Corporation
receipts from film rentals in the
United States and Canada for the
quarter ending September 27,

1930, were 3 per cent in excess
of the receipts for the correspond-
ing period of 1929.

Refuse to Cover Phila-

delphia Games Unless

Given Adequate Work-
ing Facilities

None of the sLx big newsreels
will have cameramen at Shibe
Farh, Philadelphia, today when
the World Series opens with
President Hoover throwing in the

lirst ball.

According to information re-

ceived late last night representa-
tives of the newsreel organizations
decided to take this step yester-

(Continued on page 4)

OIL PAINTINGS FOR
TIFFANY EXECUTIVES

L. A. Young, president of Tif-

fany Productions, and Grant L
Cook, executive vice-president
will be presented with an oil

painting of themselves, from A1
Roumano, well-known artist and
sculptor, who recently returned
from Hollywood, where he painted
many of the leading celebrities.

U. S. EQUIPMENT IN BRAZIL

WARNED OF EUROPEAN INVASION

FIFI AT ROXY
Fill Dorsay, Fox star, will ap-

pear in the stage show at the
Roxy Theatre beginning Friday,
October 3, on the program which
presents “Liliom” as the screen
attraction.

AMOS ’N’ ANDY FILM ARRIVES IN N. Y.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Sept. 3U.

—Surprisingly little effort is be-
ing made by American concerns
to take care of the Brazilian the-
atre esuipment market in the face
of an European invasion of a field

which offers more than 1,000 out-
lets for such mercliandise. 'Fliis

is according to a repoi't just re

(Continued on page 4)

The negative and working print

on “Check and Double Check”,

Radio Pictures’ talking screen
production starring Amos ’iT

Andy, has been brought to New
York today by Pandro Berman,
assistant to William LeBaron,
vice-president in charge of pro-
duction.

Guarded by the stars, them-
selves. and by Pandro Berman, the
film left Los Angeles on the 25
in a special observation and draw-
ing room car via the Union Pacific
railroad. At Chicago it was trans-
ferred to the Twentieth Century
Limited bound for New York in

(Continued on page 4)

FIRST BAND ACT DUE
AT BEACON OCT. 10

Irving Aaronson and his hand
of musicians, “The Commanders,’'
will begin an indefinite engage-
ment at Warner Bros. Beacon
Theatre, on October 10.

This is the first time that any
stage unit or act has been book-
ed into the Beacon Theatre.
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MAIN HREET

Jloyiiig" hegira starts today * * *

if you have any cellar iroods to

move get a baby carriage, the

van racket won't touch the cellar

* * * maybe it’s because Bisiioj/

Cannon just landed on these

shores * * * wonder if he bought

any stock in the Brazil nut crop
* * * Baird Leonard, one of the

old Morning Telegraph crowd, and

a wiz on bridge, has written her

first novel * * * Ed. Finney drops
note saying because of world
series and Yoni Kipper falling on
same day, no meeting of Big Ad
Men this day tor lunch * * *

how come, ad men have to eat

the same as actors * * * Eliza-

beth Morrow has opened a fairy

tale school * * * wonder what kind
of a school that jg

* * * the

Home Making' Centre has opened
a school for brides * * * another
new wrinkle in higher education
* * * some enterprising newsreel-
er should shoot the curriculum
* * * Paramount denies it has
bought check, and double check
for Clara Bow * * * that recalls

the mistake Sennett made in not

getting the Cock-Eyed World tor

Ben Tnrifin * * * or why Texas
(xuinan didn’t buy the Batter and
Egg Man * * Rifkin is stag-

ing one of his clam juice previews
this afternoon * * * we’ll be there,

Joe * * * .Jimmie .Milliken is weal-
ing a lid now * * * we’re wmiting
to glimpse Clyde Elliott’s grid

shots * * * wonder if Knute
Rockne bellows before the mike
as he does to those Irishmen out

at Notre Dame * * * Ben .Ctivell

has moved his portable to the
Capitol City to advance for Abe
Lincoln * * * .Jim LongliborongTi
will move into Ben’s place on the
New York end * * * Bill .Mur)>h;

i.s sporting a new Fall howler
* * * .Jim Tully and Jack (Gilbert

just finished a picture on the same
set for the same company * *

wonder how many times Jim
made a pass at Jack * * * re-

member when Emmett Flynn was
a big shot on the Fox directorial

staff * * * Fmmett meganhoned
JJertlia the Sewing Machine (Jirl

Hnrry Home Van Loan did

the silent adaptation * * *

Roxy, Aboard Leviathan,

Hears **Gang^* Broadcast
o-

En route to Europe, in the cabin
of Commander Cunningham on the

S.S. “Leviathan”, S. L. Rothafel
tuned in last night to the regular
Monday night broadcast by the
famous radio Gang. Lisfening in

with Roxy was Sir Thomas Lip-
ton, who is his fellow passenger.

The Gang prepared a special
surprise for their absent chief in

the form of a program made up
entirely of compositions from
their own creative talent. Roxy
himself was represented b’' his

own composition, “Thru the Air”,

a march which he wrote several
years ago.

Every department in the music-
al and artistic staff contributed
their talent, including that of the
public relations, which submitted
“If Love Were All” by Martha
Wilchinski.

ROBERT LORD
OFF TO COAST

Robert Lord, First National’s
twenty-eight year-old production
executive and supervisor—the
youngest man in Hollywood hold-
ing such a position—left New
York last night for Boston,
whence, after a couple of days, he
will depart for the Coast. He
came east on a flying trip to see
five or six of the most success-
ful plays now on the boards in

New York. He was formerly a
newspaper man in this city and in

Boston.

“OFFICE WIFE ” TAKE

‘DAWN PATROL’

The mark set by Richard Bar-
th elmess in “The Dawn Patrol”
on the first Saturday of its run
at the Winter Garden—$8,100

—

was bettered by “The Office Wife"
on its first Saturday by more than
$1,400. The same record was
broken for the second day in .suc-

cession, Sunday, when the picture
grossed $8,800. For the full seven
day period, this is at the rate of
$63,000 per week.

OHIO CENSORS CHANGE
MINOS OVER ‘BIC HOUSE’

(Continued from page IJ

in every other state of the union.
Announcement that the picture
would now be available to state
exhibitors was made by Dr. John
L. Clifton, state Superintendent of
Education, after a special confer-
ence held by members of the cen-
sor board.

LESTER LONERGAN MADE
A PARAMOUNT DIRECTOR

Lester Lonergan, whose experi-

ence in the theatre cove . about
thirty-five years of directin '", act-

ing and writing, has been idded
to the directorial staff at the
Paramount studios in Hollywood.

Burn my
clothes!"

"UP THE RIVER"
—Said "Pop/' star boarder -

having the time of his life

"Up the River." He was a
hard-boiled yegg and he
had no use for tailors.

Just one of the gay gang
in this uproarious comedy
of those who grasped op-

portunity and were caught
in the act.

A picture that will have 'em
rolling off their seats—both

matinee and night.

A FOX RIOT
OF COMEDY
Directed by JOHN FORD

with a cast of winners

Story by Maurine Watkins

BENDER AND FROST

ARE ASSIGNED TO

FOX WEST COAST

The first step in the close co-
ordination of the Fox Tlieatres
Corporation in the East and Fox
West Coast Theatres, takes place
today with the promotion of
Robert Bender and Robert C.
Frost who will assume important
posts in the organization of which
Oscar S. Oldknow has recently
taken charge.

Bender, ace manager of the Fox
Brooklyn, is slated for one of the
larger houses in the Western Cir-
cuit. Frost, who will also take
over an important manager:.*-
position, has been manager of the
Fox Terminal in Newark.

ARE TEAR BOMBS
NOW IN VOGUE?

(Continued from page 1)

parcel of the Allied travelling

outfit so that dotted line signer?

would be rendered unconscious
before they could formally agree
to anything?

« « *

/^R was this tear bomb fountain

pen a twin brother to the

infernal machines used in the the'

atre of Minneapolis in the war
between the operator’s union and
the Steifes group? Of course A1
Steifes wouldn’t do anything like

that but either his pals in the

room with him in Chicago must
have carelessly left the tear bomb
pen behind, or else it was plant'

ed on Al. And the strange part

of that alternative is fhat nobody
in the picture on the other side

of the agreement could be sus'

pected of such a performance.
W * *

The industry will be interested

in the clearing up of this fan-

tastic mystery and Abie Myers is

propably more interested than

anybody else. We would be if

we were Abie—which, thank the

Almighty, we are not.

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, Sept. 30, 1930

Paramount F-L 51% 52 —178

Warner Bros. .. 191/4 20 . 1/2 — %
Warner Bros. Pre. 43 43 2

Fox Film “A” 41% 42% —
Loew’s Inc 66/ 67/ —2
Loew’s Inc. Pre OC 108% + 2%
K-A-0 Pre 100 100 —5
Radio K-A-0 .- 223/8 23 —278
Pathe Exchaii'ge ... 33/8 31/2 —
Pathe “A” .... 6% 7 —
Con. F. Ind .... 141/2 141/2 — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre ... 171/2 1778 — V2

Carl) Mturket

Columbia Piet. 35 35 — 1/8

Fox Theatre “A’ ’... 7% 7% — %
Nat. Screen 23 23 — 72



BILLY THE KID
"King Vidor's epic of the west is something to, look forward to.

Plus Wallace Beery.”

WAY FOR A SAILOR
“John Gilbert comes through with flying colors."

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“Comedy and action galore. To Gilbert goes the credit"
—M. P. NEWS

WAR NURSE
“Best of year. Superb. Destined for long runs."

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“War Nurse a knockout Oil up the b. o. cash register. It's

going to heat up with this one. Surefire! —M. P. NEWS

THOSE 3 FRENCH GIRLS
“A box-office wow if there ever was one.”-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Year In and Year Out!

THE LONGEST
RUN in all show history

is Leo^s nou'Stop

succession of hits!

AND STILL
THEY
COME!
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SONO PICKS ALIMONY JAIL

FOR PREVIEW OF “RENO”
Maiutainiug. its policy of stag-

ing the previews of its forthcom-
ing pictures in surroundings in-

digenous to the plots, Mike Sim-
mons states that Sono Art-World
Wide will preview “Reno”, ita

latest special, in the Alinxouy
Jail, Tuesday, October 7, at 2 p.m.
The jail is at 434 West 37th Street.

The audience will consist of the
prisoners therein incarcerated for
default of alimony. Trade journal
and newspaper critics will be in-

vited.

The story of “Reno”, treating
of the operation of machinery in

America’s matrimonial oasis, was
adapted from the popular novel
by Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.

The projection of the picture in

side a jail is made possible by
the use of RCA portable equip-
ment, which, though occupying
four feet of space, will be able
to throw light and sound bean.s
at forty feet.

NEWSREELS NOT TO
COVER SERIES OPENER

U. S. FILM INTERESTS

PROTEST TO FRENCH

PARIS.—P^ollowing a meeting of

the French Cinema Control Com-
mission Monday it was decided to

appoint a sub-committee to hear
the point of view of the American
companies.

The committee’s purpose for

meeting was to consider a pio-

test of the American film indus-
try against the proposed Franco-
German film agreement under the
terms of which the two nations
would consent to an unrestricted
exchange of dialogue films.

It is anticipated the result will

be in favor of the Americans.
Simultaneously Harold Smith,

representing American motion
picture interests, signed an agree-
ment with French interests for an
extension of existing cooperative
sales to October, 1931. to hold
good unless the French commis-
sion proposes something new' and
ncceptable.

DOROTHY MACKAILL
FOR STAGE IN FALL?

If negotiations now in

progress between First Na-
tional Pictures Inc., and
one of the leadiny stage
producers reach a success-
ful conclusion, Dorothy
Mackaill may be starred in

a Broadway play this fall.

The star has had two plays
sul)mitted to her by the
producer and is now read-
ing the scripts. Her ser-

vices will lutt be re(iuired

at the First National Stu-
dio before .lanuary 1, IttJll,

when production activities

will be resumed there.

AMOS ’N’ ANDY IN N. Y.

(Continued from page 1)

a drawing room with Berman as

its companion.
All release itrints of this im-

portant production will be made
in New York laboratories. Ber-
man has been commissioned b>

LeBarou to remain in Xew' York
until all the release prints are
made. He will be personally re-

sponsible for the quality of the
film industry thruout the country.

((.’ontinued from page 1)

day when the owner of Shibe Park
refused to guarantee that the
camera and sound men work un-
molested during the game.

Last year during the series at

the same Park newsreel men were
seriously handicapped and were
unable to present good pictures

for the benefit of their exhibitors
and theatre patrons. The men
were roughly handled on more
than one occasion and were pre-
vented from getting adequate
scenes.
This year representatives of the

new'sreels requested the Philadel-
phia baseball officials to provide
them wiUi stands such as other
organizations do and were refus-
ed. They were also told that the
Shibe Park officials didn’t care
for newsreel publicity.

High officials in the film indus-
try attempted to straighten the
matter out wdth the baseball au-
thorities, including Judge Landis
to whom a long distance phone
call was made.

All efforts to get a fair deal for
the newsreels during the series
were unsuccessful and representa-
tives of the Fox Hearst Corpora
tion, Kinograms, Paramount, Uni-
versal Newsreel and Pathe at a
meeting, agreed not to cover the
opening game of the series and
not to shoot any of the other
games unless they were guaran-
teed the privilege of properly
covering the series without being
molested.

HAL WALLIS WILL
ARRIVE TOMORROW

Hal B. Wallis, co-executive in

charge of production. First Na-
tional Pictures, Inc., will arrrve
In New' York tomorrow morning.
He is acconiipanied by Mrs. Wallis,
who is known to film fans all over
the world as Louise Fazenda.
They sail for Europe on the He
de France on Friday.

Record Made by Para News
On Jones

BERLINER TO OPEN

ENGUSH OFnCES

LONDON, September 3U.—Harry
Edwards, stage producer, is leav-

ing Monday next for New York

to close a deal, for the British

rights to the .. Berliuer Acoustic

System.

Mr. Edwards represents a syndi-

cate which has been formed fol-

lowing the installation of the

Berliner Acoustic System in Jack

Buchanan’s Theatre in Leicester

Square, Loudon. The syndicate

includes Charles Gulliver, J. J.

Bamberger, Jack Buchanan and

Harry Edw'ar'^.'
'

The syndicate was formed fol-

low'ing the approval of the instal-

lation by Andrew Mather, archi-

tect of Jack Buchanan’s Theatre.

It was understood that Mi.

Mather, who is one of England’s

foremost architects, will specify
the Berliner Acoustic System in

all new' buildings designed by him
hereafter.

British International Films,
which leased the George M. Coban
Theatre, Broadway and 42nd St.,

for the exhibitions of British In-
ternational Films, installed the
Berliner Acoustic System as part
of its program of improvement for
this theatre.

The installation was made in
four days and is said to have
shown an amazing improvement
in the acoustics of the theatre.

’ Golf Victory

What is believed to have been

a new speed record for develop-

ing and distributing news reel

pictures of an athletic event was

made when Paramount Sound

News show’ed pictures of Bobby

Jones W'inniug the National Open

Golf Tournament from Eugene

Homans at Ardmore, Pa., sixteen
hours after the match was con-
cluded. The match w'as conclud-
ed in the late afternoon Satur-
day. By working all night de-
veloping the film and by us-
ing airplanes to distribute it to

important cities. Paramount Sound
News pictures of the contest were
shown in Atlanta when theatres
opened at 10 a.m. Sunday.

MILTON SILL’S WIDOW
GETS $250,000 ESTATE

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 30.—The
w'ill of Milton Sills, actor, on file

today, names his widow, Doris
Kenyon Sills, as sole beneficiary
of his $250,000 estate. To their
young son, Kenyon, be left a

watch and ring, and to his
daughter by a former marriage,
he willed a diamond ring.

Sills asked that a $300,000 trust
fund, established for his first

w'ife, Gladys Sills, and another tor
$10,000 for Dorothy, be maintain-
ed at those figures.

$ DICK HERE
Richard Barthelmess has just

arrived in New York from Cali-
fornia with Mrs. Barthelmess
They expect to remain In the city
for about six weeks.

4 HAWAIIAN HOUSES

ORDER W. L WIRING

A demand for Western Electric
sound systems included in do-
mestic instal.ations, is a feature
of the 62 contracts recently sign-
ed by exhibitors with Electrical
Research Products. Four Hawaii-
an theatres have contracted for

the equipment: the Maunakea, the
Kaimuki, the new Kalilu and the
Fort Shatter Post Exchange in

Honolulu.

EUROPE INVADING
BRAZIL SOUND FIELD

(Continued from page 1)

ceived by the U. S. Department of

Commerce from Trade Commis-
sioner Harvey Sheehan, Rio Jan-
eiro. There are practically no
stocks existing in Brazil of car-
bons, arc lamps, projection room
equipment or theatre accessories.
German and French firms, on the
other hand, have for several years
waged an active campaign to sell

their materials here and have
maintained adequate stocks of

parts and supplies. One tangible
result of this condition is the
sale by a German firm, since the
first of this year, of approximately
165 projectors against 52 projec-
tors of American make.
The installation of sound equip-

ment in first-run houses through-
out Brazil is being adequately
taken care of by the direct rep
resentative and service staff of

two well-known American pro-
ducers. The second-run houses
are rather inadequately handled
by a local agent for another well-
known American firm manufactur-
ing apparatus lower-priced than
the first two. The bulk of the
business to be gained at present,
however, lies with the second and
third-run theatres the proprietors

of which feel that it is necessary,
in order to increase business, to

install sound equipment.
This market is rapidly becom-

ing a “sound” market because of

the fact that American pictures
with Portuguese titles superim-
posed and carrying musical num-
bers have proved to be box office

attractions. This is the form in

which most American productions
are coming into Brazil.

The majority of theatres, par-
ticularly those in rural districts

and the smaller towns, use French
projection machines because of

their cheapness, with projection to

a fair degree and simplicity of

operation. The Ft-ench make will

pass a badly torn film or one that
has been repaired a number of

times without much difficulty

whereas the American machine
will only tear the .film more. It

is practically impossible to pro-
ject on the American machines
some of the prints that are sent
out to the country theatres at low
rentals.

It is believed that it would he
worth while for American projec-
tion machine manufacturers to
study the foreign market and at-
tempt to develop a simpler, more
easily handled apparatus, in order
to compete with the French make
since most of the countries of
South America, Central Ameri':a,
and Mexico also present a similar
situation.
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Oct. 31^
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WORLD'S SERIES?
Fox Puts On One of Its Own

Athletics and Cards pack 'em in while they bat-

tle for world's championship.

Fox puts on a World's Series of its own.

The two greatest pictures of this or any year.

THE BIG TRAIL
Raoul Walsh's mighty drama of the frontier —

JUST IMAGINE
DeSylva, Brown and Henderson's sensational

conception of life and love in 1980.

One championship picture a year is big.

Jt
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10,000 WIRED HOUSES IN U. S.

A Lesson for

the Industry
Bv

T^ESPOTS in a democracy are

greater cowards and more Hex'

ible in spine than despots who sit

on the top of a military autocracy

with cannons, bayonets and dun'

geons at their disposal. The despots

of Ohio furnish a striking example

of the broad yellow band extend'

ing from the back of the neck of

a politician down to the vanish'

ing point as he sits down. The
despots of Ohio headed by the

Governor, who didn’t want the

peepul stirred up over prison con'

ditions, exercised the censorship

power to ban the showing of “The
Big House’’ a prison picture open

to the eyes of the populace in each

other state in the union. There

were no objections on moral

grounds but the picture was
“against public policy.’’ The mo'
tion picture industry took this one
lying down and muffed the grand'

est chance the business ever has

had to make a real fight on a

real issue in the matter of political

censorship. *00
/VHIO exhibitors, headed by Bill

James and by Pete Wood, put
up the best battle they knew but

the amount of support they re^

ceived from the industry you could

put in your right eye without
causing a blink. They did succeed

in interesting the dailv newspapers
of Ohio and the pens of the state

were levelled at the Governor and
the censors, his creatures.

DENNIS A. HARRIS

CIRCUIT OPERATOR

DIES IN PITTSBURGH
Dennis A. Hanas, aiiectiouately

known in the motion picture busi-

ness as “Dinuy”, died yesterday in

Pittsburgh as a result of an ap-
pendicitis operation. Mr. Harris
was 54 years old, enjoyed a wide
acquaintance and had many friends
in the industry. He was head of

the Harris Theatres, Inc., a cir-

cuit of theatres operated largely
in Pennsylvania. Mr. Harris was
identified actively in the affairs

of the industry and especially with
die Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, representing them in

I
many conferences and held in high
esteem everywhere. He is survived
by his wife, his brother, Senator

(Continued on page 2)

COLUMBIANS’ AT ASTOR

RESULT? The result that ah

ways is possible when a pcli'

(Continued on page 2)

^ The North Room of the Hotel
Astor has been selected by the
“Columbians,” tjie social organiz-
ition of the Columbia Pictures
Corp. home office and New York
exchange employees, in which to

inaugurate its Fall and Winter sea-

son with an informal dance, on
•the night of October 10. Jeanne
IDressler, president of the club
|Ruth Greenfield, Richard Fhilpott,

I

Harold D. Emerson, Mortimer
jWormser and Etta Le Voff are in

I

charge of all arrangements.

WRITERS SWAMP
RKO WITH PLAYS

i

J. E. Ottersoii, ERFI head, tellsl trade press one-half of these iii-

jstallations have been made b}' his organization; otiier theatres
‘now in operation jet to< be wired.
, ^ Of tile 14,000 motion picture

tiieatres now in active opera-
: tion in tiie U. S., 10,000 are

I

wired for sound pictures.

1 Mr. J. E. Ottersou, head of the
jElectrical Research Products, Inc.,

jVetserday stated to the trade press
that these figures were the result
jof a very recent survey made by
his company. Of the 10,000 houses
Inow wired Mr. Ottersou said 5,000
jhad been wired by ERPI and the
[balance by other sound equipment
manufacturers.

I He stated that surveys of his
jeompany showed that many of the
leading producers were making
imore money supplying the market
uttered by these 10,000 wired
jhouses with sound film than they

HOLLYWOOIi iUTREAU—
Since it was announced that
Wiliiam LeBaron will head
the latest EKO enterprises
—the producing of stage
plays at the Mason Theatre,
Los Angeles—lie has been
tlie target for a bombard-
ment of scripts on every
conceivable subject. It is es-
timated tliat in the neigli-

liorhood of three hundred
jdays have been submitted
illus far.

(Continued on page 4)

FOX EARNINGS UP $1,766,998

IN FIRST 39 WEEKS OF 1930

ROGERS TO GO ABROAD

Charles Rogers has gone to Bos-
ton to make personal appearances
there prior to leaving for a trip

[abroad. Rogers will be accomp-
:anied by his mother, Mrs. Bert H.
[Rogers, and will leave New York
on October 10 for Europe for a
vacation just granted by the Para-
mount studios in Hollywood.- His
Boston engagement will last till

October 9.

U. S. Film Concerns Deny
Starting Anti'German Riot

PRAGUE, Oct. 1.—Representa-
tives of American film concerns
have united in a protest to the
American Legation vigorously de-
nying that recent rioting and at-

tacks on movie houses showing
German talkies were incited bv im-
porters of American films. Julius
Schmitt, a director of United Art-
ists and film adviser of the Czecho-
slovakian Government, said today:

“I repudiate as a base and mon-
strous fabrication the insinuation

that the demonstrations were fi-

nanced by American film capital.

We have absolute proof that this

allegation has been used to excite
prejudice against American, films

among the German-speaking citi-

zens of Czechoslovakia.”

The newspapers which published
the insinuation against the Ameri-
cans declare they did so on the
basis of information from Police
Headquarters.

There has been an increase in
[the net income of the Pox Film
jCorporation during the 39 weeks
jended Septmeber 27 of $1,766,998
las compared with the net income
[of the corporation for the same
period a year ago. This information
is announced in a letter to share-

I holders in the company from Har-
ley Clarke, which will be received

(Continued on page 4)

PL WARNER HOUSE
TO OPEN THIS MONTH

Warner Bros. Theatre, in West
Chester, Pa., is nearing completion,
and will in all probability be oper-
ated during the last of October
or the first of the ensuing month.
It will seat 1,646 people.

STARTS ROADSHOWING

“Hell’s .Viigels”. the $4,-

060,00(1 Howard Hughes
epic, and “Abraham Lin-
coln”, 1). W. Griffith’s hit,

are beiiig road-showed now
in pre-release theatres.

I
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MAIN STREET

A tine fellow, a good comedian

and a smart producer passed with

Jack Donohue’s sudden end * * *

Bert Ennis, one of the old gang,

with a new Fall benny and a

bundle of MS’s elbowing his way

up Seventh avenoo * * * John 1 .

Day, the big horse expert, and

former sport ed of Morning Tele-

graph, dressed as nattily as of

yore, heading for a late breakfast

on the Big Stem * * * KKO’s dia-

mond stars will dance and dine at

RKO’s Proctor’s 58th Street The-

atre, Sat. eve. * * * a good time

if looked for * * * Dixie Lee who
admits she’s a film actress has be-

come a Mrs. Orchestra Leader by

tieing up with Murray Crosey * * -

there was simple church ceremony,

if that makes any difference * * *

Buddy Morris, one of the big shots

with Music Publishers Holding
Corp, has returned from a swing
around Canada and the Bible Bell
* * * Lester Park again threaten^

to produce another pic. * * * re-

member when John Freuler, Big
Four’s Big Shot, told Charlie Chap-
lin what to do * * * wonder why
Graham McNamee doesn’t learn the
game of baseball before broadcast-
ing world serious * * * that was
Albert Howson who was M.C. ai

the “Office Wife” premiere * * *

Frank Kembusch the big Indian-
apolis exhib. was a Big Stem visi-

tor this week * * * Will Hays
speaks over a telephone with a
lot of authority ringimr from his

end * * * Cornelius McGillicudy
won the first round in the world
serious * * * j{in Tin Tin barks a

good talkie * * * Walter Huston
talks too much for a bad man * * *

this fellow W’est who jumped into
Barney Hutchinson’s place at Para
Is an obliging p.a. * * * Bjij

Frank is never out * * * Glen
Allyine knows how to dig up a
story on short notice * * * j.g.

member when the Big Bambino did

a silent and opened at the old
Madison Square Garden * * * jt

didn’t stay put long, the pic., we
mean * * * wonder what Dot Re-
vier thinks about in ‘bad man’ * * *

The Land of Missing Men (Tiffany)

This all-atlking western should

find a spot on tne Big .Stem tor

showing J. P. McCarthy who gets

creuit lor the original story ana
airection certainly Knows his west-

erns. Bob Steele who has been
ilirting with the screen’s big time

m the western drama is a young-
ster who not only “looks” western
out carries that peculiar devil-

may-care drawl in his speech that

convinces. You’d never believe A.
St. John makes an ace westerner
—harci-noiled, and everything. He’s
Just that and runs Bob a close race

tor lead honors. Al is a looacco-
chewing star, if there ever was
one. There are moments in this

all-talker that might have been im-
proved by the writer but there are
many more moments that stand
out as the some of the best and
most original stuff ever shot in

westerns. For instance: Steel, as

Lhe misunderstood hero, and his

.obacco-chewing confederate are
hitting for the Mexican border.
They stop in saloon for refresh-

ments and as they enter a mechan-
cal piano is heard. They push
through the swinging doors and
here on the floor humped over
the bar and, at card tables are
five ueau i-ioa. The fifth dies in

Steele’s arms. That’s western
drama of the first order. Al Jen-
nings wliose earlier days were not

'lamiliar with bank holdups, has
one of the principal roles. He’s
himself, 40 years ago.

J.L.K.

The Little Big House (Tiffany)

Joe Chimp, and the other mem-
bers of the family are at it again

—

his time as gun-totin’, dyed-in-

the-gin Chicago gangsters who
shoot first, and talk it over after-

wards. This is the third of the

Chimp series. This is a dandy, with

the Irish cop, the wop fruit ped-

aler, the underworld m,oll and the

jungles own Scareface Capone un-

der full retreat. J.L.K.

.Audio Review No. 40

Terry Ramsaye gives a good
account of his handiwork in this

number hot off the drying drums.
The reel opens with Dry Fly and
Wet Sport pasttime in Canada
with an expert fisherman giving

a good account of his stewardship
and his casting. To lovers of fish-

ing this will make a decided hit.

From fishing the reel turns to

Bagdad and its strange shopping
district in the land of Ali Baba
and his forty thieves. Then to

the coast of Labrador where the

sad, but wild waves, give plenty
of action. Then Terry gives us
some footage that a trick camera-
man did a pretty good job with

—

turning Little Old New York into

a crazy-quilt, imaginary metrop-
olis by means of double exposure.
An idea can be got from its

crazy angle when we tell you a
ferry boat is shown crossing to

Flatbush, not under the Brooklyn
Bridge but over it as the sub-
way goes. A good review, Terry.

Circus Capers—Aesop Sound Fable
.

.
(Van Beuren)

This represents just about the
best fable Van Beuren has turn-
ed out, well synchronized, really

funny with the animal knigdom
staging a circus that would make
P.T. turn green with envy for

thrills under the big top.

J. L. K

DENNIS A. HARRIS DIES IN PITTSBURGH
(Continued from pagi- 1)

Frank J. Harris, an associate in

business and the Republican lead-

er in the Pennsylvania legislature

and his nephew John P. Harris,

Jr., also an associate in the Harris

Theatres, Inc. The funeral will

be held in Pittsburgh on Saturday

morning with a high Mass at 10:00

o’clock.

M. E. Comerford paid tribute to

Mr. Harris yesterday and said:

“I was shocked today to learn of

the death of Dennis A. Harris in

Pittsburgh with whom I had a con-

ference in our New York office

only a few days ago. Mr. Harris

was one of the best known men
in the motion picture business, be-

ing a member of a family of pio-

neers who gave a lifetime of con-

structive effort in the development
of the motion picture industry. We
had many greetings in days ..’'one

b” with Mr. Harris in an organ-
ization way and he was always of

great service at all of these con-

ferences. He had a very fertile

mind full of constructive ideas and
his work will be missed by the

whole industry. Aside from these

business phases, Mr. Harris was
a very genial, companionable fel-

low, the soul of honor and a citi-

zen of the first rank.”

A LESSON FOR
THE INDUSTRY

(Continued from page 1)

n HOMBRE MALO”

OPENS IN MEXICO CIH
“El Homlbre Malo,” First Na-

tional’s all Spanish version of

“The Bad Man” had its premiere

at the P'alacio Theatre, Mexico

City, September 18. The picture

with Antonio Moreno in the lead-

ing role was enthusiastically re-

ceived and on the following Sun-
day, September 21, all box office

records at the Palacio Theatre
were broken. “El Hombre Malo”
seems to be set for a highly suc-
cessful engagement.

This picture is the first of the
new series of First National and
Warner Brothers foreign langu-
age films. In the English version
Walter Huston plays the title role.

tician is doing a selfish and a rot

ten thing. The ban was removed

on the showing of “The Big

House” and the Governor of Ohic

and his slimy little political censor

ran to cover like rats to a cellar.

• • «

A FINE result, locally achieved

by a handful of courageous

exhibitors with the press of the

state embattled in their behalf and

in the cause of human freedom

Here’s an example for the industry

to ponder. It might serve to indi-

cate to the industry what a real

campaign carried to the public

through screen and press could ac

complish toward the abolishment

of a political censorship of motion

pictures.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MAN-
AGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC., RE-
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912.

Of Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW and MOTION
PICTURES TODAY, published Daily except
Sunday, at New York, N. Y., for October 1,

1930.

STATE OF NEW YORK, ss.:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK. S3.;

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the

State and County aforesaid, personally appeared
Herman J. Sch.eier, who, having been duly
sworn, according to law, deposes and says that

he is the business manager of the Exhibitors
DAILY REVIEW and MOTION PICTURES
aODAY, and that the following is. to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true state'

ment of the ownership, management (and if a

daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the afore'

said publication for the date shown in the
hove caption, required by the Act of August
24, 1912, embodied in section 411, Postal

waws and Regulations, printed on the reverse

jf this form, to wit:

1 . That the names and addresses of the
iublisbcr. editor, managing editor and business
Tianagers are: Publisher, Arthur James. 25 West
I3d St., New York, N. Y.; Editor. Arthur
'ames, 25 West 43d St., New York, N. Y.;
Managing Editor, Leonard Mitchill, 25 West
I3d St., New York, N. Y'. ; Business Manager,
Herman J. Schleier, 25 West 43d St., New
York. N. Y.

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a cor'

'oration, its name and address must be stated

nd also immediately thereunder the names and
ddresses of stockholders owning or holding one
)er cent or more of total amount of stock. If

ot owned by a corporation, the names and
ddresses of the individual owners must be given.

T owned by a firm, company or other unin'

lorporated concern, its name and address, as

well as those of each individual member, must
^e given.) Arthur James, 25 West 43d St.,

New York, N. Y.; Archibald Cary Gratz, 25
West 43d St., New York, N. Y.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,

'.nd other security holders owning or holding

1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds.
Tiortgages, or other securities: (If there are

lone, so state.) None.
4. That the two paragraphs, next above, giv'

ng the names of the owners, stockholders, and
security ho’ders, if any, contain not only the list

)f stockholders and security holders as they ap'

tear upon the books of the company but also,

n cases where the stockholder or security holder

ippears upon the books of the company as

rustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the

Tame of the person or corporation for whom
'uch trustee is acting, is given; also that the

said two paragraphs contain statements embrac'

’’ng affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the

‘ircumstances and conditions under which stock'

holders and security holders who do not appear

•ipon the books of the company as trustees, hold

-tock and securities in a capacity other than

hat of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has

TO reason to believe that any other person, asso'

tiation, or corporation has any interest direct

or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other

securities than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of each

•ssue of this publication sold or distribu*^cd,

hrough the mails or otherwise, to pai:J sub'

scribers during the six months precedtng the

"date shown above is 6,136. (This information

is required from daily pub'ications only.)

HERMAN I. SCHLEIFR.
Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this First

day of October, 1930.

Notary Public Queens Co. No. 364

Register's No. 2922B. Certificate

(Seal) filed in New York Co. No. 73

Register’s No. 5224.

(My commission expires March, 1931.)

GEORGE G. DIETRICH.
Notary Public.
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MAYOR PROCLAIMS

LON CHANEY WEEK’-

PATRONS RESPOND

The proclamation of a “Lon
Chaney Week” by the Mayor of

The Dallas, Ore., did much to

exploit the showing of Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer’s “The Unholy
Three” during its presentation at

the Granada Theatre, Guy Mat-
thews, manager of the Granada,
reported to M-G-M.

Mayor Manchester’s proclama-
tion was displayed in front of the

theatre prior to, and during the

engagement of the picture. It

read

:

“Whereas, Lon Chaney, famed
screen star, has passed into the

great beyond, and whereas, the

world mourns the loss of this be-

loved character whose exemplary
life might serve as an inspiration

to every American citizen, there-

fore, I. A. W. Manchester, Mayor
of the City of The Dallas, Oregon,
do hereby proclaim ‘Lon Chaney
Week’.”

Previous to the showing of the

picture, Matthews arranged with
The Dallas Chronicle to publish

a biography of Lon Chaney which
appeared on the editorial page.

AMOS ’N’ ANDY SHOW
ACCESSORIES 400%

Radio Pictures announces that

it is now in a position to serve
exhibitors on the hrst Amos ’u’

Andy show, “Check and Double
Check” with record efficiency.

Large size cut out heads, 22x28
inches in size, together with an
immense across-the-marquee hang-
ers of big size with cut out letters

spelling “Amos ’n’ Andy” are in-

cluded for unusual display. Both ot

these flashes are finished in three

colors. Other advertising itms are;

Novelty cut out hangers of Amos
’n’ Andy in the Fresh Air Taxi
printed two sides in three colors;

an extensive line of banners, pen-
nants and flags for lobby and
street front, a herald in four col-

ors. It is stated that material for

the exploitation of the Amos ’n’

Andy show have been broken by
all RKO exchanges, this increase
running as high as four hundred
percent above normal figures.

TIFFANY CASTS KELCEY

Fred Kelcey has been added to

the cast of “She Got What She
Wanted” James Cruze’s first Tif-

fany special.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Oct. 1, 1930

Paramount F-L 5211/8 54 + 2

Warner Bros 20% 22% + 1%
Fox Film “A” 43 44% + 1%
Loew’s Inc 671/4 72 -f4%
Loew’s Inc. pref. 99 99 + ¥2

Radio K-A-0 23% 26% -f3'/4

Pathe Exchange 31/2 3% -f %
Pathe “A” 7 8 + 1

M-G-M, pref 26% 26% — %
Consol. F. Ind. .. 15% 16 -f 1%
Consol. F. pref. .. 17% 18% -f %

Cnrb Market

Colunfbia Piet. _ 34 34 —

1

Fox Theatre “A” 7% 8 1/2 + %

DOUQ’S FILM CAST

United Artis.ts report that

Douglas F a 1 P b a n k s ’s

“Eeacliing for the Moon”
now has ihe following cast:

Bebe Daniels, Edward Ev-
erett Horton, Claude Allis-

ter, Walter Walker, Adri-

enne d’Ainbricourt and June
AIcCloy. Direction by Ed-
mund Goulding, story by
William Anthony McGuire,
dialog by Elsie Janis, songs
and production by Irving

Berlin, sets by lYilliani

Cameron Menzies.

MARY DORAN CAST
FOR HUSTON LEAD

Mary Dorau will support Walter
Huston in Columbia’s forthcoming
production, “Criminal Code”,

which will be brought to the

screen under the driection of

Howard Hawks.

i A new industry is growing up
at Hayes, England, where the

! Vocalion Gramophone Co., now
"employs a large staff of men syn-

chronizing films with discs. The
|

'films are delivered from the film
\

studios and are played over in a
|

!
special department of the “Broad- <

' cast” record studio. Already 50 ;

gramophone sound versions have
been made at Hayes for American
and Biitish firms. The factory is

busy on nearly 30 films.

No Titles in Talkies
A movement against introduc-

tory titles in sound-films is afoot

in Berlin. The ‘Daschorganisa-
tion,” (association of Film Artists

and Workers), declares that the

introductory titles must be abol-

ished; because the public does
not want them anymore in “talk-

ies.” The first film without any
introductory titles was the Drey-
fuss film directed by Richard
Oswald.

Tobis Merger Revived
According to a message from

Vienna, the negotiations between
Tobis and Selenophon, which had
been interrupted some time ago,
were taken up again. It is con-
fidently expected that these nego-
tiations will reach a favorable re-

sult.

Vkinui and Berlin Combine
The Sascha Company, of Vienna,

has made arrangement with the
Berlin firm ot Fellner and Somlo
for combined production. The
films produced are to be distribut-
ed by Sascha to Austrian terri-

tory by the German film in

Germany. Georg Jacobi is in

Vienna, where he will make a
sound film of the successful com-
edy, “Money Lying in the Street”,
which has enjoyed a good stage
run. Sascha is revising one of

its silent films, which it is in-

tended to place on the market as
a new sound feature. It is en-
titled “The Plaything of Paris,”
and will feature Lili Damita.

LEWIS AYRES IN

ROBERT AMES
-0-

COUNCIL RECOMMENDS
“FLIRTINC WIDOW”

‘ A bulletin issued by the Canadi-

an Council of Child and Family

Welfare listing motion pictures

suitable for the entire family in-

cludes “The Flirting Widow,” the

Flirst National picture featuring

Dorothy Mackaill.

This bulletin is issued by the

-Canadian Government Motion Pic-

ture Bureau at Ottawa. It says

, with regard to “The Flirting

i Widow”:—“Film version of the

stage play ‘Green Stockings’. A
wholesome, amusing dramatization
'suitable for family showing.”

Expedition Returns

The recent Hymalaya expedition

headed by Professor Dyhrenfurth,

has just returned to Germany with

50,000 mieters of negative materi-

al, showing ascents to the Nepal-

peak (7418 meters) Dodang-

Nyima-Peak (6918 meters), etc.,

and the expedition’s experiences,

while iu Thibet. These will form

the subjects of a sound-film, en-
titled “Himatschal, the Throne of

the Gods.”

Spanish Circuit

The Cinematographica Nacioual
Espanole S. A., well-known as

Cinaes, is a Spanish Company
with a capital of seventy-five mil-

lion pesetas, which owns about
thirty of the most important Spa-
nish theatres in and around Bar-
celona.

'MISSISSIPPI';

GETS 'DRACUIA'
Carl Laemmle, Jr., has decided

to put Mississippi,” Ben Lucieu

Burman’s novel ot river life, into

' production as soon as possible, and

'for that reason has withdrawn

Lewis Ayres from the romantic

lead in “Dracula,” so that Tie may
prepare at once for his star role

in “Mississippi.”

Robert Ames was signed yester-

day to play “John Darker,” the

role formerly assigned to Ayres iu

“Dracula”, and with Helen Chand-
ler will furnish the romantic in-

terest in Universal’s production of

the Bram Stoker mystery.

TIFFANY COMPLETES
‘THIRD ALARM’ TALKIE

Tiffany has completed “The
Third Alarm,” audible version of

the famous old fire epic. Nearly
six weeks in production, the story

by Emilie Johnson, prepared by
Frances Hyland and Jack Natte-

ford, will be one of the “Big
Ten” of Ticany’s program for the

coming season.

Anita Louise, James Hall, Paul
Hurst, Mary Dorau, Jean Her-
sholt, Hobart Bosworth, Georgie
Billings, Blanche Friderici, Marie
Astaire, Nita Martan Dot Farley,

Charlotte Merriam, Franklyn Far-
num, Walter Perry, Aileen Man-
ning, Joseph Girard, James Mack,
Tom; London and many other film

players of popular note appear in

the cast.

WOOLRIGH PARA WRITER

Cornell Woolrich, one of Ameri-
ca’s youngest novelists, has ar-

rived in Hollywood to transfer his

story-telling ability to the screen
for Paramount. At nineteen,
Woolrich, then a sqphomore in

Columbia University, wrote “Cover
Charge”, one of the best sellers

at that time.

BclCcdefe
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

Js/^LOC^orh

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of tile U. S. Department of Commerce

New Disc Enterprise
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FIRST NATIONAL

THREE FILMS
Three new First National pic-

tures will be nationally released

during the month of October. In

“College Lovers”, a football ro-

mance, Marian Nixon and Jack
Whiting head a cast which also

include Frank McHugh, Guinn
Williams, Russell Hopton, Wade
Boteler and Phyllis Crane. John
Adolfl directed “The Girl of the

Golden West”, adapted from the

famous play by David Belasco,
presents Ann Harding as “The
Girl”—the role first portrayed Dj

Blanche Bates a quarter of a cen-
tury ago. James Rennie, Harry
Bannister, Ben Hendricks, Jr., J.

Farrell MacDonald, George Cooper
and other players will also be
seen in this production, which was
directed by John Francis Dillon.

The screen version of “The Girl

of the Golden West” was writ-
ten by Waldemar Young. In “One
Ni^ht at Susie’s” Billie Dove has
the leading feminine role opposite
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Helen
Ware, Tully Marshall and Jame.s
Crane are other prominent figures
among the dramatis personae
“One Night at Susie’s” is another
John Francis Dillon .picture. It

is based upon a story by Fred-
erick Haz!itt Brennan which ran
as a serial in Liberty. Forresl
Halsey and Kathryn Scola wrote
the continuity and dialogue.

LAVE IN “LILLI”

GN BROADWAY SOON
Following the Eddie Cantor com-

edy, “Whoopee,” produced in as-
sociation with Florenz Ziegfeld
and shown for the first time at the
Rivoli Tuesday night, Samuel Gohl-
wyn announces his second musical
picture, “Lilli,” in which Evelyn
Laye is the star and Leon Errol
the chief comic. John Boles v.il)

be seen with Miss Laye.

“Lilli” will be shown at a two-
a-day theatre on Broadway about
the middle of October, accompa-
nied by a personal appearance of
Miss Laye. The picture is based on
Louis Bromfield’s first screen play.

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
GRETA GARBO LEAD

Robert Montgomery has been
given one of the most important
roles of the year at the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studio—the male
lead opposite Greta Garbo in her
new starring film,, “Inspiration.”
Clarence Brown, who made “Anna
Christie”, and ’’Romance”, is the
director of the new film, and
Lewis Stone will have a promi-
nent supporting role.

JOLSON FAREWELL
A1 Jolson, now appearing in par-

son at the Capitol Theatre, after
n abser'‘° of five years from the
New York stage, will give an exlra
farewell performance on Thursday
at 11:45 P. M. At this performance,
Jolson will sing his newest song
“Lonely Mothers on Parade”.

RELEASES

DURING OCTOBER

NORMA SHEARER FANS
RALLY TO STORE TIE-UP

Charles E. Couche, manager of

the United Artists Theatre, Port-
land, Ore., closed a tie-up with
die Blumhauer-Frank Drug Co.,

which operates twelve stores for

cosmetic demonstration stills of

.\’orm,a Shearer in “Let Us Be
Gay.” A theatre poster and pic-

tures from the production, in ad-
dition to a set of these demon-
stration stills were included in

all displays. The theatre dis-

tributed special heralds to all

women attending a showing of

“Let Us Be Gay,” each herald be-
ing redeemable at any one of the
twelve cooperative drug stores foi

a miniature vial of perfume, a gift

from Norma Shearer.

MARY GARDEN PREPS
FOR TALKIES BEFORE
“MIKE” IN GAY PAREE

PARIS—Mary Garden, the
opera songster is contem-
plating voice tests here for
nhat she insists will he pre-
paratory to making her de-
hut in talkies when she re-
turns to iVew York soon.
The songster’s sudden de-
cision to take voice tests
before the mike followed a
flOIM* franc trans-Atlantic
’plionc conversation with, as
she termed liim, “a hig pro-
ducer”. Slie also claims a
‘‘record salary” is involved,
or will be.

Barbara Bedford and Harland E
Knight have been added to Co-
lumbia’s list of players for im-
portant roles in the forthcoming
production of “Tol'able Davm.'

FOX MIDLAND CIRCUIT

BOOKS 8 BUCK JONES

The Pox Midland Circuit has con-
jtracted for the entire series <f
jeight “Buck” Jones outdoor spe-
’;ials, which the western star is

producing for Colum,bia. This is

the second major circuit to book
.he Jones pictures solid, the past
week having brought a contract
with Publix to present them in
jeleven towns in New Orleans terri-
tovv.

The deal v/^ith Fox Midland gives
Columbia representation in e.even
towns in the mid, and south west-
ern sector. Two of the Jones pic-
ures have alreadv been released,
namely “The Lone Rider” and
‘Shadow Ranch.” The third in the
series entitled “Me"’ Without Law”
will be released within the mouth,
while the “Dawn Trail” is now in
production.

FOX EARNINGS UP
(Continued from page t)

10,000 WIRED HOUSES IN UNITED STATES
(Continued from page 1)

made when they had a much larger

field of unwired houses to sell si-

lent film. He indicated that with

4,000 more active houses to be

wired, sound film producers had

not anywhere near exhausted the

potential market for the product.

Mr. Otterson addressed the trade-

press in the projection room of

he ERPI headquarters in the Fisk
Building following a luncheon. Thi.s

was his first meeting with the rep
resentatives of the industry’s pub-
lications.

In a short, informal talk, Mr.
Otterson outlined the growth ol

the organization from the time it

was a conrpany formed to develop
product originating in the Bell Tel-
ephone Laboratories until the pres -

ent time when it was asserted thal

a great part of the Bell Labora-
tories work was done on behalf
of ERPI in improving its sound
recording and reproducing appara-
tus.

In discussing the future possi-
bility of sound film, Mr. Otterson
declared that he felt that the re-
cording and the reproduction of
sound with apparatus made by this
company would be steadily im-
proved to a point of perfection. He
also laid emphasis on the fact that
his organization is greatly inter-
ested in the possibilities of the
sound film for advertising and ed-
ucational purposes.
He declared that the company

was serving and servicing all its

clients on an equal basis and that
the policy of the company in hav-

U. BOOKS THIRD SHORT
WITH ‘YOUNG WOODLEY’
“Farlez Vous,” Universal short

comedy starring Slim Summer-
ville, was booked yesterday for its
Broadway first-run at the George
M. Cohan Theatre, starting Friday.
This will be the third Universal
short subject to play the Cohan
on the bill with “Young Woodley.”

ing one price for its equipment
according to the type of theatre i:

which it was to be installed, woulc
be continued and that theatre oper
ators, big or small, would ail ob-

tain the same type of service foi

which the company has become
noted.

Mr. Ottersou’s remarks were fol-

lowed by the screening of an ex-
ceptionally interesting picture
made in the company’s laboratory
showing how the sound of the
human voice or music may be
distorted in recording and repro-
ducing. Two pictures of an educa
tional character and an adverri;;-
ing sound film were also shown.

'ly these investors today. The gain
in income amjounts to 20%.
According to Mr. Clarke’s re-

lort, Fox Films for the 39 weeks
indicated a gross revenue of $34,-
196,124 as compared with a gross
I'evenue for the same period a year
igo of $28,553,607.

The net income, which is after
all operating charges, interest on
federal taxes, etc., does not take
into ''•onsideration the Fox Film
Cornoration’s equity in the surplus
of Loew’s Inc., in which it hold.s
660,800 shares. It does include,
however, dividends received froui
Loew’s during the period.

Mr. Clarke, in his letter, informs
the stockholders that there is ev-
ery indication that there will be

I
in increase in income during the
remaining 13 weeks of this year.

42^0 43'^ Streets West of Broadway
A New and Better Hotel for Times Square

Not alone new in construction and

equipment, but new in conception of

service and comfort to its guests. Di-

rected by S. Gregory Taylor, who has

made such enviable successes of the

Hotels Montclair and Buckingham.

Single Rooms
wilh lub ond shower

*3/4 and

Double Rooms
with lub ond shower

^4/5 and

A few terraced rooms and $ui(e9»

exceptionally large closets, oit

an attractive monthly basis.

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Entrances on 42nd and 43rd Sts.

CENTRAL UNION BUS TERMINAL
LOCATED IN THE DIXIE HOTEL BUS CONNECTIONS FOR ALL POINTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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I^NE of the cleverest, if not

the very best advertising reci

we ever have seen, is one just

produced in behalf of the Stude'

baker automobile. It brings in the

Studebaker Champions, so well

known to radio audiences, and

they use a giant motor car as the

stage for their entertainment. The
music is excellent, the treatment is

novel and the sum total is far and

away superior to nine out of ten

of the short subjects now on the

market as legitimate show material.
* « «i

^UT—clever as is this reel and^ adroit as is its handling, it u
radio advertising transferred to

the screen. Customers still pay foi

their seats in motion picture the-

atres and they are bound to re

sent the introduction of advertis-

ing which they cannot escape.
« * «

\V7E believe there is a field for

screen advertising as a part

of public entertainment but we be-

lieve also that a trading on the

public’s patience will arouse in-

dignation that will discourage the-

atre attendance. We have follow-

ed this subject for some sixteen

years and still are of the opinion

that there is only one sane and
practical solution in theatres where
the spectator pays for his ticket.

• « •

^UHlS is the running of an ad-

vertising show, frankly pro-

claimed as such, in addition to the

regular entertainment to be called

the advertising section. The pub-
lic should be advised in the adver-

tisements and in front of the the-

atre that this advertising section is

part and parcel of the bill to be
shown.

• * «

E^OR this service the theatres

should be paid just as news-

(Continued on pagre 2)

NEWSREEL THEATRES FOR FOX
IN EUROPEAN CAPITALS SOON

*Pieces of Silver^ Betray N» J.

Sunday Closing Blue Law
ORANGE, N. J., Oct. 2—The City

Council has decided that for and in

consideration of theatre license

fees of $100 per -week, as against

$150 per year, it can afford to for-

get about the New Jersey blue laws
and permit the showing of motion

(Continued on page 2)

COURT ORDERS PRINTS

OF “INGAGl” CONFINED

Judge Alfred C. Coxe, in Feder-
al Court, has granted a temporary
injunction against >Congo Pictures,
Ltd., prohibiting its ofldcials from
jxhibiting “Ingagi”. The court also
jrdered all prints of “Ingagi” into
.emporary storage. The impound-
mend was ordered pending a suit

for plagiarism instituted by kin
of Lady McKenzie, woman ex-
plorer.

FILM EXEGUTIYES
LEAYING FOR WEST

RADIO TO BUILD
$1,000,000 PLANT
FOR LABORATORY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—
Jo.seph I. Schnitzel’, presi-

dent of EKO Radio Pictures,
shortly after his arrival
here from the New York
office, announced that con-
structio<n on a $1,000,000
rilm laboratory would be
started within 30 days. All
release prints distributed by
RKO will be developed at

the new laboratory. A staff

of more than 150 will be
employed to operate the
new plant, he said.

E. L. Harvey, Editor of

Fox Movietone, Tells of

Plans for Houses Abroad
and in Chicago and
Washington, D. C.

“The entertainment field holds
for the newsreel unlimited possi-
bilities. The newsreel theatre, a
comparatively new innovation in

the amusement field, has the same
unlimited reaches before it. This

(Continued on page 2)

STAR TWICE ON B’WAY

Rose Hobart who jumped into
Janet Gaynor’s shoes as co-star
with Charles Farrell in the Fox
production of “Lilliom” will be
seen in two Broadway features op-
ening tomorrow—“Lilliom” at the
Roxy, and “A Lady Surrenders”,
a Universal production at the Para-
mount.

Arthur W. Stebbins leaves to-

day for California. Others entrain
ing are Joseph Schenck, A1 Jolson
and Joseph P. Kennedy. Stebbins’
objective is the closing of addi-
tional group insurance contracts
similar to those recently placed
with the Loew enterprises for $50,-

000,000 protecting the employees of

that concern.

NEW FILM TREATMENT PROCESS

MAY SOLVE WIDE SCREEN PROBLEM
Representative N. Y. producers

this week witnessed showings at

the Paramount Theatre of film

treated by a new process which,
when thrown on the wide screen,

apparently eliminates grain. The
process used is the invention of

the Stern li'ilm Laboratories of

PARA’S PROJECTION DIRECTOR

TO MAKE SURVEY OVER EUROPE
Harry Rubin, director of projec-

tion and effects for all of Para-
mount-Pubiix sound activities both
here and abroad, is leaving today
for a three-months trip abroad. He
will inspect all of Paramount’s
sound projection on the Continent,
visiting Paris, Berlin and London,
among other places.
Rubin, when interviewed yester-

day by a representative of this

newspaper, said nothing outrof-the

ordinary is attached to his trip, ex-

plaining that he has only recently

completed such a survey over the

United States.

“I am merely going to check on
what has been done in Europe and
supervise what should be and is

being done in Paramount-Publix
interests”, he said.

Hollywood and is applied when
prints are being processed.

It is understood that the labora-
tory claims that films so treated
may be shown on the wide screen

(Continued on page 4)

LAST SILENT HOUSE
IN L. A. GOES SOUND
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—

The last stand was taken
by “silent” theatres here
last week when The Film-
art© went sound. 'This the-
atre has held out until the
“last ditch”. The theatre in-

augurated its new program
witli “Lost Gods”, not,

strictly speaking, a talkie,

but a picture to which mu-
sic and a lecture have been
synchronized.
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Yom Kippur certainly raised

h— 1 with the news gathering I’acket

in the flllura business * * * did

you happen to notice the vacuity

in the Bronx subways yest. a.m.
* * * Howard Hughes and Billie

Hove arrived in town from Europe
* * * that’s what Gordon calls per-

fect synchronization * * * did you

know that three separate versions

of Bex Beach’s Spoilers have been

shot * * * here they are, to refresh

your memory * * * the first in

1913 (silent, of course) with Bill

Farnuni and Tom Santschi in the

he-man roles * * * second silent

version in 1923 with Milton Silis

(deceased) and Noah Beery * * '*

first talkie version released re-

cently with Gary Copoer and Bill

Boyd * * * that’s some sort of a

record * * * winter is near at hand

—a movie company has been snow-
bound in the high Sierras * * *

that’s an annual publicity stunt as

well as one of our best forerun-

ners of Old Man Winter * * * it’s

got the ground-hog and his spring

fever looking like a bum guesser
* * * Louella Parsons is going to

read Big Business Girl just bought
by Warners tor a talker to “see it

it will make a good movie” * * *

after all, Louella, it will be just

as good or bad whether you read
it or not * * * Hal Wallis who used
to be a p.a. is afloat on the Big
Puddle with no less a title than
production manager * * * what-
ever became of Benny Ziedman,
speaking of graduates from the

p.a. rank * * * Charley McDonald.
Wafilms high-powered exec is in

Pittsbugh blazing the way for

‘Africa Speaks’ debut in smoke-
town * * * if it makes any differ-

ence with prosperity—have you
noticed Cy Curtis has raised the
ante on the type in Satevepost
* * * Cy must want to fill more
space with less 5 cent-words * * *

Stanley Baiih, whose name has
decorated several Vita shorts, with
Bnssell Cronse, who also has con-
tributed to the Flatbush plant, are
authorizing a musical comedy for

the footlights * *

LIGHTMAN TO ATTEND NEBRASKA

M.P.T.O. MEETING NEXT TUESDAT
National President, M. A. Light-

man, of the Motion Picture The-
atre Ov/ners of America, will at-

tend the Nebraska Motion Picture
Theatre Owners Convention in Om-
aha next Tuesday and Wednesday.

There are a .number of out-

standing matters Lightman will

discuss at this Convention, which
nas added importance in view of

its close approach to the Eleventh
Annual Convention of the National
organization wfiiich will be held in

Philadelphia on November 10, 11

and 12.

National Directors Fred Wehren-
berg, of St. Louis and Jack Miller,

of Chicago, are also expected to

appear at the Omaha meeting.

field, so tar, has only been
scratched.”

The above observation was made
by E. L. Harvey, editor. Fox Movie-
cone News in an exclusive inter-

view with a representative of this

newspaper.

Harvey continued:

“Since the Embassy Newsreel
Theatre threw its doors open, only

one day has found the red side of

uhe ledger used.

“I have only recently returned

from London where, with Truman
H. Tally, general manager tor all

Fox Movietone interests, I played a

part in the opening of the sec-

ond newsreel theatre in the world.

N. J. CLOSING LAWS
(Continued from )age 1)

pictures on Sunday—to take effect

immediately.
As Orange has two picture hous-i

as, the city treasury will be $10,-

000 per year fatter—and the old

blue laws were showing their age
anyway. On the other hand some
brief embarrassment was shown
when the Rev. Dr. Harmon McQuil-

kin, pastor of the First Church,
denounced the proceedings, declar-

ing: “Commercial greed has laid

its vandal hands on one of the

basic institutions of our country.”

But a strange complication ap-

peared in the midst of the general

rejoicing of Orange movie patrons.

It was discovered that the bound-
ary line between Orange and East
Orange ran straight through the

Palace Theatre from back to front.

Manifestly this left half the the-

atre subject to “blue” regulation,

as formerly, and Mayor Martins cf

East Orange promptly announced
“If they open that theatre on Sun-
day we will rope off the half that
comes under our jurisdiction and
arrest anybody that tries to enter
it.”

Will Mayor Martens rope off the
half the screen too, and forbid that
half to show its half of the picture?
This remains the burning question
with Orange movie fans pending
the first Sunday opening, although
many declare that halt a Sunday
film will be better than no picture.

‘SILENT ENEMY” ON
LOEW’S CIRCUIT

“The Silent Enemy,” Paramount’s

all-Indian silent with a specially

written musical score, is showing

on the Loew Greater New York
theatres. It will have its first down
town showing, since its premier
run at the Criterion last spring, at

the New York Theatre and the

Forty-Second Street houses on
Monday, Oct. 6. The Loew booking
list includes fifteen one and two
days runs in Brooklyn and the
Bronx and Manhattan.

It has also been a huge success.

“The European situation, in

so far as newsreels are con-
cerned, is exceedingly bright

—

brighter, in fact, than we had
dared to anticipate, so bright
that soon the Fox Movietone
interests will open newsreel
theatres in both Berlin and
Paris.

“In speaking of anticipated op
euings—the day is not far off, by
no means, when the Fox interests

will have newsreel theatres in

Chicago and Washington, D. C.

Harvey then swung into the
rapid advance made by American
interests, especially Fox over Eu-
rope in the newsreel field. He
went on:

“We now have 16 sound trucks
and crews operating over Europe,
into the far reaches of the British

Empire and into the Orient. It

must be remembered that where a
newsreel theatre is operating four

reels of only newsreel subjects

must be furnished weekly—that’s

a lot of newsreel.

“It is interesting to note that
in our London house we seldom, it

ever, exhibit any sound subject
that doesn’t pertain strictly to hap-
penings in the British Empire. So
far, only on one occasion has the
London Newsreel Theatre shown a

single American - made number,
which was made of shots of win-
dow-cleaners working high on the
sides of a skyscraper on Park ave-
nue.

“On the other hand the Embassy
this current week, has on its pro-
gram, subjects from ten different
foreign lands.

It’s a huge project, this gather-
ing of sound news, as you will ap-
preciate when I say that $2,600,-

000 were put into this newsreel
enterprise before our forces even
got started to function. Now, I am
glad to say, our newsreel activi-

ties are showing a nice profit.”

The Fox Movietone interests in

England, due to the stringent alien
laws, are operated by English citi-

zens, although the British Gau-
mont company which the Fox in-

terests control, operate 300 the-
atres in England, this leaves Fox
interests in control.

FIVE COMEDY SERIES

FOR OCTOBER RELEASE

Five of Educational’s new series

will be officially launched this
month, with that many initial re-
leases, scheduled for general dis-

tribution during October. “Won by
a Neck,” the first in the new Ham-
ilton series, is scheduled for Oc-
tober 5 release.

The following week, three new
series will be introduced, with
prints being distributed on “Grand-
ma’s Girl,” the first in the new
Mack Sennett group; “Love Your
Neighbor,” star r i u g Charlotte
Greenwood; and “Over the Air,”
the first of the new series of thir-

teen Lyman H. Howe’s Hodge
Podge. 'The Tuxedo comedy is now
having its New York premiere at
the George M. Cohan 'Theatre.

The new series of Terry-Toons
makes its debut with “Fried Chic-
ken,” which is scheduled for re-

lease October 19. “Divorced Sweet-
hearts,” the second in the Mack
Sennett series, has: October 26
set as the release date. This com-
edy features Ann Christy, Charles
Irwin, Daphne Pollard and Mar-
jorie Beebe.

KILLIN’ THE
OLE’ GOOSE

(Continued from case 1)

papers are paid for the space given

over for advertising. Advertising

of this sort is tremendously valu-

able, more so than anv other form

of advertising in the world today.

The theatre management that

omits to deal frankly with its au'

diences or which gives its screen

space away, is just plain dumb.

Use the advertising if it be well

done and entertaining, but let per'

feet frankness prevail, let it be

used between the regular shows

and let the theatre be well paid

for it.

« • «

HERE is absolutely no per-

centage in killing the goose that

lays the golden eggs and don’t let

the slickers tell you different.

“DRACULA” IN SPANISH

With the signing of Eduardo
Arozamena, Manuel Arbo, and
Carmen Gerro, Carl Laemmle, Jr.

yesterday completed the cast for

the Spanish version of “Dracula”
in which Lupita Tovar and Carlos
Villar are featured.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Oct. 2, 1930

Paramount F-L .... .. 51% 53 —

1

Warner Bros .. 21 21% — %
Fox Film “A” .. 43 44 — %
Loew’s Inc. - .. 68 70% —1%
Keith Albee, pref....100 100
Radio K-A-0 .. 24% 2534 — V2
Pathe Exchange .- 3% 3%
Radio K-A-0 .... 243/8 25% — 1/2

Consol. F. Ind .. 16% 161/8 + 1/8

Curb Market
Columbia Piet .. 35% 35'4 + Vz
Fox Theatre “A” .- 7% 7% — %

FOX TO OPEN MORE NEWSREEL HOUSES
(Continued from page 1) -0^

A
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IN DETROIT
"SHOULD KEEP HOUSE PACKED"

"A LADY SURRENDERS is one of finest and best talking

pictures ever made. Brilliant dialogue . . . amusing if

sometimes risque situations. Flawless direction, splendid

recording. One of the REAL talkies. Splendid perform-

ance by four principals.'^ — Helen Harris, Detroit Daily

"AT TOP OF BEST PICTURES OF YEAR"
"A LADY SURRENDERS . . . brilliant comedy. Scintillating,

spicy, exceptional and entertaining." —Detroit Free Press

"SMARTEST SINCE ADVENT OF TALKIES"
"One of most scintillating dramas of sophisticated school

. . . The excellence of A LADY SURRENDERS is general.

Faultless cast." —Detroit News

"WORTH SEEING TWICE"
"The movie goer who waits for good pictures has found

something well worth rememberipg In A LADY
SURRENDERS. It is a cinema dish fit to set before a king.

See this picture." —Detroit Evening Times

IN BOSTON
"PLEASANT SURPRISE OF SEASON'

"A LADY SURRENDERS is smart and sophisticated bit of

talkie fare. One of the pleasant surprises of the talkie

season. Cleverly directed. Perfectly acted."

—

Boston Post

"SOPHISTICATED, CLEVER,
AMUSING, UNUSUAL"

"A LADY SURRENDERS directed with finesse. Dialogue

exceptional. Domestic comedy with daring situations

handled with such intelligence that there is nothing that

might offend." —Boston Globe

"FOUR STARS IN SMART FILM"
"A LADY SURRENDERS. Very bright and sophisticated.

Quite a different story. Acting, direction and dialogue well

out of usual. Bright and breezy situations and dialogue

to match. A very delightful hour on screen. Nothing con-

ventional, nothing dull. That should be sufficient praise

" ENTERTAINING - ADMIRABLY ACTED"
"A LADY SURRENDERS is well-dressed, literate, entertain-

ing, admirably acted. Finely considered and mature

playing of Rose Hobart and quiet charm of Genevieve

Tobin." —Boston Herald

"SMART- SOPHISTICATED- EXCELLENT"
"We recommend a visit to A LADY SURRENDERS at once.

Smart, sophisticated story In excellent taste and superbly

performed by Genevieve Tobin, Rose Hobart, Conrad

Nagel and Basil Rathbone." — Boston Traveler

"PEPPy— REFRESHING—ABOVE PAR"
"A LADY SURRENDERS Is a peppy film. As refreshing

as an east wind after a hot spell. Situations out of

common run presented in amusing vein. Rattling good
dialogue . . . acting above par . . . excellent direction

. . . One can recommend it for entertainment."
for any picture. —Gordon Hillman in Boston Daily Record — Boston Evening American

UNIVERSAL First in Features .. First in Shorts

| |
First in First Runs Everywhere
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3 CIRCUITS BOOK EDO. LIST

FOR KEY CITY FIRST RUNS
Three important theatre circuiti

have just signed for Educational’s

1930-31 product, with first run the

atres in the key cities well repre-

sented.

Loew’s Theatres, Inc., have con-

tracted for Educational’s comedies

for their first run situations in

eleven big key cities which include

Baltimore, Cleveland, Columbus,

Canton, Evansville, Norfolk, Rich-

mond and Pittsburgh. This is apart

from the deal recently consum-

mated by the Loew Metropolitan

Circuit which is playing Educa-

tional comedies in their theatres

in Greater New York. ,

The Michigan Theatres Company
has signed up one hundred per-

cent for Educational’s 1930-31 two-
reel product and for its three se-

ries of one-reelers. This circuit,

which is an afiiiliation of the But-
terfield Circuit, of Michigan, con-
trols and operates twenty-three
houses in the Michigan territory.

Robb and Rawley Theatres, operat-
ing twenty-eight theatres in the
Dallas territory, have also signed
for Educational’s new product to

play in each of their situations.

These three contracts bring up
the total business signed by Edu-
cational with theatre circuits for
new product far in excess of cir-

cuit contracts signed tor new pro-
duct over a similar period in past
years.

BIG 4 EXECUTIVE

DUE FROM LONDON

C. A. Stimson, vice-president of

Big 4 who sailed from New York a
month ago, is due in New York
from London next week. Stimson
arranged with English distributors
for the sale of Big 4 all-talking
Westerns in England.

“BLUSHING BRIDES”
IN MOTOR CAR STUNT

Walter Caldwell, manager of

the Loew’s Valentine Theatre,
Toledo, closed for a tie-up with
both the Ford motor company, and
the Studebaker company, to use
their cars for a street display of

girls dressed as brides, in the ex-

ploitation of “Our Blushing
Brides.”

In addition to this tie-up, Cald-
well arranged with the Toledo
New"S-Bee on a contest.

JACK MULHALL SIGNED
FOR TIFFANY FEATURE
Jack Mulhall has been signed

for a leading role in “The Single
Sin”, a forthcoming special on the
company’s program. Mulhall has
been in “The Fall Guy” and “For
the Love O’ Lil”.

The cast will include June Coll-
yer, and Doris Kenyon.

FILM TREATMENT
MAY SOLVE PROBLEM
(Oontinuecl from page 1)

without the blurry and grainy ef-

fect wTiich always results when
standard 35 mm film is projected
on “wide” screens.

It is iearned on good authority
that at the demonstration given at

the Paramount on the wide screen,
the clarity of the image was nearly
as satisfactory as that which Fox
obtained on the wide screen at

tlie Roxy last winter using 70 mm
film.

Among those reported to have
witnessed the demonstration of the
treated film were Adolph Zukor,
Joseph Schenck, Will Hays, Harry
Warner and Carl Laemmle.

If the Stern Laboratory has solv-

ed the problem of treating stand-
ard film so that the grain in the
e’^nilsion and the grain and pores
in the celluloid film itself are not
enlarged upon the big screen, the
wide screen difficulties apparently
will have been solved.
Film treated by this new process

is shown on the standard projec-
tion machine with a wide angle
lens and wTien originally photo-
graphed is made on standard nega-
tive and not on wide film.

CORTEZ SIGNED FOR
STANWYCK LEAD

Ricardo Cortez will support Bar-
bara Stanwyck in her first starring
vehicle under her new Columbia
contract. The story is of dance-
hall life filmed under the direction
of Lionel Barrymore.

Mary Pickford is working on
“Kiki”, in which Reginald Denny
will be her leading man and Sam
Taylor her director.

Hugh Allan, who plays the lead-
ing masculine role in “A Royal
Flush,” current Pathe comedy,
came to Hollywood with no inten-
tion of entering pictures, but to

be the secretary to a comedy pro-
ducer. However, the company dis-

banded and Allan, who had hoped
to work his way to an executive
position, found himself the recipi-
ent of three offers for screen tests

by directors who had met him in

the course of his secretarial labor.s

and recognized in him an excellent
motion picture type.

Norma Talmadge has finished
“Du Barry: Woman of Passion,”
and it is now being reelased; Wil-
liam Farnuni is staging his re-
turn to the screen in the role of
the King; Gloria Swanson, wil’n

“What a Widow!” now showing,
is preparing another serious film
to top both it and “The Trespass-
er.”

DEL RIO’S ILLNESS
POSTPONES ‘THE DOVE’

“The Dove”, Dolores Del
Rio’s co-starring’ picture
with Walter Huston, has
been indefinitely postpoued,it
is announced by United Art-

ists, due to the protracted
illness of jHjss Del Rio and
the time necessary for her
convalescence.
Arrangements have been

made for ]Mr. Huston, the
“Abraham Lincoln” of D.
W. Griffith’s current Unit-
ed Artists Picture, to jnake
two pictures at other stu-

dios, after which he will

spend a three-months’ vaca-
tion in Eurpoe.

FRANK DAVIS JOINS

“COHENS AND KELLYS”

Frank Davis yesterday joined

the cast of Universal’s new “The

Cohens and Kellys in Africa”, fea-

turing Charlie Murray and George
Sidney. Prior to going to Holly-

wood, Davis was the male mem-
ber of the celebrated vaudeville

team of Davis and Darnell.

“The Indians Are Coming,” Uni-
versal serial yesterday ’W'as booked
to play first-run in the Miller The-
atre in downtown Milwaukee, and
the other Midwesco houses in Mil-

waukee and the State of Wisconsin,
thirty in all.

Another circuit booking for this

serial is with Publix-Balaban &
Katz, which will show it in five

Chicago theatres which have never

Hertiiim .Ililliauscr is receiving
congratulations on his supervision
of the Amos ’n Andy hit, “Double
Check”, which has been previewed
in Hollywood. Pandro Berman, as-

sistant to William LeBaron, is in

New York with a print of the pic-

ture.

One of the most thrilling and
spectacular scenes in horse back
riding will be seen in the Pathe
western comedy, “Half Pint Polly,”
released October 26. Tom Tyler,
cowboy star who is featured in

the picture, and Jimmy Casey,
stunt rider, are the men who ef-

fect an equestrian trick that is a
thriller. A particular scene called
for Casey, who is riding “Silver
King” to meet the western star at
the entrance to a rodeo race-track.
The men are riding toward each
other. While his horse is running
at a full gallop, Casey jumps from
the animal to the ground. Simul-
taneously, Tyler jumps from his
horse, runs and grabs the horn on
“Silver King’s” saddle, and al-

though dashing in opposite direc-
tions, they effect a spectacular
“Pony Express.”

CAUGHT STEALING

CENTURY LEAD PIPE

Two youths who had a hired
horse and wagon waiting outside
the Century Theatre to cart away
$1,000 worth of lead pipe and cop-
per sheeting they had ripped from
washrooms in the theatre, were
held without bail for the grand
jury yesterday by Magistrate Leon-
ard McGee in West Side Court.
They were Richard McCaffery and
Joseph Janicke.
A watchman opening the door of

the theatre about 7 o’clock in the
morning heard a sound coming
from the basement. Silently closing
the door, he got patrolman Martin
Gillen, who entered with drawn re-

volver and captured the pair.

NEW ROLE FOR O’BRIEN

Fox studios have decided to give
their outdoor hero, George O’Brien
a temporary change in style of

vehicle along with the renewal of

his contract. His next starring pic-

ture will be “The Seas Beneath,”
a submarine picture by Dudley
Nichols and William Collier, Sr.

John Ford will direct. O’Brien has
just finished “Fair Warning” the
last of a long series of westerns.

before run a serial: The Regal,
Congress, Belmont, Century and
Senate.

Another “first time” is chalked
up in Spokane, wliere the deluxe
Granada will play “Indians Are
Coming” first run. No serial has
ever played a first run Class A
house in that city before.

In Detroit, the Keith Temple
Theatre will play the serial first

run.

JOBYNA HOWLAND CAST
IN “THE VIRTUOUS SIN”

Jobyna Howland, Broadway com-
edy star of “The Gold Diggers”,
has been cast as one of the four
principal players in “The Virtuous
Sin”, according to an announce-
ment from B. P. Schulberg, gener-
al manager of west coast produc-
tion for Paramount. As the owner
of a cheap njght club near the
Russian battle front during the
World War, her part ranks next
to those carried by Walter Huston,
TCay Francis, and Kenneth Mac-
Kenna.

Hollywood Gossip
By KAY MURRAY

*^Indians Are Coming^* To
30 Fox Midwesco Theatres

<>



WIKE IN THE
MONEy NOW!

BllOH HAT? By Jove, yaws! W^eVe drawing

them in heavily, y’know. Rakin’ in the shekels,

haw=haw! The tally critics dote on us, really.

Exhibitors cry for us— they’re begsing with tears

[

in their eyes, as it were. The Loew, Warner and

Publix circuits have— aw— apprehended us with

avidity. We’ve our glad rags on, gentlemen, and

O! I say— we’re jolly well in the money now

!

THE BLIMP MYSTERY THE LITTLE
COVERED WACiON THE LITTLE BiA
HOUSE THE LITTLE DIVORCEE
CHASINA AROUND SWEET PATOOTr

from "VARIETY
Very funny in a novel, almost weird way. Scenes are remarkable . . . Spontaneous drollery that

can’t miss.

from Ex. D. REVIEW
If Tiffany doesn’t resister 100% profit then this reviewer has spent 15 years in the movie same
in vain.

from FILM DAILY
Amazins ... A novelty'that will brins in srown^ups. A natural for kids . . .Welcome to any screen

from Mot. Pic. NEWS
Sensationally clever. Every theatre in the land should book the sroup . . . Heisht of perfection in

comedy.

from Pittsbursh PRESS

It’s better than nine^tenths of the movie houses’ stase shows as a companion to tlie screen headliner.

TIFFANYtalking
CHIMPS



'etecti'^
aiill and^ost thrilling

J.

lologistj liimselH"^ft:4l:^

The most mysfc

hunts in the

told by the fin^

ions prom
kectacular

us crimim

one-r

CTiy,
Produf

The public loves a good crime thriller. Millions of

ready made fans will ”eat up” these true stories

told by the greatest sleuth of all time, picked from

the biggest thrills of his long career in the secret

service and as a private detective.

Backed up by nation-wide exploitation, includ-

ing stories by Mr. Burns in True Detective Mys-

teries Magazine.

Every one with a title that will win any
thrill seeker. Early releases include

"‘THE WILKINS
MURDER MYSTERY”

“TWO ANONYMOUS LETTERS”
“THE LANCASTER

COUNTERFEITING CASE”

iED]irCATIONA:L FIXM EXC 3MONS, President

i ft
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Again a Tribute

of Eloquent Silence

!

Again, and from an equally

distinguished source, comes

the praise of omission for the mO'

tion picture industry, its decency

and its morals. A few days ago

Cardinal Mundelein, in a right'

eous arraignment of the immorali-

ties of the day, in which he enter-

ed into specific evils, omitted the

motion pictures from the offensive

list. This conspicuous and satisfy-

ing omission has been duly dwelt

upon in these columns.

NOW comes His Eminence

Cardinal Hayes who, in an

address to the judges of the City

of New York, reviewed from his

point of view the evils of the day.

He dwelt particularly with indec-

ency on the stage, referring to the

present conditions as “an awful

shock to ordinary common decen-

cy, that you wouldn’t find even

among the non'civili2,ed tribes.”

• • •

CARDINAL Hayes made the

same conspicuous omission

that his brother Cardinal of the

West made, and it was not, from

what we know of Cardinal Hayes,

an oversight. As a prelate alive

to present conditions, he is fully

aware of what the motion picture

has been doing toward a clean

house, and his omission deepens

the significance of the utterance

of Cardinal Mundelein.
V * «

TT is pleasant to note in the

ranks of religious leadership

men who appreciate the efforts of

the picture business and whose
sense of justice and discrimination

will not permit them to include

the clean institution of the screen

with the present listings of the

stage.

(Continued on pag-e 2)

FILM INDUSTRY PROVES TO STAGE FOLK

THAT MILLIONS STILL WANT CLEAN PLAYS
Proof of This Offered by Successful Pictures of Past

Six Months, Founded on Well Constructed

Stories, With Low Life Episodes Ignored; Stage,

On Other Hand, Complaining While Acknowl-

edged "Dirt” Is Shown at Legitimate Houses

TRI-STATES MEETING d.™'"
Dl AMUnn CAD MCMDIIK Goidwyn-
1 LAlllNCi/ rl/I\ IVlljiiilr Ulij Ziegteld color musical talker,

“Whoopee” and causes a stir

along Broadway.
Which only goes to prove that

neither music nor comedy is dead,
provided it is done with attention
to entertainment values.
With the public jumping up in

arms against the much publicized

low life that is being portrayed
on the stage in the new Fall open-
ings, it behooves the motion pic-

ture producer to follow the ex-

amples set by such undisputed

MEMPHIS, TENN. — The Tri-

States Motion Picture Theatre
Owners will hold their fall con-
vention here, Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.

It is expected that this meeting
will be the largest ever held by
this organization.

rnmn dedicates
BALTIMORE THEATRE

The new $350,000 Edgewood
Theatre, in Baltimore, latest of

the Frank H. Durkee Enterprises,
and considered one of the finest

modern motion picture theatres on
the East Coast, was opened Fri-
day night, with W. F. Boening
dedicating the theatre to the city.

The house is equipped with De-
Forest apparatus.

BARTHELMESS GEM LOST

Mrs. Richard Barthelmess has
offered a reward for the return
of a diamond drop earring which
^h-> lost Wednesday evening m a
taxicab between the Mansfield
Theatre and Sixty-third Street and
Park Avenue.

(Continued on page 3)

HAROLD FRANKLIN

TO RESUME WORK
IN THEATRE FIELD

Harold B. Franklin, recently re-

signed as head of Pox West Coast
Theatres, and now preparing for

an extended vacation abroad, an-
nounced that, following his return

from Europe, he will continue in

the field of theatre development

and operation.

In his announcement Franklin

stated that it “is with the kind-

est feelings” that I have sever :d

mv connections with Fox West
Coast Theatre “and Mr. Harley L.

Clarke has been both fair and gen-

erous in the negotiation of the

termination of my contract.”

'New Rochelle Still Laughing
Over Amos 'n^jAndy Preview

NORTH BACK TO COAST

Robert North, First National
production executive and super-
visor, who has been in New York
lOr several days, will leave for

California today. He has been de-

voting the greater part of his time
while in New York seeing the
current shows.

ERPI ACTIVITIES REORGANIZED FOR

SWIFTER SERVICE TO LICENSEES

H. G. Knox, vice-president of
Electrical Research Products, has
announced the reorganization of
the company’s engineering activ-
ities into three departments: Com-
mercial Engineering, General En-
gineerin-g and Reproducing, the
last named being taken over as

(Continued on page 4)

“RENO” BOOKED FOR
WASHINGTON, 0. C.

Stanley-Warner has booked “Re-
no” first run October 10th, in its

Washington Metropolitan Theatre,
and all subsequent runs in that
territory.

New Rochelle’s week-end golf

was forgotten. Amos ’n’ Andy
came to town over a short wave
length from Hollywood via silver

sheet and talkies. Last minute
reports before going to press had
the entire town, young and old,

still doubled over like a jack-knife
in real, spontaneous laughter.

(Continued on page 2)

WESHNER PROMOTED

David (Skip) Wesliiier
has heen promoted from
his post as general man-
ager of Warner Bros, the-
atres in Northern New Jer-
sey to the position of di-

rector of advertising and
publicity for all \^birner
Bros, theatres in the coun-
try excluding New York
city. Harry A. Kalmine
succeeds him in the North-
ern New Jersey post.
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liose Hobart as the lady sur-

renders, and Rose Hobart, as the
little scullery maid slave of Liliom
are two different and distinct

Roses * * * watch this young lady
—she’s going to be up in electric

lights anon * * * wonder what
Cecil DeMille was thinking about
when he shot JIadaine Satan * * *

keep your eye on (^nevieve Tobin,
fresh from her lark with SO.bOO
Frenchmen * * * she’s going to

make history in the talkies * * *

did you know that Conrad Nagel
used to lay bricks * * * remember
when Robert. Warwick was courier
for Black Jack Pershing during the
Big Scrap * * * Rob is now back
on the screen, by-the-bye * * *

fine, clean-cut type, too * * * what-
ever became of Conway Tearle and
all his wives * * * Eddie Corbett
who remembers the Gay Mlnties on
the Big Stem, was a visitor the
other day * * * Ingagl is keeping
all the U. S. circuit judges in this
district busy handing down deci-
sions * * * Clyde Elliott threatens
to show Knute Bockne shorts this
day * * * why doesn’t Charlie Ray
do a speakie * * can you picture
the rumpus the talkies would cause
with the chariot wheels of Ben
Hnr * * * a lot of dicers are adorn-
ing Big Stem/ heads * * * Joe Plnn-
kett commutes every day * * *

news item—‘Chi. gunmen raise one
million bucks to oust Big Loop
cop chief’ * * * Jack Oakie please

communicate * * * or his p.a. * * *

over in Joisey the blue laws have
given rise to what might be called

Jim Crow theatres * * * the blues

are separated from the whites by
ropes * * * wonder where the duck
quacks come from in the recording

of Madame Satan * * * Jim (Silent^

Longhborough is pounding the por-

table for Abe * * whatever be-

came of Leslie Wason * * remem-
ber when quickies were turned out

in Hollywood’s Poverty Row' in five

days * * * did you know that Pov-
erty Row producers and Charlie

and A1 Christie had the first stu-

dios in California * * * wonder
what they use the old Biograph stu-

dio in Harlem for.

New Rochelle Still Laughing
^ —

(Continued from page 1)

“Check and Double Check”
sneaked into RKO’s New Rochelle
Theatre (formerly Proctor’s) but
wasn’t sneaky enough to evade
Eagle Eyed Gus, critic extraordin-
ary of this newspaper. Eagle Eye
jammed himself into a rattler and
managed to elbow his way into
the theatre just as “Check and
Double Check” flashed on the
screen.
Eagle Eye was convinced before

entering the theatre that good old
Main Street hookum was a dead
issue as screen material. He was
wrong. Oh, so wrong. This pair of
blackfaced comedians just scooped
up a bushel basket full of hookum,
shook it up in Melville Brown’s
hat and, presto, a comedy was
turned over to RKO that is guar-
anted by Eagle Eye Gus to make
you forget the tariff, the fact that

Bishop Cannon is back home, and
even the high price of gin. If your
mother-in-law is in one of those
nasty moods, walk out on her,

rush to the theatre that is show-
ing “Check ’n’ Double Check”, and
you’ll rush back home, grab that

same mother-in-law' and forgive

her all her sins. It’s going to open
RKO’s new Mayfair Theatre, on

the Big Puddle, sometime this

month. Reserve your seats now'.

If after seeing it you don’t go to

the polls the first Tuesday in Nov-
ember and vote for Amos ’n’ Andy
for president, you want to see your

family physician.

CONSTANCE BENNETT
TECHNICAL EXPERT

Constance Bennett is giving a
new touch to an old Hollywood
custom, by acting as technical ad-
visor for certain sequences of her
new starring picture, “.Sin Takes a
Holiday.” Much of the action of

this Pathe production takes place
in Paris and other fashion centers
of continental Europe, localities

with which Miss Bennett is thor-
oughly familiar.

HAZZARD IN SHORT
Jack Hazzard, musical comedy

star, is among the latest Broadway
comedians to transplant his com-
edy antics to the talking screen.
He has just completed a Vita-

.
phone Varieties comedy title “The
Darling Brute” directed by Alf
Goulding recently brought on by
Sam Sax from the West Coast to

direct short reelers at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studios. Other play-
ers in this slapstick piece are Hel-
en Goodhue, William Halligan and
Leslie Adams.

“GLIDING” SPORTLIGHT

Ruth Elder is one of the famous
aviation enthusiasts appearing in

“Gliding,” latest of the Pathe-
Grantland Rice Sportlights. With
the Sportlight camera tightly se-
cured in a large glider and the in-

trepid cameraman strapped safely
in the cock-pit, theatre spectators
are taken on the first gliding mo-
tion picture ever made.

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

By Cary Cratz

“WHAT A WIDOW” (Rialto)

Gloria Swanson’s latest opus for

United Artists made its debut

hereabouts to packed audiences at

the Rialto Theatre. “What A
Widow” is the title and it is broad

slapstick comedy throughout, at

times descending to plain rough

house. As Gloria is cast as a

widow who undertakes to enjoy a

large fortune to which she has

suddenly fallen heir, and takes

ship to Paris to properly enjoy it,

you can readily imagine what op-

portunities she makes the most of

to display a large and varied

wardrobe. Not only are the

clothes exhibited on a plane of

gorgeousness and good taste that

was not always the case in days of

yore, but we have never seen the

beauteous Swanson look younger
or more decorative before the
camera. Furthermore, she carries
on what she has to say, which is

of a light and merry character,
most effectively, and breaks forth
into a really lovely song. This in

spite of the fact that the record-
ing might have been very much
Improved. For the rest the prin-
cipal worth of the picture is that
it hardly takes itself seriously.
Owen Moore plays a straight part
opposite the star, and as a drunk
Lew Cody cannot be said to. con-
tribute much. But this is Gloria’s
return to her still adoring multi-
tude. Her charming appearance
and performance make “What a
Widow” something that every ex-
hibitor can book with sure profit
in sight.

* » «

“ATLANTIC” (Geo. M. Cohan)
Comjng from England for ex-

hibition at the Cohan Theatre here
is the British International pic-
ture, “Atlantic.” This purports to
be a drama built around the sink-
ing of a great liner as a conse-
quence of a collision with an ice-
berg. As a exposition of the
phlegmatic calm and sportsman-
ship of its British passengers,
“Atlantic” is a fine piece of work.
As a chronicle of what might hap-
pen under the circumstances, and
in fact as a believable and natur- i

al picture, it is not so important.
It was directed by no less than
E. A. Dupont and contains a cast
of Britishers who are entirely i

adequate but by no means in- I

spired.

AGAIN A TRIBUTE
GF ELOQUENT SILENCE!

(Continued from page 1)

* • *

E direct the attention of

other religious leaders to

only one point and that is that

before they begin to lambaste the

motion picture, they give as care' i

ful thought and inspection to the
|

problem as have these two prC'
]

lates, as is evidenced by their

utterances in the last ten days.

Eagle Eye Gus.

Wise-Cracking
j

UP THE
RIVER
Performed by some of the u
world’s best cracksmen. You’ll

be in safe company the
River, and laugh in self-

defense.

This comedy is a knockout in
'

any man’s language. It has no
theme song to sing, sing, but
you’ll never miss it.

Audiences will double up with

glee. Box office will double up
with receipts.

A FOX FEAST OF FUN
Directed by JOHN FORD
Story by Maurine Watkins
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HOLLYWOOD GOSSIP
By KAY MUEEAY

Evelyn Laye, English star
brought to Hollywood by Samuel
Goldwyn, has completed “Lilli”,

with John Boles and Leon Errol

in the cast. Jeanette MacDonald
and Joe B. Brown are to be seen

in Arthur Hammerstein’s “The Lot-

tery Bride”, with Rudolf Friml’s

music.

Bobby Dunn, who plays the

heavy role of “Bad-Eye Pete” in

“Under the Cock-Eyed Moon,” a

Pathe western burlesque, has been

a screen actor since the picture in-

dustry was in its infancy. At one
time during the old Sennett days,

Gloria Swanson was Dunn’s lead-

ing woman.

Watler C. Kelly, the “Virginia

Judge” of vaudeville made a swell

anti-day-light saving trailer for

Pox and is to start work at once
on George Ade’s play “The County
Chairman” as a talkie. Jed Buell

of Sennett studios also turned out

a nifty trailer on the same sub-

ject with Andy Clyde in the title

role.

Col. Jayson Joy of the Producers
Association, leaves this week for

two weeks stay in New York,
where he will look over the cur-

rent stage plays.

WHO CHALLENGES

WARNER BASKETBALL

The first practice of the Warner
basketball team was held at the
University Settlement Gymnasium
last Tuesday evening. The team
comprises experienced players re-

cruited from the Warner Organi-
zation and subsidiarv companies
A challenge has been issued to

other organizations for league
games with no replies forthcom-
ing up to the present time. Those
wishing to compete in the Motion
Picture Basketball League can
communicate with A1 Zimbalist,
advertising-publicity department
of Warner Bros., who will arrange
for a general meeting for the dis-

cussion of future games.

FOB. BAJjE
MOTION PICT'irBK AND “STILL”
cameras rented, sold and exchang'-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us adjvised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary - stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience In production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available'. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 2B West 43rd Street.

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre; trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business an ad in
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the service of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to do,
and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY RHVIETW

MONTA BELL TO START
SHOOTING OWN STORY

Monta Bell notifies Uni-
versaFs home office, that he
has nnt the finishing di-

rectorial touches to “East
Is West”. Over the week-
end Bell was re-signed to

start immediately with the
nieg'apJione on an original
story by himself titled.

“Fires of Youth.” No cast
has been selected.

WARNERS TIE-UP “MOBY DICK”

WITH CAPTIVE WHALE ‘COLOSSUS'

PyBUX HOUSES CLOSE
FOR BIO 4 WESTERNS

SOHO FOR FIR WEST
Deal for the showing of the en-

tire Sono Art-World Wide output
has been closed with the Far West
Theatre Circuit. Product will play
in nine Seattle houses.

BOSS OF WIROROBE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Frank

Richardson has been placed in
charge of RKO’s wardrobe depart-
ment.

Meyer Fischer of Cleveland has
closed with the State at Levington.i
Kentucky, and the Cameo atj

Youngstown, both Publix houses,!

for Big 4 Western talkies accord-

i

ing to advices to the New York of-l

flee. !

WilLLIS TO EUROPE
Hal B. Wallis, First National

j

co-executive in charge of produc- i

tion, who arrived in New York*
from California Thursday, sailed]

for Europe Saturday on the He de

:

France . With him is Mrs. Wallis,
known on the screen as Louise)
Fazenda. They will remain,
abroad for several weeks. *

CLEAN FILMS BRING BIG BUSINESS
(Coritiiiued from page 1 )

accesses as, for instance, “Old
English,” settled for a sure-fire
long run at the Warner; “Abra-
ham Lincoln” at the Central;
“The Big House”, at the Astor (a

theme that both entertains and
teaches); “Hell’s Angels”, at the
Criterion and Gaiety, an historical
epic with human emotions in the
face of death, accentuated, and,
not so long ago, “Holiday”, still

playing around the Metropolitan
area.
The biggest successes, in fact,

since last summer have been pic-

tures builded around sound, plaus-
ible, human interest story ma-
terial. Go back to “Disraeli”, and
again, “Holiday.” “The Dawn Pa-
trol”, and others—all fashioned
with the so-called low element in

human lives, either entirely ab-
sent, or treated as an incident

necessary to the development of

the plot.

Which get the industry back to

Shakespeare’s famous utterance

—

“the play’s the thing.”
For a time the producers for-

got Mr. Shakespeare’s words, and
permitted the musical comedy and
farcial donfestic elements to get
the better of them.

It is pleasant to go back, and
pleasanter still to look the pre-
sent square in the face and get
the reflection of the entire mo-
tion picture industry striving and

I

sincerely, to give the millions

I

clean, human interest stories
I
first; competent casts, next, with

. expert direction, following, and so
on down the line of careful plan-
ning. It is especially noteworthy
that, with very few exceiptions,

ithe outstanding pictures for sev-

I

eral niionths back, have been con-

jspicuous for their clean treatment

I

and intelligent handling before

; flashing over the screen.

The presence in New York City
of the captive whale “Colossus,”
at 96th Street and Riverside
Drive, is being capitalized by
Warner Bros, in connection with
the showing of John Barrymore
in “Moby Dick” at the Strand The-
atre.

Above the head of the lecturer
at the “Colossus” exhibit hangs a
30 X 40 colored enlargement of
John Barrymore, harpoon in hand,
and the annourfcem.ent in foot-
high letters that an authentic ma-
ma of whaling days would open
at the Strand. The lecturer raeii-
tions Barrymore and gives the
picture a fine plug to every an li-

enee. These audiences change
half-hourly.
A truck parading up and down

Broadway and the principal main
streets, carries on each side a
24-sheet advertising the “Colos-
sus” exhibit, together with a 4 -

sheet advertising the picture.
The inner lobby of the Strand

features stills of th'S whale’s cap-
ture; also shown is a 16 MM. film
of the capture. A trailer to this
naturally plays up “Moby Luck.”

^

This tie-up also becomes effec-
tive for the Beacon Theatre ivhen
“Moby Dick” moves there for the
week of October TO.

FOX THEATRE MANAGER
TRANSFERRED TO COAST

Robert Bender, better known as
Bob, former manager of the Fox
Brooklyn Theatre, was tendered a

farewell dinner at the New York
Athletic Club last week, before
leaving for the West Coast where
he will join Oscar Oldknow in his

duties as director of all Fox tne-

atres. Bender is the first of the
:Fox personnel to be transferred

under the new regime. Oldknow
jsucceeded Harold Franklin.

RIPHIELSOM SfBHED

;

Samson Raphaelson, author of

i“The Jazz (Singer”, was today
placed under contract by Para-
mount and assigned to the writ-

ing staff at the company’s Holly-

wood studios.

JOHH BOLES YEHIOLE

Finis Fox, having completed the
screen script for “Resurrection,”
which Edwin Carewe is now pro-
ducing at Universal City with
John Boles, Lupe Velez, Nance
O’Neill and William Keighley,
started yesterday on the adapta-
tion and continuity for “Merry Go
Round,” in which John Boles will

star.

CHARACTER LADY CAST
Helen Hunt, character woman,

has been added to the cast of
Paramount’s “Fighting Caravans,”
Zane Grey’s story carrying on the
epic struggles of “The Covered
Wagon.”

‘^BelOcderc
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

o\§wQ/orkj

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDB ROOMS
Each ^^ith Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

/
i

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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TAINTED DESERT’ JACKRABBITS

AMAZED AT TALKIE INVASION

lu the heart of the Arizona de-

sert ninety miles distant from
Flagstatf and other evidences of

civilization the coyotes and jack-

rahbits are nightly astonished hy
strange sounds proceeding from a

convass tent. Being only coyotes

and jackrahbits, they -will never

know that those unfamiliar noises

mark the invasion of the desert by
talking pictures. For that tent is

part of the location equipment of

Bathe’s “Painted Desert” unit,

headed by Bill Boyd—a talking pic-

ture theatre giving free entertain-

ment to the most eager audience in

the world.

When the Boyd compnay went
to the Painted Desert, prepared to

remain there for more than a

month, the problem of “rushes”

arose. It is absolutely necessary

that the director see the daily

scenes on the screen to determine
whether or not they must be re-

taken. Howard Higgin, the direct-

or, was in a quandary. Six hun-
dred miles from home and nearly
one hundred miles of desert trails

separating the company from the

nearest theatre equipped with talk-

ing picture apparatus.

L. E. Clark, head of the Fathe
sound department, came to the res-

cue. Devising a compact sound
projection apparatus, Clark attach-

ed it to a regular projection ma-
chine in such a way that the sound
could be projected to the screen

by means of cables. The entire

equipment took up little more
space than an ordinary projection
machine and could be moved from
place to place with little effort.

“BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT”
IN 3 LANGUAGES

“The Boudoir Diplomat”, Uni-

versal special just comipleted by
Malcolm St. Clair with a cast in-

cluding Betty Compson, Ian Keith.

Mary Duncan, Jeannette Loff,

Lawrence Grant, Lionel Belmore
and Andre de Beranger, will be

filmed simultaneously in French,
German and Spanish, it was an-

nounced yesterday by Carl Laeni-

mle, Jr.

130 WEST 49™ST.
NEW YORK,

600 ROOMS-DAILY RATES
SINGLE ROOM—adjoining $0 OO

bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOM— adjoin- $a rjrv
ing bath and shower . .

SINGLEROOMwithptivate Cr>
bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOM with pri-$'l CQ
ate bath and shower . .

Our$2.oo
Rooms
always

available

aiQoo a a treTi

fm?F5

nrO:

Special
weekly rates

Phone
Bryant 8000

“SINNER’S HOLIDAY”

RELEASED SATURDAY

“Sinner’s Holiday,” the Warner
Bros, special dealing with gang-
land out on a spree, will be given
xts general release on Saturday,
Oct. 11.

Other forthcoming releases are:

Oct. 18; “Doorway to Hell,” fea-

turing Lew Ayres, a picture deal-

ing with high-stake beer racketeers

taking each other for joyrides and
putting each other on machine-gun
spots.

Oct. 25: Winnie Lightner in the

Technicolor snecial, “The Life of

the Party.”
Nov. 1; Lotti Loder, Harry

Langdon and Ben Lyon in “A
“Soldier’s Plaything.”

BERT P. PERKINS JOINS

BRUNSWICK RADIO

Bert P. Perkins, formerly in

charge of exploitation for First

National Pictures, Inc., has been
appointed general field manager
of the theatre contact division of

the Brunswick Radio Corporation.

DOROTHY BORROWED
FOR FOX ROLE

Dorothy Mackaill, First
National star, has been bor-
rowed by Fox to i)lay the
leading roles in two new
pictures, the first of wliich
will start production iin-

mediately. Both these films

must be completed by Janu-
ary 1, 1931, when Miss
Mackaill will begin in her
next First National vehicle.

She left for California
Thursday.

THREE PLAYERS ADDED
TO U’S DRACULA CAST

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Uni-
versal’s production of talkie ver-
sion of “Dracula”, just put under
way, has added to its least of
principals Herbert Bunston, of the
original stage cast; Joan Stand-
ing and Charles Gerard.

IN RKO VAUDEVILLE

Alexander Grey and Bernice
Claire w'ere engaged yesterday for
RKO vaudeville. This popular n lir

of screen stars will open at tlm
RKO Palace in Cleveland on Octo-
ber 11.

Erpi Activities Reorganized
(Continued from page 1)

l)art of the scope of the present

Operating Department.
This reorganization involves pri-

marily, Mr. Knox stated, the ef-

fective consolidation into one de-

partment of services rendered tc

one class of customers, exclusive-

ly. It has been made to meet the

changes that have come into the

talking picture industry and to

best serve exhibitors and producer
licensees under present day condi-

tions.

Under the reorganization the

Commericial Engineering Depart-
ment assumes complete charge of

all matters pertaining to recording
and studio relations with the ex-

ception of major engineering dev-

elopment. Even in this respect,

however, part of its sphere will be

to anticipate studio recording
needs and try to meet them
through suggestions to the General
Engineering Department.
The work of the Commercial En-

gineering Department wfill also in-

clude the maintenance of financial

relations with all producer licen-

sees. For this purpose B. L. Glaser,
.Assistant Treasurer of Electrical

Research Products, has been at-

tached to the department. The de-

partment also includes the recent-

ly announced Acoustic Consulting
Service with S. K. Wolf as Man-
ager.
The General Engineering De-

partment will be devoted to a
scientific study of practical re-

cording and reproducing problems
with a view to the constant bet-

terment of both. One of the fea-

tures of the department will be
the maintenance of a staff of con-
sulting engineering specialists who
can be assigned to any specific

problem as the occasion arises.

In its work this department will

have at its disposal all the re-

sources of Electrical Research
Products, the Western Electric
Company and the Bell Telephone
Laboratories to solve problems it

encounters and that may be re-

ferred to it by the Commercial En-
gineering Department.
Under the reorganization a

group of field engineers, special-
izing in reproducing, are taken
over by the Operating Department.
This Department, managed by H.
M. Wilcox, has for many months
supervised the servicing and
maintenance of equipment in the-
atres through a nation wide staff

of 750 men,
H, B, Santee and G, E. Mather

have been appointed directors of
the new Commercial Engineering
and General Engineering Depart-
ments respectively.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEIT STUDIOS
(Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chlckerhig 27S9

MIKE” MARCO STAGES

ACE SHOW IN ABSENCE

OF S. L, FROM ROXY
Patrons of the Roxy this week,

during the run of “Liliom” are
witnessing the first stage show
ever put on at that theatre with-
out the personal direction of ,S,L,,

himself. Critics are unanimous in

the opinion that it is the best,
also, ever staged at that theatre,
“Mike” Marco personally super-
vised the staging. Mike will have
charge of all stage presentation at
the Roxy during S.L.’s stay in

Europe.

PARA. BUYS RIGHTS
TO “MENDEL, INC.”

Screen rights to “Mendel, Inc.”,
stage comedv hit, and the film ser-
vices of its co-stars, Joe Smith and
Charles Dale, have been acquired
by Paramount. Smith and Dale
now are preparing to go on tour
with the stage production. They
will return to Manhattan shortly
after the new year to star in the
picture version.

A ^3,000,000 HOME
The Charm of individual

service, beautiful vistas of

park and river through
windows . . . Telephone
and reading lamp beside

your bed . . . Private bath

and Aower in every room
. . . Circulating ic* water

. . . Subway entrance at

door . . . Unrivaled cuisine

. . . Surprisingly low daily

and monthly rates.

300 Large Rooms 500 Baths

Single from ^3.50 daily

Double “ 5.00 daily

"Less than 10 minutes to shop-
ping: and theatrical district"
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LAEMMLE, SR., SEES NEW PICTURE ERA

RENEFITED 1,000 PER CENT RY RIALOGUE
Grand Old Man of Industry Awaits Grand Year for

Industry Basing His Opinion on His Own Organi*

zation’s Increased Business, the Quality of Enter-

tainment Being Turned Out and the Gentlemanly

Understanding Between Leaders; Cites Case of

Selling to Competitors, Not a Selected Few but

Universal’s Entire Output for the New Season

Get the Facts

BeforeYouWrite
By

I
T would be vastly to the bene'

fit of all concerned if special

writers who pick motion pictures

as their subject would go to the

trouble of finding out the truth

before they sit down to write.

The case in point is one Robert

F. Sisk who, contributing a New
York letter to the Baltimore Sun,

dwells on the subject of the novel

“Queer People,” which, he an-

nounces glibly, has been “banned

by the Hays Office.” The book

was not banned by the Hays
office but it was purchased by
Howard Hughes from the authors.

* *

^
I
''HE writer seems to discern

the shadow of ' censorship

pending more heavily now than

ever before and, as a matter of

fact, the stupidity of the censors

m Ohio has given the picture

screen a chance for successfully

waging war on the censorship evil

and strategically the industry is

in better condition right now than

for many years.
« « *

^^HE code adopted in California

by the producers is making
for the perpetual decency in pic'

tures and the industry can well

withstand the cheap sneering of

writers like Mr. Sisk. If the stage

were in as healthy a condition as

the screen it would not now be

suffering from the contempt of a

large number of right'minded
men and women.

J. HARRIS WARHER MGR.
FOR PITTSBURG HOUSES
John Harris has assumed his

new duties as zone manager of all

Warner Bros, theatres in Pitts-
burg, succeeding J. Reeves Espy
who goes to St. Louis in an ex-
ecutive capacity assisting Charles

(Continued on page 6)

HALF-AUDIENCE

IN HALF-THEATRE

SEES WHOLE FILM

ORANGE, N. J., Oct. 6.--With
Sunday closing beaten by a fat

weekly license fee of ^lOO, one-
half of the Palace Theatre here
opened yesterday to one-half of

a capacity audience—the other

half of the house being roped off

and empty because it was located

(Continued on page 3)

fiAANKIEWICZ RETURNS
TO COAST STUDIOS

Herman J. Mankiewicz,scenarist
at the Paramount studios in Hol-
lywood, has returned to the film

city from New York, where he
has been working at the com-
pany’s eastern studio. During his

stay in New York, Mankiewicz
worked on the screen play tor
“The Royal Family”, now being
filmed there with Ina Claire, Fred-
ric March, Mary Brian and Henri-
etta Crossma nheading the cast.

MOSCOW SO. MANAGER
FOR COLUMBIA PICTURES

Sam Moscow, formerly with Co-
lumbia’s Boston sales staff, has
been appointed Southern Division
manager and will have supervi-
sion over the Charlotte, Atlanta,
Memphis, New Orleans, Dallas and
Oklahoma City branches. He re-

places Leslie Wilkes, resigned.
Mi-. Moscow will make his head-
quarters in Atlanta.

LONDON, Oct 6.. — The trade

showing of D. W. Griffith’s “Abra-

ham Lincoln” at the London Pa-

vilion before a distinguished audi-
ence that included the American
Ambassador, the Secretary of War
and other menfbers of the British
Cabinet, moved the daily papers
to comment in a vein of emphatic

MAYOR NO “CZAR”

Mayor Walker lias denied

the report tluit lie would re

sign on January 1 to be-

come successor to Will H.

Hays as “czar” of the mo-
tion picture industry.

‘^FLESH” BOOKINGS
AT WARNER THEATRES

This Friday Aaronson’s Com-
manders go into the Warner Bros.
Beacon Theatre for an indefinite

engagement.
Joe E. Brown will begin a

week’s engagement at the Newark
Branford Theatre on the same
day.
The Marx Brothers have been

booked for a personal appearance
at Warner Bros. Mastbaum The-
atre, Philadelphia, during the
week beginning October 31.

approval—as indicated in the fol-

lowing examples:
London Times—“It is a film of

outstanding merit, telling its story
and paying tribute to the memory
of a great man without distortion

or sentimentality.”
Post—“Griffith has burst into

(Continued on page 6)

“Never before in the history of

my long career in the motion pic-

ture industry have I seen so many
consistently good (pictures turn-
ed out.”

Carl Laemmle, Sr., the grand
old man of the industry, yester-
day in an exclusive interview with
a representative of this news-
paper, expounded the above, and
supplemented:
“With the advent of sound and

Reports received here from rep-

resentatives of American motion
picture interests abroad show that
statements attributing recent riot-

ing over the presentation of cer-
tain German talking-pictures in

Prague to the instigation of im-
porters there of American films,

are utterly without foundation,
according to Will H. Hays, Presi-

(Continued on page 2)

FILM SHARES OFF

With the exceplioii of

('oluiiibia I’icitures which
gained lls on the day’s
trading, the entire film list

was under pressure at the
stock market yesterday.
Selling in these shares is

generally attributed to

profit taking by large man-
ipulators and not to any
internal conditions in the
affairs of the various com-
panies, for which a brilli-

ant winter season is un-
doubtedly ahead.

“LINCOLN” CAPTIVATES LONDON PRESS

(Continued on page 2)

Hays Declares U. S. Agents
Cleared in Prague Film Riot

A
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MAIN STREET
b\jGohd(yifl^i^

IJii? Bill Tildeu who has aclorii-

ecl many newsreels, stepping into

the sunlight from the Algonquin
^ * JobjTia Howlaud’s big broth-

er Olin, stepping down the Big

Stem with a stick and everything
* * * they’re getting along nicely

with that big hole opposite the

Ko.\j that will be Earl Carroll’s

new home of nudeness * * * Uncle

Carl Laeinnile in a natty grey

suit * * * that’s a pretty smart

office I'licle Carl has on the

avenoo * * * secretary whose

front name we don’t know but
who answers to Boss is an oblig-

ing fellow * * * Warsliawski
braved ye ed’s sanctum tother day
* * * Bill Eobiuson’s tap dogs had
to work last in the Smoke City

over week-end * * * wonder if

Jack Oakle had his fill of the Bible
Belt and Chicago gangsters * * *

Luther Keed says the first 100 are

the toughest * * someone is

shooting another ‘‘Ingagi” and al-

ready has spent 300 bucks * * '

Mike Simmons is going to put us
all in jail today * * * that’s okay
Mike if you put something in with
us * * * it will have to be some-
thing besides ‘Eeno’, too * * *

Kandy Bartlett sends a note from
(Tuy Paree saying he already has
learned seven different ways to

parley voo * * * wonder who is

p.a.ing Dot Mackalll * * * he
should team up with Harry
(Splash ’em) Keichenbach * * *

Amos *n’ Andy say they’re going
to quit radioing and stick to the
talkies * * lots of nice things
coming out of the west on that
big trail * * * wonder why Winnie
Sheehan doesn’t blaze it to the Big
Puddle * * * tijat woman harpist
in the Roxy orchestra looks lone-
ly * * * wonder how Fifi D’Orsay
keeps still long enough to eat or
sleep * * * maybe she just keeps
going * * * Dirk Barthelmess has
started the great gem mystery
* * * page that Wallace fellow
over in London * * * qj,

S. S. A"an Dine * s= * Howard
Hughes is getting ready to do
something * * * w'onder what H. L,

Warner thinks of as the Big Guy
LTpstairs in ‘Liliom’ ! ! !

SEEN AND HEARD
IN DARK PLACES

By J. L. K.

Kockne Football Series (Pathe)

Clyde Elliott, Pathe football ex-

pert, and Terry Ramsaye, got

their heads together with bull-

necked Knute Rockne, out where
the Irish fight for grid honors,
and cranked out a series of pig-

skin shorts that will thrill as no
game in the Yale bowl ever

thrilled.

Slow-motion photography does

the trick. Whether you under-
stand the finer points of football

or not you can get this. Rockne
is considered the last word in,

football, explains each of the fam-
ous plays that have sent his

Notre Dame Irishmen to victory

after victory. The Four Horse-
men are shown in action, the plays
made famous by this foursome
being cranked in slow-motion.
Rockne also explains ali the fam-
ous plays in history.

This series comprises six single

reels. Elliott and Ramsaye have
janxmed more real action into

these reels than this reviewer has
seen jammed into a lot of six and
seven-reel features.

A feature of this series is the
.smartness exhibited by Elliott in

timing, to a second, Rockne’s
..poaea explanation of each play

v;-ith slow’-mption photography.
If you don’t think this is both
necessary and a work of art try

it sometime.
Two reels were seen by this re-

viewer yesterday. The general
series is put out with the sweep-
ing title (and a very good one)
Football With Knute Rockne. In

the two shown Rockne shows the

“I''lying Feet” of his Irishmen in

some of the plays that has placed
the name of Rockne at the top

of the list of football mentors.
The other, titled “Touchdowm”
shows his famous Four Horsemen
in action. All football fans will '

remember Red Grange’s open field

run for a touchdown following the
kick-off in the Illinois-Michigan
game of 1924. This play is shown
and every detail is made plain to

the most stupid fan by slow-mo-
tion photography.

With the millions now priming
themselves for the football sea-
son, this series of shorts repre-
sent the acme of timeliness, in-

terest and clean sportmanship.
No one can afford to miss a single
reel of this series.

Sportlights
(Grantland Rice)

This number of the Van Beuren
sports reel will appeal especially

to the millions who thrill over a
tilt on the tennis court. Big Bill

Tilden is seen in action at Forest
Hills. Then thei’e are the other
two racqueteer game.s—lacrosse
and Jai-a-Lai. It’s got a punch,
this reel, and real worthwhile.

Patlie Audio Review
Terry Ramsaye opens this num-

ber with shots of the lazy Pacific

as it plays around the shores of

Sunny California. The sea al-

ways has a certain fascination,
especially on the screen. Fol-
lows shots of the Egyptian pyra-
mids, given an entirely new twist
by showing a young Egyptian
scrambling to the top in four
minutes and one breath as the
sub-titler informs. A sequence
that will give New Yorkers a start

is the one showing the only farm-
er and his garden in Manhattan
and just off the Big Stem. It’s

there now but W’on’t be when a
skyscraper now planned gets un-
der way. Warbling Welshmen
gives you some tunes by a four-
some of miners who, if as good
miners as they are w’arblers, must
bring a lot of coal to the surface.

Laemmle, Sr,,
(Continued from page 1)

dialogue, motion picture enter-

tainment has improved, not 100

per cent but, 1,000 per cent. This
is refiected in the business that

is being done, not only by our own
organization but by others.

“One year ago we were selling

to regular customers; today we
not only are selling to regular
customers biit to our competitors.

This is the case throughout the

industry. There is now' a fine,

gentlemanly understanding among
producers, distributors and thea-

tre owners that has never existed

before. There is a certain reci-

procity that has benefited in the

entire field.”

Laemmle, Sr., leaned ovei’ his

spacious desk overlooking Fifth

Avenue and smiled.

“What I am going to say now'

is more or less a generalization
but, to my mind, most significant

—where a year or more ago the-

atre owners and circuits were
buying in small quantities, this

and that picture, from us, they
now are buying our entire output.

Sees New Era
This applies to our 1930-31 re-

ieases. That’s very significant and
all important in guaging the
manner in which things are shap-
ing up. This sort of thing can
point to no other end than that
w'hose signpost reads PROSPERI-
TY, a w'ideiiing of the motion pic-

ture’s scope, and, probably best
of all, a clear-cut understanding
among our leaders.

“It is gratifying to know' that
the same sort of thing is happen-
ing within the other large organi-
zations. I see a grand year now
in the making. With the coming
of cool weather the millions are
flocking back to the theatres.
They are not being disappointed
because, I sincerely believe, and
I repeat, that not in the history
of my associations with the pro-
duction field of motion picture,

have I ever seen such spontaneous
response to motion picture enter-
tainment that is being evidenced
by the public. That’s a good sign
—a sign that never fails to regis-

ter faithfully the pulse of any in-

dustry.”

COAST ACCLAIMS

“BIG TRAIL” ON

GRANDEUR FILM
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Raoul

Walsh’s spectacle “The Big Trail”

was introduced to a large Holly-
wood audience at the Chinese the-

atre, Thursday night, entirely in

Grandeur film. The performance
fully convinced the skeptical that
for pictures of this type the wide
film is ideal. Time and time again
the audience applauded the mass-
ive sweep of the camera showing
the trek of the pioneers across
the plains, the fording of angry
rivers and battling with the ele-

ments and the Indaius.
Director Walsh assembled an

exceptional cast to enact the
nrincipa! roles of his epic, lead-
ing off with his “find”, John
Wayne, who typifies a trapper and
guide of those early stirring days,
Tyrone Power gave a different
and convincing version of a
heavy, and his ugly make-up was
a pictorial triumph. Marguerite
Churchill, as the heroine, won the
plaudits of the audience with her
clear ennunciation and splendid
acting.

Tully Marshall contributed an-
other old scout role, somewhat
similar to his “Col. Bridger” in

“The Covered Wagon”, and en-
deared hiniself to picture fans.
To El Brendel fell the comedy re-
lief of the picture. With the aid
of a balky mule and Louise
Carver he garnered a few laughs.

Will Rogers made a few humor-
ous remarks at the conclusion of
’he picture and announced that
Mayor Rolph of San Francisco
was present. Will said he was
through introducing people, he
would just mention Mr. Rolph.
The candidate for Governor then
spoke briefly. Edmund Lowe in-

troduced mernlbers of the cast and
they were enthusiastically re-

ceived. R. M.

U. S. AGENTS CLEARED
(Continued from page 1)

dent of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers and Distributors of Ameri-
ca, Inc.

“Such accusations are absolute-
ly baseless,” Mr. Hays said. “I

believe every factor in the Ger-
nijan motion picture industry will

join us in resenting such absurd
reports, which can only spring
from a desire to affect the very
cordial relations that now exist

between the American and Ger-
man film industries.”

STOCK MARKET
Monday. October 6, 1930

Paramount F-L .. 51% 51(4 —2%
Warner Bros 21 21 —1%
Fox Film “A” 40(4 40% —1(4
Loew’s Inc. 65% 65% —2%
l/oew’s Inc. Pre 108 10'8 — %
Radio K-A-0 231/2- 2314 —2(4
Pathe Exchange 314 3(4 — Vs

Pathe “A” 7% 7% —
Con. F. Ind 151/8 1514 — Vs

Con. F. Ind. Pre... 17% 17% — ’%

Curb Market

Columbia Piet 35% 35% -1-1'%

Fox Theatre “A”. 7% 7% — %
Nat. Screen 21 21 —

2
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QUEER PEOPLE ” FILM

WON’T BE TOO QUEER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Oct. 6.—“Queer People” the sensational

story of Hollywood’s film colony,

written by Carroll and Garrett

Graham, will be Howard Hughes’
next big production. The m'iUlti-

millionaire oil drill magnate, film

producer and director who made
“Hell’s Angels” is now vacation-

ing in Maine, and upon his return

to the Coast early in December
will work on “Queer People.”

It is planned to film “Queer
People” minus any odium, with

plenty of laughs and an endeavor

to give a true picture of Holly-

wood film moguls, writers and
newspaper folk, many of whom
will be asked to take part in the

picture.

NEW LONG TERM DEAL
FOR JOAN AND M-G-M

Joan Crawford has been signed

to a new long-term starring con-

tract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
this company announces.

Miss Crawford came to M-G-M
five years ago to do bits after she

had appeared as a dancer in sev-

eral New York musical shows. Her
first screen appearance was in

“Pretty Ladies”, and later film"

include “Paris”, “The Taxi Dan-
cer”, “West Point”, “Our Dancing
Daughters”, and “Spring Fever”.
She was made a star following her
work in “Our Modern Maidens”,
and since then has been seen in

“Untamed”, “Montana Moon” and
“Our Blushing Brides”.

MARY DORAN HERE

Mary Doran is now on a vaca-
tion visit to New York, and plans
to spend about two weeks here
before returning to the coast. H u
last screen role was the feminine
lead in William Haines’s newest
starring film, “Remote Control,”
and previous to that Miss D '.ran

anpeared in “Sins of the Chil
dren” and “The Divorcee,”

NANCE O’NEIL WINS
FAVOR ON RKO LOT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — RKO
Radio producers apparently like

Nance O’Neil’s work. She no
more than finished an important
role in “Cimarron,” then she was
cast to portray the queen in “The
Queen’s Husband”. Lowell Sher-
man will play the king and also
will direct.

HALF-AUDIENCE~
IN HALF-THEATRE

(Continued from pag-i 1)

in East Orange where the blue
laws of New Jersey are still in
force.

Although the boundary line be-
tween the two towns runs also
through the centre of the screen,
the East Orange officials did not
insist yesterday on only half of
a picture being presented to the
one-half audience in the one-half
Palace. This detail has yet to be
adjusted.

SMALLEST CAMERA-SOUND TRUCK

IN USE AT PARA N. Y. STUDIO
4-

‘WHOOPEE’ REPEATS
IN INDIANAPOLIS

After a record-breaking-
engagement at Loew’s Pal-
ace in Indianapniis during
the week of September 27,

“Whoopee” has been book-
ed for a return engagement
at this theatre, week of

October 11.
l_

AUSTRALIANS STRONG
FOR PATHE’S ‘HOLIDAY’

E. H. Howells, Pathe represen-

tative, has cabled from Sydney,

Australia, that “Holiday” was pre-
sented to an invited audience of

three thousand film people this

week and was accorded an enthu-
siastic reception. Celebrity Pic-
tures, Ltd., handling Pathe in

Australia, have cabled congratula-
tions to E. B. Derr for the pro-
duction of “Holiday” and state
that the Pathe hit is already the
talk of the industry in that ter-

ritory.

SOUTHWESTERN CIRCUIT

BOOKS BIG 4 PRODUCTS

Jack Adams of the Allied Film
Exchange, Dallas, has closed with
the Robb and Rowley circuit for

the states of Texas and Oklahoma
on Big 4 westerns. The deal also
includes five houses in Houston.

Two minutes work on Warner
Bros. “Fifty Million Frenchmen,”

netted $1,000 to Bela Lugosi, Hun-

garian actor.

Only Lugosi, according to the

casting director, fitted the role of

the East Indian magician who
enters towards the close of the
piece. To secure his services,

Warner Bros, guaranteed him a
week’s salary of $1,000.

When the picture was made, he
worked a total of two minutes.

JO SWERLING SIGNED
BY COLUMBIA PICTURES

Because of his outstanding
work in connection with Colum-
bia’s “Ladies of Leisure,” the
company signed Jo Swerling on
a new long term contract. He has
completed adaptations or dialogue
or both on ten of the company’s
major productions in as many
months.

FOOTBALL FILM READY
Simultaneous with the begin-

ning of what is expected to be the
greatest of football seasons. First
National has its first football pic-
ture ready for distribution. “Col-
lege Lovers,” a youthful romance,
chockful of fast football and fast
love, includes Jack Whiting,
Marian Nixon and Guinn Williams
in its cast.

COLUMBIA STARTS
ON “LION AND LAMB”

Raymond Hatton has the role

of “Muggys” the Qomedy relief,

and Montague Love will play the
diabolical “Tottie,” in Columbia’s
picturization of E. Phillips Oppen-
heim’s novel, “The Lion and the

Lamb.”
Shooting of the picture has be-

,uii under the direction of George
B. Seitz and the story which was
a popular serial in Collier’s, and
was dramatized on the radio for

fifteen weeks, will be brought to

the screen as one of the com-
pany’s “Specials.”

WHEELER & WOOLSEY
GET STRONG SUPPORT
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Bert

Wheeler and Robert Woolsey’s
supporting cast for their newest
tunraaker, “Hook, Line and Sink-
er” will contain such recognized
talent at Natalie Moorhead, Hugh
Herbert, Stanlev Fields, ITorothy
Lee, Ralf Harolde, Jobyna How-
land, Gustav von Seyfertitz and
George Marion, Sr. Eddie Cline is

directing.

“SCARLET PAGES” WINS|

Wires are being received at
First National from exhibitors
throughout the east, telling of the
great success scored by “Scarlet
Pages.” E. Herrick, of the Strand
Theatre, Albany, N. Y., is one of
the many exhibitors who reported
by wire that he is holding over
the picture for a second week.

Up until today Paramount could
lay claim to the largest sound
camera trucks in the talking mo-
tion picture production field.

iN'ow, still pushing that claim, it

can point to the smallest truck iu

the same field used for entertain-
ment film purposes, as opposed
to newsreel picture taking.
The new truck, which has ad-

vantages of speed, handling and
cost of operation maintenance,
was designed in the New York
studio and built in Philadelphia
under Paramount engineers’ su-
pervision. It operates either
alone as a newsreel “wagons” do
or with a smaller truck for a
power feeder as do the big trucks.
Mounted on the regular chassis

of a standard car, it can develop
speed up to 60 miles an hour,
snake in and out of traffic. It

will be used for work of brief
time duration while the larger
trucks will continue to go places
where work of months or wecKs
away from the studio is necessary.

HUTCHINSON SIGNS
AS BIG 4 COMEDIAN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Craig
Hutchinson, comedian has signed
with Big 4 to produce 12 two-reel
comedies for release through that
organization. Hutchinson formerly
was with Christie, Hal Roach, Foxr
Universal, Educational and Mack
Sennett. The series wil be released
at the rate of one comedy a month.

SHOT BY BIG FOUR
FINISHED BY BIG 4

“Breed of the West,” a Big 4 all-

talker has been completed. It is

the first of a series of six all-talk-
ing westerns with Wally Wales
starred. Alvin J. Neitz directed.
The cast includes Buzz Barton,
Virginia Browne Faire, Robert
Walker, Bud Osborne, Bobbie Dunn
and Lafe McKee.

*^l5el0c(lere
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

^
Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR

$1,000 FOR TWO MINUTES’ WORK ON

WARNERS “HUT MILLION FRENCHMEN”
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Film Industry Sets $175,000
Quota for Community Chest
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Oct. 6.

—The Motion Picture Industry is

first to announce its quota in the

annual community chest drive,

pledging a total of $175,000. The
film producers’ angle of the drive

started today, adopting a plan
submitted by Jack Gardner, cast-

ing director for Fox, which pro-
vides for departmental control of

collections.

The Fox studio was reported as

the first organized to take the

field in behalf of Chest contribu-

tions, with Sol Wurtzel, Jack
Gardner, E. W. Butcher, Lois
Moran, Robert M. Yost, Max Gold-
en and William Steincamp com-
prising the committee in charge.
Among those attending the

meeting at the Producers’ Associ-
ation were L. A. Smith, RKO; E.

B. Rowe, Universal; A. J. Olring-
er. First National; A1 Brentinger,
United Artists and Goldwyn

; H.
H. McDowell, Educational; B. P.

Fox. Pathe; Jack Gardner, Fox;
William Koenig, Warner Bros.,

,..,d Fred E. Pelton, M-G-M.

LUNCHEON TO COWAN
BY ADVISORY COUNCIL

At the luncheon tendered at the
Town Hall, New York City, on
October 6, to Lester Cowan, man-
ager technical bureau of the
Academy Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, P. A. McGuire, on the
part of the Council, pledged the
co-operation of that body to the
Academy.

Mr. Cowan, speaking for the
Academy, promised to co-operate
with the Council, on all matters
pertain!’' - to projection, and ex-
pressed himself as having been
greatly impressed with tl>e high
degree of ability which he had
encountered among projectionists
and their earnestness in endeav-
oring to give to the film entrust-
ed them, the best possible show-
ing.

‘LINCOLN’ CAPTIVATES
LONDON PRESS

(Continued from page 1)

the talk film with a masterpiece.
Huston suggests the man himself
as perfectly as one would have
dreamed possible.”
News—“It is a film that grips.”
Daily Scotch—“America’s na-

tional hero is humanized in an
inspiring and memorable achieve-
ment.”
Herald—“The old master of si-

lent film direction Griffith has es-
tablished himself as an equally
great maker of talking pictures.”

Today’s Cinema—“Deeply inter-
esting revelation of a great soul.

Gripping. Brilliant direction.”
Film Renter—“First class

traction wherever screen
means anything at all.”

at-

ari

CHIMP AT GLOBE
“The Little Covered Wagon,” a

comedy featuring the Tiffany
Talking Chimp, is on the Globe
Theatre program beginning yes-
terday, in conjunction with the
showing of “Her Man”.

BARTLETT SUPERVISING

PARA EDITING IN PARIS

Randy Bartlett, formerly in Ba-
the’s titling and editing depart-
ment, now in Paris for Para-
mount, writes that he has just
finished cutting prints in French,
Portugese, Spanish, Norwegian,
Polish and Italian of “Sarah and
Son.” Randy is supervisor of

raramount’s editing department
in Paris. He wrote;

“In addition to the languages
mentioned above, we are making
versions in Czecho-Slovakian,
Hungarian, German, Jugo-Slavik
and Roumanian.”

KERNELL CONTRIBUTES

William Kernell, whose song,

“A Pair of Blue Eyes”, wms se-

lected by John Mc(3ormnck as a

feature number for “Song O’ My
Heart,” has rewritten two sougs

for “Stolen Thunder,” Fox Film
production .

SELECTIVE ‘MIKES’

RECORD “MOROCCO”

A system of selective
microphones were nsed for
recording of sound effects

and diaiogne in “Morocco,”
Josef von Sternberg’s new
production for Paramount,
which features Gary Coop-
er, Marlene Dietrich and
Adolphe Menjou in its cast.

WARNER BROS. ACQUIRE
PHILIP BARRY PLAY

Warner Bros, have acquired
the screen rights to Philip Barry’s
successful stage play, “You and
I”, announces J. L. Warner, vice-
president in charge of production.

It opened on February 19, 1923
at the Belmont Theatre.

PUBLISHER’S DAUGHTER
MAKES SCREEN DEBUT
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Henry

King, directing “Lightnin’ ” for
Fox Films, says h e has a “find”
in Natica Nast, daughter of Conde
Nast. New York publisher. Will
Rogers is starred in “Lightnin’ ”.

President Hoover Previews

*Big Trail’ at White House
President Hoover and a group

of distinguished guests saw “The
Big Trail”, Raoul Walsh’s Pox
Movietone of pioneer adventures,

at the White House last Friday

night. Arrangements for this

private screening was made by
Harley L. Clarke, president of Fox
Film Corporation.
The showing of the picture was

preceded by a White House din-

ner at which the guests w'ere:

The President and Mrs. Hoover;
Chief Justice and Mrs. Charles E.

Hughes; Associate Justice and
Mrs. Harlan F. Stone; Attorney
General and Mrs. William D. Mit-

chell; Secretary of the Interior

and Mrs. Ray Lyman Wilbur;
Mrs. James J. Davis, wife of the

Secretary of Labor; Mrs. Walter
F. Brown, wife of the Postmaster
General; Senator James E. Wat-
son and Mrs. Watson.
Assistant Secretary of State

"Castle and Mrs. Castle; Assistant
Secretary of the Navy Ernest Lee
Jahncke and Mrs. Jahncke; Assist-

ant Secretary of the Navy in

charge of aeronautic/s David ,S.

Ingalls and Mrs. Ingalls; Assist-

ant Secretary of Commerce Julius

Klein and Mrs. Klein; Assistant

J. HARRIS WARNER
MGR. FOR PITTSBURG
(Continued from page 1

)

Skouras, zone manager there.

Harris sold his circuit of the-

atres in Western Pennsylvania to

Warner Brothers and is thorough-
ly familiar with conditions in that
territory. After the transfer of his

theatres, he was for four months
at the Warner Bros, home office

as an executive assistant to

George Skouras.

Secretary of the Treasury Walter
Hope; Mrs. Charles P. Summer-
all, wife of the Chief of Staff of
Army; Dr. L. S. Rowe. Director
General of the Pan American
Union; Henry Robinson, Califor-
nia banker, and Mrs. Robinson;
Alexander Legge, chairman of the
Federal Farm Board.

TALKIES AND STAGE

FRIENDS, SAYS SKINNER

CANTON, N. Y., Oct. 6.—Otis
Skinner, in an address before a

large audience in the chapel of

the St. Lawrence University yes-

terday prior to receiving the

honorary degree of Doctor of Hu-
mane Letters, declared: “The
cinema will never annihilate the

spoken drama, nor has it any de-

sire to do so if it could.”

Following the conferring of de-
grees, Owen D. Young, Chairman
of the Board of Trustees of the
University, officiated at the lay-
ing of the corner stone of the
new men’s dormitory to be erect-
ed at a cost of $600,000.

U. BUYS FILM RIGHTS
TO NORRIS’ “SEED”

Carl Laemmle, Jr. signed con-
tracts yesterday with Charles
Norris, author of “Seed”, giving
Universal the talking-moving pic-

ture rights to one of the most
startling and best-selling novels
of this season.

“Seed,” however, in the opinion
of Carl Laemmle, Jr., has all of
the elements of success as a talk-

ing picture.

MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN
CLICKS ON FOX LOT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Maur-
een O’Sullivan, the little Irisher
who has clicked on the Fox lot.

is a hit in “The Princess and the
Plumber,” rushes of which were
seen recently. The picture is

nearing completion under the
rection of Alexander Korda.

di-

42^- 43^* Streets West of Broadway
A New and Better Hotel for Times Square

Not alone new in construction and

equipment, but new in conception of

service and comfort to its guests. Di-

rected by S. Gregory Taylor, who has

made such enviable successes of the

Hotels Montclair and Buckingham.

Single Rooms
with tub ond shower

*3/4 on/5
Double Rooms

with tub ond shower

*4, *5 o,/6
A few terraced rooms and suites,

exceptionally large closets, on
an attractive monthly basis*

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Entrances on 42nd and 43rd Sts

CENTRAL UNION BUS TERMINAL
LOCATED IN THE DIXIE HOTEL BUS CONNECTIONS EOR All POINTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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More Prosperity

Instead of Less
By

Among the many expressions

from the leaders of the in-

dustry on the subject of the pres'

ent picture outlook, none is more

convincing than the statement of

Carl Laemmle in which he dis'

cussed business conditions.
V * *

1\/TR. laemmle rightly says

that motion picture entertain'

ment has improved not 1 00 % but

1000% and that this is reflected

in the business that is being done
not only by his own organization

but by others.
* * «

TTACK in the period before

mid'summer this newspaper
began to point out the signs of

inevitable success and prosperity

which more and more good pic'

tures guarantee. The number of

these pictures has been increasing

rather than decreasing until today
there is a line-up of attraction

material which is far greater than
at any previous time in the history

of the industry.
« * *

A FTER the sound novelty wore
off we had some picture prob'

lems in the way of product that

could not be called the best type
of entertainment, but with a

ready grasp of the problems the

industry responded to the neces'

sity for good product and from
various studios and practically all

of the companies there have come
pictures which, from an entertain'

ment point of view, were un'
dreamed of a decade ago.

* *

W/”^ swirl of
**

the fall season and the sup'

ply of good product and the

number of successes available

places the business in a conspicu'

ous position of leadership among
all business of the country be'

cause it can scarcely escape pros'

perity.

300 THEATRES TO PLAY AMOS ’N’ ANOY

FEATURE DAY AND DATE STARTING OCT. 24
Starting October 24, three hundred first run theatres

throughout the United States will play day and date Radio
Pictures’ “Check and Double Check” with Amos ’n’ Andy.

^ According to an announcement
made yesterday, the RKO labora-
tories are working day and night
to print and inspect the celluloid
record of the famous radio team’s
first talking picture in order that
the 300 simultaneous release
dates may be met.

All of the 300 houses will be

FILM STARS ACCLAIM

HOPE HAMPTON IN

OPERA, “MANON”

HOLLYWOOD BUKEAU.—^Oreta Garbo and Leatrice
Joy, among others, were in

orchestra seats and ac-
claimed when Hope Hamp-
ton sang “Manon” Monday
night in downtown Los
Angeles. Miss Hampton,
the wife of Jules Brulator,
was starred in pictures
during the silent days.

(Continued on page 4)

HONOLULU CIRCUIT
BUYS WARNER PRODUCT
The Consolidated Circuit, Hono-

lulu, has contracted for the en-
tire Warner Bros, product of the
current season. The deal was
made by Claude C. Ezell, gen-
eral sales manager.

SOUND ADDS IMPETUS TO INDEPENDENT

MARKET DECLARES W. R. JOHNSTON

QUIGLEY ELECTED

DIRECTOR IN

TOBIS COMPANIES

George E. Quigley, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the

Vitaphone Corporation, has been
elected a director in the various
Tobis Companies, including Ton-
bild Syndikat A.G., Compagnie
Prancais Tobis and N.V. Kuciien-

(Continued on page 2)

C. JOHNSON IN ALBANY
FOR COLUMBIA PICTURES

Charles Johnson, former mem-
ber of the sales staff at the Buf-
falo Exchange of Columbia Pic-

tures has been made manager of

the company’s Albany office.

Johnson succeeds H. C. Bissell

who has been transferred to

Cleveland and will head the ex-

change there.

GLENN JOINS PUBLICITY
STAFF OF BRITISH INT’L

Allan S. Glenn has been en-
gaged as .iirector of advertising
and exploitation for British Inter-
national Pictures with headquar-
ters at the Geo. M. Cohan the-

atre.

TIFFANY MGR., BROWN,
REPORTS 100% SALES

M. A. Brown, west coast dist-

rict nv’anager for Tiffany is in New
York conferring with general
sales manager Oscar R. Hanson,
on the company’s new schedule.
Brown has completed many 100%

(Continued on page 4)

Sound pictures, according to W.
Ray Johnston, who has just re-
turned from a trip across the
country, have put the Independent
exchanges again on the map.
“Hereto limited by silent pic-

tures to an inferior grade of pic-
tures suitable for the smaller the-
atres, talking pictures opened a
free-for-all fiel(J where the good

(Continued on page 2)

Fox German Newsreel Shoivn
In 90% of 850 Wired Houses

<
Clayton P. Sheehan, foreign

manager of the Fox Film Cor-
poration, has been advised that
the Germlan edition of the Fox
Sound Newsreel, whose first issue
was shown in 60 theatres, so im-
pressed exhibitors of that country
that today 90 per cent of the 850
wired houses in Germany are now
showing the Fox “Tonende Woch-
enschau”, as this edition is called.

This is pointed to as ample evi-

dence that a practical accord has
been reached between German and
American film interests, after a
long period during which the
German field was closed to Ameri-
can producers. The German reel

was originally suggested by Mr.
Sheehan, who laid all the ground-
work for the actual organizers,
and later supervised execution of

all plans in Europe under orders

(Continued on page 4)

F.N. EXCHANGE WINS
FIRE DEP’T. PRIZE

The First National film

excliange in Cliarlotte, N.C.
won the silvfer loving enii

for 1930 offered by tlie Fire
Department of tliat city f(»r

maintaining t the higliest
average in the examina-
tions of measures for pre-
vention of fires in Film
buildings.
Thirty- two exchanges

compete(l for the silver
trophy.
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MAIN STREET
u\j

Leo Lubiii is the daddy of a

future daddy * * * yQ^ know
that Firt d’Orsay used to be a

stenographer answering to the

name of Ivoiiiie Lussier up in

Montreal * * maybe Jliitli Kolaiid

should stick to her real estate

holdings under the palm trees * *

Julius Singer with a carnation

and pokadot scarf * * * John-

stoii, the big independent man, is

all business * * * John J. Kascob

refuses to let the dailies put him

in the talkies * * * wonder what

is happening down in Wall Street

* * * why don’t the iieivsreelers

shoot straight up the Empire
Bldg. * * * niaybe they’d catch
ALirs in a receptive mood * * *

wonder how 3like Sinimoiis got

the preview concessions to the
county jail * * * prisoners
took the front seats, the review-
ers the rear * * * a. nice time was
had by all * * * >'oali Beery’s
cook has been fired * * * gjjg

asks two grand for the conces-
sion * * * Taylor didn’t col-

lect from Roxy’s secretary * * *

that’s queer, Ro.xy thinks about
as much of the close to two grand
asked as we think of living * * +

Harry Eevier, all dolled up in

grey, even to the topper, was a
caller yest. * * * Clara Bow is

going to do a talkie with a gamb-
ling scene as a big sequence * * *

wonder if her director will get a
close-up of bouncin'^ ebecks * * *

if Clara can’t click in that one
she’d better call it a day * * *

Will Rogers took his life in his
hands when he broadcast the
beat wave in Hollywood * * *

wait until the C of C hears of it
* * * have you noticed the big
improvement in F. eoiiiedies * * *

wonder why someone doesn’t
write an original with missing
.fudges turning up * * * Louella
Parsons says—‘Joan Crawford,
no denying, has ability, she has
forged ahead since she married
Doug, Jr.’ * * * wonder what Lou-
ella’s understanding of ability

means in plain English * * * Gor-
don "itlfite is going to show some
shorts today * * * wonder if his
clam juice has given out * * *

“We, We Marie”
(Universal)

Slim Summerville in the second
of his series of two-reelers on the
Universal program, duplicates the

success of his first. It is a bur-
lesque on the World War and
funny from the opening flash to

the fade-out. Slim is given ideal

support in Eddie Gribbon and
Pauline Garoii who lends just the

right amount of sex appeal to the

iun-maker. Albert Ray directed.
* * *

“Leatlierpusliers”—“Knockout”
(Universal)

Kane Richmond, aided and
abetted by some pretty bathing
beauties, and given a good ac-

tionable story, puts this one over
with a bang. Richmond is clean

cut, a treat for the girl fans, and
registers a good speaking voice.

As per usual this number cli-

maxes with a bang-up good prize

fight. It clicks.
m * *

“Discoiitended Cowboys”
(Universal)

Charley Murray and his Jewish
buddy, George Sidney, put this

short one over with their accus-

tomed appreciation of comedy.
The comedy starts off with rapid-

fire action and continues so

throughout its two reels. A dude
ranch plays a part in its locale

and a burlesque on the chase,

made famous by Griffith, is used
to good advantage.

* * *

“Strange As It Seems”
(Universal)

This one, in color, has five in-

teresting facts not generally
known,

i
including the northwest

hermit who is getting ready for

the deluge in 1932 by building

his own ark. Crater Lake whose
water is a deep blue and the ob-

jective of many famed artists;

goe-ducks, strange semi-fish that

burrow in the sands by the sea
to elude capture; a bull calf with
three eyes and two mouths (a sub-
ject tor Barnum) and an Indian
magician swallowing gold fish and
turning himself into a human
filling station. There is a lec-

ture with synchronized music.

picture finds a proper place for

itself,” he declared yesterday.

Such pictures as ‘‘The Phantom
in the House,” “Worldly Gooas”
and our forthcoming roadshow
picture, “The Fourth Alarm,” find

ready bookings in the bigger the-

atres, as well as in the smaller.
“This has enabled us to increase

our production budget many times
over and hire better directorial

talent, better stars and to pur-
chase better screen material.
“We were one of the first to

step into the production of talk-

ing westerns, not shooting gallery
westerns, but westerns that have
a background of story and scenic
atmosphere, combined with action.

“This new line of product has
enabled the exchanges handling
our product to take a definite step
forward and has also resulted in

the elimination of the producer

“The Detective” (Cartoon)
(Universal)

Oswald takes to the gum-shoes
in this one and clicks with a lot

of action left behind his sleuth-

ing. The synchronization is good,

me reel closes with a courtroom

scene in animal land and it’s a

good one, too.
* * *

“Ruined”, (Curiosity)

(Colombia)

A good many years ago— in

1904, to be accurate—a then well

known motion picture director
produced a film epic that never
reacnea the screen due to quirks
of fate which had no reflection

on the drama itself.

Walter Futter, aided and abetted
by the astute Charles McDonald,
has resurrected this film, has
made part of it into a “Curiosity”
entitled “Ruined,” to be released

by Columbia.

To the obsolete acting manner-
isms of 1904, talk has been add-
ed, with the result that some of

the scenes, intended to be orig-

inal highly dramatic, are convert-
ed into side-splitting comedy.
This reviewer left the Columbia
projection room yesterday, alter

seeing and hearing this reel of

film, with aching tonsils and
weeping eyes.

T. Roy Barnes speaks the lines

written for him and, in turn, im-
personates the voices of the hero,

the villain and the heroine.
Putter lias been able, in many
instances, to read the original lip

niovements of the actors who
play the parts twenty-six years
ago, and these words are dubbed
back in the players mouths with
uncanny ability.

The combination of the breast
heaving type of acting character-
ized by the period in which the
picture was photographed, the
lines recorded by Barnes and the
excellent editing by Futter makes
this not only a real “Curiosity”,
but a sure-fire comedy.

L. M.

who makes one or two pictures
and folds up. It is not easy for

the hit and miss producer to

finance talking pictures with the
royalty, recording rental fees and
additional costs involved.”
Johnston further says: “I look

for rapid strides to be made by
the independents. A combination
in progress of formation for the
past two months will probably re-

sult in the amalgamation of all of
the Syndicate and Continental
distributors under one national-
ized banner in time to meet the
1931-32 season. Every step in the
formation of the giant merger of

the independents is being worked
out gradually and carefully and
not attempted in an overnight
manner as in the past.

“All in all, I find the indepen-
dents in the best spot they have
been in since the inception of the
business.”

RKO PROMISES BIG

MONTH FOR THEATRES

October in RKO theatres has
been set by RKO officials as the
period during which its vaudeville
is expected to reach a new high
point in popular appeal. Big time
artists have been added by Charles
J. Freeman, chief of the RKO vau-
deville booking department. The
list includes some of the brightest
stars behind the footlights.

On the screen, the month will
find such screen ofterings as “Her
Man”; “Africa Speaks”; “Half
Shot at Sunrise”, starring Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey;
“East Is West”; “Danger Lights”;
“The Lady Surrenders”; “The Sil-

ver Horde”; Amos ’n’ Andy’s
“Check and Double Check”, and
others.

Joseph Plunkett, vice-president
in charge of RKO theatres, in a
recent address to the operating
force, said.

“RKO theatres for October have
been provided, by our film and
vaudeville booking departments,
with the greatest array of consecu-
tive entertainment treats I have
ever seen assembled for theatres.”

MIKE DONLIN ATTENDS
“HER MAN” AT GLOBE

Mike Donlin made a personal
appearance at the Globe Theatre
last night, where the Pathe pic-
ture, “Her Man,” presefits him
as a Havana bartender. Donlin
is rehearsing in a forthcoming
Broadway stage play.

QUIGLEY ELECTED
(Continued from page 1)

meister’s Maatschapij voor Sprek-
endefilm.

,

Mr. Quigley has also been
elected a member of the Patent
Committee which is the licensing
committee for carrying into ef-

fect all licenses under the Paris
agreement and all other Tobis
licensing arrangements which may
be affected in the future. Milton
Diamond is the other member of
the committee.

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, October 14, 1930

Paramount F-L .- 493/8 50% — %
Warner Bros - 203/8 21% -H Vs
Fox Film “A” .... .... 391/8 41% -1- %
Loew’s Inc .... 63 65 — %
Loew’s Inc. Pre.. ....108 108
Radio K-A-0 .... 225/8 24 -b 1/2

Pathe Exchange - 33/8 3% -b %
M-G-M Pre ....

26 lA 26 !4 -b V2
Con. F. Ind .... 14% 15 — Vs
Con. F. Ind. Pre .... 17% 181/8 -b %

Curb Market
Columbia Piet. . .... 35 35 Vb
Pox Theatre “A’ ’... 75/8 7%
Nat. Screen .... 201/2 2oy2 — %

-rs

FILM STORAGE
By Reel or Vault

Safest Place to Store Your Valuable
Films—Lowest Insurance Rate.

LLOYDS FILM STORAGE CORP.
Founded 1914 by JOSEPH R. MILES
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Phone: Bryant 5600-l»2

I ^ V

J. L. K.

SOUND ADDS IMPETUS TO INDIE MARKET
(Continued from page 1)
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REVIEW

he subtle tbuch of smartness*

The chic dash of color — the

finesse of whimsical novelty

that spices the well arranged

programs of clever showmen.

Rich in musical treaf^ment and classic in subject
I

I

matter, the AUDIO REVIEW contains material

I

suitable for any special event. Each subject is

detachable for sepdrate use when so desired.

PATH E

Catalogue and index of all AUDIO REVIEW

subjects will be sent to managers on request.
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PATHE USING COLORATURA

PROCESS IN SEVERAL SHORTS
Color is being used by Fatbe

to highlight three of its short sub-
ject releases in which the action

is given more realism by the
treatment. The process known as

Coloratura is used exclusively by
the Rooster brand of product.
Knute Rockne’s Football series

is the latest to have Coloratura
scenes. Opening titles and the

initial sequences are given this

brilliancy. Pathe News uses this

natural color wherever a topical

subject permits.
Among the events that have

been in color in the news film

are the New Orleans Mardi Gras,
the military pageant of the Anci-
ent and Honorable Artillery Com-
pany on the Boston Common, the
rainbow-hued birds in the New
York Zoological Park, etc. Pathe
Audio Review presents several
series of featurettes in color in-

cluding the Americana song sub-
jects featuring the Review Quar-
tette in old-time melodies.
The Pathe Coloratura process is

made possible by some special de-
velopments in both negative and
positive raw stock, an achieve-
ment of the Dupont-Pathe film

laboratories working in coopera-
tion with the Pathe camera ex-
perts. All special filtering devices
and complexities of prisms in the
optical system which so compli-
cate some processes have been
eliminated, fitting the new Colora-
tura cameras for the hit-and-run
methods and hasty o^perations

necessary to the picturing of

news. The process has been
brought to a satisfactory stand-
ard of practicality under the su-
pervision of Stuart W. Webb and
Terry Ramsaye of the Pathe ex-
ecutive staff.

GEOFFREY KERR FILM

Among the just completed Vita-

phone Varieties at the Brooklyn
Vltaphoue studios is “Envy,” a

comedy drania written by the act-

or-playwright, Geoffrey Kerr. Ar-
thur Hurley directed with Eric
Dressier of “Lyisistrata”, Rom-
ney Brent and Madge Evans in

the leads.

^oiel

130 WEST49™ST.
NEW YORK,

600 ROOMS-DAILY RATES
SINGLE ROOM—adjoining $‘p

bach and shower . . . .

DOUBELE ROOM— adjoin- $2
ing bath and shower . . J

SINGLEROOMwith private CQ
bath aoa shower ....

DOUBLE ROOM with pri- $ "I CQ
vate bath and shower . .

Our$2,oo
Booms
always

available

Steeiai
weady rates

Phone
Bryant 8000

AMPA TO HONOR SON
OF WINSTON CHURCHILL

Randolph Churchill, young son

of the former British Chancellor

of the Exchequer will make his

first public address in New York

at the luncheon to be given by

the Associated Motion Picture Ad-
vertisers at the Hotel Dixie to-

morrow. Additional accommoda-
tions have been provided by the
AMPA to take care of what should
be a record attendance.

Although but 18 years of age
this young Briton has already cre-

ated a sensation in English poli-

tical circles for his grasp of eco-

nomic problemis and his pictures-
que and colorful oratory. His
appearance at the AMPA lunch-
eon marks the beginning of an
American lecture tour.

“EXTRAVAGANCE” SET
MILWAUKEE OCT. 17

Tiffany will present “Ex-
travagance” the flrat spe-
cial on the company’s new
program at the Majestic
Theatre, Milwankee, Wis.,
starting the week of Octo-
ber 17, for the initial

showing. The cast of
“Extravagance” inclndes,
June Collyer, Owen Moore,
Lloydi Hughes, Gwen Lee
and Dorothy Christy.

‘U’ OBTAINS RIGHTS
TO NORRIS’ “SEED”

Carl Laemmle, Jr., wired the
home office Saturday that he Dad
got Charles G. Norris’ signature
to a contract which gives Uni-
versal the talking picture rights
to Norris’ latest novel, “Seed.”
Norris is the author of such popu-
lar works as “Bread,” “Brass” and
“Salt”. Universal will start im-
mediately whipping the story in-

to shape for one of its future spe-
cials.

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the C. S. Department of Commerce

?few Color Process

It is reported that new film

color process has been success-

fully invented by Mr. R. S. Alld-

ridge, the patent rights of which
have been acquired by the Raycol
British Corporation, of which Mr.

Maurice Ellvery, the motion pic-

ture producer, is the managing
director, according to a report

from Alfred Nutting, Clerk,

American Embassy, London.
The principle is stereoscopic,

two lenses being used, one col-

lecting the reds and the other the

greens. The two pictures are

overlaid in projection and shown
through red and white, the result

being that practically the entire

spectrum can be presented, though
blue and yellow are naturally the

most difficult colors to get abso-
lutely clear.

It is stated that the picture, as

shown, combines well-nigh per-

fect registry of color with stereo-

scopic clearnedp, both of back-
ground and foreground; and that

this is accomiplished at a price

which is no greater than that of

an ordinary black-and-white pic-

ture, apart from the purchase of

the actual camera. The process
has been utilized in the Elvey
talk-film “The School ofr Scan-
dal,” which is now being shown
at the “Plaza” cinema theatre,

London.
« * •

IVew Mexico City Theatre

A new motion picture theatre

was recently opened to the Mexico
City public, the Balmorri, located

some distance from the present
theatre district, according to

Assistant Trade Commissioner
Arch F. Coleman, and the most
modern of its kind in the Repub-
lic, being equipped with the latest

electrical devices. It is said to

be the first motion picture the-

atre built in Mexico which com-
bines acoustic excellence with the

custonfary film paraphernalia, and
the sound machinery is the prod-
uct of a well-known American
concern. The management in-

tends to show first run pictures.
* * •

Genua It Theatres Wired

A research which has recently

been conducted by a German film

publication into the wired-cinema
situation in Germany reveals that

939 cinemas throughout the coun-

try are wired for the reproduc-

tion of sound-films. It is appar-

ent that several hundred of these

installations can be classified as

inferior to present-day demands;
they may sooner or later fall by
the wayside in competition with
the Klangfilm and Tobis group.

The installations are distribut-

ed as follows; Greater Berlin,

124; Eastern Germany, including

Silesia, 80; Northern Germany,
117; Central Germiany, 186; Rhine-
land and Westphalia, 216; Munich
District, 95; Frankfurt a/Main
District, 121.

« * «

Talkie Censored

The Czechoslovak Film Censor
passed 126,330 meters of films

during Mfiy, 1930, according to

Assistant Trade Commissioner
Sam E. Woods, Prague. Of this

amount 33,180 meters may be
shown to minors of which 11,115

meters were educational films, 1,-

500 mieters were dramas; 1,190

meters were comedies. 1,315

meters were scenery and 18,060

meters were advertising matter or
weekly film news. Of the 93,150

meters prohibited to minors 69,-

995 mieters were dramas, 21,370

meters were comedies, and 1,785

meters other films. Seven films

dealing with burglars and robbers
were rejected. Various scenes
and titles of nine films were cut
out. About 26 per cent or 30,-

945 meters of the films censored
during May were talkies.

DEFOREST TO MARRY
MARIE MOSQUINI?

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Oct. 7.

—Dr. Lee DeForest announced to-

day that he will shortly marry
Marie Mosquini. The scientist-

inventor added that the wedding
will occur as soon as a decree

of divorce from his present and

second wife has been handed

down by a New York Court. This

was in denial of a report that

DeForest and Miss Mosquini had

been secretly married in Mexico.

Miss Mosquini, who recently
completed a picture with Bebe
Daniels, formerly was a leading
woman for Hal Roach. She work-
ed in several pictures with Will
Rogers. She was divorced from
Roy Harlow, son of a Los Ange-
les Cafe owner.

AMOS ’N’ ANDY FOR 300
DAY & DATE BOOKINGS

(Continued from page 1)

playing the picture no later than
the twenty-sixth of October. This
is believed to be the biggest num-
ber of simlultaneous first runs of

any feature in the history of the

film industry.

Further first run bookings will

be satisfied subsequent to the

playing dates to start with the

three days beginning October 25.

From an exploitation viewpoint,

this is one of the biggest things
that could happen to the Amos
’n’ Andy feature. It will start

hundreds of thousands of persons
in 300 different localities simul-
taneously talking about the pic-

ture and create a demand for the

film in latter run houses that

could not be expected under the
ordinary booking system.

TIFFANY MANAGER
REPORTS 100% SALES

(Continued from page 1)

booking deals throughout the
west, on the 1930-1931 program of

releases including the John Ham-
rick houses in Seattle and Port-
land, Liberty Theatre, Spokane,
the New Riviera Theatre, Tacoma,
Wash., Strand in Long Beach, Cal.,

and the Rubidoux, Riverside,
Cal., also the new first run house
being built by H. L. Gumbiner In

Los Angeles.

FOX GERMAN NEWSREEL
(Continued from page 1)

from Truman H. Talley, general
manager of Fox Movietone oper-
ations throughout the world.

It was found not difficult to

convince German theatre owners
that the service prepared for

would conform to high American
standards of production, and at

the same time would serve Ger-
many with news of Central Eu-
rope and the rest of the world
without the delay which had been
unavoidable in the case of news-
reels distributed entirely from the

United States.

i

i
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FINANCIAL REPORTS ON FILM LEADERS

POINT SOUND’S BIGGEST, BEST YEAR
A

WE are in receipt of corres'

pondence from various sec-

tions showing a great exhibitor

response to the protest made by

Universal, producers of “All

Quiet on the Western Front” and

the Better Business Bureau, re-

garding the manner in which

some theatres are advertising a

picture originally known as “The
Battle of Chateau Thierry” which

is being sold to exhibitors with

a suggestion that it be advertised

as “All Quiet on the Battlefront.”
« « «

protestors properly insist

that this is misleading adver-

tising and a very helpful attack

on the subterfuge is being made
by the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of Ohio who have sent

a bulletin to their exhibitor mem-
bers which contains an illustra-’

tion of a theatre front and mar-
quee showing a concrete example
of this misleading advertising.

« « «

TT IS proprely pointed out that

showmanship is one thing and
misrepresentation quite another.

To quote the exhibitor’s pam-
phlet: “Advertising of this char-

acter not only harms the busi-

ness, but it hurts the reputation

of the theatre indulging in it.

We urge that you refrain from
being a party to deception and
misrepresentation of this nature

and thereby assist in elevating the

ethics of the business.”
* * *

'T'HIS is a practical service to

the entire business and is en-

titled to the highest praise. The
difference between showmanship
and misrepresentation is thorough-

ly understood by all real show-
men and no one of them can

plead ignorance in anv given situ-

ation. We do not believe that

(Continued on page 2)

UNIVERSAL APPOINTS

WILLARD S. MCKAY

GENERAL COUNSE
Wiliard S. McKay yesterday

signed a contract with LJniversat

i'lctures Corporation by which he
oecomes general counsel for the

company, with offices at No. 730

r iftli Avenue.

Mr. McKay received liis B.A.
degree at Yale in 1917, and was
^lursuing his legal studies at the

(Continued on page 7)

aKUHOMA THEATRES
CHANGE MANAGERS

OKLAHOMA CITY. — Dale C.

Bougnmon of St. Louis, Mo., has
neeii appointed manager for War-
iier Bros. Liberty Theatre at Okla-
lionia City, succeeding Wm. Hein-
er, transterred to Warners The-
atre in St. Louis.

Sam Pedigo of Guthrie, Okla.,

nas been appointed manager for

the Palace Theatre, here, Sol

leeters, resigned.
Publix’s Theatres here have

new managers in the persons ot

Ted Jones, for Circle; Adla Avery
for Criterion and Jack Mayo for

the Ritz.

ITT BALL NOV. 8

The Twelfth Annual Ball of the
Actors’ Equity Association will be
iield in the Grand Ball Room of

.le Hotel Astor on Saturday eveii-

eiiing, Nov. 8. Attendance will be
limited to members of the Actors'
Equity Association and their

guests.

CAN THIS BE SO?

Cabled advices from Lon-
don state that Koxy, whose
l>.a. lets the world know
every time he buys a car
or g'tits a dinner dale vvitli

a big sliot, refused to see
Lnglisli newspaper men
when lie arrived abroad
last week. Well, well, well.

SAM GAIN DENVER
MANAGER FOR TIFFANY

Oscar R. Hanson, general sales

manager of Tiffany Productions,
announces the appointment of

Sam Cain as branch manager of

the Denver branch, replacing
Jerry Marks w-ho resigned. Cain
was formerly branch manager of

he Denver branch for Universal.

Wall Street Bulletins Indi-

cate Industry Has Good

Chance of Hanging Up
Record for Intake Both

in Production and at the

Box Office

A careful study of financial

statements issued by film com-
panies, checked with statements
on the business done by the lead-
ers in the industry, indicate the
biggest and most successful year
since sound made its advent.
The actual earnings ot leading

producers and theatre chains in

tlie industry will not be known
until the final and last quarter
check of the current year has
been tabulated. No one, of course.

(Continued on page 2)

TIFFANY UNITS FOREHANDED

ON NEW PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

MTHBONE TO RETURN
TO LEGITIMATE STAGE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — As
soon as Basil Rathbone completes
his present screen role with Con-
.lance Bennett in Pathe's “Sin
Takes a Holiday,” Basil Rathbone
will go to New York to do a sta-ge

)lay for Arch Selwyn. The ve-
iiicle, in which he is to be starred,

was adapted by Arthur Hornblow,
from the F’rench play, “Monsieur
St. Obin.”

FIRST NATIONAL BUYING STORIES

PREPARATORY TO RESUMING PRODUCTION

Plans to resume production at

the First National studio in Hol-
lywood toward the end of Decem-
per, have already been started
with the purchase of a number
of stories which will be prepar-
ed for production.
Three ot the stories that were

very recently added are; the
Daily Mirror serial “Party Hus-
band” by James Whittaker; “Am-
bush” by Arthur Ricliman, pur-
chased from the Theatre Guild;
and “Lady for Love,” a novel by
Alan Brener Schultz, which will

soon be published.

Tiffany reports maximum studio
activity under the leadership of

Phil Goldstone on the company’s
schedule for 1930^31. A sui’vey
ot the stages of production reach-
ed in the case of the more im-
portant features on the list shows
that practically all units have

(Continued on page 7)

FIRST VISIT EAST

John Wayne arrived from the
Coast today on his first visit to

New York. He has .iust complet-
ed for Fox the leading role in

“The Big Trail,” an epic of the
pioneer West.
Wayne left the University ot

Southern California, where he was
a member of the football team, to

work at the Fox studios in the
property department. Raoul
Walsh saw him on the lot, gave
him a test and cast him in the
leading role in his grestest pic-

ture.
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Alma llubens is entitled to

something or other in the way of

reward * * * she’s going on tJie

stage and hasn’t said a word about

it
* * * and it’s no less a show

than With Privileges * * * W. IT.

Hearst, the big newspaperman,

and Ed Hatriek, his film executive,

are on their way to sunny Cali-

fornia * * * Warners 44tli st. em-

porium seems to be the travelers

aid society of fillumland * * *

among those who dropped in re-

cently are Frank Jlogers, the the-

atre man from down Florida-way
* * * Real JVeth from out where
the big house was banned * * *

and 31. W. Davis, a Warner branch
manager from ^iaivth Carolina
* * * they tell us at Uncle Carl’s

iplace that Charley Alnrray and
George Sidney rate two sure-fire

holidays each year * * * Charlie
can’t work on Yum Kippor be-

cause George won’t * * * George
won’t work on St. Patrick’s be-

cause Charlie can’t * * * and then,

of course—-but—that’s where the
double-header comes in * * * Eric
von Stroheim, monocle and all,

and a little von steamed in from
across the Big Pond * * * Uncle
Carl is going to send him by air-

mail to U. City to start shooting
Blind Husbands * * * it’s a cinch
to start Eric shooting * * * the
trick is to stop him * * * that’s
a swanky little theatre RCA has
over on the avenoo * * * but

—

have you seen that one Winnie
Slieehan has over on 56th * * *

wish YVarren Nolan would put us
right on the title of Evelyn Laye’s
pic. * * * it is ‘Lilli’ or what
Glorious Gloria’s count husband
suggested, ‘Escapade’ * * * won-
der if the Graham boys know that
someone has written a book call-

ed Queer Person * * it must be
a novelette as only a space writer
could say more about one than
about all the Grahams say Holly-
wood houses * * * what with a
radio at home and Amos ’n‘ Andy
booked in 300 houses, day and
date, there won’t be no room for
the market reports * * *

hear the one about the traveling
salesman * * *

“Don’t Give Up”
(Christie—Kducatioiial

)

Buster and John West, aided
and abetted by a cleverly con-
structed and directed piece of

slapstick, go over. Plenty of ac-

tion has been supplied with some
good exterior chase shots. No
less a personage than a district

attorney, unwittingly, is raided by
a young sleuth who believes he
has the bad man. He wins the

girl and everything.

“Won by a Neck”
(Seiinett—Kducatioiial

)

Lloyd Hamilton who can go as

far back as the pioneers in slap-

stick comedy, clicks in dialogue.

In this late one Lloyd has been
given a corking good story with
plot and everything. Lloyd plays

a goofy gum-shoe man. William
Goodrich, who directed, is entitl-

ed to a bonus of some kind for

the clever manner he has handled
the production. There’s an
O. Henrv snap-the-whip ending
wherein the goofy detective gets

all the credit for capturing a bad
man through no fault of his goofy
sleuthing.

“Irish Stew”
( I’aiil Terry-Tooiis^Eduoational

)

Frank Moser and Paul Terry
have obtained just about the- near-
est to perfected synchronization
in this crazy-quilt cartoon as ever
has been reached. As a result

the sillier the animated animals
become the more rhythm is ex-
tracted. Even the hard-boiled

can put his finger on what that
grand total will be.

Employing the somewhat simi-
lar method of procedure as the
leading life insurance companies
follow in checking the possible
duration of the average life a
representative of this paper, in

collaboration with a statistical ex-
pert, has determined that, unless
conditions change for the worse,
and it is not expected they will,

the film industry will surpass, in

earnings, any year since the
talkie came into existence.
This conclusion checks, almost

to a figure, with the predictions
made in this newspaper for the
past several months that pros-
perity has been no myth. The
predictions have been based on
actual interviews given by lead-
ers in the industry.

It is the concensus of opinion

PHILA. & ATLANTA HOLD
“LADY SURRENDERS”

“A Lady Surrenders” is being
held over in two big key run
theatres this week.
At the Stanley, Philadelphia

house, the picture is playing its

second week to big business. The
Capitol, Atlanta, reports that the
second week of the run is hold-
ing up to the sensational busi-
ness recorded the first seven days.

critics laughed in a dark projec-
tion room without even Gordon
White’s clam juice to induce false

courage.

“Grandma’s Girl”
(Seiinett—Kdueatioiial

)

Mack Sennett goes back to pie-

throwing days and—Mack Sennett
pies, complimented with sound
and dialogue—mix like gin ana
lemon juice. This late one from
the comedy king’s studios is a
good, old-fashioned Sennett slap-

stick with Andy Clyde carrying
off the honors. Originality mixed
in with the pie-throwing gags puts
this one on par with the best
Sennett has done. The RCA re-

cording is of the best. There’s
a story, too, which is something-
unusual in a slapstick comedy.
Sennett fans will welcome “Grand-
ma’s Girl.”

“A Medley (»f ITivers”
( Hodsre-Podjje—Kduoatioiial

)

Robert E. Gillaum is credited
on the screen with “coD;ceiving
and editing” this number of what,
as a rule, is expected to be car-
toon work. It’s not, and this re-

viewer congratulates Mr. Gillaum
for his conception. Strange
rivers in all parts of the world
(the actual rivers—not cartoons)
have been shot. When Gillaum
reached Russia he must have
been denied a nassport, for the
Volga river is shown as it would
be sketched by a cartoonist with
a sense of humor. This is one of

the best Hodge-Podges we have
seen.

that, despite the howls that have

issued from other industrial fields

on the so-called depression, the

motion picture industry suffered

only that depression that comes
with every hot season in the the-
atre. The hot months of summer
always are set down as profit and
loss in the theatre business and
no smart theatre owner ever ex-
pects to do even average business
during these months.

Therefore the hot months of the
past sumimer did not disturb the
picture industry in relations to

the final reports of its earnings
for the current year.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Oct. 8, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 49)4 50 — %
Warner Bros 19% 20)4 —IVs
Fox Film “A” 40 40% — %
Loew’s Inc 63)4 64)4 — %
Loew’s Inc. Pre.... 97)4 97)4 —1%
K-A-0 Pre 100 100
Radio K-A-0 23)4 23% — )4
Pathe Exchange .. 3)4 3)4 — )4
Pathe “A” 7 7%
M-G-M Pre 25% 25% — 1/2

Con. F. Ind 15 15
Con. F. Ind. Pre. 18')4 ISVi

Curb YTarket

Columbia Piet 32)4 ^ 2% —2%
Fox Theatre “A”. 7)4 7)4 — )4 1

“THE FOURTH ALARM”

PROVES A THRILLER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Ex-

hibitors in search of stirring

melodrama with plenty of produc-

tion value will do well to book

“The Fourth Alarm.” This Stand-

ard film was previewed at Chotin-

er’s Ravenna Theatre bya critical

audience and easily made its point

of thrilling dramatic action.. Es-

pecially pleasing was the work

of Nick Stuart and Relph Lewis.

The film is very well recorded and

photographed, the final sequence

being especially dramatic—the

burning of an imme..iae warehouse

with the heroine locked in a room

full of nitroglycerine. The life

of a city fireman is carefully de-

picted, most of these scenes be-

ing actually taken in and around
a fire truck station.

R. M.

naslsng“an

SMPOSITION

(Continued from page 1)

once the facts are known and the

attention of exhibitors everywhere

is called to this contemptible type

of unfairness that they will be a

party to the imposition.
* « »

WE have no concrete proof

that the company handling

“The Battle of Chateau Thierry”

was responsible for this misrepre-

sentation, but the impression

created by the bulletin is that

they are. If this is true they

should immediately set about to

correct the wholly misleading

campaign.

“HOLIDAY” CLEANS UP
FOR FASHION SHOW

During its first-run engagement
at the United Artists, Portland,
Washington, the management took
advantage of the present Fall
Season to stage the annual Fash-
ion Show in connection with the
showing of this high society dra-
ma. This show is sponsored an-
nually by the merchants of the
city. Edward Everett Horton
made a personal appearance on
the opening night if the Fashion
Show.

ULRICH HAUPT SIGNED

Ulrich Haupt has been signed
for a featured part in “The Man
Who Came Back,” Fox Movietone
picture co-starring Charles Far-
rell and Janet Gaynor.

S'Fudio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Daily or Weekly Ra-les

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp.

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 6067

FINANCIAL REPORTS POINT TO BEST YEAR
(Continued from page 1)



NO miracles about M'G-M
JUST level-headedness

AND superior showmanship!

THAT'S why after hits like

Caught Short, Divorcee, Romance,
The Big House, Let Us Be Qay

and a flock of others*

M-G-M follows through with

“King Vidor’s epic of
the West is something
to look forward to."

“John Gilbert comes

through with flying

colors.”
-HOLLYWOOD REPOaTER

“Comedy and action

galore. To Gilbert

goes the credit.”

—M. r. news
“A box.ol5ce wow if there ever was

one.”—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER “Best of year. Superb.

Destined for long
runs.”
—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“War Nurse a knock-
out. Oil up the b. o.

cash register. It’s go-

ing to heat up with

this one. Surefire!”
—M. P. NEWS

"Criterion, Los Angeles
Healthy trade. Getting

strong word of mouth.”
—VARIETY

“Madam Satan over big

at Criterion.”—M.r. NEWS

CECIL B-

r Nlll.l.e’

satan
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GRANT WITHERS • EVALYN KNAPP
JAMES CAGNEY • JOAN BLONDELL

LUCILLE LA VERNE
from the ploy by MARIE BAUMER • Adapted by HARVEY THEW

D(a/ogue by GEORGE ROSENER

Directed by JOHN ADOLFI

Made for the millions who are looking

for thrills! Opening soon at the Metro-

politan in Washington, the Downtown

in Los Angeles, the State Lake in Chicago

and the Strand in New York! Available

to you day-and-date with Broadway!
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“HOW THE CAMERA DIED,”

EH6LISH WRITER’S FORECAST
LONDON, Sept. 27.—“How the

camera died’’ is the title of a

treatise just published by Ray-

mond Berner which makes a neat

but gloomy forecast of the future

of sound pictures. It is a very

thorough document viewed from

that pessimistic angle. After de-

scribing the beginning and the de-

velopment of cinematography, the

writer describes its death rattle

as follows:
"Then men who were pricked by

a strange curse, that of copying

more and more slavishly mere

fact, wished to add colour to

sound. This new marvel had an

extremely ephemeral success

two or three years at the most.

Then it was necessary to find

something else. The inventors

tempted by hope of gain, discover-

ed after a great deal of research

a new toy, the Cinema in Relief,

or Stereoscopy. The Cinema in

Relief permitted some astonishing

effects; the actors became inde-

pendent of the tiny screen; their

deep images came out from the

sheet, mounted on the stage and
descended among the spectators.

"Ingenious dramatists invented

scenarios which permitted the

public to mix intimately in the

action. It was not rare at that

period for phantom screen per-

sonalities to die in the fauteuils

beside the spectators. That gave

a new emotion to the women who
doted on the new spectacle, but

there were loud protestations

when a client with a weak heart

died in earnest alongside one of

the phantoms of the screen.

“This in no way restrained the

craze for realistic films, pictures

showing actualities which domin-
ated the film producers of that

period. Everyone was trying to

produce a scenario more realis-

tic than another. One saw auto-

PATHE TO FILM

“REBOUND” AT ONCE

<>-

President E. B. Derr has wired
the Pathe home office that plans

have been completed for the im-
mediate production of “Rebound,”
the Arthur Hopkins stage play by
Donald Ogden Stewart, the screen
rights to which were recently ac-

quired. As "was announced at the

time of the purchase, Ann Hard-
ing will star in the picture. To
meet the demand for the early

showings of “Rebound,” Miss
Harding’s production schedule has
been rearranged with “The
Greater Love” being postponed
until after the star completes
“Rebound,” and also “East
Lynne,” for which she is being
loaned to Fox.

MUSICAL NOVELTY

mobiles running all round an
auditorium specially prepared for

that effect, and catastrophies and
accidents bejewelled these distrac-

tions.

“It was an American editor who
had the genial idea to issue a

film under the title of ‘The Capi-

tulation of Paris,’ with a book
by Richard Wagner. Wagner
wrote the work after the war of

1870-71, but the Americans ampli-

fied the theme with all the re-

sources of modern science.

Shells, bombs and tear shells

made of it a film which was in-

tended to establish onc^ and for

all American supremacy on the

screen. The premiere brought an
enormous public. It was given

in one of the largest theatres in

Paris, seating about 12,000 people.

“The picture started in an at-

mosphere of the highest emotion.
Sensational surprises had been
promised and they were not slow
to materialise. The film, which
was not only in relief, in colours,

sound and talking, was also odor-
iferous and asphyxiating. There
came a little inexplicable failure

in the projection apparatus. Just
at the moment when the film

reached its highest point of inter-

est the house suddenly trembled
on its foundations to the roar of

cannon—the camera had died, cine-

matography had reached its finis.

DIGEST BOOST FOR
“OUTWARD BOUND”

Tliree pages of the cur-

rent issue of Tlie Literary
Digest are devoted to a di-

gest of the principal A’ew
York reviews of the War-
ner Bros, special, “Out-
ward Bound,”

FRENCH LEAD HERE
FOR F. N. FILMS

Roland Caillaux, well known
figure on stage and screen in

France, will arrive tomorrow. He
is bound for Hollywood, wTiere he
is to appear in at least one of the

French language pictures now be-

ing made by First National and
Warner Brothers.

Caillaux has already been as-

signed the leading male role in

the French edition of “Show Girl

in Hollywood,” which will be
known in Gallic territory as “Le
Masque d’Hollywood.”

WOMEN SEE CARTOONS
IN PRODUCTION

Headed by Mrs. Thomas M. Mc-
Goldrick, chairman of the Inter-

national Federation of Catholic
Alumnae, fifteen woman members
of that association visited the Van
Beuren Corporation studios in

West 48th street yesterday, where
they were shown in detail how
Aesop’s Sound Fables are made.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY

Charles Chaplin has finished

“City Lights” and is synchronizing
it. Douglas Fairbanks is rehears-

ing “Reaching for the Moon”, with
Bebe Daniels opposite him and
Edmund Goulding directing this

Irving Berlin production, written

by William Anthony McGuire. Ron-
ald Colman is following “Raffles”
with a Frederick Lonsdale original

story, Loretta Young opposite the
star. A1 Jolson begins “Sons O’

Guns” in Hollywood in December.
Chester Morris has finished his

“Alibi” successor under Roland
West’s direction: “The Bat Whis-
pers.”

Henry Santrey and His Soldiers

of Fortune have been brought to

the audible screen in a novelty
musical revue on the Vitaphone
Varieties program. This vaude-
ville aggregation is seen and
heard in a melange of songs,
dances and instrumental selec-

tions.

Joseph I. Schnitzer president of

Radio Pictures, is in town, confer-
ring with William LeBaron.

June MacCloy, late of “George
White’s Scandals,” is the newest
“find” on the United Artists lot.

She is appearing in Douglas Fair-
banks’s “Reaching for the Moon.”
Her particular Columbus is that
astute Edmund Goulding who di-

rected “The Trespasser” and “The
Devil’s Holiday” and who once
made a movie called “Sally, Irene
and Mary,” v/ith the three girls
portrayed by youngsters named as
Joan Crawford, Sally O’Neil and
Constance Bennett. Mr. Goulding
is directing the Fairbanks film.

Roscoe Ates, having stuttered
himself into a profitable long-term
contract with RKO Radio Pictures
due to his excellent performance

as the bibulous Jess Rickey in

“Cimarron,” is now confronted
with the task of stuttering him-
self out of all kinds of offers from
other film companies. In fact,

right at present, he’s probably
more in demand than any other
comic in feature productions.
Two of his more reqent offers

came from abroad, one from En-
gland and the other from Ger-
many. The latter was the easi-

est of all to reject, because all

Ates had to say was, “I c-c-c-can’t

s-s-speak Ger-Ger-Ger-m-m-man !

”

Margaret Livingston, the blonde
menace of Gloria Swanson’s
“What A Widow!”, has been as-

signed a prominent supporting
role in Mary Pickford’s “Kiki”;
other additions to the cast that
already included Reginald Denny
as leading man are Fred Walton
and Phil Tead. Miss Livingston
will be Paulette, jealous, tempera-
mental divorcee.

Following the nine weeks’ run
of “Parlez Vous” at Pox’s Car-
thay Circle Theatre, Los Angeles,
another Universal short subject
has been booked at the same
house for an indefinite run, be-
ginning Thursday. This is the
second subject of the “Strange As
It Seems” series, the all-color and

talking novelty reel depicting

oddities of nature and little

known historical events.

ARMISTICE DAY SHORTS

PREPARED BY PATHE

E. J. O’Leary, general sales
manager of Pathe, reports consid-
erable exhibitor interest in the
shorts, “Over There Today” and
“The 'frumpeteer,” for showings
during Armistice Day Week.
“Over There Today” which was
filmed on the battlefields of

France shows them as they are
today at Cantigny, St. Mihiel,
Belleau Wood, Verdun, Chemin
des Dames, Montfaucon and the
Argonne Forest. The subject is

synchronized with martial music
and the Pathe quartette sing
“Mademoiselle From Armentiers.”
“The Trumpeteer” is a Van Beur-
en Song Sketch featuring James
Stanley singing the well known
song from which the reel takes
its title.

INA CLAIRE HOSTESS
TO “ROYAL FAMILY”

Ina Claire, co-starring with
Frederic March in “The Royal
Family,” now finishing production
at Paramount’s New York studio,

entertained at her Greenwich,
Conn., home for officials of the
company and her fellow players.
Among those present were

March, Mary Brian, featured in

the new film; George Cukor, co-
directing it with Cyril Gardner;
Lewis Milestone, Hector Turnbull,
associate producer at the New
York studio, and Zoe Akins, play-
wright and novelist, who is under
contract to Paramount.

TWO BRITISH PLAYERS
IN ‘CHARLIE’S AUNT’

Columbia has added Halliwell
Hobbs and Flora LeBreton, well
known British players, to the cast
of “Charley’s Aunt.” The produc-
tion is an adaptation of the stage
play in which Syd Chaplin ap-
peared here several years ago.

FIRST FILM OPERETTA

“Two Hearts in Waltz Time”,
the first German screen operetta,
is to open for an extended run at

the 55th Street Playhouse com-
mencing tomorrow. This is an
all-talking and singing production
from the Berlin studios of the
Deutsche Lichtspiel Syndikat and
was directed by Geza von Bolvary
in cooperation of the Tobis Com-
pany.

ROMANCE IN ‘REDUCING’

Romantic interest in the new
Marie Dressler-Polly Moran com-
edy, which has been titled “Re-
ducing,” will be supplied by Anita
Page, William Collier, Jr., Sally
Eilers and William Bakewell.
Charles Riesner will direct this

production.

TO DIRECT “SKIPPY”
Norman Taurog has been nam-

ed by Paramount to direct the pic-

turization of “Skippy”, Percy
Crosby’s story of the life of the
cartoon character. Because of the
predominance of exterior scenes
in "Skippy” the production will be
filmed in Hollywood.
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101 FOX MIDWESCO HOUSES

BOOK UNIVERSAL SHORTS 100^
—<>

CRUISES IN SCHOONER

FOR STORM LOCATIONS’

Going to sea in a ISO^feet

schooner with a full staff, camera
and sound men and ship’s crew,

but without a single actor, is

John Ford’s method of commenc-
ing- his story of wartime sub-
marines, “The Seas Beneath,” for

Fox Movietone.

The schooner will be at sea

three weeks during the making of

the picture and Ford decided to

stage a pre-cruise in order to take

advantage of storms which the

weather bureau has promised the

Pacific Coast and which cannot be
made to order for motion picture

scenes. George O’Brien and
Marguerite Churchill will have
the leading roles .

STAGE PLAYERS ADDED
TO CAST OF ‘DROTHERS’

Rita Carlyle and Howard Hick-

man have been added to the cast

of Columbia’s forthcoming audible

version of “Brothers” in which
Bert Lytell will have the same
dual role he played in the orig-

inal production.

Miss Carlyle, who has played

every type of stage role, will have
the same role she had portrayed

in the original stage production of

“Brothers.” Hickman ihas been
associated with the theatre for

thii'ty years.

2 OIROUITS TAKE ALL
TIFFANY WESTERNS

The Butterfield Circuit has
closed a deal with Tiffany where-
by they will play the two series

of Tiffany westerns starring Rex
Lease and Bob Steele over the en-
tire circuit. They have also book-
ed the entire series of Tiffany
Chimp comedies and the H. C.

Witwer Classics in Slang.

The Dickinson Circuit have
booked the Tiffany westerns for

their houses in Missouri and
Kansas.

BOSWORTH AND KARNS
IN “DIRIGIBLE”

This week saw the addition of

Hobart Bosworth and Roscoe
Karns to “Dirigible,” Columbia’s
picturization of the adventures of

two ‘buddies’ in the United States
Naval Aviation Corps. The com-
pany now on location at San
Diego, California is being direct-

ed by Frank Capra.

U. APPOINTS MCKAY
(Continued from paga 1)

Yale Law School when he enlist-

ed in the Air Service. He rose
to the rank of First Lieutenant,
and saw service as an avidtor
with the American forces in Italy.

Returning from the war, he com-
pleted his law course at Fordham
University Law School. The ma-
jority of his practice has been in
business law in New York City
and largely in connection with
motion pictures.

SO THIS IS

SALESMANSHIP

When F. F. Hendon, War-
ner salesman with head-
quaiTers at Halhis, Texas,
reached Huntsville recent-

ly he found himself ex-
tremely ill. The doctor
ordered an instant appendi-
citis operation. Hardly
had Hendon recovered from
the ether, tliaii tlie phone
near his cot rang. Sam
Parish, local exliihitor, was
teiephonuig .to liope tliat

all was well. There and
then Hendon got busy, and
sold Parish tlie entire
Warner product for the
season.

TO SEE SON HONORED

Mrs. Alta Hershfield, 72 years

old and mother of Harry Hersh-

field, arrived in New York yes-

terday to attend the testimonial

dinner to her son, Harry Hersh-

field, to be given Saturday even-

ing, at the Hotel Commodore.

WHITING DUE

Jack Whiting, F. N. recruit from

the musical comiedy stage, will ar-

rive in New York tomorrow, hav-
ing completed his role in “Men of

the Sky,” the Kern-Harbach mu-
sical screen play.

TIFFANY
(Oontinued from page 1)

their tasks weil in hand.
Among the films already finish-

ed are “The Third Alarm” with
.Jamies Hall, Anita Louise, Jean
Hersholt, Hobart Bosworth, Mary
Doran and James Cruze’s first

special, “She Got What She Want-
ed,” featuring Betty Compson, Lee
Tracy, Gaston Glass and Dorothy
Christy.

Cameras have started grinding
on “Aloha”, written and directed
by A1 Rogell, with a cast includ-
ing Ben Lyon, Robert Edeson,
Thelma Todd, Robert Ellis, T.

Roy Barnes, Alan Hale, Donald
Reed, Otis Harlan and A1 ,St.

John. Production is also under
way on “The Single Sin”, an or-

iginal by A. P. Younger. The
cast is headed by June Collyer,
star of “Extravagance”, James
Mulhall, Doris Kenyon and other
featured players in support. Phil
Rosen is directing.

The second feature produced by
James Cruze for Tiffany will go
into production shortly. James
Whale, director of “Journey’s
End” and '‘Hell’s Angels”i, who
arrived on the coast last week
fromj New York after directing
two comedies for Gilbert Miller,
is now conferring with Grant L.

Cook, executive vice-president and
Phil Goldstone, on his second
production for Tiffany.
The second of the series of the

H. C. Witwer “Classics in Slang”
starring Paul Hurst, and directed
by Frank Strayer, with Nita Mar-
tan and Eddie Bolan, is in the
final stages, while another set is

being devoted to the Tiffany Talk-
ing Chimps, who are at work on

^BROTHERS’ COLUMBIA’S
FIRST OCT. RELEASE

“Brothers,” a drama adapted
from the stage play of the same
title, is Columbia’s first October
release. The production was
iuacie under the direction of Walt-
er Lang and is the first of the
company's Specials to reach the
screen. Bert Lytell depicts the
dual role he created in the stage
show and the im,posing support-
ing cast includes Dorothy Sebas-
tian, William Morris, Richard
iuciier, Maurice Black, Frank
McCormack, Claire McDowell,
Rita Carlyle and Howard Hick-
man.
The story is by Herbert Ashton,

Jr., with adaptation credits go-
ing to John Thomas Neville and
Charles R. Condon. Sydney Laz-
arus wrote the dialogue.

lYELYN LAYE PICTURE
FINISHED ON COAST

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Evelyn
Laye has put the finishing touches
to “Escapade” for Samuel Gold-
wyn. Miss Laye was set for that
trip to England two weeks ago
but additional scenes held her up.

Louis Bromfield wrote the story.

“The Little Divorcee”, under the
direction of Sig Neufeld. The
second Rex Lease vehicle, “The
Midnight Stage”, an original by
Tom Burbride, and directed by
Richard Thorpe, is the latest of
the Westerns to enter production.
Due to the vast activity on the

Tiffany lot, A1 Mannon and Lou
Lewyn, co-producers of the “Voice
of Hollywood” series for Tiffany
releases, are making this novel
short subject at the Tec Art Stu-
dios.

The entire Fox-Midwesco chain
’u the Kansas City exchange
territory, consisting of 101 the-
atres, has signed up for solid
playing of the Universal short
productions.
At the same time, another deal

was completed with the Glenn
Dickinson Circuit of 30 theatres
in the same territory, which also
booked the U short product 100
per cent.

Signing of the deal with Fox-
Midwesco in the Kansas City Dist-
rict is in addition to the circuit’s
41 houses in the Wisconsin terri-
tory, recently announced.

CLARA BOW COMING
FOR NEW YORK SCENES
Clara Bow is scheduled to leave

Hollywood tonight for New York
in company with Frank Tuttle,
the director who has been work-
ing with her of late. They are to
make Manhattan scenes for her
next picture.

This is to be called “No Limit,”
and will have a gambling back-
ground. It was written by Viola
Brothers Shore. Tuttle recently
completed Miss Bow’s new success
“Her Wedding Night,” after hav-
ing previously guided her through
“Love Among the Millionaires”
and "True to the Navy.”

^iRiAM HOPKINS ENDS
BERMUDA HOLIDAY

Miriam Hopkins, Paramount’s
recently-signed featured player is

returning to New York from Ber-
muda, according to a cable receiv-
ed at the New York studio from
Austin Parker, author and scenar-
ist, who is Miss Hopkins’ husband
in private life. Miss Hopkins’ va-
cation trip to Bermuda followed
le” first screen role in “Fast and
Loose”, in which she shared fea-
tured honors with Carole Lombard
and Frank Morgan.

“ibelOedeK
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York= /i

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DiREGTOR

SPEEDS PRODUCTION
Y



^^Amazing Adventure-Drama, Breathlessly Played^^ —
Another sensational hit from Director of ^'Common Clay'^

RENEGADES Riverside Daily Press, Cal

September 26, 1930

with

WARNER BAXTER
MYRNA LOY
NOAH BEERY

GREGORY GAYE
GEORGE COOPER

Directed by

VICTOR FLEMING

FBXPBHMS

Warner Baxter and Myrna uoy,
starring in their Tatest picture,
'Renegades.” were seei. -last night}
In a. Fox Studio preview at the
Fox Riverside theater. Both stars.,’

together with several other mem-
bers of the cast were present.
“Renegades,” from the novel,

"Le Renegat,” by Andre Armandy,
is a real thriller. It Is a story
of four buddies in the Foreign Le-»
gion. A Frenchman, an English-
man, ?. Russian and a German
with pasts they would never dare
reveal. Deserters, buried lu the
Sahara’s scorching sands, battling
fierce elements, fiercer tribesmen.
Then a vpoman crossed their paths.
Here i^ an amazing fldventure-

drama, breathlessly played in the
blazing land of the Riffs. The pic-
ture has color, pathos, pace, pas-
sion, comedy and Immense characi
ters portrayed bv a cast which Is

seldom equaled
"Renegades'' was well received

by a capacity audience. The pic-
ture promises to be one of Fox’s
big boxofflce sensations for the
new season.

A thriller in a thousand.

t ^
Electric with action. Blazing with
desert atmosphere. Lit with rare

"
t comedy. Perfect cast with charac-
^ter parts that will live. Hot with

Ifthe Sahara sun, and passions of
rebellious hearts.

Four pals in Foreign Legion
become renegades through
treachery of wilful
woman. Baxter, a favorite

^ of your audiences. Promise
everything. The picture
will deliver.

'
.I,,-

' LtUJ.iinMl
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Busybodies and
Their Results

By

EVERY once in a while there

is published over the coun'

try the report of the Education^

al Screen of Chicago as to the

number of pictures suitable for

children. This report, as it is usu'

ally highly unfavorable to the in-

dustry, gets wide circulation. As
it emanates from the “reform ele'

merit,” you can imagine how
sweet and lovely it may be. The
gentleman of Sicily, with his stih

etto is not more deadly than a

reformer confronting entertain'

ment of any sort.
« « «

This Chicago infliction, called

the Educational Screen, lately!

reported that out of 85 repre'

sentative features now in release,

only 27 are suitable for children.

And how do you suppose they

found this out? It comes to us

from Chicago that reviews of'

these pictures are made by a par'

cel of sour old mesdames, voluii'

teer reviewers, who in order to

see a free show, get on these re'

viewing committees. There is no
nuisance equal to the volunteer

reviewer.
*

jjprOWEVER, the figures of the

Educational Screen as to chib

dren’s pictures is not borne out

by the reports made by review'

ing committees of the Daughters
of the American Revolution, the

International Federation of Catho'
lie Alumnae, the General Fed.-

eration of Women's Clubs, and
like responsibles.

* * it.

T^ROM California comes reports

that these reviewers, covering

a period from January 1 to

August 15. The number of piC'

tures actually reviewed was 590
Of this number 292 were recom'

mended for the family trade.

(Continued on pa^e 2)

INDUSTRY FIGHTS N. Y. BILL

TO BOOST EXHIBITION COSTS
500 EXHIBITORS

TO ATTEND PHILA.

MPTOA MEET
“Things are humming in Phila-

delphia in our arrangement for

the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America convention” Na-
tional Treasurer Jay Emanuel of

Philadelphia reported yesterday
while visiting National Headquar-
ters here.

“Interest is at a high pitch,” he

(Continued on page 3)

PARA 9 MONTHS NET

39% AHEAD OF 1929

Paramount Publix Corporation
estimates its consolidated net
profits, which include earnings of

subsidiary companies, after all

haiges and taxes, for the nine
months ending September 27, 1930,

(Continued on page 6)

STIMSON RETURNING

Proposed Legislation Calling for an "Electrical Engi-

neer” in Every Theatre Organizes Studio and

Booth Workers Against Attempts to Put This

Additional Burden on Reproduction
^

Producers and exhibitors in New

UNITED ARTISTS
GETS LONDON HOUSE

A London cnble received
liere yesterday annouiieed
that a deal had been con-
suniinated whereby Jitseph

JL Schenck’s choice of the
Xew Buchanan Theatre in

Liecester Square W. as a
London show house for
United Artists productions
lias been ratified by a lease

from tlie Buchanan Estates.

York state are combining to fight

legislation, now about to be pre-
sented to the State Senate, which
would add hundreds of thousand.s
of dollar.s yearly to production
and exhibition costs, if enacted.
This cost vvould ultimately have
to be passed on to the public at-

tending sound film theatres and
ueserves immediate attention and
action on the defensive side.

This legislation, known as the

Slater bill, is fostered by the elec-

trical unions not affiliated with

the picture business and with

(Continued on page 2)

GAUMONT SPENDING $12,500,000

FOR NEW THEATRES IN ENGLAND

R. A. MORROW HERE

Motion Picture Publications,

Inc., yesterday announced the

C. A. Stimson, Vice-President of ' election of Duncan A. Dobie, Jr.,

Big 4 Film Corporation, is expect- as publisher of “Motion Picture
ed to arrive in New York on Mon- Magazine” and “Motion Picture
day on the White Star liner Bal- Classic”. He has been associated
tic. He has been in England for with this Company as an execu-
the past month on behalf of his five for the past 16 years, starting

company’s product. I as an Advertising Representative.

Two Wide Screen Features

To Play Broadway Oct 17
The local trade will have an

opportunity the week starting
October 17, of witnessing deluxe
showings on the wide screen of

two outdoor dramas shot with
different types of wide film.

Fox is bringing to the Roxy the
sujper feature, “The Big Trail”
which was originally photograph-
ed and has been printed on 70
mm film. Since the showings at

MORROW OF DALLAS
HERE ON BUSINESS

(Continued on page 6)

R. A. Morrow, mid-west division

manager for Tiffany Productions
is in New York to confer with
Oscar R. Hanson on the com-
pany’s new production output.
Morrow will leave for Dallas next
week to complete arrangements
fo)- the renu)val of the Dallas ex-

change to larger quarters.

LONDON, Oct. 9. —• The speed

with which Gaumont theatre in-

terests have reacted to the in-

spiration of the huge investment
of William Fox in that concern
is characterized as “amazing” by
the British film trade press. In
answer to pessimistic reports re-

(Continued on page 2)

CANTOR’S “WHOOPEE’
SETS HOUSE RECORD

First week’s grosses at

tlie Kivoli wiili “Wh<)o}»ee”
as the attraction were in

excess of ^.lo.OOO which ai»-

I>roachcs the house record
close''-

The Uant(>r musical an-
nexed a record also for

luinimnm refiirds, accord-
ing 1“ J<*hn ('. Wright, the
manager. Ordinarily pat-
rons uho refuse t<i stand
demand their money Itack.

This amounts to $20(1, on a

average, a day-
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They’re having higger and better

crashes down in Wall Street every

now and then * * * wonder whj'
the newsreelers don’t shoot some
of those crashes and get B-G-3I’s
lion to roar the sound * * * a
barker for a sightseeing bus on
the Big Puddle yelling—AROUND
NEW YORK WITH FULLY EX-
PLAINED LECTURE * * * if you
don’t get this one, write * * * a

xister act stepping down Seventh
avenue each with a well thumbed
copy of Well of Loneliness under
arm * * * page .Sigmund Freud
* * * they’re still dolling up Babe
KiitlPs lid shop on the Big .Stem
* * * remember when Roxy, the
master showman, declared sound
pictures would never hold film

audiences? * * * wonder what a

Y. judge thinks of while he’s

sending ’em up the river * * *

Cal Coolidsre, introduced by Black
.Jack I’ersliing, at Hoover’s meet
in Boston, took off his benny and
sat down * * * if you don’t be-
lieve this see the newsreel * * *

Cal don’t believe in giving any-
thing away * * * wonder if Murk
Hellinger was included in that
house cleaning at the Mirror * * *

a simile for Frank W'ilstacli’s

collection—as useful as a piano
in a sound-equipped projection
room * * * Jay I). Williams head-
ing toward Warners on 44th * * *

Barney Hutchinson postcards he’s
commuting between Hollywood
and Burbank * * Barney’s pound-
ing the typewriter on the F.N. lot
* * * Brownie, the Wliitie of Queer
Peojile is on the tab staff of the
L.A. News * * * remember when
Dave Cliatkin was booed because
he saw something in the talkies
* * * and booked them (DePorest)
into the Rivoli 6 months before
Vitaphone saw' the light * * *

( lara (High .Stake) Bew is on a
rattler coming this wmy from
Hollywood * * * Frank Tuttle
who knows the difference between
a .")(( cent chiji and Slid chip is

with her * » * remember when
Frank was dashing out scenarios
* * * John Wayne, the big out-
door boy in that big trail, rush-
ing into the Astor with .Jack FYan-
CIS, his p.a. shooing him along * *

that dance Dong and Wary gave
musta been a tap dance * * “

Henry Armetta, one of the stars
of the Nick and Tony series of
comedies now being made by RKO
Radio Pictures under the super-
vision of Lou Brock, had a close
call last night. An old Scotch
friend was the visitor, “I only
dropped in to give you some ad-
vice ’bout your screen actin’,” an-
nounced the caller, “And,” com-
ments Armetta, “when an old
friend won’t give you anything
but advice, I call that being close.’

Louis Wolheim is smiling again.
The worry-wrinkles which filled

his face for the last four days
have disappeared. ‘‘Sheep’s
Clothing,” the first picture he ever
directed, has been previewed in

the rough by RKO Radio Pictures'
officials, w'ho pronounce it 1007o
O.K.

Marooned in a w'ashout in Dino-
saur Canyon, Arizona, twenty-
seven miles from the nearest habi-
tation as the result of a cloud-
burst, a company of Pathe techni-
cians on location for “The Painf-
ed Desert,” starring Bill Boyd,
were rescued last week when an
Indian guide ran twenty-seven
miles for aid. Sam Running
Deer, one of the finest athletes

of the Hopi tribe, who was at-

tached to the company as guide
and worker, performed this feat

in an almost continuous rain, ne-

whom various branches of the in-

dustry, such as the sound news
reels, have already had trouble.

The proposed bill calls for the

licensing by the state of an “elec-

trical engineer” in every theatre
booth and in every studio unit
and sound truck where electricity

is used. The duties of this licens-

ed electrical engineer would have
nothing to do with the actual re-

cording of sound or its reproduc-
tion in the theatre and would
simply add a third highly paid
man in each sound unit to turn
off and on the current which oper-
ates the recording mechanism
with a sound recording unit, or
starts the motors and lights in

the projection booth.

A strange feature of the situ-

ation is that the union to wiiich
all the sound cameramen and
sound truck operators and projec-
tionists belong is assessing each
^mber $.3 to fight the proposed

legislation.

This fight between the motion
picture sound men and the so-

iled “inside electrical workers’
union,” has been on for some time
and the present battle should re-
sult in a showdown.
The International Alliance of

Stage Employees wdiich is com-
posed of cameramen, sound re-
corders, projectionists, grips,
stage electricians, carpenters, etc.,

is now organizing a fight on the
attempt to foist upon the indus-
try in New York this additional
expense in running its business.

gotiating the distance from Dino-
saur Canyon—an almost inacces-
sible spot—to Tuba City in a
little more than two hours and
a half.

Don Terry, leading man of “Me
Gangster”, “Border Romance”
and other feature pictures, will
portray the character of a world
champion in Paul Hurst’s second
prizefight comedy for Tifiany, “De
Woild Champeen.”

Viola Brothers Shore, magazine
and scenario wmiter, has been
signed to a new contract by Para-
mount. Miss Shore has written
two score short stories publish-
ed in national magazines. For
Paramount, she did the dialogue
for the recent Clara Bow produc-
tion, “Dangerous Curves,” and
collaborated on the script and
dialogue for “The Kibitzer.” She
has lately been working on the
new vehicle for Miss Bow, entitl-
ed, “No Limit.”

There’s an epidemic of colds
among the personnel of RKO
Radio Pictures. Dorothy Lee is

the latest to recover from an at-
tack which kept her indoors for
several days. She got back to the
studio just in time to start play-
ing the feminine lead opposite
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
in “Hook, Line and Sinker.”

GAUMONT TO BUILD
NEW THEATRES IN ENG.

(Continued from page 1)

garding the British industry, the
Daily Film Renter prints a de-
tailed statement of the Gaumont
program of the new' theatre build-
ing, w'hich calls for the expendi-
ture of a total of $12,500,000 dur-
ing the next eighteen months.

This statement, authorized by the
company, presents a list of fifteen
towns together with the amount
allocated to each tor the build-
ing of a new theatre to be open-
ed to the public within the next
year and a half. The list, w'ith
the amounts stated in pounds
sterling, follows:

Bradford £240,000
New Victoria £500,000
Paris £350,000
Southport £120,000
Chester £100,000
Birmingham £180,000
Coventry £130,000'
Middlesbrough £60,000
Salisbury £100,000
Barnstaple £80,000
Taunton £80,000
Hammersmith £220,000
Peckham . £ 100,000
Lew'isham . £130,000
Streatham £100,000
The new Gaumont house at

Bradford has been opened. New
Victoria, Hammersmith, Peckham,
Lewisham and Streatham are
London districts.

PARA TO STAR ARLEN

IN HOUGH’S “STAMPEDE”

“Stampede,” adventure story of
thundering hoofs on the Western
plains and the Governmient’s con-
quest of the spoilers of Texas
right after the iCivil War, has
been acquired by Paramount and
will be produced at the company’s
Hollyw'ood studios ^ith Richard
Ariel! starred. The picture is

based on the novel by Emerson
Hough, author of “The Covered
Wagon.”
Fay Wray, heroine of “The

Texan” with Gary Cooper, and
“The Border Legion” with Arlen,
has been assigned the role of the
girl who almost single-handed
drives her cattle hundreds of
miles across the Texas border.
Edward Sloman will direct.

BUSYBODIES AND
THEIR RESULTS

(Continued from page 1>

Now, you see we have quite a

(difference. The Educational

Screen reports from the old maid
viewpoint, that 30% of the pic'

tures are suitable for children,

while the California group re'

ports to their critical associates

that over 50%' are suitable for

children.
* « «

ERE we have one more illus-

tration of the mischievous

messing in of busybodies.

M-C-M TO PRODUCE
“AMONG THE MARRIED’’

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has ac-
quired motion picture rights to
Vincent Lawrence’s comedy,
“Among the Married.” This was
produced by Philip Goodman last
season at the Bijou Theatre, with
a cast headed by Prank Morgan
and Katherine Wilson.

‘SDUTHERNER’ TD START
Harry Pollard will direct

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s production
of “The Southerner,” starring
Lawrence Tibbett. Production ol
this picture is to start within a
few days, and the supporting cast
that has been assembled includes
Esther Ralston, H. B. Warner,
Hedda Hopper, Roland Young,
Cliff (“Ukulele Ike”) Edwards,
Emma Dunn and Louis John Bar-
tels.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Oct. 9, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 47% 48 —

2

Warner Bros 17% 18 —2'%

Fox Film “A” 381/8 381/. _2i/8

Loew’s Inc 60 61% —31/8

Loew’s Inc. Pre 105 105 —

3

K-A-0 Pre 100 100
Radio K-A-0 20 20% -—2%
Pathe Exchange ... 31/8 314 — 34
Pathe “A” 61/2 61/2 —134
Con. F. Ind I41/8 llli ~ %
Con. P. Ind. Pre. 17% 18 — 1/8

Curl) Market
Columbia Piet 31 31 —

4

Fox Theatre “A”... 7% 7% — 14
Nat. Screen 2014 20 14 — 14

Industry Fights N. Y. Bill

To Boost Exhibition Costs
((JontiuueO from page f)
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EDDIE CANTOR SIGNS

WITH GOLDWYN TO DO

ANOTHER IN SPRING

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Oct. 9.

—Eddie Cantor will do another

picture for Sam Goldwyn in the

Spring. The star of “Whoopee”
and Goldwyn signed on the dotted

line yesterday. Cantor just ar-

rived on the West Coast for a

personal appearance at the open-

ing of “Whoopee” in Hollywood.
It is understood Cantor will write

his next story.

F. N. PLAYERS SIGN

FOR RKO VAUDE

Bernice Claire and Alexander
Gray, who were featured by First

National in “Song of the Flame,”
have signed a contract to appear
in vaudeville on the RKO circuit.

Their first engagement will be at

the Palace, in Cleveland, begin-

ning October 11.

Miss Claire, who is under con-

tract to First National, will next
be seen as heroine of “Toast of

the Legion,” a screen version of

Victor Herbert’s “Mademoiselle
Modiste,” which will open on
Broadway in the near future. The
picture is entirely in Technicolor,
and in the supporting cast are
Walter Pidgeon, Edward Everett
Horton, June Collyer, Frank Mc-
Hugh and Albert Gran.

mmkH FOSTER CAST
FOR CLARA BOW LEAD

Norman Foster, newly placed
under contract by Paramount, has
been assigned to his first role be-
fore setting foot on American soil

following his current globe-trot-

ting trip. He has been awarded
the leading male part opposite
Clara Bow in “No Limit”, her next
starring vehicle, which will bring
her from Hollywood to New York
this week to shoot local sequen-
ces.

Foster made his talking screen
debut for Paramount in “Young
Man of Manhattan,” with Clau-
dette Colbert. In “No Limit”,
under the direction of Frank
Tuttle, he will again play a
distinctive Manhattan type.

TWO PLAYERS ADDED
TO COLUMBIA CAST

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Sally
Blane and Monroe Owsley have
been added to the cast of Co-
lumbia’s picture, now in produc-
tion, and as yet, untitled. Lionel
Barrymore is directing. Ricardo
Cortez has the leading role oppo-
site Barbara Stanwyck. It is

Barbara’s first starring picture.

TIFFANY SHORTS SOLD
IN DALLAS TERRITORY

Tiffany’s entire short subject
product has been sold to the East
Texas Theatres, Inc., for its chain
in the Dallas territory, J. S.

Groves, branch manager of the
Dallas branch for Tifiany report-
ed yesterday to the home office.

NEW TECHNICOLOR LENS GIVES

GREATER DEPTH AND DETAIL
<>

‘ATLANTIC’ CONTINUES

E. A. Dupont’s newest
contribution to the talk-

ing screen, “Atlantic,” or-

iginally booked with the
George M- Cohan Theatre
for one week, will continue
idenfinitely.

MOORE FILM NAMED
“A LADY’S MORALS”

“A Lady’s Morals” has been se-

lected as final title for the mo-
tion picture suggested by the ca-
reer of Jenny Lind, the “Swedish
nightingale” of three-quarters of

a century ago. This is the first

screen vehicle lor Grace Moore,
musical comedy star and Metro-
politan Opera soprano who was
recently placed under contract to

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lor an ex-
tended period. Miss Moore is now
completing work with Lawrence
Tibbett in a picturization of “New
Moon.”

Sidney Franklin is the director

of “A Lady’s Morals” and the sup-

porting cast of the picture In-

cludes Wallace Beery in the part

of P. T. Barnum, Reginald Denny,

Gus Shy, Jobyna Howland and

Gilbert Emery.

continued, “not only among ex-

hibitors but all others connected

with the industry who realize

that a great Clearing House like

our National Organization always
lias an important bearing on the

business generally. They look

for something big and they are

going to get it. We are supple-

menting the work of the Nation-

al Office in every way. The ses-

sions on November 10, 11, 12, will

have many substantial construc-

tive moves which we will con-

tribute from Philadelphia.
“President Lewin Pizor and

other members of the Eastern
Pennsylvania organization are co-

operating actively. Pizor is head
of an important committee and
Abe Einstein, publicity man for

the Warner Bros. Theatres Cir-

cuit is head of the publicity com-
mittee. He is going to have the
Philadelphia City Hall decorated
electrically for the convention.
Harry Schwalbe is also to the
front doing everything possible to

make the convention a success.

“The convention dinner at the
Benjamin Franklin Hotel will be
on Armistice night. A leading
representative of the Army there
will speak at the dinner and we
are going to remind him that
every theatre owner in the coun-
try received a special letter of

commendation from President
Wilson for their great service
work in the war. We will do that
to make the situation mutual to

show him that while the Army
v/as doing things we were active

too.

“Mayor Harry Mackey, of Phila-
delphia, who comes from Mike
Comerford’s town, Scranton, is

going to be an important figure at

the convention. This is just our
work. When you hitch that on

ADS TELL HOUSEWIVES
ABOUT “OFFICE WIFE”

Readers of the Fresno, Cal., Bee
were treated to a set of ads that
hooked up with “The Office Wife”,
during the run of that picture at

Warner Bros. Theatre. Hookups
were effected with restaurants,
candy shops, furniture stores, and
printing plants. A streamer
across the page read: “What is

an Office Wife?”

JAMES RENNIE SIGNED

James Rennie, husband of Doro-
thy Gish, was signed yesterday to

a long-term contract with First
National Pictures. He has the
male lead in “The Girl of the
Golden West,” opposite Ann Hard-
ing, which will soon have its New
York premiere, and has an im-

portant role in Richard Barthel-

mess’ forthcoming production,

“Adios,” both First National and
Vitaphone pictures.

to a big program arranged at the
National Headquarters you can
easily see that the convention will
be a record breaker in every way.
Every Theatre Owner in the east
is coming and many from distant
arts of the country.”

More than 500 exhibitors will
attend the convention.

The perfection of a new lens
for Technicolor cameras that
widens, the field of sharp focus in

Technicolor pictures and brings
into backgrounds definition here-
tofore inrpossible, was announced
yesterday by Dr. Herbert T. Kal
jiius, president of Technicolor,
Inc. The new lens is the cul-

mination of sixteen years of ex-
j. i iment by the Technicolor Re-
search Department.
“Lens designing is one of lii..;

most difficult problems known to

science,” said Dr. Kalmus. “In
order to obtain proper lenses for

Technicolor photography we have
found it necessary to organize
our own staff of scientists who
could concentrate for years, if

necessary, on one minute prob-
lem. The result is the new
Technicolor lens which, as demon-
strated by current pictures, marks
a tremendous advance.”

‘DRACULA’ CAST
COMPLETED

With the addition of Frances
Dade, the cast for “Dracula” is

complete. Director Tod Browning
is making rapid progress with the
filming of the Bram Stroker vam-
pire-mystery at Universal City.

BOLAND WITH TIFFANY

Eddie Boland, who appeared as
the dumb prize-fighter s manager
in “One Punch O’Toole,” Paul
Hurst’s first starring prizefight
comedy for Tiffany, will repeat in

the second of the series, which
Frank Strayer will direct.

42^-43'' Streets West of Broadway
A New and Better Hotel for Times Square

Not alone new in construction and

equipment, but new in conception of

service and comfort to its guests. Di-

rected by S. Gregory Taylor, who bas

made such enviable successes Of the

Hotels Montclair and Buckingham.

Single Rooms
with tub and shower

^3/4 and

Double Rooms
with tub and shower

*4/5 ond *6
A few terraced rooms and suites*

exceptionally large closets, Od
an attractive monthly basts.

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Entrances on 42nd and 43rd Sts.

CENTRAL UNION BUS TERMINAL
LOCATED IN THE DIXIE HOTEL BUS CONNECTIONS FOR ALL POINTS IN THE UNITED STATES

500 to AttendMPTOA Meet
(Continued from page 1)
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GRAHAM McNAMEE - UNIVERSAL
Talking Newsreels— 2 a week

Playing at the Winter Garden, Beacon, Strand, and George M. Cohen Theatre, big

Broadway houses. . . Booked by Warner Bros, and other great chains.

THE LEATHER PUSHERS
10 2-Reelers

Booked by Griffith Amusement Company, Oklahoma City, Okla. . . Booked by R. K.O.,

Warner, Fox West Coast in Kansas City territory, Glen W. Dickinson Circuit in Kansas
City, Goldberg Circuit, Omaha.

SLIM SUMMERVILLE- UNIVERSAL
Comedies — 10 2-Reelers

''Parley Vous,” No. 1 of series, ran 9 weeks at the Carthay Circle Theatre, Los Angeles.
. . . Booked for 3 weeks at the George M. Cohen Theatre, Broadway. . . Booked on
Loew Circuit for 1 20 days. . . Booked for entire Fox West Coast Circuit in Kansas City

territory. . . Booked by Warner Bros. . . "Wee-Wee Marie," No. 2 of series, booked
into Criterion, Los Angeles, wide screen, extended run.

SIDNEY-MURRAY COMEDIES
10 2-Rcelers

Booked by Loew New York Circuit for 110 days playing time. . . Booked by Music Box,

Portland. Booked for R. K.O. Circuit. . . Booked by Warner Theatres.

RED STAR COMEDIES
10 2-Reelers

Booked by Warner Bros, and other great chains.

STRANGE AS IT SEEMS
13 1-Reel Talking Novelties (All Multicolor)

No. 2 of series booked for indefinite run in Fox Carthay Circle Theatre, Los Angeles.
Booked by Warner Bros. . . Booked for R. K.O. Circuit and other big theatres.

OSWALD THE LUCKY RABBIT
26 1-Reel Cartoons

Playing at the George M. Cohan Theatre, Times Square, New York, and making a big

hit in Class "A" houses throughout the country.

Eddie Gribbon, co-

starred with Slim
Summerville in Sum-

merville - Universal
Comedies.

George Sidney and

Charlie Murray! What

a comedy team.

N F€ATUR£S! FIRST IN SH@RtS/
N FIRST RUNS EVERYWHERE/
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SONO ART-WIDE WORLD LISTS 20

FILMS AS TOTAL FOR 1930-31

Souo Art-World Wide announces

the completion of its entire releas-

ing schedule for 193U-31. The

list consists of twenty pictures in

two groups known respectively as

the Cruze-World Wide Winners

and Thrill-O-Dramas. Of the last

named group two pictures
—“Air

Police” and "Hell Bent for

Frisco"—are in work under the

supervision of George W. Weeks

Following are the Cruze pro-

ductions;

“Costello Case,” featuring Tom
Moore, Lola Lane, Russell Hardie,

Roscoe Karns, and Wheeler Oak-

man; “Reno”, adapted from Cor-

nelius Vanderbilt, Jr.’s, novel

starring Ruth Roland; “Symphony

in Two Flats,” adapted from the

Schubert Broadway stage play of

the same name, featuring Ivor

GAS STATIONS TIE-UP

BOOMS “GOOD NEWS”
Charles E. Couche, manager of

the United Artists Theatre, Port-
land, Ore., arranged with the
General Petroleum Co. for a tie-

up which permitted him to obtain
two hundred and fifty service sta-

tion A-board locations in Portland
for “Good News” posters.

A “Good News” contest, about
Portland, was placed with the
Telegi’am where it ran for six

days on the city page. Contest-
ants were invited to enumerate all

optimistic phases of the city from
an industrial standnoint. Build-
ing programs, new pay-rolls, or
any other thought suggesting
prosperit” were considered “Good
News” items, and each day, as
an incentive to possible entrants,
some prominent business man was
interviewed for a “Good News”
comment.

LARGER CHI. OFFICE
PLANNED BY TIFFANY

Charles >L Steele, eoinp-

(roller for Tiffany Produc-
tions, left yesterday for

Cliicngo, to arrange for the
reniOTJil of the Chicago
Exchange to hirger quar-
ters.

SHOW BOAT BURLESQUE

Murray Roth, Vitaphone direc-

tor-in-chief, is producing a sptr

cial two-reel Vitaphone Varieties

burlesque on the melodramas of

bygone days—“Revenge Is Sweet,”
for which a big show boat set has
been erected on the Vitaphone lot,

taking up the entire stage.

CIRCUIT BOOKS BIG 4’S

C. A. Schultz of the Midwest
Film Distributors, Inc., of Kansas
City, Mo., has closed a contract
with Fox’s Midwest Theatre Cir-

cuit for two series of Big 4 West-
erns in two theatres in Topeka,
Kansas City, Dodge City, Arkan-
sas City, Fort Smith and Emporia.

TROSPERin WEEK’

PUTS HUNDREDS

TO WORK FOR PARA
Eight new talking pictures will

go into production at the Para-
mount studios in Hollywood dur-

ing the next fifteen days, accord-

ing to P. B. Schulberg, managing
director of production.

The launching of these new
films will be simultaneous with

Liie inauguration by the company
of National Prosperity Week, and
will mean the employment of sev-

eral hundred workers at the Hol-

lywood plant.

TWO WIDE SCREEN
FEATURES OCT. IT

(Continued from page 1)

this theatre last winter of “Happy
Days” the Fox organization

claims it has perfected the sys-

tem to a point where the natural-

ness of the scenes as they are

screened is positively uncanny.

Norvello and Jacqueline Logan.

“The Big Fight,” based on the

Belasco stage play, featuring Lola

Lane, “Big Boy” Guinn Williams,

Stepin .Fetchit, Ralph Ince;

“Rogue of the Rio Grande,” a

Cliff Broughton production, fea-

turing Myrna Loy, Raymond Hat-
ton, and Jose Bohr; “Charge of

the Light Brigade,” a Gains-

borough production, based on
I'eiiiiyson’s immortal poem, made
under the supervision of the Bri-

tish War Office, featuring Cyril

MacLaglen, Benita Hume, and a

cast of 5,000.

“Once A Gentleman,” featuring

Edward Everett Horton, Louis
W’ilson, King Baggot, George Faw-
cett, Francis X. Bushman; “Week
End Sinners,” by George Bow-
man; "Just for a Song,” a Gau-
mont - Gainsborough production
featuring Lillian Dawes, Roy Roy-
ston, and Constance Carpenter;
“The Scoop"’ by John Drinkman,
narrative of a newspaper man’s
exploits in helping to solve a
baffling crime.

In the Thrill-O-Drama group
there will be ten pictures, four of

which are scheduled for “spe-
cials,” production of which will

start in three weeks in Holly-
wood: This list is;

“Air Police,” special, by Arthur
Hoerl ; “Hell Bent for Frisco,” by
Gene Pritchard, is an automobile
racing story; “First Aid,” special,

by Michael L. Simmons; “Hell
Skipper,” by H. G. Wilson, is the
story of a devil pilot who terror-
ized a crew' of hate-maddened
men; "Casey Jones, Jr., a special,

by Gregory T. Kelsey, is a rail-

road medodrama; “Is There Jus-
tice”? a special, by Francis Pack-
ard.

“Cheyenne Kid” by Arthur
Hoerl is a new type of outdoor
western; “Neck and Neck,” by
Thornton Churchill, is race-horse
melo-drama; “Swanee River”
shows an absorbing “triangle”
drama; “Mounted Fury” by G.

Everts Snence, presents the dra-
ma of a member of the Northwest
Police who refused to get his

man.

U. TO IMPORT STARS
FOR FOREIGN VERSIONS

<>

Universal is importing a boat-
load of foreign stars for its multi-
lingual production of “The Boud-
oir Diplomat.” The Spanish,
French and German versions of

the picture will begin upon the
players’ arrival, in about two
weeks, according to Carl Laem-
mle, manager of production. Ar-
thur Gregor, widely knowni Ar-
g-entine, will direct a Spanish
version with Baltasar Fernandez
Cue doing the adaptation. Fausto
Rocha, distinguished figure of the
Spanish stage, is sailing from the
Argentine.

Particular stress is being plac-
ed on the French production.
Marcel de Sanp, credited with a
long list of successes under the

Paramount banner in Pans, will

direct, and Andree Deterling,
young Parisian authoress will

write “The Boudoir Diplomat”
dialogue and adaptation in French.

2-REEL ^COLORTONE’

Spanish dance numbers by An-
ton Rubenstein will be featured
in a two-reel “colortone” picture,

“Cabelleros,” to be filmed both in

English and Spanish at the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studio. Benny
Rubin will have the chief part and
Conchita Montenegro, seventeen-
year-old Spanish dancer, will be
the feminine lead. Giovanni Mar-
tino, Metropolitan Opera star, will

also appear in the picture.

M-G-M will present at the Capi-

tol, “Billy, the Kid” on the wide
screen. The negative of “Billy,

the Kid” was recorded on a 65 mm
negative. Through the use of the

Realife system of reduction

“squeeze” printing, the release

prints of this subject are on 35

mm film, which necessitates no
change in the standard projection

apparatus other than the using of

the special Realife enlarging lens

to bring the picture back to its

original proportions on a wide
angle screen.

M-G-M claims that through this

process it makes use of the wide
screen practical.

The manner in which the pub-

lic accepts these presentations in

New York will be watched with
keen interest by the industry as

a whole.

PARA 9 MOS. NET
UP 39% FROM ’29

W. E. Branson Made Ass*t

To Sales Manager at Pathe
E. J. O’Leary, general sales

manager of Pathe, has appointed
W. E. Bi-anson,
formerly
branch m a n -

ager in St.

Louis, to the
position of as-

sistant to the
sales manager
at the home of-

fice.

O’Leary’s ex-
ecutive staff is

now as follows
—John F. Mc-
Aloon, assistant

general sales
manager; W. E.

Branson, assist-

ant to general sales manager; E.

L. McEvoy, Eastern division sales

manager; W. E. Callaway, South-
ern division sales manager; H. S.

Lorch, Midwestern division sales

W. E. Branson

manager and J. E. MacIntyre,
Western division sales manager.

Branson has made rapid prog-
ress toward his present position

with the Pathe sales organiza-

tion. Upon graduating from the

University of Nebraska, he join-

of the Des Moines sales staff and
soon became the ace salesman of

the branch. Early in 1929, he
became branch manager and
brought Des Moines from an “also-

ran” position” to second place in

the list of Pathe exchanges in

the country. On January 11, 1930,

Branson was promoted to be
branch manager at St. Louis and
he again showed his ability in

bringing an office under his man-
agership to the front ranks of

business-getters. Recognition bf
his efforts brought him to the

home office last week when he as-

sumed his new duties.

(Continued from page 1)

to be .$13,541,000 which amounts
to $4.59 per share on 2,948,397

shares, the average number out-

standing during the period. This

estimated profit is 39% ahead of

$9,731,000, the mount reported for

he corresponding period of 1929

and creates a new high record

for this period in the history of

the Company.
Profits for the three months

ending September 27, 1930, are

estimated, after all charges and
taxes, at 5,000,000, which amounts
to $1.60 per share on 3,180,636

shares outstanding during the

quarter. This profit is 11% ahead
of $4,601,000, the amount reported

for the same quarter of 1929 and
also creates a new high record

for this period in the history of

the Comnany.

SERIAL BOOKED

All Star Features have closed

with RKO in San Francisco and
Oakland for the Mascot, all-talk-

ing serial, “The Lone Defender”,
I which stars Rin-Tin-Tin.
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Exhibitors and
Organization

By

This newspaper has held that

since the first that one of the

greatest needs of the motion pic'

ture business was a well organiz,'

ed, well conducted and widely

inclusive organization of exhibi'

tors, managers and theatre own'

ers. Politics and personal ambi'

tion have deferred the proper

growth of such a body but the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners,

under the leadership of M. A.

Lightman, a competent, fair-

square and sincere man, has been

taking on new life and fresh

vigor, has gained in confidence

and the respect of the business,

and is on its way to a complete

and fully representative status in

its national scope.
*• * «

A T THE Convention, the

eleventh annual meeting to

be held in Philadelphia Nov. 10,

11, 12, there is now confidently

expected, the largest exhibitor and
general attednance in the history

of the organization. Every major

problem of the business will be

discussed and dealt with, include

ing probably, the efforts of

racketeers and short horn politic!'

ans whose chief passion is salaries

and a rake'off, to organize against

the better and more constructive

elements of exhibitor leadership.
* * *

I
N t|iis connection it may be

said that the M. P. T. O. A.
is soundly founded and needs
only the added support of a

larger active exhibitor member'
ship. This is so essential to the

welfare of exhibitors in particu'

lar and of the industry in general

as to be hardly necessary to indi'

cate. * « *

Y^rE believe we voice the satis'

faction of the entire indus'

(Continued on page 2)

SUCCESS OF TALKIES IN PARIS THREATENS

JORS OF AMERICAN MUSICIANS THERE
French Minister of Labor May Force Employers to Dis-

charge U. S. Citizens in Orchestras to Provide Work
for Theatre Players Thrown Out of Employment

PARIS.—The talkie has created
a serious unemployment situation
in France among musicians, ac-
cording to a check-up recently
completed by the Minister of

Labor.

New films, the check-up showed,
have taken possession of Paris’
far-famed music halls, including
the Moulin Rouge, which went
talkie some time ago with the Fox
Follies. The Moulin Rouge holds
the distinction of being the first

Paris music hall to oust an estab-
lished French orchestra.
Over on the Boulevard des Ca-

pucines, the Olympic, oldest music
hall in Europe, recently went
talkie. Only last week 500 musi-
cians were thrown out of work in
Paris, alone. It has been predicted
that before the season gets well
under way three-fourths of
France’s movie musicians will be

. 240 SEAT THEATRE
CONVERTED TO SOUND

L. C. Pearson of the
Northern Electric (kmi-
paiiv. wliicli is llie Canadian
offspring’ distributing West-
ern Electric Sound Systems
in the Ifoniinion, receives
credit for bringing in a
contract for an installation
in what is believed .to be
the smallest theatre in the
world. Tlie house is the
Crescent at Teniiskaming,
Quebec, and seats ilO. It

is patronized almost en-
tirely by employees of a
pulp and paper company
whose plant is located
there.

(Continued on page 2)

Mayor Emphatically Denies
He's to Join Fox Films

TWO NEW ASSOCIATE

PRODUCERS APPOINTED

AT UNIVERSAL CIH
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Erwin

Gelsey and Robert Harris have
been appointed as associate pro-
ducers at Universal City. Gelsey
,/as tormerly scenario editor for

Paramount. Harris, former scen-
ario editor-in-chief for M-G-M,
will have supervision over the
Universal scenario department at

the Coast, in addition to being an
associated producer. Production

(Continued on page 3)

W. E. PilSSES PEAK
OF BRITISH SERVICE

I

LONDON, Oct. 11. — Western
Electric has gone over the peak
|in its installations of sound ap-
paratus in the British Isles and
is reducing its stall. The com-
pany has vacated its auxilliary of-

fices at Inveresk House, most of

(Continued on page 3)

IJETTA GOUDAL TO VlfED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Oct. 11—^Jetta Goudal will be married to-

night in Yuma, Ariz., to Harold
Grieve, Los Angeles interior deco-
rator, friends announced today.

Their honeymoon will be a
motor trip back to California in

the vicinity of picturesque Monte-
rey. The couple m.et when Miss
Goudal forsook pictures for in-

terior decorating recently.

George Eastman, head of East-
man Kodak Company, yesterday,
according to cable dispatches
from Stockholm, has offered $1,-

O'OO.OOO to the City of Stockholm
for a municipal dental hospital

for poor children. The gift will

be accepted, it was indicated by
the City Council.

HONOR RUTH ROLAND

George W. Weeks, for Sono Art-
World Wide, has issued invitations
to a luncheon in honor of Ruth
Roland, star of “Reno”, to be

given tomorrow noon at Sardi’s

Restaurant on West 44th Street.

STROHEIM TO COAST

Eric von Stroheim has left for

Hollywood to prepare for the film-

ing of “Blind Husbands”, which

will be his first talking picture

for Universal.

Mayor Walker, Saturday, denied
any intention of resigning the
mayorality to accept a position in
Pox Film legal department.

It was reported in a trade paper
that Mayor Walker had definitely
decided to resign on or about Jan.
1, to join the Fox forces.

On Saturday the Mayor said:

(Continued on page 2)

F. N. TO PRODUCE
A. RICHMAN’S ‘AMBUSH’

First National announced that
one of the first pictures to go
into production when the studio
resuniies operation late in Decem-
ber will be “Ambush.” from the
play by Arthur Richman. Screen
rights to “Ambush” have just

been purchased from the Theatre
Guild. No plans for casting and
direction have yet been made.

GEORGE EASTMAN OFFERS $1,000,000

FOR DENTAL DISPENSARY IN SWEDEN
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MAIN STREET

That kid brother of Vic McLag'-
leii, the big Fox comic, is on the

JJig iStem, fresh from Jonh Bull’s

country * * * jjjg brother, t’lif-

l(»rd, by name, is going to adorn a
legit show, now in the tryout statu

somewhere in the i>rovieiiccs * * *

why don’t Thira buy Deuces Wild
for Clara (Blackjack) IToiv * * *

Buddy Ttogers and his ma are on
the high seas * * » wonder if he
took his saxaplioiie * * * ]jg

and someone is thronn overboard
to the sharks you’ll know who it

is
* * * whatever became of 'I'rader

Horn, the talkie, not the fellow
with whiskers * * * you know
that Mickey Veilaii used to be one
of Mack Sennett’s Keystone cops
* * * and (lloria Swanson one of

Mack’s original bathing girls * * 4=

•tl! freight trains running east
from Hollywood are filled with
song writers * * * so are the upper
births on the busses * * * jf,. jbg
seven-year-songwriter pest now,
not the seven-year-locust that is

worrying Kansas farmers * * »

Will Hogers has put his John Han-
cock to a new' Fox pact * 4= * things
I never knew before (with apolo-
gies to Winchell) that all movie
actresses are graduates of finish-

ing schools * * * that all gam.bling
concessions in the IToaring For-
ties are adding extra dealers to
their blackjack games in anticipa-
tion of Clara (Boost’em) Bow’s ar-
rival * * * remember when Sidney
Olcott took Clara Kimball Young
and JTaurice (Matinee) Costello to
Ireland to shoot ’em * * * what-
evei- became of Wally Van * * *

and Lillian (Dimples) Walker *

did you know that VVelforil (Spec-
tator) Beaton was a brother of
K.C.B. * * * they’ve now got Hoiv-
ard (Air Ki»ic) Hughes tieing up
with Bill (no mustache) Fox * * *

Jimmie Walker says no to that
E’ox rumor * * * rememlier when
Caruso sang a silent * * *

George M. Cohan shot 45 minutes
fi'om the Big Stem * * as Am(»s
'll’ Andy w'ould chirp * * *

bring that up * * * ^|| is

still causing a lot of noise around
tliese parts * * * fjou’t the
neivsreelers shoot one of those
I/ittle Italv nuptials in Greenwich
Village * * * ti^gy have floats and
everytliing.

SEEN AND HEARD
IN DARK PLACES

By J. L. K.

“LADY OF THE LAKE”
(FitzPatrick)

Scott’s old classic in rhyme has
been shot as a silent in its actual
locale in Scotland by James A.

FfitzPatrick. To be up to the
minute the producer called in

RCA Photophone and synchroniz-
ed its less than five reels. Percy
Marmont whom America’s fans
will remember as the star of Fox’s
“If Winter Comes’’ in the siient

days, bobs up in this one as James
PitzJames. Lawson Butt, also a
former silent artist, is in it. The
balance of the cast is Scotch or

English, we’re not sure which.
It has been produced as a Scotch-
man would be expected to produce
a picture, cheaply. It follows
closely Scott’s epic. The action
is pretty nearly all out-of-doors.

The story drags at times and no
particular attention has been paid
to furnishing props commensorate
with the ancient times in which
the action takes place. For in-

(Coiitinued from page 1)

out of w'ork, the total numbering
several thousands.

As an outcome of this situation

it is freely predicted here that be-

cause of this situation the end of

free admittance of American mu-
sicians, professional and non-pro-
fessional, who have come into

France in great numbers as or-

chestra groups, will come.

Here in France all foreigners
employed in any capacity are re-

quired by law to obtain a w'orkers
permit. As a result of this and the
unemployment situation here the
Minister of Labor, it is understood,
is seriously considering the step
of denying foreigners this privi-

lege. It is within the Minister’s
discretion to either deny or give
the privilege. If the step is taken
hundreds of American musicians
now' playing in night clubs and
other resorts W'ill be thrown out
of work

LEGIT THEATRES TAKE
PATHE FEATURE LIST

William Brandt has closed w'ith

Pat he for its 1930-31 features to
be shown in the Brandt circuit of
legitimate theatres on Sundays
The circuit comprises the Wind-
sor in the Bronx, Carlton, Jamai-
ca and Brandt’s Flatbush, Brook-
lyn.

JACK KENNEDY CAST
Jack Kennedy, stage actor, who

has been featured lately in a
Ties of Pathe short subjects, and

also appeared in a principal role
of “The Big House”, has been en-
gaged to play with Paul Hurst in
Hurst’s second short prize fight
picture for Tiffany, “De Woild
Champeen.”

stance, a beautiful steamer rug is

used by Roderick Dhu to cover
his kilted self by the camp fire.

A brave attempt has been made
to give the production every sem-
blance of a 100 per cent talker
but—no dialogue is heard except-
ing that in the song numbers
where you will find fighting high-
landers, on the warpath, singing
operatic tunes in trained operatic
voices. It doesn’t ring true—not
if you insist upon the suggestion
that is given in the first flash

—

an opera company singing. Dole-
ful music runs along with most
of the action. The leading woman
has been given an RCA voice
which doesn’t exactly synchronize
with the movements of her lips.

To see Percy Marmont and his
leading woman walk through
nearly five reels moving their lips

with no word being heard and
then to suddenly have the woman
burst into song—^well—it is like

trying to drink water from a
desert mirage.

CONRAD NAGLE SIGNED
FOR U’S “HALF GODS”

Conrad Nagel, whose latest is

“A Lady Surrenders” Universal
Special, w'as signed yesterday for

the leading male role in “Half
Gods”, the Sidney Howard play
which will be brought to the
talking screen by Universal this

season under the direction of Ho-
bart Henley.

Nagel has been on a vacation in

New' York since finishing the John
Erskine story and was summoned
back yesterday by Carl Laemmle,
Jr for “Half Gods.” Genevieve
Tobin, as already announced, will

play the chief feminine role.

FOR SAFE
MOTION PICTURE AND “STIUU”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us adjvised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

UOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary - stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY. Exhibitors DAILY RE-
"VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street.

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre: trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business an ad in
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the service of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to do,
and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW. I

AT THE THEATRES

JVEW SHOWS
Capitol
Those Three French Girls

Globe.Half Shot at Sunrise
Roxy ... Up The River
Paramount Heads Up
Strand Sinners’ Holiday

2ii(l RU>’S & HOLDOVERS
Beacon Moby Dick
Rialto What A Widow
Rivoli Whoopee
Hipnodrome All Quiet
Ger>’'"-3 M. Cohan Atlantic
Winter Garden Office Wife

LONG RUNS
Gaiety Hell’s Angels
Criterion ..

Central
Hell’s Angels

Abraham Lincoln
Hollywood. .Outward Bound
Warner Old English
Astor The Big House

MAYOR WONT JOIN

FOX FILM STAFF
(Continued from page 1)

“There is nothing to it. Such an
offer has not been submitted to

me. I have no intention of resign-
ing the mayoralty for any reason
w'hatsoever. I emphatically deny
the story.”

Earlier in the week the Mayor
denied printed reports that he was
scheduled to join the Hays organ-
ization.

56 CANADIAN THEATRES
BOOK “PARLEZ VOUS”

One of the biggest bookings re-

corded for a two-reel comedy was
made yesterday when the Fam-
ous Players Canadian Circuit
signed up for the Universal-Slim
Summerville hit, “Farlez Vous,”
to play fifty-six theatres in On-
tario.

AMES, DUNN, SIGNED
FOR COLUMBIA STORY

Robert Ames and Josephine
Dunn have been signed for Co-
lumbia’s “Madonna of the Streets,”

adapted from W. B. Maxwell’s the
“Ragged Messenger.” John Rob-
ertson is directing. Evelyn Brent
is featured. It will mark Miss
Brent’s first appearance under
her new Columbia contract.

EXHIBITORS AND
ORGANIZATION

(Continued from page 1)

try in acclaiming the fine prog'

ress which has been made and the

advance toward a completion of

a program of constructive policies.

An open forum is to prevail and

a four-square handling of the

convention’s deliberations is as-

sured.
* * *

WE expect to see the largest

and most representative turn-

out in the history of exhibitor

conventions, because this is to be

a real one.

American Musicians^ Jobs

Threatened in France
<>
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DRINKWATER’S LAEMMLE ROOK

TO RE FINISHED THIS MONTH
^

DISPLAYS FOR “DAWN

PATROL” IN MONTREAL

Brilliant military and air dis-

plays in connection with the en-

gagement of “The Dawn Patrol,”

the First National and Vitaphone
aviation epic starring Richard
Barthelmess at the Palace The-
atre, Montreal, were of great

value in putting this picture over
for one of the most successful

bookings in the history of the

city. These and the other dis-

plays were arranged hy George
Rotsky, manager of the Palace.

A hundred percent tie-up was
arranged with the Canadian Naval
and Military authorities. The
mayor of Montreal and all the

leading officers in that part of

Canada attended the opening per-

formance of this picture, dealing
with the adventures of members
of the Royal Air Forces during
the World War.

Military parades took place
each night during the engage-
ment of the picture . On the open-
ing day there was a display of

five fighting planes in battle form-
ation in the sky above Montreal.
Spectacular stunts were perform-
ed. This particular feature was
arranged with the Montreal Light
Aeroplane Club.

Extensive billings throughout
the city, trailers, newspaper
stories and advertisements all

contributed to the success of “The
Dawn Patrol.”

The Marquee and lobby displays
were generally agreed to be, in

all probability, the most effective

ever shown in a Montreal theatre.

On top of the marquee was a war-
time plane poised for a nose dive.

The lobby and marquee were
lavishly decorated with flags and
bunting. On the opening night
fireworks were sent up from the
theatre roof.

WASHINGTON PREMIER
FOR 0. MOORE FILM

A personality new to tlie

screen altlioncji famous for

years in stage circles will

he introduced to hicture-
goers when “A Lady’s
.Morals,” starring Grace
M<H)re, will have its world
jn'eiiiicr .Saturday evening
at the Colunihia Theatre,
Washington, I). C.

IN FIGHT FILM CAST

Charlotte Merriam has been
added to the cast of the Tiffany

short feature of prizefighting, “De
Woild Cham'peen,” second of the
series in which Paul Hurst is fea-

tured. Nita Martan has the fem-
inine lead opposite Hurst.

Casting is under way on the Big
4 all-talking Western “Red Fork
Range,” which is to star Wally
Wales, with Ruth Mix, famous
daughter of Tom Mix, in the fem-
inine lead. Bud Osborne, Lafe
McKee and George Gerwin, who
have just completed roles in

"Breed of the West” for this pro-
ducing company, have been retain-

ed for this film on which shoot-

ing will begin shortly.

TO PLAY WITH ‘SLIM’

Slim Summerville has a new
leading woman, Renee Marvelle,

in the third of his Universal short
reel comedies, “Up in Arms.”

“00 LA LA” THIRD
SUMMERVILLE COMEDY
“Oo La La” will be the third

Slim Summerville short reel

comedy for Universal, in which

Renee Marvelle, who scored in

“Hell’s Angels” will make her
first appearance as Slim’s leading
woman.
Eddie Gribbon continues as the

top sergeant. Slim’s rival. Harry
Edwards is directing and Edward
Kaufman is supervising. The
story is by James Mulhauser.

DALLAS.—^A. A. Ward, service

Manager in Dallas for Western
Electric, received a call while he

was on tour, to install a new
drive in the equipment at the
Princess Theatre, Tucumcari, New
Mexico. When he reached the
.neatre. however, the new part
which had been shipped by train,

had failed to arrive. Investiga-
tion showed that the train had
been held up by a wreck 62 miles
away. With full authorization
from A. Hurley, manager of the
Princess, Ward made the emer-
gency race to the wreck by motor,
secui’ed the release of the new
drive at the scene and sped back
to the theatre to have the part
replacement made in time for the
opening.

LONDON, Oct. 11.—Carl Laem-
mle is expected in Loudon short-
ly to visit John Drinkwater, who
is writing the Universal presi-
dent’s biography. The author an-
nounced last week that the biog-
raphy had passed the half-way
staee and should be in the hands
of the publishers by the end of
October.

It is understood here that
Heiuemann will bring out the
work and that it is scheduled to
appear next February when Mr.
Laemmle will celebrate his
twenty-fifth year in the film in-

dustry.

NEW PRODUCERS
AT UNIVERSAL CITY

(Continued from page 1)

assignments for Gelsey and Harris
will be announced shortly.
The addition of these two

brings the staff of Laemmle’ Jr.’s

associate producers up to six. The
others are E. M. Asher, Albert
DeMond, Harry Garson and Arthur
Unger.

W. E. PASSES PEAK
OF BRITISH SERVICE
(Continued from page t)

the larger cinemas having been
wired.
An official of the American

company has declared, however,
tliat it is preparing for another
sales peak with its portable pro-
jector. For this reason it is limit-
ing its staff reductions to two per
cent.

Train Wreck Fails to Halt
W* £ Service Man^s Work
BIG 4 CASTING

THIRD WEEK FOR
“LADY SURRENDERS”

“A Lady Surrenders,” Univer-
sal’s special with Conrad Nagel,
Genevieve Tobin, Basil Rathbone,
and Rose Hobart, has been held
over for a third week at the Stan-
ley, Philadelphia. The picture is

also being held over at the Woods
Theatre. Chicago.

^oiet

130 WEST49™ ST.
NEW YORK-

600 ROOMS-DAILY RATES
SINGLE ROOM—adjoinlcg $'y

bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOM— adjoin- $2
ing bath and shower . . I?

SINGLEROOMwith private $ 2 *50
bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOM with pri- S'! CQ
vate bath and shower . .

Our$2.oo
Rooms
always

available

ixix) I ’•W Itlxu
I I'f’Mi’Bia.I'TiT'I'l

fl ’n II i

Special
weekly rates

Phone
Bryant 8000

Hollywood Gossip
— By RAY MURRAY

Barbara Kent, leading lady of

Harold Lloyd’s newest comedy,
"Feet First,” will be undertaking

her first trip to Europe when the

?.omedy is being shown soon on
Broadway and elsewhere. Miss

Kent is taking her mother and
rother to England for the Christ-

mas holidays. Barbara and her

irother were born in Canada,
nit her parents are natives of

England and this is the first time
he children will have seen their

Unirlish grandparents, aunts,
aides and cousins.

To be the stage or screen child

rf Louise Closser Hale, veteran
1 dress featured in “The Princess
aid the Plumber” by Pox Films,

s almost equal to a key to fame,

luring her long career Miss Hale
'ras “mothered” players who are
low celebrities. Among them are

Frederic March .Chrystal Herne,
ludolph Schildkraut. Violet Kem-
ble Cooper and Grant Mitchell.

Sound Stage No. 6 on the RKO
Tadio Pictures’ lot takes on a'l

appearances of a newspaper plant

ibout to expand from the pioneer
to the modern small-city class.

Mechanics are dismantling the
small hand-press vrith which Yan-
cey Cravat started the Osage
“Wigwam” in the story of “Cim-
arron” and are assembling in its

place a standard cylinder press
such as most country weeklies
use to this day.

Three months ago the casting
office at a big Hollywood studio
sent out a call for beauties. Girls

who would look attractive in lin-

gerie were sought—and ten
found and signed for the much-
talked-about locker room scene in

(he picture, “Follow Thru.” When
the sequence was projected for

studio executives, something made
every eye seek out one girl. Her
name was Frances Dee. Just
about this time, Paramount was
looking for a leading woman for

Maurice Chevalier’s new pri.'

tion, “Playboy of Paris.” The
Chicago girl was remembered and
given a test. She won out and
became Hollywood’s newest Cin-
derella. Now it has come about
that today B. P. Schulberg, man-
aging diretdor of production for

Paramount, awarded Miss Dee a

long-term contract.

SCREEN BURLESQUE

“Under the Cock-Eyed Moon,”
now in the cutting room, is the
secon dijurlesque, to be written
by Bob Carney and Si Wills, com-
edy team featured in Pathe come-
dies. The two comedians recent-
ly penned and played in “One
Nutty Night,” a take-off on murder
mystery pictures.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
(Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chickering 2729
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EXHIBITORS SHOULD TREAT SHORTS MORE SERIOUSLY”

Terry Ramsaye Urges

Recognition of Impor-

tance of Such Subjects

On Theatre Programs

“The public is more interested

in the short subject than the pro-

ducer.”

This was Terry Ramsaye’s

opening shot in giving to a repre-

sentative of this newspaper his

observations on the market now,

as compared to the days of the

sileiits.

Because Terry Ramsaye has

been in closer touch with shorts

and newsreels than any other man

in the industry, and over a longer

period of time, this newspaper

considers his opinion worth some-

thing. Terry, who gets out Ba-

the's Audio Review, and has made

a pretty good job of it, is no

Poliyanna when it comes to look-

ing facts in the face and acting

accordingly. After opening with

the above observation he went on:

“The policy of the buyer plays

a big role in bringing about a

condition in the shorts market

that I call deplorable. A big

market for shorts is discouraged.

“The reason lies in the manner

in which shorts are bought, like

so many necessary evils, in most

cases.
“Shorts still are bought as they

were in the silent days, just as

a matter of form—to complete

the standardized program.

“How many times do you find

buyers looking at shorts befoie

they buy them. They look at

features, and look at them pretty

closely before they buy. Not so

with shorts.

“You cannot place shorts in a

catagory and sell them as you

would peanuts in a bag. To my
way of reasoning shorts are just

as important as any feature shown
in the theatre. The buyer doesn’t

reason that way, and because of

this the shorts market is no where
near the prominent place it should

occupy in our screen entertain-

ment.' It, the market, is just about

as low as it could get and still

function as phase of the motion

picture field.

“Letters I receive, daily, lots

of letters, are more than 99 per

cent the opinions of motion pic-

ture patrons. I seldom receive a

letter from a theatre owner or

distributor.

“I cite the reception of these

FOX N.L THEATRES
BOOK COLUMBIA FILMS

Officials of Columbia Pictures

yesterday closed a deal whereby

the Fox New England theatres

chain will show in the de luxe

houses of this territory Colum-

bia’s Superior Twenty features

and short subjects.

Among the theatres the prod-

ucts will be exhibited are Palace

or Poll, Meriden; Palace, Water-

bury; Capitol, Palace, Hartford;

Palace, Bijou and Hyperion, New
Haven and Palace, Majestic and

Globe, Bridgeport.

NITA MARTAN CAST

Nita Martan will play opposite

Paul Hurst in his latest two-reel

fight pictures on the Tiffany pro-

gram, “De Woild Champeen.”

letters only to prove my point

—

that the theatre owners and dis-

tributors take very little interest,

if any, in short subjects. The
public is intensely interested.

“I maintain that anything in

which the public is intensely in-

terested demands the interest of

ihe industry.

“You have to look at anything

lo know what it’s all about—that

goes without saying. They don’t

do it in buying shorts. ‘Well, it’s

just another short,’ the average
buyer will say and let it go at

that. He realizes he has to have
shorts and takes the easiest way
to get them.

“Another point — the worse
thing the producer of a short and
especially a short purporting to

be a newsreel, can do is be or-

iginal. I have discovered that.

Ideas are taboo. Show them
.Niagara Falls and the White
House and they’re satisfied.

“I repeat—the shorts market
should be taken as seriously as

the feature market because the
public demands shorts. If they
didn’t the newsreel theatres
couldn’t do business.

“It’s deplorable the manner in

which the buyer accepts the busi-

ness of obtaining shorts. Plntil

the industry, itself, takes the

shorts market seriously, it will

remain on the present low level.

I insist that shorts cannot be

bought in the same haphazard
way they were in the silent days.

Sound has added a lot to pic-

ures, in general, and the shorts
are no exception.”

CHIMP COMEDIES CLICK

IN CANADIAN DISTRICT

Tiffany’s Joe Chimp talkers are
booked heavily in the Canadiaii
territory according to reports by
Harold L. Pfaff. district manager,

there. The second Chimp comedy
“The Blimp Mystery” is showing
in 17 houses the current week, in

Ontario. Pfaff reported yesterday.

ROCKNE FIL.M

AT GLOBE

“Flying Feeti,” the first

subject of the Knute
Jtoekne pictures to' be re-

leased by Pathe is current
on Broadwov at the Globe
Theatre, which lias con-
tracted to show the coin-

plete series of these sub-
jects as issued.

JAMES WHALE BACK
ON TIFFANY LOT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Occu-
pying an office stacked high with
manuscripts of plays, books and
original stories, James Whale, di-

rector of the war film, “Journey’s
End,” has established himself at

the Tiffany studios in Hollywood.
Whale recently signed a contract
with Tiffany, and returned to Hol-
lywood this week to prepare for

his first production under the new
agreement.
He bears the distinction of be-

ing the only director who estab-
lished himself in the big-league
rating on his first effort. Whale
lias made no choice yet of his first

story, and has read over thirty.

COLUMBIA TRANSFERS
BAKER TO ST. LOUIS

Will Baker, former short sub-
ject sales manager of Columbia’s
Chicago branch, has been appoint-
ed manager fo the company’s St.

Louis exchange, replacing A. R.
Dietz, resigned.

MORE FIRST RUNS FOR

“INDIANS ARE COMING”

Universal’s serial, “The Indians

Are Coming”, first ever to play

the Roxy and Broadway first run,

yesterday was booked into four

houses of the RKO Circuit in im-

portant keys: the Strand, Cincin-

nati; Majestic, Columbus; Strand,

Dayton; and the Empress, Grand
Rapids.

Publix recently booked this

chapter-play in five neighborhood

theatres in Detroit, following first

run at the RKO Temple Theatre

in that city.

TECHNICAL WEDDING

Constance Bennett and Kenneth
MacKenna were united in a screen
wedding last week with a real
justice of the peace on hand to

see that the thing was done prop-
erly. The civil ceremony was
performed on a sound stage at

the Pathe studios in Culver City,

as part of Miss Bennett’s new
starring picture, “Sin Takes a
Holiday.”

BATCHELLER TO COAST

George R. Batcheller, president
of the Chesterfield Motion Picture
Corp., has left for California,
where he will lay production
plans for the all-talking melodra-
ma, “The Midnight Special,” a
railroad picture. This will be the
fourth of Chesterfield’s' 100 per
cent talkies.

42^- 43"* Streets West of Broadway
A New and Better Hotel for Times Square

Not alone new in construction and

equipment, but new in conception of

service and comfort to its guests. Di-

rected by S. Gregory Taylor, who has

made such enviable successes of the

Hotels Montclair and Buckingham.

Single Roems
with tub ond shower

»3/4c.H5
Double Rooms

with tub ond shower

*4/5 O.J *6
A few terraced rooms and suites,

exceptionally large closets, on
an attractive monthly basis.

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Entrances on 42nd and 43rd Sts.

CENTRAL UNION BUS TERMINAL
LOCATED IN THE DIXIE HOTEL BUS CONNECTIONS FOR ALL POINTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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Prepare for

a Sensation!

A RECENT survey of the mo'

tion picture theatres of the

United States demonstrated the

heavy preponderance of indepen^

dent or unafEliated houses over

the theatres included in the cir-

cuits, and farther evidenced the

falsity of the year’s old legend of

monopoly.
« * •

The monopoly story began

when the old Patents Com'
pany entertained the idea that it

had the picture industry by the

neck. Then came the pay'off on

that situation and the Patents

Company dissolved in the mists

and was gone.
« * *

rpHE next monopoly story ar'

rived when producers and

distributors began to acquire the'

atres. The basic reason was a

determined effort to avoid a hold''

up and lock'out policy foolishly

entered into by an exhibitor

minority. Once they began to

buy theatres they began to like

the idea, but with all their pur'

chases they never approached a

thirty percent ownership or ci'H'

trol, near or remote of the the'

atres of the country.
* * *

^T^HEN blossomed the story of

the Monopoly and Domina'
tion by the Electrics. The sound
device groups were to swallow up
the art and industry and all

would be in tune with a mechani'
cal age. We are not concerned
with the ambitions, real or rumor^
ed, of any group or combination
in this regard because only yeS'

terday we saw a new recording

and reproducing device that is so

amazing, so overwhelming in its

character, quality and scope, that

it will make any sound monopoly

(Continued on page 2)

KATZ CITES HOOVER SPEECH AS POINTING

REASON FOR INDUSTRY TO RE OPTIMISTIC

HARTFORD MAJESTIC

WINS “RESTRAINT”

PRODUCER SUIT

HARTFORD, Conn., Oct. 13.—
Judge Warren Burroughs of the
United States District Court has;

tiled his opinion upholding the re-

straint of trade charge in the suit

of the Majestic Theatre against
the Pox Corporation, the United
Artists Corporation, the Vitagraph

(Continued on page 2)

BRUNET RETURNS FROM
EUROPEAN TOUR

Henry P. Brunet, manager of

exchange operations, returned
this week from a two months tour
of Columbia’s European offices

where he adapted to foreign use,
the accounting and distributing
system used by the company in
America. Brunet’s visit to Lon-
don, Paris and Berlin to install
the company’s systems was
brought about through the rapid
expansion of Columbia Pictures
in foreign fields.

Publix Executive Asserts Para’s Organization Has
Divested Itself of All Superficialities and Accen-

tuates Fact That Company Sees Only Bright Future

Ahead

CLARA BOW ON WAY
A large consignment of Holly-

wood talent under contract to
Paramount is now en route to the
East. Clara Bow and Stuart Er-
win are aboard a train taking
them to New York, where they
are to appear in Manhattan scenes

(Continued on page 2)

TALKIES
00 DEMOCRATIC

The Democratic cam-
paign manag'ers are using
tile talking picture to a
wide extent tliis year. The
organization has several
sound equipped trucks
which are playing short
stands all over the city

every evening, showing
sound pictures of various
candidates presenting their
political issues to whom-
ever is within the range of

the loud speakers.

’’v" Sam Katz, Paramount-Publix ex-
ecutive, sees encouragement in

President Hoover’s address, made
recently, at the American Bankers’
meeting in Cleveland. Katz said:

“In the addresses made by Tres-
ident Hoover before the American
Bankers’ Association and the
American Federation of Labor, he
presented the reasons and facts of

world and national economics as
they exist today. From the facts

he offered, the conclusion is that
is every reason for optimism. Es-
pecially is this time in Publix.

“What has happened is that
from a tempo of over-expansion
and over production, the world is

assuming the steady, progressive
pace of normalcy. Just as the

(Continued on page 10)

PUBLIX WILL OPEN 27 THEATRES

BETWEEN NOW AND XMAS HOLIDAYS

COLLEEN MOORE OFF
ON STAGE TOUR

Colleen Moore has gone on the
road with a legitimate play, “On
the Loose,” produced under the
direction of Arch Selwyn. Colleen
plays the role of an entertainer
who wants to get away from it all

and finds her escape in a romance
with a rich youth.

WORK UNDERWAY ON
AMUSEMENT CENTER

Work on the huge RCA-Rocke-
feller amusement center in the
area bounded by Fifth and Sixth
Aves., and Forty-eighth and Fifty-
first Sts., is well under way.
Wrecking crews are exceptionally
busy razing buildings in the ter-
ritory and to date about forty old-
fashioned private homes have been

(Continued on page 7)

SINGER SUES PATHE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Mary
Lewis, opera star, has filed suit
for $22,.‘i00 against Pathe, claim-
ing that the company, after pay-
ing her $2,500 on her sound re-
corded picture contract df la‘st

spring, has refused to go ahead
with the making of the film.

B. B. Buchanan, of Paramount-
Publix construction department,
announces that between now and
the Christmas Holidays, 27 the-
atres now under construction for
Publix will be in operation.

The current month will find

two openings—Arcadia, in Enid,
Okla., which opened Friday, last;

Oriental, Mattapan.
Openings of a Paramount in

Nashville, Tenn., and Lynchburg,
Va., are tentatively set for Nov.
15, and of the Paramount in
Helena, Ark., for Dec. 24.

Of theatres under construction

(Continued on page 6)

EARLE THEATRE TESTS
VAUDEVILLE ACTS

Tiiree and four-unit acts of
vaudeville are being featured at
Warner Bros. Earle Theatre,
Washington, D. C., in conjunction
with the regular Vitaphone spe-
cials shown. This is an innova-

(Continued on page 6)
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MAIN MREET

.Jack Francis who is piloting

JoJin Wayne, of Big Trail fame, on

his first visit to the Big Stem,

is one of the old Morning Tele-

graph crowd * * * Jetta Boudal

has gone to the altar with an

interior decorator * * * Tainiar

Lane refers to “such prominent

stars as Greta Garbo and Kudy
Yallee” in his summation of the

ail ana sundry in the fillum busi-

ness * * * since when was Iludy

a prominent star * * * we ask you,

Talmar * * * Tallulah Bankliead

who has been setting dear ol’

London on its ear is to do a talkie

* * * she^s decided it * * * did

you know that Harold Lloyd sings

in his latest funmaker * * * Clau-
delte Colbert and JN’orinan Foster
are hubby and wifie * * * remem-
ber when Louis flayer was an ex-

hibitor up in Beantown * *

Jiiiiiuie, the open-handed young-
ster lingers JNeilsoii has making
contacts, v/ill be president some
day * * * or a damn’d good p.a.
* * * Columbus Day seemed to

be a hunch to play gold * ** Big
Stein missed ’em yest. * * * won-
der where Jim Tully keeps him-
self in the Big Town * * * he’s

here somewhere * * * Dorothy
Lee the cutie in Half Shot at Sun-
rise, is getting a lot of notice on
her good looks * * * did you know
Adoljihe Jleiijou speaks five

languages * * * and John Mack
Brown, the Billy, the Kid of

M-G-M’s Realife was snatched
from Alabama’s grid eleven when
it played the Tournament of Roses
game in Pasadena * * * wonder
why the newsreelers don’t shoot
the crowds at the Battery and
Aquarium every Sabbath * * what-
ever became of Syd Chaplin,
Charlie’s big brother * * *A11
Quiet is lining ’em up at the Hip
* * * Gavin Gordon who is mak-
ing such a splurge with make-up
on M-G-M’s Culver City lot used
to be juvenile in .Jessie Bon-
stelle’s stock co. in Detroit with
Ann Harding as lead * * * yes.
he’s from .Jawgie * * * remember
when Tex Guinan was doing two-
ree! westerns * * *

Ziegfeld and Qoldtvyn
Praise Color in *Whoopee*

^
Although Technicolor has re-

ceived the praise of screen en-
thusiasts and some famous art-

ists have added their paeans to

the swelling chorus, it is doubt-
ful whether Technicolor has ever
received any praise more satisfy-

ing than that accorded recently by
Frorenz Ziegfeld, noted producer
of the Ziegfeld Follies, and by
Samuel Goldwyn, famous motion
picture producer.

Ziegfeld, in association with
Samuel Goldwyn, produced “Whoo-
pee”, completely in technicolor,
and now playing to capacity
laughing crowds at the Rivoli
Theatre in New York.

After viewing the completed
film, Ziegfeld wired to Dr. Her-
bert T. Kalmus, president of

Technicolor.

SAM KATZ DIVORCED

LAST JULY AT RENO

RENO, Nev., Oct. 13.—It was re-

vealed here yesterday by E. H.

Beemer, clerk of the local court,

that Sam Katz, Faramount-Publix

executive, was divorced last July

by Eleanora Ambrose. The court

officer said that the decree was
granted through a secret proced-

ure which permitted the suit to

be filed under a number instead

of a name.

Eleanora Ambrose Mouvet, wid-

ow and former dancing partner

of Maurice, was married to Sam
Katz, now vice president of the

Paramount Publix Corporation, on

Aug. 17, 1929, at Stamford, Conn.,

by a justice of the peace. Mrs.

Mouvet was then 24 years old and
Mr. Katz 37.

Mr. Katz’s first wife was Ida

Balaban, sister of his former busi-

ness partner, Barney Balaban.

She died in 1923.

“ ‘Whoopee’ is the first of my
musical comedies to appear upon
the screen as it appeared on the
stage. It will enable the entire

world to see a production tor

which seats cost $6.60 for less

than a dollar. Technicolor en-
ables us to transfer to the screen
the marvelous stage coloring, los-

ing none of the beauty.”
Goldwyn wired:
“Technicolor has brought out in

‘Whoopee’ all the life and color

of the gorgeous costumes and
beautiful girls, combined with the
grandeur of the scenic West. The
naturalness of Eddie Cantor in the
greatest comedy characterization
of his career, is tremendously en-
hanced by Technicolor. I con-
gratulate you.”

S-S-SH! LLOYD TO SING

IN FILM “FEET FIRST”

When Harold Lloyd appears at

the Rialto Theatre in his new
talker, “Feet First,” following the
run of Gloria Swanson in “What
A Widow,” he will expose a lurk-

ing talent of his for the first time
to the world. He actually goes
in for singing in his new produc-
tion.

However, there is no cause for

alarm. It is only for three or
four bars that he warbles. It is

done in connection with a gag
in “Feet First” that takes place
aboard the Matson liner Malolo,
on which a large part of the pic-

ture was shot in the Pacific,

marking the first time that sound
films have been taken aboard a
regular passenger steamer.
The comedian acknowledges

freely that he has no intention of
invading the province of Law-
rence Tibbett or John McCormack,
and his singing bit did not re-
quire any special voice culture.
Nevertheless the fact is incontro-
vertible that he does lay a series
of notes end to end in “Feet
First.”

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

“HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE”
(Globe)
“Roll down the red carpet . . .

here they come . . . Wheeler &
Woolsey ... in Half Shot at Sun-
rise”. This Radio picture has
laughs a plenty and the boys
have not missed a single trick
from the bag of hoke, including
“do something big—^wash ele-
phants.” There is no question
regarding the ability of these
comedians. Taking it all in all,

they make a great deal of this
vehicle and the customers accept
it,—sufficient to ensure a box of-
nce success from mouth-to-mouth
advertising. A great deal of
credit must be given to Leni
Stengel who plays Olga. Splen-
did poise, a beautiful personality,
plus diction, voice and evidently
well schooled in ballet. One thing
this- reviewer never will be able
to understand is why an actor
like George MacFaiTane should
play the role of the Colonel in a
choking manner. Yea-Ho for the
good old scene-chewing days.
Dorothy Lee as the young daugh-
ter of the dumb, boop-boop-a-
doop type, does well. Tw'o or
three of the biggest laughs were
registered by Edna May Oliver as
the wife—a thankless part play-
ed by an artist. Nevertheless— it

is great entertainment.

J. A. R.

CAST BEING ASSEMBLED
FOR NEXT OAKIE FILM

Preparations are being made
already for Jack Oakie’s new pic-
ture, to follow “Sea Legs.” The
new vehicle, as yet untitled, will
have Jean Arthur as his leading
woman. This will mark Miss Ar-
thur’s return to Paramount,
where she is undjer fcontract,
after having been loaned out
lately elsewhere.
William Morris, father of that

Chester Morris, will also appear
with Oakie.

“FINGER PRINTS” READY

PREPARE FOR A SENSATION
(Continued from page 1)

as remote as the silent monopoly
after the Patents Company was
defied and destroyed by the inde-

pendents.
• « •

^
I
''HE new principle will prove

painful to the owners of many
present patents. If properly

handled it will so reduce sound
costs as to permit larger profits

to producers and a reduction of

rental prices to theatres. It calls

for no scrapping of installed de-

vices in studio or theatre and, by
and large, is a breath taker

through the astonishing perfec-

tion of its results.

« « *

ly/TONOPOLY? Who else will

tell a funny one?

WINS RESTRAINT SUIT

(Continued from page 1)

Inc., and the New Haven Film
Board of Trade.

The theatre owners alleged that
payment for pictures was offered
in cash and refused by the de-
fendants. Unable to secure pic-
tures, they were forced to close
the theatre. The opinion upheld
a demurrer of the plaintiffs
against a special defense filed by
each of the four defendants, and
will make a trial of the case
necessary.

The Majestic Theatre charges
the defendants with forming a
combination in restraint of trade
and violating the Sherman anti-
trust laws. The charges arose in
1927 when members of the film
board of trade refused to sell pic-
tures to the Majestic Theatre un-
less a $500 bond were posted. I

Director Ray Taylor yesterday
completed production work on
“Finger Prints,” Universal all-

talking serial, with \Bdna Mur-
phy and Kenneth Harlan playing
the leads. This is the third seri-

al to be completed at Universal
City for this season’s release. In
the cast of “Finger Prints”, in ad-
dition to Miss Murphy and Har-
lan, are Gayne Whitman, Gert-
rude Astor, William Thorne, Wil-
liam Worthington, and Monta
Montague.

CLARA BOW ON WAY
(Continued from page 1)

for Miss Bow’s new starring ve-
hicle, “No Limit,” under the di-

rection of Prank Tuttle. They
are due here on Thursday. Miss
Bow and Erwin will hold rehears-
als on the train.

Charlie Ruggles is also bound
eastward, being scheduled to

make personal appearances at
Boston. He recently appeared op-
posite Miss Bow in “Her Wed-
ding Night.”

1



Women!—backbone of the nation and the nation's

theatres .... What do they want? Beautiful clothes

—

expensive furs—glittering jewels—handsome husbands

—dangerous "friends" .... They get 'em all in

"Extravagance"! Wives who spend—men-about-town

who buy—husbands who slave .... that’s the meat

of the richest raciest picture in many moons!

with JUNE COLLYER • LLOYD HUGHES • OWEN MOORE •

JAMESON THOMAS ‘Story A. P. Younger 'direction Phil Rosen*

It's the Women

Who Pay

at the Box-Office

and Theyll Pay Plenty

to See the Woman-Picture

COMING! "THE THIRD ALARM"

EPIC THRILLER OF THE DECADE!



you CAN BEAT
Any OPPOSITION 0« Earth

With FIRST NATIONAL

VITAphow
. • ^ nfiT MAftK ^

Viroohone" is the registered trade mark of

the Vitophone Corp. designating its products.

A.:



Hits! Hits! Hits! Have made First National

King of the trade. First National pictures have

swept everything before them. And the KINGS

have still to be heard from. Play square with

yourself and play First National You can lick

any opposition on earth.
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STORY CHIEF’S JOB MAINLY

'KEEPING ONE JOMP AHEAO'
.A

The job of selecting stories for

screen production by a first class

picture organization is not the

easiest in the world, according to

Jacob Wilk who, for the last

eighteen months has functioned in

that way for Warner Brothers and

First National.

"Of course we cannot do all

the selecting in the East,” he said.

"The studio knows which actors

and directors are available. All

we can no is to act as a sort of

sieve, sending them only about

500 stories out of the many thou-

sands read here. Of this 500 the

studio usually asks us to buy one

hundred a year.

“Of course the stories are

pretty well sifted out by the time

they reach me, but even so 1

have to say no four out of five

times, anyway,” quotes a writer

in the Evening Sun.

“It means trying to peek one

jump ahead of the other fellow,

trying to guess first just what
kind of story will go next. There

are plenty of good stories being

written. All this newspaper stuff

about the producers being desper-

ate for story material is nonsense.

ately. You see, 1 have children,

and I find it almost impossible
to take them to any Broadway
movie houses these days. The
pictures are far too sophisticated
for children. Yes, I do think it

a mistake. Who do you think
,a.d for pictures in the old days?
Well, not the grownups. We’re
trying to keep away from the type

of pi.ture that cannot be seen by
childrei.

“Musicals? No, not this year.

Maybe next year. The pendulum
swung too far in one direction.

Now it has swung too far in the

other. It will probably swing
back just as far.”

SIGNED FOR COMEDY

Bert Roach and Raymond Hat-

ton were signed yesterday by Carl

Laemmle, Jr. to play the featured

roles in an all-talking short com-
edy entitled “Pineapples.” It will

be directed by William Nigh.

FOR ARMISTICE DAY

Oscar K, Hanson, general
sales manager of Tiffany,

announces an unusual and
colorful short subject suit-

able for Armistice Day
ready for release—a one-
reel musical fantasie

“Jlemories” featuring Ouis-

ei)i)e Creatore and his sym-
phonic orchestra, with
Pauline Talmar as soloist.

EARLE THEATRE TESTS
VAUDEVILLE ACTS

(Continued from page 1)

tion and in the nature of an ex-

periment, according to Walter
Meyers, in charge of booking for

Warner Bros, pictures.

Should the public favorably re-

act to the vaudeville act supple-

nent to Warner Bros, features, a

new policy may be inaugurated.

Nick Ltuaa, the crooning troub-

adour, and remembered for the
manner in which he sang “Tip Toe
Through the Tulips” in “Gold
Diggers of Broadway,” is engaged
for the Earle Theatre for a week
beginning Oct. 18.

TALLULAH BANKHEAD

SIGNS WITH PARA
Tallulah Bankhead, actress who

has won distinction on both the
American and English stages, has
just been signed to a contract by
Paramount, according to an an-
nouncement today by Jesse L.

Lasky, first vice-president in

charge of production.

Miss Bankhead, who is at pres-
ent in London, where she has been
appearing successfully in “Let Us
Be Gay,” is due in this country
around January 1 to start her
first Paramount picture, the na-
ture of which has not yet been
disclosed.

The young star, who is the niece
of ex-Senator Bankhead of Ala-
bama, has achieved the most out-
standing success in London of

any American actress. After ap-
pearing here in “The Exciters” by
Martin Brown—-at present with
Paramount also as a staff writer
—Miss Bankhead went to London
and scored with Sir Gerald Du
Maurier in “The Dancers.” She
also made a hit in London in “The
Green Hat”, and has become the
idol of pit and gallery alike.

BRITISH PLAYERS
FOR “CHARLIE’S AUHT”Publix To open 27 Theatres

pure nonsense. The magazines

still manage to run pretty good

stories, don't they? The book

publishers occasionally turn out

an entertaining book, don’t they?

Of course they do. Plenty of

them. There’s far from a dearth

of story material.

"It was my idea to ask news-
paper reporters all over the coun-

try to submit stories. We have

received already a number of in-

teresting stories, and we’ve

bought two of them.
“It’s hard to say just what kind

of story will next be the vogue.

The dressed up, kid glove type of

melodrama, I should say. But
then melodrama is always popu-
lar, unless Shakespeare was all

wrong. His plays, when you boil

them down, are just melodrama.
Shakespeare was a good show-
man.
“Producers are foolish to imi-

tate big successes. Yes, I know
they continue to do so. But we
would not attempt to make a war
picture now, not after ‘All Quiet
on the Western Front.’ That will

satisfy the public with that sort

of picture for a time.
"Did ‘Disraeli’ pay for itself?

Yes, it will in the end, I think.

The company likes to turn out
that type of picture every once
in a while, likes to take a chance
on a thing like ‘Outward Bound.'
No, it’s not so much fhe prestige.

You can’t eat prestige. But in

the entertainment business you
have to take a chance.

“Yes, we have some interesting

pictures ready for release—“Door-
v.my to Hell,’ ‘River’s End’ and
‘Kismet’ among them. We have
several others planned. There’s
‘Ambush’ for instance. The The-
atre Guild produced that several

years ago. It’s an Arthur Rich-
man play with a rather unusual
slant on the relationship between
father ""h son.

“Yes, audiences are growirig un,

unfortunately. I mean unfortun-

(Coiitinued from page 1)

for the Foreign Department, the

Paramount in Halifax, Nova Sco-

tia, \H11 open Oct. 31. Contracts

have been let for the Paramount
in .Newcastle, England, and work
jn plans for Paramount theatres

in Leeds and Liverpool is pro-

grccsing.

Two new Paramount theatres,

,ne on each side of the Atlantic,

; )ened last week. These are in

Ft. Wayne, Ind., and in Manches-
ter, England. Messrs. Eugene J.

Zukor and Morris Greenberg of

the construction and maintenance
departments, are now in Europe,

attended the Manchester opening.

Policy in naming new theatres

henceforth will be to use the

name Paramount exclusively, un-

less a Paramount theatre is al-

ready in operation in the situa-

tion.

Work is progressing on theatres

BENNY RUBIN SIGNS

TO DO RKO SHORTS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Benny
Rubin has signed with Lou Brock
producer of short subjects for

RKO Radio Pictures, to star ir

an original featurette of the

“Broadway Headliners” series.

SIGNED BY FOX

At the Fox studios Zasu Pitts

has been engaged for a part in

“This Modern World,” directed by
Chandler Sprague.

Peter Cawthorne has been sign-

ed tor “The Man Who Came
Back.” in which Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell wi'l be co-starred
under the direction of Raoul
Walsh.

Clara Blandick will appear in

“Once A Sinner”, directed by
Guthrie McClintic.

in Burlington, Ver. ;
Hamilton,

O.; Middletown, 0.; Peebles Cor-
ners, Cincinnati, O. ;

Ashland,
Ky.

:
Bristol, Tenn. ; at Western

and Devon Avenues in Chicago,
and in North Platte, Neb.

Contracts have been let on the-

atres in Lawrence, Mass., and Au-
rora, 111., while finished plans
have been accepted from the

architects for theatres in Oakland,
Cal.; Fostoria, Ohio; Newburgh,
N. Y., and Glens Falls, N. Y. Bids
are being received on a theatre
in Steubenville, Ohio.

Aii'chitects are still working on
plans for theatres in Roanoke,
"Ya.; at 63rd and Wallace Avenues
in Chicago; Elyria and Mansfield,
Ohio; Wilkes Barre, Pa., and
Newport News, 'Yirginia.

Rodney McLennen and Wilson
Benge complete the cast of Co-
lumbia Pictures’ “Charley’s Aunt,”
being directed by A1 Christie. Co-
lumbia’s audible version will come
to the screen as one of the com-
pany’s.^Extended Run Giants.

McLennen and Benge represent
the purpose of Columbia to pre-
serve the color of . “Charley’s
Aunt,” by signing well known
British players to the cast. Mc-
Lennen, an Australian by birth,

attained unusual success as a
stage player in London and Aus-
tralia. ’Wilson Benge, prominent
both on the stage and screen was
recently seen in “Fast and Furi-
ous,” “Freedom of the Press,”

“Bulldog Drummond,” “A Most

Immoral Lady,” “The Untamed,”
and “This Thing Called Love.”

FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

tA^u)Q/or/ij

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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PATHE’S OWN
MAIN STREET

Pathe’s press .agent in Culver

City insists upon writing his own
personal Main Street, conflning

his activities to studio streets.

Here’s his latest put on the wires

out of Sunny California:

James Gleason and Harry
Sweet, featured comedians in Pa-

the’s “Her Man,” are aided by

Slim Summerville in providing one

of the funniest sequences in the

Havana melodrama * * * Clark

Gable, the heavy with Bill Boyd
In “The Painted Desert,” is onl>

29, but has played in 250 stage

plays * * * Knute Rockne assembl-

ed his Notre Dame pigskin squad
a week ahead of time to complete
Pathe’s football series Aesop
Fables cartoon characters go to

the North Pole in “Frozen Frolics”
* * before he entered pictures,

Wallace Fox, directing F^ithe’s

coniedy-short, “Loose Screv^^s,”

spent eight years in the navy * * *

“Breakfast in Bed,” Daphne Pol-

lard’s first two-reeler under her
new Pathe contract, is the sixth

comedy Fred Guiol has directed

for Pathe this season.

“DiOiWIY W HELL”
TO BE BELEISED SiT.

“Doorway to Hell,” the Warner
Bros, special featuring Lew Ayres

and dealing with high-stake beer

hijai,ckers, will have its general

release next Saturday. The com-

plete cast includes Lew Ayres,

Charles Judels, Dorothy -Mathews,

Leon Janney, Robert Elliott,

James Cagney, Kenneth Thomson,

Jerry Mandy and Noel Madison.

TITLES OHINGED

Title changes have been- made
for two Fox Movjletoiie 'produc-

tions.

“Oh, For A Man!” is the new
title of “The Heart Breaker”,

featuring Jeanette MacDonald and

Reginald Denny.

“The Spy” is the final title of

“Network”, featuring Kay John-
son and Neil Hamilton.

130 WEST 49^'* ST.
NEW YOR.i<.

600 ROOMS-DAILYRATES
SINGLE ROOM—adjoining $‘y

bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOM— adjoin" $2
iag bath and shower . .

SINGLEROOMwith private J "7 SA
bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOM with pri- $ a KQ
vate bath and shower -

Our$2.oo
Uooms
always

available

Special
weekly rates

Phone
Bryant 8ooo

JULES LEVY COMPLETES SURVEY

OF R. K. 0. FILM ROOKING PROGRAM

STAGE & SCREEN VETS

CAST WITH R. ARLEN

Several veteran actors noted on

stage and screen have signed to

play important roles in “Stam-

pede’,’ the new special in which
Richard Arlen will appear for

.'aramount. Claude Gillingwater,

who achieved a Broadway repu-

tation with his performance in the

footlight offering, “Three Wise
Fools”, and who has since won
fame in miotion- picitures, is To

have a principal part in this talk-

ing version of Emerson Hough’s
novel.

George Cooper, veteran heavy of

the old Vitagraph days, haa been

assigned to a typical characteriza-

tion. Another actor newly en-

rolled in “Stempede” is Ina Mac-

Laren, who won note with the

Neighborhood Playhouse in New
York with “A Romamti/j Young

Lady” and other offerings.

HOWARD TO DIRECT
“AXELLE” FOR FOX

William K. Howard, Fox
Movietone director, will

have “Axelle”, adapted
from a novel by Fierre
Benoit, as his next assign-

ment, This idcture will

be JC'lm Considine’s first

as an associate producer
for Fox Films.

LEBiRON SIGNS GORTEZ

Ricardo Cortez, one of the

screen’s foremost leading men
and whose latest hit, in “Her
Man,” is a sensation, has been

signed to a long-term contract by

William LeBaron, vice-president

in charge of production,

Warners Seek N.Y. Theatre

ForStage Production ofIllicit

Warner Bros, are seeking a the-

atre for the stage production of

-‘Illicit”, the Edith Fitzgerald and
Robert Riskin play which is be-

ing made into a Vitaphone special.

This picture is now nearing
completion in Hollywood and has
aroused high praise from those
who have witnessed it in the mak-
ing. “Illicit” is unique in that,

when accepted by Warner Bros,
it was intended to produce it first

as a play and then, following the
usual procedure, translate it for

the talking picture screen. But so
powerful was the appeal of the
play that the producers decided
to reverse matters, and to pre-

sent it instead to the public as

WORK UNDER WAY ON RCA CENTER
(Continued from page 1)

torn down. Before the founda-
tion work for the amusement
center is started a vast number
of other brownstone residences
will have been pulled down. The
total num,ber of buildings to give
way before the march of prog-
ress is 240.

The entertainment center pro-
ject Involves practically all of the
land in the territory mentioned.
One exception is on Fifth Ave. be-
tween Forty-eighth and Forty-
ninth Sts., Forty-eight St. corner
being occupied by the Collegiate
Church of St. Nicholas.

Indication of the extent of the
'nvestment in the center is indi-

cated by the fact that the block
'ront on Fifth Ave. between Forty-
ninth and Fiftieth Sts. has a cur-
ent total assessed value of $6,-

140,000, while the frontage be-
tween Fiftieth and Fifty-first is

Product Nearing Completion for Circuit Enlists Six-

teen Directors and Nearly 21,000 Actors
Jules Levy, general manager of

the RKO Film BooKiiig Depa'rt-
meiit, has ' reiurned from Holly-
wood, enthusiastic about tlie

rorthcommg product, now nearing
completion or underway for early
presentation in the Raciio-Keith-
orpueum circuit of theatres.
While ill Hollywood, Levy also
saw work begun on the coiistruc-

Lion of the $1,00U,0UU RKO lab-

oratory, planned by Joseph 1 .

Schnitzel’, which will have a
capacity of 60,UU0,0UO feet of film
a year.

'fhe most interesting plidse of
the outlook for RKO prouuct re-
ported by Levy was tne couceii-
irated effort of sixteen dijfectors

of sound picturea and the em-
ployment of nearly 21,000 dctors,
players, dancers, supernumeiar.es,
mechauics, artisans and technici-
ans of the craft, on the combin-
ed production of RKO Radio, Co-
lumbia, Universal and Bathe pic-

tures, all of which are to be seen
ill the key cities of the RKC) the-
atre system.

'

Levy reports of outstanding in-

terest, the enthusiasm with which
Amos ’ll’ Andy's first sound pic-

ture, “Check and Double Check,”
was received on the West Coast
v/here on two occasions this sen-
sational film was privateljr shown
to selected audiences during his

stay there.
Other activities at the RKO

Radio pictures studios, of timely
interest, include the screening of

Edna Ferber’s “Cimarron” under
iiie direction of Wesley Ruggles,
with Richard Dix as “Yancey
Cravat.”
BertWheeler and Robert Wool-

sey have begun work on their next
>;umiedy called “Hook, Line and
Sinker,” in which, as in “Cuckoos”
and “Half Shot at Sunrise,” Doro-
thy Lee is feaured in the comedy
cast directed by Eddie Cline.

Herbert Brenon is busily en-

gaged completing “Beau Ideal,” a
rousing sequel to “Beau Geste,”

with a notable cast.

Also, the Charles R. Rogers
unit, which distributes through
RKO Radio Pictures, is just com-
pleting the production of “Millie”,

widely read story being screened
by John Francis Dillon. This fea-

ture will raise to stardom that
interesting young actress, Helen

, i/ed'ees, whose work in “Her
Man” attracted wide attention
and comment. From here also,

will soon come “Common Law”
and “Dark Flame” with star

casts.

In the Columbia studios, Levy
saw the first screening of “Dirig-
ible,” the companion picture to

“Submarine” and “Flight”, direct-

ed by Frank Capra in Lakehurst
and Hollywood, with Jack Holt
and Ralph Graves and Fay Wray.
Also “Brothers”, with Bert Lytell,

and “The Criminal Code”, by Mar-
tin Flavin, Theatre Guild’s gold
medal play, with Walter Huston,

a picture before it would be en-

acted on the boards.

In the cast are Barbara Stan-

wyck, James Rennie, Charles
Butterworth, Ricardo Cortez,

Natalie Moorhead, Joan Blondell,

Grant Mitchell, Claude Giiling-

water.

“DARK STAR’’ PRAISEB
BY PREVIEW AUDIENCE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Dark

Star,” a M-G-M production with
Marie Dressier and :

Wallace
Beery in leading roles, was given
an ovation when previewed over
the Week-end at San Bernardino,
Calif., on the edge of the desert.

valued at $7,005,000. At the pres-
ent time most of this property on
these locations is occupied by
store and office buildings up to

12 floors in height.

As the work on the project pro-
gresses it will supply a great
number of laborers, steel construc-
tors, etc., with employment. It is

estimated that nearly 25,000 men
will be employed on the amuse-
ment site before it is completed.

It is generally understood in

radio and amusement circles that
S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel, now on a

vacation in Europe, will become
actively identified with the amuse-
ment project upon his return, and
ill all probability will not again
take up his duties at the Roxy
Theatre but devote his time to

developing ideas for the operation
of the, screen and state entertain-
ment theatre, which is part of the
enterprise. (Continued on page 10)



It’s HERE
UNIVERSAL’S MARV

PREVIEWED EASTI I

AND THE AU

and right on the heels of

A LADY
II

LUPE VELEZ LEWIS AYRES i

as Ming Toy, Chinese Love Slave, as Billy Benson, American Boy,

SURRENDERS 3 is MARVELOUS! is MARVELOUS!
now hitting

the box office highspots.

HOLDOVER in Atlanta . . .

TOP BUSINESS in Rialto.

Washington . . . CROWDS
at Keith's in Boston . . . and

sweeping on to a NEW
HIGH in RKO's Downtown, It’s a BOX-OF

Detroit.

UNIVERSAL FIRST



It’s GREAT
JS COMEDY DRAMA

>REVIEWED WEST I

ICE LOVED ITI

kRD G ROBINSON MONTA BELL'S
Charlie Yong, the Slave Buyer, direction

is MARVELOUS! is MARVELOUS!

N FEATURES! FIRST IN SHORTS/
N FIRST RUNS EVERYWHERE/

CE MARVEL!

and wait till you see

THE BOUDOIR
DIPLOMAT

with Betty Compson, Ian Keith,

Mary Duncan, Jeanette Loff

THE CAT CREEPS
with HELEN TWELVETREES,

Raymond Hacicetf, Lilyan Tashman,

Jean Hersholt, N eil Hamilton

SEE AMERICA
THIRST

with Harry Langdon, Slim

Summerville, Bessie Love
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LONDON EXPECTS PARA TO BUILD

CIRCUIT OF 4 DE LUXE HOUSES
LONDON, Oct. 13.—The London

visit of Eugene Zukor and his

manifest interest in the colossal

new London cinema, the Finsbury
Park Astoria—which is declared
to be the largest and most mag-
nificent in Europe—is strengthen-
ing the report in film circles that
Paramount is seriously thinking
of taking over the Astoria cir-

cuit.

Besides the new Finsbury Park,
this group includes the Old Kent
Road, Brixton and Streatham
Astorias. Mr. Zukor was a guest
at the recent opening of the Fins-
bury Park. He was personally
conducted on an inspection tour of

the house by A. Segal, one of the
directors of the Astoria Circuit.

Upon that occasion Mr. Segal
would neither affirm nor deny
rumors of an immediate deal with
Paramount.

“I took Mr. Zukor around the

JULES LEVY COMPLETES
SURVEY OF PROGRAM
(Continued from page 7)

Phyllis Holmes and Constance
Cummings, directed by Howard
Hawks, who staged “The Dawn
Patrol” so successfully.

‘Tol’able David,” the Joseph
Hergesheimer classic is nearing
completion under the direction ot

John Blystone, with a new
youngster who is said to be most
unusual, named Richard Crom-
well. At Columbia, work has just
started too, on a new vehicle f.r
Barbara Stanwyck and Ricardo
Cortez, directed by Lionel Barry-
more, and on Augustus Thomas’
'Arizona”, under the direction of
Victor Fleming, who won inter-
national fame with his .produc-
lions of “The Way of All Flesh”,
"Common Clay” and “The Virgin-
ian”.

At the Universal studios, “The
Cat Creeps” has just been com-
pleted under the direction of
Rupert Julian, with Helen
Twelvetrees, Lilyan Tashman, Neil
Hamilton and a large cast. An-
OLher prouu^. lOr release, is

“Boudoir Diplomat” with Betty
Compson, lap Keith, Mary Dun-
can and Jeanette Loff. Eddie
Carewe is turning out Tolstoi’s
rvesui reccion” which will be a

pretentious production with John
Boles and Lupe Velez. Monte
Bell has just finished “East Is

West”, Samuel Shipman and John
B. Hymer’s exotic story wiiich
features Lupe Velez, Lewis Ayres
and E. G. Robinson, famous char-
acter actor as “Charlie Yong.”
From the Pathe studios will

soon come Constance Bennett’s
new picture, “Love Takes a Holi-
day,” directed by Paul Stein; Ann
Harding’s newest vehicle, “Re-
bound,” directed by E. H. Grif-
fith. who created “Holiday”, and
“Painted Desert” with Helen
Tw'elvetrees and Bill Boyd, which
Howard Higgins is directing.
Twenty outstanding features in

?n are reported by Levy in this
varied and attractive group of
.screen product for early consump-
tion in the RKO theatres.

place,” said Mr. Segal. “He was
very interested. I only wanted
to show him what we could do
in this country in the theatre
building line. Mr. Zukor said that
he considered the Finsbury Park
quite up to the American stand-
ard.”

All of these Astoria theatres
have done extraordinarily good
business from the day of their
opening. They are generally re-
garded as on a par w’ith any other
circuit of four in this country,
and probably in America.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Crea-
tion of a new type of supple-
mentary music for comedies is

seen as a result of the work of
Roy Shields, musical director for
the Victor Company, in scoring
several short features at the Hal
Roach studios.
Music in w'hich the effect and

tempo shall approach that of the
movie cartoon, while avoiding any
touch of burlesque, is the aim of
Shields and executives on the
Roach lot declare that his work
marks an innovation in the tech-
nique of scoring dialogue come-
dies.

Two new season Our Gang
comedies scored, by Mr. Shields,
“Teacher’s Pet” and “School’s
Out,” are declared to be the clev-
erest dialogue films yet turned
out by this troupe of youngsters,
with the novel scoring effects
said to be responsible for much
of the sympathetic appeal of the
pictures.

Shields, w'ho was a concert
pianist before he affiliated him-
self with the Victor company, is

now making his headquarters on
the Roach lot and is at present

United States has been the first

among nations to recognize this

and adapt itself, so has Publix
been first to divert itself of su-
perficialities, in order to fully

sustain all necessities for easy,
normal progress.

“To a very large degree, Pub-
lix accomplished all that was
necessary a

_
few months ago.

Nevertheless, ' almost daily, in

every theatre and in every de-
partment, additional opportunity
occurs to improve healthful or-
ganizational conditions, and of
course corrective steps will con-
tinue to be taken.

“Definitely, I want to say to
everybody that this situation as to

operating costs is not to be taken
as reason for pessimism any-
where in Publix. In reality, it

should create optimism. Publix
needs now, and will need in great-
er number in the future,, all the
capable, intelligent, effective, en-
ergetic and loyal manpower and
brainpower that we can develop.

RUSSIAN FILM ‘SOIL’

TO BE SHOWN SOON

“Soil”, directed by Alex-
ander Dovzhenko one of the
foremost directors of the
Soviet cinenijv, will have
its American premiere in

Aew York during this

month according to the
Amkino Corporation.

MOVIE FOLK DUE

The following have left for New
York: Evelyn Laye, Sam Goldwyn
star; Marie Saxon, Myron Selz-

nick, Jules Levy, Polly Saxon and
Sam Mhrx.

scoring the latest production in

the new “Boy Friends” comedy
series. His methods are in driect

contrast to the old idea of using
a collection of miscellaneous fox

trots to carry along the theme of

a comedy. All of the new mu-
sical director’s scores represent
original compositions. He is now
assembling a substantial musicaj
library on the Roach lot—one thai

promises to rival the libraries

found in the larger studios.

“My idea is to identify each
comedy character with a musical
theme,” explained Shields. “There
should be characteristic music for

each character just as character-
istic dress. This music can’t be
obtrusive, but should help to ful-

fil the mood of the piece without
interfering in the slightest degree
wi.th the dialogue.

“In the stretches of film where
the dialogue temporarily lapses
the musical volume will be in-

creased, but in all other places it

will just be a light undercurrent
that enhances the comedy appeal
—for music can be just as funny

Even under emergencies of hasty
expansion, waste and useless im-
pediments had no reason for be-
ing. There is no justification for
them under normalcy.
“We, the officers of Paramount

Publix, are optimistic, not pessi-
mistic, about the present and fu-

ture of this company and the
personnel it contains.
“We believe in Paramount Pub-

lix more than ever. We know
our record. We know our finan-
cial standing. It is greater than
it has ever been in the past. The
readaptation of operating costs
that is ocurring is required in the
interest of good business practice,
and for the security of every em-
ployee in the company.
“At this time we are passing

through a temporary period of

changing values and confusion.
The very firm foundation upon
which the United States rests,

with its free, educated people, it?

natural resources and national re-
sourcefulness, is a permanent,
unchanging factor for optimism,”

“RIVERS END” DELIGHTS

WARNER EXECUTIVES

Warner Bros, executives have
seen the masterprint of “River’s
End”, which has arrived at the
home office and are elated with
the drama unfolded and the work
of Charles Bickford as the
mountie who gets his man and the
other man’s woman,

“River’s End” is based upon
James Oliver Curwood’s most
popular novel of the Great North-
west, and is rated as the finest
romance ever written about the
Royal Northwest Mounted Police,

“It is a picture for both men
and women,” says Sam E, Morris,
vice-president, “I expect it to be
a box-office sensation,”

Enacting “River’s End” in addi-
tion to Bickford, are Evelyn
Knapp, J. Farrell MacDonald,
David Torrence, Walter McGrail,
Zasu Pitts, Tom Santochi, and
Junior Coghlan. The direction is

by Michael Curtiz,

PATHE STUDIO BUSY
ON THREE PICTURES

A trio of specials are keeping
the story and production staff at
the Pathe Studios in Culver City
in action with President E, B.
Derr personally following through
on “Sin Takes a Holiday,” “The
Painted Desert” and “Rebound.”
“Sin Takes a Holiday,” a smart

society comedy-drama starring
Constance Bennett is in the final
stages of production with Paul L.
Stein directing. Kenneth Mc-
Kenna is leading man and the
cast includes Basil Rathbone,
John Roche, Louis Bartels, Rita
LaRoy, Kendall Lee, Murrel Pin-
ley and Fred Walton. Robert
Milton, famous stage director, and
Dorothy Cairns wrote the story
which Horace Jackson of ‘Holi-
day” and “Paris Bound” fame,
adapted. Some thirty-two elab-
orate settings are the background
of the production.

“The Painted Desert,” outdoor
special, is being made on location
in the Arizona desert where the
company headed by Bill Boyd, is
in the sixth week of production
under the direction of Howard
Higgin.

“Rebound,” Donald Ogden Stew-
art’s stage success, is in prepara-
tion for immediate production
with Ann Harding in the starring
role. Director Edward H. Grif-
fith and Horace Jackson came
East to confer with the author
on the screen version.

LEWIS AYRES FOR LEAD
IN “FIRES OF YOUTH”
Lewis Ayres, hero of “All Quiet

on the Western Front”, was as-
signed yesterday by Carl Laem-
mle, Jr., to play the leading male
role in Monta Bell’s original
story, “Fires of Youth”, which
Bell will put into production at
Universal City shortly.

This will be the second pic-
ture in which Ayres has been di-

rected by Bell, the first being
“East Is West”, recently complet-
ed, with Lupe Velez and Edward
G. Robinson sharing featured
honors with Ayres.

Expert Creates New Effects

Scoring Dialogue Comedies

(Continued on page I?)

Katz Cites Hoover*s Speech
(Continued from page 1)
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PARA’S RECORD OF 1 00 FILMS

IN 6 MONTHS AMAZES EUROPE
PARIS, Oct. 13.—Visiting film

producers from other parts of Eu-
rope make no attempt to suppress
their amazement over the achieve-

ments of Paramount at the Join-

ville studios within the last six

months. A record of one hun-
dred pictures completed within

that period they find sufficiently

astonishing, with half that num-
ber of feature length. But to

have achieved this volume of out-

pul with the use of no less than
a dozen foreign* languages repre-

sented in finished films is held to

credit the American producers

with an almost unbelievable feat.

Analysis shows that eleven fea-

tures were rendered in Spanish,

twelve in French, three in Portu-

guese, seven in Italian, four in

German, five in Polish, three in

Hungarian, and the rest divided

between Swedish, Russian, Ru-
manian, Jugo-Slavic, Czech and
Hutch. It appears that the Join-

ville system of sending the vari-

ous directors to such centres as

Berlin, Rome, Prague, etc., to re-

cruit the necessary players for

work at the Paris studios for the

three or four weeks actually

needed for production worKS veio

well.

Studio figures show that 2,989

persons are on the payroll in for-

eign lands as selling agents for

Paramount pictures. Seven huu-
areii and fifty alone care for the

French territories, while England
has nearly 500, Germany 350,

Austria almost 200, Spain over a

nundred, Poland thirty-odd, at

least fifty for Japan, nearly two-
score tor New Zealand and so on
even to such remote lands as Java.

EXPERT CREATES NEW
DIALOGUE EFFECTS

(Continued from page 10)

as words—and creates the right

atmosphere for the story.

“In general, the theory of scor-

ing comedies worked out by me
is to separate action music and
situation music, to build up a

tempo very similar in effect to the

cartoon comedy tempo, and to

identify characters and musical
themes. A character, for instance,

might attract attention by repeat-
ing a certain phrase throughout
a picture. He might gain humor-
ous interest also, and more subtly,

by a twist in the score at the
time he makes his appearance.

“Our method of scoring by this

new system is to first screen the
picture several times, timing as
exactly as possible the length of

each bit of dialogue and the
length of the action sequences.
The score usually differs in char-
acter as well as volume tor the
.silent and sound parts of the
comedy.

“All our experiments and pre-
t-c-ts lead us to feel that a

carefully gauged supplementary
score is of great help in putting
over comedy ideas and in estab-
lishing comedv characters more
firmly with the audience.”

MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
SHIFTED TO “SPIDER”

Marguerite Churchill, who had
been assigned the leading role op-
posite George O’Brien in “The
Seas Beneath,” will forego the
part to be leading lady in “The
Spider,” opposite Warner Baxter.
Henry King, who will direct “The
Spider,” is ready to begin work
on the picture sooner than expect-
ed, having finished “Lightnin’ ”,

starring Will Rogers, ahead of

schedule.

Miss Churchill’s part in “The
Seas Beneath” will be played by
Marion Lessing, recently added to

the Fox roster of players. The
part in this film, to be directed
by John Ford, calls for a girl who
speaks perfect German. Miss
Lessing has played cn the German
staee. This will be her first ap-
pearance in a feature length film.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Inaug-

urating a new feature in theatre

premiers, the Fox Wilshire The-

atre, Fox West Coast Theatres

Wilshire-Beverly district show-
house, turned its first matinee

showing into a childrens premier.

This matinee premier was held

prior to the official opening that

night. All the leading junior

members of the film colony were
in attendance and many contri-

buted their talents to the stage

fare. Miss Betty Bronson of

“Peter Pan” fame, was guest of

honor, and the whole proceedings

were broadcast over the radio in

keeping with the premier atmos-

phere.

A week before the opening a

meeting was held at the Beverly

Hills Women’s Club, attended by

prominent educators and club-

women interested in the junior

matinee movement. The propos-

ed feature picture for the chil-

drens matinee, Capt. Jack Robert-

ii’s “The Break Up”, was shown
and unanimously endorsed by all

present.

The seating capacity of the nr

PARA EXECS DUE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
first contingent of Paramount
studio officials, with Walter Wang-

pt their head, are now on their
way from Hollywood to New York.
The party is travelling in a spe-
cial car and in it are: Ernst
Lubitsch, B. P. Schulberg, Sam
Jaffe, James Wilkinson, Franklin
Hanson, Ernest Vajda, Herman
Mankiewicz, Samson Raphaelson
and Maurice Hanline.

STAkS TO APPEAR AT
MASTBAUM, PHILA.

Jloran & Mack and The
Jlarx Brothers have been
hooked for personal ap-
pearances at VVarner Bros.
iTIastbaum Theatre, Phila-
delphia.

Moran & Mack are sched-
uled for the week of Oct.
17. The Marx Brothers
will play on October ill.

LESLIE HOWARD
TO GO OH TOUR

Leslie Howard, whose reputa-

tion as a sensitive and adroit por-

trayer of character, has scored by

reason of his performance

Warner Bros.’ special, “Outward
Bound”, expects shortly to go u..

a tour with “Berkeley Square”,

in which he will be both the

principal player and the co-pro-

ducer. Later, it is expected, he

will resume his Vitaphone career.

Fox Wilshire is 2,500. The open-
ing matinee found the house pack-
ed with children, and a group of

seventy-five Beverly Hills society
and clubwomen acted as
hostesses.

This childrens matinee feature
will be a regular part of the Fox
Wilshire policy, according to man-
ager Marvin C. Park, who has
-jcen a pioneer in the mo (

NEW COLBERT VEHICLE

IN FRENCH AND ENGLISH

Claudette Colbert’s forthcoming
picture, tentatively titled “Strict-
ly Business”, will be filmed simul-
taneously in both English and
French dialogue, Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice-president in charge of
Paramount production, announced
today.

The decision to produce a
French version in America came
as a result of the welcome wdiich
France gave to the similar pro-
duction of Maurice Chevalier’s
“The Big Pond” in which Miss
Colbert, a Parisian by birth, play-
ed the feminine lead.

“Strictly Business” will be film-
ed at the company’s New York
studio where both versions of
“The Big Pond” were made and
the same plan of simultaneous
shooting of both the English and
French productions will be fol-

lowed.

With the exception of the bi-

lingual star, two complete casts
will be assembled for the dual
production. Dorothy Arzner will
direct both versions with the aid
of a French director, to be chosen
ater. on the Gallic edition. It is

robahle that all future Claudette
Colbert vehicles will be made bi-

lingually, Lasky intimated in an-
louncine: the plans for “Strictly
Business”. The decision will not
affect in any way Paramount’s
foreign production.

ELMAN TO MILWAUKEE
E. J. O’Leary, general sales

manager of Pathe, has transferred
Lou Elman, branch manager in

Des Moines, to the same post in

Milwaukee. Nate Sandler, former
salesman at the Iowa City, suc-
ceeds Elman as branch manager.

42^- 43'' Streets West of Broadway
A New and Better Hotel for Times Square

Not alone new in construction and

equipment, but new in conception of

service and comfort to its guests. Di-

rected by S. Gregory Taylor, who has

made such enviable successes of the

Hotels Montclair and Buckingham.

Single Rooms
with tub and shower

*3/4 ™d*5
Double Rooms

with tub and shower

*4/5 ond *6
A few terraced rooms and $ui(e9»

exceptionally large closets, on
an attractive monthly basts.

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Entrances on 42nd and 43rd Sts.

CENTRAL UNION BUS TERMINAL
LOCATED IN THE DIXIE HOTEL BUS CONNECTIONS FOR ALL POINTS IN THE UNITED STATES

FOX WILSHIRE OPENS
WITH CHILDREN’S SHOW
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A RISTOTLE, or some equally

wise person, said a long time

ago that it was the difference of

opinion that made horse racing.

The motion pictures eternally have

faced more than a difference of

opinion. They have been con-

fronted by a chaos of opinion, yet

'with an overwhelming majority

delighted and charmed with the

institution of the screen no matter

what its faults, shortcomings or

foibles.
*

AV TE have before us a collection

of opinions about motion pic-

tures which farther register the

fact that in every walk of life

opinions differ about the movies.

We find clergymen, for instance,

who take exception to motion pic-

tures for the same reason that they

take exception to dancing and card

playing. In other words, they re-

sent any form of human entertain-

ment or amusement. To them the

having of a good time is a sin

and naturally it cannot be ex-

pected that they ever will be

reconciled to motion pictures. An-
other minister regards motion pic-

tures as degrading because his

congregation preferred the movies
to his sermons. And yet, still

more enlightened members of the

clergy recommend pictures as the

cleanest and finest mass entertain-

ment ever devised.
* * «

OTUDENT bodies differ on the

portrayal of college life on the

screen. In a large measure they

have been tolerant of the protrayal

of highschool ideals and behavior

labeled as college ideals and be-

havior. In other words, the less

mature and sometimes wholly silly

conduct attributed to college men

SCHENCK SETS AT REST RUMOR
OF MERGERS, SALES OF U. A.

Denies Howard Hughes Has Purchased Control of

Over Outlook for Future

HOLLYWOOD Bl HE AU.—
.Idsejili M. Scheiick, presuleiif

aiid cliairiiiuii of the hoard,
Liiiled Artists, recently arriv-

ed from the New York office,

emphatically set at rest the
cue hundred and one rumors
that have been thrown hither
and thither concerning' merg-
ers. sales, et cetera.

Among items of rumor which
Schenck told newspapermen were
simply rumor and nothing else,

were

:

There will be no change of con-
trol of United Artists.

Howard Hughes or no one else

has bought United Artists.

Schenck then swung into this

(Continued on page 6)

Jay Witmark Made Head
Red Star Music Co*

<>

Company—Optimistic

"UP THE RIVER”
BREAKS RECORD

AT FOX, B’KLYN

'the E'ox Theatre, Brook-
lyn, showing “Ui» the
River,” grossed more o?i

De.toher 12 for all time
Sunday husiness than any
otlier film since that play-
house threw open its doors
late in August 1928. It

just topped “The Arizona
Kid”, also a E'ox prodne-
lion, which held the rec-

ord until this week.

FOX ELECTS

FIVE NEW

DIRECTORS

Five new members of the Board
of Directors of the Fox Film
Corp. were elected at a meeting
of tne Board yesterday. The new
directors of the company, all of

v/hom are well known in the

(Continued on l)age 2)

BUTTERFIELD BOOKS
ALL RADIO’S PRODUCT

Major and short subject prod-

uct of RKO-Radio Pictures for

1930-31 has been booked into the

entire Butterfield circuit of 80

theatres in Michigan. The deal

was closed by Jerome Safron,
Eastern division manager for

RKO-Radio and Ed Beatty, gen-
eral manager for the Butterfield

Circuit ir Detroit. The Amos ’n‘

(Continued on page 2)

“SUNNY” PLAYER SIGNS
FOR RKO VAUDEVILLE

Joe Donahue no sooner finished

a role in Marilyn Miller’s First

National “Sunny”, than he signs

for RKO vaudeville.

Columbia Pictures’ increase in

sales by October 1, 1930 amounted
to approximately .$3,000,000 more
than at the same date last year,

it was authoritatively stated yes-
terday.

Columbia has been steadily

signing up one local circuit after

another, with a record breaking
number pourimr in since October

1. Listed among the circuits are;

Greenfield Theatres and Amuse-

(Continued on page 6)

IN POLITICAL DRIVE

RCA Photophone portable sound
equipment is being used exten-
sively in recording and reproduc-
ing the campaign speeches in the

interests of the Democratic ticket,

officials of RCA announced yes-

terday.

O’KEEFE NOW PATHE
LOS ANGELES MANAGER

E. J. O’Leary, general sales

manager of Pathe, has transferred
A. J. O’Keefe, branch manager at

Salt Lake City to the management
of the exchange in Los Angeles,
replacing J. S. Stout, resigned. R.

W. Drew, former salesman at Den-
ver has been promoted to suc-
ceed O’Keefe as branch manager
at Salt Lake City.

Announcement was made yes-
terday of the appointment of Jay
Witmark, one of the founders of
the long established music pub-
lishing house of M. Witmark and
Sons, to the position of vice-presi-
dent and general manager of the
Red Star Music Company, 729
Seventh Avenue. Mr. Witmark
will assume his new duties next
Monday.

Long one of the outstanding
figures in the international music
field, Mr. Witmark remained with
the firm founded by him and his

(Continued on page 6)

“WAR NURSE” OCT. 23
AT ASTOR THEATRE

“War Nurse,” Edgar Sel-
wyn’s production for Met-
I’o - (Rildwyii - >f,ayer l»ascd
on tlie aiionyiiions novel
of tlie same name, will
have its premiere at the
Astor Theatre, Thursday
evening, Octolier 2.3.

COLUMBIA REPORTS $3,000,000

GAIN IN SALES AS OF OCT. 1

(Continued on page 2)
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MAIN STREET

Si.xteeii of Brig-liam Young’s

wives had their pitchers in the

pap, all at once * * * wonder

why the iiewsreelers don't shoot a

crop of 'em * * * they could get

,l<»e Jiiuliiick to do “greek chorus”

and tell just what each thinks of

birth control * * * Lou Baum, Hy
Dual) and Warren >'olaii fished

over Columbus Day * * * Lou

caught a fish and he’s goin’ to

have iiriyate ear made for and ex-

hibit it in competition with that

stuffed wiiale off Riverside Drive
* * * Para’s p.a. writes—-“Dixie

Lee, bride of week, has ended her

honeymoon and bone back to

work” * * * tliat’s nice * * * and
she’s been borrow'ed from Pox to

work in ‘‘Mo Limit” wdth Clara
ITiddliwinks) Bow * * * Warner
Oland than whom there is no
better Chink in grease paint, star-

ing in wmndernient at the out-of-

w(trk actors at 47th and the ave-
noo * * * Ruth Roland threw a
lunch at Sardi’s yest. * * * re-

member when Ruth was compet-
ing with Pearl (Daredevil) White
in 15 chapters * * * Rose Hohart
who stirred a lot of diist in her
first two ventures in talkies has
been signed for the stage * * *

wonder what Rin Tin Tin thinks
of as the lone defender * * * he’s

got fifteen chapters to figure it

out, whatever it is * Alison
Sliipworth wdio gets in bad with
the administrator in Outward
Bound hit the Big Stem yest. * *

she’s to rehearse for the footlights
* * * Way Bush bobbed up tother
day at one of Hollywood’s lemon-
ade i»arties * * * remember when
Wae did The Christian vdth Jfick

Dix * * * Dudley Micholas, grabbed
from the World’s editorial rooms
only a few months back is writ-
ing a lot of the big scenario shots
out of jobs in Calif. * * * why
doesn’t Para buy Lm Pops the
Devil for that Bow girl * * * re-
member when >Ir. and >Irs. Sidney
Drew' were shooting domestic
laughmakers at the old Metro stu-
dio on Sixty Foist street * * *

wonder who buys Bob Wool-
sey’s cigars * * *

M'G'M’s November Releases

Promise Real Entertainment
New starring specials with John

Gilbert and Bill Haines are
among the releases promised for
next month by M-G-M. Then
there are “War Nurse” and “Dark
Star,” two others that promise
real entertainment.
“Way for a Sailor,” which was

received enthusiastically at a re-
cent coast preview, presents John
Gilbert in a new type of charac-
terization, in a story of round-
the-world adventure. Sam Wood
directed. Leola Hyams is oppo-
site. Others include Jim Tully
and Wallace Beery. The story is

an adaptation of Albert Edward
Wetjen’s novel of the same name,
with dialogue by Laurence Stall-
ings, W. L. River and Charles
MacArthur.
“Remote Control,’-’ an adnpta-

tion of the Broadway play is Wil-
liam Haines’s offering directed by
Edward Sedgwick. Mary Doran is

opposite with Charles King, John
Miljan, Polly Moran, J. C. Nugent,
Wilbur Mack, Edward Brophy,
Warner Richmond and Edward
Nugent in supporting roles.

“War Nurse” gives the woman’s
side of the World War. It was
directed by Edgar Selwyn. The
cast includes June Walker, Robert
Montgomery, Anita Page, Zasu
Pitts, Robert Ames, Marie Pre-
vost, Pledda Hopper, Helen Jer-
ome Eddy and Michael Vavitch.
“Dark Star” has Marie Dressier.

George Hill directed. W^allace
Beery, Dorothy Jordan, Marjorie
Hedda Hopper are in the cast.

Rambeau, William Bakev.'ell and

“JUST IMAGINE” TAKES CRITICS

OUT IN LOS ANGELES BY STORM
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Fox’s

“Just Imagine,” the second con-
tribution by DeSylva, Brown and
Henderson to the musical screen
world, took Los .Angeles’ critics

“by storm” last week-end when
it was previewed at the Carthay
Circle. “Just Imagine” visions
Nev/ York in 1980 and takes you
to Mars, and everything.

In the cast are Maureen O’Sul-
livan, that bit of Blarney recent-
ly imported from the Emerald
Isle; John Garrick, El Brendel,
Marjorie Whitejk Frank Abertson,
Kenneth Thompson, Hobart Bos-
worth, Mischa Auer, Joyzelle,
Sidney DeGrey, Wilfred Lucas and

<>

Ivan Linow. Dave Butler wn
held the megaphone over “Sunny
Side Up”, directed.

FORMER MOVIE ACTRESS
BELIEVED A SUICIDE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Ethel
Gordon Crain, former picture
actress, is being sought following
her disappearance from her home
in Tujunga, near here. Mrs.
Crain disappeared following the
suicide of her daughter in Chi-
aco. Police believe the mother,
stricken with grief, committed
suicide.

INSPECTING THE KALEIDOSCOPE
(Continued from page 1)

was misplaced. On the other hand,

we have personally witnessed coh

lege seniors behaving more fool-

ishly than screen censors, at the

source, would tolerate.

« « •

TOILMS of newspaper life are

frequently objected to by the

newspaper men who are aware of

the fact that the newspaper pro-

fession has advanced from its old

stage when it was described as

consisting of “damn editors anci

drunken reporters.” But the sense

of humor of the newspaper men,
generally, has saved the screen

from many justified protests.

* « *

/YPINIONS differ on the pre-

sentation of scenes of luxury.

Then there are those so sensitive

to suggestion that one woman in

Buffalo wrote to her favorite news-
paper protesting against a movie
because it exhibited a bed on
which there were two pillows.

This would suggest that there are

imaginations which must be an-

noying to the owner.
* « •

ll/TOTION pictures are, after all,

the mirror presenting Jife in

dramatic form, and the reactions

of the individual to the screen will

differ with life as it is lived every-

where throughout the world. Mo-
tion pictures in their present form
continue to increase their value

and their influence and constitute

the greatest avenue of human ex-

pression.

ALL RADIO BOOKED
(Continued from page 1)

Andy feature, “Check and Double
Check” is to be given extended
exploitation in all the Butterfield
houses.

I

Who is he!

I What is he!

I Where is he!
I DRACULA

FILM CHIEFS VISIT

SARANAC LAKE
N.V.A. SANATORIUM
A group of leading theatre ex-

ecutives in the motion picture in-

dustry, accompanied by 'Will H.
Hays, President of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distribu-
tors of America, Inc., left New
York Monday night for Saranac
Lake, New York, to visit the sana-
torium of the National Variety
Artists there, and to inspect the
institution at the invitation of Pat
Casey, general manager of the
N.V.A.

Among those in the party were
Hiram S. Brown, President of the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation

;

Harley L. Clarke, President of
Fox Film Corporation; Sam Katz,
President of P'uhlix Theatres Cor-
poration; Nicholas M. Schenck,
President of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Distributing Corporation,
and Harry M. Warner of Warner
Brothers.

The sanatorium maintained at
Saranac Lake by the N.V.A. is con-
sidered a model institution and
,anks among the best equipped
of its kind. The trip was under-
taken so that theatre heads of
the motion picture industry might
personally study the operation of
the relief work being done there.

FOX ELECTS FIVE

NEW DIRECTORS
(Continued from page 1)

financial world, are Berry W.
Dodge, vice-president of the Chase
Securities Corp.^ Charles B. Stu-
art of Halsey Stuart & Co., W. S.

Ingold of Pynchon & Co., John L.

Kuser of Dryden Kuser.

Another move of importance
yesterday in the financial affairs

of the Fox interests was the ap-
proval of a plan by which the
present outstanding non-dividend
paying stock of General Theatres
Corporation, which is the holding
company for Fox Films, are to be
retired and one share of pre-
ferred stock paying $3.00 annually
and 2 shares of common stock are
to be issued for every 3 outstand-
ing shares of General Theatres.
The plan was approved yester-
day and stockholders will be noti-
fied in due course as to the date
on which the plan will go into
effect.

STDCK MARKET
Tuesday, Oct. 14, 1930

Paramount F-L .. A6'/4 49 + ¥2
Warner Bros 161/8 17% -VA
Warner Bros. Pre 38 38
Pox Film “A” 333/8 38% + 31/2

Loew’s Inc 511/8 56% -b2%
Loew’s Inc. Pre... 103 103 —
K-A-0 Pre 102 102 J- 2

Radio K-A-0 19% 21% -k %
Pathe Exchange .. 3 31/8 — '1/8

Pathp “A” 6% 6W
M-G-M Pre 25 25 — '/2

Con. F. Ind 121/8 13 — 1/2

Con. F. Ind. Pre.. 17 17 — 1/2

Curb Msirket

Fox Theatre “A”.. 6 '4 7 —
Nat. Screen 21 24 — Vs



You wouldn’t

give them pic-

ture projection

like this

. . . Then

why give them

sound projec-

tion like this?

Your public that demanded good projection now
insists upon clear, natural sound reproduction. Unless

they get both in your theatre, you are giving them
only a part of the show.

The recording of talkies by Western Eleetric ap-

paratus—used exclusively by producers who make
8 out of every 10 pictures—has reached a high point

of excellence.

It is now more impjortant than ever that you use

equipment capable of reproducing everything that

directors and stars put into these productions.

Western Electric theatre equipment— designed

and built as part of a complete system for recording

and reproducing sound—serviced by ERPI to main-

tain quality—brings out everything that’s in the

picture.

That’s why—week after week—the crowds flock

to the nearly 7000 Western Eleetric equipped houses

all over the world.

Only Western Electric equipment can give the

complete show that brings maximum business to

your theatre.

sou N D
Westerm^xhctric

SYSTEM
?^orthern Electric in Canada

Distributed by

Electrical Research Products fttc.
250 W. 57th Street, New York
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^^Action aplenty in

'Her

Man'"
By BOSE PELSWICK.

•Her Man" is a vigorously con-
trived film with plenty of action

•that takes place in a waterfront
tflve in Havana. Helen Twelve-
trees is Frankie, who picks sailprs’

pockets while she makes them buy
gin, and Ricardo Cortez is iJohn-

nie, her flashy boy-friend who
collects her money, makes love to

Nellie Bly and stabs a customer
In the_ back with a penknife.

I
And for a climax there's a swell

• free-for-all in which the sailor

I

mops up the barroom floor.

CASTING EXCELLENT.
The honky-tonk atmosphere of

the "Thalia Cafe" is well built up
Land Director Tay Garnett has in-

•fused the piece with a lusty swing.

An excellent job was done with
the casting: Mi.ss Twelvetrees,
one of the most promising young
actresses of the new film genera-
tion. is an appealing Frankie, and
Cortez give.'; a ’nn'' porfraval of

the two-timing Johnnie who is I

Willed through the hardwood door
|

and art outstanding piece of work
is done by Marjorie Rambeau as
Annie, one of the oldtimers of
the waterfront resorts.

James Gleason, Harry Sweet,
Slim Summerville and Franklin
Pangbom supply good slapstick
comedy: Thelma Todd is Nellie
Bly (whose share here in the
Frankie and Johnnie legend is

considerably toned down) and
effective types were selected even
for minor parts.

N. Y. EVENING POST

aRacy and Exciting
//

The work which Miss Twelvetrees does in “Her Man” is enough in it-

Iself to lift the picture out of the ordinary, but it is by no means its only

I virtue. The entire cast is unusually good, and, added to that, there is a

story which is fitted logically and smoothly into«the setting and manages

lat all times to remain credible.

ItN “Her Map,” the current picture at the Globe, Pathe has brought forth

I
^ a picture so colorful, so vividly realistic, so expert in its direction and so

[skilled in its acting that it must be set down at once as one of the most
completely satisfying screen production's that have come to the notice of

|this reviewer in a long time.

The cilmax of the pic

tur» Is a fight between Dan and John-
nie In which several hundred persons

take part. It is the grandest, maddest,
wildest battle I have ever seen either

on or off the screen. Chairs and tables

are smashed on the heads of the fight-

ers, bodies hurtle through doors, the

air Is thick with splinters and broken
glass. It la a tremendous scene, and It

I
'Is directed with consummate skill.

In this matter of direction “Her

I

Man” can teach a lesson to the major-
ity of directors. It moves fluently from
incident to Incident, letting the camera
tell the story amd wasting no time on

I dulogue. It Is action throughout, wlth-

lout those lapses into static conversatlon-

I
which have been the bane of so many.
alkies. Director Tay Garnett has done

I
a ndtahle Job with “Her Man.”

The varied types of the Havana cafe

are admirably realized by the large cast.

Phillips Holmes as Sailor Dan might
conceivably have been more rugged, but
he succeeds In cre&tlng an Illusion of

strength In the climax. -Marjorie Ram-
beau Is excellent as a blowzy hanger-

on: Ricardo Cortez Is entirely credible

as the villainous Johnnie, and both

James Gleason and Harry Sweet are

hllarlonsly funny as a couple of lout-

ish sailoi*s.

I can think of a dozen good reasons

why “Her Man” should have a success-

ful run at the Globe. I hope It does.

By Thornton Dclehanty

New York Premier Proves
A Whirlwind Success
The critics say: ''Exciting plot, slick comedy—
Cast deserves three hearty cheers—Completely

satisfying—Hots off to director Toy Garnett."

N. Y. AMERICAN

'^Entire cast

merits three

Hearty Cheers^'

Smashing melodrama is the
order of the day at the Globe
Theatre where “Her Man” is the
featured photoplay. For straight,
ont-and-out popular entertain-
ment it hasn’t been topped on
Broadway In a month of Sun-
days. Brisk In pace, it is a hap-
py blend of thrills and laughter
which is bound to please the pic-
ture public.

The picture has a million dol-
lars worth of color, there’s a
fight that is as thrilUngly
vicious as any ever *o come out
of Hollywood, and If you don’t
howl at the antics of Jimmy
Gleason there’s something
wrong with your funny-bone.
The entire cast m^ts three

hearty cheers. Ricardo Cortez
Is superb as a suave, cruel killer.

Helen Twelvetrees is a revela-
tion In the role of the dance-
hall moll. Phillips Holmes, who
plays the sailor boy, moves up
a whole lot of rungs in the lad-
der of film fame. And Mar-
jorie Rambeau gives each of the
principals a hard nm for first

honors In the role of a drunken
drab superbly portrayed. In
lesser support James Gleason.
Franklin Pangborn, Harry
Sweet. Stanley Fields, Mathew
Betz and Thelma Todd do ad-
mirably. Hats olf, too, to direc-
tor Tay Garnett.

Regina Crewe.

EVENING GRAPHIC

//Worth
Viewing

Twice//

“Her Man” which arrived at the Globe late last night
bringing a new and highly dramatic variation of the
'rankie and Johnnie story is the most interesting picture

|

iVat theater has housed this year.
l "s a film worth viewing twice '

ar.i brings out a new star of such
polential talents
ana charm as to
mrke it a doubly
significant screen
present ation.

H e 1 ' n Twelve-
trees, after this
titular Character-
izatior, should
be counted as one
ol the finest of
the new camera
artists in Holly-
iivood. Helen Twelvetrees

The colorful Frankie and the

man who did her wrong have

served the movies as a pair of

theme characters since drama was
first turned out in celluloid. But
never has it been offered in such

a smoothly constructed vehicle or

with such a worthy cast.

Every featured player in "Her

Man" builds up the production
against a hectic background of

Havana dives. It moves so quickly
through the familiar, but still ex-
riting plot, balancing melodrama
with slick comedy, every role per-
fectly cast and all working har-
moniously through action that holds
suspense until the last shot.

The picture is Helen Twelvetrees’, I

with a new slant on Frankie, and!
this girl's performance is one of I

the season's surprises. She's thrill-

1

ing as Johnnie's sweetheart, pcd-l
dling her blond line in a cheapl
dance hall, blindly obeying her man!
through the only environment she I

had ever known, but believing there I

was something else for her in life.l

Marjorie Rambeau, in the opening
j

scene, sets the tempo for "Her
Man," and goes through the subse-
quent reels like the veteran actress

|

she Is. Ricardo (Jortez Is quite con-
vincing as Johnnie, and Phillips I

Holmes does surprisingly well as
|

the sailor lover.

James Gleason, Harry Sweet and I

Stanley Fields, in the comedy parts, I

inject hearty laughs In the serious!
proceedings, and Thelma Todd!
wears a brunnet wig for the vampj
bit. Tay Garnett was the director!
of this worthy addition to the sea-
son’s line-up. "He has given a

Frankie and Johnnie production!
without any salacious gags or cheapl
Innuendo and he should be proud

|
of his .tob.

^JULIA ShAWELL

PATHE
presents

ANOTHER “BIG HIT" ON THE



SUNDAY NEWS

Tremendous Hit

with Public a n

Scored
d Press

'Grand entertainment— Worth viewing—Happy

blend of tears and laughter—Even Dempsey

might enjoy the battle—^An extra special film/'

S|>ecial

Action

Film'"

THE MORNING TELEGRAPH

//Brimful

by AI Sherman
The most stirring fight sequence I have ever seen in motion pictures

in months of film reporting takes place in ‘‘Her Man,” the current attrac-

tion at the RKO-G!obe Theater. If is the punch of a picture replete

with melodramatir interest, and I can well believe teports from the Coast

that the participants in this display of fisticuffs jwere ready to make
reservations at the nearest hospital after that baltpe was over.

If you're interested in such things, then you >vill, without doubt, be
delighted to know that "Her Man” is based on thdt epic poem of brothel

life, "Frankie and Johnnie." Of course, in the interests of art and
morals (especially morals), the heroine is one of those virtuous maidens
who remains still pure and wholesome despite a lifetime spent in the less-

refined neighborhoods of such riotous towns as Havana. By professing
mplicit faith in such a^rremisc. you<^

,

will then find that, "Her Man” is

the type of picture that will furnish

I

vou with a real kick and impress

you with the very quality of its--

pardon me—guts. For "Her Man”
has that quality of action that made
the old silents so popular—until

their very popularity threatened to

ruin a thrill-sated public But to-

Iday, with every director trying his

darndest to make intellectual fare

out of moronic pap, it is a contrary

pleasure, I assure you, to meet up

with a "Her Man"—replete with

fast and furious action and brimful

of the zest for living implied by a

sailor’s full pockets and senorifas

who have developed the art of lov-

ing into a highly specialized tech-

nique—where every motion has a

meaning and every meaning trans-

lates itself into a plentiful supply of

I coin of the realm.

Marjorie Rambeau, as a drunken
sot, deserves some plaudits for an
overacted ro e that rises to his-

trionif height^ only in one spot.

Phillips Hplmes, less the goody-
goody in thip picture than he has

ever been, is another who plays his

role—that of ^)an—quite acceptably,

indeed, while: Helen Twelvetrees oc-

casionally ri^es to the occasion as

the heroine.

There is quite a number of minor
roles ably enacted by such excel-

lent players’ as James Gleason,
Franklin Pangborn, Mathew Betz
and, frankly, 1 think that “Her Man”
is one of those cinematic efforts

that will help maintain the Pathe
determination to do bigger and bet-

ter things this coming season.

///

N. Y. TRIBUNE

Her Man^ is Grand
Entertainment^^

By IRENE THIRER
Tense action and excellent act- I

ing, accompanied by swell direction, I

make “Her Man” a cracKerjack

talkie: a feather iR the cap of Tay
|

Garnett
. .

Culurlul Production.

Garnett took a hint from the oldl
“Frankie and Johnnie” tale, but hial
characters could have had any!
other names and the picture would!
have been just as interesting andj
colorful.

Background is a cafe in Havana,!
a smoky, boozy place where Ha-

1

vana Annie (superbly portrayed 6yl
.Marjorie Ramheau, who offers tliis|

as her initial talkie role) gulps
down hard liquor; where the boys I

strike up the band so loud that it!

clangs out any sound of gun-

1

shooting; where dance hall girlil

order two gins, take water and put!
the other dime in their stockings I

while the boy friends get plastered.!

Tay Garnett has done an extra-

special job on an extra-special ac-j

tion film. You’ll be interested I

through every minute of “Her!
Man.” It’s a corker. Helen Twel've-I

trees, Ricardo Cortez and Phillipr|

Holmes give fine performances.

By Richard Watts Jr.

A rent motion picture, stemming
trom the good old aays when a phoio-

Dlav possessed the proper regard tor

dramatic vigor, robust comedy, frank

romanticism and shrewd pictorial skill,

and combining these n'ostagllc cinema
qualities with the occasional values of

sound and dialogue. Is most effectively

on display at the Globe Theater this

week. A hearty and unrelentingly

sentimental drama of love and combat
along the Havana waterfront, the pic-

ture. shamelessly known as "Her Man."
proves to be the best show that Holly-

wood has provided In a longer time
than ft Is pleasant to admit.

"Her Man" is grand entertainment.
The result Is that ihe work

has vigor snd color, dramatic powei I

and genuine hilarity. It Is. as you mav]
have gathered, excellent melodrama
A word should be said about the flghi

t.bst enlivens the final eplsode.s. There B THE CAST;

has been more or less talk In cinema Frankie Helen Twelvetrees

clrcl^»fi lately of the comparative merit' Annie. .

of the various historic cinema' brawls® D°n !I!.V.V.V.’.Phinip» Kolmca
ith particular attention to the battles sieve! !; -Jamc* Olcason

in the two editions '•The Spoilers ’ Sport PrankUn Pangborn

certainly no combat
, I al I'.’, Irewi

ema has compared with the gladatori^'B Bem
a‘ruggle In “Her Man” Hero and vll kcII/’.*. .Thelma Todd
lain wreck each other valiantly and Ihf ® u.-u’icndfr Mike Donlm

saloon that supplies the setting i'-

smashed In a manner that the mosi I

bloodthlrtsv enforcement officer would I

envy. Even Dempsey and Pirpo might
j

en.loy the ijattlc.

N. Y. TELEGRAM

^^Melodrama of Havana
Dance Hall Finely Pictured

//

Prom beginning to end "Her Man,"

at the Globe Theatre, is In every

way a really fine production and 1.-;

easily one of the best of the recent

talkies.

Blessed with excellent acting and
vdth fresh and Imaginative dlrec-

Irton which combines shrewdly and
effectively old silent film methods
with sound and dialogue, the filin

moves along smoothly and enter-
tainingly and is entirely worthy of

your attention.

Here Helen Twelvetrees—and, in-

cidentally, she does by far the fin-

est work of her career in this pic-

ture—plays Frankie, an entertainer

In a dance hall in Havana, who falls

In love with a hard-boiled but ro-

mantic sailor when he saves her
from a roughneck longshoreman she
has been entertaining.

The dialogue Is splendidly
written, and it Is all quite brilliant-

ly played fof what it is.

Helen Twelvetrees is excellent us
Frankie, Ricardo Cortez makes the
most of the role of Johnnie, and
Marjorie Rambeau, appearing in her
first talking picture, le grand as a
broken-down cafe queen. Phillips

|

Holmes gives a first-rate perform-
ance as Dan, and James Gleason and I

Harry Sweet provide some superb
|

comedy momentts.
In short. "Her Man” Is one of!

the new season '.s most satisfactory!
melodramas w B.

featuring

HELEN TWELVETREES
PHILLIPS HOLMES
RICARDO CORTEZ

MARJORIE RAMBEAU
JAMES GLEASON

Directed by

TAY GARNETT
Produced by

E. B. DERR

PATHE "BIG HIT" SCHEDULE
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RUTH ROLAND, STAR OF “RENO”,

LUNCHEON GUEST OF SONO ART
<

Ruth Roland, visiting New York
for the first time in seven years,

was guest of honor at a luncheon
at Sardi’s yesterday where she
made the acquaintance of mem-
bers of the home organization of

Sono Art-World Wide, distribu-

tors of her feature picture, “Reno”,
and renewed former associations
with representatives of the indus-

try press who had followed her
career as star in serial pictures.

George W. Weeks, producer of

"Reno”, adapted from the novel

by Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., told

briefly of the circumstances of

Miss Roland’s return to the
screen, and of his hope that the
public reception of “Reno” would
encourage her to go on with other
Sono Art productions.

Miss Roland—who looked ex-
ceedingly well and happy—made
a little speech frankly declaring
the pleasure she felt in returning
to the screen and her desire to

continue. She will remain in New
York for some little time—^per-

haps until "Reno” gets its Broad-
way showing.

SCHENCK DENIES
U. A. MERGER RUMORS
(Continued from page 1)

so-called slump misnomer. He
said

:

"The slump is definitely over
and there is no further need for

worry.”

Following a conference with his

brother, Nicholas, president of
M-G-M, and with other film lead-
ers here, Schenck let it be known
that all and sundry with whom
he had conferred had expressed
the utmost optimism.

Schenck also waxed eloquent
over the promises extended by
wide film, especially that exempli-
fied in Roland West’s “The Bat
Whispers,” featuring Chester
Morris who did such a good job
in “The Big House.”

And there is Charlie Chaplin’s
silent comedy, “City Lights.”
Schenck sees a field for silents,

by the bye.

Asked concerning Dolores Del

Rio’s present status with United

Artists, Schenck said:

“Her prolonged illness caused
her contract to lapse. Future
plans will await her recovery.”

Besides “Kiki” from Mary Pick-

ford United Artists will get two
more, as yet undecided, from Our
Mary and two besides “Reaching
for the Moon” from Doug Fair-

banks. There will be two more
from Roland West, and produc-

tions from Norma Talmadge and
-41 Jolson and some from Sam
Goldwyn.

Schenck wound up his interview

by stating that following the suc-

cess of Walter Huston in Grif-

fith’s “Abraham Lincoln”, and

Chester Morris’ work, both would

be assured starring roles.

RATHE NEWS SPECIAL
SHOWS WRECK OFRIOI

Pathe News issued a special on
the wreck of the giant English
ail -liner RlOl on Monday after-

noon just a few hours after the

sound film arrived in New York
aboard the Leviathan. The boat
docked at nine in the morning
and the films were showing in the
Broadway houses at two o’clock in

the afternoon. Prints were also

despatched throughout the coun-
try at the same time.

The special gives a comprehen-
sive visual study—with sound and
verbal description— of the twist-

ed skeleton of the air-giant sur-
rounded by crowds of curiosity

seekers. Highlights are close-ups
of the engine room—’Still smok-
ing; the examination by French
soldiers of the motor gondolas
that escaped damage and the en-
sign of the RlOl which miracu-
lously escaped slightly charred.

brothers, Isidore and the late

Julius P. Witmark, until the past
summer. Two years ago the firm

passed into the control of War-
ner Brothers, Mr. Witmark re-

maining as vice-president and
general manager. In July he re-

signed from that post.

The name of Witmark is close-

ly associated with the history of

American music in the last third

of a century. Its publications
date back to the sentimental bal-

lads of the nineties. The company
published the successes of Victor
Herbert, Ernest Ball, George
Cohan and scores of others.

Mr. Witmark is one of the
founders of the American Society

Metro-Goldw'yn-Mayer have des-

ignated the Capitol Theatre as one

of ten theatres in the country,

and the only one in New York

City to show its new screen in-

vention, “Realife”, the wide angle

medium in which “Billy, the Kid”

has been photographed. The film

opens at the Capitol on Oct. 17.

“Billy, the Kid” is an actual

story based on the dramatic life

of the young notorious outlaw
terror of the Range in the early
days of the West. Wallace Beery,
John Mack Brown, Kay Johnson
and Karl Dane play the leads.

The high spots in the story are
reached and filmed with “Realife”
eliminating the cut-backs and in-

troducing the third dimension
(depth) for the first time on the
screen. The process of course is

a closely guarded secret.

FOX TO SHOOT
GERMAN VERSION

OF “BIG TRAIL”

Fox Films is going to

shoot a German version of

“The Big Trail”. Bill Seiler
will direct as his first as-
signment under a new con-
tract as a director in the
company’s foreign depart-
ment. No cast has been
announced.

‘‘TOAST OF LEGION”
NOW “KISS ME AGAIN”

The title of “Toast of the Legi-
on,” First National’s all-Techni-
color adaptation of Victor Her-
bert’s “Mademoiselle Modiste,”
has been changed to “Kiss Me
Again.”

Once in a century

I

a Kiss like

I

DRACULA’S

of Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers, and was long active in

its affairs.

Jay Witmark was one of the six

founders of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers, Raymond Hubbell being
another. He held various offices

in the society and was active in

shaping its policies.

On his resignation last July, Mr.
Witmark thought that he had re-

linquished active work in this

field for good, but found he could
not resist the temptation to get
back in harness. His broad ex-
perience and wide knowledge of

the field led to the offer of the
general managership of the Red
Star Music Company.

COLUMBIA REPORTS
GAINS IN SALES

(Continued from page 1)

ment Co., Ltd., San Francisco and
Honolulu; Coston Booking Cir-

cuit, Chicago; Midwest Theatres,
Chicago; Schoenstadt & Sons,
Chicago; Steine & Wicoff, Indi-

ana; Vonderschmidt, Indiana;
Griffith Amusement Co., Okla-
homa; Lucas, Atlanta; Robb &
Rowley, Texas; Mart Cole The-
atre Chain. Texas; Schine Chain
Theatres, New York; Associated
Theatres, Cleveland; Lefkowitz &
Greenberger, Cleveland; Wilmer
& Vincent Theatres, Pennsyl-
vania; Century Circuit, New York;
Rosenblatt Theatres, New York;
Manhattan Playhouse Theatres,
New York; Springer Cocalis Cir-
cuit, New York; Leo Brecher,
New York.

JAY WITMARK HEADS RED STAR
(Continued from page 1)

Only Ten Houses To Show
*Billy the Kid* Realife Version

^

UNIVERSAL ACQUIRES

RIGHTS TO ANOTHER

“LITTLE ACCIDENT”

Universal has bought the talk-

ing picture rights to the former
Broadway stage play, “Many a
Slip.” The deal was closed yes-
terday, acfcording to officials at

the Ffifth Avenue offices. It will
be produced as a special. It’s

general theme is not unlike “Little
Accident” and Universal officials

believe its talking version will
duplicate “Little Accident’s '

cess. William James Craft who
directed “Little Accident”, will di-

rect. A cast is now being as-
sembled at Universal City.

HOLLYWOOD GOSSIP
By RAY MURRAY

“Whoopee”, the tuneful, amus-
ing musical show transferred to

the screen by Samuel Goldwyn
and Florenz Ziegfeld, was given
its Western premier Wednesday
night at the United Artists the-
atre and drew a capacity crowd
at $5 per. Eddie Cantor, the star
of the piece, appeared in person
following the screening and for
ten minutes entertained the crowd
with his repartee. George Olsen’s
jazz band opened the program
with several delightful numbers,
played and sung as only George’s
boys can play and sing. The
^ritics were loud in their praise
of “Whoopee’^’; of the work of
Cantor, the beautiful set, beauti-
ful girls and well staged dance
nuniibers.

Ben Biazza, personal contact-
man for Louis B .Mayer and Irv-

ing Thalberg, of M-G-M, has left

for New York City on studio busi-

ness.

Mack Bennett’s bathing beanties
invaded the Union Pacific rail-

road yards last Saturday to pose
for several pictures and disrupted
railroading for several hours
while they oiled two new locomo-
tives and powdered their noses on
a trainload of Nash cars.

The Sensation of Sensations

that’s

I DRACULA!

i

BALL GAME HOOK-UP

An effective throw-away, which
v/^as used by the manager of the

Warner Columbia Theatre, Shar-
on, Pa., during the engagement of

“The (jirl of the Golden West,”
took advantage of the fact that

the World Series was being play-
ed concurrently with the show-
ing of the picture. The outside
of the throw'-away read “Sensa-
tional expose! Why the Cardin-
als lost! Look inside.” Looking
inside, the interested reader was
Informed as follows:

“The Cardinals lost because
they failed to see ‘The Girl of

the Golden West,’ with Ann Hard-
ing and James Rennie.”
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PARA EXECUTIVES

ARRIVE TO DISCUSS

INCREASED OUTPUT
Walter F. Wanger, general man-

ager of the production department

of Paramount, B. P. Schulberg,

managing director of production,

Ernst Lubitsch, recently appoint-

ed supervising director for Para-

mount’s East Coast plant and Sam
Jaffe, production manager at the

Hollywood studios, arrived in New
York yesterday to begin confer-

ences on production matters.

Before beginning the series of

discussions with home office and

studio officials, the newcomers at-

tended a special showing of

“Laughter”, previews of which
have aroused interest in both Hol-
lywood and New York.

ANN CHRISTY ASKS
$100,000 DAMAGES

HOLLYWOOD BUKEAU.
—Ann Christy who has
been leading woman for
Harold Lloyd, and others,
lias filed suit in the Su-
preme Court, here for $1()0,-

000 damages, alleged to

have been suffered whein
an automobile she was
driving crashed into a

ditching machine. Ann
contends the machine was
liarked without dne consid-
eration for motorists. Ann
broke her nose and suffer-

ed cuts on her lip.

F. N. BUYS ONE

“Party Husband,” by James
Whittaker, will be filmed by First

National, when the studio resumes
production about the first of the
year. It is a story of modern mar-
ried life.

YOUNG STAR OF “BIG TRAIL” TELLS

HIS OPINION OF FOX WESTERN EPIC

John Wayne, who until Raoul
Walsh started shooting “The Big
Trail”, was a Glendale (Calif.)

schoolboy, has something to say
about talking pictures that well
might have come from one of the
industry’s leaders. Says John
who is in New York for the pre-
miere of the Pox western epic in

Grandeur at the Roxy soon:

“I got a job on the Fox lot as

a property boy. I guess they lik-

ed me—^not as a prop boy but as
a potential actor. I got my
chance and here I am. I have
been fortunate — very fortunate.

Here are some of the reasons:

“I would be expected to say that

I think ‘The Big Trail’ the finest

picture of its kind ever made.
Whether or not I am expected to

say so, I think it is, sincerely. I

have had little or no experience
in acting. You know that, and
so do I. But—I can feel, the

same as any other human. I felt

this story—-I felt Mr. Walsh’s di-

rectorial genius. Not a foot of

the thousands of feet shot for ‘The
Big Trail’ passed through the
camera that I did not ‘feel’ I was
doing my part to give to the
screen one of its finest contribu-
tions to the western drama. It’s

more than a Western drama to

me. It brings back the hardships
our forefathers experienced in

preparing this great country of

ours for future generations.
“This is a rank amateur’s opin-

ion, or criticism, or what you will.

There is one thing I am sure of

and that is that I know I was
part and parcel of one of the
greatest dramas ever told, either
on the screen, the stage or be-
tween the covers of books. And
I am sure you will agree with me
when you see ‘The Big Trail’.”

Young Wayne (he’s now only
a big school boy), over six feet,

lean, like the western cowboy
and with a shock of wavy semi-
brown hair that reminds of the
Daniel Boone period when the
men let their hair fall over their
shoulders. John’s doesn’t but you

know it would with the slightest

encouragement, if the barber
would leave it alone.

Jack Francis, who is person-
ally supervising Young Wayne's
New York visit, an oldtime news-

„u,a and one who knows his

movies, spoke up when John had
finished speaking:

“Believe it or not, and this

conies from one whose business it

is to see that both Young Wayne
and his picture is put forth be-
fore the New York public ‘as is’,

I sincerely believe that when you
see ‘The Big Trail’ you will con-
clude that you have looked at

pretty nearly the acme in western
screen drama. I will let Wayne’s
work speak for itself.”

FILM TRADE DOUBLES IN CHINA,

IMPORTS NOW 90^ AMERICAN
iENDES & MANKIEWICZ

HEBE TO BEGIN WORK
Lothar Mendes, who will direct

Paul Lukas in “Ladies Man” at

Paramount’s New York studio,

and Herman Mankiewicz, who will

adapt the story to the screen,
arrived in New York today from
Hollywood. Production of the
picture is scheduled to start early
next month. It will be one of the
first vehicles to get under way at

the Eastern plant on the new and
enlarged program now being
Wvyi’Ked out by Paramount execu-
tives.

RADIO BUYS
BRITISH FILM

Radio Pictures has completed
negotiations for British Interna-
tional’s big spy picture “The W
Plan” which will be part of the
company s regular release sched-
ule.

“ONE NIGHT” WINS
Gross receipts during the en-

gagement of “One Night at Su-
sie’s”, a new First National pic-

ture with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

and Biilie Dove at the Enright
Theatre, Pittsburgh, were far
above the normal. Capacity busi-
ness was done at most perform-
ances.

I
Was it a blessing

f or a curse?

f The Kiss of

I
DRACULA

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Department of Commerce

Wants Cheaper FiDns

According to Acting Commercial
Atttache C. Roderick Matheson of

Helsingfors, Finland wants cheap-
er cinema films. Common action
on the part of motion picture
managements of the countries of

Europe to obtain a decrease in the

American film charges is reported
to be under organization. The
matter is to be handled by the

{
Joint Northern Congress of Bio-
vranh owners in Stockholm be-
tween December 5-6, where Fin-
land will be represented by sev-

eral theatre owners.

British Censors Busy
According to statistics published

by the British Board of Censors,
71 new feature films (3,000 feet

or over) were censored in Great
Britain during August, 1930, ac-
cording to Trade Commissioner
George R, Canty, Paris, in a re-

port to the Department of Com-
merce. Of these 71 filrhs, 50 were
sound-synchronized and 21 were
silent.

Natioii.al Dance Films
An arrangement has been en-

tered into by the Spanish pro-

ducers, “S.A.C.H.A. Manzanera”
and the local organization “Tall-

eres y Laboratories Hector Bates,”

whereby the former is to use the

Bates’ plant for the production of

educational and industrial films,

as well as those of the so-called
artistic type. It is expected that
the first films produced will be
centered around Argentine nation-
al dances and musical forms.

Decline of Technicnl Films

The number of technical-subject-
films censored and released in

Germany during 1929 declined by
20 per cent and their length de-
creased by 32 per cent under 1928
figures. During 1929, there were
produced 233 of these special
films, measuring 145,259 meters,
most of which were publicity
films.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—The mo-
tion picture division of the bureau
of foreign and domestic commerce
has just issued a bulletin on film

conditions in China based on re-

ports received from representa-

tives of the Departments of Com-
merce and State stationed in that

country. Copies of the report are

obtainable from the Superinten-
dent of Documents, Washington,
D. C., or from branch offices of
(l^e Bureau in the 36 principal
cities of the U. S.

This bulletin says that motion
pictures in China have more than
doubled in the past few years. At
the present time it is estimated
there are 233 theatres showing
films with a capacity of approxi-
mately 137,000. Of the 450 fea-
ture films shown in China in 1929,
it is probable that 90 per cent
were of American origin. While
sound equipment has been install-
ed in the theatres of most of the
treaty ports, the interior of China
is still a fertile field for the si-

lent film—a fact which is of es-
pecial significance to American
exporters.

MANNERS TAKES AMES’

ROLE IN U’S “DRACULA’

Carl Laemmle, Jr., yesterday
wired the home office that signed
with David Manners to enact the
romantic lead in Universal’s pro-
duction of “Dracula”, supplanting
Robert Ames who has been re-
called to another studio for re-
takes.

Manners will be remembered
for his commendable work in Tif-
fany’s “Journey’s End”. He will
have the role of Jonathan Harker
in “Dracula”. Helen Chandler
plays the role opposite. Others
are: Bela Lugosi, as “Count
Dracula”; Herbert Bunston, as
“Dr. Seward”; and Edward van
Sloan as “Von Helsing”. The
other players and their roles are:
Dwight Frye, as “Renfield”; Joan
Standing, as the Maid; and
Charles Gerrard, as “Martin” and
Frances Dade as “Lucy Harker.”
Tod Browning is directing.

He walks at night

and he walks zJone!

I DRACULA I

PHILA. HOLDOVER
After opening to the biggest

Saturday’s business this year at
the Stanton Theatre, Philadelphia,
“Scarlet Pages,” the First Na-
tional and Vitaphone picture with
Elsie Ferguson, Marian Nixon,
Grant Withers and John Halli-
day, is being held over for a sec-
ond week. It is estimated that
eighty per cent of the audiences
at “Scarlet Pages” are women.



A FRESH ANGLE
on comedy entertainment in a brand
newseries ofone>reel noveltycomedies

MACK SENNETT
BREVITIES
Mack Sennett Brevities bring that

'^something new under the sun” which

every real showman is always looking

for. They are good comedy because

Mack Sennett is making them. But

they combine a new element of novelty

with the comedy— and do it all in natu-

ral colors— and all talking, of course.

For instance, in the first release,while

laughing through a hilariously funny

Sennett story, you’ll see the 1930
model Sennett bathing girl swim-
ming under water surrounded by the

beauties of the famous marine gardens

at Catalina Island, shown in all the

splendor of their natural color by the

Sennett submarine camera and the

Sennett color process.

E. W. HAMMONS presents

’’^THE BLUFFER” _
irith ' ^

Andy Clyde Lincoln Stedman
Patsy O'Leary Gaylord Pendleton

y ^

•i. "THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM” /
...

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., E. W. bammons, President
- Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc., Will H. Hays, Prestdcnl
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SCREEN ‘CHANGING FOR BETTER’

STAGE BOUND TOREFORM ITSELF

Get a Good
Doctor, Quick!

By

There Ues before us on the

opening pages of the Los

Angeles Evening Herald an ad'

vertisement printed only the other

day exploiting the attractions of

a stage institution named “The

Temptations of 1930,” which has

much type’ matter suitable for

printing on asbestos paper and

four feminine figures about as un'

draped as one might expect out'

side the Garden of Eden. The
writer of the advertising matter

evidently never had a code, never

saw a code and probably woudn’t

know a code if it spoke to him

on the street.
• • «

TT is the finest example of what

the show business, in any of

its phases, shouldn’t do, and with

a feeling of supreme virtue we
make very prominent the fact

that nobody in the motion picture

industry had anything to do with

the show or with the advertising.

* * *

“^^HE Temptations of 1930”

are appearing at the Mayan
Theatre, long known as a reput'

able playhouse, and it is quite

possible that what goes on with-

in its confines is neither very ter^

rible nor very interesting, but the

advertising is such as to cause

farther trouble to the legitimate

stage and give cause for those re-

formers who rant about the evils

of the day. It serves also to

point up the fact that whatever

is salacious, improper, unduly

sexy and in bad taste in the great

city of Los Angeles cannot be

blamed on the motion picture in'

dustry. It can be blamed solely

on Los Angeles and the climate.

FILM SHARES UP

IN ACTIVE MARKET
The anuouncement on Tuesday

by Fox of the election of five new
members of the board of directors
coupled with the statement that
General Theatre Equipment is to

start paying dividends on the new
preferred, was reflected on the
stock exchange yesterday by
strong prices for film shares.

Loew’s, Inc. was exceptionally

(Continued on page 8)

imm PICTURES SIGNS
UNCLEAN AND BOASBERG
RKO Radio Pictures has signed

two new associate producers
simultaneously—Douglas MacLean
and A1 Boasberg. For several
years MacLean has been one of
the screen’s foremost stars. Boas-
berg long since won fame as a
humorist. Each has a rich back-
ground for the important execu-
tive duties they are taking up.
The signing of MacLean and

Boasberg brings the number of
RKO associate producers up to
six. The other tour are; Myles
Connolly, Henry Hobart, Bertram
Milhauser and Louis A. Sarecky.

ACCESSORIES LEADER
DIES IN BROOKLYN

William F. Libman, of Libman
and Sanger, lobby frame builders,
died at his home in Brooklyn
Tuesday.

C. A. Stimson, vice-president of

Big 4, recently returned from
London, brought back with him
a contract whereby the entire Big

4 product will be distributed in

Great Britain by Filmophone,
Ltd., of which Frank Green is

OH BOY!
HERE’S ANOTHER!

OonipaJi! Oonipah! Wow I

iVow comes Universal with
a second serial knockout
right on the heels of ‘The
Indians Are Coming.” It’s

called “The Sipell of the
Circus” and it’s full of

haj^ard- and hoopla, hin and
hurrah, with love interest,

menaee and mystery quick
stepping along hand in

hand with panoply and
daredevil performance,
glitter, glamour and gusto.
Watch this Universal out-
fit — they’re niakin’ ’em
big and makin’ ’em good in
aU sizes. “The Spell of
the Circus” was booked
yesterday to play sixty tlie-

atres on the Fox Metro-
politan circuit. Tile first

all talking serial by the
Laemmle organization was
the first to play the Roxy
and Broadway, and is do-
ing the Class A first run
houses tliroughout t li e
country. “The Spell of the
Circus” will give the trade
and the public another big
sensation.
We saw tlu’ee episodes

yesterday and it gets better
all the time. Albert^i
Vaughn and rraneis X.
Bushman, Jr. are the more
than attractive stars in it.

Take fliis one— get back of
it—nlay it big and make
money I A. J.

CLEVELAND EXCHANGE
OF PATHE IS MOVED

CLEVELAND. —• Pathe’s branch
exchange has moved to 2340 Payne
Avenue from No. 2100 on the same
avenue. Oscar J. Ruby is local
branch manager.

t
Rev Dr. Talbot’s Contrast

Of Better Pictures With
"Stage Changing for the

Worse,” Elicits Facts

Showing That Mutual

Interests Will Cause

Stage Producion to Cor-

rect Its Own Current

Evils

By CURTIS DUNHAM
The motion picture industry has

noted with pleasurable interest
the published statement of the
Rev. Francis X. Talbot, literary
editor of “America,” contrasting
the increasing wholesomeness of

(Continued on page 8)

N. J. SUNDAY CLOSING

HELD UP TILL JAN. 1

ORANGE, N. J.—The new city
ordinance which ignores the mat-
ter of Sunday movies after hik-
ing the annual theatre license to
$.5,200 from $150 will not have
its second reading until the first

Tuesday in December. It will not

(Continued on page 2)

ANN GREENWAY AT
CAPITOL THEATRE

An.’i Greenway, musical comedy
actress, will appear in person at
the Capitol Theatre for the week
beginning Friday, in Chester
Hale’s revue “Off Shore.” Miss
Greenway’s engagement to Lord
Bari'ington of Alexandria, Egypt,
was announced this week.

PRIXE THRILLER GUESTS
EAT WITH AMPA TODAY
Ruth Roland and Graham Mc-

Namee are announced as guests of
honor whose presence at the
AMPA luncheon at the Dixie Hotel
today is relied on to produce a
full and cheerful attendance of

STIMSON, BACK FROM LONDON, SEES

DEMAND ABROAD FOR ACTION DRAMA

(Continued on page 2) (Continued on page 2) (Continued on page 2)
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MAIN STREET

L. A. Young, Tiffany’s big chief,

is among us again * * * Dublin
has elected a Lord Mayor without
casualities * * * Jerry Kern and
Otto Harbaeli, the big music
scribblers, are back in the Big
I’uddle after showing Hollywood
what music is all about * * James
Bennie, and Dot Gish, friend wife,

insist all’s well in the Rennie
household * * * Jimmie arrived

under the Big Lights with a five-

yr. pact with F.N. in his peans * *

Otis Skinner says he’ll be in “A”
row at the premiere of Kismet
* * * Hey (Big Brother) Broun’s
friends along the Big Stem are

wondering how many times since

his campaigning he has missed
that Sat. nite bath * * Bill Frank
likes pears * * * likes e’m so

passionately that he missed the

Ford special tother eve. * * if

ever the Big Shots revive silent

pics, they’ll miss a good bet if

they don’t sign Legs Diamond * *

that big trail boy wears a ten-

gallon black stetson * * * he
dropped into the Astor tonsorial

parlor for a face scrape yest. * *

an enterprising flllum promoter,

not knowing his identity, askea
John (John Wayne it is) if he
ever had a screen test * * * and
they say the Big Stemmers are

slowing up * * * remember when
Corinne Griffith was wearing
pretty dresses as atmosphere in

Alice Joyce silents over in Flat-

bush * * * wonder how many
cuties before mike never won a

beauty contest * * * Ylary Eaton
was nite-clubbing it tother moon-
light * * * why don’t the demo-
crat newsreelers shoot the em-
ployment agencies along Sixth
avenoo for tynes * * * Benny
Schulberg is due in these parts
any day now * * * Para’s L.I. lot

is waiting Benny’s word to throw
into high * * * did you know that

Alan Dwan, the big megaphone
man. is a Kotre Dame alumnus
and a civil engineer * * * it’s time
for another talkie co. to get snow-
bound on the desert * * * 'Xancy
Carroll is taking Brooklyn like

Cornelius McGillicudy took Gaby
Street * * * Lina Basquette has
signed to help Harry Richmond
nite-club it * * * it’s the open
season for mergers * * *

MET. OPERA MAY YET SHARE

ROCKEFELLER AMUSEMENT SITE

A revived prospect of the Met-
ropolitan Opera being included in

the $.520,000,000 radio and amuse-
ment development in the heart of

New York loomed yesterday when
a representative of John D. Rocke-
feller, Jr., said that discussions
of a new Metropolitan Opera
building, abandoned last Decem-
ber, had been revived recently.

With the abandonment of the

opera development plans to be
financed by the Rockefeller inter-

ests called for the erection of four
theatres, a symphony hall, shops,
banks, a roof restaurant and an
outdoor promenade surrounding a

<>

sixty-story office building de-
signed to house twenty-seven
broadcasting studios. For this

vast enterprise the three square
blocks between Forty-eighth and
Fifty-first Streets and Fifth and
Sixth Avenues were to be trails

formed.

Announcement of a change to

include a new Metropolitan Opera
House, if such is agreed upon,
is likely to await the return of

Mr. Rockefeller. In his absence
other parties interested in the
improvement are averse to dis-

cussing the matter.

DEMAND FOR ACTION DRAMA ABROAD
(Continued from page 1)

managing director, with office in

London.

Stimson, whose organization
will turn over to the London dis-

tributor 12 westerns, a series of

6 or 8 melodramas, 2 or 4 spe-
cials and a series of 12 western
comedies, told a representative of

this newspaper some interesting
features of Britain’s peculiar
regulations regarding motion pic-

ture distribution. For instance,
and we quote Stimson:
“Bookings in Great Britain have

to be made from 6 to 9 months
in advance of release. This is

regulated by law. Before selling

one or more pictures the English
law requires that the picture or
pictures be given a trade show-

ing. This may be accomplished
by combining the usual trade
showing with the premiere.
“The English, above all, insist

upon plenty of action in their

screen entertainment. The theatre
management, outside of ihe ds
luxe houses, build their programs
upon two features—a first and
second run. Where it is possible
the management insists upon a
western or a good actionable
melodrama as the second feature
on the program.

“Since Great Britain territory

is M'orth to the American pro-
ducer on grosses, from 20 to 25

percent of the usual gross in the
United States territory, it is no
trifling matter on total sales in

foreign territory.”

GET A GOOD DOCTOR, QUICK!
(Continued from page 1)

The advertisement sets forth.

“New York has its Ziegfeld

Follies, Earl Carroll’s Vanities

and George White’s Scandals.

Now comes Los Angeles with a

sizzling, scintillating, flesh and

blood revue, so ultra modern and

supremely daring that even Paris

would gasp and blase Broadway
blush.’’ Then appears the name
of the attraction and the follow-

ing: “100 Tantalizing Temp-
tresses— 100. Each a dynamo
of sex appeal with a voluptuous

voltage capable of turning sinners

to satyrs.’’ And at the bottom

is the name of the theatre and

the information that the show
will continue to play until Octo

ber 18.
* It *

TT seems to us time that we
reached out a helping hand to

our erring brothers, the stage,

having set about our own house

cleaning—and the house wasn’t

very dirty either—and having

earned the respect of the decent

men and women of all classes,

that is to say, those who use their

brains to think with. It behooves

us in kindliness, and more in pity

O

than in anger, to call the at-

tention of stage producers and

stage exploiteers, that material of

this character is merely driving

nails in the coffin of the dying

drama.
O « «

TT took centuries to establish

the stage on the plane of re-

spectability. It is only taking a

few years to tear down this

reputation and to make the whole
institution smell.

» • •

TT is true that there exists a

believed adage that it is never

too late to mend, but it is also

true that it is hard to revive any-

thing after rigor mortis has set

in. A selfiish conscienceless desire

to seize a few filthy dollars is re-

sponsible for this situation. The
stage as an institution is full of

poison bullets and is already on

a hospital bed with the doctors

fearing to operate. Either some-

thing terrible heroic must be done

by those within the stage group

or a sorrowing world will be put

to a large expense for funeral

flowers. Get a good doctor,

quick!

UNIQUE SOUND HIM
FOR THANKSGIVING

A Thanksgiving short subject in

sound-on-film just completed is

announced by National Screen

Service and will be available for

use during that Holiday Week.

The film has been produced en-

tirely in its own studios where
prominent soloists, a large chorus
and an orchestra of twenty-seven
pieces recorded bits of melody.
It is a composition of living fig-

ures grouped at the top of a huge
pedestal. The soloists and chorus,
comprising this grouj, render the
musical numbers.

On the base of the statue is a

series of pictures in plastic art.

A voice offers an appropriate in-

troduction to the Thanksgiving of
1930. Tlie subject is available i )r

sound-on-film only.

N, J. SUNDAY CLOSING
(rontinuecl from page 1)

become effective until Jan. 1, but
Mayor Frnak J. Murray intimates
that the action of the theatres
in showing on .Sunday—which they
promptly took—will not he in-

terfered with in the meantime.
Dr. H. L. Bowlby, general sec-

retary of the Lord’s Day Alliance
and other ministers are prepared
to oppose the passage of the or-
dinance before the City Commis-
sion when it comes up for second
reading.

PRIZE THRILLER GUESTS
(Continued from page 1)

members. Most of them have seen
many a time the lady in the case
hanging to a high cliff by a frazzl-
ed rope, or strapped to a railroad
track as the Ninety and Nine
comes grinding along full steam
ahead.

Her fellow guest enjoys a cir-

culation even greater than that
of all the tabloids combined. The
air is full of him; quite frequent-
ly. It will be a gala AMPA occa-
sion. Come one, come all!

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Oct. 15, 1930

Paramount F-L .- 47% 50 + 1

Warner Bros - 16% 18!4 + 1

Fox Film “A” . 371/2 3914 + %
Loew’s Inc . 55% 58% -4-23/8

Loew’s Inc. Pre....l04 1041/2 + 11/2

Radio K-A-0 . 2114 23% 4-1%
Pathe Exchange .... 31/8 3% + 1/4

Pathe “A” . 6% 7 + y2
M-G-M Pref ., 25 25 —^

—

Con. F. Ind .. 13 Vs 13% 4- %
Con. F. Ind. Pre... - 17% 18 4-1

Curb Market
Fox Theatre “A”.. . 7 7 —
Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Daily or Weekly Rales

Powers CInephone Equipment Corp.

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 6067
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WHALING SKIPPER SPINS YARNS

IN LOBBY FOR “MOBY OICK”
A real whaling-village atmos-

phere was achieved in the lobby
of the Warner Bros. Strand The-
atre during the showing of John
Barrymore in “Moby Dick.” Ar-
thur Housemaun thought up the

stunt and thousands of passersby
who stopped, looked and listened,

testified to the efficacy of the
stunt.

Eighty-three year old Skipper
Blake, veteran of numerous whal-
ing expeditions, sat in the lobby.

He was very much at his ease
as he spun out yarns of storms,
gigantic whales, harpooning and
hardships in the days when whal-
ers left port for three-year ex-

peditions.

Topping the box-office was a
replica of a whaler tossing in a
heavy sea, with a whale about one
and a half feet lot spouting ahead
at regular intervals. This too
caught the crowds.

SPANISH STARS OFF
FOR UNIVERSAL CITY

METROPOLITAN CIRCUIT

BOOKS CIRCUS SERIAL

The Fox Metropolitan Theatres,
comprising sixty houses, has
booked "The Spell of the Circus”,
the Laemmle organization’s sec-
ond all-talking serial of the sea-
son.

CAST ADDITIONS

Blanche Frederic! and Victor
Potel have been added to the cast
of Columbia’s production starring
Barbara Stanwyck. Lionel Bar-
rymore is directing with Ricardo
Cortez, Sally Blane and Monroe
Owsley in supporting roles.

MOVIE ENGINEERS
TO SEE RAMSAYE’S
AUDIO REVIEW ACE

The Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, when it

opens its full session at the
Hotel Pennsylvania next
week will show one of

Terry Ranisaye’s Pathe
Audio reel. The highlight
of Issne No. 15 which is

the release chosen, features
“Ye Old Newsreel,” a sub-
ject which gives mirthful
coverage of events over a
period of 500 years, start-

ing from 1321 AJ).

PLAYERS CAST

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—George
Brent and Myra Hampton are the
latest additions to Fox Films’
“Once a Sinner” cast.

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Department of Commerce

Barn Storming Brazil Educational Films in Finland

First of the contingent of stars

being imported by Universal to

play in foreign versions of its

specials, Miguel Faust Rocha and
Amelia Finisterra, arrived Monday
on the Southern Cross from
Buenos Aires, where they have
been playing stage engagements.
They will leave today for Univer-
sal City to begin work in the
Spanish version of “The Boudoir
Diplomat.”

JOE BROWN VACATIONS
AFTER “APPEARANCES”

Joe Brown, after making per-

sonal appearances with First Na-
tional’s “Top Speed” in St. Louis,

Pittsburgh, Newark and other
eastern key cities, returned to

New York and set off immediately
for Atlantic City. After board-
walking Joe will return to Holly-
wood. His latest funmaker, “Go-
ing Wild” opens on Broadway
soon.

130 WEST49™ST.
NEW YORK.

600 ROOMS-DAILYRATES
SINGLE ROOM—adjoiningSo /Vrt

bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOM— adjoin- $2 OO
ing bath and shower . .

SINGLE ROOMwith private $ 9 SO
bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOMwith pri-SA SQ
vate bath and shower . .

Our$2.oo
Rooms
always

available

Special
weekly rates

Phone
Bryant 8000

According to Trade Commis-
sioner Plarvey Sheahan of Rio de
Janeiro, sound equipment is barn
storming Brazil. One of the lead-

ing American distributors of

sound equipment has secured a
specially constructed portable
sound unit, and, in conjunction
with one of the prominent Ameri-
can motion picture distribution

houses, is planning an actual
demonstration of sound pictures
in forty cities of the states of

Minas Geraes and Sao Paulo
This hook-up is intended to

show theatre owners in towns
where no sound equipment has
been sold, the box office value of

such installation. It is planned to

keep this unit on the road for

approximately six months, and the
officials of both companies con-
cerned are very optimistic as to

the probable results. This is the
first attempt of its kind in Brazil
to create interest in sound units
and sound pictures outside of the
ten or twelve principal cities.

The equipment is packed in spe-
cial trunks and can be handled
through trucks or on the railroad.

Some months ago, according to

Acting Commercial Attache C.

Roderick Matheson, Helsingfors,
Finland, the Government of Fin-
land granted 500,000 Finnish
Marks to subsidize the local edu-
cational film industry. The Board
of Schools has now requested that
78,000 Marks be enteved in the
budget for 1931 for the mainten-
ance of a central depot for this

film activity.

No Movie Slump
The motion picture industry in

Malaya, in enjoynig popularity
and making good profits, in spite

of the fact that the country is

going through a period of trade
depression, according to Assistant
Trade Commissioner August B) au-
er, Jr., Singapore, in a report to

the Department of Commerce. All

other lines of business have been
hard hit by the unfavorable eco-
nomic conditions but moving pic-

ture theatres keep playing to ca-

pacity houses vdu'u super produc-
tions are shown and several new
theatres are either planned or ace
actually under construction.

HAROLD LLOYD COMING
EAST FOR “FEET FIRST”
Harold Lloyd wil come East to

attend the Broadway opening of

his new talking comedy, “Feet
First”, at the Rialto, where the

picture will opeu as soon as

“What A Widow!” has ended its

engagement.
Totalling the trip which Lloyd

made to Hawaii with his company
to film comedy scenes aboard the
liner and at Honolulu for “Feet
First,” the journey to New York
will mean that he will cover 10,-

000 miles in order to complete
the presentation of his latest

talking picture to the public—

a

larger mileage than has been in-

volved in any motion picture since

the audible era started.

“GREAT MEADOW” CAST
SHOOTING IN SIERRAS

Charles Brabin and his “The
Great Meadow” company are in

the high Sierras for location
shots. The requirements of Eliza-

beth Maddox Roberts’s story of

the struggle of pioneers to cross
the Alleghany’s to Kentucky in

1775-1785, demanded country above
timberline. Eleanor Boardman,

John Mack Brown, Gavin Gordon,

Sarah Padden, Lucille La Verne,

Quinn Williams, Helen Jerome

Eddy are in the cast.

CHESTERFIELD ADDS 3

TO PRODUCTION UST
Chesterfield Motion Picture Corp.

has added three more pictures to
its program of 1930-31. Six pic-
tures were originally contracted
for by all the exchanges, three of
which have already been deliver-
ed. These were song and dance
pictures and the company has
now switched into making all

thrill melodramas and has added
chree additional pictures to the
six previously contracted for,

making a total of nine for the
year. The titles of the remain-
ing six pictures are: “The Mid-
night Special,” “Into the Flames,”
“Grief Street,” “Tia Juana,” “The
Lady from Nowhere,” and “The
Inside Story”. RCA recording
will be used. “The Midnight
Special,” the first picture, is now
in production.

OHIMP COMEDIES
BOOKED BY WARNERS

The first of the popular Tiffany
Talking comedies, “The Little
Covered Wagon” has been booked
in thirty-two Warner houses in

Pittsburgh and Philadelphia terri-

tories advises Oscar Hanson, gen-
eral sales manager. The second
of the series “The Blimp Mystery”
will flash the screens of fifteen

houses in the same territory.

CONTINENTAL DIRECTOR
FOR CONNIE BENNETT

Paul L. Stein who is directing
Constance Bennett in her new
starring picture, “Sin Takes a
Holiday’,’ for Pathe, made his bow
as a screen director with UFA and
has a number of continental, as
well as American, successes to his
credit. “Her Private Affair” and
“This Thing Called Love” are
among his recent pictures.

DRESSLER AND MORAN
PRIME FOR “REDUCING”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
latest Marie Dressler-Polly Moran
comedy has been titled “Reduc-
ing”. Anita Page, William Col-
lier, Jr., Sally Eilers and William
Bakewell are in support. Charles
Riesner will direct.

FITZPATRICK MAKES
ARMISTICE DAY FILM

FitzPatrick Pictures have made
a special reel for Armistice Day
which embodies all the various
events leading to the signing of

the Armistice, modeled in clay.

The film is also synchronized with
dialogue and music.

M-G-M BUYS ONE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—M-G-M
has acquired the rights to Vin-
cent Lawrence’s “Among the Mar-
ried.”

POLLARD ASSIGNED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Harry
Pollard is directing M-G-M’s pro-

duction of “The Southerner”, star-

ring Lawrence Tibbett.
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RADIO TO MAKE OWN RELEASE PRINTS

AT NEW $1,000,000 HOLLYWOOD PLANT
<>

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—With-
in 30 days, ground will be broken
here for a new motion picture film

laboratory for Radio Pictures,

which, when completed, will be

one of the most modern plants of

its kind in the world.

The announcement was made
by Joseph I. Schnitzer, president

of RKO-Radio.

Schnitzer and William LeBaron,
vice-president in charge of pro-

duction, have begun inspecting

sites near the company’s studios

and will select one as the loca-

tion for the new buildings.

LeBaron said Prank Garbutt,
widely-known laboratory expert,

has been retained to supervise
building and to take charge of

the operation of the laboratory
when completed.

Employment for a regular staff

of from 150 to 170 men and wo-
men will be created by the new
institution/*:

Most significant* is the revela-

tion that all release prints of RKO
Radio Pictures will be made in

Hollywood instead of in jNew
York. The laboratory will have
a normal capacity of 60,0*00,000

feet of film annually.

Construction of the principal

building and its subsidiary film

vaults is estimated to cost be-
tween $750,000 and $1,000,000.

PARAMOUNT PEP CLUB
MAKES WHOOPEE TONITE

Members of the Paramount Pep
club will hold their annual in-

augural banquet and ball tonight,

in the grand ball room of the
Astor Hotel. New officers includ-
ing President Fred Metzler, Vice-
President Lou S. Diamond, Trea-
surer Joseph L. Doughney and
Secretary Rose Weinberg, will be
installed and new applicants for
membership approved. Arrange-
ments for the banquet are in

c harge of C. A. Beute. A. M. Bots-
ford will be toastmaster.

In addition to several hundred
members of the club, the banquet
will be attended by B. P. Schul-
berg, Walter F. Wanger, Ernst
Lubitsch and Sam Jaft'e, if they
arrive from the coast in time.
Guests of honor will include
Nancy Carroll, Mary Brian and
Fredric March.

FULTON ON WAY
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Meri-

deth E. Fulton, director of the
Fashion Features Studios, Inc.,

left late yesterday for a business
trip to New York. He is there
to confer with George W. Gibson,
^resident of the studio concern-
ing the coming spring fashion
levues. Fulton "dll then return
to the Black Hills country in

South Dakota for a short vacation.

His wife will meet him at Sioux

Citv. Iowa, where she has been
visiting friends and relatives. The
Fultons are expected to return in

about three weeks.

RUTH ROLAND TO SING

TONIGHT OVER WOR
Ruth Roland, former serial

queen of the movies who has just

made her return to the screen
in a “talkie” version of Cornelius
Vanderbilt’s novel, “Reno.” will

be interviewed over Station WOR
tonight, at 7:45 P.M. Miss Radie
Harris will act as interlocutor.

Miss Roland, who is visiting

New York for the first time in

several years, will also sing a
song from her starring vehicle,

“As Long as We’re Together”.
The interview, which takes place
on the Auerbach Program, will

last fifteen minutes.

E. STEVENSON HERE

Edward Stevenson, chief of the
costume department at the First
National and Vitaphone Studios,
is in New York en route to Eu-
rope. He sails

,
.today and ex-

pects to remain 'qb'road for about
three weeks. L,

the screen with the low morality
level reached by the stage. Fol-
lowing the severe criticisms of

Cardinal Mundelein in the West
and Cardinal Hayes in the East
that New York stage productions,
in effect, were reeking with filth—^in which the Rev. Mr. Talbot
heartily agrees—the latter’s con-
structive angle of tribute to the
moral intentions and practice of
picture producers, is accepted
with appreciation.

Father Talbot’s attack on the
legitimate stage was made at the
forum sponsored by the Columbus
Council, K. of C. at the Columbus
Club in Brooklyn. It was fully
as drastic as those made by the
two Cardinals referred to. The
Rev. Mr. Talbot declared that the
stage had dipped so low in the
past year that if it is allowed to
continue unchecked it will soon
be “at the bottom of the sewer.”
Then came his use of the screen
by way of contrast:

“It is my opinion that the legiti-

mate stage here in the dramatic
centre of the country is changing
for the worse and that motion
picture production is changing for
the better.”
Of the screen. Father Talbot

said further that be believed it

was passing into the control of
men of “strict integrity;” that it

is trying to cleanse itself from
within, and is sleeking the co-
operation of the “enlightened and
reputable and yet liberal-minded
public that the theatre is still

stupidly antagonizing.”
Thoughtful leaders in the pic-

ture business will now welcome
recognition by churchmen of the
difficulties encountered by picture
producers in living up to high
ethical standards — difficulties

much greater than those confront-

OTTAWA FIRE

CHIEF PRAISES
FILM INDUSTRY

At the Dominion Fire
Marshals Association con-
vention held in Ottawa,
Percy Bugbee, Ciiief Field
Engineer of the National
Fire Protection Association,
requested permission to

say a few words to tJiose

assembled iit the conven-
tion hall, and the request
was readily granted. Mr.
Bugbee made Ihe following
statemeni

:

“The motion picture in-

dustry has taken P'ore
care and pains to reduce
fire hazard than anv "ther
industry in the world.”

RENNIE TO ATTEND
“GIRL WEST” OPENING

James Rennie, who arrived in

New York from California on
Tuesday, and who plays a role
with Ann Harding ip First Na
tional’s production of “The Girl
of the Golden West,” will be pres-
ent when that picture opens at
.me of the leading Broadway the-
atres.

ing stage producers owing to the
vastly greater volume of enter
tainment demanded of the former.
There are twenty thousand pic-

ture theatres to be kept open to

the public. They will be kept
open only on a paying basis, and
they will yield no revenue on the
investment unless the entertain-
ment offered is such. as to appeal
to the public demand for recrea-
tion, diversion. Lacking theii

percentage of this revenue, pic-

ture producers would be unable to

live up to the responsibility they
have accepted—to supply the
means of keeping the theatres
open.

Picture producers are continu-
ously crowding the limit of beau-
ty and of appeals to the intellect

which the public will accept and
are continuously paying the pen-
alty out of their personal pockets.
That is why the Rev. Mr. Talbot
finds that motion picture produc-
tion is changing for the better.

By such means the motion pic-

ture industry—not so long ago
accenting the designation of

“little brother to the stage”—has
matured into the acknowledges
head of the united families of
which the theatre is the home.
A great majority of stage pro-

ductions are now undertaken in

the exnectation of profitably trans-
ferring them to the screen. The
screen has subscribed to a cohe
nf ethics and is conscientiously
living up to it. Consequently,
when the stage with its ques-
tionable offerings overstens the
hounds fixed by the screen it usu-
allv does so at a loss of money
and reputation. Thus—so the
wise ones in the picture Unsino'-s

believe—the evil gradually will
correct itself, and the legitimate
stage, too. will he observed to
be “changing for the better.”

SCHWARTZ BOOKS

WARNER PRODUCT
The Schwartz Circuit, embrac-

ing 21 theatres in Brooklyn and
Long Island, has closed for the
entire Warner Bros. 1930-31 prod-
uct.

The deal was consummated by
George Balsdon, metropolitc
sales manager for Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc., with headquarters
at the home office.

OOLUMBIA LAUNCHES
SPANISH DEPARTMENT
Columbia has added a new

oranch to its foreign publicity de-
partment, the personnel of which
will handle, exclusively, .Spanish
speaking countries. Mary M.
Spaulding, feature writer for a
Spanish fan publication, will head
:he branch. The department will
serve Peru, Panama, Spain, Ar-
gentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Mexico, Uruguay,
Cuba and Guatemala.

SONG WRITERS SIGNED
FOR STEELE WESTERN
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Paul

McVeagh, Irving Bibo and M. A.
Dickinson have been signed by
Tiffany to do the music and lyrics

for Bob Steele’s western, “Head-
in’ North” for which prelimin-
ary production plans now are be-
ing made by Trem Carr, producer.

FRAVELOGUE MAKERS
BACK FROM HAWAII

Curtis F. Nagel and Howard D.
Brown, co-producters of the Roll-

ing Stone series ’ for Tiffany re-

lease, have returned from Hawaii
having completed a travelogue of

the island, done partly in color.

WARNER CIRCUIT SIGNS
EDUCATIONAL SHORTS

Contracts were signed this week
by Warner Theatres, Inc., for

Educational’s 1930-1931 short sub-
ject releases.

U. BUYS “UP AND UP”

The ninth Broadway stage suc-
cess for this season’s Universal
schedule was purchased yesterday
by Carl Laemmie, Jr:

—“On the Up
and Up”, the current Biltmore
Theatre production. Edwmrd A.

Blatt, producer of “Subway Ex-
press”, and M. J. Nicholas are
the producers of “On the Up and
Up”, which has Mabel Grainger
in the leading role in the stage
version.

FILM SHARES UP
(Continued from page 1)

active and closed up 2% points.

The preferred of the same issue

closed up l'/7 . Paramount clos-

ed up 1 and Warners 1.

The low and the closing prices

for the leading entertainment
shares will be found on page 2

of this issue.

SCREEN “CHANGING FOR BETTER”
(Continued from page 1)
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INDUSTRY'S LEADING THEATRE INTERESTS

PROMISE DIG HAPPENINGS AT CONVENTION
President Lightman in Cooperation with Foremost

Exhibitors in National M.P.T.O.A. Organization

Meet in Eleventh Annual Convention in Phila-

delphia, Nov. 10-12—Roster Reads Like a Show-
man’s Blue Book

^ M. A .Lightman .president of the

M.P.T.O.A., yesterday made known

CONSOLIDATED FILM
SIGNS 5=YEAR PACT

TO SUPPLY M=G=M

Ofticials of Consolidiited
Film Industries, Inc., yes-
terday contracted w i t h
M-G-M to furnish the latter
company aproximately 500,-

(MMMMtO feet of film during
tlie next five years.

Only a short time hack
the same company closed
with Universal to supi)ly
film over a period of ten
years.

the personnel of the Committee
to see that the
Eleventh Annu-
al Convention
of the nation-
al organization,
opening in
Philadelphia,
No. 10, will be
one of the liv-

est ever Ueld
in the history
of the indus-
try.

The roster
reads like a
“Who’s Who’’

of the exhibition field. The most

S. Skoiira.s

(Continued on page 5)

Columbia Books its Shorts Product

iln $1,000,000 Deal With Warners

The Skeptic is

Ever With Us
By

S
INCE the birth of time and the

dawn of civilization pioneers

in any field of endeavor have en'

countered skepticism, distrust, ridi'

cule and scorn. The educational

field for motion pictures is no ex'

ception to this rule. Only recent'

ly a distinguished savant from En'

gland took exception to the use

of motion pictures as a valuable

aid to the medical profession in

clinical work.
* * «

This man. Professor George

Grey Turner, set forth: “Clin'

ical work cannot be learned by
watching cinema demonstrations

and I have no hesitation in saying,

that, except in a very limited field

the cinematograph is a dangerous

method if it is olfered in place

of the more laborious plan where
the learner comes in direct con^

tact with the patient.” It is some'

what astonishing to find a scientific

man so lacking in imagination and
grasp. Motion pictures are not

intended in their educational

phases to replace contact with the

patient or any other practical

thing whereby a saw'bones may
learn his profession. What they

do make possible is an enlarge'

ment of the teaching scope by the

permanent record of difficult sur'

gical operations, skillfully per'

formied, and by the enlarging the

audience at a clinic to all the medi'

cal schools of the world, rather

than to restrict them to the num'
ber actually in the clinic at the

precise time of the performance of

the operation.
« 4> *

rpHERE are so many other uses

to which the motion picture

can be put in the amplifying of

instruction in medicine and sur'

gery that the various laymen, by

OFFICIALS OF RCA

AND PATHE DENY

RUMOR OF MERGER
A rumor that persists along

Broadway that would have RKO
take over Pathe yesterday was de-

nied, without reservations, by
both RKO and Pathe officials.

Running counter to these de-

nials it was learned from another
reliable source by a representa-
tive of this paper that the deal

may be consummated at an early

date.

It was pointed out that such
an affiliation would benefit both
organizations — assuring Pathe a
permanent and more far-reaching
outlet for its product, at the same

(Continued on page 4)

FILM ACTOR’S FATHER
BURNED TO DEATH

LO.S ANGELES, Oct. 16. — The
body of John Harron, 70' years
old, father of Johnny Harron, mo-
tion picture player, was found
burned almost beyond recogni-
tion and crammed in an incinera-

tor today.

The discovery was made an hour
after Harron left his home to open
his service station in the rear of

which is the incinerator. The po-
lice said the circumstances indi-

cated that Harron either was
murdered or was the victim of a
weird accident.

Members of the Southern So-
ciety last night gathered in the
ballroom of Hotel Astor and saw
and heard the prologue that will

run in connection with the syn-
chronized version of D. W. Grif-
fith’s re-issue of the “Birth, of

a Nation.”
The prologue presents D.W.,

himself, discussing the events that
serve as highlights for action of

SMPE TO SEE CHIMP

Tiffany Chimp short “The Little

Big House” will be shown to the
members of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers at their annual
convention at the Hotel Pennsyl-
vania.

“The Birth of a Nation.” George
Gordon Battle, prominent New
York attorney, is president of the
Southern Society which boasts ap-
proximately 250^,0010 members in

New York alone. No date has
been set for the release of the
new version. It marks the first

time D. W. Griffith has appeared

(Continued on page 4)

One of the biggest deals ever
consummated in the sound shorts
market yesterday was closed when
officials of Warners 'signed for
Columbia’s seven series. The deal
involved approximately ,$1,000,000.

The Columbia shorts will book
over Warners’ entire circuit.

The series involved are:

Disney’s “Silly Symphonies”,
“Mickey Mouse”, “Krazy Kat Kar-

(Continued on page 5)

VIOLA DANA WEDS
COLORADO SPRINGS, Oct. 16.

—Viola Dana was married here
yesterday to Jimmy Thompson,
Broadmoor Country Club golf pro-
fessional. The ceremony was per-
formed by the Rev. T. H. Mathe-
son, pastor of the First Christian
Church at a bungalow recently
purchased by the bridegroom as
a gift to his bride.

SOUTHERN SOCIETY REVIEWS TALKING PROLOGUE

WITH D.W.’S SYNCHRONIZED “BIRTH OF A NATION
’’

(Continued on page 4)
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MAIN iTREEl

Gloria has decided she’ll talk

turkey with the count * ** Cl.ara

(Ao Limit) Bow hit the Big Stem

yest. * * * J. H. Seidelmaii of

Para’s foreign dept, is due in on

the Aquitania this day * * * Hy
Lilt/ was seen yest. running

hither and thither in the wilds of

Joisey following dogs with a

camera * * * Hy wanted ’em to

bark lor the mike but * * * may-
be they (lid when they got hungry
* * * Warners’ 44tli street offices

beseiged by more customers * * *

Jean Darnell, from the steer

country * * * Howard Payne, the-

atre man from R.I. * * * Sidney
Meyers of Florida —all dropped
in * * * diet you know that Mexi-
can Joe Rivers swings fists at Her
Man * * * Herbert Rawliiison is

the latest recruit from screen to

stage * * * Conny Bennett has
three homes, they tell me over
at Pathe * * * did you know Wade
Boteler, the actor, scribbles * * *

the latest smart colors in movie-
land * * * cloud white, seafoam
white, mist gray, turf green, haze
pnnile and mirage tan * * * Bebe
(Dixiana) Daniels wears ’em in

Doug’s late one Warren Nolan
tells us * * * Jlissouri’s grid team
is due this day * * * Abe Wax-
man will grab ’em for Maybe It’s

Love showing * * * they ought
to help, Abe * * * they tell us the
boop-a-doop girl has been drop-
ped * * * getting fat, ’tis said * * *

Jack Trop who with Harry Sher-
man runs Majestic Pictures, is

the bouncing daddy of a little

Trop * * * two extras on the lot

—

“Jeal”-—“No, .111” * * * [lid you
know that Robert Montgomery
likes “to play with tools and ma-
chinery” * * * we’ll bet he necks,
too * * * so his p.a. advises * * *

they're putting extra traffic cops
on Queensboro span for that rush
to Para’s L. 1. studio when Benny
Schnlberg starts issuing orders
* * * Hey Broun and Bill Brady
will clown thru a debate * * *

wonder why the newsreelers dont’
shoot that political candidate over
in Bklyii who says all potential
congressman should be given in-

telligence tests * * * wonder what
Roxy is doing across the pond * *

What a wow “Just Imagine”
turned out to be! The DySylva,
Brown and Henderson opus which
opened Friday night at Carthay
Circle theatre brought home the

bacon in a big way. Its tuneful

melodies, bright comedy lines and
very unusual sets brought forth

cheers from the first-night audi-

ence and must have renewed faith

of the songwriters m things mu-
sical. The Fox company is to be
congratulated. The crowd fair-

ly gasped at the uniqueness of

the backgrounds, the adroit hand-
ling of difficult shots and the very
finished performances of the

players. There is one song num-
ber especially that ought to lie

popular. It is called “I am the
Words, You Are the Melody”.
John Garrick sings it most ef-

fectively.
* * •

Carl Laemmle. Jr., has signed
up a new associate producer

—

Erwin Gelsey. He was scenario

chief at Paramount studios. Long
Island, six months ago.

* « «

Henry King, who is directing

“Lightnin’ ” at Fox studios’ is

passing out the cigars. It is a
nine pound girl, born at the Good
Samaritan hospital, last Thurs-
day.

* * *

Rumor has it William DeMille
is leaving M-G-M and that Cecil

B. will follow him, as the two
have been inseparable for 17

years. Cecil still has “The Squaw
Man” to film for the Culver City

plant.
* * •

James Cruze has made a swell
picture of the play “She Got What
She Wanted.”

• • *

Eddie Cantor, after a tussle

with Sam Goldwyn, said: “Here-
after I’m going to make my pic-

tures for nothing and charge
Sammy for the arguments.”

* * •

Charlie Chaplin goes to the
openings but refuses to talk over
the “mike”.

thinking three minutes, can picture

to themselves the practical supple-

mentary uses of this astonishing

device.
* «

IV/rOTION pictures, nor any

other method of teaching,

provide no royal road to learning

and nobody but a stupid man

—

whether he be a professor or a lay-

man—would figure they do.
* « *

OTION pictures, like all

other great institutions which

are of service to the human
family, must encounter obstacles,

disbelief and cynicism before ac-

ceptance as a matter of course by
tht learned as well as the unin-

formed.

Cliff Broughton will make ten
outdoor pictures for Bono Art-
World Wide, upon the return of

George Weeks from New York.
* • •

Joan Crawford has signed a
new contract with M-G-M to run
for one year with usual options.

« * •

A1 Green and Frank Lloyd,
First National and Warner Bros,
directors, have been loaned to Pa-
the for one picture each. Green
will make “This Marriage Busi-
ness.”

• • •

Pathe may not remake “Perils
of Pauline” and “Exploits of
Elaine” into talkie serials, as at
first planned . Although the
stories were ready and Bonn Mc-
Elwaine all set to supervise the
productions, production head E. B.
Derr, has deferred the filming of

the thrillers .

* • •

Renaud Hoffman will direct

“The Ape” for Liberty Produc-
tions. Harry Langdon has been
signed for one of the principal
roles.

« * *

Josephine Lovett, who wrote
the original story “What a Wid-
ow” for Gloria Swanson, is writ-

ing the adaptation for Cecil De-
Mille’Ss “The Squaw Man”, at

Culver City.
* * *

A1 Rogell will make “The Be-
loved Enemy” as his next Tiffany
production, following “Aloha”
which is nearing completion.

• • *

“Charley’s Aunt” has been
finished at Metropolitan Sound
studios, Hollywood. A1 Christie

directed and Sid Walsh is now
editing it.

« « *

J. J. Franklin is out of Fox
West Coast Theatres. He resign-

ed as Los Angeles Division Man-
ager of the theatre circuit on Fri-

day. Jack Frost, from New York,
succeeds Franklin. Robert Bend-
er former head of United Press in

New York City, will be connect-
ed with the home office of Fox
West Coast theatres, on a “roving
commission.”

READY TO FILM LIFE

OF FIRST PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, Oct. 16. — Ar-
rangements were nearing comple-
tion here today for the filming of

the picture which is to record the

life of George Washington from
boyhood to death.

Mount Vernon, the Washington
home overlooking the Potomac
River, is to be the setting for

much of this picture, which is to

be sent over the country in con-
nection with the celebration in

1932 of the 200th anniversary of

the birth of George Washington.
The idea of making such a film

in both sound and color origin-

ated with Representative Sol
Bloom of New York, who was here
today to help mobilize the re-

sources of the motion picture in-

dustry.

RKO-RADIO BUYS

BRITISH SPY FILM

FOR THIS COUNTRY
“The W Plan”, a British In-

ternational Production, which re-

veals the inside methods of spy
and counter-spy activities of the
world war along authentic lines,

and representing one of the most
novel contributions to the screen
yet made, has been acquired by
the RKO-Radio Pictures Cornora-
tion for American distribution.

This announcement is made by
Joseph 1. Schnitzer, President of

RKO-Radio. The picture was ac-
cepted for distribution by RKO-
Radio following its screening be-
fore a large number of executives.

The inclusion of “The W Plan”
in the RKO-Radio program em-
phasizes, according to Mr. Schnit-
zer, the fa/rt that pictures,, no
matter of what nation, may ex-

pect a cordial reception from
American distributors and audi-
ences where they possess merit
equal to or superior to that pos-
sessed by the home product. Its

acceptance, continues the execu-
tive, should prove to be of un-
usual interest on both sides of the
Atlantic as showing that there is

an open market for the picture
of excellence.

The picture is adapted from
Graham Seton’s novel of the same
title which not only enjoyed wide
distribution in Great Britain but
in America as well where it has
been syndicated.

SO. SOCIETY REVIEWS
“BIRTH OF A NATION”

(Continued from page 1)

before the mike. The acting end,

however, is not foreign to the

old Master, as he began his the-

atrical career behind the foot-

lights.

OFFICIALS DENY RUMOR
(Continued from page 1)

time assuring RKO of Pathe’s

newsreel, and its services, togeth-

er with three of the screen’s out-

standing stars—Ann Harding, Con-
stance Bennett and Helen Twelve-
trees.

Whether or not any such action

is contemplated is not known.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Oct. 16, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 491/8 50 !4 + 14
Warner Bros 17% 21% + 31/2

Warner Bros. Pre. 38 38 —
Fox Film “A” 371/2 381/2 — %
Loew’s Inc 561/4 59% + 1/2

Radio K-A-0 22 22% - '/2

Pathe Exchange ... 3% 3% + %
Pathe “A” 7% 71/2 + 1/2

Con. F. Ind 13 Vs 151/2 + 1%
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 18'/2 19 + 1

Curl) Market

Columbia Piet 28% 00CNl —IVs
Fox Theatre “A”... 7 7 —
Nat. Screen 18 18 —3

THE SKEPTIC IS EVER WITH US
(Continued from page 1)
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Fifteen Productions in Work
At Para West Coast Studio

FLAHERTY ORGANIZING

NEW MUSIC COMPANY

Pat J. Flaherty, organizer, vice-

president and general manager of

the Red Star Music Company,
Inc., Fox subsidiary, who resigned

on October 1, to take effect No-
vember 14, will organize his own
music publishing firm to open De-
cember 1. The company will in-

clude two other outstanding per-

sonalities of the music publishing
field associated with Mr. Flaherty.

Instead of depending on motion
picture music this firm, it is an-

nounced, will function basiically

on popular music which will be
plugged bv way of radio and the

legitimate stage with motion pic-

ture music as a side line.

HEM MAYNARD SiBNED
FOR SIX WESTERNS

Ken Maynard, western star, has
been signed for a series of six

pictures, by Tiffany. Maynard,
formerly under the First Nation-
al: and Universal banners, is con-
sidered a box office draw. His
first will be “The Midnight Stage”.
Jeanecie Loff will play opposite.

Production will be started soon.

TIFFilNY OHfiflP FILiHS

GET FOREIGN YERSIONS

Grant L. Cook, executive vice-

president of Tiffany, yesterday an-
nounced Tiffany’s Chimp comedies
will be made in foreign langu-
ages. The first two of the series

already have been adapted to Spa-

nish, and German.
Pox V/est Coast theatres have

booked the entire series, Cook
added.

SCHULBERfi, WANGER
AND LUBITSCH HERE
FOR L. 1. ACTIVITIES

B. F. Soliulberg, produc-
tion head of Paramount’s
iVest Coast activities, Ernst
Lsibitsch, director, Waiter
H'aiig'er, production execu-
tive, and iiiembers of Para-
mount’s technical staff, aie
in jNew York, to start it

new production schedule at

Faraniount’s L. L studios.

One of the first stories to

ffv into production follow-

ing’ Scliull)erg’’s arrival will

be “No Limit” in which
C'liira Bow will star. Clara
arrived yesferilay morning
from the coast.

VAUDEVILLE AT THREE

B’KLYN FOX THEATRES

Beginning Saturday, Oct. 18, the

Etox Walker and Savoy Theatres
in BrookP'u will install vaudeville
in adduion to the regular feature
pictures they are now showing.
The Fox Reuublic in Brooklyn

will also start a vaudeville and
picture policy on Saturday,
Oct. 25.

TWO-REEL OOLORTONE
IN SPHNISH, ENGLISH

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Spa-
nish dance numbers by Anton
Rubenstein will be featured in a

cwo-reel “colortone” picture,
“Cabelleros,” to be filmed both in

English and Spanish on the M-G-M
lot. Benny Rubin will have the

lead.

NEW OFFICERS NAMED

BY UNIVERSAL CLUB

Herman Stern was re-elected

president of the Universal Club,

social and welfare organization of

the 300 home office employees of

the Laemmle organization, at the
annual election held Wednesday.
Fred J. McConnell was chosen
vice-president; Oscar Binder,
treasurer, and Miss Harriet Ratner
secretary.

The following were elected to

the Beard of Directors; Charles
B. Paine, James Jordan, Miss
Helen Hughes, Paul Gulick, Eu-
gene Walsh, J. V. Ward, Sidney
Singerraann, David C. Werner, A1
Myles, Sol Yeager, Miss Margaret
O’Connell, and Miss DeVorah
Singermann.

The newly elected officers will
be installed at the dinner-dance
to be given at the Club at the
Hotel Astor on November 1.

MNGY “ilTPERSON”
AT PARAMOUNT TODAY
Two complete stage shows, with

Nancy Carrol (in person) as the
star attraction of the “Hollywood
to Broadway” revue, are features
of the program at the New York
Paramount starting today. On
.he screen “The Santa Fe Trail”,
an all-talker, will flash. Otto
Brower and Edwin H. Knopf co-
iirected. Richard Alien and Eu-
gene Pallette head the cast. The
other stage attraction is “Putt,
Putt”, a Boris Petroff miniature-
golf travesty.

Fifteen new talking pictures
are currently in various stages of
production at the Paramount stu-
dios in Hollywood, according to
an announcement made by B. P.
Schulberg, managing director of

production. Among the new pro-
ductions now scheduled are
“Stampede”, starring Richard
Alien, a story of the early West;
George Bancroft’s next vehicle to
follow his current sea story, the
new picture showing the star as
a newspaper editor; a comedy to
tar Jack Oakie; the new William
Powell production; Clara Bow’s
latest romantic farce told against
a metropolitan background, and
Josef von Sternberg’s “Dishonor-
ed” with Marlene Dietrich in the
stellar role.

Photographing and other work
is now being completed on “Tom
Sawyer”, with Jackie Coogan and
Mitzi Green; “The Virtuous Sin”,
viith Walter Huston and Kay
Francis; Ruth Chatterton's lates't,

“The Right to Love”, and “Fight-
ing Caravans”, recently on loca-
tion near .Sonora with Gary Coop-
er. Lily Damita, Ernest Torrence
and Tully Marshall heading the
cast.

Several other pictui’es are in

the cutting rooms being edited for
early release, Schuiberg an-
nounces. Among these are Charles
Rogers’ “Along Came Youth”;
“Morocco”, with Gary Cooper and
Marlene Dietrich; George Ban-
croft’s sea story, “Derelict”; “Sea.
Legs”, starring Jack Oakie, and
Maurice Chevalier in “Playboy of
Paris.”

ROCELL PICKS STAFF
FOR TIFFANY’S ‘ALOHA’

INDUSTRY’S THEATRE INTERESTS AT CONVENTION
(Continued from page 1)

prominent leaders in the theatre
branch of the industry not only
have signified their intention of

serving on the committee but will

be ill attendance. This means
that the Eleventh Annual meet-
ing of this organization promises
to be just about the most impor-
tant get-together event ever stag-
ed by theatre owners. Big things
will happen because big men are
going to act.

The committee’s personnel fol-

lows:
Charles Picquet, chairman, N.C.;

M. A. Lightman, Tenn. ; R. R.
Biechele, Mo.; Willard Patterson,
Ga.

;
Prank C. Walker, N Y. ; Jay

Emanuel, Penn.; M'. J. 0'’Toole,

Secy., N. Y.
;
Edward M. Fay, R. I.;

Wm. Benton, N. Y. ; M. L. Comer-
ford, Penn.

;
Samuel Dembow, N.

Y.
;
Fred Desberg, O. ; Jack Miller,

III.; Moe Silver, Cal.; Maj. L. E.

Thompson, N. Y. ; Fred Wehren-
fterg, Mo.; Dean Rundell, N. Y.

;

Edward Kornblite, N. Y. ; William
Dillon, N. Y.; Sam Katz, N. Y.;

Spiros Skouras, N. Y. ; L. O.
Davis, Ky.

; Merle Davis, Mont.

;

Oscar Lehr, Mo.; Louis K. Ansell,
Mo.; Floyd Maxwell, Ore.; Harry
Alexander, Can.; Peter Adams, N.
J.; J. J. McCarthy, R. I.; J. Hoff-
man, Conn.; E. G. Levy, Mass.;

Jake Lourie, Mass.; Sen. J. H.
Bean, N. H. ; Michael White, N.
H.

;
Sidney Nutt, Ark.; H. D.

Wharton, Ark.; Ed. Kuyendahl,
Miss.; R. X, Williams, Miss.; Rob-
ert R. Wilby, Ga.; Arthur Lucas,
Ga.; Love B. Harrel, Ga. ; A. B.

Nomand, Okla.
;

Sidney Lust,
Wash., D. C.;

A. J. Bryiawski, Wash., D. C.

;

Prank Durkee, Md.
; J. Louis

Rome, Md.
; Theodore Hays,

Minn.; Harry Nolan, Colo.; J. J.

Ruben, III.; I. W. Rodgers, HI.;

John A. .Schwalm, O.; Martin G.
Smith, O. ; William James, 0.;
Jack Harwood, 0.; P. J. Wood, 0.;
I. Libson, O.

;
I. Weinberg, Va.;

Tony Seidekum, E. L. Drake,
Tenn.; Louis Markus, John B.
Ashton, Utah; E. A. Burford, Al.
Ringling, Wis.; M. J. Kallett,
Meyer Schine, William Smalley,
Walter Vincent, N. Y. ; William
Quigley, Abe Sablosky, John
Harris, Jr., Mike Manos, Stanley
Elkin, L. J. Chamberlain, Pa.;
Col. M. S. Butterfield, George
Trendle, Mich.; A. C. Zaring, Ind.;
Ben Berinstein, Cliff Griffin, Rod-
ney Pantages, Michael Gore,
L. L. Bard, Cal. ; E. V. Richards,
N. Y. ; J. H. Saenger, Rupert,
Richards, La.; Phil Isley, W. L.
Lawrence, Pres., Okla.; E. Van
Hying, Kan.

GRAINGER ASSIGNED

Edmund Grainger, youthful Pox
Movietone supervisor, has drawn
assignments to “Land Rush,”
adapted from the story “Three
Bad Men”, which Benjamin Sto-
loff will direct, and “La Estrella”,
the next directorial assignment of
Alexander Korda, based on a
magazine story by Wilbur Hall.

U. SIGNS ADAPTOR
Lenore Cocee, one of the best

known scenarists in the industry,
was signed yesterday to do the
adaptation, continuity and dia-
logue of “Seed”, the Charles G.
Norris novel which will be pic-
turized as a special by Universal
this season.

DOLUMBIA IND WINNERS
(Continued from page 1)

toons”, Walter Futter’s “Curiosi-
ties,” “The Rambling Reporter”,
“Specialties” and “Screen Snap-
shots”.

Officials of Columbia, including
Joe Brandt, president, are of the
opinion that no better compliment
could be paid the acknowledged
high quality of Columbia shorts
than the closing of such a deal
with one of the leading circuits
in the United States.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Al
Rogell, producer and director of
Tiffany’s “Aloha”, has picked the
following personnel for his pro-
duction staff.

Charles Stumer and Bert Bald-
ridge, cameramen, Mike Misrgma,
assistant director, Edgar Ulmer,
art director, Abe Mej^er, musical
director, Dick Calhoun, film editor
and Jean Lewis, dialogue direc-
tor. supervised by Rudolph Floh-
tow. The cast includes Ben Lyon,
Raquel Torres, Robert Ellis,
Robert Edeson, Alan Hale, Tlielmc-
Todd, Donald Reed, Otis Harlan,
Al St. John and T. Roy Barnes.

“BEAU IDEAL’’ NOW
“DEVIL’S BATTALION’’

Soniiething descriptive of riding
hellions and fighting demons had
long been wanted by Radio Pic-
tures to supplant the title of Her-
bert Brenon’s latest production,
“Beau Ideal,” sequel to “Beau
Geste.” Time was up. So Bren-
on dived into an ocean of sugges-
tions and came up with “The
Devil’s Battalion”—and this is of-

ficial.

F. N. BUYS ONE

The rights to “Lady for Love,”
an unpublished novel by Alan
Brener Schultz, has been bought
by First National.
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Now that youVe got them coming with . . .

"THE INDIANS ARE COMING".. keep them

coming with "THE SPELL OF THE CIRCUS"
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RKO’S NEW MAYFAIR THEATRE

TO OPEN EARLY IN NOVEMBER

BRITISH CITIZENS

IRRITATED BY ACTS

OF CENSOR BOARD
LONDON, Oct. 16.—Much public

criticism has resulted troin the

banniug by the British Board of

Film Censors of the American
picture. "Outward Bouud”. Criti-

cism is directed personally at the

hoard’s president, Edward Shortt,

former Home Secretary, as it has
been his rule not to allow the

showing of films dealing with life

after death, yet the original play

was not censored, nor was “The
Passing of the Third Floor Back’’;

yet the American prize play, “The
Green Pastures,” was forbidden.

In all three of these plays the

Deity appeared on the stage and
wearing modern clothes. These
inconsistencies on the part of

British censorship are a source

of much irritation to both play
and picture audiences.

Warner Bros.’ “Outward Bound”
is listed among films approved by
the motion picture bureau of the

International Federation of Cath-
olic Alumnae.

RKO’S new Mayfair Theatre,

at Seventh avenue and 47th Street,

is nearing completion, and will be

dedicated next month. The exact

date and opening attraction will

be announced next week upon the

return of Joseph Plunkett, vice-

president in general charge of

RKO theatres, from his tour of

the newly acquired RKO theatres

in the south.

Work began yesterday on the

electric display which will orna-
ment the front of the Mayfair.

This will include the largest elec-

tric sign in New York, 100 feet

high and 145 feet wide, facing
both on Broadway and to the

south toward Longacre Square.

The theatre will seat 2300.

“TOO HOT TO HANDLE”
FOR LOUISE FAZENDA

“A Fall to Arms,” second of the

Louise Fazenda series is complet-
ed.

In a check up in Hollywood of

the year’s comedy features it was
revealed that Louise Fazenda has
appeared in more than almost any
other leading woman, and has
walked off with first comedy
lionors in every one of them.

The third in her series, “Too
Hot to Handle” is now in work.

HOLLYWOOD APPROVES

“BIG BOY” AND JOLSON

“LaCY QF LAKE” SET
FOR RELEASE, NOV. I

James A. FitzPatrick announces
November 1, as the release date

for his feature production, “The
Lady of the Lake”, adapted from
Sir Walter Scott’s famous poem.
The featured players are Percy
Marmont and Benita Hume. The
picture was produced in Scotland,

the original locale of the poem.

WRITERS START WORK
ON NEXT FOR DEMILLE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Gladys
Unger and Elsie Janis are at

work on the adaptation and dia-

logue for “The Squaw Man”, to

be Cecil DeMille’s next for M-G-M.
Josephine Lovell will do the
scenario.

POLITICS

!

Politics in American cities

forms the basis of the plot of

“The Secret Six”, soon to go into
production on the M-G-M lot.

NAME CHANGED

DOVER, Del., Oct. 16
Change of the name of Co-
Ininhia Pictures Corpora-
tion to Columbia Pictures
Distributing Company, Inc.,

New York, N. Y., was
among the notices of cor-
porate changes filed here
tfxlaj.

SHOOTING BEGINS
ON RKO COMEDY

Production began yesterday on
Radio Pictures’ comedy, “Hook,
Line and Sinker”, co-featuring
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey,
supported by an all-star cast, in-

cluding Dorothy Lee, Jobyna
Howland. Ralf Harolde, Gustav
von Seyffertitz, Natalie Moorhead,
George Marion, Hugh Herbert and
Stanley Fields.

OLAND HEADS WEST
TO JOIN PARA. CAST

Warner Oland is enroute to Hol-
lywood to put on the make-up for

a Russian spy in Josef von Stern-
berg’s Paramount production,
“Dishonored”, in which Marlene
Dietrich will be seen.

EXPLOITATION STUNT

CLEVELAND. — Arthur Catlin,

manager of the Loew’s Allen The-
atre here, listed a free offering

of candy among the exploitation
stunts in connection with the
showing of M-G-M’s “Let Us Be
Gay.”

NEW BRANCH MANAGER
Oscar R. Hanson, general sales

manager of Tiffany Productions,

has appointed Thomas A. Burke
manager of the Minneapolis

branch, replacing A. H. Fisher,

1
resigned.

CALIFORNIA THEATRE
HANDS COMPLIMENT
TO WARNER PRODUCT

Eor tlie past two years
the Palace 'Theatre at Long
Beacli, Calif., had played
notliing hut Warner Bros,

p r 0 (1 n c t , according to

Claude C. Ezell, general
sales manageitj, who sees
in this fact a nice ctmmen-
iary on the capacity of

ivainers’ product to enter-
tain consistently.

RKO SHOWMEN TO GO

LIMIT ON ‘HALF SHOT’

Prompted by the unprecedented
box office intake resulting in the
run of “Half Shot at Sunrise” in

Seattle and Portland, RKO show-
men throughout the country have
received definite intsructious from
headquarters to leave no stone
-Uiturned in the exploitation and
presentation of that show.

So overwhelming is the enthu-
siasm of RKO theatre officials in

ibis Wheeler-Woolsey comedy
smash, that pians are afoot to

treat it in all spots as an extend-
ed run show. Campaigns are be-
I'nor planned to be sufficiently ef-

fective in publicising the show, so

that not a single soul in the
neighborhoods of the RKO the-

atres will be ignorant of the fact

that these king comics are play-

ing at his or her favorite theatre.

All this with a view toward ex-

tending the vj-eek stands to two
.veek runs.

This is the tip off for all Radio
exhibitors to get set with a
-mashing campaign for the laugh
show.

12 IN SPANISH

Ben Lichtig. General Sales Man-
ager of Iberia Productions, yes-
terday announced that his com-
pany will produce a series of

twelve Spanish language feature
pictures for release during the
current film year. The series will

be made at the Larry Darmour
studios in Hollywood. “La Cauti-
vadora”, (which is Spanish for
vamp or siren) is the title of the
first production now in work.

AL ST. JOHN CAST

AI St. John, after completing a

role in “The Land of Missing
Men”, was engaged for a part in

Al Rogell’s latest Tiffany special,
“Aloha”, now in production.

HOLLY’WOOD BUREAU — “Big
Boy”, with Al Jolson, received a
good send-off during its Holly-
wood opening at the Warner Bros.
Hollywood Theatre. Reviewers
approved the Warner talker for
its entertainment qualities.

‘BEAU IDEAL’ EXHAUSTS
DESERT SADDLE SUPPLY

What is said to be the entire
stock of Arabian saddles in the
IMited States was used yesterday
in one scene of “Beau Ideal”,
which Herbert Brenon is direct-

ing for RKO Radio Pictures.
There was a total of 108 of these
saddles. They had been gather-
ed from a dozen parts of the coun-
try.

These saddles differ from the
American kind inasmuch as they
have horns both in front and rear,

giving riders handholds in whar-
ever direction th? mounts m.ny be
skidding in traversing sand-dune
“roads.”

TROWBRIDGE IN EAST

Charles H. Christie announces
the appointment of Carroll Trow-
bridge as Eastern representative
for Christie Film Company and
their interests. Trowbridge was
formerly associated with the
Christies in a similar capacity a
few years ago. His present ac-
tivity is being confined solely to

the interests of “Charley’s Aunt”,
the all-talking version of which
was recently filmed under the di-

rection of Al Christie at Metro-
politan Sound Studios lor Colum-
bia release.

“HEADLINER”

Number four of the ‘Headliner’
series, reduced by Lou Brock un-
der the direction of Mark Sand-
rich, will star Nat Carr, noted
character comedian, according to

an announcement from the coast.

In his long career, Carr has
played Hebrew dialect roles in

many stage and screen successes.
Last season, the Gramercy series

of shorts included three Nat Carr
starring vehicles which met with
great success throughout the
country. The titles of these sub-
jects were; “Two Gun Ginsburg”,
“Gunboat Ginsburg” and “General
Ginsburg.” It was on the strength
of the success with this series

that Lou Brock was prompted to

select Nat Carr for the ‘Head-
liners’.

LLOYD’S “FEET FIRST ” SET FOR PARAMOUNT
»

BALLYHOO BLOTTERS

HELP “OFnCE WIFE
”

More than 1,000 blotters bally-

hooing “The Office Wife” have
been distributed in offices of Man-
hattan and Brooklyn in connection
with the showing of this Vita-

phone picture at the Winter
Garden. Abe Waxman reports the
stunt effective.

Harold Lloyd’s latest, “Feet
First”, is scheduled to open at

the Rialto, Thursday morning,
October 30.

With the comedy film favorite

is Barbara Kent, the object of

his movie affections in the pic-

ture, and also a cast including
Alec Francis, Robert MeWade,
Lillianne Leighton, and Noah
Young.

NAT CARR IN
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Insist on
the Proofs

By

.

A CONTROVERSY has been

raging in Kansas City over

the matter of motion picture cen.-

sorship, and out of the melee has

come a constructive idea. The

Kansas City Star, one of the fam'

ous newspapers of the United

Sates, has printed whatever either

side of the controversy had to say

as a matter of popular interest.

The answer to those who attacked

the screen and cried aloud for

censorship was written by John

C. Moffitt, who set out to demon-

strate, and did demonstrate that

the motion pictures have nothing

whatever to do with the creation

of criminals any more than golf

p'aying, dancing, or other past-

times would incite the youth to

wrong doing.
* « «

ly/TR. MOFFITT brings out, in

the course of his very com-

plete and thoughful resume of the

arguments against the present in-

fluence of motion pictures, the

fact that a stop should be put to

the loose talk made by various re-

formers and others about pictures

to the end that there should be

some investigation of the facts be-

fore public and widespread con-

demnation is indulged in.

* « «

TTE even proposes that what-

ever serious charges are

made against the screen that those

who make them be called upon
to prove their statements, and this

suggestion we regard as construc-

tive and advisable.
« * *

IVTR. moffitt calls attention

to the fact that, “Golf, danc-
ing, bridge, religion, Billy Sunday,
and the movies are made for nor'

mal people. All of these factors

in modem life are keyed to the

(Continued on page 2)
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EVERY CIRCUIT IN WORLD NOW PLAYING

WARNERS SHORT SURJECTS, SURVEY SHOWS
-0-'

G. B. SHAW SELLS

OLD ONE-ACT PLAY

FOR BRITISH TALKIE

George Bernard Shaw has sign-

ed with the British International

Pictures, lor the production of

his one-act play, “How He Lied to

Her Husband.” It will be made
ias a feature length talkie, under
the direction of Cecil Lewis.

Shaw, when approached by of-

ficials of British International, ac-

cording to an announcement from

(('ontinued on page 2)

‘‘KiSMET” PREMIERE
ON B’WAY, OCT. 30

“Kismet”, First National’s spe-

cial starring Qtis Skinner, 'will

have its world premiere at War-
ners’ Hollywood on Broadway,
Oct. 30.

The occasion also will be the
world premiere of Vitascope, the
new wide film, on which “Kis-

(Continued on page 2)

Recent Check-up Points to Unique Position These Pro-

ductions Occupy in the Booking Field Wherever
Sound Films Are Shown — Company’s East and
West Coast Studios at Working Capacity to

Supply Increasing Demand
^ According to a survey just com-

pleted, Warner Brothers Vita-
phone Varieties now occupy the
unique and enviable position of
being booked for showing on
every motion picture circuit in
the world.
The producing company’s book-

ing records show that within the
past six months every circuit in

the United States, and abroad,
even in China and India, has con-
tracted for and is showing these
short subjects.

In the many theatres controlled
by the Warner interests, both at
home and abroad, Vitaphone
Varieties now comprise 95 per

(Continued on page 6)

M.P.T.0.A, MEETING FORESEEN

AS MOST USEFUL IN HISTORY

FROST NOW MANAGER

I

OF FOX L. A. AREA

I

UNDER OLDKNOW
HOLLYWOOD BLllEAU.

Oscar S. OMkiiow, execu-
tive vice-president of Fox
West Coast Tlieatres, lias

appointed Robert C. Frost
as laanager of the Los
Angeles division, succeed-
ing J. J. Franklin. The ap-
pointment is effective im-
mediately.

ROGERS GETS HOWARD
FOR SOHO ART SALES

Budd Rogers, director of sales

of Sono Art-World Wide, has ap-

pointed M. C. Howard to the local

sales staff at Cleveland.

CRITIC JONS U.’S STAFF

John C. Moffitt, screen critic on
the Kansas City star, has been
loaned for six months to Carl
Laemmle and has gone to Uni-
versal City to join the scenario
staff there.

The forthcoming Philadelphia
meeting of the M. P. T. O. A. will

be the most important and numer-
ously attended in the history of

the National organization of the-
atre owners. Secretary O’Toole
reports the best element in the
showman body of the country
thoroughly aroused. The Benja-
min Franklin Hotel is besieged
with reservation requests for Nov.
10, 11 and 12.

President Lightman is prepar-
ing a roster of speakers which

JOE PLUNKETT BACK
FROM TOUR IN WEST

Joseph Plunkett, general man-
ager of RKO theatres, is back
from his tour of inspection dur-

ing which he visited the newly
acquired RKO Southern theatres

in Texas, Alabama, Georgia and
Arkansas. While in the South he
attended the opening of the new
RKO Capitol in Dallas. Plunkett

is expected to set the opening date

for the new RKO Mayfair at

Seventh Avenue and 47th Street.

Plans also will be completed for

the simultaneous first showing
throughout the entire RKO sys-

tem outside of Greater New York,
of Amos ’n’ Andy’s first sound
picture, “Check and Double
Check”. This country-wide re-

lease is scheduled for this com-
ing week-end. Over 300 theatres
will participate in this world pre-
miere.

(Continued on page Z)

E. M. ASHER SUFFERS
BROKEN ANKLE AT U

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—E. M.
Asher, associate producer at Uni-
versal City, is confined to his home
here with a broken ankle sus-
tained when he slipped from the
running board of his car while
leaving the studio.
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MAIN STREET

Eiirl 01 ScarsUale is up for dis-

cipline by the Java E'hil) through
failure to be regular in attend-

ance on the morning meetings

—

The Java Club, by the way, has

perfected its club song which
starts, “A dunking we will go*_ A
dunking we will go! A dunking,

a dunking, a dunking, a dunking
we will go! * * * Howard Dietz,

who strikes off some pretty snap-

py ads for M-(T-M has two hits

clicking behind the footlights on
the Big Stem * * * iNat L,d*ine is

busy with another western * * *

IlKO picks a high-toned monicker
tor that new theatre on the avenoo
* * * wTiat with the Palace right

next door Hiram Brown’s boys have

pretty nearly two of the best spots

in the Big Puddle * * * we hear

a lot of favorable comment on

Major Bowes mike voice * * * the

major is that dignified-looking

ciiap patrons of the Capitol see

very often in the grand foyer

watching ’em storm the box-ofRce
* * * Louella Parsons thinks Kep.t

Husbands (in the offing as a talk-

ie) will be more popular with the

women than with the men * * *

Louella musta given a lot of

thought to that one * * Joe Littau,

the big-little baton waver at the

Roxy is going to take his baton
to the wilds of Omaha * * * won-
der who the rumor peddlers will

have tie-up with Bill Pox next
that Bow girl did some stunts on
the “L” for No Limit * * * Nancy
Carroll started right in linin’ ’em
up at the Para * * « westerns
seem to making a grand come-
back * * * Two Hearts in Waltz
Time * * * now, there’s a title

for you * * * -why don’t someone
write an original around Three
O’clock in the Morning * * <

George Bernard Shaw has suc-
cumbed to the talkies with a one-
act play * * * remember wher
Charlie Brabin took that Ben Hui
CO. to Rome * * * the politician'

will throw into high this weeb
* * * why don’t the newsreeler'
shoot some of these jumps from

skyscrapers * * * Evelyn Laye

hit the Big Stem * * * remember
when JIary Pickford was shoot-

ing two-reelers on twenty-thoic’

street * * *

LLOYD’S “FEET FIRST” TOPS

HIS LIST OF LAUGH RECORDS
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Harold

Lloyd with uncanny accuracy has
hit the bull’s eye again. His
latest, “Feet First”, is packed
with laughs and what’s more it

has a believable and consistent
story upon which to hang the
gags. The picture was previewed
Wednesday night at Riverside,
Calif., before a critical audience
and the applause and shrieks of

the audience must have been mu-
sic to the comedian’s ears, who
was present in person.

The picture gets off to a good
start with several laughs in the
early footage and builds up to a
tremendous climax. The scenes
on an ocean liner where Lloyd,
as a shoe clerk, unintentionally
becomes a stowaway and works
his way across the Pacific, are
very well handled. McWade and
Miss Leighton contribute valuable
aid in many of these scenes as
does Noah Young as the dumb
Swedish sailor. Miss Kent ap-
pears to advantage as the sweet-
heart of Harold, whom he takes
for a wealthy society girl, but who
is actually a secretary to a leath-

er merchant.

Clever bits were played by Ar-
thur Housman, as the Embassay
Club drunk, and Sleep ’n’ Eat, a
colored boy with a tantalizing
drawl, who as janitor of an office

building tries to rescue Harold
as he scales the side of a tall

building. The big laughs of the
production show Harold trying to
escape from a mail pouch, as it

is being hauled to the top of a
thirteen story office building on a
painters' platform,.

This is a succession of thrills,

ending when Harold finally
reaches the top only to receive
a punch on the nose and goes
sprawling over the edge to the
street below. There is a wow of
a tag gag as the picture closes.
The picture is splendidly photo-
graphed, especially the boat
scenes and the stuff around the
high building. This is the work
of Walter Lundin and Henry
Kohler.

“Feet First” ought to pull ’em
in for many months to come. It

tops Lloyd’s previous efforts, and
will please the kiddies of all ages.

R. M

G. B. SHAW SELLS
OLD ONE-ACT PLAY

(Continued from page 1)

that company’s New York office,

wrote from London:

“This getting me to attend a

first night and be photographed

in my seat is the latest craze of

the theatrical press agents, all be-

cause it happened at the Cocrane

revue. It is pure imbecility; my
presence or absence cannot make
a difference of a single night to

he run. I loathe first nights, as

I formerly had to live by attend-
ing them.

“(Signed) George Bernard Shaw.”

“KISMET” PREMIERE
ON B’WAY, OCT. 30

(Continued from page 1)

met” will be presented. This pic-

ture, Mr. Skinner’s first starring
vehicle on the synchronized
screen, was photographed both on
the ordinary standard film of 35

mm. width and on the 65 mm. Vita-
scope film,. It will be available
for exhibitors on both sizes.

Vitascope can be used with or-

dinary projection machines by
means of a special attachmenl
which can be installed in half an
hour. It requires a double-sizec
screen. Vitascope has been de-
veloped and perfected by the War-
ner Brothers and First National
technical staffs.

INSIST ON
(Continued from page 1)

THE PROOFS

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

LOOSE ENDS (Gea SL Cohan)
“Loose Ends” is by far the best

British talker that has flashed
from the George M. Cohan screen.
It is really a tragedy and a good
one. Owen Nares, in the role of
an embittered man who has fall-

en to the depths, is rescued by
an actress. Once rehabiliated ha
is disillusioned by the superfici-
ality of the smart circles in which
he is obliged to move. Edna Best
is seen and heard as the actress.
She gives a fine performance.
The entire cast is, like the pic-
ture, the best that has been of-
fered bj British plays reaching
this country. “Loose Ends” stands
out because it is one of the few
tragedies that has reached the
screen. It is logically told, and,
we repeat, acted with a fine sense
the dramatic. It is one of those
stories that easily could have been
“over done” both in the telling
and in the portrayals. Neither
has happened. The story is sol’d
and never lets down for the want
of action and plausibility. The
producers realized that they had
a tragedy to deal with and at no
time during the telling of the

: story has there been an attempt
ito drag in comedy for relief. A
cabaret scene has been well stag-
ed, one of the few sequences in
Hhe production that gets away
from the straight tragic trend of

I the story.

J. L. K.

MPTOA PRESIDEHT
BOOKS U. PRODUCT

[

M. A. Lightman, President of the
iM. P. T. 0. A., and an independent

i

circuit operator, has booked Uni-
iversal’s new season features and

j

shorts. Lightman controls thirty
theatres in 16 towns in Arkansas
land Tennessee.

JACK YOUNG JOINS

SONO ART IN DETROIT

DETROIT.—Jack Young, former
m,anager of the Columbia branch
here, has joined the Sono Art-
World Wide organization.

reactions of the normal. Civiliza^

tion will retrogress if we key

things to the sub-normal. If we
must make movies with no public

T> mind, save one that is criminal

uid mentally deficient, where will

he movies be?”
« * *

ONE of the examples used by

Mr. Moffitt is the case of

William Edward Hickman, the

"oung divinity student who com-

mitted murder to get money to

romplete his theological studies,

uid he notes that the day after

'he Hickman arrest Canon Chase

announced to the public that the

‘ragedy in Los Angeles had been

due directly to Hickman’s going

o the movies. “In proof of this,

the Canon thundered that the

criminal had taken his victim tc

a motion picture show. This ac

cusation was publicised widely

Had anyone else advanced a

theory so illogical he would no'

have been listened to. The pic

ture show was visited, according

to Hickman’s confession, because

his victim desired to go to the

movies and he desired to keep her

quiet. Thus we find the Canor
has put a reversed English on the

facts.”
• # •

E concur entirely with Mr
Moffitt ’s view that those

who make loose charges agains'

pictures should be required te

prove them and we believe that

a good place to begin would be

with Canon Chase.

FOR SAKE
PATEXTS FOR .‘<VSTEM OF PRO-
ducing moving- piciures in colour
for sale. Address Box ZT607, c.o.

Deacons, Fenchurc’n Avenue, Lon-
don, England.

HOTIOX I'TCTIIRE Al\ I) “STILL”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us adlvised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
.Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
u'der. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We 'nave excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre; trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business an ad in
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the service of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to do,
;and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.
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HUGHES COLOR FIRM LAUNCHES

ON BIG PRODUCIION SCHEDULE
^

DIRECTOR ROBERTSON

HAS WORD TO SAY

ON TALKIE BENEFITS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Talk-
ing pictures have materially in-

creased the versatility of screen
pmyers in the opinion of John
Robertson, director, who points

to recently uncovered talents of

many players as evidence.

“Physical appearance, aided
when advisable by makeup, de-

termined the limitations of the

player in the old silent pictures,”

says Robertson. “Whether or not
the voice conformed with outward
appearances made no difference.

Talking pictures have changed all

this.”

MPTOA MEETING
SEEN MOST USEFUL

(Contmued from page 1)

will include several influential

executives. These and others will

deliver messages on the present
status and future prospects of the
picture industry which will cover
all of the essential elements of

its business. The names of speak-
ers and the subjects they will

handle are promised in a few days
at the National headquarters in

New York.

A meeting of the Philadelphia
Committee was heid in the office

of National Trueasure Jay Eman-
uel, at which chairman Lewin
Pizor, secretary George P. Aarons,
chairnran of the Press Committee
Abe Einstein, and others attend-
ed. Mr. Pizor reported arrange-
ments will go forward. He said
that the banquet at the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel on Tuesday even-
ing, November 11, would be a
mammoth affair.

General Smedley Butler, head of
the Marines, will be one of the
speakers. Mayor Harry Mackey
of Philadelphia, will be another.
George Arliss, the great English
actor, is listed. Governor Pin-
chot of Pennsylvania gives a defi-

nite promise to be present.

TIFFANY CETS STOUT
TO CRANK WESTERNER
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Tif-

fany has borrowed Archie Stout,
one of Paramount’s ace camera-
men, to shoot Bob Steele’s west-
ern, “Headin’ South”. Trem Carr
is producing with J. F. McCarthy
at the megaphone. In support of
Steele are, Harry Allen, Eddie
Dunn, Walter Shumway, Perry
Murdock, Dorden de Main, Fred
Nurns and Jack Henderson.

DEAL TO SYNCHRONIZE
Chesterfield Motion Picture

Corp. announces the closing of a
conhact with Henry Arias, presi-
dent of the Classplay Pictures
Corp., whereby the latter acquires
the synchronized rights to Ches-
terfield’s nine 100 per cent talkie
productions, three of which are
already completed. The fourth.
‘The Midnight Special”, is now in
production.

U.’S INDIAN SERIAL
OOES INTO ANOTHER
FIRST=RUN THEATRE

To the list of first-run

houses playing Universal s

serial, “The Indians Are
Coming.’’ for the first time
in the history of the screen,

lias been added the Pro-
vince, Winnipeg. Not only
has this Class A house
run a chapter-play, but it

is the first time that any
serial ever played in that
city on a first run basis.

°^MICKEY’S BARGAIN’’

IN PREPARATION

Immediately after the comple-
tion of the first of the 1930-31

Mickey McGuire series, “Mickey’s
Musketeers”, director A1 Herman
started preparations for “Mickey’s
Bargain”, the second.

It is all about a kid’s idea of

a miniature golf course ana one
oan visualize the gag hazards
.hat will be used.

STUTTERING DIRECTOR

Harry Sweet, who is appearing
as a stuttering comedian with
James Gleason in “Her Man”, a
Pathe production, also is a di-

rector.

RKO studios paid off thirty-six

of its dancers on Saturday and let

Lhem go. Pearl Eaton, in charge

of ensemble numbers, has a con-

tract which expires in January.

« « «

Johnny Hines has started work
on his second Gayety comedy at

Metropolitan sound studios under
the direction of William Watson.
The cast numbers Rosalie and
Madelon Davis, twins, Doris Phil-

lips, Betty Gray and Jimmy Fin-

layson.
t 1$ 0

Mary Pickford is threatened
with writer’s cramp, having
agreed to autograph golf balls for

everyone who makes a “hole in

one” on her Wilshire putt-putt
course. Last week fourteen play-

ers recivd autographd golf pills.

‘CIMARRON” SHOOTING
3 MONTHS, 1 TO GO

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Wes-
ley Ruggles this week will round
out the third month of shooting
on “Cimarron”, the film version
of Edna Ferber’s novel which RKO
Radio Pictures is producing. An-
other month will be required to

complete this special.

It is said to be now certain
that Richard Dix’s portrayal of
';hp stellar role of Yancey Cravat
will prove one of the screen sen-
cations of the season. Much
oraise is being accorded Irene
Dunne for her delineation of the
part of Sabra opposite him.

M-G-M TO SCREEN
“DANCING PARTNERS”

M-G-M has acquired motion pic-

ture rights to the current David
Belasco stage production, “Danc-
ing Partner.” This comedy by
Alexander Engel and Alfred Grun-
wald was adapted to the English
stage by Frederic and Fanny Hat-
ton, and began its run at the
Belasco Theatre early in August.

STUDIO ‘GHOST’ LAID

The Hollywood “ghost” has
been annihilated by electrical ex-
perts at the Paramount L. I. stu-
dios. The “ghost” is the shadow
caused by the reflection of fila-

ments from the globe into [che

mirror of incandescent lights,

rile successful test was made in

shooting Ruth Chatterton’s “The
Right to Love.”

BELIEVE IT OR NOT!

Miriam Seegar, opposite Eddie
Quillan in his latest Pathe pic-

ture, “Big Money,” is Eddie’s first

blonde leading woman.

John T. Murray has just com-
pleted the role of Master of Cere-
monies in the all talking Screen
Snapshots issue Number 2, direct-

ed by Ralph B. Staub for Colum-
bia release.

* * «

Librty Productions has a “find”
it is said, in Billy Haggerty, four
yaar old actor, who plays a bit

in “Ex-flam”. He has been sign-
ed under a long-term contract, it

is announced.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Holly-
wood-Mukicoior, Ltd., a newly or-
ganized color-process concern,
controlled by Howard Hughes, are
launching forth on a pretentious
program for production.
According to Howard B. Lewis,

manager, the new million-dollar
laboratory of Multicolor here will
be completed by Nov. 15. It will
employ 200 men and will have a
maximum capacity of 3,000,000
leet of Multicolor per week.
Meanwhile the concern is oper-

ating at its old location, supply-
ing Multicolor to a number of
producers now active in produc-
tion. Already the services of
Alvin Wycoff, president of the
American Society of Cinemato-
graphers, Tony Gaudio, Harry
Perry, Lilly Williams, Harry Zech,
Elmer Dyer, Hay Mohr, all of
them photographers, have been
obtained.
Nationwide expansion plans are

underway, with 35 industrial lab-
oratories throughout the country
leased to turn out educational and
advertising films in Multicolor.

CHIMP FAMILY GOES
IN FOR BURNING LOVE

Members of Tiffany’s Chimp
family are shooting “Sweet Patoo-
tie”, described as a “super-drama
of blazing love.”

Sig Neufeld is directing. “Sweet
Patootie” calls for all the great
histrionic powers of Mr. Chimp
and his alluring mate.

FRANK ORTH SHORT
Prank Orth, who already has a

dozen or more Vitaphone Varie-
ties to his credit, is now perform-
ing his droleries for “The Paint-
er”, a comedy directed by Alf
Goulding. This time Orth is al-
lowed to take a tour of a lunatic
asylum with the resultant mix-ups
with the inmates relied on for the
heavy laughs.

FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each W^ith Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DiREGTOR

Hollywood Gossip
By KAY MURRAY



ANN
HARDING

In five artistic super productions

"HOLIDAY" "REBOUND"
"I TAKE THIS WOMAN"
"THE GREATER LOVE" and

"ROMANCE HARBOR".

BILL BOYD
In four powerful melodramas

"BEYOND VICTORY" "THE

LAST FRONTIER" "NORTH
OF THE YUKON " and
"RAWHIDE''.

CONSTANCE
BENNETT
In four superlative dramatic

presentations — "SIN TAKES

A HOLIDAY" "IN DEEP"
"LAZY LADY" and "ADAM
AND EVE".

‘ HELEN
TWELVETREES
In three splendid attractions

"HER MAN'"'THE PRICE OF
A PARTY" and "SWING
HIGH". Also appearing in

"BEYOND VICTORY".

STARS OF TREMENDOUS POPULARITY IN

PRODUCTIONS THAT HARMONIZE WITH THE
MODERN IDEAS OF MODERN AUDIENCES



^ long line of real hits

“Holiday” is making prosperity

history . . .“Her Man“ has just

registered a spectacular debut.

Next in line is
—

COINI$irAINICi
B INI INI E T T

m

Sin Takes a Holiday
with Kenneth McKenna and Basil Rathbone

Produced by E. B. DERR ^ Directed by PAUL STEIN

Ik PATHE n yn
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TECHNICOLOR OFFICIALS TELL

PART IT PLAYS IN SHOOTING
<5

Officials of Technicolor, in a

special announcement over the

week-end, made known the pro-

cedure its organization follows in

relations to its work in connec-

tion with such producers as Wai’-

ner Brothers, Paramount, R-K-0,
M-G-M, First National and others

using the Technicolor process. It

follows:

“Take the case of ‘Whoopee’, re-

receutly completed by Samuel
Goldwyn and Florenz Ziegfeld for

release by United Artists, or

Paramount’s ’Follow Thru’, or

The Life of the Party’, a Warner
Bros, special soon to be presented.

“For ’Whoopee’, a contract to

photograph the entire picture in

technicolor was signed. The con-

tract stipulated the number of re

lease prints to be delivered by

the Technicolor laboratories.

“First, the art department which
Technicolor maintains to give ex-

pert advice to the producer’s art

director, costumer and director,

went into action. Mrs. Natalie M.

Kalmus conferred with Ziegfeld,

with John Harkrider, creator of

scenic effects for the picture, and
with Thornton Freeland, the di-

rector. Employing the scenario

as their guide, they worked out

the color effects for each scene.

“When the sets and costumes
had been agreed upon and the

cast had been chosen and tested,

four technicolor cameras report-

ed on the ’Whoopee’ set, each
manned by a specially trained

color cameraman.

’At the close of each day’s work,

the negative exposed by the four

cameras was sent lo the Techni-

color developing laboratories in

Hollywood, where the scenes

photographed were printed and
projected, 24 to 36 hours later.

“When all scenes had been pho-

tographed, the producers took the

many thousands of feet of posi-

tive film exposed by the four

cameras during the weeks the pic-

ture had been in production, se-

lected the best “takes” of each
scene, and then cut and edited

’W’hoopee’ into a compact strip of

entertainment ready to be shown
upon the screen. Then this com-
plete picture was returned to the
Technicolor printing laboratories
in Hollywood where the negative
was matched with the final ap-
proved print. There a limited

number of prints were made for

early showings of ’Whoopee’ in

big theatres. Next the negative
was dispatched to the main Tech-
nicolor print laboratories in Bos-
ton, where the many release
prints required for a production
of such magnitude as ’Whoopee’
were printed. These prints were
delivered to United Artists, which
allots a certain number to each
sales exchange, from which they
are rented to the theatre in their

respective territories.”

In addition to “Whoopee’, some
of the technicolor specials either

current or soon to be released
include “Follow Thru,” Para-
mount; “Dixiana”, RKO’s music-
al; “The Life of the Party”,
Viennese Nights’”, “Fifty Million
Frenchmen,” all Warner Bros,
productions; ’’W”oman Hungry.”
“Toast of the Legion”, First Na-
tional, and M-G-M’s “March ot

Time.”

cent of the short subjects played.
Owing to the great number of

these theatres which have to be
regularly supplied with program
material, other companies’ product
is bought and played to cover the

5 per cent margin which cannot
at present be taken care of by
the Warners’ own output.

Warner shorts are made at the
company’s studios in Hollywood
and in Brooklyn, where capacity
production is in full swing all the
year round and every day in the
week.
Expansion plans are already

under way, w'hereby a large in-

crease in production will be
brought about. At this date the
library of Vitaphone Varieties al-

ready amounts to a total of over

j

“ALL QUIET” TO PLAY

I

ALBEE SECOND WEEK
“All Quiet on the West-

ern Front”, has registered
another hit by being held
over for a second week at

llKO’s Albee Theatre in

Brooklyn.

NEW FOREIGN VERSION
FORESEEN BY MEYER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Com-
menting on the decision of Pathe
to film its pictures in silent form
for foreign release with music ac-

companiment, Abe Meyer, head of

the Meyer synchronizing Service,

Ltd., announces that all produc-
ers aligned with his organization
are preparing to follow suit. This
ultimatum is the result of many
criticisms received from foreign
ehibitors proclaiming the doom of

American made talking pictures
with foreign action and dialogue.

The main reason given the pro-
ducers is that the foreign 'dia-

logue picture produced here does

not contain the stars they are

most anxious to see but instead are

forced to accept substitutes be-

cause the stars well-known to the

cinema world are unfamiliar wutb

the many languages.

7,500, embracing all fields of en-
tertainment from scenes of grant
opera to knockabout comedy. The
additional output will be avail-

able not only for the Warner the-

atres but for the theatre circuitr

and the independent exhibitors all

over the world who are now us-
ing so many of these pictures.

While the new production planf
will soon make a 100 per cent

coverage in Warner theatres pos-
sible, Warner officials declare tha’

it is not the company’s intention
to carrv such a coverage into ef-

fect. Short subjects of exception-
al merit made by other companier
will always be viewed as accept-
able items for the programs of

theatres controlled by Warner
Brothers.

WARNERS SHORTS PLAY THROUGHOUT WORLD
(Continued from page 1) —

130 WEST49™ST.
NEW YORK-

600 ROOMS-DAILYRATES
SINGLE ROOM—adjoining $9 rvrv

bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOM— adjoin- $2
ing bath and shower . .

SINGLEKOOMwithprivate$2 50
bath and shower .... *

DOUBLE ROOM with pri- $ 3 CQ
vate bath and shower . .

Our$2,oo
rgaomsTI’agrg

Special
weekly rates

dooooododoT!

Rooms
always

available

000 ® ®

00c ® f
0 ® ' Phone

Bryant 8000

|
11 'Oirr

Schenck's Denial Brings

Hughes* ‘No Deal on United*
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 18.—Howard

Hughes advised his Hollywood of-

fices today that he had definitely

abandoned all plans to buy into

United Artists. Joseph M.
Schenck’s denial that any such
deal would be consummated was
printed in The Exhibitors’ Daily
Review and Motion Pictures To-
day in W'ednesday’s issue. Hughes
in his office wire stated:

“I was prepared to take over
Art Cinema Finance Corporation
at a reasonable figure,” Mr.
Hughes stated, “but the price ask-
ed was beyond all reason in view
of the unsettled and none too
prosperous condition of the mo-
tion picture industry at this time.

“I regret we were unable to

come to terms, but I can now say

definitely I am no longer inter-

ested in the proposition.

“I expect to make a number of

big quality productions for release

this coming season, including
‘The Front Page’ and ‘Queer

People.’ I have already signed
Lewis Milestone to direct ‘The

Front Page’. Milestone has turn-

ed out only outstanding box-of-

fice successes since he first sign-

ed with me four years ago, and I

am confident he will do another
masterful job with this greal

story.”
Mr. Hughes is leaving soon for

Hollywood to prepare for his nev
expansive production program.

SCREEN PEOPLE

IN ODD JOBS

AND AT PUY
Many of Warner Brothers’ stars

and players are scattered to the
four corners of the globe enjoy-
ing vacations during the annual
period of studio inactivity. Others
are appearing before the foot-

lights or working in front of

cameras and microphones for

other companies.

Joe E. Brown is making a suc-
cessful stage tour of the east.

Olsen and Johnson are on a major
.heatre circuit having completed
the Vitanhone technicolor comedy
special “Fiftv Million Frenchmen.”
Claudia Dell is seen in personal
appearances, and Marian Marsh is

enacting the lead in the stage
play “Young Sinners.”

Ben Lyon and Joan Blondell are
being featured in productions at

other studios.

John Barrymore with his wife,

Dolores Costello, are on board the
Barrymore yacht, “Infanta” in

quest of white seals off the lower
Mexican coast. Georee Arliss is

resting in England, while Winnie
Lightner is vacationing in New
York. Grant Withers is hunting
big game in Canada, in company
with Associate Executive Darryl
Zanuck, and directors William
Wellman, John Adolfi and Ray
Enright. Wliile she too is enjoy-
’'sr her annual vacation, Evelyn
Knapp is spending one hour a
day at the University of Califor-
nia studying French.

MORE FROM MARSHALL
George Marshall, director of

the screen’s silent days, clicked
with his first talker, “Hi Diddle
Diddle,” and has been signed to

do another of the fun-film series,

as yet untitled, with Henry Arm-
etta and Nick Basil in the stellar

roles.

“HOLIDAY” NOTE

“Holiday,” Pathe’s special with
Ann Harding, has been booked
for 35 houses in about New
Orleans.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

YIACK SENNETT STUDIOS
( flollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—rhiekering 27‘Jli



Tickets on sale at

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES CORPORATION

730 Fifth Avenue New York

or HOTEL ASTOR

P-u-leeie! P-U-kezel
take me to tke

UNIVERSAL CLUB
inner L/ance
Aboard the S. S. Morro Castle

HOTEL ASTOR
Main Ballroom

Novemtcf Ist, at 9 p* fn»

ft s the hugest

Joy Event
of the season and everybody who

is anybody will be there!

Besides^ the tickets are only

each

including everything!

P-u-leeze ! P-u-Lczc

!



READ THESE RAVES!
You’ll see that FOX has one of

the great pictures of all time

PeSylxa, Brown and Henderson’s
Fox Movietone successor to ''Sunny Side Up"

ST IMAGIKE
‘EL B R E N D E L
MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN JOHN GARRICK
MARJORIE WHITE FRANK ALBERTSON
Directed by DAVID BUTLER

TREMENDOUS!
The incomparable trio, DeSylva, Brown
and Henderson, and their director David
Butler, have done a deft job that fills us

ordinary mortals with open mouthed
admiration. “Just Imagine” is tremen-

dous ... El Brendel puts the show in his

pocket. —Louella Parsons,

Los Angeles Examiner

WILL SURELY BE ONE OF
THE TEN BEST!

At last something different has come to

Hollywood. This distinction only one of

many which must be awarded to “Just

Imagine.” Will confound critics of

musicals and will do much to silence

critics of motion pictures in general.

Story rivals any drama in suspense . . .

is the first musical that could stand on

its plot alone. El Brendel has his funni-

est role. . .Will surely be one of the ten

best pictures of the year.

—Harrison Carroll,

Los Angeles Herald

A MASTERPIECE!
Real merit, superb technique, excellent

entertainment, dramatic beauty. Will

be one of most talked of films of year.

Will elevate David Butler into front rank

as a director. De Sylva, Brown and
Henderson have conceived a masterpiece.
El Brendel a riot ofjoy. Gosh, he’s funny!

—Eleanor Barnes,
Illustrated Daily News

A DAZZLER!
Put “Just Imagine” down in the books

to see. You daren’t miss it. Messrs. De
Sylva, Brown and Henderson step right

up and take one of the biggest bows of

the movie season. They have turned out

an entertainment that is a dazzler . . .

Thrilled audience . . .Applause and laugh-

ter testimony to its exceptional interest

. . . El Brendel delightful.

—Edwin Schallert,

Los Angeles Times

EPOCHAL!
Opens up new vistas of the power of

the camera drama to release the ideas

of authors for new flights . . . Surprise,

suspense, humor, a new kick for every

spectator . . . One long roar of events

as funny as they are amazing . . . In-

terest never flags. Novelty never ceases

to tingle the nerves. Its daring as an

innovation never fails to rouse admira-

tion . . . All the cast marvelous ... It

is epochal. It will profoundly influence

all future screen productions.

—Monroe Lathrop,
Los Angeles Evening Express

MAGNIFICENT!
A real success . . . “Just Imagine” is

magnificent. David Butler’s direction

keeps interest at fever pitch . . . This is

a film that will be held dear to the hearts

of movie audiences for months to come.

—Llewellyn Miller,

Los Angeles Record

At Carthay Circle^

Los Angeles, HOW
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We Need Several

Important Things!
By

ON the four winds are wafted

to us word that there is too

much conversation and not enough

dramatic dialogue in the modern

day sound pictures. Along with

this comes a plea for the same

tempo in sound that obtained in

pictures in silence.. By this the

good folk mean that the slowing

down of the action in sound pic-

tures is discouraging the customers

in the theatres. Picture patrons

are not in the same mood when
they attend a screen showing as

are patrons of the so'called legiti'

mate drama.
If If

ONE of the cardinal virtues of

the motion picture is move'

ment. This was developed to the

highest point in the silent picture

“Potemkin” made by the Russians.

It is part and parcel of every

good motion picture today, for

without action it becomes more
flavored with the stage and less

flavored with the screen.

I
T is, of course, very easy to sit

on the side lines and criticise

but this is not the purpose of this

utterance because it is manifest in

this present situation that the

mechanics of production in sound

at the present time are responsible

for the slowing down of the ac'

tion.
* * *

pERHAPS we will have to bear

with what we have until we
get something better. It is quite

believable that we will labor

along, doing the best possible un'

der the circumstances because,

without question, there is much
very fine entertainment now being

played by the picture houses. But
we must return to the pleasing

breathlessness of the other days if

(Continued on page 2)

RENEWED OPTIMISM OF EXHIBITOR CITED

BY NED DEPINET AS DOUBLING F. N. SALES

LONDON HEARS

ROXY TO OPEN

THEATRE THERE

Unique Trailer and Intelligent Handling of Exploita-

tion, Coupled With Box-Office Attractions Re-

sponsible for Big Jump in Business; Vitaphone

Short Product With Vaudeville Promotion Back of

Advices received here yesterday
say that S. L. Rothafel while in

London recentiy—he is abroad on
vacation—stated that he is con-
sidering the probability of his

building a theatre in that city, to

be financed with British capital
and manned by a British staff.

Roxy is quoted as saying, re-

garding the proposed theatre pro-
ject. “Nothing is decided. I may
and I may not buijd, but the
probability is that I will.”

OHIO TOWNSHIP FIRM

AGAINST SUNDAY SHOWS
CLEVELAND, Ohio. — Cleveland

Heights; suburb of this city, will

not allow any Sunday picture
shows though the majority of the
population favors them. Mayor
Cain and the city council have

(Continued on page 3)

LUPINO LANE PRODUCER
FOR P. 0. Cm LONDON

Lupino Lane, star of Education-
al comedies, has been signed by
P. D. C. of London to produce a
special feature. This picture,
titled “Dying to Live;” will be
made at the Elstree Studios of
British International near London.

It Registers Surprising Results

as many sales as last

BUYING SENDS
FILM SHARES UP

strong buying of the
amusement shares resulted
in leading film stocks ad-
vancing sharply yesterday.
The advance was lead by
Warners preferred, which
closed up 6 points. Fox
also rallied strongly, clos-
ing up 3M.

BACK IN THE PIT

ATLANTA.—The musicians have
returned to the pits of the Fox
and Keith here, following a two
weeks absence while contract dif-

ficulties were being adjusted.

“Twice
year!

”

Ned Depinet, general sales man-
ager of First National was per-
suaded yesterday by a representa-
tive of this newspaper to say a
few words on First National’s ac-
tivities.

“Twice as many sales as last

year.”
He repeated that as introduc-

tory to his remakrs and after re-

flection, went on:
“The reason—optimistic frame

of mind of the independent ex-
hibitor, especially.

The exhibitor not only sees a
good year ahead—he knows a
good year is in front of him.
“Another reason — increasing

'good will established by First Na-
tional trailers. This point may
not appeal to you as important.

(Continued on page 2)

S.M.P.E. Convention Opens
Heref 400 Members Present
SEARS BEGINS TOUR
G. L. Sears, western sales man-

ager of First National, started to-
day on a tour which will embrace
all the First National western ex-
changes.

AMOS ¥ ANDY TO JOIN RKO

RADIO PLAYERS FOR ONE NIGHT
Amos ’n’ Andy will be RKO

Radio guest artists for a single
half hour, this week. This will
be on Friday night, October 24th,

of this week, when through the
courtesy of Pepsodent, they are
to appear on the RKO radio pro-
gram over WEAF and the NBC

(Continued on page 2)

TWO BROADWAY PLAYS
PURCHASED BY M-G-M

M-G-M has acquired film rights
to the Belasco play, “Dancing
Partner” and “Torch Song”, pro-
duced on the stage by Arthur
Hopkins.

Approximately 400 members of
the Society of Motion Picture En-
gineers, with representation from
all parts of the United States and
.;he Federal government, yesterday
gathered at the Hotel Pennsyl-
vania for the opening day of a
four-day convention. Major Ed-

(Continued on page 3)

S.M.P.E. SEES
“HOLIDAY”

“Holiday”, with Ann
Harding, was selected to he
shown at the special screen
session of the Society of
.Hotion Picture Engineers
at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
last night.
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That Wliituiore fellow has a big

job on his hands handling all

those movie wizards at the Penn-

sylvania this week * * * Pete

News Is Scsiree) Milne who was

SOUTHWEST PUTS APPROVAL

ON M-G-M’S “BILLY, THE KID”
Among the first telegrams of

congratulations for “Billy the
Kid”, received at M-G-M’s home
office were telegrams from New
Mexico, where the King Vidor
company making that film camped
on location during production of

the photoplay. When shown at

Laycruces, N.M., where Sheriff Pat
Garrett, who captured Billy the
Kid, lived for many years, the
film scored a big success with iis

premiere audience.
F. W. Campbell, proprietor of

the Amador Hotel in Laycruces,
wired:
“Congratulations on premiere

showing of ‘Billy the Kid.’ Am
pleased it is so true to history
and tradition, the wife and family
of Sheriff Garrett, our neighbors
and friends for past thirty-five

years. It is only western picture

I have really enjoyed. I predict
it a great financial success.”

M. F. Zelesny, manager of the

Rio Grande Theatre, wired:
“Premiere of ‘Billy the Kid’ tre-

mendous success. Friends and
relatives of Billy and Garrett pro-
claim picture wonderful.”

The picture now is playing first-

un engagements in Cleveland and
Kansas City and at the Capitol
here. It is the first picture made
by the new M-G-M Realife pro-
cess.

‘VOICE OF HOLLYWOOD’
CONTEST COMPLETED

The New York branch of Tif-

fany, headed by Phil Meyer, has
been awarded first honors in the
“Voice of Hollywood” sales con-
test. Alfred Mannon and Lou
Lewyn, co-producers of “The
Voice of Hollywmod” one-reelers

for Tiffany release, were the spon-

sors. The Minneapolis branch

and Denver branch were benefici-

aries.

DEPINET SAYS EXHIBITORS OPTIMISTIC
reviewing empies when two-reel-

ers were big features, drove into

town yest. * * * Fete fiivved from

Golden Hollywood * * * between

jack rabbits and song writers

cluttering the roads in the Bible

Belt Pete said he had a tough time

stayin’ in high gear * * * did you

know that one of the big time
consiruciion companies in the Big
'I'owu is also oue or the big imiiu-

ers of stage shows * * * our leg-

man reported yest. this Big
Builder has hnanced 21 big shows
behind the footlights this season
* * * 11 of ’em rolded up before
the grease paint was out of the
red * * * that’s a nice racket to

stay away from, chorus we * * *

Eddie Cantor is going to pull a
Devine Sarah * * * fie’s going
back on stage for farewell * * *

Eddie will have Sir Harry’s rec-
ord if he ain’t careful * * * won-
't r if that Bow girl has nite-club-
ed it at Harry Bicliman’s yet * * *

wonder what English bobbies
thought about in Scotland Yard
* * * John (Big Trail) Wayne has
joined Roxy’s gang * * * did you
know that Nancy Carroll wasn’t
Nancy Carroll’s name * * * Jay
D. Williams bolting out of the
Para Bldg. * * * Bill Frank bolt-
ing 121

* * * wonder when the
newsreelers will net out that do-
your-Nmas - shopping - early blurb
blurb * * * movie stocks took a
jump yest. * * * * everytliing is

sunny now says a yellow dodger
from F.N. * * * that’s the kind
of words to speak * * Hey Broun
still thinks he has a chance * * *

Bill Brady thinks a thousand
dollars worth of the same senti-
ments * * * Bill seldom picks a
loser * * * * that rodeo now * * *

that’s something- to worry ahont
* * * Para’s going to shoot Con-
fessions of a Co-Ed * * * oh. for
a wide screen with that one * * *

wonder how many times co-ed
walks home * * * they ain’t con-
fessions if she didn’t * * *

(Continued from page 1)

I have found it is one of the most
important elements of my sales

campaign. It's splendid advertis-

ing, not only for First National
but for the exhibitor.

“With p uniform plot, I may
call it. First National trailers al-

ways presents the star of the par-

ticular feature announced iu a
ohort talk dealing exclusively with
the merits of the picture. It’s so

simple in its appeals, that at first

"i'’nce, it seems unimportant. Noi
so—it has worked wonders. And
the best part of the trailer cam-
paign is that First National pic-

tures have stood up under the

most battering advance notices

from the stars.

“Still another reason—those
Vitaphone shorts which our sales-

iien push with the features. Did
you know the demand for shorts
is increasing by leaps and bounds.
You ask why? Simple. Simple
when a little intelligence is used
in selling shorts. We don’t sell

them just as shorts but—more
We sell them not alone as shorts
but as vaudeville acts—^bill them
exactly as star acts over the Big
Time are billed and you’d be sur-
prised what results we get.

“A lot of credit for this in-

telligent handling of shorts pro-
motion is due the Butterfield Cir-

cuit in Michigan.
“Con’t you see the advantage of

handling the promotion of shorts
in this way. Supposing the ex-
hibitor has a vaudeville in com-
petition down the street. Get the
point?

“I don’t like to signal out any
particular feature of First Nation-
al but—this “Mothers Cry” spe-
cial soon to be released is, in my
honest opinion, the greatest box-
office attraction in the history of
mv experience.”

“I’m thoroughly convinced First
National will experience it’s best
year. Nothing can stop it. We
have the product.

AMOS ’N’ ANDY
ON RKO HOUR FRIDAY

(Continued from page 1)

ward J. Bowes, of the Capitol The-
atre gave the address of welcome
in the morning.

Following the usual prelimin-
aries incident to a national lo^-

vention three papers, with marked
significance, were read. They
were: “Meeting Sound Film Com-
petition Abroad” by C. J. North
and N. D. Golden, of the motion
picture division, bureau of for-

eign domestic commerce, Wash-
ngton, D. C. ;

“International Re-
lations in the Sound Picture
Field,” by F. S. Irby, associate
editor. Electronics, N. Y. ; “-Re-

•"oviug the Fire Hazard from the
Handling and Storage of Film in

Laboratories” by R. C. Hubbard
Consolidated Film Industries, N.Y.

An opening discusssion followed
on “Methods of Securing a Large
Screen Picture” and a demonstra-
tion film of a three-color Lenticu-
lar Screen Process, by N. M. La-
Porte, Paramount-Publix.

Reports from the following
committees were heard:

Color Committee — W. V. D.
Kelley, chairman; Historical—C.

L. Gregory, chairman; Studio
Lighting—A. C. Downes, chair-
man; Theatre Lighting, C. E. Ege-
'er, chairman; Membership, Papers
rnd Publicity—H. T. Cowling, J.

W. Coffman, W. Whitmore, chair-
men.

‘THE BELOVED ENEMY’
TO BE ROGELL’S NEXT
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Fol-

lowing the completion of Tiffany’s
“Aloha”, now in production under
the direction of A 1 Rogell, “The
Beloved Enemy” will be started
under Rogell’s direction.

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

SCOTLAND YAED (Boxy)
Again a cast of cievcr players

raise the temperature of a story
and plot that, without this clever-
ness, would smack of the not-too-
plausible drama. Edmund Lowe
who has the happy faculty of
cGcking in diverse roles—comedy,
irageuy or semi-tragedy—has the
very difficult job of putting over
a dual role. He does it uandily,
with a lot of gusto and brings
sincerity to roles at opposite ends
of the dramatic ladder. Edmund,
...jwever, is not the whole show.
He has been given a supporting
cast which puts its shoulders to
the wheel and gives Lowe a great
big hand. Lumsden Hare, for in-
stance—an actor of the urst water
—always is convincing; Joan Ben-
nett who this reviewer thinks has
a shade on her sister, Constance,
tor youthful appeal, does a not-
too-outstanding part with real art-
istry behind, especially, her dic-
tion; Donald Crisp, who also is

no mean director, an oldtimer be-
fore the camera, is an arch-crook
and the acme of the underworld’s
way of doing things. Barbara
Leonard whom we haven’t seen
oefore, is just about the smartest
little Frenchie war nurse we
would care to see or hear. David
Torrence and George Renevant do
their part. We’re going to be
lold enough to predict that “Scot-
land Yard” makes one of those
“barrels of money” for Fox Films.
It’s that kind of a picture. You
overlook the improbabilities in

Dennison Clift’s p'av to marvel at

the portrayals or screen artists,

not forgetting for an instance the
corking good work done by Bill

Howard at the megaphone. It’s

one of those pieces that will go
just as big in the Bible Belt as
on Broadway. When you make a
oicture like that you have some-
thing.

J. L. K.

WE NEED SEVERAL
IMPORTANT THINGS!

(Continued from page 1)

the crowds are to fill the empty
seats.

• * •

'T^HERE are many sides to this

question and this is thorough'

ly understood by this writer, but

looking solely at the results at

least we can make what dialogue

we have dramatic dialogue by the

employment of the proper writers

and not do with plain ordinary

conversation which does not be'

long on stage or screen.
• *

There is no excuse for dull

dialogue that does not con'

tribute to the action or the plot,

and there is no doubt in the world

about that.

SOMETHING NEW
M-G-M promises some odd mu-

sical effects when “New Moon”,
starring Lawrence Tibbett and
Grace Moore reaches the screen.
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‘CENSORSHIP DEFEATS ITSELF’

DECLARES OHIO U. PROFESSOR

U HAS THREE NEW
SHORTS IN PRODUCTION

Production on three Universal
short subjects is scheduled to get

under way this week at Univer-
sal City. The three new pictures

are “Pineapples,” a comedy fea-

turing Raymond Hatton, Bert
Roach, Betty Francisco, Jack
White, Bert Scott and Maurice
Black, to be directed by William
Nigh; a new Slim Summerville
comedy, in which Eddie Gribbon
and Lucille Hutton support the

lanky comedian. This is the

fourth in the Summerville series.

Harry Edwards is directing.

The seventh of “The Leather
Pushers” series, featuring Kane
Richmond, Sam Hardy, Sally
Blane and Nora Lane, is the third

nev/ production of the week. A1
Kelley is directing this series of

boxing stories which were writ-

ten by H. C. Witwer and Douglas
Z. Doty.

NO VACATION IN SIGHT
FOR GRACE MOORE

Grace Moore has sacrificed a
vacation in order to appear in a
French talking version of her first

motion picture vehicle, “A Lady’s
Morals.” Jacques Feyder will di-

rect this adaptation of Miss
Moore’s first picture.

The former Metropolitan Opera
star will also make another for-

eign language photoplay at the
M-G-M studio, with title to be an-
nounced later. Her proposed Eu-
ropean trip has been indefinitely

postponed.

“KING OF JAZZ” GETS
BIG BERLIN OVATION

According to advices from Ber-
lin to Universal “King of Jazz”
got away to a good start at its

premiere last week at the Mozart-
Saal, and is playing to a packed
house. A1 Szekler, Universal’s
general manager for Continental
Europe, supervised the opening.

“Public absolutely bewildered
by stupendousness of production.
Reception greater than ever ex-
pected. Constant applauding
through entire picture.”

FOREIGN VERSIONS SET
FOR “HELL’S ANGELS’’

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — For-
eign versions of “Hell’s Angels,”
including the Spanish and Ger-
man, are being completed in
Caddo’s laboratories. The foreign
prints are being turned out under
direction of Josenh Moncure
March, in charge of production
during the absence of Howard
Hughes, now vacationing in Maine.

CO-FEATURED IN SHORT
“Home Made,” a Vitaphone

Varieties comedy just completed
at the Brooklyn studio, co-fea-
tures Dorothy Hall and Albert
Hackett, both stars of current
Broadway hits. Miss Hall, form-
erly was leading lady for Richard
Dix, while Hackett a brother of
Raymond Hackett, is actor and co-
author of “Up Pops the Devil.”

QUEEN OF SCANDAL’
FINAL TITLE FOR

LAYE’S TALKIE

Evelyn Lave’s first pic-

ture for Samuel GoldAvyii,

f( r release by United Art-

ists, after laying claim to

four distinct working titles

—‘Lilli,” “Moon Madness,”
“liidescretilon” and “Esca-
pade,”—^will be released as

“The Queen of Scandal,”
according to an announce-
ment yesterday by United
Artists.

LEVINE COMPLETES
CAST OF NEW SERIAL

Nat Levine, president of Mascot
Pictures, producers of serials, an-

nounces casting has been com-
pleted on “The Phantom of the

West,” ten chapter all-talking

serial. Levine will supervise
production. The cast includes
Tom Tyler, Tom Santchi, Philo
McCollough, William Desmond,
Joe Bonomo, Frank Hagney, Tom
Dugan, Kermit Maynard and
Dorothy Gulliver.

JOE BROWN IN PERSON
AT STRAND TONIGHT

Joe E. Brown will make a per-

sonal appearance at 10 o’clock

tonight on the stage of the Strand
Theatre, where his latest picture,

“Maybe It’s Love”, is showing
this week. It will be Brown’s
farewell to New York, as he is

about to start for California to

.,,sume work in pictures under a

contract that will keep him busy
at the studios for a long time to

come.

OHIO TOWN FIRMLY
AGAINST SUNDAY SHOWS

(Continued from pajje 1)

taken a definite stand that the

local blue laws must be enforc-

ed, public opinion to the contrary.

The Cedar-Lee and the Heights
are the two houses adversely af-

fected.

TIFFANY’S WRITERS
PREPARING SCRIPTS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Tif-

fany studios are humming with
the click of typewriters. Phil

Goldstone, chief studio executive,

has Edward T. Lowe, Jr., prepar-
ing “Does Crime Pay?” W. Scott
Darling is preparing the script for

Dale Henry’s “Caught Cheating”
which will be a Charlie Murray-
George Sidney vehicle. Jack
Natteford is working on the adap-
tation of “The Midnight Stage,”
first of the Ken Maynard series.

F. Hugh Herbert is doing the
dialogue for Ursula Parrott’s
“Left-Over Ladies”, and Frances
Hyland is working on “The
Single Sin,” by A. P. Younger.

S.M.P.E. CONVENTION
OPENS, 400 PRESENT
(Continued from page 1)

Nationwide Network, at 10:30 P.M.
New York time.
The occasion of this compli-

ment to RKO is the simultaneous
release throughout America on
that night and the following day
of Amos ’n’ Andy’s first sound
picture, “Check and Double
Check” in 300 key cities from
coast to coast,—a result never be-
fore accomplished in movie history.
The radio program will be di-

vided in two parts with Amos ’n’

Andy appearing in a sketch in the
first and then making a distinct
departure in part two by appear-
ing before the microphone for the
first time as Messre. Freeman F.

Gosden and Charles J. Correll, in

person, and telling of the adven-
tures of Amos ’n’ Andy in Holly-
wood.

On the program with Amos ’n’

Andy, who will broadcast from
Chicago, will be Duke Ellington
and his Cotton Club Orchestra, the
band which appears with Amos
’n’ Andy in their RKO Radio pic-

ture, “Check and Double Check.”

“Censorship has long had an
evil history. It has even been an
instrument of tyrants and those
whose conduct would not stand
the light of day. It killed Socrates
and crucified Christ.”

Thus writes Peter Odegard, pro-
fessor of political economy at Ohio
State University in his volume on
“The American Public Mind,” just
issued by the Columbia University
Press. The writer declares that
censorship makes more revolu-
tions than it prevents. He finds

“sad humor” in the efforts of the
Laughters of the American Revo-
lution to suppress revolutionary
opinion.

“Revolution,” the Professoi
writes, “are not caused by wall-
ing delegates, but by poverty, op-
pression and injustice. To at-

tempt to prevent them by censor-
ship is like taking a pill to pre-
vent an earthquake. Censorsnip
defeats itself. It prosecutes had
books and they become best sell-

ers; bad plays, and people flock

to the theatre; immoral movies,
and box-office receipts mount.
Suppression of men and ideas
makes martyrs in America as in

pagan Rome.
“It has lynched and murdered

and robbed. We cannot prevent
the censorship of the ideas of in-

dividuals and groups by other in-

dividuals and groups. But we can
and must see to it that the police
ctase being the tools of special
interests who use the government
forcibly to foist their own ideas
upon the public under the guise
of ‘the people’s will’ by suppress-
ing those who oppose them.’

“Concerning obscenity. Profes-
sor Odegard asks, ‘Are the cen-
sors right in assuming that all

people are so depraved that they
cannot hold their primitive im-
pulses in check and must have a

guardian to protect them from im-
moral stimuli? Even Canon Chase
admits that in the long run, ‘people

do not want to see immoral pic-

tures.’ Why not, then, let the

crowd do its own censoring? By
all means let us have special mo-
vies, plays and books for chil-

dren—hut this can surely be done
without compelling adults to con-

form to the standards of 12-year-

olds’.”

STOCK MARKET
Monday, Oct. 20, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 47% 50 -|-2%
Warner Bros 20 21% -1-21/2

Warner Bros. Pre. .44 44 -)-6

Fox Film “A” 3544 38 + 31/4

Loew’s Inc 54 57!4 + 3%
Loew’s Inc. Pre...l02|/2 102%
Radio K-A-0 2014 22 + 2%
Pathe Exchange .. 3 314 — %
Pathe “A” 6% 6% — %
M-G-M Pre 25 25 -|- %
Con. F. Ind 14% 15% + 1%
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 171/2 18% 4-1%

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 28% 20 -f %
Pox Theatre “A”... 6'% 6% 4- %

FULL SPEED AHEAD
SHOOTING ON FOX LOT
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Full

speed ahead is still marking the

production schedule on the Pox
lot. Four pictures are in pro-

duction and four are due to start

soon. “Lightnin’ ”, starring Will
Rogers; “The Shepper-Newfound-
er,” with Edmund Lowe; “The
Spy”, featuring Neil Hamilton and
Kay Johnson, and “Once a Sin-
ner”, with Dorothy Mackaill and
Joe McCrea, are in work.
“The Man Who Came Back,”

co-starring Charles Farrell and
Janet Gaynor; “East Lynne”, with
Ann Harding, Clive Brook and
Conrad Nagel; “The Seas Be-
neath”, featuring George O’Brien
and Marion Lessing, and one
other, as yet untitled, are about
to start.

NORWORTH’S ‘NAGGERS’

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth
continue to make progress in their

attempt to duplicate the silent

film success of the Sidney Drew
domestic comedies. With three of

their “Naggers” series already
playing around the country, they
have turned out another for Vita-
phone Varieties titled “The Nag-
gers Day of Rest.”

CASTING NOTE

Harry Green has been added to

the cast of “No Limit”, Clara
Bow’s next. Clara is expected to

arrive here today.



Will Rogers sez

Henry King^s Production adapted
from the stage success produced by

JOHN GOLDEN
with

LOUISE DRESSER
JOEL M«REA • HELEN <OHAN

SHARON LYNN
Play by Winchell Smith and Frank Bacon

It struck in ^^THEV

HAD TO SEE
PARIS,” comedy
sensation they’re

still talking about, and again in ”S0 THIS IS LONDON,” another load of laughs.

^’LIGHTNIN’” is destined to top them all. By unanimous verdict of coast

previews, it’s a sensation. Great story from John Golden’s stage success—
beautiful divorcees being Reno-vated, wanting freedom and getting it quick!

Rogers immense and cast splendid. Great box oflSce picture from every angle.

rox



I

JANET
b AY NOR

CHARLES
ond FARRELL

like colors in

the rainbow
they belong
together

and
T

Together again
in

Th.MAN WHO
CAME BACK

with

Directed by

RAOUL WALSH
KENNETH MacKENNA
Jules Eckert Goodman’s Exotic Play

i

Drama of gripping emotion and stirring ro-

mance. Scenes depicting dives in San Fran-

cisco, dens in Shanghai, plantations in Hawaii

— brilliant backgrounds for fascinating

love story.
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FOREIGN COMPETITION TO U. $. FILMS ABROAD GAINING
Report of U.S. Chamber of

Commerce to S.M.P.E.

Convention States U. S.

Sound Pictures Are

Meeting Substantial

Rivalry from Those
Made in Other Lands

Foreign competition for Ameri-
can made picture films abroad, in-

considerable in tile silent film

days, is now assuming substan-

tial form, in the view of the De-
partment of Commerce’s Motion
Picture Division. The view was
presented yesterday to the Society

of Motion Picture Engineers,
meeting at the Hotel Pennsyl-
vania, in a paper by C. J. North
and N. D. Golden, chief and as-

sistant chief of the Department’s
subdivision, read by Mr. Golden.
"There is a widespread feeling

that European producers are
adapting themselves more readily
to sound than they did to silent

film production,” said the paper,
citing the increasing number of

foreign sound-equipped theatres to

show it is on that line the com-
petition will have to be fought
out.

"From less than 650 sound
equipped theatres in the early
autumn of 1929, wiring has gone
ahead by leaps and bounds with
the result that Europe, exclusive
of Russia, now presents a grand
total of around 4950 theatres.

“Note England for example,
its total for this time last year
is set at about 400 and this has
now increased to 2600. France
then had 20 sound equipped
houses. Now it shows nearly 350.

Germany, with 30 sound houses,
now has nearly 950. Italy has in-

creased from 30 to 120 and Spain
from 4 to 145.

“It must be remerbered that
the wired theatres include with-
out exception all the largest and
best equipped theatres—the ones,
in fact, which supply the bulk of

the revenue to the American picl

ture companies.”

For the coming year, it was
revealed, German companies an-
nounce no less than 135 sound

AT THE THEATRES

NEW SHOWS
Capitol Billy the Kid
George M. Cohan

Loose Ends
Hippodrome

Devil With Women
Paramount Santa Fe Trail
Roxy Scotland Yard
Strand .. . Maybe It’s Love

LONG RUNS
Criterion Hell’s Angels
Gaiety Hell’s Angels
Central Abraham Lincoln
Hollywood Outward Bound
Warner Old English

•ind RUNS & HOLDOVERS
Rialto What A Widow
Rivoli Whoopee
Winter Garden Office Wife
Globe. Half Shot at Sunrise

STRAND CHIEF USHER

ADMITTED TO N. Y. BAR
Phillip M. Davis, who was to

assume duties of assistant man-
ager at the Strand theatre on
Friday, is leaving that institution
to become a lawyer. After four-

years oi service at the theatre,
he was rapidly advancing toward
.nanagership when the uevvs came
hat he was admitted to the bar.

..eature pictures, French com-
panies plan 92, and between 80
and 100 will probably be made in

England. In addition, sound film

projects are under way in Italy,

Austria, Holland, Derrmark, Swe-
den, Norway and Spain; and
“from far-off Athens comes news
that Olympia Film, a Greek pro-
ducing firm, is plarrning the corr-

struction of a sound film studio.”

In competitiorr with these films
in foreign languages, American
producers are expected to make
about 150 films in German,
French, and Spanish this year.
“American scenarios, technique,
and directorial ingenuity will re-

main. While it is questonable
whether we will again get as large
a return from non-English-speak-
ing markets as in the silent film

days, there is every prospect that
we will more than hold our own
even in the face of the foreign
product.”

American pictures are prepared
for the foreign market by three
methods, Mr. Golden indicated:
by writing captions on the screen
in the apnropriate language, in

pictures which has music pre-
dominant over dialogue; by “voice
doubling,” which means using the
same pictures but with the voices
of foreign speakers substituted.

NANCY CARROLL FILM !

AFTER‘ WHOOPEE’
AT RIVOLI, OCT. 30

“Laug-liter,” co-featuring
Niiiicj larroll and Eredric
March, will be tiie attrac-

tion at the Rivoli following
the run of Eddie Cantor in

“Hlioopee,” whicli ends
Thursday, Oct. 30. This
Talking jjicture was direct-

ed at the New York Para-
mount studio by H. D’Ar-
rast, directed from liis own
story. The dijilogue was
written by Donald Ogden
Stewiirt. E’rank Morgan is

in support as are Diane
Ellis and Glenn Anders.

FOX UNIT FILMING

CHICAGO SCENES

Sidney Lanfield who is deter-
mined that “Three Girls Lost,”
which he is directing for Fox
Films, will have the authentic Chi-
cago background and atmosphere
of which the author wrote, ar-
rived there yesterday with cam-
eramen and technicians. Robert
D. Andrews of the Chicago Daily
News wrote the story.

FIFI DORSAY CAST
When Fifi Dorsay returns to

Movietone City following her per-

sonal appearance tour, she will

begin work as a featured player

in “Charlie Chan Carries On’,,

Fox film adapted from the novel

by Earl Derr Biggers.

Rotary Camera Shot Device
Perfected for Pickford Film

<.

HOLLYWOOD.—Something new
in camera ingenuity—the “rotary
short”—has been perfected at the
United Artists studios for Mary
Bickford’s latest picture, “Kiki”.
Moving in three directions, two of

them simultaneously, the “rotary
shot” is the invention of William
Cameron Menzies, supervising art

director. He carried out the idea
of Sam Taylor, producer-director,
for a new angle in filming spec-
tacular scenes.

A giant perambulator-elevator,
containing a caged camera plat-
form was built. The 'perambu-
lator hangs from a rail attached
to the ceiling of one of the giant
stages. The perambulator moves
in either a straight line or a
semi-circle as desired, and the
elevator moves up or down at w'ill

by a special system of weights
and pulleys. It gives a camera
range of the entire stage in any
direction and from floor to ceil-

ing and requires a crew of six
men to operate it. The opening
scenes of Miss Bickford’s picture
v/ill be shot from this unique
angle.

YEAR’S WORK FINISHED

AT WARNER STUDIOS

The year’s production program
at Warner Brothers Hollywood
Studios, winds up with the com-
pletion of the Vitaphone picture
“Ex-Mistress”, which features
Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon, Lewis
Stone and Joan Blondell. Next to
the last production to be com-
pleted on the current schedule
was “Fifty Million Frenchmen,”
now in the hands of the film and
record editors.

ELSIE JANIS BETTER
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Elsie

Janis has nearly recovered from
a dislocated shoulder which she

suffered while engaged in a

friendly wrestling match with

Ramon Novarro staged for the en-

tertainment of other guests at her

home.

OTIS SKINNER TO SEE

“KISMET” PREMIERE
|

Otis Skinner, star of “Kismet,”
,

the First National and Vitaphone i:

screen version of his most famous /

stage play, will be present at the
world premiere on Thursday even-
ing, October 30, at the Hollywood
theatre, when the picture is to

be presented on Vitascope wide
film.

The distinguished American act-

or who is about to make his debut
j

on the talking screen has been I

spending a vacation of several
|

veeks at his summer home in

Woodstock Vermont, with Mrs.
Skinner. He will return to New
York early next week.

WARNERS TO EXTEND
VAUDE UNIT TEST

Warner Bros.’ Earle Theatre,
Washington, D. C., has been for
the past several weeks closely
studied by executives for box-of-
fice results in connection with the
introduction there of three and
four-unit acts of vaudeville.

The experiment is proving
eminently worth while, declares
Walter Meyers, in charge of book-

ing acts. Receipts have been in-

creased beyond expectations. In

all likelihood the innovation will

be gradually extended to a num-
ber of Warner owned houses.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED

^3.00 SINGLE UP
^4.00 DOUBLE UP

700 ROOMS
with Bath
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The Bozo Who
Bellyaches

!

By

‘

ONCE upon a time a Bo2,o blew

in from up coast and after

a line o’ talk that was sumpin’

swell and with the aid of a prue
pull that opened wide the door

of opportunity he was taken in'

to tlie inner circles at the West
Coast Paramount studios. He
knew how moom pitchers should

be made and he admitted it in a

loud voice.
* *

“ IV/IAYBE,” said an executive to

another executive, “This is

God’s gift to the industry in gen'

eral and Paramount in particu'

lar.’’ “Well, he talks it swell,”

returned to’ther, “In fact he talks

the best pictures I ever heard.”
« * *

S
O the Bo2;o was given an op'

portunity to show his stuff

and he took plenty iime at it.

Then it turned out that he was
just useless—a bust—a flop, a

counterfeit and a mental bum.
So the studio folk, in disappoint'

ment, let him stage his own dis'

solve. He couldn’t even do that.
* * *

^T^HE Bo2;o began to bellyache
^ and blat in print about the

moom pitchers and the moom
pitcher pipple. He panhandled
adv. copy on the studio lots and
took the suckers for enough
money to keep plenty sinkers

(Continued on page 2)

WARNERS ENGAGE
DUNCAN SISTERS
FOR APPEARANCES

The Duncan Sisters will
inake personal appearances
at tiie Warner Bros. Mast-
banni Tlieatrp, Philadel-
phia,, next Friday, and on
Oct. .SI. they will fro to the
Branford in Newark.

U. S. DISTRICT COURT IN MICHIGAN UPHOLDS

W. E. PATENTS ON TALKIE LOUD SPEAKERS

Zukor and Brown to Address
M.P.T.O.A. at Philadelphia

In order to give to exhibitors
the best couucii obtainable with-
in tlie motion picture industry,
dealing with its tuture as well as
with the current business condi-
tions. the othcers of the M. P. T.

0. A. have secured for the forth-
coming Philadelphia convention
the attendance of recognized lead-
ers who will address the meet-
ing. The willingness of Adolph

(Continued on page 7)

SCULLY TAKES OVER

NEW M-G-M DUTIES

W. E. (Scully this week officially

took over his new duties as
M-G-M’s eastern district manager,
with headquarters at the New
York exchange.

Scully succeeds Sam Berger,
Jr., who has been made home of-

fice representative of the M-G-M
International department. He is

now en route to Australia to con-
fer with M-G-M officials there.

LOIS MBMH ON WAY
Lois Moran is on her way Bast

from Hollywood for her first visit

to New York in four years. She
will arrive Friday morning, Octo-
ber 24.

AMATEUR WRITERS
DOOMED BY TALKIES
SMPE MEMBERS TOLD

A statistical report rend-
ered at the annual conven-
tion of the SMPE at Hotel
Pennsylvania spells the
doom of the amateur scen-
ario writer. Sound pic-

tures, the report indicated,
have made it impossible for
these scenarists, heliiful in
the silent days, to compete
with the skilled writers of
dialogue.

Judge Raymond Decides

Against Kersten Radio

Equipment Co. in In-

fringed Suit

In the first legal decision rend-
ered on Patents 1707545 and 173-

4624, Judge Raymond of the U. S.

District Court, Western District
of Michigan Southern Division
sitting at Grand Rapids lias rul-

ed that these patents are valid
and have been infringed upon.

The action was brought by the
Western Electric Company, which
is sustained by the legal decision,
against the Kersten Radio Equip-
ment Co., Inc., of Kalamazoo,
Michigan. The patents cover the
Western Electric loud speaker
555-W used for talking pictures
and the diaphragm of this loud
speaker respectively.

The decision derives additional

(Continued on page 2)

MAYFAIR OPENS OCT. 31
WITH AMOS ’N’ ANDY

PUBLIX BUYS SOHO
OUTPUT FOR ILL. HOUSES

Sono Art-World Wide has con-
tracted to play its entire sched-
ule of 1930-31 product in the Pub-
lix houses in Rockford and
Quincy, Illinois. These call for
twenty pictures.

FILM LEADERS GUESTS OF S.M.P.E. TONIGHT

Will Hays and J. I. Crabtree,
president of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, tonight will be
guests at the society’s semi-an-
nual banquet in connection with
the engineers convention at Hotel
Pennsylvania.

Hays and Crabtree will intro-

duce, among others of the indus-

try’s leaders, Jesse Lasky, of

Para-Publix; J. E. Otterson, dlf

Erpi; Harley L. Clarke, president

of Pox Films; Earle Hammons, of

Educational, and others.

HELENE DARLY DUE

Helene Darly, Parision screen
star, arrives today from France
to act in Warner-First National
foreign language films made for
export. She will continue her
journey at once to Hollywood,
where she is to appear in the
French edition of “Show Girl in

Hollywood,” which bears the title

“Le Masque d’Hollywood.” Her
role in the picture will be that
played by Blanche Sweet in the
original English version.

The Radio-Keith-Orpheum Cor-
poration has set Friday night,
October 31 for the dedication of
its new metropolitan playhouse,
the RKO Mayfair Theatre, Broad-
way at 47th Street,—with Amos
’ll’ Andy in their first RKO Radio
picture, “Check and Double
Check” as the initial attraction,
according to Joseph Plunkett,
vice-president and general man-
ager of RKO Theatres.

Two premieres have been ar-

(Continued on page 2)

JEANIE MACPHERSON
FOR PARA=PUBLIX

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—Jeanie Maepberson, for
many years associated with
Cecil DeMille as chief scen-
ario writer, yesterday sign-
ed with officials of Para-
mount-Publix, as a writer.
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MAIN STREET
ls\i'G(yNiorR^i^tt

Hiriuii Brown is back from the

sno'ws in the Adirondacks * * *

Warners p-a. says Young Ylr.

Zauuck has corailed another
Dolores Costello * * * her name’s
lEaria Marsh and 16, and blonde
* * * from SMPE’s program for

tonite * * ’ “entire eyening set

aside for visiting Broadway the-

atres” * * * that’s a new one * * *

George Green, a song writer, has
turned to direction * * * most of

’em turned to the road * * * Jake
Wilk, Warners big shorts ed, likes

the way Park Row' scribes turn
out dialogue * * * Charlie Einfeld,

that big ad man with E.N. looks

like an ex-linesman (football, not
telephone) * * * why doesn’t Hy
Daab buy The Three Titians * * *

did you ever hear Joe Brown say
iollypops * * * remember when
Hilary Fuller was America’s screen
darling * * * Joe Lee is pulling

theatre stunts over in Flatbush
* * * Rudy Tallee commutes be-

tween Manhattan and Kings * * *

wonder if he carries that saxo-

plione with him * * * Eddie Hitch-

cock wants it known he’s cutting

down on Annie Oakleys at the

Para. * * * suppose we can blame
Nancy Carroll for that * * * the

bears have taken to cover down
in the Wall Street canyons * * *

3Iark Luescher is all hot and
bothered about Amos ’n’ Andy’s
debut at that swanky Mayfair * *

Joe Sifkin’s typewriter musta had
some of the Chimp’s clam juice
* * * whatever became of those
studios down in Florida * * *

Roland Young is making ’em take
notice in the speakies * * * re-

member when Tom Terriss, the
vagabond megaphoner was direct-

ing O. Henry’s stories for the old
Vita CO. over in Brkln. * * * won-
der why the newsreelers don’t
shoot that oldtimer who says
Wild Bill wms a piker * * * did
you know the Graphic has a lady
city ed * * * whatever became of

Rex the wild horse * * * they
say Roxy is gonna settle in Lon-
don town * * * Barney Hutchin-

son writes he’s glad to get back

under the palms * * * the Big

Stem is just receiving the shock

troops of that invading song-

writer’s army * * *

The usefulness of a talking mo-
tion picture presenting celebrities
with their spoken appeals for
support for Jewish Philanthropic
Societies, as shown at the Hotel
Commodore Saturday night, is

said at Federation headquarters
to be amply demonstrated. Among
a score of leaders in the move-
ment who were seen and heard
through the medium of this film
was Dr. Albert Einstein, the fam-
ous German philosopher and
mathematician whose theory of
relativity is being tested through
observations made possible by the
total eclipse of the sun in South
Pacific latitudes.

“In the moral tradition of the
Jewish people,” Dr. Einstein said,

“the spirit of self-sacrifice and
mutual aid occupy first place. Had

MAYFAIR OPENS WITH
AMOS ’N’ ANDY OCT. 31

(Continued from page 1)

ranged. The one on Friday
night, October 31, will be largely
by invitation. On Saturday,
November 1, the first public pre-
miere is scheduled.

The policy will be continuous
performances after the premiere,
starting Saturday, November 1, at

popular prices.

LAFE MCKEE SIGNED
FOR TIFFANY WESTERN
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Lafe

McKee has been signed for “The
Midnight Stage,” first Tiffany
western with Ken Maynard star-

red. Jeanett Loff, Wallace Mac-
Donald, Nita Martan, William L.

Thorne, Charles L. King and Fred
Burns are others in the cast.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Talk-
ies have done away with too-white
angels and too-black villians in

our movies,” says William C. De-
Mille. “No one in the world is

really either totally bad or

totally good. In silent pictures,

lacking voice, characterizations
had to be ‘pointed up’ so they
could be easily recognized.

“In dialogue pictures, charac-
ters can be played on a more nor-
mal basis. As soon as a man or
i woman speaks you get his or

her attitude. And he or she can
change that attitude instanly by

relv an inflection of the voice.

The great advantage of the silent

screen was its ability to cover a
greater physical area than the
stage, and thereby enhance the
amount of entertaining action.

The great advantage of the talkie

is the more flexible presentation
of a characterization given by the
voice.”

DeMille just finished “The Pas-
sion Flower” on the M-G-M lot.

it not been for this tradition, there
would be no Jews in existence
now. So long as this tradition
continues to be transmitted solici-

tously from generation to genera-
tion, the hatred opposing us can-
not do us any harm. The fairest
quality of Jewish charity is the
fact that it does not stop at the
bounds of our own people, but in
many cases rebounds to the ad-
vantage of the poor and oppress-
ed of other nations.”

The present drive of the Fed-
eration for the Support of Jewish
Philanthropic Societies is for a
total of $2,221,000 to complete the
budget allotments of $5,499,000' to
ninety-one social agencies. There
are 24,000 prospective contributors
and 2,400 volunteer workers.

STYLE COUNSELLOR
FOR RKO VAUDEVILLE

RKO vaudeville now has a style

counsellor. Mrs. Beatrice Mind-
lin, interior decorator and fashion
expert, has been engaged as an
adjunct to the department of
Charles J. Freeman, general man-
ager of the RKO Vaudeville Book-
ing Exchange. Her duties will be
to supervise the mounting and
dressing of all the RKO vaudeville
acts, including the RKO intact
programs, that are routed from
coast-to-coast.

YOUNGER RE-SIGNS
AS M-G-M WRITER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—A. P.

Younger, scenarist, has signed a
new long-term contract with
M-G-M. His first assignment
under his new contract will be
“Five and Ten” by Fannie Hurst.

U. S. COURT UPHOLDS
W. E. PATENTS IN SUIT

(Continued from page 1)

significance from the fact that

after Western Electric filed its

suit in the fall of 1929 the Ker-
sten Company offered for the con-
sideration of the court another
design of loud speaker modified in

an attempt to avoid infringement.
Judge Raymond’s decision holds
that both designs of Kersten’s
speakers are an infringement of

the Western Electric Company’s
patents.

BILL NIGH SWITCHED
TO MAYNARD WESTERN
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Wil-

liam Nigh, who was assigned by
Tiffanv to handle the filming of

“The Single Sin”, has been switch-
ed to “The Midnight Stage,” first

of the Ken Maynard series.

I

THE BROADWAY

I

SHOP WINDOW
MAYBE IT’S LOVE (Strand)
“Mabye It’s Love” at the Strand

is surely what the public wants.
No problem for the audience to
solve — nothing deep — nothing
technical—lots of pep—plenty of
action—and, laughs galore.
How that Joe Brown does make

’em yell. Every time he opens
that subway mouth and emits that
walrus yelp of his, he has them
howling. He seems to grow on
you—you like him from the start
—all the way through—and at the
finish. His inherent clowning
never stood him to better advan-
tage than during the scene with
the bears wherein he roly-polyd
with the wrong Bruin.
And the wistful, bewitching

beauty of young Joan Bennett sort
of fascinates you. Very seldom,
indeed, when a girl from “legit”
can hold a movie audience in a
very light comedy part, by sheer
artistry, and even put over a
song number creditably.
Yes sir, it’s a box office picture—from every angle. Well direct-

ed, ably supported, and—with
mirth provoking qualities like
these—alls right with the world.

J. A. R.

THE BOZO WHO
BELLYACHES!

(Continued from page 1)

alongside the mornin’ java and
keep the printer in a -willin’ frame
o‘ mind.

« * «

^^ODAY he’s still at it—belly'

aching and panhandlin’ adv.

copy to continue more issues de'

voted to lambasting all and sun-

dry in the business and the suckers

keep him alive by feedin’ him.
¥ «

^

I
''HE name of the Bozo is Web
ford Beaton and his pan-

handle racket is the “Film Spec'

tator’’ which is carried on with

a sock full of sand in the left

hand and a dirty impudence that

amazes the pitying and puzzled
East. Incredible we calls it, In-

credible!

KENTON TO DIRECT
“THE LAST PARADE”

Erie C. Kenton is to direct Co-
lumbia’s “The Last Parade.”

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, October 21, 1930

Paramount F-L .. . 47 47:% — %
Warner Bros . 19 ¥2 201/4 —1%
Fox Film “A” . 35 '/4 37 —

1

Loew’s Inc 53/4 54/2 —2%
K-A-0 Pre . 95 95 —7
Radio K-A-0 . 19% 20/ —1%
Pathe Exchange .. . S'l/s 3/ —
Pathe “A” - 6% 6% —
M-G-M Pre 25 25 —
Con. F. Ind . 14% 14% —11/4

Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 18% 18/ - /
Curb Market

Columbia Piet .. 29% 30 + 1

Fox Theatre “A”.. . 61/2 6 1/2 — %
Nat. Screen . 20 20 —3

WM. DEMILLE TELLS
OF TALKIES BENEFITS



Ei TC/ELVETREES
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Greatest
Ever Produced—with

CARL LAmMlE
presents

HELEN Raymond Lilydn
TWELVETREES Hackctt Tashman

Neil

Hamilton
Blanche
Frederic!

Produced by

CARL LAEMMLE, JR.'!

[imn ERSA



FIRST IN FEATOR'ES—r FIRST IN SHORTS

FIRST IN FIRST rOn^^^^

Directed by RUPERT JULIAN
from the celebrated stage play by John Willard

Jean Elizabeth Lawrence Montagu^ Theodore
Hersholt Patterson ’ Grant Love Von Eltz



Watch For These Two
MILLION DOLLAR PicturesI

TOD BROWNING’S
Greatest Picture

DRACULA
EDWIN CAREWE’S

Sensational Production or

RESURRECTION
EAST IS WEST

LUPE VELEZ as Ming Toy, Chinese Love Slave . . .

LEV/IS. AYRES as Billy Benson, American Boy . . .

EDWARD G. ROBINSON as Charlie Yong, the

Slave Buyer in another Universal box office marvel.

SEE AMERICA THIRST
with HARRY LANGDON—SLIM SUMMERVILLE—
BESSIE LOVE. Clicked 300 laughs in its first preview.

BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT
pronounced better than "A LADY SURRENDERS"
by preview critics.

KING OF JAZZ
continues its record-breaking tour, going like a house

afire everywhere.

ALL QUIET ON THE
WESTERN FRONT

keeping up its record cs the GREATEST MONEY-
MAKER of all time.

A LADY SURRENDERS
Held over 3rd week at STANLEY, Philadelphia . . .

held over 2nd week at WOODS Theatre, Chicago . .

sensational business, CAPITOL, Atlanta compels

holdover 2nd week ... a box office wonder at

RIALTO, Washington .... great business at

KEITH'S, Boston .... sets new high at RKO
DOWNTOWN, Detroit . . . topped the town at

RKO ORPHEUM, Portland, Ore. . . a sensation

at RKO ORPHEUM, Minneapolis .... getting

$2000 more than previous week .... higher than

house average at RKO ALBEE, Providence.

UNIVERSAL First in Features . . First in Shorts

| |
First in First Runs Everywhere
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ERPI FOREIGN MANAGERS

HERE ON BUSINESS

Several foreign executives of

Electrical Research Products are

nowr in New York. They are: B.

,S. Gregg, European Manager, J.

C. Latham, Continental Technical
Representative and A. McLean,
Australian Operating Manager.

PARAMOUNT ORCHESTRA
TO CHANGE CONDUCTOR

Due to illness, Leo Reisman of

the Central Park Casino will be
unable to make his debut this Fri-

day as conductor of the Para-
mount Orchestra. Under the pres-

ent plans, he will appear at the
Paramount starting Friday, Nov.

14, in connection with the show-
ing of George Bancroft’s new pic-

ture, “Derelict.”

TRIO ASSIGNED ROLES
IN ‘STRICTLY BUSINESS’

Charles Ruggles, Claudette Col-

bert and Fredric March have been
assigned roles in “Strictly Busi-
ness” to be filmed soon at Para-
mount’s new York studio. It will

mark the third screen combina-
tion of Miss Colbert and Ruggles.
They were in “The Lady Lies” and
more recently in “Young Man of

Manhattan. Miss Colbert and
March shared honors once before

in “Manslaughter.”

GOLF FILM TITLED
“WEEK-END WIVES”

“Week-End Wives” is the final

title for the Fox Movietone pic-

ture formerly called “The Shep-
per-Newfdunder.” Edmund Lowe,
playing the lead in this stcry of

golf, its consequences and its

pleasures, claims that he has
whittled six strokes from his 18

hole game since the picture went
into production. Lowe and Tommy
Clifford, also featured, have had
professional coaching before and
during the filming of the picture.

NOW “MIN AND BILL”

“Min and Bill” is the final

title for the M-G-M picture form-
erly known as “Dark Star.”
Marie Dressier and Wallace Beery
have the principal roles in this

film, which is an adaptation of

Lorna Moon’s successful novel,
“Dark Star.”

‘MOBY DICK’ ON B’WAY

“Moby Dick,” Warner Bros.’
Vitaphone special starring John
Barrymore, is playing this week
at Loew’s State Theatre. This is

the fourth theatre on Broadway
to show this adaptation of the
Melville masterpiece.

LARRY KENT SIGNED

Larry Kent has been signed lor
“The Seas Beneath” which John
Ford is directing for Fox Films.
Douglas Haig and David Durand
have been cast for “The Spy,” Fox
Movieto^^e picture being directed
by Berthold Viertel.

U. A. HAS 4 ON B’WAY
WITH 3 MORE COMING

COLLEGE STUDENTS
STUDY FILM ‘MOROCCO’

HOLLYWOOD. — Doctor
Boris Morkovin and his

ciass of psycltology of tiie

motion picture from tiie

University of Southern
California were guests at a
private showing of Josef
von Sternberg’s new pic-

ture, “Morocco”, featuring
Gary Cooper, MiU’lene Diet-

rich and Adolphe Menjou.
The showing was at the
Paramount studios in Hol-
lywood. Before the pic-

ture, Von Sternberg ad-

dressed the class.

CATHOLIC BODY BOOSTS
KNUTE ROCKNE FILM

Bathe’s Knute Rockne series of

football pictures produced by
Terry Ramsaye, have received en-

thuiastic endorsement during the
past week in the national radio
broadcasts sponsored by the Mo-
tion Picture Bureau of the Inter-

national Federation of Catholic
Alumnae.
“Here is news of special in-

terest,” stated Mrs. Thomas A. Mc-
Goldrick in the Bureau continu-
ity prepared for the broadcasts.
“All the thrills and tense moments
that set millions of football fans
wild last season are crowded into

these authentic reels.”

New Film Company
According to Trade Commis-

sioner Harold D. Robison, Tient-

sin, China, the North China
Amusement Company recently

previewed the film Ku Tu Chun
Meng or A Spring Dream in the
Ancient Capital. This film is the
first that has been produced by
the above company and also the
first commercial film produced in

North China by Chinese Studios.

^ 4<

Higher Censor Fees

Assistant Trade Commissioner
Avery F. Peterson, Toronto, Can-
ada, reports that the Ontario mo-
tion picture censorship fee has
advanced more than 300 per cent.

An order-in-council of the On-
tario Provincial Government, ef-

fective October 1, increased the
censorship fee for motion picture
films. Films of foreign origin will

be assessed at $10 per reel of
1000 feet as compared to the pre-
vious fee of $3. British films, for
which the rate previously was $3,

are now to be assessed at $7 per
1000 feet. An additional $90,000
annually is expected to be added
to provincial revenue if the new
order stands.

* * *

New Sound Studio

At La Garenne, just outside
Paris, a new sound-film studio has
peen opened, which is to be let to
producers. It is insulated by an
American (Banroc) system, and
equipped with Petersen-Poulsen
sound recorders.

“WITHIN THE LAW”
STARTED BY M-G-M

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“With-
in the Law,” an adaptation of the

Bayard Veiller stage play which
Joan Crawford starred, went in-

co production this week on the

M-G-M lot, Sam Wood directing.

Robert Armstrong is in support
as are Marie Prevost, Robert
Douglas, John Miljan, William
Bakewell, Hale Hamilton and
Polly Moran. “Dance, Fool,

Dance” will be Miss Crawford’s
next picture to follow “Within the
Law.” Harry Beaumont will di-

rect.

“CABALLEROS”
IN TECHNICOLOR

“Caballeros,” a Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer musical novelty, is being
photographed by the Technicolor
Corporation. Benny Rubin, as a
tailor who turns bullfighter to win
the Spanish senorita of his choice,
will be the star of “Caballeros”,
which will bring to the audible
screen for the first time several
compositions of Anton Rubinstein.
Conchita Montenegro, Spanish
dancer, also will be featured in

the picture.

U. S. Talkies in Calcutta

Assistant Trade Commissioner
Wilson C. Flaxe, Calcutta, India,
reports that faced with a loss of
customers who now patronize
talking picture houses, three
more theatres in Calcutta have de-
cided to follow the lead of their
competitors and install American
sound equipment. Indeed, so
popular have American talking
pictures become that the New Em-
pire Theatre—the only theatre in
Calcutta attended by Europeans
where stage shows are produced—is among the three that are
changing over to sound pictures.

«

Catholic Film Company
The third French Film Cong-

ress will be held in Paris from
November 4 to 6, inclusive, under
the presidency of Cardinal Ver-
dier. Among the questions to be
discussed at this Congress are
“the talking picture,” and “the'
child in the motion picture the-
atre.”

t * *

Popular Paris Talkie
In the populous Villette dist-

rict of Paris, Leon Brezillon, pres-
ident of the French exhibitors as-
sociation, is erecting a large hall,
which will be fully equipped for
presenting sound-films on a wide
screen. For the purposes of the
enterprise, which is considerable,
the Societe Secretan Palace has
been founded, with an initial capi-
tal of four million francs. M.
Brezillon will be president and
managing director of the oom-
pany.

With “Hell’s Angels” in its

tenth week at the Criterion and
the Gaiety, “Abraham Lincoln” in

its ninth week at the Central,

and “What A Widow!” and “Whoo-
pee” each in the third week aP the
Rialto and Rivoli, respectively.

United Artists—which releases
only about seventeen “special”
films annually—has more pictures
on Broadway at one time than at

any period in its history.

Furthermore, three more pic-

tures are completed and on the
way to Broadway. These are
Norma Talmadge’s “Du Barry:
Woman of Passion”; Evelyn
Laye’s “The Queen of Scandal”,
and the Roland West-Chester
Morris successor to “Alibi,” “The
Bat Whispers.”

FILMS HOLD BLACKMER
WHILE STAGE BECKONS
Sidney Blackmer, who was one

of Broadway’s favorite leading
men before he became a First Na-
tional featured screen player, has
been in New York for three or
four weeks, resting before going
back to California to begin the
new production season at the
First National Studio. He has
been forced to reject several at-

tractive offers from theatrical
producers on account of the terms
of his picture contract.

SECOND FISTIC SHORT
FINISHED FOR TIFFANY

Paul Hurst has completed the

second of his two-reel prizefight

comedies for Tiffany, “De Woild’s
Champeen.” Frank Strayer di-

rected. Nita Martan, Don Terry,
Aggie Herring, Jack Kennedy,
Eddie Boland, Charlotte Marriam,
Adele Watson and Billy Bletcher
are in the cast.

ZUKOR AND BROWN
TO ADDRESS MPTOA

(Continued from page 1)

Zukor to cooperate in this way
was announced yesterday.

Another important leader who
is expected to be present is Hiram
S. Brown, president of the Radio-
Keith-Orpheum Corporation. The
presence of such men at the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of

America convention will make the

Philadelphia Meeting on Novem-
ber 10, 11, 12, a useful clearing

house for the consideration of the
Industry’s problems for the bene-
fit of all concerned.

Dele.gations from all parts of

the United States and Canada will

be present. The Convention
Dinner will be held at the Benja-
min Franklin Hotel on Tuesday
evening, November 11, (Armistice
Day). This event promises to be
the most interesting and outstand-
ing of its knid in the history of

the Motion Picture business be-
cause of the great galaxy of of-

ficial, industrial, and civic lead-
ers who will speak there or grace
the board with their presence.

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Department of Commerce
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mcites Reviewers^Bf^ise
ss, ha(

The Costello Case,” the latest ^
Sono Art-World Wide contribution

to the audible cinema proved a h

typically melodramatic film that ™
has suspense, action and maintains dj

interest from start to finish. James

Cruze supervised the production

MOmNO TELEGRAPH^

“Costello Case”
Sono Art Time, 1 hr., 16 mins.

UNDERWORLD YARN CAR-
RIES A GOOD KICK WITH
THE USUAL SETUP DONE
WITH AN ORIGINAL SLANT
IN STORY. MADE FOR TH^^
CROWD.

TOM MOORE
LOLA LANE

Directed by

WALTER LANG
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Racketeering is

Not Leadership
JIy

The Allied Exhibitor, publish'

ed in secret and circulated

privately to further the unholy

aims of the Four Non Exhibitor

Horsemen of Discord and Un'
rest, finds this newspaper and this

writer an irritating combination

because this newspaper and this

writer have been conspicuous

among the journals of the trade

in. calling the turn on the rack'

eteers and, by frank truth telling,

causing the daylight to shine in

upon the slimy group.

V « •

Abie Myers, who wrote the

Brookhart Bill when he was
rattling around in a job on the

Federal Trade Commsission and
who, failing of a reappointment
because he couldn’t muster suffici'

ent senatorial endorsement, look'

ed on the picture business as a

soft spot for money and prestige

and joined out with the illustri'

ous A1 Steffes, ever the New
York guest of any producer who
would pay his hotel and enter'

tainment bills, and with the furth'

er alliance of Gunnel Cole, the
circuit booking percentage guy
from Texas, and Ritchie, the paid
manager from Michigan to dis'

rupt the exhibitor organizations

and supplant them with bodies
they could control, manage, kid
and draw salaries from.

* * *

T^ROM its inception down to

the present day and hour
Allied States has been operated

and promoted for the sole pur'

pose of paying salaries to these

four gentry and a look at their

record of organization activity is

enough to convince any fair mind'
ed man that the whole program is

a racket.

(Continued on page 2)

ONLY TWO THEATRES IN UNITED STATES

TO SHOW FOX “BIG TRAIL’ IN GRANDEUR

‘MUSIC ROLE’ SUITS

DECIDED AGAINST

MOVIE THEATRES
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Cases in

which the Supreme Court of the
United States was asked to de-
termine whether a person who
plays upon a player-piano a copy-
righted musical composition from
a recorded roll, upon which the
manufacturer had paid the proper
royalty, is guilty of copyright in-

fringement will not be reviewed.
The court, on Oct. 20 denied peti-

(Continued on page 7)

FILM TRUST” APPEAL

TO SUPREME COURT

WASHINGTON, Oct. 22. — First
National Pictures, Inc., is charg-
ed with violating the anti-trust
act by use of credit committee
rules in a brief which the Depart-
ment of Justice has filed in the
United States Supreme Court, ap-
pealing from the decision of the
District Court for the Southern
District of New York, which de-
cided otherwise.
The department, in its brief, as-

serts that the lower court erred
in not holding that the pictures

(Continued on page 2)

FRANCE ASKS AID

OF CABINET TO GET
CONTROL OF MOVIES

TAKIS. — A iiatlunul

French movie theatre will
be established here soon,
for a greater utilization of

filius in national socialog’l-

eal propaganda, if a peti-

tion made before the Cabi-
net by Eugene Lautier,
under-secretary of state for
file Beauz Arts, be answer-
ed favorably. Lautier
wants state control of the
tilm iiidustrv. co-ordina.t-

hig production, distribution
and exhibition.

Present Plans Call for No
Further Immediate Pro-

duction on Wide Film

Officials ot Fox Films yesterday
disclosed information that would
purport to establish the company’s
future program for Grandeur film.

According to information gath-
ered by a representative of this

newspaper “The Big Trail” which
represents the first attempt by
Fox interests to launch a dra-
matic feature on wide film as a
theatre attraction, will be exhibit-
ed at only two theatres in the
United States. One of these is

the Roxy where the picture opens
Friday. The other is the Chinese
in Hollywood where “The Big

(Continued on page 2)

SUES TO GET HIS $600,000

SPLIT ON FOX THEATRE DEAL

RENEE ADOREE ILL

LOS ANGELES, Oct. 22. — A
telegram received here today from
Prescott, Ariz., reports Renee
Adoree in hospital there making
a hard fight against an affection

of the lungs.

He Takes *em Like His
Namesake Took Richmond

Look out tor Mr. Grant! He’s
of medium height, has nice well
tailored gray hair and sartorially
he’s dressed to a whisper! Mr.
Grant may tell you he is an at-

torney representing the Universal
Check Protecting Company of 501
Fifth Avenue or he may not. If
he does it will be well for you
to look it up before you go too
far.

Mr. Grant’s racket is to nego-

(Continued on page 6)

DI¥0RGE SUIT FILED
BY GLORIA SWANSON

LOS ANGELES, Oct. 22,—Per-
sistent rumors that Gloria Swan-
son was about to seek divorce
from her husband. Marquis Henri
de la Falaise de la Coudray, came
to a head yesterday when the act-
ress filed suit charging “ wilful
and malicious abandonment
against her will.”

William Brandt, of Great Neck,
L. I., yesterday started an action
before Justice Charles J. Druham
to recover $600,000 as liis share
of a $1,200,000 sale of 115 the-
atres in various parts of Long
Island to the Metropolitan-Fox
Corporation, the defendant being
C. Blumenthal, a real estate deal-
er of Larchmont, N. Y. Brandt
says that he and Blumenthal
agreed to split the commission on
the $12,0100,000 deal.

Brandt made his application on
the ground that William Fox, the
motion picture man who is to be

(Continued on page 7)

STAGE BAND SET

Irving Aaronson’s Commanders,
stage band brought from Chicago
by Warner Bros, tor an appear-
ance on the stage of the Beacon
Theatre, Broadway and 74th
Street, have passed the experi-
mental stage and become an in-
stitution at this playhouse. Aaron-
son and his band will appear each
week in an entirely new musical
setting.
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MAIN WREEI

%
ii,lsie Fergruson, that very excel-

lent actress who deserted the

tiliuius before speiikies, has been
heard from * * * She’s listed as

the Spirit of Fquity at Equity’s

annual ball * » * too bad the

speakies can’t hear Elsie before

the mike * * * however, Elsie pre-

sumably knows her business * * *

well, well! * * * Jake YVilk, that

demon short ed over at Warners’
JJtli offices tells us one, Sanford
Ureenburgrer, his assistant, talks

Hung'arian with playwrights and
other nuisances that visit his

suite * * * and Ciennan, to() * '

versatile * * Colim Clive, of

Journey’s End fame (Tiffany’s

lersion) hit the Big Stem * * *

it’s pretty nearly time for Charlie
AlelJonald to sprout that garden
patch under the lo-vver lip * * *

cold weather brings lots of things

besides coal in the cellar * * *

wonder why M-(x-JI don’t shoot
those Four Horsemen before the

mike * they might call in Knute
Koekne if material is needed * * *

did you know that Naney Carroll

plays Rudy’s saxaphone at the

Para * * * and Rudy dances, and
everything * * * -wonder who that

heavyweight in the Para stage
show is * * * a woman who sat

back of ye ed tother nite remark-
ed after tolerating his presence
on the stage for five of the 20

minutes he takes * * * there’s

300,000 good men out of work
in New Yawk and they give that

guy a job * * * maybe she was
jealous * * * they must be holding
Roxy gagged for ransome over in

Paris * * * did you see the oxen
on the Big S.tem * * *

of the big trail * * * why don’t

the newsreelers shoot A1 Smith in

that brown derby * * Irv. (Ruby)
Kubeustien says ”if she doesn’t

walk home there’s no pic. * * *

wonder what he means * * * why
don’t Warners buy Tlie Old Rasea’
for that Arliss man * * * and that
O'gag! ni-nducer might get an op-
tion on Tlie Bridge of Sighs * * *

Paul JEuni, the man of many faces,

has bobbed no behind the foot-

lights * * * That’s Griititude migE’^

do for that Bow Girl * * * (jp’

you know Mitzi Green’s ma and nr
are former headliners * * * Joe
Keno is her dad • * *

“Take Your YIedieine”

(YLiek Sennett)

The second issue of Mack Sen-
nett comeuies series in color.

Keeps step with the first, review-
eU in tiiese pages some weeks
ago. Mack Sennett’s special color
process has been employed to tne
aaine line advantages in 'cake

Your Medicine.” The same stars,

Andy Clyde and thac Cutie Irisher,

ratsy U Eeary are in this one and
give a splendid account of them-
selves. 'The action is laid ac a
summer resort lake. We thought
all the original comedy gags had
oeen used these many years bacK
out Sennett has proved otherwise.
Eddie Cline directed. RCA Re-
cording is used. The color, as in

the first of the series, “The Bluff-
er" is, we repeat, the nearest ap-
proach to perfection this review e,

has seen. Special pains has been
taken to get backgrounds that
lend themselves, naturally ana
logically, to color with action, and
slapstick comedy.

* • •

“Our Nagging Wives”

{('liristie-Gayety .Series)

Ford Sterling, the very excel-

lent comedian of the slapstick
ranks, fails to impress in this of-

fering from the Christie studios.

It’s slapstick, there’s originality

in the manner in which Arvid
Gillstrom has handled the direc-

tion. and, last, but not least,

there’s the sex appeal—undies
and everything — that invariably
click in the funmakers but—Ford
Sterling just doesn’t get over.

That doesn’t mean that Sterling

Trail’’ opened a short time back.

Next Tuesday the western epic

of Oregon trail days opens at Mc-
Vickers, in Chicago, not as a
Grandeur presentation, but as the

ordinary 35 mm attraction, which
means on the standard-sized film.

As far as could be learned no
future production schedule has
jeen planned for further produc-
tion of Grandeur. That applies

to the immediate present. What
Fox officials will decide to do with
Grandeur production a month
hence is problematical.
Nor are the Fox interests mak-

ing any arrangements to have
Grandeur equipment installed in

my of the Fox circuit of theatres.

It may be recalled that a screen.

It least 40-feet wide, is essential

o exhibit Grandeur wide film.

Special projection machines are
'ssential, as is also special equip-
ment for the booth.
This doesn’t mean, it was point-

’d out at the Fox Film headquar-
ers. that Grandeur wide film is

^o be abandoned. It simply means
hat no preparatory measures
lave been taken, nor are they to

taken in the immediate pres-
ent, to exhibit the Grandeur epic,

‘The Big Trail”, in other theatres
ban the Roxv, here, and the
-'hinese, in Hollywood.
"The Big Trail” was shot by

has turned sour. It does mean he
has been placed in the wrong
stall. The story is one of these
family affairs wdiere hubby gets in
wrong with the other woman.
This comedy plot, older than the
Terrible Turk, always clicks with
Jie average audience. This prob-
ably will be no exception.

4- * »

“J (1111 ping Beans”
(Terry-Toons)

Another home-run for Frank
Moser and Paul Terry in their
animation and for Philip A.
Scheib in his scoring. The West-
irn Electric system is used. It’s

funny and it’s cartoon comedy.
That’s all we could say if we
v^rote another five-foot book shell
about it.

« * «

“Divorced Sweethearts”

(YEack Sennett)

Here’s a good domestic comedy
Tone with the slapstick touch,
,Yith a sprinkling of the straight
.voi’k scattered sparingly. Daphne
Pollard, that four feet of feminine
funny-funny, with Ann Christie,
a blonde cutie; Marjorie Beebe,
demure, et cetera—and there you
are. There’s bound to be a laugh
when that trio get to cutting up
’apers. Charles Irwin—we nearly
forgot, perhaps because his Eng
lish accent just didn’t jibe with
that eminating from the Villain,

Vuric Chatwick, Wade Boteler, a
tough guy, is very much in evi-

dence. This one was personally
directed by Mack Sennett, accord-
ing to screen credit and, it gives
every evidence of Mack being be-
iiind the megaphone.

both Grandeur cameras and the

standard cameras. It lends it-

self to either exhibition size.

What, if any, future plans are

in connection with Grandeur pro-

duction, officials yesterday would

not say.

RACKETEERING IS

NOT LEADERSHIP
(Continued from page 1)

TYUST throwing, cheap abuse

and personal attacks from

the Four Horsemen are a tribute

to the decency of the one attack'

ed. The fact remains that these

gentry, all non exhibitors, are

racketeering for their own pocket

books and their assaults on those

who would repose their faith in

the constructive exhibitor leaders

will fool nobody save the suckers.

And—in their writing efforts they

remind us more than anything

else of a wisp of smoke blown

through the hole in a doughnut.

OTWARD BOUND’ TEXT

FOR RABBI LEVINSON

Such was the impression made
on Rabbi Samuel J. Levinson by
Warner Bros, picture, “OueWard
Bound”, that he decided to make
it the subject of his weekly Fri-
day evening sermon to the con-
gregation of Temple Beth Emeth
in Brooklyn. He announced the
picture as the theme of his forth-
coming sermon, and preached to
a synagogue every seat in which
was taken. He said in part:
“The other day I received an

invitation to attend a moving pic-

ture by the name of ‘Outward
Bound’. I was attracted by the
unusual title and decided this was
a picture that should be seen. I

rarely attend the movies, but I

wanted to see this. As you are
all aware, I have never before
recommended either a book or a
play from this pulpit. But a pic-|;

ture of the nature of ‘Outwardji
Bound,’ calls for exceptional men4
tion.

FILM TRUST APPEAL
(Continued from page 1)

corporation has “engaged in an
unlawful conspiracy to coerce and
require exhibitor of motion pic-
tures in the United States acquir-
ing a motion picture theatre by

,

purchase or transfer to assume
and to perform the uncompleted

! contracts for the exhibition of

j

motion pictures in such theatre
; existing at the time of such pur-

j

chase or transfer between the
' former owner or operator of said
theatre and any appellee distribu-
ter and any other principal of

;

iny member of an appellee Film
Board of trade.”

It also asserted that the court
erred in not holding that the pic-
tures corporation has “engaged
in an unlawful conspiracy to de-
prive exhibitors of motion pic-
tures in the United States acquir-
ing a motion picture theatre by
purchase or transfer of the right
to have any court of competent
jurisdiction determine whether
such purchase or transfer has
been fraudulent and for the pur-
pose of avoiding contractual ob-
ligations.”

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Oct. 22, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 46'/7 471/2 + %
Warner Bros 18% 1978 — %
Fox Film “A” 35 36 —1
Loew’s Inc 521/8 541/8 — 3/8

Loew’s Inc. Pre... 98 (4 98 '/4 —44
Radio I -A-0 18% 191/2 — %
Pathe Exchange .. 3 3 - 4
Pathe “A” 6 61/8 — 1/2

M-G-M Pre 25 25
Con. F. (nd 14 141/8 — 1/2

Cop. F. Ind. Pre.... 18 181/8 — 1/8

Curl) Ylarket

Columbia Piet 271/8 27% —178
Fox Theatre “A”... 6 '4 6% — 1/8

StueJio an<J Location
Soun<J on Film Recording

Low Daily or Weekly Rales

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp.

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 6067

"BIG TRAIL” ON GRANDEUR IN 2 HOUSES ONLY
(Continued from page 1) -0



YEAR IN AND YEAR OUT
THE BIG $2 BROADWAY HITS are

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER



f!

Balaban of

Balaban and Katz

Publix Corporation



A
appreciation ot the most

important picture ever made from

one of America s eminent showmen

MAX BALABAN says

:

"\ consider THE BIG TRAIL the biggest

achievement in talking pictures up to the present

time. I never believed it possible to produce

such action and thrills in sound photography.

”\ predict that THE BIG TRAIL will set

all Chicago afire, with the engagement extend-

ing at least two months from its opening on

Wednesday, October 29.

"We are doing something unprecedented

by closing the McVickers Theatre on Monday,

October 27, to open with a special showing of

THE BIG TRAIL on Tuesday evening,the 28th.

"After that we will follow our usual

McVickers policy of continuous performance

at popular prices."

•j
•
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U. S. ARMY SOUND FILM PLANT

READY FOR TRAINING SERVIDE
<>

WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. Zi.—
Captain Alonzo P. Fox, in charge
of the Army Signal Corps’ pro-

duction of sound pictures for use
in the training of officers and en-
listed men in various branches of

service, announced yesterday
that the filming of these subjects
would begin next Spring, all

plans and arrangements for pro-

duction and distribution having
been completed.

Captain Fox stated that silent

films for this purpose had become
obsolete. In order to meet the

demand for sound pictures for in-

struction purposes, the Army has
purchased equipment for the re-

cording of sound films. The
equipment is installed in the Mu-
nitions Building, Washington, D.C.

The films—at least to begin with
—will he short. The pictures will

he brought in the studio, where
lectures will be delivered into a
microphone and made a part of

the films. When the film goes
out the subject will be shown on
the screen with accompanying
verbal descriptions and instrucr

tions. This will make possible

the giving of actual commandf.
with the films.

To date no foreign government
has installed talking pictures for

the training of its armed forces.

The Signal Corps is the oper
ating agency which produces the

films.

The pictures are developed,
edited, and titled in the Signa’

Corns photographic laboratory at

the War College, and after they
h.ave been approved by the chief

of the branch for which they are
produced they are distributed.

This distribution is made to all

the service schools and all of the

corps areas and foreign depart

ments.

LOOK OUT FOU GRANT
(Continued from page 1)

tiate with a film executive about
Spanish versions of commercial
pictures, make a date for a sub-

sequent meeting and then adroit-

ly bring up the subject of fine

likkers, Scotch and Irish, and he
advises that he gets his from a

trans-Atlantic pal for .$3.60 the

imperial quart. The artful Mr.
Grant so juggles his conversation
that the executive does the ask-
ing and as a great favor he takes
anything from $3.60 to a case

price away with him in cash. He
never comes back.

Mr. Grant has operated in other
fields hut in the present week
blossomed out in the picture busi-

ness. This newspaper will be
kind to his latest victim because
he was sportsman enough to tell

the joke on himself. But

—

Look out for Mr. Grant!

mnm signed

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Flor-

ence Ryerson has been engaged
by Phil Goldstone, Tiffany’s chief

studio executive, to prepare a
screen play of Harold McGarth’s
novel, “Drums of Jeopardy.’’

ELISSA LANDI SIGNED
FOR MOVIETONE LEADS

Elissa Landi, blonde English
actress, whose only appearance
in this country has been as fem-
inine lead in “A Farewell to
Arms,” has been signed by the
Fox Film Corporation to play
leads in Movietone productions.
She wid leave for Hollywood to-

day.

Miss Landi is not only an emo-
tional actress but also a noveliSi
and a! linguist. She speaks
FrenchJ German, Italian and Eng-
lish. ^he is the author of two
novels [“The Helmers” and “Neil-
son” both published by Chatto and
Windus'.

BOARD OF REVIEW
OKAYS WARNER FILM

In its weekly guide to selected
pictures. The National Board of

Review of Motion Pictures gives
its approval to “The Life of the
Party,” Warners’ Technicolor
comedy.

(ieriiian (Studios Eijuipped

The iJofa and Staaken studios in

Germaby, will soon he equipped
with pound-recording apparatus,
states I a Berlin message. One
Tobis 4itd three Klangfllm sets are
to be jinst.illed in the Jofa stu-

dio, apd the installation will be
completed before the end of the
year,

i

* * «
I

30 Wired in Vienna

A press message from Vienna
states

I

that in addition to the 30
cinemas already wired, three fur-
ther theatres, the Arkaden-Kino,

the Astoria-Kino, and the Luna-
Kino Ijave just been installed with

sound-film reproduction equip-

ment. i

Art and the box office are weld-
ed into the promise of a series of

unusual productions to come from
Radio Pictures, according to an
announcement by William Le-
Baron. vice-president in charge of
Radio Pictures productions who
lists five outstanding examples.
Vincent Lawrence contributes
“Sour Grapes’ , the play produc-
ed by William Harris, to this
line-up. “Kept Husbands’”, an
original story by Forrest Halsey,
is now in the final stages of prep-
aration, and will present Sue
Carol. Rex Beach’s novel, “Re-
coil” will be recreated on the

FREE SPEECH TODAY
AT AMPA LUNCHEON

The edict has been pro-
mulgated I'roin Ainpu head-
quarters that upon the
oeeasion of today’s weekly
luncheon “spice from the
dais” will be suppressed in

faxtr of a meat course to

and frcni the rank and tile.

\o distinguished guests are
announced this time.
Each Ampa in good

standing will be free to
speak, heckle, gargle or
wheeze as he pleases—and
get away with it if he’s

able.

THREE MORE ADDED
TO “LION AND LAMB”

Robert Milasch, Yorke Sherwood
and Sydney Bracey, have been
added to the cast of Columbia’s
“The Lion and the Lamb”, adapt-
ed from E. Phillips Oppenheim’s
novel. Geo. B. Seitz is directing.

OOLOMBIA SHOOTING
“CHARLIE’S AUNT”

HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — Colum-
bia’s “Charley’s Aunt” company
under the direction of A1 Christie,

is nearing completion.

Double Features in Berlin
The system of two features in

one program, wffiich at the time of

the silent film had caused great
damage to the German film busi-
ness, seems to have revived. The
lack of “talkies” and. on the
other hand, the strong attraction
of good “talkies” would seem to
abolish the two-feature system.
But it is observed that competi-
tion in Germany has brought some
exhibitors back to the old system.

* * «

Ufa Extends Plant
Ufa has commenced the con-

struction of a film copying insti-

tution to complete its production
plant in Neubabelsberg. This, it

is stated, is only the first step
tow'ards an important extension of

’ this plant.

talking screen under the title of
“White Shoulders.”
Mel Brown, director of the Amos

’ll’ Andv film, has received his
rev/ard by being given the direc-
tion of “White Shoulders.” Wait-
ing at the Church,” a talking
screen novelty in a serio-comic
vein is to be done as a feature
production.

Betty Compson will ou^^ more
be starred in a new Radio vehicle
when she goes to work in “Chil-
dren of the Streets.” an original
story by Robert Milton, and Guy
Bolton. Production is scheduled
for next month.

3 PATHE SPECIALS SET

FOR RELEASE IN NOV.

Three of Pathe’s specials being
produced on the 193U-31 program
will be released in November

—

“Sin Takes a Holiday,” the 10th;
“The Painted Desert,” 20th, and
“Beyond Victory,” the 30th, ac-
cording to announcement yes-
terday by E. J. O’Leary, general
sales manager.

“Sin Takes a Holiday” stars
Constance Bennett. It’s a story
of international society by Robert
Milton and Dorothy Cairns, adapt-
ed by Horace Jackson and direct-
ed by Paul Stein. The cast in-

cludes Kenneth MacKenna, Basil
Rathbone, Rita LeRoy and Louis
Bartels.

“The Painted Desert” stars
Bill Boyd with Helen Twelvetrees
opposite. It was written by
Thomas Buckingham and Howard
Higgin and directed by the latter.

It is a story of pioneers. Sup-
porting players include William
Farnum, J. Farrell Macdonald
and Clark Gable.

“Beyond Victory” is an all star
special with Bill Boyd heading
the cast including Helen Twelve-
trees, James Gleason, Fred Scott,
Russell Gleason, Lew Cody, Zasu
Pitts, Dorothy Burgess and June
Colljmr. It is something new in
war dramas. The story was writ-
ten by Hope Bennett and direct-
ed by John Robertson.

GHSFIIPS NEXT COMEDY
IS “CNASING AROUND”
"Chasing Around” is the title

of Tiffany Chimp s next comedy.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED

^3.00 SINGLE UP
^4.00 DOUBLE UP

700 ROOMS
with Bath

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Department of Commerce

RADIO LISTS 5 FILMS
IN PROMISE OF QUALITY
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‘INGAGr SUIT

IS SETTLED FOR

$150,000 BY CONGO
Announcement was made today

by the office of Louis Nizer, at-

torney for Byron P. Mackenzie,

that a settlement of the action

brought by Mr. Mackenzie against

Congo Pictures, Ltd., involving the

motion picture “Iiigagi” has been
effected. As a result of this set-

tlement the injunction issued by
the United Spates District Court
against the distribution and exhi-

bition of “Ingagi” has been dis-

solved and the picture will now
be distributed and exhibited

throughout the country.
“Ingagi’s” showing was sudden-

ly stopped when an injunction was
obtained by Byron P. Mackenzie,
son of Lady Mackenzie, a famous
African explorer, who claimed
that the scenes of wild animals in

Africa secured by his mother at

the risk of her life were being us-

ed in “Ingagi” without permission
from him. The Federal Court
thereupon enjoined the showing of

“Ingagi”, pending the determina-
tion of Mr. Mackenzie’s action. As
a result of the injunction orders
all bookings were immediately
stopped.

SUES TO GET HIS

SPLIT ON FOX DEAL
(Continued from page 1)

one of the most important wit-
nesses, is of advanced age and
might die before a trial could be
held in Nassau in the regular
order of the calendar, which is

three years behind.

Blumenthal in opposing the mo-
tion and in his answer denies
that any such contract exists, and
claims that even if it did, Brandt
could not recover because he is

not licensed as a broker.
Answering the claim of Brandt

that Fox is in advanced age,

Blumenthal declared in his affida-

vit that Fox is only 50 years old,

and so healthy that he plays

eighteen holes of golf or more as

a daily habit.

^oiet

130 WEST49’"ST.
NEW YORK,

600 ROOMS-DAILYRATES
SINGLE ROOM—adjoining $-y Orj

bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOM— adjoin- $2
ing bath and shower . .

SINGLE EOOMwith private $ 2 SO
bath and shower ....

DOUBLE ROOM with pri-
$

-I Cf)
vate bath and shower . .

Our$2,oo
Rooms
always

available

XM

Special
weekly rates

Phone
Bryant 8000

UNIVERSAL LOT BUSY
AS NEW FILMS START

<-

EVELYN OFF-
FILM OPENING DITTO

Evelyn Laye unexpected-
ly sailed on the Aquitania
yesterday.
Because of Miss Laye’s

departure, the ^few York
c pen rug of her fii’st pic-

ture is postponed until

after the Chri.s.tnias holi-

days.

NAT SCREEN COMPLETES
fiRMlSTICE DAY TRAILER

National Screen Service has
just completed two presentations
for Armistice Day,—one silent and
one sound-on-film. The historic

events of 1914-18 are memorializ-
ed and treated editorially in a

splendid review of that titanic

struggle to bring the world to

peace and progress. In keeping
with the occasion, appropriate
pictorial settings appear as back-
ground silhouettes. Both the si-

lent and sound-on-film Armistice
Day presentations are short sub-
jects.

irs ^‘THE SIN SHIP”

“The Sin Ship” is the new title

selected by Lee Marcus, executive
vice-president of Radio Pictures,
for the ocean melodrama directed

by Louis Wollieim and previously
named “Sheep’s Clothing.”

BERLIN, Oct. 22.—After a long
period of negotiations the German
Government has finally rid itself

of the embarrassment of its own-
ership of what was virtually a
controlling interest in the impor-
tant film concern known as
Bmelka. Through the agency of

M. Cohen the Paris banker and
the Bavarian Bank group the Gov-
ernment’s share have been bought
by the Krauss group of Munich.
“Emelka”—which is officially

designated the Munich Lichtspiel-
kunst Co.—owns theatres in all

parts of Germany, as well as be-
ing engaged in .picture produc-
tion. Associated with it are the
Bayerische Film Co., the Phoebus
Film Co., and the Emelka Kul-
turfilm Co. Prior to the advent
of sound film this combination
represented Ufa’s only German
rival worth considering. It was
capitalized at 2,500,000 marks and

The United States Supreme
Court has denied the Pacent Com-
pany’s petition for a writ of Cer-
tiorari to review the decision of

Judge Swan holding that the
Western Electric Company and
Electrical Research Products
were proper parties plaintiffs in

the suit brought against the

RADIO LONC TERM
FOR RICARDO CORTEZ

Ricardo Cortez, star of many si-

lent and talKing films, has signed
a term couiracc with RKO Radio
Pictures, according to an an-
nouncement today ny William Le-
Baron, vice-president in cnarge ot

production.

^^MUSIG ROLL” SUITS

(Continued from page 1)

tious for writs of certiorari in

tile cases of Lutz et al. v. Buck
et al.

According to the petitions, the
petitioners were owners of mo-
tion picture houses and played
therein certain copyrigUted com-
positions from player piano rolls.

Suit, was instituted by the re-
spondent, as president of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, to recov-
er for the alleged infringement.
There was no denial of the facts

but the right of recovery was con-
tested on the ground that the
manufacturers of the rolls had
paid the required royalty.
The Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Fifth Circuit, however,
held in favor of the copyright
owners.

dividends were paid up to two
years ago, when the concern balk-
ed at talkie production and con-
sequently suffered severe losses.

The Government’s acquisition of

a large block of stock in Emelka
was for the purpose of keeping
the concern out of foreign hands.
It was successful in this, but did
nothing to place Emelka again in

the running with Ufa or any
other domestic group. As consid-
erable foreign capital was involv-
ed—mainly in France—^the Ger-
man Government found an accept-
able sale of its holdings difficult

to negotiate.
Both Herr William Krauss and

Dr. Hoffman were directors of
Emelka at the time

,
of the Gov-

ernment’s deal with the Krauss
people. It is understood that
Emelka will now immediately re-
sume its appropriate position in
German sound film production.

Pacent Company for infringement
of patents.

This brings to an end the pro-
ceedings in the so-called “mis-
joinder of parties” issue and en-
ables Western Electric to press its

case of patent infringements in
the District Court on the merits
of the patents involved.

With the start yesterday of

“Half Gods” at Universal City,

four American features, tour for-

eign version features and three
short subjects are in work and
seven other features in prepara-
tion. “Half Gods” will feature
Genevieve Tobin and Conrad
Nagel, with Monroe Owsley and
Zasu Pitts in support.

Final sequences are being made
on “The Cohens and Kellys in Af-
rica,” with Charlie Murray and
George Sidney. Edwin Carewe is

inaKing prugiess with “Resurrec-
tion” in which John Bjics ana
Lupe Velez are starred; produc-
tion is well under way on “Drac-
ula”, film version of tlie stage
LUnller of the same name in which
Bela Lugosi is featured witn an
all star cast.

Production of the Spanish ver-
sioh of “Dracula” is moving for-

ward rapidly, while Spanish, Ger-
man and hrench veisions of “The
Boudoir Diplomat” are going into
simultaneous production on the
same set, before the end of the
-,.,..1111 . lue seventh chapter of

“The Leather Pushers” series
is in production with Albert
Kelley directing. The two-reel
comedies, “Pineapples”, featuring
Raymond Hatton and Bert Roach,
and a new Slim Summer vi,le com-
edy which is as yet untitled, with
Eddie Gribbon and Lucille Hut-
ton, are iiiw in production.

Harry Garson and liis “The
White Captive” company, who
nave been in the Far East since
early last spring, obtaining loca-
tion shorts for this jungle adven-
ture, are on their way home and
are expected in Hollywood late

in November.

The editorial department at Uni-
versal is busily engaged in pre-
paring six new stories: Charles
G. Norris’ story. “Seed”; “Strict-

ly Dishonorable”; “Fires of

Youth”, which Monta Bell is writ-
ing and is to direct; “Mississippi”,
the adaptation of Ben Lucien
Burman’s novel of the same name;
“Many a Slip”, which William
lames Craft is scheduled to start

next month and “Merry-Go-
Round”, which will star John
Boles.

John M. Stahl, who has been
signed on a term contract follow-
ing the success of his first talk-

ing picture for Universal, “A Lady
Surrenders”, is now wroking on
an original story which he will

direct but which is still untitled.

Universal’s film editors are cut-
ting and assembling “The Doudoir
Diplomat”, “See America Thirst”
and the serial, “Fingerprints”,
which was completed last week.

“LIFE OF THE PARTY”
FOR RELEASE SATURDAY

Winnie Lightner in the Warner
Bros. Technicolor special, “The
Life of the Party”, is scheduled
for general release this Saturday.
Its action jumps from New York
to Havana, and recounts the ad-
ventures of two gold-diggers in

distress. The picture is done in

Technicolor throughout.

EMELKA, UFA’S RIVAL, BOUGHT

BY KRAUSS GROUP, WILL PRODUCE
,>

PACENT DENIED WRIT
IN W.E. PATENT SUIT



SHAW AGAIN
CHOOSES FOX!
George Bernard Shaw is ^^first

page copy^^ all the time.

What he says commands imme-
diate notice the world over.

The newspapers print what Shaw
says but to get what he says and
the way he says it, see and hear
him in

FOX
MOVIETONE NEWS
This is the second time that the celebrated

author has spoken for Movietone!
i

In issue No. 10, now showing, he says in part.:

^^Here I am enjoying myself do^n at Malvern,

and there are you enjoying yourself by allowing

a photograph to talk to you. That, you see, is

one of the marvels of Movietone . . .

^^There was a play of mine performed last night.

The applause was tremendous. It was so fresh,

it was so new, it was so original It was so up-

to-date. I wrote that play thirty-eight years ago.

You see the secret of that is that I was born

fifty years before my time. I am now seventy-

four years of age. So you see you are just begin-

ning to catch up with
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Building Wins

Over Skullduggery

After the film is once within

the round can the motion pic'

ture business is a business. It has

emotional phases because the mer-

chandise dealt in is emotion.

When we say emotion we don’t

mean politics, political ambitioin

or self'Seeking selfish leadership.

The more the picture industry in

its sales and exhibition depart'

ments can be conducted strictly

and sanely as a business, the better

off is the industry.
« #

CFIARLATANS and bunkmen
with more personal force

than constructive brains or wis'

dom and more oratory and con'

niving than business sense have

no real place in the picture scheme
of things. We, as an industry,

need organization in the exhibit

tion field for the betterment of

exhibition conditions and for the

protection of the business against

the encroachments of unfair legis'

iation, unjust taxation and the

madness of professional reformers,

bigots and stupid men.
• « *

Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America happily

provide more than a group around
which the exhibitors who are busi'

ness men can rally for construe'

tive progress. Under the leader'

ship of M. A. Lightman, a real

exhibitor with a practical under'
standing of exhibitor problems
and a genuine sense of fairness,

the organization has grown with'
out fanfare or blare of trumpets
into a better knit more responsi'

ble and finer organization than
at any time in its history.

* * *

^ j^HIS has been accomplished in
-* spite of sabotage and skulh
duggery by a group of wilful men
who sought to destroy the M. P.

(Continued on pagre 2)

HOLLYWOOD SECURE AS WORLD FILM CENTRE

WITH INVESTMENTS THERE OF $110,000,000

300 Exhibitors Are Set For
Amos ’n’ Andy Show Tonight
Three hundred exhibitors in as

many cities throughout the coun-
try are ail set for the day and
date premiere of Radio Pictures’

Amos ’ n’ Andy picture, “Check
and Double Check” tonight. Full
page and double truck newspapers
ads with big heads of Amos ’n’

Andy and punch advertising copy
broke yesterday in over one hun-
dred and fifty of the nation’s most
important dailies. This is a cam-
paign carried through by Radio
Pictures on its own initiative and
paid for by the producing dis-

tributing organization.

Tonight Amos ’n’ Andy, them-
selves, go on the air on the RKO
hour over the NBC “Red Net-
work” to personally address their

millions of fans on behalf of their

first motion picture appearance.
Tie-ups are in full swing iir many
thousand of stores participating
in various campaigns launched by
Pepsodent, Marx Toy and William-
Ison Candy Company.

PHIL MEYERS APPOINTED
OOLUMBIA’S N. Y. MOR.

Phil Meyers, former Metropoli-
tan divisional manager for Tif-

fany has been appointed manager
of Columbia Pictures’ New York
Exchange, replacing Jack Bell-
man, resigned. His new dutieo
give Meyers jurisdiction over Met-
ropolitan New York, northern
New Jersey and part of southern
New York state. Meyers entered
pictures in 1916 as branch man-
ager for Triangle.

“WAR NURSE”

The woiiiiin’s side of tlie

Big' Scrap across the Fond
has heeii done by M-G-M
with Edgar Selwyn at the
megaphone. And from the
vvoman''s angle it has been
done well. The fact tliat

several other war dramas
have reached the screen
with little of the original
left to he told the edge of

this drama has been taken
away. It has scnie really

funnv moments. The dia-

logue is catchy. The cast

has been well chosen with
Znsii Pitts carrying off the
honors in a comedy role.

Kobert Montgomery, Robert
Ames, June Walker, Anita
Page are in leading roles,

with Montgomery standing
out. It’s at the Astor.

J. L. K.

More Millions Are Repre-

sented by Private Homes
Owned by Executives

and Screen Celebrities

That Hollywood is likely to con-
tinue the unrivalled centre of fllni

production is indicated by the re-

sults of a recent survey of the
capital represented there by perm-
anent investments in land, build-

ings and studio equipment by the
leading producers. The total is

rather above than below .$110,000,-

000, while plans now in hand
within the next few years will

call for expenditures amounting to

many more millions.

To these figures should be add-
ed other millions in contributions

(Continued on page 2)

y. s. mmiM ohief

TO ^OPRiSS MPTOA
Major General Bmedley Butler,

Chief of the United States Marines,
and one of the best known men
in American military and civic

life, will be a speaker at the Con-

(Continued on page 2)

R. $. BALLANTYNE MADE PATHE

MIDWESTERN SALES MANAGER
E. J. O’Leary, general sales

manager of Pathe, has appointed
R. S. Ballantyne, for several years
branch manager at Omaha, as Mid-
western Division sales manager
succeeding Harry Lorch at The

WARNS TRADE OF PHONEY CHECK PASSER
The Paramount Publix Corpor-

ation of New York, warns busi-
ness men against a person who,
signing the name of J. J. Sher-
win, is passing checks bearing

the Paramount Pictures trade-

mark against the Security-First

National Bank of Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. The Paramount Publix

Corporation states that it never
authorized such checks, and that
It has no employee or agent by
the name of J. J. Sherwin.

Several of these bad checks
have appeared in New England,
and the Paramount Publix Cor-
poration states that it believes
Sherwin is working his way west-
ward across the country.

Chicago headquarters. “Boo”
Ballantyne is a Pathe veteran who
comes to his new position witli

(Continued on page 2)

“OUTWARD BOUND”
MOVES TO WARNERS

“Outward Bound”, which has
been on view at the Hollywood
Theatre for the past six weeks,
was tran-sferred yesterday to War-
ner Bros. Theatre, where it is to

continue its run. It will succeed
“Old English”, which has been
on the local screen since last

August and will now be given gen-
eral release.
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That big' trail starts unwinding

this day * * * Anna 3Iay Wong,

that clever little Chinese gal, is

back from across the Big Pond
* * * she’s going to decorate On

the Spot behind the footlights

.i: * * \ornia Talniadge is going to

be seen and heard anon as that

female Bluebeard, Du Barry * ^
*

Eddie Bribbon, that funny man,
hitting it up .Seventh aveiioo in

a green shirt and spats * * * Hy
Dual) and his gang stood wltti

heads bowed yest. morn, in deep
respect for the multiple openings
of Cheek and Double Check * * *

He always was an appreciative
cuss * * * ye ed owes Elsie Eergu-
son profuse apologies for his

ignorance in regard to her talkie

career * * * Elsie is clicking on
the outskirts of the Big Puddle
in E'.iV.’s Scarlet Pages * * * we
still stick to our declaration that
we never have heard Miss Fergu-
son in the talkies * * * deponent
further deposes and says that he
certainly will hear her at the first

opportunity * * * wonder when
tap dancers will be convinced
they’re nuisances * * * Hurricane
Love and Love Thieves are two
promised stage plays we’ll bet
some talkie producer buys * * *

Will Hays made a nice little

speech before the mike at the
sound engineers feed tother nite
* * * so did Jesse Lasky * * *

Paul Bulick was among those pre-
sent but didn’t speak * * * Alarie
Prevost has a little legal matter
on her hands * * * they say Ar-
thur Hopkins is going to mega-
phone \ornia in her next * * *

Elissii Landi, the Britisher who
has signed with Fox Films is also
novelist and linguist * * * yes,
she’s going emote * * * Elissa way
back when made one with Elinor
BDn behind the megaphone * * *

that reported Kadio-Pathe deal
s-^ems to be getting hot * * * did

''u see the cowboy parade on the
Big Stem * * * wonder what the
pee-wee golfers will do when the
snow flies * * * wonder how they
connect the life of Jenny Lind
with A Lady’s Morals * * * Hiram
Brown sa^'s that Van Beuren deal
is okay * * *

COVERED WAGON USED IN OLD WEST

BOOKED WITH “BIG TRAIL” AT ROXY
One of the few original covered

wagons actually to have rumbled
over the old Oregon trail from
Missouri, the property of the Bal-
timore and Ohio railway, arrived
on Broadway yesterday, drawn by
two oxen. The wagon is one of

four to be used in exploiting Fox
Film’s “The Big Trail” over in

the United States. The wagon was
loaned to Fox Films through the
courtesy of F. X. Milhollad, as-
sistant to the vice-president of

the Baltimore and Ohio. Leon Vic-
tor, held man for Fox interests,
now in Baltimore, negotiated the
loan.

The wagon is in such demand,
ofhcials of Fox Films said yester-
day, that it can play, like star
vaudeville acts, onl^ limited en-
gagements. It’s first engagement
will be at the Roxy where it will

be installed in the grand foyer.
Next week it leaves on a special
flat car for Georgia to assist in

the opening of the “Big Trail” in

Atlanta. The wagon is booked
olid over the entire country dur-
ing the first-runs of the epic.

MHOROFT AND BROOK
RE-UNITED BY PARA

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—George
Bancroft will be re-united with
Clive Brook, with whom he scored
in “Ihulerworld”, which picture
raised Bancroft to stardom. Brook
will be featured in Bancroft’s new
starring vehcile, as yet untitled,

which has a newspaper back-
ground. Kay Francis will be lead-
ing woman.

T. O. A. in order to replace it

with their own handpicked out-

fits that would do their bidding,

fall for their bunk and pay the

salaries of hungry butters-in.

None of these men is an exhibi-

tor and none runs a theatre.

Their efforts even with outside

alliances with avowed enemies of

the motion picture business have

hampered, but have not at all

hindered the progress of the regu-

lar organization.

* * *

R esponsibility, construe.

tive policies, business over

politics, decency and fair play

have triumphed over blackguard-

ism, bunk and selfish ambition.

While the disturbers have been

calling names and seeking to steal

meetings, Mr. Lightman and his

representative and responsible

cabinet have been building.
« * *

The annual convention in

Philadelphia November 10, 11

ind 12 will exemplify accomplish-

ment, progress and a program for

farther building.

HOLLYWOOD SECURE AS

WORLD FILM CENTRE
(Continued from page 1)

to public improvements and in-

vested ill the private homes of

company executives and screen
celebrities. This survey was
made by Gilbert H. Beesmyer,
secretary of the Guaranty Build-
ing and Loan Association who en-
joyed the cooperation of the in-

vestors themselves.

The list of sixteen iilni com-
pany investments in Hollywood is

beaded by the Fox Film Corpor-
ation, the total being $25,000,000.

Next comes Paramount with $20,-

000,000 and First National with
$17,000,000. The complete list as
prepared by Beesmyer follows:
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, $5,000,-

000; Fox Film Corporation, $25,-

000,000; Warner Brothers Pic-

tures. Inc., $17,000,000; Vitagrapli,

$1,500,000; Columbia Pictures
Cornoration, $3,500,000; Para-
mount Famous Lasky Studios,

$20,000,000; United Artists Studio
Corporation, $2,500,000; Metropoli-
laii Sound Studios, Inc., $1,000,000;
R-K-0 Studios, Inc., $9,000,000;
First National Productions Cor-
poration, $13,000,000; Hal Roach
Studios, Inc., $500,000; Pathe Stu-
dios, Inc., $1,250,000; Tiffany
Productions, Inc., $805,000; Tec-
Art Studios, Inc., $600,000; Mack
Seiinett, Inc., $2,000,000; Universal
Pictures Corporation, $3,000,000;
C'ther studios, $5,000,000. Total,

$110,655,000.

U. S. MARINE CHIEF

TO ADDRESS MPTOA
(Continued from page 1)

vention Dinner of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America
in Philadelphia on Tuesday,
November 11, Armistice Day.
Among others who will speak

and recant many humorous and
interesting events in the Theatri-
cal business, coupling the Stage
with the Screen, will be Eddie
Dowling. George Arliss, the fam-
ous stage and screen star is in

England. An invitation was cabl-

ed to him and he replied that if

at all possible he would sail in

time to attend the Convention
Dinner.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Oct. 23, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 473/8 48 + 1/2

Warner Bros .... 20 20% -f

Fox Film “A” .... 36!4 371/8 + ri/8

Loew’s Inc 54% 5534 + 13/8

Loew’s Inc. Pre. 101 :101 +2%
Radio K-A-0 193/4 20% + 11/8

Pathe Exchange ... 3 3 —
Pathe “A” e'A 6 '4 + +8
Con. F. Ind 15 15 + %
Con. F. Ind. Pre ... i8!4 1814 + 1/8

Curb Market
Columbia Piet. . 273/4 27% + 1/8

Fox Theatre “A’ ’... 6 14 63/8 + '4

BIG PROGRAM

FOR WARNER CLUB

DINNER DANCE
The entire personnel of the

Warner Club, Inc,, is cooperating
in preparation for Thursday even-
ing, November 6, at the Hotel New
Yorker. The committee on en-
tertainment has the assistance of
H. M. Warner in obtaining stars
of stage and screen to lend di-

versity to the amusement features
of the first general meeting of the
Warner Club.

The presence of screen stars is

enough to make any buffet dinner
and dance a notable one, but the
chib committee has also engaged
Harold Levy and his Vitaphone re-

cording orchestra to play for
those who want to dance follow-
ing the supper and entertainment.

H. M. Warner, Herman Starr,

Sam Morris and other executives
of the organization will attend.

R. S. BALLANTYNE MADE
MIDWESTERN MGR.

(Continued from page 1)

an enviable record as branch, dist-

rict and division manager.

The Midwestern division em-
braces the largest number of ex-

changes in the Pathe group. Only
recently “Ted” O’Leary eliminat-
ed the Central Division and trans-

ferred all the exchanges with the

exception of Buffalo to the Mid-
western group.

The Pathe exchanges and their
managers under Ballantyne are:

Chicago, J. J. Clarke; Cincinnati,

S. C. Jacques; Cleveland* J. B.

Reilly; Des Moines, N, Sandler;
Detroit, H. Silverberg; Indianapo-

lis, G. L. Levy; Kansas City, Ray
Nolan; Milwaukee, Lou Ellman

;

Minneapolis, M. E. Montgomery;
Omaha, E. A. Harms; Pittsburgh,

S. Letko; St. Louis, C. R. Lund-

gren.

RKO ‘PATHE WEEK’

The Pathe features, “Her Man”
and “Night Work,” in the RKO
aouses to split the weeks start-

ing October 25 and November 1

in New York and Brooklyn re-

spectively. makes the occasions
practicalPf “Pathe Week” in the
theatres during this period, tor

in addition to the features the
Knute Rockne football Aims and
Pathe News will be played.

IVIARY PICKFORD’S
PEE=WEE GOLF LINKS
HELD UP BY THUGS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
Mary Fickford’s nee-wee
ffolf ceiirse was held up
hy two bandits who march-
ed away with $75.

Only a short time hack
two bad men held np Doug
in PiekfaJr, their Beverly
Hills home.

BUILDING WINS OVER SCULLDUGGERY
(Continued from page 1)



-r^TBONS ARE REQUESTED 10 PAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISN. SUGGESTION CONCZRNING CIS SERVICE

“WARNERS' ACE HOUSE”
(Wasliing’ton Post)

metropWtan

Tbe talking screen has, in the few
short years of its existence, afforded

many ajid startling surprises, but
there has yet to be one that exceeds
this debut of Ruth Roland, fornrer

star of the happily defunct serials.

In this screen translation of Cor-
nelius Va.nderbilt, jr.’s story. Miss Ro-
land so far transcends the meager
memories of the years gone by that
her appearance is that of a new star

in the cinema firmament, and one of

first magnitude, polished, graceful,

and restrained.
“Reno,” as a story is concerned

with the inner working of divorce
suits in that famous, or infamous,
city, and, while it is entertaining
from start to finish, it presents no
new slant on the divorce problem or

the methods used by those who would
be free from entangling alliances.

“Reno,” as a place of dramaturgy and
histrionics, however, is quite another
thing, lnde«d.
Here are blended in an admirable

manner all the essentials of good en-
tertainment, aided and abetted by a
qutlity of acting that could not be
better. Alhough the producers at
times do resort to the questionable
practice of tear jerking interpolating
the theme song on several occasions,
the result is entirely overlooked in
view of Miss Roland’s superb charac-
terization of the wife, framed for re-

Class of Service

This is a fulUrate

Telegrafri or Cable«
mm unless its de-
ferred character is in-

dicated by a suitable

sign above or preced-

ir;g the addresL
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JUST SCREENED RENO BEFORE CRITICAL AUDIENCE ALL ACCLAIMED IT

EXCEPTIONAL STOP ITS A BOX OFFICE NATURAL AND HAS UNIVERSAL

APPEAL RUTH ROLANDS SINGING VOICE OVERSHADOWS ALL OTHER

SCREEN STARS DIRECTION PHOTOGRAPHY DETAIL AND RECORDING

PERFECT YOU HAVE A REAL PICTURE IN RENO IT WILL STAND OUT

AMONG THE BEST=

F K OKELLY. COLONIAL THEATRE

WESTERN UNION MESSENGERS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE DELIVERY OF NOTES AND PACKAGES

veng€.

\joes into

WARNER BR05

BEACON, NY
OCT 31

Put them all together
they spell

II

Adapted from the Sensational Novel by

CORNELIUS VANDERBILT, Jr.

Starring RUTH ROLAND
with Kenneth Thomson, Montagu Love, Sam

Hardy, Doris Lloyd, Alyce McCormick

Directed by GEO. G. CRONE



PtG TRADE MARK

7irAt
national
PictureA,

Here’sTheAnswer To,

Box-Office Success!
You don’t hove to turn this

page if you ore looking for

BACKBONE PRODUCT.
Right here ore the five strong-

est attractions you can buy!

MASTER OF MASTERS

GREATEST OF STARS

OTIS

KI5MET
Lifts the seventh veil of love# hate

and Oriental magnificence. With

LORETTA YOUNG
DAVID MANNERS
MARY DUNCAN
SIDNEY BLACKMER, FORD STERLING

OPENING WARNER BROS.
HOLIYWOOD (N. V.)

OCTOBER BOTH AT $2

AS A DASHING, DARING BANDIT' OF THE PLAINS IN

ADIOS
MARIAN NIXON

A Frank Lloyd Production

Just A Sample Of
The Kind of Pictures

That Have Given

FIRST
^NATIONAL
The Edge On The

Industry jk.

' Vifophone*' is the registered trade mork ot

thp Vitaphone Corp. designoltng its products.



Book anil music by Otto Harbacti and Oscar
Hammerstcin II. Music by Jarome K«rrt

THE GIRL THE WHOLE WORLD IS TALKING ABOUT

GOLDEN WEST
BEtASCO'S IMMORTAL DRAMA WITH

JAMES RENNIE - HARRY BANNISTER
NOW MAKING HUNDREDS OF SHOWMEN HAPPYI

MILER
THE NEW SWEETHEART OF THE SCREEN

BIGGER, BEHER, BRIGHTER THAN "SALLY

DONAHUE
LAWRENCE GRAY, O. P.

HEGGIE, INEZ COURT-

NEY, CLYDE COOK

By far, the most
human story since

"OVER THE HILL."

From Helen Grace Carlisle’s sensa-

tional novel with

DOROTHY ,

PETERSON
Famous Broadway Actress

HELEN CHANDLER
DAVID MANNERS
SIDNEY BLACKMER
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MORE EUROPEAN PLAYERS LEAVE

TO 00 FOREIGN VERSIONS FOR 'U'

Universal yesterday shipped a

second consignment of foreign

stars to the West Coast for the

German and French versions of

“The Boudoir Diplomat,” produc-
tion of which awaits their pres-

ence. The Spanish version is well

under way.

Those leaving New York for

Hollywood were:

Olga Tschechova, a German ver-

sion of Pola Negri; Johannes
Reismann, also German; Ivan Pet-

rovitch who will make his second
appearance in American-made pic-

tures; Tala Birell, not a stranger
to English versions; Andre
Nicolle and M. DeGarcin, French
players.

STARK TO PRODUCE
NEW COMEDY SERIES

Louis Simon will be the star of

a series of two-reel talking come-
dies to be produced by Simple
Simon Comedies, Inc., organized
by Mack Stark, formerly head of

the music sales department of

Paramount-Publix.

Executive offices are in the Bro-
kaw Building, New York, and
productions will be made at the

Audio Cinema Studios (formerly
Edison ) in the Bronx. Ben Bloom-
field has been engaged as produc-
tion manager and Frank Zukor
will be camera chief.

^^ViSCE OF HOLLYWOOD’’
CONTEST STILL GOING

<>

PARAMOUNT PLANS
4TH ANNIVERSARY

The Paramount Theatre has
announced that Jack Oakie’s

new starring picture, “Sea
Legs,” has been chosen as the

screen attraction for the fourth
anniversary week of the Para-
mount, scheduled for Nov. 7-13.

Oakie is supported by Lillian Roth,
Eugene Pallette and Harry Green.

Special new screen effects and
stage novelties are being prepar-
ed to supplement the anniversary
program. The stage show will be
Boris Petroff’s new Publix Pro-
duction, “Paintin' the Town.” The
week will also mark the reunion
of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford
at the twin organs of the Para-
mount.

^^CAPTAIN THUNDER”
FIRST PRINT HERE

The masterprint of the Vita-

phone special, “Captain Thunder,”
has reached the Warner Bros,

home office. It is an original by
Hal Davitt and Pierre Couderc.
The direction is by Alan Cros-

land. In the cast are Fay Wray,
Victor Varconi, Charles Judels,

Robert Elliott, Bert Roach, Frank

Campeau, Robert Edeson, John

Saint Polis, Robert Emmett
Keane, and Natalie Moorhead.

J. L. WARNER APPEARS

AS SYMPOSIUM AUTHOR

J. L. Warner, vice-president of

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., has
an article on talking pictures, in

the symposium, “Revolt and the

Arts,” edited by Oliver M. Sayler
and published this week by Bren-
tano.

In this book changing standards
are studied in the theatre, cinema,
music, dance, literature, painting,
sculpture and architecture. It is

the first time that Mr. Warner has
stepped out of the role of produc-
er in charge of all Warner Bros,
productions to essay that of au-
thor.

GLENN TRYON SIGNS
WITH CHESTERFIELD

Chesterfield Pictures has signed
Glenn Tryon as the male lead in

“The Midnight Special.” This
marks the first time Glenn Tryon
will be seen in an independent.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY

W. E. SOUND SYSTEMS

TOTAL 6,986

2,380 ABROAD

Oscar R. Hanson, general sales

manager of Tiffany, states that

“The Voice of Hollywood” sales

contest will continue until Dec.

31, instead of terminating Oct. 31

as previously announced. The
New York branch is leading with
Minneapolis second, Denver third,

and Milwaukee fourth. This con-
test is sponsored by Alfred Man-
non and Lou Lewyn, co-producers
of “The Voice of Hollywood”, one-
reelers for Tiffany release.

STAGE ACTOR SIGNED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Willi?

Marks, stage actor, has signed

with Charles Brabin to play a

pioneer minister of 1775 in “The

Great Meadow,” M-G-M’s forth-

coming picture of pioneer days.

QOLD-DIO FILM O.K.’D

In its weekly guide to

selected pictures, The Nu-
tioual Board of Review or

Motion Pictures gives its

approval to “The Life of

the Party”, Warner Bros,
recluiicolor comedo of two
girl clerks who gold-dig a

fashionable dressmaker for

a whtde wardrobe and then
flee to Havana where they
try tO' land a millionaire.

Lewis Stone surprised his

friends last week by slipping away
from town and marrying Miss

Hazel Elizabeth Woof, at Yuma,
Ariz. Freddie Fralick and his

wife accompanied the screen play-

er to Yuma Saturday night and
the wedding ceremony was per-

formed Sunday afternoon by Rev.

Herbert Brook of the Methodist
Church. Stone has been married
twice. His first wife died some
years ago and he divorced Flor-

ence Oakley, his second, last week.
They were wed in 1920. Stone
gave his age as 50 years and his

bride of 29. She has been a mem-
'oer of the film colony three years.

* * m

Is it news if a motion picture

extra kicks Mary Pickford? Not
if the extra gets paid tor it. It

was all for a scene in “Kiki” and
the kicks were real old fashioned
ones which raised “our Mary”
nearly off her feet. Sam Taylor
who is directing “Kiki” at Unit-
ed Artists instructed an extra girl

to boot Mary as she passed. The
first few rehearsed kicks were too
light to suit director Taylor and
he instructed the extra to put
more punch in them. The next
one registered with cameras and
microphone as it sent Miss Pick-
ford sprawling. Then the hard-
ened director said “Now we’ll
shoot it again” and he did.

“ALL QUIET” BREAKS
12 YEAR RECORD

Twelve years ago the
Jlidway Theatre of Roek-
ford, Illinois, established a
house record which has ex-

isted until “All Quiet on
the Western Front” opened
there tliis week. The open-
ing day broke this twelve
year record and establish-

ed one which Fiiaiies F.

House, manager, thought
never could be reached.

George Brown has been moved
up to assistant to Frank Whit-

beck, director of publicity and ad-

vertising Fox West Coast Thea-

tres, Inc. Brown previously

handled exploitation for the Chin-

ese and Cartliay Circle theatres.

He came here to exploit “Cock-

Eyed World” and has successful-

ly handled “They Had to See
Paris,” “So This Is London” and
“The Big Trail”. He is generai
assistant director of pul)li( ity.

* *

Theatre natrons in and around
Los Angeles are getting plenty
of trailers these days. There are
trailers advertising coming shows,
long anti-daylight saving trailers

and pleas for the Community
chest trailers. The best of the
anti-daylight saving films is the
short Mickey Mouse. This is in

demand by every exhibitor on the
coast and is cleverly made. The
theme song “You Can Have It I

Don’t Want It” is well arranged.
The trailer picturing Mayor
Porter giving a speil for funds
for the Community Chest, gets
plenty of laughs, although the
Mayor’s remarks are entirely seri-

ous. He makes many references
to “the Chest” until audiences get
to chanting the word.

Western Electric installations,

according to the latest report,

total 6986. Of this the number of

foreign installations is 2380 and
of domestic installations 4806.

The completion of an installation

in Malta brings the number of

foreign countries in which West-
ern Electric is represented, up
to 54.

In the domestic field the sign-

ing of 75 new contracts within a
recent period indicates how de-
mand for the equipment is main-
taining a steady pace. Four in-

stallations have been ordered by
the Warner houses for the Sym-
phone at Chicago, the Warner at

Westchester, Pa.; the Warner at

Huntington Park, Cal.; and the
Warner at San Pedro, Cal,

Other chain contracts included
are for the Strand of Malco The-
atres, Inc,, at Jonesboro, Ark.; the
Capitol of the Universal Chain at

Danville, Va,
;

and the Placer at

Auburn, Cal.; and the T. & D. Jr.,

of Paso Robles, Cal., both theatres
of the T, & T. Jr., Enterprises.

NIITZI IN PERSON
AT PARAMOUNT TODAY

When Mitzi Green, Paramount’s
nine-year-old screen star, makes
her first personal appearance at

the New York Paramount to-

day, she will appear without a

second's rehearsal and with bare-
ly enough time to don her stage
clothes. This week Mitzi is ap-
pearing in person in Detroit, and
inadequate train facilities will

prevent her arrival until shortly

after noon today, with the
first stage show schedulde for ap-
proximately 12:30 p.m.

OHIMPS ARE BOOKED
BY WAR DEPARTMENT

J. W. Maugham branch man-
ager of Tiffany’s Atianta exchange
reports to the home office that the

war department has booked the

first two Tiffany Talking Chimp
Comedies, “The Blimp Mystery”
and “The Little Covered Wagon”,
for showing at Fort McPherson,
Georgia.

SIGNS FILM EDITOR

S. Roy Luby, film editor, has
been engaged by the Chesterfield

Motion Picture Corp. to edit the
synchronized version of Chester-
field’s production, “The Jazz Cin-

derella”, featiuing Myrna Loy and
Jason Robards. The subject is

being distributed by Classplay
Pictures Corp. in the non-English
speaking territories.

“GINSBURG” IS READY

“Trader Ginsburg,” the latest

comedy of the Broadway Head-
liner series, which Louis Brock is

producing for RKO Radio Pictures
has been completed. Nat Carr has
the leading role, that of Ginsburg,
supported by George McFarlane.
Bertram Johns, Gladden James,
William Bailey and Lita Chevret.
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THE DAILY
By

The Day of the Daily Dawned
when the Daily began to

serve the reader, the industry and

the advertiser immediately. In a

business which registers astonish-

ing changes and amazing develop-

ments in a matter of 24 hours,

the weekly, the monthly or the

quarterly ceased to be important

as an immediate market place for

the wares of the trade, for the

presentation of trade news, of

trade problems and trade defense

against the expensive enemies in

the ranks of psuedo reform. '

* f *

^T^HE Daily more than any other

medium now corresponds in

utility and speed to the town
crier of the grand old days. The
crier told his news as soon as he
received it and the villagers were
made at once aware of important
events. He was the fore-runner
of the more complete news ser-

vice—the daily newspaper. Ap-
plied to an industry the wide
reach, development and impor-
tance of the film business made
the Daily essential and it serves

with celerity, accuracy and com-
petence all the requirements of a
trade press. » * *

^^ODAY the Daily is the best

written, the best edited, the
most able defender, friend and
servant the business possesses. It

serve.s without hauteur, arrogance,

or highness of hat. It performs a
short sleeve, practical job in a
simple, accurate, direct, immedi-
ate and responsible way.

* * *

A LL other forms of publication

in the picture business have
have a mission and a value but
the Daily is a necessity. We leave
to others the luxury of their sev-

eral forms of publication and are
g’ad to devote our time, effort
and enthusiasm to this motion
picture essential.

UNHID ARTISTS TO START PRODUCTION

OF MULTI LINGUAL TALKERS IN ENGLAND

5,000 MEN ANSWER AD FOR USHERS

AT RKO’S NEW MAYFAIR THEATRE
The unemployment situation

was handed a compliment over the
week-end by 5,000 men who ans-
wered a one-inch ad in the classi-

fied columns of the dailies for

ushers at RKO’s new Mayfair The-
atre, at 47th street and Seventh
avenue, opening Friday with Amos
’n’ Andy as the initial attraction
in “Check and Double Check.”
The number of applicants was

(Continued on page 2)

JACK BELLMAN FETED

BY FRIENDS AT LUNCH

Jack Bellman, on the occasion
of his resigning as New York ex-
change manager for Columbia, to

associate with Adolph Pollock, of
The Hollywood Exchange, dis-

tributors, Thursday was given a

(Continued on page 2)

KAPLAN SOCIETY PLANS
DANCE ON NOV. I

The Kaplan Projection Socciety,
an educational scientific organiza-
tion to which the majority of the
members of Local 306 of the Mo-
tion Picture Operators Union of U.
S. and Canada belong, will hold a
dinner and dance on Saturday
night, November 1, at the Hotel
Commodore.
The function is in honor of Sam

Kaplan, head of the Society, and
a large attendance is anticipated.

WILCOX TO INSPECT
THEATRES FOR ERPI

H. JVL Wilcox, operating
manager of Elee.trieal Re-
search Products is leaving
tomorrow on a two week
inspection trip of Western
Electric equipped theati-es

throughout tlie Southeast-
ern states.

WiliANK, JR. HEADS
MUSIC CO. SALES

Julius P. Witmark, Jr., son of

the late Julius P. Witmark, has
assumed managership of M. Wit-
mark & Sons.

Shooting Will Start Early

in December with "77

Park Lane” as First of

Series of Five Specials in

English, Spanish and

French; Work Will Be
Done at Nettlefold’s

Studios, Walton-on-
Thames

Advices received here from Lou-
don over the week-end indicate
that United Artists will start pro-
duction of pictures in England the
early part of December. Murray
Silverstone, representing United
Artists in London, is quoted as
saying that arrangements have
been completed for the production
“under United Auspices of multi-
lingual pictures”, work beginning
about December 9 at Nettlefold’s

(Continued on page 2)

Al Blofson Made Manager
Of Tiffany N. Y. Exchange

H. LLOYD TO ARRIVE
IN NEW YORK THURSDAY
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Harold

Lloyd is leaving here in time to

arrive in New York next Thursday
morning and will attend the open-
ing of his talking picture “Feet
First” at the Rialto Theatre on
that evening.

MEXICO TO PENALIZE
‘RIDICULE’ IN FILMS

MEXICO CITY, Oct. 25. — The
commission drafting revisions to
the new penal code was under-
stood today to have agreed upon
a clause prohibiting all non-Span-
ish talking motion pictures and
also providing for heavy penalties
for exhibitors of films considered

to ridicule or reflect upon Mexico
and Mexican customs.
No indication is available as to

when the code will be completed,
or whether the pending reprisals
for alleged “ridicule” are more
drastic than have been proposed
heretofore.

Al Blofson, for many years
branch manager of the Philadel-
phia Exchange for Tiffany Pro-
ductions, has been promoted by
Oscar R. Hanson, general sales
manager, to manager of the New
York Exchange in place of Phil
Meyer who recently resigned, to
join the Columbia sales organiza-
tion.

Harry S. Brown, who headed
the Washington branch for a num-
ber of years, will move his office

to Philadelphia in the place of
Blofson. Brow'n’s successor has
not yet been announced.

ERNO RAPEE RETURNS

TO ROXY THEATRE
The Roxy Theatre announces the

engagement of Erno Rapee as di-

rector of music. He assumes his

duties on Friday, October 31.
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PARA BUYS “CONFESSIONS OF CO-ED”

WITH PRODUCTION SCHEDULED SOON
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Jesse

L. Lasky anuouncecl yesterday
Paramount’s acquisition of the
talkie rights to “Confessions of

a Co-Ed,” by a co-ed who, offici-

als insist, wishes her name to

be kept a big secret.

An adaptation is now being pre-

pared by Samuel Spewack. Marion
Dix is doing the continuity.

The two chief male roles in

“Confessions of a Co-Ed” will be
nacted by Phillips Holmes, son

of Taylor Holmes, and Martin
Burton, stage player.

The Paramount studio in Holly-
wood now is conducting te.sts of

feminine members of its contract
stock company as well as other
prominent actresses in the film

colony to find a suitable leading
woman for the title role. Pro-
duction is expected to start soon.

NEWSPAPERS STRONG
FOR M.P.T.O.A. AIMS

Metropolitan Newspapers will be
well represented at the Philadel-
phia Convention Dinner of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of

America in the Benjamin Frank-
lin Hotel on the evening of Armis-
tice Day. Paul Block, head of the
Paul Block Chain of Newspapers,
is expected to attend and the
newspaper speech at the dinner
will be delivered by David Stern,
proprietor and Editor of the Phila-
delphia Record. Mr. Stern is also
the owner of daily papers in Cam-
den and other New Jersey cities.

He will deliver the message which
will join the Press and the Screen
as America’s greatest mediums of
Expression.

Ohio M.P.T.O. All Set

For Convention Nov, 18
The Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of Ohio have selected Nov-
ember 18-19 for the Tenth Annual
Convention of that organization
which will be held in Columbus,
according to P. J. Wood, Business
Manager.

In his announcement of the date
of the convention to members of

the Ohio body. Wood calls the ex-
hibitors’ attention to the fact that
the main topic of discussion at

the meetings will concern zoning
and protection and expresses the
hope that during the convention
these matters may be settled with
the distributors.

The last of the business sessions

on November 19 will be followed
by a banquet and dance.

LOGUE ASSIGNED TO
ADAPT “ST. JOHNSON”

Charles A. Logue has been as-

signed by Carl Laemmle, Jr. to

make a new adaptation of “Saint
Johnson”, the Western novel
which has just received such
splendid praise from the book re-

viewers. “Saint Johnson” is the
current W. R. Burnett story which
has just made its appearance on
the book shelves from the Dial
Press.

Amos *n* Andy Qo on Air
In Big Plug for Radio Talkie

2
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MAIN iTREt!

Take a peek at that six-page in-

sert on that big trail * * * who-
ever wrote that copy should be

declared in on an extra package
from Santa Claus * * * there’s

murder at the George M. Cohan
house * * * Harold Lloyd is going

feet first into the Rialto thur * * *

A traffic cop flagged Joe Brown
and his shell-hole mouth on the

avenuoo tother day * * * said cop—
“whenyu goin’ back to Hollywood,
Joe”—just like that * * * said Joe—“right after I drive over on L. 1.

to see a little cripple girl I just

got a note from * * * there’s goin’

to be a big time at that “Kismet”
opening * * * Jack (Leonard) War-
ner, the big shot Warner on the

Coast will be among those present
* * * and, of course, that Skinner
man * * * it’s going into the Holly-

wood * * * that hellava good
heaven pict. is outward bound for

the Warner across the Big Stem
* * * ye ed is hearing a lot of

big talk about that Nancy Carroll

laughter going into .the Rivoli thur.

to oust that w'hoopee guy * * *

Red (Rumor) Eann is batting 400

in the insiders league * * * Joe
Schenck and Howard (air epic)

Hughes finally fessed up on that

deal * * * Old Man Rumor has it

that A1 Jolson’s present owner
would like to trade him to the

Red Sox for a good pinch-hitter
* * * they kept Clara (Blackjack)
Bow locked up in a private car
passing thru Chi * * * wonder if

her keepers were afraid of gunmen
gambling joints * * * Cliarlie Bar-
rel! is going to head west soon * *

industry can’t seem to get together
on that wide film * * * remember
when C. Gardner Sullivan sprang
'came the dawm’ * * * and Anita
Loos was writing those snappy
sub-titles for Fairbanks * * won-
der if Cecil (A’es Man) DeMille
would take no for an answer * *

one good no-man is worth a stu-
dio full of the yes-3Iister kind * *

did you know that some of the

big shots in this industry are paid

real money for saying no to this

and that * * * whatever has be-

come of Roxy * * Eddie Quil-

lan’s dad, Joe, dropped in to see

Rogers Neilson tother day * *

Several millions of radio fans
on Friday night got Amos ’n’ Andy
over the air for the first time with-

out benefit of commercial advertis-

ing, but with what should turn out
to be a most valuable tieup with
other propaganda for their Radio
picture, “Check and Double Check”.

This contribution—enjoyed by
the immense radio audience while
the Amos ’n’ Andy film was having
its premiere simnltaneously in

leading theatres in three hundred
cities and towns—was made from
the RKO Theatre of the Air over
a National Broadcasting network.
It was contained in an RKO pro-
gram which presented musical
numbers from “Check and Double
Check”.

The comedians were bubbling
over with enthusiasm about their
first “see and hear” experience and
gratitude for the friendly attitude
of every body concerned in it

—

including Bill Le Baron, who sut-
tinly was one sweet man. It was
a collaborated talk about which
Andy had some misgivings at the
start on account of Amos’ well
known intellectual shortcomings,

i

But Madam Queen’s feeance was
soon reassured, and they got on
famously.

’fhey described their labors en
route to Hollywood in committing
to memory nine millyum lines of

the parts they were to play, and
their consternation when, on ar-
rival, they were calmly informed
that they could forget those lines

because some fourteen millyum
new ones had been provided for
an entirely new script.

Nobody high-hatted them in Hol-
lywood, Every body was sweet

—

and that included a whole cata-
logue of screen cleebrities who
sho’ acted like brothers and sisters.

JACK BELLMAN FETED
(Continued from page 1)

testimonial dinner at Hotel Astor
by his former associates.

Louis N. Nizer, attorney, was
toastmaster. Speakers were,
Charley O’Reilly, Sidney Samuel-
son, Louis Phillips, Rudolph San-
ders, Harry Buxtom, Leon Rosen-
blatt and Pollock. Bellman was

I presented with a watch.

COLLIER, SR. BOASTS

VERSATIUn ON LOT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Wil-

liam Collier, Sr., is one of the

most versatile persons around

the Fox set. He acts, directs and
writes. His latest contribution

to Fox Films, to which he is un-

der long term contract, was col-

laborating with Dudley Nichols

on “The Seas Beneath”, about to

go into production with John Ford
directing. Collier directed and
acted in “Up the River.”

CHEVALIER TO SHOOT
MICHAEL ARLEN YARN

Maurice Chevalier on his return
from Paris early next year will

be starred in “A Cavalier of the
Streets”, by Michael Arlen. Ne-
gotiations for the purchase of the
Arlen story have just been com-
pleted by Jesse L. Lasky. The
screen play will be prepared by
Jeanie Macpherson.

U. A. TO START
ON MULTI-LINGUALS

(Continued from page 1)

studios, Walton-on-Thames.
The first subject to be filmed

in sound will be “77 Park Lane”.
This picture will be under the su-
pervision of John Harding and
will be followed by four other
pictures to be made in English,
Spanish and French.

5,000 MEN ANSWER AD
(Continued from page 1)

SO great that it was necessary for

those in charge to transfer some
to the lobby of the Globe across
the way. Three squads were in-

terviewed before the entire gath-
ering had been considered.
Of the 5000 men who applied,

preference was given college stu-

dents and men with family obliga-

tions.

FOR SALE
MOTION PICTURE AND “STILL”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG XVOM.XN, EXPERIENCED,
competent, secretary - stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY, Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street.

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre: trade or sell equipment,
or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business an ad in
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the service of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to do,
and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.



On the Level,

the Critics AllSoy

It’s So Funny

It’s Simply

M. P. NEWS ~ “A laugh from start to finish. Swell

!

EX. DAILY REVIEW — “Rolled them in the aisles

!

EXHIB. HERALD-WORLD — “There isn’t a let-up!

HOLLYWOOD FILMOGRAPH - “Greatest laugh

producer we have previewed in many months!”

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER -“One of the most

delightful absurdities ever to reach the screen!”

Year’s prime comedy performances are given by

Betty Compson, Lee Tracy, Alan Hale, Gaston Glass,

Fred Kelsey, and Dorothy Christy . . . It’s an out-

standing nut picture — a howl. “She Got What She

Wanted” — and man, oh man, what she wanted!

Directed by JAMES CRUZE • Produced by SAMUEL ZIERLER

Author GEORGE ROSENER • with notable cast given above

A JAMES CRUZE PRODUCTION

Wanted
Tiffany tidings are just scrumptious! “The

Third Alarm” coming as the thrill-epic of

the year. “Extravagance” sweeping the first-

runs. Tiffany Chimps in the money every-

where. And now the comedy sensation of

the season, “She Got What She Wanted!”

Mad, glad, hot, crazy, hilarious — that’s James Cruze’s

first Tiffany hit this season. You just must have it!
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DERR GIVES HIS FORMULA

FOR PRODUCING SUCCESSES
E. B. Derr, President of Pathe,

interviewed regarding his formula

for turning out talking picture

successes like “Holiday” and ‘Her

ivian,” one following the other al-

most immediately, said: “Remem-
ber your old copy book motto

—

‘Whatever is worth doing at all

is worth doing well.’ Add to that

the old saying—‘And what is not

worth doing at all is best left

undone' ,aud you have a sound

rule tor making successful motion

pictures.”

He has said that he would

rather have star and featui'ed

players on his pay-roll than ai

work on productions of doubtful

quality. It is only when he has

a story that he is sure is worth

telling on the screen, that he is

willing to set the wheels of pro-

duction turning.

The next step, after a good

story has been obtained, is to

give it proper treatment. Accord-

ing to Mr. Derr, many stories that

are basically good screen materi-

al have been ruined through im-

proper adaptation. With the

story in photoplay form and shap-

ing up as entertaining screen

fare, the foundation for a suc-

cessful picture has been laid.

Upon this foundation, director,

cast cameraman, sound technici-

ans and all other production

workers must be built.

Mr. Derr emphasizes the need

for expert direction by pointing

out that it costs anywhere from

two hundred thousand to upwards

of a million dollrrs to make a

feature picture. No sanely man-
aged business concjern is going

to put such a project in untrain-

ed hands. Bad direction can ruin

what might have proved a good

picture. Only “ce” directors who
have demonstrated their ability

by making good pictures are put

at the helm of Pathe productions.

Getting the right cast is another

of the all-important steps in the

evolution of the successful pic-

ture Mr. Derr declares. By this,

he does not mean simply stars or

featured leads. The Pathe presi-

dent believes that any role im-

portant enough to have a place

in the production is worth being

filled properly.
Mr. Derr applies r“

soiling in providing the settings

for his Pathe pictures. One would
not place a beautiful and costly

painting in a cheap frame, he

points out. Settings are to the

motion picture what the frame is

to the painting, and more. As the
background against which it is

told, they can add immeasurably
to the realism and power cf the

story.

In the actual production of his

pictures, Mr. Derr allows ample
time for thorough workmanship.
He believes that production sched-
ules are necessary and that they
should be adhered to as closely as

is humanly possible. At the same
ime. he realizes that good pic-

tures can not be ground out with
standard factory methods.

CRUZE’S NEXT TALKER

WEISS BROS. PROMOTE
NEW GAME

Weiss Brothers, liliii pro-
ducers, whoi recently enter-
ed tile miniature golf held
are ex|ianding their amuse-
ment activities with the ac-
((iiisition of a new game
called golf bowl.

The new game combines the
more important features of

golting and bowling and is

played on a sixteen foot
bowling alley with ten pins,

golf imtter and regulation
golf balls.

.Vrthur H. Sawyer, former
tiim man and promoter of

the Boxy Theatre, has ac-
((Hired the rights to Mas-
sachussetts. Offices are at
7*29 Seventli Ave., \ew York.

FOR TIFFANY CHOSEN ERIC DRESSIER MAKES
THIRD VARIETY FILM

James Cruze’s next production

for Tiffany, according to an an-

nouncement from the home office

yesterday, will be a talking ver-

sion of “The Command Perform-
ance,” a stage play. Gordon Rig-

by now is working on the script.

Walter Lang will direct. Cruze
recently put the finishing touches
to “She Got What She Wanted.”

OPERA TENOR SINGS
IN NEW VARIETY

Charles Hackett, leading tenor

of the Chicago Civic Opera Com-
pany, sings the tomb scene from
the opera, “Romeo and Juliet” in

his latest Vitaphone appearance.
Rose Low sings the role of Juliet.

Solon Alberti, widely known con-

cert musician, conducted the Vita-

phone Symphony Orchestra which
played the score.

Eric Dressier, of the legitimate
stage, now appearing in “Lysis-
trata,” is making a series of Vita-
phone Varieties. The third, “The
Lady Killer,” written by Burnet
Hershey, has just been completed
by director Arthur Hurley. In
the supporting cast are Shirley
Palmer, Varlerie Bergere, Frank-
er Wood and Jack Kearney.

IN “MADONNA” CAST

Ivan Linow and Albert Gran
lave been added to the cast of
Columbia’s “Madonna of the
Streets,” an adaptation of W. B.

Maxwell’s famous novel, “The
Ragged Messenger.” John Rob-

ertson is directing and Evelyn

Brent, Robert Ames and Josephine

Dunn are featured in the film.

1,500,000 Feet of Film
Processed in Twenty Days

The almost impossible task of
|

and a half feet of film were finish-

turning out three hundred per-
1
ed. For the first three days

feet sound prints of the Amos ’n’
|

Horne was in the laboratory con-
Andy show within two weeks to

!
tinuously until he felt confident

meet the country-wide day and ' that the job was well in hand.
date premieres on October 24, was

1

successfully accomplished by
i

Eddie Horne, manager of the print

and negative department for RKO
Radio Pictures.

The negative arrived in New
York on Friday, October 3. Plans
had been made in advance and
arrangements set for twenyt-four
hour shifts until the job was
finished. The laboratory worked
all night Friday, and continuous-
ly from then on until the million

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollyrrood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

TWO PLAYERS ADDED Charges Reasonable

TO “DIRIGIBLE” CAST JACK SENNETT STUDIOS

BARTHELMESS’ NEXT

STILL IN STORY STAGE

Richard Barthelmess, now vaca-

tioning in New York, has been
notified by C. Graham Baker, co-

executive in charge of production
at the First National Studio in

California, that the script for his

next picture vehicle “is coming
along great.” Baker wired that

he and Jack Warner leave for New
York the first of next month. Pro-
duction will start in December.

193D FILM GUESS
ALL ABOUT 1980

DeSylva, Brown and Henderson
will have a print of their new Fox
Movietone musical romance, “Just
Imagine,” sealed along with a

present day projection machine in

a vault at Movietone City.

If their plans are carried
through the vault will be opened
in 1980 and the picture, featuring
El Brendel, Maureen O’Sullivan,
John Garrick, Marjorie White and
Frank Albertson, will be shown.
The story deals with events which
the trio of song writers imagine
will take place fifty years from
today.

IN “DAWN TRAIL” CAST

Miriam Seegar has been sign-
ed for the feminine lead and
Charles Morton will depict an out-
standing male role in “Dawn
Trail”, the fourth in Columbia’s
series of eight "Buck” Jones out-
door ‘specials.’ The picture ds

being brought to the screen under
the direction of Christy Cabanne.

Harold Goodwin and Emmett
Corrigan are the latest additions
to the cast of Columbia’s “Dirig-
ible.” Frank Capra is directing.

Jack Holt and Ralph Graves, Fay
Wray, Hobert Bosworth, and
Clarence Muse are in the cast. It

will be released as one of Colum-
bia’s Extended Run Giants.

(Hollywood’s Newest Studio'i

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chlckering 2739

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED

^3.00 SINGLE UP
^4.00 DOUBLE UP

700 ROOMS
with Bath
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THE PICTURE OF
THE HIT OF

THE CENTURY
THE AGE

Trade and newspaper reviewers

BIG TRAIL
JOHN WAYNE ^ MARGUERITE

EL BRENDEL
TYRONE POWER <

CHURCHILL

TULLY MARSHALL DAVID ROLLINS

inese Theatre, Los Angeles,

verdict of tremendous**

TREMENDOUS!
As big a picture as one will find in a season. Splendid entertainment and
no exhibitor need think twice about booking it. A story with a spine . . .

A tremendous production. —John W. Alicoate, Film Daily

Premiere at

BOX OFFICE with a Hollywood Daily Reporter

NEW STANDARD!
A new standard of comparison. Scene after scene provokes tumultuous

applause. No such feast for the eye has ever been spread on one curtain.

—Monroe Lathrop, Los Angeles Evening Express

MASTERLY!
Walsh has done a masterly piece of work. He has not only given the Fox
Company a great picture, but he has made an epic of which the whole

motion picture industry may be proud. — Louclla Parsons, Los Angeles Examiner

SENSATION !

A pictorial sensation. Scenically unrivalled. Exerted the spell of awe.

—Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times

IN-THE-BAG SPECTACLE!
Spectacle de luxe. A money picture. In the bag.—Red Kann, Motion Picture News
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CHI. CIRCUIT BOOSTS

PATHE-ROCKNE FILMS

The Bssaness circuit of six

neighborhood theatres in Chicago
is preparing to put over Pathe’s

Knute Rockne football series in

a big way. Invitations have been
sent to the coaches and members
of the various high school foot-

ball teams in the vicinity of the
theatres to attend the showing of

the first of the series.

The doortenders will be array-
ed in football togs and pennants
of all colleges will be displayed
around the box-offlce. Toy pig-

skins bearing the name of the the-
atres and the colors of the local

high school will be presented to

the members of the local team.

“ALL PIET” STAR GETS
“MANY A SLIP” LEAD

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Lewis
Ayres who sky-rocketed into star-

dom following his work in Uni-
versal’s “All Quiet on the West-
ern Front” has been assigned the
lead in Universal’s follow up on
“The Little Accident,” “Many a
Slip.” Carl Laemmle, Jr. at the
same time assigned Vin Moore to
direct. Moore just completed
megaphoning “See America
Thirst.”

WORNE TO DIRECT
FOR CHESTERFIELD

bieorge R. Batcheller, of

Chesterfield Pictures, has

signed Duke Worue to di-

rect “The Midnight Spec-

cial”.

YITIPHONE DOMPLETES
MEDHANIDAL NOVELTY

A mechanical novelty in the

form of a revolving apartment

with interchangeable rooms is a

feature of “Last But Not Leased,”

a new Vitaphone Varieties com-

edy just completed by director Alf

Goulding. Thelma White, a sis-

ter of Marjorie White, the Fox

star, is co-featured with Billy

Wayne in the playlet, with John

Patrick and Vivian Hudson in the

support.

SMART “RENO” TIE-UP
GOES OVER IN NEWARK

AMOS ’N’ ANDY SHOW
FIRST TO PRESS CLUB

Through the courtesy of vice-

president Frank M. Russell of

WRC, and the National Broadcast-
ing Company plus Ace Berry of

RKO, the members of the Nation-
al Press Club, Washington, D. C.,

were extended the privilege of the
first view of Amos ’n’ Andy in

“Check and Double Check”, on the
Keith Theatre screen last night
at 11:30.

iLL TIFFANY FILMS
BOOKED FOR WASH.

Tiffany announces that contracts
have been closed whereby the
Rialto Theatre, Washington, D.C.,

will play the entire Tiffany out-
put for the current year.

Marquis Will Direct

^Queen s Husband* forRKO

“HER MAN” TIE UP
Through the national tie-up

made by Pathe with the makers
of the Jo-Cur beauty aids in be-
half of the feature, “Her Man,”
70,000 guest packages will be
distributed to feminine patrons
during the showing of the attrac-
tion in the RKO theatres in New
York and Brooklyn.

IN “MADONNA” OAST

Richard Tucker has been given
the role of Kingsley and Zack
Williams is assigned to that of
Blink in Columbia’s “Madonna of

the Streets,” an adaptation of W.
B. Maxwell’s novel “The Ragged
Messenger.”

Marquis de la Falaise de la

Coudraye, husband of Gloria
Swanson, has been assigned chief

supervision and direction of the

French version of “The Queen’s
Husband”, by William LeBarou,
vice-president in charge of Radio
Pictures’ production. This version
will be produced with French art-

ists exclusively, to be announced
shortly.

One of the advantages to be
enjoyed by this first of the
French-language productions by

Radio, will be the recording of

the sound and dialogue by the

newly perfected concentrator

microphone, developed by RKO-
Radio Pictures’ engineers, which

is claimed to give a quality of

sound never before realized in

production.

S^BelOcderc
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

iMuoO/orlb

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSIDE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York^ /i

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR

OHIMP IN “TEN NIGHTS”

The next Tiffany talking Chimp
comedy of the series of twelve,
wil be “Ten Nights in a Bar
Room,” a burlesque of the fam-
ous stage piay. Sig Neufeld will

direct.

Adam Adams, owners of the
Newark Theatre, in Jersey City,

in connection with the run of

Sono Art’s “Reno”, starring Ruth
Roland, put over “Ruth Roland
Week” to the delight of the box-
office, he reported to Sono Art’s

New York office. Adams took ad-
vantage of Miss Roland’s presence
in the East to stage the stunt.

One of the chief features of

Adams’ exploitation, was a tie-up

with all the Newark dailies, for a
newspaper shopping tour of the
prominent department stores and
shops. The newspapers were en-
abled to get the shops to partici-

pate in co-operative full page ads,

each ad stating that Ruth Roland
would appear at such and such
a counter at a certain hour.
The Japtex Hosiery Co. distri-

buted 110,000 heralds to this ef-

fect, and enclosed an additional
one in every parcel which left

the store, stating that Miss Rol-
and was the guest of the mer-
chants of the town. The Imperial
Laundry Co., operating a chain of
laundries throughout the county,
distributed 50,000 heralds to the
same effect.

The Mayflower restaurant insti-

'uted a “Ruth Roland Dinner” on
its menu, and featured a picture
of Miss Roland in all its adver-
tising. In addition, Adams post-
'”ed the city with fifty-one 24-

sheets, and planted window cards
in 121 stores. Miss Roland ap-
neared at the theatre for a per-
sonal appearance.

To the MANUFACTURER OF
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND ACCESSORIES!

HERE IS THE ONE opportunity you

have each year to advertise directly to

the Theatre Owners through a medium
—which they not only read—but own.

Regardless of the merits of the numer-

ous trade journals in the industry—their

circulations—reader Interest—or quality

—if you spend money to reach us

—

here we are.

Your support at the coming convention

in the

EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION
and

PROGRAM and YEAR BOOK
of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America

will be appreciated by ALL exhibitors

M. P. T, O.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL
NATIONAL
CONVENTION

NOVEMBER
10-

1 1-12

Benjamin Franklin Hotel

PHILADELPHIA

Write for details!

Convention Headquarters: 2!9 N.. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA



"Kick in’’ demands Eddie Robinson.

"I’d rather be OUTSIDE THE LAW
than without tickets to the UNIVER-
SAL CLUB DANCE,’’ Mary answers.

So she took the $50,000 legacy and
bought a coupla UNIVERSAL CLUB
DANCE tickets and so THE CAT
CREEPS while Helen Twelvetrees has a

swell time dancing, dining and you know
what.

My dear, when Conrad Nagle waved
those two UNIVERSAL CLUB DIN-
NER DANCE tickets under my nose . . .

well I fell into his arms and said A
LADY SURRENDERS.

The Big Night of the Year!

Charlie Yong, him

wise guy, biggest

shot in New York.

Him got tickets

for UNIVERSAL
D L I N N E R

Give me better a nice coupla tickets to

the UNIVERSAL CLUB DANCE says
George Sidney to Charlie Murray—the
COHENS AND KELLYS ARE HUNT-
ING BIG GAME IN AERICA.

November 1st—UNIVERSAL DINNER
DANCE aboard the S.S. Morro Castle,

Main Ballroom, Hotel Astor. Tickets on

Sale at Hotel Astor or 730-5th Avenue—
7th floor—$7.50 per person.

Not tonight, Mary, I’m a BOU-
DOIR DIPLOMAT and I’m
going to the UNIVERSAL
DINNER DANCE at the Hotel
Astor.

Cried Doug Fairbanks, Jr.:

"Thank God it was only a LITTLE
ACCIDENT and my UNIVERSAL
CLUB DANCE tickets are safe.”

The worried look on the Langdon, Love and Sum-
merville faces is due to the fact that they are on their

way to the UNIVERSAL CLUB DINNER DANCE
and are stuck in traffic on the 59th Street crosstown
line. We’ll SEE AMERICA THIRST if we miss it,

they chorus.

EVERYBODY WILL BE THERE NOVEMBER 1st
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A Woman^s
Paper Speaks

By

The Club Woman, published

in Cleveland, Ohio, has a very

clear insight into the censorship

situation in that benighted state

and its comment on the banning

of “The Big House” is compe-

tently dealt with in an article

headed, “Three Who are Omnis'

cient.”
*

The article is as follows: “The

film, ‘The Big House,’ was

kept from the screens of Ohio

theatres for months by Three

Who Are Omniscient.

* *

They are: Professor J. L.

Clifton, Ohio (on the faculty

of O.S.U.) a Mary Edith Leut.-

chy, and Susanne Anna Warfield,

of Columbus, Ohio.

* * *

There appears to be also an

auxiliary staff consisting of

three more people also of Colum-

bus and one who, according to

Library records, came from Wib
berforce University, near Xenia.

« * 4:

Disregarding this auxili-

ary group, the fact remains

that three people of Columbus,

appointed by the Governor, are

given the right to play censor on

the films that more than six and

a half million people may or may
not look at.

* * *

“ A ND who are these three alb.

knowing ones? In spite of

a sincere effort via local and long

distances wires, the Club Woman
editor has failed to locate anyone
who knows anything at all about
the members of that particular

group except that the head of the

organization is a professor at

O.S.U.

(Continued on page 2)

UNCLE SAM’S MILLIONS STORM 300 HOUSES

IN TITAN ONSLAUGHT ON AMOS ’N’ ANDY

68TH PAPER

JOINS U’S

NEWS GROUP
The Duluth News-Tribuue yes-

terday joined the nation-wide list

of metropolitan dailies affiliated

with the Universal Talking News-
reel, of which Graham McNamee
is the “Talking Reporter.” This
brings the total of newspapers in

the alliance up to 68.

Just before the accession of the
Duluth News-Tribune, two other

(Continued on page 4)

BANDITS GET CASH

Three armed bandits held up
Manager Edward Greenfield of the
Fifth Avenue Playhouse just be-
fore opening time yesterday and
got away with $450. Back of the
stage they knocked Greenfield
senseless with their revolver butts,

bound him, then trussed up As-
sistant Manager Max Zipperman,
who had taken the money from
the safe.

JOE JACKSON HERE

Exhibitors Over Length and Breadth of Land Wire

Record Business at Box-Office When RKO's
"Check and Double Check” Opens; From Coast

to Coast Only Highest Acclaim for Production
Those 300 day and date book-

ings for Amos ’n’ Andy’s “Check
and Double Check” were a lot

more than just bookings if the

raft of telegrams received at the
Radio Pictures headquarters tell

a story.

“Never in history . . .
,” “Every

house record smashed . . .
,” “Big-

gest business ever achieved . . .
,”

“Greatest box-office in history .

—^these represent only a scatter-

ed few of the reports on business
done by this RKO special over
the United States.

It can be safely stated that not
in the history of motion pictures
has any one producer received
such unanimous response from so
many exhibitors simultaneously as
did Radio Pictures following the
release of “Check and Double

(Continued on page 2)

RKO REPORTS $3,000,000 NET

PROFIT FOR PAST NINE MONTHS

INDEPENDENTS WAIT
CHAPLIN’S PICTURE
FOR PRODUCTION CUE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU-
The independents, it was
learned here over the week-
end, are marking time, as

to future production whrk,
until Charlie Chaplin de-

cides to unreel his “City
Lights”. Charlie, as the
world knows, refused to go
talkie and the eft’ect of his
silent funmaker is awaited
with a lot of interest. Char-
lie may decide on the show-
ing any day now.

Joseph Jackson, Warner scen-
arist, is in New York after sev-
eral months of vacation in Europe.
He will remain here about ten
days before returning to the West
Coast to resume his work at War-
ner Bros.

The Golder Construction Com-
pany has been awarded the con-
tract for the construction of the
Warner Bros. Theatre, a 1300-
seater at Morgantown, W. Va.
John Eberson is the architect.
The theatre will have two fine
street fronts.

Contract for the 1900-seat house
which Warner Bros, will erect
at Torrington, Conn, has been let
to the G. A. Zimmerman Co., the

The net profit of Radio-Keith-
Orpheum Corporation and its sub-
sidiaries for the nine months end-
ed September 30, 1930, was $3,-

062,571, as compared with $1,637,-

899.99 reported for the same period
a year ago.

builders of Warner Bros. Holly-
wood Theatre in New York City.

Thomas Lamb is the architect.
This structure will boast nine
stores on the ground floor, and
two upper stories for commercial
purposes.

Construction work is proceeding
apace on the ISfiO-seat New Ave-
nue Grand Theatre in Washington,
D.C. The architect is John Eber-
son.

INCOME TAX LIEN

HITS MADGE BELLAMY

Income tax liens have been filed

in Los Angeles by the collector of

Internal Revenue against Madge
Bellamy and Ford Sterling for ad-
ditional taxes for 1927. The
amount claimed from Miss Bell-
amy is $3,980, and from Sterling,

$ 202 .

URBAN LEAVES FOR
FOX STUDIOS TODAY

Joseph Urban, world fam-
ous architect and designer,
leaves for Hollywood to-

day to resume his duties as
designer of settings for E’ox

Movietone pictures.

Warners Award Contracts

For Three New Theatres
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MAIN VfREET

It won’t be long now * * * Amos
’n’ Andy we mean * * * Taylor
Holmes, that very good light

comedian, hurrying out of the
Lambs * * * P. L. Thompson,
Erpi’s Big Ad Man, looks like

King Gustave * * * or is it the
other way ’round * * * it ain’t no
rap anyhow * * * Carrol and Gar-
rett Graliam are working on a
book about Harlem * * * and what
they don't know about that belt

ain’t worth telling * * * have you
noticed the rush of messenger
boys into the Bond Bldg. * * *

they’re all heading for Hy Daab’s
emporium with checks and double
checks * * * no, not the bouncing
kind * * the ushers at the Strand
give you credit for being able to

see vacant seats * * * they don’t

at the Globe * * * Howard Hietz
is working on another show * * *

the old Homans figured Caesar as

a clever fellow because he could
do six things at the same time
* * Howard has Julius like bland
man * * Charley £ infeld says
F.N.’s got a wow in Kismet * * *

only five more mergers yest. * * *

Walter Eberhard is planning trip

across the Big Pond * * won-
der what prescription Pathe uses
for clickers * * * don’t miss Ann
Harding as that girl of the gold-
en west * * * strange how quiet
Roxy keeps among the royalty * *

remember when Theda Bara was
shooting Cleopatra * * * and then
to do Kathleen Mauvorneen * *

that’s versatility * * * what
wouldn’t the newsreels give for

a shot at Crater * * * Hey Broun
is getting more confident as the
first Tuesday in Jiov. draws near

* if elected what a column he
can get in the cloak rooms of the
House and Senate * * * he wants
to get Cotton Tom Heflin to tell

him one of those darky stories,

first of all * * * that is, if Cotton
Tom goes back * * * remember
when all the mergers were merg-
ed over Astor’s bar * * what-
ever became of Alice White
the mergerites just won’t keep our
Democratic national chairman out
of the movies * * * nor Bill Fox
* * * Harold (Lonesome Luke)
Lloyd is heading it eastward for
that opening at the Rialto * * *

remember The Great Train Wreck.

SEEN AND HEARD
IN DARK PLACES

BIG MONEY (Pathe)

When you can mix innocent
youth with gangland, horse rac-

ing, crap games and Wall Street

you have something that spells

drama. That’s what Pathe has
done with that young comedian,
Eddie Quillan, and his sweeties,

Miriam Seegar. It’s called “Big
Money.” Pathe might call it a

Big Picture too and not be very
far wrong. They—all that staff

given credit for a hand in its mak-
ing—have done well to get Eddie
away from slapstick comedy, es-

pecially in a feature-length prod-
uct. Eddie is altogether too sug-

ary to be left alone with his slap-

stick. Put him in a top hat and
afternoon togs and he can be
quite some gentleman. Russell
Mack gets credit for direction as

well as collaborating with Walter
DeLeon on the original. Mack
has given bashes of real directori-

al ability in this gangland yarn,

especially in way he has handled
the rapid-fire shots of polo, horse
racing, crap-shooting, et cet. Bob
Armstrong is the gangster who

By J. L. K.-
lures Eddie away from his office-

boy job and, coupling his experi-
ence with Eddie’s luck at craps
and cards and on the turf, builds
to a fortune and, also, a nice Chi-
cago (or is it Detroit) murder.
This cures Eddie of “easy money”.
Everything turns out nicely, with
Eddie retaining his virginity.

James Gleason, that expert fash-
ioner of hokum, has a dopey beany
role that he puts over with two
bangs. The thermometer can’t

help but send its mercury up in

the box office when this one starts

flashing on the inside. It’s a gang-
land drama done in a different

way. It shows a new and very
competent side of Eddie Quillan
that baby-faced youngster who has
been flirting around the pinacle of

stardom for quite some time. If

this doesn’t put Eddie right up
in the front ranks there’s some-
thing wrong with the millions who
will decide. Robert Edeson,

Margaret Livingston, Dorothy
Christy, and some others—all add

their bit.

MILLIONS FIGHT TO SEE AMOS ’N’ ANDY
(Continued from page 1)

Check.”
It can mean only one thing

—

that Radio Pictures has turned
out a comedy that meets with ap-
proval not only in this and that

particular city or town but in

every city of any consequence in

the United States.

Let the following telegrams re-

ceived at the Radio Pictures of-

fices speak for themselves. They
follow, only a few of ’em.

NEW ORLEANS
Orpheum holding over “Check

and Double Check” for additional
week.

CHICAGO
Attendance and receipts sur-

passing all existing records by
thousands of dollars. Showed to

nearly twenty thousand paid ad-
missions on opening day.

ST. LOUIS
Never in history has any attrac-

tion ever stempeded Saint Louis
like Amos ’n‘ Andy in iRadio’s
“Check and Double Check.”

SEATTLE
This attraction will do for the-

atre industry what Lincoln did for
slaves. Positive revelation.

FT. WAYNE, IND.

Amos ’n’ Andy in “Check and
Double Check” opened here today
to biggest business ever achieved
by any picture in history of Fort
Wayne.

RKO YIRGINIA,
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

Amos and Andy carries loaded

dice for any exhibitor.

RKO CAPITOL, DAVENPORT
At times we had a line one

block long waiting to see this mar-
velous production. .The greatest

box office attraction at all times

LOS ANGELES
Started performance two hours

earlier than usual with crowds
lined up for two blocks at seven
a.ni. clamoring for admittance.

CINCINNATI
Audience reaction proves Radio

Pictures’ “Check and Double
Check” a sensation and will sweep
the country.

RKO KEITH’S BOSTON
Glorious Amos ’n’ Andy open-

ing despite good old fashioned
New England northeaster with
rain, sleet and wind. Bostons en-
thusiasm over “Check and Double
Check” unparaUeled.

SAN FRANCISCO
My opinion we have greatest box

office picture in show history. San
Francisco is Checked and Double
Checked from every angle.

ST. LOUIS
St. Louis wild with enthusiasm.

Have never seen its equaL

RKO MAINSTREET,
KANSAS CITY

No doubt “Check and Double
Check” most remarkable screen

attraction since the birth of mo-
tion pictures.

BIRMINGHAM
If any picture producers even

brought out a natural RKO has

done this with Amos ’n’ Andy.

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST
(Strand)

It’s remarkable—the range of

Ann Harding’s dramatic talents.

Who ever would believe Miss

Harding would put on the high-

topped boots and flaring woolens

of Belasco’s “Girl of the Golden

West” and make that brain child

live and breathe. That’s just what

this golden blonde of a Miss Hard-

ing does at the Strand this week.

With a story written long before

the average movie actress now
clicking opened her eyes, as a

background. Miss Harding steps

into the breech and commands
your attention as the Belasco hero-

ine revived by First National. John

Francis Dillon directed and to his

everlasting credit it is perfectiy

apparently he made to attempt to

“direct” Miss Harding in her role.

Ninety-nine of one hundred act-

resses would have overdone the

western drawl of the girl of the

golden west. Not Miss Harding.

We’re bearing down on Ann’s

work because Ann Harding makes
the giri of the golden west—and
makes it one of the most enter-
taining pieces of spoken movies
this reviewer has seen and heard
on the Big Stem in a lot of weeks.
The hokum is there—’tis true, but
we dare any and ail who sit in

judgment on good and bad drama
on the screen to say that hokum
isn’t wanted. Miss Harding has
been given good support—Harry
Bannister, Ann’s husband in real
life, as the sheriff, lends a good
bit to this piece of entertainment.
James Rennie as the bandit, Ram-
annez, never overdoes a very
easily overdone role. George
Cooper, always good and Arthur
Housman, in a bit, shine. Miss
Harding is the only woman in the
picture. If you miss “The Girl

of the Golden West” you miss one
of Miss Harding’s finest perform-
ances before the camera and mike.

J. L. K.

A WOMAN’S
PAPER SPEAKS

(Continued from page 1)

RKO PROCTORS, TROY
Amos ’n’ Andy even bigger hit

than anticipated. Lobby packed
all day. Extra midnight shov\

necessary to accommodate crowds.

TORONTO
Amos and Andy opened here

last Friday, Tivoli, Paramount’s
ace house to tremendous business.

Marvelous Drawiug power of pic-

ture best illustrated by fact that

gross receipts for Friday and
Saturday were largest house has
had for over year.

"'VT'ET we have three political

appointees who, like three

prophets, undertake to tell six

million and a half of Ohio people

what they think is right in the

film world.”
« * *

I

SN’T it funny!”

• * «

Yes, it is funny! It’s more

than that, it’s ridiculous and

it’s still more than that, it’s

pathetic that in these United

States, conceived in liberty and

nurtured in freedom, that a politi'

cal censorship should be permitted

to exist.



UNIVERSAL IS MAK-
ING THE BEST SHORTS

IN THE WORLD I

(No. 702 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemm/e,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation

)

THE NEW UNIVERSAL TWO-REELERS AND ONE-REELERS ARE TURNING THE

short product market upside down and inside out.

yOU^RE POSITIVELV BEHIND THE TIMES IF YOU PONT KNOWABOUT THEM.

ALL PAST EFFORTS OF THE WHOLE INDUSTRY ARE FORGOTTEN. THIS IS A
new day for shorts and Universal is the new leader of the band!

TEN "LEATHER PUSHERS," MADE FROM THE FAMOUS STORIES OF
Harry C. Witwer, are being booked sensationally fast by the best theatres in the world. You can’t

possibly realize how much can be packed into two reels of sound pictures until you see these.

TEN SLIM SUMMERVILLE TWO-REEL COMEDIES WILL TURN YOUR HOUSE
into a real riot. If you have not seen and heard ^Tarlez Vous' ' and ''We We Marie," you

cannot know what’s newest and best in comedies.

TEN SIDNEY-MURRAY COMEDIES (TWO-REELERS) ARE PROVING TO BE BY

far the funniest work ever done by George Sidney and Charlie Murray. Rapid fire dialogue

and gags that steal the show from the average feature.

THIRTEEN "STRANGE AS IT SEEMS" ONE-REEL EACH. HAVE YOU SEEN ANY
of these? They are in full color and they give a terrific boost to the variety of your program.

See one and you’ll beg for the whole lot.

TWENTY-SIX "OSWALD THE LUCKY RABBIT" ... THE ONE-REEL CARTOON
that is setting the pace in cartoon-in-sound comedy. At the very first flash of the main title,

the audience shows its delight. Every one a corker!

FOUR SERIALS SO TOTALLY DIFFERENT AND FINE THAT HOUSES WHICH
never ran a serial in their history are booking and featuring them! Led off by "The Indians

are Coming" and "The Spell of the Circus."

AND EVERY WEEK TWO ISSUES OF THE UNIVERSAL’S TALKING NEWSREEL,

featuring Graham McNamee . . . the combination everybody is trying to copy . . . but

simply cannot!

IF YOU REALLY WANT THE BEST SHORTS, YOU’VE GOT TO SEE OLD
MAN UNIVERSAL!

UNIVERSAL First in Features.. First in Shorts

First in First Runs Everywhere
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ARCHBISHOP OPPOSES POLICY

OF "FORGETTINC” BAD FILMS
BALTIMORE, Oct. 27. — Arch-

bishop Michael J. Curley is on
record before the convention of

the Maryland Chapter of the Fed-
eration of Catholic Alumnae as

opposing the practice of that body
in permitting the motion picture

industry to defi'ay the expense of

publishing its list of aproved pic-

tures. The Archbishop emphasiz-
ed his further objection to the

policy of “boosting the best and
forgetting the rest.”

“Your work would be carried
on far better, in my opinion,” he
said, “if you did not accept one
single penny from any movie man,
woman or child. I should act
independently. Don’t bother about
the good pictures, but condemn
the bad one.”

The Archbishop praised the ac-

tion of Miss M. Cecilia Muth,
Governor of the Maryland Chap-
ter, who called the attention of

the national organization to this

matter in August.

FOX TO BUILD HOUSES

IN THE SOUTHWEST

DALLAS, Tex., Oct. 27.— New
Fox theatres de luxe houses are

promised Dallas, Houston, San
Antonio, Ft. Worth and El Paso,
and other cities of the southwest,
according to information gather-
ed from reliable sources here yes-
terday.
The houses will cost, at least,

a million dollars each, it was said,

and will be in operation on or be-
fore Sept. 1, 1931.

Fox Theatres productions, and
Fanchon and Marco stage units
will form the programs.
Fox interests have booked their

product into Interstate Amuse-
ment Company’s theatres in these
cities. RKO on Sept. 1, wil tlake
over Interstate bookings, thus
leaving the Fox interests without
available houses in this territory.
Hence the proposed building pro-
gram.

MARIE PREVOST SUED
ON LAWYER’S CLAIM

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Marie
Prevost is named as defendant in

a civil suit brought by the as-
signee of a claim for $1,600 in
attorney fees contracted at the
time of her divorce from Kenneth
Harlan. Her attorney in the case
was Roger Marchetti.

‘HELL’S ANGELS’ IN

LONDON TONIGHT

“Hell’s Angels,” Howard
Hnghes’s multi-million dol-
lar epic of the air, will
have its London premiere
at the Pavilion tonight,
October 28. Charles Meade
of the Hughes office is in

London to supervise the
presentation.

JOHNNY FARRELL

IN GOLF SERIES

Pathe has signed Johnny Far-
rell, former United States open
and Metropolitan champion and
one of the best known golfers in

the world to appear in a series

of golf pictures showing the how
and why of the popular links
pastime.

Terry Ramsaye, who produced
the Knute Rockne football pic-

tures will produce the golf films.

FOX N. Y. CIRCUIT

TAKES PATHE PRODUCT

The Fox New York Circuit will

show all of the Pathe 1930-31 fea-

tures in twenty-five or more the-

atres in the Metropolitan district

through the terms of contracts ne-

gotiated with the theatre organi-
zation by Robert Wolff, Pathe
branch manager in New York, it

was announced today by E. J.

O’Leary, general sales manager.

“OUTWARD BOUND”
MOVES THURSDAY

Beginning next Thurs-
day, “Outward Bound,” now
at the Hollywood Theatre,
will continue its Broadway
run at Warner Bros.’ The-
atre, succeeding “Old Eng-
lish” there, and the latter
will then liave its general
release. “Kismet” opens
at the Hollywood Thurs-
day night.

FIVE GUNMEN BALKED

BY THEATRE VAULT

The steel vault of the Hunting-
ton (L.I.) Theatre, which usually
has cash on hand, proved too
strong for five gunmen who held
up the watchman on Sunday. As
it so happened, there was no
money there anyway.

JOIN SONO SALES STAFF

Sono Art-World Wide has added
A. Weisbaum to its sales staff

at the Denver offices; and W. C.

Wallace to work out of the Omaha
office. Weisbaum was formerly

with Columbia in Omaha. Wallace

was recently with M-G-M.

Valentino Heirs Ask Court
To Settle Executor Dispute

"BIG TRAIL” GETS

AID OF MARVEL

IN PRESS BOOKS
“The Big Trail” press book—28

pages of it, on heavy calendered

paper, in gorgeous colors with

text and illustrations enough to

fill a fat novel, and weighing to-

ward a pound and a quarter in-

cluding a four-page newspaper

throw-away—is off the presses of

the Fox Film Corporation and on

its way to the grand army of ex-

hibitors. Glendon Allvine, its

chief architect, says of it with

even more truth than modesty:

“The most comprehensive cam-
paign book ever issued by this or

any other company. It is packed

full of good showmanship and
gives the theatres of every size in

every community a wide selection

for building business.”

All of that, and more. There
are epochal scenes from the pic-
ture reproduced on two full pages
with a map background across
which meanders in brilliant red
the Oregon trail from the Missouri
River to the Columbia. In this
alone there’s a thrill that ought
to put every exhibitor on his toes.

All of the contents are calculat-
ed to inspire advertising and pub-
licity of the highest and most
profitable type.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Ru-
dolph Valentino’s brother and
sister, Alberto Guglielmi and
Maria Guglielmi Strada, have gone
to the courts for a settlement of

their dispute with S. George Ull-

man, executor of the estate of the

late screen star which was sup-
posed to have been amicably dis-

posed of. The matter is to be
heard before Judge Albert Lee Ste-

phens shortly.

According to the brother and
sister, the estate was worth $1,-

000,000 at the time of Valentino’s
death and that much of it has
been wasted through mismanage-
ment. Recently Ullman offered to

resign as executor and asked the
court’s approval of an annual ac-
count of receipts and expendi-
tures. The brother and sister ob-
jected and this precipitated the
present litigation.

To the MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCERS AND
DISTRIBUTORS

200 EXHIBITORS HEAR
WARNER EXECUTIVE

Albert Howson, Warner Bros.’

executive, last Tuesday addressed
200 theatre managers of the Penn-
sylvania region on the new War-
ner product and discussed their

exploitation possibilities. His talk

acted as an effective energizer.

68TH PAPER JOINS ‘U’

(Continued from page 1)

dailies were added. These were
the Palm Beach Post, of West
Palm Beach, Fla., and the Key
West, (Fla.) Sun.

M. P. T, O.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL
NATIONAL
CONVENTION

NOVEMBER
lO-l 1-12

Benjamin Franklin Hotel

PHILADELPHIA

Healthy, competitive, independent the-

atre operation is the guts of the indus-

try. It's the force that taught it o walk

and nurtured it to its flourishing man-
hood of today. Localized Legislation and

Blue Laws from without and decay from
within cannot gain footing while local

independents battle tor local favor and

local business in local communities.

Support the M.P.T.O. CONVENTION!

Support the

1930 EXHIBITION

and

PROGRAM and YEAR BOOK
of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America

Write tor details!

Convention Headquarters: 219 N. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA
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APPEAL FROM FILM DECISION

BEFORE U. S. SUPREME COURT
Lower Court Held That

Contract Arbitration

Rules Were Unlawfully

Enforced

WASHINGTON, Oct. 28. — The
Supreme Court is hearing argu-
ments in the Government’s appeal
from the lower Federal Court’s
decisions on practices governing
the distribution of motion pictures
to theatres. These practices had
been attacked by the Government
as unlawful under the Sherman
anti-trust law.

The arbitration provision of the
“uniform standard contract’’ un-
der which films are sold to the-
atres, and the credit ruling of

the distributors which calls on the
purchasers of theatres to assume
such contracts for pictures as the

(Continued on page 3)

TALKIN9 PICTURE OF HOOVER

TO ADDRESS MPTOA CONVENTION
^

N. J. STAGE HANDS
WALKOUT ORDERED

To show their sympathy
witJi the Newark, N. J. mu-
sicians who have been on
strike since September 19,

one thousand motion pic-

ture theatre employes in

Essex County were schedul-
ed yesterday to walk out
after the evening perform-
ances.
Louis Kaufman, business

agent of the Motion Picture
Operators Union, Local 244,
announced that the mem-
bers of the local have re-

ceived walk out orders
from the International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage
Employees.

Hooray! Here

Come the Children!
By

AS effective as the Pied Piper in

drawing the children who fob

lowed him with dancing feet, but

leading them to laughter rather

than to the great mountain, Amos
’n’ Andy have cracked the ice of

sophistication and demolished the

theatre barrier raised against the

rising generation by triangle and
sex plays. Reports received by

this newspaper from a hundred
cities show that children by the

thousands are flocking to hear, see

and enjoy the clean fun provided

by these wholesome jesters gigan-

tic.
t * *

This is a service of immeasur-

able value to the institution of

the screen and so great a benefit

to motion picture theatres that it

(Continued on page 2)

SeENIRISff^ED
eOiSTilU@TION HEAD

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Brad-
ley King, scenarist, and George H.
Boyd, official of a construction
company, will be married tonight
at the home of Miss Bradley in
Beverly Hills. Miss King is the
widow of John Griffith Wray, at
one time production manager for
the late Tom Ince.

TWO PREMIERES OF
AMOS ’N’ ANDY FILM

Following the inaugural
presentation of Amos ’n’

Andy in “Check and Double
Check” before an Intlted
audience at 8;8d on Fri-
day night, when the new
Mayfair Theatre will he
opened and dedicated, the
second premiiere perform-
ance will be given, start-
ing at 11:00 P.1L Amos
’n’ Andy wlH be present
at both these first show-
ings.

ALBERT HOWSON

TO TELL AMPAS

HOW TO BE AUTHORS

Hey, all you Ampas with trunks
full of movie scripts that have
been out of circulation these many
moons owing to the high cost of

postage stamps, now comes your
President Mike Simmons for the
Thursday luncheon at the Dixie
Hotel full speed ahead to the res-

(Continued on page 3)

NEW HfULTO OPENS
AT LITTLE ROGK

The New Rialto Theatre opened
last night in North Little Rock,
Ark., and was formally dedicated

by Malco Theatres, Inc. A large
number of local celebrities attend-

ed and M. A. Lightman, national
president of the M. P. T. O. A.,

attended.

OLINT WEYER ILL

Clint Weyer, insurance expert of

the theatre service department of

the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America, was operated on
for appendicitis at the New Roch-
elle hospital a few days ago. The
attack overcame him while he was
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. F.

Woodhull in Dover, N. Y., and he
was immediately taken to the
hospital in his home town. He is

rapidly recovering.

The opening of Harold Lloyd’s
“Feet First” at the Rialto The-
atre tomorrow, will be the first

release in an outstanding series
of pictures to 'be presented by
Paramount during the next two
months. Among other produc-
tions of more than ordinary
merit are “Laughter,” “Derelict,”

“Morocco” and “The Right to

(Continued on page 3)

liENJOU, m PERSON,”
ANSWERS LAW SUIT

Adolphe Menjou, in person, ap-

peared in Judge Alfred Townley’s
court yesterday in answer to a
$10,000' breach of contract suit

DERMAN GOMEDIAN
OFF FOR U. GITY

Hans Junkermann, one Of Ger-
many’s best known light comedi-
ans, arrived in New York yes-
terday on the White Star Liner,
Majestic. He is enroute to Uni-
versal City to play in the Ger-
man version of “The Boudoir
Diplomat,” as the Prime Minister.

Via the sound screen, President
Herbert Hoover will address the
members of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America at the
convention in Philadelphia, which

(Continued on page 2)

ONA MUNSON OAGK

Ona Munson arrived in New
York yesterday from California,
where she recently completed the
leading feminine role in “The Hot
Heiress,” First National musical
screen play.

U.A.’S ‘DU BARRY’
OPENS FRIDAY

Norma TaJmadge’s “Du
Barry,” lier second talker,

goes into the Ilivoli Friday
instead of today as previ-
ously announced by Unit-
ed Artists.

(Continued on page 2)

PARAMOUNT ANNOUNCES SPECIAL

RELEASES FOR NEXT 8 WEEKS
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Barry Connors, on liis way to

California to write pig pitcher

pieces for Fox Filluins, was hand-

ed a goiug-away party py friends

in Uestport, Kennetkut and they

gave the big boy a watch so’s

he can keep track of how late

he has to stick around that Park
Row office on the Fox lot * * *

Barry moved the Westporters

considerably when he allowed it

was the first time in his life he

was gave siimpin' * * * Fliil Dun-
ning, author of Broadway and a

Westporter with a swell log

cabin or shootin’ lodge on the

Aspituck river, preceded Harry to

the Fox deniense and is set for

zwei by those yars * * * Beers,

the huntin’ boocher, was in on the

Connors watch meeting’ and des-

cribes it as a movin’ spectacle
* * * Buttonhole gTilfers say that

Caddo is patter for Caddy on the

sma’ courses * * * Austins is bein’

used to tee off in those pee wee
places * * * have you seen and

heard Hugo Reisenfeld’s “Hun-
garian Rhapsody” as a short * * *

Hugo is pretty nearly as good a

director as his former maestro
boss, Roxy * * * remember when
Roxy directed that Unit Program
for Frank Hall * * *Pola Negri

blames a black cat for her down-
fall * * * wonder if she took into

consideration the salt tears she

wept ’cross country when Valen-

tino died * * * that miyht have
had something to do with it as

well as that cat * * * Amos ’iT

Andy have isured their $25 fresh

air taxi for $100,0(1(1 * * * the in-

surance company who took that

risk musta started negotiations

with bathtub gin * * * Winnie
Sheehan has been elected boss of

the swanky Wayfair Club in L.A.
* * * Pathe changes Half Gods
title to Free Love * * * no half-

way measures about that switch
* * * George Bernard Shaw help-

ed to direct a talkie of a one-act
sketch of his written 35 years ago
* * * G.B. also supervised the
decorations for the Victorian room
used as a set * * * jj^ve you seen
that short builded around Frankie
and Johnnie * * * a, dozen of the
million verses are warbled * * *

producer musta used the Metho-
dist versions * * *

“Racing With Death”
(Spell of the Circus Series)

(Universal)

Bobby Nelson, that youngster
who looks so much like Jackie

Coogan used to as Chaplin’s ‘Kid,’

is easily the star of this circus

series. “Racing With Death” is

the third of the series and snaps
like a bull whip with action from
introduction to fade-out. There’s

a crash of a chariot containing
Alberta Vaughn at the Climax
that certainly is a hair raiser.

Francis X. Bushman, Jr. and Tom
London are others featured. Good
circus stuff—always acceptable in

actionable drama with thrills

—

and well directed. It’s in two
spools.

“Go to Blazes”
(Sidney-Murray Comedy)

(Universal)

Charlie Murray and George Sid-

ney are just so-so in this one.

This pair can’t possibly get
through any appreciable reelage
without handing out a laugh or

two. It’s the story here — or
should we say lack of story. Some
of the gags, as well as lines spok-
en by Murray and Sidney are
hoary with age. This number will

get over, however, because Harry
Edwards, who directed, has put

plenty of actionable thrills into

the two reels. They’re firemen

—

Murray and Sidney.

“The Comeback”
(Leather Pushers Series)

(Universal)
A1 Kelley, who is behind the

megaphone in the shooting of thsi

roped arena series of two reelers,

never fails to get just the right

mixture of society and rough-neck
drama in his subjects. Kane
Richmond, as Kid Roberts, Nora
Lane and Sally Blaine furnish the
youthful appeal, with Sam Hardy
and Jack White furnishing the
rough - neck, out - of - the - corner-of-
the-mouth variety of civilized

strata. This one opens like a Mike
Arlen yarn of Mayfair, soon
switching to the prize ring, double-
crossing, et cetera. It’s got plenty
of suspense and youthful appeal.

’Nuf said.

“Fowl Ball”
(Oswald Cartoon)

(Universal)
Good synchronization, almost

human cartooning and snappy,
lively music with the animal king-
dom playing every sort of a mu-
sical instrument from a French
horn to a bull fiddle, place this

short reeler in a class of good
laughs.

HOORAY! HERE COME THE CHILDREN!
(Continued from page 1)

cannot be meaasured by the large

grosses of the present. It turns

the tide of children back to the

picture houses, where they wanted
to go but couldn’t because of the

too grown up, too sophisticated en-

tertainment fare provided.
m * *

There is room for sophistica'

tion in our screen fare but

there is more room and more need

for the very type of entertainment

provided by these captivating stars

that shine from the brow of the

Radio Picture’s grand old Titan.
* *

Amos ’n’ Andy are more than

the advance agents of pros-

perity—they are prosperity itself.

Every picture company and every

theatre benefits by their success

achievement.

TALKING PICTURE
OF PRES. HOOVER

(Continued from page 1)

starts on Nov. 10. This was an-

nounced yesterday.

Other prominent persons out-

side of the industry who have pro-

mised to attend the big meet-
ing include Governor John S.

Fisher of Pennsylvania, General
Smedley Butler, David Sarnoff of

RCA, David Stern, owner of the
Philadelphia, Mayor Mackey of

Philadelphia and Mayor James
* Walker of New York.

MORE “APPEARANCES’’
AT WARNER HOUSES

Six well-known entertainers of

stage, vaudeville, and musical
comedy, are scheduled for person-
al appearances in various Warner
theatres during the next two
weeks.

Next Friday the Duncan Sisters

will appear at the Warner Bros.
Branford Theatre, Newark, for a
week’s engagement. On that day,
the Marx Brothers will be seen
at the Mastbaum Theatre, Phila-
delphia.

Walter Meyers, in charge of

booking acts for Warner Bros,
houses, announces the engagement
on November 1 at the Earle The-
atre of Borah Minevitch and his

12 Harmonica Rascals, and of

Aunt Jemima. A week later the
patrons of this house will be en-
tertained by the Three Brox Sis-

ters, of Music Box fame, and by
Tom Patricola, of the George
White Scandals.

CASTING NOTE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Chas.

Wildish and Harry Semeles have

been signed for “The Lion and
the Lamb,” Columbia’s adaptation

of the E. Phillips Opnenheim story

of gangland. George B. Seitz is

directing with Walter Byron, Car-

mel Myers, Miriam Seegar, Ray-

mond Hatton, Montagu Love,

Charles Gerrard and Will Stanton

in the cast.

GEORGE ARLISS OPENS

BIG LONDON THEATRE

As a tribute to his art as mani-
fested in his Warner Bros.’ screen
productions, George Arliss was
chosen to preside at the formal
exercises that marked the open-
ings of the New Victoria Cinema
Theatre in London recently. This
theatre was constructed at a cost
of half a million pounds (approxi-
mately $2,500,000) and is consid-
ered the most elaborate picture
house in Europe.

The New Victoria, which is con-
trolled by the Gaumont-British
Theatre Corporation, ojpened its

doors to the public with the of-

fering of Warner Bros.’ “Cld Eng-
lish,” the latest Arliss success to
follow “Disraeli” and “The Green
Goddess.” i'

THREE MORE THEATRES
PUT IN AUDIPHONES

Three more theatres have con-
tracted for the installation of Wes-
tern Electric Audiphones to aid

the hard-of-hearing to enjoy talk-

ing pictures, according to C. W.
Bunn, General Sales Manager of

Electrical Research Products. They
are the Million Dollar Theatre, Los
Angeles, the National Theatre,
Louisville, Ky., and the Fox Wil-
shire Theatre in Los Angeles. Each
is being wired for thirty seats.

ERROL AND MITZI

PAIRED IN PICTURE

“Mr. and Mrs. Haddock Abroad”
has been purchased by Paramount
and is to be produced as a mod-
ern type screen comedy with Leon
Errol and Mitzi Green already se-

lected for two of the three fea-

tured roles. It’s Written by Don-
ald Cgden Stewart.

MENJOU IN TERSON’
(Continued from page 1)

brought by John J. McKeon, Men-
jou’s former manager. A post-
ponement of one week was grant-
ed plaintiff’s counsel. Girl law
clerks got a real thrill, court re-

porters reported.

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, Oct. 28, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 50% SO'/fi + Vs

Warner Bros 2U4 21% — Vs
Fox Film “A” 38% 38% — %
Loew’s Inc 59% 60% W/z
Loew’s Inc. Pre 101 101 -|-1%

Radio K-A-0 23% 23% — !4
Pathe Exchange ... 3% 3% + %
Pathe “A” 7% 7 Vs + %
M-G-M Pre 25% 26 -hi

Con. F. Ind 15 15% + !4
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 19 19 !4 -f %

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 29 29 -t- %
Fox Theatre “A”... 6% 7 + %

Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp.

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 6067
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fWr F.N. FEATURES

FOR NOV. RELEASE

Four featured pictures are on

First National’s release schedule

for the month of November,“Sun-
ny,” ‘‘The Gorilla,” “The Widow
from Chicago” and “Truth About
Y.buth.”

•‘•‘Sunny” is Marilyn Miller’s sec-

ong starring picture.

As, a stage play “The Gorilla

was probably the funniest of mys-
tery thrillers. If is- now brought
to- the talking screen with new
angles of mystification and adven-
ture as well as with comedy fur-

nished principally by Joe Frisco

and Harry Gribbon.

“The Widow from Chicago” is

an exciting but realistic drama of

gangs and gangsters and of the

romance which often flourishes

amid such sordid surroundings.

Horetta Young and Conway
Tearle are amongi,the outstanding
figures in “Truth 'About Youth”
an adaptation from the comedy,
“When We Were Twenty-One.”

HOWSON TO TELL AMPAS
HOW TO BE AUTHORS
(Continued from page 1)

cue. Mike has pulled that guest

of honor stuff on Albert Howson,
chief script shai’p for Warner.
Brothers, who will tell you all

the script trade secrets and how
to apply them successfully to your
efforts of yesteryear.

As order must be maintained at

any cost, two more honorable free

lunches will assure the refining

presence of Lois Moran and Sally

Phipps with—or without—kind
permission of Fox Films. It is

expected that they, too, will say
some encouraging words to bright
young Ampas whose creative type
writers have, as yet, got off on
the wrong foot.

TRIXIE FRIGANZi
GOlilNG TO 0APITOL

Trixie Friganza, musical come-
dy comedienne, will appear in per-
son at the Capitol Theatre, for
the week beginning Friday, Oct.

31, in Chester Hale’s stage revue,
“Dream Garden.”

'woiel

130 WEST 49^**SX
NEW YORK,

600 ROOMS-DAILYRATES
SINGLE ROOM—-adjoining S'j An

bath and sho'wer . . . .
" • v/LI

DOUBLE ROOM-— adjoin- $2
ing bath and shower .

SINGLEROOMwith private SA
bath and shower ....

DOUBLE ROOM with pri- S ^ SA
vate bath and shower . .

Our$a,oo
Rooms
always

available

Special
weekly rates

Phone
Bryamt 8ooo

MOVIES CALLED IN a.

TO PROVE POINT IN

ARMY^YALE TUSSLE

The movies have been
called in as expert witness -

for no less a group of the
intelligensia ttian is repre* -'

sented at Yale and the
Ariiiv. The newsreelers
shot the grid game. Movies
show Cadets pushed the
Bulldog over line. Cadets
deny it. Albie Booth fig-

ures in the decision. You
can fool ’em all hut .the

camera’s eye.

ARBITRATION APPEAL

BEFORE SUPREME COURT
(Continued from page 1)

previous owners may have made,
are the practices at issue.

Counsel for the appellants told

the Supreme Court that compul-
sory arbitration of all disputes had
been adopted with the approval
of the exhibitors and denied that

it was a restraint of trade im-
posed by the distributors.

Cornelius W. Wickersliam and
John W. Davis appeared tor the
appellants and John Lord O’Brian
for the government.

Mr. O’Brian told the court that
the appellant distributors control
about 60 per cent of the motion
picture films exhibited in the
United .States and that the mem-
bers of the various film boards
of trade distribute about 98 per
cent of the films.

IN ‘‘BEYOND YIGTORY’’
I

Fred Scott, the young (Singer
who came to the fore front in a
leading role with Helen Twelve-
trees in “Swing High,” makes his
next Pathe appearance as a; mem-
ber of the all-star cast in “Be-
yond Victory.”

German Sys.t,em in Norway
According to Commercial At-

tache Marquard H. Lund', Oslo,

Norway, German sound film ap-
paratus is to be installed in an
Oslo theatre. It has been decid-

ed by the motion picture theatre
board of the Oslo Kommune that
sound film equipment is to be in-

stalled in the Kinopaleet, a the-
atre which the Kommune is leas-
ing from the owners. It will be
the first installation of the Ger-
man Ziess-Ikon-Philiips equip-
ment. The smaller theatres have
been using the Danish Petersen
& Poulsen, and the American Pa-
cent, and Photophone reproducers.

Censors In New Ziealaiid
The American Trade Commis-

sioner Julian B. Foster, Welling-
ton, New Zealand, reported that
during the year there were cen-
sored by the New Zealand Board
of Censors 2626 films of all class-
es, of a total length of 6,474,990

?IRA ANNOONGES
SPEOIAL RELEASES

(Continued from page 1)

Love.”
“Feet First” has been rated the

most ambitious Lloyd picture to

date. Preview critics say that it

surpasses “Safty First” in its ex-
citing sequences while retaining

the pathos and humor which made
the bespectacled comedian famous
in “Grandma’s Boy.”
“Laughter,” featuring Nancy

Carroll and Fredric March has
been voted by preview audiences
in New York and Hollywood as

the smartest and fastest moving
comedy drama of the year. It

will open at the Paramount The-
atre November 7. “Derelict,” star-

ring George Bancroft, gives Ban-
croft one of his best roles, allow-
ing him to fight his way through
overwhelming difficulties as a
hard-boiled but square-shooting
sea captain.
“Morocco” with Gary Cooper

and Merlene Dietrich heading the
cast, was shown this week to

Paramount home office executives,
and it is said to be one of the out-
standing productions made by the
company. This picture will serve
to introduce Miss Dietrich, Ger-
man actress, to the American
public. Gary. Cooper, as a soldier
of the Foreign Legion is credited
with a finished performance.

In “The Right to Love,” Para-
mount believes it has another pro-
duction which will make motion
picture history. It is a story star-

ring Ruth Chatterton and is made
interesting by the fact that the
popular and versatile actress
plays a dual role—that of mother
and daughter. It is the first time
that such a thing has been at-

tempted since the advent of talk-
ing pictures.

feet. Of this number 102 were re-

jected in the first instance, 274
were passed subject to excisions,
and 167 were passed with recom-
mendations that they were more
suitable for adult audiences.
Eleven appeals were lodged
against the censor’s decision. In
two cases these wefie reversed^
and the vims were released with
rcommendations for adult audi-
ences. In the other nine cases
the censor’s decisions were up-
held. The countries of origin of
the quota films were as follows:
United States, 569; Great Britain,
58 ; Germany,

, 12j Italy, 2 ; Aust-
ria, 1; France, 1; Norway, 1.

Total, 644. Of the British quota
films fifty-one were silent and
seven were synchronized for
sound. All the foreign sound films
originated in the United States of
America. Of the films rejected
55 were quota and 47 were non-
quota films rejected 5 were British
and 42 were foreign.

WASHINGTON, Oct. 28. — Dis-
tributors of motion pictures in

Australia and New Zealand, ac-

cording to advices just received
by the U. S. Chamber of Com-
merce, are virtually put out of

business by the new tax placed on
sound films. This last infliction

of this kind has, in fact, precipi-

tated a crisis for both distributors
and exhibitors. The report receiv-

ed from Trade Commissioner
Julian B. Foster says:

“Sir Victor Wilson, President
of the Motion Picture Distribu-
tors’ Assocation, Australia, is at

the present time in Wellington en-
deavorng to bring about some
solution to the problem. The film

distributors acting on the instruc-
tions of their Australian princi-
pals are withholding further sup-
plies of film from the market ex-
cept for existing contracts which
will be carried out. It is report-
ed that by the beginning of new
year most of these will have been
completed. In the meantime, oc-
casional or non-contracted re-
quirements are not being suppli-
ed with the result that some ex-
hibitors are finding it difficult to
carry ou.

“The dstributors claim they can-
not continue to do business in the
face of a burdensome tax which
virtually obviates a reasonably
profitable return. The distribu-
tors combined action has been re-
ferred to in New Zealand as a
‘boycott’ while the Government’s
action has been referred to as a
‘lockout’ and the new tax a ‘con-
fiscatory tax.

“In some quarters it is believ-
ed that there will be sufficient

supplies of films available from
outside sources but in this the
distributors say the exhibitors
have been incorrectly advised.”

OOLU^BIA ANNOUNCES
LAST OCT. RELEASE

“The Lion and the Lamb”, adap-
ted from E. Phillips Oppenheim’s
novel is listed as Columbia’s last

October release. Walter Lang di-

rected. Walter Byron, Carmel My-
ers, Miriam Seegar, Montagu Love,
Raymond Hatton, Charles Gerrard,
Will Stanton, Charles Wildish,
Harry Semeles, Robert Milasch,
Yorke Sherwood and Sydney
Bracey are in the cast.

BETTY BOYD WEDS
HEIR TO MILLIONS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Betty
Boyd, movie actress, is now Mrs.
Charles Henry Over, heir to a $60,-

000,000 estate. Two other screen
weddings are scheduled this week
—Yola D’Avril will wed Edward
Ward, composer, and Jane Arden
will wed Frank Stempel.

IN “LAND RUSH”
Lew Cody, and Eddie Gribbon

will be among the featured play-
ers in “Land Rush”, to be direct-
ed for Pox by Benjamin Stoloff.

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture DMsion

of the U. 8. I>epai1aneat of Commeree

FILM CRISIS IN AUSTRALIA

CAUSED BY STILL ANOTHER TAX



JUST WHAT EXHIBITORS
HAVE BEEN CRAVING-

^ .4.* t

H

says C. H. BUCKLEY of.

New Harmanus Bleeck- 4

er Hall and Leland,
Theatre, Albany, N. Y.

Class of Service

This is a
Telegram or Cable*
CTam urUess its de*
(erred charaaer b in*

dicated by a suitable

sign above or preced*
ing the address. UNION

DL * Dsy Lettrr

NL " Nifhc Letter

LCO > Deferred CsMe

CLT » CsNe Letter

ic oi receipt at dcstiaotioo os sbova 0: I, is STANDARD TIME.Tbe filing lime os shown in the dale line on fuU-retc telegrams and dsy icltcre, and ll

Received at

ABCI 516 158 NL=ALBANY NY 27

GLENDON ALLVINE=

FOX FILM CORP 850 TENTH AVE NEWYORK NY=

JUST REVIEWED BIG TRAIL AND IN MY OPINION BELIEVE IT TO BE

ONE OF THE MOST GORGEOUS SPECTACLES OF ALL TIMES OUTDOOR

RECORDING NOTHING SHORT OF WONDERFUL STOP YOU SURE HAVE A

FIND IN YOUR NEW STAR JOHN WAYNE AND RAOUL WALSH IS TO BE

CONGRATULATED AS I CONSIDER IT ONE OF THE GREATEST PICTURES

EVER DIRECTED BY HIM STOP I PREDICT BIG TRAIL WILL BE ONE

OF THE BIGGEST BOX OFFICE PICTURES FOR SOME TIME TO COME IT

IS CLEAN WHOLESOME AND FULL OF THRILLS VERY TIMELY AND WILL

APPEAL TO MAN WOMAN AND CHILD IT IS SOMETHING THAT EXHIBITORS

HAVE BEEN CRAVING FOR AND IT SEEMS TOO BAD THAT MORE

PRODUCERS DO NOT MAKE PICTURES WITH THIS APPEAL AS HERETOFORE
I FEEL WE HAVE BEEN CHASING THE CHILDREN OF TODAY AWAY FROM
OUR THEATRES STOP CANT HELP SENDING YOU THIS WIRE AT THIS
TIME AS I AM VERY ENTHUSIASTIC AFTER SEEING THIS GREAT

PRODUCTION kindest REGARDS=

C H BUCKLEY.

TkbBIGTRAIL
JOHN WAYNE • MARGUERITE CHURCHILL

• EL BRENDEL •

TULLY MARSHALL • TYRONE POWER • DAVID ROLLINS
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NEUTRAL CHECKING SERVICE

GROWS TO 1000 TRAINED MEN
Started Last August It Now Serves Distributors and

Exhibitors from Eleven Exchange Centres and Is

Acknowledged Equally Satisfactory to Both Parties

^ One of the routine embarrass-
ments connected with the distri-

bution of film, and equally dis-

turbing to exhibitors generally,

has very recently been overcome
through the creation of a neutral
organization which checks for

both parties theatre returns on
percentage contracts. Represen-
tatives of both parties are now on
record as endorsing this service,

supplied by the Federal Account-
ing Service which now has branch
offices in eleven of the Important
distribution centres.

Since the advent of sound films

and the increasing output of pro-
ductions of a pretentious charac-
ter, percentage bookings—in place
of the usual flat rentals — have

(Continued on page 2)

NINE NEW TALKERS TO OPEN

FOR FILM FANS ON BIG STEM

WILL HAYS OFFERS
INDUSTRY’S SERVICE
TO AID UNEMPLOYED

WASHINGTON, D.C., Oct.
29.—Col. Arthur Woods,
cliaiifliuan of President
Hoover’s Emergency Com-
mittee on Employment, told

reporters today that Will
H. Hays has offered the
services of the motion pic-

ture indnstrv in the com-
mittee’s drive to alleviate

the unemployment situation
over tlie country.

Mostly About The

George Bernard Shaw!
By

I
F an urbane, snappy mannered

man calls upon you and sends

in word that the “American rep'

rsentative of Mr. George Bernard

Shaw” is honoring you with his

presence—beware! The guy’s a

book agent.
« * «

And speaking of Mr. Shaw, his

second appearance in Fox

Movietone is just twice as good

as the first—'two years ago. It

gives the looker and listener a fair

chance to appraise this amazing

world personality and to take a

shot at analysis.
if Hf

This white bearded, erect, im-

maculate man of more than

70 years has a vibrancy and a

sparkle like a rare wine of ancient

vintage and perfect maturing. He
personifies the twinkle eyed imp
and his cardinal asset is a polish'

ed, serene effrontery. And
George Bernard Shaw has mob
appeal!

* « «

HOSE who would be lost with

the literature of his pen can

grasp and be captivated by his

astonishing, personal seif.

* « *

'WT’E regard George Bernard

Shaw as the screen’s great-

est natural actor and the most
charming money seeking mounte-
bank that ever housed a brilliant

brain.

TONIGHT’S OPENING

“Kismet,” First National
and Vitaphone version of
the stage play with Otis
Skinner in title role, opens
tonight at the HollyiVood
on Broadway. It will he
the world premiere for the
Vltascope wide film as
well as for the picture.

WILL ROGERS SIGNS

NEW 2-YEAR PACT

WITH FOX FILMS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Will
Rogers has / signed a new con-

tract with Fox Films under which
he will appear in Movietone pro-

ductions for two more years, ac-

cording to Winfield Sheehan, vice

president and general manager.
Sheehan signed Rogers immedi-
ately after a preview of “Light-
nin’ ” in which Rogers stars.

When Rogers was signed for

audible films a year ago the mi-
gration of Broadway stars to the

screen was at its height. Box of-

fice receipts and public reaction

to Rogers’ first two talking pic-

tures, “They Had to See Paris”

(Continued on page 2)

JOE BROWN TO BOAST

Joe E. Brown, F. N. star, is re-

turning by boat to Hollywood via

the Panama Canal. While in New
York, he made a personal appear-
ance at Warner Bros. Strand The-
atre last Tuesday during the show-
ing of his special.

GASTON GLASS TO WED
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Gaston

Glass who recently completed a
role in James Cruae’s Tiffany pic-

ture, “She Got What She Want-
ed,” has announced his intention
to marry a Russian dancer, Lioba
Karlin. Cruze will stage the wed-
ding at his Flint Ridge estate.

Eastman Kodak was singled out
by the bears on the New York
stock Exchange for pressure dur-
ing the past two days. During
Tuesday and Wednesday the stock
sold off for a total of 18 points.
Yesterday Eastman Kodak sold
down to a low for the day of 172%
and closed 175; the net loss for
the day was 8 points. The high

GONGRESSMAN TG SPEAK
AT M.P.T.O.A. MEET

The headquarters of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica were notified yesterday that

Congressman William P. Connery,
Jr., of Lynn Massachusetts, would

be one of the principal speakers

at the Convention Banquet in

Philadelphia on Tuesday evening,

November 11, Armistice Day.

for the day was 180 and the high
for this stock for the year was
255 */4 . The low established yes-
terday was the lowest point to
which it has sold since the first

of the current year.

The street did not attempt to

advance any reason for the sell-

ing pressure of this film issue.

Nine new talkers will flash for

the fans on, or just off, of the Big
Stem the new week which, in

most instances, opens tomorrow.

“Kismet,” First National pro-
duction, at Warners Hollywood;
United Artists’ “Du Barry,” with
Norma Talmadge, at the Rivoli;
“The Playboy of Paris,” Para-
mount’s production with Maurice
Chevalier, at the Paramount; “The
Doorway to Hell,” Warners’ prod-
uct at the Strand; “The Flame
of Love,” a British International

(Continued on page 2)

“BIG HOUSE”
HELD OVER

M-G-M’s “The Big House”
now being shown at the
Capitol Theatre for the
first time at popular prices,
will be held over for a sec-
ond week.

EASTMAN SHARES SELL TO NEW LOW FOR YEAR
^—
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MAIN STREET

One Bernstein was gagging a
funiiie so they tell Ye Ed * * *

One Sloan elbowed his way to

One JTernstein shouting * * * “you
can't get aivaj with that stuff"

One Bernstein turned dog eyes at

One Sloan and went on gagging
says Sloan * * * “you don't know
who I’m am. I’m Sloan * * * says

One Bernstein after meditation
“yes,” says Bernstein, “I’ve used
your linament” * * * that’s all

there is, there isn’t any more—of

Bernstein * * Graham (Newsreel)
McYamee has created a scholar-

ship for vocal training * * Clara
Joel who once flickered on the

silver sheet has won for

being in a taxi that wrapped it-

self around a lamp post * * Earle
(Galant Eox) Sande, they tell us,

is dickering with Para to star in

a talker * * * that musta been
some letter sent to Culver City

by M-G-M on opening of War
Nurse * * * have you got one of

those Third Alarm hnrn-ups sent
out by A1 Selig * * * they’re call-

ed Skiriters, whatever that means
* * * great idea, anyway * * *

Johnny Farrell, that big little

golf wiz, has signed with Bathe
tor shorts * * * Erno Kapee is

back on the Big Stem from non-
musical Hollywood * * * he hasn’t
said whether he walked or eanglit

a freight * * * j^g’g going to take
up the baton at the Roxy where
he left it when the song-writers
left for the coast in special cars
* * * they’re coming back now
on foot * * * Blanche Sweet who
can remember when Griffith was
directing two-reelers on twenty-
thoid st. is going around RKO’s
variety circuit * * * Eddie Cor-

bett, who stirred up Hoboken to

revival celebration with Ingagi,

has quit the African business *

he’s gone states rights * * * ^^y
oldtimer will remember that

one * * * Millard Webb, director-

hubby of Mary Eaton, may shoot

pics across the Big Pond * * *

Joe and YIrs. (Ethel Shannon)
Jackson just back from Europe
are at the Algonquin for a few
days before setting sail for Holly-

wood * * *

Tiffany has effected an adver-
tising campaign vrith the Meniieu
Shaving Cream Company in con-
nection 3vith the James Cruze spe-
cials on the forthcoming program.
The Menneii Company is taking
big space in all the leading fan
magazines, Saturday Evening
Post, Liberty, Collier, Necv York-
er, and other important periodi-
cals.

The ads consist of a production
scene of the James Cruze Tiffany
picture “She Got What She Want-
ed,” along with a short biography
of Cruze and a synopsis of the
story. This campaign will also
reach a major group of the key
city newspapers.

^iLL ROGERS SIGNS
NEW FOX CONTRACT
(Continued from page 1)

and “So This Is London”, proved
his box-office worth.

“A Connecticut Yankee”, which
goes into production soon, will be
Rogers’ last picture under the old

agreement.

Questioned regarding news of

his new contract, Rogers replied:

“a slight increase in salary.”

NINE NEW TALKERS
TO OPEN ON BIG STEM
(Continued from page 1)

product at the George M. Cohan;

“Escape”, an RKO British release,

at the Cameo; “The Life of the

Party”, Warners product, at the

Winter Garden, and, we nearly

muffed “Check and Double Check”,

with Amos ’n’ Andy at RKO’s new
Mayfair.

Winfield Sheehan was named
president of the Mayfair Club, ex-

clusive motion picture social or-

ganization, at a meeting of the

board of directors at First Na-
tional studios. Other elections

were Conrad Nagel, vice ,
presi-

dent; Irving Thalberg, secretary;

M. C. Levee, treasurer; Margaret
Ettinger, assistant secretary; and
Jack L. Warner, Fred Niblo, B.

P. Schulberg and Sid Grauman,
directors to serve with the officers

as board of directors. Fred Niblo
is the retiring president.

Jimmy Starr, that versatile
young man who conducts a movie
column in the Los Angeles Rec-
ord every day and twice on Satur-
day, is now a member of the

M-G-M writing staff. He is as-

sisting on the dialogue of Buster

Keaton’s next picture, which has

no title as yet. Edward Sedgwick
has been slated to direct it.

NEUTRAL CHECKING

SERVICE GROWS
(Continued from page 1)

multiplied. The formed practise
of attaching a checker to the
branch exchange staff has become
inadequate, and the alternative of
calling in a checker from a local
bank was always coldly regarded
by exhibitors, on the ground of
their objection to having details
of their business too intimately
understood in the home town.

These considerations brought
into being the neutral organization
referred to. The first field head-
quarters were established at Pitts-
burgh by Harry Ross, a former
exhibitor, last August. From the
start there was no lack of calls
for the service. Since then ex-
change headquarters have been
set up in New Y"ork, Albany, Bos-
ton, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Detroit and
Indianapolis. The service now
gives constant employment to
more than a thousand accountants
specially trained to handle the
theatre angle.

Inquiry made at leading distrib-
uting offices yesterday revealed
that this neutral form of checking
service is now quite generally us-
ed and is found satisfactory. At
the same time comes a communi-
cation from David J. Selznick,
president of the M.P.T.O. of West-
ern Pennsylvania and West Vir-
ginia which says, in part

:

“This organization is rendering
a distinct service to every exhibi-
tor. The service will bring about
a better understanding between
exhibitor and distributor inas-

much as it has abolished many
vices previously active in the
work.”

To Norman Taurog has fallen

the assignment of directing “Skip-
py,” the Percy Crosby comic strip,

which Paramount recently pur-
chased. Well, Norman ought to
deliver the goods. He has made
enough comedies to get the idea,

and I understand he has a capa-
ble kid to play the lead—Jackie
Searle, a former member of “Our
Gang” out at Hal Roach’s.

Marjorie Beebe, Mack Sennett
comedienne, overheard two extra
gals discussing a “friend” while
waiting for something to happen
at the Sennett casting office. “Do
you know,” sez one, “Mame is so
dumb she thinks manual labor is

a Mexican.”

Blanche Sweet is leaving for
New York next week to fill an
engagement for Radio-Keith-Or-
pheum, opening in November. It

is a dramatic skit with songs, and
will be Miss Sweet’s initial stage
engagement.

CHECK, DOUBLE CHECK’

CONTINUES BIG TAKES

According to box-office reports
from over the United States where
“Check and Double Check” is

showing to the home office of

Radio Pictures, grosses are con-
tinuing to pile up records. Amos
’n’ Andy are responsible.

A gross of $35,000 is estimated
for the picture at the RKO Orphe-
um, Los Angeles. $19,000 is rated
high for this house.

In San Francisco the Orpheum
broke its gross record for the
week, doing $30,000.

For the first two days of its

week at the State Lake, a gross
of $18,000 was registered. This
is about $1,900 less than the house
registered for the entire previous
week. Figured on this basis the
State Lake will do over $50,000 for

the full week.

New Orleans stayed up for the
midnight preview at the Radio
show and spent $1,100 on the
event, considered a phenomenal
gross for such an event.

FIVE SPECIAL UNITS
ON RADIO LOCATIONS

Five units, including two which
are filming million-dollar specials,

are now working at the Radio
Pictures studio and at the RKO
ranch in the San Fernando Valley.

Several stories are in preparation
for early production. These in-

clude “Children of the Streets,”

an original by Robert Milton, and
“Private Secretary”, by Alan
Brener Schultz.

“Cimarron”, adapted from Edna
Ferber’s Oklahoma epic, and “The
Devil’s Battalion,” Herbert Bren-
on’s sequel to the famous “Beau
Geste,” head the group of talk-

ing pictures now in production.
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
are in the midst of their current
fun-film, “Hook, Line and Sinker,”
and Lowell Sherman yesterday
began his third acting-directing
effort, “The Queen’s Husband”.
“Trader Ginsberg” is the title of
Louis Brock’s latest comedy of
the “Broadway Headliners” series.

“THE LAST STRAW”
A VARIETIES SATIRE

Roy Mack has completed the di-

rection of “The Last Straw,” a
Vitaphone Varieties satire written
by Stanley Rauh, at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone Studios. Romney Brent
plays the leading role, while
Frank Kingsley, Homer Bahton,
Willie May and Hazel Mason are
also in the cast.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Oct. 29, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 49% 50 — 1/2

Warner Bros 20% 21% - 4
Fox Film “A” 37% 37% —1
Loewi’s Inc 581/2 591/2 —1
Loew'’s Inc. Pre... 95% 951/4 + 4
Radio K-A-0 22% 23 — %
Pathe Exchange ... 3% 3% —
Pathe “A” 7/4 7 '4 — %
Con. F. Ind 14% 14% — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre. 1914 19% —

Curb Market
Fox Theatre “A”... 6J4 6 1/2

—
1/2

Hollywood Gossip
By RAT MURRAY
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M-G-M HAS 41 PRODUCTIONS COMPLETED,

IN PREPARATION OR BEING EDITED ON LOT
Culver City Studio at Capacity Since First of Year; 23

Domestic and 18 Foreign Talkers on List; Ten
Companies Shooting at Present; No sign of Let-

Up Seen by Officials

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—M-G-M
officials lay claim to “the busi-

est studio,” this sttaus they an-

nounce, having been maintained
since the first of the year.

Thev base their conclusion on

the fact that since Jan. 1, 41 pro-

ductions—23 domestic and 18 for-

eign, were in production, in pre-

paration or nearing completion in

Culver City. Ten companies are

shooting at the present writing.

Following a vacation to Europe,

Marion Davies has returned and

is at work on “The Bachelor

Father,” under the direction of

Robert Z. Leonard, with Ralph

Forbes, C. Aubrey Smith, David

Torrence, Nina Quartern, Guinn

(Big Boy) Williams, Doris Lloyd

and Raymond Milland in support.

Among forthcoming pictiires is

“Strangers Ma--" Kiss,” which will

mark Norma Shearer’s return to

the screen after an absence.

“Mata Hari” is being prepared

for Greta Garbo, and will get un-

der way soon. It is a story of a

feminine spy of the World War
period.

Cecil DeMille is ..preparing to

shoot a talking version of Edwin
Milton Royle’s “The Squaw Man.”

The title for Buster Keaton’s

next film has not been selected.

He and director Edward Sedgwick
are at work on the story.

Novarro’s next English langu-

age picture is waiting his com-
pletion of the Spanish and French
versions of “Call of the Flesh.”

It will be “Daybreak” by Arthur
Schnltzler. Oscar Straus will

write the score.

Scheduled to start is “Dance,
Fools, Dance,” Joan Crawford’s
next. Harry Beaumont will direct.

Richard Schayer is at work on
the script.

A story of racketeers and gang-
sters with a comedy flavor is

“Gentlemen’s Fate” which Mervyn
LeRoy will direct. No cast has
been yet announced.

One of the specials on M-G-M’s
program will be the next star-
ring picture of Lawrence Tibbett,

“BIG TRAIL” TO PLAY
2ND WEEK AT ROXY

“TJie Big Trail”, the Fox
outdoor spectacle, has justi-

fied the past week’s glow-
ing reports that preceded
it at the Roxy Theatre and
will remain at the behest
of enthusiastic patrons for
a second week. Attendance
and receipts have set a
new record for the Fall
season.

“The Southerner,” under the di-

rection of Harry Pollard. The
production is now under way.

“The Great Lover” is nearing
the shooting stage. Adolphe Men-
jou will star in the part played
on the stage by Leo Ditrichstein.
Paul Fejos will dirf'ct. Lucien
Hubbard is doing the adaptation.
George Hill, of “Big House”

fame, will direct an original by
Frances Marion. Wallace Beery
and Marjorie Rambeau have been
cast for the main roles.

The next in series of the Zion
Myers-Jules M'liite all dog bark-
ies will be a burlesque on “West-
erns.”

Other films preparing for re-

lease are Joan Crawford’s “With-
in the Law,” to be directed by
Sam Wood; “Reducing,” to be di-

rected by “Chuck” Reisner, a
Marie Dressler-Polly Moran co-

starring talkie; W. S. Van Dyke’s
African picture, “Trader Horn”;
Greta Garbo’s Inspiration”; Jack
Cummings’ two musical shorts,

“Caballero,'^’ with Behny Rubin,
and “Crazy House,” and “The
Great Meadow”, Charles Brabin
directing.

In addition to these, two for-

eign language productions are
currently in work—Frank Reich-
er’s German novelty “Seeing Hol-
lywood,” and a new as yet un-
named production starring Ernest
Vilches, with Chester Franklin di-

recting.

In the cutting room, or edited
and ready for final releases are
William C. DeMille’s “The Pas-
sion Flower”; John Gilbert’s

“Way for a Sailor”; “New Moon”,
co-starring Lawrence Tibbett and
Grace Moore; “Grace Moore’s “A
Lady’s Morals” (now showing)

;

and “Remote Control.”

Foreign productions being pre-
pared for early start include
French and Spanish versions of

“Seeing Hollywood,” a French
version of “(IJall of the Flesh,”
and a French version of “Let Us
Be Gay.”

Foreign productions being edit-

ed include “Olympia” in French
and German; “The Trial of Mary
Dugan,” Spanish; Anna Crhistie,

Swedish; “The Girl Said No,”

Spanish; “The Big House,” Span-

ish; and Ernest Vilches in “Wu
Ling Fan.”

King Vidor, Bessie Love and
John Gilbert are on vacations.

Lionel Barrymore, now with an-

other company on loan, will soon
be back to start a new story.

Nick Grinde is working on a new
story, not yet titled, also Arthur
Robison.

“OLD EHGUSH” ENDS
ID WEEKS RUN TODAY

Following its completion of a
successful ten-week premiere in

New York City, “Old English”,
Warner Bros, translation of the
Galsworthy play starring George
Arliss, is scheduled to leave the
Warner Bros. Theatre this week,
final showing today. The picture
will be shown in other New York
theatres on dates to be an-
nounced.
“Old English” will be replaced

at this theatre by “Outward
Bound,” which transfers from the
Warner Bros. Hollywood The-
atre.

CLARA BDW CDMPLETES
NEW YDRK SCENES

Clara Bow is now en route to
Hollywood, having completed her
New York sequences for her next
Paramount talking picture, “No
Limit.” With her went Norman
Foster, her leading man; Stuart
Erwin, featured comedian, and
Dixie Lee.
Within a week Miss Bow, by

working at toip speed, managed
to crowd into “No Limit” sequen-
ces which took sound-recorded ac-
tion for the first time on the New
York elevated, in the automat, at
a department store, along Fifth
Avenue and around Central Park.

FILM COLONY LOSES

IN SCRIBES BATTLE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Ralph
Ince, actor- director, Henry Clive,
artist, and Oliver Price, lost a
rough and tumble fistic battle with
newspapermen at the Los Angeles
Newspapermen’s club Thursday
night. The three were guests at
the club of Rex Lease, western
character actor, who a short time
ago, punched Vivian Duncan for a
flight of stairs. They were re-
quested to leave. Ince didn’t
think it was time. The battle was
on. Final score:—three cracked
heads for the film colony; three
black eyes for the scribes.

LEE OCHS HEADS HEW
MIHIATURE GOLF UHIT

Lee A. Ochs, theatre owner and
prominent in motion picture cir-

cles, has formed a company to
manufacture and distribute a new
mechanical golf game device

which will be marketed under the

trade name of “Golf-on-the-Green.”

The device is designed to occupy
small spaces in theatres and the-

atre lobbies and provide an addi-

tional source of revenue to large

and small houses alike.

Associated with Ochs are Joseph

J. Schermack, president of the

Schermack Corporation of Detroit;

H. A. Sack, president of H. A.

Sack and J. J. Schermack, Inc.,

and Edward Golden, of Boston.

Productio nof the golf device is

under way in Detroit.

To the THEATRE OWNERS
THEMSELVES

M. P. T. O.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL
NATIONAL
CONVENTION

NOVEMBER
10- 11-12

Benjamin Franklin Hotel

PHILADELPHIA

YOUR PROBLEMS
community, state and national—are the

problems of all. In unified effort great

things can be accomplished—So pack
up your troubles in your old kit bag

—

hop a rattler—and be in Philly for the

National Conclave. Lend your shoulder

to the other fellow and thousands of

shoulders will be loaned to you.

—And bring the wife! She'll like "The
City of Brotherly Love"—its shops—its

homes—its historic past—and its artistic

present.

Write for details!

Support the

M.P.T.O. CONVENTION
Support the

1930 EXHIBITION

and

PROGRAM and YEAR BOOK
of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America

Write for Reservations!

Convention Headquarters: 219 N. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA
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No Red Flags
and No Shindy

CARELESS and uninformed
gentry of the press forecast a

shindy at the Eleventh Annual
Convention of the Motion Picture

Theatres of America in Philadel-

phia Nov, 10, 11 and 12, predict-

ing that the Allied States, led by
the redoubtable Abie Myers, with

Al, the Steffes, Ritchie, the Michi-

ganger, and “Gunnel” Cole, the

Texas tarantula, will invade the

convention hall uninvited, storm

the platform and present to an
astounded group a Braziilian revo-

lution, coup de etat, or what hast

thou.
* • *

This makes jolly reading but it

is as far from the facts as that

“insider stuff” with which a very

limited portion of the industry’s

readers are fed weekly. Allied has

no place in the Philadelphia con-

vention which has a definite mem-
bership and a constructive pro-

gram. You would as soon expect

coyotes or wood pussies at the

deliberations of the World Court,

or clowns in a Cathedral.
« « «

PRESIDENT M. A. Lightman

has not presented the type of

leadership that would admit of

(Continued on page 2)

W.E. EQUIPMENT
AT MPTOA CONFAB

Western Electric equip-
ment will be used at .the

MPTOA convention in Phil-
adelphia Not. 10 to 12, for
the presentation of talkers
in Convention Hall at the
Hotel Benjamin Franklin.
Portable truck will be
shipped from Kearney,
New Jersey, the same truck
that travelled 1200 miles
last year to do service at
the convention in Memphis.

BRIGHT AND EARLY IN 1931 LAW-MAKERS

IN 40 STATES START REGULATING THINGS

AMOS ’N’ ANDY IN

BROADWAY BOW AT

MAYFAIR TONIGHT
Radio Pictures-RKO will add

cheir bit toward ameliorating that

haggard look of this unemployed

city when they release that black-

face pair of comics, Amos ’n’

Andy, on the screen and “in per-

(Continued on page 11)

SKINNER SHINES
IN “KISMET”

“Kismet,’’ First National
production of the stage
play with Otis Skinner in

liis original role, opened at

the Hollywood Theatre last

iiiffht via the new Warner
Vitasco'iie wide screen. The
production is a noteworthy
addition to the season’s
list of out of the ordinary
productions. L. M.

OSCAR HANSON MAKES THREE CHANGES

IN TIFFANY’S SALES BRANCH HEADS
Irving Hanower, former sales-

man in Tiffany’s New York Ex-
change, has been made manager
of that company’s exchange in

Washington, D.C., Oscar R. Han-
son, general sales manager an-

nounced yesterdav.
With the changes following

former Metropolitan division man-
ager Phil Meyer’s affiliation with

(Continued on page 11)

LUDWIG BERGER PLANS
VACATION IN EUROPE

HOLLYW’OOD BUREAU.— Lud-
wig Berger will leave in two
weeks for a vacation in Berlin.

Since coming to this country
Berger has produced three Para-
mount pictures—“Sins of the

Fathers,” “Vagabond King” 'and

“Playboy of Paris,” Maurice Chev-
alier’s comedy, which opens at the

N. Y. Paramount today.

PARTY FOR PHIL MEYER
A farewell party for Phil Meyer,

who resigned as branch manager
of the New York Tiffany Ex-
change to join the Columbia sales

staff, will be given by the Tiffany
officials tomorrow evening at Vic-
tors Restaurant.

Picture Industry Foresees

Usual Special Attention

Given to Sunday Movies

The picture industry may look
forward with its usual justifiable

trepidation to the annual re-as-

sembling of state legislatures.

There will be legislative sessions
in forty-four states this coming
year, the majority of them begin-
ning early in January, 1931

—

which indicates the customary ten-

dency to start without delay on the
job of regulating the business of

ordinary citizens.

Sitting in the different states
during a total of from 40 to 90
days, these elective bodies will

(Continued on page 14)

SAM WOODS LOOKING
FOR HOMELY WOMAN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Direc-
tor Sam Woods is hunting the
highways and byways of Holly-
wood for a homely woman. He
wants her for the prison scenes
of “Within the Law” which he is

megaphoning for M-G-M.

Will Hays Off Tomorrow
For Picture Arts Awards

NO HARRY FOR CLARA
-<

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 30.— Clara
Bow, back home today, unpacked
eighteen trunks filled with new
clothes, brought from New York,
and blithely announced she was
through forever with Harry Rich-
man, New York night club owner.

TEN APPUCANTS FOR EVERY HOLLYWOOD JOB

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Hun-
dreds are out of work and there
are ten applicants for every job.”

In these words, Dave Allen, of
the Central Casting Office, through
which the producers book extras,
yesterday summed up the employ-
ment situation in the film colony.

The unemployment, however,
according to Allen, is due almost
entirely to the increased influx
of potential stars. They are not
really movie folk, he explained.
Continuing, he said:
“We made 197,311 placements

(Continued on page 2)

Will H. Hays, President of the
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, has ac-
cepted the invitation of the Acad-
emy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences to be the guest speaker
at the annual business meeting
and Awards Dinner of the Acad-
emy in the Ambassador Hotel

(Continued on page 14)

“LINCOLN” CLOSING
AT CENTRAL SAT.

“Abraham Lincoln” closes
at the Central Theatre after
its 8:45 performance Sun-
day night, November 2.
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MAIN STREET

Hai’old LToyd’s in town * * * he
came Feet First, too * * * Warren
Nolan informs—-‘a circular divan,

upholstered in maroon leather is

one of the striking articles used

by Miss Fickford (in Kiki.) It

makes an ideal lovers’ seat’ (end

quotes) * * * we suggest a ham-
mock in her next * * * that’s the

acid test for lovers * * Bill (Wild

West) Farnum is with Norma in

Du Barry * * * remember when
Bill was on the Fox prog'ram in

the silents * * * Sam Taylor, by-

the-bye, who directed Norma, is a

graduate of Fordliam * * * did

you know that * * * and his kid

brother, Matt, used to review

empies on the Em.py News in the

old silent days * * * Matt’s now
a dialogue writer * * Lewis Ayres

jumps from All Quiet on tlie West-
ern Front to The Doorway of

Hell * * * that was some war * * *

and he’s only 22 * * Winnie
Lightner, the life of the party, hit

the Big Stem yest. * * * she’s

goin’ sit tight for the next one
for Warners * Louella Parsons
says—‘let me tell you something
about Tlie Behavior of Mrs. Crane.

It is a stage play by Harry Segall

and SO well does Junior (Laem-
mle) think of it he has three

working on the adaptation to have
ready for Miss Tobin. Oh, Dear,

oh dear, oh dear, I’m growing old

trying to remember these titles’

(end quotes) * * it took Louella
a lot of words to say nothing
about something * * * Jack Gil-

bert is headed this way to visit

the Mrs. * * * Jack goin’ to show
these rumor hounds * * * they
keep a corp of Eialto ushers chas-
ing people out of mezzanine boxes
* * wonder why they don’t board

that section up * Walter Eber-

Iiard is goin’ to ‘Philly for the

big theatre men’s confab * * *

W’alter will tell ’em how good

W.E. is * * * we’ll bet Amos ’n’

Andy springs why bring that up
at the Mayfair * * * no mergers

yest. * * a waitress in Child’s

asked Ye Ed if he thought she

could click in talkies, explaining,

‘you know I’m having my voice

cauliflowered’ (end quotes) * * *

BROADWAY SHOP WINDOW
FEET FIRST (Rialto)

You can always depend upon
Harold Lloyd to be original—in

his gags, especially. Since gags
are what make a Lloyd comedy

—

that’s the answer. Gags certain-
ly go a long ways toward mak-
ing “Feet First,” not merely fun-
ny, but one of those uproarous
affairs that incite guffaws as well
as the conventional smile and
laugh. An early-morning Rialto
audience just opened their mouths
and roared. Harold is a shoe
clerk and amateur high-powered
salesman. There’s the girl in the
person of Barbara Kent who is

cute enough to grace any scene.
Lloyd did well to cast Arthur
Housman for the inebriate club-
man. Housman is good for sev-
eral roars. We think the story
(and there is one) could be snap-
ped up a bit with a little judici-

ous cutting. Along toward the
last stretch of reelage Harold gets

into his daredevil stride by clown-
ing, in human fly fashion, far

above the street on a skyscraper.
This, fans will remember, was em-
ployed in Lloyd’s “Safety First”

to roaring advantage. Regardless
of how clownish Harold Lloyd
lets himself be he never fails to
keep a weather-eye on motivation.
This may mean little, or it may
mean much, to the exhibitor. It

should mean much because the
average fan loves to pick flaws
in dramatic motivation, of which
piece of technique, they are sup-
posed to be in blissful ignorance.
Don’t fool yourself, Mr. Exhibitor,
they’re not. Never does Lloyd
drag in a gag by the heels. He
blazes the trail—and nine of ten
times—the foundation is perfect.
When you see the picture note the
way his gag men have worked
logically to Harold’s satisfying his
hunger aboard the steamer. Most
of the action is laid aboard a
Matson Line boat to Honolulu

—

and back. Despite a lot of oppo-
sition on the Big Stem “Feet
First” should pack ’em in, and
will extract laughs, roars or what
have you. No one gets credit for

direction. Lloyd’s comedies, like

Chaplin’s, are gagged, not directed.

J. L. K.

BRITISH FILM CAPITAL EASIER

DUE TO LOW PRODUCTION COSTS
LONDON, Oct. 30.—The future

of British talkies never has been
so promising as at the present
time—and this comes from no less

an authority than John Maxwell,
Chairman of British Internation-

al Pictures, Ltd. A reflection of

this belief is seen in the attitude

of flnancial concerns toward the

film industry. Production invest-

ments are being made with more
confidence than for some months
past. Going on to compare the

British situation with that in

America, Maxwell said:

“British film production is to-

day on a relatively better flnanci-

al basis than production in Amer-
ica. This is easily demonstrable
by a comparison of output and
capital with the American corpor-
ations.

“British International is turning
out a greatly increased number of

films on a very modest capital.

Our expenditure on output is little

more than 10 per cent of that
of a single major American cor-
poration, yet the output in bulk
is more than 50 per ceirt than the
American concerns’ output.
“We produce roughly thirty pic-

tures a year for something like

£500,000. The major American
concern I Have in mind spends
from £5,000,000 to £6,000,000 on
producino- fifty odd pictures.

“Today the returns from British
pictures are even better relative-
ly than this suggests. A British
talking film costing £20,000 to
make is a better proposition in

this market than an American
picture costing £50,000.
“Thus British film production as

a potential field for investors ap-
pears to offer more than usual
attraction. I might add that the
prospects for British films in
America have never been so
bright as at this moment.”

SEVENTIETH DAILY
JOINS U. NEWSREEL

'I’lie 70th newspaper Avas

added to the chain that af-

filiated with Universal’s
Talking Reporter Newsreel,
with Graham McNamee at

the mike, when the Idaho
IStatesman, of Boise, signed.

MADE BRANCH MANAGER
WITHIN A YEAR

MILWAUKEE, Wis. — Lou El-
man. new Pathe branch manager
liere, has the record of becoming
an exchange manager within a
year after joining the organiza-
tion. Elman joined Pathe in 1929
at the Des Moines branch and his
showing as salesman brought him
the managerial post from which
he was promoted by E. J. O’Leary,
general sales manager, to the
local post replacing Tom Green-
wood.

10 APPLICANTS FOR
EVERY HOLLYWOOD JOB

(Continued from page 1)

in the nine months ending Sept.
30. For the same nine months in
1929 we made 199,305 placements.
The talkies have made casting
more difficult.

“In the silent days, if a studio
wanted 200 Russians, I could use
anyone with a beard, even if he
was Irish. Now the Russians have
to speak Russian. That means
a prospect can be only on na-
tionality, and work less unless, of
course, he is a linguist.”

PABST ON BEER WORK
IN LATE PATHE NEWS

With the Prohibition question
bobbing up into the forthcoming
political battles and still a head-
line topic in the dailies, Pathe
News is presenting an interview
with Fred Pabst, Sr., who has
risked millions of dollars on the
return of beer to aid the unem-
ployed.
Pabst contends that not only

will the opening of this plant
alone give employment to some
three thousand men but that the
.general resumption of beer-mak-
ing would make other great in-
roads into the army of unemploy-
ed. During Pabst’s interview,
scenes of the ‘made in Germany”
equipment installed hopefully in
the Pabst brewery in Milwaukee
are shown.

NO RED FLAGS
AND NO SHINDY

(Continued from page 1)

gala receptions to buttinskys or
provide oats for the mouths of dis'

cord, disruption and disaster rid^

den by the Four Horsemen of

Boobery. The Philadelphia con'

vention will be the best attended,

the most progressive and the most
substantial gathering of responsible

exhibitors in the history of motion
pictures.

* *

TMPORTANT men of the busi'

ness will address the sessions

and the subjects on which action

will be taken will be of definite and
constructive import. It will be ex'

hibitor managed, exhibitor con-

trolled and the decisions will be

exhibitor decisions. Those privi'

leged to attend will be well repaid

by the excellence of the program.

No red flags will be carred by the

delegates and the Internationale

will not be sung. The men con'

ducting the affairs of the M. P. T.

O. A. are business men gathering

for a constructive business purpose

and the industry’s best will be

there.

BORZAGE ASSIGNED

“Doctor’s Wives”, a Fox Movie-
tone adaptation of a novel of that
name by Henry and Slyvia Liefer-
ant, will be the next directorial
assignment of Frank Borzage. The
cast has not been chosen.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Oct. 30, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 48% 49 —

1

Warner Bros 20% 2OI/4 — %
Warner Bros. Pre. 42 42 —

2

Fox Film “A” 37% 37% — Vs
Loew’s Inc 51 Yz 58 (4 —1%
Loew’s Inc. Pre. .. 95(4 95%
R-K-0 Pre 98 98 -|-3

Radio K-A-0 22% 22% — %
Pathe Exchange ... 3% 3% — 14
Pathe “A” 6% 6% — %
Con. F. Ind 14% I4I/2 — '%
Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 18% 19!4

Curb Market
Fox Theatre “A”... 6% 6% — %
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Private Studio Police Force Needed to

Keep out Gate Crashers at Warners— <>

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Keep-
ing out the wrong people and let-

ting in the right people is one of

the major problems of every mo-
tion picture studio. At the Warner
Bros. Hollywood studio they have
a regular police force headed by
A. M. Solomon, studio superinten-
dent, who is also head of the police

department.
As a rule an average of 75 peo-

ple a day try to “crash the gates”
and the job of separating these
from the 2,000 I'egular employees
and the hundreds of legitimate
business and professional visitors,

is one that taxes the ingenuity and
tact of the gatemen.
Solomon has 25 men under him

at all times with others employed
as the increases in production pro-
vide additional exterior sets that
require guarding at the Warner
Bros, three plants, the main stu-
dio on Sunset Boulevard, the re-

built Vitagraph plant and the thou-
sand acre Warner ranch north of

Hollywood. All men so employed
are experienced officers.

Primarily the studio police guard
against three dangers: first, that
of theft, because costly settings
and properties might tempt any
thief; secondly, cranks who can do
even more substantial damage by
delaying a production that is cost-
ing thousands of dollars a day and
what is most dreaded at all stu-
dios, fire. The regulation of traf-
fic is still another duty for which
eight men are used during the busy
season. There is a constant pro-
cession of cars, trucks and motor-
cycles through the lot and only
careful and exact regulations can
prevent delays and accidents.

‘FLORODORA GIRL’ GETS
SMART NEWS TIEUP

A newspaper tie-up in connec-
tion with “The Florodora Girl”,
was put over by W. C. Bishop,
manager of the Regent, Battle
Creek, Mich., in connection with
the showing of that M-G-M pro-
duction.
According to reports from the

home office Bishop arranged with
the Enquirer & News of Battle
Creek, to stage a Three-Quarter
Century Club party in connection
with the showing at the Regent
Theatre. The Three-Quarter Cen-
tury Club is composed of people
75 years of age and over. Its
membership in Battle Creek alone,
exceeds eight hundred. This is
the second year the Enquirer and
News entertained this organiza-
tion, and this year they selected
“The Florodora Girl” as a sub-
ject for members to see, as guests
of the newspaper and the theatre.

IN “RECOIL” CAST
Evelyn Brent, who has just com-

pleted “Madonna of the Streets”
under John Robertson’s direction
for Columbia, will next move to
RKO studios where she will head
the all-star cast of “Recoil”. Di-
rection is by Nel Brown and the
picture is based on a Rex Beach
story.

TIFFANY’S PRODUCT

BOOKED 100 PERCENT

IN HONOLULU AREA

M. A. Hulling, branch manager
of the Tiffany’s San Francisco ex-

change, reports that he has clos-

ed a deal with the Consolidated
Amusement company, whereby Tif-

fany product will be played 100
per cent in Honolulu. Hhlling
recently contracted with L. B.

Greenfield for a 100 per cent book-
ing of Tiffany product in the New
Mission and New Filmore The-
atres, San Francisco.

IVIOON CARROLL ADDED
TO “DRACULA” CAST

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Moon
Carroll, English screen player,

yesterday was engaged by Uni-
versal for a role in “Dracula”,
now in production at Universal
City, with Bela Lugosi in the title

role. Miss Carroll appeared with
Lugosi in “The Thirteenth Chair.”
Tod Browning is directing "Drac-
ula.”

Everyone is writing about Hol-
lywood these days. A1 Martin is

the latest. A1 used to write nifty

titles for the silent pictures and
later has been doing dialogue.

Now he has dashed off a book
which he calls “Dog Gone Holly-
wood”. It’s all about a police dog
in the movies, who corresponds
with his sweetie in New York, and
discloses the low-down on a lot

of folks one meets everyday along
the boulevard in the film capital.

Audiences at the Belmont the-

atre, Los Angeles, howled with
glee at the preview of Mack Sen-
nett’s latest comedy, “Hollywood
Theme Song” the other evening.
And well they might. It’s a riot

of fun and ends with a whale of

a laugh situation. Harry Gribbon
is the comedian of the piece, ably
assisted by Patsy O’Leary and
others. It was directed by Wil-
liam Beaudine, who has a flair

for this sort of stuff. It concerns
a youth who goes to war carry-
ing his father’s sword that had
served in 22 Elks’ parades. At
the slightest suggestion he bursts
into song with his eyer-faithful
three-piece orchestra playing ac-
companiment. Finally he sings
the German and Allied forces out
of the trenches and ends the war.

AT PRESS CLUB FROLIC

Major Edward Bowes, of

the Capitol Theatre and
Yaslia Bunchuk, conduc,tor
of the orchestra, will ap-
pear on the bill of the an-
nual New York Press Club
“Frolics” to be held Sun-
day night at the Erlanger
Theatre.

NEW ONE FOR
EDGAR BERGEN

Edgar Bergen, vaudeville ven-
triloquist, has been engaged by
Sam Sax and Murray Roth to

make a new Vitaphone Varieties

comedy at the Eastern Vitaphone

Studios. Of course his dummy,
“Charles MacArthur”, will appear

with him as he did in “The Opera-

tion” last spring.

“Whoopee”, the Ziegfeld Gold-

wyn Musical starring Eddie Can-

tor, broke all house records at the

Capitol Theatre, Shreveport, La.

The picture has averaged well over

a 100% rating wherever it has

played.

In Los Angeles it achieved a rat-

ing of 192%, Baltimore 140%, Seat-

tle 160%, and Kansas City 150%.

It got top money in New York.

Cleveland and Philadelphia.

It’s great fun, well recorded and
splendidly photographed.

Wm. S. Holman, treasurer and
general manager of Metropolitan
Sound Studios, has returned to his

desk after an absence of four
weeks occasioned by an operation
for appendicitis.

Charley Grapewin has burst out
with a second volume of his

“Squawk Bridge”. If you’ve read
the first you know how funny the
second one is. He tells about
four Scotchmen playing their first

game of contract bridge for ten
cents a point. The first two hun-
dred hands were passed. The
books are published by Young &
McCallister, Los Angeles.

Charlotte Greenwood is back at

Metropolitan studios day times
and at the El Capitan theatre,

Hollywood, evenings, appearing in

“Parlor, Bedroom and Bath.” Her
new Tuxedo comedy “Love Your
Neighbor,” is making quite a hit

throughout the country and she
hopes to repeat in this one. A1
Boasberg wrote the screen play
and Paul Gerard Smith the con-
tinuity and dialogue. William
Watson is directing.

“BIG TRAIL” PIONEER

WAGON IN LONDON’S

LORD MAYOR PARADE

LONDON.—Through the acumen
of the Fox Films representative in

England, W. J. Hutchinson, and
his publicity staff, an exploitation
stunt of magnitude unequalled in

Great Britain has been accomplish-
ed for “The Big Trail”.

In this year’s parade at the in-

stallation of London’s new Lord
Mayor, a public event which ranks
second only to a coronatitm for

color and news in England, will

be a pioneer wagon sent to Eng-
land for the showing of “The Big
Trail”. The wagon, drawn by six

white horses and driven by two
men dressed as pioneers, will be
viewed by thousands who throng
the English metropolis for the
event. Representatives from all

other governments will attend.

Beside the wagon will be out-

riders dressed as Indians and
mounted on black horses. The fol-

lowing wording will appear on the

sides of the wagon’s canvas cover-

ing: “This wagon was used by
British pioneer settlers, who left

Missouri 100 years ago on the Big
Trail, to open up the great North-

west of the American Continent.”

Regarding the offer of the wag-
on, an official of the parade stated

in the letter of acceptance: “It is

quite in harmony with the gen-

eral purpose of the Pageant, which
will represent the resources of the

British Empire.”

NEW MELO SERIES

ON BIG 4 SCHEDULE

John R. Freuler of Big 4 Film
Corporation, announces the sign-

ing of a series of eight all-talking

action melodramas. They will be

released at six weeks intervals

starting in January. This com-
pany has already released six all-

talking Westerns to be followed

by a further series starring Wally
Wales. “Breed of the West,” set

for November 12, is the initial

release of the second group.

“THE EASIEST WAY”
FOR M-G-M TALKIE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—M-G-M
will produce a talking picture

adaptation of Eugene Walter’s

“The Easiest Way,” with Con-
stance Bennett and Robert Mont-
gomery in the leading roles op-

posite her. Jack Conway will di-

rect.

EDDIE BUZZELL SIGNED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Eddie
Buzzell has been signed by M-G-M
to head the cast in “The Devil’s

Cabaret,” a short feature “color-

tone” novelty which will be di-

rected by Marty Brooks.

WINNINGER CAST

Charles Winninger has just

been added to the cast of “Fight-

ing Caravans,” the Paramount
talking picture of pioneer wagon
trains in the West in which Gary
Cooper and Lily Damita are ap-
pearing.

Whoopee Breaking Records
Throughout the Country

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MUEMAY
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SMASH

AMPY
ilin Pageant of Victory Unrivalled

Across the Ages of Entertainment
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Prosperity Returns to the Industry With a Smash Like the Hoij

mers of Thor, as the Gods of Radio Sweep in Triumph Aero

the Screen . . Roaring Nation Becomes One Vast Audience . .

All America Stampedes to Bursting Box Offices ! . .

.

FLAMING SUNS LIGHI

TWIN METEORS OF THE AIR ENSHRINED II



NG THE SHOW WORLD

Ticket Sales Tower to Fabulous Heights . . . North . . . East . . .

/Sputh . . • West • . • As Whole Country Reacts to Unprecedented
Advertising Stimulation . • • the Radio Titan Has Scored and the
Motion Picture Industry Scores With Him!

THE HEARTS OF 100,000,000 SOULS



YOUTH OF AMERICA AWAKES!
JUVE BUSINESS SOARING!

Every key city report

chronicles the amaz-
ing interest of chil-

dren in Amos’n’Andy
and ^^Check and
Double Check. ^^Juve-

nile ticket selling

smash of all time • • •

transcending in child

appeal even the
Chaplin of old*.Make
your mats a vital part

of your campaign.

Radio Pictures Extends Its Heartiest Thanks To the American Press, the Crack
Showmen of RKO, Publix and Warner Circuits as Well as Many Independents
Whose Vigor and Skill Have Combined to Stage the Mightiest Show Campaigns
Since All Rome Turned Out to Cheer the Embattled Gladiators of Antiquity.

AN RKO- RADIO SUPER PRODUCTION
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U. CLUB “TRIP TO HAVANA”

ALL SET FOR SATURDAY NIGHT

“COOLIDGE” SEES

“SILENT ENEMY”,

BUT NOT “CAL”

“Anybody here named Cool-

idge?”
Ushers passing discreetly up

and down the aisles of the Little

Carnegie Playhouse on Saturday

night put the inquiry to the “Si-

lent Enemy” audience in awed
half-whispers. Presently people

were murmuring to each other

all through the house:
“They want Cal to make a per-

sonal appearance—he ought to

—

he and Chief Yellow Robe, who’s

in the picture, were great friends

in the Black Hills—made the

President one of the tribe—now
Chief Yellow Robe’s dead—sure.

Cal will appear—if he’s here.”

Excitement in the audience
mounted—but presently it was di-

rected to the screen again. For
the “Coolidge” who had risen

from a front seat and accompa-
nied an usher out to the tele-

phone booth was—a lady.

EX-HARVARD ATHLETE
SIGHED BY UHIVERSAL

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Don
Terry, the young Harvard athlete

who had a leading role in “Me,
Gangster,” has been signed by
Universal lor a role in “The
Leather Pushers”, the H. C. Wit-
wer stories that first brought
Reginald Denny to fame. The
series is being re-made at Univer-
sal City with Kane Richmond in

the role of Kid Roberts.

M-G-M BUYS RIGHTS
TO TRIO OF TALKERS

M-G-M has acquired sound pic-

ture rights to Wassermann’s “The
World’s Illusion” and Anthony
Paul Kelly’s “Destiny.” Only si-

lent picture rights previously
were owned. Frederick Haalitt
Brennan’s “Horse Flesh” also
has been purchased.

^‘ALL BARKIE” FILM

Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer’s talking
dogs are going in for music now.
Production will start in a few
days on “The Barks Brothers,”
latest “all barkie” comedy, which
Jules White and Zion Myers will

direct.

HANSON CHANGES MGRS.
(Continued from page 1)

Columbia, three sales promotions
became necessary. All were made
from within the ranks.

A1 Blofson was promoted from
the managership of the Philadel-
phia branch to the managership
of the New -York branch, replac-
ing Meyer. Harry Brown was
promoted from the managership
in Washington to a like position
in Philadelphia replacing Blofson.
Hanson also announced that the

Washington branch has been add-
ed to the southern district which
is supervised by R. A. Morrow.

JACK WITH DOUG

Jack MuUiall, whose ap-
pearances in many silent

films with Dorothy Mac-
kaill enlivened the Ameri-
can scene for some years,
has been given an impor-
tant part in support of

Douglas Fairbanks in

“Keaching for the Moon”.

$l,500p000 YACHT
SERVES FOR PROP

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — A1
Rogell producing “Aloha” for Tif-

fany release, is using a $1,500,000
yacht as a prop. Ben Lyon,
Raquel Torres, Thelma Todd,
Marion Douglas, T. Roy Barnes,
Otis Harlan, Alan Hale are in the
cast.

SHORT FROM RIPLEY

Robert L. Ripley, cartoonist and
globe-trotter, appearing in a series

of “Believe It or Not” Vitaphone
Varieties, uses in his new number
several people who are mention-
ed in his “Believe It or Not” book.

Dau Harris, veteran of seven
wars, wounded fifty-five times and
the recipient of eight-three maj-
or decorations, is among those
present; also Mr. Smith, a one-
armed paper-hanger with the
hives, from Dedham, Mass. Roy
Mack directed.

Executives at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone Studios where the Vita-
phone Varieties are produced, are
giving brothers and sisters of the
film stars their chance to appear
on the talking screen. Thelma
White, a sister of Marjorie White,
has just appeared in a new pro-
duction, “Last But Not Least”,
and Albert Hackett, a brother of
Raymond Hackett, is featured in
a new number, “Home Made.”
Dagmar Oakland, sister of Vivien
Oakland, and Terry Carrol, sis-

ter of Nancy Carroll, are other
relatives who have appeared in
the short reelers.

‘HOLIDAY’ BOOKED FO^
AUSTRALIA CIRCUITS

Ed Howells, far east repre-

sentative, has cabled to the enect

tnat he has negotiated with ihe

union Theatres and Hoyts The-
atres, the two largest chains in

Australia, for extended runs of

“Holiday” in all key cities, which
commenced with the Lyceum The-
atre premiere in Sydney last

week.
Howells further states that

Union and Hoyts have also book-
ed “Swing High” for all key cen-

ters and adds that “Night Work”
goes into the Capitol, leading
Sydney house, this week.

NEW DOG COMEDY
Jack Hazzard who was starred

in a recent Vitaphone Varieties

comedy, “The Darling Brute,” has
made a new dog comedy at the
Eastern Vitaphone studios under
the direction of Alf Goulding. It

is titled “The Watch Dog” and
was written by Casey Robinson.
Supporting players include Flor-
ence Auer, Moe Ashton, Meyer
Berenson and Shiftless, the latest

of film dog stars.

SUMMERVILLE FIFTH

STORY OF SIBERIA

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Slim
Summerville has completed his

fourth Universal two-reel comedy,
“Hello Russia”, and has begun
work on the fifth, under the di-

rection of Hari’y Edwards. Lucile
Hutton is the new leading woman,
being featured with Eddie Grib-
bon. Walter Long, Jack Richard-
son and Alexander Woolshin have
been signed for roles in the fifth,

yet untitled.

Plans are now completed for

the third annual affair of the Uni-
versal Club, which will be held at
the Hotel Astor Saturday even-
ing, November 1. It will take the
form of a trip to Havana, start-

ing at the Grand Ball Room of

the Astor. At eight o’clock, the
gangplank of the “Morro Castle”
will be pulled up, and the three
hundred employees of Universal
and their friends will spend the
evening in as perfect an imita-
tion of a steamship trip as the
Hotel Astor and the officials of
the Ward Line, who are cooperat-
ing, can devise.

The work of transforming the
Grand Ball Room into a repro-
duction of the “Morro Castle” will
start at one o’clock Saturday
morning, and by six o’clock that
evening it will be complete. Four-
teen electricians and property
men will be on hand at the ball
to work the realistic effects of a
sea trip on land. Bookings tor
the voyage may be made either at
the Astor, or the home office of
Universal.

F. N/S NEXT TO STAR
DOUG FAIRBANKS, JR.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.’s next
starring picture will be the first

to go into work when the First
National Studio resumes produc-
tion. The shooting will begin
about December 1. This picture,

as yet untitled, is the aviation
story on which John Monk Saund-
ers, author of “The Dawn Patrol”,
has been working. It will be di-

rected by William A. Seiter. This
picture will be Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.’s first solo starring vehicle.

BOOKER TO WED
Walter Meyers, in charge of

bookings acts for Warner Bros,
theatres, has committed the first

step to becoming a benedict. He
has become engaged to Miss Mar-
jorie Hartman, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel I. Hartman.

AMOS ’N’ ANDY TONIGHT
(Continued from page 1)

son” at RKO’s new Mayfair the-
atre tonight.

Yes—it’s that comedy that has
been inciting roars over the coun-
try—“Check and Double Check.”

Backed by an advertising cam-
paign that has had few, if any,
superiors for high-powered ex-
ploitation, the picture will open
for New Yorkers at RKO’s new-
est theatre, on the site of the old
burlesque house. The Columbia,
at 47th street, and Seventh ave-
nue, in the heart of Times Square.

A goodly crowd of notables is

expected. Tonight’s showing at
8:30 will be exclusively for an in-

vited audience, including the
press. The second run of the
show will open at 11:00 tonight
for the good, old public—-Mister,
and Mrs. and the children.

GRAPHIC DESCRIBES H. M. WARNER

IN “RULERS OF AMERICA” SERIES

FAY WRAY OPPOSITE
MCLAGLEH IH HEXT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Fay
'vVray has been cast for Fox Movie-
tone’s production of “Land Rush”,
in which Victor McLaglen has the
leading role with Benjamin Sto-
loff directing.

H. B. WARNER CAST

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—H. B.

Warner will be seen in Lawrence
Tibbett’s “The Southerner,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s drama of the
South.

Joseph Harrington, in his series

of the 63 rulers of America run-
ning in the Evening Graphic, de-
voted one of his articles to H. M.
Warner, president of Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc.

This is a development of the
idea which Ex-Ambassador James
W. Gerard expressed, and which
created a sensation throughout
the country. Harrington describes
the crown of the movie kingdom
as resting “upon the head of

Harry M. Warner and the baton
and seal are in the hands of his
brothers. The Warner brothers
rule by virtue of being the first

to see the possibilities in talking
moving pictures.”

Brothers & Sisters of Stars

Shine in Vita Varieties



ALL QUIET ON THE
WESTERN FRONT

WORLD'S GREATEST MONEY-MAKER

EDWIN CAREWE’S

RESURRECTION
RANKING IN THE BIG MONEY CLASS WITH
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT"

TOD BROWNING’S
GREATEST PRODUCTION

The Story of the Strangest Passion

o rid Has Ever Known

Presented by

Carl Laemmle

Produced by

Carl Laemmle, Jr.

U N I V E R $ A L
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JAPAN’S FILM PRODUCTION UP

TO 0125,000,000 HOME CAPITAL
WASHINGTON, Oct. 30. — The

Motion Picture Division of the

U. S. Department of Commerce
has compiled for the use of film

export managers an exhaustive re-

port of the present motion pic-

ture situation in Japan which
places the combined capital of

producing concerns there at $125,-

000,000 and declares motion pic-

tures today to be the universally

popular form of amusement of the

Japanese people.

The advent of motion pictures,

in fact, marked the beginning of

the decline of the legitimate the-

atre in Japan just as it has in

other countries of the world.

Possessing a theatre old in tra-

dition and highly developed artis-

tically, the Japanese had only the

mechanical features of picture

production to master. Thev are

now able to produce at a cost of

about $2.50 per foot of film—ap-

proximately $10,000 per average

film. These pictures, while ac-

ceptable to native audiences, are

lower in standard than even the

lesser American major films.

Salaries of actors and directors

are not generally known. Remun-
eration is on a monthly basis, with

a small bonus payable at the com-
pletion of the picture. A leading

actor or actress will take part in

four or five pictures annually. It

is stated that the salary of lead-

ing motion picture actors in

Japan rarely exceeds $500 to $750

per month.

At present about 20 or 30 mo-
tion pictures are sent from Japan
to Germany annually to be ar-

ranged for synchronized and
sound display. Exported films

have English titles. The larger

Japanese passenger ships all show
Japanese films, and about 50 pic-

tures annually find a market in

South America for Japanese im-

migrants.

The market for American “all-

talkie,” sound and synchronized

motion pictures in Japan is not

so extended as that for the silent

films. Representatives in Japan
of American motion picture in-

terests have practically abandon-
ed their endeavors to place “all-

talkie” pictures.

Three large American compa-
nies with representatives on the

ground have secured practically

all of the sound motion picture

business in Japan. The lower
cost of the Japanese product
makes it diflicut to market the im-
ported apparatus except in the

largest and most important the-

atres. The only solution of the
problem, so far as American ex-
porters are concerned, is the
manufacture and assembly of such
equipment in Japan, and it is

understood that one American
firm will begin shortly at Kyoto.

4--

NORMA SHEARER SIGNED
TO LONG-TERM PACT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Norma
Shearer has signed a new long-

term contract with M-G-M.

JOAN BENNETT CAST
FOR “MANY A SUP’’

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Joan
Bennett has been cast by Carl
Laemmle, Jr., for the leading fem-
inine role in “Many a Slip”, a
running mate lor “The Little Acci-
dent.” Sylvia Sidney, now star-

ring in “Bad Girl” on the stage

played the original stage role of

“Many a Slip” on Broadway. Vin

Moore is directing. Lewis Ayres,

Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts and
Roscoe Karns are in leading

roles.

HELEN BAXTER HAS
CHANGED HER NAME

Helen Baxter in Bathe’s
“Beyond Victory,” has
cliang’ed her first name
from Helen to Lora.

‘MAN WHO CAME BACK’
HAS FENTON IN ROLE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Leslie
Fenton returns to the screen in

“The Man Who Came Back,” Fox
Film production co-starring Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell.
Raoul Walsh, directing, assigned
Fenton to the role of a World
War veteran. Fenton will be re-

membered for his work in the
leading role of the coast stage
production of “The American
Tragedy.”

CHILDREN STAMPEDE THEATRES TO SEE

UNIVERSAL’S INDIANS ARE COMING’
“The Indians Are Coming”, Uni-

versal’s all-talking serial, with
Col. Tim McCoy and Allene Ray,
has developed sensational propor-
tions in its leadership of the in-

dustry-wide movement to bring
back the children to the picture

theatre, according to advices to

the Universal home office, which
issued yesterday a summary of

typical instances of its great suc-

cess throughout the country.
In two cities alone, more than

eight thousand kids besieged the
theatres at the opening of the

serial. These were the Pasadena
Theatre, Pasadena, Calif., where
6,000 children saw the serial amid
tremendous enthusiasm ;

and
Omaha where there were 2,000

waiting at the Orpheum at ten

o’clock in the morning, with more
coming every minute.

<>-

In New Rochelle, N. Y., a big
parade of hundreds of children
wearing Indian headgear was
staged by RKO’s Proctor Theatre,
with the city schools and Boy
Scouts co-operating in the demon-
stration. The theatre lobby has
a big display of tepees and Indian
blankets. All showings of the
serial are playing to overflow
audiences.

In championing the movement
for bringing youth back to the
theatres, Universal is producing
three other serials this season, all

designed to duplicate the success
of “The Indians Are Coming.”
These are “The Spell of the Cir-
cus,” with Francis X. Bushman,
Jr. and Alberta Vaughn; “Finger
Prints,” with Edna Murphy and
Kenneth Harlan; and “Heroes of

the Flames.”

Inventor Claims MGM Uses
His Process in Wide Film

WILL HAYS OFF
(Continued from page 1)

Los Angeles, Wednesday night,

November 5. Mr. Hays will leave

tomorrow for Hollywood.
Another feature of the occasion

will be a movietone speech by
Thomas A. Edison, who, with
George Eastman, has been elected

to honorary membership in the
Academy by unanimous vote of

the Board of Directors. Due to

the unavoidable absence of Presi-
dent William C. deMille, the
Academy’s Vice President, Conrad
Nagel, will preside.
Among the awards speakers

will be Louis Mayer who will pre-
sent the award to the producer
of the year’s best picture. Mary
Pickford has been asked to do the
same for the winning actress,
Lawrence Grant for the actors,
Colonel Slaughter for the techni-
cal and sound awards, etc., etc.

A specially prepared film will be
shown, using portable sound
equipment.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Oct. 30
—Edward W. Clark, aged inven-
tor, told newspapermen yesterday,
he was preparing injunction pro-

ceedings against M-G-M to re-

strain that producing company
from exhibiting screen entertain-

ment on its wide film which, Clark

claims, is an infringement of his

invention. Clark will ask an in-

junction, he said, unless M-G-M
officials render an accounting to

himself and Charles M. Richter,

his associate, a New York finan-

cier, for alleged infringement on

his patents.

Officials of M-G-M denied in-

fringements and admitted Richter

has communicated with them con-

cerning the proposed legal step.

Clark claims the invention

which he alleges has been used

by M-G-M in its wide film, does

away the need for special pro-

jection apparatus in the theatre.

AL ZIMBALIST PROVES

GOOD COPY FOR RIPLEY

Because his first name begins
with the first, and his second the
ultimate letter of the alphabet,
Alfred Zimbalist, in Warner Bros,
advertising department, receives

the acclaim of special treatment
by Ripley. The volume “Believe
It or Not” reproduces the fol-

lowing letter to Mr. Ripley from
Sydney Retchetk:

“Here is a little article good for

your column. There is a fellow
I know whose first name starts

with ‘A’ and his last with ‘Z’.

His name is Alfred Zimbalist, and
he lives on ‘A’ Ave., St. John.,

Apt. ‘A’ A 31, and his phone num-
ber extension is A 31. He eats

Apples and Asparagus every day,

and loves the smell of Zinc. It’s

very peculiar, believe it or not,

that’s the truth.”

LEGISLATURES DUE

TO GET BUSY SOON
(Continued from page 1)

thus be able, without unseemly
haste, to put through another grist

of laws specifying what hopeful
voters and their wives and children

may and may not say or do or

suffer, with special attention given
—as usual—to keeping them away
from the movies on Sunday, and
providing a fresh crop of inexperi-

enced, but official, censors em-
powered to slash expensive pro-
ductions right and left and get

away with it.

In order that the common peo-
ple who have cast their ballots

with their usual high-minded con-
fidence may keep track of such
proceedings from the start, the fol-

lowing list of states which begin
their legislative sessions prior to

the middle of January is presented:

Alabama, Jan. 13; Arizona, Jan.

12; Arkansas, Jan. 12; California,

Jan. 5; Colorado, Jan. 7; Connec-
ticut, Jan. 7; Delaware, Jan. 6;

Idaho, Jan. 5; Illinois, Jan. 7; In-
diana, Jan. 8; Iowa, Jan. 12; Kan-
sas, Jan. 13; Maine, Jan. 7; Mary-
land, Jan. 7 ;

Massachusetts, Jan.

7; Michigan, Jan. 7; Minnesota,
Jan. 6; Missouri, Jan. 7; Montana,
Jan. 5

;
Nebraska, Jan. 6; New

Hampshire, Jan. 7; New Jersey,
Jan, 13; New Mexico, Jan. 13; New
York, Jan. 7; North Carolina, Jan.

7; North Dakota, Jan. 6; Ohio, Jan.

5; Oklahoma, Jan. 6; Oregon, Jan.

12; Pennsylvania, Jan. 6; Rhode
Island, Jan. 6; South Carolina, Jan.

13; South Dakota, Jan. 6; Ten-
nessee, Jan. 5; Texas, Jan. 13;

Utah, Jan. 12; Vermont, Jan. 7;

Washington, Jan. 12; West Vir-

ginia, Jan. 14; Wisconsin, Jan. 14;

Wyoming, Jan. 13.

MARIE PREVOST SET
TO SUPPORT CRAWFORD

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Marie
Prevost who recently completed

a role in “War Nurse”, has been

assigned a part in M-G-M’s “With-

in the Law,” starring Joan Craw-
ford. Sam Wood is directing.
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says HARRY ZEITZ
of State and New Bedford

Theatres, New Bedford, Mass.

PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COAtPANY BY CRmCISM AND SUGCESTION CONCERNING ITS SERVICE

WESTERN
UNION

ireOMB CARLTON. »i»«<tP«NT J. C. WrULEVlTW. nwT VICT-WWID

T^s» fiKng tinou Bbown i&tb6 dstB OS full*nUo telogmsB find iiBy Irttfit. rocoipt fttdsstis&tios as abows os all mttsascsi ia STANDAILD TIME.

NQ38 89 4 EXTRA=NEWBEDFORD MASS OCT 27 1950 542P

J R GRAINGER

FOX FILM CORPORA! I0N=

JUST SAW SCREENING OF BIG TRAIL STOP WHILE I EXPECTED A BIG

PICTURE THE SUPERBIGNESS OF THIS PRODUCTION IN ALL I TS DETAIL

STAGGERED ME STOP THE MIGHTY SWEEP OF THE PICTURE SWEPT ME OFF

MY feet stop myself like thousands of other exhibitors at this

TIME ARE EAGERLY /^WAITING RELEASE DATES ON THIS SENSATIONAL

PRODUCTION FOR I EXPECT THIS PICTURE TO ESTABLISH AN ALL TIME

Class of Service

HUa is a fulUrate

TelegrsuQ or Cable-
gram unless its de-
terred character is in-

dicated by a suitable

sign alx>ve or preced-
ing the address.

1201

S

f' SSIGNS
DL — Day Letter

NM ° Night Message

ML “ Nlgbc Letter

LCO — Deferred Cable

NLT ” Cable Night Letter

WLT " Week-End Letter

S I r

RECORD IN MY THEATRES STOP THE BIG TRAIL IS ONE OF THE FEW

s

PICTURES THAT SHOULD LIVE FOREVER STOP CONGRATULAT I 0NS=

HARRY ZEITZ STATE AND NEWBEDFORD THEATRES.

ThbBIO trail
JOHN WAYNE MARGUERITE CHURCHILL

EL BRENDEL
TULLY MARSHALL TYRONE POWER • DAVID ROLLINS
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WARNERS BUILDING IN 12 CITIES
MPTOA Reports Stage All Set

For Convention at Philadelphia

<>-

Chat of a
Monday A. M*

ORFUL, Orful McIntyre tells

the wide world in a new
movie magazine thaat wild life in

Hollywood is mostly on a mineral

water and ginger ale basis and that

in ten years of visiting Hollywood
nobody ever invited him to have

a hard or hellish drink. Much as

we have been convinced of the

sedateness of Hollywood we still

believe there must be something

forbidding in the manner, atmos'

phere or aura of O. O. McIntyre.

And—he doesnt’ look in the least

like a camel.
« * *

J
IM Tully, in writing of his ex'

periences as an actor, says:

“In whose brain the idea was con-

ceived that I should almost become
an actor, no man tells.” That
took no conception in any brain.

Tully has never been anything else

but an actor. All our hobo
friends tell us he was a phoney
as a bum and they are unanimous
that like many a Smithfield he is

off on the patter of the open road

and rod riding profession. Actor?
Nothin’ but, me hearties!

« * «

TTENJAMIN de Casseres, the

best paragrapher in America,
is out with a new book and he
has more in the cabin.

wITH the title “Janet’s Back”

a picture magazine presents

(Continued on page 2)

The Convention Committee of

the MPTOA yesterday completed
arrangements for the Eleventh
Annual convention of the Nation-
al organization in Philadelphia,
Nov. 10, 11 and 12.

Jay Emanuel, treasurer, came
from Philadelphia to report ar-
rangements there complete. He said

(Continued on page 2)

WUNOER STARTS TOUR
FOR ACADEMY NOV. 6

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
schedule of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences
“good will” tour as conducted by
Clinton Wunder, Executive Man-
agei', is now completed. Wunder
will address groups in Minneapo-
lis, Memphis, Milwaukee, Kansas
City, Omaha, St. Louis, Chicago
and New York City. He will leave
Hollywood, November 6,

FOR ARMISTICE DAY

Warner Brothers have booked
the Pathe-Van Beuren Song
Sketch, “The Trumpeter,” to play

in the Ohio houses of the circuit

in connection with Armistice Day
week programs. The picture tells

the story of war and sacrifice and
of peace when the departed heroes
have laid to rest.

Branch Exchange Sites Ac-

quired, Plans Drawn,

Work Starting as Com-
pany’s Contribution for

Employment Relief

Warner Brothers announced on
Saturday through Sam E. Morris
the completion of all preliminaries
for a building program of wider
scope than has heretofore been
carried out along similar lines in

the film industry. The announce-
ment adds that building operations
will start very shortly, as the com-
pany’s contribution toward relief

of unemployment througbout tbe
country.

Mr. Morris said that property

and locations have been acquir-

FILM EXPORTS GAIN

MILLIONS OF FEET

OVER ’30 SHIPMENTS

WASHINGTON.—Exports of mo-
tion pictures from the United
States at the end of the first nine
months of 1930 showed an in-

.rease of 8,900,540 linear feet in

volume and .$719,212 in value over
the corresponding period of last

year, the motion picture division
Department of Commerce, an-
nounced.

The United States shipped to

all markets of the world during
the 1930 period 210,037,969 linear

feet of motion pictures, with a de-

(Continued on page 2) (Continued on page 5 )

NEW MODERNISTIC TREND NOTED

AT RKO’S BIG HOUSE, MAYFAIR

FOX BOOKS WESTERNS
Midwest Film Distributors of

Kansas City have sold twelve Big
4 Westerns to many theatres of

the Fox Midland Circuit, including
the following towns: Salina,

Pittsburgh, Ottawa, El Dorado and
Coffeyville, Kansas and Moberly,
Marshall, Brookfield, Carthage,
Hutchinson, Baxter f^'>rings and
Sedalia, Missouri.

Engineers See Television

In Homes Far From Reality
There are television problems,

many to be solved before image
transmission to homes can ap-

proach “anything like a service,”

according to engineers of the Na-
tional Broadcasting Company.

C. W. Horn, general engineer,
believes “real television” has not
yet been achieved by those who
are devoting long hours of re-
search to this branch of science.

He said television entertainment
must be made comparable to mo-

(Continued on page 2)

ANDERSON IS CHOSEN
FOR U “FAN MAIL”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — John
Murray Anderson’s special contri-

bution to Universal’s 1930-31 pro-
gram has been tentativelv titled

“Fan Mail.” It was written by
William K. Wells, Edward Luddy
and C. Jerome Horvin, of Univer-
sal’s staff writers. Anderson’s
first contribution to the 1^. pro-
gram was “King of Jazz,” with
Paul Whiteman.

Modern theatre technique is no
better represented in the de luxe
motion picture houses over the
world than in RKO’s new May-
fair at 47th street and Seventh
avenue, opened to the public Fri-
day night.

Planned from the beginning to
reflect the finest touch and har-
mony from modernistic tendencies
in theatre architecture, the May-
fair represents one of the finest

(Continued on page 5)

ACTRESSES ASK
COURT TO HAVE
NAMES LEGALIZED

HOLLYWOOD HlKEAl.
'I’wo motion picture act-
resses are seeking tn> elim-
inate that portion of their
names acquired by marri-
age.

Sarali lilaiiche Sweet Nei-
lan said she wanted to he
Blanche Sweet, while Yiola
t'. Flvnn wanted to liave

her film name, Viola Dana,
made her legal name.
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MPTOA REPORTS
STACE ALL SET

(Continued from page 1)

that every exhibitor in the terri-

tory would be present, that the

banquet on Armistice Day would

be the best attended of any yet

held in the history of the indus-

try.

Harry M. Warner notified the

committee that he would speak at

the convention dinner. E. Blach-

ley, general passenger agent for

the Pennsylvania Railroad, repre-

senting President Atterbury, will

bring the message of ’’coordinat-

ing service” to the convention.

Congressman W. J. Connery of

Lynn, Mass., will tell about the

way they do things in Washing-
ton.

Western Electric recording and
reproducing mechanism will be in-

stalled and pictures taken. Na-
tional President M. A. Lightman
sent word that a group of exhibi-

tors are coming from the South.

He will be here Monday to take
charge of the final convention ar-

rangements.
Theatre owners, whether mem-

bers of the National organization
or not are invited to be present.

TEAMED IN “KID”

Preparations have started at the
Fox studios for production of “The
Cisco Kid,” the picture in which
Warner Baxter and Edmund Lowe
will be teamed again as charac-
ters similar to those of “In Old
Arizona”. Harvey Fergusson is

writing the screen play and Ralph
Block has been assigned as asso-
ciate producer.

SIMON ROGERS DEAD

Simon Rogers, fathei' of Budd
Rogers, sales manager for Sono
Art-World Wide and Charles
Rogers, the RKO producer, died
at his home in Allston, Mass.,
Saturday morning.

He Wafks of

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Hamil-
ton MacFadden who is directing
Fox Films’ “Oh, For a Man,” re-
cently encountered on the Movie-
tone lot, divulged the following
facts about the members of his
cast;

“Marjorie White felt that time
had turned back a few leaves
when she was given the part of
a vaudeville singer and dancer in

the film. Marjorie sang and danc-

ed in vaudeville from the age of

four until she joined the Fox
players.

“FY-ank Tressault. choral master
at the Fox Movietone studios, ap-

pears on the screen for the first

time in this picture. He plays

(he accompaniment for Reginald
Denny in one scene.

“Andre Cheron, playing the part

of a maestro, was a featured play-

er in French pictures before com-

tion picture standards of the day
to make it acceptable in the home.
“The present state of develop-

ment of image broadcasting I do
not believe to be any nearer to

real television than that well-
known old-fashioned booklet com-
posed of a number of drawings,
each a little different from the
other, is to our motion pictures
today,” he said.

“We are busy studying the
transmission characteristics of
image broadcasting over the steel
structures of New York. Several
years must surely pass before we
can approach anywhere near the
state of real television. But I be-
lieve it will come.”

two front views of Janet Gaynor.
* * *

TTRAND new device for mak-

ing sound^on-film and repro'

ducing it also, has the light slot

within a fused quartz lens, uses a

two element cold light tube that

is not breakable except with vio-

lence, and can be produced for

one-fifth present tube costs. It in-

fringes no patent, records up to

50,000 cycles and is, by large, not

only revolutionary but swell.
* * *

NN HARDING has decided

against being interviewed,

which is evidence of aloof—and
maybe of relief to a weary world.

Who knows?
* * *

IV 7ITH the Barrymore talent for

’ ’ names why did they call the

child Dolores Ethel Mae Barry-

more? If she goes artist the first

and last monikers will be ample
and effective.

WASHINGTON CRITICS

ACCLAIM GRACE MOORE
A triumph was registered in

Washington, D.C., for “A Lady’s
Morals,” following the world pre-
miere there last week at the Co-
lumbia. It will be shown at the
Capitol here after the ruu of “The
Big House.” Washington critics

agreed it is a success.

It’s a Cosmopolitan production,
released by M-G-M.

“HER MAN” PUT OVER

The Portland, Oregon, first run
of Pathe’s “Her Man”, at the RKO
Orpheum Theatre was backed up
with a complete campaign of

lobby, billboard, newspaper and
ballyhoo advertising and as a re-
sult, business at this house led

that of the city theatres,
ing to Hollywood.”

CANTOR SCORES ABROAD

"Whoopee,” with Eddie Cantor
giving the English a good squint
at his American humor, opened at

the Tivoli Theatre in London
Monday night and set the ladies

and gentlemen assembled to tit-

tering, guffawing, and applauding
the production values and the
Cantor brand of swiftly paced wit.

Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president of

United Artists, and general man-
ager of foreign distribution of

that company, has received a

cable that records the discovery
by the Britishers of a new screen
star.

FRENCH CAST READY
FOR ‘QUEEN’S HUSBAND’

The complete cast for the French
speaking version of “The Queen’s
Husband,” now being directed and
supervised at the RKO-Radio Pic-
tures Studios by the Marquis de
la Falaise de la Coudraye, is:

Emile Chautard as the king;
Francise Rozay as the queen

;

Ivan Lebedeff as the prince; Paul-
ine Garon as the princess; Frank
O’Neill as the secretary. Others
in the cast are Jules Raucourt,
Georges Davies, Jacques Jou Jer-
ville. The French title is to be
“Le Roi Sennui.”

Where Is He?

WARNERS TO BUILD

IN TWaVE CITIES

(Continued from page 1)

ed and plans drawn for the erec-
tion of twelve additional film ex-

change buildings to be situated at

strategic points throughout the
country. Exchange buildings will

be erected in Detroit, Los Ange-
les, San Francisco, Omaha, Cin-
cinnati, Atlanta, Seattle, Portland,
Milwaukee St. Louis Pittsburgh
and Indianapolis.

These new buildings, supple-
menting the exchatnges recently
constructed in Chicago, Boston,
Minneapolis, Buffalo, Dallas, Kan-
sas City, Philadelphia, Cleveland
and New Orleans are the result of

the rapid growth of the company’s
business and will be used to
house the local organizations of
Warner Bros., First National Pic-
tures, The Vitaphone Company,
Continental Theatre Accessories,
Inc., The Brunswick Company, In-
dustrial Films, Inc., and the vari-
ous other subsidiaries including
the four music companies.

This expansion program indi-

cates the belief of Warner Bros,
that good business is here. Con-
struction has already started on
a new ten story addition to War-
ner Bros, home offices at 321 West
44th Street. This building will
house the staffs of the Warner
Theatre chain and other newly ac-
quired subsidiaries. Another 10
story building, running through
from 54th to 55th Street, between
11th and 12th Avenues, is rapid-
ly nearing completion. In this
building will be grouped the ac-
counting and shipping depart-
ments of the Warner Bros. Music
Companies.

In addition to all this, Warner
Bros, are also planning elaborate
expansion work at the Brooklyn
Studio of the Vitaphone Corpora-
tion. Additional stages must be
had to provide for the increased
production of the Vitaphone Varie-
ties and the pictures being made
by the Industrial unit. More
vaults for the storage of film will

be built and the laboratory ex-
panded to double its present
capacity.

FOR SALE
MOTION PICTURE AND “STILL”
cameras rented, sold and exchang-
ed. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your
wants. Ruby Camera Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO
order. Commercial, Home or Indus-
trial. We have excellent facilities
and the best cameramen. Our
price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film
Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York City.

SITUATION WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, EXPERIENCED.
competent, secretary - stenographer-
correspondent, long motion picture
experience in production and dis-
tribution as well as office manage-
ment. Immediately available. Ad-
dress XY. Exhibitors DAILY RE-
VIEW, 25 West 43rd Street.

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
some one or be hired; buy or sell a
theatre; trade or sell equipment,
or do alrnost anything else in the
motion picture business an ad in
this department will get you re-
sults. If you want us to word the
ad for you, the service of our ad-
vertising experts are at your call.
Simply tell us what you want to do,
and how many words you want
used. Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW

Television is Yet Far Away
(Continued from page 1)

CHAT OF A MONDAY A. M.
(Continued from page 1)



A Predestined box office smash
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Constance Bennett
in Sin Takes a Holiday
wiin KenneiK MaCKenna * Basil Ralhtone and Rita la Roy

Direcled by PAUL L. STEIN ^ • Produced by E. B. DERR
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Art Students

Work in

League
Beacon Lobby

Visitors to Warner's Beacon
Theatre at Broadway and Seventy-
fourth Street any evening this

week will be greeted by two dozen
sculptors, all students of the Art
Students League on West Fifty-

seventh Street, busy at work mak-
ing miniatures of a life-size head
of Ruth Roland, from the model
recently completed by Mitchell
Fields. Using Mr. Fields’ original

study as a model, the Art League’s
classes in sculpture are partici-

pating in an unique competition
for a series of cash prizes in gold.

Since the sculptor’s work is be-
ing publicly shown for the first

time in the lobby of the Beacon,
where Ruth Roland's first talking
picture “Reno” begins a Broad-
way engagement today, the stu-

dents have moved their classroom
a bit further uptown in order to

comnete in the contest.
The winner of the competition

will receive the award at the
Beacon Theatre on Thursday
evening, November 6, from Miss
Roland who will make a personal
appearance in connection with the
showing of “Reno.”

IKO HOUSES BOOK
TIFFANY SERIES

Tiffany Productions have clos-

ed a deal with RKO whereby those
Tieatres will play the company’s
hort subjects and features in the
following territories: Talking
Chimp comedies in Cincinnati,
Dayton, Ohio; Racine, Wis.; Ta-
oma, Washington ;

Birmingham,
Ala.; Springfield, 111.; Fort Wayne,
Ind. ; Rutherford, N. J.; Arling-
ton, N. J. and Champaign, 111.

The Cincinnati houses will also

play the series of six Paul Hurst
comedies, thirteen “Voice of Hol-
lywood” one-reelers, and six

; horts featuring Forbes Ran-
dolph’s Kentucky Jubilee .Singers.

The Paul Hurst comedies will

also be shown in Dayton, Ohio;
Tacoma, Wash., and Lyndhurst,
.N. J. Fifteen features on Tiffany’s

new program will play RKO The-
atres in Champaign 111.

TIFFANY SHORTS ARE
READY FOR OCTOBER

The October releases on Tif-

fany’s short subject program will

include two of “The Voice of Hol-
lywood” series, produced by A1
Mannon and Lou Lewyn, in which
many of the leading screen celeb-
rities appear, and the first three
of the series of six novelty shorts
featuring Forbes Randolph’s Ken-
tucky Jubilee Singers, “Pickin’
Cotton,” “Slave Days'’ and ‘Road
Home.”

LOEW THEATRES BOOK

PATHE’S SPECIAL

E. J. O’Leary, of Pathe, reports
the signing of contracts for the
company’s specials for the follow-
ing houses of the Loew Circuit:

Palace, Premier, Warwick, Ori-
ental, Kameo, Century, Boro Park,
Broadway, Brevoort, Bedford in

Brooklyn; Woodside in Wood-
side, Loup- Island; Greeley, Els-
mere, Fairmount, Circle, 42nd
Street and New York in New
York; Grand in Astoria; Plaza in

Corona.
Loew houses playing Pathe

News have renewed their con-
tracts for next year.

“AFRICA SQUAWKS”
The Tiffany Chimps next comedy

will be titled “Africa Squawks.”

CANTOR SCORES

“Whoopee”, with Eddie
Cantor giving the English
a good squaint at his Ameri-
can humor, opened at the

. Tivoli Theatre in London
Monday night and set the
ladies and gentlemen as-

sembled to tittering, guffaw-
ing, and applauding the
production values and the
Canter brand of swiftly
paced wit. Arthur W. Kel-
ly, vice-president of United
-Artists, and general man-

ager of foreign distribution
of that company, has re-

ceived a cable that records
the discovery by the Bri-
tishers of a new screen star.

ORACE MOORE CAST
FOR FRENCH VERSION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Grace
Moore will appear in the French
talking version of “A Lady’s
Morals.” Jacques Feyder will di-

rect.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY aiURBAY

Horace Liveright, one of Ameri-
ca’s foremost book publishers, is

Hollywood’s newest motion (pic-

ture executive, having been add-

ed to the staff of B. P. Schulberg,

at Paramount studios as a picker

of stories.

forming a motion picture produc-
ing company when apprehended.

Charles A. Logue, former editor

in chief of Universal Pictures, is

back on that lot, after resigning

last Spring. He is preparing a

special production for Carl Laem-
mle, Jr., to be directed by Edward
Laemmle. Logue wrote the orig-

inal dialogue, story, adaptation,

etc., for “The Drake Murder
Case,” which Laemmle directed.

Raoul Walsh, director of “The
Big Trail” for Fox, is to have his

footprints imbedded in cement in

the forecourt of the Chinese The-
atre alongside those of Mary
Pickford, Pola Negri, Tom Mix
and others. The ceremony will

take place next Saturday.

Alexander Korda, who directed

“Princess and Plumber” and two
others for Fox, has left that lot

He resigned last week.

H. J. Binney, former screen
player and director, and Robert
E. Waarff, actor, are being held

by the Hollywood police, awaiting
filing of complaints of eight per-

sons who claim they were victim-
ized by the pair in a new “movie
racket.” Binney and Waarff hac
offices on Seward ave. and were

The wedding, Sunday, of Frank
Stempel, employed in the Central
Casting Bureau, and Miss Jane
Arden, extra girl, got plenty of

publicity through .several stories

printed of the pretty miss who
v/as giving up a movie career to

percolate coffee and wash dishes
in a Beverly Hills cottage. “Life
in the movies isn’t what its crack-
ed up to be,” according to Miss
Arden, who has had six years of
it.

Frank L. Newman, California
district manager in charge of

Publix theatres at San Francisco
and Los Angeles, has resigned.
Newman's resignation leaves the
territory in chai’ge of Ed Smith,
division manager.

Jack L. Warner and C. Graham
Baker, head of story department,
have left for New York. They
are looking for story material for

next year’s First National and
Warner Bros.’ programs.

After serving Educational stu-

dios for upwards of six years,
Steve Roberts has left that lot and
joined Universal to direct come-
dies. He is under a picture-to-
picture agreement with U. His
first will be “Let’s Go Pigskin,”
a two-reeler.

LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD
CAST FOR “REDUCING”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Lucien
Littlefield has been selected as
Marie Dressler’s (talkie) husband
in the new Marie Dressler-Polly
Moran M-G-M picture, “Reduc-
ing.” Littlefield recently was
seen in “Clancy of Wall Street,”

‘She’s My Weakness,” “Seven
Keys to Baldpate” and “Drag.”

FIVE PLAYERS ADDED

Five names were added to the

cast of Pathe’s outdoor special,

“The Painted Desert,” starring
Bill Boyd, when the company re-

sumed shooting at Malibu Lake
upon their return last week after

nearly two month’s on location
in the Arizona desert. They are
Edmund Breese, A1 St. John, Otto
Fries, Francis Ford and Dan
Crimins.

LOEW THEATRES BOOK

PATHE’S SPECIALS

Franklin Pangborn’s work in
Breakfast in Bed,” Daphne Pol-
lard’s latest two-reeler, as well as
his characterization in the fea-
ture “Her Man”, has won him a
series of his own under the Pa-
the banner. Monte Carter is

working on an untitled story for
Pangborn and Fred Guiol and
Arch Heath are developing an-
other two-reeler tentatively titled
“A Traveling Man.”

mUREEN O’SULLIVAN
CETS PRINCESS ROLE

Maureen O’Sullivan’s portrayal
of the Princess in “The Princqss
and the Plumber,” in which she
played opposite Charles Farrell,
o impressed Fox Films officials
that they cast her as a Princess
again, this time in “A Connecti-
cut Yankee,” which will star Will
Rogers.

This is the second time the
little Irish girl has been cast with
Rogers, and the fifth important
lead she has captured since she
became an actress, others being
in the John McCormack film “Song
O’ My Heart,” “So This Is Lon-
.lon,” “Just Imagine.”

14 PUBLIX HOUSES
BOOK BIG 4 WESTERNS
Fourteen Publix houses have

booked all the Western out-put of
Big 4 in the following towns:
Chattanooga, Knoxville and John-
son City, Tennessee; Spartanburg,
S. C. and Charlotte, Greensboro,
Raleigh, Durham, High Point,
Salisbury, Burlington, Rocky
Mount, Fayetteville and Goldsboro,
North Carolina.

COOPER AND DIETRICH

CAST FOR ^DISHONORED’

Gary Cooper after finishing
“Fighting Caravans”, Paramount’s
epic of the pioneer western plains,

will start work in “Dishonored”,
written and to be directed by Josef
von Sternberg. Marlene Dietrich
will be opposite Cooper.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone

Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Pstfamount Building

Phone—Chlckerlng 8729
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CHARUE GIVES DOUG

LESSON IN ACTING

Charles Chaplin this week re-

hearsed his friend, Douglas Fair-

banks, in a switt larce routine at

the United Artists Studios dur-

ing preparations tor “Reaching
for the Moon,” with Behe Daniels.

Edmund Gouldnig was putting

Fairbanks through a rehearsal for

a cocktail scene in a luxurious

steamer cabin.

Chaplin made a suggestion for

the farce action, declaring it need-

ed a certain tempo. Fairbanks,

Goulding and Berlin invited him
to take charge of the scene.

Scores of players and executives

gathered on the set to watch
Chaplin act out the scene and
then direct Fairbanks in it.

M’LAGLEN CO-FEATURED
IN “DISHONORED”

Victor McLaglen, star of “What
Price Glory,” “The Cock Eyed
World” and other screen success-

es, has been signed by Paramount
10 piay the chief male role in the

new Josef Von Sternberg produc-

tion, “Dishonored,” in which he
will be co-featured with Marlene
Dietrich. Announcement of this

was made yesterday by Jesse D.

Lasky, following negotiations

with Fox Film Cororation for the

services of the popular portrayer

of virile roles.

In “Dishonored” McLaglen will

have the role of a Russian spy in

the Austrian armv whose romance
with a woman spy provides the

motivation for an unusually dra-

matic story.

HOWARD RE-SIGNED

AS FOX DIRECTOR

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—A new
long term contract was Fox Films’

way of acknowledging the work
of director William K. Howard.
The agreement was signed follow-

ing favorable reports on How-
ard’s latest picture, “Scotland
Yard,” in which Edmund Lowe
played the leading role.

As a director-actor team, How-
ard and Lowe also were respon-
sible for the success iof “Good
Intentions.” Fox Films will keep
them together for one more pic-

ture, “All Women Are Bad,” by
William Anthony McGuire. “Ax-
elle” will be his first picture un-
der the new contract.

JDSEPHINE VELEZ CAST

Josephine Velez, sister

Velez, Universal star,

joined the cast of
“

which Tod Browning is

at Universal City with
the original stage cast-
gosi, Edward Van Sloan
bert Bunston.

of Lupe
yesterday
‘Dracula”,
producing
three of

-Bela Lu-
and Her-

HMCUA
Is Coming!

I I I

WUXTRA!

PARIS. — Pola Aegri is

getting along nicely with
her divorce proceedings.
She took time out to in-

form newspapermen that, if

site he successful, and she’s

sure the court will be nice

to lier, she is packing her
trunk and sailing for New
York and a stage apnear-
ance. She didn’t say how
many New York producers
were clamoring for lier ser-

vices.

FILM EXPDRT GAIN

(Continued from page 1)

dared value of $6,168,703, as

compared with 201,137,429 linear

feet, valued at $5,449,491 for the

corresponding period in 1929.

This 1930 total is the largest since

the division began to make such
compilations in 1925.

The largest increase was in ex-

ports of positive motion pictures,

which amounted to 201,320,492

linear feet, valued at $51,168,805 in

the first nine months of 1930 as

against 195,018,280 linear feet,

valued at $4,610,723 for the same
period of 1929.

Exposed negative film also

showed an increase. The figures

for the 1930 period was 8,717,477

feet, with a declared value of $1,-

001,998, as against 6,119,149 feet,

valued at $838,768 for the 1929

period.

Of the motion picture films ex-

ported from the United States dur-
ing the first nine months of 1930,

5,208,810 feet of negatives and
132,239,581 feet of positives were
sound synchronized. As 1930 is

the first calendar year in which
sound films received a separate
classification from silent films in

our export statistics, no compari-
son in this regard can be made
with the 1929 period.

Goldstooe Reports Production

On Tiffany Lot in Fuii Swing

LEILA KARNELLY IN

“DNCE A SINNER’’

Leila Karnelly, Russian actress

who appeared with Victor McLag-
len and Edmund Lowe in “The
Cock Eyed World”, will enact a

featured part in “Once A Sinner.”

Director Guthrie McClintic has
selected three widely contrasting

actresses for this Fox picture.

They are Dorothy Mackaill, blonde
and wise-cracking modernist;
Sally Blane, demure and gentle;

Miss Karnelly, fiery and foreign.

Others in the cast are Joel Mc-
Crea. C. Harry Gordon, Ilka Chase
and George Brent.

START PRDDUCTIDN
DF ‘BACHELDR FATHER’

“The Bachelor Father” has been
placed in production at the M-G-M
studio, with Marion Davies in the

starring role. This is the picturi-

zation of David Belasco’s popnlar
stage comedy, and Robert Z. Leon-
ard is the director. C. Aubrey
Smith, who appeared in the orig-

inal stage play, has a featured

part in the film, and the cast in-

clndes Ralph Forbes, David Tor-
rence, Nina Quartern, Guinn (Big

Boy) Williams, Doris Lloyd and
Raymond Milland.

TITLED “FREE LDVE”
“Free Love” was decided upon

yesterday by Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

as the talking picture title for

Sidney Howard’s stage success
“Half Gods”, which Hobart Hen-
ley is now producing at Universal
City with Genevieve Tobin and
Conrad Nagel.

amusement houses in the United
States. This tendency is noted be-

fore entering the. house. The en-

trance on Seventh avenue hits you
in the eye with its modernistic
trend.

Inside, the impression of un-
usual height, is given, its walls
and ceilings, in bronze, marble
and spacious dome overhead.
Morocco rouge marble is em-

ployed in the sculptural contrasts

with the RKO insignia incrusted
in the marble-paneled floor. The
auditorium, which seats 2,300, in-

cludes the orchestra, loges and
mezzanine. An unobstructed view
of the screen is had from every
chair in the theatre.

Insert fabric panels, quaint
lighting fixtures, the golden tex-
ture of walls and ceiling, the
draperies and simulated lighting
effects are calculated to produce
an effect of visual beauty. The
proscenium arch makes a har-
monious frame for the “realife”
screen with which the theatre is

"quipped. The floors of the audi-
torium are covered with multi-
colored carpets. The grand stair-
way ascending from the auditori-
um level to the mezzanine prom-

enade leads into an elongated
octagon, the walls of which are
decorated with polished wood and
inlaid ornaments of satinwood.

Adjoining the promenade is the
main lounge of generous propor-
tions and all the adjacent fur-

nishments of comfort and luxury
for its guests; the floor is bord-
ered with black marble, the walls
are faced with silvery barewood
in large frames of satinwood.

A modern plant of 150 tons
capacity is in operation for the
constant furnishment of fresh air
at any desired temperature.
The plans and specifications

were by Thomas W. Lamb, archi-
tect, the contractor is M. Shapiro
& Son. The work was under the
personal direction of Walter
Reade.

What is a Vampire Kiss?

wacuia
^ KNOWS!

Grant L. Cook, executive vice-
president of Tiffany yesterday was
notified by Phil Goldstone, Tif-

fany’s studio executive on the
coast, that ‘“The Third Alarm,”
the first of Tiffany’s Big Ten Pro-
ductions for 1930-31 will be a real
box-office draw.
Goldstone and his staff are sold

on the picture in its sound and
dialogue form. It is scheduled
for pre-view in Los Angeles next
week. The cast includes James
Hall, Anita Louise, Jean Her-
sholt and Hobart Bosworth.
Cook also announced that “The

Little Divorcee”, another of the
Chimp comedies, and “One-Punch
O’Toole”, the first of the Paul
Hurst comedies, have been finish-
ed and will reach New York next
week.
Production already has started

on the first of the Ken Maynard
western productionp, “The Mid-^
night Stage,” Goldstone said.
“Caught Cheating”, with Charlie
Murray and George Sidney, and
“The Single Sin” and a story with
the tentative title of “Crime
Pavs”, also go into production
next week.

WESTERNS FOR HAWAII
Floyd St. John of the Coopera-

tive Exchange, San Francisco has
sold the second series of Big 4
Westerns in eighteen of the prin-
cipal towns of the State includ-
ing Stockton, Fresno and Santa
Rosa. This series has also been
sold in the Hawaiian Islands.

UNUSUALLY

LARGE ROOMS
BEAUTTFULLY FURNISHED

^3.00 SINGLE UP
^4.00 DOUBLE UP

700 ROOMS
with Bath

CIRCULATINf
ICE WATER

i



PAT44 E

A mighty melodrama dressed in

Pathes inimitable "BIG HIT" style

BILL BOYD
Directed by

HOWARD
H I G_G I N
Produced by
E . B . DERR

The Painted Desert
vith Helen Twelvetrees and William Farnum
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FOX HOUSES BAN

VAUD WHEN BREAK

WITH UNION HITS

Officials of Fox Theatres yester-

day announced that action of the

stage employes’s Union in insist-

ing on two additional men at the

Fox Academy of Music has caus-

ed the abandonment of vaudeville

in seven theatres. Seventy union
musicians, 28 stagehands and
vaudeville acts are thereby thrown
out of work.
When vaudeville was resumed

at seven Fox theatres about a
week ago, it was agreed between
the union and the management of

the Academy of Music that four
men would be required for the

handling of the stage performance.
Later a demand was made for two
more men at that theatre, and a
refusal by Fox officials resulted

in the careless handling of the

stage equipment, it was said.

The regular two weeks notice

was given the stage employees at

each of the theatres and unless
an agreement is reached, vaude-

(Continued on page 2)

Paramount Publix Corp. has
ijust opened its latest film palace,

the Staten Island Paramount The-
iatre, located in Stapleton, and seat-

ing 2,300. It is a commodious
modern house with all the de luxe
features typical of the metropoli-
tan chain of Paramount Publix
houses.

Its initial offering is “Monte
Carlo’’, The gala premiere was
attended by a number of notables
including Borough President Lynch
of Richmond. A banquet was also
held in celebration of the open-
ing. The house is under the man-
agement of D. J. Whyte, recently
manager of the Rialto Theatre
on Broadway.

RADIO REPORTS MORE
AMOS-ANDY HOLDOVERS

“Holdovers’’ continue to pour in-

to the RKO-Radio Pictures offices

on the Amos ’n’ Andy attraction,

“Check and Double Check.”
The latest to be received are as

follows: The RKO Majesties of

Dallas, San Antonio, Houston and
Fort Worth.

In Fort Smith, Arkansas, the
picture was booked for an entire
week, whereas there has never
been a picture to play in that
town over four days.

Charlotte, Greensboro, Ash-
ville and Raleigh, N.C. are hold-
ing over also.

RKO IS REPORTED
DICKERING TO BUY
QAUMONT INTERESTS

PARIS. —• It is reported
in reputable circles here
that Radio-Keith-Orplieum
are about to close a deal
which will give .this Ameri-
can theatre concern a con-
trolling interest in Gan-
mont-Anbert.

HUGE AMUSEMENT TAX TRAP
ALL SET AND BAITED IN OHIO

PARAMOUNT OPENS

NEW S. 1. THEATRE

NEW BRANCH MANAGER
UP FROM PATHE RANKS
OMAHA.—B. A. Harms, recent-

ly appointed Pathe branch man-
ager here, won promotion from
the sales staff. ""Harms came to

Pathe from Warner Brothers and
previously to that was in business
for himself operating theatres.
He was born in Germany.

BERLINER IN CHICAGO

The Berliner Acoustic System
Is now being installed in the
Capitol Theatre, Chicago. This is

one of the principal theatres in
the Coston Circuit.

HOLLWOOD TURNS
TO NIGHT SCHOOL
FOR TALKIE FINISH

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
Tlie technique incident to

sound recording and the
necessity for knowing for-

eign languages has turned
the film colony into an en-
ormous night school.

Following a check-up by
tlie Hollywood representa-
tive of Exhibitors Daily Re-
view it has been determined
that more 2,000 film play-
ers, writers, direetors and
electricians, liave taken or

are Liking a ten-weeks’
night course in sound re-

production as given by the
Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences.

Lampson Bill to Be Sprung

Early in January Pa-

rades List of Reductions

In Other Fields, Then
Stings Theatres for

^16,000,000

COLUMBUS, Ohio, Nov. 4. — It

goes without saying that Ohio
politicians have their plans all

laid for their annual juggling with
the tax proposition. How per-
fectly those plans have been pre-
pared is indicated in one of the
tax bills which has earned the
honor of being scheduled for in-

troduction in the new legislature
early in January—the first ses-

sion being on January 5.

Carefully concealed back of a
smoke screen of liberal reductions
of taxation in other fields, this

bill—to be introduced by E. C.

(Continued on page 6)

U. S. FILMS GAIN GROUND
IN BRITISH TALKER FIELD

WAXMAN BACK

A. P. Waxman, director of pub-

licity, advertising and exploita-

tion tor Warner Bros., has re-

turned to his desk following a

two-week vacation in Bermuda.

PARAMOUNT TO START SIX NEW

FEATURES DURING NEXT 30 DAYS
The acquisition of four new

stories to be adapted to the talk-
ing screen and the plans for the
launching of six features during
the next thirty days at the Holly-
wood and New York studios of
the company were announced yes-
terday by B. P. Schulberg, man-
aging director of production for
Paramount. la addition, to the six
soon to start, eight are now in

production and another eight are
being edited and made ready for

early release.

The stories just purchased and
assigned to stars are the Octavus
Roy Cohen play, “Alias Mrs. Wal-
lace,” for William Powell, “Cava-
lier of the Streets”, by Michael
Arlen, for Maurice Chevalier;

(Continued oh page 6)

LONDON.—The American posi-

tion in the talker field here is get-

ting better entrenched every day.

On the other hand the British pro-
ducers are showing a bit of un-
certainity on plans for the future.

Leaders here ascribe the lost of

ground to the so-called invaders
(the Americans) the fact that na-

(Continued on page 7)

IRENE DELROY ARRIVES

Irene Delroy accompanied by
her mother, arrived in New York,
to attend the premiere at the Win-
ter Garden this Thursday evening
of the Warner Bros. Technicolor
special, “The Life of the Party.”
She crossed the continent by
motor.

J. L. Warner, vice-president in
charge of production, will also at-

tend the premiere, as will Roy
Del Ruth, who directed the com-
edy, and William Koenig, produce
tion manager of the West Coast
studio.
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MAIN STREET

Talkers have invaded the Met-

n poiitan Opera House * * chorus

from Haulier’s Die Meistersiu^er

was shot by camera and mike
t’other day * * * Max Seliineliiig

is going to do a talker in Holly-

3vood * * * that is, he sa 3's he is,

in a cabled story * * * no one
publicly lays claim to Max’s ser-

vices, however * * we fear it

is just another one of those “come
on” stunts * * * The Brox Sisters,

Tom Patricola, Frank Richardson,
Harry Rose and Teddy Joyce are

booked for personal appearances
by Warners * * * never heard of

some of ’em * no one Ye Ed
has never heard of has any right

making personal appearances * *

John LeRoy Johnson, that demon
p.a. out with Carl, Jr., in U. City

sends us startling news recount-

ing John Boles’ secret hide-out

when not singing before mike in

Resurrection * * * why couldn’t

you have let John keep his secret

John LeRoy * * * Irene Thirer
who reviews the pics by the stars

gives East Is West two and
credits it to RKO * * * now is

that nice, Irene * * * Walter Hus-
ton is due on the Big Stem the
tail-end of the week * * * you’re

safe, Walter, that Virtuous Sin has
left town * * * what a sap King
Louis played in that Du Barry wo-
man’s life * * * Anna May Wong
speaks better English than some
of our big stars * * * Marie Pre-
Yost seems to be on her way for

a great comeback * * * did you
know Lovis Ayres was snatched
from an hotel orchestra to be-
come a movie star * * * the boys
haven’t settled that Hughes-
Schenck merger yet * * those
trains running to New Haven Sat
were floating distilleries * * *

latest rumor has RKO buying
Gaumont Anbert over in Gay
Paree * * * these reviewers who
hold a stopwatch on previews give

us a pain in the neck * * * who
cares, we’d like to know * * *

Harry Sherman threatens to show
his Today for Ye Ed it

better be good, Harry * * * Bill

Farnum sure clicks before the

mike * * he looks like a king,
too * * * have yon voted * * *

don’t forget to vote once (or twice
if you can manage it) for Hey
Broun * *

Audio Review, No. 43

This is, by far, the best of the
latest numbers turned out by
Terry Ramsaye. It opens with
scenes in and about Gibraltar,
England’s impregnable fortifica-

tion in the East. Picturesque
shots. Chicago’s latest novelty

—

the Planetarum which projects the
entire solar system on, a huge
dome. Maybe you’ll know what
it is all about when you see it

—

this reviewer is compelled to ad-
mit ignorance on that point. Com-
prising a large part of this num-
ber are interesting shots of the
homes of famous New Yorkers, in-

cluding John D., Schwab, Morgan,
Valderbilt, John D., Jr., the late

Andrew Carnegie. The music at-

tending this late audio release is

catchy and seems to fit like a
glove each of the three subjects
shown.

* * •

“Traffic Tangle”

(Patlio-Folly Comedy)
The fact that the traffic angle

has been done in comedy produc-
tion since Mack Sennett’s cops
and bathing girls didn’t seem to
prevent John C. Flynn producing
this one with Nat Carr, Dot Far-
ley, Spec O’Donnell, and others.
Fred Guiol, who used to turn out
some funny ones on the old Hal
Roach lot, held the megaphone.
No less than two-dozen persons
get credit for a hand in this com-
edy. It’s funny if you like traffic

jams which reminds us of what

RY^N TALKIE READY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Phil
Ryan, who is producing a series

of two-reel talkies starring Ches-
ter Conklin for Paramount re-

lease, recently shipped his second
picture, “Sky Scrapers’’, to New
York. The third of this series

will soon go into production at

the Metropolitan Sound Studios.

Tallulah Bankhead, whose work
on the London stage for the past

few years, raised her to one of

the leading stellar lights in Eng-
land’s theatre world, will be co-

featured with Cilve Brook, as her

first work under a contract re-

cently signed with Paramount.

“Her Past,” by Frederick John-

son, will be the story. It’s a com-
edy, according to Jesse Lasky who
made the announcement yester-

day.

Miss Bankhead, now in London,
will sail for New York in time

to put on her make-up for the

first sequences of the comedy
some time in January. Georg)
Cukor and Cyril Gardner will eo-

direct, according to present plans.

Joe Frisco said of “The Covered
Wagon”—a damn nice picture if

you like wagons.
• * »

“The Glory of Spain”

(Patlie-Vagabond Series)

Tom Terriss never fails to hold
your interests in that tramp he’s

taking around this old globe with
a camera. Tom is (or was) in

Spain and lies shot the old Gra-
nada, one-time home of the Moors
when they were the Tammany
Hall of Spain. He shoots some
picturesque types as all types are
in Sunny Spain. He doesn’t for-

get the bullfight—nor does he for-

get a thrill incident to some—he
catches a matador (or was it a

picador) on the horns of the bull,

et cet. And he shoots a very
good-looking young senorita—^she
looks like Lupe Velez or is it that
Del Rio girl. Anyway she’s good
to look at. A very interesting
number, Tom. Send us some
more.

• * •

“The Big Cheese”
(Aesop’s Sound Fables)
(Pathe-Van Beuren)

There are some tough guys in

this one—square-jawed eggs that
might have been reared in the
stockyards district of A1 Capone’s
bailiwick. Tough is no name for
’em. They’re animated cartoons
but, tough just the same — and
funny, and well done and all that
sort of thing. They’re a prize
fight, too. A good number.

Murray Roth, director-in-chief
of the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studios,
is making special Christmas
Vitaphone Varieties for the Yule-
tide holidays. The first of these,
titled “Christmas Greetings,” has
just been completed with a cast
including Hugh Cameron, Spring
Byington and Larry Jason.

“MANY A SLIP” CAST

Lewis Ayres, hero of “All Quiet
on the Western Front,” is playing
the male lead of “Many a Slip,”
and yesterday three additions
were made to the cast—Zasu
Pitts, Slim Summerville and Ros-
coe Karns, all of whom played
in Universal’s comedy hit, “Little
Accident.”

“MEAL TICKET” READY

An original underworld playlet
by Burnet Hershey titled “The
Meal Ticket” has just been finish-

ed at the Eastern Vitaphone Stu-
dios. The cast includes Pat
O’Brien, Broadway stage player,
Mary Murray and May Doran.
Arthur Hurley directed.

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

DU BARRY (Rivoli)
Norma Talmadge does pretty

well by that sinful Du Barry pas-
sion-plate on whose leg-of-mut-
ton sleeves that Negri woman
swept into the heart of Ameri-
can silents worshipers. Particu-
larly in the scene where King
Louis finds her wounded lover hid-
den in her bed does the old Norma
of silent days flash. Despite the
fact that Du Barry was a humble
milliner before dominating the
court of Louis she cultivated a
certain amount of restraint and
savoire faire which this reviewer
failed to discern in Norma’s por-
trayal. She interprets a Du Barry,
however, that most any regal per-
sonage, not eceptlng kings, might
fall for. Bill Farnum, as King
Louis, is much better, we think,
than Norma as Du Barry. Con-
rad Nagle as the royal guard
lover, turned revolutionist, handles
the role with a lot of convincing
treatment. Hobart Bosworth, as
Nagle’s talkie father, does his
part. United Artists has given
“Du Barry” unstinted attention in
production with Sam Taylor
weilding a careful megaphone.
The storming of the royal palace
gates by the revolutionists strikes
a thrilling contrast to the bed-
room scenes wherein Du Barry
makes one of those love-stricken
fools of King Louis.

J. L. K.

HISTORIC SET BUILT
FOR “GREAT MEADOW”
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— What

is said to be an accurate repro-
duction of an historic landmark
for motion pictures, has been
erected by M-G-M on the Russell
ranch, 55 miles from Los Angeles.
It represents Harrodsburg, the
goal of the Virginians who
struggled across the mountains to

Kentucky in “The Great Meadow,”
the Elizabeth Maddox Roberts
story which Charles Brabin is di-

recting. Players are John Mack
Brown, Eleanor Boardman, Lucille
Le Verne, Gavin Gordon, Quinn
Williams, Dale Fuller, Sarah
Padden, Russell Simpson and
Gardner James.

FOX HOUSES BAN VAUD
AFTER UNION BREAK
(Continued from page' 1)

ville will be definitely discontinu-
ed, officials decided.
Theatres involved are the Acad-

emy of Music, Audubon and Star
in Manhattan, Crotona in the
Bronx, Savoy and the Walker in

Brooklyn and the Fox in Phila-
delphia.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, Nov. 3, 1930

Paramount F-L .. 47'/2 —

1

Warner Bros 19 + %
Fox Film “A” 35^2 36% —
Loew’s Inc 55% 57 + %
Radio K-A-0 211/2 21%
Pathe Exchange ... 3'/2 3%
Pathe “A” 7 7 -f !4
Con. F. Ind I 41/2 UV2 -b !4

Curb Market
Fox 'Theatre /‘A”.,. 6% 6Va + Vs

XMAS VARIETY

Tallulah Bankhead to Co-Star

With Brook in First Para Film—



Elected!
i( m k ^ ^ 10

“Skinner in ‘Kismet* scores tri-

umph.”—American.

“Finely wrought audible ver-

sion of ELdward Knobloch’s
successful stage contribution.”

—Times.

“Grandiloquent. Pompous.”—World.

“An artistic achievement of
note.”—Film Daily.

“A talkie treat for those who
like their pictures different.

—

News.

Ambassador
of

Prosperity
BROKE THE
WEEK END
HIGH AT

WARNER BROS.

HOLLYWOOD
THEATRE, N. Y.

at $2.00 TOP!

A FIRST NATIONAL wlVlTAPiiONE
?E^TRADt MAftK Ips

'Vitapbone" is the registered trode mark of the Vifophone Corp. designating its proOucts.

WITH
LORETTA YOUNG DAVID MANNERS
MARY DUNCAN SIDNEY BLACKMER
A JOHN FRANCIS DILLON PRODUCTION
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“PRODUCT BEST IN HISTORY”

SAYS J. L. WARNER, HERE
J. L. Warner, arriving from the

Coast yesterday for the premiere
of the Warner Bros.’ Technicolor
special, “The Life of the Party’’,

which will replace “The Office

Wife’’ at the Winter Garden on
Thursday, declared that his com-
pany was piroviding exhibitors with
the best box office product in its

history.

“I refer,” said Mr. Warner, “only

to pictures shown in houses which,

to satisfy patrons, were compelled
to extend their engagements—such
as ‘The Office Wife’, ‘Old English’,

‘Outward Bound’, ‘Three Faces
East’, ‘Sinners’ Holiday,’ ‘The Mat-
rimonial Bed’, and ‘The Doorway
to Heir. And what these pictures

are doing certainly will be dupli-

cated by coming releases of the

calibre of ‘Illicit’, ‘River’s End’,

‘Fifty Million Frenchmen’, ‘Ex-

Mistress’, ‘The Steel Highway’,
‘Viennese Nights’ and others.”

TAX TRAP BAITED

FOR OHIO EXHIBS

(Continued from page 1)

% R^Om RASPBERRY’
STARTS SERIES OF 12

HOLLYWOOD.—“A Radio Rasp-
berry” is the title of the pioneer
Craig Hutchinson comedy to be
distributed by Big 4. This series
will consist of twelve two-reel
comedies, the first to be released
some time in January and follow-
ed by a picture every four weeks.

YENTRiLOQUIST SHORT
Edgar Bergen, ventriloquist, and

his popular dummy, “Charlie Mac-
Arthur,” have just completed a
Vitaphone Variety entitled “The
Office Scandal.” He is supported

by Christina Graber who also ap-

peared with him in his previous

short, “The Operation.”

SHIRES SIGNED FOR
‘LEATHER PUSHERS’

Art Shires, or Shires the
Great, as he calls himself
has been signed by Univer-
sal for his first screen role.

He will play opposite Kane
Richmond in episodes nine
and ten of “The Leather
Pushers,” the prize fight

pictures adapted from the
Witwer stories.

JOSEPHSON WITH CROZE

Julian Josephson, author of a

number of screen successes, in-

cluding the screen play for “Dis-
raeli,” has been signed by James
Cruze Productions. Josephson’s
initial assignment by Samuel
Zierler, president and production
executive, is the adaptation of

“Platinum,” the novel by Edward
Dean Sullivan and Adele Comma-
dini. Walter Lang will direct.

“Platinum” is to be produced
following the completion of “The
Command Performance.”

Radio Adds 6 New Stories

for Early Production
Lampson of Jefferson—is a pro-

vision which stings the theatres

for an extra annual revenue esti-

mated at $16,000,000. But the pa-

rade to the voters of the list of

reductions referred to is so im-
pressive that the theatre stinger

is calculated to inflict the mini-

mum of pain.

The Lampson Bill tax reduction
camouflage is composed of these

constituents; Total reduction,

$113,000,000. Real estate tax to

be lowered, $61,442,290; personal

tax lowered, $51,7170,492, while cor-

porate taxes will foot up $53,284,-

056.

Meaning that the old homestead
and necessary personal belong-
ings are relieved from paying $113,-

152,782 which they handed over

last year.

To make up this cut in the

revenues of the state, the Bill

specifies — coming gently and
soothingly to the point: No change
in gasolene tax, but a more equal
division; a sales tax of from 3

to 5 cents on each package of 20

cigarettes—to produce $17,000,-

OuO; a billboard license tax of 10

per cent on all ticl^ets to all

places of amusement—and on dues
paid to social and athletic clubs;
an issue and transfer stock tax of

2 cents per share; 10 cents on
each pack of playing cafld.s; 6

per cent tax on income and pro-
fits from intangible property.

The estimate of $16,000,000

which the theatres would add to

revenue is considered rather un-
der than above what the passage
of this bill would yield. A re-

port on the Lampson Bill makes
this comment:
“An amusement tax is justifi-

able. It is levied on a luxury.

If people can afford to crowd the

theatres they can afford to pay

10 per cent to assume some share

of public education.”

HOLLYWOOD. — The busiest

week in the history of Radio Pic-

tures studio was rounded out with
the announcement yesterday by
William LeBaron, vice-president in

charge of production, that six new
stories have been acquired for

early Aiming. Five units now in

active production and several more
scheduled to begin during the next
ten days. The new material ac-

quired for immediate production
includes

:

Samuel Zierler has signed Gor-
don Riabv to adapt “The Com-
mand Performance” for James
Cruze Productions. Rigby has

had a number of screen successes

to his credit among them being,

“Under a Texas Moon,” “Mammy,”
“Dancing Sweeties,” “Song of the

Flame” and “Capt. Thunder.”

E. H. Allen of Educational Stu-

dios has signed Arvid Gillstrom

to direct an all-star cast in a

forthcoming Mermaid comedy.
Gillstrom has started work at

Educational with the following

cast in his production; Bobby
Aanew, Margaret Clarke, Alberta

Vaughn, Tyler Brooks and George
McFarlane.

Phil Ryan starts his third Ches-
ter Conklin comedy for Para-
mount at Metropolitan Sound Stu-

dios Monday, under the direc-

tion of Frank Griffith. The story

has been tentatively titled “The
Property Man,” and is based upon
the duties surrounding the studio

personality.

Seen along Hollywood boule-

vard: Bryant Washburn receiv-

“Wliite Shoulders”, adapted by
J. Walter Ruben from the Rex
Beach story, “Recoil”; “Children
of the Streets”, an original story
by Robert Milton and Guy Bol-
ton; “Kept Husbands”, original
story being adapted by Forest Hal-
sey, featuring Sue Carol; “Sour
Grapes”,' stage play by Vincent
Lawrence; “Waiting at the
Church”, original story by Vandah
Owen; “Private Secretary”, ori-

ginal story by Alan Brener Schultz.

ing bashful congratulations upon
the arrival of a six and a half
pound daughter. Mrs. Washburn
was Virginia Vance in pictures . . .

Jud Buell, Sennett’s right-hand
man and publicity director, usher-
ing a lot of press representatives
into the Belmont, to see a new
comedy . . . Lewis Stone and bride
back in town after a brief trip

following their wedding at Yuma,
Ariz. ... A. Leslie Pearce tell-

ing the boys he has signed a con-
tract with A1 Christie to direct

Educational - Christie comedies.
Leslie wrote the dialogue for

“Charley’s Aunt” and made a good
job of it ... C. Aubrey Smith,
noted British player, recently
sibned by M-G-M to play in “The
Bachelor Father” strolling along
the boulevard . . . George Irving
hustling out to Universal to play
an important role in “Resurrec-
tion” which Eddie Carewe is di-

recting . . . Laura LaPlante back
in town after a tour of the middle
west and east . . . William De-
Mille and wife, Clara Beranger
off for New York to see some
shows, he having terminated his

M-G-M contract with “The Pas-

sion Flower.”

Hollywood Gossip
By RAT MURRAY

‘RESURRECTION’ CAST

OFF FOR FINAL SCENES

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Edwin
Carewe, John Boles, Lupe Velez,
Carewe, John Boles, Lupe Velez,
day left for the mountain plateau
of the California-Nevada border
where the Siberian scenes for
“Resurrection” will be shot. It

is now in its final stages of Aim-
ing.

All the resources of the U plant
are being put into the screen
translation of Tolstoy’s story of
triumph of love over license. John
Boles and Lupe Velez are appear-
ing as Prince Dmitri and Katusha
Maslova. More than 400 native
Russians appear in some of the
scenes. Supporting Boles and
Miss Velez is a cast of stage vet-
2rans including Nance O’Neil,
Rose Tapley and William Keigh-
ley.

PARA TO START 6

FILMS WITHIN MONTH
(Continued from page' 1)

“Mr. and Mrs. Haddock Abroad”,
for Leon Errol and Mitzi Green
and “Her Past” in which Tallulah
Bankhead and Clive Brook will

be presented.

A wide variety of locales is pro-
vided in the eight productions now
being Aimed.

These are Zane Grey’s “Fighting
Caravans”, with Gary Cooper, Lily
Damita, Ernest Torrence, Fred
Kohler and Tully Marshall; Ruth
Chatterton’s latest, “The Right to
Love”; the Jack Oakie comedy, ten-
tatively titled “On the Spot”, the
Emerson Hough story, “Stampede”,
with Richard Arlen and Fay Wray;
Josef von Sternberg’s “Dishonor-
ed”; the George Bancroft news-
paper story, and William Powell’s
current drama, “Buy Your Wo-
man”.
The six scheduled for November

production are “Confessions of a
Co-Ed”, from her own diary; a
special feature with Jack Oakie,
and “Mr. and Mrs. Haddock
Abroad”, with Leon Errol and Mit-
zi Green. In New York, Claudette
Colbert and Frederic March are
soon to start “Strictly Business”;
Nancy Carroll will do “Stolen
Heaven” and Jaul Lukas is to play
the title role in “Ladies’ Man”.
The film editors are working on

“Fast and Loose”, from “The Best
People; Ed Wynn’s “Follow the
Leader”; “Morocco”, with Gary
Cooper and Marlene Dietrich; “The
Royal Family”; Jack Oakie in “Sea
Legs”; George Bancroft in “Dere-
lict”; and “Along Came Youth.”

“MIN AND BILL”
“HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—“Min

and Bill” is the title under which
M-G-M will release “Dark Star.”
Marie Dressier and Wallace Beery
are co-starred. George Hill di-
rected.

Sfudlo and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Daily or Weekly Ra-fes

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp.

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 6067
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ERPrS ORTHO-KROME SCREEN
'

IS DEMONSTRATED IN HOBOKEN

KEMBLE IN N. Y.

WITH SYNCHRONIZED

“BIRTH OF NATION
”

W. H. Kemble, of the old Tri-
angle Film company, arived in

New York yesterday to arrange
for distribution for the synchro-
nized version of D. W. Griffith’s

“Birth of a Nation,” in which he
is interested, according to A. G.
Grey, Griffith’s business manager.

STIGE ^LL SET
FOR WiIRNER DANCE

This Thursday evening, the

Warner Club will hold its inaug-
ural meeting and dance of the
season at the Hotel New Yorker.
Harold Levy and his Vitaphone
Recording Orchestra will dispense
the dance music, following the
supper. Expected to be present
are the Warner Bros, executives,
H. M. Warner, Sam E. Morris,
Herman Star, and others. Also
expected is Robert Ripley, whose
“Believe It or Not” series are
proving fine entertainment as
Vitaphone Varieties.

SAM SCHNEIDER JOINS
BRIDLE PATH RECRUITS

Sam Schneider, Warner Bros,
executive, is one of the more re-

cent recruits to the Central Park
bridle path idea. With Mrs.
Schneider he is learning to post
and canter. He registered deep
chagrin, when, the initial lesson
over, no muscular stiffness devel-
oped.

PARA NEGOTIATES FOR
“SIN TAKES HOLIDAY”

Paramount-Publix is ne-
gotiating with Pathe for a
Kivoli engagement for “Sin
Takes a Holiday,” Con-
stance Bennett’s latest pic-

ture which went over very
heavily at a Hollywood
preview last week.

U. S. FILMS GAIN

GROUND IN ENGLAND
(Continued from page 1)

five producers cannot compete
with the offensive being staged by
the Americans.

At present, it is agreed the only
outstanding production coming
from British producers is “Es-
cape” which is the only one doing
profit-making business in London.
“Escape” is from the Galsworthy
story of the same name. The Amer-
ican distribution rights are con-
trolled by RKO.
This doesn’t mean, those in the

know contend, that British pro-
ducers are throwing up their
hands. On the contrary they are
putting their shoulders to the
wheel and, encouraged by the suc-
cess of such productions as “Es-
cape” are epected to regain the

ground already lost to their Amer-
ican cousins from across the seas.

For the present, however, the

Americans are the winners. Bri-

tish audiences seem to have taken

strongly to the American produc-

tion. An outstanding and a very

fine example, being Bathe’s “HoH-

The Lyric Theatre in Hoboken
recently was the;’“scene of a dem-
onstration of JErpi’S' new Ortho-
Krome screen" thes invention of

A. B. Hurley, New j,York physicist,

who invented the -^process to re-

move the glare from printed page.

The new screen professes to

eliminate ^all glare, to bring the
smallest detail into clear relief

and present a straight view from
any angle in the house up to 80
degrees. It has a processed sur-
face.

The economical feature also is

emphasized by its makers, a 30
per cent saving in the amperage
required *'for projection being
claimed. A corresponding reduc-
tion in the heat in the projection
box, also is claimed.

Overbrilliant projection is claim-
ed as discerning and injurious to
the eyes as the flicker was. The
spectator must gaze continuously
at an area subjected to high and
rapidly fluctuating illumination
and if glare is present, eye strain

day”, with Ann Harding doing such
good work in the leading role.

Other American productions
clicking are: “All Quiet on the
Western Front”, Universal’s spe-
cial; “Raffles”, with Roland Col-
man, a Paramount-Publix; Mau-
rice Chevalier in “The Big Pond”;
“The King of Jazz”, also an Uni-
versal production, and “Forward
Maroh”, an M-G-M production with

Buster Keaton.

is entailed because the illuminat-
ed area always is surrounded by
non-illuminated space.
The Ortho-Krome screen. Hur-

ley says, is only a by-product of

his researches into the cause of

eye-strain on the printed page.
He was attempting to solve the
problem of eye injury, especially
to children, caused by the glare
of books and periodicals printed
upon glazed paper when it occur-
red to him that the same trouble,
of which educators and the gen-
eral public complain, might be
due to the composition of the
screen itself.

“Heretofore,” he explained, “the
surface material of projection
screens has been selected from
those giving the lowest ration of
brightness to a spectator in the
centre of the theatre and the high-
est to a person on the extreme
sides. The non-glare screen, re-

gardless of the angle at which it

may be viewed, gives every per-
son in the theatre not only the
same amount of light but delivers
to the retina of each watching
eye a light quality that is normal
and wholly free from glare.

“The artificial pictures super-
imposes upon white or other of
the now customary movie screen
surfaces a glare sure to mean ex-
cess stimulation of the eye. Con-
tinuous subjection ;to glare not
only tends to injure the eye but
greatly disturbs the whole ner-
vous system, causing fatigue and
even mental irritation.”

The Greatest Serial Cast Ever Assembled

DOROTHY GULLIVER TOM SANTCHI
JOE BONOMO TOM TYLER kermit maynard

PHILO MCCULLOUGH / FRANK HAGNEY

WILLIAM DESMOND

“THE PHANTOM OF THE WEST”
TEN STIRRING EPISODES ^ ALL TALKING

RELEASED. DECEMBER 1st
/

MASCOT PICTURES
Nat Levine, President

Cable Address: Levpic, N. Y.

CORPORATION
1650 Broadway

New York City

*
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MACK SENNETT
BREVITIES
Mack Sennett fun at its best. Mack Sennett

Natural Color. Novelty settings for uproarious

laughs. Here is something really new and better.

THE BLUFFER
TAKE YOUR MEDICINE

with Andy Clyde

Nothing more captivating in rhythm or more
contagious in humor has ever shown on your '

screen. A Terry-Toon will put any audience

in better spirits.

FRIED CHICKEN
JUMPING BEANS

SCOTCH HIGHBALLS

WILLIAM J. BURNS
DETECTIVE
MYSTERIES

The world's greatest detective tells his most

thrilling exj)eriences. The millions who always

love a good crime thriller are a ready-made

audience for these gripping mystery tales.

LYMAN H. HOWE’S

HODGE-PODGE
For years Hodge-Podge has maintained an am-

azing popularity with its mixture of sense and<

nonsense. Now, synchronized with sound, these

novelties are funnier, more entertaining, a

still more important feature of your program.

OVER THE AIR
A MEDLEY OF RIVERS

with these

SHORT
SUBJECTS

ariety is nowhere found to

such an extent as in the modern

one-reei talking picture. That’s
1

one reason the short short subject

this season is playing the most

important part in many years

in the plans of big showmen.

Another reason is the super-

quality entertainment which

EducatioMii -has brought into

its four great series of one-

reel pictures. Comedy, novelty,

drama, beauty, thrills— they’re

all there in these popular

one-reel attractions that will

snap up any show anywhere.

(j\cZuA^^

•THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM’

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, IF

£. IV. HAMMONS, President

Mwnb.r, Motion PIcHir. Prociiieort
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M-G-M OFFICIALS

SET NEW SCALE

IN FOREIGN WORK
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Nov. 5.

—According to what purported to

be offljCial announcement today,

M-G-M studios in Culver City are
preparing to produce talking for-

eign language pictures on a basis
of picture tor picture with Eng-
lish dialogue films.

Arthur Loew, foreign repre-
sentative of M-G-M, is reported to

have said the new policy would
mean the production of 50 fea-
ture films in French, German and
Spanish. It also will mean, it is

understood, the importation of
actors, writers and directors.

FIRE IN BOOTH,
HOUSE CLEARS QUIETLY

CAMDEN, N. J., Nov. 5.—More
than one hundred children walked
from the Victoria Theatre in an
orderly manner yesterday when
the projection booth caught fire
and exploded a can of film.

Patrons were not aware of the
fire until the manager stepped to
the stage and asked them to walk
quietly to the doors. Frank Yost,
projection room operator, was
burned about the head and hands
when he remained in the room to
fight the flames. Firemen esti-
mated the damage at $1,500.

MIKE SIMMONS SELLS
ORIGINAL TO SONO ART
Mike Simmons, publicity and ad-

vertising director for Sono Art-
World Wide, has sold an original
story, “First Aid” to be produced
as a special by Sono Art. It is

a story of the part an ambulance
surgeon plays in our daily lives.
Production will be under the su-
pervision of George W. Weeks.

HOLDEN WITH PATHE
FOR FIFTEEN YEARS

CINCINNATI, Ohio.—Tom Hold-
en cashier of the local Pathe ex-
change, of which Stanley C. Jac-
ques is manager, is receiving the
congratulations of his fellow
workers this week because he has
just been awarded the fifteen year
service pin from C. J. Scollard,
executive vice-president of the Pa-
the organization.

LOEW’S GAIN FOR 1930
SHOWS NET OF $2,692,017

-Y-

Company’s Total Assets

Exceed Liabilities by

^32,000,000 — Profits

On Common Amount
To ^13,646,369

Loew’s Theatres, Inc., reported
yesterday for the fiscal year end-
6d August 31, 1930 net profits of

$17,036,705, compared with $14,-

074,688 for the preceding year,

(Continued ozi pag'e 2)

COSTUME PiSiONER
RETURNS TO ROXY

Marco Montedoro, costume de-
signer, has returned to the Roxy
Theatre following a four months
leave of absence in Europe.

PARA PRODUCTION IN PARIS

NOW ON 24 HOUR SCHEDULE

15,500 FANS SAW
‘CHECK’ ELECTION DAY

Amos ’n’ Andy’s pennant
winning “Check and Double
Check” played to over 15,-

500 patrons from opening
time until the closing, at

the Mayfair election day.
A steady stream passed
through the turnstiles and
long lines waited constant-
ly for seats to be occupied.
Since the opening on Fri-

day night, new records for
a single lilni have been es-

tablished daily. Over the
week-end it is estimated
tliat over 58,000 people
have already seen this

widely heralded picture.

TIFFANY TO HONOR

BLOFSON TONIGHT

Members of Tiffany’s staff to-

night will pay honor to A1 Blof-
son, newly appointed manager for
Tiffany’s local exchange. The af-

fair will be held at the Warv/ick
Hotel with an entertainment pro-
gram scheduled. Following the
banquet staff members and guests
will attend a special preview of

“She Got What She Wanted,” the
first James Cruze special on Tif-
fany’s 1930-31 program. Oscar R.
Hanson, general sales manager,
will be toastmaster.

AL MANNON HERE
FROM WEST COAST

Alfred T. Mannon, West Coast
representative of the Ven Beuren
Corporation and producer of the
Pathe Vagabond Adventure series,

has arrived in New York tor con-
ference with Amedee J. Van Beur-
en, president of the Van Beuren
Corporation.

Increased production activities
on the West Coast is the item re-

(Continued on page 2)

TRIXIE AT CAPITOL

Trixie Friganza will appear in

person at the Capitol Theatre for
the week beginning Friday in
Chester Hale’s stage revue

—

“Dream Garden.”

HUSTON HERE TODAY
Walter Huston will arrive in

New York this morning.

BROOKLINE, Mass.—After years
of fighting for the privilege of ex-
hibiting motion pictures in this
town, voters Election Day made
this possible by a 8,219 to 6,884
vote.

Brookline, with a population of
47,437, is the largest town in the
United States to have been denied
the exhibition of films. Movies
hereafter will be shown.

3 F. N. PRODUCTION
HEADS IN NEW YORK

The three production heads of

First National Pictures, Inc., - are
now in New York City. Jack
Warner, vice-president in charge
of production, arrived from the
Coast on Sunday morning with C.

Graham Baker, co-executive in
charge of production; and on Mon-
day Hal B. Wallis, the other co-

B’WAY PRESS AGENT
SIGNED AS THESPIAN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Jack
Winn, Broadway press agent, has

been signed by Charles Brabin for

a character part in M-G-M’s new
production, “The Great Meadow.”

A report from Paramount’s
Joinville studios, outside of Paris,
indicates the continuing of the
company’s multi-lingual program
on a 24-hour schedule. Since be-
ginning production activity in

Joinville Paramount has turned
out more than 100 productions.
To date, according to the report

(Continued on page 4)

DAYLIGHT SAVING

DEFEATED IN CALIF.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—Tlie voters of the state of

California have defeated
the Daylight Saving pro-
posal that was placed be-
fore them at the polls

Tuesday. Great aid was
given the Anti-Daylight
Saving organization by the
motion pictnre colony
which considered it a bad
thing for the exhibition
end of the industi'y.

(Continued on page 2)

MOVIELESS TOWN GOES HOLLYWOOD
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Wonder if 31r. Tuttle is still wet
* * * Hey Hroun didn’t do so well,

either * * * better luck next time,

jjpj- s: * * a heavy conference

prevented (xi’iiliaiii Halter, Hal

Wjillace and Jack (Leonard) War-
ner from seeing the scribes yest.

* * * Uiiele Carl’s “All Quiet” got

a good break in those awards by

film scientists * * * Hoy Del Kutli,

that very good megaphoner for

Warners, is in town * * * Bennie

Scliulberg made a hasty exit from

these parts * * * Cyril McLagien,

one of the five brothers whom Vic

claims, is clicking as a hard-boil-

ed filluni actor, too * * * he’s in

Suspense coming to the Ceo. M.

Cohan * * * the merger hounds
are merging pee-tvee golf courses

now * * * they’ve run out of good

fillum mergers * * * Will Hays
spoke the other eve in Hollywood
* - * Joe Kifkin is goin’ superin-

tend another elain juice party

this eve * * * Hy I)aab is headin’

for the palm trees soon * * * that

doorway tO' hell is leadin’ the fans

to a lot of thrills * * * and is

smashing records, and everything
* * * wonder if Hell’s Angels will

ever quit * * * Mary Brian is goin’

to make those confessions of a

co-ed * * * what does Mary know
about such intricacies * * Colonel
Lindy will make his talkie debut
when Coast to Coast in 48 Hours
goes into the Geo. M. Cohan * * *

did you know Mike (inteiligensia)

Siniinons was a prolific author * *

why don’t the newsreelers shoot
the retreat of the GOP * * w'onder
if anyone voted tor Amos ’n’ Andy
* * * whatever became of Carl
Miller of Chaplin’s Woman of

Paris * * * Norman Kerry is stag-
ing a comeback * * * Loew’s State
is celebrating a birthday * * *

they’re still working on the May'
fair * * * it doesn’t interfere with
that line to the right, however * *

IN “MODERN WIFE”

Dorothy Christy has been add-

ed to the cast of “The Modern
Wife,” which Hobart Henley is

now' directing for Universal with

Genevieve Tobin and Conrad

Nagel in the featured roles.

I

Para Uses Camera Dissolve

For First Time in Talkers
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— Cam-

era dissolves are being employed
today for the first time since the
advent of talking pictures.
Recent perfections in the syn-

chronization of camera and sound
equipment have made it possible
to utilize this effect for .’Para-

mount’s “Fighting Caravans,” in

which Gary Cooper, Lily Damita,
Ernest Torrence and Tully Mar-
shall appear as frontier people
with the latter two continuing
the roles they created in “The
Covered Wagon.”
A mechanical signal has been

devised which informs the sound
technicians when the cameras are
decreasing their exposures so that
the former can “fade out” on
sound at the same time.

In silent pictures, camera dis-

solves were used effectively to

cause one scene to dim and a
following sequence to shape itself

Do Human Vampires

while the preceding one is being
lost.

When sound pictures were in-

vented, the camera dissolve was
dropped because of the inability to

synchronize a fading out of sound
with picture and a fading in on
the next scene.

OENTURY CIRCUIT SET
FOR PATHE SHORTS

The Century Circuit in New
York has signed with Pathe for

the 1930-31 series of tw’o-reel

comedies, Sportlights, Audio Re-
view's and Aesop Fables to play|

the following theatres: Merrick,
Jamaica; Manor, Patio, Albe-
marle, Mayfair, Kingsway, Marine,
Avalon, Farragut, Rialto, Mid-
wood, Sheepshead, all in Brook-
lyn; Rockville Center, Rockville
Center; Freeport, Freeport, L.I.;

Beacon, Pt. Washington; Thomp-
son Hill, Long Island City; Hunt-
ington, Huntington; Queens Vil-
lage, Queens Village.

3 F. N. HEADS HERE
(Continued from page 1)

executive, returned from Europe
on the Leviathan with Mrs.
Wallis—Louise Fazenda.

‘WAR NURSE” AT ASTOR
GETS NEAT BOOSTING

I’rom A1 Greenstone’s office the
Astor Theatre’s attraction, “War
Nurse” got effective boosting when
10,000 souvenir programs were
mailed to all doctors’ dentists’ and
chiropodists’ offices in New York,
where the attractive little maga-
zines conveyed their message to

all patients and other visitors.

COMEDY FINISHED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Laurel
and Hardy have finished “Another
Fine Mess,” on the Hal Roach lot.

The triumvirate w'ill remain in
New' York for ten days or two
weeks, conferring on various mat-
ters connected with the resump-
tion of active production at the
First National Studio in Califor-
nia. This resumption will com-
mence early in December.

If You Don’t Watch Out!

London Press Acclaims
Warners **Old English^^

Warner Bros. New York offices

learn that the English press re-

action to the latest Arliss picture
“Old English”, is proving as en-
thusiastic as the reception accord-
ed it here. This production was
specially chosen as the picture of

the year to open the New Vic-
toria Chinese Theatre in London.
Arliss himself was honored by
being asked formally to install the
theatre.

“Clearly a very great film,”

wrote The Daily Mail.
The Daily Telegraph reported

that “his performance was so im-
pressive that it kept 3,000 people
spellbound.”
The Morning Post wrote: “Mr.

Arliss gave a fine performance.”
“A figure at once amusing and pa-
thetic,” said the London Times.
“Extremely resourceful.”
The Daily Herald voted it “the

most brilliant piece of acting now
available on the screen.”

“A w'onderful performance,” an-

nounced the Star.

“Should not be missed,” coun-
selled The Evening Standard.

The Evening News found it “a

brilliant character study.”

NEW WIDE FILM
COLOR PROCESS
FOR TECHNICOLOR

Teelinifolor, it was learn-

ed yesterday, will aiiiioimee

soon a process for slioot-

ing colored i>ietnres on
wide film of any dimension.

CHAPLIN SETS

“CITY LIGHTS”

PREMIERE DEC. 31

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Charles
Chaplin’s latest picture “City

Lights” which has consumed over
two years in making, is to have
its world premiere in Los Ange-
les New Year’s eve. The costly

silent film will be the first attrac-

tion at the new two million dol-

lar theatre now under construc-
tion on Broadway, between Sixth

and Seventh streets. The house
is owned and operated by Gumb-
iner Theatre Enterprises and
seats will sell for $10 for the open-
ing.

Chaplin is delaying his propos-
ed trip to Europe to be present

at the premiere of his $1,500,000

silent film, and he proposes road-

showing the production in twenty-
six key cities.

LOEW’S NET GAINS

$2,692,017 FOR 1930

(Continued from page 1)

after all expenses, depreciation

and Federal taxes, and including

all subsidiary and affiliated cor-

porations.
The profit available for common

dividends, after allowing for the

minority interests’ share of affili-

ated corporations and preferred

dividends, amounted to $13,646,369.

This was equivalent to $9.90 a
share on the average number of

common shares outstanding dur-

ing the year and to $9.65 a share

on the total number outstanding

at the end of the year. This com-
pares with $7.92 a share earned
in the previous fiscal year.

David Bernstein, vice president

and treasurer of the company,
pointed out that while inventories

have increased approximately

$4,000,000 during the year, from
$23,56 ,229 to $27,860,352, the

charge for amortization of films

had been increased by approxi-

mately the same amount, namely,

j

from $19,711,888 to $23,872,047.

The company’s balance sheet,

which includes its 100 per cent

owned subsidiary companies, as of

August 31, 1930, showed total cur-

rent assets of $41,359,770 against

current liabilities of $9,247,292.

AL MANNON HERE
(Continued from page 1)

ceiving greatest consideration,

which includes the production of

additional series of short reel sub-

jects for 1931 distribution.

STO^ MARKET
Wednesday, Nov. 5, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 46% 47 —
• %

Warner Bros 18!/4 18% — %
Fox Film “A” 34% 35 —1%
Loew’s Inc 56'/2 57

Radio K-A-0 20 20 '/^ —11/2

Pathe Exchange ... 3% 3% — '/4

Pathe “A” 6'/2 6% — %
M-G-M Pref 251/2 251/2 — '/z

Con. F. Ind 13% 13% — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 18!4 18'/2

Curb Market
Columbia Piet 27% 27%
Fox Theatre “A”... 6% 6'%



THE INQUIRING
REPORTER VISITS
OLLYWOOD!

—he finds the Metro-Qoldwyn'Mayer

the busiest spot on the West Coast,

Here are a few of his observations:

MARION DAVIES
has the role of a lifetime in “THE BACHELOR
FATHER” the Belasco stage hit! Robert Z.

Leonard directing. He made “Let Us Be Gay.”

RAMON NOVARRO
has Arthur Schnitzler’s “DAYBREAK” under

way. It’s strong, romantic drama. Original music

by Oscar Strauss!

GRETA GARBO
will top “Romance” with her next talkie

“INSPIRATION.” Clarence Brown is directing

and Robert Montgomery plays opposite her!

NORMA SHEARER
is working on “STRANGERS MAY KISS”.

Ursula Parrott’s new best -seller. She wrote

“The Divorcee.”

WALLACE BEERY
in “THE SECRET SIX” has a character«ation

better than “Butch” of “The Big House.”

George Hill directs again.

JOAN CRAWFORD
will thrill her fans in a new character in

“WITHIN THE LAW.” She starts soon on

“DANCE FOOL DANCE.”

DRESSLER-MORAN
have the season’s surprise comedy as their

follow-up to “Caught Short.” It’s “REDUC-
ING.” Charles Riesner directs again!

TIBBETT- MOORE
in “NEW MOON,” Naturally the industry

awaits thisBigOnewith intense interest.Lawrence

Tibbett, Grace Moore are a revelation. Watch!

When all Is said and done

—

when the year’s reckon-
ing Is made— the name that leads the industry is

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
YEAR IN AND YEAR OUT!
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'PROTECTION' TO BE MAIN ISSUE

AT OHIO M.P.T.O. CONVENTION
The M. P. T. O. of Ohio has CinMCV FftY

issued a letter to exhibitors of tJll/llLil fl/A uIUIiIjI/

that state urging their attendance

at the tenth annual convention to

be held in Columbus on Novem-
ber 18 and 19. The letter makes
a special point of action required

regarding the statement that “four

major motion picture companies
controlling the exhibition end of

this business in thirty of the large

cities in the state are demanding
protection over subsequent runs

and surrounding towns which, if

granted, will spell ruination to

scores of independent exhibitors.”

The letter says further; “‘Pro-

tection’ is of such vital importance
to everyone—producer, distributor,

and all exhibitors—that we have
set aside Wednesday, November
19, for a full and free discussion

of the entire matter.
“Until you know how this pro-

tection matter affects you, you are

in no position to definitely decide

on what you can afford to pay for

film and if you sign any contracts

without having this knowledge,
you are apt to pay prices which
will eventually prove to be unrea-
sonable. A convention affords you
this opportunity so we trust that

you will put everything else aside

and arrange to be here on the

dates indicated.”

LOLA LANE SIGNED

Lola Lane is the first to be

signed for “The Command Per-

formance,” the second James
Cruze special for Tiffany release.

Gordon Rigby is adapting “The
Command Performance” for the

screen. Walter Lang will direct.

Wait for it! Watch for it!

. World Famous
Vampire Picture

Is On The Way!
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BY UNIVERSAL FILMS

Sidney Fox, young stage star,

was signed yesterday on a five

year contract by Universal. Miss
Fox was last seen in New York
in the Broadway production, “Lost
Sheep,” the comedy by Belford
Forrest which was produced at

the Selwyn Theatre by George
Choos and the late Jack Donahue.

M-G-M BUYS ONE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—M-G-M
has acquired Frederick Hazlitt

Brennan’s “Horse Flesh,” pub-
lished in the Saturday Evening
Post.

DAVE SCHOOLER BACK

Dave Schooler, piano virtuoso,

returns to the Capitol Theatre for

an indefinite engagement begin-
ning today.

DADDY OF JAZZ SONGS
TO STAGE COMEBACK

“Alexander’s Ragtime
Rand,” by Irving Berlin,

the first piece of jazz ever
written, is to be revived in

the form on an animated
Screen Song. An animated
interpretation by Max
Fleischer, famous cartoon
artist, was undertaken due
to the undying popularity
of the old song, and soon
will be released by the
Fleischer studio.

GERSHWINS & BOLTON
EN ROUTE FOR WEST

Under a new contract signed

with Fox Films, Guy Bolton will

continue his collaboration with

George and Ira Gershwin. The
trio, responsible for “Tip Toes”

and the current Broadway suc-

cess, “Girl Crazy”, will write a

musical romance for Fox. They
are now on their way to Movie-
tone City where the Gershwins
will compose the music and lyrics

and Bolton will write the book.

PARA ON 24 HOUR BASIS IN PARIS
(Continued from page 1) <>

received at the home office, pic-

tures in fourteen different langu-
ages have been completed. Dur-
ing the last week four talking
films in as many languages were
completed, one this week, and five

others were in production with a

sixth scheduled to start.

Louis Mercanton, the French di-

rector, completed “Cherie” in

which Saint Granier, Marguerite
Moreno, Janine Guise and Mona
Goya will be seen in the leading
roles. Mile. Goya now is en route
to Hollywood, under contract to

play in French pictures.

The eighth Italian talking film,

“The Devil’s Holiday,” also was
finished during the last week.
Carmen Boni is the star. Jack
Salvatori directed.

“Zwyciestwo” is the title of the
Polish talker which Richard Or-
dynski directed and which has
been completed. The filming of

the German and Czecho-Slovakian
productions of “Television” also

has been terminated under direc-
tor Thiele and Julius Lebl.

Among the five films still Jn
production are “A Mi-Chemin du
Ciel,” a French talking picture
being directed by Alberto Caval-
canti. The cast includes Enrique
Rivero, Janine Merrey, Thorny
Bourdelle, Marguerite Moreno and
Jean Mercanton.

Leo Mittler is in charge of the
German picture. “Jade Frau hat
erwas”. His cast is headed by
Trade Berliner, Curt Lillien, Anny
Ann, Kurt Vesperman, Willy
Clever and Alexandra Nadler.
Vera Schmiterlov is being

starred in the Swedish talking
film, “The Devil’s Holiday,” sup-
ported by Paul Seeley, Georg
Bloomstedt, Ragnar Widestedt,
Mathia Taube and Anna Lisa
Baude. The picture is being di-

rected by Gustaf Bergman.
“En Mitad del Camino del Cielo”

is the tentative title of the new
Spanish picture which Adelqui
Millar is directing. The cast is

headed by four popular Spanish
actors, Tony d’Algy, Amelia Mu-
noz, Felix de Pomes and Miguel
Ligero.

PATHE NEWSREEL

HAS 20TH BIRTHDAY

ON ARMISTICE DAY

Pathe News’ twentieth birthday

will be celebrated Armistice Day.

In the Pathe vaults are reel after

reel of film that can take the fans

back to the days in 1910 when
Theodore Roosevelt went into the

African jungles on his big game
hunt.

Was it a Blessing or a Curse?

The Kiss of

pl^^ClILA

7 WARNER F.N. FOREIGN
TALKIES ARE READY

The extensive program of First

National and Warner Brothers,
calling for eighteen foreign langu-
age productions consisting of six

features each in German, French
and Spanish, is progressing.

Seven of these pictures for the
export market have already been

completed. Three Spanish,, two
German and two French consti-

tute the seven films now ready

for export.

To the CORPORATION
SERVING THE
THEATRE OWNER

HERE IS THE ONE opportunity you

have each year to advertise directly to

the Theatre Owners through a medium
—which they not only read—but own.

Regardless of the merits of the numer-

ous trade journals in the Industry—their

ciculations—reader Interest—or quality

—If you spend money to reach us

—

here we are.

Your support at the coming convention

in the

EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION

and

PROGRAM and YEAR BOOK
of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America

will be appreciated by ALL exhibitors

M. P. T. O.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL
NATIONAL
CONVENTION

NOVEMBER
lO-l 1-12

Benjamin Franklin Hotel

PHILADELPHIA
Convention Headquarters: 219 N.. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA

Write for details !
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Warners Centralize Sales Forces

«

U PROMOTES

DAVE MILLER

TO BUFFALO JOB

Dave Miller, veteran Universal-
ite, was promoted yesterday to a
district managership, with super-
vision of Buffalo, Cleveland and
Cincinnati; with headquarters in

Buffalo.

Miller started with Universal in

the Cleveland office twelve years
ago as a salesman. He then went
to the Philadelphia office for five

years as a salesman, and was then
promoted to the managership at
Buffalo. Subsequently he was
manager of the Big U exchange in
New York, and then returned to
the Buffalo managership.

mEKS TO COAST
FOR ^^THRILL” FILMS

On the eve of departing for Hol-
lywood to supervise the produc-
tion of the ten Thrill-O-Dramas
which will be added to the 1930-
31 release schedule of Sono Art-
World Wide, George W. Weeks,
vice-president of the company
said:

“These pictures are being made
to fill a yawning gap now exist-
ing in the picture market. Since
the advent of sound on the screen,

(Continued on page 2)

TOM MIX IMPROVES

LOS ANGELES, Not. C—
Tom Mix, film cowboy, per*
formed his hard riding film
stunts with a shattered
shoulder held together by
wire for several years. Dr.
R. Jlichol Smith, his phy-
sician, iiiade this disclosure
today in announcing he
would remove the wires by
an operation tomorrow or
next week.
Mix has been in the Hol-

lywood Hospital since last
Saturday suffering arthri-
tis, chiefly of the back. His
condition has improved
steadily.

First National, Warner Bros, and Vitaphone Varieties

Merchandizing System Reorganized—Two Terri-

tories Established Under Ezell and Depinet
starting on Monday Warner

‘KISMET’ BIGGEST
WEEK=ENDER AT
HOLLV’D THEATRE

The biggest week-end
business since the opening
of the Hollywood Theatre
is reported by the manage-
ment of the house, where
“Kismet”, the First Na-
tional picture starring Otis
Skinner, opened last Thurs-
day night. Advance sales

of tickets have passed the
$8,0(t0 mark.

LINDBERGH AT COHAN

Bros., according to Sam E. Morris,
wlil centralize the work of the
united sales forces of that com-
pany, First National and Vita-
phone Varieties in the United
States and Canada. Mr. Morris
is confident that the service of
these three companies to exhibi-
tors will be improved materially.
Discussing the new set-up Mr.

Morris yesterday stated:

“The change has not been hasti-
ly made. It is not an overnight
decision, but was adopted only
after a most careful and thorough
survey of the film business.’’

Two TeiTitories Established

The United States has been di-

vided into two sections. Claude

(Continued on page 3)

FILM TRADE WAR
ON U.S. PRODUCERS

THREAT OF N. Z.

LONDON, Nov. 6.—New Zealand
cables report that the acting pre-

mier in the New Zealand House
of Representatives has threaten-
ed American film distributors with
drastic action in case they per-

sist in their refusal to trade as

a protest against the Govern-
ment’s film profit tax.

It was announced that the Gov-
ernment had power to refuse the
importation of films without per-
mit. The effect of this may be
that the corporations concerned in

the dispute may find themselves
unable to trade, and the Exhibi-

(Continued on page 2)

TNEATRE BUSINESS GAINING

ERPI SALES MANAGER FINDS

Colonel Lindbergh will appear
in his own movie at the Geo. M.
Cohan Theatre, commencing to-

day, in “Coast to Coast in 48
Hours.’’ The picture shows Lind-
bergh flying one of the large
T.A.T. passenger luxurious planes
from coast to coast. Each night
during the run of Lindbergh’s new
thriller of the year, the various
Aviation Societies will attend the
different performances.

WRITERS SIGNED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Gil-
more Milieu and John Kirkpatrick
have been added to M-G-M’s group
of studio writers to contribute or-
iginal screen stories and adapta-
tions.

Dr. Lee DeForest has brought
suit against Western Electric,
Erpi and John E. Otterson for a
total of $2,770,000,. claiming that
these defendants who have been
served in the case, “wrongfully,
knowingly, intentionally and mal-
iciously” persuaded William Pox
from buying a huge block of stock
in the DeForest Phonofilm Cor-

WARNER B. B, TEAM
WINS ITS FIRST GAME

After several weeks of practice
under coach Jules Girden, the
Warner basketball team won a
practice game against Columbia
pictures by a score of 30' to 8.

This is the first game sponsor-
ed by the Motion Picture Basket-
ball League and was played at
Commerce High School gym-
nasium.

poration and for persuading Fox
not to engage him as a sound
expert.

The complaint states that pre-
vious to that time, Dr. DeForest
and William Fox had entered in-
to an agreement whereby Fox was
to purchase certain stock of the

(Continued on page 6)

Conditions in the amusement
field are adjusting themselves in

orderly manner to the general
business situation. Payments on
credit accounts are being main-
tained surprisingly well in view of
financial conditions. Business pro-
mises to show a distinct improve-
ment in the future. Theatres
equipped to give quality reproduc-
tion of talking pictures are, in
most cases, doing an even bigger

(Continued on page 2)

SECOND CHIMP SERIES
PLANNED BY TIFFANY

Tiff’iiii} Talking' Chimp
Comedies, “The Dlimp Mys-
tery,” “The Little Covered
Wagon” and “The Little
Big House” are hooked for
49 hC'Uses in the Pliiladel-
phia territories. Due to the
popularity of tliese come-
dies, Grant L. Cook, execu-
tive vice-president, an-
noHuees auotlier series of
six will he made.

DeForest Brings $2,770,000
Suit Against W.E. & ERPI

:
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MAIN STREET

Arthur Hornblow, Jr^ who has
been production executive for Sam
(ioldwyn, hit the Big Stem yest.
* * * he supervised Whoepee by

the bye * * * Eddie Quillan sends

Ye Ed a crack we don't think

funny * * * therefore we leave it

out with our compliments * * *

try again, Eddie * * * Paul L,

Stein (he’s a director) insists re-

hearsals (painstaking, too) are

absolutely essential to successes

before the mike * * * we agree
with you Paul * * * you know
Jiiiiniie (ileascn was a vet of the

Spanish American Big Fight * * *

Olive Borden who used to knock
’em dead in the silents has turn-

ed up all of a sudden as a “per-

sonal appearance” gal over the

Warner circuit * * * (Jenevieve

'I’obin has arrived as Ye Ed pre-

dicted * * * all Hollywood is trj’-

ing to borrow her from Uncle Carl

to make a talkie * * * Louise
Brooks who started off with a
bang in the silents has bobbed up
in a l)it on the Paramount lot * *

she used to be Mrs. Eddie Suther-
land, in case you don’t knok * * *

she ain’t any more, however * * *

maybe that’s why she’s doing bits
* * * it was snappy yest. * *

would be after such a demo, vote-

slide * * * all those movie stars

who jumped feet first into poten-
tial Broadway stage hits aren’t
doing so well if reports from the
sticks where they are trying out,

are true * * * Alma Kubens show
folded up tother night * * *

Colleen Moore is about to do
something like that way out in

St. Louis * * * more visitors at

Warners emporium on 44th * * *

.John Manriek, chain owner around
Seattle * * * L. K. Brin, operat-
ing a chain out where they used
to brew good beer in Milwaukee
* * * Harry Zeitz, of state where
another democrat was elected,

Ylass. * * * all dronped in and
said howdv * * * Sidney Green-
burger, .Take Wilk’s rlghthand
man, is going highbrow * * * he’s
addressing art classes now * * *

Ai^t Schwartz, the big music sales-

man, hit right in the middle of the
Big Puddle tother dev on a flying

trip to see F. Morris * * * tpe
Big Boss of Big Four, John R.

Freuler, is Hollywood-bound * * *

OH, FOB A MAN (Fox Films)
Jeanette Macdonald, whose voice

always is welcome before the

mike, contributes a lot to this di-

rectorial work of Hamilton Mac-
Fadden for Fox Films release.

Reginald Denny who seems to

have hit the right spot in the
hearts of his large following of

the silent days, lends a voice that
we never knew he possessed until

DeMille’s “Madame Satan.” The
story follows the career of a tem-
peramental opera star who falls

hard for a burglar who climbs
into her boudoir and makes a hit.

She tries vainly to cultivate his
voice but since the name is Bar-
ney McGann and he has no flare

for any vocation except the light-
fingered work, the attempt fails

dismally. The picture has been
given discerning care in produc-
tion. There’s that funny rough-
neck, Warren Hymer, who did so

OLD SONG REVIVED
IN PARAMOUNT SHORT

“My Wife’s Gone to the Coun-
try,” composed by Irving Berlin

almost twenty years ago, is being

revived as a screen animation

short by the Fleischer studios for

Paramount release. “Alexander’s

Ragtime Band,” also is being re-

vived as an animated Screen Song.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences at its third annual
dinner here, made known its se-
lections for the outstanding per-
formance and distinguished ser-
vice in the field of motion pic-
ture production.

Will Hays was the guest speak-
er. He paid tribute to the crea-
tive artists of the screen and to
the industry, in general, as stand-
ing “unique among the industries
of the world.”

Merits of award as found by 600
members follow:

Actor, for best performance or
performances, George Arliss in
“Disraeli.”

Actress, Norma Shearer in “Di-
vorcee.”

Director, Lewis Milestone for
his work on “All Quiet on the
Western Front.”

Production, for outstanding pic-
ture of the year from all aspects,
Carl Laemmle, for “All Quiet on
the Western Front.”
Writer, Frances Marion, “The

Big House.”
Art Direction, Herman Gosse,

for work on “King of Jazz.”
Sound Recording, to Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Sound Department
for work on “The Big House.”
Cinematography, Willard Vander

Veer and Joseph T. Rucker, in
connection with picture, “With
Byrd at the South Pole.”

well in “Up the River,” and there’s
Marjorie White who used to be a
screen playmate of El Brendel be-
fore El outdistanced her as a
clicking funny man. The dialogue,
we think, is trite, in spots, which
rather takes from the otherwise
fine performance given by Miss
Macdonald. Denny, in the role of
a rough-neck, doesn’t get over as
he does as the man of the world
or the light comedian. There is

a major portion of the musical
element of the drama and there
are some good situations, as for
instance, the scene where Denny
as the burglar tries out his voice
in Miss Macdonald’s bedroom.
There is a lot of human nature,
if you know what I mean, con-

tained in the plot and—well

—

prima donnas sometimes do such

things—fall in love with burglars,

gangsters, et cetera.

MARION DAVIES’ NEXT
STARTED AT M»G-M

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Pro-
duction on “The Bachelor Fath-
er” has started on the M-G-M lot,

with Marion Davies in the star-
ring role. C. Aubrey Smith, Ralph
Forbes, David Torrence, Nina
Quartero, Guinn (Big Boy) Wil-
liams, Doris Lloyd and Raymond
Milland are in support. Bob
Leonard is directing.

PATHE’S ^‘HER MAN”
REPEATS IN NEWARK

Pathe’s melodrama, “Her Man,”
which had its Newark premiere at

Proctor’s, is now playing at Mind-
lin’s Playhouse.

FILM TRADE WAR
(Continued from page 1)

tors’ Association may purchase
films f.o.b. New York.
The method of computing this

tax is as follows:—The revenue
of film rental or hire per month
is taken less a certain percent-
age allowed to cover the usual
tax deductions plus all expenses
of distribution in New Zealand.
No allowance is made for head
ofTice overhead which is debited
to each New Zealand branch nor
for any cost of the positive print.

G. W. WEEKS TO COAST
(Continued from page 1)

there has been an acute dearth
of the action type of picture

—

themes set in the outdoors, sto-

ries punctuated by the stunt and
thrill type of incident and situa-
tion; in other words, pictures of

a nature which, since the very
beginning of the screen, have ever
appealed to all ages and classes.”

MOROCCO” TO FOLLOW

“BIG TRAIL” IN L. A.

As one of the first bookings in

its early showings, “Morocco,”
Josef Von Sternberg’s production
for Paramount featuring Gary
Cooper and Marlene Dietrich, will

be presented at Grauman’s Chin-
ese Theatre in Hollywood as soon
as “The Big Trail” has terminat-
ed its run there.

THEATRES GAINING

(Continued from page 1)

business than they did a year ago.

These conclusions, according to

C. W. Bunn, general sales man-
ager of Electrical Research Prod-
ucts, are based upon an impartial
nation vfide statistical survey
made by his sales organization.

“The most surprising part of

our survey,” he said, “is that
while most printed reports list the
number of motion picture theatres
in this country at more than 25,-

000, the actual count by our field

force shows less than 16,000 the-
atres in operation. Approximately
10.000 theatres have been closed,

temporarily or permanently, be-
cause they were unprepared to

ifieet the competition of talking
pictures adequately reproduced.

“At first glance this diminish-
ed total of theatres might lead to

the conclusion that the populari-
ty of pictures has waned. This
is not so. What.it means is. that

the public, aware of the difference
between good pictures and inade-
quate reproduction, is patronizing
the theatres where the reproduc-
tion is satisfactory.

“The patronage formerly enjoy-
ed by the 10,0'00 theatres that have
been closed is now going to the
16.000 remaining houses. Their
total weekly patronage today is

larger than the weekly motion
picture attendance at any previ-

ous time in the country’s history.

“Of these 16,000 theatres, about
10.000 have sound equipment. Of
this number 4,800 have the West-
ern Electric Sound System and
about 6,200 other kinds of appara-
tus.

“Our information indicates that
about 2,500 of the closed theatres
have a possibility of re-opening.”

WARNER RELEASE

The general release of Warner
Bros, special “River’s End,” has
been set for November 8. The
picture is based upon James
Oliver Curwood’s novel of the
Northwest—^a romance written
around the Royal Northwest
Mounted Police.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Nov. 6, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 46% 47% -f %
Warner Bros IS^^ IM/, 4- K,

Fox Film “A” 34% 3614 +1%
Loew’s Inc 56'% 59% -f2%
Radio K-A-0 20V8 21% +1%
Pathe Exchange ... 3 3% — %
Pathe “A” 5% 6 —

'Z?

Con. F. Ind 13% 14% + %
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 18 18 — %

Curl) Market

Fox Theatre “A”.,. 6J4 6% + Vs

ACADEMY MAKES AWARDS FOR WORKS

OF MERIT WITHIN FILM’S SCOPE
—
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HOLLYWOOD GOSSIP
By RAT MURRAY

William K. Howard has a new
Fox contract to run for two and
a half years without options. The
director got it through the suc-

cess of “Scotland Yard” and
“Good Intentions.”

Rumor has it that Howard
Hughes has his eye on the War-
ner Bros. Sunset boulevard stu-

dio and that negotiations are un-
der way for its purchase by the

oil drill magnate. Hughes will

produce “Front Page” at United
Artists lot, commencing Dec. 1.

Louis Milestone will direct.

George Landy, for several years
head of First National studios
publicity department and for the
past year with RKO Theatres, has
joined the writing staff of Metro-
Goldwyn, doing an adaptation of

“Shepherd of Gaudalupe.” a John
Gilbert vehicle.

Last week was a disastrous one
for the 25,000 extras around Hol-
lywood as only 3,400 rceeived pay
checks at the end of the week.
Most of these were for one or
two days work. On many lots

not a wheel is turning and the
sudden decline in production at a
time when plenty of work is ex-
pected, has thrown a panic into
the ranks of the bit players and
extras.

Will Rogers has a new Fox con-
tract. He is to make six pictures
in two years and will get approxi-
mately $1,000,000 tor the ,work.
He also has a say on the story
material.

Drastic cuts in all departments
of Fox West Coast Theatres are
looked for. Several have already
been made in the publicity depart-
ment, with George Brown, assist-
ant to Frank Whitbeck, gone and
Bob Doman, at Criterion theatre
for the last year or more, also
out.

SIMON COMEDIES START

PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES

Simple Simon Comedies, Inc.,

inaugurated its production activi-

ties yesterday at the Audio Cin-
ema Studios in the Bronx when
Louis Simon did his first scenes
in “Hot Shivers,” his initial two-
reeler for this new company re-
cently organized by Mack Stark
and associates.
Mort Blumenstock is directing

Simon in a vehicle written by Wil-
liam A. Grew and Rube Welch.
Ruth Holden, second lead in the
Chicago company of “June Moon”
and previously in several Broad-
way productions, is appearing op-
posite the star.

Ben Bloomfield is production
manager and Sid Blumenstock is

assistant director.

M-G-M IS PLANNING
“EASIEST WAY” TALKER
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Eugene

Walter’s “The Easiest Way,” with
Constance Bennett and Robert
Montgomery will be produced by
M-G-M.

AMOS ’N’ ANDY PLAY
TO 108,000 IN 6 DAYS

U. B. Ellis, RKO branch
manager, Atlanta, Ga,,

writes Charles Rosenzweig,
general sales manager, that

Amos ’n’ Andy in “Check
and Double Check” have
played to approximately
108,000 people in six days
in a 2,200 seat house. The
picture is doing just as
much business in its sec-

ond week as during the
first, and is playing to nine
and ten shows a day.

THIiTY-THiRD PLAYER
CAST FOR ‘CIMARRON’

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Radio
Pictures has completed the cast
for “Cimarron.” The 32nd and
33rd members were signed when
Lois Jane Campbell and Reginald
Streeter were given the parts of

Felice and Yancey Cravat. Among
the leads are Richard Dix, the
star, Irene Dunne, Estelle Tay-
lor, Edna May Oliver, Nance
O’Neil, William Collier, Jr., Ros-
coe Ates, George E. Stone and S.

Fields. Wesley Ruggles is direct-

ing.

AVIATOR TELLS OF AIR THRILLS

AS NEWS TRUCK TOWS HIS GUDER

MAMOULIAN TO DIRECT
CLARA BOW’S NEXT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Rouben
Mamouiian has just arived here,

accompanying B. P. Schulberg,
managing director of production
for Paramount, who has lately

been in the East conferring with
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president
in charge of production, relative

to plans for expanded activity in

the New York studios.
Mamouiian is scheduled to di-

rect Clara Bow' in her next pic-

tui'e to follow “No Limit,” the
story with a metropolitan back-
ground for which she has recent-
ly been making Manhattan exteri-
ors under the direction of Frank
Tuttle.

MAGKAILL MENTIONED
FOR “BUSINESS GIRL”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. Fol-
lowing her success in "The Office

Wife,” Dorothy Mackaill will be
cast for the leading role in First
National's “Big Business Girl.”'

WARNERS CENTRALIZE SALES FORCES
(Continued from page 1)

C. Ezell becomes Eastern general
sales manager under the new'
plan. Ned E. Depiuet belcomes
Western general sales manager.
Ezell’s territory embraces the

exchanges in Albany, Boston, Buf-
falo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, De-
troit, Indianapolis, New Haven,
Metropolitan New' Y'ork, Philadel-
phia, Pittsburgh and Washing-
ton. He will also assume charge
of the sales in Canada, which will

have B. F. Lyons as sales man-
ager, and whose territory will be
handled by exchanges in Calgary,
Montreal, St. John, Toronto, Van-
couver and Winnipeg.
Depinet assumes sales command

of the western territory with ex-
changes in Atlanta, Charlotte, Chi-
cago, Dallas, Denver, Kansas City,
Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Minneap-
olis, New Orleans, Oklahoma
City, Omaha, Portland, Salt Lake
City, San Francisco, Seattle, iSt.

Louis, Memphis, and Des Moines.
Max Milder will act as sales

manager assisting Mr. Ezell.
Andy Smith and Gredwell Sears
will function as sales managers
under Mr. Depinet.
Norman Moray, formerly branch

manager of Chicago, will move
into the home office in New York
City to assume the pos'itioii of
sales manager of Vitaphone Varie-
ties.

New Metropolitan Areas
Mr. Morris further announced

the establishment of two new met-
ropolitan areas in Philadelphia
and Chicago, in addition to the
already existing one in New York
City. This is due to the heavy
volume of sales in these three
sections. Under the re-alignment
in New York, George Balsdon re-
mains in charge of the metropoli-
tan area; Nat Beier is sales man-
ager in New Jersey; Harry Deck-
er, sales manager of Brooklyn;

and Eddie Goldstein, sales man-
ager of New' York City.

In Chicago, Carl Lesserman
will act as branch manager, and
H. F. Neil and Earl Silverman as
sales managers.
The Philadelphia area will have

W. J. Heenan for branch man-
ager, and R. E. Binns for sales
manager.

Home Office Stuff

Because of the radical change
in the technique of sales effected
through tills policy of centraliza-
tion, Mr. Morris has called the
follow'ing tw'elve managers to the
home office for special w'ork:

H. E. Elder, F. J. McCarthy, M.
W. Davis, W. J. Brandt, 'Truly
Wildman, Joseph E. Luckett, J.

V. Allan, Floyd Brow'n, William
Warner, C. K. Olson, J. S. Hebrew
and H. S. Dunn.

SsUes Persoiiiiel

The following is a list of the
centralized exchanges, and those
who will be in charge:

Albany, Ben Lalmenson; At-
lanta, J. T. Ezell; Boston, Thomas
B. Spry; Buffalo, H. A. Seed;
Charlotte, F. P. Bryan; Cincin-
nati, R. F. Cloud; Cleveland, J.

C. Fishman; Dallas, Fred M.
Jack; Denver, Charles Gilmour;
Des Moines, E. J. Tilton; Detroit,
F. E. North.

Indianapolis, Pau'l E. Kreiger;
Kansas City, M. C. Siuift; Los
Angeles, Harry Lustig; Memphis,
H. D. Hearn; Milwaukee, R. T.
Smith; Minneapolis, L. E. Gold-
hammer; New Haven, J. A. Davis;
New Orleans, F. Goodrow!
Oklahoma City, J. O. Rhode;

Omaha, George Taif; Pittsburgh,
R. H. Haines; Portland, W. C.
Brimmer; Salt Lake City, William
F. Gordon; San Francisco, Charles
Muehlman; Seattle, M. H. Brow'-
er; St. Louis. A. M. Weinberger;
Washington, Robert Smeltzer.

A. P. “Duke” Artran, well
known aviator of Ypsilanti, Michi-
gan, took a microphone aloft and
related the thrills of gliding while
being towed by a Pathe News
truck in a demonstration staged at
the Philadelphia airport the other
day. This air novelty is released
in Issue .No. 92 currently show'-
ing.

The glider used by Artran in the
stunt is of the same type as that
used by Captain Prank Hawks
when he crossed from coast-to-
coast tow'ed by an airplane. Pathe
News camion No. 505, manned by
Tommy Baltzell, camera; Ralph
Saunders, recorder and Arthur
Kravit, niikeman, tow'ed the plane,
and covered the story.

P. HOLMES TO PLAY
WITH HAHCY CARROLL
Phillips Holmes was scheduled

to leave Hollyw'ood on Monday
night to play opposite Nancy Car-
roll in her next picture, “Stolen
Heaven,” which goes into produc-
tion in a few days at the Para-
mount New York studio under the
direction of George Abbott.

This is the first picture mak-
ing to be done in the East by
Holmes, whose film career origin-
ated in this section when he was
a student at Princeton. “Stolen
Heaven” marks his return to
Paramount, to whom he is under
contract.

MEXICO HOUSE PLAYS
PATHE 100 PERCENT

According to information from
Mexico City to the Pathe home
office, the Balmori Theatre play-
ed Pathe product 100 percent dur-
ing the run of “The Grand Pa-
rade.” The following Pathe shorts

were on the same bill: “The Gla-
ciers’ Secret,” a Vagabond Adven-
ture number; a Grantland Rice
Sportlight; “The Faithful Pup,”
an Aesop Fable; “Songs of Moth-
er,” a song sketch and Pathe’s
Audio Review and News.
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MPTOA CONVENTION PROGRAM

PROMISES RESULTS OF VALUE
M.P.T.O.A. headquarters yester-

day released copies of the official

program prepared for the three-

days convention at Philadelphia,

beginning Monday, which fully

lives up to all plans and promises

sent out to members of the or-

ganization. The first session will

open at 10 a.ni., Monday, with an
address by Lewen Pizor, presi-

dent of the M.P.T.O. of East Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey

and Delaware.
Following addresses of welcome

by Philip H. Gadsen, president of

tlie Philadelphia Chamber of Com-
merce and Frank C. Walker, coun-

sel of the M. P. T. O. A., Lewen
Pizor will introduce President M.

A. Lightman, whose address will

mark the formal opening of the

convention. Reports of the board
of directors, and the national sec-

retary, M. J. O’Toole, and the

naming of important committees
will be followed by addresses by
M. E. Comerford, Lt. Governor
Arthur James, Oscar Hausen, Ed.

Kuykendahl—and luncheon.
Speakers for the afternoon are:

Con. McCole, Eddie Dowling, Gov.
Carl E. Milliken, Joe Brandt, A1
Lichtman and R. F. Woodhull.
The day will be completed with
a dinner dance from 9 p. m. to

midnight.
Tuesday wili be occupied with

addresses by: Dr. Franklin S.

Irby, Col. R. E. Logsdon, Michael
Simmons, followed by nominations
of directors and ofher addresses
by Maj. L. E. Thompson, Sidney
R. Kent, Charles H. Bunn, and the

election of National Directors.
The annual banquet will start

at 6:30. in the ballroom of the
iJenjamin Franklin Hotel. Those
at the speakers table will be:
Harry Knapp, Albert M. Green-
field. Harry Warner, C. C. Petti-

john, Eddie Dowling, Maj. Gen.
Smedley Butler, Harry A. Mackey,
Congressman W. P. Connery, Con.
McCole, M. A. Lightman, J. David
Stern, M. E. Comerford. R. F.

Woodhull. Sidney R. Kent.
On W’ednesday—the final day

—

L. E. Blachley and A. C. La Rue
will deliver addresses following
reports of committees.

^oiel
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KERRY
IN “DISHONORED”

Norman Kerry has just been as-

signed to a principal role in “Dis-
honored,” Josef Von Sternberg’s
new production for Paramount
featuring Victor McLaglen and
Marlene Dietrich, which is Miss
Dietrich’s second American talk-

ing picture. Others in the cast
are Gustav con Seyffertitz, Barry
Norton and Warner Oland.

ROBERT ELLIS CAST

Robert Ellis, who has just

completed a role with A1 Rogell
Productions in Tiffany’s “Aloha,”
has been engaged by Phil Gold-
stone, chief studio executive, for

one of the principal parts with
Paul Hurst in the latter’s third
starring comedy, untitled.

VALENTINO FUNERAL
“PUBLICITY STUNT”

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 6.

—That Rudolph. Valentino’s
funeral in 1926 was planned
and used for advertising
purposes was declared by
S. George Ulliiian, executor
of the late actor’s estate,
today at a hearing of a suit
brought to settle the estate.
I'lliiian testified

:

“Rudolph Valentino’s fu-
neral was worked up for
advertising purposes to aid
the es.tate, and 1 hired 1,500
policeiiien and 10 press
agents to conduct it.” Lll-
inan said accounting was
disputed by Valentino’s
brother and sister.

CAST ADDITION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Pur-
nell Pratt has been cast for Law-
rence Tibbett’s “The Southerner,”
in production at the M-G-M stu-
dios.

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Department of Commerce

Orchestras Coming Rack
Cinema and theatre musicians

in France have been very hard
hit by the introduction of sound-
films. Following a steady dim-
inution in the number employed
during the past year, a company
controlling several cinemas in

Paris is reported to have recent-
ly dismissed 500 more in one day.
Although the secretary of the Mu-
sicians’ Union has issued a warn-
ing to youi;g people not to seek
orchestral employment, it is be-
lieved that orchestras will later
come into their own. This be-
lief is based on observation of
what has happened in America,
where unemployment in the mu-
sical profession is on the wane
owing to renewed demand for
“real music.”

Gaumont Seats 6,((0()

The Gaumont Palace, in the
Montmarte district of Paris, is be-
ing entirely rebuilt, and when
completed, will, it is claimed, be
the largest cinema in the world
with a seating capacity of over
6,000. Included in the scheme of
modernization is the installation
of a four-manual organ.

Decline of Imports

According to offiqial statistics

just published Hungarian imports
of motion picture film followed a
downward trend during the first

half of 1930, when 202,000 meters
of raw film were imported into
Hungary, as against 246,000
meters during the corresponding
period of last year. Imports of
exposed positive films during the
same period amounted to 32 met-
ric quintals, as compared with 89
metric quintals for the first half
of last year, while the value was
279,000 pengo and 491,000 pengo,
respectively, or a decrease of ap-
proximately 40 per cent. Ger-
many was the chief importer dur-
ing the period under review.

Build Swiss Studio

According to press reports, it

is planned to build a studio in

Switzerland, provided with sound-
film recording equipments, and to

commence operations in Zurich,
in January next. The first films

to be turned out will be of a na-
tional character and intended for

domestic release only. If the ex-
periment is successful, produc-
tion is to be continued on an in-

ternational scale.

Forbidden by Swiss

The showing of the Russian film

“New Babylon,” has been forbid-

den in the Canton de Vaud, Swit-
zerland, by order of the Police
Commissary. It has been further
announced by this official that all

Soviet productions must be ap-
proved by the Department of Po-
lice before being screened in the
region.

Hungarian Censorship

According to a paragraph of the
new Hungarian film regulations,

effective as of October 1, 1930,

censorship fees will amount to 4

filler per meter for silent films,

and 14 heller for sound-synchro-
nized or talking films.

German in Alsaee

The French trade press reports

that “Zwei Herzen in % Takt,”

a German talkie, broke all rec-

ords in Mulhouse, Alsace. Its 28

days run at the Casino drew 50,-

000 specators (Mulhouse has only
120,000 inhabitants), while pic-

tures of international renown,
had a maximum of 15 or 18 days.

The German film in question prov-
ed a good box office success in

Germany and German Switzer-
land, but while it is merely a good
average film, the chief factor of

its extraordinary success in Mul-
house was the German dialogue
it contains.

REISMAN TO VISIT

U EXCHANGES

ON TRIP WEST
Phil Reisman, general sales

manager of Universal left on the
Century yesterday en route to

Universal City. He will also make
an extensive tour of the Univer-
sal exchanges on the way to the
Coast, and on his return trip

Eastward. His first stop will be
Chicago, where Harry Lorch has
just assumed his duties as West-
ern sales manager.

“PLAYBOY OF PARIS”
HELD SECOND WEEK

Maurice Chevalier’s comedy,
“Playboy of Paris,” will be held
over a second week at the New
York Paramount due to the fact

that it has smashed all box office

records there for a screen attrac-

tion.

“Laughter”, featuring Nancy
Carroll and Fredric March, which
originally was scheduled for the

New York and Brooklyn Para-
mounts the week of November 7-

14, will be released at both houses
the week of November 14-21.

STROHEIM WRITING
“BLIND HUSBANDS”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— After

conferences with Carl Laemmle,
Jr. at Universal City, Erich von
Stroheim has gone to the moun-
tains to prepare the script for his

original story, “Blind Husbands,”
which he will produce as a big
special on the current Universal
schedule. In addition to the

script. Von will also write the
dialogue, it is expected.

“Blind Husbands” will be his

first talking picture for Universal.
It has not yet been decided wheth-
er he will also play one of the
leading roles.

DEFOREST STARTS SUIT

(Continued from page 1)

DeForest Phonofilm Corporation,
at an agreed price of $2,520,000,

and was to also employ Dr. De-
Forest for a period of five years
at a salary of $50,000 yearly.

Several options on this agree-
ment were taken up by William
Fox, during which time DeForest
received over $100,000, but before
the deal could be consummated,
according to the complaint, the
defendants represented to Wil-
liam Fox that DeForest did not
control or own any of the sound
patents that he purported to
transfer with his stock sale, but
that such property was in the
ownership and control of West-
ern Electric.

Because of this. William Fox
failed to exercise his final option.
DeForest and the alleged damages
ensued.

Dr. DeForest’s attorneys are
Hays, St. John, Abramson and
Schulman, and Guggenheimer,
Untermeyer & Marshall. The suit
has been filed in the Supreme
Court of New York.
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STAGE SET FOR MPTOA CONVENTION
U. S. REPORT INDICATES THEATRE

LEAST AFFECTED BY DEPRESSION
“The motion picture and the-

atre industries, while failing ful-

ly to justify the old claim that
they are ‘depression proof’, have
fallen only slightly short of prov-
ing that claim.’’

This from N. D. Golden, of the
Motion Picture Division of the De-
partment of Commerce, in out-
lining general business conditions.
Explaining further Golden let it

be known that the general slack-
ness in most business has just
barely scratched the surface of

the amusement Industry in the
amusement industry in the Unit-
ed States.

“It is probable,’’ he added, “that
the theory that those who are idle

and who have financial worries on
their minds take occasion to visit

the theatres to relieve themselves
of their worries, has had a con-
siderable effect in maintaining
theatre attendance.’’
Trade press estimates received

in the Division, show that sev-

REICH OUT OF FILMS,

FRENCH CAPITAL

SPEEDS PRODUCTION

BERLIN, Nov. 8.—The action of

the Reich in ridding itself of own-
ership and responsibility in con-
nection with the German film in-

dustry through the transfer of its

shares in Emelka to the Kraus
group has considerably brighten-

ed the general picture situation.

Production will go forward with
more confidence and the theatres
will anticipate more certainty of

being able to please their patrons.
An official statement from the

commercial head of Kraus says
that a production program will
have first consideration. Kraus
will work in close association
with Paris producers and finan-
ciers among whom are Albert

Board of Directors Puts Stamp of Approval on Three-

Day Program, Starting Today at 10:00 a.m. in

Hotel Benjamin Franklin; Most Important Meet-

ing in History of National Theatre Owners Ex-

pected; Lightman and O’Toole Given Vote of

Confidence; 5-5-5 Conference Report Ready

^ PHILADELPHIA (Convention
Hall) , Nov. 9.—The final touch
was given the stage in Benjamin
Hotel tonight for the annual
convention of the MPTOA opening
here tomorrow morning at 10:00
o’clock and continuing through
Wednesday.

The Board of Directors with Ed-
ward M. Fay, of Providence, R.I.,

presiding, placed its stamp of ap-
proval on the convention pro-
gram as the first official act.

After which approval, members
of the Board reviewed the work
of the past year and cast a vote
of confidence in the assistance
rendered the association by M. A.
Lightman, president, and M. J.
O’Toole, secretary. A report on
the 5-.5-5 conference also was

(Continued on page <))

RECORDS BROKEN BY
“DOORWAY TO HELL”

Last week saw the estab-

lishment of new attendance
records at Warner Bros.
Strand Theatre, thanks to

the compelling drawing
power of “’The Doorway to

Hell.” This realistic pic-

ture of gangland with the
new twist of a baby-faced
killer, as portrayed by Lew
Ayres, was naturally held
over for a second week.

BUSINESS OFFICES
IN MAYFAIR RENTING

(Continued on page 2)

ARLISS RETURNING

George Arliss is now on the high
seas bound for New York City.
Word to this effect was received
yesterday at the Warner Bros,
home office.

Mr. Arliss’ plans embrace a
stage production in New York
City, and two additional pictures
for Warners.

RED STAR BRINGS
HERMAN SCHENCK

TO N. Y. OFFICE

Herman Schenck, former-
ly Eed Star Pacific Coast
representative, has been
placed in charge of special
presentation, organist arid
mechanical activities for
•the Red Star Music Co., op-
erating from the New York
offices of the comnany. He
also directs special service
department.

(Continued on page 3)

STAHL TO DIRECT <SEED’

The first production assignment
on “Seed” from Charles G. Norris’
novel which Universal will film
immediately as a super-picture,
was made yesterday when Carl
Laemmle, Jr. selected John M.
Stahl to direct it.

CHAPLIN TO GO ABROAD
Charlie Chaplin, “City Lights”

completed, will leave Hollywood
December 15 for New York and
London. He will be accompanied
by Carlyle Robinson of his staff.

“Viennese Nights,” the Warner
Bros, special filmed throughout in
technicolor, is scheduled to re-
place “Outward Bound,’' at the
Warner Bros. Theatre on Wednes-
day night, November 26. The
world premiere of this original
romance by Signuind Romberg and

Leases already are pouring in-

to the rental office at RKO’s new
Mayfair Theatre, at 47th street

and Seventh avenue, on the site

of the old Columbia Burlesque
house.

The Orange Julius Corporation
has leased a store adjoining the
lobby of the theatre, for a ten-
year period, at a gross rental of

$250,000. The store adjoining has
been leased by Columbia Haber-
dashers, Inc.

The William Mori'is Vaudeville
Agency has taken a lease on the
two top floors for executive of-

fices. The seventh and eighth
floors have been leased to Thomas
W. Lamb, architect.

Oscar Hammerstein 2ud was an-
nounced Saturday by Sam E.

Morris, vice-president of Warner
Bros.

In making the announcement of

its release, Mr. Morris said:

(Continued on page 2)

HENRY LUTZ DEAD
Henry Lutz, father of “Hy”

Lutz, well known camei’aman,
died at his home at Jamaica Fri-
day afternoon after an illness of
15 months. Mr. Lutz was a master
electrician and had many friends
in the film industry.

CAPITOL EXHIBITS
“LIND” COLLECTION

VV. J. Hildebuiul of 24
Btekman Place has leaned
tlie Capitol Theatre his his-
t(»ric collection of pro-
grams, letters, tickets and
accounts of Jenny Lind’s
sensational engagement at
the Castle Garden in Yew
York—J^une 6, 1851 wliich
was held under th® aus-
pices of P. T. Barniim.
These relics are shown in
conjunction with M-G-M’s
“A Lady’s Morals,” in
wh'ch Grace Meore, Metro-
politan Opera soprano is

starring.

“VIENNESE NIGHTS” TO WORLD PREMIERE

AT WARNER THEATRE NOVEMBER 26
:
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MAIN WREET

Tomorrow is Annis.tice Day * *

remember that phoney Day back

when the Big Fight ended * * »

Hy Daah is on his way to Holly-

wood * * * all the big theatre

inogTils are in the City of Brother-

ly Love * * *
-vv'e hope there’s a

lot of that sentiment expressed

at the confab * * * Deorge Fitz-

maurice is going to hold the

megaphone when that prize-win-

ning Shearer girl makes Strang-

ers May Kiss * * * did you hear

that one about the papa who took

his little son to the pee-wee golf

course and told him to “tee oflf”

* * * he fooled the old man, he

did something else * * * remem-

ber when Tom Meighan did The

(ientlenian from Indiana * * *

what’s the matter with doing this

one as a talker * * * nothing,

cliorus we all * * the grapevine

route from Hollywood informs

.Marion Davies is throwing a party

for ex-service men over Armistice

Day * * * that’s the most sensible

move that has been made to aid

the unemployed * * * w'onder why
Hoover doesn’t think of something

like that * * * that doorway to

hell still is open at the Strand
* * * they say Winnie Lightner

is funny in her late one * * *

Tcm Waller, that demon scribe

with Sime Silverman, enjoyed Al
Selig’s party * * * so did a lot of

hlluin scribes, including Ye Ed
* * * Vic McLaglen’s brother has
the lead in Suspense at the Geo.
>L Cohan * * * have you been in

that Loew house in Yonkers * *

nice place * * * Uncle Carl prom-
ises another big ’un in Vorris’

* * * Tiffany chimps are
getting classical * * * they’re do-
ing Ten Vights in the ISarrcom
* * * whe’re waiting patiently to

hear that female chimp vamp
yell * * * Father, Oh Father Come
Home W'ith Me Now * * * have
you bought any of those apples
for the unemployed yet * * * a
good deed, and good apples, too.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Al
Christie, one of the pioneers in

the comedy producing field, has
the following to say anent that
particular field of production:
“The interchangeability of play-

ers in the long features and the
short comedies has created an in-

finitely healthier situation for the
players and a much sounder pol-

icy in the economic structure of

our business.
“The sound era has brought

with it many radical changes
from the previously accepted
regulations, ^mong which is the
adoption of the formerly unortho-
dox practice of featuring the same
people in short comedies and fea-

ture productions.
“Previously, the fallacious idea

predominated among players that
features were features and come-
dies wer ecomedies, and never the
twain should meet. Which meant
that even w'hen a feature player,
particularly well-suited to a spe-
cific role in a short comedy, was
at leisure, an unwritten law pre-
vented him from accepting the
job. He would wait around, in-

stead—sometimes for months—un-
til a role in a feature production
that suited his personality turned
up. This created a bad waste
right down the line, and it is a
good thing for all that this con-
dition has been improved.”

CARMELITA GERAGHTY
IN MAYNARD PICTURE

Carmelita Geraghty will have
one of the principal roles in Ken
Maynard’s first Tiffany w'es'tern

vehicle, “Tlie Midnight Stage,” di-

rected by William Nigh. Her role

will be more or less of a “vamp”
character. Jeanette Loff has the
feminine leading role opposite
Maynard.

<>

GENEVIEVE TOBIN
STARRED BY U

Genevieve Tobin, who scored a
hit in “A Lady .Surrenders” and
is again teamed with Conrad
Nagel in “Free Love”, now being
produced at Universal City by
Hobart Henley, was yesterday
promoted to stardom by Carl
Laemmle, Jr. Miss Tobin’s first

starring vehicle will be “The Be-
havior of Mrs. Crane”, Harry Seg-
all’s stage success. “The Behavi-
or of Mrs. Crane” will go into pro-
duction at Universal City after the
comp’etion of “Free Love.”

‘EASIEST WAY’ STARTS
PRODUCTION AT M-G-M

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—M-G-M
has begun production on “The
Easiest Way,” with Constance
Bennett in the starring role. Jack
Conway is directing. Robert
Montgomery is opposite Miss Ben-
nett. Other principals are Adolphe
Menjou, Anita Page, John Harron,
J. Farrell MacDonald and Clara
Blandick.

‘‘VIENNESE NIGHTS”

TO OPEN NOV. 26

(Continued from page 1)

“ ‘Viennese Nights’ exceeds all

the previous productions we
made. Fir.st in importance is the
fact that it is the first original
romance written for the screen
by Romberg and Hammerstein.
It makes use of resources that
would be impossible on a stage.
And it is photographed in natural
color throughout.”

FOREIGN FILM NOTES

Klangiilm Producing
Klangfilm has entered the pro-

duction field, states a message
from Berlin. The Staaken stu-
dios, which stood empty for sev-
eral months, have now been wir-
ed with Klangfilm recordnig ap-
paratus. The first film to be pro-
duced is entitled “Two Kinds of
Moral,” and is based on a popu-
lar play by Bruno Frank.

Film Association Meets
The first meeting of the Ger-

man Spitzenorganization after the
summer holidays was held recent-
ly in Berlin. Dr. Plugge stated
in a preliminary report that the
organization’s Expenditures dur-
ing the past financial year had
been maintanied within the limits
of previous estimates, and that
considerable reserves are avail-
able. Current questions, such as
kontingent criticisms, plans of
further action against the enter-
tainment tax, endeavors of authors
to obtain special royalties on the
exhibition of sound-films, and fu-
ture relations with the Govern-
ment and the Parliament were
discussed. The Spitzenorganitea-
tion will also examine the situa-
tion in connection with the propa-
ganda made by the Musicians’ and
Artists’ Associations against sound
films; and will decide on the
measures to be taken in this re-
spect.

DEPRESSION LEAST FELT
BY FILM THEATRES

(Continued from page 1)

eral of the larger motion picture
theatres in each of 17 cities were
well maintained for the first

seven months of 1930. These fig-

ures represent only a few of the
larger theatres.

Profits of five large amusement
corporations for the first half of
1930 were considerably larger
than for the same period of last

year, according to trade estimates
made available in the Marketing
Service Division of the Depart-
ment. Some of the increase, how-
ever, was ascribed to the addi-
tion of new theatre units by the
companies. One trade estimate
for the year is that profits will
reach hitherto unattained heights.

RATHE COMPLETING
“PAINTED DESERT”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Bill

Boyd and “The Painted Desert”
company have returned to the Pa-
the Studio in Culver City for the
first time in seven weeks and are
completing production of the pic-

ture with the necessary interior
shots.

lEAUDINE DIRECTING
ON MACK SENNETT LOT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Wil-
liam Beaudine recently completed
“A Hollywood Theme iSong.^ a
two-reel satire on the theme song.
Harry Gribbon is featured. Yola
D’Avril and Patsy O’Leary are in

support. Production is a Sen-
nett’s.

UNIVERSAL FORCES CLEAR DECKS

IN STUDIOS FOR NORISS’ ‘SEED’

LOUISE BROOKS SIGNED
FOR NEW POWELL FILM

Louise Bi’ooks, newly returned
from Europe, has just been sign-

ed for a role opposite William
Powell in his next Paramount pic-

ture, tentatively titled “Buy Your
Woman.” She last appeared for

Paramount as the murdered dan-
cer in “The Canary Murder Case.”
Prank Conroy, who has lately

been playing at the ' Paramount
New York studio in “The Royal
Family,” has been assigned to a
principal part in the new Powell
vehicle.

JOE FARNHAM SIGNED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Joseph
Farnham, who wrote the titles for
“The Big Parade,” has signed a
new M-G-M contract. Farnham
also wrote the dialogue of “The
Big House.”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Carl
Laemmle, Jr. no sooner witnessed
the final takes on Tolstoy’s “Re-
surrection” than he cleared the
decks at Universal City for pre-
liminary work on what he and
his staff expect to be one of the
outstanding productions of the
year—screen version of Charles
Norris’ “Seed.”

So confident is the younger
Laemmle that “Seed” will be a
big one that he ventured the
opinion that it will equal “All
Quiet on the Western Front” as
Dox cfGce attraction. Laemmle,
Jr. bases his opinion on the book
sales and the popularity of the
yarn evinced by the public, and,
of course, his staff’s ability to
make ’em big.

“Seed.” like most of Norris’
writings, deals with social and
economic problems. Laemmle,
Jr. promises all the resources of
Universal back of the production.
Director and cast, he promises,
will be selected immediately.
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VAGABOND DIRECTOR

WRITES OF TRAVELS

Tom Terriss, director of the Pa-

the Vagaibond Adventure Series,

will present his adventures in

hook form as well as on the

screen.

Terriss first sounded out radio

audiences. A responsive chord

was struck with more than 2,000

requests for the first book re-

ceived.

The Van Beuren Corporation

requested Terriss to write his first

book whose action is laid in

Egypt, which is the subject of

the latest Vagabond release,

“Sands of Egypt.” His first book
is expected to be on sale before

the first of the year.

DOROTHY MACKAILL
FOR “THE CREEH CAT”

The first picture in which
Dorothly Mackaill will be starred

by First National when the stu-

dio resumes production in Decem-
ber will be “The Green Cat,”

based upon a successful German
play by A. M. Willner and E.

Rubicius. This drama enjoyed
unprecedentedly successful runs

in Berlin and Budapest recently.

It is being adapted to the screen

by Francis Edwards Faragoh, and
the production will probably be

directed by William A. Seiter.

REICH OUT OF FILMS

(Continued from page' 1)

Cohan, the famous French bank-
er, who was reported to be con-

cerned in the Emelka deal. Kraus
states that Emelka will remain
a separate entity hut admits that

arrangements are being made be-

tween the Ufa and Emelka cine-

mas to avoid undue competition.

It is learned from a reliable

source that the German Ministry

of Inner Affairs intends to regu-

late the patent fee question by
compulsory measures. The head
organisation of the German film

industry demanded such a solu-

iion if the, electrical groups de-

clined to reduce their demands
in respect of licenses.
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NO INTERMIHENT USED IN

NEW SOUND FILM CAMERA

“ALL QUIET”
THRILLS SWEDES

IN STOCKHOLM

Universal’s “All Quiet on
the Western Front,” has
duplicated its many suc-

cesses over the world in

Stockholm, Sweden, accord-
ing to cables received at

the home office. The pic-

ture is packing the Pallad-

ium there, and has been
held over for a third week,
the Universal repersenta-
tives in Stockholm in-

formed.

PLIYERS ARE aODED
TO TIFFANY TALKER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Pro-
duction on Columbia’s talker of

dance hall life, as yet untitled,

is nearing completion. It will

serve as Barbara Stanwyck’s first

starring vehicle under her new
contract. Martha Sleeper, Phyl-
Ite Crane and A1 Hill recently
were added to the cast. Lionel
Barrymore is directing.

EARL CARROLL BEAUTY
CRASHES PATHE LOT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Doro-
thy Knapp, Earl Carroll “Vani-
ties” beauty is leading woman for

Bob Carney and Si Wills in

Bathe’s western two-reel comedy,
“Under the .Cock-Eyed Moon.”
Don Dillaway has a role with
Daphne Pollard in “Dangerous
Youth,” on the same lot.

Will Rogers received 12,500 for

his week’s personal appearance at

Loew’s State theatre last week.
He made four appearances a day
and packed them in for seven
days. Rogers turned the entire

amount over to the Los Angeles
Community Chest.

Harold B. Franklin attended
the Academy dinner Wednesday
night but refused to disclose his

plans for a new theatre circuit.

Chandler Sprague’s next direc-

torial effort for Fox will be “This
Modern World”. Nella Walker
has just been signed for the role

of “Suzanne” in support of War-
ner Baxter and Dorothy Mackaill.
Zasu Pitts has an important role

also.

A1 Santell’s next Fox produc-
tion will be “Squadrons” from the

nlay by Elliott White Springs.
Charles Farrell and Elissa Landi
are the leads, with Pat Somerset,
Ronald Goetz and Ian Maclaren
in support.

Shooting was completed Wed-
nesday on “The Queen’s Husband”
at Radio Pictures studio. Lowell
Sherman directed and played the
leading role, with Anthony Bush-
ell and Mary Astor in support.

LUST CHAIN BOOKED
SOLID BY TIFFANY

Irving Hanover recently pro-

moted to Washington as branch

manager, from salesman with the

New York exchange, reported to

the home office that Tiffany prod-

uct has been booked 100 per cent

over the Sidney Lust circuit.

Theatres involved are; The
Family, Liberty, Hippodrome and
Leader in Washington; New The-
atre, Laurel, Md.

;
Imperial, Bruns-

wick, Md. ;
New Theatre, Front

Royal, Va., and the Ingomar,
Alexandria, Va.

“PARLEZHbU^ GIVES

MONTREALERS LAUGH

MONTREAL. — “Parlez Vous,”
Universal’s first Slim Summer-
ville comedy, is playing a two
weeks’ engagement at the Prin-
cess here. It opened Nov. 1. It

represents one of the vei’y tew
times that a two-reeler has play-

ed a two weeks’ run in Montreal.
“Rolling Along’, one of the

George Sidney-Charlie Murray
series, is playing a week’s engage-
ment at Loew’s.

DANE, ARTHUR BOOKED
Karl Dane and George K. Ar-

thur have been booked over the
RKO circuit.

The final scenes tor “Cimarrqn”,
the Radio Pictures super which
has been in production for the
past six months, will be made
this week. >

George Marshall has been si^n!-

ed to a new contract to direct a
new series of comedies for Radio'
Pictures release.

Motion picture cameras have
gone into many strange places to
provide entertainment for theatre
audiences but they have been in
few spots stranger than those
used in making “The Seas Be-
neath,” John Ford’s Fox-Movie-
tone drama of submarine w'ar-
fare.

Encased in a heavy steel box
and “shooting” through a plate
glass, window, they went far be-
neath the surface of the Pacific,
lashed to the forward deck of a
giant submarine. They even pene-
trated inside one of Uncle Sam’s
underwater craft and filmed
scenes within the torpedo and
control rooms while the' vessel
was ploughing 60 feet beneath the
wave tops.

George O’Brien is an American
“mystery shin” commander in the
story with Marion Lessing. t\'’ar-

ren Hymer, William Collier. Sr..

Walter C. Kelly and a score of
others in the cast.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Some-
thing new under the sun has been
announced in the way of a cam-
era and projector of the continu-
ous type by the MorenonSnyder
Cine Corp. The new invention
does away with the shutter and
intermittent movement and the

manufacturers claim tor it; less

danger of fire, light is cut in haif,

color systems easily used, weight
cut two thirds and volume great-

ly increased.

The film passes through the
camera at teontinuously uniform
speed, it is said, with in inter-

mittent motion on either film or
any moving part of camera. It

is noiseless in operation and at
a speed of 90 feet per minute, the
exposure time per frame is about
1-24 seconds, whereas the present
exposure time per frame is l-48th
seconds.

On account of the continuously
uniform speed of the film syn-
chronized sound recording is ef-

fected, it is stated, at the cor-
responding picture frame and not
a predetermined distance there-
from. It offers greater advantages
also for color photography as the
increased exposure time offers
greater advantages for any sys-
tem. The new firm will begin
manufacture of both professional
and amateur models of cameras
and projectors Nov. 1.

TIFFANY TO SHOOT
“X MARKS THE SPOT”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—James
Whale, who directed “Journey’s
End” has started on his second
Tiffany picture with an original
entitled “X Marks the Spot,” a
gangland story.

WRITERS ASSIGNED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Sam
Mintz and Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
writers under contract to Para-
mount, will prepare “Mr. and Mrs.
Haddock Abroad,” in which Leon
Errol and Mitzi Green will be fea-
tured.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
(.Hollywood’a Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—ChIckering

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY



'th^ only novel

the circulation

THE WEST
into product

AT ONCE!

UNIVERSAL FIRST



t threatens to beat

ALL QUIETON
i FRONT" goes

at Universal City

You will get the picture of Charles G.

Norris* sensational best seller at the very

peak of its popularity!
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DECEMBER TO SEE NEW STARS

OF F. N. ON STUDIO SCHEDULE
Production plans are afoot for

the newer stars and featured

players of First National Pictures.

Studios will resume production

early in December and some of

the first pictures on the list will

feature these younger players.

According to present plans,

Loretta Young’s first picture in

1931 will be “A Lady for Love,”

adapted from a novel by Alan

Bremer Schultz. Another vehicle

selected for Loretta Young is

“You and P’ a popular comedy by

Philip Barry.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will

play the leading role in “Chances”

based upon the novel by A. Hamil-

ton Gibbs. Ona Munson has

shown her mettle in “Going Wild”

and in “The Hot Heiress” with

Ben Lyon and Tom Dugan. They
probably will be oo-featured in

another picture which will go in-

to production in January, called

“Broadminded.”

The return of Dorothy Mackaill

to the First National fold will

be inaugurated by a striking role

in “The Green Cat,” based upon

a German play by A. M. Willner

and E. Rubicus. Another picture

which is being considered tor Miss

Mackaill is “Big Business Girl”,

dramatized from a story by H.

M. Swanson and Patricia Riley,

which was serialized in College

Humor. It is possible, however,

that Loretta Young may be star-

red in this production.

Irene Delroy, who has just

crossed the continent by motor
car from Hollywood to New York
will make the return journey in

a similar manner late in Decem-
ber and will find a new starring

vehicle ready to go into produc-

tion. David Manners, James
Rennie, Sidney Blackmer, Fred
Kohler, Walter Huston and others

will also be presented in pictures

to be produced by First National

early next year.

BILL POWELL TO DO
“LADIES’ MAN” NEXT

‘A LADY FOR LOVE”
FOR LORETTA YOUNG

When “A Lady for Love” goes
into proudction at the First Na-
tional Studio Loretta Young will

probably play the leading role,

according to present plans. The
story is from a novel by Alan
Brener Schultz, shortly to be pub-
lished. Clarence Badger has been
tentatively selected as the direc-

tor. “A Lady for Love” will be

Loretta Young’s first picture un-

der her new long-term starring

contract with First National. She
plays the leading feminine role

with Otis Skinner in “Kismet,”
now at the Hollywood Theatre.

“PLATINUM” BOUGHT
AS TIFFANY TALKER

FINAL “ALOHA” SHOTS

MADE BY AL ROGELL

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — A1
Rogell has finished shooting Tif-

fany’s “Aloha”, which features
Ben Lyon, Raquel Torres, Thelma
Todd, Alan Hale, Marion Doug-
las, T. Roy Barnes, Robert Ellis

and Donald Reed. The story is

laid in the South Sea Islands. It

will be released as one of Tiffany’s
leading specials.

BENNY RUBIN BACK
AT RADIO STUDIO

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Benny
Rubin is back on the RKO lot as
a star of an original comedy of

his own authoring for the “Broad-
way Headliner” series. Vernon
Dent, Carl Gerard, Arthur Thall-
asso, Ed Argus, Kewpie Morgan,
Theodore Lorch and Aileen Car-
lyle are in the cast. Mark Sand-
rich is directing.

ROXY COMPANY

REUNITED ON

THIS WEEK’S BILL

The entire Roxy company, com-
prising the Roxyettes, the Ballet

Corps and dancing and singing
stars, will be reunited in the elab-

orate stage program surrounding
the film “Renegades” which be-

gan Friday. The high spot will

be a stage and musical produc-
tion called “Rivers of the World”,
which will portray musical and
pictorially the historic rivers of

the Nile, the Danube, the Volga
and the Mississippi.

The dancing honors will be
shared by Patricia Bowman, Leon-
ide Massino, the Ballet Corps and
the Roxyettes. A large cast of

supporting artists have also been
engaged. The program will also
inaugurate Erno Rapee’s return
to the post of Director of Music.

“Platinum” the novel by Edward

Dean Sullivan, author of “Rattling

the Cup on Chicago Crime,” has

been purchased by James Cruze

for Tiffany release. Lola Lane

has been mentioned for a part.

Walter Lang will direct, and

Julian Josephson will do the

adaptation. “Platinum” will fol-

low “The Command Performance”

which Lang will direct.

World Personages Congratulate

RKO On Success of “Amos ’n’ Andy
Following the opening of RKO’s

Amos ’n’ Andy’s “Check and
Double Check” at the new RKO
Mayfair and at 299 other houses
over the country, David Sarnoff,

Hiram S. Brown, and Joseph
Plunkett, executives of RCA,
Radio Pictures and RKO, receiv-

ed congratulations from the four

Stage Set for MP IOA Meet

William Powell’s next for Para-

mount will be “Ladies’ Man,” from
the stroy by Rupert Hughes. Lo-
thar Mendes will direct. “Alias

Mrs. Wallace,” the Octavus Roy
Cohen play purchased as a Powell
story under the tentative title of

“Buy Your W’omau,” will go into

production with another cast.

(Continued from page 1)

rendered, its release being held

in confidence pending the official

opening of the convention.

Everything, to the minutest de-

tail, is set for what is expected to

be one of the most important con-

ventions yet held by this national

organization of theatre owners.

The lobby of the Benjamin
Franklin on Philadelplija’s busy
Chestnut street, last night re-

sembled the lobby of the Astor
Hotel on New York’s Broadway in

the old silent days when anyone
who W'as anyone in the industry

congregated their for lunch and
high finance.

Faces familiar on New York’s
Broadway and Hollywood’s boule-
vards, were seen. All casual con-
versation, setting the lobby
lounges abuzz with words, center-
ed around the motion picture in-

dustry and important develop-
ments within the industry.
There are more individual head-

quarters at the Benjamin Frank-
lin than would be encountered at

a national political convention.
Everywhere there are leading film

lights abuzz with convention pos-
sibilities.

At no other convention held in

the past by the national theatre
owners has there been such pos-
sibilities held forth as there are
on the eve of this—the Eleventh
Annual. What with the various
affiliations of leading theatre cir-

cuits, exchanges in booking deals,
consummated since last year’s

convention, and the producer, in-

terested on a scale never before

known in the history of the in-

dustry in the theatre field, the
convention opening tomorrow
holds forth promises that give

every indication of bringing the

exhibitor and the producer closer

together and in greater harmony
than ever before.

corners of the world, including
Canada, England, France and
of course, the well known U.S.A.
According to a check up at the

RKO offices 42 governors wired
congratulations to Brown.
Myers Y. Cooper, governor of

Ohio, the state that “The Big
House” put on the map, in ex-
pressing his sentiments said:
“Amusements generally play a

vital part in the life and charac-
ter of the American homes.”
Mayor William Boyce, of Ft.

Worth, wired the RKO office:

“Entertainment is one of the
essentials of our everyday life and
an organization, such as yours,
which has the reputation bf spon-
soring only the best in whole-
some entertainment, 'and at the
same time aiming to make its

playhouses of heal civic service,
is worthy of our ' peoples’ whole-
hearted support.”

‘^BclOedci’e
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSroE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Beat Food in New York

/
i

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIREGTOR
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pethiohn warns mptoa of pending
DANGERS OF FILM THEATRE TAXATION

U lj^linC i k Dir^ ^ A Q17 A^ A IW Delegates to Eleventh Annual Convention of The-
• ” 11lO x\DlJIi atre Onwers of America in Philadelphia of Perils

of Contemplated Legislation; Industry Lauded by

Speakers; Important Addresses Set for Today’s

Session
By JOSEPH LOREX KELLEY
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 10. -

Charlie Pettijohn, general counsel

for the Hays’ organization, dropped
what might be called a bomb in-

to the ranks of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners Association’s
11th Annual convention at their

opening session in the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel here today.

Charlie said:

“The Motion Picture industry
has been hurt, seriously, since the
advent of sound. Unless theatre
owners, distributors and producers
stand with a united front against
proposed taxation within the in-

(Continued on page 8)

WASHINGTON, D. C. FILM THEATRES

PLAN BENEFIT FOR UNEMPLOYED

PARA DECLARES
DIVIDENDS ON COMIVION

At a iiieeting lield today
the Board of Directors of

ParamoHiit-Publix Corpora-
tion declared the regular
quarterly dividend of $1.00
per share on the common
stock, payable December
27, 1930 te stockholders of
record at the close of busi-
ness on December », 1930.

The books will not close.

RKO DIVISION

MANAGERS TO

MEET HERE WED.
A convention of division man-

agers of the RKO Theatres, has
been called starting this coming
Wednesday, November 12. These
nranagers represent the fourteen
groups into which the Radio-
Keith-Orpheum theatres are zon-
ed from coast-to-coast. The con-
vention will be at the RKO head-
quarters, 1560 Broadway.

NEW WARNER THEATRES
DATED FOR OPENtNG

P^our newly constructed W’arner
Bros, theatres throughout the
country will be formally opened
between November 14 and March
of next year. November 14 has
been set for the opening at Ches-
ter, Pa. On the first of the year,
two theatres will be opened at
Youngstown, Ohio, and Erie, Pa,
Som,etime in March, the Warner
BroA theatre and building Iwill

open in Milwaukee.
Work has been started on the

construction of Warner Bros, the-
atres at Morgantown, W. Va. and
Torrington, Conn. Tlie last-men-
tioned structure will contain of-

(Continued on page 8)

200 CHINESE ACTORS
IN ONE FOX PICTURE

JTearly two hundred Chi-
nese players were employed
bv Fox Films for “The Man
Who Came Back,” directed
by Raoul Walsh. Tom Gub-
bliis, for many years known
as “king” of the Los Ange-
les Chinatown, supplied the
Chinese and directed them
in their owti language.

U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals Reaffirms Three

Million Dollar Decision

Against Anne Nichols

Universal Pictures Corporation
yesterday won the appeal in the
famous long-drawn-out $3,000,000
“Abie’s Irish Rose” case. When
this case, in which Anne Nichols
and her attorneys contended that
Universal had plagiarized “Abie’s

(Continued on page 4)

GEORGE MACK, MAYOR
OF NEW MILFORD, N, J.

George Mack, head of the Palis-

ades Film Delivery Company, was
elected Mayor of New Milford,
N. J., last week, but he’s not
allowing his new official duties to
interfere with his prompt delivery
of fillum to the trade.

LIGHTON RECOVERING

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Fol-
lowing a major operation, Louis
D. Lighten, Paramount associate
producer on the staff of B. P.

Schulberg, is reported on the way
to recovery at the Cedars of Le-
banon hospital in Hollywood.
Lighton was rushed to the hospi-
tal during the production of
“Fighting Caravans”, which he is

supervising.

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 10.—M.
A. Lightman read the following
communication from W. H. Hays
to the convention:

“It is with sincere regret I must
inform you that I now find it im-
possible to accept your kind in-
vitation to attend the annual con-
vention in Philadelphia of the Mo-

(Continued on page 2)

FASHION CREATOR BACK
Bringing with her detailed in-

formation on the feminine fashion
trends as forecast by the Parisian
stylists. Miss Carolyn Putnam,
fashion creator at Paramount’s
New' York studio, has returned to

Manhattan from a business visit

to the French capital.

GRIFFITH-GREY OPEHS
NEW YORK OFFICE

A. Griffith-Grey is opening an
office at 729 Seventh Avenue for
the purpose of state-righting
“The Birth of a Nation” which
has been synchronized with music
and sound.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 10

—When the underdog is awaiting
consideration, whether he be in

or out of the theatre, ‘Uncle’ Carl
Laemmle, Winnie Sheehan of the
Pox Productions and the Loew
interests can always be counted
upon to help lessen the burden.
Since President Hoover issued his

nation-wide call for help in the

interest of the unemployed, the

(Continued on page 12)

SCREEN SISTERS
IN BANKRUPTCY

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 10.—
Being unable fo meet cur-
rent financial liabilities,

Molly OH)ay and Sally
O’Neil, sisters, have filed

voluntary bankruptcy peti-

tions in the Federal Court,
here. Total liabilities of

the sisters are said to

amount to some $33,000.

Hays CongratulatesMPTOA
On Its Many Achievements

.0^
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Dita Parlo, flliii actress, William

Wyler, Universal director and

Uustav Froelieh, also a megaphone
wielder, are due from Germany to-

day aboard the S. S. Bremen * * *

.\lbert Hoivson is to address the

Federation of Women’s Clubs at

the Hotel Astor on Nov. 24 on the

subject “The Story for the Pic-

ture” * * * Don Clark’s novel

‘•.>Iillie''’ is soon to be produced

by RKO with Helen Tnelvetrees

in the title role * * * there are

more apple sellers crowding the

Times Square sector than there

are poisons to buy their wares
* * * Charlie McDonald of Wafilms
has returned to his office from
Philadelphia where he took an ac-

tive part in the opening of

•‘Africa Speaks” at |2.00 top in

Philly * * * Main Street is sure

deserted, what with a large por-

tion of its film population con-

tacting around with the exhibitors

at the MPTUA Convention in the

Quaker City * * So we’ll hop a

rattler for that town and see you
on column 4, this page * * *

VIRCINIA CHERRILL
SIGNED BY FOX FILMS

Virginia Cherrill, leading lady

opposite Charles Chaplin in “City

Lights,” is back where she start-

ed in Hollywood on the Fox Films
lot. This time Miss Cherrill is

at Movietone City as a featured
player under a new long term
contract.

Miss Cheriill’s first assignment
as a Fox contract player is to a

part opposite Frank Albertson in

a picture of youth, as yet un-

titled, to be directed by Seymour
Felix.

“MANY A SLIP” CAST

With the addition of two well
known players, the cast for

“Many a Slip”, which Vin Moore
is directing at Universal City, was
completed yesterday. The latest

accession are J. C. Nugent and
Ben Alexander, who scored a hit

in Universal’s masterpiece, “All

Quiet on the Western Front.”

Pathe Enters 21st Year'"
Two Years in Sound Field

Today when Pathe News is cele-

brating its twentieth birthday, as
w'ell as its second year in the

sound field, the
Pathe press de-
partment offers

some statistics

which are an
interesting com-
mentary upon a
score of years
of screen jour-

nalism.
As the pio-

neer news film

rounds out its

twentieth busy
year of life, its

laboratories are
turning out the
few thousand
feet that add up

to the 200,000 miles of positive

film which have made its issues

up to date.

During the twenty years, from
every corner in the globe, Pathe
News cameramen have brought
in thousands upon thousands of

feet of negative of which about
400 miles have been selected for

public showing—some 33,780,000

separate negative images.
During a week of normal edi-

torial activity its representatives
travel approximately 25,000 miles.

GRIBBON WITH PATHE

enough to circle the globe at its

equator.
Every civilized nation and al-

most every savage 'country has
been represented on the screen
in Pathe News.

It is only natural that during
twenty years an organization en-
gaged in such a task should have
become proficient and have learn-

ed to meet emergencies. That is

why Pathe News changed from si-

lent to sound
with little dis-

turbance and
with the abili-

ty to main-
tain the es-

sentials of a
news reel.
Sound was an-
other fertile

medium to
help empha-
size the story
related.

Today there
is no other
means so viv-

id, so realistic,

so flexible and facile in depicting
the news of the world as the talk-

ing motion picture.

The history of Pathe News is

the history of the world for the
hectic twenty years just closing.

UNTITLED COMEDY

Terry RjiniNaye
Kditor. Pathe

IVews

Kay Hall
Assoe. Editor

Harry Gribbon is going back to

the Pathe lot to make his third

comedy of the season under this

banner. He was previously fea-

tured in “Sw’ell People” and “Big
Hearted.” His new vehicle, a^
yet unnamed, is being devised by
Hugh Cummings. Dot Farley, who
appeared with Gribbon in “Swell
People,” has been engaged for the
new' offering.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. —
- An

untitled comedy, the adaptation
from an original sketch by Flor-
ence Ryerson and Colin Clements,
will go into production soon on
the Educational-Mermaid comedy
lot. The cast includes Alberta
Vaughn, Tyler Brooks, Bobby
Agnew, Margaret Clarke and
George MacFarlane. Arvid Gill-

strom is directing.

WILL H. HAYS CONGRATULATES MPTOA
(Continued from page 1)

tlon Picture Theatre Owners of

America, November 10-12. Try as
I would, I could find no way ofi

deferring a business trip to the
Coast during that period. How-|

I

ever, I would like to deliver,!

through you, a brief message of

greeting to the members of your
organization.
“The motion picture industry of

I the United States, I believe, has
. never been in better position to

contribute by its own soundness
to the restoration of public confid-

ence and of national prosperity.
Today, perhaps more than ever
before, the responsible members of

the industry, and all the branches
of its service to the public, are
working shoulder to shoulder in

the solution of common problems.
Product, distribution, and service
are marching in close step.

“By the progress made in devel-
oping the entertainment, artistic,

' and informative values of the
screen, the industry is creating the
basis of a new prosperity. It is

a tribute—a great tribute—both to
those who show pictures and those
who make them, that we are con-
tinuing a step ahead in the char-
Roter of our screen productions.

It is only in that direction lies

the largest measure of self-ser-'

vice; it is only by this means
that motion pictures can contri-

bute most to the life of this age.'

An art that lives for the day
spreads the seeds of its ow'n decad-
ence. An art that ceases to move
forward is as good as dead.

“Every time that the industry
produces a beter picture it is lay-

ing the foundation for a broader
public appeal. Every time that
an exhibitor shows a better pic-

ture, he is ensuring the perman-
ence of his success. For the true
measure of success is not neces-
sarily your gross this week or
next week, but where are you go-
ing to be two years, or three years,
or five years from now?
“To me the future grow'th of

the industry is inseparably joined
to the constructive recognition of

its social responsibilities. Few or-
ganizations have shown more in-

creasing evidence of this spirit

than the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America. I congratulate
your organization on its achieve-
ments and I extend to you and
your membership my cordial best
wishes.”

MAIN STREET

MOVES TO PHILLY

PHILADELPHIA — A lot pf
fanuliar faces from the Big Stem
in the Big Town on the Big Pnddle
seen around MPTOA confab at
Benjamin Franklin * * * Pete
Woodhull who alway’s bobs up at
movie affairs delivering an ex tern

on the mezzanine fioor * * * Pete
always like to say something * *

all the Big Stem scribes are here
* * * this fellow Walker, the big
legal man for the boys assembled,
is a smart talker * * * so is this
fellow' Ellito who tells the world
about Philly + * * Jesse Goldberg,
that fiying salesman, around the
lunch counter * * * all the boys
were flash-lighted * * Mike
O’Toole is the busiest man in
Philly, what with secretaring the
boys * * * M. A. Lightman, the
big boss of the outfit, threw a nice
Innch about the time the boys got
hungry * * * j^ere is that
young Block fellow who is direct-
ing the exposition * * * Jfat’l

Screen Service outfit has a nice
exposis here * * * gome enterpris-
ing outfit is exhibiting towels * * +

a booth and everything * * * Qf
all the places to exhibit towels
with Ben Franklin serving oodles
of ’em * * * they’re still holding
post mortems here on that wallop-
ing the Irish from Indiana gave
Penn Sat. * * * they have a mike
and everything at the speakers
table * * UFA has a pretty spigy
exhib off convention hall * * *

and W'arners leave a big pile of
the Philly Inquirer “with compli-
ment * * * ig handing out
the Herald-Tribnne with the same
sentiment * * * the boys don’t
run short of reading matter * * *

registeration desk is cluttered
from stem to stern with trade
publications, circulars and what
have you * * * yc Ed ain’t scent-
ed any of Joe Rivkin’s clam juice
hereabouts * * * wre’ve been told
to be patient * that’s w'hat
they teil the fellow looking for a
job nowadays * * * the boys are
a bit backward on the opening
dav * * we look for a little

more cooperation before the mor-
row * * * they have badges here
and everything * jfg (>old in

Philly, if that makes any difference
* * * Fox Films previewed Just
Imagine for the boys Rt mldnite
* * * did you know El Brendel,
that comic Sw'ede is featured over
Charles Farrell and the rest of
the cast * * * Charles Pe*tij''ihn

and .41 Selig w'ere late arrivals * *

STOCK MARKET
Monday, Nov. 10, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 41'4 43 —IVs
Warner Bros 151/2 161/8 —IVs
Warner Bros. Pre. 35 25 —6
Fox Film “A” SlVz —2%
Loew’s Inc 56 57% -f %
K-A-0 Pre. 90 90 —8
Radio K-A-0 191/2 20% —
Pathe Erchange ... 3 3 —

6 6

Con. F. Ind 12% 12% — y2

Con. P. Ind. Pre... 17 !4 17% — %
Curb Market

Columbia Piet 24'/4 24% —2%
Fox Theatre “A”. 4% 5 — %
Nat. Screen _.... 16% 167/8 — Vs



WHY IS UNIVERSAL
INCREASING ITS

ADVERTISING?
(No. 704 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle^

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN MANY YEARS^ UNIVERSAL’S PICTURES ARE BEHER THAN
any other pictures on the market. They are doing a terrific business everywhere lor exhibitors.

THEY HAVE MADE UNIVERSAL THE EXCITED TALK OF THE TRADE.

YET IN THE FACE OF THIS SENSATIONAL SUCCESS, WE ARE INCREASING OUR
advertising so much that it amounts to kicking the advertising budget out of the window.

WHY?

FOR THE VERY SAME REASON THAT YOU OUGHT TO BOOST YOUR OWN
ADVERTISING AS YOU NEVER DID IN YOUR LIFE.

ON ACCOUNT OF SEVERAL MONTHS OF TOUGH TIMES, WEALTH IS BEING
hoarded. The only way to bust open these hoards and get the people to circulate this hoarded wealth is

to apply the pressure of the stifFest possible advertising campaign.

NO LESS AN AUTHORITY THAN ROGER BABSON SAYS SO IN THE CURRENT ISSUE

of Collier's Weekly Magazine. He says there is nothing wrong with the patient but poor circulation^'

and that the cure is an advertising campaign which will make mass consumption equal mass production.

THIS IS SO TRUE THAT IT IS A COMMONPLACE TO SAY IT.

UNIVERSAL IS INCREASING ITS ADVERTISING SPACE IN TRADE PAPERS, IN NEWS-
papers and in every other form of advertising. Good goods deserve more advertising than any other kind,

and they deserve it during a business depression more than at any other time.

BUY A LOAD OF POSTERS AND ADVERTISING ACCESSORIES. PLASTER THEM ALL
over where your patrons will see them. Increase your local newspaper space. Bang it home to the folks

that you've got the goods.

NOW IS THE TIME TO GIVE OLD MAN TIMIDITY A GOOD SWIFT KICK IN THE
seat of the panties—and advertise and advertise AND ADVERTISE

!

I IKIIVPPQ A I WIKIQ 3 FIRST PLACES IN MOTION
VJ I Y C l\ O /\l_ WUNO PICTURE ACADEMY AWARDS
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HOW U. $. FINANCE CAME TO RESCUE

OF AUSTRALIAN PICTURE EXHIRITION
LONDON, Nov. 10.— Latest ad-

vices concerning disturbance of

the film indsutry in Australia ow-

ing to the government’s imposition

of a burdensome revenue tax on

exhibition, state that American
finance has come to the rescue,

the Fox Film Corporation having

'purchased the controlling inter-

est in the giant Hoyts circuit of

theatres. The price paid is esti-

mated to be in the vicinity of

$1,250,000, and the deal presages

a revolution in the relationship

between distributors and the big

exhibiting chains of this country.

Fox has held options over suf-

ficient stock to obtain managerial

control for some time, and these

were exercised when the industry

in general was looking to a black

future through fear of a combine
between Hoyts and Union Thea-
tres. Financial stringency on the

part of the two latter companies
would have made this imperative,

as the finances for both were
handled by the English, Scottish

& Australian Banks, had not one

or the other obtained cash assist-

ance from outside quarters.

It was thought that Paramount
and Union Theatres w'ould be the

first to get together, original ne-

gotiations towards this end hav-

ing been commenced in 1927.

Paramount, it is stated, went as

far as to make a concrete offer

of $1,000,0'00 on conditions which
included an option of purchasing
controlling interest in the circuit

and allying it directly or indirect-

ly with the Publix chain of

America.

Still Union seemed in no hurry
to take advantage of the offer,

interested parties seeing a com-
bine as a better proposition. The
plans for the combination meant
the formation of an operating

company, which would have con-

ducted the 180 theatres in the

two groups and split the profits,

60 per cent to Union Theatres and
40 per cent to Hoyts, with the
main say being vested in the U.T.
representatives. The position

simply was this: If Fox did not
exercise its option, the combine
had to be formed, and one of the
first steps would have been to

wipe out the Hoyts organisation,
leaving sole control on the joint

$25,000,000 interests to Union The-
atre men.

Such a position would have
made it bad for the distributors,
suburban and country exhibitors,
and there w'ere cheers when the
tenseness of the position was re-

lieved by the decision of Fox to
take up the option, according to

the correspondent of the London
Biograph.

Personalities included in the
deal, which is historic in the an-
nals of Australian theatre busi-
ness, were Harley L. Clarke and
Stanley S. Crick (Australian
head of Fox), who steered the
American end; Charles E. Munro
(Fox executive) and Clifford Min-
ter (legal representative of Fox),
and members of Hoyts directorate,
F. W. Thring, Sir Georg.? Tallis

and John Tait. Tait, Griffith and
Thring, althoug having disposed
of the most important of their

holdings, still remain on the board
of directors, and will act in con-
junction with Minter and Munro,
with indications that Munro will

attend to the Fox theatre inter-

ests here, wdiile Crick will handle
the distribution. It is announced
that the direction of the com-
pany’s activities will remain in

Australian hands and there will

be no importations from America.
Paramount, although anxious to

get into the Union Theatres pre-
viously, is marking time, follow-
ing the swift moves by Fox. John
W. Hicks, local managing direc-
tor, is content to wait and see how
things shape themselves before
taking any further steps in the
matter.
Union Theatres, therefore, are

not sitting as pretty as before,
but it is unlikely that the
present position will be allow'ed
to rest as it is and the industry
awaits the master strike of this
organisation, well content in the
knowledge that the impending
catastrophe of a combine has been
averted.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAT arURHAT

“KISMET” TO BE
MADE IN GERMAN

TVladiiiiir Sokoloff, dis-

tiiig’ulslied Russo - German
actor imported by AVanier
and First National, arrived
Sunday on the liner Albert
Ballin and left at once for
Hollywood, wliere he is to
play Otis Skinner’s role of
Hajj the beggar in the Ger-
man language version of
Kismet.”

Dita Parlo will play tlie

role enacted by Loretta
Young in the First National

picture now running at the

I^oll3^vood Theatre. Gustav
Froelich is to play the

David Manners part. Miss
Parlo and Mr. Froelich will

arrive in New' York this

week, and the pictxu’e wiii

start production as soon as

tiiey reacli Holiywood.

Cissie Loftus returned to Holly-
wood last week after being away
from the village for 25 years. The
last time the musical comedy
queen played in Los Angeles was
with E. H. Sothern in “If I Were
King” and a lot of dialogue and
movie history has been w'ritten

since then. Cecilia Isi here to

work in Fox productions. ' She
admits she is 54 years young.

Granddaughters are more Im-
portant than European pilgrim-
ages to Carl Laemmle, president
of Universal Pictures, hence
“Uncle Carl” has cancelled his
proposed trip abroad to return to
Hollywood and be with little Carol
Bergerman, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Bergerman the latter

being Rosabelle Laemmle. Laem-
mle returned from New York last

Sunday.

You just can’t figure out some
of these studio executives’ plans.
Several months ago Paramount
brought Sergei M. Eisenstein from
Russia to direct. He was tend-
ered an elaborate luncheon at the
Ambassador hotel, and introduced
to the press. Finally he was as-
signed to direct an all-star cast
in an untitled picture, and has
been “Ipreparing” the same tor
several months. Now the prelim-
inary agreement between Para-
mount Publix corporation and
Sergei M. Eisenstein has been
terminated by mutual consent, it

having been decided to postpone
for the present production of the
subject on which the famous Rus-
sian director’s unit has been
working.

Dudley Murphy is directing
shorts at Pathe. B. P. Schulberg.
Sam Jaffee and James Wilkemson,
Paramount West Coast executives,
who have been in New York foi

three weeks, returned to Holly-
wood on Tuesday. Eric 'Von Stro-
heim is at Arrowhead writing
script for “Blind Husbands” which
he will direct for U. He is ex-
pected back Nov. 23.

The merger of the W’ampas and
the Writers Club will be cele-
brated at a banquet to be held in

the club rooms next week. The
Wampas will not lose its identity

by tieing up with the Writers but
will become a unit of that organi-
zation with representation of three
Wampas members on the board of
directors.

Rupert Hughes, novelist, was
re-elected president of the Writers
club at the annual meeting and
election last week. The merger
was effected last Tuesday and the
date of the banquet set at the
meeting Nov. 3.

Other officers of the Writers
club elected were Percy Heath,
first vice-president; John Jasper,
treasurer and Jefferson Moffit,

secretary.

The board of directors is com-
posed of the following: Harry
Madeline Brendeis, A1 Cohn.
Charles Dillon, John F. Goodrich.
Martin Justice, Mary H. O’Con-
nor, Arch Reeve, Joseph Sherman
and Waldemar Young.
The Wampas used the Writers

club rooms for a numbers of
years, then moved to the Roose-
velt Hotel.

MARILYN MILLER SOON

IN SCREEN “SUNNY”

Marilyn Miller will make her
bow to the public this month in

her second motion picture, the
new First National special, “Sun-
ny.” The release date is Novem-
ber 23. “Sally,” Miss Miller’s ve-
hicle last winter was adapted
from one of her musical comedy
stage successes. “Sunny” has also
been thus adapted, but a new
technique has been employed in

making the transfer from stage to
screen so that ‘‘Sunny” is now
correctly described as a dramatic
comedy with music rather than a
screen musical comedy.

As in “Sally,” Marilyn Miller is

supported by a carefully chosen
cast. This romantic lead is Law-
rence Gray. Joe Donahue, young-
er brother of the late Jack Dona-
hue, has the leading comedy role
which was first played by Jack in
the stage show.

UNIVERSAL AGAIN
WINS ‘‘ABIE” CASE

(Continusd from page 1)

Irish Rose” through its produc-
tion of “The Cohens and Kellys”,
was decided in favor of Univer-
sal, after a sensational pourt
cattle, Anne Nichols appealed to

the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals from the decision of

Judge Goddard.

The appeal was argued on Octo-
ber 30 by the attorneys who rep-
resented the litigants in the orig-

inal case,—Judge I. R. Oeland for

Anne Nichols, and Siegfried F.

Hartman and Ex-Governor Nathan
.Vliller for Universal. The deci-

sion of Judge Leonard Hand,
speaking for the Court, was hand-
ed down yesterday and represent-
ed a unanimous affirmation of

Judge Goddard’s decision.

The famous case was commenc-
ed on March 19, 1926, when
O’Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll

served Universal with papers in

.he $3,000,000 suit. The trial

jtarted on December 20, 1928, and
continued to January 11, 1929.

Decision was rendered on May 14,

1929, in favor of Universal, Judge
Goddard entering his decree on
July 16. The appeal was taken
on October 15, 1929, and was argu-
ed on Oct. 30, 1930. Decision was
aanded down yesterday.

The case was watched with
keenest interest by every motion
picture producer and by every
stage producer because it was rea-

lized that if the ground for plagi-

arism claimed by Miss Nichols’ at-

torneys were allowed by the court,

he fields of production both on

’he screen and on the stage would

be tremendously circumscribed.

The unique theory of M. L. Male-

viusky had been set forth in a

book called “The Science of Play

Writing.”

The decision repudiates his ap-

plication of that theory and also

rejects his analvsis of the emo-

tions which he claimed to discover

in the several character of the

two plays, “Abie’s Irish Rose” and

“The Cohens and Kellys.”
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It Isn^t Even a (pamlile •

It^saSureThing!

KEN MAYNARD'S

FIRST ALL-

TALK WESTERNS!

The great Ken Maynard, b.o.

king, in his FIRST talking West-

erns for Tiffany . . It isn’t even

a gamble— it’s a sure thing!

-t

IN A SURE “SHOT SERIES OF 6 TIFFANY TALKING WESTERNS

Tiffany shov/manship gives you the year's crack box-

office development. Ken Maynard's the big money shot

today! Keep your eye peeled for his first rip-roarer,

"The Midnight Stage," with beautiful Jeanette Loff and

a marvelous cast directed by Will Nigh. A winner as

sure as looded dominoes!

TIFFANY



CCNSISTENO
A good comedy now and then is a goo»»

thing; But a good one on every show is | J

far better thing. You can get an occasional i

good one almost anywhere. But that ism i

enough. It’s consistency that counts... tha 1

1

makes your patrons walk up to your boxi j

office confident of enjoying your wholi i

show. 1

"DOXr^T BITE YOER
DEIVTIST”— MACK SEN-
NETT goes brick to slam-bang
comedy with a vengeance in

an uproarious, fast-moving
picture featuring Andy Clyde,
Daphne Pollard, Patsy
O'leary and Lincoln Stedmnn,
The Film Daily says it’s

"a corker.” And the Film
Daily is 100 per cent right!

^'^DIVORCED
SWEETHEARTS”
— Divorced but still in
love. Double-crossed
by his "best friend”
and tricked by a nosey
aunt. One of MACK
SENNETrS smartest
ultra-modern laugh
gems. With a fine cast

including Daphne Pol-
lard, Ann Christy, and
Charles Irwin.

«»RACKE|
CHEERS-
A brilliant 8at|
on the racketeJ
ing theme, witlf
mile-a-minue]
hair raising finii

|
that brings oil
most of the If '

Pacific fleet. Oi|

of the most i -

pressive coms
dies MACK SEt
NETT has mat

^

in many montlj '

with Andy Clyt\ ‘

Daphne Pollaii
/

Charles Irwi^
Marjorie Bee B
andPafsyO’/eo*
all contributiii

to the fun.

''LOVE A LA MODE”— Love and
laughs in the modern mode. A beautiful
country club setting. Romance in the air.

A big deal at stake. And then he picked the
wrong girl! A MERMAID COMEDY that fea-

tures Bernard Granville and lives up to the
famous MERMAID standard for laughs and
speed.

"SCOTCH HIGHBALL”- Every
PACL TERRV-TOONi tries to out-do
its forerunners in laughs. Watch the rec-

ord-"IRISH STEW”, "FRIED
CHICKEN”, "JCMPING BEANS”
and, now, "SCOTCH HIGHBALL”.
Every one faster and funnier. And more
popular with the millions of cartoon fans.

"MTV HAREM”-
Just two American
boys trying to see the
world. But they never
dreamed of seeing
anything like this.
And they almost lose
an eye or two before
they trap the villains
and save the day, and
the harem beauties,
for themselves. An
IDEALCOMEDY fea-
turing Lee Moran and
James Bradbury, Jr.

"WON BY A NECK”-Win8 in a
walk away for LLOYD HAMILTON who
has never had a funnier role in talking
comedies than this new one where he plays
acorrespondence school detective whoblun-
ders his way through a thousand Jaughs |o
the capture of dangerous^One Shot Louie.'’



STILL COLNTS
Consistent delivery of quality short fea-

ture entertainment put Educational Pictures

in command of their field over ten years ago

. . . and has maintained them there through

the succeeding years. And it’s still there on

the Educational release program, stronger

than ever. Consistent quality, consistent

fun, consistent profit for you.

^DOIV’T GIVE
UP”— Buster and
John West make
tfaeir bow under the
Educational come,
dy banner. . . and get
a great big hand. "A
lot of class”, says the
Film Daily. "A fine
laugh tonic for the
fans fedupontheold
stuff. This is new—
and good.” It’s a
VANITY COMEDY,
produced by AL
CHRISTIE.

”OlJR IVAGGING WIVES”-Ford Sterling joins the big pa-

rade of comedy stars that is making Educational’S new comedy
program the biggest on record. Supported by John T. Murray, Ethel
Sykes and Margaret Clarke, he turns in a new domestic tangle laugh*
maker in the GAYETY COMEDY series that will make him many
new followers. An AL CHRISTIE Production.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
£. W. HAMMONS, President

"A MEDLEV OF RIVERS
YMAN H. HOWE’S HODGE-
'ODGE

—

The merry mixture of
ense and nonsense in every
[ODGE-PODGE subject makes this
Ties unsurpassed for variety.

”THE RLEFFER^’
— Introducing a new
series ofone-reel MACK
SENNETT BREVI-
TIES, novelty come-
dies in natural colors
that are a new depar-
ture in the single reel
class. The biggest thing
in"short short subjects”
since sound.

“LOVE VOIJR XEIGH-
IIOR”— A TUXEDO COME-
lO’ with Charlotte Greenwood

is one of the most spec-
tacular comedy hits in years.
Cleveland Plain Dealer says:
A slick piece of broad satire,

beautifully played by Miss
Greenwood and Dot Farley . ,

,

excellent entertainment.” An
AL CHRISTIE Production.

^^TAKE YOUR .VIEOI-
CIJVE” — The second
mack SENNETT BREVI-
TY, a laugh-fest with Andy
Clyde, Patsy O'Leary, Ver-
non Dent and Sennett’s new
"find”FrankEastman."The
color,” says the Exhibitors
Daily Review, "is the near-
est approach to perfection
this reviewer has seen.”

Member. Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc.. Will H, Hays. President
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PETTIJOHN WARNS MPTOA OF TAXATION PERILS
(Continued from page 1) ^

dustry in 44 different states next

January, February and March,

this industry cannot live. If this

proposed taxation goes through it

will be the severest blow yet ad-

ministered to the motion picture

interests. The industry cannot

stand even a five per cent increase

in its expenses. If the proposed

taxation goes through it will mean
an addition of at least $300,000-

000 over and above the present

tremendous overhead.”

Pettijohn also said that such a

united stand should also be taken

against censorship, as censorship,

today, is, at least, 7 per cent more
dangerous now with sound pic-

tures than it was in the old si-

lent days.

Harmony was the keynote of the

Convention.

Lewen Pizor, president of Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of

Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern

New Jersey and Delaware, bang-

ed the gavel on the opening ses-

sion in the grand ballroom of the

hotel. Pizor’s remarks were
brief in an official welcome.

George W. Elliott, executive

secretary of the Philadelphia

Chamber of Commerce, was intro-

duced and in welcoming the more
than 500 delegates to the city said:

“Philadelphia welcomes the

members of the MPTO, not be-

cause you are here, and it is the

thing to do, but because your
membership and what you repre-

sent, are of tremendous value to

America’s business.

“Being representative of an im-
portant field in America’s third

largest industry—the motion pic-

ture—with a capital invested in

Philadelphia, alone, of more than
$75,000,000 and a combined capi-

tal over the United States of more
than $2,000,000,000, I think you
gentlemen are entitled to a wel-

come befitting the greatest per-

sonages of our land or any other

land.

“Some of the finest minds of our

country are functioning within the

industry you so well represent

here and, on the behalf of the

City of Philadelphia, I take the

greatest pleasure in w'elcoming

you to our city.

“I especially want to compli-

ment the industry you represent

for its generosity in always as-

sisting public benefits, whether it

be in Philadelphia or other centres

of this country.”
Frank C. Walker, counsel, MP

TOA, followed Elliot. Elliot, who
is a finished speaker, spoke of the
many pioneers in the motion pic-

ture industry who had their origin
in the State of Pennsylvania, re-
coiling the work of the Mast-
baums and the Comerfords, among
others from this state who have
been leaders in their particular
work.
“The motion picture,” he said,

“has much to do with the morals,
culture and the education of the
millions who make up this great
country of ours.”
Walker called for an abandon-

ment of petty differences that, he
said, have marred other meetings
of the MPTOA, and expressed his

opinion, that producers, distribu-

tors and theatre owners get to-

gether and work, in unison, for

the betterment of the industry, es-

pecially at this time when America
is coming out of an unprecedented
state of industrial depression.
Speaking of censorship, Walker

had the following to say: “Keep
censorship controlled without by
dealing with it from within.”

M. A. Lightman, president of

the Theatre Owners, in summing
up the work of the MPTOA for

he past year said the principal

aim had been, and would continue
:o be, service to the exhibitor, big
and little, whether that exhibitor
vas a member of the organiza-
ion of which he was head, or not.

A. Barrist, an independent ex-
iribitor, told the convention that
t was his sincere wish that the-
atre owners throughout the coun-
ry would take steps to ride down
ihe unnecessary pessimism that,

admittedly, has got such a hold
an, not only the theatre business
aut all other businesses.

M. E. Comerford, national di-

rector, Oscar Hanson, general
sales manager for Tiffany Pic-
tures, Inc., and Edward Kuken-
dahl, exhibitor, were the principal
speakers at the afternoon ses-
sion. Arthur James, Lieutenant
Governor of Pennsylvania, sched-
uled to address the convention
this afternoon, will speak tomor-
row, instead, O’Toole announced.
Comerford, in his address, an-

nounced the formation of the
Pennsylvania Economic Associa-
tion, which he explained, was
backed by Lieut. Governor James,
and other leaders in the state.

Comerford explained:
“A group of civic leaders are

intent upon turning back the fogy-
ism of that which is everybody’s
business, by deliberately moving
into the area and making work
of re-building Pennsylvania, in-
dustrially and commercially.”
The purpose, he explained, is the

sole desire to help, and in doing
this, the association will employ
the press, screen and radio.

HOLLYWOOD FILM
THEME FOR NEW

STAGE COMEDY

Hollywood and its chief
industry will soon reaeh
the “centre of the stage”
in a comedy production by
Brock Pemberton of Don-
ald Davis’ “Made in Holly-
wood.” Mr. Davis, who is

the elder son of Owen
Davis, most prolific of
American pijay wrights,
should know his subject.
For he returned to New
York from HoUywood
wliere he had been for
three years. Antoinette
Perry will direct the
play with Mr. Pemberton.
Rehearsals will be begun
shortly, and after a brief
preliminary road engage-
ment the play will be pre-
sented in New York around
December 24.

SHIMP COMEDY PLAYS
L A. DAY AND DATE

Tiffany’s Talking Chimp Comedy,
“The Little Big House," is play-
ing both Warner houses, Los
Angeles Down Hown Theatre, and
Los Angeles Hollywood Theatre,
day and date. The comedy is

played in conjunction with “The
Life of the Party.”

NOEL FRANCIS CAST
IN ‘‘RESURRECTION”

Noel Francis, whose 1930 screen
successes include “Rough Ro-
mance” and “Fox Movietone
Follies of 1930,” yesterday joined
the cast of “Resurrection”, which
Edwin Carewe is producing at
Universal City, with John Boles
and Lupe "Velez starred.

7 Warner Specials Endorsed
By Seven Organizations

^
A report for the period from

September 15 to October 15, pub-
lished by Motion Picture Produc-
ers and Distributors of America,
discloses that seven Warner spe-
cials have received the endorse-
ment of seven national organiza-
tions equipped with a reviewing
staff for current pictures.

The Warner Bros, titles recom-
mended are “Big Boy,” “Outward
Bound,” “Sweet Kitty Bellairs,”
“The Office Wife,” “Three Faces
East,” “The Matrimonial Bed,”
and “Moby Dick.”

The endorsing organizations are
the Los Angeles Branch of the
American Association of Univer-
sity Women, Boy Scouts of Ameri-
ca, Daughters of the American
Revolution, General Federation of
Women’s Clubs, International Fed-
eration of Catholic Alumnae,
Parent-Teacher Association of

Los Angeles, California, and the
Young Men’s Christian Associa-
tion.

REVIVAL REPDRTED
FDR “KING DF KINGS”

PORTLAND.—H. L. Percy, local
Pathe manager, reports a revival
interest in DeMille’s “King of
Kings” in this territory with three
runs already set for early play-
dates.

SPANISH “BIG TRAIL"
VERSION STARS LEWIS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—George
Lewis will play the part of Breck
Coleman, created in “The Big
Trail” by John Wayne, in Pox
Film’s Spanish version.

M-G-M SIGNS BUZZELL

FOR COLORTONE REVUE

Eddie Buzzell, stage comedian,
has been signed by M-G-M to head
the cast in a “colortone” revue,
“The Devil’s Cabaret.” Marty
Brooks will direct with Albertina
Rasch’s ballet featured. “The
Devil’s Cabaret” will follow the
“colortone” revue, “Crazy House,”
with Karl Dane, Gus Shy, Cliff

Edwards, Polly Moran and Benny
Rubin.

DNA MUNSDN SDDN
IN “HDT HEIRESS”

“The Hot Heiress,” the musical
screen play by Herbert Fields,

Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
Hart, directed by Clarence Badger
will have its premiere on Broad-
way in a few weeks. Ona Mun-
son plays the title role. Ben Lyon
and Tom Dugan are prominent in
the cast. “The Hot Heiress” is

the first work which Fields, Rod-
gers and Hart have written di-

rectly for the screen.

DDRDTHY CHRISTY
IN “FREE LDVE”

Dorothy Christy, who supported
Maurice Chevalier in “The Play
Boy of Paris” and Will Rogers in
“So This Is London”, was signed
yesterday by Carl Laemmle, Jr.

for the role of Pauline in “Free
Love,” in support of Genevieve
Tobin and Conrad Nagel, who have
featured roles in this adaptation
of Sidney Howard’s play, “Half
Gods,” which Hobart Henley is

directing at Universal City.

NEW WARNER THEATRES
DATED FDR DPENING
(Contiuuerl from page 1)

flee space and stores.

At Mansifield, 'Dhio, work has
begun on the razing of the pres-
ent building that will be the site

for a Warner Bros, theatre. It

will be an 1800-seater. Within
the next few weeks, contracts will

be awarded for the two-story
commercial edifice at Perth Amboy,
N. J. This structure will adjoin a
Warner Bros, theatre to be built

in the near future.

CHASE SHDDTING

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— Char-
ley Chase is working on “What a
Man,” the story of a radio an-
nouncer, on the Hal Roach lot.

Dorothy Granger, Eddie Dillon,
Lilllon Elliott, Dell Handerson
and Elizabeth Forrester are in
the cast. James Horne is direct-
ing.

NAT CARR FEATURED

Nat Carr, former musical come-
dy star, has the featured role in
“Traffic Tangle,” a Pathe two-reel
comedy directed by Fred Guiol. It

is his third under the Rooster
banner.



MTHE
EDITED BY TERRY RAMSAYE AND RAY L. HALL

lo**'ANNIVERSARY
First in 1910

We have caught the thrill of

world events for a score of years

and have presented them to you

in graphic realism. This has been

done by reason of far-flung man

power, resistless speed and the

ability to see and depict only the

big, the significant, the entertain-

ing . . .The pioneer of all news reels

has seen all—and you have seen

all through its eyes...We pledge a

continuance of that service which

has brought good fortune to you

and the honor of leadership to us.

Greatest in 1930 Thank You!



A FULL HOUSE
Three glorious Queens and a

pair of splendid Kings— reigning

by Divine right of great talent,

supported by powerful Directors

— a pat hand on Pathe’s deal.

t.T*:

Produced by

E . B . DERR
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MICKEY MOUSE TIRED

OF HEARING “DON’TS”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Even
Mickey Mouse has to watch his

morals these days. He doesn’t

have any morality clause in his

contract, and there’s nothing in

the Will Hays code to govern the

vivacious little rodent, but the

censors will get him if he don’t

watch out.

Walt Disney, his creator, has to

watch his step to avoid insulting

national dignity all over the

globe. Mickey doesn’t drink

whiskey, smoke cigarettes or cut

up in suggestive manner on thej

screen. One of his cartoons was
banned in Ohio because a sedate

cow, one of Mickey’s playmates,,

was seen reading “Three Weeks’”
the Elinor Glynn novel.

Another picture was banned by
Germany because Mickey and his

pals were shown wearing German
helmets and fighting an army of,

mice. Even Chic Sale’s famous’
outdoor telephone booth is banned
by many boards of censors when
used as a background for Mickey’s,

antics.

SONIPOSER AT PIANO
WITH ETHEL iERMAN

John W. Green, youthful com-
poser of many current popular
song hits, will accompany Ethel
Merman at the piano in a special
six weeks’ engagement at the
Central Park Casino. Green is ful-

filling this engagement by special
arrangement with the Paramount
New York studio, where he is a
contract member of the musical
staff.

Although she is not under con-;

tract to the motion picture studio,

Miss Merman has appeared In aj

number of recent Paramount pic-

tures, including Ed Wynn’s ini-

tial talking screen comedy, “Fol-i
low the Leader.”

Green is the composer of “I’m
Yours,” originally written for
screen rendition, and “Body and
Soul,” which has scored a hit in

both London and New York. He
has also composed and arranged:
special musical numbers for sev-
eral recent film productions pro-
duced at the Eastern studio.

‘woiel
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NEW YORK.
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WAR HERO FEATURED

Albert Conti, featured
with; Jeanette MacDonald
and Reginald Denny in

“Oil, For a Man,” directed
for Fox by Hamilton Mac-
Fadden, was an officer in

the Fifth Hnssar Regiment,
Austro - Hungarian Army,
daring the war and receiv-

ed several decorations for

valor.

HROOHS BENEDIST
IN TIFFANY 60MEDY

In addition to Paul Hurst, Nita
Martan and Robert Ellis, the cast
of the third and latest of the
Hurst two reel comedies Tiffany
is making will Include Brooks
Benedict. Frank Straycr will di-

rect. The story, by W. Scott
Darling, is an underworld comedy,
as yet untitled.

ROBENT ABNEW’S SRD

Robert Agnew makps his third
starring appearance in Pathe
comedies in “Hold the Baby,” a
Whoopee comedy released in the
Pathe Short Subject program for
November 9. The cast also in-

cludes Phyllis Crane, Addie Mc-
Phail, Dick Stewart, Richard Carle
and Spec O’Donnell.

U. S. WIRING OF BRITISH

WARSHIPS MAKES SCANDAL

VIVIAN OAKLANB BAST
IN <*MANY A SLIP”

Another addition was made yes-

terday to the cast of “Many A
Slip,” when Vivian Oakland join-

ed the array of players headed by
Lewis Ayres and Joan Bennett at

Universal City. Miss Oakland’s
latest appearance for Universal
was in “A Lady Surrenders.”
Virginia Sale is the other member
of the aggregation. Vin Moore Is

directing.

lANBY BARROLL STARTS
BN ^STOLEN HEAVEN’

Rehearsals for “Stolen Heaven”,
Nancy Carroll’s next starring pic-

ture, have started this week at

Paramount’s New York studio and
actual shooting will start on
Thursday, November 13.

George Abbott is directing the
picture with Phillips Holmes,
newly arrived from, Hollywood, in

the leading role opposite the star,

opposite whom he played in “The
Devil’s Holiday.”

SEEN AND HEARD
IN DARK PLACES

By R. J. K.

Audio Review No. 44

Here we have a pleasing short

film with plenty of subject diversi-

fication. First, there is shown an
especially erudite ‘city’ Pekinese
which goes to the country for a

rest and finds nothing but hard-
ship and danger in fording
streams and climbing dangerous
paths with his master and mist-
ress— ‘a stark drama of the deep
woods.’ Then there is a pictorial

idyl of the wind blown sand coast
of our own Long Island by
Maurice Kellerman. A well sung
Negro spiritual with appropriate
Senegamblan gestures follows

;

and the antics of a sea going
rooster which really swims, are
amusing. The music accompany-
ing these various shots has a pic-

torial beauty all its own, most of
which is played by the Audio
Symphonic Ensemble.

Gypped in Fgypt
Aesop Sound Fable

All movie lovers enjoy Aesop
Fables as presented by the Van
Beuren Corporation through Pa-
the. In this week's release the
big cat and his dog pa! are found
foot-loose in Egypt where they
hob-mob with the buried Phar-
aohs, are chased across the desert
by the Sphinx and end their visit

by galloping madly with the pyra-
mids.

Under the Cock-Eyed Moon
(Pathe Rodeo Comedy)

Bob Carney, Si Wills and Doro-
thy Knapp under the direction of
Wallace Fox furnish this desert

laugh. Carney and Wills invadej
the Arizona sands in a dilapidated:
Ford which performs almost hu-;

man feats in crossing the desert''

wastes. One of the boys proves:
to be an expert shot and his trig-|

ger finger is employed by the!

sheriff in hunting down a desper-j
ado who has defied capture by;

local constables. Of course, the
boys meet two pretty girls whom,
they win as their share of cap-
turing the bandit.

FootbaU With Knute Rockne
(Pathe .Football Classic)

|

The last of a aeries of six foot-i

ball ciassiics to be released by:

Pathe is a real tribute to the.
gridiron genius of Ahat nmster
footballist, Knute Rockne, mentor
at Notre Dame. ‘Backfleld Aces’
is the title and this reviewer felt

a tinge of regret at viewing reel

‘six’ and the last of this extreme-
ly amusing and diverting series
of shorts. A great many of the
plays which Rockne unfolds on
the silver screen under slow mo-
tion momentum, are being used
by his 1930' Eleven which is

sweeping all opposition before
them. Forrner installments of
this series have met with such!
universal appeal—not to say satis-
faction at the box offices—-that no
exhibitor will be disappointed at
Rockne’s final effort to please.
The series is directed by Clyde
Elliott, produced by Terry Ram-
saye and released by Pathe.
There is no question but what the
most discriminating audiences
will like it, especially at this sea-
son of the 3"ear.

LONDON, Nov. 10. — Replying
today to indignant protests, the
Admiralty disclaimed all respon-
sibility for the installation of

American talking motion picture
apparatus in the battleliip Re-
nown, the first vessel of the Bri-
tish fleet to modernize its motion
picture outfit.

It appears that the .ship’s can-
teen committee, which selected
American equipment in prefer-
ence to British, also chose two
Hollywood films for the first

talking picture demonstration to
the crew at Portland tomorrow

—

“All Quiet on the Western Front”
and “The King of Jazz.”
The British film trade protest-

ed to the Admiralty on the ground
that both British apparatus and
films were available, but the Ad-
miralty retorted that the kind of
apparatus used and the films
shown are entirely the affair of
the crew with which the sea lords
are not concerned.

FOX SIGNS MOJICA
FOR SPANISH VERSIONS

Under a new long term con-
tract, Don Jose Mojica will con-
tinue to play leading roles for
Fox Films in original Spanish
productions.

Mojica, formerly with the Chi-
cago Civic Opera, entered motion
pictures a year ago with the Fox
Film Corporation. Before start-
ing his new contract, he will
make a four months’ concert tour
in Spain, Italy and France.

“MIDNIGHT STAGE”
NEARS COMPLETION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — “The
Midnight Stage,” Ken Maynard’s
first Tiffany picture which Wil-
liam Nigh is directing, is nearing
completion. Jeanette Lodi, Car-
melita Geraghty, Wallace Mac-
Donald, William L. Thorne and
Charles L. King are in the cast.

BAST ADDITIONS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Vern-
on Dent and Eddie Baker have
been added to the cast of Char-
lotte Greenwood’s new Education-
al Tuxeod comedy, tentatively
titled “Girls Will Be Boys.” Wil-
liam Watson is directing.

COMEDIANS ENTERTAIN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Bob
Carney and Si Wills, Pathe’s
comedy team, netertaiued as spe-
cial guests at the recent show
given by the Catholic Motion Pic-
ture Guild in the K. of C. Hall
here.

F. N. BUYS “WE THREE”
The latest story purchased by

First National Pictures, Inc. Us

“We Three,” an original written
for the screen by Edith Fitzgerald.
One of the company’s new femin-
ine stars will anpear in this ve-
•jiroTer
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SUNDAY SHOWS IN ALABAMA

PUT UP TO LOCAL OPTION
MONTGOMERY, Ala., November

10.—Because of strenuous opposi-

tion of the Ku Klux Klan this city

and state is still attempting to

put down warfare aimed at the
banning of Sunday movies.

A recent opinion of the State
Attorney General to the effect

that there is no conunonwealth
statute prohibiting the showing of

motion pictures on the Sabbath
has somewhat eased strife on
many fronts, but widely scattered
communities are experiencing
varied embarrassments when they
seek to enjoy their ‘talker’ fare
on Sunday.

The higher legal authorities of
the State maintain that Sunday
closing is a matter for local op-
tion and Montgomery theatres
have yet to be effectively molest-'

ed by Blue Law advocates.

Union Springs, located some 40

or 45 miles from Montgomery
sent her boys and girls to the
polls where a vote of 161 to 118
was registered against the show-
ing of Sunday flickers. A limited
number of adults expressed their
convictions at the polling places.

“CONFESSIONS OF DEB”
TO PRECEDE “CO-ED”

“Confessions of a Debutante,”
will be produced as a talking pic-

ture by Paramount. Mary Brian
and Phillips Holmes will be co-
starred. Holmes now is at the
L. I. studios, where he will play
the leading role opposite Nancy
Carroll in “Stolen Heaven,” due
to start next week. Miss Brian
is in Hollywood.
Max Marcin, author of many

stage successes, will co-direct
with Slavko Vorkapich. Marcin
has been dialogue writer for Para-
mount and recently was at the
L. I. studios w/)rking with Frank
Tuttle on Clara" Bow’s “No Limit.”
Adaptation is being prepared by

Samuel Spewach. Marie Baumer
and Marion Dix are writing the
screen 'play. “Confessions of a
Debutante” will precede in pro-
duction recently announced “Con-
fessions of a Co-Ed”, from the
diary of a university girl. The
latter film is to be made early
next year.

100,000 CUSTOMERS
SAW ‘CHECK’ IN WEEK

During the first week of

business at the new RKO
Mayfair Theatre, playing
Amos ’n’ Andy’s picture
“Ciieck and Double Check”
over 100,000 patrons at-

tended the performances
according to advices from
Mark Luescher’s office. One
time the house was open
17 hours at a stretch to

accommodate the demand.

ENTERTAINERS BOOKED
IN WARNER HOUSES

Walter Meyers, in charge of

booking acts for Warner Bros,
houses, announces that the follow-
ing entertainers will make per-
sonal appearances in Philadelphia
and Washington.

November 16: Lillian Roth,
movie comedienne, at Warner
Bros. Earle Theatre, Washington.

November 22: Frank Richard-
son, at Edrle Theatre, Philadel-
phia.

November 29: Pat Rooney and

Pat Rooney 3rd, at Warner Bros.

Earle Theatre, Washington.

The city council of Demopolis
has voted to permit both Sunday
golf and motion pictures. All or-
ganizations of the city appear to

be in favor of clean, wholesome
Sunday amusement except the
United Daughters of the Confed-
eracy.

Alabama’s liberal element, es-

pecially in the larger communi-
ties, are leading in the controver-
sy, but a clean-cut issue between
the pros and cons will not be
definitely settled until the forces

of the motion picture industry
mobilizes for a concerted drive lu

all sectors of the State.

TODAY’S PROGRAM
AT MPTOA MEET

10:00 a.m.—Report of com-
mittees.
Address—The Future O'f

Motion Pictures, by Dr.

Franklin S. Irby.
Address — Trade Condi-
tions, by CoL R. E. Logs-
don, president, Slemphls
Chamber of Commerce.
Address — Michael Sim-
mons, i)resident AMPA.
Nomination of National
directors.

2:00 p.m.—Box Office, by
Major L. E. Thompson.
Address — Color, Wide
Film, by Sidney Kent,
general manager, Para-
mount-Pnblix.
Election of National di-

rectors.

0:30 p.m.—Annual Banquet.
Speakers will include,
•Major General Smedley
Butler, M. E. Comerford,
Sidney R. Kent, M. A.
Lightman, Mayor Harry
Mackey, of Philadeli>hia;
Gov.-Elect Gifford H. Pin-
chot, Harry M. W'arner.

F. N. ASSIGNS DOUBLE-HEADER

FRENCH-ENGLISH TO “DOUG” JR.

The latest French language pic-

ture to go into production at the
First National Studio in Burbank,
Calif., is “Un Aviateur Malgre
Lui” (“An Aviator in Spite of

Himself”)—and the star is none
other than Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

who is thus the first American
star to appear in a foreign langu-
age picture for export.
The film started production last

week under the direction of Wil-
liam A. Seiter. Young Fairbanks
is supported by an all-French
cast Including Jeanne Helbling
and Vital Geymond, who were re-

cently imported by Warner Broth-
ers and First National. Upon the

completion of the picture an Eng-
lish version will be made, also

starring young Fairbanks. Both
versions will be based upon an
original story written for the,

screen by Humphrey Pearson and;

Irving Asher.
W’hile “Doug” speaks French;

fluently, having been educated in’

Paris, his enunciation, it is be-,

lieved, will possess for the French!
public the same exotic charm that

is manifested by Maurice Cheva-.
lier in his English language ve-’

hides. Should the new picture
prove to have this appeal abroad,

^

other French films starring Fair-i

banks are likely to be made. ;

Australia Bans Competition

Of Foreign Band Musicians!,
^

;

W’ASHINGTON, Nov. 10.—It be-
came known today through the
Department of Commerce that

trouble with musicians have been
added to other film trade disturb-
ances current in Australia. The
Minister for Home Affairs has
stated that steps have been taken
to check the importation of for-

eign orchestras for pit and stage
nerformances. The talkies, in ad-
dition to the present depression,
have forced many musicians out
of their jobs and it is understood
that these steps to prohibit the
entry of foreign bands have been
taken to prevent further unem-
ployment among local musicians.
The question arose when rumors

were circulated to the effect that
Hoyts Theatre planned to import
orchestras. However, this report
has been denied.

“CAT CREEPS” TO PLAY
2ND WEEK AT GLOBE

“The Cat Creeps,” third version
of “The Cat and the Canary” to

appear on Broadway, is running
to considerable success at the^

RKO Globe Theatre this week and
is to be held over for a second
week, beginning Friday.

CRAMER KEPT BUSY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Rich-
ard Cramer, after finishing a
western character role in “Under
the Cock-Eyed Moon,” a Pathe
western burlesque, was signed for
a western role in “The Painted
Desert,” a Pathe special now un-
der production.

EIGHT FILMS DUE

TO START SOON

AT FOX STUDIOS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— With
eight films ready to replace the
four now in production, activity

at the Fox Movietone studios is

continuing at a fast pace.
Those ready to start include

some of the most pretentious pic-

tures on the company’s schedule
for the year.
“A Connecticut Yankee” with

Will Rogers, Maureen O’Sullivan,
John Garrick and Myrna Loy, di-

rected by David Butler.
“East Lynne”, with Ann Hard-

ing, Clive Brook, Conrad Nagel,
Cecelia Loftus and O. P. Heggie
already signed for featured parts
has one of the strongest casts of
the season. Director, Frank Lloyd.
“Poor John” will be the first

picture with a story written for El
Brendel. Director, John Blystone.
“Squadrons” will introduce

Elissa Landi to the American
cinema public. Charles Farrell
will be leading man under Alfred
Santell’s direction.

“Land Rush” will have Victor
McLaglen, Fay Wray, Lew Cody
and Eddie Gribbon in the cast and
Benjamin Stoloff as director.

“Charlie Chan Carries On” will

feature Fifi Dorsay in a mystery
story directed by Hamilton Mac-
Fadden.

WASHINGTON, 0. C.

THEATRES PLAN BENEFIT
(Continued from page 1)

motion picture industry has been
one of the first to respond by per-
fecting an organization to aid the
unfortunates of America’s indus-
trial depression. And appropri-
ately enough the talkers have de-
cided to initiate their helpful ac-
tivities in the Nation’s Capitol.

Sooner or later this movement is

bound to spread to New York
which usually leads in philan-
thropic endeavor.
On Wednesday night the beauti-

ful Fox theatre on F Street, Wash-
ington, will be given over to a
monster benefit for Washington’s
unemployed. Mr. Laemmle at

first suggested the use of his own
Ninth Street House, the Rialto,

but the Washington Chamber of

Commerce under whose auspices
the benefit is being staged, found
that the mammoth Fox house
would be more likely to accom-
modate the crowd which will un-
doubtedly flock to the benefit.

Among the motion picture exec-
utives, managers and music direc-

tors who are cooperating are
Managing-Director Jimmy Car-
rier of the Rialto Theatre, Harry
Arthur and Hardie Meakin of Fox
Theatres, Managing-Director Mich-
ael J. Cullen of Loew Theatres,
Zone Manager John J. Payette,
Warner Brothers Theatre, Leon
Brusiloff, young music director of

Fox Theatre, Daniel Breeskin and
his Earle Theatre orchestra,
Harry Borges and his Palace Syn-
copators and Harry B. Lust, new-
ly elected president of Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Wash-
ington.
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M.P.T.O.A. HEAD URGES OPTIMISM
CURKE REPORTS

FOX EARNINGS

STEADILY GAINING

iWARNERS AND F. N. TO UNITE

i

HEADQUARTERS OF PRODUCTION

Warns MPTOA Against

"Too Much Pessimism”

—Speaker Urges More
Red Blooded Films With

“Fox Film Corporation earnings
are running ahead of last year
to date and there is no indication

that they will not continue ito

do so for the entire calendar
year,” Harley Clarke said in a
statement issued yesterday. “The
company has five completed pic-

tures for release and a conserv-
ative estimate of net earnings
from pictures is 15,000,000.”

Mr. Clarke pointed out that the
“Big Trail”, now being released,
cost $1,500,000 and the company’s
chart indicated that this picture
would gross well over $4, 0.00-,000.

Mmim 0A¥IES GIYES
“PROSPERITY PARTY”

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 11.—More
than 1,000 veterans of the World
War were guests tonight of Miss
Marion Davies at an Armistice
Night Ball and party at the Bilt-

more Hotel. Miss Davies is

Colonel Marion Davies, First Divi-
sion, A.E.F., she having been of-
ficially made an honorary colonel
some time ago.
The newly elected Governor of

Close upon the heels of the an-
nouncement of the centralization
of all Warner sales forces comes
the statement of Jack L. Warner
issued yesterday that the execu-
tive headquarters for all produc-
tion activities of Warner Bros.,
First National and Vitapbone,
will, on the first of the year, be
centralized at the First National
studios in Hollywood, Calif.

Jack L. Warner, who is vice-
president in charge of production

(Continued on pag'e 4)

8 FOX THEATRES
CONTINUE VAUDEVILLE

Eight Fox theatres in New York
and Brooklyn will continue play-
ing vaudeville as the result of a
settlement between the theatres
corporation and the musicians
and stage employes’ unions.
The settlement effects 70 union

musicians and 28 stagehands, in
addition to the players, in the
Academy of Music, Star and Audo-
bon 'Theatres, Manhattan

; Cro-
tona Theatre, Bronx; Savoy Walk-
er, Ridgewood and Republic The-
atres, Brooklyn.(Continued on page 2)

U. A. THEATRES EARN
$1.18 ON COMMON

“DOORWAY TO HELL”
3RD WEEK AT STRAND

For the first time in .the

history of the Strand The-
atre a talker, “The Door-
way to Hell,” has been held
over for a tliird week. And
Avith its phenomenal box
office pe'rformance at the
Strand it has been found
expedient to show it simul-
taneously at the uptown
Beacon Theatre and the
Brooklyn Strand.

Although United Artists Thea-
tre Circuit, Inc., earned a net in-
come of $244,101 less this year as
of August 31 than it did for the
year ending August 31, 1929, the
common stock earned $1.18 per
share on an issue of 500,000. This
dividend was possible even after
deducting $280j,000 for perferred
dividends on 40,000' shares of 7%
convertible preferred stock, leav-
ing $589,631 for the common divi-
dend.
A net income of $1,113,732 was

shown in tb.e previous animal re-
port, but this amount included the
profit realized from the sale of
minority interest in the P.C.T. Cir-

(Continued on page 7)

Appeal to Youthful Ele-

ment — Kent Addresses

Convention

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 11. —
President Lightman on the second
day of the Eleventh Annual con-
vention of the MPTOA here, fol-

lowing an opening tribute to the
soldiers-dead on this. Armistice
Day, sounded a warning to as-
sembled delegates against “too
much pessimism.”

”We know we’re in a bad spot,”
Lightman said, “but we also know
that we know enough to get out
of that bad spot. We, as inde-
pendent exhibitors, have a battle
to wage, the same as the entire

(Continued on page 4)

Picture Academy Speaker
On Tour to Inform Public

SELECT MPTOA BOARD

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 11

—The new Board of Direc-
tors of the MPTOA elected
hy unanimous consent con-
sists of JL E. Conierford,
Pa.; Jack Miller, Chicago;
E. M. Fay, Providence, K.I.;

William Benton, Saratoga,
N. ¥.; Jack Cohen, Phila-
delphia; Charles Williams,
Nebraska; Major L. E.
Thompson, RKO; Fred R.
Wehrenberg, St. Louis

;

Fred Desberg, Ohio; Ed-
ward Kuykendahl, Iffissis-

sippL

2 60LUMBIA FEATURES
OR BROADWAY FRIDAY

“Check and Double Check”, to

meet the schedule of booking in

neighborhood theatres, will close

at the new RKO Mayfair Theatre
tomorrow night. On Friday morn-
ing beginning at 9:00 a.m., “Tol-
’able David”, a Columbia produc-
tion, will start an extended run
there.

The second Columbia feature to

open on Broadway this week will

be “Brothers” which starts Fri-
day at the Capitol.

LOUGHBORO’ ALL SET

J. M. Loughborough, who has
been associated with a number of
motion picture companies, yester-
day opened advertising and pub-
licity offices in Room 431, General
Motors Building, 1775 Broadway.
He announced that he was start-
ing with half a dozen commercial
accounts.

Clinton Wunder, executive man-
ager of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, is in
New York for conference with
eastern members of the Academy
preliminary to his speaking tour
of the middle west. His sched-
ule as revised includes St. Louis,
November 18, with addresses there

(Continued on page 7)

N. V. BIDDING FOR
NEXT CONVENTION

(Special)
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 11—It looks like New York

or St. Louis would get the
bid for the 1931 >n»TOA
convention. No decision
bad been reached today,
liochester, Cliieago, Buffalo,
Kansas City, New Orleans,
Galveston and Boston are
in the market for the the-
atre owners gathering. To-
morrow will decide.
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PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 11. —
(Jov-elect Piiifliot dropped in on

the Big theatre men today * * *

nice congenial fellow he is, too
* * * Fliarlie Pettijoliii made the

boys whisper to one another yest.

* * * this proposed taxation and
(•eiisorsliii) getting pretty serious,

Cliarlie says * * * Columbia’s

Africa .Speaks is knocking ’em

dead at the Aldine * * * big feed

tonight * * * and clam juice, too
* * * Oscar Hanson, Tiffany’s

sales boss told ’em he’s friendly

with everyone—even Steffes * ’>’ *

.H. A. Liglitmaii, the Big Theatre
Men’s boss, makes a good chair-

man * * * lie doesn’t say much
* * * Jay Fmaiiuel of Ben Frank-
lin’s state, and Walter Eberhart,

of W.E. are buddies * * * Ed Fay,

of R.I. looks like Terry llamsaye,

hair and everything * * * Bill

Dillon, of New Yowk,_is very much
in evidence * * * Will Hays sent

greetings * * * said he’d like to

be with the boys hut, he’s head-

ed Hollywoodward * * * Charlie

Fettijolin doesn’t think much of

this man Horowitz down Texas-

way * * * M-G-M is ballyhooing

that war nurse in the Ben Frank-
lin lobby * * * lyave to put on

the soup and fish tonight * * * A1

Selig bobs up everywhere * * *

and Joe Rivkin right at Al’s heels
* * * they think a lot of M. E.

Comerford down this way * * *

he looks like a retired jurist *

or maybe a Tammany-man * * *

did you know there w'as an Arthur
.James, lieut. gov. of this state * *

no relation to our Artliur * * *

Eddie Dowling blew in today * *

Eddie is so popular with the ladies

the convention scorecard has in

italics under his name as speaker
* * * autographs for the ladies

by Eddie Dowling * * * remember
when Eddie did A Blaze of Glory,

a talkie * * * you don’t have to

go back very far for that one *

* * * Mike O’Toole, secretary for

the boys, dictates to his secretary

while a speaker is haranguing at

his elbow * * * Julius Caesar us-

ed to do that and fight at the same

time * * never have seen so

many street cars running around

loose * * *

“Today” (Majestic)

When Majestic Pictures Co.,

Inc., secured the rights to “To-
day” adapted from, the stage suc-

cess of the same name by Abra-
ham Schomer and George Broad-
hurst, they secured a talker ve-

hicle that is bound to thrill

Broadway. With Conrad Nagel
heading a cast of finished players,

"Today” moves to a smashing cli-

max—it smacks of Ferenc Mol-
nar stage technique, and possess-

es three basic qualities of pleas-
ing screen story, a strong, plaus-

ible plot, intelligent action and a
climax which isn’t heralded from
the housetops. William Nigh did

a credible job with the megaphone
but the technicians (might have
regulated the sound accompani-
ment with more precision—or per-

haps the suppressed quarters of

the projection room may have
handicapped a rational recording.

The story has to do with Fred
Warner (Nagel) a broker who has
pyramided in a rising market and
then w'hen the crash comes he and
his wife (Catherine Dale Owen)
find themselves penniless and
foresaken by all except one of

their Park Avenue friends. War-
ner with the help of his mother
and father attempts a comeback
but is retarded by his wife who
cannot forego the luxuries to

which she has been accustomed.
The wife is terror stricken at the

prospect of facing poverty. The
Warners are forced to move to a
smaller apartment where Mrs.
Warner finds herself so circum-
scribed by forced economies that

she piles up a load of millinery
and other shop bills and goes
from bad to worse. The conclu-
sion will not be reviewed here be-
cause it can only be appreciated
by being seen. The picture was
uroduced under the supervision of

Harry Sherman and will be shown
on Broadway soon.

“Ou, La, La” (Universal Comedy)
Here’s a light burlesque using

the late World War as its motivat-
ing theme. Slim Summerville and
Eddie Gribbon are featured. The
story casts Summerville as a
comic bugler, Gribbon as an
extra-hazardous top-sergeant and
Marie, a petite village lass, for
whom both the leongated bugler

MARION DAVIES’ PARTY
(Continued from page i)

California, James Rolph, Jr., was
present and delivered an address

over the radio. Many well known
artists of the movie colony aided

Miss Davies in making her ‘pros-

perity party’ a success.

S+udio and Location
Sound on Fllnn Recording

Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp.

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 6067

and the rotund sergeant ‘fall

heavily.’ Billeted in a small
French village, a company of
American doughboys dissipate
much of the attendant war-gloom
by joining in with or being the
butt of the antics of the above
trio. A delicious chocolate cake
from home and a choice selection
of French wines accidentally
found in the cellar of Marie’s
home, add much comic flavor to

this short which can be used to
advantage in connection with a
serious feature program.

“You Said It Sailor”

(Uiuversal Comedy)
Sam Hardy’s versatile work in

both comic and serious screen
drama has won for him a wide
public and his ridiculous ‘carry-

ings-on’ in this film with Hallam
Cooley is funny and wholesome
entertainment. When Cooley
awakens after a ‘night out’ he is

informed by his valet, Hardy, that

he is a bridegroom and in order
to escape further attentions from
his bride, Cooley joins the navy
and brings Hardy along with him.
Then, all sorts of complications
arise. Because of the foresight-
edness of his valet, Cooley is al-

lotted an ensign’s uniform which
he dons, and later proceeds to

drill Company 24 for the ‘edifica-

tion’ of the visiting admiral.

“The Navy” (Universal Comedy)

The cat, Oswald, and his in-

separable friend, the Captain, are
so well known to the motion pic-

ture public that almost anything
they do is accepted by fun-loving
theatre goers. Oswald is given
shore leave from the Captain’s
cruiser, and with his accordion
he promptly serenades his sweet-
heart to the accompaniment of

much embarrassment to the Cap-
tain, who has also decided to try

his sea legs. Both Oswald and
the Captain receive numerous
duckings before the ship is again
reached, after which Oswald is

given a lusty boot from the Cap-
tain’s one, good foot, which event-
ually lands him back to his

sweeties house—not such an un-
happy ending. An Oswald comedy
usually fits into any sort of a
screen program.

Radio Pictures’ melodrama of

crooks in silk toppers at the Hip-
podrome is distinguished and
dominated by the work of Lowell
Sherman who, in addition to mak-
ing a skillful job of its direction,

in the leading role turns in one
of those polished performances
for which he can usually be re-

lied upon.

The story concerns Gene Fen-
more, a gentleman gangleader,
(played by Sherman), with a cool
exterior and a warm heart, whose
code taboos gunplay. He “adopts”
a pair of young lovers who have
been stuck-up and robbed by a
member of his gang, and finds

himself falling in love with the
girl. To square several scores,
the gangster plants the kids as
decoys in a jewelry shop burglary
n the course of which the pro-
prietor is shot. Infuriated, Gene
calls the gangster to account and
in the argument is forced to shoot
him in self defense. Wlien he
realizes that, by confessing, he
can win the freedom of the young-
sters, who have been held in the
shooting of the jeweler, he signs
a confession and is last seen pa-
rading nonchalantly into prison,
with very little hope of ever pa-
rading out again.

Sherman is well supported by
Hugh Trevor as the double-cross-

,
Ing gangster, and George Marion,

' the veteran actor of “Anna Chris-
' tie” fame does well in a bit as a

I

retired gunman turned butler. We
; found the demonstrative ingenu-
lousness of Marion Nixon and Wil-
: liam Januey as the young couple
' pretty painful at times, but the

I

audience seemed to like them.
Certainly Marion Nixon deserves

' something better suited to her tal-

' ents than this namby-pamby role.

Outside of one or two spots so
implausible as to border ou the
burlesque—particularly the ludi-
crously amateurish hold-up the
youngsters stage in an attempt to
retrieve their roll — the story

grows very absorbing, once it gets

i
under way.

Sherman has some clever lines

I

which go over big. The dialogue

iis very good. The Hip audience

seemed to like this one and it

should do nicely at the box office.

R. N.

j
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j
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WE'RE PROUD
OF YOU
NORMA
SHEARER!
Norma Shearer wins

the Annual Award

of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts

<Sl Sciences, repre-

senting all compan-

ies, for the year’s

greatest performance

in “The Divorcee.”

Watch for NORMA
SHEARER IN

“STRANGERS
MAY KISS” her

next one, based on

the best-seller by

Ursula Parrott,

who wrote “The

Divorcee.”
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KENT SHARPLY DEFINES HIGHLIGHTS OF INDUSTRY’S NEEDS
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 11.

—
“I

don't speak as a prophet, but as

a student of the motion picture

business.”

Sidney R. Kent, general man-
ager of Paramount-Publix, stirred

convention delegates this evening

with a straight-from-the-shoulder,

bomb-throwing, verbal sweep of

the past, present and future of

the motion picture industry. A
tew of his personal jolts:

The wide screen: “Be very cau-

tious in putting anything into your
theatre unless the public puts its

stamp of approval on it. I don’t

think the time is here for wide
films.”

Television: “Who can say what
will or will not happen in this

technical age of ours? Television

is some time in the distance. I

repeat! Don’t try to put anything
down the public’s throat.”

Home Talkies: “If the public

wants home talkies the public

will have them. When and if home
talkies do become practical they
will not be in competition with
the theatres. No theatre has the

right to rent out pictures to the

home when such pictures have
been rented to them for their the-

atres.”

Color: “Depends upon ukiinate
perfection of process. The pres-

ent color is no asset to the mo-
tion picture. I don’t believe in

an all-color picture. Color never
can take the place of a legitimate

black and white effect.”

New Standard Contract and
.5-5-5 Conference: “The best and
fairest contract to both circuit

and independent exhibitors in tl'

history of the industry. It isn’t

perfect but it is a long step in

the right direction.”

The Future of the Industry:
“The industry today is going i

through the course of a good phy-
|

sicking. It represents the best
test the industry ever has had.
It will correct a lot of things

—

this physic.

“There will be radical changes
in production. The producer is

going back to the fundamentals
that made the motion picture in-

dustry one of the leaders. Dia-
logue will be used sparingly to

assist the action — not to make
words.

“We have got to the point wliero
we know how to handle sound,
and the result of this undersiand-
ing is that the producers will em-
ploy sound in the future as an
accessory, not as something to

take the place of the fundament-
als of the old silent picture,

“The production of the future
will be carried 100 per c-ont by
the story and personality behind
the story.”

The small and independent ex-
hibitor: “I urge the industry to
keen the independents aleid. No
industry can exist at the expense
of the small unit.

“There’s been a turn. Many
chain owners will go back to the
independent ranks. People are be-
comirg more sane. Tough times
has made them more sane. IMen
think their way out of difficulties

now except bulling their way out.

Tough times has done this.”

LIGHTMAN URGES OPTIMISM
(Continued from page 1)

WARNERS & F. N. TO

UNITE PRODUCTION

H’D’Q. ON COAST
(Continued from page 1)

of the organization, has been in

conference on this proposition in

New York since his arrival here
several days ago.
According to his statement of

yesterday, Hal B. Wallis and C.

Graham Baker will be co-execu-
tives in charge of production of

First National pictures, and D. F.

Zannuck will be co-executive in

charge of production of Warner
Brothers pictures.
The production forces of both

First National and Warner Bros,
will be kept absolutely separate
and will function as two distinct

organizations, although there will

be established immediately an op-
erating department which will be
headed by William Koenig with
the title of studio manager. He
will be in charge of the physical
and mechanical details of produc-
tion for both companies.
A new headquarters building

has been erected on the First Na-
tional lot to house all executives.
Mr. Warner believes that by com-
bining the executive headquarters
in one place and by locating a

greater amount of activity at the
First National Studios he will be
taking advantage of the unequal-
ed facilities of this wonderful stu-
dio, which has come to be known
from coast to coast as the model
motion picture plant.

The present First National plant
takes in 1,075 acres.

Sam Goldwyn is going to give
Evelyn Laye’s first starring pic-

ture, “Indiscretion,” its world
premier before a distinguished
London audience, according to an
announcement this week. The
picture was shown at a preview
Thursday night, at the Uptown
theatre, Los Angeles, under the

title “One Heavenly Night” and
proved a distinct hit. It also

proved that good musical pictures

are still popular.

Miss Laye is beautiful to look
upon, being a distinct blonde, and
has an exceedingly pleasant de-
livery in dialogue and vocal num-
bers. John Boles appears oppo-
site her and although he sings
vy-ell, appeared somewhat stiff in

his scenes with Miss Laye. Leon
Errol contributed neat bits of

comedy and practically half of the
picture is devoted to his antics.

Lillian Tashman has an impor-
tant role and plays it with her
usual finesse. There are several
song numbers which should prove
very popular and director George
Fitzmaurice kept the tempo of the
piece on an even keel.

An opportunity to play two
roles in one picture is offered by
James Cruze Productions in “The

country has, against a change in

conditions and we’re going to fight
in unison for the good of the en-
tire industry.”
President Lightman’s remarks

in warning against pessimism fol-
lowed a general tone of uneasi-
ness over the motion picture in-
dustry’s present status as express-
ed in impromptu spots since the
opening of the convention yes-
terday.
The general opinion among dele-

gates seems to be in accord with
that expressed by their president
and it was noted throughout to-
day’s session that a new fighting
spirit had been engendered and
that the MPTOA wilt leave the
convention hall tomorrow night
with intentions to meet an ack-
nowledged difficult situation and
to realize, as Lightman express-
ed it, that it is “our responsibility
and we’re grabbing it with both
hands to a finish fight.”

G. Patterson, of Ga., reporting
on the resolutions committee, said
a reduction in express rates for
film is being sought and that pro-
viding these reductions are forth-
coming the MPTOA would guar-
antee the railroad companies an
increase in business and would
recommend the railroads as the
proper and safest method for the
transportation of film.

Exliibs State Wants
Walter 'Vincent, of Wilmer and

Vincent, chain theatre operators
in the Pennsylvania district told
delegates

:

Command Performance,” which
will begin filming within two
weeks. Samuel Zierler, president
and production executive is seek-
ing the services of a leading man
who can portray and look the part
of a prince and a theatrical star
in this picture. It is a dual role,
since the nature of the part de-
mands that the two be “dead ring-
ers” for each other and yet remain
separate characters.

Thousands of American Legion
members throughout the U. S. A.
will undoubtedly be interested to
learn that the National Mascot of
their Paris convention has “gone
Hollywood.” Jay Ward, now 8,

v/as picked by the Legion three
years ago as “the most repre-
sentative American Boy”, and
taken to Paris for the second
A.E.F. Today, after a successful
career as a boy star of vaude-
ville, young Jay has signed, via
his father, his first movie con-
tract. He is playing “Marty”, a
son of Marie Dressier in “Reduc-
ing.” This is the new Marie
Dressler-Polly Moran M-G-M com-
edy which Chuck Reisner is di-

recting. It is the youngster’s first

camera appearance.

more guts from the producers in

the product they book into our
theatres, will help the situation
facing the independent theatre
man, immensely.”
Vincent laid particular stress on

the necessity for an especial ap-
peal to the younger generation

—

not particularly by the exhibitor
but at the source—the producer
in mapping his program in the
studio. He continued:
“The audience knows more

about what it wants to see and
hear on the screen than either the
theatre man or the producer. The
public will not pay to see pic-

tures they do not like as I had
forcibly demonstrated only a few
weeks back in one of my houses.
“A certain picture attracted

3,000 persons on Monday. The
same picture on Saturday of the
same week, played to only 800.

The answer is simple. All the ex-
ploitation in the world won’t bring
people into your theatre unless
the producer has first given you
an audience picture. Sex is not
wanted; youthful appeal is; a
little more drama and the red-
blooded things of life. I can’t
over-accentuate the special appeal
that should be made to children
if the theatre owner is going to
build up his business to a place
where it belongs.”

Mrs. J. Post, state chairman of
the International Association of
Catholic Alumni, outlined the
work of the organization. She,
too, placed great emphasis on the
appeal that should be made to
children, saying:

“Children don’t especially want
children’s pictures but they do
want pictures that are clean.
Since sound made its appearance
no part of the audience upon
which the theatre owner has to
depend for his patronage has been
more radically effected than the
younger generation.”
She suggested theatre owners

make a special effort to designate
Friday as the day to run a picture
that will appeal to both parent
and child.

Shorts Extold
Jesse Goldberg, in charge of

sales for Van Beuren short sub-
jects, told delegates they could
not over-estimate the value of the
short on the present-day theatre’s
program. He appealed to the
theatre men to show more con-
sideration to the “lowly” sales-
men.

Dr. Franklin S. Irby gave an
illustrated talk on the patents
situation, especially stressing the
complicated situation now found
in the international situation with
the advent of sound. Three
major happenings, he said, brought
about this chaos—the fall of the
old picture patents association of
the silent days; the rise of radio
and the advent of sound.
Walter Eberhard, representing

Western Electric whose sound ap-
paratus is installed in convention
hall, during the noon recess, pro-
jected several shorts to demon-
strate acoustics, imperfections in

sound projection, et cetera.

‘A little less nonsense and,

Hollywood Gossip
By ILLY JU’KILLY —
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2 Great Openings
on Broadway

FRIDAY, NOV. 14th

TOL’ABLE DAVID
Featuring RICHARD CROMWELL, The Screen’s Latest Sensation

with NOAH BEERY—JOAN PEERS, Directed by JOHN BLYSTONE
From the celebrated story by JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER

attheK-K-O MAYFAIR

//

a BROTHERS
featuring BERT LYTELL with

DOROTHY SEBASTIAN and WILLIAM MORRIS
Directed by Walter Lang. From the play

by Herbert Ashton, Jr.

at the CAPITOL THEATRE

Great Theatres Demand Great Pictures
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THEATRE OWNERS

OPPOSE DAYLIGHT

SAVING OVER U.S.

(Special to Ex. Daily Review)

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 11. —
There’s a strong note of opposi-

tion sounded by theatre owners in

convention here against daylight

saving. Here in Philadelphia, es-

pecially, there is concerted action

on the part of theatre men to op-
pose proposed legislation making
daylight saving legal. M. J.

O’Toole, secretary of the MPTOA,
reported theatre owners have won
their fight in San Francisco and
now will concentrate their efforts

here in Philadelphia.

BELASGO’S «WISE CHILD’

TO BE M-G-M FILM

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has ac-
quired motion picture rights to

the David Belasco stage success,

“It’s a Wise Child,” which re-

cently completed a run of a year
at the Belasco Theatre. Mildred
McCoy and Minor Watson had the
leading roles in this farce-come-
dy by Laurence E. Johnson. Di-
rector and players for the screen
adaptation have not yet been an-
nounced.

BELGIUM ACCLAIMS
‘^ALL QUIET” GREATEST

Opening at the Cameo Theatre,
in Liege, Belgium, Universal’s
“All Quiet on the Western Front”,
broke all records in that city, ac-
cording to a cable received yes-
terday at the Universal home of-

fices. The press is reported
unanimous to the effect that “All

Quiet” is “the greatest picture
ever made.”

KAY JOHNSON SIGNED

Kay Johnson, the central char-
acter of “Madam Satan,” C. B.

DeMille’s latest feature, is to have
the chief feminine role in “The
Single Sin,” Tiffany’s next spe-
cial according to Phil Goldstone,
chief studio executive,

TODAY’S PROGRAIVI

AT MPTOA MEET

10:00—Opening Session.

New Business.
Reports of Coinniittees.

Resolutions.
Address—^“Service,” by L.

E. Blachley, Pennsyl-
vania Railroad.

Address—“Theatre Insur-
ance,” by A. C. LaRue.

Address—^“Theatre Oper-
ation,” by Frank Conk-
lin.

Address-“Theatre Acous-
tics,” by J. S. Parkin-
son of Johns-Manville
Co., Inc.

Election of officers.

Open Forum.
Unfinished Business.
Adjouminent.

“SMALL TOWN EXHIBITOR”

SPEAKS THROUGH KUYKENDAHL

JEWISH CHARITY BUYS
“KISMET” ORCHESTRA

The entire orchestra
seating space of the Holly-
wood Theatre lor tonight’s
performance of “Kismet,”
the First National and
Vitaphone picture starring
Otis Skinner, has been pur-
chased by the Ladies’ Aux-
iliary of the Jewish Matern-
ity HospitaL “Kismet,”
which is Mr. Skinner’s first

vehicie on the talking
screen, Aiill begin the third
week of its engagement to-

morrow.

‘KING OF JAZZ’ BREAKS
SINGAPORE RECORDS

“King of Jazz,” the Universal
super-production with Paul White-
man, broke all records when it

opened at the Capitol Theatre, in

Singapore, according to a cable
received yesterday by Universal
offices here. “Never in the history
of Malaya has such a production
been seen,” the cable declared.

FEATURED AT EIGHT

Freddie Frederick, eight-year-
old featured actor, has one of the
fattest child parts of the year in

“The Spy”, which Berthold Viertel

is directing.

PHILADELPHIA, Convention
Hall.—Edward Kuykendahl, of Co-
lumbus, Miss., who is what he
likes to term himself, “ a small-
town exhibitor,” speaking before
the delegates of the M.P.T.O.A. in

convention at Hotel Benjamin
Franklin, dropped some interest-

ing facts about the small-town
theatre business and the manner
in which their problems have to
be handled. He said:

“It’s the little fellow who
counts, especially when that very
important problem of censorship
comes up. As you all know that
little problem is up now, and up
to a degree that is throwing a
scare into the entire industry.

“I as a small exhibitor have

y. a. THEATRES EARN
$1.18 ON COMMON

(Continued from page 1 )

cuit of Great Britain. Deducting
interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortization charges, $869,631 was
netted at the close of business
August 31, 1930. It is understood
that the United Artists manage-
ment has conservative plans of ex-
pansion under consideration.

combatted this evil in my own
state of Mississippi. Give the
little fellow clean pictures and he
will never have any censorship to
combat; give him a picture that
smacks of the salacious and he
can rest assured he will have the
entire community in which he is

operating in arms for a censor-
ship. It’s up to the producer.”

Kuykendahl referred to that ra-
cial question which always has
played such an important part in
the lives of the southerner.

“Producers,” he said, “never
should turn out a picture that
brings the Negro and the White
on a social level. The South will
not recoirnize any such equality
between the Wliite and Negro on
the screen or anywhere else.”

Kuykendahl is recognized over
the United States as being the
typical small-town exhibitor and
his words on such are accepted
as “the last wor’d” in the inter-
est of the small showman.

PICTURE ACADEMY
SPEAKER ON TOUR

(Continued from page 1)

Theatre Owners Get Behind
*Buy Now* Prosperity Move

(Special)
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 11. —

The “Buy Now” slogan which is

sweeping the country in a nation-
wide drive to make optimists of

pessimists has taken no deeper
root anywhere than with the rep-
resentatives of the motion picture
industry.
Delegates assembled here for

the Eleventh Annual convention of

the MPTOA are unanimous in the
desire to assist in bringing about
prosperity. Toward that end the
Buy Now sentiment is strong
within convention ranks, with

theatre owners volunteering to
run trailers advocating such op-
timism on the part of their
patrons. M. A. Lightman, presi-
dent of the MPTOA is one of the
slogan’s staunchest boosters.

A committee named for the pur-
pose of getting concerted action
from the theatre owners back of
the Buy Now sentiment consists
of

:

Frank C. Walker, of New York;
Jay Emanuel, of Phila.; Charles
W. Picquet, of N. C. and Fred
Desberg, of Ohio.

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Department of Commerce

More Australian Theatres
Union Theatres, Ltd., have con-

tinued its expansion programme
and they have recently reached
out to country districts in New
South Wales. Recently the com-
lany has acquired four houses at

Cessnock; 3 at Wollongong; two
oach at Bulli, Kurri, and Mait-
'and, and one each in Thirroul,
Sorrimal and Bathurst. The com-
pany now controls nearly forty
'heatres in New South Wales
alone. Union Theatres is un-
doubtedly carrying out a definite
programme but present depress-
ed conditions may have some-
'hing to do with its progress in

view of the fact that many inde-
pendent exhibitors are facing
financial difficulties which may be

causing them to consider offers.

Protest Film Taxes

The taxation proposals of the
Tasmanian Government to raise
additional revenue include an
amusement duty of Id. on admis-
sion charges from 6d. to l/-d and a
a %d. for each 6d. over l/-d.

These charges are to become ef-

fective October 1. Exhibitors have
protested to the State Government
and Union Theatres, Ltd., has
stated that further taxation might
involve the closing down :of a
theatre in Launceston and two
houses in Hobart. The Premier of
the State has agreed to consider
the protests but no steps have yet
been taken to change the propos-
ed (ax.

before Women’s Clubs, Film Board
of Trade members and a radio
talk. November 19, Memphis—Ki-
wanis Club and Women’s Clubs.
November 20, St. Louis—Washing-
ton University Student Body and
Rotary Club luncheon. November
21, Omaha — radio addresses,
Omaha University Student Assem-
bly, Kiwanis Club luncheon. Wo-
men’s Club and Citizen’s Dinner
at night. November 23 and 24,
Minneapolis—Sunday Mass Meet-
ing and Monday, the Women’s
Clubs in the Century Theatre.
November 25, Milwaukee — Busi-
ness Men’s Luncheon Noon and
afternoon meeting with Federated
Women’s Clubs. Other dates are
in process of arrangement.
Wunder is telling the story of

the Academy composed of 600
leading creative artists of the
screen (divided into five branches,
actors, writers, directors, techni-
cians and producers). The pur-
pose of the tour is to inform the
public of the inside workings of
Hollywood, new developments in
the arts, sciences and personnel
of picture making and to bring
closer together in understanding
the public and the business with
the expectation that information
direct from Hollywood represent-
ing the artists themselves will go
a long way toward building good
will between the average citizen,
civic leaders and the industry.
Academy Vice President, Conrad

Nagel, is giving special attention
to the direction of Wunder’s tour.
The Executive Manager will also
contact Film Boards of Trade, ex-
hibitors, and industry leaders in
the several cities visited. He is

also interviewing civic and nation-
al leaders and organized groups,
with regard to appreciation of the
aims and purposes of the Acaden.y
and the motion picture colony in
general.



Will satisfy the most ex-

acting lover of adven-

ture tales.

New York Telegram

Vigorous, elemental, he-

man drama, which has a

good wallop and a con-

vincing ring. ..Good act-

ing, snappy battles... It

has 0 kick.

—New York Mirror

The best film of the

week, —New York Sun

Plenty of action. Good
entertainment.

—New York Evening Journal

WITH

WARNER BAXTER
MYRNA LOY NOAH BEERY GREGORY GAYE

Directed by VICTOR FLEMING

What a role for Baxter!

Man who losf his soul, for a woman, dragged himself in the mire of dishonor,

was both the best and the worst soldier in the Foreign Legion, then became
a hero.

What a role for Myrna Loy I

Stealer of men’s hearts as a spy. Showed no mercy to her victims, but

expected it from them. Spinner of plots, making trouble wherever she went.

Fiery romance of the desert. Adventure. Escapes. Battles. Love that

triumphed over hate at the end.

Baxter is box-office. "In Old Arizona", "The Arizona Kid" and other big

successes show it.

"As a picture of war, hate and suffering this film stands out, and in setting

and theme strongly suggests 'Beau Geste .

"Warner Baxter gives a good performance. The picture was well received

in preview form and looks like good box-office".—Motion Picture Newt
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YotiVe Darn Well
Right, Mr. Laemmlel

By

I
N a characteristic, straight-from'

the-shoulder talk Mr. Carl

Laemmle, president of Universal,

steps out in front as a construe^

tive, confident business man and
sounds a keynote that is worth the

attention of every man in every

company of the motion picture in-

dustry.
* * *

1\/IR. LAEMMLE tells why, in

the face of sensational suc'

cess, he is increasing his advertis-

ing to a point where “it amounted
to kicking the advertising budget
out of the window” and sets forth

that on account of several months
of tough times wealth is being

hoarded. “The only way to bust

open these hoards and get the

people to circulate this hoarded
wealth,” he continues, “is to apply

the pressure of the stiifest possible

advertising campaign.”

» « 4

IVIR. LAEMMLE points out the

wisdom of giving “old man
Timidity a good, swift kick in the

seat of the panties—and advertise

and advertise and ADVERTISE.”

(Continued on page 2)

LIGHTMAN RE-ELECTED MPTOA PRESIDENT

AT CLOSE OF MOST SUCCESSFUL MEETING

SHOW MOVIE

AS EVIDENCE

IN DAMAGE SUIT

Motion pictures of nine-year-old
Jack Alves running, playing base-
ball and climbing a ladder on a
Holland Tunnel ventilating tower
were shown Tuesday on a screen
in Justice Ingraham’s part of the
Supreme Court. The pictures were

(Continued on page 2)

MACHNOVITCH MADE

PATHE CONTROLLER

Samuel Machnovitch, general
auditor of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,

since 1926, has 'been alppointed
controller of the company by
Arthur B. Poole, treasurer. Mach-
novitch recently received a twenty
year service pin from executive
vice-president C. J. Scollard, he

(Continued on page 2)

HERE

Jeanette MacDonald will arrive
in New York on Saturday for a
short vacation before returning to
the Fox studio.

Governor-Elect Pinchot at Banquet Tuesday Night As-

sured Picture Industry His Every Effort to Co-

Operate with Constructive Efforts of Its Leaders;

Delegates Leave with Promise to Get Behind

Industry in Return to

SUBLEASE WALLACK’S

FOR MOVIE THEATRE

A sublease has been sign-

ed which will result in con-
version of Wallack’s The-
atre into a motion picture

house.

The theatre, at 254 West
Forty-second Street, is

owned in fee by Fleisclier

Brothers of Pltiladelphia

and is leased tO' Theatre
Estates, Inc., Henry' I.

Chanin, secretary. Tlie

Chanin interests have sub-
leased the property to Ex-
eello Estates, Inc., Max
Cohen, president.

Prosperity

By JOSEPH LOREN KELLEY
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 12.—“The

I
finest, most constructive conven-
tion we’ve ever held.’’

M. A. Lightman, re-elected pres-
ident of the MPTOA took this part-
ing shot at delegates as they start-

ed homeward this evening from the
Eleventh Annual session of Na-
tional theatre owners, which drew
to a close today at the Benjamin
Fi'anklin.

The final day of the three-day
meet was mild compared to the

j
preceding day and night when Sid-

ij ney R. Kent, of Paramount-Puhlix,
hurled his startling predictions at
the convention assembly; when

;

Harry Warner, speaking at the
; banquet last night told delegates
that Warners were with MPTOA
in any and every constructive move
which they would make; when

(Continued on page 4)

18 U.S. VETERANS’ HOSPITALS

WIRED TO SHOW SOUND FILMS
Columbia University Using

Talkies in Classrooms
Columbia University has begun

the use of talking pictures in class-
es of educational psychology with
three sound films projected at the
McMillin Academic Theatre. The
titles are: “A Study of Infant Be-
havior”, by Dr. Arnold Gesell of
Yale University; “Tests of Child
Intelligence”, by Mrs. Ina Craig
Sartorius, assistant /principal of
the Horace Mann School, and a
technical production on “Charact-
eristics of Sound”.
The pictures are full size and

(Continued on page 4)

NEW FILM BUILDING
FOR PARA IN N. Y.

A six-story factory building cost-
ing $550,000 is to be erected on
a plot 150 x 200.10 at 521 to 531
West Forty-third Street for the
Attica Film Corporation of 1601
Broadway, a Paramount-Publix
subsidiary, according to plans filed
with the Manhattan Bureau of
Buildings by E. J. Kahn, architect.
The building will be 350 feet east
of Eleventh Avenue.

.Sound picture equipment has
been installed in 18 of the veterans
hospitals in the country, accord-
ing to an announcement by the
Veterans’ Administration. Other
veterans’ hospitals are being thus
equipped and installation work in

six of them will be completed with-
in two weeks.

More than 540 patients at Ed-

(Continued on page 2)

KEMAL IN FOX NEWS
ISTANBUL, Nov. 12.—^Ambassad-

or Joseph Grew yesterday intro-
duced President Mustafa Kemal
Pasha to the American public
through the medium of Pox Movie-
tone and the Gazi made a reply.

MAYFAIR RENTAL

$300,000 PER YEAR

All annual rental of $3(H>,-

000 will be paid by the Ra-
dio-KeitJi-Orpheuin Corpor-
ation for the Mayfair The-
atre space in the recently
remodeled building at the
northeast corner of Seventh
Avenue and Forty-seventh
Street. The property is

owned by the Broadw'ay and
Forty-seventh Street Cor-
poration, of wJiieh Frank V-
Storrs is president.
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BROADWAY SHOP WINDOW

main VIREET

PHILADELPHIA.—A good time

was had by all * * * that banquet
last night brought together a lot

of Big Shots * * * Mayor Mackey
was there, as were (iov.-Elect Pin-

chot * * * and that fighting leath-

erneck, Smedley Butler * « * the

big lawmaker, Bill Connery, told

some pretty good jokes to the boys
* * * Eddie Bowling was at the

speakers table * * so was Charlie

Pettijolin * * * that Tiffany gang
certainly did the entertaining job

up nice and brown * * * Oscar

Hanson, the big sales manager, is

a real, honest-to-goodness host
* * * A1 Lichtman, of U. A. had a

few words to say at the banquet,

too * * * and he said them with

a lot of grace * * * it was a rous-

ing success—that banquet—in

more ways than one * * * pat

Oaryn, that big screen service

man, is nice quiet Irishman * * *

Sam Bembowf jumped into Willard

Patterson’s place as a regional

vice-president by election * * *

Harry Arthur was elected a re-

gional v-j), too * * * Milton Kron-

aoher, film salesman, in South

Falsberg recuperating from an ill-

ness wu-ites Gordon Trent asking

for his column daily during his

convalescence * * * we’ll see that

you get it old man, and promptly
* * * thanks for the card * * *

Abe Einstein, that demon press

agent with Warners here did a

pretty good job with that conven-

tion stuff * * * Abe is portly and

a good fellow * » * Philadelphia’s

tilliim folks sure got behind that

greeting stuff and made all the

boys feel ‘at home’ * * * a dele-

gate from Kansas spent le:;

minutes of the convention’s time
telling about the time he paid

$65 for a bushel of prize corn * *

we take it that Kansan is a
farmer, too * * * he knows his

theatre, too * * * sorry but his

name has slipped us * * * his

Itushel of corn hasn’t, tho * * *

Sidney R. Kent sure stood the

boys on their ears with that whale
of a talk he gave yesterday * * *

Sidney had a few words to say
last eve at the banquet, too * * *

w'e bid good-bye to Pbilly tonight
and head for the Big Stem * * *

a lot of the boys took rattlers

for points w^est this noon * * *

“MOROCCO”
When the board of motion pic-*

ture awards declares its next finq-

ings as to excellency of story and
production of a talker Para-
mount’s “Morocco” will be under
consideration if this reviewer
knows a picture when he sees one.
This film which will be shown at
the Rivoli starting Friday, was
adapted from Benno Vigny’s play
“Amy Jolly” by Jules Furthman
and will undoubtedly be ranked
among the season’s noteworthy
productions.
Marlene Dietrich as ‘Amy Jolly’

is a motion picture ‘find’ of in-
estimable wmrth as a screen art-

ist. She is Greta Garbo and Rose
Hobart in one. She always exer-
cises admirable restraint in her
performance as a vaudevilliau
'gone Morocco’ and unlike many
of her contemporaries, refuses to
act all over the lot. She grabs
most of the spotlight from two
old, screen favorites, Gary Cooper
(Tom Brown) and Adolphe Men-
jou (Kennington) a wealthy ne’r-

do-well. The producer who
hasn’t got Miss Dietrich’s name
on a long term contract is,—^well,

he’s just out of luck.
“Morocco” has a real, honest,

straightforward and comprehens-
ible plot which moves along from
sequence to sequence with a
smoothness and genuineness that
augurs expertness in preparation
of adaptation and recording. There
is nothing superfluous in the en-
tire picture although further cut-

ting may he necessary to dove
tail it with modern picture house
presentation. The desert photo-
graphy of Lee Garmes is touched
by nature’s owui realism and both
actors and technicians exercise
unusual abridgement of over-do-
ing things.

“LIFE OF THE PARTY”
Admirers of Winnie Lightner

—

and they are legion throughout
the country—will like “Life of the
Party” now at the Winter Garden,
even better than “The Gold Dig-
gers of Brodaway”. Miss Light-
ner’s new vehicle simply transfers
the gold diggers from Broadway
to Havana where the tropic sun
seems to have pepped-up their ‘go-
ings-on.’ The film, is done in
technicolor and is a rollicking, ex-
press moving poflwuri of good,
healthy laughs.

“Life of the Party” is based on
an original story by Melville
Crossman and Roy Del Ruth is

responsible for the direction. No
review would do justice to the
picture without fulsome mention
of the splendid work of Charles
Judels as M. Le Maire. He is a
perfect foil for Miss ‘Hightner’s
bombastic buffonery. Charles But-
terworth as Colonel Joy offers
some fine bits of suppressed fool-
ery, and Irene Delroy, Jack Whit-
ing, John Davidson and Arthur
Hoyt complete an altogether satis-
fying cast.

The plot—if such there be—was
devised to stimulate the risibili-

ties only and with this lone objec-

tive in view it moves fast and
furiously. The gag man whoever
he may have been, is deserving of

genuine praise for his clever

ideas. The decidedly French far-

cical flavor of this talker will ap-

peal more strongly to us moderns
than it will to the ‘sticks’ but

there is a laugh at the Winter

Garden this W'eek for all and sun-

dry.

R. G. K.

BENN W. LEVY,

BRITISH AUTHOR,

SIGNED BY RADIO
Benn Wh Levy, distinguished

British playwright, is the newest
addition to the writing ranks of

Radio Pictures. He has been
signed to do originals for these
producers, according to Joseph I.

Schnitzel’, President.
Mr. Levy redently ;ili\rived in

New York from London to assist

in the producing of his latest

play, “Art and Mrs. Bottle,’’ which
is to serve as a starring vehicle
for Jane Cowl under the produc-
ing banner of Maegowan and Reed.
One of his most notable stage suc-
cesses, “Mrs. Moonlight,” produc-
ed by Charles Hopkins is now
current at the Charles Hopkins
Theatre. He also adapted the ex-
tremely successful Parisian satire,

“Topaze” to the American stage.

18 Veteran Hospitals Wired
(Continued from page 1)

ward Hines, Jr., Veterans’ Hospital

at Hines, 111., have signed a testi-

monial just received by Brig. Gen.

Frank T. Hines, Administrator of

Veterans’ Affairs, thanking him for

this thoughtfulness in procuring
and installing sound pictures in

tliat hospital for the amusement
of the patients.

Contracts for the installation of

sound pictures in veterans’ hos-
pitals were awarded July 9 last,

and installation already has been
completed at the following veteran
hospitals; Mount Alto, Washing-
ton. D. C. :

Summount, N. Y.
; Rut-

land Heights, Mass.; Bedford,
Mass.; Northampton, Mass.; North-
port. L. I., N. Y.

;
Castle Point,

N. Y.
;

Bronx, N. Y. ;
Aspinwall,

Pa.; Chillicothe, Ohio; Atlanta,
Ga. ;

Minneapolis, Minn.; St. Cloud,
Minn.; Camp Custer, Mich.; Hines,
111.; North Chicago, 111.; Jeffer-

son Barracks, Mo. Knoxville, Iowa.

This work will be complete with-
in the next two weeks at Perry
Point, Md.; Somerset Hills, N. J.

;

Coatesville, Pa.; Augusta, Ga.

;

North Little Rock, Ark., and Lake
City, Fla., and negotiations are un-
der way for placing the equinment
in the hospitals at Memphis, Tenn.;
Outwood, Ky.; Excelsior Springs,

Mo.; Legion, Tex., and Fort Lyons,
Colo.

Installation will be made in all

other hospitals where there is an
auditorium sufficiently large to ac-

commodate the equipment, as rap-
idly as preparation can be made
for it. In those stations where
installations have already been
made or are under way, not only
has the sound equipment been fur-

nished, but the acoustics of the
auditorium have been adjusted by
expert engineers to meet the re-

quirements of the sound picture
apparatus, thus rendering the best
possible reproduction.

YOU’RE DARN WELL
RIGHT MR. LAEMMLE

(Continued from page 1)

WE believe this is sound doC'

trine and wise practice and

we quote also the words of Her-

bert N. Casson, editor of the Effici-

ency Magazine of London, in

which he says; “When an Ameri-

can business man is depressed the

slump is in his head * * * when
fear rules the world, nothing can

be done, but when a man casts

fear out of his mind the world be-

comes his oyster.
* * *

TO lose a bit of money is noth-

ing, but to lose hope, to lose

nerve and ambition—that is what

makes men cripples. This silly de-

pression has gone long enough.

Get rid of it! It is inside of you!”
•

From two sides of the Atlantic

come utterances of importance

to the picture business and to all

business that are worth acting on

immediately.

SHOW MOVIE AS
EVIDENCE IN SUIT

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, Nov. 12, 1930

Baramount F-L ... 40'/2 421/2 + %
Warner Bros .... 14 1514 + %
Fox Film “A” 25% 30% +2%
Loew’s Inc ... 53!4 56% — /4

Radio K-A-0 .... 19% 20% + /4

Bathe Exchange ... 3 3% -h Vs

Bathe “A” 51/2 51/2 — Va

Con. F. Ind .... 12% 121/2 — /4

Con. F. Ind. Bre. ... 17% 171/4 — Vi

Curl) Market
Columbia Bict. . 20% 25 +3%
Fox Theatre “A’ ’... 4% 4% — /4

J (Continued from page 1)

taken by a detective and were ex-

hibited to refute testimony that

the boy was incapacitated by in-

juries received in 1928 when he

was struck by an automobile
driven by Mrs. Elizabeth K. Wieder
of Colonial Road, Brooklyn.
The boy’s parents are seeking to

recover $10,000 from Mrs. Wieder.

MACHNOVITCH MADE
PATHE CDNTRDLLER

(Continued from page 1)

having entered the firm’s employ
in 1910, the year of the founding
of Bathe News.
When Machnovitch joined Bathe

at its first New York quarters,
' features were one reel in length.



Said

Mr. FEAR
to Mr. Courage:

"I’m dining now on milk and porridge.

"Thick steak for mine to boom the year,

said Mr. Courage to Mr. Fear. Said

Mr. COURAGE
to Mr. Fear:

"The more you buy the more you cheer."

"l see your point without demurrage/'

said Mr. Fear to Mr. Courage.

ARE YOU TAKING FULL AD-
VANTAGE OF THE "WORDS
OF WISDOM" SERIES IN...

FOX III

MO V I ETON E

NEWS
Every week sound common sense on present
business conditions. Pointing out that optimism —
practised and preached—is the quick and only cure.

Merchants and manufacturers are writing in their
approval, and sending employees and friends to
theatres showing this series.

Advertise it — they want to know where to send
their friends.

3rd OF SERIES NOW SHOWING IN MOVIETONE NEWS NO. 15
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“PROTECTION” IS MAIN ISSUE

FOR OHIO M.P.T.O. CONVENTION
COLUMBUS, O., Nov. 12.— At

headquarters of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of Ohio the
program for the Tenth Annual con-
vention of the organization to he
held at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel
on Nov. 18 and 19 was announced
completed today. The first busi-

ness session wull be held at 1 p.m.
on Tuesday, and is stated to hold
vital importance for all exhibitors.

The annual banquet will be held
on Tuesday evening, with the fol-

lowing announced as speakers:
Hon. George White, Governor-

elect of Ohio; Hon. Robert F. Bulk-
ley, Senator-elect of Ohio; Harry
M. Warner, President, Warner
Brothers Pictures Corporation;
Hon. Joseph N. Ackerman, State
Senator from Cleveland; Oscar T.
Hanson, General Sales Manager of
Tiffany Pictures; W. S. Butter-
field, President, Butterfield-Michi-
gan Theatres Corp.; C. C. Pettl-
john, representing The Motion Pic-
ture Producers & Distributors of
America; Hal Roach, Hal Roach
Studios, Hollywood, California.
On Wednesday at 1 P.M., a meet-

ing will be called to discuss the
important matter of “Zoning and
Protection”.

LIGHTMAN RE-ELECTED

AS CONVENTION CLOSES

(Continued from page' 1)

Governor-Elect Pinchot, of Penn-
sylvania pledged his support to the
motion picture industry, and Major
General Smedley Butler, of the
fighting Marines told of his great
friendships within the industry.

When President Lightman call-

ed the convention the most suc-
cessful in the history of the the-

atre owners he was expressing the
unanimous opinion of the nearly
500 delegates who attended from
over the United States.

As Fred Desberg, of Cleveland,
put it

—“the only regret I have is

that there was not real good fight

on the convention floor.

An indication of the great in-

terest taken in the convention was
seen in the fact that from St.

Louis, alone, there were six ex-
hibitors present. Charley Williams,
of Omaha, Neb., who never has
missed a convention x>f theatre
owners in the history of its exist-

ence, making a last-minute talk,

and the first speech he ever has
made at a convention, according
to his own confession, came pretty
nearly summing up the three days
meet, and what it stood for when
he stated that in his long career
as an exhibitor he never attended
a theatre men’s session that meant
so much to him and his livelihood.
“Pm going back to Omaha,” he

said, “with a certain confidence
I lacked when I came here, in this
organization and I’m sure the pro-
blems that we. as exhibitors, have
to meet will be met with a strong
hand and determination to bring
about a harmony and friendliness
that is very much needed within
the motion picture industry today.”
Fred Wehrenberg, of St. Louis,

ARLISS RETURNING
FROM ENGLAND

George Arliss is now on the
high seas bound for New York
City. Word to this effect was re-

ceived in a dispatch yesterday to

the Warner Bros, home office.

Mr. Arliss’ plans embrace a
stage production in New York
City, and two additional pictures
for Warner Bros.

“MESSAGE BUREAU”
FOR ROXY PATRONS

The Koxj Theatre lias

adopted an additional ser-

vice for the benefit of its

women patrons. It is called
a “Message Bureau” and
provides for an exchange of

messages. Women who wish
to communicate w i t h
friends or to make or break
an appointment, may write
a message and leave it in
the Message Portfolio, which
is provided for this pur-
pose in the Grand Lounge
Room.

New Production Policy

Brings Harry Cohn to N.Y.
With all plans for the current

season’s output completed and
work on the “Superior Twenty”
well advanced, Harry Cohn, vice-

president in charge of production
for Columbia Pictures, will leave
Hollywood for New York upon the
arrival of Jack Cohn, treasurer of

the company who will leave for

the West Coast, today.
Upon his arrival in New York

Harry Cohn will inaugurate a new
policy whereby the head of the
producing organization of the com-
pany will come in closer contact
with representatives of the major
circuits and with the literary and
amusement field. Mr. Cohn will

have the advantage of contact with
authors, who constantly complain
of delays occasioned in the ac-

ceptance of story material because

the producing head is so far from
the source.

To augment the list of play,

magazines and book material that

Columbia has secured for the cur-
rent season, tentative options have
been secured on some of the most
popular of current Broadway plays
and best sellers as v.f3ll as a

number of great circulation build-

ing magazine stories. Mr. Cohn
will consummate these deals upon
his return to New York.
Jack Cohn in Hollywood will

complete the studio production of

several of the company’s outstand-
ing vehicles including “Subway
Express”, “Arizona”, “The Last
Parade, “The Miracle Woman”,
“The Flood”, “Meet the Wife”, and
“Fifty Fathoms Deep”.

one of the six exhibitors who re-

presented the theatre interests

there, present at the convention,
voiced like sentiments. Fred, by
the way, was elected chairman of

the Board of Directors, replacing

Ed Fay, of Providence, R. I.

The final day of the convention
was given over to an open-forum
meeting which, if it did nothing
else, emphasized the un-looked for

success of the gathering.
Ed. Kuykendahl, of Columbus,

Miss., who probably made the big-

gest individual hit of the meeting,
took occasion before hopping a

train for the Dixie, to thank the
members of the press for their

fine cooperation. Ed confessed it

was his first trip north of the
Mason and Dixie line in 20 years.

Jack Miller, of Chicago, who yes-
terday stirred up what, for a mo-
ment, looked like the start of a
real scrap on the convention floor

by calling for a resolution to spank
Western Electric for what he term-
ed its excessive rates on equip-
ment. forgot his grievances today
and stepped into line with other
delegates in pronouncing the meet
the biggest and best in history.
Frank Rogers, Western Electric

representative at the meeting,
when called upon today to say a
few words to the delegates, arose
in his seat and said ‘Howdy’ and
sat down. For a big shot in a
big organization. Frank is about
the most modest gentleman this
correspondent has met a ta movie
convention or elsewhere.
Irving Lesser, brother of Sol, and be held.

representing General Talking Pic-
tures. was almost as brief as Rog-
ers with ‘thanks’ instead of ‘How-
dy’ expressing his sentiments.

There was no such weeping vio-

let in the person of L. A. Blachley
of the Pennsylvania Railroad who
told delegates in no few words just

what the Pennsy was doing to co-
operate with the movie industry in

expediting transportation.

A. C. LaRue had a few nice
things to say about Theatre In-
surance and promised the boys his

and his company’s cooperation.

A. C. Buensod, of the Carrier En-
gineering Co., in words and with
the aid of a very interesting short
reel, told the delegates just how
the air conditioning plant which
his company makes works in the
theatre.

Bert Moeller, of National Screen
Service, was one of the few men
present who did not have some-
thing to say from the floor of the
convention. Pat Garyn, also of
National Screen Service, was con-
spicious for his silence.

One of the outstanding features
of the convention was the remark-
able confidence delegates place in
Lightman, their re-elected presi-
dent. M. R. Comerford, in the
only words he had to say from the
convention floor, used those words
in complimenting the convention
on the straight-shooting president
at their head.

No decision was reached on
where the 1931 convention will

MCCOY FEATURED

IN BIG U SERIAL

Col. Tim McCoy, hero of “The
Indians Are Coming”, Universal
first-run serial, was signed yes-
terday to play the featured male
lead in the Laemmle organization’s
fourth all-talking chapter-play of

the season, “Heroes of the Flames”.
Opposite McCoy, will be Carl
Laemmle, Jr.’s latest “discovery”
—Marion Shockley.

“Heroes of the Flames” is an
original story by Henry McRae,
serial supervisor at U City, and
depicts the thrilling adventures of
fire-fighters in the cities and vil-

lages as well. It was adapted
for the screen by George Plymp-
ton, George Morgan and Basil Dic-
key.

I

18 EDUCATIONAL
SHORTS READY SOON

Eighteen new subjects will be
ready for release by Educational
Ffilm Exchanges on or before the
end of next month. Charlotte
Greenwood and Bert Roach are
each working on new Tuxedo
comedies, the former in a two-
reeler, ‘Girl Will Be Boys’ and the
latter in ‘The Passionate Pups’.
Other shorts now in contemplation
are The Love Bargain’, ‘Don’t
Leave Home’ with Johnny Hines,
‘Three Hollywood Girls’, two Mack
Sennett comedies; ‘Don’t Bite Your
Dentist’ and ‘Racket Cheers’, and
‘Love a La Mode’, ‘Their Wives’
Vacation’, ‘Out Nagging Wives’
with Ford Sterling; ‘My Harem’
with Lee Moran; ‘Up a Tree’ with
Lloyd Hamilton; ‘Scotch Highball’,
‘Salt Water Taffy’, ‘A Medley of
Rivers’, ‘A Hollywood Theme Song’,
‘Rough Idea of Love’, ‘Expensive
Kisses’, ‘College Cuties’, Hodge
Podges, Terry-Toons, and ‘Tid-
Bits’.

COLUMBIA UNIV. USES
TALKIES IN CLASSROOMS

(Continued from page 1)

with the tonal qualities of pro-
fessional talkies. The film pro-
duced by Mrs. Sartorius shows the
technique of administering mental
tests to children.

Beside demonstrating the meth-
ods by which the psychologist be-
comes acquainted with the child,
and holds his attention, the pic-
tures are expected to prove valu-
able in destroying the prejudice
of many parents against intelli-

gence tests. The examinations
used in the film are the Binet-
Simon group, which require from
thirty minutes at the lowest age
level up to two and one-half hours
at the adult stage.

MAYNARD SHOOTING

William Nigh is midway of pro-

duction on “The Midnight Stage,”

Ken Maynard’s initial starring

vehicle for Tiffany Productions, in

which Jeanette Loff, Wallace Mac-
Donald, Carmelita Geraghty, Wil-

lianr L. Thorne, Charles L. King,

Fred Burns and other popular

players handle supporting roles.
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The Right Kind
of Leadership

By

WE congratulate the motion

picture industry, and par-

ticularly the exhibitors every-

where, upon the re-election of M.
A. Lightman as president of the

MPTOA at the successful con-

vention in Philadelphia. Mr-

Lightman is an exhibitor who is

independent in every respect. He
has an understanding of exhibi-

tor problems and he is the type

of man who can sit down at a

council table and understand the

problems affecting both sides.

« 4^

A S an administrative officer Mr.

Lightman handles his affairs

without rancer, heat or excite-

ment and it is as impossible to

stampede him as it is to fool him.
4< 4: *

TTE has both the common touch

and a sense of justice coupled

with a sincere devotion which
no man can gainsay to the solu-

tion of the problem of the exhibi-

tor.
* * *

A BOVE all, M. A. Lightman is

a plain man with a plain

man’s understanding, and witn a

plain man’s friendliness and this

serves him well in the newer ana
larger tasks that face him foi

constructive work during the com-
ing year.

# * *

"WTE wish for him every pos-
’ ’ sible success and as great a

freedom from the annoyances of

his office as is possible in the cir-

cumstances.

DAAB IN HOLLYWOOD
Hyatt Daab, Radio Pictures’ ad-

vertising expert, is in Hollywood
to look over “Cimarron,” “Beau
Ideal” and “The Royal Bed,” all
of which, according to reports
from Radio Pictures’ studio, prom-
ise excellent box office material.

HOUSTON INOIE EXHIBITORS SIGN APPEAL

FOR ZONE RELIEF FROM ALLIED MONOPOLY

Loew Inteiests Buy 2 Houses

In West Bronx Section ot N. Y.

Charge Horwitz With Bal-

lyhoo to Kill Uniform

Plan Which Would
Give Them "Look-In”

Two theatres, with a combined
seating capacity of 4,800, in the
Bronx have been purchased by
the Loew interests—-Loew’s Burn-
side and Loew’s Grand, both un-
der lease at the time of pur-
chase by the purchaser.
The Burnside is located on the

northeast corner of Burnside and
Walton avenues in West Bronx,
the structure containing four
stores, the theatre seating 2,30o.

It occupies a plot 100 by 227 feet.

The Grand is a store and the-
atre building, seating 2,500, on the
northwest corner of Jerome
avenue and Fordham road, on a

MIDNIGHT PREVIEW
AT ROXY THEATRE

The Roxy Theatre has
decided toi adopt the cus-
tom of midnight previews
to introduce its new fea-
ture every week. The first

of these special previews
took place last nlg^ht at
midnight with the presenta-
tion of the Fox production
“The Dancers.”

On Subsequent Runs

Independent exhibitors of Hous-
ton, the largest city in Texas, be-

lieve that they are nursing the
sorest spot that afflicts indepen-
dent exhibitors anywhere. They
had hopes of relief when the
Allied Exhibitors’ Association
came into being. But when the
Texas organization under that
banner was “bought and paid for,”

along with its presidency, by Will
Horwitz—according to a statement
just issued over their signatures
by a group of eleven of them

—

(Continued on page 2)

ROBERT KANE BACK WITH RECORD

FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE TALKIES

(Continued on page 8)

U. S. FILM EXPORTS

TO CHINA DECREASE

WASHINGTON.—Ame rican-made
motion picture exports into China
during the past six months show-
ed a slight decrease over the same
period last year, according to a
report received here from the
Shanghai custom authorities.

In this period a total of 28,711,-

647 feet of film, valued at $672,309
(gold), was exported to China dur-
ing the six months’ period as
against 29,653,847 feet for the
same period last year.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Talk-
ing Pictures have increased em-
ployment and are proving an im-
portant factor in the general pros-
perity of Los Angeles workers.
In the silent picture days, it was
a busy week when 500 people were
working on what is now the Radio
Pictures lot. Now, it is consider-

(Continued on pag'e 3)

ED WULL ARRIVES
FROM AUSTRALIA

Ed J. Wall head of Paramount’s
foreign real estate department is

back from Australia where he has
been conducting negotiations for
the Union theatres chain, ths,

largest circuit in Australia. Wall
spent six months in Australia.

G. JONES TO HANDLE
SPEOIAL ADVERTISING

Chesterfield Motion ' Picture
Corp. has engaged the services of
Charles Jones to handle special
advertising on its new talker,
“The Midnight Special.” An elab-
orate campaign book is now be-
ing prepared.

Robert T. Kane, general man-
ager of European productions for
Paramount Publix, has returned
to New York for a six weeks’
visit. He arrived last week ac-
companied by Eugene Zukor and
Mel Shauer, manager of foreign
productions, who has been in-

(Continued on page S)

CLARKE ASSURES
STOCKHOLDERS OF

DIVIDEND OF $4

“The regular $4 dividend
will continue to be paid.”

Tills announcement yes-
terday came from Harley
L. Clarke, president of Fox
Films. The amiouncement
was made in the form of a
denial of what Clarke re-
fers to as “widespread
propaganda from sellers of
Fox Film stock.”

Radio Pictures* Plant
Employing 2,000 Daily

^
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That fellow down iu Alabaiu’

who took his ma’s prop teeth and
sold ’em for 10 cents to go to the

nuiYies would make a great apple

salesman * * * Tola Aegri's prince

ex-hubby crossed bats with a two-

a-day vaud actor * * * the prince

didn't like some of the actor’s

language * * * and then the prince

admitted Tola’s divorce action was
just temperament * * * Turkey’s

ilig Smoke Mustapha Keinal has

done a talkie * * he’s in a class

with (>. B. Shaw now * * * tjjg

Duncans have split that sister act
* * Vivian is headed for Europe

Bosita will carry on here * * *

Vivian is 3Irs. Ails Astlier * * *

t'olumifia will have tv70 pics on
the Big Stem this new movie week

* * that isn’t so worse * * *

Walter Eherhard didn’t forget the

press down in Philly * * * -we’!!

bet the gang was sorry to see

Dscar Hanson pull stakes at the

Ben Franklin * * * a tough
blow to the waiters’ union * * *

with more organists going back in

orchestra pits the country will be
organically sound pretty soon
writes a music i).a.

* * * jf anyone
is interested a card will bring his

name * * * The D’Xeil sisters,

Molly O'Day and Sally O’Neil are
voluntary bankrupts * * * they
were baptized A'oonan which
doesn’t make ’em any the less

Irish * * * they’re movie actresses
* * * we suggest they start pee-
3vee golf courses * * * they can
make those proceedings both
loluiitary and involuntary * * *

.Vbe Waxnian, let is be known, is

publicity counsel for the merged
F.A". and Warners publicity bureau
* * * Charley Einfeld is juiblicity

and advertising director * * *

that makes Abe a consulting pub-
licist or what have you * * *

Eddie Dowling made a big hit

clown in Thilly * * * Ye Ed knows
a lot of good rumors but * * *

they’re just ruiiutrs so far * * *

.\1 Lichtman took a rattler to Cali-
fornia yest. * * * Jack Cohn and
Joe Brandt still in conference * *

did you see that Carroll Graham
of the Queer People brothers is

going to head for Hollywood next
week * * * he and brother Garrett
have put the finishing touches to
another best seller * * *

all such hopes immediately van-
ished.

Declaring that they represent

100 per cent of the independent
exhibitors of Houston, the state-

ment of their United grievance is

signed by the following;

F. D. Wilke, Boulevard Thea-
tre; 0. B. Bridges, Crown The-
atre; Victor Baracco, Washing-
ton; O. P. DeW'alt, Lincoln The-
atre; Harry Schulman, St. Elmo;
Robert Wygant, Heights Theatre;
Sam Kirschheimer, North Side;

Bohne & Hunt, Melba Theatre; S.

J. Swenson, Vendome Theatre; L.

E. Newton, Blue Bonnet; Aaron
Lewis, Pastime & Azteca Theatres.
Addressed to “fellow exhibi-

tors” the statement reads in part:

“Inclosed is a copy of the speech
signed by the independent exhibi-

tors of Houston in which we en-
deavored to tell the allied con-
vention something about what was
going on in Bill Horwitz’s home
town.
“As you know, Mr. Wilke was

denied the floor to read this

speech. If you are an indepen-
dent exhibitor you ought to ab-
sorb every word of it, especially

since Mr. Horwitz, after suggest-
ing himself as the best material
for the Presidency of the Associ-
ation ‘accepted’ the nomination,
and Colonel Cole, former Presi-

dent, now becomes Manager of

the Association at a handsome
salary. Together they are going
to campaign the State for mem-
berships iu the Allied Theatre
Owners of Texas, an association
of independent exhibitors.

“Any exhibitor who was in Dal-
las at the Convention can readily

see what it is all about—that Bill

Horwitz is interested in the Asso-
ciation to carry on his personal
fight. When Mr. Horwitz is

through fighting his own individu-
al battle, where does the Associa-
tion get off?

“We are not members of the
Association and of course are not
concerned about what happens to

it. The Association of indepen-
dent exhibitors in Texas may be-
come a mere farce and in six

RCA Photophone officials yes-
terday confirmed the announce-
ment in Washington Wednesday
by the Navy Department that the

latter had purchased 200 sets of

sound motion picture equipment
for use on naval vessels. The
contract price was .$589,848.16.

Delivery will begin April 1 and
completed within 110 days. This
is considered the best stroke of

non-theatrical installation in the
history of sound.

The Bureau of Navigation which
is supervising talkers in the Navy,
is arranging with 12 major movie
producers to facilitate delivery of

talkies to the fleet at the same
time as the RCA equipment. It

was intimated in government cir-

cles that this step spells the doom
of silents for educational pur-
poses in the Navy.

months time there won’t be any
association unless some suckers
are willing to pay for it.

“WTien they come around for
your membership and your money
to carry on the Association’s fight,

ask Mr. Horwitz what he has done
for the independent exhibitor in

Houston or ANYWHERE ELSE.
You are going to be a great guy
with Mr. Horwitz as long as you
keep out of his way and we warn
you to keep out of his way and
keep out or get out of any Asso-
ciation that he heads under the
guise of an “independent exhibi-
tor.” If you fellows don’t believe
this come on down to Houston
and take a look at us and try, just
try, to make a living running a
subsequent run theatre in Hous-
ton against Mr. Horwitz.”

The speech which was not per-
mitted to be read in the Allied
Convention concentrated on the
zoning and protection arrange-
ment that is so advantageous to
Mr. Horwitz and so disasterous to
the Houston independents, analy-
zes the situation thus;

“In Houston there are only six
suburban theatres as compared to
eighteen in Dallas and Houston
is the largest town in the State.
I run one of the suburban the-
atres in Houston. We are trying
to make a living running these
theatres just like you are. In
Dallas and every other big town
in the State a suburban theatre
like mine charging 25 cents ad-
mission can get pictures anywhere
from 60 to 90 days after the close
of a first run.
“No suburban theatre in Hous-

ton ever got a picture in less than
90 days after first run and most of

them are 120 days after first run.
Not only are picture 4 months old
when we get them but the public
has had an opportunity of seeing
that picture in two large down
town theatres run by Mr. Horwitz
at 15 cents admission and one of

these theatres, the Ritz, has an
established policy of running
double bills.

“Mr. Horwitz’s arrangement in

Houston I am informed is the only
arrangement of its kind in Texas

IMMEDIATE PRODUCTION
ON FIRST PATHE FARCE

Scheduled as the first farce
comedy on Bathe’s current pro-
gram “Lonely W’ives,” will go in-

to production immediately under

the direction of Russell Mack, ac-

cording to President E. B. Derr.

TIFFANY ENGAGES
UNA MERKEL FOR LEAD

, Una Merkel has been signed by

James Cruze to play the feminine

role in “The Command Perform-
ance,” the Tiffany production now
in preparation.

and perhaps in the United States.

Quoting from the decision of Fed-
eral Judge Hutcheson in the hear-
ing of Mr. Horwitz’s petition to

forestall application of the zoning
plan. Judge Hutcheson said in

part: ‘Mr. Horwitz has had a
monopoly in Houston and is try-

ing to perpetuate a monopoly far

worse than the one he is com-
plaining about.’

“The requirements and regula-
tions prescribed by the proposed
Uniform Zoning Plan are mild
and unharmful to Mr. Horwitz in

comparison to the oppression and
rank injustice he has imposed on
the independent exhibitors in the
City of Houston. Mr. Horwitz is

getting only a mild dose of the
same medicine he has given to us
for nearly ten years.

In the first place it proposes to

take away from Mr. Horwitz his
proposed life-long monopoly of

showing pictures second and third
run in Houston in two 15 cent
theatres before any independent
exhibitor regardless of what class
theatre that exhibitor is running.
The zoning plan as I understand
it would make pictures available
in Mr. Horwitz’s Texan Theatre,
which charges 25 cents, from 45
to 60 days after first run and if

he decides to raise the price of
his Iris, which is another second
run theatre, from 15 cents to 25
cents it can get service from 45
to 60 days after first run and this
is about 15 days quicker than he
himself ever got service after the
big de luxe theatres in Houston.

“After Mr. Horwitz, fellows like
myself running suburban theatres
charging 25 cents admission, and
there are three of us in Houston,
can get service 60 to 75 days
after first run which is .30 to 60
days quicker than we have ever
been able to get it in the past.”
The purpose of the statement

here quoted from is to break
down opposition to the proposed
uniform zoning plan, the adoption
of which—as explained—would
give Houston independents a more
even “break” with the redoubt-
able Horwitz.

“VENGEANCE” STARTING

Louis King, Columbia director,
will spend the forthcoming w'eek-
end on the Mojave desert near
Victorville, Calif., filming scenes
of “Vengeance,” a Buck Jones
starring picture for Columbia re-
lease.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Nov. 13, 1930

Paramount F-L .. . 411/2 431/2 -fl

Warner Bros 14!4 153/8 -f- %
Warner Bros. Pre,, 34 35

Fox Film “A” . 28'V8 29 —1%
Loew’s Inc . 533/8 54 —2 '4
Loew’s Inc. Pre . 971/2 971/2 —1%
Radio K-A-0 2014 21 -h 1/8

Pathe Exchange . .
3'1/8 3% + %

Pathe “A” 6 6 '4 -fl
M-G-M Pre 25% 25% + %
Con. F. Ind 12% 131/2 -fl
Con. F. Ind. Pre.. 17 !4 17% + '%

Curl) Market
Columbia Piet . 24% 24% — 1/8

Fox Theatre “A”.. - 5% 6 — %
Nat. Screen 19 19 — %

MAIN STREET

RCA PLACES 200 SETS
IN UNCLE SAM’S NAVY
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31 FOREIGN PLAYERS

IN BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT’

Thirty-one foreign screen play-

ers are now appearing in the

French, German and Spanish ver-

sions of “The Boudoir Diplomat”
being made at the Universal stu-

dios under the direction of Marcel

De Sano, Ernst Laemmle, and Ar-

thur Gregor, respectively. Among
the principal players are Olga
Tschechova, Johannes Riemann,
Ivan Petroich, Tala Birrell, Andre
Nicolle, M. De Garcin, Hans
.lunkermann, Celcia Montalvan,
Arlette Marchal, Fausto Rocha,
Amelia Senisterra, Andres de Seg-
urola, T. Tiedtke and Tania Fedor.

With Lupita Tovar and Carlos

Villar appearing in a Spanish ver-

sion of “Dracula” and Kurt Neu-
man directing Spanish versions of

the Summerville comedies, the

Universal foreign /production is

now at its peak.

RADIO PICTURES’ PLANT
EMPLOY 2,000 DAILY

(Continued from p.age 1)

ed a dull week when less than
2.000 people find employment, not
including stars and featured play-

ers.

The studio operates its own
power stations, plaster and model-
ing works, lumber mill, fire and
police departments. It is a city

within a city, operated on such
a tremendous scale that traffic

officers are necessary.

Organization on a supreme scale
is required with such productions
as “Cimarron,” which called for
42.000 extras; “The Royal Bed,”
adapted from the stape play, “The
Queen’s Husband,” requiring 2,000
extras; for “Beau Ideal,” Herbert
Brenon’s sequel to his “Beau
Geste,” which calls for additional
thousands of extras. And all

these people call for a supervis-
ory and service staff of hundreds.
The property department of the
studio is the counterpart of a
four-story metropolitan depart-
ment store, as completely stocked
as those in any large city.

The electrical, paint and plumb-
ing shops on the lot, employing
hundreds of men, never suffer a
lapse of business. The textile in-
dustry I's well represented, the
wardrobe department employing
from 65 to 200 tailors, dress-
makers, and seamstresses. The
cashier’s department is the stu-
dio’s bank, manned by approxi-
mately 100 employes, a staff quite
as large as that of a banking in-
stitution of any large city.

“RACE HORSE RUSS”
IN “THE LAUGH BACK”

Russell Saunders, All-American
fullback in 1929 when he carried
the pigskin for the University of
Southern California, plays a role
in the Universal comedy “The
Laugh Back,” just completed at
Universal City. Saunders, known
to thousands of rabid football
fans throughout the country as
“Race Horse Russ,” again scam-
pers across the gridiron in the
short subject carrying the ball
with the same vim as in his col-
lege days.

BIGGEST BANNER BALLYHOOS

NEW WINTER GARDEN SHOW

STAR FAIRBANKS, JR.

“Cliaiices,” which is new
being adapted for the
screen by Waidemar Young
will star Douglas Fair-
banks, jr., and will be put
into production early next
year by First National.
Howard Hawks will direct

^‘Chances” wliich is based
on A. Hamilton Gibbs novel
of the same name.

^SNUi’ IN NEW SHORTS

Snub Pollard who has appear-

ed in more than three hundred

Dorothy Lee, film actress, and
James Fiddler, press agent, were
married in San Bernardino, Cal.,

last Friday. Because Miss Lee is

working in a picture at Radio Stu-

dios the honeymoon consisted of

a week-end at Arrowhead. Both
have been married before, Mr.

Fiddler’s former wife securing a

divorce.

Alice Day, former screen player

and the wife of Jack Cohen,
broker, is expecting the visit of

the stork in the Spring. Miss Day
is ill at Hollywood Hospital suf-

fering from a severe cold.

Edward Laemmle will start

shooting at U. this week on “Saint

Johnson” which was adapted to

the screen by Charles Logue.

Radio Pictures will take a large

troup of extras and principals to

Bakersfield this week to shoot the

final scenes of “Cimarron,” These

are the land rush scenes, the bal-

ance of the picture having been

shot at the RKO Ranch.

QOODMAN QUITS STAGE
FOR PARA DIRECTION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Ed-
ward Goodnran, founder and head
of the Washington Square Play-

ers and The Stagers, who is cred-

ited with having given the first

engagements to Katherine Cornell,

Glenn Hunter and other celebrat-

ed stage stars, has been placed
under contract by Paramount in

Hollywood. Goodman has just ar-

rived in the film colony from the

east.

The battle of the movie pages,
or which shall survive, is on be-

tween the Los Angeles Evening
Express and Los Angeles Record.
The pages are exactly alike in

make up, due to Jimmy Starr,

former Editor of the Record movie
page, moving over to the Express
and starting a similar page. Ted
LeBerthon is writing the Record
page on Saturdays and Monroe
Lathrop, former movie editor, is

doing dramatics. Whether the Ex-
press will be able to get away
with it is a question.

National Apple Week is being
celebrated all over the country,
and the motion picture studios are
no exception. At RKO, Bert
Wheeler, the laughmaker of

“Hook, Line and Sinker”—which
is in the process of filming—has

been selected to direct the stu-

dios’ Apple Week fiestas. Wheel-
er was chosen because of his

enormous appetite for the pippins,

and because he has eaten an apple

in every production in which he’s

appeared for the last ten years.

What the house publicity staff

claims is the largest banner ever
made, ripples in front of the
Winter Garden Theatre. It is

unique as an advertising display,
replacing electric light and paint
signs which have been standard
at the Winter Garden heretofore.

The banner is 155 feet long and
30 feet wide. Three hundred and
seventy-five feet of rope were
used to fasten it to the front of

the theatre. It contains 462 yards
of material, pius 397 yards of ma-
terial used in the letters, which
reads “Winnie Lightner in The
Life of the Party—^Gold Diggers of

Havana.” Each of these letters is

ten feet wide and ten feet high.
Five and three-quarter miles of
thread were used to sew the
banner together. It weighs 250
pounds and covers an area of

8,000

square feet.

'I’wo other smaller banners of
the same type have been made for
the Seventh Avenue and 50th
Street sides of the Winter Garden.

All told, the figures for the three
banners read: 675 feet of rope, 650
yards of material, plus 572 yards
of material for the letters, 12%
miles of thread, 415 pounds in
weight and 10,720 square feet in
area.

GHARLES LAWRENCE IN

NEW VITA GOMEBT
Charles Lawrence, Broadway

comedian who appeared in H. 1.

Phillips’ Vitaphone Varieties com-
edy, “The Substitute,” has made
a new one-reeler titled “One Way
Out” under the direction of Ar-
thur Hurley. Lawrence is co-

featured with Thelma White of

the “Vanities.” Others in the cast

are Bernard Randall, Jean Gab-
riel, Frank Kingsley and Gil

Squarey. A. D. Otvos W'rote the

story.

comedies is to be seen in a num-

ber of new Educational ‘shorts.’

Hollywood Gossip
Jiy KAY HUKKAY

TWO VETERANS IN

TIFFANY COMEDY

In the latest Paul Hurst come-
dy, just completed. Tiffany secur-

ed the services of two real old-

timers of the screen for small
roles. Franklyn Farnum and
George Ovey. Frank Strayer di-

rected the comedy, which presents
Hurst as a waiter trapped into

participating in a bloodthirsty un-
derw'orld war. W. Scott Darling
wu'ote tlie story and continuity.

CAST FOR “FREE LOVE”

Ilka Chase, recently seen in

“The Floradora Girl” and “On
Your Back” was signed yesterday

by Universal to play the role of

a vampire in “Free Love,” which

Hobart Henley is directing with

Genevieve Tobin, Conrad Nagel

and Monroe Owsley. This produc-

tion is from Sidney Howard’s

stage success, “Half Gods.”

'^'BelOcdeFc
FORTY EIGHTH STREET
WEST of BROADWAY

M^iOO/orkj

Resident and Transient

450 OUTSmE ROOMS
Each With Bath and Shower

Serving Pantry

$3 to $6 PER DAY
Special Weekly or

Monthly Rates

The Best Food in New York

D. M. PEPPER

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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Presented by

Carl Laemmle.

Produced by

Carl Laemmle/ Jr.

Magnificent Production

WITH THE GREATNESS OF
ALL QUIET S? WESTERN FRONT

Unparalleled in Dramatic Power I

Unrivaled in Spectacular Splendor I
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PICTURE ACADEMY AWARDS

With John

BOLES
and Lupe

ELEZ

THE WORLD’S MOST
DRAMATIC LOVE STORY
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LIBERTY PRODUCT SET
WITHAMERANGLO CORP.
M. H. Hoffman, President of

Liberty Productions Company,
Ltd., Hollywood, has closed a con-
tract with Arthur A. Lee, Presi-

dent of AmerAnglo Corporation,
New York City, whereby the latter

company will be the exclusive
selling agent in the foreign field

for Liberty’s twelve “Broadway
Playhouse’’ picturizations of

world-famous stage plays and
eight “Victory” super-specials to

be produced by Liberty.

The first picture to be delivered
under this contract is entitled

“Ex-Flame” — a modernized ver-

sion of “East Lynne.” This pic-

ture, already produced and re-

corded by Western Electric sys-
tem, presents Neil Hamilton and
Marion Nixon in the leading roles.

ROBERT T. KANE
BACK WITH RECORD

(Continued from page 1)

specting Paramount interests in

Europe.

Kane went to Europe in Octo-
ber, 1929, with the idea of produc-
ing multi-lingual talking pictures
in all the major European langu-
ages. When he sailed for New
York, the Paramount Studios in

Joinville which he created during
the past six months, were work-
ing on Production No. 105. Pic-

tures in fourteen different langu-
ages have been produced in the
studios under Kane’s direction

since the inception of operations
in France. The day of his de-
parture six companies—French,
Spanish, German, Polish, Swedish
and Italian—were working at

Joinville where the studios oper-
ate on a 24 hour schedule.

NEWSPAPER MAN SELLS

STORY TO WARNERS
Jacob Wilk, head of the story

department of Warner Bros., an-

nounces the acceptance of an or-

iginal manuscript submitted by
Eldon Ottenheimer of the Tacomu
Daily Ledger, Tacoma, Washing-
ton, in response to the call sent
to newspaper men to turn in ma-
terial suitable for the screen. His
story is entitled “Out in a Fog.”
Wilk in announcing the accept-

ance of Mr. Ottenheimer’s mani*-
script says that Warner Bros, are
delighted with the response from
newspaper men to the invitation to

submit stories suitable for trans-
fer to the screen. He adds that
the Warners will welcome all

manuscripts sent to their Stoi>
Department from newspaper men.

CIRCUITS BUY ALL OF
SONG ART PRODUCTIONS

Sono Art-World Wide has clos-

ed deals to play its entire output
of pictures with the William
Horowitz Circuit of Texas; Mar-
tini Circuit, Texas; and a deal
for first run of ‘Costello Case,”
“Rogue of the Rio Grande,” “Week
End Sinners,” “The Scoop,” “Sym-
phony in Two Flats,” “Just for a-

Song” and “Charge of the Light
Brigade,” at the Olympic Theatre,
Utica, N. Y.

‘HEIR TO THE HOORAH’
ROGERS NEXT AT FOX

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
Will Rogers will don fa-

miliar garb when he begins
work in “The Heir to the
Hoorah,” purchased by Fox
Films as a starring picture
to follow “A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur’s
Court.” He will play the
part of a cowboy for the
hrst time in talking pic-

tures.

TREE LOVE’ COMPLETE
AT UNIVERSAL CITY

Hobart Henley yesterday com-
pleted the filming of “Free Love,”
the Universal special production
of Sidney Howard’s stage success,
“Half Gods.” The cast is headed
by Conrad Nagel and Genevieve
Tobin, who are teamed for the
second time after having scored
such a great hit in “A Lady Sur-
renders.”

LOEW INTERESTS BUY
2 HOUSES IN BRONX
(Continued from page 1)

plot 379 by 323 by 114 feet. Nathan
Wilson was the owner. The deal
involved approximately $5,000,000,

according to Wilson who recall-

ed the Burnside site ten yeai..

ago sold for $5,000 a lot and to-

day is valued at $2,000 a front

foot.

Derr Appoints Dr. Francis Dromon

Director of Music For Pathe
Kane originally w’ent to Europe

as an independent producer. After
a thorough study of conditions he
decided upon Paris as the logical

center for his activities and two
months after his arrival had
equipped the Gaumont studio in

Paris and started making short
subjects in various languages.
The success of these shorts was
one of the deciding factors in

favor of the acquisition of the or-
ganization by Paramount Publix.
Kane remained at the head of the
affair as general manager of

European productions.

MONROE OWSLEY SIGNED

Monroe Owsley, who played Ann
Harding’s brother in “Holiday,”
has been signed by Paramount for

one of the chief supporting roles

in “Strictly Business,” in which
Claudette Colbert and Fredric
March will be co-featured.

CURSE THEM MOVIES!

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —
Gola Martin, Negro, com-
plained to police that her
son Sam has sold her $50
set of lower false teeth
for 10 cents to go to the
picture show.

NEIL HAMILTON
WITH TIFFANY

Neil Hamilton has been assign-

ed the leading male role in “The
Command Performance,” a James
Cruze Tiffany special. Hamilton’s
most recent appearance is in “The
Cat Creeps.” “The Command Per-
formance” will get under way this

week under the direction of

Walter Lang.

PARA SIGNS ASBURY

Herbert Asbury, author of the
much-discussed American Mercury
article, ‘Hatrack,” and former
New York newspaper reporter
and writer, has been signed by
Paramount and made a member of

the Hollywood studio scenario de-
partment.

FOX BUSY CASTING

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Robert
Warwick has been signed by Fox
F’ilms for a supporting role with
Victor McLaglen in “Land Rush”.

Flora Sheffield will be seen in

“East Lynne” on the same lot and
Dorothy Mackaill in “This Modern
World.”

Dr. Francis Gromon, graduate
of the Royal Conservatory of

Music in Budapest and operatic
conductor of international note,

has been appointed Director Gen-
eral of Music for Pathe, accord-
ing to an announcement from the
office of President E. B. Derr.
Mr. Gromon succeeds the late

Josiah Zuro.
For the past three years Dr.

Gromon was associated with Zuro
and through this association gain-
ed an invaluable

|
knowledge of

the music requirements of talking
pictures. He will carry on the re-

cently adopted plan of Pathe’s by
which this company’s pictures will

be released in all foreign markets
with full symphony orchestra
sound track instead of dialogue.
The musical background of

Pathe’s new musical director has
been varied and thorough. He
conducted the Royal Opera in his
native Budapest and was a promi-
nent figure in the operatic circles
of Paris, Berlin and Petrograd.
Coming to America in 1923, he
joined the Shuberts as musical
director for their operettas, in-
cluding “The Student Prince” and
many other sensational hits.

Later he became a Musical Di-
rector for the Paramount-Publix
Corporation. He is also a well
known composer in the symphonic
and descriptive field.

PURDUE U. EXPERT

LAUDS WARNER FILM

Both the football and college
angles developed in Warner Bros,
special, “Maybe It’s Love,” elicit-

ed the special praise of Noble
Kizer, head football coach of Pur-
due University.

Don L. Hammer, resident man-
ager of the Fourth Avenue Amus-
ment Co., Lafayette, Ind., conceiv-
ed the idea of holding a special
screening on this feature for the
football coaching staff of this uni-
versity. Reporting the incident to
Warner Bros. Indianapolis ex-
change, he writes:

“Noble Kizer, head football
coach, as well as others in attend-
ance proclaimed it to be not only
one of the best football pictures,
but without a doubt the cleverest
clean-cut college comedy-drama
that has ever been produced for
the screen. The story is chuck
full of comedy with real football
action.”

OASEY & WHEELER
BOOK PATHE FEATURES
Pathe’s 1930-31 features headed

by “Holiday” and “Her Man” have
been booked by the Casey and
Wheeler circuit for the following
fifteen theatres of its circuit:

Granada, Patchogue, L. I.; Re-
gent, Bayshore, L. I.; Star, West-
hampton Beach, L. I.; Playhouse,
Mamaroneck, N. Y.

; Edwards,
Easthampton, L. I.; Floral, Floral
Park, L. I.; Hollis, Hollis, L. I.;

Bellaire, Bellaire, L. I.; Capitol,
Riverhead, L. I.; Babylon, Baby-
lon, L. I.; Hicksville, Hicksville,
L. I.; Playhouse, Rye, N. Y.;
Plaza, .South Jamaica, L. I.; Park,
Ozone Park. L. I.

“ALL QUIET” BREAKS
MORE SWEDE RECORDS
“All Quiet on the Western

Front,” Universal’s special, now
in its third capacity week in
Stockholm, scored another tri-

umph in Sweden, when it opened
at the Cosmorama, Gothenburg,
according to cable advices receiv-

ed yesterday at the Universal
home office.
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Frank Speech
is Essential

By

There are a lot of pacific

minds who believe that con-

troversy, argument and even dis'

cussion are prejudicial to progress

and altogether iniquitous. They
sometimes go so far as to criticise

anyone who raises his voice above

a whisper and they take violent

exception to direct statement or

frank criticism.
*

WE have a letter from a man
out in Indiana, whose name

we withold in order not to cause

him undue embarrassment. He
takes us to task in language that

is scarcely polite, for presuming to

point out that A1 Steffes, “Cun'
nel” Cole, Abe Myers and Brother

Ritchie are not exhibitors and are

men engaged in a racket, that

racket being an effort to create an

exhibitor organization which they

can dominate and draw salaries

from, first endeavoring to destroy

the present organization of exhibi'

tors headed by M. A. Lightman.
« « *

TN the course of this letter, which

is at times incoherent and, cer-

tainly without any fact presenta'

tion that we have been able to

discover, he says “Some of the

stuff is good, but for God’s sake

wake up and practice what you
preach.” Just what this may mean
we don’t know, but our practice

has been to pul! the false whiskers

off all the shams we have run

across in the motion picture busi-

ness and we have been doing this

job for some 16 years. We are so

in the habit of being frank about
the activities and the individuals

who we genuinely believe to be

bogus or wholly selfish, that to

omit to speak frankly about them
would be a dereliction of our own
conception of duty.

(Continued on pare 8)

RADIO-PATHE DEAL OFF?
BROADWAY’S YOUNGEST

PRODUCTION MANAGER

TAKES ROXY REIGNS

Norman Schwartz who this week
succeeds Douglas B. Murray, as
production manager at the Roxy,
is the youngest production execu-
tive on Broadway, Roxy’s press
department informs. Murray will
be affiliated with British Interna-
tional Pictures, leaving for Lou
don to assume his new duties,
soon.

H. SOUTHERN SALES
RISOVES TO ATLANTA

W. M. Richardson, southern divi-

sion manager for Universal has
moved his headquarters from New
Orleans to Atlanta, and will take
over the duties of exchange man-
ager there. P. L. Spindler, former
salesman in New Orleans office, is

promoted to branch manager.
These changes in Universal’s

sales forces yesterday were an-
nounced by Phil Reisman, general
sales manager.

OERiHAN “KISMET”
PLAYERS ON F.N. LOT

Within the past ten days, three
of the leading figures of the Ger-
man screen have arrived in Nevv
York and shortly thereafter de-
parted for Hollywood to play fea-
tured roles in the German edi-

tion, which wilt be produced im-
mediately at the Warner-First Na-
tional Studios at Burbank. They
are: Wladlmir Sokoloff, a Russo-
German actor; Dita Parlo ana
Gustav Froelich.

Bankers Reported Frowning on Purchase of Latter

Company Now That Former Is Getting in Money
Class With Own Product

‘DOORWAY TO HELL’
PASSES $100,000
MARK AT STRAND

On tJie first day of the
third week of its run at the
Strand, “The Doorway to
Hell” passed the $100,000
mark in receipts, averaging
more than $0,700 a day for
each day of its run into the
third week.

Unless hooking’ arrange-
ments intervene, there is a
probability the picture,
which fea.tures Lewis Ayres
in a drama of gangdom,
will he held for a fourth
week at the Strand. It Is

current also at the Beacon
and Bklyn. Strand Theatres.

v- Reports from persons who
should be in a position to know,
indicate that the deal for the pur-
chase of Pathe by Radio Pictures
is off.

It was pointed out to a repre-
sentative of this paper yesterday
that the banking interests affiliat-

ed with RCA, which at first had
agreed to the merger, have now
taken the position that Radio Pic-
tures is making good progress
with its own productions and that
it would be wiser to let the com-
pany continue with its natural
growth and not to take over Pathe.

Although it was admitted that
Pathe, with an excellent record
of scoring productions for the
current season, would be a valu-
able asset; as would be Pathe
Newsreel, it is understood that
Radio, now turning out money
making productions and building
up business all over the coun-

(Continued on page 2)

ARTHUR SAWYER TO RUILD

RROOKLINE, MASS., HOUSE
TWO MORE CIRCUITS
BOOK COLUMBIA SHORTS
Columbia Pictures closed two

important deals, one with Fieber
and Shea known as the Shea
Chain, Inc., and the other with
the Griffith Amusement Company.
Both circuits will exhibit the com-
pany’s “Superior Twenty’’ line-up
and its shorts.

WARNERS CREATE SPECIAL AD COUNCIL

TO ASSIST EXHIBITOR ON EXPLOITATION
H. M. Warner, president of War-

ner Bros., yesterday announced
the creation of a special advertis
ing council for the benefit of ex-
hibitors showing Warners and
First National Iproductions.
The council is composed of War-

ner, Sam E. Morris, vice-president,
and A. P. Waxmpn, who will con-
ceive, create and execute special

campaigns on an international
scale.

(Continued on page 4)

BROOKLINE, Mass.—This town,
which Election Day voted in fav-
or of motion picture theatres, has
received its first application for
the operation of a house within

(Continued on page 2)

AMOS ’N’ ANDY
TO REPEAT?

FITTSIltlUiH.—Alim- ’ll'

Andy,—Charles Correli and
Freeman Oosden—while in
this city are said to have
slated that they will make
another picture for BKD
beginning around the first

of the year. Loeal KKD
exchanges report the Amos
’n’ Andy film d(»ing excel-
lent hnsiness in this terri-

tory.
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L. A. Dibit. Altj. has entered
that IToiv Uirl's latest diffi/jiilty

* * the taldnids may get some
I'roiil-paii'e .stuff out of that inci-

dent yet * * wonder what Georf^e

Arliss will do with all his awards
of merit * * * one for diction is

his latest decoration * * * Ahe
Einstein postcards from Philly his

thanks for Gordon’s “kind men-
tion” of his demon press work at

the convention * * * if you’re ever

on the Big Stem drop in and we’ll

close that mutual exchange of pats

with a few jolts of elam juice * * *

that’s a threat, not a promise ’*=

Don Clarke, that big M-G-M pub-
licist, always escapes Ye Ed’s

visits to his sanctum in the Loew'

bldg'. Ye Ed has been trying

for weeks to recall Don’s good
work in reporting the .Stillnuin

divorce trial these many years

back * * * Eddie Gribbon is mak-
ing a long detour on the Big
Stem * * * wonder how many
((ilored shirts he brought from
the land of palm trees * * * he’s

appeared on the Big Stem in no
less than seven colors in as many
days * * * have you seen those
Little Journejs Off the Beaten
Path * * * wonder why the pro-

ducer don’t shoot a good third-

tloor-back speakeasy * * * now,
that’s a little journey for you *

an editor, writing in the London
Clironicle says * * * “great sin

of American movies is that they
give a false imi»ression of Ameri-
can women” * * * and continu-

ing * * * “they (the movies) por-

tray pure little things with
hearts of gold” * * * he musta
seen only that Bow Girl in ac-

tion * * * rumors are scarce
* * * a coupla good ones promised
end of week * * * Hy Daab hasn’t

postcarded us yet * * * wonder
what the ronn conimnters do for

high-powered conversation during
Hy’s absence * * * did you know
that Sidney Tient used to sell beef
on the hoof out in Kansas * * *

Marlene Dietrich was born in

Hoboken * * * Eddie Corbett was
visitor tother day * * * Louis
Aizer is getting a lot of “fan”
mail on his radio talks * * * did

you hear that A'oltel I’rize AVin-

ner, Sinclair (Main Street) Lewis

in the newsreels * * *

CHEVALIER AND LUBITSOH

TO MAKE FILM IN NEW YORK
Maurice Chevalier and Ernst

Lubitsch are to be re-united. The
star and the director who made
“The Love Parade,” are to be
brought together again, this time
at the Paramount New York stu-

dio, according to an announce-
ment made yesterday by Jesse L.

Lasky, first vice president in

charge of production for Para-
mount Publix Corporation.
The new production, the name

and nature of which have not yet

been made known, will go into

production around the beginning
of the New Year. Lubitsch is al-

ready in New^ York, where he has
come to be supervising director

of the Paramount Eastern studio.

Chevalier, now in France, will re-

turn here shortly before the
Christmas holidays and immedi-
ately set to work on his new role.

Chevalier is also scheduled to

make anotiier production in the
East, following his new one.

MTHE SIGNS FRAZER
FOR 2-REEL COMEDIES

Harry Frazer, who has been af-

filiated with motion pictures for

more than fifteen years, has been
signed by Pathe to write two-reel
comedies. Frazer comes from
Universal where he was employed
for some four years.

THOMPSON RE-SIGNS

TO WRITE FOR PARA

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Keene
Thompson, writer, has signed a

new contract with Paramount. He
wrote the screen play for “Fight-
ing Caravans” in association with
Edward Paramore, Jr., and Agnes
Brand Leahy.

-0-

POLA NEGRI
TELLS ALL—ALL
Cables from Paris say

that Pola Aegri, while ex-
panding spiritually in the
sunshine of the Kiviera has
completed her memoirs,
which shortly will be pub-
lished as “My Confession.”
She has assured an inter-

viewer that she tells all

—

all. She does this, she
says, because people know
her now only according to

the gospel of Hollywood
press agents.

MORE ‘NAGGERS’ FILMS
FOR VITA VARIETIES

So successful have the series of

Vitaphone Varieties “Naggers”
comedies starring Jack and Mrs.
Norworth proved, that Sam Sax
production manager, and Murray
Roth, director-in-chief at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone Studios, have
taken up their option on the Nor-
worths’ servi(;es for six more of

these domestic comedies.

SONO ART ACQUIRES
WILLAT PRODUCTION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—“Dam-
aged Love,” the Irvin Willat pro-
duction based on the stage play
by George Broadhurst is ready for

release by Sono Art-World Wide
in December. June Collyer is

starred, with Charles Starrett,

Betty Garde, Heloise Taylor and
Charles Purcell in support.

FRANK SPEECH IS ESSENTIAL
(Continued from page 1)

WE have no personal animosity

toward any of the Four
Horsemen of Discord. We have

no personal feeling against them
and we are perfectly satisfied that

they shall make a good living in

any proper way they may elect.

This, however, has nothing to do

with our definite belief that they

are bad medicine for the picture

business and that they are not con'

structive.
« « «

The silly piffle Uiat the MPTOA
is controlled by the Hays or-

ganization has been reiterated by
these men and others so often that

some people actually have come to

believe it. If they had a speaking

acquaintance with that splendid

exhibitor, M. A. Lightman, they

would know that he is not coii'

trolled by anybody. They would
know that he is a fair-minded

forward - looking, hard - working
honest man and that in heading

an exhibitor organization he does

so as an exhibitor. He runs 18

theatres and even this has never

brought upon him the charge that

he was an “oppresive chain

owner.”
* *

WILD talk will not serve in this

situation, nor will abuse ac-

complish any result. Personally,

we don’t mind the vilification in

which the organ of this personally

conducted organization Allied has

indulged, because from this source

we would not expect anything

else. It is only further proof of

the recklessness of the group on

the one hand and the fact that

they have winced under the lash-

ing righteously given by this news-

paper on more than one occasion.
1* *

WHEN the time comes for us

to cease to raise the voice of

protest against rackets in the pic-

ture business we shall stop the

gentle business of editing.

HOLLYWOOD GOSSIP
By RAY MURRAY

It is predicted that sensational
moves will be made this week as
production heads and officials of

the various studios gather in Hol-
lyv/ood. Oscar Oldknowj Presi-
dent of Fox West Coast Theatres,
is returning from an Eastern trip

and it is reported Harley Clarke,
president of Fox Films Corp., will

also be here soon. Nicholas
Schenck, head of Metro-Goldwyu-
Mayer, is here, and Adolph Zukor,
head of Paramount and Jack
Warner, production head of War-
ner Bros, are due home Thurs-
day. Will Hays is also iu Holly-
wood.

United Artists’ latest move iu
its battle with Fox West Coast
Theatres, is to send out minute-
men to make personal appear-
ances and speeches to secure sym-
pathy for the U.A. cause. A1 Jol-
son and Eddie Cantor are two of
the high-priced ones to start the
ball rolling. They appeared at
the Garfield theatre, Alhambra, a
United Artists house. Other Unit-
ed Artists stars will make trips
up and down the Pacific coast in
an effort to break what they term
the P’ox W’est Coast Theatre
monopoly.

Victor Schertzinger is all set at
Radio Pictures having signed a
long-term contract and moved in-

to his new office on the lot.

SCOLLARD EN ROUTE
TO PATHE CONFERENCE

C. J. Scollard, vice-president of
Pathe is en route to the west
coast studios of the company
where he will attend the second
of the series of quarterly execu-
tive conferences arranged by E.

B. Derr, president. These meet-
ings are to be held alternately in

the east and west.

SAWYER TO BUILD

(Continued from page 1)

its boundaries.
Arthur H. Sawyer has filed an

application to build a $1,000,000
theatre here and the board of se-
lectmen has taken up his appli-

cation and is expected to vote
favorably upon it.

Sawyer, who for years was a
promininet figure in national film

circles, is the former senior mem-
ber of the firm of Sawyer and
Rueben and the original promotor
of the Roxy Theatre.

RADIO-PATHE DEAL OFF?

(Continued from page' 1)

try, will not find the Pathe trade-
mark essential in its future pro-
duction plan.

It was also reported that al-

though the booking affiliations be-
tween Pathe and RKO will con-
tinue, that there is a possibility
at the expiration of the Van
Buren contract with Pathe that
the latter company will produce
directly for RKO which now books
the product under the Pathe con-
tract.



AND GOD KNOWS
THEY NEED ITI

[No. 706 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle^

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

IF THERE EVER WAS A TIME WHEN YOUR PATRONS NEEDED TO BE CHEERED UP,

it is NOW !

IF THERE EVER >^AS A TIME WHEN THEY NEEDED TO HAVE THEIR SOULS,

instead of their faces, lifted — it is NOW

!

GIVE THEM THE ^MILLION DOLLAR VOICE OF GRAHAM McNAMEE, THE HAPPY
Talking Reporter of Universal’s Newsreel.

I KNOW OF NO BETTER SOUL-LIFTER, RUNNING AROUND LOOSE IN THE MOTION
picture business these days.

THE McNAMEE VOICE IS IN UNIVERSAL’S NEWSREEL AND NOWHERE ELSE EXCEPT

on the radio. For years McNamee has been the ace announcer of the National Broadcasting Company

—and he’s still the ace of aces after others have sought to dethrone him only to reach the failure which

invariably comes to imitators.

UNIVERSAL’S NEWSREEL IS THE ORIGINAL TALKING REPORTER. WE SAW FROM
the start that the only sound, fit for a newsreel is the sound of a human voice. That’s why we got the most

golden human voice in captivity.

WATCH THE PEOPLE WHEN THE UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL IS RUNNING.

WATCH THEM ENJOY EVERY MOMENT WHILE McNAMEE, IN HIS HAPPY,
inimitable manner is breezing along with the film.

LISTEN TO THEIR LAUGHTER! THAT’S THE BEST "SOUND'' YOU CAN HOPE FOR
—the sound of the audience!

AWAY WITH THE PONDEROUS AND THE PREACHY TALKERS. IN THESE DAYS
your people want something to drive dull care away.

THAT’S WHEN GRAHAM McNAMEE DOES HIS STUFF.

THEATRES EVERYWHERE FEEL THAT UNIVERSAL’S NEWSREEL HAS GOT MORE
heart, soul and gizzard than most feature pictures

—

and it gives the folks a cheering up when they need it!

universal wins 3 FIRST PLACES IN MOTION
PICTURE ACADEMY AWARDS
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ARIISS SUGGESTS TALKIES

IN SGHOOLS TO TEACH DICTION

George Arliss, gold medalist of

the Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences, also of Photo-
play Magazine on account of “Dis-

raeli " as the best motion picture

released during 1929, and of the
American Academy of Arts and
Letters for good diction on the

stage, has accepted the latter lu

a letter read to that body by

Frank Gillmore in which the act-

tor suggested the talking motion
picture for use in the public

schools as an aid to perfection

of English and desirable diction.

Mr. Arliss’ letter was read in

connection with the ceremonies on
Thursday marking the formal
opening of the new Academy
Building on West 156th Street,

New York. Dr. Nicholas Murray
Butler presided. Delegates from
sixteen academies and learned
societies of ten countries were
present. Other medals were given
for distinction in sculpture, fiction

and good diction on the radio.

Referring to the awards to

Arliss, and to Warner Brothers by
the Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences, Albert Warner
said;
“We are very proud that ‘Dis-

raeli’ has won the Photoplay
trophy, the Blue Ribbon of the

industry,” he declared, “and we
offer our heartiest congratulations

to Mr. Arliss, to Mr. Alfred E.

Green, who directed the picture,

and to the actors, writers anu
technicians wdio all contributed to

the final result. The success ot

‘Disraeli’ offers striking en-

couragement to those of us who
believe that the public really

wants the best that can be done
in pictures.”

SCHOOL CHILDREN SEE
‘BYRD AT SOUTH POLE’

More than 5,000 children parad-

ed at noon Friday from three ad-

jacent public schools to attend a

gala performance of “With Byrd
at the South Pole,” at the Mon-
roe Theatre, by courtesy of man-
ager Cohen. Paramount is re-

leasing the picture.

TIFFANY SET TO STAR

MAYNARD IN WESTERNS

Ken Maynard who has recently

been signed by Tiffany Produc-
tions to star in a series of six

outdoor western thrillers on the

company’s forthcoming program,
will appear in films of super
class, states Grant L. Cook, execu-
tive vice-president of Tiffany.

Special writers, who are most
familiar with action films, will be

selected to do the stories tor the

Ken Maynard vehicles. Also care-

fully selected casts will be chosen
for each feature.

TIBBETT COMPLETES
2 MORE PICTURES

Having completed w'ork in “The
Southerner” at the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer studio, Lawrence Tib-

bett is now on the w^ay East and
will sing at a special concert to

be given at the Hotel Statler,

Boston, on Nov. 24. This will be
Tibbett’s first personal appearance
since he signed a contract last

year for motion picture work.
The Metropolitan opera star’s

first screen vehicle was “The
Rogue Song,” and during his

latest stay at the coast he com-
pleted “New Moon,” co-starring
with Grace Moore, and “The
Southerner.”

FRANK FAY DENIES
FORESAKING SCREEN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Frank
Fay will not desert the screen
despite reports that he was re
turning to vaudeville. Since Fay’s
debut on the screen as the master
of ceremonies in Warners “Show
of Shows”, he has been looked
upon as a sure-fire comedian.

MOVIE ELECTRICIAN
AND COMEDIAN GET

THEIR WIRES CROSSED

HOLLYWOOD BUKEAL.
—Kenneth Hlllgartner, an
electrician at a local mo-
tion picture theatre, is in

a hospital here a victim of

his “art.”

Hillgartner touched a
“live” wire and shouted for

help. The audience thought
it was part of the dialogue.
A comedian on the screen
was being luirsucd by a

lion and he too called,

“help, help.”

The comedian tinally re-

treated in favor of the elec-

trician but not until the
electrician was seriously
burned.

DARMOUR STUDIOS HUM

WITH NEW PRODUCTIONS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Larry
Darmour expects to have five pro-
ductions under work in his stu-

dio on Santa Monica boulevard
next month. The schedule calls

for Mickey (Himself) McGuire and
the Toonerville Kids making two;
Louise Fazenda will star in one,

and tw'o features, a melodrama
and a Spanish production for in-

dependent release.

This week Iberia Productions,
producers of Spanish talkers, be-

gin the second of a series under
production at the Darmour Stu-

dios for the foreign market.

TO BROADCAST ^SALLY’

LEAGUE ENDORSEMENT
Marilyn Miller’s first starring

picture, “Sally,” has received the
endorsement of the National Mo-
tion Picture League which will be
broadcast by prominent society
debutantes of the season who are
members of the Junior Commit-
tee of the National Motion Pic-

ture League, from station WGBS.

Hearing on Express Rates
Set for New York Nov, 19

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE

in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone

Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
(Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chlckeiing 272#

TIFFANY’S CHIMPS
EMOTE AT MAYFAIR

One of Tiffany’s best Chimp
shorts, “The Little Big House,”
is hashing over the Mayfair
screen as a compliment to Colum-
bia’s “Tol’able David” in the spot
position. This appearance of the

Chimp family on Broadway is the

second—the first having flashed at

the Globe a few weeks back.

There is a Chimp in the cast bill-

ed as A) Capone, and tough mug
he is.

“DRACULA” FINISHED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Uni-
versal’s “Dracula” has been com-
pleted at Universal City under di-

rection of Tod Browning.

A meeting at which exhibitors
and producers will discuss witn
the executives of express compa-
nies the matter of reduction of

rates on film and record ship-

ments, will be held in New Yon-,

on November 19.

The main point of interest iw

be taken up at the meeting, at
which the Motion Picture Produc-
ers and Distributors of Amerio.
will be represented, will be a re-

quest for a reduction of 75 per
cent on return shipments of him
and disc from exhibitors to ex-
changes.
The industry claims that once

an exhibitor has used film anu
record it is no longer of any value
to him, and the container carry-
ing this material should be class

ed as empty and carried at a low
rate, as is the case with empty
containers used in other lines of

business.

LONDON GETS EARFUL

OF AMOS ’N’ ANDY

Radio Pictures jogged London
town from its conservative calm
when Frank Tilley, British Press
Representative, cut loose in all

five motion picture trade papers
with advertising on the Amos ’n’

Andy attraction. Tilley w'ires that
the Radio offices were literally

flooded with applications for seats
for the preview.

Simultaneous previews of the
picture 'have been arranged simul-
taneously with the London en-
gagement in Manchester, New-
castle, Birmingham, Cardiff, Leeds,
Sheffield, Nottingham, Glasgow'
and Liverpool.

WARNERS CREATE
SPECIAL AD COUNCIL
(Continued from page' 1)

The establishment of this adver-

'

tising council is an innovation
in service tor the exhibitor. It

was adopted only after an inten-
sive experimental period in the
metropolitan area. It is designed
to offer exhibitors a service on
all attractions which lend them-
selves to and merit special effort.

It is an additional guarantee
against the company relinquishing
all responsibility after sales to

the exhibitor. Instead the exhibi-

tor will have at his command the
resourcefulness, showmanship, and
seasoned experience of a trio of

executives who are cognizant of

the special problems of exhibitors.

The selection of Waxman is in

recognition of the sense of show-
manship he displayed since the
inception of Vitaphone. It is also

a testimonial to his successful
handling of all the Broadway
houses owned by Warner Bros.,

which he will continue to person-
ally supervise.

The newly formed advertising
Council has already had the prac-

tical benefit of a two-month period

of intensive study in New York
City. The two popular priced

houses, the Strand and the Win-
ter Garden, were the base of oper-
ations. The specials chosen for

the wroking out of the plan were
“Three Faces East,” “The Office

Wife,” “The Doorway to Hell” and
“The Life of the Party.”

The council will have the aid

of David “Skip” Weshner, head
of the Warner circuit publicity

department.

TRAVELTALKS OH B'WAY

FitzPatrick TravelTalks are in

evidence on Broadway this week.
The Capitol Theatre is playing
“Charming Ceylon” and the Geo.
M. Cohan Theatre shows “Japan
in Cherry Blossom Time.”

WORLD PREMIERE

Warners Vitaphone spe-

cial, entirely in color,

“Viennese Nights,” directed

by Alan Crcsland, will be
given its world premiere at

W^amers Theatre, on Broad-
way, Nov. 26.
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Support the Best,

Forget the Rest
By

J
UST as we had begun to think

that the state of Michigan was

in the pocket of Representative

Hudson, that broad'minded pea-

nut of a man who introduced the

pernicious Federal censorship bill

into the Congress last year, along

came word of his defeat in the

election. Now, following on that

news, comes something contrary

to Hudson's nature and activities

because it is a constructive

activity.

I
N Lansing, the home town of

the Horrible Hudson, the LanS'

ing Journal speaks as follows: “A
better way than moving picture

censorship is just now presenting

itself to Lansing. It is a post'

tive way, not a negative way.

The good way just now at hand

may not so much appeal to those

who believe in reform by coercion

but the guess, here, is that the

persuasive way will be of more

real merit.” Then that estimable

newspaper sets forth that the Girl

Scouts of Lansing have set out on
their own accord to sponsor the

film presentation of George Arliss

in “Old English” on the basis

that the play was a fine thing and

was entitled to the support of the

public.
>4> * >t<

^T^HE young girls are making an
T experiment which is worthy.

They are following in the way of

certain liberal religious organiza'

tions who support the best and

(Continued on page 2)

FEIBER & SHEA BOOK
ENTIRE TIFFANY OUTPUT

Tiffany has closed a deal with
Feiber and Shea circuit wheryby
theatres in Akron and Youngs-
town, Ohio, have booked the Tif-
fany short subject output.

EUROPE WANTS MORE ACTION, LESS TALK,

REPORTS WILLIAM WYLER, HOME FROM TOUR

DALLAS INDIES WARN TEXAS AGAINST*

HORWITZ’S CENSORSHIP RALLYHOO

Declare Allied State Chief

Deluding the Public to

Promote Personal Ends

Representative independent ex-
hibitors operating in Dallas and
that territory have rallied to the
support of their confreres of
Houston, Texas, and, on their own
account as well, seek relief from
the unfair “protection” enjoyed,
and the State (censorship being

(Continued on page 4)

SPORTS FAVORITES
ON AIR WED. NIGHT

“MOROCCO” SETS

RECORD AT RIVOLI

An iill-fiine box-office rec-

ord for the Rivoli was sef

by “Morocco” during the
first three days of its rnii

at lhat theatre. The Para-

mount picture overstej»|)ed

the previous record estab-

lished last year by “Tlie

Mighty’^ starring (Jeoi’ge

Bancroft.

Universal Director Warns
American Producers
That England, Germany
and France Are Making
Good Pictures and Will

Not Accept Mediocre

Product

‘American producers should
send A1 product to the Continent.
Europeans will not accept inferior

pictures. Germany, France and
England are turning out good
talkers.”

These rapid-fire observations
yesterday were made exclusively to
a representative of this news-
paper by William Wyler, Univer-
sal director, just retuined from a

(Continued on page 2)

Operators Union Starts

Booth Inspection Service

Grantland Rice of Sportlight
fame will interview Knute Rockne
both of whom appear in Rathe
pictures, now appearing in the
special Rathe football series, on
the Coca Cola hour on a NBC
coast to coast network. The in-
terview will originate before
WEAF in New York at 10:30 p.ni.

Eastern Standard Time.

ARLISS ARRIVES TODAY

George Arliss will arrive from
England today on the ‘Majestic’

with Mrs. Arliss.

HANSON LEAVES FOR
COLUMBUS CONVENTION

Oscar R. Hanson, general sales

manager of Tiffany left for Co-
lumbus, Ohio, yesterday to attend
the Convention sponsored by the
M.R.T.O. of Ohio, where he is to

speak.

Moving Ricture Machine Opera-
tors Union, Local 306, has in-
augurated a projection inspection
service in the interest of film the-
atres in Greater New York em-
ploying union labor. This ser-
vice is voluntary and Sam Kap-
lan head of the union hopes that
it will improve sound projection
throughout the territory.

EUROPEANS BOAST 11,139

MORE THEATRES THAN 0. S.

COLUMBIA’S INCOME
SET AS $143,573

Columbia yesterday reported
earnings before amortization of

film rights purchased, of $237,086
for the three months period end-
ed September 27, 1930. After
such amortization of $74,8.57 and
Federal taxes, the net amount
for dividends was $143,573.

RARIS.—Europe and Great Bri-

tain boast 33,870 movie houses, an
increase of 11,445 and 5,283,000

seats since 1926. Germany leads,

with Russia second for increase.

A more understandable idea of

what this means may be had when
it is recalled that in all the Unit-
ed States there are 22,731 motion
picture theatres, less more than

(Continued on page 4)

BOBBY JONES TO MAKE
SHORTS FOR WARNERS

Hobby .Iniies, bolder of
all four of tlie Aiiieriean
and British aniaiteiir and
open golf eliaiiipionsbips,
lias signed with Warner
Bros, to iiroduee a series
of 12 one-reel Yitaplione
siibjeets. 'I’lie series is to

be released under the title,

“How I Play Golf.”

The first of these will be
ready for piiblie exhibition
beginning April 1.5 next.
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MAIN STREET

Hj Dual) Hiially reported * * *

and ’guess where he is * * * way
out ill Rakerstiehl in the sunny

end ot Calif, putting the Titian

luiKii to Ciiiiarruii with 5,tMM» wild

e.xtras encamped wuth him on the

desert * * * if you’ve never been

in Rakersleld you can’t properly

sj uipatliize with Hj and his

Titians * * * it’s hotter than one

of La Uuinau’s greetings to a

lnitter and egg man from the Bible

Belt * * * lly promises some lint

wires today * * * did you know
Winnie (Life nf the I’artj) Light-

ner named her two-year-old son

after l)lek Rartlielniess * * Rich-

ard Rarthelmess Hnltrey, it is * *

old grapeiiiie sleuth in Hollywood
informs that 4’ranees Rich, daugh-

ter of Irene played in Sunny while

her ina played in Father's Sun
* * * that’s a coineidenee or some-
thing * * * if you inform Rut-

gers Aeilsnn he has previewed an
alleged funny e<»niedy he laughs

it oft with * * “niayhe I shouldii’ta

showed it” * * * now that’s diplo-

nuiey * * * those two mergers
we promised you flopped * * * a

conpla of good ’uns tomorrow * *

all the big shots are headin’ west-

ward 4= * * 1>. W. (Griffith is get-

ting ready to do something * * *

Rishop .Ranning took a lot for

granted in his outburst over the

Sabbath * * * an all-Italian dia-

logue talker lined ’em up outside

the 8th street cinema in the Vil-

lage yest. * * * ijiii Frank spent

the week-end movin' * * * Bill’s

six-feel -somethin’ permits him to

hang pictures without a stepladder
* * * Paul (Jiiliek always looks

like he just came from a barlrer

shop * * « ^.,, 1 , Warshotvski got

all hot and bothered yest about
word from lly l>aab * * * -wonder

if the new Congress will do any-
thing about censorship * * * re-

member when the V. Y. censors
used to sit in at previews * * *

and hollered when the reviewers
smoked * * * them were the good
old dajs when they had pianos
and everything * * * Will Rogers
now making Connecticut Yankee
reminds that way back when * * *

the Rialto was the big theatre on
the Rig Stem and * * Erno Rapee
led the orchestra when the silent

Conneetieiit Yankee was shown * *

Terry Ramsaye in assembling
this audible review has accentuat-
ed the big punch of a newsy reel

—variety. He opens with a natur-
al beauty shot—Elk Lake in the
Adirondacks and follows with a
he-man shot of a he-man business
—lumbering the big ones in Wash-
ington. Then to the other end
of the world—the Land of Canaan
wither Moses led his flock, glimps-
ing the Jordan where Christ was
baptized. Probably the best shot
is the one showing the dean of

American conductors (musical, not
railroad), Walter Johannes Dam-
rosch as he conducts the school
children’s hour before the mike
at the NBC studio. Terry outdid
himself with this Review.

“The Lystie Isles”
Pathe-Y'iigabuud Series

Tom Terriss, that vagabond di-

rector, has landed over arpund
those Mystic Isles near the Equa-
tor. Tom sent over some good
shots of the Isles’ citizenry;

their temples, dating from the
Lord knows When; native girls

at work weaving, or painting, or

whatever they do—^batik. We

three months’ tour of England,
Germany, France and Austria.

Wyler, who is one of the young-
est directors in the industry, spent
a month of his three in Europe
in Berlin. Concerning the pic-

ture situation there, he said:

"Cfa, for example, has one of

the finest sound studios in the

world, and its directors are turn-

ing out some mighty fine product.
Europeans insist upon the best

and absolutely refuse to accept
what I like to term rambling dia-

logue. Strange as it may seem,
Europeans like their dialogue in

small doses.
“For instance, I attended the

premiere of a German talker at

the Mozart, one of the finest

movie houses in Germany. At the

end of the third reel, there were
what an American audience would
term ‘cat calls’; at the end of

the fourth, people started walking
out; at the end of the fifth the
picture was withdrawn. Trite dia-

logue was the reason.
“One of the outstanding talker

successes I saw in Germany, and
one which the Germans received
with open arms, was a talker in

French. Very little dialogue was
contained.”
Wyler expained he was firmly

convinced that everything point-

ed to as little dialogue as possi-

ble to put over a story. This
point, it will be remembered, was
one of the outstanding predictions
made by Sidney R. Kent at the
MPTOA convention in Phila-
delphia last week.
“The talker,” Wyler continued,

“made a noticeable dent in the
front of internationalism estab-
lished by the silents. All nation-
alities and creeds could sit through

might mention here that Tom Ter-
riss should have got part of that
American Arts’ prize for good dic-

tion. He can make an ordinary
shot bristle with importance with
his description. This, as are all

Vagabond Series, is worth seeing.

“Par and Doiihle Par”
(Grantiand Rice Sportliglit)

The Emperor Jones takes the
spot in this one. He shows the
boys just how it’s done over the
greens, fairways or what have you
where golf is concerned. Finish-
ing with Jones, Grant gives us a
bit of variety when he shows
Frank Crumit, who used to croon
over the musical comedy boards,
with his Uke singing a golf ditty.

This contribution of Grant’s is

something different.

“One Autty Night”
( Pathe-Checker Comedy)

A take-off on mystery thrillers

with Bob Carney and Si Wills in

the roles of super-detectives. This
pair of comedians are funny to

some people—in fact—to a lot of

people. This reviewer must re-
serve judgment until he recovers
from that trip to Philadelphia. The
title tells the story.

an American silent picture and
get it. Today, with dialogue, the
German has to see and hear his

pictures in German; the F’rench,

in French, and so forth.

‘•For that reason American talk-

ers made for European consump-
tion must get the European angle
—and the European positively de-
mands action, first; good drama
and as little dialogue as it takes
to put that story and action over.

“American productions are well
received abroad. Some of the

former stars of the silents are
missed over there.

“In Austria, little if any pro-

duction work is found. In France
the studios are busy, as they are

in England.”

A parting observation made by
Wyler deserves specdal mention:

“If I were a producer I would
have placed in each director’s con-
tract a clause calling for that di-

rector spending three months of

the year traveling abroad. If

America is to make pictures for

foreign consumption then Ameri-
can directors have got to get the

European viewpoint.”

For the first time in history of

the talker, Wyler said. Universal
will premiere an English speak-
ing, ITiiversal-made production,
“Hell’s Heroes”, in Berlin some-
time next month.

TENEN HOLTZ M>C.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Tenen
Holtz has just completed the role

of master of ceremonies in the
all talking screen snapshots issue
number three, directed by Ralph
Staub for Columbia release.

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

“THE DANCERS”
“The Dancers” is the title of

the newest Fox opus on view at
the Roxy Theatre, which notwith-
standing the maestro’s absence,
still puts on a brilliant and beau-
tiful stage show. The picture is

a rather pointless and rambling
proposition adapted from a stage
play by Gerald Du Maurier and
Viola Tree and was directed by
Chandler Sprague. It is the story
of a very loyal youth who goes
away to nrake his fortune to
marry a girl back home. She has
difficulty in waiting tor him and
incidentally a dancing girl out in

the lumber camp, who is reaily
just too good to be true falls in
love with him. All soon move
back to London and after much
anticlimax the tangled threads are
straightened out. This piece is

nicely played by a cast of attrac-
tive young folks including Lois
Moran, Mae Clarke and Phillips
Holmes. While there is nothing
very exciting or even plausible
about “The Dancers” it is moder-
ate entertainment of the program
variety.

C. G.

SUPPORT THE BEST,
FORGET THE REST

!
(Continuefl from pag'e f)

I

forget the rest. Unconsciously

I
we believe we have hit upon a

slogan that will serve a purpose

in similar activities because this

does describe a sane method of

dealing with pictures, reformers,

preachers and other public institu-

tions.
* * *

TT serves rather well also as a

happiness formula in most of

the activities of life and it has

the advantage of not being Polly'

anna.
* *

1^0W that Representative Hud-
' son has been laid on the

shelf where they put discarded

bigots, and the younger genera'

tion of his own home town have

stepped out in a constructive prO'

gram, we would say that things

in Michigan are looking up.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, Nov. 17, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 441/4 451/2 — 72

Warner Bros 171/8 181/8 •

Fox Film “A” .... 31 31% — 1/2

Loew’s Inc 55% 5678 — %
Radio K-A-0 211/8 211/2 — %
Pathe Excliange .. 3% 378 —

—

Pathe “A” 7 7/) — %
Con. F. Ind 131/2 131/2 — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 17% 17% — %

Curb Market

Columbia Piet. 24 24 -f 178

Fox Theatre “A’ ’... 5% 5% — %

Europe Wants More Action
(Continued from page 1) -C^



Now you can attract the

T^person, too!

15,000,000 people in the United

States—-one out! of every seven

—have defective! hearing.

Until Western
I

Electric Hard-

of-Hearing Sets came along, this

seventh person pould not hear

talking pictures clearly.

This equipment— connected

directly with the Western Elec-

tric Sound System—affords the

15,000,000 men, women and

children with defective hearing the sought-for

opportunity of fully enjoying talking picture

With the Western Electric Hard-of-

Hearing Set he hears every word!

can be made

on request.

entertainment. It attracts their

patronage! It builds good will.

Leading theatres are equipping

with this apparatus. Here is an-

other evidence of the advantage

gained by installing a Western

Electric Sound System—the com-

plete system that offers exhibitors

every possible new development to

help stimulate box office receipts.
/

The cost is small. Installations

promptly. Complete information

Westerd
SOUND

Wkctric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Distributed by

Electrical Research Products fttc.

250 W. 57th Street, New York
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ERPI SURVEY SHOWS 356 THEATRES

WITH W.E. EQUIPMENT IN N. Y. CITY
<>

Iiulicatiug how talking picture

patronage is distributed among
cities, H. M. Wilcox, operating
manager of Electrical Research
Products has prepared statistics

showing the distribution of West-
ern Electric Sound systems by
cities.

Sixteen cities have 20 or more
installations. The list is headed
by New York City with 356.

The other cities are as follows:

Chicago, 166; Los Angeles, 86;

Philadelphia, 82; Detroit, ,76;
Cleveland, 51; St. Louis. 46; San
Francisco. 41; Baltimore. 40;

Kansas City, .32; Cincinnati, 32;

Milwaukee, 30; Seattle, 29; New
Oileans, 26; Buffalo, 26; and
Pittsburgh, 22.

There are 23 cities that have be-
tween 11 and 20 installations,

totaling 341 Western Electric wir-

ed houses.

In 75 cities there are from 5

to 10 installations, the theatres
involved numbering 75. 48 cities

have four each and include 192

theatres, while there are 113 cities

with three installations. These
total 339 theatres.

This total of 2,491 is about half

of all the Western Electric in-

stallations in the United States.

PSTHE SHOWS WOMEN
HOW TALKIES ARE MADE

Pathe cut in for a good bit of

high class, publicity yesterday
afternoon when the Westinghouse
Lighting Institute staged a special

])rogram of lighting effects for the

New York City Federation of Wo-
men’s Clubs at the Grand Central

Palace.

The high spot on the program
was the photographing of a sub-
ject for the Pathe Audio Review
under the supervi.sion of Terry
Ramsaye. The subject which was
photographed in full view of the

audience in sound, featured Mor-
ton Gould, youthful pianist, per-

forming under the direction of

Max Cushing of Columbia Univer-
sity. After the negative was made
it was rushed to the Pathe Lab-
oratory in Forty-fifth street and
a finished print was shown before
the meeting adjourned 2 hour.^!

later.

JEAN HARLOW LEAVES
FOR M-G-M STUDIO

Jean Harlow, star of “Hell’s

AngeLs,” left New York for Holly-

wood yesterday. It is understood

that Miss Harlow’s next screen

appearance will be made with

Wallace Beery in “The Secret

Six,” an M-G-M film.

LEATRICE JOY TO RKO

Beatrice Joy, screen star, will

return to RKO vaudeville with a

new act she prepared while in

Hollywood making her last sound

picture.

G. C. PRAH ELECTED

ERPi VICE-PRESIDENT

George C. Pratt, for many years
vice-president, director, member
of the executive committee and
general counsel of the Western
Electric Company and also a di-

rector and general counsel of

Electrical Research Products has
resigned these appointments and
offices. He has been elected a
vice-president of Electrical Re-
search Pi’oducts and will also as-
sume new duties as special coun-
sel for that company and West-
ern Electric; making his head-
quarters at Los Angeles in charge
of the Western' Division of Elec-
trical Research Products.

John H. Ray has been elected
a director, a member of the execu-
tive committee, a vice-president
and appointed general counsel of

Western Electric Company. He
has also been elected a director
and appointed general counsel of

Electrical Research Products.

ballyhooed, by William Horwitz.
As president of Allied Exhibi-

tors in Texas, Horwitz is charged
with exacting as many as 90 days
protection for his Houston subse-
quent run theatres and with un-
successful efforts up to date in

preventing the [adfoption of the
Uniform Zoning Plan, which would
properly deprive him of that ad-
vantage. In the meantime he is

going direct to the public in the
big newspapers of the State per-
sonally publicizing the need otf

state censorship in order to spare
the pain of presenting his patrons
with “flltli. immorality, flesh-wor-
ship.” In this connection he ad-
vertises the Production Code and
advocates its adoption as a Texas
State Censorship measure.

The Dallas independent subse-
quent run exhibitors have accord-
ingly issued a statement to “Every
Exhibitor in Texas” in the hope
of making at least a minute dent
in tlie machinations of Horwitz.
The statement is signed by the
following

;

I. S. Melcher, Bison, Avenue,
Oak Lawn; L. L. Dunbar, Cliff

Queen; Nathan Brown, Columbia;
L. Bissinger, Queen; M. S. White,
Dal-Sec and Peak; F. G. Cameron,
Hippodrome; H. N. Jergenson,
Grand Avenue; C. R. McHenry.
Rosewin. Midway.
The Dallas statement reads in

part

:

“Being independent exhibitors
opei'ating theatres in Dallas, we
are perhaps more familiar with
Ml'. Hrtrwitz’s fight against zon-
ing than most of you. We feel

that the proposed zoning plan is

fairer to the interests of the inde-
pendent subsequent run exhibitor
located in the larger towns of

Texas than the arrangement un-
der which Mr. Horwitz has been
operating and desires to continue
operating under.

ORIFFITH TO SPEAK

1>. VV. Griffith lias accept-
ed an invitation to attend
a dinner to he given by the
Writers Cluli of Colninbia
University at tlie Faculty
Club, 117th street and
Morningside Drive, tomor-
row evening at 8:30. Mr.
Griffitli will address a meet-
ing of tlie members of the
club at the Casa Italiana,
117th street and Amster-
dam avenue, the suliject be-
ing a comparison of tlie si-

lent and talking iiictiires

and tlie new and old
methods of )>roduction.

REIOHENBACH EXPLOITS
“SEE AMERICA THIRST”

Universal has engaged Harry
Reichenbach to handle the exploi-

tation features of “See America
Thirst,” a satire on American
gangs and gangsters.

Harry Reichenbach. who has ex-
ploited many of the world’s great-
est pictures, will lie given a free

hand in devising an unusual na-

tional campaign on this produc-

tion.

“It appears that Mr. Horwitz is

going to leave no stone unturn-
ed to gain his end. ... It seems
that he is going too far in his

campaign, and we understand that

he may advocate even more dan-
gerous reforms.
“Every branch of this industry

has been fighting censorship for

years. The idea of an exhibitor
or a man engaged in any line of

business advocating such destruc-
tive legislation restrictions is

wholly selfish and unthinkable.
“Mr. Horwitz mentions Pennsyl-

vania and Ohio as liaving State
Censorship. Just recently in Ohio
we witnessed the spectacle and
unfairness of censorship when the
Metro picture ‘The Big House’,
which as you know advocated pri-

son reform, was banned by politi-

cal censorship only to have the

ban lifted by the overwhelming
demand of public opinion.

“In one of his ads Mr. Horwitz
advocates adoption as a State law
the Hays’ organiation code which
Mr. Horwitz admits is a good
code. It may be a good code to-

day but it was no good three years
ago and it may be no good three
years hence. The industry can
regulate itself to meet current
public demand but it cannot regu-
late itself if it has to go to Austin
every two years to amend a law
instead of revising a self adopted
production code.

“In the Houston Chronicle of

November 11 Mr. Horwitz further

advocates censorship when a
Houston paper questions Mr. Hor-
witz’s sincerity and motive. He
closes Ills ad with the following
statement: ‘In this connection I

make this solemn statement: I

am going in this censorship fight

to the finish. I bind myself and
The Allied Theatre Owners of

Texas to keep faith with the
church and with the public decen-
cy.’

”

LOEW’S, INC. BUYS

20,000 SHARES IN

BOSTON THEATRES

BOSTON. — A private buy of
nearly 20,000 shares of Loew’s
Boston Theatres stock, at a premi-
um over the price currently quot-
ed for the shares on the Boston
Exchange, has been made by
Loew’s, Inc., of New York, to give
the latter organization a majority
control of the local theatre group,
it was learned yesterday.

Circulation of reports of the sale
by Irving Isaacs of Newton
Centre, holder of the block, has
sent the stock, usually inactive, up
more than $2, and encouraged
much odd-lot buying. Loew’s of

New York have always had a
working control of mpre than 3ii

per cent in the Boston organiza-
tion, but the acquisition of the
Isaac’s stock gives an absolute
majority of shares.

Officials of both companies de-
clared the purchase indicated no
changes in the financial control.
The Boston company, which owns
the State and Orpheum Theatres,
has reported exceptionally good
ousiness for the first ten months
of this year.

EUROPEANS BOAST
M,i39 MORE THEATRES

(Continued from page 1>

10.000 compared to Europe.

Germany leads with 5,267 and
1.876.000 seats, with Russia sec-

ond with 5,200 and 2,220,00 seats.

Great Britain comes next with
4,236 and 2,200,000 seats and
France is fourth with 4,221 and
2.100.000 seats. Spain has 3,000

and 1,468,000 seats; Italy 2,800 and
1.800.000 seats; Belgium 930 with
300.000 seats, and Switzerland 305
seating 70,000.

Toward the end of the list are
found Monaco with 7 cinemas,
seating 4,000 and Albania with 3,

seating 1,400. Turkey has 104,

seating 37,000, and Poland 631,

seating 203.000.

POLICE GUARD NIECE

OF MARY PICKFORD

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 17.—Alleg-
ed threats to kidnap Gwynn Pick-
ford, daughter of Lottie Pickford
and adopted daughter of Mary
Pickford and her husband, Doug-
las Fairbanks, are the occasion of

the young girl’s police protection

to and from school. The precise
nature of the threats is not stat-

ed. The late Mrs. Charlotte Pick-
ford, mother of Mary, Lottie and
Jack—Mary having been renamed
Gwynn after adoption — left the

child ,$200,000.

THOUSANDS OF EXTRAS
BEING USED BY PARA

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Three
thousand extras, more than have
been used for many weeks by the
Hollywood studio, are being em-
ployed by Paramount currently
for the seven pictures now in pro-

duction here.

DALLAS INDIES WARN AGAINST HORWITZ
(Continued from page 1)
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HOLLVWOOD CLUB

DEFENDS COLONY

FROM CRITICS

BEST MAN POWER

CONGENTRATED ON

OF PARAMOUNT PURLIX

THEATRE MANAGEMENT
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The

Hollywood City Club has become
all liot and bothered about what
its members term unfair criticism
of the home of movies. Statistics

are given to prove that Hollywood
is not nearly a.s black as it is

painted. Here they are:
1’he total number of individuals

affiliated with the acting branch of
pictures totals 9,000, or six-tenths
of 1 per ceni of the population of
Los Angeles, which includes Hol-

(Coiitiiuied on page 6)

$25,000,000 BUDGET
FOR PARA=PUBLIX

Ihiriimouiit • Fiiblix bud-
geted for the
eurrciit year. A like aiiioiint

has been budgeted for 19S1
with larger aniuuiits to go
toYvard advertising, it was
aiiiioiiiieed yesterday l»y of-

tieials of the eoiiipany.

The Reverend Mr. Cesspool

EDITED by Guy Emery Shipler “The Churchman” ranks as

America’s most contemptible newspaper. Persistent in its attacks

on the leadership of the motion picture industry and wholly unfair

m its cheap sneering and in its cynicism at the picture industry's

efforts towards the betterment of the screen, this Shipler, who oscilates

between an editorial sanctum and a pulpit which he profanes, has

been led by his unprincipled sensationalism into the lowest of human
debasement—the traducing of the dead.

H: «

OHIPLER in The Churchman attacks a gift to the Cathedral of

^ St. John the Divine by the late E. F. Albee, a matter of $400,000,

expressing a sense of “shame” that money from this source has gone
into the building fund of the Cathedral. And Shipler’s reason for

this “shame” that he parades so smugly, is, that on a theatre in

Brooklyn there was displayed a sign reading, “From Now On, Chib
dren Ten Cents” at the time when a picture depicting Havana night

life was being shown. Shipler didn’t know that the special price

for children was part of a general policy on all pictures in that

theatre and, of course, Shipler didn’t care. All Shipler wanted
was sensation, a chance to tickle his readers with something he and
they might regard as juicy and ripe to hurl at the heads, living and
dead, of the amusement business!

^

A S BRANN once said of another cleric, “His odor of sanctity would

turn a polecat green with envy and his milk of human kindness,

if churned, would produce limburger cheese.”
H: *

^^HE Shipler attack has served to arouse the Right Reverend Wil'

liam T. Manning, Bishop of New York, to a repudiation of The
(Continued' on page 2)

Close of Company’s Theatre Expansion Releases Sam
Dembow to Resume Buying and Booking—William

Saal to Supervise in Southwest Division
-6-

THREE N. Y. CIRCUITS

BOOKING AMOS ’N’ ANDY
Three more leading Greater New

York territory circuits are to play
Radio’s Amos ’n’ Andy, ,*“,Check

and Double Check.” For Metro-
politan, Loew’s and the Brill cir-

cuits have booked black face pro-
duction to play their houses when
such pla-'" dates do not conflict

with the showing on the RKO
chain in the territory.

FAR EAST UNIT HOME
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — After

five motiths in the jungles of the
Malay States to film Universal’s
“The White Captive” the company
returned yesterday to Universal
City. The expedition has been "on
location” since last April and had
traveled more than 25,000 miles to
obtain its many tropical produc-
tion scenes.

M-G-M PRODUCER HERE
A1 Lewin, associate producer for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, arrived in

New York yesterday from Europe.
He has been abroad four weeks,
visiting film centers on the Con-
tinent and considering new story
material and stage talent.

Paramount-Publix yesterday ap-
plied the finishing touches to a
program, to go into effect immedi-
ately, whereby the best man power
in the exhibition department of

the organization will concentrate
on theatre management. This
means home office and divisional

supervision of the houses and pro-

grams of the Publix Circuit.

Such concentration is simplified

at this time by the termination
of the company’s theatre expan-
sion enterprise. Paramount-Pub-
lix has ceased buying and build-

ing more theatres. This releases
valuable man power which had

(Continued on page 6)

NAT’L BOARD ELECTS
NEW CHAIRMAN

The National Board of Review ot

Motion Pictures has elected as
chairman Dr. Walter W. Pettit,

succeeding Dr. M’illiam B. Tower,
retired. Dr. Tower will continue
to take an active part in the
Board’s work as a member of its

Executive Committee. The new
cliairman. Dr. Pettit, since 1915 has
been director of tlie Depaitment
of Community Work of the New
York School for Social M’ork.
Among his chief interests is that
of the movement for tlie commu-
nity use of motion pictures.

Warner Zone Mgrs. Share
Credit For Good Business

PEE-WEE GOLF MEN
BOAST BIO BUSINESS

Exhibitors of tlie First National
Golf Show at the Sixty-ninth Regi-
ment Armory inform that 150,000
persons are employed by the busi-
ness with an investment of $150,-
000,000 and an annual income of
$255,000,000. Whistling in the
rain ?

David “Skip” M’esliner, in

charge of pulilicity, advertisng
and exploitation for all Warner
Bros, theatres outside of the New
York metropolitan area, lias re-
turned to his headquarters at
Warner Bros, liome office, from a

nine-day tour of the circuit of the-
atres under his jurisdiction. His
trip embraced New England, New
Jersey Alliany, Cleveland, Pitts-

(Contiiuied on jiage C)
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MAIN STREET

.Miuk .Seiiiult, that old warrior

oi the coiiiody hattletields on the

Hollywood front, is a visitor to

Ihe Big Stem * * * .Mack admits

he airplaned here * * * and likes

it. too * * * Mack attended the

preview of his tliciiie song scream

yest. * * * it is so funny Mack had

to laugh himself * * * Bill Frank
was his body-guard against attacks

fi om the scribes * * * J>eatricc Joy

is goin' make the rounds of KfcO
houses aaain * * * Leatrice was
one of the joys of the silent drama
•= * * wonder what Bohhy Jones

thought of when he signed that

2ni)-grand pact with the Warner
l)0)s * * * our sleuth out West
tells us Iraura Lai’lante who used

to flaiirper for U. is making a

come-back in Jronely Wiies on the

J’athe lot * * * whatever became
of Laura’s hubby. Bill Seiter * * *

(llorioiis tiloria is preparing for a

lullaby epic * * * the Three Mus-
keteers of the theme song, I)e-

,Sylvia, Henderson and Brown aib

writing the jingles for her * * *

A1 Selig is a daily visitor at the

hospital for a throat trouble * * *

Jim Beecroft, one of the old gang,

was a visitor yest * * *Mike Sim-
mons sat in at Mack Sennett a

preview * « * Mike puffed a cigar

with a hand on it between guf-

faws * * * what a rumiMis that

ATorocco is causing on the Big

Stem * * * did vou know that Joe
3 011 Sternherg used to be a camera-
man * * * and financed his first

production on one of those w.k.

shoestrings * * * George h. Ar-

Ihnr was his buddy * * * they

shot their first in Poverty Kotv
out under the palm trees * * *

now he’s a big shot * * * (ieo.

Arliss came in yest from across
tlie Big Pond * * * welcome to

our city, you big prize winner * * *

Aimee MaePherson lost 3-5 pounds
trying to get on the front page
4= * * have you bought your apple

this morning * * did you know

“A Hollywood Theme Song”
( Mack Sennett-Ed ucat ional

)

Mack Sennett, with the conniv-
ance of Bill Beaudine at the mega-
phone, and a battery of dialogue,
lyricists and technical men, has
Turned out a burlesque on the

theme song that will panic ’em.

Harry Gribbon bursts out in song
on the slightest provocation and
at the most ridiculous moments.
The Big Scrap serves as the ma-
jor part of the background and
there are spies, and everything.
Sennett has contributed some rib-

ticklers in his long career as a
comedy producer but we doubt it

he ever handed more laughs to a

waiting public than he has in this

number. A babe-in-arms sings a

Gigli basso as a fade-out that is

two panics. It’s a real Sennett
contribution—-’nuf said.

"The Love Punch”
( I’ni versal—^ATurray-Sidney

)

Cohens and Kellys, now in the
two-reel fun-making business on
the Universal lot, give us some
more of the friendly enemy stuff,

with compliments of girls, not
hard to look at, with nothing very
original in the lines and — but
Charlie Murray and George ' Sid-
ney usually are good for a lot of
laughs when they start any fool-
ishment before the mike and cam-
era. This number in two spools,
is no e.xception.

".ATardis Gras”
( I'll i versal -Leather Pushers)
A1 Kelley injected a lot of coloi

in this yarn of the roped arena
when he opened with shots of New'
Orleans’ picturesque annual festi-

val. Some of the snappiest lines

of the Leather Pushers series are
heard in this number with Sam
Hardy spouting most of 'em. A
cute little trick w'hose name we
don’t know, in the role of a caba-
i-et entertainer, presents a good
exterior. Lola Lane, as per usual,
is something good to look at.

Kane Richmond as Kid Roberts
knocks his man out in the third
to the edification of his dad. A
good snappy two-reeler.

"Sfraiige As It Seems”
( ITiiversal—1 -Keeler)

This is No. 3 of that very good
series of shorts under the above
general title suggested by John
Hix. Hollywood has a new hermit
sm/.-e the demise of Peter, the
Hermit, some months ago. He’s
Herman, the Hermit and with a
background of color demonstrates
just how he lives his life in the
Hollywood Hills. A dog cemetery
in the film colony, with a mausole-
um and everything, showing the
spot where Rudolph Valentino’s
dog. Kabar. lies in peace, we hope,
is an interesting shot. French
aviators using Irish confetti as
ammunition and Prof. Tachibana,
a Japanese mcntalist, runs needles
through the arm of a confederate
and does other painless surgery
without sheding blood. This series
always brings to the screen in-
teresting facts and represents a

good short for any program.

THE REVEREND MR. CESSPOOL
(t'oiitinued from page 3)

Churchman as having any official status in representing the Protestant
Episcopal Church and he has said publicly that he himself was ashamed
that there should be published "an insinuation against the name and
character of Mr. Albee, with an attempt to cast a moral reflect'on

on his cathedral for accepting gifts from Mr. Albee." He said that
the imputation was without foundation and, "is utterly unworthy
of any religious journal or any other kind of journal.” He continued
that as Mr. Albee's bishop and friend, who had known and loved
him well, and in view of the “defamatory and inexcusable published
statement” to which he had referred, he wished to say “in the most
public manner possible that we are especially proud of the generous
gifts made to this cathedral by Mr. Albee.”

* 4= *

/YF COURSE, this will make no difference to Shipler. He has the

hide of a rhinoceros, the delicate fragrance of a wet goat beside

an open fire, the conscience of a crocodile, and cars and instincts

of an ass.

* 4= *

OHIPLER will go on his way, continuing to sneer at honest civ

deavors for betterment, continuing to be cynical when his back-

ground and association would suggest kindliness, brother love, friend-

liness and the helping hand. He will continue to seek the crucifixion

of motion pictures on the cross of bigotry and the pressing down
of the thorns of intolerance on the brow of a human in.stitution that

is loved and enjoyed by the masses of the people.
V 4*

Gs«*iir Haiiinifrstpin’s widow was

sellin ’em * * * npjiles. we mean
* * * why don’t some producer

buy Koiir ClnTia for .Aiiiui ATay

Wong * * * we’ll bet the news-

reelers shot that .ErlKs man * * *

funny iveatlier, ain’t it?

T>UT all Shipler will get out of it will he notoriety. He can't^ hurt E. F. Albee now. Nor can he hurt the living. There is to

be no crucifixion and he will have no chance to dance round a nailed

victim of his own slimy and rotten mind, for pictures will be pictures

and screens will be screens when Shipler, repudiated and abhorred,

shall have passed into the cesspool of obliquity, and forgotten.

COHENS & KELLYS FIND

BIG LAUGIM “AFRICA”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Uni-
versal previewed its latest
“Cohens and Kellys’’ comedy, at

the Belmont theatre the other
evening. It is called “The Cohens
and Kellys in Africa”, and follows
familiar lines up to the finish

which is quite novel. This one
concerns the Hebrew and Irish
gentlemen in the piano business.
They need ivory for piano keys
and go to Africa to corner the
market. They finally come upon
a tribe with a large quantity of
tusks and effect a deal with them,
whereby they ship all their old

pianos to Africa in exchange for

the ivory. There is a funny se-

quence where Cohen plays the
chief of the tribe a game of pee
wee golf and Cohen wins.

Charlie Murray deliyers in his

usual comical style as Kelly,
while tieorge Sidney plays Cohen
with delightful repression. On
the credit sheet both are mark-
ed “100%” which is about right.

Vera Gordon is “75%” and Kate
Price marked “50%”. I don’t see

where Vera rates 25% over Kate,
but then Universal must have fig-

ured that out. Anyway the audi-
ence laughed at it and that’s all

that matters. Edward Luddy
wrote it and Vin Moore, who us-

ed to assist William Craft, direct-

ed it. And they didn’t go to

Africa to shoot it, either.

R. M.

“SILVER HORDE” S.R.O.

IN FAR ALASKA

Shown in the city of its film-

ing, Ketchikan, Alaska, Radio
Pictures’ “Silver Horde,” has been
doing stand-up business since its

Northwest premiere, according to

reports received by Charles Rosen-
sweig, general sales manager.
Arch MacDonald, manager of the

Liberty Theatre at Ketchigan, wir-
ed: “‘Silver Horde’ opened world
premiere showing to largest at-

tendance on record, standing in

line for hours. Account picture
being filmed here, interest tre-

mendous.”

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, Nov .18, 193b

Paramount F-L -- 441/8 45% 'h Vs

Warner Bros. . 18 19% / 1 %
PMx Film “A” 30% 32/2 + %
Loew’s Inc 58 "178

Radio K-A-0 ... 20 78 22 + '/2

Pathe Exchange ... 3% 378 —
Pat ho “A” ... 71/2 7% + '/2

Con. F Ind . 13/4 13% + 'x4

Con. F. Ind. Pre .. 17% 1778 —
Uiirh Maikel

P’ox ’fheatre “A’ ’... 51/2 5% — %
.\at. Screen 17/2 171/2 —172

Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp

723-7tli AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 606’
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the outstanding hit of its season.

The same director

—

DAVID BUTLER
The same authors of story and dialog and composers of

scfngs^ the same associate producers

—

DeSYLVA, BROWN and HENDERSON
With the same popular favorites
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HELEN TWELVETREES
LILYAN TASHMAN, Raymond Hackett,

Jean Hersholt, Montagu Love, Lawrence Grant.

From the stage hit Presented by Carl Laemmie

by John Willard Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

DIRECTED BY RUPERT JULIAN
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PICTURE ACADEMY AWARDS
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“KEEP ’EM SH0RT”-SENNETT FUN SECRET

or other. You look at all the
colors in the rainbow for hours
Are your eyes bothered? No.
Because the colors are natural.
Only when colors are out of focus
are the eyes bothered.
“You hear a lot about color

dropped from features. That is

all the more reason why exhibi-
tors should welcome color in their
shorts, especially in their come-
dies. It’s variety for the pro-
gram. The most pessimistic soul
loves Nature and Her colors in

the out-of-doors. Why should Na-
ture be brought to the screen.”

Mack has his own color process.
The standard camera is used.
“You can’t tell a unit shooting

PARA CONCENTRATES ON
THEATRE MANAGEMENT

(Continued from page f)

Mack Speaks From Shoulder Saying Slapstick Needs
Mixture of Sophistication; Sound and Dialogue

Heaven-Sent Attributes; Color Big Advantage to

Short as Bright Beam in Exhibitors Program
“Keep 'em short. Coolidge wrote

the history of the U. S. A. in 500
words. That’s the secret of com-
edy screen entertainment.”

This from the King of Comedy
Makers, .Mack Sennett.

Mack is in New York on several

missions not the least of which
v;as to see the preview of his lat-

est comedy “The Hollywood Theme
Song.’’ Incidentallv he will shoot
some scenes for a forthcoming fun-
maker with a cross-country chase
as the backbone.
A representative of this news-

paper yesterday talked with Mack
high in the Paramount Bldg. He
let go some high-powered thoughts
on successful comedy building.

Some of 'em follow:
"Variety is a tremendous ele-

ment. I, or any other comedy pro-
ducer can make, let us say, ten

big and rib-tickling comedies. If

there hasn't been variety in those
ten; if slapstick hasn’t been in-

termingled with sophistication,
that comedy producer isn’t a suc-
cess. If the last picture you make
is the same as the one preceding
you are a failure as a comedy pro-
ducer and the millions who pay
to see your coniedies will vote the
same decision.

“I always try to out-guess my
audience, in other words, antici-

pate their wants. Of course, we all

try to do that— but, I make it a
business.

“Slapstick comedies — yes, in

modification. As I said in the be-
ginning—vary the slapstick with
sophistication. In place of splash-
ing pie in a comedian’s face, just

let him have it in moderate doses.
That’s the secret of successful
slapstick comedy.”
Mack displayed intense interest

when the question of sound and
dialogue as applied to comedy was
mentioned.
“Ask yourself after seeing one

of the old silent comedies and put-
ting beside it a comedy talker
with sound and music and all the
grand features contributed to

screen entertainment by the ad-
vent of the talking picture. You’ll
be answered.

“I try to stick to the old silent

formula for comedies. Sound and
dialogue are two of the greatest
contributions to the comedy ele-

ment on the screen but I think
dialogue, especially, should be
used sparingly.”
And color—Mack likes color so

well that he blazed the trail for
comedy producers in introducing
color to comedy shorts. In fact he
is the only comedy producer using
color.

“The color process I use is na-
tural; it’s infocus; it’s sharp and,
I use only pastel shades. The mil-
lions who see motion pictures
daily should truly appreciate color
on the screen. Many have com-
plained that color is a trial to the
eyes. Only imperfect colors, out-
of-focus are a trial to the eyes.
I’ll prove it. You’ve all been to

a masquerade ball at some time

t:

7170W.E. SYSTEMS
IN OPERATION

Western Pileetrie world
wide installations, aceor-
ing to the latest report,
total 7,170 of wliieli 4,701
are in the doinestie Held
and 2,4(50 abroad.
Among the latest theatres

e((nipped are the (ineina
t'otop(»nli in Athens, for
years the home of the stock
company headed by the
tragedienne, Madame Mari-
ka Cotoponli, and also the
Kialto Cinema in Alexan-
dria, Egyi)t, the finest and
most modern theatre in
the Near East.

color from one shooting black and
white.” he said in explaining its

simplicity.

U TO MAKE HISTORY NEXT WEEK

WITH 2 SERIALS ON BROADWAY

been assigned to supervision and
executive duties in the theatre
real estate field.

Sam Dembow, Jr., Publix vice-

president, executive head of the-

atre expansion while it continued,
and with long previous experience
in the Paramount film buying and
booking specialty, is therefore re-

leased and available to resume
charge of that department at the
home office, and the assignment
has been made. This, in turn,
releases a veteran in Paramount
theatre operation—Wjlliam Saal,
for the last three years at the
head of buying and booking. Saal,

with headquarters at the home
office, will now have supervision
of Publix theatre operation
throughout the Southwestern Divi-

sion.

The same function will be exer-
cised in the South by Division
Manager John O’Donnell, from
New Orleans where he has of late

supervised the operation of the
Paramount-owned Sanger thea-

tres. Louis N. Schneider, for two
years past Division Manager ol

the company’s Eastern theatres,
will return to the scene of his

former management triumphs

—

Dallas. Texas—from which, w'ifh

personal contact with most of the
big Southwestern city theatre
operations, he will have ample
opportunity to continue his ser-

vices in that rich territory.

A. M. Botsford. advertising and
nublicity manager for Publix, de-

clared yesterday that the forego-
ing comprised the full extent of

changes in the theatre organiza-

tion. He denied any truth w'hat-

pver in rumors and published re-

ports of a Publix general “shake-

For the first time in history two
serials are to play first run on
Broadway simultaneously. “The
Si)ell of the Circus,” Cniversal’s
second all-talking chapter play,
was booked yesterday by the
George M. Cohan Theatre for its

Broadway first run, beginning No-
vember 28, “The Indians Are Com-
ing,” which made history when
it went into the Roxy—the first

serial ever to play Broadway and
the Roxy first run—continues at
the world’s largest theatre, where
it has proved to be a big attr.ac-

tion.

The booking of “The Spell of
the Circus” into the Cohan is the
latest development of Fniversal’s
effort, which has since become in-

dustry-wide, to bring the children
back to the movies, and is pointed
to by Universal officials as fur-
ther evidence of the calibre of the
company’s chapter plays for the
current season,

“The Spell of the Circus” fea-

tures Franxis X, Bushman, Jr. and
Alberta 'Vaughn and was directed

by Robert F. Hill. It was pro-

duced on the same elaborate scale

as “The Indians.”

HOLLYWOOD CLUB

DENOUNCES CRITICS

(Continued from page 1)

lywood. Of divorces filed with the
county clerk only one-haif of 1

per cent involve motion picture
people.

During August, September and
October of this year only 3,670 per-
sons were arrested in Hollywood
for burglary, robbery, grand theft,

petty theft, automobile theft, traf-
fic accidents, murder and vice of-
fenses whereas, based on popula-
tion averages, it might have been
4,923 persons.

Hollywood, standing fifth in
population among the fourteen
districts in Los Angeles, with
141,000 residents, is tenth in the
number of vice arrests. In point
of ethical culture, Hollywood has
forty-one churches, with 20,000
)ersons attending weekly.

WARNER ZONE MORS.
SHARE IN CREDIT

(Continued from page 1)

Inirgh, Chicago. Mil.vaukee, St.

Louis, Indianapolis, Philadelphia,

Washington and Atlantic City,

“Business in these cities,” re-

port.s Weshner, “is good for good
pictures. Three of our releases,

‘The Door to Hell,’ ‘The Life

of the Party,’ and ‘The Office

Wife,’ are simply tearing through

all known box-office records,”

Zone managers, he declares,

have instilled a fine degree of

loyalty and enthusiasm in the

house managers and publicity

men.

“TOL’ABLE DAVID”
A H0LD=0VER

‘'Tol’iihle David,” vvliicli is

hating its first A'ew York
showing at the KKO May-
fair Theatre this week, is

to he held over at .this new
jdayhonse for a second
week, heirinn'" - Friday.

NATIONAL CONFAB ON SCREEN

ADS SET FOR LATE IN JANUARY

up.”

A national conference on mo-
tion pictures as an advertising
medium will be held at Hotel
Roosevelt on Jan. 28, 29 and 30,

under the auspices of the Screen
Advertisers Association, the Mo-
tion Picture Department of the
Advertising Federation of Ameri-
ca, of which W. Johnson, of the
Theatre Service Corporation, is

president.

The major purpose of the con-
ference will be to acquaint the ad-

I
vertising agencies and advertisers

j

with the many phases of motion
I picture advertising that are now
available to them, and to form a

closer relationship between the
advertisers and the motion picture
advertising industry as a whole.

General topics for discussion
will include, “What’s Ahead in the
Equipment Line,” and “Why the
Advertiser Is interested in Motion
Pictures as an Advertising Medi-
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Here’s Horwitz,
PeeWee ofTexas

By

OTRANGE stupidities arise,

^ even in the motion picture

business. As an instance .there’s

a total blank down in Texas nam-

ed Horwitz. He’s in the motion

picture business. He runs thea^

tres and yet, he is the biggest

sucker in Texas for he has been

buying newspaper space in his

own home town to advocate state

censorship of motion pictures and
legal supervision of motion pic'

tures by state enactment!
*

wouldn't believe that a

sane man who was mad at

somebody would be so dumb as to

saw the limb off between himself

and the tree. But Horwitz, who
is heartily opposed by the little

exhibitors who have tried hard to

keep their independence and their

theatres, has pursued a reckless

course and for the sake of the

little fellows, and certainly not for

the peanut brained Horwitz, we
hope his wretched campaign will

not saddle the industry with

further legal burdens.
« « *

TTORWITZ, of course, is a

good deal of a rat without

the smartness of a rat that knows
how to take care of himself. Per'

haps he is more like an ostrich

that buries his head in the sand

and can’t see what’s going on. He
apparently has no conception of

the stupidity of which he is

guilty. Of course Horwitz is of

a type that thinks he is very

bright indeed and big black type

in the advertisement he pays for

look swell and elegant and make
him feel like a great man. We
wouldn’t expect him to care a

damn about his fellows so long as

Horwitz was doing nicely but we
would expect that, dumb as he is,

(Continued on page 2)

SOUND NEWSREELS STAGE GRIFFITH CHASE

IN RRINGING ETHIOPIAN KING’S RITES
-A

WIDE FILM CONFAB

OF SMPE TOMORROW
Wide film discussion and dem-

onstrations will be the feature of

the next meeting of the New York
Section of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers to be held to-

morrow, at 8:15 P.M. in the Audi-
torium of the Museum of Peace-
ful Arts, 220 East 42nd Street,

New York, N. Y.

Dr. N. M. LaPorte of Para-

(Continued on page 2 )

PROF. REIOHENBAOH
IN LOWDOWN TO AMPAS
Every now and then the estim-

able and proficient Ampas like to

make sure that they are getting
off on the right foot in their jobs.

So they send for Prof. Reichen-
bach, hand him a well-filled nose-
bag, and prick up their ears.

This will happen today at the
regular weekly luncheon at the
Dixie Hotel, when the professor
—with the assistance of slides by
Billy Watson — will present the
lowdown on “What Makes a Good
Press Agent.”

PERSON APPEARANCES
FOR WARNER STAR

Winnie Lightner, Warner star,

and Belle Baker, of vaudeville, are
booked for personal appearances
in Warner houses in Pittsburgh
and Washington, according to

Walter Meyers, in charge of book-
ing acts for Warner Bros.

Airplane Used to Advantage Out of Darkest Africa by
Fox Movietone and Hearst Metrotone; Paramount
Sound Reel Tight at Their Heels; London Daily

Mail Gives Feat Eight-Column Banner Line; AH
Make Monday Newsree;! Release on Big Stem

^ For Movietone News and Hearst
Metrotone News had a merry race
against time with Paramount
Sound News in bringing to these
shores the newsreel shots of the
coronation ceremonies incident to
the crowning of Haile Selassio,
king of Ethiopia in his African
empire.

In Loudon, accordiiig to advises
from the home office of Fox
Movietone, the London Daily Mail
carried an eight-column banner
line on the inside with two
columns of text, on the record
eatabli.shed by Fox Movietone in

getting the reels of the corona-
tion into the Fox Newsreel the-
atre there—the second newsreel
theatre in the world.

Transportation from Africa was

RENEWED STRENGTH
IN FOX AND LOEW
BRIGHTENS ’CHANGE

Renewed .streiigtli in Fox
ami Loew’s stock on the

.\evv York Exchange yes-

terday attracted new atten-

tion. It was recalled that

since Fox has a large block
in Loew’s any favorable
development in the latter

would aid. The market
was visited I)y a rumor
that an increase in Loew’s
dividend of a dollar was
anticipated.

(Continued on page 2)

WarnerSf F. N. & Vitaphone
Combine Sales in One Office

ARLISS HERE
-c-

George Arliss, with Mrs. Arliss,

who arrived Tuesday from Elu-

rope, after a fortnight here, will

leave for California to begin work
on his next picture for Warner
Bros., details of which will be
made public soon.

SONO ART PREPARING AD CAMPAIGN

OF NATION-WIDE SCOPE ON PRODUCT

Officials of Sono Art-World Wide
are not abashed by business de-
pression—on the contrary, they
next week are setting in motion a
national advertising campaign ap-
proaching in proportions the most
far-reaching ever attempted by an

(Continued on page 7)

RCA PHOTOPHONE
PERSONNEL CHANGES

Charles J. Ross, executive vice-

president of RCA Pliotophone,
Inc., announces the following

The combined booking and sales

divisions of Warner Bros. Vita-
graph, First National Pictures and
Vitaphone for the Metropolitan
District are now located in the
Film Centre Building on 44th and
45th Street and Ninth Avenue.
The new quarters contain the ex-
ecutive. sales and booking offices,

as well as the poster and ship-
ping departniients of the three pic-

ture corporations and are all on

(Continued on page 2)

CONFER ON WESTERNS

(Continued on page 2)

Trem Carr is here from Holly-
wood for a conference with W.
Ray .lohnston on production ac-

tivities for 19.31. They are pro-
ducing a series of Bob Steele
tvesterns for Tiffany and have
Steele under contract for several
years.
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MAIN STREET

Winnie Sheelian, the Big Fox
Shot, hit the Big Stem unexpected-
ly yest. * * * U. A.’s Lottery Bride
is clue pretty soon * * * Sam Katz
was in conference yest. * * *

straggling reports from Bakers-
lield tell of duel staged between
Hy Baal) and Bon Eddy * * *

was the lieat * * * both partici-

pants drilled the desert sands so

often that water was struck * * *

Sam Warshawski Imparts this

item in alihing Hy’s silence * * *

Peggy Joyce, just steamed in from
her chateau on the Riviera, says

she hasn’t been married for four

years * * * that’s a record , or

something, for Peggy * * Carroll
(iraham, one half of Queer People
takes a rattler today for Sunny
California, by way of the wilds

of Canada * * * John A. Waldron,
one of Mack Sennett’s Big Shots
on production, followed his chief

into the Big Puddle * * * Jack
Pegler. of those big ad men. Lord,
'I'homas and Logan, got a hurry
call to join Hy Baab on the Cali-

fornia desert * * * he’s on a

rattler at this minute * * * Jack
is the brother of Westbrook, the

big sports w'riter who says what
he thinks and means it

* * *

Colleen JToore is in a sanitarium
in Battle Creek * * * Lila Tiee

and Kenee Adoree send word they
are doing nicely in Arizona * * *

both sick, thank you * * * Tings

Baer says Bobbie Jones has been
wired for sound * * * Howard (oil

baron) Hughes is goi’n find out
what the Creeks think about it

* * * every member of Warners
Captain Anplejack plays a dual
role * the p.a. continues in ex-
planation * * * .this is because the
plot of the picture includes a
dream * * * roll that one around
in your cranium and see what you
get * * wonder if wdien the news-
reelers shot that Ethioi»ian King

tramping around with all those

jewels it sounded like a 1917 Ford

before the mike * * * whatever be-

canie of Ivan .\brams(in’'s legal

matters * * * Nella, daughter of

Bill Burt, who used to set ’em up

for Pearl White’s hair-raisers, is

with the Xugents in that play they

have over in Flatbush * * *

U. S. NAVY INCREASES SOUND

EQUIPMENTS TO OVER 300
Taking advantage of a danse

in the specifications upon which
the United States Navy Depart-
ment awarded the contract to

RCA Photophone, Inc., for the in-

stallation of sound reproducing
equipment upon twenty battle-

ships, sixty cruisers, one hundred
and twenty destroyers and a large
number of shore stations located
in various sections of the world,
officials of the Navy now estimate
that the number of installations
will exceed the aggregate origin-
ally decided upon.
According to the specifications,

the Navy w'as given the right to

increase the number at least

twenty-five per cent and when
that increase wms made, the of-

HEHE’S HORWiTZ,
PEE WEE OF TEXAS

(Continued from page 1)

he would know that to invite

legislative enactments for a con^

trol of his business is the last

thing any sane man in any busi'

ness would think of.
« * *

N sixteen years in the picture

business we have seen many
follies, mistakes and blunders. We
have met many mountebanks,

asses and fools, but Horwitz, the

pee wee of Texas, is just about

the dumbest of all the dumbells.

Tliiid dimeiisioual values on the
motion picture screen can be ob-
tained by utilization of such
simple devices as a swaying lamp
cord, the frame of a door, or a
pendant chandelier, Hollywood
has been made to cliscover. The
discoverer is Josef von Sternberg,
now guiding production of “Dis-
honored” at the Paramount stu-
dios.

In his last picture, “Morocco,”
in which Gary Cooper, Marlene
Dietrich and Adolphe Menjou are

“KISMET” ON FOURTH

WEEK AT HOLLYWOOD

“Kismet,” First National’s spe-
cial with Otis Skinner, today be-
gins the fourth week of its run
at the Hollywood on Broadway.
Capacity business has characteriz-
ed all night performances and
most of the matinees, according to

the theatre management.

ficials found that approximately
fifty additional installations would
be required to replace the silent
apparatus now in use in the
Navy's floating theatres and in the
auditoriums in the shore stations,

hospitals and other branches of
the department.

When the entire contract is

filled, the number of installations
will exceed three hundred. Ac-
cording to naval officials, the
present intention is to have the
.ound equipment installed first on
the large battleships. This work
will begin about April 1, 1931 and
it is expected the entire contract
will be completed by January 1,

1932.

by plane, the plane dropping off

the negative at Paris, getting a
print for London consumption,
and hustling a print to the port
of embarkation in France in time
to catch the S.S. Franconia for
.America.

Paramount's Sound News of the
same event made Paris in time
to catch the He de France which
docked in New York 24 hours alter
the Franconia, although a much
faster boat. The Fox crew got
the jump on Paramount when
they got prints aboard the Fran-
conia sailing two days earlier.

Both Paramount Sound News
and P’ox Movietone News-Hearst
Metrotone News were released
locally with the regular Monday
newsreel release. It was a hot
race from darkest Africa.

V
featured, he secured this effect in

the scene where it can be notic-

ed most by photographing the ac-.

tion through a loop of electric

lamp cord; in another place by a
boat davit on the deck of a ship;
and in still another place by
bringing into the picture the pro-
jecting corner of a building.

WARNERS COMBINE
SALES IN ONE OFFICE

(Contiiiued from page 1)

the tenth floor.

This centralization of the three
companies in one office was effect-

ed for the convenience of the ex-
hibitor who is now able to save
much time and labor by being en-
abled to book Warner Bros., First
National and Vitaphone pictures
in one office. Heretofore this re-

quired visiting three different
offices. The new offices contain
every convenience for the exhibi-
tor and are up to the minute in

every way.

AYRES CHALKS UP

NEW B’WAY MARK
FOR THEATRE RUNS

Lewis Ayres, the Universal
star who was boosted to fame as
Paul Baumer in “All Quiet on the
Western Front”, has chalked up
a Broadway record. Pictures in

which he has had leading roles
have played 27 out of the last

30 weeks on the Big Stem.

Starting with “All Quiet on the
Western Front,” which ran 16
weeks at the Central, the Ayres
long-run record included appear-
ances in “All Quiet” at the Roxy,
two weeks; “All Quiet” at Loew’s
New York, one week; “Common
Clay” at the Roxy, four weeks;
“East Is West” at the Globe, one
week; “The Doorway to Hell” at
the Strand, three weeks, and still

going.

Ayres has just completed work
in “Many a Slip”, Universal spe-
cial, with Joan Bennett as his
leading woman, and is preparing
for his stellar role in Monta Bell’s

“Fires of Youth,” on the same lot.

RCA PHOTOPHONE
PERSONNEL CHANGES
(Continued from page 1)

changes in personnel at the cor-
poration’s home office.

John T. Tingle has been ap-
pointed treasurer, succeeding C. C.

Chapeile, who is transferred to

Chicago. C. G. Terwilliger, form^
erly assistant treasurer and assist-

ant credit manager of RCA Victor
Company, has been appointed as-
sistant treasurer, succeeding A.
Nicol, resigned. W. A. Graham,
formerly with RCA Victor Com-
pany, has been appointed assist-

ant to A. E. Reoch, vice-presi-
dent of RCA Photophone, Inc.

WIDE FILM CONFAB
(Continued from page 1)

mount-Publix will give a talk on
wide film.

An informal supper will be
served for members at the Fra-
ternities Club, 22 East 38th St.,

New York, at 6 P.M. Reservations
should be made with Donald
Hyndman, Room 813, 350 Madison
Avenue, Telephone Murray Hill
6069.

The museum will be open for
inspection from 7 P.M. on this
evening with many objects on
exhibition of special interest to
motion picture engineers.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Nov. 19, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 451/2 46/2 -k %
Warner Bros 19% 20% + !/2

Fox Film “A” 381/8 34 + 172
Loew’s Inc 57% 5978 + 178
Loew’s Inc. Pre.... 93 93 —472
Radio K-A-0 2178 22/2 + 1/2

Pathe Exchange ... 3% 3% —
Pathe “A” 7/4 7 '4 — %
Con. F. Ind 13'%

Curb Market

1378 + 78

Columbia Piet 22!/4 23 — 72
Fox Theatre “A”... 6 6 + %
Nat. Screen 19% 231/4 +4%

NEWSREELS IN STIFF RACE

TO BRING IN ETHIOPIAN RITES
^ ,, (Continued from page 1)

Von Sternberg Gains Third
Dimension Effects Simply



BEATS “BIG HOUSE” RECORDS IN

WARFIELD, FRISCO, EXTENDED RUN

!

Biggest since '^Broadway Melody^^ at the Columbia

Theatre^ Washington, And ids just starting!

‘^Oh, Min, you certainly

pack some wallop in

this picture—and I mean
wallopr

Imagine them both TOGETHER!

MARIE DRESSLER
Better than she was in **Caught Short,” “Anna Christie,” ‘*Let Us Be Gay” all put together!

BEERYWALLACE
The fans are waiting for another role like ”Butch” of”Big House.” Here it is!

MIN AND BILL
A flock of laughs! A pack of heart-throbs! A pictureful

of drama—suggested by Lorna Moon’s “The Dark Star.

Directed by George Hill. He made “The Big House.

METRO^SOLDWYN-MAYER’S Extended Run Hit!
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NAT’L BOARD CALLS ‘MOROCCO’

PICTURE OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE
“Morocco” the Paramount pic-

ture now running at the Rivoli,

has been given an exceptional en-

dorsement by the National Board
of Review. A letter to the Para-

mount Publix Corporation sent

after this picture had been re-

viewed by the Board’s Committee
on Exceptional Photoplays, says:

“ ‘Morocco’ in our judgement
seems worthy from every angle

of its production of being brought

to the attention of the public as

a film of major importance. It

is exciting technically as well as

dramatically. It is fine entertain-

ment and fine art. It points

toward the future of the motion
picture, and it presents through the

work of a foremost director—Josef

von Sternberg—a new screen star

of the first rank—Marlene Diet-

rich.”

CAMERA CARS SCORE
RECORD ‘TRAVEL’ SHOT

All records for the longest

travelling camera shot fall before

one established by Herbert Bren-

on in filming “Beau Ideal.” talking

sequel to his famous silent pro-

duction, “Beau Geste.” Building a

highway on the desert, in the

middle of a horizon-to-horizon

sweep of sand dunes, Brenon was
able to “dolley” his cameras on
special camera cars and in this

manner to pass slowly by a

marching line of men, horses and
camels over a mile long!

The “shot” represents a cross-

desert march of a company of the

French Foreign Legion in one of

the most important scenes of the

picture. Ralph Forbes, Lester
Vail, Don Alvarado, Otto Mattie-

son, Leni Stengel, Paul MacAllis-
ter and others appear in the cast.

EL BRENDEL GIVEN
STRONG FOX CAST

HOLLyWOOD BUREAU. — El

Brendel is assured a strong sup-
porting cast for his first starring

picture, “Mister Lemon from
Orange,” for Fox Films. Fifi Dor-
say, Frank Albertson, Marguerite
Churchill, Ruth 'Warren, William
Collier, Sr., Louise Huntington
and the comedy blackface team
of Black & Blue have been assign-
ed parts. Originally the film was
titled “Poor John.” Brendel will

have the role of a janitor.

NEWSPAPERS FEATURE
“LIFE OF THE PARTY”

Throughout the country, exhibi-

tors are enlisting the cooperation
of newspapers through a letter

contest in connection with Warner
Bros. Technicolor special, “The
Life of the Party.” Readers are
invited to submit letters telling

of occasions when a stunt, reci-

tation or unexpected trick earned
them the reputation of “the life

of the party.” Prizes of cash and
admission to the theatres are

offered.

ELDER MFG. CO. ISSUES
“TOM SAWYER” SHEET

A twelve page press hook on
the motion picture “Tom Sawyer,"
supplemental to the regular sheet
issued by Paramount, has been
sent to all its dealers by the Elder
Mfg Co., of St. Louis, as the re-

sult of a national advertising tie-

up effected on the production.
The book contains advice to

store owners as how best to co-
operate with Paramount in adver-
tising the picture and at the same
time sell the “Tom Sawyer” brand
of clothes for boys which the
Elder Company manufacturers.

DETROIT CIRCUIT

BOOKS WESTERNS
H. E. Koppin, operating a cir-

cuit of theatres in Detroit, Michi-
gan, has booked Big 4 Westerns
for his theatres in this territory

including Ambassador, Garden,
Highland Park, Ferndale, Lake-
wood and the Koppin Uptown,
through the Excellent Pictures
Corporation of that city.

Pete Smith, director of publicity

at M-G-M studios, is doctoring his

stomach again, consulting a spe-

cialist at Santa Barbara. He ex-

pects to return to work about
Christmas.

Bob Blair, movie stuut man and
flyer, has to pay his wife $50 a

month alimony from now on. This
is one stunt Bob doesn’t like.

“Africa Speaks” is packing ’em
in at the Egyptian theatre this

week, without any extra ballyhoo.

Helen Gurley, assistant movie
editor of Hollywood News, has
joined the staff of Jimmy Starr
on the Los Angeles Express who
is getting out four snappy pages
of cinema information every
Saturday.

And by the way didn’t Frea
Newmeyer do a swell job of di-

recting the stage play “Best
People” which Paramount sales-

men astutely named “Ff,ist ana
Loose.” It probably won’t make a
dime at the box-office, because it

has no names, but that isn’t

Fred’s fault.

Willie Low, golf professional at

Lakeside Golf Club, w'here all the
“big shots” of the film industry
play, taught his wife to play golf

but refused to pay her green fees.

Now she’s suing for divorce.

Willie has to pay her $70 a month
alimony.

Marion Davies got her picture

in the Hearst papers last night
when the A.E.F. boys of Southern
California elected her an honor-
ary member of the society.

ITALICS ARE OURS

Fathe announces a new
“sportlight” said to show
an old time Southern fox
hunt in which the sly and
elusive fox had finally been
treed. But, fortunately, a
tree-climbing man (Bay-
mond Swanecamp, sound
recorder, was present to go
after the “brush,” The
italics are ours.

“THE SUNRISE TRAIL”
STARTS PRODUCTION

“The Sunrise Trail,” the third
Bob Steele western in the series
of six scheduled, has started at
the Tiffnay Studios. The cast in-
cludes Blanche Mehaffey, Eddie
Dunn, Jack Clifford, Fred Burns
and Charles Griffin. Direction by
J. P. McCarthy.

DOROTHY CHRISTY CAST
Dorothy Christy, who was the

Lady Butterworth of Will Rogers’
“So This Is London,” has been en-
gaged by Tiffany for a lady with-
out benefit of scruples, in Tif-
fany’s new feature comedy,
“Caught Cheating,” in which
Charlie Murray and George Sid-
ney are co-starred.

Clara Bow' got in the Los Ange-
les papers’ headlines again this
week wlien she fired her secre-
tary, Daisy DeVoe, the girl who
helped Clara sign the checks and
stop payments on said checks, for

bad gambling debts.

Bill Beaudiue, who made that
comedy, “The Hollywood Theme
Song” for Mack Sennett, is en-
joying the novelty of cutting two
new pictures at the Sennett stu-

dios, for release through Educa-
tional Exchanges.

That special reel made up for

the Academy Awards dinner got
a big laugh from those who re-

mained after the speeches. Es-
pecially the shot of Carl Laem-
mle, Jr., “who has just signed a
new' five year contract.” It show-
ed a baby in bed sucking on a

nursing bottle.

Peter the Hermit, w'ho lives in

the foothills of Hollyw'ood, and
conies to town dally to parade up
Hollywood boulevard in his

shorts, says United Artists can
have his tent in which to show
their pictures. As yet Joe
Schenck hasn’t signed a lease.

Harry Langdon, screen comedi-
an, w'as saved the trouble of a

personal appearance in court
when he settled a suit for $5,192,

against him brought by Miss
Christine Herschman. She is said

to have suffered cuts on her head
when Langdon’s car collided with
one in which she was riding at

Jefferson and Manfields avenues.
May 1, 1929.

DIX NOT RAISING

DICKENS ON BW
Radio Pictures would be inter-

ested in knowing who the young
man is, calling himself Richard
Dix, who had a taxi driver sum-
moned for reckless driving at

Seventh Avenue and 34th Street
early yesterday.
The self-styled movie star who,

in person, is working in “Cimma-
ron” at Bakersfield, Calif., was
astride the hood of the cab and
declared to a policeman that he
nad jumped there when really run
over by the hack driver.

“It is these little incidents,” said
Sam Warshawsky of Radio pub-
licity department, “that make one’s
work more difficult and intricate.

Mr. Dix is not in New York
broncho busting wild taxicabs, but
is working hard in the west. This
we have verified through the Asso-
ciated Press, which located Dix
on the job, where he should be, in

Bakersfield.”

THELMA TODD CAST
IN CLARA BOW FILM

Thelma Todd has been added to

the cast of “No Limit,” Clara
Bow’s new starring picture for
Paramount, according to an-
nouncement from the Hollywood
studios. Miss Todd’s part will be
that of a stage star in a theatre

in which Clara and her girl

friend, Dixie Lee, are usherettes.
It is Miss Todd’s first part for

Paramount since “Follow Thru,”
produced several months ago.

PATHE RELEASING ONE
SHOWING BOBBY JONES

Along with 'Wariiers deal, clos-

ing with Bobby Jones for a series

of twelve 1-reel shorts, comes the

release of the Van Beuren-Pathe
Graiitland Rice Sportlight short
showing the golf king in “Par and
Double Par.” Bobby is shown tak-

ing mighty swats at the ball and
ixecuting some difficult putts. The
short is ready for immediate re-

lease.

FOX FILMS ASSIGHS

FRANK ALBERTSON

Frank Albertson has been given

a featured part in the new 'Will

Rogers picture, “A Connecticut
Yankee.” Albertson therefore will

give up a previously assigned role

in Seymour Felix’s picture.

Since he was signed to a Fox
contract in May, 1928, after work-
ing a short time as property boy
at another studio, Albertson has
played numerous featured roles

which have revealed a variety of

talents.

TIMBERG IN SHORTS

Herman 'Timberg, vaudeville
headliner, has been signed by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to appear
in two “colortone” short feature
novelties. These will be titled

“Ambitious People” and “The
Schoolroom.” Jack Cummings has
already begun work on “Ambiti-
ous People,” the cast of which
includes Barbara Blair. Edward
Nugent and Doris Toddings.

Hollywood Gossip
By R.VY MURRAY
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OLD CLO’S AND VEGETABLES

TAKEN AT RDSSIAN BDX-OFFIOE

5.000 DINNERS FROM
‘

KIDS AT FOX MATS

More than 6,000' needy families

in New York City will enjoy a
Thanksgiving meal supplied by
15.000 children who will use ar-

tides of food to pay their admis-
sion to the special “Thanksgiving
Food Matinee” to be held on Sat-

urday morning, November 22, at

eleven Fox theatres in Manhattan
and the Bronx.

Canned foods of every descrip-

tion, potatoes, carrots and similar

vegetables and carton food, such
as spaghetti and crackers, will be

accepted for admission.

SKSNED TO SUPPORT
BARBARA STARWYOK

The latest additions to the cast

of Columbia’s drama of dancehall

life which was selected as a star-

ring vehicle for Barbara Stanwyck
under her new contract, are Pat
Harmon, Jack Byron and B.B.B.

Lionel Barrymore is directing and
in the cast supporting Miss Stan-
wyck are, Ricardo Cortez, Monroe
Owsley, Blanche Frederici, Sally

Blane, Victor Potel, Olive Tell,

David Newell, Marthar Sleeper,
Phyllis Crane and A1 Hill.

ORTH & OODEE TO PLAY
AT WARHERS BEACON

Frank Orth, of Codec and Orth,
vaudeville and musical comedy
headliners, will make a personal
appearance Wednesday evening at
Warner Bros. Beacon Theatre,
Broadway and 74th Street.- He is

featured there on the screen this

week in a Vitaphone: Varieties skit

titled “The Victimi.”

FOM SIGNS TORRENCE
FOR <EAST LYNNE’ ROLE

David Torrence has been signed
by Fox Films for a part in “Bast
Lynne.” He will be in a cast
which includes Ann Harding, Clive
Brook, Conrad Nagel, Cecelia Lof-
tus, Beryl Mercer, 0. P. Heggie
and Flora Sheffield, with Frank
Lloyd directing.

OiLHORE SIGNED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Doug-
las Gilmore has been signed by
Columbia for the featured ‘heavy’
role in “Vengeance,” with Louis
King directing. Buck Jones is

starred with Barbara Bedford op-
posite. “Vengeance,” is an orig-
inal story by Stuart Anthony and
is King’s fourth consecutive Buck
Jones picture for Columbia re-
lease.

TINLING TO DIRECT

James S. Tinling, who recently
completed “For the Love O’ Lil,”
f''" Columbia Pictures, has been
signed to direct a series of pro-
ductions. The first will be “The
Flood,” a de luxe Snecial which
is listed among Columbia’s most
ambitious efforts for the coming
season. Tinling has been associ-
ated with the industry for more
than fifteen years.

KAPLAN ESTABLISHES
OLD AGE PENSION FOR

UNION OPERATORS

Sain Kaplan, president of

the Motion Picture Machine
Operators Union, Local S0<>,

has announced tlie estab-

lishnieiit of an old age
pension fund, self-support-

ing and self-sustaining.

Operators lyho have reach-

ed the age of 60 and ai*e

Incapacitated will he taken
care of for the rest of their

lives.

MACK STARK TO SHOOT
FUNMAKER IN JERSEY

The Ideal Studios over on the

Jersey side will start humming
this week when Mack Stark places

the second of his Simple Simon
comedies, “’Radio Madness,” a two-
reeler, in production. Louis Simon
is featured. William A. Grew
wrote the story, with adaptation
by Grew and Rube Welch. Nina
Sorel, a product of the vaudeville
stage, is leading .w'oman. Welch
will be in it, as will Peggy Cun-
ard. Ben Bloomfield is produc-
tion manager.

Cinema Congress

The second Congress of the In-^

dependent Cinema—the first meet-;

ing took place in Switzerland last
‘

year—will this year be held at

the Palais des Beaux Arts, Brus-
sels, from November 28, to Decem-
ber 1. The meeting will reunite
most of the European producers,
writers and critics, who have de-
voted some part of their activity

to non-commercial film produc-
tion. Two public festivals, one
of which will be devoted to the
silent film and the other to talk-

ies, will be held. The silent film

festival will be devoted to topical
films andj adveiituite in cinema
work. The debates will concern
three questions; The international
organization of cinema clubs, in-

tellectual film production, and,
lastly, the relations between the
cinema and intelU'.ctual life in
general. These debates will be
held in three languages; in Eng-
lish. French, and German. The
Professional Film Press Associa-
tion and several groups of authors
have agreed to patronize this Con-
gress.

Koyalties on Sound
German officials are reported re-

cently to have investigated the
present tariff of royalties demand-
ed by the electrics from the mo-
tion picture industry in Germany.
The German trade now seems to

believe that the interest shown in

the liiatter will not remain pure-
ly academic, and feels that some
developments will be forthcoming.
It is stated that the Ministry of

Interior has addressed, a. letter .w
Tobis with the request to state
the amount of various royalties
and licenses.

RATHE DISTRIBUTES
PAINTINGS OF STARS

Pathe recently issued facsimile

oil paintings of Ann Harding,
Constance Bennett, Helen Twelve-
trees, Bill Boyd, Eddie Quillan and
Robert Armstrong as a new gen-

eral stock accessory. They are

in brilliant colors and the special

canvass finish makes them “oil

paintings” in appearance. Thej
were introduced at the MPTOA
Convention in Philadelphia last

week.

MORE WESTERNS FOR
BUTTERFIELD CIRCUIT

Theatres in the following towns
in Michigan controlled by the
Butterfield Circuit have closed

deals for Big 4 Westerns; Ben-
ton Harbor, Owosso, Adrian, Mon-
roe, and two houses in Detroit.

These bookings were made by
Leonard Shecter of the Excellent
Pictures Corporation of Detroit.

New Studio Facilities

The Staaken film studios in Ger-
:niany, after a long period of in-

activity, have been inaugurated
for sound-film

.
production. A

Tobis-Klangfllm set, with three
microphones and two cameras, has
been installed between two halls

so that shooting can be effected in

either one by a simple changeover
of wires. The studios have been
entirely lined with sound-insulat-
ing material. The first picture
produced for Klangfilm under the
direction of Gerhard Lamprecht,
will be “Two Kinds of Morals.”

’rcchnical Film Course

A technical and professional
course of cinematograph for 1930-

1931 was inaugurated on October
10, at the Ecole Nationale d’Arts
et Metiers, in Paris, under the
patronage of the Chambre Syndi-
cale Franicaifia de la Cinemato-
graphie. The course is directed
by M. Mayer.

Osso Expansion

M. Adolphe Osso, head of the
Societe des Films Osso, has jnsi
returned from Brussels, where h*
is planning to establish the Bel-
gian Societe des Films Osso. The
Osso company will also have
branches in Geneva, Cairo, and
Algiers, and agencies in the
Frencli key cities — Lyon,' Lille,

Bordeaux, Strasbourg, and Mar-
seille.

Wiring Malta Opera
The Opera of Malta, Malta,

which was built in 1731 and has
retnained unchanged since that
time, will be turned into a sound-
film theatre. It is now being wir-
ed and will be opened in the
near future.

A recent numiber of the “Kras-
nafa Gazeta,” of Moscow, carried
an item in connection with cin-

emas that may seem somewhat
astonishing to i>ersons unfamiliar
with present-day conditions pre-
vailing in the Soviet State. The
item, in short, consists in the an-
nouncement that adm.ission to
cinemas may now be secured at

certain houses in exchange for
payment in kind. Old galoshes
are prominently mentioned in this

connection. Old clothes, bags,
small amounts of potatoes, eggs,
flowers, etc., are also accepted. Ir

is for the box-office cashier lo
judge whether or not the various
odds and ends presented are suf-
ficient to justify the adm,ission of
the prospective patron. Such con-
ditions ,.11 c probably particularly
prominent in the rural districts

(that covers practically the en-
tire country) v/here the shortage
of currency is particularly felt.

However, the extraordinary gen-
eral poverty of the population and
the enormous prices of every vic-
tual or manufactured product (a
worn-down second-hand pair of
shoes often costs more in Moscow
than a pair of brand new ones in

Europe) has probably been materi-
al in creating this situation.

SONO ART PREPARING
HUGE ART CAMPAIGN
(Continued from page 1)

independent producer.
The reason—Budd Rogers, gen-

eral sales manager, just returned
from a seven-weeks trip over the
U.S.A., reports to a representative
of this newspaper that “there is

no such thing as ‘depression’ out
through the country where tire

circuits and independent ex-
changes are concerned.”

To prove this Budd took our
correspondent into his private
sanctum in the Paramount Build-
ing. The mahogany desk in the
center of the roonii looked like

the registration desk at the
MPTOA jconventlon in Philadel-
phia on the opening day, piled

high with contracts instead of

trade papers. These contracts
represent bookings in every dist-

rict—big and small—^froni coast
to coast.

“The independent, as well as the
circuits, is booking heavily, es-
pecially product that represents
action and smacking of the funda-
mentals of the silent drama, as
well as the best elements of the
sound and dialogue,” lie said.

Budd explained that he consid-
ers it fortunate that Sono Art has
just this kind of product, includ-
ing its latest series, ten Thrill-0-
Drainas, the first of which goes
into production next week under

the supervision of George Weeks,
wlio leaves for the West Coast

this week-end. “Swanee River”

will be the first to face the camera
and mike followed by an original

story by Mike Simmons, “First

Aid.”

Foreign Film Notes
Eeceived in the 3Iotion Picture Division

of tile U. S. Department of Commerce
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Enthusiasm
in Printer's Ink

By

Have you noticed? Of course

you have! Full pages in the

da ly newspapers of the country

from various commercial houses

and businesses carrying advertising

of what is technically known as

institutional copy. You will see

more of this and it is a part of a

general hip, hip, hurrah campaign

in which business in general is

joining.
* *

%Y TE do not advocate the policy

of advertising until it hurts.

We do advocate the full steam

ahead policy, particularly at this

time, for all businesses, including

the motion picture business.
« « «

WE believe the motion picture

exhibitors everywhere will

stimulate their business and in'

crease their profits by using news-

paper space, which is not merely

large in size but enthusiastic in

character, regarding what they

have to sell to the public. We
believe that motion picture com'

panics will improve their business

and it will be to enthuse the exhi'

bitors everywhere, by the increase

in the amount of advertising space

in the trade media. We say this

without advocacy of this paper es'

pecially, but all papers with any

proper claim to importance should

be utilized by the advertiser in the

picture business.
* * *

AS in the case of the copy for

the daily newspapers, enthu'

siasm, confidence, and the will to

win spirit should be manifest. This

is fully justified by the kind of

product that is coming through

from the studios, not merely from

one company but from many coiii

panics. It takes no self'hypnotism

for anybody with a clear eye in

(Continued on page 2)

BRITISH SHARE WITH U. S. PRODUCERS

RECKLINGS BY MUSHROOM FILM REFORMERS

HARLEY L. CLARKE

NOW ON LOEW'S

DIRECTORATE
The annual stockholders meet-

ing of Loew’s, Inc., was held yes-

terday. In addition to routine
business two representatives were
named to replace old representa-
tives of the Fox interests on the
corporation’s board.

Harley L. Clarke and Harry M.
Rice were elected to succeed J.

L. Rubinstein and Albert M.
Greenfield, former representatives
of Fox on the directorate.

ROBERT ALLEN OFF

Robert Allen, the 24-year-old
Dartmouth graduate who has just
been signed by Warner Bros, to

play on the screen in featured
roles, starts for California today
to begin his cinematic career. At
Chicago he will join the Dart-
mouth football team and travel
with them the rest of the way
to the Coast, where they are to
play Stanford at Palo Alto.

LIGGETT TRANSFERRED
S. S. Liggett, formerly sales

manager for Big U, is now acting
as special representative for “The
Love Kiss,” a feature being dis-

tributed by Celebrity Productions,
Inc.

t
TOM MEIGHAN TO DO
“DADDY LONG LEGS”

HOLLYWOOD lU’KKAl.
Toiuiiiy Meighan who I'e-

tnriis to the screen after

a long absence—in fact,

since Howard Hughes did
“The Kacketeer”—under the
Fox banner, is virtually set

for “Daddy Long Legs”,
with Janet Gaynor in the
role which Mary Pichford
did in the silent version.
Of eourse Toininy will he
Da<ldy Long Legs. Toininy
first is set—a role in
“Young Sinners.”

ASCHMANN TO BIG 4

William Aschmann, former Pa-
the branch manager in Milwaukee,
has been appointed Big 4 special
sales representative out of the
Capitol Pictures Corporation of

Omaha.

Latest Demand, From
Birmingham "Commit-

tee,” Is for Pictures

Made According to Its

Standard—or Power of

Home Secretary Will Be
Invoked

The good ol’ U. S. A. is not the
only country in which the film

producers and distributors are an-
noyed by mushroom organizations
whicli desire to raise havoc with
things as they are. Over in dear
ol’ England all branches of the
industry are consideral)ly perturb-
ed, according to stories carried in

tlie current numbers of the Cine-
ma of London, which describes
the attacks upon the him industry
in the British Isles a “self-con-
stituted body” known as tlie “Bir-
mingham Inquiry Committee.”

It seems that the Birmingham

(Continued on jiage 2)

To Demonstrate New Portable

Sound Equipment-Weighs 90 Lbs.

A new portable sound film re-

cording apparatus which its spon-
sors feel will revolutionize the
recording of sound-on-film pic-

tures in the field, will be demon-

HARRY REICHENBACH TELLS AMPA
OF GOOD AND BAD PRESS AGENTRY

Professor Harry Reichenbach,
press agent extraordinary, shared
honors with Daniel Carson Good-
man, former production executive
for Hearst’s Cosmopolitan Produc-
tions, as star guest at the weekly
AMPA luncheon at Hotel Dixie
yesterday.

Prof. Reichenbach, suffering
with throat trouble since Harry
Hershfield’s dinner, was unable

(Continued on page S)

MARLENE DIETRICH
TO SAIL FOR BERLIN

Marlene Dietrich will leave Hol-
lywood on December 2 for New
York, where she will take a ship
for Germany, to spend the Christ-
mas holidays with relatives in

Berlin. By the end of this month
she is scheduled to finish her new
role under Josef von Sternberg
in “Dishonored.”

strafed to the trade for the first

time on Monday at the Miles Pro-
jection Rooms, 729 Seventh
avenue, by its inventor Len R.
Roos, of Los Angeles, Calif.

This apparatus, wliich records
sound photographically through
the variable density system,
weighs, without the camsia, 90

(Continued on page (i

)

CROMWELL AT MAYFAiR

Richard Cromwell, the youthful
star of “Tol’able David” which is

the current attraction at the RKO
Mayfair, arrived in the city this

morning from Los Angeles on In.'-:

first trip out of California, his
native state. Beginning Saturday
and continuing until Wednesday
night, Cromwell will be person-
ally presented from the stage of
the Mayfair at the afternoon and
evening performances.
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MpMEET
Truman Talley, the big Fox

Movietone shot, is due in these

parts Sat. from the other side * *

Hy Daah and Hiram Brown are

on a rattler coming this way from

sunny Calif. * * * AMPA
luncheon yest was overflowing
* * a big atl man at Ye Ed’s

left remarked * * Harry Relchen-

bach is good box-office * * * Buddy
Rogers is back * * *with his saxa-

phone * * * Matt Taylor who use

to review empies with the old

gang hit the Big Stem yest. * * *

.Matt is knocking out talkers * * *

Art Hoerl who p.a.’d Herb Brenon
way back when Herb inegaplioned

The Pall of the Romanoffs is

headed west * * * Art, between
talkers knocks out serials * * *

Fred Ylctonnell, that high-power-

ed sales manager of U. shorts, hit

it off yest for the Bible Belt * * *

first stop the Smoky City * * *

Eddie (A.Y. Paramount) Hitchcock

is glad Buddy Rogers is back * * *

he can start another campaign to

eliminate Buddy as a monicker
* * Hell’s Angels runs on like

that w.k, brook * * « Dick Crom-
well that big Tol’able David boy
hit the Big Stem yest, * * * Dick
is disgustingly youthful * * *

wonder where his coonskin coat

jg * * * still want to know
whatever became of Trader Horn
* * * don’t the newsreelers
shoot that Ethiopian Lindy who
got the razz at King Whatyoumay-
callit’s coronation * * * wonder
why the movie palace magnates
don’t tune in on Western Union
and have ’em handle long run,

seats * * see what Irving Berlin’s

))a-in-law is doin’ for the legit *

* * * did you know Mack iSennett

was going to slioot Bebe Daniels
on his return to Calif * * * Bebe,
by the bye, started her fillum ca-

reer as one of Mack’s original

bathing girls * * * Ed Hatrick is

back among us * * Ed may ex
plode one of those hot industrial

news bombs any day now * * *

that’s one of those stories we
promised you a day or so back
* sin has taken a holiday * * *

gfufdy, goody, goody * * * what-
ever became of the states rights

market * * * Harold Lloyd lost

his legal tiff with H. C. YVitwer’s
estate *

SEEN AND HEARD
IN DARK PLACES

Bathe previewed yesterday one
of its most prized offerings of
the season, “Sin Takes a Holi-
day,’’ starring Constance Bennett
—which wall have its premiere at

the Mayfair Thanksgiving Day,
Exhibitors are to be assured that
nothing finer in the way of society
comedy productions has come
from the Bathe Studio, or. per-
haps, from any other. All of the
sets are rich and in the best of

taste, with the photographers to
be congratulated. For a comedy
of manners which is a thick,

juicy slice of life among the rich
and unscrupulous, where manners
are as exquisite as the costumes
and motivation fashionably cyni-
cal without a flaw due to lack
of “breeding,” “Sin Takes a Holi-
day” is a picture hardly to be

improved upon.

This is not a film calculated to

reconcile old-fashioned folk in

sleepy New Jersey towns to Sun-

day openings of the movies. Its

title frankly disposes of that
point. So does Constance Bennett
with her discreet m.anagement of
the role of a fashionable divorce
lawyer’s secretary who secretly
loves him and contracts a “limit-
ed” marriage with him to save
liim from the clutches of a de-
signing fair client. Miss Bennett
is lovely. In the end she has no
difficulty whatever in having the
“limited” taken out of her marri-
age contract—wdiile the expectant
candidate for a husband (in fact),
who is very generous to her dur-
ing her lonesome honeymoon in
Baris, is forced to eliminate her-
self from the situation. The cast-
ing is as successful as all the
rest. Special credit will be given
to Kenneth McKenna, the husband
Ltd.; to Basil Rathbone, the dis-
appointed candidate; and to Zasu
Bitts in the small part of the
heroine’s woiking girl friend.

C. D.

REFORMERS WORRY BRITISH PRODUCERS
(Continued from page 1)

boys recently called a big meet
ing at the Birmingham Univer-
sity and crowded the house. The
members of the committee told
the audience that the time had
come for the Government to inter-
fere with the exhibition “of inde-
cent pictures and pictures stress-
ing the sex problem.”
Canon Blofield urged, that “a

wide outlook must be adopted to-

ward the films and they (the com-
mittee) must not strive to be kill-

joys.”

The Vicar of Dudley, according
to the British film paper, also
came to the aid of the movies
saying that ‘Hvhat pictures he has
seen he has thoroughly enjoyed.”
The representatives of the

bench, bar and police also stood
up for the films, while the majori-
ty of lay speakers put them on
the pan and urged that the home
secretary enquire into “the harm-
ful and undesirable nature of
many of the films shown in the
picture houses.

The Daily Film Renter of Lon-
don, in presenting the news of

the attack on films by the Birm-
ingham committee, states that:
“W. Gavazzi King, consulting

secretary of the C.E.A., roundly
challenged the knowledge of the
facis displayed by members of the
Birmingham Kinema Enquiry
Committee which, at the instance
of the local branch of the Na-
tional Council of Women, is con-
sidering representations to the
Home Secretary to make an en-
quiry into ‘undesirable’ films.”

According to the Film Renter
the committee wants to set up its

own standards and to educate the
people to these standards, point-
ing out that Sir Charles Grant
Robinson of the University of
Birmingham declared at the meet-
ing.

“If we can once really bring
home to the public that it does
not want this kind of film, then
that kind of film will not be pro-
vided.” said Sir Charles.

ENTHUSIASM IN PRINTER’S INK
(Continued from page 1)

the motion picture business to con-

vince himself that this confidence,

enthusiasm and will to win spirit

is fully justified hy the situation.

« « *

TN the city of New York the

unemployed are selling apples

on the street corners and some wit

remarked that “those who bought

the lemons are now selling the

apples.’’ The psychological effect

on the public of this general apple

campaign is depressing. It would
almost convince the average man
in the street that the country was
on the verge of bankruptcy and
that the American business struc-

ture was shot to pieces. This is

so far from the fact that it is un
fortunate that the unemployment
situation could not have been

handled in some other manner.

Insofar as the picture business lo

concerned, no one thing is neces-

sary to bring the biggest possible

result except enthusiastic hard

work. There is nothing to be de^

pressed about. There is no justi-

fication for gloom. And, as has

been said by men of wisdom, the

fear which makes cowards of men
and failures of everybody is en-

tirely within the individual. This

can be cast out, trampled upoii

and destroyed by advertising,

which raises the morale, builds the

esprit and guarantees success.

VITAPHONE COMPLETES

MUSICAL COMEDY SHORT

Marking the return of brief mu-
sical films after a long absence
from the production schedule of

the Brooklyn Vitapbone studio,
“With Bleasure,” a two-reel mu-
sical comedy, has been completed
under the direction of Roy Mack.
Billy Wayne and Dolly Gilbert are
featured, supported by a large
cast of Broadway favorites, in-

cluding three sister teams, the
Bearl Twins, Corbitt Twins and
Collete Sisters. Special music' and
lyrics for “With Bleasure” were
written by Herman Ruby and
Harold Levey. A series of these
musical comedies is planned for
immediate production.

FmOING THE ‘BIG’

FOR “BUSINESS GIRL”

A question of avoirdupois
among the personnel of the First
National studios has risen to tem-
porarily hold up production of
“Big Business Girl” which is bas-
ed upon a story recently appear-
ing in College Humor by H. N.
Swanson and Batricia Reilly.
Whether Dorothy Mackaill or
Loretta Young is the biggest busi-
ness girl is the question which
has so far stumped Mervyn Le-
Roy who will direct the picture.
Miss Mackaill’s first starring ve-
hicle when First National resumes
production in December, will be
“The Green Cat” from a German
play by A. M. Willner and E.
Rubious.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Nov. 20, 1930

Baramouut F-L 46|4 46% -|- %
Warner Bros IBi/g 19 1/4 ~ yg
Pox Film “A” 3S% 34
Loew’s Inc 59 J4 59'%
Loew’s Inc. Bre 971/2 971/7 0^41/2

Radio K-A-0 22% 22%' — Vs
Bathe Exchange .. 31/2 3/2 — /
Bathe “A” 7 7 — (4
Con. P. Ind 13% 13% — Vg
Con. F. Ind. Bre 18 18 -|- %

Curb Market
Columbia Blot 22 22% — %
Fox Theatre “A”... 6 6

,— 4.

FOR
SUB LEASE

in

FILM CENTER
BUILDING

Approximately 5,000 Sq. Ft.

Corner Space, Exceptional Light,

Approved Vaults for Film.

Lease runs to 1/31/33. Sub-

stantial Concessions.

Apply Box No. 75
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and Awa rds

;20 BATTLESHiPS
Mighty fortresses of the sea magically transformed

into floating auditoriums for naval educational

work, and for the recreation of officers and men.

RCA
istor^

60 DESTROYERS
This marvelous era of sound brings the living

world in voice and action . . . brilliant nights of

drama and music ... to the nation’s guardians on
the lonely sea.

120 CRUISERS
All to be immediately equipped with RCA
PHOTOPHO?»fE Sound Reproducing Ajjparatus.

All branches ofthe Navy—Sho a

Stations, Navy Yards, MariiB

Barracks, Marine Hospitalj,

IArmy Transports—are iucludd

in the plan to provide the arts I

modern science and inventitl

for the instruction and diversu il

of the fighting men of the sc .

RC
EXECUTIVE AND COMMERCIAL OFFICES, 411 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY ... BRA 11

i



PHOTOPHOME EQUIPIVIEIMT
for Sound Reproducing^ Apparatus

Battleships . . . Destroyers . . . Cruisers! The

Mighty Fleets of the U. S. NAVY will use RCA
PHOTOPHONE EQUIPMENT in showing

talking pictures to the Fighting Sons ofUncle Sam!

Following the most exacting tests^ RCA PHOTOPHONE won the award

in open competition!

TESTED AT SEA hy Naval Experts ... in fair weather and fonl

. . . against the vibration of heavy gun fire . . . sheUshock . . .

magnetism from armor plating . . . corrosion! Tested for

steadiness of picture and trueness of sound in the face

of pitching seas and heavy gales, a thousand and

VI one conditions never to be encountered in a

theatre, RCA PHOTOPHONE won on Price,

Sound Quality and Intrinsic Merit!

This unqualified endorsement of RCA
PHOTOPHONE Sound Reproducing

Equipment, for all branches of the

U. S. NAVY on Sea and Land,

ANSWERS ALL QUESTIONS
as to price, perform-

^

ance and sound
satisfaction!

»M i\i :e
FICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF UNITED STATES, CANADA AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES
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R.C.A. PHOTOPHONE’S NEW HOME

REPRESENTS HUGE INVESTMENT
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — All

is activity at RCA Plionophone’s
new west coast headquarters at

700 Santa Monica boulevard,
corner of Orange drive.

Housed within this, one of Hol-
lywood’s most artistic, as well as,

serviceable quarters, are the com-
mercial, engineering, educational,
industrial, installation, service

and recording departments.

The main building houses the
administration and departmental
offices, engineering laboratory,

projection and viewing rooms. On
the Orange Drive side is located
a building of similar size, which
houses the warehouse and repair
shop. On the north and west are
twelve offices. In the center of

the building is a theatre, with its

adjacent projection room. The
projection room contains small
theatre type sound reproducing
equipment, together with facilities

for running separate sound and
picture and provisions for operat-
ing the portable projectors.

Adjoining the projection room
is the engineering laboratories
which are completely equipped for

all classes of test work having
to do with talking pictures. In
the rear of the building there is

space for storing sound trucks.

To the south of the main build-
ing is a complete warehouse and
repair shop, together with office

space. Adjoining are .5,000 square
feet of parking space.

F. M. Sammis, west coast rep-
resentative recording operations
and S. D. Perkins, district repre-
sentative of the commercial de-
partment, are located in the main
building.

Less than two years ago, RCA
Photophone installed its first

sound recording apnaratus in the
Hollywood area. This equipment
was placed in the Pathe Studios
at Culver Citv. A few months
later two additional recorders
were installed at the Mack Sen-
nett Studio at Studio City. From
this modest beginning, RCA Photo-
phone activities have grown to a
$150,000,000 outfit.

TO DEMONSTRATE NEW
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

(Continued from page 1)

pounds and can easily be trans-
ported b-' one man. The tnbe,
optical system and synchronous
motor of the equipment can be
mounted in any Mitchell or Bell
& Howell camera without adding
appreciably to the weight of the
camera.

On Monday, Wafilms, which is

marketing the apparatus through-
out the country, will exhibit a
reel of sound film in which are
incorporated shots from various
leading systems, as well as scenes
made with the new apparatus,
which is known as the “Tanar”
equipment. It is understood that
the price of the apparatus is

around $5,000, less than one third
that of any other sound on film
equipment now available.

MACK SENNETT COMIC
SHOWS WITH ‘‘TODAY’’

“Racket Cheers,” a new Educa-
tional-Mack Sennett comedy, starts

an indefinite engagement, begin-
ning today, at the Central The-
atre, on the program with “To-
day,” a Harry Sherman produc-
tion.

Sennett offers in this comedy a

modern version of the “chase”
which was the property of his old

Keystone Komedies. Instead of

using cops in the chase he em-
ploys U. S. Navy forces of the
Pacific Fleet. Andy Clyde is fea-

tured, with Daphne Pollard, Mar-
jorie Beebe, Charles Irwin and^
Patsy O’Leary in support. Eddie
Cline directed.

PARA FILMS CODY
AS RUSSIAN COLONEL

As a Russian colonel. Lew Cody
makes his initial bow under the

Paramount banntr in Josef von
Sternberg’s “Dishonored,” now in

the course of production. Victor
McLaglen is featured. Others in

the cast are Marlene Dietrich,

Norman Kerry, Gustave von Seyf-
ftrtitz, Warner Oland and Barry
Norton.

Another new reproducing sys-

tem has recently been placed on
the Australian market by Repro-
ducer Systems, Ltd., Sidney. The
new gear, known as “Reprovox”
is of Australian manufacture and
at recent demonstrations has ap-
parently given very featisfactory

results. The company makes no
claims that their plant is equal
to the high-priced makes but they
guarantee it to give a highly sat-

isfactory performance. The new
equipment is priced as follows:
Sound on disc from $1,625; sound
on film from $2,875; disc and
film from $3,375. The equipment
carries a twelve months’ guaran-
tee and while no service fee is

intended the company’s engineers
will make regular inspections.
The apparatus can be run on
either A.C. or D.C. power, and
as it incorporates single or double
channel amplifiers, it is suitable
for adaptation to any make of pro-
jector.

B.I.P. Fibn Banned
The Commonwealth Film Cen-

sor has recently banned “Young
Woodley,” a British International
Pictures production, in addition to
two other British films. The
films have not as yet been re-
viewed by the Appeal Board but
apparently undue criticism has
been levied at the Chief Censor,
principally by the Press. The

JOE E. BROWN
TO REVIVE CARLE

COMEDY ROLE

“The Tenderfoot,” as pro-
duced a quarter of a cen-
tury ago was with Ricliard
Carle in the lead. It is to

he revived on the screen by
First National with Joe E.
Brown in the title role.

SALES FORCE HOT
FOR “RIVER’S END”

In the opinion of Claude C.
Ezell, General Sales Manager of
Warner Bros., “River’s End,” the
photoplay from the original story
by James Oliver Curwood which
will soon be released at one of

the Warner Bros, theatres featur-
ing Charles Bickford and Evelyn
Knapp, will prove the picture
sensation of the year.

“After he is seen in ‘River’s
End.’ ”, said Mr. Ezell, “Charles

Bickford will be definitely associ-

ated in the minds of movie fans

as the season’s greatest He-man
portrayer. My entire sales or-

ganization feel as enthusiastic as

I do. So confident are we that

the picture will go over big, that

we are asking the exhibitors who
are booking the film, to reserve

twice as much holdover time as

they generally do with other pic-

tures of promise.”

members of the motion picture in-

dustry have disclaimed any con-
nection with the publ^iity aiT|d

have condemned it as unwarrant-
ed. Credit is given the Chief Cen-
sor for standing firm in his de-
cisions and the press articles will

undoubtedly have little efllect on
this or any future decisions.

Silent Film Decrease

Indications pointing to the
gradual decrease in the importa-
tion of silent films have caused
exhibitors and theatrical em-
ployees to ask the Federal Gov-
ernment to consider the complete
abandonment of import duties on
silent prints. It is lipped that
this move might cause distribu-
tors to continue to import silent
films, otherwise unwired houses
will require sound equipment or
they will have to close up.

The present duty of 4d a foot
plus the primage brings the total
up to afpproximately 5d. a foot
making the importation of silent
films unprofitable for the distribu-
tor to handle. There are about
900 houses as yet unwired and
only a small percentage of this
total can afford to wire. One rea-
son for the difficulties of exhibi-
tors of silent pictures is the fact
that their houses, particularly in
the country districts only have a
few performances weekly and
their returns do not justify sound
equipment.

COOK TELLS OF

“FEVERISH ACTlVin”

AT TIFFANY STUDIOS

Grant L. Cook. Tiffany execu-
tive, yesterday issued a running
account of what he refers to as
“feverish activity” on the Tiffany
lot in Hollywood.

Cook only recently reUirned
from California. He brought
with him glowing accounts of the
industrial beehive he found on a
tour of Tiffany’s shooting units.

The three big ones are finished,
Cook informs. They are, “The
Third Alarm,” “She Got What She
Wanted” and “Extravagance.”
“Aloha” also came under the wire
in the finished class, as did Ken
Maynard’s first of six western
features under a recently signed
Tiffany contract.

Five short subjects also have
been completed recently, including
another Tiffany Chimp comedy,
“The Little Divorcee,” the first

Paul Hurst comedy, “De Woild’s
Champeen”, two travel shorts in
Color Symphonies series, produc-
ed by Brown and Nagel, and the
second short in the Multicolor
Rolling Stone series.

REICHENBACH TALKS
ABOUT PRESS AGENTRY

(Continued from page 1)

to speak but Mike Simmons jump-
ed into the breech and read what
Harry had intended to explode
verbally.

There are some press agents
Harry thinks pretty well of (his
talk was on press agentry) and
among the high lights in Harry’s
opinion, is Hy Daab for his work
in i)utting over Amos ’n’ Andy.
Harry thinks Hy is just about
the next best to the cat’s whis-
kers. There are some press
agents, also, of whom Harry
doesn’t think quite so much, with-
out mentioning names. Harry did.

Harry did say a tew words ver-
bally but the guts of his explo-
sion was delivered by Mike, and
very well done, too.

Goodman was brief and to the
point—he likes Harry and all that
sort of thing.

The luncheon was one of those
overflow affairs which seems to
distinguish Mike Simmons’ reign
as president.

Harry, in case you haven’t read
the papers recently, is for the
eighteenth time in seventeen years,
again publicizing Universal prod-
uct.

BRIAN AND METHOT
IN NEW VARIETIE

Donald Brian and Mayo Methot,
star of Arthur Hopkins’ “Torch
Song,” are co-starring in “Squar-
ing the Triangle,” Varieties satire
on the eternal triangle. Burnet
Hershey is credited with the story
and Arthur Hurley with the direc-
tion of this short. Both featured
players have scored in previous
Vitaphone appearances, Brian in
Chester Erskin’s “My Mistake”
and Miss Methot in Fanny and
Frederic Hatton’s “Taxi Talks.”

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Department of Commerce

New Sound System



PATHE EXCHANGE. INC., HAS THE HONOUR TO ANNOUNCE

A SERIES OF SIX ONE REEL PICTURES OF THE ART.

ROMANCE AND SKILL OF GOLF. NOW IN PRODUCTION WITH

MR. JOHN FARRELL, AMERICA’S MOST DISTINGUISHED

PROFESSIONAL.

THESE PICTURES ARE BEING PRODUCED BY MR. TERRY

RAMSAYE. AND DIRECTED BY MR. CLYDE ELLIOTT, MAKERS

OF THE COMPETENT FOOTBALL SERIES WITH MR. KNUTE

ROCKNE, A CURRENT CONTRIBUTION TO SCREEN ATTAIN-

MENT IN THE PORTRAYAL OF SPORTS.

SALES MANAGER



INSURES A CONTIN STREAM OF HITS

You In The
Big Profit
Class

VITAPHONE TRAILERS

blaze the trail to profits!

WARNER
BROS

WARNER BROS.

will keep you there with

with

Charles BICKFORD
the he>man of the hour, EVE-

LYN KNAPP, J. Farrell Macdon-
ald, David Torrence, Zasu Pitts.

Filmed with all the action and romance

of JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S thrill-

packed story.

"Vifophone'' is iHe registered trode morfc of the Vitophone Corp. designoting its products.
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Chat of a
Monday A* M*

By

This week will see the aii'

nouncement of a coast to

coast small theatre activity that

will be noii'competitive as far as

the larger theatres are concerned

and will serve as a feeder for

regular picture houses. There is

plenty of money back of it and

plenty of brains in the organiza'

tion. More of this when the time

comes.
« «

ONE of the attributes of Win'
field Sheehan is far'sighted'

ness. That's why he's in town
now talking with Harley Clarke

about the product for 1931 and
1932 for Fox.

» * «

^^HE Columbus convention fob

* lowed the Philadelphia na'

tional convention of the MPTOA
as an orderly, constructive and
successful affair. The organized

exhibitor is recognizing more and
more that business is much more
important than politics.

« «

A SMART feller remarks that

one of the weak links in the

picture business is the golf links

—

when too much time is devoted to

the noble sport.

^ I ''HE Paramount prosperity prO'

3 gram should include adver'

tising not only for the product,

nationally and in the trade, but

it should be increased specifically

for the Publix theatres as well.

This is a friendly observation.

'yOM ARTHUR of Mason
3 City has resigned as president

of the Iowa Allied unit, saying

that the secretary has “gone
bolshevik.” Heigh Ho!

TALKING FILMS UPHELD AS EVIDENCE

BY PENNSYLVANIA SUPERIOR COURT

GERMANY DECIDES

TO BAR USE OF

FOREIGN MUSICIANS

BERLIN, Nov. 22.— A ban has
been placed on the engagement of

foreign musicians in Berlin. The
Brandenburg Labor Office explains
that this step has been taken in

view of the number of home mu-
sicians now out of work partly
owing to the introduction of talk-

ing films.

The employment of foreign mu-
sicians will be permitted only in

the case of those who already have
been for some time in the country,
or where there is an international
agreement, or for special artistic

reasons.

HOFFMAN SAILING

John Hoffman, Hungarian artist

.who has just completed work as
ja technical advisor on an impor-
tant sequence in Universal’s super-
production, “Dracula,” arrived in

|New York from the Coast yester-
!day en route to his native city,

IBudapest, for a visit with his

family. He will also do research
iwork in the chief cities of Europe.

WRITER TO DIRECT

Casey Robinson, staff scenarist
of the Brooklyn Vitaphone Stu-
dio, has been assigned the direc-
tion of “Mardi Gras,” a two-reel
drama for which he recently com-
pleted the script.

JOE SCHENCK DENIES
4L LICHTMAN QUITTING
UNITED ARTISTS JOB

Officials of United Artists

yesterday emphatically de-
nied current rumors that Al
Lichtmau' was leaving that
organization. Al is general
sales manager. Joe Schenck,
president and chairman of

the Board of United Artists,

joined in the denial from
the Hollywood end.

LORCH OFF TO COAST

Harry Lorch, western sales man-
ager for Universal, left yesterday
for a ten-day tour of exchanges in
the Middle West. He will visit

Chicago, Milwaukee and Cincinnati.

Film of Suspects Confes-

sion in Police Court Seen

and Heard at Trial in

Upper Court Where
Defendant Sentenced to

Five Years

PHILADELPHIA.—Sound movies
have entered the jurisdictions of

the courts and fastened themselves
thereto as prima facie evidence in

proof of this and that contention.

This fact was brought out re-
cently here when a Fox Movietone
subject was offered in evidence in

the State Superior Court.

The first talkie ever used by po-
lice in any jurisdiction, as far as
can be learned, was employed in

the prosecution of one, Harold

(Continued on page 2)

Penn. MPTO Unites Phila.

Houses to Aid Unemployed

FOX AND WARNERS
BEHIND COAL FUND

Fox Theatres and Warner The-
atres are getting behind the New
York World’s Coal Fund with their
every facility to augment connec-
tions for this worthy appeal, ac-
cording to an announcement yes-
terday.

EUROPE EAGER FOG NEWSREELS

WITH SOUNO-TRUMAN TALLEY
“Great Britain and Continental

Europe are away ahead of the
United States in their appreciation
of sound newsreels,” said Truman
H. Talley, general manager of
Fox-Hearst Corporation, on his ar-
rival in New York yesterday on
the S.S. Columbus, from a three
month stay in Europe.

“Newsreel enterprise is appre-

ciated by public, the press and the
theatre owners abroad. The the-
atre owners of Britain and Con-
tinental Europe play up their
newsreels in all their advertising,
almost as much as they do their
feature attractions. They realize,
what American theatrical men

(Continued on page 2)

The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania
at a meeting of its Board of Man-
agers on Friday, took definite steps
to aid the present campaign for
the relief of the unemployed by
agreeing to run an unemployment
matinee and donating the entire,

proceeds to this worthy cause. A
(Continued on page 2)

JOHN BARRYMORE
RECOVERS

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 22.

—

John Barrymore cabled to
his studio today from Guate-
mala that he liad recovered
from a slight attack of
fever.

“Laid up. few days with
fever. Perfectly all right
now,” the wire said.
Barrymore and his wife,

Dolores Costello, are on a
yacht cruise down the west
coast of Central America.
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RCA EMPLOYEES FORM
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

MAIN STREET

Wally Para’s live p.a.,

says I’ara Sound boys stepped
right out and anticipated Gordon’s
suggestion that the newsreelers
shoot Ethiopia’s Liiidy * * * we re

glad to know Wally that Gordon
sometimes is right * * * Moran
and Mark have settled their dif

Acuities * * * they’re the Two
Black Crows, you remember * * *

they once did a talker * * * M. A.
Liglitnian, boss of MF'rOA and his

side-kick, Mike O’Toole jaywalk-
ing across 7th avenoo in front of

729 * * Frank Wilstacli who tells

the world about Will Hays can
smile and growl in one breath * *

Alan Crosland who used to gather
news, and jumped to director in

the old Edison days in Harlem,
is going to the altar with Natalie
Moorhead * * * the march will be
made two weeks hence * * * D. W.
Griffith is goin’ say a few words
over the air tor the winter coal
bin * * * did you know the Boxy
premiere danseuse was tip-toeing

it in that Charming Princess be-
hind the footlights * * Para is

goin’ shoot seven big ’uns over in

Astoria * * * Tallulah Bankhead,
she of the red hair, is goin’ do Her
Past as one of ’em * * * that
Lubitsch will shoot The 3Ian 1

Killed as his contribution * * *

and that big lady director. Dot,
Arzner is goin’ shoot one of ’em,

too * * * Nancy Carroll instead
of that Bow girl who w’as Gordon’s
selection, is goin’ to do E’p Pops
the Devil * * * have you noticed
how splendidly the lillum folk are
rallying to the coal beneAts * * *

A1 Smith has turned columnist
* * * A1 rates in Main Street be-
because he’s a newsreeler of the
Arst water * * * Cal and Al now
are newspapermen * * * whatever
became of Sister Aimee’s visit to

the Big Stem * * * someone
musta poisoned her p.a. * * * Dan
Daugherty, who pens stuff for Fox
Movietone sends his rush copy in

taxis * * * that’s service, Dan
* * * Dan, you remember, Dan he
used to gather news * * * that’s a
great training * * * they tells us
the best talkers are made in Little

Old New York * * * well, now that
title selected for Claudette Co-l-

bert’s next Para emotion is some-
thing to think about * * * Sex Is

Business * * * that’s it.

Having recently closed a highly
successful season of baseball, the
employees of RCA Photophone,
Inc., at the RCA Victor factories
in Camden, N. J., have decided to
carry through the winter months
and with that object in view, have
organized the RCA Photophone
Athletic Association. In addition
to the formation of a basket-ball
team which will play in the Cam-
den County Industrial League, the
association will engage in social
activities.

Officers of the club are as fol-
lows: President, George Sommer-
er; Vice-President, Miriam Evaul;
Secretary, Beatrice Miller, Trea-
surer, Ann Walsh. The advisory
and Anance committee will be rep-
resented by A. G. Buck, H. M.
DeMaris and J. M. Williams. The
Arst social gathering of the club
will be held on December 19.

TALKING FILMS
UPHELD AS EVIDENCE
(Continued from page 1)

Roller, of this city, charged with
robbery.
The prosecution sought, and did

prove, by the introduction of the
talkie that Roller was concerned,
in as much as the talkie registered
his confession to the police court
stenographer.
The prisoner was convicted and

sentenced to Ave years.
Judge Gawthrop said, in render-

ing his decision:
“From time to time the courts

have recognized new agencies for
the presentation of evidential mat-
ters. The novelty of the talking
motion picture is no reason for
rejecting it if its accuracy and re-
liability, as aids in determinations
of truth, are established.
“We conclude, therefore, that

the Aim was sufficiently authen-
ticated to make it admissible in
evidence, the assignment of error
is overruled and judgment affirm-

ed.”

U PICKS SPECIALISTS

FOR SERIAL ROLES

Director Robert F. Hill yester
day selected seven of the best
known actors in serials on the
Coast to play supporting roles in
Universal’s fourth all-talkin
Arst-run serial of the season
“Heroes of the Flames”, in which
Col. Tim McCoy, hero of ‘,The
Indians Are Coming,” and Marion
Shockley will be featured.
Edmund Cobb, who had an im-

portant role in “The Indians
Gayne Whitman, whose long and
successful career includes many
features and an outstanding role
in “Finger Prints,” another of the
new Universal chapter-plays;
Monte Montague, currently ap-
pearing in Universal’s “Spell oi

the Circus”; Joe Bonomo, well
known player in Universal serials

and Westerns; William Gould,
Charles Le Moyne, and Bud Os
borne, who have appeared in many
action pictures, are the seven
added to the cast of “Heroes of

the Flames.” The serial will go
into production shortly at Uni
versal City.

HOLLYWOOD GOSSIP
By BAY MUBEAY

MPTO UNITES PHILLY

ROBERT ELLIS SIGNED
FOR ‘CAUGHT CHEATING’

In “Caught Cheating,” the Tif-
fany special feature in which
Charlie Muray and George Sidney
have the headlined roles, Robert
Ellis has been engaged for the
character of “King of the under-
world.” The underworld king in
“Caught Short,” which starts in
production immediately, is one of
the most important characters.

(Continued from page 1)

resolution offerel by David Barrist
and adopted unanimously, carried
the following features:

Every theatre in the Philadelphia
zone is to be asked to donate the
entire receipts of one matinee per-
formance for the help of the un-
employed in the neighborhood of

the theatre; an honor roll of the
theatres subscribing to this cause
to be carried in the Emanuel-
Goodwin Publications; the thirty

theatres represented at the Board
of Managers meeting were pledged
immediately and the men present
agreed to hold these matinees with-
out delay.

The members of the Board of
Managers were also appointed a
committee to make the move zone-
wide and each man was given a
list of theatremen with w'hom to

communicate at once to obtain his
approval for Including his theatre.

QUILLAN, RACKETEER
Eddie Quillan plays his Arst un-

derworld role in his screen career
in “Big Money,” his latest Pathe
release.

EUROPE EAGER FOR NEWSREELS
(Continued from page 1)

cannot seem to get into their
heads, that the newsreel appeals
intensely to many people who are
otherwise only mildly interested
in screen presentations. Of course,
it’s a European characterization to
go after every penny and the ap-
preciation is based on sound the-
atre economics.”
Mr. Talley reported that the Lon-

don News Reel Theatre is dupli-
cating the success of its New York

forerunner, and that plans for
similar theatres in every large
city n the. world are now being
worked out.

SIGNED WITH EDU.
William Beaudine and A. Leslie

Pearce have been added to the
directorial staff of Educational
Pictures. Beaudine recently Anish-
ed “A Hollywood Theme Song” at
the Mack Sennett Studios.

For the second time within a
year the Marcal Theatre, 6025
Hollywood boulevard, has been
held up by bandits. At the point
of a revolver Cashier Miss Clara
Beigay handed over $65, and the
three stick-ups made their get-
away in a car. A year ago a
policeman shot a thief as he was
running away with $150 from the
ticket booth.

Work for the thousands of idle
extras around Hollywood fell to
a new low ebb last week when
the barometer of employment
showed only 3,394 got checks.
Forty-one companies were shoot-
ing, w'hich included foreign ver-
sions of several pictures and com-
edy companies. Radio Pictures
had several thousand extras work-
ing on the “Cimarron” land rush
scenes at BakersAeld. Because of
a cloud burst at the scene of the
shooting work was stopped until
the land dried off, which held up
production for several days.

An elaborate stage show is be-
ing arranged by F’anchon and
Marco for the premiere of “Mor-
occo” which comes to the Chinese
Theatre Nov. 25. This includes
Marietta the New York beauty who
created a sensation in the George
White “Scandals” “Beauty and
Beast” episode. Twenty male
singers and 20 girl dancers will
also be featured, wTth an augment-
ed orchestra. A street in Morocco
will furnish the background for
the prologue.

Cecil B. DeMille is resting well
at Cedars at Lebanon hospital fol-

lowing an operation tor appendi-
citis.

Helen Chandler, Fox star, is re-

covering from an appendicitis
operation at Hollywood Hospital.

Luther Reed, Radio pictures di-

rector, was in court again last

week. His second wife, Joceyln
Lee, screen actress, is seeking a
divorce and the Arst wife, Naomi
Childers Reed, obtained an order
citing Reed in contempt of court
for failure to pay alimony.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wetherby
(Kay Hammond off the stage) ex-
pect a visit from the stork.

William Beaudine, directing
comedies at Mack Sennett studios,
wants to make an all-color comedy
for Educational, using the follow-
ing cast: Monte Blue, for lead;
Harry Green for comedy; Alice
White, leading lady; Maurice
Black for heavy and Red Grange
for the football sequences. Not a
bad idea at that.

R. AGNEW FEATURED
IN “HOLD THE BABY”

Robert Agnew is featured in

‘Hold the Baby,” the Pathe come-
dy released this week. Playing
opposite the juvenile comedian is

Phyllis Crane, popular screen in-

genue and comedienne who scored
in such recent productions as
‘The Forward Pass,” “The Girl
Said No,” “Dumbells in Ermine”
and “The Lottery Bride.”



MR.KENT
I

YOU SAID A
MOUTH FULL
OUA ANSWER

IS THESE

Sidney R. Kent, key-

note speaker at the M.P.

T.O.A. Convention, urged

the necessity of getting

ACTION
-the live action of the

old silent movies — if

talkies are to draw the

crowds to the box-office.

The Ten Thrill-O-

Dramas bring back the

dynamic power, live ac-

tion, racy tempo of the

outdoors and the bold

surge of romance, which

originally won young and

old to the lure of the

screen.

Mr. Kent, that’s the stuff James

Cruze packed into ''THE BIG
FIGHT” "COSTELLO CASE,”
now playing the best circuit houses in

America. Action, drama all the way!
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PATHE GOES INTO SECOND HALF

OF 1930-31 SHORTS SCHEDULE
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—A re-

cent check-up on Bathe shorts for

1930-31 reveals more than half of

the schedule complete.
Twenty-eight shorts have been

filmed so far this year at the Cul-
ver City plant as part of the

scheduled 52. These are divided
into Rodeo, Melody, Manhattan.
Rainbow, Whoopee, Polly, Check-
er and Campus comedies.

Like the feature, the short-sub-
ject at the beginning of the year
evidenced a marked inclination
toward music and revues.

Bathe Melody Comedies were
among the song-and-dance shorts
being made during that period.
Musical revues have been discon-
tinued on the Bathe lot, and al-

though the trade-mark, “Melody
Comedy”, still graces a certain
brand of Bathe short product, it

should not be confused with the
screen revue.
An illustration of the new mode

of Melody Comedy being produced
by Bathe is seen in the recent
Daphne Pollard short, “Danger-
ous outh.”
Burlesque again has come into

its own and in line with this

trend. Bathe has been making a
series of burlesques on popular
types of features with the comedy-
team, Bob Carney and Si Wills.

As a result of various changes
made in the Bathe comedy depart-
ment. there are now three direc-

tor.s under contrr^ct aside ifrom
Wallace Fox, and three comedy
writers. Ray McCarey has two
shorts to his credit. Ralph Ceder
has just been signed to direct
Daphne Pollard. Harry Frazer,
Charles “Chuck” Callahan, and
Hugh Cummings represent the
comedv writers.

<>-

HOLT AND KELSEY
IN ‘‘SUBWAY EXPRESS”

Columbia’s adaptation of “Sub-
way Express” will be filmed with
the assignment of principal parts
to Jack Holt and Fred Kelsey.
Holt will portray the detective,

with Kelsey supplying the comedy
interest as the dumb assistant

“dick.”

“LOVE NEST” READY

Billy Wayne and Thelma White.
Vitaphone’s new comedy team,
have completed work in “The
Love Xest”, Stanley Rauh’s farce.

Alf Goulding directed.

HUGH STANCE WRITING
FOR FOX PICTURES

Hugh Stange, noted playwright
whose works have served as stage
vehicles for distinguished stars,

has been sined by Fox Films. He
will report to Movietone City on
December 1. Some of his best
known works are the dramatiza-
tion of Booth Tarkington’s “Seven-
teen”: “Tin Pan Alley”, “Head-
quarters”, “Fogbound”, “Veneer”,
“The Long Road,” which featured
Otto Kruger. He is currently
working on “After Tomorrow” for

John Golden.

BOOKS WARNER HOUSES
Marcel Mekelburg of Boston has

sold Big 4 Westerns to the Alham-
bra, Torrington, Connecticut and
the Circle, South Manchester,
Connecticut, both Warner bouses.

CINDERELLA STUFF

Virginia Kellogg, former-
ly of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer publieity department
and eontributcr to the Los
Angeles Times and Express
and Liberty magazine, has
been added to the scenario
staff of tile Paramount stu-

dios in Hollywood. For the
past four years, she was
in the dual capacity of stu-

dio script clerk and press
representative for Fred
A'iblo. She has been as-

signed to develop an orig-

inal storv for Paramount.

PUBLIX S.W. TOWNS
BOOK WESTERNS

Five additional Publix houses
have booked Big 4 product in the

following towns : Bronwood, Tyler,

Denison and Corsicana, Texas,
and Enid, Oklahoma, the deal hav-

ing been closed by H. K. Buch-

anan of the Allied Film Exchanges

of Oklahoma City.

Radio Pictures’ Program
Gains More Stories, Stars

c.

FIRST NATIONAL’S
DECEMBER RELEASES

The December releases by First

National Pictures embraces two of

this company’s most important
production's. These are “Going
Wild” in which the star is the

comic Joe E. Brown, and “Adios,”

which will show Richard Barthel-

mess in a role that is said to fit

him like the proverbial glove.

JOHN WAYNE FOR LEAD

Jobn Wayne will play the lead

ing romantic role in a story of

youth to be directed for Fox Films
by Seymour Felix. This new as-

signment will take precedence
over a previous one to enact a

featured part in “The Painted
Woman” opposite Claire Luce.

The list of talking picture pro-

ductions which are to be releas-

ed by Radio Pictures for the sea-

son of 1930-31 is to be swelled
further by three famous novels,

an original stage play and an or-

iginal story, compyising the pro-
gram of the Charles Rogers Pro-
ductions. Helen Tw'elvetrees and
Lily Damita are among the stars

to be included in this program.
Donald Henderson Clarke, Robert
W. Chambers, John Farrow and
Navis Shane are among the au-
thors contributing.

The first of the quintette is

“Millie”, an adaptation of Donald
Henderson Clarke’s popular novel
of the right girl who met the
wrong men. Others are: Robert
Chambers’ “,The Common Law”,
Lily Damita in “French Love”,
“The Registered Woman”, and
Navis Shane’s new novel, “Dark
Flame.”

Record Bookings Reported
On F.N. ^Doorway to HelV
Sam E. Morris,, general man-

ager of Warner Bros., yesterday
ordered the company’s eastern

laboratories to rush 100 addition-

al prints of “The Doorway to

Hell.” This order was in excess

of the original standing print

order and was made necessary by
demands from all sections of the

country for it.

First of the cities outside of

New York to see “The Door my
to Hell” were Philadelphia, De-

troit. San Francisco, Clevela id,

Louisville, Omaha, St. Lo lis,

Pittsburgh, Milwaukee and Indi-

anapolis and from them undoubt-
edly was broadcast the word that

in this picture Warner Bros, had
one of the real hits of the sea-

son. Hence the demands for the

picture now pouring into Warner
Bros, offices.

According to arrangements al-

ready made “The Doorway to

Heir will be seen throughout the
entire Publix chain of theatres
and it will also be seen in all of

the Fox theatres in Greater New
York. It has just closed its run
in three New York theatres—the
Strand and Beacon on Broadway,
and the Strand in Brooklyn. At
the New York Strand the picture
ran for three weeks—an unusual
length of time for any picture in

this large house—and broke every
record for attendance the house
has known. It is estimated that
the picture grossed $125,000 in

the three weeks it was at the
Strand.

INDOOR PEE WEE GOLF

NEW FIRE HAZARD
State Fire Marshall S. L. Leg-

reid, of Illinois, has discovered a

new type of fire hazard connected

with indoor operation of minia-

ture golf courses. He states that

nrany of these courses are being

placed in various types of avail-

able buildings, some of which vio-

late the fire regulations of the

State.

Among the requirements set

forth by Mr. Legreid are the fol-

lowing: That sufficient exit facili-

ties be provided; that joint occu-

pancy of the same building for

garage purposes and for public as-

sembly is not permitted; that pro-

miscuous use of inflamnaable ma-
terials to give a realistic effect of

greens and landscaping will not

be allowed.

^PTO APPOINTS
BETTER BUSINESS
COMMITTEE IN PHILA.

A better Business C(»in-

iiiittee, similar to the Better
Business Bureau, has been
appointed I)y tJie Eastern
Pennsylvania MPTO Board
of Managers, whose pur-
pose it will be to i»rotect

theatreinen against misrep-
resentation by premium
manufacturers and other
unsavory practices within
the industrj’.

Theatreinen before sign-
ing for any premium pro-
tection proposition will be
able to obtain complete
data about the premium in

which they are interested,
which data is not now
available to them. The
members of the committee,
who will cooperate with
the Better Business Bureau
in stopping dishonest prac-
tices within the trade are
David Barrist, Chairman;
Allan Benn and Ben Fertel.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollyrvood

R.C.A. Photophone

Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEH STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—rhlckerinir 2720
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GOVT. WINS AGAINST DISTRIBUTORS

No Enemy
Alliances

By

newly elected legislature

- in states throughout the couii'

try will shortly begin to convene

and we hear reports of many tax

measures and many censorship

measures now in preparation for

introduction at these sessions. The
present need of money will make
the tax situation more difficult

than it has been, possibly at any
time in the history of the indus'

try. The general conditions of

unrest, coupled with the effects of

misguided advertising of motion
pictures, will probably be given

very considerable encouragement
to censorship legislation.

« • •

^^HOSE who know anything

about it know that censorship

will not cure any of the evils of

which the picture business is ac'

cused. They merely will multiply

the difficulties and increase the

hardships and hazards which the

industry must face. But there is

in the word censorship something
that has a corrective sound and
people believe that their morals
and the morals of their children

will be safeguarded if the picture

business is turned over to the re'

formers, the busybodies and the

public nuisances who desire to tell

the masses of the people what
they shall see and what they shall

not see.
* *

TT is true that a great deal of

the present advertising, despite

the code that was so (solemnly

entered into, is in deplorably bad
taste. The undue accentuation of

the sex element of a picture that

(Continued on page 2)

Supreme Court Upholds Trial Judge Thacher’s

Opinion Declaring Uniform Contract in Violation

of Anti-Trust Law—Present Contract Conforms on

Arbitration

HAYS EXTENDS AID

OF FILM INDUSTRY

TO COLONEL WOODS
Will H. Hays yesterday offici-

ally signified his, and his organi-
zation’s intentions, of throwing
every department open for the
benefit of the unemployed through
the agency of Colonel Arthur
Woods, president of Hoover’s
emergency committee for Employ-
ment.

Hays’ letter to Woods follows
in part:
“Every responsible factor in the

industry is ready, able and will-

ing to join in the service of re-

storing prosperity and thus solv-

(Contiiiued on page 2)

WARNERS SET THREE
FILMS FOR RELEASE
ON DECEMBER CARD

Three new Warner fea-

tures to he released next
month are, “Man to Man,”
adapted from Ben Ames
Williams’ “Barber .John’s

Boy”; “Captain Thunder”
with Fay Wray and Yictor
Varconi a n d “Divorce
Among Friends.”

WASHINGTON, Nov. 24. — The
U. S. Supreme Court today deliv-

ered a unanimous opinion hold-
ing the Famous Players-Lasky and
nine other motion picture distrib-

utors guilty of violating the Fed-
eral Anti-Trust Law through the
uniform standard contract under
which they had leased films to ex-
hibitors.

In delivering the opinion, to

which no dissent was announced,
Justice Reynolds said that the mo-

(Coiitiiiued on page 6)

KEN MURRAY 6i¥EII

RKO VAUOIVaiLE TOUR

Soldwyn to Direct Production

of Art Cinema for Joe Sciienck

Samuel Goldwyu, producer and
one of the owner-members of

United Artists Corporation, has
lieen prevailed upon by Joseph M.
Schenck, head of that corporation
and of the Art Cinema Corpora-
tion, producer of the bulk of its

films, to take charge of the pro-
duction activities of the Art Cine-
ma Corporation. This was an-
nounced through Schenck’s New
York office yesterday.

This will not change the status
of Mr. Goldwyn as an independent
producer of films for distribution

(Continued on page 6)

RATHE SHORTS SOLD
FOR SOUTH AFRICA

The International Variety and
Theatrical Agency has entered in-
to arrangements with Rathe Inter-
national Corporation whereby Ra-
the shorts are assured distribution
in the territory of South Africa
for the season 1930-31. The deal
is for 26 Aesop’s Fables, 26 Grant-
land Rice Sportlights, 26 Vaga-
bond Adventures and 6 song
Sketches.

SOUTHAMPTOH WAITS
BRAMD HEW THEATRE

Southampton, L. I. soon will

boast the only new theatre on
Long Island specially constructed
with the modern acoustical ideas

accentuated.

It will be the Southampton, uow
under construction by private
capital.

Universal yesterday aimouuced
the completion of a deal with the
Fox West Coast Theatres, com-
prising 500 theatres on the Pacific

Coast and in the Middle West, for

the playing of all the Universal
19301-31 feature productions one
hundred per cent. The deal in-

volves approximately $2,500,000 ex-
clusive of the short product.

Ill addition to the deal on the

Ken Murray who has appeared
in several RKO Radio Pictures
lias been given one of the long-
est routes ever booked over a
vaudeville circuit. After finishing

in Greater New York Murray joins

an RKO intact show which play.s

the entire circuit from coast to

coast.

^«0LD ENGLISH’’ DRAWS
CROWDS TO STRAND

“Old English”, now being given
at the Warner Strand for the first

time at popular prices, is proving
popular. The interest in the pic-

ture and in Mr. Arliss’ work in

it is so keen that record crowds
are attending its presentation.

Twenty Universal Specials, an
agreement has been made on the
playing of the short subjects.
Completion of this booking deal,

which is by far the best Univer-
sal has ever had with the far-

flung West chain, was the under-
lying reason for the trip of Phil
Reisman, general sales manager
of Universal, to the Coast, where
he now is.

“U” IN $2,500,000 DEAL

WITH FOX WESTGO THEATRES
^
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MAIN STREET

Eddie Cantor who has with-

drawn (permanently) from the

footlight more times than the

Divine Sarah or Sir Harry Lauder
* * * the last two named made
it an annual habit but bobbed up
the next * * * Eddie is following

suit * * * he’s boohed for a swing
around llKO’s de luxe houses * * *

MJhe Donlin, a Giant way back in

1908, and since a movie actor, will

be seen and heard in The Widow
from Chicago, from the F.N. lot

* * * M-(t-]^s l).a. in announcing
Joan Crawford’s next recounts
* * * (quotes) the scenes reach

a climax when all the merry-mak-
ing youtlis and damsels (we love

that damsels) tore off their clotli-

ing and dove overboard (end

quotes) * * * well, we’ll just have

to see that one * * * seventeen
years ago Cecil (Yes Man) I)e-

Mille shot the silent version of

the Squaw YLau * * * next month
Cecil will start shooting on the

M-G-M lot * * * the silent was
made on the F. F. L. lot * * did

you know Wally Beery was and is

a flier * * * and a cameraman, too
* * * Dick Barthelmess’ Adios will

reach the screen as The Lash * *

just proves that titles are as

elastic as some checks * * * an-

other grid player has been grab-

bed tor the movies * * * Bob Allen

with that Big Green outfit travel-

ing in sunny California was
snatched by an F.N. scout * * *

seen at Ylorton Downey’s Club
Delmonica * * * Dick Barthelmess,
Barbara Bennett (Mrs. Morton
Downey), Phyllis Haver and
Corinne Griffith * * * Jack (Leon-
ard) Warner is on a rattler for

Hollywood * * * so is his story

chief, Graham Baker * * * our
Hollywood sleuth sighed Harry
(iarson disembarking from the

wilds of Borneo* * * he brought
oodles of reel)3 for Lncle Carl
* * * Howard Dietz is in Havana
* * * Charley Einfeld is ‘out’ to

the press * * Oscar Hanson never
forgets to be the jolly host * * *

Viennese Nights is premiered to-

morrow eve * * * That Doorway
to Hell closed at the Strand with
two or three records pilfered * * *

trained animals are getting a good
break in the talkies * * * wonder
why the newsreelers don’t shoot
A1 Capone’s soup kitchen * * *

HUGE PRODUCTION ARMY MAKING

FINAL SCENES OF “CIMARRON"
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Wes-

ley Ruggles, surrounded by a huge
staff of assistant directors, cam-
eramen, recordists and technicians
of all kinds, is shooting the last

of the scenes on Radio Pictures’
talking screen transcription of
Edna Ferber’s novel “Cimarron.”
A special train has brought some
3,000 horses, mules, half as many
archaic vehicles and necessary
teamsters to the location.
From the skies a squadron of

aeroplanes turns 24 cameras loose
on the rushing horde. From mov-
ing trucks and buried positions
other cameras are covering other
phases of the scene. And some-
where in that rush are Richard
Dix, the star, Estelle Taylor, play-
ing the role of Dixie Lee, Irene
Dunne, playing the role of Sabra,
and thirty other featured players.

It is claimed that $2,000,000 will

be the total spent on this pro-
duction when the bills have been
finally checked up. More than one
hundred thousand dollars were
spent in constructing the town of

“Osage” the locale of the picture.

The set was later revamped to

show an elapse of 15 years. Brick
buildings, paved streets and street

cars made their appearance.
The evolution of the printing art

will be seen in the Washington,
Clam Jaw, Gordon and Clay hand
and job presses; the first linotype
machine and other obsolete acces

series of the “Fourth Estate.”
Libraries in almost every city in

the United States contributed
books, magazines and old news-
papers for information dealing
with Oklahoma developments and
enterprises. More than a 1,000
authentic photographs of the two
principal land rushes in Oklahoma
were obtained.

The electrical bill for one night
“shot” depicting the arrival of a
wagon train in Osage was $100,-

000. So many thousands of cow-
boys were required for the pic-

ture that director W’esley Ruggles
was obliged to send out a call to
ranches in Arizona, as Hollywood
could not supply him with a suf-

ficient number of them. 250,000
feet of sound track have already
been shot by Ruggles on the pic-

ture, with more to come.

“Cimarron” is expected to reach
the screen sometime in December,
or the early part of January

HAYS EXTENDS AID

(Continued from page 1)

iug our employment problems.
With the three great principles of

our industrial progress—organiza-
tion, co-operation, education

—

America will renew the common
faith in the soundness and future

of our industrial structure.”

NO ENEMY ALLIANCES
(Continued from page 1)

is entirely innocuous is a futile

sort of showmanship. The adver^

tising men in the motion picture

business are not responsible for

this. They give their employers

w'hat their employers require and

such blame as may be due should

be laid at the door of the em'

ployer rather than the employed.

We believe that this type of ad-

vertising should be dispensed with

forthwith, not only because of the

impending censorship situation,

but as a matter of clean business

and good sense. So much for

that!

'

* « *

But the most alarming phase

of the censorship and tax

situation is that men engaged in

the motion picture business in

some states are fomenting censor^

ship legislation and crying out for

state censorship laws. The state

of Texas is a conspicuous example

and we are advised that one of

the New England states is in a

similar classification. The utter

folly of joining hands with re-

formers and other persons un-

friendly to the very institution of

motion pictures is so glaring that

it seems almost idle to bring it to

the attention of the trade. Yet

the fact remains that men who are

unhappy for one reason or an-

other seem to feel that they will

be made prosperous if they can

only have state laws passed which

will oppress the entire business.

As blind as Sampson and as furi-

ous, they seek to pull the pillars

of the temple down on their own
heads and the result to them will

be the same because in destroy-

ing or handicapping others they,

themselves, will be among the list

of casualties. No law that op-

presses the motion picture busi-

ness will oppress just one element

of it. The damage will accrue to

everyone connected with the in-

dustry in whatever capacity.
>A> « «

TT IS sometimes pleasant to make

a big noise and get one's name
in the paper and gain attention

as an embattled patriot, but we
verily believe that if our excited

brethren would sit down for five

minutes and think it over they

would stop this foolish practice of

forming alliances with those who
have not our welfare at heart and

who are only too willing to take

advantage of the benighted victim

who will lend his efforts toward

the working out of their blind

purposes.

NEW SOUND SYSTEM

IS SHOWN TRADE
A large number of independent

producers, laboratory representa-
tives, trailer makers and camera-
men inspected the new Tanar
sound on film portable equipment
demonstrated yesterday by Wa-
films at 729 Seventh avenue.

The new apparatus was shown
installed, in a standard Bell and
Howell camera. Motor equipment
and amplifying and power units
and microphone used in the sys-
tem weigh about ninety pounds.
The sound track is recorded with-
out the use of an optical system
on the film after it has been ex-
posed for picture, but before it re-
passes over the sprocket to enter
the takeup magazine. The light
used is known as the ‘Tanar”
tube, and with the balance of the
equipment is manufactured at the
Roos Laboratories in Hollywood.

Part of the demonstration con-
sisted in the screening of scenes
made with the new equipment
contrasted with sequences made
with other systems.

Many of those present expressed
the opinion that Tanar apparent-
ly satisfies a long felt want for
an inexpensive, light, easily port-
able equipment for use in the field.

PATHE ISSUES 39
SHORTS FOR NOV.

Pathe Is releasing thirty-nine
short subjects in November. In-
cluded are five two-reel comedies
featuring Nat Carr, Dot Farley,
Spec O’Donnell, Ed Deering, Bob
Carney, Si Wills, Lew Kelly, Addie
McPhail> Robert Agnew, Phyllis
Crane, Richard Carle, George Bill-

ings, Richard Cramer, Stompie and
George Towue Hall.

Other subjects being released
are three Grantland Rice Sport-
lights, three Vagabond Adventure
subjects, two Aesop’s Sound
Fables, ten issues of Pathe News,
five issues of Pathe Audio Review,
•five issues of Pathe Disc News,
five issues of Pathe Disc Review
and one Knute Rockne Football

subject.

FINAL TITLE “PAID”

“Paid” has been selected by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as the final

title for its picturization of Bay-
ard Veiller’s melodrama, “Within
the Law.” This is a Joan Craw-
ford starring vehicle, and was di-

rected by Sam Wood, with a sup-
porting cast that includes Robert
Armstrong, Marie Prevost, Kent
Douglass, William Bakewell and
Polly Moran.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, Nov. 24, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 46 46(4 — %
Warner Bros 19 19% -f- '/4

Fox Film “A” 33% 34%
Loew’s Inc 60% 61 — 14
Radio K-A-0 22% 221/2 — V2

Pathe Exchange ... 3!4 3 '74 — Vg

Pathe “A” 6 6—1
M-G-M Pre 25'4 25'4 — ¥2

Con. F. Ind 13% 13% — Va
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 18 18

Curb Market

Fox Theatre “A”... 5% 5'% -f %
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^See America Thirst

Funniest Ever
By PEGGY PATTON.

? Til say ! This “See America Thirt/’ which had

its wmrld premiere at the Alhamhra theater last night.
You have laughed many times,^

long and loud, at numerous offer-

ings shown on the silversheet with-
in the past year, but you have nev-
er shouted this particular brand of
merriment.
There has never been a picture

quite nice this hetofe—and Til jje^

?end that statement.
It’s a gangster picture. Yes, and

we have had plenty of them, but
don’t let tha.t mislead you. It’s not
a melodrama, comedy drama, or
straight drama, but a satire on the
underworld and the gang that
makes it •

SATIRE ON RACKETS,
Beer barons, ^rum runners, and

hijackers have an opportunity to
look at themselves through fun col-

ored glasses, in this first full

lengthed satire based on the highly
publicized and reputedly profitable
racket, that has been the- inspira-
tion for so many pictures.

vVe have had comedy shorts with
“tough mugs,’^ and hard boiled
yeggs, but this is the first time
that the dress suit crook and the
^ilKenT^moir^ has been ridiculed.
r- And with all the glory they have
had) it must be most humiliating.
But it is great .entertainment. Just
so gSodt that there was noC one
quiet moment at the Alhambra aft-

er the first foot of film.

It really has to be seen to be
appreciated.

t

I

if' Uni^rsal has searched t^e

world over it could not have found

£
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ir pair to team up for the

jads than Slim SummervIlTe

Jrry Langdom
y, wiffi Ills "funny, helpless

and child-like, wistful smile,

tie tall, lanky Slim, whose
expression and lean “ex-

e” legs, are the incentive for

iss chuckles.

see Chicago and other metro-

cities reflected in the offer-

id the gangster’s “racket** is

)us affair until Harry and
ecome full fledged racketeers.
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And a colorful night club scene,

street battle between rival gang-

sters, and hijacking of a liquor

truck under a fusilade of huHets are

some of the highlights of the pic-

ture.

The supporting cast includes

Mitchell Lewis, Stanley Fields, Tom
Kennedy, Dick Alexander and
Lloyd Whitlock.

P. S.—The biggest laugh to me of

the whole offering was the gang-
sters* theme song, “Take the Gang
for a Itide.^’ The bunch sang it,

standing, in true “college” style
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WARNER PRODUCTION TO RESUME

WITHIN NEXT THIRTY DAYS
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — J. L.

Warner, vice-president in charge
of production for Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc., announced on his

return to Hollywood from the East
that production will start within
thirty days on the biggest pro-
gram of First National and War-
ner Brothers pictures in the

history of those organizations.

He further stated that the ex-

ecutive and cutting departments
of Warner Bros., now located at

the Sunset Boulevard studios, will

move to First National studios

during the coming month, and that

all executive activities for the two
companies will he concentrated
there. The Sunset Boulevard
llplant will continue to be used
for production activities, as are
the Vitagraph lot and the Warner
ranch.

Mr, Warner will continue in

charge of all production with Hal
B. Wallis and C. Giaham Baker
functioning as co-executives for

First National Pictures and D. F.

Zanuck functioning in similar ca-

pacity for Warner Bros. Pictures.

William Koenig will be general
studio manager tor both organiza-
tions.

More than seventy feature pic-

tures will be made by both com-
panies during the coming year,

with actual shooting on the first

pictures starting about Dec. 15.

“Motion pictures and the indus-
try are facing a year of real pros-

perity.” Mr. Warner stated. “They
will lead the business world back
to a normal basis.”

HAYS ORGANIZATION

SUED FOR $5,000,000

Papers were filed yesterday in

the United States District Court
here in an action under the Sher-
man Anti-Trust Act brought by
Edward Quittner, motion picture

exhibitor at Middletown, N. Y. and
the Middletow’ii Combined Build-

ings Co., Inc., against the Motion
Picture Producers and Distribu-

tors of America, Inc., and against
Paramount Publix Corporation,
Adolph Zukor, Sidney R. Kent and
Sam Katz.
The plaintiffs demand treble

damages of .$5,000,000 claiming
that the business of the theatres
operated by them has been de-

stroyed by means of a conspiracy
among the defendants and other
film companies to monopolise the
motion picture industry. They
also claim that the value of their

theatres as such has been totally

destroyed.

OPENING DATE
CHANGED

“The Lottery Bride” will

open at the Rialto Theatre,
Times Square, Friday morn-
ing', November 28, at 8.30

A.M., instead of Thursday
morning as previously an-
nounced. This date is de-

finite.

“ANOTHER MAN’S WIFE’’

NEW TITLE FOR FILM

“Another Man’s Wife” has been
chosen as the tentative title of the
screen play in which Claudette
Colbert, Fredrlc March, Charlie
Ruggles and Monroe Owsley will
start work soon at Paramount’s
New York studio.

The new title replaces “Strictly
Business” and “Sex in Business,”
both of which were used as work-
ing titles during the preparation
of the story.

SOLD FOR MEXICO

Classplay Pictures Corp. an-
nounces the sale of the synchro-
nized version of Chesterfield’s pic-

ture, “Ladies in Love,” to Cinex-
port Distributing Corp. for the
territory of Mexico.

tion picture distributors who
normally should be competitors
had made agreements bringing
themselves to act jointly in deal-
ing with people who must do busi-

ness with them.
The low^er courts had held the

standard contract in violation of

the Sherman law because it re-

quired exhibitors to submit all

disputes to compulsory arbitra-

tion.

The credit rules and regulations,
which required purchasers of the-

atres to assume unexpired con-
tracts made by their predecessors
v/ere sustained by the lower
courts as a proper method of pro-
tecting the distributors.

It was contended that exhibitors
were forced to sign the standard
contracts to obtain films through
thirty-two boards of trade estab-
lished by the distributors and
handling 98 per cent of all motion
pictures.

The distributors involved in the
litigation were: First National
Pictures, Inc.; Paramount Famous
Lasky Corporation. Metro-Gold-

“All Quiet on the Western
Front”, which has just received
the gold award of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Scien-
ces. has passed the board of Ger-
man Censors. This information
was received yesterday in a cable
from A1 Szekler, Universal’s gen-
eral manager for continental Eu-
rope. It is the cause of great
satisfaction to Universal officials.

Because of the conflicting spirit

which the book itself aroused in

Germany, Universal had taken
every precaution to give the film

as favorable a chance in Germany
as possible. In its American ver-

sion, the film is about as close

a transcription of a printed work
as could possibly be imagined.

EIVIPLOVMENT AID

FILMED BY VITA

(irover Whalen lias visit-

ed the Brookiyii Vitaphoiie
Studios to record a speech
urging movie audiences to
do their bit for the unem-
ployed by attending the
Army and Navy football
battle at the Yankee Stadi-
um, December 13. Whalen
is Chairman of the Citi-
zen’s Committee of the Sal-
vation Army Reiief Fund
for the Unemployed. War-
ner Bros, will give his
speech immediate distribu-
tion.

TIFFANY SIGNS 3

Fred Malatesta, George Rigas

and Solly Carter, three well

known supporting players of Hol-

lywood, have been added to the

cast of Tiffany’s comedy special,

“Caught Cheating,’ featuring
Charlie Murray and George Sidney.
Frank Strayer is directing.

wyn-Mayer Distributor Corpora-
tion, Universal Film Exchanges,
Inc.; United Artists Corporation,
Fox Ffilm Corporation, Pathe Ex-
change, Inc.; F. B .0. Pictures
Corporation, Vitagraph Incorpor-
ated and Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc.

The opinion is delivered on the
appeal of the Government against
the opinion rendered by Judge
Thacher in the New York Federal
Court where the Arbitration and
Credit Committee cases were
heard, in which the decision in the
former was unfavorable to the
distributor defendants and the
latter favorable. When the Gov-
ernment appealed, counsel for the
defendants and for the Govern-
ment conferred on a form of con-
tract which would be in conform-
ity with the Sherman Law, and
therefore satisfactory to the plain-

tiff. Such a contract was drawn,
and has now been in use for sev-

eral months by the defendant dis-

tributors in their dealings with
exhibitors.

Naturally, the language and ideas

were changed by the translator in

such a way as to make it thorough-
ly understood in this country.
The German version follows the

original, which was first published
in Berlin. No changes whatsoever
were made by the German cen-
sors.

Immediately the film had been
passed, arrangements for the Ber-
lin premiere were made. It will

be shown on December 4 at the
Mozartsaal Theatre.
With the opening at Berlin, “All

Quiet on the Western Front”, will

have played all but five of the
important capitals of the world

—

Vienna, Madrid, Rio Janeiro,
Rome and Moscow.

“DOORWAY TO HELL”

MAKES RECORDS

IN BROOKLYN
“The Doorway to Hell” which

is being held over for a second
week at the Brooklyn Strand
broke every record for attendance
at that house during the first week
of its showing. What is more, it

promises to break another record
this week.

WINNIE OFF FOR
SEVERAL APPEARANCES
Winnie Lightner, who has been

in New York for several weeks,
will leave after Thanksgiving Day
for a series of personal appear-
ances in Warner Bros, theatres in

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Wash-
ington and St. Louis in connec-
tion with the showing of pictures
in which she appears. At the
conclusion of this tour she will go
to the Coast to begin her next pic-
ture for Warner Bros. Mis's

Lightner’s current vehicle, “The
Life of the Party,” continues to
play to big business at the Winter
Garden.

GOLDWYN TO DIRECT

(Continued from page 1)

through United Artists, Mr.
Schenck added. Mr. Schenck said
that due to the recent expansion
of the United Artists theatre-
building program and the growth
of the corporation’s distribution
activities he found it necessary to

be permitted to devote his time
and energy to these phases of his

company’s activity, and that he
had therefore prevailed upon Mr.
Goldwyn to take charge of the
Art Cinema production program.

“Mr. Goldwyn’s remarkable suc-
cess as a producer assures the
public and exhibitors of a high
standard of screen entertain-
ment,” Mr. Schenc'k said.

Mr. Goldwyn will make his
headquarters at the United Artists
Studio in Hollywood.
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GOVT WINS AGAINST DISTRIBUTORS
(Continued from page 1)

GERMAN CENSORS ACCEPT “ALL QUIET”;

BERLIN PREMIERE SET FOR DEC. 4
:
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Wherein We
Qive Thanks

By

FILM REUTIONS NOW CLARIFIED

BY SUPREME COURT, SAYS HAYS
TN this, the season of Thanks'

giving, the motion picture in'

dustry has more just cause for

thankfulness than any other busi'

ness in America. When other

industrial structures were shaken

by fear and where other busi'

nesses looked up to the sky, only

to see the lowering clouds, the

picture business has gone forward
with a constantly improving busi-

ness situation.

« 4> •

IV/'E, therefore, are thankful for
’ ' better pictures which bring

the public to the theatres and
please them after they get inside.

« * •

WE are thankful for a mini'

mum of discord and a maxi'

mum of progressive eifort through'

out the entire industry. We are

thankful for the improvement and
the good taste and the wholesome-

ness of motion pictures generally,

and thankful, likewise, that the

industry's progress is continuously

upward.
* « *

WE are thankful that the

financial structure of the

several companies who make, dis'

tribute and exhibit motion pictures

has withstood the onslaughts of

the Wall Street manipulators, and
that the credit and prestige of the

industry is finer today than ever

before in all its history.

(Continued on pag'e 2)

UFA and 4 Others Control
Film Trade in Germany

BERLIN, Nov. 25.—A check-up
ou film distribution in Germany
shows that 75 per cent of the
whole trade is now handled by five

companies, whereas a few years
ago such concerns numbered three
hundred. Ufa alone distributes 10
per cent of the total German films
and 25 per cent of the foreign films
itliown in Germany. The other

(Continued on page 2)

AKELEY MAKES NEW
SOUND FILM CAMERA

CAPITOL TO GIVE
5 SHOWS TOMORROW

B’ive complete prcgrtims
will be shown at the Capitol
t o in o r r 0 av, Thanksgiving
Day, including Marie Dress-
ier and Wallace Beery in
“Min and Bill” and the
stage revne, “Mexicansi”.

A new sound film camera has
been designed and is now ready
for marketing by Akeley. The cam-
era, which can be equipped with
either the 500 or 1,000 foot maga-
zine, embodies all the features of
the old Akeley and is so construct-
ed that any of the standard sound-
on-film recording systems may be
quickly adapted to it. It weighs
around 35 lbs. and will be offered
to the industry within the near
future.

LOEW’S, INC. TO PAY

OUT EXTRA DIVIDEND

Directors of Loew’s, Inc. has de-
clared an extra dividend of $1 in

addition to the regular quarterly
disbursement of 75 cents, payable
Dec. SI to stock of record Dec. 13.

TONIGHT’S OPENING

‘Viennese Nights” opens
tonight at 8:45 at Warner
Bros. Theatre. Sigmund
Remherg and Oscar Ham-
inerstein 2d are the authors.
The cast includes Vivienne
Segal, Alexander Gray, Wal-
ter Pidgeon, .Jean Hersholt,
Louise Pazenda and Bert
Roach. Alan Crosland di-

rected. The picture is in

Technicoior.

Distributors and Exhibitors

Now Saving Values of

Arbitration Without
Any Compulsory Provi-

sion

The Supreme Court decisions
handed down yesterday in the mo-
tion picture cases, will definitely

clarify distributor-exhibitor rela-
tionships with regard to arbitra-
tion and credits, it was declared
in a statement issued today by
Will H. Hays, President of the
Motion Picture Producers and Dis-
tributors of Amerfica, Inc.

“In the arbitration case,” Mr.
Hays said, “the Supreme Court af-
firmed the decision of Judge

(Continued on page 6)

PUBLIX CIRCUIT CLOSES

FOR UNIVERSAL

STANLEY CD. PRDFITS

Net profit of the Stanley Com-
pany of America for the year end-
ed August 30 was $1,366,992, after

all charges. In addition there was
a profit of $5,926,138 arising from

the sale of holdings in First Na-

tional Pictures, Inc. More than

99 per cent of the stock in this

company is owned by Warner Bros.

Pictures, Inc.

CONTINENTAL THEATRE ACCESSORIES

TO OPEN PHILADELPHIA BRANCH
Continental Theatre Accessories

has arranged to open a branch
depot at 1225 Vine Street in Phila-
delphia, on December 15th. The
new branch, designed to meet the
needs of the Philadelphia district,

will be very complete. On its staff

will be several projection en-
gineers whose business it will be
to co-operate with exhibitors and
solve their mechanical problems.

Harold Rodner, president of Con-
tinental Theatre Accessories, and
an old Philadelphian, will person-
ally open the new branch. Mr.
Rodner twenty years ago was the
first manager of the Peerless Film
Exchange in the Quaker City and
his return there to open the Con-
t i n e n t a 1 Theatre Accessories
branch will be in the nature of a
home-coming.

The Paramount-Publix circuit of
1,800 theatres has signed with
Universal for the showing of the
latter company’s product. This
was announced yesterday from the
Universal headquarters in New
York.

In making the announcement
Universal stated that this “in-
sures the greatest national circuit
distribution which the pictures of
any company this year will enjoy.”

The deal with Publix has been
under negotiation for several
months. Nevertheless, for a month
and a half the main provisions of
the big contract signed yesterday
have been in virtual hundred per
cent operation.

Ihiiversal has already complet-

(Continued on page 7)

NO ISSUE TOMORROW
In observance of Tlianks-

aiving Dav, there will he no
issue of this newspaper to-

morrow.
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MAIN STREET

SEEN AND HEARD
IN DARK PLACES

By J.

“All for a Lady”

(I'liiversal-Leathor Pushers)

Verging on the burlesque and
slriu'stvck this Irtest number of
Uncle Carl’s Leather Pusher
series, depicting romance in the
prize ring, is welcome because it

is different — different from the
preceding numbers. And, too,

there is a smacking of the good
old western di’ama, a la comedy,
and that, too, is welcome. We be-
lieve Douglas Doty, who used to

be a Big Stem editor, before hit)er-

nating in Hollywood, has a lot to

do with the adaptation and dia-
logue of this series. Doug is do-
ing very well, especially with this

late one for he has injected some
good snappy lines, the majority
eminating from the loquatious, and
always good Sam Hardy, as-Kid
Roberts' manager. Roberts, as
usual, looks the part and handles

L. K.

the lines given him with the
naviete of a schoolboy — all of
which accentuates the youthful
element. Nora Lane, too, is evi-
dent, adds a good feminine touch
to the story. The fight is held in
a ranch barn and there is a regu-
lar Madison Square Garden series
of razzberries. A good number in
two spindles.

Oswald Ciirtoons
‘’in Africa”—“In Mexico”

(rniversal)
These very active little natives

of the forests and jungles with
Oswald, the Rabbit, invade Dark-
est Africa and dancing Mexico

—

not forgetting the Mexican jump-
ing bean. They’re good—both of
’em, especially the African jaunt.
There’s not much to choose be-
tween the two-=-well titled;- good
synchronization; fine animation, et

cetera.

Ha! (Mr. Courage) Boroughs
busted into the M-G-M offices other
day in a brand new suit * * *

.Viince .McPherson has collapsed
again * * * no, not on the desert,

with lier flock at the Temple * * *

that’.s always good for coupla of

sticks * * *BiU Kudolph who used
to p a Clara Kimball Young, more
recently out in the sticks with Abe
Lincoln, is back on the Big Stem
* * * gjji might have left that
grand opera blanket but he didn’t

* Hy (Titian) Daab will jump
off a rattler from the west on the
morrow * * * Sam Warsliarwski
is rejoicing * * * ,Si .Seadler whose
Xmas cards always cause more
or less of a sensation is Miami-
bound * * * Howard Dietz says
he feels fine after a few days off

Broadway * * * that Bow girl was
photographed looking glum as she
waited the pleasure of the L. A.
Grand Jury * * * ,joe Schenck is

goiiT to flood the U. S. A. with
more theatres * * * better think
twice. Joe * * *Si Seadler claims
for M-G-IVPs Love in the Routh the
ditty Go Home and Tell Your
Mother * that straightens
everything out in Tin Pan Alley,
Si * * * Yirginia Lee Corbin, and
friend hubby, are back from across
* * * Virginia has accumulated a
new Picadilly aeeent which she
says she’s goin’ sell to the talkies
* * ’*’ she had her voice lifted * * *

.Toe Kivkin can introduce you to

more nice places * * * Oscar Han-
son is goin’ to Memphis to that
evliihs eoiifah over week-end * * *

BKO e.xecntives were in a huddle
vest * * * wonder wliat all the
sjiootin’s about * * * a lot of new
mergers in the wind * * * Pan'
Hinze, of the old Moving Picture
World staff, hittin’ it up the Big

i

Stem * * * we are told the wife ,

of a big slirt in tlmt swanky Vve-
|

noo jeweler, Cliarti^r’s has a bit i

in Sin Takes a Holihiy * * * and
j

a Z'egfeld glorlfier, Mnrrel Finley
j

too * * * a snappy title in one of
j

T’nole Carl’-i shorts * * * tonotel
Fi’'' miles from Cairo and not a !

(•bironaetor in sight * * * (end
quotes) * * * wonder who’s goin’
to buv Smiles * * * Mike SimiiioiK

can g-^t enthusiastic over anibii-
i

lanee drivers * * * whatever he- ;

came of Boxy * * * I

HERE’S HOW TRAGEDY ON HIGH SEAS

HAPPENED TO REACH THEATRE SCREEN
—

-Millions of motion picture fans
often wonder ‘how come’ newsreel
producers get shots of sea trage-
dies which happen ‘out of a clear

sky’.

In at least one instance, this can
be explained satisfactorily to all

and sundry.

Today the shots of tlie Maure-
tania crew rescuing the crew of

the Swedish steamer, Ovidia, will

flasli from the silver sheet.

How come i

On hoard the Maurentania was
a passenger, wealthy and all that
sort of thing. His hobby is shoot-
ing amateur pictures. He has his

camera aboard. He shot the re-

‘jciie on a 16 '’"-i film.

A woman passenger seeing the

shots suggested that said million-
aire sell the shots to the newsreels
and insist on the profits of the
sale going to the benefit of the
Seamen’s home.
Rathe purchased the negative,

“blew up" the 16mm to the stan-
dard 35mm. One of the stipula-
tions of the sale was that all

newsreelers get a crack at the
prints. They all jumped in—Fox
Movietone, Hearst Metrotone, Pa-
ramount Sound News, et cetera and
paid pro-rata.

That’s ‘how come’ the screen
gets sea tragedies and other hap-
penings ‘out of a blue sky’.

The silent picture is skillfully
and l)rightly described by Milton
Cross, the radio announcer in the
Rathe release.

Double-Barrelled Premiere
Accorded *Sunny* on Coast

^
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—“Sun-

ny’’ had a double-barrelled pre-
miere in two of the leading the-

atres in Los Angeles — Warner’s
Hollywood and Warner’s Down
Town.
One of the early results of the

unusual newspaper campaign was
to make Los Angeles and its en-
virons “Sunny’’ conscious. This
was done through a series of dis-

play ads.

The first announcement consist-

ed of a 250 line ad, double column,
which made the prophecy that
“Everything Is ‘Sunny’ Now”. This
smash was followed by others even
bigger and the simultaneous pre-
miere was an outstanding success.
Lines formed at the box-offices of

’loth theatres an hour before the
opening.
Crowds at the double premiere

oroved heavy advei tising pays. The
-eviewers comniented that Marilyn
Miller, the star does good work in

this First National feature.

WHEREIN WE
GIVE THANKS

(Continued from page 1)

A GAIN, we are thankful that

each and all of us can look

upon our business as the greatest

of all human institutions, bringing

solace to the sorrowing, refresh'

ment to the weary, and whole-

some, clean entertainment to the

masses of the people throughou'

the world.

FARNUM IN “YANKEE”

William Farnum has been sign
ed by Fox Films to enact the
part of King Arthur in “A Connec
ticut Yankee”, starring film for

Will Rogers.

COLUMBIA TO MAKE

TWO IN SPANISH

Harry Cohn, vice-president in
charge of production for Colum-
bia Pictures announces that one
of the important results of his
conference with Eastern execu-
tives of the company was a deci-
sion to make foreign language
versions of certain Columbia pic-
tures. This decision will not af-

fect all Coluniibia product. Only
those pictures deemed particular-
ly well suited for foreign distri-

bution will be used.

The two features to receive first

consideration will be “Brothers,”
starring Bert Lytell, and “Crim-
inal Code”, in which Walter Hus-
‘on and Phillips Holmes were fea-
tured. Spanish, versions of these
two pictures will be made immedi-
ately.

The decision was reached after
much deliberation on the part of
the company’s executives, and
after a careful study had been
made of all that has previously
been done in the foreign field by
other producers.

CONTROL IN GERMANY
BY UFA AND 4 OTHERS

(Continued from page 1)

“our concerns referred to are:
Emelka, Terra, Deutsches Licht-
tpiel Syndikat and Aafa.

The report also refers to the
severity of the new import kon-
ingent regulations which came
into force last July, and to the
teen competition in the field of

30und shorts which before that
late had compelled several Ger-
man firms to cease productions of
films under 600 meters.

Since June the Government
’)lock of shares has passed to a
Franco-German group backed by
‘he Paris banker, M. Kohan.

MAYNARD WESTERNS
BOOKED BY WARNERS

The Tiffany Ken Maynard ac-

tion westerns on the company’s
new program, have been booked
o play the Warner houses in Bed-
ford, Va., Staunton, Va., Lexington,
Va., Martinsburg, W. Va., Clifton

Forge, Va., Washington D. C.,

Harrisonburg, Va., Frederick, Md.,

and Wayneboro, Pa.

The first of the Ken Maynard
aeries of six westerns scheduled,
“Fightin’ Thru” has been already
completed under the direction of

Will Nigh.

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, Nov. 25, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 44% 44% -1/4
Warner Bros 18 Vs 18'/4 —IVs
Varner Bros. Pre. 39 39 -1-4

Fox Film “A” 31% 32 —2%
’joew’s Inc 571/2 571/2 —31/2

’..oew’s Inc. Pre.... 95 95 - /4
Radio K-A-0 211/8 2114 -11/4

^athe Exchange . 31/8 31/8 — 1/8

"•athe “A” . 6 1/2 6 1/2 + V2

''on. F. Ind 13% 13% —
Ion. P. Ind. Pre. 18 18 —

Curb Market

Fox Theatre “A” 51/8 514 — %
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When all is said and

done, it’s Leo of M'G^M
who provides the fire-

works in this industry.

He’s off again on a typical

M-G-M box-oflice spreel

Lawrence Hbbett
Grace Moore

MARIE DRESSLER-WALLACE
BEERY in MIN AND BILL Absolute
sensation I Sweeping records before it in Frisco extended
run, Washington, D. C., New York, Los Angeles, Pitts-
burgh, and everywhere. Znd-week holdovers in many
spots.

WAR NURSE Beats '‘Romance” and “Caught
Short” records at Stillman, Cleveland, Rochester,

Syracuse, Akron, Dayton, Indianapolis, St. Louis,

Toledo cleaning up. Astor, N. Y. 2nd month at $2.

LAWRENCE TIBBETT-GRACE
MOORE in NEW MOON coast pr^
view reveals industry’s new road-show-size sensation
is even bigget than first reported from the West.
Based on the stage hit that ran more than a year on
Broadway.

GRETA GARBO in
INSPIRATION Money in the bank!

Gorgeous Greta has never been more exquisite.

A drama of modern love twice as big as

“Romance”!

JOAN CRAWFORD in PAID
“It fairly shouts box-office,” says Hollywood
Reporter. Based on “Within the Law” and
it’s the most thrilling role Joan has ever had!

DRESSLER-MORAN in
REDUCING Those “Caught Short” gals

have a new racket now, “Reducing.” America
will laugh itself fat! The picture’s completed

and it’s a wow!

Depend
And the Fun has just begun

!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER



This is ONE advertisemeii

PubI X Gordon . New England

PubI X Goldstein New England

PubI X Netoco New England

PubI X Comerford Pennsylvania

PubI X Walter Reade New Jersey

PubI X Saenger Southern States

PubI X Dent Texas

PubI X Rickards & Nace Arizona

Others Alri

WITH ITS 1800 T^

PROCESSION OF BIG

UNIVERSAL

R.K.O
Circuit

M. A. Lightman

Schinc Theatres

Marvin Wise
Lucas-jenhins

R. B. Wilby

WARNER
Brothers Circuit

Consolidated Theatres

Manhattan Playhouses, Inc.

Springer Cocalis

Leo Brecher Theatres

Rosenblatt Circuit

Lawand Theatres

Harris Circuit

Rupert Richards

Lefhowich-Greenburger

Washington Circuit of Cleveland



competitor can copy'

ftTRES JOINS THE

tCUITS ALL BOOKING

PICTURES
PubI ix Shea

Pubiix Balaban & Katz

Publix Hostetter .

Pubiix Blank

Publix Great States

Pubiix Finkelstein & Rubin

PubI ix Sparks

Buffalo

Illinois

Nebraska

Iowa and Nebraska

Illinois

Minnesota

Florida

Closed:

—

FOX WESTCOAST LOEWS
FOX Midwesco FOX Metropolitan INC.

Griffith Brothers

Associated Theatres

Frank Durkee Circuit

Dickinson Circuit

City Theatres Circuit

Mid-Continent Theatres

Coston Theatres

S & S Theatres

Co-Operative Theatres of Detroit

Rogers Circuit

Leo Keiler

St. Louis Amusement Co.

Fred Dolle Circuit

Robb & Rowley

Grombacker Circuit

Y HAS DONE IT!!
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PARAMOUNT DEVELOPS NEW

HIGH-ALTITUDE MICROPHONE
Specially built nilcrophoues,

equipped to counteract change in

altitude, are being used for the
first time during the filming of

Paramount’s “Fighting Caravans,”
Zane Grey’s novel in which the
frontiersmen of ‘“rhe Covered
Wagon” carry on.

In order to record, in sound,
scenes at an altitude of nearly
lO.OO'O feet, a new type of micro-
phone was required, since earlier

experiences had proved that the
ordinary instruments were not en-
tirely satisfactory at such heights.

This effect of altitude is created
because the two tiny plates which
record modulations of sound are
encased within a tube where the
air pressure is equal to that on
the studio. When altitude in-

creases, air pressur diminishes on
the outside and the tube swells,

permitting the plates to draw
apart.

The first time altitude ruined a
microphone came several months
ago when a number of instru-

ments rushed to the Paramount
studios by airplane were found
useless.

To properly register the task of

a huge freight caravan in cross-
ing mountains. Paramount had to

take its “Fighting Caravans”
troupe to the summit of the high
Sierras. Locations were chosen at

Sonora Pass, sixty-three miles
above Sonora, where Gary Cooper
and Lily Damita are seen in early-
western romantic leads and
Ernest Torrence and Tully Mar-
shall are reunited for the first

time in the beloved characteriza-
tion they created in “The Cover-
ed Wagon.”
As a result of experiments made

by Earl Hayman, recording engi-

neer on “Fighting Caravans,” the

special microphone was construct-

ed for use on the production. The
secret of its success lies in a tiny

valve on the tube wherein the

plates are located. This valve is

opened while the instrument is

being carried to a high altitude

so that the pressure is equalized

inside and out.

FILM RELATIONS

(Continued from page 1)

Thacher of the United States Dis-

trict Court in New York rendered
a year ago last October. Since

that time the industry has not

operated under the plan question-

ed by Judge Thacher. Since then
distributors and exhibitors have
been developing a new system of

voluntary arbitration to the end
that the values of arbitration may
be saved without including any
compulsorv provision, and prog-

ress is being made in that direc-

tion.

“In his decision a year ago.

Judge Thacher upheld the indus-

try’s practice in the operation of

Credit Committees, but this deci-

sion was reversed yesterday by
the Supreme Court. The new
decision simply means that indi-

vidual distributors will determine
with individual exhibitors a sys-

tem of credit in each case.”

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
CAST IN “FREE LOVE”

Because of the addition of a new
scene and the Impossibility of se-
curing Lee Moran, who had play-
ed the character earlier in the
picture. Slim Summerville has
been cast in “Free Love,” the new
title for Sidney Howard’s play,
“Half Gods”, which Hobart Hen-
ley is completing at Universal

City. The other scenes in which
Moran played will have to be re-

shot.

W0ULD=BE DIRECTOR
TOLD BY COURT TO
STICK TO WAITING

After being ejected from
Paramount’s Astoria studios
“several times”, according
to a policeman’s tes.timony
before Magistrate Edward
Weil yesterday, Albert
Richards, who said he was
a waiter, explained that he
knew ail the finer points of
movie making and wanted
to be another Lubitsch or a
DeMille.

Tlie court informed Rich-
ards that what this country
needs is “more and good
waiters, not movie direct-
ors”

Qermany Gets 8 Silents

and 3 Talkies From U. S,
BERLIN, Nov. 25.—The German

Censorship Department during the
month of October passed on 17
German, 11 American and 2 Euro-
pean films. Three of the German
and 8 of the American w'ere si-

lents.

The reason for the development
of only three American talkies be-
ing imported is that Warner Bros.-
First National have entered upon
a policy of distributing silent
films.

One of the two European films,

“The City of Song,” W'as British,
and the other was a silent comedy
from Sweden.

The domestic percentage of fea-

tures was 57, against 80 in Sep-
tember and 61 in August.

MANAGERS APPOINTED
FOR F. & M. IDEA UNITS

Fanchon and Marco, “idea” units
from now on, will carry a com-
pany manager similar to those
travelling with legitimate shows.
Fifty-two of these managers will
be employed when the new plan
gets under wmy under the super-
vision of M. D. Howe.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY

George Fitzmaurice has been
signed to direct Norma Shearer
in “Strangers May Kiss,” an adap-
tation of Ursula Parrott’s novel
of the same name, with dialogue

by John Meehan.

“Susan Lenox, Her Rise and
Fall,” by David Graham Phillips,

will serve as Greta Garbo’s next
with King Vidor directing. Pro-
duction will start as soon as Miss
Garbo completes “Ins^piration.”

With the addition of J. Farrell
MacDonald, the cast of “The Easi-
est Way,” is complete. Constance
Bennett w'ill star, Jack Conway
direct and Adolphe Menjou, Robert
Montgomery, Marie Prevost, Clara
Blandick and Hedda Hopper will

be in support.

complete units of twelve people
each for forthcoming routine work
in pictures and on the stage. The
units will be trained at the Mur-
ray School for Stage Dancing and
Dramatics, and will be managed
for steady work. There are sev-
eral places in the units—two of
which will be for boys, and two
for girls—still open, and registra-
tion is now being conducted.

One of the most unusual fea-

tures of the present musical sea-
son was the recent auspicuous bow
of Paul Finestein’s Hollywood
Gypsy Serenaders. Music critics

have acclaimed this the finest or-

ganization of its type created in

the last decade. 'The symphonic
orchestra of twenty-six pieces is

composed entirely of strings and
wood-winds, and Emil Gertsen-
berger is creating all the orig-
inal arrangements. Ray Coffin is

sponsoring the group.

Lon Murray is organizing four

For his featured part in Fox
Films’ “The Seas Beneath,” Walt-
er McGrail has deviated from his
usual path of villainy and become
a heroic member of the United
States Navy. He has played lead-
ing men, juveniles, character parts
and heavies during his screen ca-
reer, but for some time past he
has been a convincing menace in

Fox pictures.

Elissa Landi, newly signed Fox
player who will be leading lady
opposite Charles Farrell in

“Squadrons,” is extraordinarily
accomplished. Miss Landi went
to Hollywood with a background
of screen credit. She speaks
French, Italian and German as
well as English. She is a trained
dancer and studied for three
years under Russian ballet mas-
ters. She has a trained mezzo-
soprano singing voice and is an
accomplished pianist, having stu-
died for many years in Europe.

“LEATHER PUSHERS”

SERIES COMPLETED

The final episode of “The
Leather Pushers” series has been
completed at Universal City. This
series of ten Witwer stories, under
the direction of Albert Kelley, has
been adapted to sound. Roles
made famous by Witwer through
his prize fight stories in Colliers
are played by Kane Richmond,
Sally Blane, Nora Lane, Sam
Hardy, Art Shires, Lucille La-
Verne, Joan Marsh, Jack White,
Carla Laemmle, Sam Gervon, Tom
Muskie, Jerry the Greek, James
Bradbury, Jr., Grace Hampton and
Young George.

FRANK MCHUGH IN TWO
FIRST NATIONAL FILMS

Franks McHugh, the stage
comedian, will be neen in two
First National pictures next
month, “Going Wild”, with Joe E.

Brown, and “The Widow from
Chicago,” with Edward G. Robin-
son and Alice White. In both pic-

tures, McHugh has an opportunity
to portray the typical “souse” role

which won him fame on the stage.

PLAYWRIGHT TO DO
CHEVALIER’S NEXT

Preston Sturges, author of

“Strictly Dishonorable,” has been
signed by the Paramount New
York studio to write an original

screen story for Maurice Cheva-
lier. Ernst Lubitsch will direct.

No title has been selected for

Chevalier’s new one. The picture
is scheduled for filming in Febru-
ary. Chevalier is now vacation-
ing in France.

LIA TORA CAST FOR
SPANISH VERSION

Universal has signed Lia Tora,
much-sought Spanish actress, for

the third lead of its Spanish ver-
sion of “The Boudoir Diplomat,”
which will be released under the
title “Don Juan Diplomatico.”
Faust Rocha, brought to Holly-

wood from the Argentine, and
Celia Montalvan, Universal’s Mexi-
can “find”, are featured in the
picture. Eduardo Arozamena and
Enrique Acosta have also been as-
signed to important roles.

“HALF SHOT” CLICKS
DOWN IN DIXIE

Radio Pictures’ “Half Shot at
Sunrise” brings this comment
from the South through the Jack-
sonville Journal: “The Palace
Theatre has been turned into a
house of mirth this week, where
Bert Wheeler and Robert Wool-
sey, funsters extraordinary, are
holding forth in a hilarious talkie
called ‘Half Shot at Sunrise.’ ”

PARA PLAYERS CAST
Additions of several players

well-known on the screen have
been made to the cast of William
Powell’s forthcoming Paramount
vehicle, “Ladies Man.” They in-

clude Carol Lombard. Martin
Burton and Olive Tell.
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SONO ART CLOSES

SIX CIRCUIT DEALS

Budd Rogers, director of sales

of Sono Art-World Wide, reports

the closing of booking deals on
the following pictures with promi-
nent circuits:

The entire schedule of 1930-31

product to the Sterling Circuit,

Seattle; “Rogue of the Rio
Grande” to the Robb and Rawley
Circuit of Texas; “The Big Fight”
to the Midwest Circuit; “Dude
Wrangler” and “Rogue of the Rio
Grande” to the Dent Circuit;

“Costello Case” to entire Publix
New England Circuit; “Big Fight”
and “Dude Wrangler” to Coston
Circuit, Chicago.

PATHE TO FEATURE
LAURA LA PLANTE

Laura La Plante has been sign-

ed by E. B. Derr for a featured
role in Pathe’s first feature farce

contedy, “Lonely Wives” which is

scheduled for immediate produc-
tion under the direction of Russell
Mack, who guided Eddie Quillan

in his latest vehicles, “Night
Work” and “Big Money.” Miss La
Plante returns to the screen in

this picture following several

months vacation upon the experi-

tion of her Universal contract.

COMEOSANS TEAMED

Jimmie Gleason : and Bob Arm-
strong again do a Comedy buet be-

fore the camera. The two comedi-
ans, who (Were in “Is Zat So”, and
“Oh Yeah”, appear tgoether in one
of the sequences of “Beyond Vic-

tory”, the Pathe war special made
under the direction of John
Robertson.

/

IN CRAWFORD FILM

James Donlan i and Natalie
Moofehead have been added to the

cast of Joan Crawford’s new star-

ring film, “Dance Fools, Dance,”
which

\
Harry Beaumont is direct-

ing. Glark Gable, of the cast of

“The Last Mile,” will also have a

part in this photoplay, now under
way at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studio.

LEON JANNEY SIGNED

Leon Janney has been signed
for a part in “This Modern
World”, Fox film featuring Warner
Baxter and Dorothy Mackaill.
This is the second picture Miss
Mackaill has made for Fox since
her return from Europe a short
time ago. The first was “Once A
Sinner” in which she played oppo-
site Joel McCrea.

ADDIE MCPHAIL CAST

Addie McPhail. to whom the
talkies were a boon because they
revealed (her singing voice, has
been cast for a part in the pic-
ture temporarily titled “Neck and
Neck,” which Seymour Felix is

to direct for Fox Films. Martha
Sleeper, Terence Ray and Ralph
Wells also have been signed for
featured parts. This film is the
firs tof a series of youthful ro-
mances to be made by Fox.

MIKI MUS NOW
MULTILINGUAL

Observing that the fame
of his film cartoon creation
had become international,
Walt Disney—at vast re-

search expense—discovered
that his brain child is

poj nlarly known to picture
audiences in other conn-
tries as;

Greece—Miki Mus; Japan
—Miki Knchi; Germany—
Michael Mans; Italy—Mich-
ele Topolino; Spain—both
Miguel Katoncito and Migu-
el Pericote; France—Michel
Souris ; Portugal — Miguel
Rato ; Latin speaking
peoples — Michael Mus;
English speaking peoples—
same as heretofore.

NITION-WIDE THEATRE CHAIN

CONTEMPLATED BY JOE SCHENCK

PARA RE-SIGNS
LLOYD CORRIGAN

Lloyd Corrigan, first of the Hol-
lywood scenario writers to be
made a director during the talk-
ing picture regime, has just sign-
ed a new contract with Para-
mount. He made his directorial
Jebut with “Follow^ Thru”, being
associated with I.,aurence Schwab
in handling Miss Carroll and
Charles Rogers. Corrigan also di-

rected young Rogers again in his

latest vehicle, "Along Came
Youth.”

Consider Child Health;

Fail to Wallop Films
WASHINGTON, Nov. 25. — The

Federal Motion Picture Council to-

day made public a resolution de-
ploring what it termed “inade-
quate consideration given the de-
structive effect” of motion pictures
by the recent White House Child
Health Conference.

Directors of the organization,
which seeks Federal regulation of

photoplay production, said the

conference ignored the emotional

reaction and eye strain resulting

from frequent attendance of chil-

dren at motion pictures.

5 PATHE FEATURES WIN LONDON SHOWINGS
:

: >.

T. ,-S. Delehanty, vice-nmsid“nt
ind^general manager of iPatha In-
ternational Corp., has received
cablegrams from Jack Kennedy,
special representative of the oi-

ganlzation in London, stating that
first runs have been arranged at

two West End houses for five of

the current Pathe features, handl-
ed hy P.D.C. in Great Britain.

“Her Man” and “Pardon My
Gun” w'ill play the Capitol The-
atre, of the Gaumopt chain, and
“Sw'ing High” and /“Night Work”
are to go into the pominion, lead-

ing theatre of the| A.B.C. circuit.

•‘Big Money”, currently playing
the Globe, New York, will be the
next P.D.C. picture slated for.

West End showing.

U AND MIRROR TO GIVE
BENEFIT PERFORMANCE
In cooperation with the Daily

Mirror, Universal is staging a

unique premiere of its serial, “The
Spell of the Circus” at the Cohan
Theatre tomorrow morning.
The only admission price will

be an article of clothing or food
for the distribution to the desti-

tute. All the donations collected

will be turned over to the Salva-
tion Army.
Another feature of the opening

will be the giving of circus hats
to the first 200 children arriving
at the theatre. The picture is

being ballyhooed with a circus
v/agon, with clowns, animals,
bands, etc., which will tour the
Manhattan territory.

The N. Y. Daily Mirror has been
giving the picture a big boost in

its news columns daily.

BUY GERMAN FILM

Hoffberg, Cornfeld Co., Inc. have
acquired the American rights to

the German talkie “Studen Life
in Merry Springtime” < Studen Sein
Wenn Die Weilchen Bluhen) and
are preparing it for immediate re-

lease.

PUBLIX CIRCUIT CLOSES
FOR U. PRODUCT

(Continued from page 1)

ed nation wide booking agree-
ments with Radio Keith Orpheum
in its 200 first run theatres; with
the Warner Circuit, of 800 houses;
Fox West Coast, wdth 500; Fox
Metropolitan, -with 150; and
Loew’s New York Circuit, with 16.

In addition to these, no less than
forty imjportant smaller circuits

have been signed to date for the

Laemmle Twenty Spscials and
short product. The total number
of theatres comprised in these
forty circuits runs well over 700.

The big national circuits and
the smaller chains combined have
approximately 4,200 theatres
throughout the country, in all the
important situations, both first-

run, downtown and neighborhood.
They give Universal Pictures the
broadest national distribution and
the greatest first run opportunity
the company ever had and the
greatest circuit distribution of any
pictures.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Nov. 25,—^Natlon-wide construction of mo-
tion picture theatres, with the
nucleus of the chain calling for
25 900-seat California theatres to
be in operation by next August,
was announced today by Joe
Schenck of United Articts.

Prom California the chain will
be spread to Oregon and Washing-
ton and then eastward; Schenck
said. The first house will be in
Santa Ana, the second in Pasa-
dena, and five in Los Angeles.
Fifty-one per cent of the stock
in the new theatres v;ill he own-
ed by United Artists, the remain-
ing forty-nine per cent to be ab-
sorbed by the individual members
of that group, including Mary
Pickford, Norma Talmadge, Gloria-
Swanson. Charlie Chaplin, Doug-
las Fairbanks, D. W. Griffith,
Joseph M. Schenck and Samuel
Goldw'yn. There will he no pub-
lic sale of the stock, according
to_ Schenck. A policy of non-com-
petition with independent exhib.i-

tors will he pursued.

Sol Lesser and Lou Anger are
associated with Scnheck in (the

new' venture, and are now select-
ing sites. Schenck said an agree-
nrent with Harold B. Franklin, re-
garding the new chain, is

;
con-

templated.

Schenck w”ill devote his
|
time

personally td theatre expansion
and to distribution problems, 'leav-

ing in the halnds of Samuel iGold-
Wyn the production end of United
Artists as wiell as the activities

of the Art Cinema Corporation.
Schenck let it be known that dur-

the 1931r32 season his ; com-
pany : will release 21 fllms) Art

ma prodticing six of them,
del Goldwyn four, Hbward

Hughes three. Roland West three,
Charlie Chaplin one, Mary .Pick-
ford one, Douglas Fairbanks one
and Gloria Swanson Itw'o.

LOWELL THOMAS
FOR PARA PICTORIAL

The Paramount Pictorial, re-

cently inaugurated screen maga-
zine dealing with world events in

a picturesque manner, has a new
feature in its latest monthly issue
—that of having a notable figure
explain colorful incidents as they
are depicted on the audible screen.
Tjowell Thomas, who has replac-
ed Floyd Gibbons on the air

every night during the Literary
Digest Hour, gives a description
of the religious ceremony of the
Juggernaut in India as the huge
car is draw'n along by sw’arms of ,

fanatics.

MASCOT SERIAL DEAL

Herman Gluckman, Capital Film
Exchange, New' York distributor of

Nat Levine’s all-talking Mascot
Serials, has sold the latest Mascot
serial, “The Phantom of the West”
to every large circuit in the Met-
ropolitan district. The serial has
been booked by the entire Loew,
Warner, Pox, RKO and Century
circuits.
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"Vilophona" is the registered trade mark of

the Vitophone Corp. designoting its products with IRENE DELROY, JACK WHITING, CHARLES BUTTERWORTH

Directed by Roy Del Ruth

AND THERE'S PLENTY OF B.O. HAPPINESS IN THESE BIG HITS!
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Real Work,
Not Charity!

By

The generous gesture by RKO
to assist in the relief of the uii'

employment situation is turning

out happily, and within a fort-

night some 36,000 men will be

employed.
s • «

''CHE advantage of the RKO
A plan in the sale of theatre

tickets, wherein the seller is given

a percentagt#and has the backing

and cooperation of responsible

civic bodies, is made further use'

ful by the employment of men
who live in the locality in which
they will work and who are the

support of families.

This plan makes the seller a

business man rather than a

pauper, an active agent rather

than a charity patient. It has

nothing of the element of the Eng'

lish dole system which, however
well intended, has worked grevi'

ous harm to the self'respect and
self'Supporting instinct of many
thousands of people.

« • •

J
OSEPH PLUNKETT reports

that the plan announced last

week is now in operation and it is

being extended throughout the

circuit of the RKO theatres. It

occurs to us that this is a prac'

tical, hardheaded, sensible and

human* activity which is a credit

to Mr. Hiram Brown and Mr.

Joseph Plunkett and the RKO
organization generally, as well as

to the entire amusement business,

and similar practical plans might

well be devised by other industries

to the end that every man with a

desire to work may find a self'

respecting way to earn a living.

ST. LOUIS EXHIBITORS UP IN ARMS

OVER PROPOSEO AMUSEMENT TAX

SAM GOLDWYN HERE

TO DISCUSS FUTURE

UA PRODUCTIONS

Sam Goldwyu arrived in New
York yesterday morning from the

West Coast. He is here to discuss

with United Artists officials details

concerning future production ac-

tivities over which he has been

placed in charge by Joe Schenck.

ESTABLISHING
BRANCH OFFICES

Judea Films has opened book-
ing offices for its Yiddish talking

pictures in Cleveland under Joseph
Finger; Chicago with Jack Seiden
managing; Boston under the guid-
ance of Larry Baren, and also in

Toronto and Montreal. These
branches will be under the super-
vision of Moe Goldman, manager
of distribution for the company.

SOLOMON APPOINTED
TO COLUMBIA SALES

Martin Solomon, former branch
manager for Warners, has been
appointed manager of Columbia’s
Pittsburgh exchange, replacing
Joe Wolf, resigned. Solomon has
been associated with the sales end
of the industry for several years.

Municipal Levy of 10% Wotild Endanger All Branches

of Entertainment — An Essential Assessment

Ordinance’s Sponsor Declares
^ ST. LOUIS.

DOLORES DEL RIO

FACES OPERATION

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—Dolores Del Rio suffered

a serious relapse on the eve
of Thanksgiving. Dr. E. U.
Fishhaugh said an oi)era-

tion will be performed as
soon as the actress’ condi-
tion will permit. Miss Del
Rio was taken to a hospital
here Tuesday. She has
been sick for several weeks.

St. Louis theatre
owners are facing the possibilities
of a 10 percent amusemeut tax and
are preparing to combat the pro-
posed ordinance which would pro-
vide for this assessment.

This was made known over the
Thanksgiving holiday when it was
learned that the Board of Esti-

mate and Apportionment was en-
tertaining before its members an
ordinance drawn by the Public
Welfare Committee of the Board.
The amusement which would be

taxed if the ordinance goes
through are:
The motion picture and legiti-

mate theatre, baseball, football,

(Continued on page 4)

Para Studio Celebrates

2nd Sound Anniversary
WARNER NIMRODS ARE

IN SEARCH OF DUCK

A hunting party made up of

Warner Bros, executives are in

Maryland in search of game. In

the party includes Lewis Warner,
Claude C. Ezell, E. H. Morris and
J. S. Hummel. They will head-
quarter at Salisbury, on Chesa-
peake Bay, and will return on
Monday.

Thanksgiving Day was more
than just a national holiday to

the filmworkers at Paramount’s
New York studio—it was an un-
official birthday for the big pro-
duction plant as well. This year
it marked the second anniversary

(Continued on page 2)

UNION OPERATORS

INSPECT STUDIOS

New Contract Conforms
With Law, Says Lightman

M. A. Lightman, president of the
MPTOA, caused to be issued from
the National Theatre Owners head-
auarters over the Holiday the fol-

lowing comment on the recent U.
S. Supreme Court decision voiding
the old standard booking contract:

“Members of the MPTOA have
been working in cooperation with
representatives of the distributors
and Allied States organizations in

working out contractual and other
arrangements that will be in con-
formity with the Thacher deci-

sion. All have agreed on the con-
tract and this was approved at the
Convention in Philadelphia. We
have not received a complete copy
of the Supreme Court decree and
cannot tell whether or not it mate-
rially changes the Thacher deci-

sion.’’

The inspection staff of Local 306
of the Moving Picture Machine
Operators Union of Greater New
York, and Simon Terr, represent-
ing Sam Kaplan, president, made
a tour of the Paramount-Publix
Studios on Long Island to inspect
the new system of dual projection
which it is understood is to be in-

stalled in all of Publix theatres
in the near future. The system
was explained by J. S. Winick.
chief operator at the studios so
that as fast as the new equip-
ment is installed in the theatres
the inspectors will be able to ex-
plain its workings to the individ-
ual operators.
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MAIN iTREET

Jack Flynn, a big shot with Pa-

the, former scribe in the old

Herald days, et cet., is in town
* * * someone lets it be known
that what the eountry needs is a

good recipe for stuffing apples * *

Winchell says the gangsters have
promised to take liim for a ride

In January * * * wonder what the

delay is * * * new crop of talkers

followed the turkey onto the Big

Stem * * Mark Luescher is get-

ting to be the conference king
* * * we’re anxious to see Will

Rogers’ Lightnin’ * * * wonder it

Pathe ever misses fire on a h.o.

talker* * * St. Louis is out to get

some of the movie millions * * *

that Sex in Business is now An-
other Man’s Wife * * * there’s a

likeness there, at that * * * won-
' der why they don’t merge all the

pee wee golf links and make a

regular course * * with a nine-

teenth hole and everything * * *

Courtland Smith is goin’ figure in

a merger or two shortly * * * AI

Selig has one of these “beautiful

outlook” suites * * * a lot of bal-

lyhoo still back of that Amos ’n’

Andy pair * * have you ever

noticed that opening queue on
49th at the Roxy openings * *

Bil Bill Tilden in a tan coat that

would make a dozen for the Singer

Midgets * * * Jay D. Williams is

a frequent personage on Seventh
avenoo * * * did you ever want to

get quick elevator service at 729

Seventh * * * don’t * * * you’ll

only be disappointed * * * what-
ever became of Conway Tearle * *

Joe Seider with a broad grin * * *

that Chevalier man is cleaning

up across the Big Fond * * * the

scribes hold their shindig tonlte
* * * alotta talent promised, too

wonder if Hurry Home VanLoon
ever straightened out his intend-

eds * * did you know Pola
\egri w'as goin’ “tell all” in those

Confessions * * * hope she ex-

plains those swooms ’cross coun-
try when Valentino died * * * she

probably won’t, tho * * * keep
your ears to the ground for that

Five and Ten newsy chain * * *

didjaever notice how active that

staff of Glen Allvine’s is * * * what
a lot of pipes appear when it gets

cold * * * whatever became of
|

that talkie Sister McPherson w'as
j

goin’ to make * ’
I

Oscar Hanson, general sales
manager for Tiffany, recently re-
turned from a sales trip through
the Middle West and Canada, sees
the independent’s possibilities
looking brighter each day.
He said:

“W’hile in Columbus I attended
the state convention of exhibitors
and am glad to report that an
optimism I haven’t detected in
some time prevading the ranks.
It was so at the National conven-
tion in Philadelphia.

‘I went into Western Canada on
my return and found that condi-
tions in the theatre might be a
whole lot better. That is, condi-
tions are not so good for the Eng-

UNIVERSAL COUNSEL

WED YESTERDAY

Miss Muriel Lobar, daughter of

Mrs. C. Lobar, of 370 Central Park
West, yesterday was married to

Adolph Schimel, sou of Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Schimel, of 610 West
163rd Street, in the Shearith Israel

Synagogue. The Rev. Dr. David De

Sola Pool officiated.

Schimel is associated with Uni-

versal, where he has been assist-

ant counsel for the past five and a

half years.

Eauchou and Marco have ap-

pointed Harry Singer Eastern pro-

duction manager. Singer was
formerly production manager and
executive of the RKO and Orphe-
um circuits.

The appointment of Mr. Singer
and recent changes in the Fan-
chon & Marco methods of opera-
tion are due to the further exten-
sion of the F. & M. route which
is now the longest in show busi-

ness and covers 52 weeks. A new
Fanchon & Marco headquarters

will be opened in Milwaukee

where all acts on their way east

will be refurbished with new
scenery and new costumes and re-

rehearsed for their trip over the

houses operated by Fox Theatres

Corporation and other stands east

of the Mississippi.

Formerly Fanchon & Marco acts

entered the eastern territory at

St. Louis. That city will now be

used as a refurbishing point for

new acts booked in the east for

freshening up as they continue the

route west of the Mississippi.

Eve Ross and Flo Kelly, ballet

mistresses of F. & M. for DeLuxe
houses will be retained and their

capacities v/ill be broadened and

expanded. Other ballet mistresses

will be appointed foi- other houses

on tile route.

lish talkie. They demand their
entertainment in the French dia-
logue.

The same is true in Eastern
Canada as to the demand for
French dialogue but a whole lot

better as to possible bookings of
English pictures.

On the whole I would say that
conditions are bright, especially
for the independent because that
get-together spirit which has per-
meated the ranks and which made
itself so forcibly felt at the Na-
tional Convention.”

Hanson leaves for Memphis to-

morrow to attend the convention
of the state organization there,
Sunday and Monday.

5 WEEKS’ LONDON RUN
RECORD FOR ^ESCAPE’

“Escape,” Associated Radio Pic-
ture, now being generally releas-

ed through the United States, ap-
pears to have taken London by
storm, according to reports froih

Frank Tilley, General Manager of

Advertising and Publicity for

Radio Pictures, in England.

“Escape” ran into five weeks at

the Marble Arch Pavilion, out-
lasting everything that opened in

London during the same period.

It scored the second longest run
of a British talker, to date.

PARA CELEBRATES
2ND ANNIVERSARY

(Continued from page 1)

of the studio’s successful opera-
tion as sound film production
center. Just twenty-four months
ago the Eastern studio completed
its first feature length all-talking

screen drama, “The Letter” in

which the late Jeanne Eagles
starred.

In the intervening two years the

New York studio has contributed
a number of outstanding pictures
to the total Paramount product.
Included in this group are “The
Lady Lies,” the initial sophisicat-

ed comedy of the sound era;

“Cocoanuts,” starring the Four
Marx Brothers, which brought a

new type of comedy to the screen
and rolled up record-breaking
box office figures; “Over the Top,”
one of the first successful wide-
screen experiments

;
Maurice

Chevalier’s first bi-lingual star-

ring picture, “The Big Pond”,
which was made simultaneously
in both French and English, and
“Laughter,” which is now current.

In honor of the studio’s second
anniversary, work on Nancy Car-
roll’s current picture “Stolen
Heaven,” was interrupted for a

few minutes while a brief birth-

day celebration was staged on the
set. A symbolic birthday cake
bearing two candles was provid-

ed by the studio.

PATHE TAKES RKO

AT BASKET-BALL

Pathe took oyer RKO in a fast
see-saw basketball game Tuesday
night aboard the U.S.S. Illinois.

The lead changed several times
with Leo Gold of Pathe dropping
the winning point in the last

twenty seconds of play, making
the final score 29-28.

WINDOW TIE-UP

ON “PAINTED DESERT”
In addition to the tie-up on “Her

Man” which is being put over very
successfully in all parts of the
country, the makers of Mondaine
vanity cases are also cooperating
with Pathe on a similar hook-up
to aid in the exploitation of “The
Painted Desert.” The initial step
In this campaign will be the in-
stallation of window displays in
the six key stores of the Wal-
green chain in New York City.
Window cards read: “Miss Helen
Twelvetrees, Pathe star who will
be seen in ‘The Painted Desert’,
soon to be released.”

These first displays will be fol-
lowed by Walgreen windows in
other parts of the United States
as the date of the release of the
picture approaches.

STAGE INGENUE LEAVES
FOR UNIVERSAL TALKER
Sidney Fox, the ingenue star of

“Lost Sheep,” who iNas recently
signed to a long term contract by
Universal, left Wednesday for Uni-
versal City. Her first assignment
probably will be the leading femin-
ine role in “Gambling Daughters,”
an original, to be directed by
Hobart Henley.

‘WIDOW FROM CHICAGO’
IS DUE IN N. T. SOON

First National’s “The Widow
From Chicago,” which has prov-
ed a hit in Philadelphia, will be
seen in New York soon. Neil
Hamilton, Edward G. Robinson
are featured. Edward Cline di-

rected.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Nov. 26, 1930

Paramount F-L „ 431/2 44/4 — %
Warner Bros 17% 18 - /4
Fox Film “A” 301/8 31 —

1

Loew’s Inc 56 56% — %
Loew’s Inc. Pre 94 94 —

1

Radio K-A-0 201/4 20% — %
Pathe Exchange ... 3'1/8 31/8 —
Patlip “A*' 614

251/4

131/2

6/2
251/4

131/2

IVT-fJ-M Prp
Con. F. Ind — 1/8

Con. F. Ind. Pre... 18 181/8 -l- %
Curb Market •

Columbia Piet 22 22 —1%
Fox Theatre “A”... 5% 5/ —
Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 6067

FANCHON & MARCO
REORGANIZE ROUTE

—
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ACTORS EQUITY PLANS DEFENSE

AGAINST STRICTER CENSORSHIP
Actors Equity has made a de-

finite move looking to organized
opposition to threatened stricter

censorship of the stage. President
Frank Gillmore issued a call on
Wednesday for a meeting of all

producing managers, theatre man-
agers and dramatic authors at the
Hotel Astor on Itlonday to plan
for the repeal of the Wales Act
and presentation to the Legisla-

ture of a substitute.

In the course of his letter to

managers and authors Gillmore
says

:

“You have, of course, read the

attacks on the theatre by His
Eminence Cardinal Hays and the

Right Reverend William T. Mann-
ing. Bishop of New York. There
can be no doubt in the minds of

any one that the powerful inter-

ests which these churchmen rep-

resent as well as many sympa-
thetic laymen's organizations in-

tend to introduce a Censorship
Bill at the next session of the

State Legislature. The restric-

tions which any Censorship Bill

will place upon the theatre are

appalling to contemplate. Plays,

revues, etc., undergo so many
changes that after the original

script had been licensed there

V, ould he constant journeying to

and from the Board’s office in

order to secure indorsement for

the alterations. Once the Board
had been established it would feel

that it had to justify its existence

and would constantly be placing

further restrictions upon us.

•‘The best thing to do, in our

opinion, is to anticipate this atti-

tude and fight it. We will make
little progress, however, unless

we have som alternative plan. Our
plan is based upon the coopera-

tion of juries selected by the

American Arbitration Association,

with representatives of the the-

atre. It promises to be more effi-

caciou); than anything yet pro-

posed and to avoid features which
in other plans were distasteful to

Equity, as the representative of

the actors.”

LYTELL AND OLAND
SIGNED BY TIFFANY

Bert Lytell and Warner Oland
have been signed to appear in

forthcoming Tiffany productions.

Lytell opposite Kay .Johnson in

"The Single Sin” and Warner
Oland will be seen and heard in

•‘Drums of Jeopardy” which will

get under way next week, under
the direction of George B. Seitz.

NEW TANGO FOR
CONSTANCE DENNETT

Dr. Francis Gromon. general di-

rector of the Pathe music depart-
ment. has dedicated a new tango
to Constance Bennett, naming the

composition “Constancia.” It will

receive its formal production in

Miss Bennett’s new picture. “Sin
Takes a Holiday.” An Argentine
orchestra plays it for a Paris
night club scene of that film and
the star dances to the music.

JOE SEIDER CIRCUIT

BOOKS WITH COLUMBIA

The Joe Seider circuit of Long
Island theatres has closed a deal
with Columbia for Columbia
bookings into 16 theatres in as
many towns in that territory.

Among the theatres in the Seider
chain that will feature the Colum-
bia line-up are; Star, West Hamp-
ton Beach; Floral Park, Floral
Park; Bellerose, Bellerose; Say-
ville, Sayville; Bellaire, Bellaire;
Hollis, Hollis; Plaza, South
Jamaica; Playhouse, Hicksville,
Edwards, East Hampton; Capitol,
Riverhead; Park, So. Ozone Park;
Amityville, Amityville; Babylon,
Babylon; Granada, Patchogue and
the Regent in Bayshore.

KAY FRANCIS TO PLAY
OPPOSITE POWELL

Kay Francis will no soonei
finish her role opposite George
Bancroft in his new newspaper ve-

hicle, now titled “Scandal Sheet”,
ban she will step into an equiva-
lent role opposite William Powell
in his forthcoming picture,

“Ladies’ Man”, from the novel of

Broadway philandering by Rupert
Hughes. Announcement of Miss
FT-ancis’ assignn’ent was made to-

day by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-

pi'esident in charge of production
:• 1 ill amount.

LOUIS CALHERN JOINS
“STOLEN HEAVEN”

Louis Calhern has been chosen
to play the “other man” in Nancy
Carroll’s newest starring picture,

“Stolen Heaven,” now being film-

ed at Paramount’s New York stu-

dio. Phillips Holmes is the third
principal.

CAST IN “SQUADRONS”

Denis D’Auburn, Bruce Warren
and Harold Kinney have been
cast for “Squadrons”, dramatic
film with Charles Farrell and
Elissa Landi in the leading roles.

Alfred Santell is directing for the

P’ox Film Corporation.

With the release this week of

“See America Thirst,” Universal’s
satire on gang life, the company
yesterday announced “Boudoir
Diplomat” for December. This
production, which has an all-star

cast headed by Betty Compson, Ian

Keith, Mary Duncan, Jeanette Loff,

Andre Beranger, Lawrence Grant
and Lionel Belmore, will be re-

leased on Christmas Day.
The Universal December sched-

ule also includes an array of short
productions. Three of “The Leath-
er Pushers” series will be releas-

ORCHESTRA MUST
REGISTER ENJOYMENT

Theatre troubles uitli

iiiiisieians have developed a
fresh angle. Those who
made concessions in order
to hold their jobs in the
orchestra pit are particu-
larly annoyed, viewing with
alariii the precedent set by
-Manager Emil Franlte of
tlie IIKO Orpheuni at .Minn-
eapolis. Franke, ignoring
tlieir classic privelege of
looking bored while the
show is on, ordered the
members (»f his house or-

chestra to laugh heartily at

least three times a day and
otherwise set a proper ex-
ample for the audience by
registering enjoyment of

the profjTam.
The bull riddle is said to

have rebelled, owing to a
cracked lip.

VILCHES TO PRODUCE
SPANISH TALKIES

Erneyfo Vilches Productions has
just been formed to produce
Spanish all talking features,
adapted from successful, well-
itnown Spanish plays and books,
and will star Ernesto Vilches,
who has appeared on the speak-
ing stage in practically every Spa-
nish speaking country in the
world.

In addition to Ernesto Vilches.
the new organization consists of

John H. Auer, formerly associated
with Universal and Columbia Stu-
dios, who will assume complete
charge of production activities of

Ernesto Vilches Productions and
Edward L. Klein, president of the
Edward L. Klein corporation, who
will he in charge of distribution

arrangements.

“SECRET^X”^STARTS
With the signing of Jean Har-

low for the feminine lead in “The
Secret Six,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
is ready to start production on
this picture. George Hill, who
made “The Big House,” is the di-

rector, and the story is an orig
inal by Frances Marion, who
wrote the script of “The Big
House.” In addition to Miss Har-
low. the heroine of “Hell’s
Angels.” the cast includes Wallace
Beery, Marjorie Ramheau and
Lew'is Stone.

ed: “The Come Brv-k,” Mardi
Gras,” and “-A.11 for a Lady.”

Two comedies, “The Love
Punch,” starring George Sidney
and Charlie Murray, and a Red
Star, “The Laugh Back,” with
Stephen Roberts, are also on the
list. Five episodes of the serial,

“The Indians Are Coming”, will

be released on December 1, 8, 15,

22, and 29. Number four of the
“Strange As It Seems” series, and
three Oswalds, “Mars”, “Alaska”,
and “Africa” are scheduled.

ST. LOUIS EXHIBS

TO FIGHT TAX
(Continued from page 1)

golf courses, including the pee-wee
variety; bowling allies and any
and all forms of entertainment.

According to motion picture in-

terests here the Board of Estimate
will have a fight on its hands to

put through any such legislation.

It was pointed out to city author-
ities that the motion picture in-

dustry, already is burdened with
excessive taxes, of one kind and
another, and that further taxation
will seriously retard the mighty
fight now being waged by the in-

dustry, in .cooperation with the
Federal Government and other
agencies, to insure the return of

prosperity.

It was recalled by theatre men
here that such taxation only has
been resorted to in case of a na-
tional calamity or in time of

v/ar, and that it will be vigorously
opposed.

Alderman Wimer, sponsor of the
proposed tax levy, declares that
it is for the purpose of insuring a

$15,000,000 bond issue.

In the past the Federal Govern-
ment and the States have sought
to make the picture industry a
big objective for revenue but this

proposed step by St. Louis, is the
first time as far as local picture
interests could recall, that a city

has taken it upon itself to raise

money by a special amusement tax.

SCREEN SONGS TO GO
MULTI-LINGUAL

The Fleischer Studios, at the re-

quest of their numerous European
''ii'-'tf mers, are planning the or-

ganization of a staff of linguists

to translate the Fleischer Screen
Songs into several foreign langu-
as'es. starting with German,
French, Spanish and Italian.

“TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH”
NEXT F. N. RELEASE

The next picture to be nation-

ally released by First National
featuring Loretta Young will be

“Truth About Youth,” with Con-
way Tearle and David Manners.
William A. Seiter directed.

“RIVER’S END” SOON
TO OPEN ON B’WAY

“River’s End”, the new Warner
release based upon a novel by
James Oliver Curwood, is set to

open at an early date at one of

the leading Broadway theatres.

Charles Bickford and Evelyn
Knapp head the cast.

RIPLEY AT BEACON

Robert L. Ripley, famous car-

toonist, will make a personal ap-
pearance at 8:30 o’clock tonight

at the Beacon Theatre, and will

do one or two of his di'awings of

news oddities for the edification

of his audience. One of the

twenty-five Vitaphone Varieties

which Ripley is making for War-
ner Bros, is on the program this

week at this theatre.

lJ*s December Releases

Include Two Specials
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MOTHERS CRY’ BOOKED

INTO WINTER GARDEN

“Mother’s Cry,” a drama of the
American home, will follow “The
Life of the Party” into the Winter
Garden Theatre, Dec. 4. It was
adapted to the screen by First Na-
tional from the novel of the same
nante by Helen Grace Carlisle.

Dorothy Peterson has the leading
role, with Edward Woods, Helen
Chandler, Evalyn Knapp, David
Manners, Sidney Blackmer, Pat
O’Malley, Jean Bary, Charles Hill,

Mailes and Claire McDowell in

support. Hobart Henley directed.

RADIO’S “GHiDK” BOOMS
SMALL TOWN BUSINESS

Reports from small towns
which have already played the
Amos ’n’ Andy attraction, “Check
and Double Check” to Charles
Rosenzweig, Radio Pictures’ Gen-
eral Sales Manager, indicate that
these spots are making showings
as good, in proportion to their
seating capacities and population
as the big cities.

Playing against the “Big Trail”
in Watsonville, California, the
Pajaro Theatre, wi,th a seating
capacity of 345, turned in the
largest film rental, based on per-
centage, ever taken out of that
town. The business, according to
G, Wm. Wolf, San Francisco
branch manager, was the largest
ever done in the history of the
theatre, with every seat in the
house sold many times a day dur-
ing the run.

PATHE STARTING

ELLIOTT TO

“KISMET” HITS FIFTH
WEEK AT HOLLYWOOD

Otis Skinner, in his First
-National screen version of

“Kisintt,'* starts the tifth

week at Warners Holly-
wooil on Broadway stiii go-
ing strong. Attendance at
both matinee and evening
performances has broken
previous house records.

GILBERT ASSIGNED

John Gilbert’s next starring ve-
hicle will be “Gentleman’s Fate,”
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer has an-
nounced. This is a story by Ursula
Parrott, whose “Strangers May
Kiss” is a forthcoming M-G-M pro-
duction, and the director will be
Mervyn LeRoy. Louis Wolheim
'ms been selected to play the part
of Gilbert’s brother in the photo-
p’ay.

FINAL TITLE FOR
MAYNARD PICTURE

“Fightin’ Thru” has been chosen
as the final title for Ken May-
nard’s first Tiffany western pro-
duction, recently completed under
William Nigh’s direction.

GOLF SERIES,

DIRECT FARRELL
Clyde Elliott, who directed the

Rockne football pictures for Ca-
che, which are reported among the
best money making one-reelers on
the market, leaves on Monday to
direct the Johnny Farrell golf
serie.s for the same company.
This new series is being produc-

ed under the supervision of Terry
Ramsaye for release under the
Rooster banner and the nature of
the subjects v/ill be worked out by
Elliott with Farrell when he
reaches the winter resort.

The distinct success of Elliott
in directing the Rockne series,
coupled with his past experience
as a sports expert and novelty
short reel director, has resulted in
his getting this new sports as-
signment.

“Trumps” the 14-year old wire
haired fox terrier and the first

dog starred in movies, who is

Elliott’s best pal and severest
critic, will accompany the direc-
tor to Florida.

GILBERT SHOOTING

John Giibert has begun work in

his new starring film, “Gentle-
man’s Fate,” which is an original
story by Ursula Parrott. Mervyn
Leroy is directing this new Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer production, and
the supporting cast includes
T-,ouis Wolheim, Leila Hyams and
Anita Page.

FOX MIDLAND BOOKS

columbia;s “twenty;;

Columbia Pictures closed a deal
this week with the Fox Midland
circuit, whereby the chain will give
representation to the company’s
“Superior Twenty,” lineup and
short subjects in de luxe theatres
of 24 towns in Kansas, Nebraska,
Mississippi, Missouri and Iowa.

FAIRBANKS, JR., STAR
IN TWO LANGUAGES

The usual procedure in the mak-
ing of a foreign vers.ion of an
American film has been reversed
by First National. Ordinarily the
American version of a picture is

followed by the foreign, but in
the case of “An Aviator in Spite
of Himself,” the French version
which is called “Un Aviateur
Malgre Lui,” is being filmed first.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who
speaks French fluently, is being
starred, supported by an all-
French cast. Upon completion,
which is expected to be accom-
plished either the end of this week
or early in the next, v/ork will
be started on the English version,
which will also star young Fair-
banks.

BERTHA MANN CAST
Bertha Mann has been signed

by Tiffany Productions for the

role of George Sidney’s wife in

the Charlie Murray-George Sidney
special, “Caught Cheating.”
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The PHANTOM of the WEST
TEN EPISODES ALL TALKING

BOOKED IN NEW YORK BY

ENTIRE

Loew—R, K* O.—Warner Bros*

Fox and Century Circuits

It’s the Latest Mascot Master Serial

I
MASCOT PICTURES

I

NAT LEVINE, President

I
Cable Address: Levpic, N. Y.

CORPORATION
1650 Broadway,

NEW YORK CITY
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New York City—The metropolis has capitulated

errmasse to the Quillan, Armstrong, Gleason and
director Russell Mack combination, making Pathe’s

newest hit a great transcontinental success.

All eyes are now on Pathe’s; production genius,

E. B. Derr, who has loomed in the industry like an
Aladdin with a wonderful secret of magical success.

WILLIAM BOEHNEL, N. Y. Telegram—
“Arouses wild merriment. Manages to be at once

amusing, entertaining and different.

“Boisterous, fast moving, hilariously diverting.

“Eddie Quillan is splendid, a superb piece of work

is done by Robert Armstrong, the supporting cast

is excellent, with fine work contributed by
James Gleason.’’

RICHARD WATTS, JR., Herald Tribune—"N
fast moving racketeer comedy. The racketeer angle

never gets a chance of being so very serious because

of Quillan’s romance, his wisecracks, or both.’’

QUINN MARTIN, The Wor/d—“Agreeably
diversified gangster movie.

“Succeeds in filling out with quick electric turns

of plot and motivation a film hour and a half

worth seeing.’’

BLAND JOHANESON, Daily Af/rror—“Smart
and snappy. You’ll enjoy it. Something new in gang
stuff.

“Has the strong support of Robert^Armstrong
and James Gleason.”

IRENE THIRER, Daily /Vews—“Chalk up
'Big Money’ as a corking laugh getter and an under-

world movie which is fast in tempo.

“There’s murder intrigue, plenty of thrills and
lots of funny stuff.

REGINA CREWE, N. Y. Amer/can—“Thor-
oughly amusing. Fifty-fifty gag comedy and under-

world thriller. ‘Big Money’ is real good fun.”

MORDAUNT HALL, N. Y. T/mes—‘“Big
Money’ is amusing. The narrative is divided neatly

in two-, the first half concerning itself with farcical

adventures. The second half with a comparatively

serious picture.

“James Gleason as a hanger-on around under-

world leaders is very funny.

“Everybody from the director down merits equal

credit for an unpretentious and thoroughly amusing

film.”

Chicago, HI. — Eddie Quillan. Robert Arm-
strong and James Gleason as a three-star combina-
tion in another Pathe hjt, “BIG MONEY,” opened
at the Palace theatre jto an unanimous salvo of
praise from the Chicago newspaper reviewers and
an enthusiastic reception from Chicago’s critical

loop audiences.
|

MAE TINEE, Chicago Tribune, “A deft and
likable gangster comedy drama. It has speed,
humor, surprise and suspense.

“Eddie Quillan gives a spanking performance as
the luck kissed office boy. Robert Armstrong is a
grand bozo. Miriam Seegar is sweet and James
Gleason and Robert Edeson adorn the roles en-

trusted to them. The film is nicely directed, photo-
graphed and recorded. You’ll be well entertained by
‘Big Money’—or I don’t know you.”

CLARK RODENBACH, Chicago Daily News.—“Eddie Quillan come? to bat here as the juve in a
first-class comedy. The boy is helped by an excellent

cast, a story of rnerit and some crackling dialogue.

Robert Armstrong is great, playing his role with
repression. In fact, repression is the key note of all

the gang stuff in this picture and nobody in the

picture can touch James Gleason in a part like his**

a lot of fun this one.”

ROB REEL, Chicago Amer/can—“The Gods
of the theatre decided to be exceptionally good to

the Palace in the way of a screen play. ‘Big Money’
is one of the funniest talkies ever made. It has more
belly laughs than anything since Sid Chaplin’s ‘The
Better 'Ole' and Chaplin’s ‘Circus’.

“The story is a positive scream. It is just one
long, loud and well nigh exhausting laugh from
start to finish.”

CAROL FRINK, Chicago Examiner—“A very
joyous picture with smart lines, unusual situations

and splendid acting.

‘fl make it a rule not to fall in love with movie
actors but if I were to relax, the object of my
affections would be James Gleason, just as he ap-

pears in ‘Big Money’. Gleason as the tough hanger-

on of a gang of big gamblers is priceless. Every word
he utters and every gesture he makes brings forth

the delighted shrieks from the audience.”

DORIS ARDEN. Chicago Times—**“‘Big
Money’ is a scream— you might just as well relax

at the first and get ready to howl for the rest of the

picture. The laughs come so fast you don’t have
time to bat your eyes between them.

Los Angeles, Calif. — Pathe is still batting
1000 with the newspaper critics. “Big Money”
knocked them for a long row of superlatives when it

opened in LosAngeles. Many declare the picture tobe
the best that Eddie Quillan has ever made. When
we reflect upon the previous success “The Sopho-
more” we’d say that this is handing out a compli-
ment that IS a tpmpliment.

KENNETH ' R. PORTER, Los Angeles 'Ex-
aminer—“Comedy drama at its best took a bow
at the R K O Theatre yesterday, with the opening
of Eddie Quillan’s latest film, ‘Big Money.’ It is

undoubtedly the most amusing and original screen
story the young star has had the opportunity of
playing. ‘

“Hi is surrounded by a remarkable cast. Robert
Armstrong gives a splendid performance . . . James
Gleason furnishes many of the laughs with his usual
languid characterization. His wisecracking is sure
fire in practically any type of picture . . . Russell
Mack did a fine job in the direction.”

ELEANOR BARNES, Illustrated Daily News—“One of the cutest, most entertaining pictures
this writer has seen in a long time. For snappy,
fresh and quick-moving dialogue this Pathe comedy
is a darling. For action, suspense and love interest it

is up to the standard and for laughs—well, one
couldn’t ask for a funnier scene than where Eddie
discovers he is rich in the middle of the night and
telephones his broker boss that he has quit his job.”

JIMMY STARR, Los Angeles Record— “Just
one big laugh after another!

“Eddie’s last two pictures have been very clever,

but ‘Big Money’ is the best of them all. It is clean,

original and an exceptionally clever laugh-getting

comedy.
“ ‘Big Money’ is a big credit to Pathe.”

Evening Express—“Eddie Quillan has come
forth with one of the most amusing farces to appear
in a long time. ‘Big Money’ makes the audience
laugh heartily and continuously.”

JOHN SCOTT, Los Angeles Times—“Genuine
entertainment can be promised in ‘Big Money.’ . . .

It presents something new and novel in the way of a

plot and is refreshing after a siege of photographed
stage plays, dramatized novels and metamorphosed
musical comedies.

“There is action aplenty, suspense, comedy and
romance.”

with

EDDIE QUILLAN •

JAMES GLEASON
Directed by

RUSSELL MACK

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
‘ Miriam Seegar • Margaret Livingston

Produced by

E. B. DERR The House of Hits
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The Actual
Reason Why

WORD from London has it

that American talkies have

achieved so great a populanty as

to be described as a “craze.” Mr.

Chevalier is the talk of the town

and Mr. Ronald Colmaa is the-

delight of the ladies and the ad.^

miration of the men.
* * *

Thus we see the working out

of natural laws as against

quotas and trade restrictions

arbitrarily imposed. It would be

a fine thing for Great Britain if

the English speaking people of

her far flung empire preferred the

product of the English studios, but

if they are so whimsical as to

prefer American pictures it would

seem that there is nothing to do

about it except to meet the public

demand.
• •

The secret of this situation lies

in the fact that early in its

development the motion picture

business in America was interna-

tionalized. Talent, either in di-.

rection, in story or in acting, was
welcomed from any port or coun-

try, the sole object being to pro-

vide the best possible entertain-

ment.
« • «

PRODUCERS in other ooun-

_ tries seem to have clung to

the idea that there was something

essentially national in picture

making. They desired to have ex-

pression solely by their own crea-

tive artists in direction and in act-

ing, as well as in story writing

There are exceptions to this but

the general practice of using local

talent has been followed. The
American development along in-

ternational lines has resulted in

an international popularity of

American pictures, particularly

in the English-speaking countries,

(Continued on page 2)

PRODUCTION TO REACH NEW HIGH LEVEL

DURING 1931, INDUSTRY LEADERS SAY

WARNER BUILDING

IN NEW YORK
NEARS COMPLETION
The new building under con-

struction by Warners to house va-

rious of their music subsidiaries,

located on 54th and 55th Streets,

between 11th and 12th Avenues, is

so near completion that a portion
of it is already occupied. H. R.
Maier, head of the Warner Bros.
Construction and Building Depart-
ment, says he expects to have the

antire building completed by Jan-
uary 1.

Two floors will be given over to

the Brunswick Radio Division, and
it will also contain the offices of

Warners and First National foreign
film bureaus. Continental Theatre
Accessories also will have a floor,

the major portion of which will be
given over to the accounting and
shipping departments of the music
subsidiary companies.

“LIFE OF THE PARTY”
BREAKS TROY RECORD

TROY, N. ¥.— In three
hours last Sunday, “The
Life of the Party,” starring
Winnie Lightner, grossed
$2,060.00 at the Troy The-
atre, Troy, N. Y., thereby
establishing a house record
which promises to stand for

some time.

MARTIIIELLI FINISHES

NEW VARIETIES SHORT
Giovanni Martinelli, Metropoli-

tan songster, has finished his lat-

est contribution to Warners Varie-
ties. He sings “Song of Songs’’
among others.

|Boom in Talkie Output

Forecast—As Producers

Plan Record Programs

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU, Nov. 29.

—The motion picture industry will

produce more films during 1931
than it has any time since pic-

tures began to talk. This was in-

dicated today in statements by the
leading film producers.
Adolph Zukor announced that

Paramount - Publix Studios will

produce at Hollywood sites next
year fifty-five or sixty feature pic-

tures under a budget estimated at

$25,000,000. The company’s New
York studios will complete seven-
teen features, while the Paris
plant will make a number of for-

eign versions.
Louis B. Mayer of Metro-Gold-

(Continued on page 4)

COLORADO TOWN WINS VICTORY

AT POLLS FOR SUNDAY PICTURES

U BOOKS ANOTHER

SERIAL INTO ROXY
Universal for the second time

has booked a serial into the Roxy.
Yesterday, arrangements were
completed for the showing of “Fin-
ger Prints,” detective thriller with
Kenneth Harlan and Edna Murphy,
at that theatre, starting December

LONDON. — Producers and ex-
hibitors here are taking a marked
interest in a new sound-on-fllm re-

cording system of the variable
area type just demonstrated by
Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Co.,

Ltd.
The new system, known as the

Visatone process, was used in re-
cording the Stoll production “Such
Is the Law” and when shown to

MORSE GIRCUIT SICNS
GOLUMBIA “TWENTY”

The C. Morse New England cir-

cuit has signed with Columbia for

the entire “Superior Twenty”
line-up and simultaneously the
company made a deal with the
Crescent Amusement Company
chain for the purchase of the
“Buck” Jones western “Specials,”

for the Atlanta territory.

the trade it came as something of

a surprise because of the clarity

of the recording. Shown at the
Palace Theatre the new system
has proved a distinct success.

The Marconi organization is en-
tirely a Britisu company and the
new recording system is said to

have been developed independent-

(Continued on page 2)

DENVER.—Residents of Greeley,
on the main highway to Cheyenne,
won Sunday movies at a recent
election. So straight - from - the -

shoulder campaign was waged that
the opposition sent congratulatory
mesages to the victors, led by L.

A. Starsmore and A. H. Vincent,
Publix managers in Greeley.

Division Director Milton Feld
wrote the leaders in the victory:
“Winning the election in Greeley

was certainly gratifying, but no
more gratifying than the fine com-
ment of Rev. Baldus (the minister
who led the opposition). I want

(Continued on page 2)

WALES LIKES
“HELL’S ANGELS”

LONDON. — Howard
Hughes’ “Hell’s Angels” ap-
pears to be the favorite film

of the Prince of Wales, His
Highness having attended
two performances of this

picture witliin 8 days.

(Continued on page 2)

British Film Trade Hears
New Marconi Sound System
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MAIN STREET

(Jliarlie McJDouald may have
noticed that “Africa Speaks” has
invaded (jireenwich Village and
that swault}' ueigiiborhood catered

to by the Carnegie Playhouse * *

Hell’s Angels still raising hell on
Broadway * * =•= Another Man’s
Wife holds promise * * * and a

lady director at the megaphone
* * * Dorotliy Knapp of Earl Car-
roll’s nudities has ascended to

slapstick comedy * * * Eddie (N. Y.

Paramount) Hitchcock goes into

great ecstacies over rumbling^ in

the files and learning that Miriam
Hokpins of East and Loose was
the original Lysistrata vamp * * *

Eddie had to go back just 2^1
years for that one * * * Leo Keis-

man, that big Central Park fiddler,

is making a big hit at the Para.
* * * whatever became of Eudj
* * * double-barrelled premieres
are croping up since Hell’s Angels
cUcked in that kind * * * Clarie

McDowell, who used to mother
3Iary Pickford in two-reelers bobs
up in Mothers Cry * * * and
Hobart Henley who directed used
to be the romantic lover opposite

Clarie in stock * * * Jack Oakie
has thirteen supporting members
in his next * * * and it’s titled

On the Spot * * * wonder if Jack
is superstitious * * * last time he
played around with gangsters in

that terrible Chicago he got his

name in the papers * * * Para’s
p.a, tells us that (quotes) nn*
nsnal trio of bad men engaged for

that bow girl’s gambling picture

(end quotes) * * * and one of ’em
is related to Leopold Aner, the

piano pounder * * * strange we
never hear of these big relations

tie-ups until the claimants goes
on the screen * * * Sam Goldwyn
and Elmer Elce are thinking about
announcing something or other * *

that slapstick artist when silents

were golden, Neely Edwards, is

making a short over in Flatbusb
* * * and the gate-keeper at the

Vitaphone plant is doing one, too
* * * it can’t be much of a job

to crash the gate in Flatbush * * *

wonder why they don’t kidnap one
of the subway guards and cast

him as roue * * * boys were too

busy eating turkey to start any
mergers * * be patient * * *

they’ll be a conpla of more after

a good rest * *

Nine subjects are scheduled by
Educational for December release.
The Mack Sennett Comedy, “A
Hollywood Theme Song,” featur-
ing Harry Gribbon, Yola D’Avail
and Patsy O’Leary, will be releas-
ed on December 7 ; also a new
Tuxedo Comedy, titled “Expensive
Kisses,” featuring Bert Roach.
Eleanor Hunt appears opposite the
comedian.

“Their Wives’ Vacation^” a Mer-
maid Comedy, featuring Pert Kel-
ton, John T. Murray, and Hank
Mann, is scheduled, together with
“Golf Nuts,” a Terry-Toon, for
December 14. Week of December
21, a Mack Sennett and a Lyman
H. Howe’s Hodge-Podge wdll he
released. The Sennett Comedy is

titled “Rough Idea of Love,” and
features Marjorie Beebe and
Frankie Eastman.

“Don’t Leave Home,” a new
Gayety, is Johnny Hines’ second
talking comedy scheduled for
December 28. On 'the same day
“College Cuties,” a Vanity, and a

new Terry-Toon, as yet untitled,

will be released. “College Cuties”
is a campus comedy, in which
Eddie Tamblyn, Ronny Rondell.
Marian Shockley, and a flock of

attractive girls and boys appear.

BRITISH FILM TRADE
HEARS NEW SYSTEM
(Continued from page 1)

ly of the RCA method, which also
records by variable area process.
The apparatus w'as designed by

Captain H. J. Round and its first

installation is in the studio of Sir

Oswald Stoll.

WINS SUNDAY VICTORY

(Continued from page 1)

you to know that everyone in the

home office (Puhlix) is exceedingly
pleased with the excellent job done
by everyone concerned in handling
every delicate and important situ-

ation.”

THE ACTUAL
^

U BOOKS ANOTHER
SERIAL INTO ROXY

(Continued from page t)

20, immediately following “The In-

dians Are Coming,” which made
history by being the first continued
photoplay ever to play Roxy or

Broadway first run.

Not only is Universal smashing

precedents by a second successive

serial booking at the Roxy, but it

also is breaking another record by

playing three serials on Broadway
in a single season. In addition to

“The Indians Are Coming” and

“Finger Prints” at the Roxy, an-

other U serial, “The Spell of the

Circus,” is playing the George M.

Cohan Theatre.

NINE FILMS LEFT ON

WARNE STUDIO UST
Nine more pictures remain to

be produced by Warner Bros, in

order to complete their scheduled
product of thirty-five full-length
feature pictures for the current
season of 1930-31. The first of
these nine films will start produc-
tion in December and all of them
will be completed by the end of
March, when the studio will be
ready to commence “shooting” on
the 1931-32 product.

FITZPATRICK FINISHES

CHRISTMAS PICTURE

James A. FitzPatrick has com-
pleted a °oiecial holiday subject:
“The Origin of Christmas.” The
film is accofnpanied by Nathaniel
Shilkret and his A’ictor Recording
Orchestra and Christmas songs
are sung by well known record-
ing artists.

EL BRENDEL ASSIGNED
DUAL ROLE FOR FOX

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. - El

Brendel in the first picture writ-

ten specifically for him, “Mr.
Lemon of Orange,” on the Fox
lot, will play dual roles, Wilbur
Lemon and Popskull McGee.

GRACE MOORE HERE

Grace Moore arrived in New
York Saturday, and plans to re-

main in the East for some time
before returning for motion pic-

ture work at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studio.

KEN MAYNARD’S NEXT

“The Two-Gun Man,” has been
chosen for the title of the next
Ken Maynard western lecture.

REASON WHY
(Continued from page 1)

and this will unquestioneibly con-

tinue unless the competition will

move forward on the *ime gen-

eral plan.
« • •

I
T makes no difference to the

American public or to the

British public apparently whether

the actor was bom in Czecho

Slovakia in Moscow or in Shang-

hai so long as his performance is

good and is entertaining on the

one hand, and understandable to

the masses of the people.
# • *

I
N Great Britain the American

pictures have popular support

and this is a greater proUem for

the British producers to face than

any other.

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

“liUDONNA OF THE STREETS”
(Globe)

This screen adaptation of W. B.

Maxwell’s melodramatic story,
“The Ragged Messenger,” is pretty
good program stuff, enhanced by
the sincerity of the work of
Evelyn Brent and Robert Ames
in the leading roles. The story
is neither very new nor very
plausible, but it manages to hold
the interest. It centers around
the efforts of hard-boiled Mae
Clark to retrieve a fortune be-
queathed to Peter Morton, young
nephew of her late protector, who
had been struck down and killed

by an automobile, while on his
way to revise his (wiill in her
favor. Pretending to be a down-
and-outer, she invades the water-
front Mission which Peter runs
and becomes his assistant. She
is sufficiently softened in the pro-
cess to fall in love with and marry
him without revealing her identity.

Meanwhile he has discovered evl- '

dence of his deceased uncle’s in-

tention to remake his will. When
the lawyer’s search for Mae ends
in Peter’s home, she makes a
clean breast of tt. Thoroughly
disillusioned, Peter leaves her and
goes to the Mission, where she
follows him and begs his forgive-

ness. But he doesn’t relent until,

In an ensuing battle with a gang,
of thugs, hired by a company
whose strikers Peter has been
housing and feeding, she shields

him from a bullet and is herself

shot down. The fadeout finds them
inspecting the framework of a new-

million-dollar Mission, the fruit of

the bequest. John Robertson di-

rected this Columbia production,

which should please the average
audience.

R. N.

SONO TO ROAD SHOW

“DAMAGED LOVE
’

“Damaged Love,” the Irvin

Willat production which Sono Art-

World Wide is releasing December
26, will be road showed In the

following twenty-four cities; Chi-

cago, Detroit, Washington, Balti-

more, Los Angeles. San Francisco,

St. Louis, Cincinnati, Portland,

Atlanta, Dallas, New Orleans, Mil-

waukee, Louisville, Wheeling, West
Va., Memphis, Kansas City, Omaha,
Minneapolis, Denver, Seattle,

Davenport, Providence and Buf-

falo.

M-G-M BUYS RIHEHART

“TISH” AND OTHERS

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer has ^-
qulred motion picture rights to

Mary Roberts Rinehart’s “Tish”

stories. This comprises the stor-

ies “The Amazing Adventures of

Letitla Carberry,” “That Awful

Night,” and “The Three Pirates of

Penzance.”

The film company also has all

rights to the stage version of Mrs.

Rinehart’s stories by, Edward E.

Rose, produced by Augustus Pitou

under the name of “Tish.”



And
DOORWAY
TO HELL

LIFE OF THE
PARTY

OLD ENGLISH

[office wife
L

prosperity
Sigmund Romberg and Oscar Hommerstein 2nd Romance. Directed by Atan Crosland. Photographed in Technicolor.

PLAY IT DAYAND DATE WITH BROADWAY
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MERITS OF SUNDAY CLOSING

DISPUTE REACH GA. COURTS
ATLANTA, Nov. 29. — The Su-

preme Court of Georgia has under
advisement arguments on the
merits of the Sunday theatre clos-

ing situation, the upper court hav-
ing sustained the decision of the
Dougherty County Superior Court
granting an injunction against the
Albany Theatre.

The Albany Post of the Ameri-
can Legion had attempted to oper-
ate the theatre on Sundays, charg-
ing no admission but taking a col-

lection and giving it to charity.

Thereupon a group of citizens ob-
tained an injunction. This action
brought about agitation of the
whole subject of Sunday closing

Now the Supreme Court, having
upheld the closing injunction, will

take up the case on its merits,

with a prospect of influencing

legislative action on the Goergia
state law against Sunday shows.

CLEVELAND CINEMA’

FOR WARNER CHAIN

Warner Bros. Pictures are to

take over the Cinema Theatre, in

Cleveland, Ohio, and will add it

to its theatre chain. The Cinema,
on Euclid Avenue and ideally

located will be closed for a fort-

night during which the Warners
will make extensive alterations

and improvements in the house,
redecorating it throughout. When
reopened the theatre will be known
as the Lake.

TALKIE PRODUCTION TO

REACH NEW HIGH LEVE
(Continued from page 1)

wyn-Mayer, said that his organiza-

tion’s Culver City plant would
double its production. Fifty-two

features will be produced in ad-

dition to an equal number of for-

eign pictures.

Plans for the production of

seventy-two Warner Brothers and
First National pictures were an-
nounced by Jack L. Warner, who
said that the next year’s produc-

tion program would be the larg-

est ever undertaken by the com-

pany.

United Artists will undertake

twenty features. Joseph M.

Schenck, president, estimated that

this production would cost ap-

proximately $150,000,000. A simi-

lar amount will be expended at

Universal City under the direction

of Carl Laemmle, Jr.

Fox F^lm Corporation officials

are wmrking on a program calling

for approximately fifty features

and Radio Pictures plans a budget

with thirty-four or more. Pathe

is planning an active program and

the larger independent units such

as Columbia and Tifl:any are go-

ing ahead with plans for the ex-

penditure of millions of dollars.

WARNERS TO OPERATE
‘CAPITOL’ AT ELYRIA, 0.

CLEVELAND—The Capitol The-
atre, in Elyria, Ohio, will in all

likelihood pass into the hands of
Warner Bros, and be added to

their growing chain of cinema
houses. The Capitol Theatre is

the property of John Pekras and
is considered the leading picture
house in Elyria.

NEW PIVOTAL CAMERA
USED AT PARA STUDIO

A new pivotal camera base has
been devised by Joe Ruttenberg,
Paramount New York studio cam-
eraman, for use in photographing
trucking or moving shots in the
production “Stolen Heaven,” in

which Nancy Carroll is starred.

^U’ CLUB TO HOLD
DANCE DECEMBER 1

1

A Get-Together Dance, with the
awarding of an airplane ride as
the novel prize of the occasion,
will be held by the three hundred
members of the Universal Club
and their friends at the Hotel
Astor on Thursday evening, De-
cember 11.

Lloyd Bacon, who has been di-

recting Warner Bros, pictures for

many years, has signed with Radio
Pictures and will do as his first

for the (xower street studio, “Kept
Husbands.” Sue Carol is in it

but the balance of the cast hasn’t

been announced as yet. Bacon has
made consistently good pictures

for the Warner boys and got his

early training at Sennett’s Eden-
dale studio. He is the son of the
late Frank Bacon, of “Lightnln’ ”

fame, and knows his drama.

Mary Nolan, Universal star, is

perplexed over a suit against her
for $640 filed before Judge Baird
in Municipal court for clothes

purchased in Munich, Germany, in

February, 1930. She hasn’t been
in Europe in four years and has
never been in Germany, besides
she’s been working for Universal
since February. It looks as

though someone slipped something
over on that Munich merchant.

A romance which started dur-
ing the filming of “Charley’s
Aunt” at Metropolitan Sound stu-

dios, culminated at Yuma, Ariz.,

last week, when Miss Evelyn
Egan, casting director for Christie

Films, and Edward Neilan Murray,
sound technician assigned to the
picture, said “I do.” Murray is

now with Fox and the couple will,

reside in Beverly Hills when they
return from a honeymoon in Hono-
lulu.

/HOVIE EXAMPLE
SET FOR JOHN D.

Mrs. Cornelia Brinley of
Lanoka Harbor, N. J., who
is 90 years odl, saw her
first movie last week. It
was “Tom Sawyer.” She
pronounced it “marvelous.”
The neighbors refer to Mrs.
Brinley as “Rockefeller’s
friend,” because Mr. Rocke-
feller, learning on one of
his visits to his Lakewood
estate that her age was the
same as his own, paid her
a visit, and the acquaint-
ance continued. Now the
neiglibors are arguing pro
and con whether “John D.”
ever saw a movie, and, if

not, will he now take the
plunge.

PUBLISHER’S ARTICLE

IN BUSINESS MAGAZINE

The November issue of ‘Sytem’,

devoted to business and business

efficiency, contains an article by

J. J. Robbins, of the Robbins Music
Corporation.

The story' is titled “Passing Ideas

Along,” and relates to what extent

the principles of big business have

been incorporated in the adminis-

tration of the affairs of the Rob-
bins firm. Sales stunts and con-

tracts are entertainingly discussed

by Mr. Robbins in his article.

Ernest Gordon, president of Gor-
don Trading Company of New
York, is in town for the purpose
of organizing a motion picture
company. They will specialize in

Spanish talking pictures it is said.

Mrs. Gordon accompanied the pro-
ducer and they are stopping at the
Biltmore hotel.

Speaking of Sennett, did you
know he is going to make a flying

picture? It wTll take in many of

the big cities across country and
will be photographed in colors by
the new Sennett color process.
It’s a story of a race between a
plane and a passenger train, which
to us doesn’t seem like much of

a race.

For the second time within a
week bandits held up the cashier
at the Marcal Theatre, in the
centre of Hollywood. The screams
of Miss Claire Beigay scared the
robber away and all that he got
for his trouble was five bucks. A
year ago a thief was shot while
escaping fromt he lobby with $150
in receipts.

Lewis Milestone and his assist-

ant Charles Lederer, arrived in

Hollywood this week from New
York via the Panama Canal. They
w'ill start work immediately on
“The Front Page” for Howard
Hughes. Hughes is moving this

week to new quarters at the Unit-
ed Artists studio and will hence-
forth produce all of his pictures

M-G-M USTS THREE

FOR DEC. RELEASE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — De-
cember releases to go out from
the M-G-M studios include “The
Passion Flower,” “New Moon” and
“Paid.”

“New Moon,” features Lawrence
Tibbett and Grace Moore Jack
Conway directed. The story is

based on the stage play by Oscar
Hammersl^in, 2nd, Prank Mandel
and Laurence Schwab, with mu-
sic by Sigmund Romberg. The
adaptation is by Svlvia Thalberg
and Prank Butler, with dialogue
by Cyril Hume. The cast includes
Adolphe Menjou, Gus Shy, Roland
Young and Emily Fitzroy.

“The Passion Flower” was di-

rected by William DeMille from
Kathleen Norris’s story. Adapta-
tion and dialogue were by Martin
Flavin. In the cast are Kay Fran-
cis, Kay Johnson, Charles Bick-
ford, Winter Hall, Lewis Stone,
Zasu Pitts and Dickie Moore.
Sam Wood directed “Paid,”

adapted from Bayard Veiller’s
“Paid in Pull.” Joan Crawford is

starred. In the supporting cast
are Robert Armstrong, Marie Pre-
vost, Kent Douglass, John Mil-
Jan, Hale Hamilton, Polly Moran,
William Bakewell and Gwen Lee.

FREULER SEES
2 FILMS START

John R. F’l-euler, President of
Big 4 Film Corporation, who made
a fljnng trip to the Coast to launch
the company’s new program of
melodramas and comedies, is ex-

pected in New York next week. He
saw “Sheer Luck,” start under the

direction of Bruce Mitchell, at the

Tec-Art Studios with Jobyna Ral-

ston, Nick Stuart, Bobby Vernon
and Reed Howes.
At the same titne the Craig

Hutchinson unit began prelimin-

ary work on “A Radio Raspberry,”

the first two-reel comedy in a

series of twelve. Freuler will re-

main east for a short time when
he will return to the West Coast

where he Is actively engaged in

a production supervision.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
{Hollywood’s Newest Studio

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Par2mnount Building

Phone—Chlckerlng 2729

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY
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Another Merger
Looms Large

By

A LL the while the movement

toward the relief of the un'

employment situation is progress-

ing there are counter movements
in the nature of business combin-

ation. It is in the cards that be-

fore the new year one big pro-

ducing and distributing company
will be absorbed by another big

producing and distributing com-

pany and this big producing and
distributing company will be ab-

sorbed by another big producing

and distributing company and
this combination will turn plenty

of man-power loose on the wide
world. The contracts are already

drawn, ready for signatures, and
there remain only a few prob-

lems to be adjusted before the deal

is ready for closing. As this

newspaper has been scrupulous in

avoiding the spreading of rumor,

we withhold the definite an-

nouncement until the imminent
probability becomes an actual fact.

T^EFINITE sentiment is grow-

ing in the industry against

the undue sexification of advertis-

ing for pictures that are, in them-

selves, plain, straight - a - way
dramas. It occurs to us that it is

a serious criticism on the mentali-

ty of the advertising writer if he

cannot write interesting, attractive

and even provocative advertising

without leaning on the crutches

of sex. Manifestly it is bad busi-

ness to accentuate in advertising

a quality which is not accentuat-

ed in the picture attraction. There
is enough attraction interest in

a good picture without this un-

due sex stressing.

l^OW that we are on the thresh-
^ ^ old of the holidays with
Thanksgiving behind us and

(Continued on pa^e 2)

GIVE ’EM YOUR BEST PRODUCT OVER HOLIDAYS

AND OVERCOME THE XMAS BOX-OFFICE LULL
Problem Confronting All Theatre Owners, Distributors

and Producers Seen Clar^ed with Cream Instead of

Milk of Studio Work Thrown on Screen; Decem-
ber, Month of Head-aches at Box-Office, May be

Conquered by Giving Something Extra to Millions

in Way of Screen Fare I

December rode in on one of

those icicle tracks. With the ar-
rival of December, the motion pic-

ture industry, in general, and the
'theatre men, in particular, have
something to worr^ about,

j It is conceded in this field of

jthe industry that December and
July are two of the toughest
imonths of the calendar year,

i December, especially, because of

iHolidays. Strictly speaking only
the last week of the current month
IS considered ‘holidays’. Broadly
speaking—anytime after Thanks-
giving a large majority of the mil-

lions who ordinarily step out
nightly to their favorite movie
house, find it necessary to avoid

the theatre for the shops—collect-

(Continued on page 3)

U. S. Talkies Drop Fat Plum
Into Lean British Exchequer

PIONEER FILM STAR
CLAIMS $8,000,000

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—^Florence Lawrence, who
was doing two-reelers when
Mary Pickford was “break-
ing in” is claiming $8,000,-

000 by virtue of a patent
issued to her mother, now
dead. The patent is held
to be the basic formula for

automatic windshield
wipers. Fifty-million of

these devices have been
sold. Figure it out, you
mathematicians.

liDY PEEL LOSES

$100,000 DAMAGE

i SUIT VS. WARNERS
i

i HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Beat-
rice Lillie’s $10'0,000 damage suit

jagainst Warners, yesterday was
fihrown out of the Los Angeles
'.Superior Court.

I

Miss Lillie, who in private life

jis Lady Robert Peel, claimed her
ireputation was damaged because

(Continued on page 3)

PARA DISTRIBUTES
CHRISTMAS POSTER

i

As a part of its general service

jto theatres. Paramount’s Ad Sales
[Department, under the direction

;of James A. Clark, has prepared
[and distributed a handsome three-
color one-sheet poster, printed on
heavy art paper and suitable for
lobby display during the Christ-
mas season. It bears only the
head of Santa Claus, and, under-
neath, the motto: “Wishing you a
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year. The Management.”

0LI¥E m BROADWAY
Colin Clive, who was Captain

Stanhope in the original “Jour-
ney’s End” and in Tiffany’s screen
version, is now on Broadway in

“Overture” a stage play from the
pen of the late William Bolitho.

Ned E. Depinet, Western gen-
eral sales manager for Warner
Bros, and First National returned
to New York yesterday from Chi-
cago, where he attended a meet-
ing of sales managers and execu-
tives.

“There were many signs of pros-
perity in Chicago,” said Depinet

(Continued on page 6)

HALE HAMILTOM SICMED

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Hale
Hamilton has been signed by Phil

Goldstone for one of the principal
roles in “Drums of Jeopardy.”

RDXYBAGK FROM EUROPE

S. L. Rothafel, “Roxy,” return-
ed Sunday from a two months trip

abroad, the longest vacation he
has ever taken since he assumed
direction of the theatre bearing
his name. Roxy visited Paris.
London, Amsterdam, Berlin, Vien-
na, Rome and Naples.

LONDON, Dec. 1. — Just now
when the British exchepuer most
needs it the Commissioners for

Customs and Excise announce an
extraordinary increase in revenues
from the entertainment tax. The
revenue increase from this source
pver last year amounts to no less

than $3,500,000, and is attributed

to the popularity of the talkies.

This amount—which is a veri-

(Continued on page 3)

FRASER TO COAST

Williani R. Fraser, general man-
ager of the Harold Lloyd Corpora-
tion, left Saturday for the West
Coast. He had been in New York
for the past few weeks conferring
with Paramount officials and su-

pervising the distribution of “Feet
First,” Lloyd’s present release.

FILM BUSINESS BOOMS IN MIDWEST,

SAYS DEPINET, BACK FROM CHICAGO
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MAIN STREET

Roxy turned up on a boat from
Mussolini’s black shirts * * * he
denies, everything, especially that

Radio Centre deal * * * M-G-M’s
p.a. again comes across with a bit

of startling news * * * namely * *

(quotes) two-liuiidred extras who
used to be iiewspaperineii luul

clianee to get baek in the harness
in ‘Dance Fools, Dance’ (end
quotes) * * * just goes to prove
that a good newspaneriuan stops

at nothing when out of work * * *

Ramon iNavarro has been present-

ed with a statuette of Fagliacci,

in silver * * * wonder why * * *

Lee Tracy who did some good
comedy work in the talkies is back
on Broadway in the legit * * *

Walter Eberhardt is presumably
on the high seas * * * he sends
Ye Ed a post card with a boat and
a lot of funny Italian we can’t

translate * * * anyway Walter is

somewhere way off * * * it took
seventy-five cents to send that pic-

ture of a boat from wherever he
is * * * don’t even know what the

boat’s name is * * * YVarners p.a.

dep’t. sends in glowing accounts
of niiurod executives’ catch in

Chesapeake Bay * * * that reminds
Ye Ed of the old Telegraph days
when Tracy Lewis was the big

Rod and Gun ed. * * * if a copy
reader used Nimrod for a good
gnnnian, he was there and then
fired * * * * Tracy didn’t like it

* * therefore having been schooled
in a good rod and gun school
we’ll have just to call those War-
ner executives * * * good, old

fashioned gunmen * * * they are
(reading from left to right) * * *

Claude C. Ezell, who reported one
duck (he certainly can’t be called

a nimrod) * * * E. H. Ylorris and
Joe Hummel reported good weath-
er * * * a good time was had by
all * * a lot of fresh air was
gathered* * * original talkers by
newspapermen hold the spotlight

for the year drawing to an end
* * * we cite The Big House, The
Flying Fleet and Telling the
World as a few by news chasers
* * * have you noticed how dif-

ficult it is to keep comedy action

and dialogue on friendly terms * *

those Little Journeys off the Beat-

en Path might look into the

magistrates’ racket * * *

SEEN AND HEARD
IN DARK PLACES

By J. L. K.

Audio Reyiew No. 46

(Pathe)

Terry Ramsaye never fails to

inject what might be called a

curiosity in his Review numbers.
This one, lor instance, opens right

off the bat with shots of quaint
covered bridges built especially
for Old Dobbin in the good old
days of the buggy. Follows shots
of a Miss Lotta VanBuren playing
the Virginal, an instrument popu-
lar in the day of Good Queen Bess.
A shot of a special children’s de-
partment in a popular Broadway
shoe shop; a Chinese fantasy,
done with Marionettes and Pathe
Coloratura process. Four differ-

ent color tones are used—Green
tone-yellow, Peachblow, Light
amber and the Coloratura—a nice
variety.

Audio Review No. 47

(Pathe)

The most interesting of the two
latest Reviews opens with Terry’s
best offering, to date—shots of old
.Mission buildings in the South-
west. Following right on the heels
of this comes a trip to Bermuda
where the camera glimnses some
famous homes—made famous by
such as Eugene O’Neill and Mark
Twain as secluded places to

scribble. A Frenchman demon-
strates how the classic can be

played on two pianos by one man
at the same time. A out-of-the-
ordinary Review number.

“High Steppers”
(Grantland Rice Sportlight) '

(Pathe-Van Beuren)

Track events, shot at various
American universities, show
sprinters, long distance runners,
high jumpers and pole vaulters
in action, with the slow-motion
camera rendering the shots, at

times, doubly interesting. A de-
scriptive talk accompanied by
someone with a good voice but a
very mediocre sense of humor.
Bet he’s a radio announcer in pri-

vate life.

“Dangerous Yontli”
(Pathe-Melody Comedy)

If you think you can see any-
thing funny in a variety of long-
legged underwear, as worn by
Daphne Pollard you’ll have an
hilarious time giggling over this

two-reeler. Some pretty good
situations but, apparently, no at-

tempt has been made to concilli-

ate dialogue with action, which
jlack of good scenario-dialogue
writing makes it jumpy and, at

jtimes, hard to follow. Lucille Wil-
liarr^s is the ingenue with Don
jDillaway and Rac Cooke (another
possible Jack Oakie) are in sup-
port.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY

Ruth Roland has solved the

problem of what to do with the

vacated pee-wee golf courses. She
has turned hers into a trout farm
and first-nighters enroute to the

Carthay Circle Theatre can stop

at the corner of Fairfax avenue
and Wilshire boulevard and catch

a few succulent trout for break-
fast. The city council granted the

former srreen actress a permit to

establish a park and miniature
fisherman’s paradise where fine,

large trout will swim around
through drainpipe hazzards of the

former putt-putt links. There will

be attendants on hand to give

you a rod and fly and you may
catch as many as you wish, at

fifty cents apiece; and if the

fisherman wishes, the trout will

be cooked for him on the prem-

There’s one man in Hollywood
who finds that monkey business

pays. He’s Charles Gemmorah.
Universal has just signed him to

play the title role in a two-reel

comedy “The Gorilla Walks.”
Gemmorah also monkeyed around
in “The Cohens and Kellys in

Africa” and in “Ingagl.”

John Gilbert is wearing a mus-
tache again girls, and tailored

clothes. All for his new talkie

“Gentleman’s Fate.” Leila Hyams
is appearing apposite him again.

She was in “Way for a Sailor,”

you know.

Mary Alden, for many years a

screen favorite, is coming from re-

tirement and returning to the
screen. Probably no character in

Hollywood is better loved, and
few can boast the experience and
successes accredited to this brilli-

ant actress. She carved a niche
for herself in “The Old Nest” and
countless other productions.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., has assigned
Edward Laemmle to direct the
picturization of “The Up and Up,”
adapted from the Broadway stage
play by Eva Kay Flint and Martha
Madison. Kenyon Nicholson, au-
thor and playwright recently

came to Universal City from New
York to prepare the adaptation
and dialogue. Mr. Laemmle will

put the picture into production
within a few weeks.

This is Title Changing Week in

Hollywood. Paramount announces
George Bancroft’s next starring
vehicle will be called “Scandal
Sheet” instead of “Unfit to Print.”

And Universal has changed the

title of “The Modern Wife” (which
was based on the play “Half
Gods”) to “Free Love.” Metro-
Goldwyn also announces that Bay-
ard Veillers’s stage drama “With-
in the Law” has been rechristen-

ed “Paid.”

Did you know that Adolphe Men-
jou could blow smoke rings? I

didn’t know it either, ’till I read
it in some M-G-M publicity.

THE BROADWAY
SHOP WINDOW

COLLEGE LOVERS (Strand)
Dispensing with the eleventh-

hour touchuown to win the girl,

but resembling very much, in all

other respects, the college foot-

j?all comedy that seems always to

click, especially with the younger
generation, “College Lovers” is

Hashing at the Strand, fresh from
the Warners lot. Marion Nixon,
whose appearances in the talkies

are all too scarce, is reason
enougn for young and old to spend
a matinee or evening where this

talkie talks. It is a good program
offering which is far from hinting
an adverse criticism. John
Adolphi directed. John has hand-
led a megaphone in a lot of note-
worthv instances, harking back to
the old World Film days in Fort
Lee. He has made use of his long
experience in directing this one
with the result that he has ex-
tracted all the real worthwhile
drama of the story and transferred
it to the screen. There are others
in the cast besides Miss Nixon,
including Jack Whiting, songster
and juvenile. Big Guinn Williams,

I

the rough-neck westerner; Rich-
ard Tucker whose diction always
adds considerable to a talker and
Phyllis Crane. There are the fra-
ternity common-places and the
rush for the affections of the girl’s

heart, without which there could-
n’t be anything resembling a col-

lege drama. This purports to be
nothing more than it is—a re-

counting of romantic and sports
episodes in the lives of our coon-
skin coat gentry.

J. L. K.

BILL RUSSELL’S WIDOW
TO MARRY BANK HEAD

: HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Helen
Ferguson, movie actress, and
widow Otf Bill Russell, will he
married . “before Christmas,” ac-

cording to her mother, to Richard
L. Hargeaves, president of the

First National Bank of Beverly
Hills. Hargeaves formerly was
married to Grace Bryan, daughter
of William Jennings Bryan, the

silver-tongued orator.

ANOTHER MERGER
LOOMS LARGE

(Continued from page 1)

Christmas almost walking in the

door, it is interesting to note that

the theatre business is not show-

ing any falling off in attendance.

Perhaps the year 1930 will prove

as unusual in this respect as it

has in many others.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, Dec. 1, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 44 45

Warner Bros 17% 17’% + Vs

Fox Film “A” 303% 32 -fl

Loew’s Inc 56% 58 -hi

Radio K-A-0 20% 20% -f %
Pathe Exchange ...

3 '4 3%
Con. F. Ind 13% 13% -t- %

Garb Market

Fox Theatre “A”... 5% 5% -f '/2
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‘BAUCLAVA’ RELEASED

AS “JAWS OF HELL”

“Balaclava” will be released un-
der the title of “Jaws of Hell,”

one of the lines from Tennyson’s
poem, “The Charge of the Light
Brigade” on which the picture is

based. The picture, directed by
Maurice Elvey, is a Gainsborough
production, starring Cyril Mac-
Laglen, with a cast including 6,000

extras. It was produced under
the supervision of the British war
office and will be released Jan.J.0.

RUTH CHATTERTON IN

NEW VAN DRUTEN STORY

COMMERCE DEPT. FINDS TALKIES

STIMULATE INTEREST IN MUSIC
CLYDE COOK SIGNED

Clyde Cook has been signed for

a new Educational, Comedy, based
on an original story by Paul
Girard Smith. The comedy, titled

“The Shooting of Dan, The Duck,”
has gone into production under
the direction of Arvid E. Gillstrom.

USES DANCING <‘PR0S”

Ruth Chatterton’s next talking

vehicle will be “New Morals”,
from an original story written

especially for the star by John
Van Druten, author of “Young
Woodley,” as announced by Jesse

L. Lasky. The author is now at

work on the screen treatment at

the Paramount studios in Holly-

wood, where the picture will be
filmed.

In “New Morals” Miss Chatter-

ton will have the role of a society

woman who builds for herself a

bad reputation which she doesn’t

deserve when she finds her hus-
band’s good reputation is equally

false, John Cromwell, director of

“Street of Chance,” “Tom Sawyer”
and “Scandal Sheet”, George Ban-
croft’s’ new vehicle, will direct

“New Morals.”

Five professional dancing
couples, who have won prize-con-

tests at various local theatres and
ballrooms, have been engaged for

the dance-hall scenes of “Dance
With Me”, a Pathe comedy written
around a truck drivers’ ball.

REAL MINISTER
FOR FILM WEDDING

The Rev. Neal Dodd, not-

ed Hollywood divine, has
been secured by Paramount
to read the marriage ser-

vices that will unite Clara
Bow and Norman Foster,

her leading man, in her
new starring picture, “No
Limit,” marking an innova-
tion on the screen in hav-
ing a real minister perform
a wedding ceremony.

Trend of Buying of Instru-

ments Influenced by

Movies and Radio

*^Tom Sawyer” Breaking
Records Throughout Country

SCOTCH GIRL JEWISH
WIFE IH COMEDY

Bertha Mann, screen “wife” of

George Sidney in Tiffany’s

“Caught Cheating,” in which
Charlie Murray and Sidney are

featured under Frank Strayer’s di-

rection, handles the role of a
Jewish matron with entire satis-

faction to the director. Yet she

is of Scotch descent. Hollywood
is full of Irishmen playing Jews
and Jewish players portraying
Irish, Spanish and all sorts of

characters

!

REAL NEWSPAPER PLANT
IN BANCROFT FILM

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
plant of the Illustrated Daily
News, Los Angeles morning tab-

loid paper founded by Cornelius
Vanderbilt, Jr., is being used by
Paramount for filming of George
Bancroft’s new starring picture,

“Scandal Sheet”. Clive Brook and
Kay Francis are featured in the

cast.

LADY PEEL LOSES
(Continued from page 1)

she was engaged to do a skit in

“The Show of Shows” and her skit

was released as a short. Court
held that reputations can be dam-
aged only by slander and libel and
not by skits.

WESTERN NAMED
“Fighting Thru” is the first Ken

Maynard western under his new
Tiffany contract.

“Tom Sawyer,” Paramount’s first

picture designed to draw the
youngsters back to the theatre, is

exceeding all expectations at the
^box office, according to official re-

ports. At the opening in Chicago
last Friday, the picture had the
biggest hold-out in the history of

the Chicago Theatre, with solid

line four abreast, extending one
block' tb Wabash Avenue.

This situation has prevailed
wherever the picture has been

shown. At the State Theatre,

Sioux Falls, receipts on “Tom
Sawyer” went 98 per cent higher

than the two-day average for the

house. In three days at the Ma-
jestic Theatre in Wichita Falls,

Texas, the picture grossed 59 per

cent more than the three day aver-

age. In New England this Mark
Twain classic duplicated its west-

ern performance.

U. S. TALKIES FATTEN
BRITISH EXCHEQUER
(Continued from page 1)

table windfall to the Government
—represents considerably more
than half of the year’s deficit in

revenues Jrnni all sources. /

Up to the time of the actual is-

suing of the Commissioners’ re-

port this agreeable result had not
been generally anticipated, al-

though it has been apparent that
the year 1930 has witnessed better
theatre patronage—with the ac-
cent on talking pictures—than had
been enjoyed for at least half a
decade.

Incidentally, it is realized that
the superior excellence of Ameri-
can sound and talking picture
product is largely responsible for
the consistently generous patron-
age of picture houses throughout
the United Kingdom.

SHOW BEST PRODUCT DURING HOLIDAYS
(Continued from page 1)

ing this and that present.
Unfortunately it has been the

custom of theatre owners, aided
and abetted by the disttibutors,

to book into the movie houses,
both small and deluxe, what are
called, for the want of a better
name, “flops” — that is, pictures
which have been doomed before
they leave the production lots.

There’s a reason for this, be-
cause all concerned figure that
as December is doomed to bring
small attendance to the theatres,

“anything goes” on the screen.
It’s a good way of getting the
so-called flops into circulation.

It’s unfortunate that those most-
ly concerned should take this

view. They do because they prove
it year after year.

It has been repeatedly said that
a good picture will bring business
into a house at any time. As Mark
Twain said about the good rat-trap
—people will blaze a trail into the

wilderness to buy a good rat-trap.

Why wouldn’t this be a good
plan for the distributors and the-
atre owners? During these days
—from now until after the New
Year—book a strong personality,
the favorite of Sidney Kent, a
strong story, an unusual spectacle.
That’s the brand of talker to shove
Into both the small and deluxe
houses from now until the New
Year rolls by.

It would be no harm to try It

and, possibly, the producers, the
distributors, and the theatre own-
ers would forever solve the prob-
lems of “getting over” the ac-
knowledged “dull days” around
the Christmas Holidays.
This is offered only as a sugges-

tion and there is every chance in

the world for all concerned, most
of all the public who pays and
pays, to benefit greatly, and one
of the greatest problems of the
motion picture theatre would be
solved for all time.

The U. S. Department of Com-
merce has taken recognition of the
fact that talking pictures are
stimuiating a demand for good
music. This statement was made
in Washington over the week-end
by Eric King of the Specialties
Division of the Department of

Commerce in discussing the effect

on the musical instrument indus-
try of talkies on the radio.

A survey of the situation by
this department shows that the
sale of musical instruments had
been materially decreased mainly
because of the fact that the talk-

ing pictures Imve forced so many
musicians into other employment,
thus lessening the demand for in-

struments.

On the other hand, the Depart-
ment of Commerce has found that
there is a trend in many quarters
toward the view that radio and
the talkies stimulate musical ap-
preciation.

“By hearing good music,” lie

said, “the public becomes
more appreciative of it and is

again desirous of having some
instrument to play in the home
and sheet music from which
to play it.

“This view appears to have such
wide acceptance,” he continued,
“that the possibility that the pen-
dulum may swing back may not
be altogether remote. The organ-
ized musicians of the country are
now conducting a campaign
against what they call canned-mu-
sic. It is also pointed out that
the piano industry is fostering a
movement for group piano instruc-
tion in studios, which may stimu-
late the demand for pianos in the
home.”

The statistics of the Bureau of

the Census showed that there
were sharp declines in the ship-
ments of pianos, violins and or-
gans, as well as with the instru-
ments which have become more
prominent in the last decade, such
as saxaphones, banjoes and the
brass instruments.

SIGNS E. D. SULLIVAN

Edward Dean Sullivan, author
of “Rattling the Cup on Chicago
Crime,” “Chicago Surrenders,”
“I’ll ’Tell My Big Brother,” and

“Sold Out” has been signed by

Tiffany Productions to write treat-

ment and dialogue for “X Marks
the Spot,” which is to be the sec-

ond production for Tiffany by

James Whale.

Can use few BELL & HOWELL
Cameras immediately if in good
condition. Box 110, Exliibitors

DAILY REVIEW" and Motion
Pictures TODAY.



NoWonderUNh
with picture^

The CLASS picture for CLASS A Houses—risht on

the heels of such smashing successes as "ALL QUIET
ON THE WESTERN FRONT " "THE KING OF
JAZZ,""A LADY SURRENDERS "

"SEE AMERICA
THIRST," "THE CAT CREEPS."

A startling revelation of love and marriage, taken

from the flaming stage success, "HALF GODS"
by Sidney Howard, which took Broadway by

storm. Directed by HOBART HENLEY.

UNIVERSAL win;



ERSAL’SonTop!
like these

DIPLOM
The Affairs of a Master Lover

—with Betty Gampsoa^

Un Keith, Mary Duncan,

Jeanette Loff. A MAL-
COLM ST.CLAIR pro-

duction.

Motion P tcj ur e News
November 29, 1930

^RANt

FIRST PLACES IN MOTION
PICTURE ACADEMY AWARDS
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SEE CREDIT COMMITTEE BAN

ONLY AS ‘LOST CONVENIENCE'
The opinion appears to be pre-

valent among film distributors and
exhibitors that the U. S. Supreme
Court decision condemning the
credit committee system is not
likely to increase the expenses of

distribution. The point is made
that the chief practice of the
credit committees which was
found to be Hlegal was requiring
deposit from exhibitors in circum-
stances where the committees
deemed it advisable to insure the
performance of contracts.

W. C. Michel, vice president and
treasurer of the Fox Film Cor-
poration, summed up the situation

by saying the credit committees
had never been set up as an econ-
omy but as a means of conveni-
ence to exhibitors. He said that
priar to the establishment of the
credit committees it was a gen-
eral thing for each film-distribut-

ing company to require a deposit
from each exhibitor to whom it

rented pictures, except in those
cases where the credit of the ex-
hibitor was established with the
individual company.
This situation, he said, wms

onerous upon the exhibitor, as in

many cases, especially in those
theatres which ran the products
of several distributing companies,
the amount of cash or securities
necessary to make deposits with
each comnanv with which he did
business ran to a total v.'hich seri-

ously impaired his wmrking capi-
tal.

Lawyers for the companies con-
cerned in the litigation said that
this practice was not in question
in the suit, but the enforcement
of the deposit system against an
exhibitor whose credit had been
found doubtful was the practice
which was pronounced illegal.

The future procedure has not
been definitely decided. It is pos-
sible that the motion picture com-
panies v^ill continue to accept
credit recommendations from the
local committees, if lawyers de-
termine this does not conflict with
the court’s ruiing, and come to
individual decisions as to wheth-
er or not credit shall be granted
in cases where the exhibitor has
no rating with the local credit

committee.

ARLISS TO SELECT
TITLE FOR HIS NEXT

George Arliss will select the
title for his next starring picture
for Warners. Booth Tarkington
wrote the dialogue. Following
this Arliss will do “The Devil,”

by Franz Molnar, in which he

scored his first big success on the

stage. It will go into production

nekt' Spring.

KING VIDOR SIGNS
NEW PACT TO DIRECT
THREE m-G=m FILMS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—King Vidor has signed a
new long - term contract
witli M-G-M. He w'ill make
three feature talkers dur-
ing the new year. Vidor
established himself at the
top witli “The Big Parade.”

BUSINESS BOOMS IN

MIDWEST, SAYS DEPINET
(Continued from page 1)

yesterday. “The Thanksgiving
holiday buniness throughout the
middle West was big. Chicago has
been particularly good. The
Notre Dame-Army football game
on Saturday brought vast crowds
to the city and the inclement
weather kept many of the vi'^itors

from going to the game. Those
who didn’t attend the game weni
to the theatres. We had three

Warner pictures — ‘River’s End,’

‘Life of the Party’ and ‘Oh Sailor

Behave—in big loop houses and

they all drew standing room audi-

ences throughout the day. It look-

ed like a Warner Bros, week in

Chicago.

“All of our reports from the

Middle West prove that there is

more business -than ever for the

pictures wanted by the public.” /

NEW ENGLAND THEATRES

BOOK PATHE SHORTS

The Warner Brothers office for

Southern New England with head-
quarters in New Haven have book-
ed the Pathe Fables, Sportlight
and Vagabond Series for their the-
atres, which includes the follow-
ing towns located in Connecticut:
Danbury, Derby, So. Manchester,
Ansonia, Torrington, Waterbury,
Willimantic, Hartford, New Bri-
tain, So. Norwalk, New Haven
(Roger Sherman Theatre), Bridge-
port, New London (Garde Thea-
ter), Norwich and Bristol.

M-G-M HOLDS MEDBURY
So pleased were the officials at

M-G-M with the comedy dialogue
written by John P. Medbury for
Marie Dressier and Polly Moran
in their newest feature, “Reduc-
ing,” that they prevailed upon the
humorist to stay over and write
the comedy dialogue for Buster
Keaton and Charlotte Greenwood
in “Parlor, Bedroom and Bath.”

NEW COLLYER ROLE

June Collyer has been engaged
by Tiffany for the feminine lead-
ing role in “Drums of Jeopardy,”
a dramatic mystery story by
Harold MacGrath. Warner Gland
was the first member of the cast
to be engaged, and George B. Seitz
was chosen to direct, from Flor-
ence Ryerson’s dialogue and adap-
tation of the MacGrath novel.

TICKETS NOW ON SALE
5

See— MAX FELLERMAN at Pathe ExchangeH N. Y. C.

Entertainment

and Music

By

Celebrated

Artists

CHECK

NO.

NO.

neo) eve eitouc

eorec plaza
^IkSTfteCT'iitbAVe.

new yoRK
PcrPersoM

Extraordinary

Souvenirs

to the

Ladies

DIAGRAM for Seating Arrangement NOW READY.-*’;;;,
e”'
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RKO-PATHE DEAL SET
In the News
of the Day

By

B. DERR holds the picture;

record— a producer of suc'

cessful achievement in the small'

space of one year. i

* « •
;

TTY DAAB, just back from Hob
lywood, says the new formula

for a production manager is to

pick a writer, choose a director

and then pray.

JOSEPH PLUNKETT is the,

author of that immortal linej

on Hollywood. When he saw it|

and looked it over carefully hej

asked: “Well, when do they]

strike the set?” i

« « «

J^REDIT John S. Cohen, Jrj^ with this one, speaking oft

Will Rogers: “Where there’s al

Will—”
j

• • •
I

'T’^ALKING pictures in German!
^ will win the same sort of

p'ace in America as was held by*

the old Irving Place Theatre.

Playing to limited audiences ini

German for limited runs, it finally

folded up.
>«> «

T^HEY’RE calling Samuel Gold'

wyn the frankest man in pic-

tures.
:

4t « *

J
AMES FENNIMORE LEE, on
hearing of Abelard and Heb

Oise for the first time, figured Abe-
lard was a new night club and
Heloise the Tex Guinan of the

place.

^ I^HE firms who say they haven’t

anything to advertise these

days are the firms that haven’t.

PARAMOUNT BUYS

4 THEATRES IN

LONDON SUBURBS
LONDON, Dec. 2. — Aniericau

iilm domination ot Britain was
carried a stride further yesterday
by the purchase of four picture
houses in London suburbs by the
Paramount Company for $7,500,-

000. This is the first acquisition
by an American company of Lon-
don suburban show-houses.

The same company already owns
the Plaza and Carlton in the West

(Continued on page 7)

NEW POLICY^ND LOWER
PRICES, RKO HAMILTON

RKO's Hamilton Theatre in

Washington Heights, is inaugurat-
ing a new show policy on Satur-
day. From that date on the house
will show a feature picture with
7 RKO acts with the show chang-
ing on Saturday and Wednesday,
except in those instances when the

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 2)

GOULDING ADDED TO
PARA N. Y. STAFF

Edmund Goulding is the latest

addition to the directors at Para-
mount’s New York studio. Gould-
ing, who is now in Hollywood, this

week signed a contract to direct
at the Eastern studio and will
leave tor New York within two
weeks to discuss his initml story.

Radio-Keith-Orpheum Will Take Over All Assets of

Pathe, Inc., Ann Harding, Constance Bennett and
Helen Twelvetrees Among Stars to Go With Deal

LEST WE FORGET!

This is the First .Vimi-

versary of (he faincus vot-

ing trust agreement where-
by Messrs. Ottersou and
Stewiirt were to exercise a

o-year protectorate over Fox
Film Corporation. It was
one year ago today the
great struggle which added
a vilirant chapter to motion
picture history began.

FLINN CASE HELD OVER

In the case of John C. Flinn,*i

charged with homicide in connec-,*

tion with the Patlie studio flre,:j

before the Court of General Ses-!

if The Board of Directors of Pathe
;.^Exchange, Inc., at a special meet-

ing yesterday,
ratified a plan
tor t he sale

of the assets

of the corpor-
ation to Radio
Keith Orphe-
um. Following
this meeting
the executives
of Pathe, now-
in New York,
met with the
officials of

RKO to draft

the necessary
papers trans-
ferring owner-

Hiram Brown
Pres, of RKO

ship of these assets, physical and
otherv/ise, including star contracts,

etc.

Under the terms of the agree-

(Continued on page 2) (Continued on page 2)

GRAINGER REPORTS FOX RUSINESS

UP 20 PER GENT OVER LAST YEAR
MAUDE ADAMS FAILS

TO TELL OF COLOR

Maude Adams, on her recent ar-
rival here, failed to say just what
the status of that color process
she has beeu backing for these
many years, is. Her plans, she
told reporters, are indefinite.

India to Produce and Exhibit
Talkies With U,S» Equipment
LONDON, Dec. 2.—The life of

the jungles in India is to be por-
trayed in sound and talking pic-
tures for both native and world
wide distribution. This is on the
authorltv of F. Madan, director
of Madan Theatre, Limited, the
largest ow-ners and operators of

(Continued on page 7)

BRITISH SALES HEAD
Frank Green, managing director

of Filmophone Renters, Ltd., dis-

tributors of the product of the Big
4 Film Corporation, announces
the appointment of George Sna-
zelle as general sales manager of
the foreign company.

With domestic billings running
decidedly ahead of last year at

the same period and the total num-
ber of film contracts showing an
increase of over 40% over last

year at the same period, J. R.
Grainger, vice president in charge
of distribution for Fox Film Cor-
poration, said yesterday that the
motion picture business seems to

(Continued on page 7)

JAMES HYDE, ARTIST
WINS PARA AWARD

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—James
Hyde, formerly art director of the
Pasadena Community Playhouse,
now in the art department at the
Paramount studios in' Hollyw-ood,
has been announced as recipient
of the studio’s semi-annual award
of merit for the outstanding artis-
tic contribution to the scenic de-
tail of a motion picture.
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MAIN STREET

Flag:i)oie Kelly is the cynosure of

all Times and Longaere Syuares
eyes * * * the cliami» sitter prom-
iNs to si* until the clock sounds
inidnite, Santa Claus time * * *

bucks in it if he sticks * _* *

he prohahly will * * * Louis >'izer

can sit in his legal suite and see

that Kelly carries the racket on

the level * * * Morton Downey,
he of the golden tenor, is attract-

ing lot of celebs to his swanky
nile-elnh, known to the elite as

Club lielnionieo * * * those sight-

ed recently decorating tables * *

Coriiine Griffith again * * * Cor-

inne is getting to be a regular

night-clubber * * * Lenore Ulrich,

that pagan lady, less recently of

the flickers * * * and, above alll,

that Vallee man * * * now we
know' where Kndy spends his off

minutes * * * and. can you imag-

ine. Joe Kivkin, A1 Seng’s p.a. * *

did you know' that moiie ganster,

Hol» Armstrong, started life as a

budding criminal lawyer * * *

Bob wanted to emulate Clarence

Harrow but didn’t get tlie chance
before the talkers grabbed him *

Para has changed the title of that

Jack Oakie pic. again * * * every-

time they change it it becomes
more like real Chicago * * * why
don’t they call tliat Bow pie. * *

Bechaa million * * * with the sub-

title * * * hnt the cheek’s rubber
* * * Eddie (A. Y. Paramount)
Hitelieoek has lost complete in-

terest in his pee-w'ee golf link
* * * Elsie Boliinson, the sob-sis-

ter on the Pulitzer morning sheet,

dropping in on Hollywood after

three-years absence sees only de-

serted pee-w'ee courses as changes
* * * shame on you, Ellsie * * *

didn’t you see that glniii look worn
by that Bow girl * * * they haven’t

taken that Winehell man for a

ride yet * * * and it’s nearly Xmas
* * * Eddie Sullivan, w'ho writes

about gansters and their habits

has been put on a rattle by ,4*

Selig for Tiffany’s tvpewriters in

sunny Calif. * * * Ed is goin’ to

mark the sjtot with a X * * * that

Eariiol |>.a. w'ith Sam Goldwyn is

all business * * * remember when

Sam had Mae Marsh emoting over

on the Joisey side * * * whatever

became of May McAvoy * *

SEEN AND HEARD
IN DARK PLACES

By J. L. K.

TIFEAXY SHORTS
“Tile Little Divorcee”

(Chimps Comedy)
(Two Keels)

Here’s a howl, and no kiddiu’

—

the Tiffany chimps have turnea a

la bedroom farce and how they
can put ever the sexy stuff. Huoby
steps out after being caught red-
handed by wifle and then the fire-

works start. Wifie just turns her-
>eif over to all and sundry of the
jungle tribe of sheiks and as fast

as she disposes of ’em she con-
signs ’em to the closet. The Old
.Man makes a comeback and the
sheiks start pouring out of the
close, when a six-shooter gets hot.

There’s the happy ending and
everything. A1 Selig won’t have
much trouble publicizing this one.

It speaks for itself.

“Pickin’ Cotton”
“\Yiiy Down Sontlr’

“Slave Days"
(Three 1-Reelers)

This trio of shorts (musical)
with a gang of colored folk w'ho
can sing in harmony and v/hosf

voices record like it was nobody’s
business. “Pickin’ Cotton,’’ we
Tiink, is the best of the three.

They’re almost one-hundred per-

cent musical with this particular
number showing an old Mississippi
river steamer doing its stuff.

Forbes Randolph Kentucky Jubilee
Singers are featured. Good re-

cording by RCA equipment and
good singing. One-reel shorts that
will fit in nicely on the most dis-

criminating program.

“De Wnild’s Champeen”
(2-Keel liiul Hurst Comedy)
A great prize ring idea here and,

in spots, Frank Strayer, v.'ho di-

rected, made the most of the com-
edy possibilities. Paul Hurst, who
looks like Eddie Gribbon, stars,
with a supporting cast including
Nita Martan, Don Terry anj Aggie
Herring. Miss Herrin who stands
at the top of women character
actresses always adds a good bit

to any production in which she
appears. The prize-ring atmos-
phere of this comedy will make
it acceptable in most any theatre
especially on those programs
where they like their movie fare
slapstick and not - too - subtle
comedy.

“Voice of Hollywood”
(1 Reel, No.‘ 23)

Doug Fairbanks, Jr., and Sammy
Cohen share honors with the
Chimp family in putting on this

STAR radio program out of the
film colony. Walter Pidgeon.
among others, is introduced as are
a number of cuties who say “Hello
Folks” and exit. It’s the Intimacy
of this short that always appeals
This one puts you in touch with
some heart-throbbers.

RKO-Pathe Deal All Set
(Continued from page 1)

ment it is understood that Patlie

will be operated autonomously.
What changes,
if any, in pro-
duction p e r -

sonnel to be
made is un-
known at this

time. It is be-

lieved, h o w' -

ever that E. B.

Derr w'ill con-
t i n u e in
charge of pro-
duction of the

E. B. Derr rooster brand
, gj.- pictures.

The newsreel and review', it is said,

will be gotten out with Terry
Ramsaye and Courtlandt Smith as

the guiding geniuses, with far

flung activities, and new’ channels
of release.

The passing
of Pathe to

RKO gives the

latter organi-
zation a much
stronger posi-

tion in the
producing and
distributing
field than it

has enjoyed in

the past. The
old Pathe
name and the
current excel-

lent Pathe
product
should do much

J. I. Schnitzet

Pres, of Radio Pictures

to aid RKO in

.0^

taking its place with the other
leaders in the field.

The consummation of the RKO-
Pathe merger
gives the Ra-
d i o Corpora-
tion of Ameri-
ca, of w'hich

David Sarnoft
is head, a still

larger share in

the motion
picture indus-
try. RCA coii-

t r o 1 s RCA
P h o t, o p h o n e

outright; has
a 30% inter-

est in RKO’s
voting stock, David Sarnoff

and a propor-
tionate interest in Radio Pictures,

W’hich is 100% RKO owned.

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, Dec. 2, 1930

Paramount F-L 441/2 453/8 + %
Warner Bros 17% 181/2 -k %
Fox Film “A” 311/2 321/2 + 72

Loew’s Inc 5714 58

Radio K-A-0 20% 213/8 -k '/?

Pathe Exchange .. 31/8 31/8 — 78

Pathe “A” 614 61/4

Con. F. Ind 13% 13% -k 'Vs

Con. F. Ind. Pre... ISVs 1878 + Vs

Curb Market

Columbia Piet 22 22

Fox Theatre “A”.. 578 578 -k '78

NEW AD FILMS TO PLAY

400 SOUND THEATRES

The Theatre Service Corporation
of the Graybar building yesterday
announced that it has contracted
with more than 4,000 theatres
throughput the U. S., including the
Paramount-Publix circuit, for the
showing of advertising films to be
know'n as “Screen Broadcasts.”

At the same time the company
announced that it had signed Vin-
cent Lopez and his St. Regis or-

chestra to supply the musi'-al

background for these pictures.

The production of the subjects in

which Lopez and his orchestra will

appear will start this w’eek at the
Paramount L. I. studios and will

oe made by Paramount.

The Theatre Service Corporation
stated yesterday that each subject
will run about 500 feet in length

md will contain advertising for 5

ar 6 accounts in each subject.

This newspaper will reveiew’

hese screen broadcasts for the

trade as soon as they are produced.

IN THE NEWS
OF THE DAY

(Continued from page 1)

WHEN a critic says a picture

is “mildly satisfactory” he

'^ails to be quoted in the lobby

displays.
« « «

WHO will be the producer to

follow radio’s successful ex-

ample and put Weber and Fields

nto talking pictures? We beard

them and they are funnier than

they were twenty-five years ago.

The patter and gags are brand

new, of the same successful and

effective type as of yore and they

are twice as funny as anybody

on any stage anywhere today.

NEW POLICY AND LOWER
PRICES, RKO HAMILTON

(Continued from page 1)

drawing power of the picture calls

’or a full week’s run. The house
is also reducing its admission to

popular prices— 25 cents in the
afternoon and 50 cents at night for

adults, and 15 cents in the after-

noon and 30 cents at night for the

children.

FLINN CASE HELD OVER
(Continued from page 1)

sions. Part I, yesterday on the de-

fendant’s motion for leave to in-

spect minutes of the grand jury,

an adjournment for ten days was
ordered. Nathan Burkan, Flinn’s

attorney, asked for more time in

which to prepare.

Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 6067
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ampire

on the way]



^ I nc scage piay

smashed records lor

attendance in every

ROADSHOW
dty on the map!— —

and now comes

the PICTURE with

million dollar

audience appeal!

featuring DAVID MANNERS
u;ith BELA LUGOSI, EDWARD
VAN SLOAN, HERBERT BUN-
STON of the original stage cast

andHELEN CHANDLER,FRAN-
CES DADE, CHARLES GERARD.

Based on the play '(Dracula" adapted
by Hamilton Dejie and John L. Bald-

erston from BrjjVStoher's novel of the

- jHpeTiame.

i

I



The crimson kiss of

DRACULA will thrill

them to the core!

Tne tnree

Vampires I
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GOLDWYN PURCHASES

“STREET SCENE” AND

LEASES GAIETY HOUSE

Picture rights yesterday were
acquired by Samuel Goldwyn of

“Street Scene,” 1929 Pulitzer
Prize winner, for United Artists,

from Elmer Rice, author.

Goldwyn also signed a lease for

the Gaiety Theatre, which sets

liack his plans tor sailing to Eu-
rone. He v/ill now take the Brem-
en on Friday, instead of the Acqui-
tania today. In London, Paris and
Berlin, Goldwyn will search tor

new screen material and person-
alities.

The Gaiety will house the first

showing of “The Devil to Pay,” in

which Ronald Colman will star in

an original screen play by Frede-
rcik Lonsdale. It will follow
“Hell’s Angels” on December 16,

it is expected.
Goldwyn also arranged for the

presentation of “One Heavenly
\ight,” the picturized Louis Brom-
fieid story with Evelyn Laye, John
Bole^ and Leon Errol at the
Rialto early in January.

SNilA TO PRODUCE
WITH U. S. EQUIPlillENT

(Continued from page 1)

picture houses in that country.
Mr. Mandan said that this enter-
prise would be carried out with
the aid of American equipment.

He has placed an order with
RCA Photophone for a truck re-

cording unit of the type which will

also give complete studio results
From the same concern Madan
has ordered seven sets of repro-
ducing apparatus with which tc

equip theatres in India which
cater to the native population
Thus far the company has wired
houses supported by the European
population only. But the nativet
are now clamoring for screen
sound and talk. Mr. Madan said
and the time is considered ripe
to make that investment.
One set of reproducing equip-

ment is portable, mounted on f

truck for road show purposes in

outlying districts. It is stated that

the recording part of the Ma-
dan order has already been ship-
ped from New York to Calcutta.

In an interview Mr. Madan ex-
plained that great difficulties had
to be faced in this recording ven-
ture. Owing to the numerous dia-

lects. castes, and religious views,
only a few copies can be made of

each story, full consideration hav-
ing to be given to the language
and method of presentation.

In the past silent pictures have
not been successful owing to these
difficulties and the fact that verv
few of the poor natives are able
to read.

Mr. Madan had, it is believed
obtained a contract for American
and European release of a definite

number of pictures to a well-
known renting and producing firm.

HURST FINISHES ONE
Paul Hurst, who is being star-

red by Tiffany in a series of six

short comedies, has completed the
fifth of the group, “The Missing
Link.”

LONDON ‘SHOP WINDOW THEATRE

IS STILL OPEN TO U. S. BIDDERS
<>

CHEVALIER BELIEVES
IN SANTA CLAUS ON
ARRIVAL IN LONDON

LOINBOIV.—Maurice Chev-
alier was convinced there is

a Santa Claus on his recent
arrivjil here for personal
appearances on a London
stage, as “the Iiighest paid
entertainer in the world.”

Loi..h)n critics were un-
animous that Maurice’s
chief asset was and is no
less than ‘charin’ in caps.
They recalled, in the same
breath, that Maurice once
was a struggling cafe
singer.

The swanky London
Times, no less, let it be
known that tL^s ‘charm’
asset “joyfully combines
imprudence and liumility.”

Therefore Maurice be-
lieves in Santa, beyond all

reasonable doubts.

OFF FOR FLORIDA

Johnny Farrell, the national
golf pro champ, accompanied by
Clyde Elliott, Pathe novelty shorts
director, Harry Smith, cameraman,
and last but not least, “Trumps,”
Elliott’s ever youthful wire-haired
fox terrier, is Florida bound to

make his golf subjects, to be re-

leased under the rooster brand.

Elliott expects to be about a

month shooting the material for
the Farrell shorts which will re-

ceive an early release.

^YRES LEAD IN “STEEL”

Lew Ayres, hero of “All Quiet
on the Western Front,” will play
the leading male role in “Steel,”

an original story by Raymond L.

Shrock. This production will go
into work at Universal City, im-
mediately upon the completion of

“Fires of Youth*' in ‘which young
Ayres will be co-starred with
Genevieve Tobin. No director has
been assigned as yet, but Arthur
Ungar will be associate producer
on this important picture.

The newest 16 mm. souud-on-
disc home projector, the Visionola,

was demonstrated yesterday in the

east ballroom of the Astor before
an interested gathering of repre-

sentatives of various branches of

ths industry. The new home pro-
jection apparatus consists of the
16 mm. pro.ector coupled in syn-
chronism with a 33% turn table
and pickup and radio receiving
equipment. It seems to fulfill the
requirements for home entertain-
ment as it can show pictures re-

duced from standard film in con-
junction with the dialogue or mu-
sical score originally recorded or
dubbed on the 33% disc.

The sponsors of the apparatus
state that they will be able to
offer a wide variety of subjects
for rental for use on this equip-
ment.

FOX BUSINESS 207o
UP, GRAINGER REPORTS

(Continued from page 1)

have happily passed the recent de-
pression.

Grainger returned yesterday
from a 2-week trip through the
St. Louis, Texas, New Orleans anu
Atlanta territories. During his

visit in the Texas territory he
thoroughly analyzed the first-run

situation in Dallas, Fort Worth,
Houston and San Antonio, where
the Fox Film Corporation is com-
pleting next August a 5-year fran-
chise with the Interstate Amuse-
ment Corporation for first-run ex-
hibition of their product in the
cities mentioned.

The Fox sales chief leaves next
week for Los Angeles to spend
several weeks discussing 1931 pro-
duction with Winfield Sheehan,
vice president and general man-
ager of Fox Film Corporation,
who is now enroute to Movietone
City, California, starting produc-
tion of new pictures for which film

rights were acquired during his
recent visit to New York.
Grainger reported business spot-

ty with theatre receipts off in some
communities and ahead of last

year in others. He said that in

general, in Texas, he found busi-
ness especially good.
Enroute to California next week

he will visit the Fox offices in

Kansas City, Omaha, Salt Lake
City, Denver, San Francisco and
Los Angeles.

PRINT ARRIVES

A print of “Divorce Among
Friends,” a Warner release, has
arrived at the New York office.

Irene Delroy, James Hall and Lew
Cody have the featured roles. It

will be premiered on Broadway
some time before the holidays.
Roy Del Ruth directed.

TWO FOREIGN MANAGERS
VISIT PARA HOME OFFICE

Tom D. Cochrane, of Tokyo,
Japan, Paramount representative
for the Orient, and Frederick W.
Danger, of Buenos Aires, manager
of the Paramount organization for

Argentine, arrived in New York
this week for their annual visit

to the Paramount home office.

GARBO’S NEW TALKER
NEARING COMPLETION

• HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Greta
Garbo and her director, Clarence
Brown, are putting the finishing
touches to “Inspiration” on the
M-G-M lot.

Latest issues of the London film
trade press state that the new
Leicester Square Theatre is still

open f negotiations for purchase
cr as a West End “shop
window,” the reported deal to that
end with United Artists being de-
finitely off. “Cinema” says:
“There are at least two other im-
portant American producing and
renting concerns which are known
to have been interested in pur-
chasing the theatre. U. S. con-
cerns yet without shop windows
in the West End include Warner
Brothers, First National, P. D. C.

and Pox.”

In the meantime it is the policy
of the owners, a syndicate with
Sir Walter Gibbons at its head,
to run the Leicester Square on
independent lines. The house is

expected to open late in Decem-
ber with the United Artists fea-
ture, “Abraham Lincoln,” with
Walter Huston present at the pre-
miere.

The United Artists’ sign was
carried on the theatre for some
time, and was removed some days
ago.

It is understood that many
United Artists’ films will be seen
at the theatre. “City Lights” will
probably follow “Abraham Lin-
coln.”

Meanwhile United Artists’ fea-
tures are running at the London
Pavilion and the Tivoli, where
“Hell’s Angels” and “Whoopee”
are breaking records.

PARAMOUNT BUYS
4 LONDON THEATRES
(Continued from page 1)

End and a theatre in Manchester.
It is now said to be the company’s
intention to build houses in such
key cities as Cardiff, Birmingham,
Newcastle, Leeds, Liverpool, Glas-
gow, Belfast and Dublin.

The Universal Company already
has theatres in London, Manches-
CT. Leeds and Bolton, and it is

rumored in the film world here
that another American combine
intends acquiring theatres where
its own product can he shown.

It was asserted by the Para-
mount company’s representative
that the rapid growth of London
and Greater London to the world’s
greatest metropolitan center of

population rendei's it necessary to

acquire a group of theatres.

Britain as a whole and Ireland
are talking mad. While many
legitimate theatres are going
through a perilous ordeal, the pic-

ture houses in most cities are
crowded at nearly every perform-
ance.

GRACE MOORE HERE

Grace Moore, songbird, who re-

cently finished a musical with
Lawrence Tibbett for M-G-M, ar-

rived in New York over the week-
end. She intends a trip abroad
before returning to the M-G-M lot

in Culver City.

‘

V

isionola* Shows New 16mm
Disc Equipment for the Home



The 3rd

consecutive

smash HIT

on Pathe’s

BIG HIT

schedule

A glorious star in

a gorgeous play

Love as an art, an instinct, a

science and a racket.

Wit and wisdom in a smart set

game of tangled morals in an

alluring atmosphere of exqui-

site beauty. Superbly staged

ENNETT
Sin Takes a Holiday

t

A Feast for the eyes and Ears

The House of Hits

with KENNETH M*'=KENNA
basil rathbone and Rita La Roy

Produced by Directed by

E. B. DERR PAUL L STEIN
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Looking Back
and Forward

By

AS the industry moves forwara

towards the first of the new
year, check'ups have begun on the

results of the present 12 months

as against the same period last

year and the forecast for business

prospects for the year 19.M.
* * •

ONE thing is definite. The iii'

dustry, as a whole, has done

a larger business, net and gross,

in the year 1930 than in the year

1929. It is evident that Para-

mount, Universal, M-G'M, Fox

and RKO are well over their last

year’s figures. The margins of

advance total more than enough
to make for the falbolf in business

for two or three of the companies.
• • •

The business depression has

had no effect on the motion

picture industry but wherever

pictures have failed to live up

to entertainment and attraction

standards, the box office barome'

ter showed signs of storms at sea.

» «> «

I
N making predictions for 1931,

long bearded prophets can well

set picture entertainment value as

the only standard for prediction.

If they can, in their wisdom, satis'

fy themselves that the pictures to

be released in 1931 are, generah

ly, a better grade of pictures than

those released in 1930, they will

be safe in predicting heavily in'

creased business for the 12 month

period beginning January 1.
* * •

S
OME, apprehension seems to

appear in some quarters lest

the pictures now being turned out

are too tame and that they run

too close to the formula set up
in the studios for the improvement

of the moral quality of screen eii'

tertainment. Those who are coii'

cerned seem not to discriminate

10,000 MEN AND WOMEN GET WORK

THROOGH RKO’S EMPLOYMENT PLAN
QUIRK GIVES MEDAL

TO H. M. WARNER FOR

“DISRAELI ” TALKER

H. M. Waruer yesterday v/as sig-

inally honored in the Japanese
jRoom at the Ritz-Carlton when he
jwas formally presented with the
gold medal awarded by Photoplay
iMagazine for excellence in the
production of “Disraeli.” George
Arliss, the star, was guest of
honor. James R. Quirk, editor of

jPhotoplay, made the presentation.

WILL HAYS AND BRIDE

i
WHITE HOUSE GUESTS

i

! WASHINGTON, Dec. 3.—Mr. and
ilvirs. Will H. Hays, who returned
Jast night from a brief honeymoon
'at Hot Springs, Va., were luncheon
'guests today at the White House.
They planned to leave late today
for New York, where they will

make their home.

SILVERS NEAR HOME

i

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Moe
Silvers, general manager of Wai’-
ner Bros. Pacific Coast Theatres,
who has been enjoying a brief

vacation in the East, is due in

Hollywood tomorrow.

U BUYS BEST SELLER

>V. K. BuruetUs novel
of the prize ring, “The
Iron Man,” was purchased
yesterday by Carl Laeniinie,
Jr. for screen transcription
as a big special with Lew
Ayres in the starring role.

Tod Browning will direct,

and prcduction will get un-
der way as soon as Ayres
finishes his role in “Fires
of Youth.”

MAYNARD WESTERNS
BOOKED BY PUBLIX

Carl J. Goe, assistant geA’i’al
sales manager of Tiffany, has
completed a deal with Publix
whereby they will play the eight
out-door westerns scheduled in

Oklahoma, Marion, Enid and
Chlckasha, and in Texas: Abilene,
Brownwood, Brownsville, Corci-
cana, El Paso, Harlington, McAl-
lan, Oaris, Waco and Wichita
Falls.

Goe has also closed with Pub-
lix for “The Third Alarm” and
“Extravagance” for their houses
in the West and Southwest. The
entire Tiffany western product has
been contracted for the Fox Mid-
west circuit.

Show Business in Europe
Far Behind Ours, Says Roxy
Epropean film producers are giv-

ing their public little and over-
charging for it. .Show business in

the United States is years ahead
of the best to be observed across
the continent. This is the result
of observations made by S. L.

Rothafel during his two months
visit abroad from which he has
just returned.

“Conditions in Europe are too
uncertain for one thing,” he said.

“Labor and talent are cheap over
there, and that would offset the
high taxation, but cheap help op-
erates against good theatrical re-

sults—it robs production of the

COLDSTEIN TO HEAD
LATIN-AMERICA SALES

Columbia Pictures has appoint-
ed Louis Goldstein sales manager
for Latin American countries.
Goldstein has left for Mexico to
assume his new duties. His fir.st

assignment will be to study dis-

tribution conditions in that coun-
try and determine whether the
present policy of continued dis-

tribution through franchise hold-
ers will be maintained or steps
taken for the establishment of Co-
lumbia’s own branches in that ter-

ritory.

Plunkett Reports Success

i Throughout Country—
i Circuit Obtained Jobs

For Needy in 50 Cities

Joseph Plunkett, in general
icharge of RKO theatres, yester-
day announced that the home of-

;fice had, to date, received gratify-
ing reports of progress made in

RKO’s definite step to lend its aid
|to solving the unempioyment situ-

ation over the United States,

j From 50 cities scattered over
'the U.S.A., some of them boasting
jas many as tour RKO houses,
name reports that the elfort,

ithrough the medium of the box-
:office, to provide employment to

unemployed men and women, has
registered almost one-hundred c^r
jcent of the results anticipated.

In each of the 50 cities, Plun-
'kett said, the plan provides em-
ployment for at least 200 persons,

I (Coiltinue'd on page 2)

MISS DIETRICH TO MAKE
APPEARANCES AT RfVOLI

Marlene Dietrich will appear on
!two screens and in person on
Broadway Friday.
Arriving from Hollywood at

9:30 a.m. on the Advance Twenti-
leth Century Limited, she will
make one personal appearance at

the Rivoli Theatre at 8:30 p.m.
where “Morocco,” her first motion
picture for Paramount, is showing.

WIT FROM SHERWOOD
AT EATS WITH AMPAS

Two guests 01 honor will

enliven the Aiupas’ luneli-

eon today at the Itixie

Hotel, Robert F. Sherwood
is expected to be as witty
as possible eonsisteut witli

the i>erforiiianee of War-
ren Nclan as barker. The
privelege of seeing and
hearing Jeanette MaeDon-
ald, of “The Love Parade”
and “The Lottery Bride,”
also is ballyhooed for the
oeeasioii.

(Continued on page 2) (Continued on page 6)
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MAIN \mu
Remember wheu Dddie Small

bad his casting agency in the old

liuilding occupied by Shanley’s * *

the Para skyscraper now stands

there * * Eddie conid siippiy any-

thing from a coal-heaver to a rear

admiral and iucidentaiiy made a

fortune doing same * * and do you
remember Rehecea, his chief iieu-

tenaiit * * * them were the days
* * * aud from Eddie’s just dodge
iuto the 44th street entrance of

'tile Asftir and rest a weary ieg

on the brass raii oh. dear

me * * * after the stockliolders

look over that RKO-Pathe deal,

something definite will be forth-

coming * * * Dame Rumor has

twenty or thirty days to hatch up
this and that * * * alt of which
gives “Red” Kaiin a great break

Ann Harding and Pathe will have

to get together on a new contract

afore long, too * there’s a grand
rush on now tor new and Titan sto-

ries * * * Flagiiole Kelly takes a

nap along about 1(1 hells in the

a.m. * * * wonder why he doesn’t

sleep at night * * * the Big Stem
is training glasses on him * * *

he’d better not slin * * * Hy Daab
reports another Titan In Cimarron
* * * they’re selling insurance by

shorts now * * * the newsreelers

•shot Congress assembling for the

hair-pulling * * * wonder if they

got the Reds, too * * * Para is

distributing some nice calendars
* * * thanks for the one we didn’t

* * * i-emember when Bill

(Kalem) Wright had Sam Taylor,

now a big megaphoner. writing

hnrry-up quickies for the Kalem
stars down on twenty-tlioid stree'
* Fox Movietone offices look

like the ed room of an afternoon

paper * * * newsreelers sitting

around a directors’ table waitin<-

for hot assignments * * * with

.’Jl.th street lined for a block with

sound trncks * * * try and dr

something sensational without one

of those sound wagons being or

your tail * * * Mike Simmons ir

goin’ spring some new woids a'

Big Ad Men’s meet today * * *

bring your nnabridged Wehster*^
* * Evelyn Laye thinks Hollywoor’

‘superficial * * * wonder what she

thinks about Evelyn Laye * *

WARNER THEATRES IN LAWRENCE

GET 10 TONS OF FOOD FOR NEEDY
Ten tons of fresh vegetables for

the poor! That is what the man-
ager of the Warner Bros, theatres
in Lawrence, Mass., collected one
morning, to help the needy of his

city. His work brought front page
publicity in alj of the local news-
papers.

It was Mellincoff’s idea to give
a matinee for children at the War-
ner Theatre at which the admis-
sion price would be paid in fresh
vegetables. I. J. Hoffman, Warner
zone manager, approved of the
idea and the local newspapers
stepped in to give it all the help
that was necessary.

The result was that the crowd
of children at the Warner The-
atre on the day of the matinee
w'as so great that Melincoff had
to open up the Palace and Broad-
way Theatres and the special
matinee became a triple affair. In
all ten tons of vegetables were
collected and delivered to the State
Armory from which point they
were distributed to the Salvation
Army, the Catholic Centre, the
Lawrence City IMlssion and the
Protectory of Mary Immaculate.

The matinees created a great
deal of interest and won many
congratulations for the manage-
ment of the Warner Theatres.

‘IGDENBU” TO HEAD
CAMEO SHOW FRIDAY

The latest Amkino screen pro-
duction, “Igdeiibu” which means
The Siberian Hunter, will be the
screen feature at the RKO Cameo
Theatre beginning Friday morn-
ing. Enacted by a strictly native
cast, ‘Tgdenbu” brings a story
.hat has been lal<i In the Siberian
wastes where the native Nomads
battle the elements of the frozen
north in order to live.

SAM KAPLAN ORDERS
CHEF TO GET BUSY
AND “MAKE” SQUABS
Members of the Motion

Picture Machine Operators
E'nion, Local 306, vvill hold
tiieir seventeenth unnual
dinner and <lance at Hotel
Vstor, the night of Jan. 17.

,Squabs will be the pieces
de resistance. Sam Kaplan
is haling some of the feath-
ered gentry specially
“gToiiu” for the occasion.
The fact that sqnalis are
ont of season makes no dif-

ference to Sam.
Told this by the Astor

chef, Sam growled:
“What of it, make some

of ’em.” (Me.aning sqnabs)
of course.

So, dear chiidren. with
that, Sam signed off.

‘^BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT”
FOR THE GLOBE

Universal’s “The Boudoir Diplo-
mat,” will open tomorrow night at

the RKO Globe Theatre. Betty
Compsou appears in the leading
role, with Mary Duncan and
Jeanette Loff as her glorious
rivals, for the fickle affections ol

the diplomat, played by Ian Keith.

SECOND SIMOH COMEDY
“A Shocking Affair” has been

chosen by Mack Sennett as tin
title of the second two-reel com-
edy In the -series of 18 subjects
starring Louis Simon, being pro-

duced l)y Simple Simon Comedies,
Inc.

LOOKING BACK AND FORWARD
(Continued from page 1)

between things that are interest'

ng and things that are vulgar.

With tact and handling a good

director can tell a hot story so

politely as to oifend nobody and

'.till keep the attraction value for

the public. Thos goes also for

idvertising.
« • •

I
T is unquestionably true that

sex is just as interesting a sub'

ject to the human race as the day

t began in the Garden of Eden,

but there were other excitements

quite as interesting even in that

'arly day. The story writer or

he director in the matter of pro'

luction, and the advertising writer

n the matter of preparation of

'opy, has a poor equipment in'

leed if the only thing he can think

ibout as interesting to the public

s an undue sex stress.

• « *

^HE whole question resolves it'

self down to a question of

show brains. We have observed

over a period of years, that a set

of show brains can work miracles

in the way of presenting success

ful entertainment, and that a half

portion set of brains usually falls

down.
« * «

^^HE percentage of success is

never 100, but the genera’

average can be raised and wil

be raised so soon as competent

mau'power is distinguished from

personal salesmen or personal

favorites.
« * *

l^OBODY has yet discovered

^ ^ the perfect formula for in

variable success in presenting en-

tertainment either on the stage or

on the scseen, but it is fair to as

sume that a set of real brains of

the type required for show busi

ness, is the safest possible invest

ment for producers in hiring the

boys who make ’em.

PASCAL TO WRITE

ORIGINAL YARN FOR

CONSTANCE BENNEH
Ernst Pascal, author of “The

Marriage Bed,” “The Dark Swan,”
and “The Age for Love,” has been
signed by E. B. Derr, of Pathe, to

write an original for Constance
Bennett based upon an idea sug-
gested by Paul L. Stein, dii’ector

of Miss Bennett’s latest success,
•‘Sin Takes a Holiday.”
On a recent trip abroad Stein

picked up the germ of an idea.
Recently he took dinner with Miss
Bennett at her home in Beverly
Hills. Stein suggested that they
forget shop and attend a shod.
•Miss Bennett insisted on a dis-

cussion of her next story.

Stein recalled the idea that ha.l

come to him in Europe. Miss Ben-
nett okayed it. Stein suggested
Pascal -W'as the man to develop .it.

Derr gave his consent.

10,000 NEEDY GET WORK
(Continued from page 1)

which means, after "a bit of mathe-
matical calculation, that 10,000
men and women already have been
given employment through the di-

rect agency of the RKO organiza-
tion.

The cities reporting up to yes-
.erday are;
Tacoma and Seattle, Wash.;

Portland, Ore.; Houston, Tex.;
South Bend, lud. ; Troy, N. Y.

;

Syracuse, N. Y.
;
Washington, D.C.

;

Kearny and Rah’way, N. J.; Cham-
paign, (2 houses), 111.; Grand
Rapids, Mich.; Milwaukee (2

Houses), Wis.; Ft. Wayne. Ind.;

Kansas City, Mo.; Minneapolis, (2

houses), Minn.; Chester, Coliseum,
Royal, Franklin, Fordham, Little

Rock, Ark.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; St.

Louis. Mo.; New Orleans, La.;

Chicago, 111.; Toledo, (2 houses),
O. ;

Birmingham, Ala.; Spokane,
Wash.; Albany, N. Y. ; Rochester,
.\'. Y.; Schenectady, N. Y.

;
Union

City and Lyndhurst, N. J. ;
Daven-

port. la.; Madison, (2 houses),
Wis.; Rockford, 111.; Cincinnati,

(4 houses), O.; Ft. Worth, Tex.;
St. Paul, Minn.; Akron, O. ;

Dallas
and San Antonio, Tex.; Salt Lake
City, Utaji; Los Angeles, 2 houses),
Calif.; Youngstown, O. ; Trenton,
(3 houses), N. J. ;

Memphis, Tenn.,
and Cleveland, (3 houses) 0.

BIG 4 SIGNS THREE

Bud Jamison, Perry Murdock
and Nita Cavalier have been sign-

ed by John R. Freuler to appear
in “A Radio Raspberry,” the ini-

tial release in the series of twelve
two-reel comedies to be released
by Big 4 starting in January.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Dec. 3, 1930

Paramount F-L 44% 44% — %
Warner Bros. 17 14 17% —

1

Fox Film “A” 31'% 31% — %
Loew’s Inc. 56% 56% —V/i
Radio K-A-0 20% 20% — %
Pathe Exchange .. 3% 'iYi + %
’’athe “A” 7 7 4-%
Con. F. Ind 13 13 — %

Curb Market

Columbia Piet 22 22 —

—

Fox Theatre “A”.. 5 5 . — %



Held over 2nd

week, Capitol,

N.Y. 3rdweek

Frisco. 2nd

week Wash.

Breaking

records.
Spreading

box-office

cheer!

3rd week
Stillman,
Cleveland.
9th week
Astor, N. Y.

at $2. Every

day brings

added reports

ofthis amazing

picture click-

ing at box-
offices!

She’s back in

silks and sat-

ins in a high-

powered mod-

e r n drama

that’s going to

be box-office

“Inspiration.”

Twice as big as

“Romance.”

“Excellent
drama. Real

entertain-
ment,” says

M.P. News. “It

fairly shouts

box-office”says

Hollywood
Reporter.
Based on
“Within the

Law! ’Sure-fire!

Audience
rolled off

chairs in Hoi ly-

wood pre-

view. Better

than “Caught

Short” to

bring ’em in

and wow them!

Eve ry^ picture

makes Marie

Dressier more

popular!

Something
stirring on the

Western Front

where Holly-

wood is buz-

zing about
the greatest

$2 roadshow

since talkies be-

gaaWatch the

“New Moon”

rise!

THE FIREWORKS in this industry

are always M-G-M!
Year in and year out, when the final score

is in, Leo unfailingly leads the entire field.

He’s away up front now on a typical

M'G'M box-office rampage. Depend on

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER



HAPPy DAYS ARE
W I h h K 0 i; E K s

in

Henry King’s Production

L I i; H 1 K I N ^

A Fox movietone adapted from the stage success produced

b. JOHN GOLDEN
with

LOUISE DRESSER
Joel McCrea Helen Cohan Sharon Lynn J. M. Kerrigan

Play by Winchell Smith and Frank Bacon

CROWDS! CROWDS!
AT THE ROXY
Reviewers rave calling ^^Lightnin’^^ Rogers’ best picture.

"a long riot of laughs." —New York Mirror

"Crockerjack production, highly amusing,

always interesting ."—New York Sunday. News

"Deeply enjoyable ."—New York Evening World

"Excellent . . . Rogers’ tremendous following attested by the crowds that

filed into the Roxy, and by the fact that in spite of the wintry blasts a line

of patrons was waiting outside." .... — New York Times

Opens at the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, Christmas Day for an extended run

PATRONS RAVED OVER IT! Sa/s, C. H. BUCKLEY

THE K I « r K A I li
with

JOHN WAYNE MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
EL BRENDEL

Tully Marshall Tyrone Power David Rollins

Story by Hal G. Evarts



HERE AC AIN !

DeSylva, Brown and Henderson^s
Fox Movietone Successor to Sunny Side Up''

T I MAKING
EL BRENDELi t h

Maureen
Marjorie

RICHMOND
IS WILD
ABOUT IT!

says

Sam BENDHEIM,Jr.

Story, dialog
and songs by

DeSylva,
Brown and
Hend er son

Directed by

DAVID
BUTLER

O^Sullivan
White

Class <

I character Is In

I

^bove or preced-ing the addresl^^

John Garrick
Frank Albertson

VIR dec 1 iq,r,
^ « GRAINGER.CARE fox p.

-Af/ SO -^r
^0«PORAnON-

SO cNTHUSiastic nwrp
CONGRArOLAT/MG

YOU
'MAGIM£ CAWNOT rffp

COMMON CLAY AMn ^OR ij c «
FROM

^CAY and second wffp .
^ WEEK R,n

'S A Maruc, ^ STARTED mz/tu ^S

a»s»„3 ths C ^
Lies Demand mo ihat at last

sesPoNo.
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SHOWED EVERY PATHE NEWS;

NOW OWNS FIVE THEATRES
Aaron Goldberg of San Fran-

cisco claims the record as the
longest exhibi-
tor of news
films, having
exhibited the
first issue of

Pathe News in

1910 and in

t h e past 20

years he has
never missed
f h e showing
of a release.

Goldberg
started w i t h

one little the-

atre and now
is the owner
of the Circle,

Majestic, Peerless, Silver Palace

and Unique Theatres in the Gold-

en Gate City.

ROXY TELLS OF
EUROPEAN SITUATION

NEW WARNER BUILDINC
TO BE READY MAY I

The foundations for the addition
to the general offices of Warner
Bros. Pictures on 44th Street, west
of Eighth Avenue, have been com-
pleted. All contracts for the new
ten story building have been let

and tne contractors are under bond
to turn the completed building
over to Warner Bros, on May 1.

CODY AND GRIBBON
TO PAL WITH VIC

Aaron Goldberg HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Victor
McLaglen will have two playmates
in his ‘T..and Rush” for Fox

—

Lew Cody and Eddie Gribbon will

be the two.

(Continued from page 1)

gayety and zest we get on this

side.

European producers are neglect-

ing opportunities at every turn,

however. I was amazed at the

prices paid in theatres abroad.

Twenty-five dollars weekly, for ex-

ample, to a musician we would
pay ,$150. And, similarly, right

down the line.

'•There’s a big future for Euro-
pean films in America,” he con-

tinued, pointing out that Fox has
just contracted for ten British-

made pictures, a number far in

excess of their quota. “England,
particularly, has the artists, and
when they get the lighting and the

direction they ought to do big

things.”
During his trip Roxy visited

London, Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin,

VTenna, Rome and Naples. Musso-
lini has done great things for

Italy, he said, but throughout Eu-
rope there is much depression.

CNIMPS APE HOLLYWOOD
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The

latest Tiffany Talking Chimp
comedy to enter production is

“Aping Hollywood.”

F. N. PREMIERES
TWO TONIGHT

There will be two premi-
eres sponsored by First Mil-

tioiial on Broadway tonight
-‘•Mothers Cry”, which is

to be shown at the Winter
Garden, and “.Scarlet

Pages’* at the Warner’s
Strand.

‘^LADIES’ MAN” STARTS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — “La-
dies’ Man ”, with William Powell,

has gone before the cameras at

the I ai amount studios, under the

direction of Lothar Mendes. The
cast supporting Powell includes

Kay Francis, Carol Lombard, Gil-

bert Emery, John Holland, Mar-
tin Burton and Olive Tell.

IN ^‘SHEER LUCK”

Margaret Landis, sister of

Oullen Landis, has been signed
for a role in Big 4’s “Sheer Luck,”

a feature melodrama which Bruce

Mitchell will direct. Jobyna Ral-

ston. Nick Stuart and Bobby Ber-

non are featured.

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the I'. S. Department of Commerce

U. PRODUCTION HEADS
CONFER ON STORIES

Carl Laemmle, Jr. has already
begun to shape plans for Univer-
sal’s 1930-31 schedule. He is hold-
ing conferences at the studios

with Verne Porter, head of the

.New York story department, and
•Nan Cochrane, head of U’s West
Coast story activities.

Porter’s arrival at the Coast was
announced yesterday. He took
with him froni New York more
than a hundred plays, books and
original stories, which are under
discussion in the conferences
Laemmle, Jr. is holding.

BUCK JONES SHOOTING

Having completed shooting on
t’olumbia’s “Dawn Trail.” Buck
Jones, who is making a series of

eight outdoor specials for the com-
pany. began work on “Desert
Vengeance.” Barbara Bedford
and Douglas Gilmore have been
awarded prominent roles in the
|)ictnre. I.onis King is directing.

Giiiiiiuiiit Technical Mission
A special mission of technicians

has been commissioned by Gau-
mont of Paris to visit the princi-

pal film trade centers of the world.
The mission is authorized to

study the equipment of the ideal

sound-film studio. It is expected
to arrive in London at an early

date.

Producing Concern Liquidates
The entire film production of

Vandal et Delac (of France)—

7

feature talkies, and 24 shorts —
has been acquired for distribution

by Gaumont - Franco - F'ilm - Aubert.
In view of this fact the Vandal
et Delac distributing organization,

“La Generale Location.” is being
liquidated.

an American company who, in

order to cope with the situation,

have had to rush out an extra
installation engineer by air ex-

press.

Anglo-French Product ion

The “Asti,” (Association Sound-
film Industries, Ltd.), of London,
a member of the Kuchenmeister
concern, which, in co-operation

with the Gaumont Allianz-Pilm
produced “The City of Song,” is

reported to be turning out another
joint production with Jacques
Haik. of I^rance.

Sound for Hindu Natites
Madan Brothers, the biggest

cinema in India, have so far only
wired their houses wiiich cater for

the European population. They
have now’ decided that the time
is ripe to install talking picture

apparatus in their other theatres

which cater to the native popula-
tion. That this detision is cor-

rect is proved beyond doubt by
the great success of the recently

equipped Crown Cinema. Calcutta,

which is a native theatre, and
which has been packed to capa-
city at each performance ever
since it opened. Twelve other the-

atres will shortly be equiitped by

.Vndree Films Developed
Althougb previous reports stat-

ed that the photographic films

found in Andree’s camp at White
Island by the Stubbendorff expedi-
tion had been reduced to pulp,

after 33 years expostire, in the
Arctic, Dr. Hartsberg, Swedish
photograiihic expert, has succeed-
ed in developing this whole set.

The films weje enclosed in cases
of iron and copper. Dr. Hartzberg
developed four rolls of films and
declared that ten pictures prob-
ably would be reproducible and
ten others would be clear enough
for the subject to be seen. The
forthcoming Andree book will con-
tain 16 pages with pictures taken
by Andree and his comrades on
the fatal balloon exiiedition to-

ward the North Pole.

Film Receipts Increase
A message from Copenhagen

states that the gross receipts of

the Copenhagen cinemas during
the first two quarters of this year
antonnted to 2,10(1,369 and 1,30.6.625

crowns, respectively, as against
1.762,768 and 1.4.61,529 crowns, for

the corresitondenf periods of last

vear.

Prohibitive Film Duty
The Sub-Committee of the

Esthonian Parliament adopted on
a second reading a bill providing
for a tw’enty-fold increase of im-
port duties on motion picture film.

If this decision is apitroved by the
Parliament, it is expected tliat

about one-half of the Esthonian
theatres will be forced to close

dow’ii.

H.M.S. “RENOWN” GIVES

RCA SOUND SHOWING

LONDON, Dec. 3.—For the first

time in the history of the British
Navy, sound motion pictures were
exhibited before the officers and
men of the fleet in a demonstra-
tion of RCA Photophone sound re-

producing equipment aboard the
Battleship “Renown.” Portable
apparatus was installed for the
show'ing. The Universal produc-
tion, “All Quiet on the Western
F'ront,” was projected in the after-

noon and* “The King of Jazz” at

the evening performance.

PARAMOUNT SIGNS
LILYAN TASHMAN

Lilyan Tashman has been sign-

ed to play the role of a bogus
princess in the forthcoming Para-
mount production of “Mr. and Mrs.
Haddock Abroad,” the talking ver-

sion of Donald Ogden Stewart’s
humorous book in which Leon
Errol and Mitzi Green will head
the cast. Miss Tashman last act-

ed for Paramount a year ago in

“The Marriage Playground,” in

which she played a butterfly

society mother.

Mitzi Green has just returned
to Hollywood following a series of

personal appearances in New
York, and active work on “Mr.
and Mrs. Haddock Abroad” is slat-

ed to start presently.

AYERS-TOBIN CO-STAR

A new' star-ring Jeam was an-
nounced yesterday by Carl Laem-
mle. Ji'. Lew Ayres, hero of “All

Quiet on the Western Front”, will

be (u>-starred with Genevieve

Tobin in Monta Bell’s story

“Fires of Youth,” which the au-

thoi’-director will put into pro-

duction immediately at Universal

City.
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RKO-PATHE DEAL DIAGNOSED
-A

WARNERS PLAN TO OPEN FOUR

NEW THEATRES DURING MARCH

/^NCE upon a time Life was a

publication of wit, under'

standing and cleverness. It was
to America what Punch is to Eng'

land. Today it still possesses

much of worth and mirth but it

has a sour and stupid spot that

gives craftsmen a pain in the neck

and lovers of cleverness a sense

of heavy ennui.
V « «

^CHIS sour spot is its department

headed “Movies” and con-

ducted by one Harry Evans. We
don’t know Mr. Evans but if he

is using his real name he must be

of Welsh extraction. This would
suggest that he had wit, under'

standing and the lighter touch

which writing men sometimes call

the magic.
* « «

"DUT this Evans— we still be'

lieve somebody must be ghost'

ing under the name — gives off

such things as this in writing of

Harold Lloyd: “It is a credit to

the movie industry to have a man
of Mr. Lloyd’s type among its im'

portant figures. He never makes
a really bad picture, most of them
are highly entertaining, and all of

them are clean.” This most obvi'

ous observation applies to all of

our screen comedians of eminence,

Mr. Chaplin for instance. Slim

Somerville, Andy Clyde and
Harry Gribbon likewise. And
Will Rogers!

(Continued on page 2)

The demolition of the buildings
on the site selected tor Warner
Bros, new theatre in Mansfield,

Ohio, began yesterday. Work on
the new house is to be pushed with
the object in view of having it

completed in the spring. There is

a possibility of a twelve story
hotel being erected in connection
with the theatre. The latter is to

have a seating capacity of eighteen
hundred.

In Milwaukee it has been dh-

(Continued on page 2)

UKO’S 8 1 ST STREET
TO 6ET PALACE ACTS

RKO’s Eighty-first Street
house, commencing tomorrow,
with the showing of “Tol’able
David,” will inaugurate a new
policy, at the same time operat-
ing on a reduced admission sched-
ule to meet the competition of

other houses in that neighborhood.
Five Palace acts will be booked.
Shows will be continuous.

WESTERNS BOOKED
Jack Adams of the Allied Film

Exchange of Dallas, Texas, has
closed with the East Texas The-
atres Corporation for the entire
series of Big 4 Westerns for the
following towns: Beaumont, Port
Arthur, Orange, Lufkin, Longview,
Marshall and Jacksonville.

Joseph P, Kennedy Assures Stockholders of Original

Investment Plus Nice Profit; Pathe to Operate as

Independent Entity; RKO Takes Lease on 45th

Street Building; All Star Contracts Taken Over;

Lee Marcus to Rule Destinies of Pathe; Trade

Name, RKO-Pathe

POOR SOUND COSTS
BRITONS $1,000,000

.1 loss of more than one
mniion dollars, due to the
installation of poor sound
ei(uipinent, has been suffer-

ed by British exhibitors,
aceordingr to T. P. Drew,
sales manager of Western
Electric Company, Ltd.,

London.
This million dollar loss is

in eiiuipment costs only and
does not include the addi-
tional loss in box-office re-

ceipts and tlieatre pres.ti^e,

which has meant the down-
fall of many a well-known
trade personality and has
been responsible for further
losses amountlnfr to many
thousands of dollars.

Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman of

the Board of Directors, Pathe, Inc.,

yesterday officially set forth to a
representative of this newspaper,
just what the new RKO-Pathe deal
means.

Henceforth it will he KKO-
Patlie.

Patlie will operate as an inde-
pendent entity, both as producer
and distributor.

Lee Marcus, llKO’s booking' ex-
oentive, will rule the destinies of

tlie Pathe end as IlKO’s repre-

(Coiitinued on page .3)

ENGINEERS TO VISIT

PARAMOUNT STUDIO

GUY P. MORGAN SAILS

Guy P. Morgan, United Artists’

general sales manager for the Ar-
gentine, sails for Buenos Aires to-

morrow on the iS.S. Southern
Prince, aftej’ a stay of six weeks
in the States.

UNIVERSAL BOOKS FOUR SPECIALS

ON BROADWAY IN NEXT THREE WEEKS

Members of the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Engineers will meet
at 8 o’clock this evening, at Para-
mount’s New York studio, officials

of the organization announced yes-
terday.
A special screening of recent

wide-fllm experiments has been
arranged by the studio and one of

the smaller stages will be con-
verted into a theatre for the meet-
ing. One hundred and fifty mem-
bers of the society are listed to

he present.

Continuing its Broadway show-

ings for all features released this

season. Universal yesterday an-

nounced that “Free Love,” the

new special with Genevieve Tobin
and Conrad Nagel, has been book-
ed by the Roxy, starting its pre-
release run there December 12.

Three pictures have been booked
for Broadway runs at the Globe,
making a solid Universal repre-
sentation at the house for the next

(Continued on page 4)

FREULER BACK FROM
SALES CONFERENCES

John R. Freuler, President of

Big 4 Film Corporation, has re-

turned from a trip of offices and
production units on the West Coast
in an effort to knit closely sales
forces and production plans on the
eve of launching the new Big 4

program. Freuler held confer-
ences in Chicago, Omaha, Milwau-
kee and Minneapolis.

GOLDWYN LEAVING
FOR LONDON

Samuel Goldwyn, Jiead of

United Artists studio activi-

ties, will sail oil the Bremen
toiiiglit, for London to ar-

range for the world premi-
ere of tlie Evelyn Laye pic-

ture, “One Heavenly Night,’’

and also for liis new Koiiald
Colmaii filo<. “The Devil to

Pay.”
In London, Paris and

Berlin, Mr. Goldwyn will

continue his searcli for new
personalities a n d n e w
screen material.
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MAIN UREO

Did you ever know Emil Lud-

wig, that big biographer, was
signed to write for the movies * *

presented with an upiiolstered of-

lice * * * handed a elieek in four

figures each week for tivo months
* * * went to EuroiK* on vacation
* * * came back * * * no one had

missed him * * * weekly cheeks in

neat piles on his desk * * and

he liasn’t written anything yet ex-

cepting letters home * * * Wiiiuie

Sheehan and Bill Eox are going

to bat again on the preferred cal-

endar * * * p.a.’s item (quotes)
* * * the character actor broke all

known records by receiving, on his

person, 50Q old-assorted eggs and
tomatoes during a scene for Re-

ducing (end quotes) * * and thou-

sands of unemployed going hungry
* * * Radio is pre\iew-ing its shorts

now * * * there's one of ’em call-

ed in Aunts in the Pants * * *

that must be funny * * * Boop-a-

doop Kane is goin’ take a fling at'

RKO valid. * * Meg-aphoner Bruce
•Uitehell exponds the startling in-

formation in a quoted interview

which starts with * * * (quote)

motion pictures should entertain

(end quotes) * * * wonder what
the world is supposed to think mo-
tion plctnres have been doing all

this time * * * Emil .Tannings who
startled the silent world by mak-
ing a titleless silent, is due to hit

Broadway in his first talker * * *

it will flicker at the Rialto * * *

that Dietrich vami» will support

Emil * * * nothing the matter with

that for a h.o. draw * * * Hell’s

.Engels” finally has decided on a

date to call it a day at the ('ri-

terion * * * no less than D(mg, Sr

is goin’ in the 29th and reach for

the moon * * * and altho it’s no-

certain, accordins: to 'VA’arren Xol-

an. Dong and Tlary may conde-

scend to be at the opening * * *

and. why not. w-e chorus * * * that

Kelly man is still sitting * * *

Harold Franklin was seen night-

elnbbimr it tother nite at Tlorton

Downey’s supper club * * * soup

and fish only admitted by Morton
* * * Film Centre Bldg blossoms

forth as preview site * * * Nat

Levine flashed his serial there for

the boys * * *

SEEN AND HEARD
IN DARK PLACES

gy

Phantom of the West
(itiascot Serial)

Nat Levine yesterday previewed
the first two episodes of Mascot’s
latest serial. If your patrons have
an itch for rip-tearing, knock-
down - and - drag - out action, out
where the cactus sprouts, book
this one for the works—ten chap-
ters in two spindles each. That
you may get a glimpse of what you
will get with “The Phantom of the

West’’ bookings, listen to this —
wild horses stampeeding, hotel fire

in which the hero is tumbled sev-

eral stories by the Phantom, the

ridingest little girl since Tex
Guinan quit the western silents,

Dorothy Gulliver, and cute; and
action without end—just a few of

of the thrills crammed into the

rirst two capters. No one knows
the identity of the Phantom—not
even the cast, if the very excel-

lent trailer speaks with voracity.

And you can rest assured no one
in your audience will guess. Mary
Roberts Rinehart, when she pen-
ned that creeper, “The Bat,” never
kept a secret better. Forde Beebe
who has had much to do with a

lot of serials, if we remember
rightly, got together w-itk W’ynd-
ham Gittens and Ben Cohen to

fashion this one. Ross Ledermaun
directed and knows his serials,

too. It may be mentioned that

this red-blooded running drama is

essentially a grown, he-man
fodder, with plenty of the wild
west stuff to keep the kids’ hair

on end. Tom Tyler is the star.

W’e’ve kept Tom out of this until

now because, the “story's the

thin.g,” not Tom.

comedy stardom on the Christie
lot. Bert falls heir to a harem,
direct froiu Turkey and then the
trouble starts. Some good situa-

tions with unstinted care in pro-
duction gives this two-reeler a
catch atmosphere and pretty girls

—tv/o eugredients always sure to

satisfy the customers at the box-
office. Eleanor Hunt boasting a
lot of sex appeal and Ernest W’ood
are Roach’s chief supporters. Bill

Watson directed.

•‘Expensive Kisses”
(Ediicational-Christie)

Bert Roach, who has contribut-

ed some good comedy to feature
productions, is taking a fling at

“No, No, Lady”
(Sennett-Edueationai)

Andy Clyde is at it again with
the usual good story always pro-
vided him by Mack Sennett’s help-
ers. With Eddie Cline back of a
megaphone you may be sure some
comedy is going to develop. Andy’s
better half is strong for amateur
dramatics but Andy misunder-
stands her love scene with the
’landsome leading man. It all

turns out lovely in the end with
.Andy proving the best actor in the
amateur troupe. Dorothy Christy,
Frankie Eastman, Cyril Chadwick
and Charles Coleman are in sup-
port. The RCA recording is up to

the minute.

•‘College Cnties”

(Edneatioiial-C’lirlstie)

(Vanity Comedy)
College campus atmosphere

never fails to click as a back-
ground for funsters. Nat Ross was
handling the megaphone when this

one was shot. A good idea to start

with furnished by Dick Smith and
Neal Burns, a slapstick artist

with 'VA’after DeLeon’s dialogue, all

taken together spells pretty good
comedy entertainment. Much of

the action is out-of-doors with a

sequence in a co-ed’s room that
stands out.

YES, LIFE IS LIKE THAT
(Continued from page 1)

AYBE Mr. Evans was trying

to be kind to Mr. Lloyd and

‘o the industry. Maybe he was

—

but couldn’t he be nice without

being fat headed and patronizing?

How does the intelligent Baird

Leonard stand having her stuff in

the same weekly. Or does she

.sense the accentuation of supreme

contrast between her own brain

expressions and the limping, slov'

enly, unthoughtful obviousities of

Harry’- Evans? We’ll bet he is

really an Armenian learning the

’anguage.
• * *

NO critic of motion pictures can

succeed as a critic unless he

approaches his tasks sympathetic-

ally and with an understanding of

the problems involved in provid-

'ng entertainment for the massed

millions of the people. But per-

haps this takes intelligence and

thought. Three women among the

daily newspaper picture critics in

New York are highly successful

because they are not content with

frankness and literary honesty.

They approach the human institu-

tion of pictures humanly.
1* « •

WE refer to Rose Pelswick

Regina Carewe and Eileen

Creelman. All are competent

All have capacity for sharp or

satirical phrase, but each evidences

an enthusiasm for and an under-

standing of the picture enterprise

We have never noted in their pic-

ture writings a single step aside

from complete fidelity to their

readers nor praise for unworthy

entertainment. Nor have we not-

ed that cheap snootiness that is

evident of the shallow mind gone

blase or Byronic. They don’t give

you that tired-of-life-at-twenty-

one feeling. Can it be that our

best and fairest critics are to be

recruited from the sex so often

referred to as feline? What?

BUDDING REVIEWERS

TO TRY HAND WITH

PARA’S ‘TOM SAWYER’

Budding motion pljture review-
ers are going to have their chance.

at 10:30 o’clock tomorrow morn-
ing, three representatives from
every high school in the metro-
politan district and the faculty ad-
visors of the various school papers
will be guests at a special pre-

view of “Tom Sawyer,” to be held
at the Criterion Theatre.
For the best reviews written by

the high school students, the Para-
mount will pay $100 in cash
prizes. The best review will win
$50, with $25 for second, $15 for

third and $10 for fourth.

“Tom Sawyer,” which features
Jackie Coogau, Mitzi Green and
Junior Durkin, will open at the

New York and Brooklyn Para-
mount’s on Fi’iday, Dec. 19.

WAYNE TO PLAY ROLE
IN FELIX-FOX TALKER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Sey-
mour Felix, Fox director, finally

has got a definite title to shoot
under. He started with a script

calling for “Waiting at the

Church,” then a switch to “Menace
to Men,” then “Neck and Neck,”
and now Seymour can work in

peace—it’s “(Jirls Demand Excite-
ment.” John Wayne, of “The ’Aig

Trail,” and Virginia Churchill al-

ready have been cast.

WARNERS PLAN TO
OPEN 4 NEW THEATRES

(Continued from page 1)

cided to erect an office building

as an adjunct to the new Warner
Theatre in that city. All contracts

for this house have been let and
work is progressing speedily on it.

Warner Bros, construction de-

partment reported yesterday that

it expected to have the new the-

atres in Erie, Penn., and Youngs-
tovtn, Ohio, ready for the public in

March.

WARNER’S “ILLICIT”

SET FOR LONG RUN

“Illicit” will be the next War-
ner production to open on Broad-
way for an extended run, playing

two performances a day. Details

as to date and theatre will be an-

nounced in a few days.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Dec. 4, 1930

Paramount F-L ....- 441/4 45 A- V2

Warner Bros 16% 16% — %
Warner Bros. Pre. 39 39

Fox Film “A” 30% 31 — %
Loew’s Inc 55% 56% — %
Radio K-A-0 .20 20/ — %
Pathe Exchange 3/2 3%
Pathe “A” 7 7

Con. F. Ind 13'% 13% + %
Con. F. Ind. Pre._ 18 18 — %

Curb Market

Columbia Piet. . 22 22

Fox Theatre “A”.. 4'% 5

Nat. Screen 18% 18% —1%
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MORAY FINDS EXHIBS

UKE VITA VARIETIES

Xorman H. Moray, general sales

manager of Vitaphone Varieties,

has returned after visiting Mil-

waukee, Chicago, St. Louis, Indian-

apolis, Cleveland, Buffalo and
Albany, and reports that business
conditions are showing marked
improvement in each of these

cities. Moray says that business
was exceptionally good over the

Thanksgiving holiday period and
that the exhibitors throughout the

Middle West are optimistically in-

clined and looking forward to

marked and steady improvement
from now on.

Moray found that the exhibitor

seaction to Vitaphone Varieties is

splendid, the exhibitors advising

him that Varieties fill an impor-

tant part in their programs. They
are all. he says, exceptionally en-

thusiastic over the Ripley series

“Believe It or Not” and the

Looney Tunes cartoon series.

SERIAL BOOKINGS

GAIN SAYS LEVINE

Nat Levine reports that recent

bookings recorded on his new
serial, “The Phantom of the West”
have established what he believes

to be new precedents for this type

of attraction. In New England,
for example, Herman Rifkin, Hol-
lywood Films Corporation, an-

nounces that the Scollay Square
of Boston, the first-run Publix
house, has booked the picture for

a seven-day run, starting Novem-
ber 23.

Loew’s Theatre, Hartford, is

also playing the serial for seven
days; amd the Bijou Theatre,
Springfield, Mass., has made a

similar booking. In addition to

this, Rifkin has booked “The
Phantom of the West” in forty-

six other Publix Theatres, which
will show the picture from one
to three days.

“SIN TAKES HOLIDAY”
CLICKS OVER U.S.A»

Constance Bennett’s latest Pathe
work, “iSin Takes a Holiday,” will

be held over for a second week
at the Mayfair, and will continue
at the Albee in Providence for

at least another week, according to

the home office.

Among theatres currently ex-

hibiting this Pathe attraction are

the Stanley, Atlantic City; Majes-
tic, Fort Worth; Majestic, Dallas;
Majestic, San Antonioj Proctor’s,

Newark; B. F. Keith, Boston;
Keith’s, Lowell, Mass,; W’aruer,

Lawrence, Mass.; Keith’s Port-
land; Strand, Hartford and the

State, Waterbury.

“LIQHTNIN’ ” REMAINS
AS ROXY ATTRACTION

“Lightiiin’ ”, the F o x
Movietone adaptation of the
stage play, with Will
Rogers in the title role, is

held over for a second week
at the Roxy Theatre, begin-
ning today.

CARROLL SISTERS
IN SAME CAST

For the first time in their

professional careers, the

two Carroll sisters, Terry
and ^ancy, are playing in

a picture together in “Stol-

en Heaven,” the production
now being filmed at the
Paramount New York stu-

dio.

Terry lias been piaying
“bit” roles at the Para-
mount studio and working
in several Broadway pro-

ductions. She bears a
marked resemblance to her
famous sister. In “Stolen
Heaven” she appears as a
society girl. Slie works in-

dependently of her sister’s

lilm connections, alternat-

ing between the stage and
screen.

U STARTS NAMILTGNS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.- -Lloyd

Hamilton, who has just been sign-

ed to star in a series of two-reel

comedies for Universal, starts at

Universal City on the first of the

series. Harry Edwards has l>een

assigned to the Hamilton short

productions.

RADIO PICTURES COMPLETES

28 SHORTS IN SEVEN SERIES

RKO-PATHE DEAL
(Continued from page 1)

sentative.
RKO takes over all Rathe West

Coast studios.
Jersey City Rathe laboratories.

Pathe News.
All star contracts.
The lease on the Pathe building

oil West 45th street, at $110,000
per year rental.
Commenting on the deal, Ken-

nedy, just before leaving on a
week’s trip, combining business
with pleasure, said;

“The deal was necessitated pri-

marily because of the insufficient

finances at Pathe’s command and
the lack of theatres in which to

show its product.
“I can assure the stockholders

of Pathe interests that all bonds
and preferred stock will he retir-

ed, not only insuring the original
investment to the holders hut a
nice profit in the bargain.
“Pathe will operate as an inde-

pendent organization, with its owm
departments, including press, ac-
counting, et cetera.”

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY

John P. Medbury, who writes

pieces for the Hearst papers, was
master of ceremonies and an-

nouncer of arrivals at the Chi-

nese Theatre, at the “Morocco”
opening, Tuesday night. A minia-
ture broadcasting station was
erected in the forecourt of the

theatre and John picked out those

he wanted to speak over the ‘mike’

and ushered them inside. Thus
the mike-crashers, who have made
former premieres a joke with
their inane remarks, were elimin-

ated.

Edwin Carewe who has complet-
ed the English version of “Resur-
rection,” started this week on the

Spanish version. Carewe, a na-

tive of Texas, speaks Spanish flu-

ently. Miss Velez will again be
seen as Katusha Maslova, but this

time she will play in her native

language—Spanish. Her leading

man, as Prince Dmitri, the role

taken by Boles in the English s-.'r-

sion. will be one of her own Mexi-
can compatriots—^Gilbert Roland.
The German version of “Resurrec-
tion” will have Olga Tschehova in

the leading feminine role.

The cast of “Charlie Chan Car-

ries On,” Fox Films adaptation of

he Earl Derr Diggers mystery
story, is assuming outstanding im-
uortance hy the addition of new
Mayers. Marguerite Churchill,

j

Tobin Garridk, .Jason Robards,
'Oeorge Brent, J. M. Kerrigan,
Marjorie White and Arthur Clay-

ton, will enalt featured parts.

Mickey Mouse has a persoual
oress agent. None other than
Harry Hammond Beall. Not many
cartoon characters can afford such
luxuries.

“Merely Mary Anu,” successful
as a novel and as a Broadway pro-
duction, has been purchased by the
Fox Film Corporation to be adapt-
ed as a talkie. It was written
by Israel Zangwill.

Harold Beaudine, who swings a
mean driving iron, has been sign-

ed by A1 Christie to direct a
“Vanity” comedy for Educational-
Christie release, at Metropolitan
Sound Studios. Beaudine made a

number of shorts in New York re-

cently.

! Radio Pictures yesterday an-
nounced the production status of

I

its list of short subjects for 1930-
1931 to be as follows:

Four of the Broadway Head-
liner series of two-reelers being
produced by Louis Brock complet-
ed are: “The Golf Specialist,” with
W. C. Fields; “A Peep on the
Deep,” with Clark and McCul-
lough; “Aunts in the Pants,” with
Walter Catlett; and “Trader Gins-
burg,” with Nat Carr.

Of the Karl Dane and George
K. Arthur series of two-reelers be-
ing produced by Larry Darniour
the following are completed: “Men
Without Shirts,” “Broken Wedding
Bells,” “Knights Before Xmas”
and “Dizzy Dates.” Three of the
Louise Fazenda two-reelers being
produced by Larry Darmour al-

ready completed are: “Pure and
Simple,” “A Fall to Arms,” and
“Too Hot to Handle.”

Of the Nick and Tony two-reel-
ers being produced by Louis Brock
the four completed are: “Society
Goes Spaghetti,” “Razored in Old
Kentucky,” “Moonlight and Mon-
key Business,” and “Hey-Diddle

Diddle.” Two of the Mickey Mc-

Guire’s produced by Larry Dar-

mour completed are: “Mickey’s

Musketeers” and “Mickey’s Bar-

gain.”

Five of the Toby the Pup one-

reel cartoons being produced by

Charles Mintz already completed

are: “Toby iu the Museum,” “Toby

the Fiddler,” “Toby the Miner,”

“Toby the Sliowman,” and “Toby

iu the Bughouse.” Of the twelve

Humanette’s being produced by

P’rank Newman five have already

been completed-

COAMNG1
Word from London states that

Millard Webb, well known Holly-
wood director, is negotiating with
British Gaumont. who seek his

services for the filming of a news-
paper story.

Janet Gaynor and director Raoul
Walsh indulged their pet supersti-
tions during the filming of “The
Man Who Came Back.” The little

Fox Films star owns a pair of

shoes, now scuffed and shabby,
that she wore when she first made
the weary rounds of the Holly-
wood studios. She wore them
when she was playing in "Ttli

Heaven,” he first big hit. Since
then she has worn them in one
or more scenes of every picture
in which she plays. Walsh has
an old yachting cap which he
manages to wear sometime during
the direction of a picture.

George O’Brien’s F’ox unit has
returned from the Catalina Isth-

mus, where exterior and sub-
marine sequences, for his forth-

coming vehicle, “The Seas Be-
neath,” have been completed. PICT VILE
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Achieves ‘‘Noiseless Sound”
“REACHING FOR MOON'

SET FOR CRHERION, DECEMBER 29ism in Talking Pictures — Results Soon to Reach
Public in Paramount Release

Talking pictures recorded by
means of a new system which
eliminates extraneous sounds, such
as hissing and scratching, is an
achievement claimed by Electrical
Research Products. The system is

known as the “Western Electric
New Process Noiseless Recording.”
It was developed in the West
Coast laboratories and is being in-

stalled at major studios as repre-
senting the greatest advance in

talking picture mechanics made in

the last four years.

Results will be first shown to

the public with the forthcoming
release of Paramount’s “The Riarh

to Love,” starring Ruth Chatter-
ton.

This new process is a result of

many years’ work on the part of

sound engineers to eliminate the
“ground noises” which have mar-
red the perfect enjoyment of talk-

ing pictures. Now it is possible

to record and reproduce in the-

atres the faintest of sounds with-
out having them “masked” or
covered up by these extraneous,
hissing and scratching sounds.
Every syllable of even the softest

spoken words, whispering and the
.sobbing of a distressed heroine
now will become clearly audible.

Therefore the new process pro-
duces greater realism.

Extends Volume Range
“One of the major pi'oblems con-

fronting sound engineers has been
the extension of the volume range
of sound recordiri”- and reproduc-
ing,” according to H. G. Knox, En-
gineer’s Vice-President of Electri-

cal Research Products. “This
means the ability to reproduce
both louder and softer sounds.
There are, of course, two ways of

widening the volume range in re-

cording and reproducing. One is

the recording and reproducing of

higher volumes, which means the
handling of louder sounds.

“One obvious way to do this is

bj" increasing the amplifier power
and the capacity of the loud speak-
ers to handle it. This presents
practical difficulties in that it

would require new and more pow-
erful theatre equipment. The sec-

ond method is to broaden the vol-

ume range by making it possible

to record and reproduce sounds of

lower volume. To do this neces-
sitates reducing the extraneous
electrical, mechanical and photo-

ED WYNN MAKES BOW
AS STAR OF TALKER

'Pile “perfect fool,” Ed
Wynn, makes his talker de-

but today in “E'ollow the
Leader,” the new attraction

at the New York and
Brooklyn Paranionnt«. The
original title was “Jlanhat-
tan Mary.”

OAKIE TO WELCOME
NOTRE DAME TEAM

HOLLYWOOD BUKEAr.
Jack Oakie will serve as
master of comedy at the re-

ception haiKinet held by the
Notre Dame Club of Cali-

fornia for Enute Kockne’s
“Fighting Irish” tonight on
the squad’s arrival in Los
Angeles to meet the South-
ern California Trojans. The
affair will be staged tonight.

graphic noises heretofore record-
ed which mask or cover up the de-
sired sounds.

“In the theatre this means sim-
ply the refinement and better
maintenance of its sound equip-
ment. In recording it means the
reduction of the electrical and
mechanical background noises
commonly called ‘ground noise’ so
that every syllable of very soft

sounds, such as, w'hispering and
sobbing will become clearly audi-
ble. One hushed gasp out of utter
stillness may climax a dramatic
crisis. A single low' w'ord after

a long silence will startle the
wmiting audience. It is the suc-
cessful solution of this problem
that makes the new Western Elec-
tric process of noiseless record-
ing possible.

“The new method of recording

requires some additional equip-

ment and changes in the present

recording system, which produce

a tremendous increase in sensitive-

ness to sounds that are to be re-

corded. A number of the princi-

pal producers are already equip-

ping their studios to take advan-

tage of the improvement.”

RADIO PICTURES STARTS

CONSTRUCTION DRIVE

“Hell’s Angels”, on the 29th of this month, will give way lo
“Reaching for the Moon,” Doug Fairbanks’ talker, with Bebe Daniels
opposite. It is w'hispered that Doug and Mary may be on hand for
the opening. Nothing certain about it, however.

Goulding, now shooting for Para-
mount, at the Astoria studios, will
be at the opening. So will Bill Mc-
Guire. Irving Berlin gets credit
for production and he will be
there.

“Reaching for the Moon” was
w'l'itten by William Anthony Mc-
Guire, with Edmund Goulding at
the megaphone. Among the good
supporting material with Doug are
Edward Everett Horton, Jack Mul-
hall and Claude Allister. It will
represent the first $2-top picture
Fairbanks has had on Broadway
since his “Gaucho.”

Doug is credited by United Artists
with holding the record for num-
ber of $2-top pictures on Broad-
way. The press department cited,

among these, “The Three Muske-
teers,” “The Thief of Bagdad,”
“Robin Hood” and “Don Q.”

Hell’s Angels,” w’ill move into
the Rialto or the Rivoli at popular
prices on a date to be announced
later.

Ronald Colman will go into the
Gaiety on Dec. 16 in Frederick
Lonsdale’s “The Devil to Pay.”
United Artists also has ready “The
Bat Whispers” and Samuel Gold-
wyn’s “One Heavenly Night,” with
Evelyn Laye.

Thirty construction jobs under
way at Radio Pictures’ studio and
ranch bring promise of a busy
holiday season for an intensive
1931 production schedule. Many
improvements are being made at

Radio Pictures’ ranch. A complete
water sanitation system is being
installed; streets and sidewalks
are being paved; culverts and
bridges built; and 25,000 square
feet of law'n is being planted for

use in “Assorted Nuts,” a comedy
featuring Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey.

UNIVERSAL BOOKS 4
SPECIALS ON B’WAY

(Continued from page 1)

three weeks.
The U Broadway line-up is; Dec.

4—-“Boudoir Diplomat” at the

Globe; Dec. 12—“Free Love” at

the Roxy; Dec. 12—“See America
Thirst” at the Globe; Dec. 19 —
“The Cohens and Kellys in Af-
rica” at the Globe.

Booking of these four specials

continues the hundred per cent

Broadway showing of this season’s

Universal pictures, and brings to

the total up to nine. The other

five are: “Little Accident,” “Out-

side the Law,” “East Is West” and

“The Cat Creeps,” which have

played the Globe; and ‘A Lady

Surrenders” which had its Broad-

way run at the Paramount.

STRAYER SHOOTING

Films Used by Builders

To Show Progress of Work
Owners of modern buildings will

no longer find it necessary to visit

their new operations while under
construction to ascertain the prog-
ress being made on the work.
Pruitt & Brown, architects for the
new 16-story office and showroom
building being erected at No. 29

West Forty-seventh Street, took
motion pictures of the operation
from the start at various periods
including the excavation work, the
installation of the foundations, the
erection of the steel work, and the
setting of the masonry. Future
pictures will be made of the plas-

terers at work, the fitting up of

doors and windows, the decora-

tions, the boiler room showing the

automatic oil burners for heat, and

hot water, and “shots” of tenants
moving in.

As fast as the footage is de-

veloped it is sent to the owner
who has a projection machine in

his office. The shades are drawn
and the pictures are thrown on a
blank wall at the rear of his desk.

The machine is adaptable for shut-
ting off the motion effect and pro-

jecting the pictures as “stills” so
that a detailed study can be made
by the owner of every phase of

the particular work illustrated.

Should an owner desire to go to

Florida for the winter or to any
other distant part of the country
or even abroad the reels follow
him and keep him fully informed
of the exact status of the super-
structure.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Frank
Strayer is directing Tiffany’s

“Caught Cheating” starring George
Sidney and Charles Murray.

ITItST
DRAMA

OF THE AGE
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HORWITZ TARTLY REBUKED
FOR HiS CENSORSHIP YAWPS

Efforts to Stampede Texas Showmen by Telegraph

Brings Such Responses as: ''Idea of Clean Pictures

Is Constructive, but Your Methods Are Not”
^

' HOUSTON, Texas, Dec. 6.—Will
Horwitz’s efforts to stampede
Texas exhibitors for his widely ad-
vertised censorship propaganda in

answer to his flock of telegrams
seeking to “And out where they
stand in their communities,” is

landing some jolts on the desk of

the president of the Allied The-
atre Owners of Texas. The follow-
ing sample was in response to a
night letter sent to M. R. Williams.
“Dear Mr. Horwitz: Replying

to your night lettei’—I should feel

(Continued on page 2)

ESTELLE TAYLOR’S KIN

DYING IN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Estelle
Taylor, movie actress, and wife
of Jack Dempsey, is on her way
to Wilmington, Del., called sud-
denly there by the sickness of her
grandfather, Charles Barrett, who
reared her.

SONO ART TO ACT ON EXHIBITOR PLEA

FOR PICTURES TO AHRACT CHILDREN
0—

HARD TIMES BRINGS
SUNDAY MOVIES TO
MIDWESTERN TOWN
MATTOON, III. — Hard

times have insured Sunday
movies to tliis mid-western
town.

liev. S. A. Hngliarl be-
came mayor two years ago
and started a strict en-
forcement administration.
The hane of his life were
“sinful Sunday movies.
Unemployment relief and

Cliristmas charities weak-
ened his oppositi(»n. Mayor
Hnghart agreed to Sunday
movies opening to “further
tlie cause of charity,” after
the City Council and the
Elks intervened.

Chat of a
Monday A* M*

By

The wedding of RKO and

Pathe, with bride and bride-

groom living in separate quarters

and only going together in a big

independent way, was a ceremony

that brought Joseph P. Kennedy
away from a sick bed because he

had to see that Pathe gal happily

married to be a good and pro-

vidin’ man. After the nuptials

J. P. is in for another wrestle

with the medical gentlemen and
a battle to regain the 35 pounds
lost since his breadbasket began

to do mean things to him.
* * *

I
T comes as a shock to this writer

to see J. P. in anything but the

pink of condition. A year ago

we would have ventured a cigar

bet that he could stand up with

Tunney or Dempsey in a way
that wouldn’t shame his friends.

We hope that the year’s rest he

is about to enter upon will restore

him to the keen edge of vibrancy

and we’ll bank on his constitution

and by-laws to do the trick.

*

The RKO-Pathe family brings

into a greater responsibility

that active man, Lee Marcus, who
will be the RKO general with the

Pathe shock troops. Lee, in his

increase to big shot si 2;e, has

capacity, energy, fidelity and loyal-

ty. It is expected that he will

attack his tasks in the big way
that the business requires for big

successes. In wishing him a well

merited success we believe he will

achieve it. Lee Marcus is a

graduate of the University of Pic-

ture Experience and he is likely

to. make alma mater proud of him.
* *

I
T is evident that the matter of

the Soviet picture “Igdenbu”

had no indecent box office appeal

in mind. If there’s sex in it it’s

too Siberian to count.

THIRD NEWSREEL

HOUSE IN WORLD

OPENS IN NORWAY
Carl Nielsen, Fox Movietone

district manager for Scandinavia,

takes credit for sponsoring the
third Newsreel Theatre in the

world.
The Paladsteatret has opened in

Olso, Norway, in the heart of the
city. It is a new house and gives
a complete Fox Movietone News
program.
The Olso press in commenting

on the opening said:

“A thrill—entire audience ap-
plauded—marvelous.”

WARNERS GET RIGHTS
TO “PLEASURE FIRST’’

The screen rights to “Pleasure
First,” the successful novel of

New York society by Margaret
Fischer, recently published by the
Macaulay Company, have been
purchased by Warner Bros. The
picture will probably be produced
this coming spring.

JACK GILBERT STARTS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — John
Gilbert began an original by
Ursula Parrott. Mervyn Leroy is

directing. Louis Wolheim, Leila
Hyams and Anita Page are in sup-
port. Leroy was borrowed from
First National to direct.

WARNERS MAY OPEN
DAVIS, PITTSBURGH

Warner Bros, are understood to

be planning the reopening of the
Davis Theatre in Pittsburgh. This
house, which lacked a deflnite

policy, has been closed for some
time'.

Sono Art has fallen in line with
other producers in efforts to stim-

ulate the interest of children in

the new crop of talking pictures.

According to Budd Rogers, sales

director, this is a direct conse-

The sensational success of the

Berlin premiere of “All Quiet on

the Western Front,” as reported
in this newspaper, evidently awak-
ened deep resentment in' the fas-

cist population of the German
capital. For—as indicated by cables
received in New York on Saturday— Friday’s performance was the

(Continued on page 6)

quence of his recent seven weeks’
tour of exchanges and contacts
with exhibitors in all sections of

the country.

“My discussions,” said Budd
Rogers, “with all types of the-
atre operators, left me no other
conclusion than that there is a

(Continued on page 2)

W.E. INSTALLATIONS
NOW 7318 FOR WORLD

World wide installations

of file Western Electric
.Sound System, according to

a report from the home
office Saturday, total 7318,
with 4789 of these in the
United States.

Berlin Hit for *All Quiet*

Followed by Fascist Riot
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MAIN iTREET

It ain’t Ants In the Pants, it’s

Aunt’s In The Pants * * * our
mistake * * * why don’t the news-
reelers shoot those trained tleas on
Forty-second * * * the ants re-

minded us * * * Flagpole Kelly

stood on the other foot yest * * *

wonder how he makes his toilet
* * * one of the best shorts Ye Ed
has seen is trailing Jaunings and
Dietrich in that blue mouse at the

Rialto * * * Tom Howard is in it

* * * Go Ahead and Eat is the title

* * * situations, dialogue, everj'-

thing, including Howard for a

real, funny short * * * Tom Ham-
lin sports a stick now * * * good,

Tom * * * wonder who those all-

knowing persons are who slink in-

to dark projection rooms and start

tlicking vest-pocket spotlights dur-

ing previews * * * they must be

gag men * * they’re as nbiqnito'us

as speakeasies in Times Square
* * they usually are accompanied
by omniscient girls who keep pen-

cils posed for something or other
* * * that Pathe staff is all set
* * ’" Hiram Brown says so * *

wonder what happened to Elsie

Ferguson’s voice * * * Para keeps
special mezzanine seats at Rialto

for reviewers * * you’re all roped
in and protected by ushers against

admirers, et cet * * * at the Roxy
you’re herded into line and have
to gaze on interior decorations in

the grand lobby * * * if you shift

your weight from one foot to an-

other a monkey-capped individual

growls at you * * * Lonella Par-
sons has cast that Bow' girl and
Gary Cooper as gangsters * * *

and Louella thinks Gary (quotes)

a nice, yonng juvenile (end quotes)

if that is only chatter, Louella, w'e

forgive yoir but—my dear—there’s

a limit to juveniles ”* * * a realtor

advertising a swanky Park avenue
apartment sputters * * * (quote)

a movie director wept when he
looked on the bathtubs (end
quotes) * * * musta been Cecil

DeMille * * * wdth envy, not dis-

gust * * * Janet Gaynor is goin’

do Merely Merry Ann * * * All

Is Not Quiet on the Western Front
* * * did you know that Remarque
is scribbling one he’s goin’ call

The Way Back * * * not a bad
title * * * Uncle Carl has an op-
tion on it

’•' * *

RADIO SHORTS
“Aunt’s In The Pants”

Walter Catlett, who looks like

Jesse Goldnerg, is called upon in

this comedy to do pretty much
everything trom a La Garoo-Diet-
rich pose to a female impersona-
tion. Lou Brock produced. We
mention that here because Lou is

due a lot of credit tor not being
stingy. He even has a horse in

bed with Catlett, as the imperson-
ator. 'there's a lot of running in

and out of doors (and well done,
top). Walter boasts a natural
comedy sense in diction and in-

flection and never overdoes a
situation. Cissie Fitzgerald ably
supports him. The story is baseu
on the very potential comedy idea

contained in the situation of a

wealthy aunt with a hang-over
who has, durng her moments n
the cup, invited all and sundry to

her palace. She musta invited the

horse, too. He was there. Mark
sandrich directed.

“Trader Ginsburg”
This is another one contributed

by Mark Sandrich at the mega-
phone. Lou Brock spared noth-
ing here either. And a great idea

forms the basis for the tunmaker
—a pee-wee radio set, swallowed
by an ostrich and vamping a canni-
bal. Nat Car (not Alexander and
only one R), a Jewish coedian,

has the lead. A lion hunt is stag-

ed with a buck chasing at the

heels of Car—then the cannibMs
and the magic of the pee-wee rauio
set. There’s a new twist to this

one and, we repeat, congratula-
tion to Brock for not being stingy
in production costs.

“Too Hot to Handle”
(Larry Darmonr-Radio)

Louise Fazenda, that very good
comedienne, cast her where you
will, always is funny. Louise is

chief assistant to the boss of an
Etiquette Racket She rings her
country cousins in on the deal and
they, masquerading as Southern-
ers, pinch-hit as etiquette profes-

sors at a smart fox hunt. The
fox hunt, which has been very
well staged, with hounds and
everything, strikes a nice bit of

very sorry to do pou an injustice,

but as a distant observer I am
constrained to say to you frankly
that your theme song about in-

decency in motion pictures may
have a melodious appeal to a cer-

tain rabble who are always anxi-
ous to grasp at anything that will

besmirch the industry, but it is

hound to fall flat and discordant
to the fair minded.

“I am taking advantage of the
in\itation in your telegram to

write to you to express my views
on the subject. I refuse absolute-
ly to be stempeded by any such
telegram as the one in question
and I consider it an insult, offered
no doubt in ignorance, as it was
orobably addressed to every mem-
ber of the Allied Association as
I cannot imagine why you should

diversion in this comedy two-
reeler. Some of the smartest trick
photography as we have seen is

contained. And, of all things,
there are some original gags.
There’s a hick character in me
cast who might double lor Andy
Clyde and there’s the Etiquette
Boss, we are sure, is Dell den-
derson, the one-time director.

“Mickey s itargain”
(Mickey McGuire Comedy)

Mickey McGuire is a clever little

youngster, can sing, is a natural-
oorn actor and—the children
should idolize him. In this num-
ber Mickey leads a burlesque on
The Big Trail, with Injun hunt-
ing and everything. There is

every evidence of an Our Gang
plot, with characters included,
even to kinky-haired colored boy.
Excellent kid stuff and should be
a great boost for those exhibitors
like Walter Vincent, down Penn-
sylvania-way, who are catering to

the younger generation.

“Toby the Bughouse”
(1-rcel Cartoon)

Toby probably is a distant rela-

tive of Uncle Carl’s Oswald and
Disney’s Mickey Mouse. Toby
imitates no one,however, has his

own original gags and when he
turns loose those many-legged
microbes (or are they insects)

some of the funniest rhythm yet

is generated. A good short car-

toon.

Hnmanette No. 4

(I-reel)

This is a novelty, to be sure,

but whether it is going “to catch
on,’’ the millions will have to de-

cide. It’s different—a cross be-
tween an animated cartoon and
a human exhibition which may be
as clear as mud. Well then, the

two principal characters, one of

whom is John T. Murray, are
human only in so far as their

heads are concerned. That’s
better, thanks. The bodies are

animated cartoon. There’s a good
idea involved, it’s short and it’s

different, and original. Those
three qualities seldom fail to catch
the eye of Old Man Public.

desire my humble views.
“Further, I wish to go on record

as objecting to your using the o..-

flee of President of the organiza-
tion to flght your personal battles

as obviously your action of sud-
denly espousing the cause of

DECENCY in motion pictures if

but a camouflage. The idea of

clean pictures is constructive an(

proper, but vour methods are not

“You are old enough to havt
learned long ago, that if you ex-

pect to receive a square deal, you
should be willing to give one.
“Answering your inquirv as tr

how I wish my community to knov

me: As I am.
Yours very truly,

M. R. WILLIAMS.
“P. S.—You forgot to includf

Blue Sundays in your propaganda.

MONA RICO CLICKS

IN PATHE SPEAKIES

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Mona
Rico, Mexican, who appears cur-
rently in two Pathe pictures,
“Night Work,” with Eddie Quil-
lan, and “Hearts and Hoofs,” a
two-reel comedy, makes her third
Pathe appearance as leading wo-
man in “Sea-Going Sheiks,” a two-
reel comedy just completed under
the direction of Wallace Fox. Miss
Rico made her film debut with
John Barrymore in the Ernst
Lubitsch production, “Eternal
Love.” Emerson 'Tracy, Ray
Cooke, Eva Rosita, Ed Deering
and Russ Powell are others in the
cast.

SONO TO ATTRACT
CHILDREH TO THEATRE

(Continued from page 1)

crying need for screen stuff that
has the children in mind as well
as the grown-ups. On all sides,

I was informed that there has
been too much of static themes
and situations since dialogue took
the screen, and that the real ap-
peal in story and situation such
as originally won all classes and
ages to the silent movies, has been
woefully lacking.

“After all, it’s the exhibitor who
should call the turn. He is clos-
est to the ultimate audience. He
hears their direct complaints and
criticisms. And when exhibitors
in different parts of the country
are in single accord as to what the
audience wants, it certainly must
be so. And it’s up to us, for the
sake of good business, to capital-
ize on it. Which is what we’re
going to do. Our latest releases,
“Jaws of Hell,” based on “The
Charge of the Light Brigade,” is

a case in point. Where is there
a school boy or girl in the whole
of the United States, who hasn’t
thiilled to the lines of Tennyson’s
immortal classic?”

Rogers added that the Ten
Thrill-O-Dramas, the first of
which, “Swanee River,” is now in

production under the supervision
of George W. Weeks, will all be
guided by this policy, the old-time
dynamic action, and the compre-
hensible type of plot which every-
body can understand.

BARRYMORES BACK
FROM OCEAN CRUISE

The Barrymore family is back
in Hollywood after a cruise on the
yacht. Infanta, which took the act-

tor. his wife, Dolores Costello, and
their infant daughter through
southern waters. While in Guate-
mala, Mr. and Mrs. Barrymore
were tendered many receptions.
In one city a print was obtained
of “WTien A Man Loves,” the
adaptation of “Maiion Lescaut” in

which they both appeared, and it

was shown in their honor.

At the presentation Mrs. Barry-
nore made a personal appearance
tnd was enthusiastically greeted.
The Barrymores seemed in perfect
health upon their return. Mr.
Barrymore Is to begin work on his

oew picture as soon as the War-
ner studios reopen the latter part

of this month.

Horwitz Is Sharply Rebuked
(Continued from page 1)
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PARAMOUNT SOUND SEQUENCE

MANY MILES OF TRAVEL

WINCHESTER TIEUP
FOR TAINTED DESERT’

Patlie has arranged with Win-
chester Repeating Arms Company
for a tie-np on “The I’aiuted

Desert," new Bill Boyd starring
vehicle. In view of the fact that

the Winchester rifle, so closely

identified with the days of the

American pioneers and the win-
ning of the west, is used through-
out the story of “The Painted
Desert." There are thousands of

Winchester dealers in the U. S.

who can cooperate advantageous-
ly with exhibitors in putting up
elaborate wmidow and counter dis-

plays.

Hollywood Gossip
By KAY 3IUKKAY

GERSHWIN LOCKS
DOOR ON VISITORS

Ueorge Uerslitvin has
barred the door to the quar-
ters he occupies at Movie-
tone City, diyfounected the
teleplione, and refuses to

receive any visitors while
working on his first musical
effcrt for talking pictures.

'liie procedure was neces-
sary, (lershvvin claims, if

lie was to get any work
done. From the time he
stepiied off the train and
entered upon his new duties

for Fo.x Films, the noted

composer was besieged with

invitations. At first his

brotlier Ira bore the brunt

of social life but he too

has weakened.

A travelling sound sequence
which extends for a journey of

.several miles has just been com-
pleted in Hollywood for the first

time. It w’as recorded yesterday

on Jack Oakie’s current Para-
mount starring vehicle, “The
Gang Buster,” and shows Oakie in

a series of comedy situations and
conversation with Eddie Dunn as

a taxi driver while an automobile
is traveling through winding hills

above Hollywood.

The feat was accomplished by

attaching a sound recording wagon
to the back of the taxi and carry-

ing this huge vehicle wherever
tlie automobile was driven. Such
scenes heretofore has been of only
lirief duration, the journey deter-

mined by the length of a sound
cable whijh extended from the

vehicle in which the scene trans-

pires to a stationary sound wagon.

Cameras for the scene in “The
Gan^ Buster," w-ere set up be-

tween the players and the sound
wagon. Microphones w'ere sus-

pended by a boom above the heads
of the actors and the portable

lighting equipment, mounted on
the camera platfcrm, illuminated

111 ? scene which was filmed at

night.

“MERELY MARY ANN”,

GAYNOR’S NEXT FILM

•lanel Gaynoi' will enact the title

role in “Merely Mary Ann," adapt-

ed from the notable Israel Zang-
will stage play, for Fox Films.

She left yesterday for a short

vacacation in Honolulu, accompa-
nied by her mother, and will re-

turn before the holidays to begin
work on her new picture.

JUNE & LLDYD TEAM
IN TIFFANY FEATURE

The team of June Col Iyer ami
Lloyd Hughes, previously used by
Tiffany Productions in a modern
dramatic story, "Extravagance,”
will appear again on the same
program in “Drums of Jeopardy.”

FIRST SCHERTZINGER

\'ictor Schertzinger's first pio-

duction as a Radio Pictures’ di-

rector will be “Madame Julie.” an
original stage play by Irving Kaye
Davis.

Every Hollywood picture direc-

tor who returns from Ui-rop thinks
he must repoH a "find.” William
Wyler, IT director is the latest.

Bill has just got home from “over
there” and “discoreved” a new
stor who is to come to Universal
City if Uncle Carl thinks enough
of Wyler’s judgment.

Esther Ralston may play in

“Seed” at Ifniversal, if terms can
be made.

Clarence Brown may sign with
Radio Pictures and become a di-

ector-producer like Herb. Breuon,
iccording to Hollywood rumor.

j

Edv.Jn Browne, known as
! Brownie" around town, and the

j

lero of “Queer People” has a pub-
icity job, writing pieces for the

i

.apers about the Pasadena Com-

j

nullity Playhouse. Atta Boy,
I Jrownie.

! They found a jar of apple butter

;

vt Salinas, Calif., that was 78
years old, but there’s a lot of

ipple sauce being handed around
Hollywood that’s older than that.

Helene Ferguson Russell, popu-
lar screen star of several sum-
mers ago, is going to marry
Richard I.,. Hargreaves, president

of a Beverly Hills bank, at Christ-

mas time. Miss Ferguson is the

widow of the late William Russell,

and Hargreaves was formerly
married to a daughter of the late

William Jennings Bryan.

Marlene Dietrich, German act-

ress and star of “Morocco” was
initiated Saturday night in a good
old Hollywood custom of making
a personal appearance at the Chi-

nese theatre midnight show'. She
has left for New York and Ger-
many to spend the Christmas
holidays.

Beatrice Lillie’s suit against
Warner Bros, for $100,000 was
thrown out of court as a result

of the action of Superior Judge
Edmunds in sustaining a demurrer
filed by the studio. “Bee” charg-

ed that her reputation as an act-

ress was injured when she was
used in a short feature in “Show
of Shows.”

CHRISTMAS CARDS AND PARCELS
SHOP EARLY MAIL EARLY

"The Government would be grateful if you would--

SHOP EARLY
WRAP CAREFULLY

ADDRESS PLAINLY
and MAIL PROMPTLY
WALTER F. BROWN,

Postmaster General.”

SHOP EARLY MAIL EARLY

MAIL EARLY FOR DELIVERY BEFORE CHRISTMAS

“SEEING HOLLYWOOD”

CALLED “UNIVERSAL”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— “See-
ing Hollywood,” a German langu-
age picture now being shot by
Frank Reicher on the M-G-M lot,

is heralded as a novelty which will
click in any language. A prelim-
inary showing ot episodes of this

picture before German audiences
connrmed the M-G-M officials in

a decision to make PT'ench and
Spanish versions on the same
motif.

Paul Morgan, the comedian of

the piece, epitomizes the funny
i-hings which happen to a foreign-
er, struggling for the first time
with the complex English langu-
ae, meeting the hazards of the
American Pullman and dining-car,
Morgan is taken in hand by Egon
Von Jordan, in whose company
are: Adolphe Menjou, Buster Kea-
ton, Marie Dressier, Norma Shear-
er Nora Gregor, John Gilbert and
Greta Garbo.

TITLED ^GANG BUSTER’

“The Gang Buster’’ has been set

as the title of Jack Oakie’s new
starring picture for Paramount.
Since this picture deals with the
uuderworld, it has a cast consist-

ing mainly of menaces. The roster

of Oakie’s supporting players for

“The Gang Buster” contains such
experts as the sinister William
Boyd, Francis McDonald, Tom
Kennedy, Albert Conti, Constan-
tine Romanoff, I’at Harmon and
Ernie Adams.

PATHE SHDOTING TWD
Two two-reel comedies have

been placed in production at the
Pathe Studios in Culver City.

Ralph Ceder is directing Daphne
Pollard in “Harold Sees the Indi-

ans” and Wallace Fox is directing

“Sea-Going Sheiks,” with an all-

star cast.
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MICKEY MOUSE CLUBS HELP

BUSINESS OF FOX THEATRES
The Fox Theatres Corporation

lias devised several ideas with

which to boost holiday business

in its theatres throughout the

country.
Perhaps one of the most suc-

cessful ideas carried out all over

the circuit is the Mickey Mouse

Club Idea which has grown to

almost adult proportions. The en-

thusiasm with which it has been

received by children everywhere

is only recognized by the advance

in box office receipts due to the

additional matinees which its ex-

ecution necessitates.

The idea has developed from

merely a club ... to carrying

subsidiary offshoots such as that

used by Harry W. Woodin in his

Manhattan and Bronx theatres as

well as by Samuel Rinzler in his

Long Island and Brooklyn houses,

the Mickey Mouse special canned

food and clothing matinees. These

-

goods are presented in lieu of

admission and are later distribut-

ed to the poor.

Better Times Campaigns have

been inaugurated over the entire

circuit and have met with the suc-

cess of not only increased patron-

age to the theatres but have also

been instrumental _jn increasing

sales with the hundreds of mer-
chants tieing in on the idea.

Chambers of Commerce and vari-

ous business organizations in the

many towns and cities have given

their support to the movement
helping it to achieve the success

with which the idea has met.

Special Holiday matinees were
given at Tanksgiving time and
many are planned for Christmas
and New Year’s week. The vari-

ous Fox-Fanchon and Marco danc-
ing schools attached to the the-

atres and comprising a member-
ship of thousands of children are

planning special holiday festivi-

ties which will create an atmos-
phere of activity that is expected
to reflect in ticket sales.

RELEASE DATE SET

"Viennese Nights” will be gen-
erally released Jan. 3.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNEn STUDIOS
(Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Peu-amount Building

Phone—Chlckerlng 2720

STOLOFF PREPARING
FOR OUT-DOOR SHOTS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Benja-
min Stoloff is getting his “Three
Bad Men” company together tor

location shots which call for

some on a big scale.

JAZZING ‘CINDERELLA’

Classplay Pictures Corp. has
started the synchronization of

Chesterfield's all talking produc-
tion, “The Jazz Cinderella.” Syn-
chronizing work will be done by
Chromotone Studios. The records
will be pressed by Brunswick
Radio Corp.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Four
former lights of the silent drama
are making a comeback in the

talkies—Ester Ralston, Laura La-
Plante, Edward Everett Horton
and Patsy Ruth Miller.

Of the quartette, Horton might
easily be taken from the “come-
back” class. He has appeared in

talkies, including Sono Art’s

“Once a Gentleman,” among
others but has . not glittered as

he did in the days when Jimmie
Cruze shot “Ruggles of Red Gap.”

Warner Bros, have Broadway
theatrical circles excited with an
active campaign to obtain “names”
for Vitaphone Varieties. George
Jessel, now appearing in the revue
hit, “Sweet and Low,” will do a

film rvith the aid of the Russian
Cathredal Choir recently featured
in “Vanderbilt Revue.” WTlliam
Gaxton, musical comedy star of

“Fifty Million Frenchmen” and
“Connecticut Yankee” fame, is an-
other headliner to do a comedy on
the Brooklyn lot.

Hugh O’Connell, who plays the

leading role in “Once in a Life-

time,” is also the possessor of a
new Vitaphone contract and has
already been assigned the star part

in “Hello Sucker.” In addition to

these personalities, Aaronson’s
Commanders, the band which has
been holding forth on the stage

of the Beacon Theatre, and the

Albertina Rasch troupe from ‘Prin-

cess Charming” will soon face the

Vitaphone cameras.

Studio officials state that the

star gathering has only just start-

ed and that Vitaphone casting

agents are scouting all the Broad-

way playhouses for possible film

talent.

3 F. N. FEATURES
ON BROADWAY

Three First National pic-

tures are being featured on
Broadway this week. At
tlie Hollywood, “Kismet,”
with Otis Skinner and
Loretta Young, starts its

sixtii successful week. At
tile Winter Garden “Mothers
Cry,” with Dorotiiy Peter-
son in her screen debut,
liolds sway, while the
Strand features “Scarlet
Pjiges,” with Elsie Fergu-
son and John Halliday.

MURDER BURLESQUE
Vitaphone’s staff of satirists

have now' turned their attention
to mystery plays w’ith “The
Strange Case,” a farce which pre-
sents no less than a dozen
murders.

Ralston, LaPlante and Miller

have been off the screen for some
months. All are taking a new
lease on movie life at the pres-

ent. LaPlante is working in Pa-
the’s “Lonely Wives.” Miller, the
wife of Tay Garnett. Pathe’s di-

rector and w'riter, is about to

cast her lot in a production. La-
Plante has done a picture since
Universal’s “Show' Boat.”

Of the four only LaPlante ever
could be considered strictly star
material.

FASCIST RIOT AT
“ALL QUIET” IN BERLIN

(Continued from page 1)

occasion of a fascist riot which
put the capacity audience to flight

and made it necessary to close

the theatre.

The fascists, who had purchased
hundreds of seats, were led by
Joseph Goebbels, Reichstag depu-
ty and leader of the Berlin Na-
tional Socialists. The concerted

attack began when the scene

show'ing young German volunteers
hysterically screaming in the dug-
out during a bombardment was
ashed on the screen. Some Nazi

yelled; “Are we Germans going

to stand for that sort of thing?”

This evidently w'as the signal

for the mass attack. A tumult of

calls and whistles broke loose,

above which voices could occa-

sionally be heard crying, “German
soldiers have been brave! It is

a shame that such a dirty film

could be made in America! and
Down w'ith the hunger government
which permits such a film to be

shown!” After this came a deluge

of malodorous bombs, and then'

white mice were loosed.

ALL QUIET” AUTHOR

IN U. S. RADIO TALK

Over the N.B.C. national net-
work last night. Colliers broad-
cast a special cable message
to America from Eric Maria
Remarque in connection w'ith his

new story ‘The Road Back,” which
is starting serial publication this

week.

John B. Kennedy, who conducts
the hour for Colliers, read the
message from Remarque, the first

the famous German author has
sent to this country since the tre-

mendous success of his first novel,
“All Quiet on the Western Front”
and its screen transcription by
Universal. Carl Laemmle has op-
tions to the screen rights of all

Remarque’s works.

PARA STUDIO IMPROVES
RECORDING ROUTINE

A new' system of script and dia-

logue recording is being employed
for the first time by George
Abbott, who is directing Nancy
Carroll in “Stolen Heaven,” the
production under way at the Para-
mount New' York studio.

Previous to this a single script
clerk was sufficient to record the
scene being photographed, the
costumes w'orn and the correct
exits and entrances of the players
w'hich later are matched w'ith com-
plementary scenes. But Abbott,
sensing the exacting demands
made by the microphone for pre-
cision in speech, ordered another
person, called a dialogue script
clerk, to check constantly on
spoken lines.

SERIAL COMPLETED
Nat Levine, president of Mascot

Pictures Corporation, announces
that “Phantom of the West,” his
second all-talking serial of the
current season, has been com-
pleted.

Quartette of Former Lights

Prepare for Talkie Comeback—

Warners Comb Broadway
For Vitaphone Screen Talent
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M-G-M GETS COLORADO DECISION IN SUIT

TO ENFORCE VALID POINTS OF CONTRACT
^
U. S. District Court at Denver Rules That Invalidity of

The Arbitration Clause Does Not Affect Distribu-

tors’ Right to Bring Suit for Violation of Other

Clauses—MPTOA Warns Ohio Exhibitors Against

"Wholesale Breaching of Contracts”

The U. S. District Court at Den-
ver, Colorado, according to a re-

port received at Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer headquarters yesterday, has
just handed down a decision to the
affect that invalidity of the arbi-

tration clause of the standard film

contract does not affect the affect

the enforceability of the contract
on other points.

The decision resulted from the
trial of an action by a distributor
against an exhibitor — M-G-M
against Bi-Metalic Investment
Co.—on grounds of a breach of

the contract. The exhibitor had
raised the point that the standard
contract provided for arbitration
before a suit, but upon the dis-

tributor showing that since the

(Continued on page 3)

Stereopticon Church Show
Sticks Under Vt. Blue Law

^

BANK OF HOLLYWOOD
CLOSED FOLLOWING
RUN BY DEPOSITORS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU,
Dec. 8.—Following a run
today on the Hollywood
Bank, at Hollywood boule-
vard and Vine street, the
institution was closed by
the State Banking Depart-
ment. Many him stars and
lesser lights of the film
colony kept accounts there.
An angry mob stormed the
doors when the notice of
closing was posted.

I
T becomes the cheerful duty of

!

this v»?riter to take an Ameri^

!

can picture producer firmly by the

hand and escort him to a seat

among the mighty. For he has

presented history with another

striking proof that it is only the

masterpieces of literature and art

—not the cheap and gairish, how'

ever provocative —- that upset

political factions and cause gov'

ernments to tremble.

« • •

Three successive days of press

cables from Berlin giving de-

tails of Fascist rioting instigated

by the leader of the Berlin Na-
tional Socialists, who is a member
of the Reichstag, which stopped

performances of “All Quiet on

the Western Front” and filled the

streets of the German capital with

disorder, can hardly be credited

to efficiency on the part of Uni-

versal’s corps of ballyhoo artists.

There is not the slightest doubt

that it was the simple truth and
beauty of the picture which caus-

ed the German Fascists to show
their hand.

« • •

HE war spirit was dying

throughout Germany; “All

Quiet” was burying it; the por-

traits of Eric Maria Remarque and

Carl Laemmle were due to hang

in the same gallery with those of

Voltaire, Rousseau and Benjamin

Franklin. This must be stopped!

* « «

'rxeUSE these tears—‘they are

of joy, for we dearly love to

see history repeat itself.

« * «

TTE seated, Uncle Carl. We
salute you!

NEW B. A. THEATRE

HAS 2,000 SEATS,

U. S. EQUIPMENT

BUENOS AIRES.—An new mo-
tion picture theatre, the “Broad-
way,” has just been opened here
by the Emsesa Augusto Alvarez.
The new theatre has a seating
capacity of 2,000, is provided with
a modern American ventilating

air heating and cooling machin-
ery and two American sound and
talking film outfits.

J. MOSKOWITZ REPORTS

U. A IN STRONG SHAPE

Joseph H. Moskowitz, vice-presi-

dent of the Art Cinema Corpora-
tion and Joseph M. Schenck’s per-
sonal representative in New York,

(Continued on page 2)

MANAGER KIDNAPED

Herman Dorlinsky, manager of

Loew’s Commodore Theatre, 105
Second avenue, early yesterday
was kidnaped by four robbers on
the doorstep of his home. Dor-
linsky was forced to accompany
the robbers five miles to the the-
atre where they took week-end re-

ceipts amounting to $2,000. Dor-
linsky lives at 846 Prospect place,

Brooklyn.

WILMINGTON, December 8. —
Abel C. Thomas, secretary of
Warner Bros. Pictures Co., Inc.,

today at the annual meeting of
the stockholders here, declared the
company is “operating at a fairly

good profit and is optimistic of
the future.”

Five new members were named
in nomination for the Board of

Directors. They are, Louis J.

Warner, Moe Mark, Morris Wolf,
Walter E. Sachs and Richard F.

Hoyt.

BELLOWS FALLS, Vt., Dec. 8.—
“Closed Sunday—Blue Laws in

effect.” “Do not enter Bellows
Falls without a prayer book—Blue
Laws in effect.” These are the

MOVIE THEATRE “FIRE”

0AUSES ARREST OF TWO
Two persons yesterday were

held by Magistrate Healy in Flat-
bush Court, Brooklyn, in $500 bail

for a hearing today as an after-

math of the fire scare which
frightened patrons Sunday in riot-

ing to escape the supposed danger.
Several were hurt. Escaping
steam from a radiator was mis-
taken for smoke.

actual wordings of roadside signs
lately placed where visitors enter-
ing this bedrock old Peritan
stronghold could not fail to see
and read them. On Sunday morn-
ing they were discovered to be
draped in black crepe, evidently

(Continued on page 2)

SKINNER TO ADDRESS
STUDENTS DEC. 12

Otis Skinner will be the
gwest of honor Friday,
December 12, at a faculty-

student tea to be held at
Lawrence House, the stu-

dent activities center of

New York University. Mr.
Skinner will make a short
address dealing with the
stage, the screen, and the
art of acting.

STOCKHOLDERS DECURE WARNERS

MAKING “A FAIRLY GOOD PROFIT”
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Terry Kanisaye didn’t forget his

java when that deal went over
* * * Sara Goldwyn grabbed what

a lot of the bovs wanted * * *

The Greeks Had a Word for It

* * * wonder how they’ll get that

in electric lights * * * the head
writers v/ill have to send in an

order for rubber type to set that

one * * * some bad man kidnapped

that guard Harold Lloyd has plac-

ed over Gloria to keep her from
threatened kidnaping * * * the

usual wide hunt has started * * *

to be kidnaped or to lie at death’s

door are the two most popular

ways of getting on the front pages
* * * Sister McPherson has tried

both and knows * * * Headline

in Evening Post * * * CLEAA'
STAGE BODY FORMS * * must
be dirt in footlight speakies some-
where * * * the new talker at the

Central is advertised thusly * * *

(quotes) CHAINED—THE THIRD
SEX—A MAN’S WELL OF LONE-
LINESS * * * wonder what they’re

advertising * * * (jjfj yQu know
Igdenbu means bootlegger * * *

sorry Mr. Para but we couldn’t

review your Perfect Fool pic. be-

cause the Admiral at the door of

Eddie Hitchcock’s Paramount took

our reviewer’s pass literally * * *

it was one of those that reads

NOT GOOD SATURDAY OR SUN-
DAYS OR HOLIDAY * * * ^e’ll

try again when the holidays pass
* * * Ted Schlanger has taken an

oath never again to buy a suit

unless it has two pairs of panties
* * * un in Sprinefield, Mass..

Jack and Wilhelraina Pickles have

had their name legally changed to

Pickford * * * you know
Charlie Chase and James Parrott

are brothers * * * Charlie used

to direct Jimmie * * * now Jimmie

directs Charlie * * among visitors

seeking aid at Warners travelers

aid society on 44th were * * *J

Real Neth, out Ohioway * * *

J. Keyes from those parts, too

Frank Merritt from down in Ala-

bam * * * Frank Rogers and E. J

Sparks, chain owners in the Palir

Beach country * * * Doug Fair-

banks, Jr. has turned gangster
* * * he’s doin’ “Little Caesar * *

“Audio Review” No. 48

Terry Ramsaye starts the ball

arolling in Paihe Audio Review,
No. 48, with a number that

jounces you back to the time of

the Gallic Kings, the cameraman
visiting and shooting the “nome
sw^eet homes” of Charles VII
where Jeanne d’Arc visited him;
the chateau of Francis, 1, and
some more of the Big Shots dur-
ng that period—nice modest little

shacks, too, they are. From these
Historic scenes the camera jumps
right in the faces of “The Rol-
lickers”, male quartet, singing
Rachmaninoff’s “Silence of the

N.ght,” the first time, as the basso
cells us, it ever bars been render-
ed by a quartet. A bit of comedy
comedy as she was shot way
jack in 1893—shouing how Eng-
land registered “The Fatal
Sneeze.” It’s funny, too.

Grantland Rice Sportliglit

(Van Beuren-RKO-Pathe(
“The Dixie Chase”

This is the best product Grant-
and Rice has turned out in the
memory of this reviewer. It

clicks from opening to climax.

\n old-fashioned Dixie fox hunt
has been shot with the fashion

the work of resentful local wags.

One such sign, which had been
affixed to the door of the fireman’s
station sometime Friday night, was
found to be nailed to the door of

Rev. Curry M. Spidell’s Baptist
Church. Motion pictures, minia-
ture golf courses and nearly every
jfher normal activity of an Ameri
an cimmunity of 5,000 persons
were suspended. The one public
amusement offered in the town
vas a stereopticon show on Sun-
lay evening at the Methodist

show as the North emphasizes,
left, out. A good time is had by
all. From scenes of the fox chase
you are taken right into the midst
of a possum hunt, with the pos-
sum treed and all that sort of

thing.

“Wizardland”
Vngabond-RKO-Pathe)

Tom Terriss sends us shots of

the head-hunters—and a savage-
looking gang of folk they are. Tom
was obliged to dress some of ’em
up in breech clouts to get by the

censors, we suppose, because this

tribe runs around in one of those
September Morn garbs so popular
novr on the beaches in Russia.
Tom, as per usual, gives us one
of his explanatory talks and, does
it up brown. A number that can
flash from any and all screens and
capture the audience.

“Stone Age Stunts”
(Aesop F’ables)

Van Beuren-RKO-Pathe)
A good idea for animated car-

toon life. Good synchronization
with some funny situations. This
is a good one-reeler. They
stack up right out in front as a
series.

Church, on the subject of mission-
ary work in India.

When the blue laws were re-

surrected by the municipal gov-
ernment, a week ago, upon peti-

tion of the three ministers and
100 other citizens, the towns-
people took the matter in jest.

First, twenty-eight shopkeepers
and other persons were arrested
last Sunday for doing business on
the Sabbath day. Their appear-
ance in court, set for December
16, will permit a legal test of the
entire affair.

Columbia To Start Work
On Big Production Schedule
Eight features will shortly go

into production at the Columbia
Studios on the West Coast. This
.•esnmptiou of activity follows a
temporary lull occasioned by the
inishing up of seven specials, the
liming of which set a new record
for high pressure work in this

studio.

The eight pictures on the new
'.chedule include “The Last Pa-
"ade,” a post-war story, to be di-

'ected by Erie C. Kenton; “The
Slood,” which James Tinling will

direct : “Subway Express,” a pic-

turization of the Broadway stage
hriller, which will be brought to

Tie screen by Fred Newmeyer;
‘Arizona,” Augustus Thomas’ stage
"lassie; a Evelyn Brent vehicle,

‘For the Defense;” “The Miracle
Woman,” starring Barbara Stan-
vyck; ‘Virtue’s Bed.” and “Joa-
•'uin Murietta,” a Buck Jones fea-

ture.

J. MOSKOWITZ REPORTS

U. A. IN STRONG SHAPE

(Continued from page 1)

left Hollywood Sunday for New
York.

Moskowitz has been in Califor-

nia at the request of Schenck in

order to make a survey of his or-

ganization’s various interests

there. This survey, completed,

leads him to declare, according to

United Artists local offices, that

the healthy financial condition of

these interests affords a strong

basis for the current United Art-

ists expansions in production and

exhibitor fields.

STEREOPTICON CHURCH SHOW STICKS
(Continued from page 1)

(Geo. Cohan)

A foreword explaining that,

“having written a number of

thrillers and seen many musical
comedies, Mr. Edgar Wallace had
combined his ideas of both in ‘The
Yellow Mask,’ a musical melo-
drama to end all musical melo-
dramas,” and ending with a plea
chat you laugh with Mr. Wallace,
doesn’t make this cinematic hodge-
podge, directed by Harry Lachman
for British International, one bit

less amazing. The story tells of

a villainous Chinese who employs
an unscrupulous young English-
man to steal from its niche in the
Tower of London an ancient jewel
originally imbedded in the head
of an idol, and himself abducts
the English heroine and carries
her to China aboard his yacht.
Her sweetheart has also been cap-
tured and shut up in a particul-

larly unpleasant looking Chinese
tower, which fortunately overlooks
her window and enables them to

sing a theme song or two back
and forth. The villain holds over
the girl’s head his power over
her beloved, and to save him from
torture, she agrees to marry her
captor. This unhappv ceremony
is, however, interrupted; by the
leisurely arrival of His Majesty’s
forces, singing a theme song en
route. The whole business winds
up with a musical comedy finale,

with group singing. If satire

could be defined as a miserable

imitation of the genuine, this

might, as its foreword implies, fall

into that class. But as no trace

of the elements of that form of

entertainment can be located in

this aimless, formless film, we
really cannot discover any reason

for its existence.
,R. N.
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GRANTLAND RICE FILM TO AID

FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
^

Tlie Van Beuren Corporation

and the RKO theatres, through the

co-operation of Grantiand Rice, of

Rathe Sportlight, and Seward
Prosser, have completed a motion
picture subject dealing with the

present unemployment situation

which will shortly be distributed

to all theatres. The reel stresses

the tremendous advantages to be
derived from systematized, coor-

dinated effort and calls upon the

public to join hands in a drive,

that will relieve unemployment
and bring back prosperity to the

homes of the nation.

Rice opens the reel and calls

COLORADO DECISION

UPHOLDS CONTRACTS
(Continued from page 1)

Thacher decision the arbitration

provided for in the standard con-

tract was not functioning, the

court held the contract could be

enforced in the courts.

An exhibitor in a recent suit

in the State Court of North Caro-
lina contended that the contract

was illegal, but the point was
overruled and the case ordered to

trial, and it resulted in a verdict

for the distributor.

The inability of the parties to

arbitrate in the manner provided
in the standard contract was rais-

ed in a recent action against an
exhibitor in the U. S. District

Court at Minneapolis, and the
court there held that as this was
prevented by the Thacher decree,
the distributor was entitled to sue
on the contract in the courts.

A decision in an action in the
State Court at Pittsburgh held the
contract divisible; that is, the
arbitration clause could be elimin-
ated and the contracts enforced in
the courts.

In the course of a circular letter

recently addressed to members of

the MPTO of Ohio, P. J. Wood,
business manager of the MPTOA,
wrote regarding the recent Su-
preme Court decisions invalidat-
ing the standard contract’s
caluses on credit committees and
arbitration

:

“Insofar as the great majority
of theatre owners js concerned
these two decisions are simply an
occurrence, but to a certain class
of exhibitors they will be used as
a weapon to breach contracts.
“As is true in any other busi-

ness, the honest, sincere and
straight-shooting member is penal-
ized for the mistakes, dishonesty
and insincerity of the unprincipl-
ed persons who are to be found
in every line of industry. There-
fore, is undue advantage is taken
of the distributor by unscrupu-
lous exhibitors by reason of these
two decisions, in the final analy-
sis, the honest exhibitor must
stand the entire additional cost
to the industry.
“Please remember that a whole-

sale breaching of contracts can
have only one result:—A general
‘jacking-up’ of filmi rentals and a
quick return to a system of cash
deposits. Neither is desired by
any of us.”

upon the public to join the cam-
paign for relief of the unemploy-
ed as a mass, as well as inidivid-

ually because, to use Rice’s own
expression, “as in football, it is

the mass attack that makes the
biggest gain.”

After delivering his talk, the
sports writer introduces Seward
Prosser, Chairman of the Board of

Directors of the Bankers Trust
Company and Chairman of the
Mayor’s Unemployment Relief
Committee of New York. Mr.
Prosser cites the fact that more
than 6,000 hours of employment
have been secured through the
agency of his Committee in New
York City alone and delivered a
stirring talk on the subject of un-
employment. He sounds a note of
optimism when he said that in his

opinion nothing can stop the prog-

ress which the city of New York,

as an individual, and the Nation

as a whole, is making toward the

return of good times with work
for all.

United Artists’ sales managers
and salesmen from Eastern terri-

tories gathered at the home office

in New York Sunday for sales
conferences with A1 Lichtman,
sales head of the company, who
told them the accession of Samuel
Goldwyn to the Art Cinema pro-
duction post marks the beginning
of a new era in the company’s
history and that exhibitors
throughout the country had tele-

graphed and written congratula-
tions on the move.
New York, Philadelphia, Wash-

ington, Boston, New Haven, New
Orleans, Atlanta, Charlotte and
Canadian managers and salesmen
were present. Mr. Lichtman spoke
at both morning and afternoon ses-

Sliow Boosting Stunt
Eight large department stores

and shops contained in one block
in Pitt Street, Sydney, recently
ran a joint sale of the goods in

their respective shops. As an add-
ed attraction, the stores grouped
together and purchased all tickets
for one evening’s performance in

one theatre, and repeated the
stunt in another theatre two days
later. The tickets were purchas-
ed at cut rates and checks were
issued to all shoppers. The win-
ning checks v.^ere announced three
days prior to each program in

order that the tickets might be
claimed. The two shows picked
for the plan were stage presenta-
tions. Motion picture houses
watched the stunt with interest as
it may prove another profitable

concession idea.

MITZI GREEN ENDS
10,000 MILE TOUR

Jttitzi Green, America’s
favorite cliild actress, has
just completed a 10,000-

mile trip with but six hours
to spare before production
started on her newest pic-

ture, “Finn and Hattie
Abroad,” for Paramount.

BERLIN FILM 00. SUES
ACTOR IN HOLLYWOOD

BERLIN, Dec. 8.—The German
film actor and director, Wilhelm
Dieterle, now in Hollywood, must
pay up to $500,000 damages for

breaking a contract which he sign-

ed with the Silva Film Company
in Berlin before his departure for
the United States, a court here
ruled today.

JOHN MACK BROWN
IN “SECRET SIX”

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — John
Mack Brown is enacting the Chi-
cago reporter in M-G-M’s “The
Secret Six” now under production,
with George Hill directing. ;

sions and Paul Burger, head of

the Eastern Division, spoke' dur-
ing the afternoon.

Also present from the home of-

fice were vice-president Harry D.
Buckley, Paul Lazarus, Moxley
Hill, Bruce Gallup and Fred
Schaefer. The sales managers and
salesmen included Messrs. Streim-
er, Burkan, Rifkin, Herman, Lieb-
erman, Mullen, Dortic, Stern,
Levvy, Scully, Dervin, Bodkin, La-
Vine, Dhvis, Horn,. Keller, Peppiatt,
Carmichael, Barnes, Emenhiser,
Helmbold, Resnick, Doty, Heine,
and Kniffen. Mrs. H. M. Masters
of Canada was also present.
Next Sunday Mr. Lichtman will

hold a similar meeting in Chicago.

Further Amusement Taxes
The Victorian State Government,

in an endeavor to balance its

Budget, has planned to adopt ad-
ditional taxes, including an amuse-
ment tax on all movie tickets

above tenpence, the new tax to be
in operation in December 1, 1930.

The present tax applies to ail

tickets over 2 shillings, and mo-
tion picture interests are protest-
ing over the new plan, particular-
ly because it was also announced
that amusement taxes on legiti-

mate theatres would be lowered
because of their loss of patx’onage,
due, according to the Victorian
Premier, to new methods of en-
tertainment. It is reported that
the new tax will be 1 pence on
tickets up to one shilling and %
pence for every six pence in addi-
tion.

U. A. SALES STAFF
HOLDS CONFERENCE

<>

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Department of Commerce

LEMAIRE SIGNED AS

CASTING DIRECTOR

FOR WARNER STUDIOS

Rufus LeMaire, producer and di-

rector who has been associated
with many successful Broadway
productions, has been appointed
casting director at the Warner and
First National Studios, Hollywood,
California. Both companies will

resume active production late in

December or early in January.

LUKAN CIRCUIT lOOKS
VAN BEUREN PRODUCT
The Dauz-Lukan Circuit of the-

atres, known as Far West The-
atres, operating theatres in Seattle,

have signed contracts for the en-
tire series of Van Beuren prod-
uct released through Pathe, con-
sisting of the Grantiand Rice
Sportlight, Aesop’s Sound Fables
and Vagabond Adventure series.

STUTTERINC COMIC

Production has been completed
on “Making Good” which stars
Joe Penner, the stuttering comic,
in his first two-reel Vitaphone
Varieties comedy. Alf Goulding
directed from a script by Stanley
Rauh.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, Dec. 8, 1930

Paramount F-L 411/2 421/8 — %
Warner Bros IQVz 16% — %
Fox Film “A” 301/8 30% — 1/8

Loew’s Inc 541/2 55!4 — %
Radio K-A-0 19 !4 19% — 1/2

Pathe Exchange ... 3% 3y2 —
Pathe “A” 7 7 — %
M-G-M Pre 25^ 2514 + %
Con. F. Ind 131/8 131/8 + '1/8

Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 18 18 —
Curb ADirket

Columbia Piet 20% 20% — 1/8

Fox Theatre ‘A”... 4% 4% '

^ DEF1€D
r Ihe

CRIMINAL CODf
AND PAID/

5H£
DEFIED THE
MORAL CODE

AND ,

5'UFFERED/

34 C01t)MBIA PICTtJRt
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GREATEST ADVANCE SINCI

Electrical Research announced

Noiseiess Recording means talking

pictures with all undesired sounds barred

out. No humming, hissing or scratching

noises mar the pure tone of recorded speech

and music. Every word and note sounds natural, clean-cut, true to life!

• • •

This ret^oiutionarg New Process

—developed by sound engineers through years of

study—marks a great step forward in the perfec-

tion of talkies. Its introduction is just one more

indication that Western Electric is fulfilling its promise to the motion pic-

ture industry: to continually improve apparatus and methods and to make

these improvements immediately available to producers and exhibitors.

• • •

ERPi Producer-ticensees have already installed equipment for

Noiseless Recording. They are now making pictures by this New Process.

The first

—

a Paramount production entitled ^^The Right to Love’’ and

featuring Ruth Chatterton—will be released this month. You will



rUE COMING OF TAEKIEi^!

mw process !

Wieeording
immediately recognize the extraordinary difference.

• • •

I^oiseless Recording will still further in-

crease the popularity of talking pictures—build box

oflQ.ce for you—attract new patrons to your theatre,

even those who have always been most critical— bring old patrons oftener.

I

They will demand pictures recorded by this method.
i

• • •

!
A.nd remember—Western Electric reproducing equipment delivers

sound exactly as it is recorded. That is why only Western Electric apparatus

can do full justice to this wonderful New Process Noiseless Recording.

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS INC., 250 West 57th St., New York.

Western Electric
NEW

PROCESS
NOISELESS RECORDING



Showmanship is merely another name
for salesmanship and salesmanship in

motion pictures begins with the pro-

ducers.

After all, theatres have nothing to sell

except seats. And pictures are, in effect

seat sellers.

The magical change of red losing figures

to black profit totals in box office re-

ports made by Pathe pictures is monu-
mental proof thatthey are the industry’s

greatest seat sellers.

THE MAGICAL

CHANGE FROM

In '"HOLIDAY", "HER MAN", "BIG MONEY"
and "SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" is the show-
manship thatmeans salesmanship which

makes a magical change from red to

black.

Bring back "HOLIDAY" and "HER MAN"
for a return engagement and watch
them make this magical change a second
time—^They’ll repeat in a big way.

The House of Hits
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ALL QUIET” DEFENDED BY UNCLE CARL

AS GOOD WILL AMBASSADOR IN GERMANY
« ;

Regards Film as Outstanding Accomplishment of His

Twenty-five Years in Motion Pictures; Denies Anti-

German Charge; Convinced Good Sense of German
People Will Not Permit Unfair Treatment of

Picture

Carl Laemmle, Sr., from his
winter headquarters in Hollywood,
through the home office here, yes-
terday issued the following state-

ment in answer to the stand taken
by Germans in Berlin against the
showing of “All Quiet on the
Western Front”:

“In view of the hue and cry
which has been raised by the as-
sertion in Germany that the Ger-
man censors cut out portions of
‘All Quiet on the Western Front’
before showing it in Germany, I

have today cabled our representa-
tive in Germany to show to the

(Continued on page 6)

General Talking Planning
National Expansion Program

WARNERS TO PRODUCE
STOCK IN ST. LOUIS

Warners yesterday an-
nounced that their organi-
zation will O'perate the
Grand Central theatre, in

St. Louis, which they con-
trol, as a legitimate stock
theatre. Members of the
company are now being se-

lected. They will produce
stage plays to be presented
at popular prices.

Who Lives

by the Sword^^
By

I
T is becoming plainer every day

that the picture industry is not

going to break out in a rash of

litigation because of an apparent

opportunity provided by the U. S.

Supreme Court. This refers, of

course, to the two comparatively

unimportant holes which that

august body punched in a contract

which was, and continues to be,

otherwise perfectly valid. The
courts of three states—North
Carolina, Minnesota and Colorado

have held that distributors may sue

to enforce the vaid terms of the

standard contract, and in each

instance the verdict was in favor

of the distributor.
• 41 *

I
N this connection the following

statement contained in a circu-

lar letter lately sent out to mem-
bers of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of Ohio by P. J. Wood,
business manager of the M. P. T.

O. A., doubtless will produce the

desired reaction of a still wider

range of exhibitors: “Insofar as

the great majority of theatre

owners is concerned, these two
decisions (Supreme Court) are

simply an occurrence, but to a cer-

tain class of exhibitors they will

be used as a weapon to breach con-

Paramount is preparing to issue

a newsreel for the British Isles,

to be known as the British Para-
mount Sound News. Despatches
from London to this paper yester-

day, concerning this enterprise

were confirmed by Emanuel Cohen,
editor-in-chief of the Paramount
News organization.
According to Cohen the present

staff of the Paramount reel in

London will be increased, and

TALLEY REPORTS

ON MOVIETONE’S

CONQUESTS ABROAD
“A complete and friendly con-

quest.”

This summarizes the state of af-

fairs as 'irumau H. Tailey, gen-
eral manager of Fox Movieuoue
Newsreel, lound them after sev-

eral months abroad.
Talley gave a few details. They

follow:

“Virtually every country in the

world has been invaded by Fox
sound newsreel.

“In the past twelve months Fox
Movietone interests have estab-

lished four major newsreel or-

ganizations. Special foreign edi-

tions of the newsreel now total

37 each week. Plans have been

(Continued on page 2)

HOWSON TO ADDRESS
NAT’L BOARD OF REVIEW

At the annual conference of

the National Board of Review,
which is to be held Jan. 22, 23, 24

at the Pennsylvania Hotel, one of

the speakers will be Albert S.

Howson, of Warner Bros, scenario
staff. The topic for discussion at

the conference will be “The Mo-
tion Picture and the Community.”
The topic will be in four divisions.

Mr. Howson will speak on the re-

lations of the exhibitor and the

community.

working capital in conjunction
with the Para news units in the

various continental countries, it

Will, starting March first, issue a

complete newsreel for showing in

the British Isles, in conjunction
with suitable material for that

field made in the U. S.

This will’ give the Fox British

news reel its first real competi-
tion abroad.

COLUMBIA ESTABLISHET

MEXICO CITY OFFICE

Columbia Pictures is opening a
Mexican office, to be known as

Columbia Pictures Sociedad An-
onymas, at 3 Capuchinas 40,

Mexico City.

Lou Goldstein, recently appoint-

(Continued on page 6)

FOX SIGNS GODFREY
AS STAGE DIRECTOR

Samuel T. Gorfrey has been
signed as a stage director by the

Fox Film Corporation. During his

career as a director in the legiti-

mate theatre, Godfrey has worked
with Irene Rich, Chester Morris,
Elliott Nugent, Viola Dana, Nor-
man Kerry, Julia Hoyt, Blanche
Yurka, Arthur Byron, Donald
Meek and Burton Churchill. At
one time he was associated with
Winthrop Ames, noted producer.

General Talking Pictures Cor-
poration (DeForest Phouofilm)
plans to have an additional 75
salesmen in the field before
Christmas. This force will work
out of the home office selling spare
and improved replacement parts
for the Phonofllm. Plans for this

move were made early this sum-
mer, conditional upon the comple-
tion of 2,000 Phonofllm machine
installations; but because of M.

(Continued on page 3)

REX INGRAM SIGNED
TO SHOOT THREE ON

PARA’S PARIS LOT

PARIS, Dec. 9. — Rex
Ingram has been signed to

direct three productions for
Parainonnt-PnhIix at its

Joinville studios, it was
learned today. Ingram now
is in Paris.

(Continued on page 2)

PARAMOUNT TO ISSUE NEWSREEL,

MADE ABROAD, IN BRITISH ISLES
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MAIN ITREET
hjGoiniorifJi^^

They’re making one called

Africa Slireiks * * - which reminds
* * * still anxious to learn what-
ever became of Trader Horn * * *

Mitzi hlreen just huished a 10,000

appearance tour * * * Tlagpole

kelly still sits * * * Mike O loole

used to be a news gatherer - * *

Hy Haal) has a bad cold * * *

Mark LuescJier is getting out a

nice map tor sometiimg or other
* * * wonder if the newsreelers

shot Dollv and Alice making up
* * * the Hank of Hollywood clos-

ed its doors to an angry mob * *

bet the newsreelers will shoot

Judge Hen Lindsey * * * did you
know Fred Hath, one of Glen All-

vine’s ad writers has written a

play for Hroadway * * * Konald
Colniaii is due on the Big Stem
directly after Xmas * * he’s

coming by boat thru the canal
* * * David Torrence, George Fitz-

maurice are some more expected
from Hollywood * * Fred Mc-
Connell, Uncle Carl’s crack ehorts

man, says Pittsburgh is as smokey
as ever * * * A1 Selig is passing

out little red riding hood hats for

firemen * * * you guessed it
* * *

all on account of that Third Alarm
* * * Louella Parsons laments * *

(quote) I’m getting in a very
gossipy mood these days (end
quotes) * v^hen were you in

any other mood, Louella * * *

certainly no one can or will ac-

cuse yon of diseminating NEWS
* * * Tiffany’s Third Alarm was
flashing at a house in Chi * * *

next door a fire started * * * com-
panies responded * * * A1 Selig

still is trying to explain to the

Fire Chief that it wasn’t his fault
* * * Eddie Klein is w'ondering,

too, what they’re going to do with
The Greeks Had a Word for It

* * * he suggests they just put the

“word” in electrics * * * the only

loser will be Tom Edison * * *

did you know that George Sidney
and Charlie Murray had been
movie playmates for nigh onto six

yeahs * * * Fred E. Baer, the

demon p.a. is the daddy of a girl

* * * third arrival in the Baer
family * * * Dan Dansherty got

a break in a fan mag tother week
* * * Mike Simmons sent us a

bunch of matches yeat * * thanks,

Mike * * * once a gentleman, al-

ways a gentleman * *

By J.

“Framed”
(Universal-Leather Poshers)

A1 Kelley never fails to get the
Grifhth chase in his two-reelers,
accompanied by love interest,

good, old he-man ring battles and
of course, the villain. And who
do you think the villain is—none
other than Carl Miller who jump-
ed to fame several years ago in

Charlie Chaplin’s “The Woman of

Paris.” The feminine influence
which Nora Lane never fails to

exert succeeds in unwittingly driv-

ing Kid Roberts to drink in this

number. It’s all a mistake, of

course, and learning the true state

of affairs the Kid just steps out
and trounces his opponent. Sam
Hardy, as per usual, is good. Kane
Richmond, as Kid Roberts, still

must learn that to strike an eter-

nal pose isn’t being an actor in

the strictest sense.

“Strange As It Seems”
(Universal 1-Reeler)

A mighty fine idea. These
“strangers” suggested by John Hix
get better and better as Uncle
Carl releases them. They’re in

The Daily F’ilm Renter, an Eng-
lish publication, in its Nov. 13

issue headlines an item from New
^iealand thusly:

“New Zealand terms ciccepted

by United States Firms.”

The body of the item states that

“American producers have cabled
from New York accepting the gov-
ernment’s terms of settlement
which they had previously re-

jected.”

The fact of the matter Is that

the film renters in New Zealand,

upon the passing of this law, did

not threaten to withdraw or did

they entertain any other such
wild idea.

They simply stated that their

position was impossible from a

commercial standpoint under such
oppressive taxes, and that they

TALLEY REPORTS
ON MOVIETONE

(Continued from page 1)

perfected for the institution of

Newsreel theatres in every im-
portant city in the world.

“One year ago this time the Fox
interests started the British

Movietone News in London. Four
months Fox Actualities Parlantes
was started in Paris for Contin-
ental bookings. Followed the
opening of the London Newsreel
Theatre, the second of its kind
in the world, a duplicate of the
Embassy on Seventh avenue in

Longacre Square."

The latest steps taken by Talley
was the inauguration of Fox Ton-
ende Wochenschau, or German
Movietone News. In the mean-
while, in Sydney, Australia, the
Australasion Movietone News was
started.

L. K.

color and good color, too. The
latest release presents Flossie, a
sheep with six legs, no less and
Topsy, the Ben 'ffurpin of dog-
land. He’s cross-eyed, or cock-
eyed, what you will. The only
cross-eyed dog in captivity. How
the oldest craft in the world is

carried out—gold beating—is in-

teresting and lends itself mightly
to the very good color process.
Navajo Indians are shown painting
the sands as a cure-all for ill-

ness. No one was sick in the
tribe so, no one was cured. One
of the most interesting shots ever
secured, we believe, in shorts, are
those showing Paul Desmuke, of

Texas, born without arms, eating,

dressing, opening door, lighting

cigars, et cetera, with very nimble
toes. The fade-out is on a sixteen-
year-old boy weighing 400 pounds
who has to be cared for by der-

rick. He’s so fat he can’t stand
or use his limbs. Beat this one
for variety and interest and —
you’ll have to shoot the millenni-

um. There’s a running account
accompanies. Whoever is speak-
ing has a mighty fine voice.

could not take any more contracts
until this matter was readjusted.
They asked the New Zealand Gov-
ernment tor an inquiry, which
was denied them, — the Govern-
ment stating that an inquiry had
been made by the government of-

ficers before introducing the tax.

As a result of New Zealand’s
attitude it was impossible for

American distributors to take any
new step in this matter until it

finally was agreed to meet with
the representatives of the distribu-

tors, at which time they reached
an agreement whereby the dis-

tributors on their part were to be
allowed to prove to the govern-
ment their contentions, and the
government on its part agreed to

remit the customs duty in respect

of the nine months’ period ending
March 31, 1931; and not to en-

force the new income tax legisla-

tion affecting the fifteen mont.'is’

period ending June, 1930, pend-
ing the results of the inquiry.

The government also granted the
distributors the privilege, in the

event of an unfavorable decision,

of being able to terminate all con-

tracts on thirty days notice.

EXHIBITOR PRAISES

M-G-M’S SELECTIONS

Mrs. K. Richardson ot the

Richardson Theatre, Seneca, S. C.,

dropped the following letter to

M-G-M’s home office:

“I just want to take ‘time out’

to tell you that in the humble
opinion of the Richardson The-
atre staff, your company is releas-

ing the greatest lineup of come-
dies in the history of the busi-
ness. Played ‘Teacher’s Pet’ and
‘High C’s’ this week and if they
get much better than these, we’ll

feature the comedy.”

THIRTY PATHE SHORTS

RELEASED IN DECEMBER

Thirty short subjects are being
released by Pathe during the
month ot December. Included are
four two-reel comedies, a Campus
comedy, a Rodeo comedy, a Man-
hattan comedy and a Whoopee
comedy; two Aesop Fables, “Stone
Age Stunts” and “King of Bugs”;
two Grantland Rice Sportlights,
“Monarchs of the Field” and
“Angles on Angling”; two Vaga-
bond Adventures, “Spirit of the
Sho Gun” and “Wizard Land”;
eight issues of Pathe News, four
issues of Pathe Disc News, four
issues of Pathe Audio Review and
four issues of Pathe Disc Review.

“HE WHO LIVES
BY THE SWORD”

(Continued from page 1)

tracts . . . Please remember that

a wholesale breaching of contracts

can have only one result—a gen-

eral ‘jacking up’ of film rentals

and a quick return to a system of

cash deposits. Neither is desired

by any of us.”

* • •

A S is well known to all film sales

departments, the “certain class

of exhibitors” referred to by Mr.
Woods represents a small minority

of the whole body, of honest,

straight'shooting business men wl.t)

own or operate picture theatres.

• • •

The few who are self'seeking,

unscrupulous and belligerent

by nature will do well to consult

Holy Writ and refresh their

memories concerning the fate of

those who “live by the sword.”

NEW ZEALAND HEARD FROM AGAIN
By St. John Leger
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H. M. WILGOX IS ELECTED ERPI

V. P. IN CHARCE OF OPERATION

EXPANSION PROGRAM

FOR GEN’L TALKING

(Continued from page 1)

A. Schlesinger’s desire to help the

unemployment situation in this

industry, these plans have been
advanced to this date with the

company still falling about 200 in-

stallations from the mark set.

“The company,” said Schlesin-

ger, president of General Talking
Pictures Corporation, '‘has kept
its factory and manufacturing
units working at full blast to make
available a quarter of a Million
Dollars worth of spart parts for

the Phonofilm in anticipation of

this drive to give employment to

worthy and capable men. We cer-

tainly hope that the exhibitors of

the country will help' us in our
efforts to alleviate the unemploy-
ment situation.”

|

The company will begin immotii-
ately upon an educational cam-
paign, instructing exhibitors in the
efficient operation of the Phono-
film, and will issue instruction
books for the projectionists, as
well as a completely revised parts-

catalog list.

The drive will also inaugurate
the newly reorganized plan for

servicing the Phonofilm equip-
ments in the field. It is under-
stood that more than eighty De-
Forest trained engineers will be
availably located in 22 centralized

headquarters all over the coun-
try.

A quarter of a Million Dollars

RUTH CHATTERTON
STARTS ON NEXT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.
—Rnth Chatterton has
started rehearsals for her
next pictnre, not yet titled,

which will follow “The
Right to Love” at the Para-
mount studios in Holly-
wood. John Cromwell, who
marie “Tom Sawyer,” is dl-

rectiiig'. In suuport are
Paul Lukas, Paul Cavanagh,
Juliette Compton and Lester
YaiL

FLORENCE L^KE SiONS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Flor-
ence Lake has been signed to play
in “Drums of Jeopardy,” Harold
MacGrath’s story now being di-

rected by George B. Seitz for Tif-

fany release.

BUSTER SETS HELP

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Natalie
Moorhead and Charlotte Green-
wood have been assigned roles in

Buster Keaton’s next for M-G-M.

stock of spare parts will be allo-

cated to this office for speedy de-
livery.

Based on past sales of spare
parts, the added impetus i)eh!nd

the present sales drive should
make it a Merry Christmas for the
men to be engaged by the com-
pany.

At a meeting of the directors of
Electrical Research Products, Inc.,

yesterday, Herbert M. Wilcox was
elected vice-president in charge
of Operating, reporting to J. E.
Otterson, president of the com-
pany. The election becomes effec-

tive January 1. Mr. Wilcox has
been Operating Manager of the

PANZER, WKNNINGER
CAST ON PARA LOT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Paul
Panzer, who has been on the
screen for almost two decades, has
been added to the cast of Josef
von Sternberg’s “Dishonored,” at

the Paramount studio.

Charles Winninger has been
added to the cast of “The West-
erner,” Richard Arlen’s new pic-

ture on the same lot. Edward
Sloman is directing. William V.
Mong also is a recent addition to
the cast.

PRE¥©ST AND COOPER
JOIN OILOERT PICTURE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Marie
Prevost and George Cooper have
been added to the cast of “Gentle-
man’s Fate,” starring John Gilbert.

company, having had charge in

that capacity of installing and ser-
vicing Western Electric talking
picture apparatus.

Mr. Wilcox has been associated
with Mr. Otterson for fifteen years.
For approximately eleven years of
this time he served under Elec-
trical Research Products’ Presi-
dent in the Winchester Repeating
Arms Company, New Haven,
Conn., where he was Industrial
Engineer, and during the World
War was in charge of production
in the cartridge department .

Joining Western Electric in
April, 1926, as Commercial Man-
ager, he was shortly thereafter
loaned to the Vitaphone Corpora-
tion in the same capacity. When
the Electrical Research Products
Company was formed in January,
1927, Wilcox went along with the
new organization as Operating
Manager.

In this latter connection he has
seen the department grow from
an embyro nucleus of 6 to a pres-
ent day nation wide roganization
with a personnel of 1,250. It

maintains offices in 38 cities from
which are serviced some 4,800 the-
atres equipped with Western Elec-
tric Sound Svstems. Merchandise,
stocks, installation and other oper-
ating functions also come under
his jurisdiction.

WANTED! Exhibitors of

America, using

DEFOREST

DEFOREST ' PHONOFILM
PHONOFILM

Join us in this fight

WANTS 75 GOOD SALESMEN
against Unemployment

now unemployed, but capa-

This company has kept

its factory and manu-

We and with good working factoring units work-

understanding of the sound

equipment field, to participate

ing full time, and has

made available a Quar-

ter Million Dollars BUY NOW
in country wide Phonofilm worth of spare parts Keep these men

part sales campaign. for the Phonofilm, in

order to provide em-

happily employed

Apply by Mail Only. Sell

Yourself in First Letter

ployment for the men
advertised for in the

"Want Ad" to the left.

BUY NOW
Keep your machine

in perfect order

GENERAL TALKING PICTURES CORPORATION GENERAL TALKING PICTURES CORPORATION
218 West 42nd Street New York City 218 West 42nd Street New York City
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FILM LEADERS CHARGED WITH

OPEN SUNDAY “CONSPIRACY”
Two different angles in current efforts made id various states to

revive the operation of blue laws against public amusements on Sunday
are revealed by events of the first two days of this week.

In New York City the forty-sec-

ond annual meeting of the Lord's

Day Alliance brougnt forth aggres-

sive plans for legislation outlaw-

ing sports, amusements and indus-

trial enterprises of any nature on

Sunday, and in Mattoon, Illinois,

there was a test of the City Coun-
cil’s dictum that Sunday motion
pictures, if any, must open with

prayer.
The Mattoon effort at compro-

mise between Sunday worship and
Sunday amusements failed because

not a clergyman could be found

who would officiate. Even the

Mayor, the Rev. S. A. Hughart,

who with the City Council adopt-

ed the ordinance with the prayer

proviso last week, had a preach-

ing engagement in another town.

The Elks lodge agreed to the

prayer regulation in asking a month
of Sunday shows to raise money
for Christmas charity. Members
of the Elks charity committee re-

fused to lead in prayer on the

ground that their prayers were re-

served for church and home.
At the opening session of the

Lord’s Day Alliance the Rev. John
H. Willey referred to the “nation-

al conspiracy against the Sabbath
being fostered by motion picture

interests.” He insisted that the

forces against the Sabbath soon

would flood the country with prize

fights and bullfights. His views

were upheld by the Rev. Harry
L. Bowlby, general secretary of

the organization, who declared

that the amusement interests are

trying to evade the laws of the

country.
The Rev. Russell M. Brougher,

of the Baptist Temple, Brooklyn,

created mixed emotions in the

COLUMBIA ESTABLISHES
MEXICO CITY OFFICE

(Continued from page 1)

ed sales manager for Latin Ameri-
can countries and Henry Brunet,

manager of exchange operationu,

are in Mexico City at present, in

connection with the opening of

the new branch. Goldstein will

supervise the sales activities and
Brunet will adapt to Mexican use

the accountnig and distributing

systems used by the company in

America.
A. L. Kalb, formerly associated

with M-G-M in this territory has
been appointed manager of the

new office. Mr. Kalb has been as-

sociated with the Latin-American
sales end of the industry for se%’-

eral years and has a wide ac-

quaintance among the distributors

in that sector.

Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Dally or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 6067

audience with his statement that
while Sunday theatrical perform-
ances might be a menace to the
sanctity of the Sabbath in other
places, the fact that two large
nsrooklyn theatres gave Sunday
shows near his church had re-

sulted in larger attendance at ser-

vices.

“SEX IN BUSINESS”
GETS GINGER ROGERS

Ginger Rogers has been assign-

ed one of the supporting parts in

“Sex in Business,” which will be-

gin rehearsals this week at the

Paramount L. I. studio with Clau-

dette Colbert and Predric March
in the leading roles.

mOVIE FANS TENDER
GALOSHES AS FARE
TO SEE MOVIE BILL

LENINGRAD.—01(1 Clotli-

iiig, potatoes, eggs, galoshes
and other cast-ohs are
bronght into play here
when the movie fan runs
out of real currency, which
is represented in terms of

rubles and other denomina-
tions. The box-office ticket
taker is the sole judge of

whether or not the galoshes,
et cetera, are sufficient .to

crash the gate.

HATCH ON SALES TOUR
Stanley W. Hatch, sales man-

ager of Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., and Harvey Day,
field representative, left New York
Sunday night for a tour of Edu-
cational’s middle west exchanges.

Although Hatch and Day started

together, they will cover different

exchanges through the middle

west.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY

Doug and Mary Pickford-Fair-
banks are not going to spend the

Christmas holidays abroad. In-

stead they will entertain some not-

ed guests from the other side

right here at home. The Duke and
Duchess of Sutherland of England
and William Rhinelander Stewart
of London and New York will be
the him celebrities guests over the

holidays.

George Cooper has been added
to the long list of well known
players appearing in support of

John Gilbert in “Gentleman’s
Fate,” at M-G-M studios. Marie
Prevost, Leila Hyams, Anita Page,
John Miljan, Louis Wolheim and
George Marion are others in the

cast. Cooper played “Chicago
Red” in “Within the Law” now
called “Paid”.

The Breakfast Club awarded a
cup, (not a cup of coffee), to Joe
Sternberg who directed “Morocco.”
A membership was also conferred
upon the Paramount director.

“Rasty” Wright had his Grau-
man’s Chinese theatre prologue
present to add to the hilarity of

the occasion.

Nick Musuraca is grinding the

crank as chief cameraman on
Eddie Cline’s new picture at Radio
Pictures lot. It is called (at pres-

ent) “Assorted Nuts” with Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey do-

ing their stuff as the “nuts.” A1
Boasberg and Douglas MacLean
concocted it and are associate pro-

ducers. Now let’s see what a
former gag-man and a comedian
can do with a title like that.

Fred Niblo, for several years

with M-G-M and who recently

completed his contract with that

organization to take a vacation

and rest, has returned from
Havana and a protracted stay in

New York. He brought back a

number of plays and originals up-
on which he holds options. He
will announce his new affiliations

soon.

Robert Ellis, who usually plays
“straight” roles, has a comedy
part in “Caught Cheating” the new
Sidney-Murray production at Tif-

fany studios.

Louise Fazenda’s first job since
returning from running around
Europe with her husband, Hal
Wallis, is to be at Paramount.
She’s in “The Westerner” in which
Richard Arlen and Mary Brian are
co-featured. It ought to be good.
Ed Sloman is directing.

Over on the Tec-Art lot they’re
shooting “The Golddiggers of Hol-
lywood”. Another evidence of the
crime wave suppression that has
seized everyone.

General manager E. H. Allen of

the Educational studios has as-

.signed William Goodrich to direct

a new Ideal comedy which is to

go into production this week.

Phil Ryan Productions has just

completed its fourth Chester
Conklin two-reeler for Para-
mount. Frank Griffith directed.

Sidney Algier, well known mo-
tion picture executive, has desert-
ed the legitimate drama and re-

turned to Liberty Productions as
general production manager for

M. H. Hoffman. His first assign-
ment will be May Robson’s cur-
rent starring vehicle, “Mother’s
Millions.” James Flood will di-

rect. Winifred Dunn wrote the
screen play.

Janet Gaynor and mother have
left for Honolulu to spend the
Christmas holidays. Her husband,
Lydell Peck, didn’t go along. Too
busy in the script department of
Paramount.

LAEMMLE DEFENDS

“ALL QUIET ” FILM

(Continued from page 1)

German Ministers of State and po-
lice officials, the original version
of the picture which was shown
in New York, in London, in

Canada, Australia, and throughout
the world. It certainly was no in-

tention of ours to cut or distort
any portion of this picture.

“I am amazed that ‘All Quiet
on the Western Front’ should be
threatened wilh hostility and mis-
understanding in a country that
has bencfitted most from it.”

“
‘All Quiet’ has done more to

establish good will toward the
German people than any factor
since the Armistice. Remarque’s
book was the first piece of Ger-
man literature after the war to

win great sympathy for the Ger-
man soldier in Great Britain and
America. The film carried this

human story to millions.
“World leaders have hailed it

and the international press has
unanimously called it the finest

human document of the war. Ger-
man-American people and German
officials in this country praised it

and the German language news-
papers in America have been
among the most enthusiastic of all

the newspapers who have given
this film so much praise. Not one
of them has regarded it as anti-
German or anything but compli-
mentary to the German soldiers
and the German people.

“I am proud to have the Ger-
iiiaii people see it; I am jiroud

to have them see it as the rest

of the world saw it, too. No thiuk-
ing man can possibly consider it

an attack on the German people.

It isn’t an attack on any people
or on anything except war itself.

“The picture indicts no nation,
no individuals, but it records an
international human experience
that I am sure will have an effect

on the future guidance of man-
kind.”
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The Showman
and the Quitter

By

-

jV!R. John R. Polyanna is in town

making his annual rounds of

the branch film exchanges shopping

for toothsome tidbits to brighten

up his pre'holiday programs. Do
the branch managers give him the

glad hand? Indeed they do, for,

with all the talk going around

about tight times and unemploy-

ment they half expected that even

the optimistic John R. would put

out his lights until the glad New
Year was safely in. With the con-

tracts filled out and signed, they

ask him to slip them his secret.

They get an earful.

I
T’S this way,” said John R.

“I happen to be a showman,
not a quitter. My town needs me
as much as I need by town. It’s

up to me to keep the town looking

at it that way. So the darker

things look—mostly in the news,

papers — the brighter I and my
theatre front get. You can see my
lights as soon as you hit Main
Street at either end. Everybody

in town does. Probably you were

grouching along, expecting the

worst and pulling your longest face

over it. But the minute you see

my lights your map breaks out in

a grin and you come running

—

as everybody in town does.

NO”, continues John R., “they

don’t all make for the ticket

booth immediately. They mill

around in front and in the lobby

where the lights are brightest telb

ing each other how fine everything

is with them, and how you can’t

believe everything you read in the

papers— for bawling out Hoover

for squawking out of his turn. But

pretty soon their quarters and

halves begin to jingle in the booth

(Continued on page 2)

COLUMBIA DIVIDES SALES AREA
INTO EAST AND WEST DIVISIONS

BUSINESS SPLENDID

IN THE FAR WEST

G.L. SEARS STATES
G. L. Sears, one of the western

sales managers for Warner Bros,

and First National, has retnrned
after an extensive trip wlWch
carried him up and down the Paci-

fic Coast and through Washing-

(Continued on page 2)

GOVERNMENT ISSUES
EDUCATIONAL FILM

A free motion picture film de-

picting the dangers of carbon
monoxide gas is being circulated

by the Bureau of Mines of the
Department of Commerce. The
film is of one reel, entitled “Car-
bon Monoxide: the Unseen Dan-
ger.” It visualizes the hazards of

this insidious poison gas and
points out ways of combating
them.

ZUKOR DUE FRIDAY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Adolph
Zukor left here Saturday night for

New York City, traveling by way
of San Francisco. The film

executive arived in Hollywood two
and a half weeks ago on his an-
nual trip to the west coast studios

of the organization.

Phil Dunas to Head Western Offices—Lou Weinberg

Named Eastern Manager—Detroit to Be Dividing

Line

ROXY TO TELL
IT TO AMPAS

8. L. Rothafel is announc-
ed as tlie special guest of

honor of the Motion Pic-
ture Advertisers at their
weekly luncheon to be given
today at the Dixie Hotel.
Roxy is expected to tell

about his impressions of the
pietnre business abroad.
The main dining room of
the hotel has been engaged
in anticipation of a large
attendance of members and
their friends of the press.

Columbia yesterday completed
arrangements for dividing its sales

headquarters into two distinct

units—west and east of Detroit.

Joe Goldberg, general manager
of sales, following the division,

‘named Phil Dunas, former district

manager of the company’s mid-
|v/^est territory, western sales man-
iager. Lou Weinberg, formerly in
jcharge of short subjects, has been
‘named eastern sales manager.

Both Dunas and Weinberg have
been identified with the sales fields

'of the industry for several years.
'Dunas came to Columbia from
j
United Artists. He has been with
(Universal.

I

Weinberg was special represen-
jtative and for a number of years

(Continued on page 4)

Warners, Loe<w, Fox Houses
To Aid Jer$ey City Needy

WARNER BROS. HEADS

ON INSPECTION TOUR
The operating heads of Warner

Bros. Theatre chain left yesterday
for an inspection trip which will

(Continued on page 4)

CARL HANSON PROMOTED BY TIFFANY

WITH GOE TAKING OVER SALES OFFICE

Oscar R. Hanson yesterday was
promoted to assistant general
manager of Tiffany Productions.
Hanson, until the promotion, was
general sales manager.

Carl J. Goe slips into the place
vacated by Hanson with Sterling

Wilson taking over the reigns of

assistant general sales manager,
which were held by Goe.
Grant L. Cook, executive vice-

president of Tiffany, in making the

announcement, paid high tribute to

the three men’s ability, emphasiz-
ing:

“I am following out the policy

established by me since affiliating

with Tiffany, of promoting from
the ranks.”

Goe formerly was with Univer-
sal, Pathe and Associated Exhibi-
tors. He has been with Tiffany
three years.

Wilson was Albany manager of

sales for several years.

j

Warners, Loew and Fox houses
iin Jersey City, Saturday, will join
jhands in “the greatest show on
jearth” for Jersey City’s uneniploy-

I (Continued on page 4)

DISTRIBUTOR CHARGES
“SIMBA” PRINT STOLEN

M. J. Weisfeldt, of Talking Pic-
ture Epics, Inc., yesterday report-
ed as missing a print of “Simba.”
He alleges the print was appropri-
ated from the Sheffield Film Ex-
change vaults, in Denver. He also
issues a warning to all theatres
booking “Simba” to check on the
source of its release.

BANCROFT AT PARA

Beorge Bancroft will make a
personal appearance at the New
York Paramount for the week
starting tomorrow, as an added
attraction to the showing of “Only
Saps Work,” with Leon Errol and
Richard Arlen.
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MAIN iTREET

It took eight seamstresses three

weeks to make a dress for Joan
Crawford, M-G-M p.a. informs * *

six,teen-tlionsand mirrors had to

be sewed on * * it’s a great break
for unemployed seamstresses any-
way * * * Clark Gable who used

find it tough to buy gas for an
asthmatic Dodge now is a Big Shot
in the talkers * * * he got the

big break from his work in Last

Jlile » * * did you know the Em-
pire State has furnished 104 celeb-

rities to the talking screen * * *

that Bow girl is 103 ol ’em * * *

Vermont has furnished, besides

Cal Coolidge, Kudy Vallee * * *

what! you don’t remember when
Cal faced the camera at Warners
* * and Grade would make a

corking good actress if her work
in the newsreels with Santa Claus

is a criterion * * * she grabbed the

footage right away from Cal * * *

wonder what happened to the

Boudoir Diplomat at the Globe * *

newsreelers finally shot ShlpwTCck
Kelly * * * wonder who tells all

these somebodies who face the

mike in the newsreels what to say

* * some musta * * * they never

could say such stupid things with-

out coaching * * * Ye Ed had a

little over a buck in that Bank ot

Hollywood * * * Allyn Butterfield

looking younger than ever elbow-

ing his way past field glasses turn-

ed on Shipwreck Kelly in the

bouncing Forties * * * remembei

when Allyn edited Yitagraph fea-

tures over in Flatbush, with

George Arthur * * * George’s dad

was one of the industry’s first

cameraman * * Uncle Carl crashes

the Roxy tomorrow with a fea-

ture * as a last desperate effort

to hit the front pages Roxy (him-

self) is goin’ dine with the Big

Ad Men today * * * Adolph Znkor

is due back on the Big Stem afore

long * * * did you see that great,

big car parked in front of the

Lambs yest * * * it carried a Cal.

license * * probably an extre

boy for Xmas * * * James Whale
could double for 0. 0. McIntyre.

Earle W. Hammons, president of

Educational, and one of the pio-

neers in the short subjects field,

gives some encouragement wnen
he says:

“Better comedies are being made
because better people are mailing

them.’’

This, he says, is due to the fact

that never before in his long ex-

perience in the short subject field

have the producers of shorts taken
such a keen interest in their work.
The coming of the talkies did

a lot to place more substantial

entertainment values at the bottom
of shorts, according to Hammons.
He concluded:
“In every branch of short fea-

ture production, including the act-

ing, writing and direction, are

now to be found people who have
come into prominence through
channels that gave them wide ex-

perience. This is the first time,

I believe, that these rich resources
are being tapped so thoroughly for

short feature productions.”

CARTOON ARTISTS
DECORATE STUDIO

The Fleischer Studios
have recently aciinired ad-
ditional tloor space which
they will utilize as club
rooms for their large staff

of artists. Every artist at
the studio has asked for

the privilege of decorating

the club rooms and
Fleischer has finally agreed

to let each one do his bit.

It is certain that after the

hundred or so cartoonists

get tliro'Ugh, the place will

liave enough screen song
and talkertoou characters

on its walls to make it en-

tertaining.

^Rambling Reporter* Crew
To Start Long Tour Soon

^ ,

J. R. Bray of Bray Pictures Cor-
poration announces that his com-
pany is sending a production crew
to North Africa and the Far East
to take sound pictures for the
‘Rambling Reporter” series, which
are being distributed by Columbia.
The outfit will start in January
and cover Morocco, Algeria, Tunis,

Libia, French West Africa and
Egypt, after which it will go into

Arabia and Persia.

In the Spring another produc-
tion staff will go into Italy, the
Balkan States and thence up to

Russia coming back through Ger-
many and covering various Euro-
pean countries during the summer
and fall months. These trips will

cover about ten months each.
Cooperation with the various

3ETZ REPLACES DUGAN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Owing
to conflicting contract engage-
ments, Tom Dugan has been re-

placed in the cast of “The Single
Sin” on the Tiffany lot, by Matthew
Betz, character artist.

governments is being arranged far
in order that the best advantage
can be taken of opportunities for
unusual, historical and spectacu-
lar material for the series.

“SEX IN BUSINESS”
BEGINS REHEARSALS

Rehearsals of “Sex in Business”,
tentative title for the screen pro-
duction in which Claudette Colbert
and Fredric March will be starred,
have begun at Paramount’s New
Yorb studio, under the direction
of Dorothy Arzner . Charlie
Ruggles and Monroe Owsley have
been engaged for the chief sup-
porting roles.

The picture was adapted from
an original story by Austin Parker.
This is the third screen alliance
of Miss Colbert and Ruggles. Like
the “Big Pond,” in which Miss Col-
bert appeared with Maurice Chev-
alier, “Sex in Business” will be
shot bi-lingually in English and
French at the same time.

THE SHOWMAN AND THE QUITTER
(Continued from page 1)

hopper. The house fills. The
organist busts loose, the program
itarts. Everybody’s happy and the

:ountry’s plum full of prosperity.

• • *

HAT’S that? ‘No money?’

Boloney! This country is

full of money. The banks are

bustin’ their sides with money.

Everybody with a job has money
—but you can’t expect them to

spend it with Main Street dark!”

HIRES 2,763 EXTRAS

FROM L. A. BREADLINE

Director Frank Lloyd, working
on the Fox picture, “East Lynne,”
took advantage of his position to

help the unemployed ”of Holly-
wood. Needing extras to play in

the many colorful crowd scenes
in the romantic drama, Lloyd
sought them out in the breadlines
in Los Angeles. He and a staff

of assistants selected 2,763 men
and women and gave them several
days work.

ALL FRENCH TALKIE

PREMIERE ON MONDAY
The American premiere of

“Under the Roofs of Paris,” the
first all Fremch talking picture
next Monday evening at the Little
Carnegie Playhouse, is planned as
an event of international impor-
tance.

Among the guests invited to at-
tend aie Paul Claudel, French
Ambassador to the United States,
Mayor James J. WalKer, Maxime
Mongendre, French Consul Gen-
eral, Otto Kahn, David Belasco,
Irene Bordoni, Eva La Gallienne,
Will Hays, Milton Diamond, Czar
of Music and many of the promi-
nents in society, the screen and
che stage.

BUSINESS SPLENDID
(Continued from page 1)

ton, Oregon and Colorado.
Sears says that he tound noth-

ing to complain of during nis trip
and that he heard nothing of busi-
ness depression until he crossed
the Mississippi, on his way home.
“The far West is in good condi-

tion, judging by the motion pic-
ture business,” says Sears. “I
lound exhibitors enthusiastic. The
demand for Warner and First Na-
tional pictures is stronger than it

has ever been, due, of course, to
the number of our releases that
have hit the public fancy.

“In a number of cities the runs
ot ‘Sunny,’ ‘The Doorway to Hell,’
and ‘The Widow from Chicago’ had
to be extended. I found exhibiturs
tteenly alive about future releases
and they were inquiring about
‘.Mothers Cry,’ ‘Viennese Nights,'
and ‘Kismet,’ all of which promise
to have record bookings through-
out the western territory.”

PEE-WEE GOLF ADDS

CUSTOMERS FOR M-G-M

ELKHART, Ind.—A novel minia-
ture golf stunt was employed by
H. Nessel, manager of the Orphe--
um here, as part of his exploita-
tion campaign to put over M-G-M’s
‘Love in the Rough.”

Hotel Elkhart has a small putt-
ing green in the lobby for the en-
tertainment of guests, and Nessel
arranged a tie-up with the pro-
prietors whereby each person mak-
ing a hole-in-one during the run
of the picture would receive a
ticket from the hotel management
for “Love in the Rough.”

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Dec. 10, :1930

Paramount F-L 40 40% —11/8
Warner Bros 15 'A 15% —1
Pox Film “A” 29 30 — %
Loew’s Inc 52% 54 — 1/2

Loew’s Inc. Pre 961/8 96‘i/8 —1%
Radio K-A-0 18A 18% — %
Pathe Exchange 3 3 - '/4

Pathe “A” 51/2 5A — %
Con. F. Ind 131/8 131/8 + %
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 17%

Curb Market

17% - '/4

Columbia Piet 16 16 + %
Pox Theatre “A”._ 4% 4% - '/4



THE TOP OF-THE-
INDUSTRY SITTER

iSUUm.

Fight with City Hall— there’s no argument
about it. There are a lot of good companies
in this business but there’s only one great

one—M-G'M. Season in, season out you get

the best from the company whose trademark,

known to the world, is the lion. Pictures

r- with magnetic personalities, backed by skillful

and intensive promotion. Right now you are

playing Min and Bill”, the Marie Dressier-

Wallace Beery smash. A great picture and the

right length for turning over

the crowds. But the best is

yet to come. Study the box at

the left and figure out what
you’ll do with these sensational

attractions already previewed.

En Route to You

^MARION DAVIES in

f/^The Bachelor Father
with RALPH FORBES; ^lirected by ROBERT Z. LEONARD

GRETA GARBO in

Inspiration
with Robert Montgomery, Lewis Stone, Marjorie
Rambeau; directed by CLARENCE BROWN.

"IMARIE DRESSIER and

pPOLLY MORAN in

Reducing
withAnita Page, Lucieii Littlefield; directed byCharles F Riesner

CRAWFORD in

Paid
with Robert Armstrong, Marie Prevost; directed by
Sam Wood. Based on the play “Within the Law” by

Bayard Veiller

LAWRENCE TIBBETT
GRACE MOORE in

New Moon 't
with Adolphe Menjou, Roland Young; Book and
Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein 2nd, Frank Mandel and
Lawrence Schwab;* Music by Sigmund Romberg.

Directed by Jack Conway.

METRO - GOLDWYN
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SAM MORRIS TELLS WARNER-F. N. EXECUTIVES

FUTURE FOR BOTH NEVER LOOKED BRIGHTER

NATURAL VISION FILM

“DANGER LIGHTS” SET

FOR MAYFAIR PREVIEW

Co-Workers Beaming at

Optimistic Observations

In Which He Condemns
Those Who Tighten

Their Purse Strings

Sam E. Morris brought smiles

to the faces of Warners and First

National executives yesterday

when, in special meeting, he
sounded a note so optimistic that

not a doubting Thomas left the

room.
“Persons who are tightening

their purse strings are doing the

picture industry a lot of harm
but;—

“If there are any ills in the film

industry you may be sure the

fault lies within the industry it-

self.

“iThe greatest error that can

possibly be made at this time is

to cheapen product. The men who
do it are business fools. They
lack courage and, what is more,

they lack faith and belief in their

own material.
“Stint nothing in the way of giv-

ing a good story a perfectly ade-

quate production and then do not

attempt to hide it with a bit of

parsimony. Spend money in tell-

ing the. ^blic about it. This is

what we' hdve been doing, this nas

been our policy and this is why
our earnings have been so rapid-

ly increasing.

“Point out to me where busi-

ness is. bad and I will tell you
the reason for it. Good entertain-

ment is as potent in attracting

people to the theatre as ever it

was. The public demands recrea-

tion. Tn fact, it is a nece isity

and it is our business to supply

it. How well we are doing this

you all know. The public is cer-

tainly not going to see everything;

there never was a time when it

did, but it is going to the things

worthwhile. A number of grosses

that we have had on our pictures

lately would have been consider-

ed extraordinarily good even in

the most prosperous period.

“Warner Bros, and First Nation-

al are in a wonderful condition

COLUMBIA DIVIDING

ITS SALES AREA
(Continued from page 1)

manager of the Picker circuit. He
at one time was with the sales

department of Fox Films and Selz-

nick.
Dunas will have supervision over

the following offices. Chicago, Den-
ver, Des Moines, Detroit, Indian-
apolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha,
Portland, Salt Lake City, San
Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis, and
Butte.
Weinberg’s jurisdiction includes.

Albany, Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo,

Charlotte, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Dallas, Memphis, New Haven,
New Orleans, New York City,

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
Washington.

regarding the future. We can
look forward with enthusiasm for

we will be releasing from now
until March 1 a number of the
strongest, best cast and best

balanced pictures that we have
ever produced.

FOUR BURNS’ MYSTERY

PICTURES COMPLETED

Four subjects in Educational’s
new series of William J. Burns
Detective Mysteries have been
completed and scheduled for re-

lease. They are “The Suppressed
Crime,” “The Wilkins Murder
Case,” “The Costa-Rican Case”
and “The Ulrich Case.”

In each of these William J.

Burns is seen and heard outlin-

ing the evidence in the case and
describing the steps taken to solve

the mystery.

NAT’L SCREEN RELEASES
FDUR HDLIDAY SHDRTS

Two Christmas and two New
Year Holiday Trailers have been
released by National Screen Ser-

vcie, a deluxe and a junior short

for each holiday. “Christmas
Around the World”’ is the theme
of the deluxe Xmas trailer, and
the deluxe New Year Trailer offers

a kaleidospic actual scene review
of New Year subjects.

In addition to these shorts, all

in sound on film, a sound New
Year’s Eve midnight show leader

is also available.

ARLISS EN RDUTE WEST
FDR NEW WARNER FILM

George Arliss leaves for Califor-

nia today to make his next Warner
Bros, starring picture. Booth
Tarkington wrote the dialogue.

CDNSDLIDATED FILMS
DECLARES DIVIDEND

At a meeting of the Board of

Directors of the Consolidated Film
Industries, Inc.» yesterday, the

regular quarterly dividends of 50c

per share on the preferred stock,

and 50c per share on the common
stock were declared payable
January 2, 1931, to stockholders
of record December 18, 1930.

3RD WEEK IN BDSTDN
FDR BENNETT FILM

“Sin Takes a Holiday,” Pathe’s
latest Constance Bennett starring
vehicle, has been held over for

a third week at the RKO Theatre
in Boston. This is the first pic-

ture which has been held for three
weeks in Boston this season.

VITAPHONE SIGNS
S. S. VAN DINE

S. S. Van Dine, creator
of Philo Vance, the present
favorite amateur detective
with the millions of readers
of detective and mystery
fiction, will write a series
of two-reel detective stories
for Vitaphone Varieties.

CDLUMBIA LIST BDDKS
46 IN DETRDIT SECTDR
Following last week’s deal with

the Cooperative Theatre Service
Company, which involved a con-
tract covering the exhibition of

Columbia’s Superior Twenty line-

up and short subjects in twenty-
six theatres of the chain. Coopera-
tive this week contracted the prod-
uct for twenty additional theatres.
The new deal gives the Columbia
product representation in a total

of forty-six theatres in the Detroit
sector.

Among the theatres in the new
deal are: In Detroit, the Grand-
Victory, Dexter, Park, Frontenac,
Kramer, Martha Washington,
Olympic, New Home, Garden, War-
field, Wolverine, Imperial, Gray-
stone, West End, Pasadena, Crys-
tal Oakman and Coliseum. In
addition to the above houses are:
Rae in Ann Arbor and Ritz in

Muskegon.

UNA MERKEL CAST

Una Merkel has been signed for

an outstanding role in “All Women
Are Bad,” Fox Movietone picture.

She will be featured with Warner
Baxter and Jeanette MacDonald
under the direction of William K.
Howard.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — Carl
Laemmle yesterday sent an ap-
peal to the German people for fair

play for the picture, “All Quiet
on the Western Front,” which de-
picts through the novel of Erich
Maria Remarque the German
soldier in the war.

Debarred from the news
columns, Laemmle cabled the tex
of a paid advertisement in defense
of the picture and the reasons for
making it, an appeal to the Ger-
man people themselves. The ad-
vertisement is scheduled to ap-
pear in the leading Berlin news-
papers of today.

Laemmle urged the German
people to judge the picture foi

themselves and “not on the mis-
representations of anyone else.”

“If you, the German people, say
it is not all I claim for it, I shai'

withdraw it from exhibition in

Germany,” he added.

RKO-Radio’s railroad drama,
opening for public preview tomor-
row night at the Mayfair will be
complimented with the Spoor-
Berggren Natural Vision process,
for the first time in any feature.
It veil! open generally Saturday
morning.
The process is otherwise known

as the third dimensional motion
picture. Louis Wolheim, Jean
Arthur and Robert Armstrong are
featured. An enlarged screen is

used.

REGULAR DIVIDENDS
DECLARED BY KAD

The Board of Directors of Keith-
Albee-Orpheum Corporation have
declared a regular quarterly divi-
dend of 1%% on the Preferred
Stock payable on January 1, 1931,
to stockholders of record of
December 20, 1930.

The Orpheum Circuit, Inc., has
also declared a regular quarterly
dividend of 2% on the Preferred
Stock of the Company payable on
January 1, 1931, to stockholders
of record of December 20, 1930.

WARNER BRDS. HEADS
DN INSPECTIDN TDUR
(Continued from page 1)

take in Washington, Chicago,
Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Albany.
In the group were Spyros Skouras,
general manager of the Warner
theatres; George Skouras, David
vVeshner, E. I. Alperson, Clayton
Bond, Don J. Cox and James
Brennan.

At Chicago they will find the
zone managers of the Milwauk> e,

St. Louis and Oklahoma City .ist-

ricts awaiting them.
The executives will be back in

New York Monday.

RAYMDND GRIFFITH

SIGNED BY WARNERS
Raymond Griffith, formerly a

comedy star, has been added to

the Warners scenario department.

AID JERSEY CITY NEEDY
tContinued trom page 1)

3d. A triple-unit stage show will

be the feature, staged at the Stan-
ley, in Journal Square.
Mayor Frank Hague, according

to the three-page announcement,
with the City Commissioners, will

“march down one aisle and the
unemployment relief committee
town the other. These two march-
ing files will cross each other on
the stage before the curtain, which
will rise to show the police de-
partment riot squad.” If that isn’t

original entertainment the pro-
moters just don’t know what is.

There will be an 100-piece or-

chestra and the American Legion
band will furnish music. Among
oersonalities on the program will

be Miss Ima Whom. All known
workers of the theatres are con-
tributing their services free.

Laemmle Appeals to Berlin

To Give “AU Quiet’* Break
0-
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Newsreels Scan
the Universe

By

WHEN we saw it in the papers

that the newsreels — Lord

bless ’em—had broken down Pro'

fessor Einstein’s camera resistance,

thus out-distancing all their previ'

ous achievements, we rejoiced ex-

ceedingly. 'We perceived immedi'

ately how much greater are the

newsreels than was Alexander the

Great, who, you will recall, sat

down and wept because there were

no more worlds for him to con-

quer.
V V V

By this masterly stroke the

newsreels have escaped the

tearful defeat of Alexander

—

though that fate seemed to be

drawing perilously near since this

mundane sphere and most of the

fulness thereof had surrendered to

them. Now, there are a thousand

worlds, all virgin, willing and ex'

pectant, awaiting their coming by

kind permission of the only living

being who knows how they got

that way, and can prove it. Few

will deny that in shooting the coy

professor the newsreels have put

themselves in a fair way to shoot

the Universe at their leisure.

(Continued on page 2)

SALES MANAGERS OF HAYS ORGANIZATION

OKAY PETTIJOHN’S FILM ROARDS BODGET

WARNERS, F. N. AHEAD

OF 1930 SCHEDULE

Warners and First National are
far ahead of schedule on actual
production for the (present sea-
son. Only nine more pictures re-

main to be produced by Warners,
and six by First National, to com-
plete the total scheduled produc-
tion of 70 full-length feature pic-

tures for 1930-31, according to

Jacob Wilk, tVory chief of the
affiliated comjpanies. Fifty percent
of the story material already has
been purchased and is now being
prepared for “shooting.”

RCA EQUIPMENT FOR
NEW DOLLAR LINE

A completely equipped motion
picture theatre with special

feature of the new Dollar Line
Steamship President Hoover,
which was christened with elabor-
ate ceremonies by Mrs. Herbert
Hoover at Newport News on Tues-
day. RCA Photophone sound re-

producing equipment will be in-

stalled in the theatre.

CANTOR TO APPEAR
AT RKO COLISEUM

Eddie Cantor is booked definite-

ly to appear at the RKO Coliseum
Theatre as an extra holiday at-

traction December 24, 25 and 26.

ERPI EXPERTS IN SESSION

TO DEVELOP RIGID SERVICE
More than 50 ERPI service de-

partment supervisors and techni-

cal inspectors are meeting in New
York this week to develop a more
rigid system for servicing Western
Electric Sound Systems in theatres

made necessary by the introduc-
tion of “Western Electric New
Process Noiseless Recording.”
“This new process of recording

eliminates all extraneous noises
from talking pictures and if the-

atres are to receive the advantage

of this great development the re-

producing equipment must, in it-

self, be noiseless,” H. M. Wilcox,
operating manager, said yesterday.

He continued;

“A complete upward revision of

the present accepted standards of

permissible noise in sound repro-

duction is inevitable, whether this

noise arises from the sound sys-

tem itself or from extraneous the-

(Continued on page 3)

Action Taken at Annual Mjeeting Spikes Rumor That
Agencies Will Be Abolished; 1931 Schedule Passed

As Submitted by General Counsel

“DEVIL TO PAY” SET
FOR GAIETY, DEC. 18

‘^lie Devil to Pay,” star-
ring Ronald Colnian, by
Frederick Lonsdale, opens
at the Gaiety next Thurs-
day. Samuel Goldwyn pro-
duced for release by United
Artists.

E. W. JENSEN ON TRIP

MINNEAPOLIS.—E. W. Jensen,
Big 4 special sales representative,
working out of the Celebrated
Film Exchange here, is on a sales
trip of his district, which com-
prises Minnesota and North
Dakota.

! Contrary to insistent rumors
rambling up and down Broadway,
the Film Boards of Trade will con-
tinue to function.

I

Sales managers, representing
jmembers of the M.P.P.D.A., yes-
terday put the official okay on
ICharlie Pettijohu’s 1931 budget. It

[was passed as submitted by Petti-

john.

,[
Without official foundation of

[any sort the rumor that the sales
managers, at their annual meet-
ing, yesterday, might act to take
h'oni the Film Boards of Trade
jmajor functions, has persisted
iwithin the industry and was car-
[ried into print by a local daily
hewspaper.
, The action taken at the meet-
ing yesterday leaves the Film
Boards of Trade in the same com-
manding position they have held
heretofore.

General Talking Patent Suit

Appeal Heard inPhila.Today

RODNER SEES PICKUP
IN MIDWEST TERRITORY

Harold Rodner, president of

Continental Accessories, Inc., re-

turned yesterday from a trip to

Chicago and Milwaukee where he
found conditions better than he
expected with talk of new houses
everywhere.

“We have been so busy equip-
ping new Warner theatres in the
east that this has been my first

visit to the middle west in some
time.”

FLEISCHER STAFF
TO DINE DEC. 23

The annual Christmas dinner
and entertainment for the em-
ployees of the Fleischer Studios
will take place on December 23
at the Hotel Wellington. Max
Fleischer will act as host.

The appeal of the Stanley Com-
pany of America, from the deci-
sion rendered by Judge Morris in

Wilmington, Delaware, in the in-

fringement suit brought by Gen-
eral Talking Pictures, will be
heard in the Court of Appeals in

Philadelphia today.
General Talking Pictures in the

original suit claimed that through

(Continued on page 2)

GERMANS BAR
“All QUIET’

BERLIN, Dec. 11.— “All
Quiet on the Westeni
Front” has been barred
from all German theatres
bv that country’s Board of
Film Censors, on the
ground that it “endangers
Germany’s international
standing.”
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MAIN MREEl

The secret of why Shipwreck
Kelly is siftin’ atop the P<araniount

Hotel is out * * * the rooms are

so small he had to retreat to the

tlagpole to get the air * * * Clara

Kimball Young is, goin’ make a

comeback in Kept Husbands for

Radio * * Jttack Swain, that funny

man who used to be a foil for

Chaplin, is goin’ cavort in Finn

and Hattie Abroad * * Sidney

Hayden, fresh from the wilds of

Africa, is goin’ talk with the

scribes today * * Sam 'VVarshow-

sky says he won’t carry a spear
* * !' Harry Reicheiibach Anally

got his pic. on Broadway * *

Einstein and the Frau let the

newsreelers shoot them * * *

Barbara Bennett, sister of Joan
and Constance, will let the movies

get along as best they can with-

out her * * * she’s goin’ dance
with her hubby, Morton Downey
at that supper club he bosses * *

thev tell us that A1 Jolson, Raonl
Walsh, Winnie Sheehan, Eddie

Cantor and Joe Sehenck are going

in for horse racing * * * they’re

goin’ buy in ,'on Agua Caliente

below the Rio Grande if what they

tell us has any foundation * * *

Roxy thinks there’s a place for

the wide screen * * he didn’t

say where, however * * * maybe
he means against those reporters

who hounded him across the Big

Pond * * * Dudley Nichols has

gone actor in Hollywood * * *

he’s lending reportorial atmos-
phere to a talker on the Fox lot

* * Creighton Peet, critic of the

talkers, throws a lot of light on

how things should be done in an

open letter to Uncle Carl * * *

he would change this and that
* * * if Cleopatra’s nose had been

<ihorter the face of the world
would have changed, too * * *

things are beginning to buzz

again over in Astoria * * * why

doesn’t Para conAne Ed W’ynn to

shorts * * * Martin Johnson, the

hie- movie hunter, is headed this

way from the wilds * * * a travel-

ing zoo is in his train * * * have

you noticed how strong a foothold

shorts are assuming in the the-

atres * sin transfers its holi-

day to 42nd' street

BROADWAY SHOP WINDOW
“SEE AMERICA THIRST” ‘Globe)

Universal’s broad satire on or-
ganized crime drew laughs from
an almost enitrely male audience
at the Globe as soon as the cast,

containing such character names
as “Tar-Face Spumoni”, was hash-
ed on the screen, and, from then
on, it seemed a relatively simple
matter to keep them laughing.
It’s an original idea, concerning
two hoboes, (Harry Langdon and
Slim, Summerville), who get mix-
ed up with a pair of rival boot-
legging gangs, are mistaken for
notorious angsters, installed in an
elaborate penthouse apartment
equipped with automatically-
armored beds, steel doors and a
foot thick, push-buttons that cause
machine guns to spring out of the
polished Aoors, and a cannon
about a city block long. This last

furnishes one of the funniest
scenes in the picture when, with
Langdon perched on it, Summer-

vills turns a crank which teles-
copes it out over the city at a
dizzy height, and all his efforts

to draw it back only succeed in
further endangering Langdon who
dangles shrieking from its mouth.
The rivalry between these two
gangs is so jealously guarded that
they have their individual yells,

slogans and even spirited “theme
songs”, one of them beginning
“Let’s Take Everybody for a
Ride.” The entire picture, direct-
ed by William J. Craft, carries
along in this kidding mood and
the Anale, a gangwar, with barri-
cades Aung up in the city streets,
and the gangs declaring a tempor-
ary truce and training their com-
bined forces upon Langdon and
Summerville, panicked the audi
euce. Bessie Love appears briefly
as the District Attorney’s sweet-
heart, posing as a night club en-
tertainer to trap the gangleaders.

R. N.

ROXY, AFTER TRIP ABROAD, SEES

PICTURE INDUSTRY “ALL WRONG”
Roxy, after being chased out of

jLondon, Paris, Berlin, Vienna and
iRome by reporters dogging his

'heels for expressions from a great
maestro, suddenly discovers that

the “motion picture industry
doesn’t know what it’s all about.”

He told members of the AMPA
yesterday at their luncheon at the
Dixie so in just those words.

His trip abroad, according to his

speech before the AMPA’s, also

brought about the conviction that
he must learn the second and
third verses of the Star Spangled
Banner. He hasn’t appreciated
the country in which he lives

—

the trip abroad refreshed his
memory—times were so hard, et

cetera.

The human element and sound
pictures cannot be mixed, he ob-
served. He didn’t, however, ac-
count for the tact that the big
feature of his presentations at the

Roxy is the stage show—in Aesh
and blood. Whether or not this

element is human he left to his
listeners.

Major Bowes, of the Capitol was
present. So was Martha Wilchin-
ski, Roxy’s press agent, who told
how easy it is to press agent a
great personage like Roxy.

Roxy made his entrance in a
very unusual manner. He came
111 on the arm of Miss Wilchinski
sedulously winding his Elgin. He
gave this task profound attention
until Mike Simmons sat down at
his left and eased the tension. The
meeting was a great success.

ATKINSON CAST

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Frank
Atkinson has been added to the
cast of the Paramount picture,

“Ladies’ Man.”

EDDIE BUZZELL HERE

ON BUSINESS TRIP

Eddie Buzzell, who has been
busy at the Columbia Hollywood
studios for the past several
months, writing, directing and
starring in the series of short
comedy reels known as “Special-
ties,” is in New York for a brief
vacation. While resting betweeen
productions, Buzzell will see
numerous Broadway shows and
will look over material for future
one-reelers. Negotiations are also
pending for Buzzell to direct fea-
ture productions for the company,
following completion of the short
subjects now scheduled.

“VIENNESE NIOHTS’’

CLAIMS MUSIC HITS

Musical numbers which have
won that part of the public that
has witnessed “Viennese Nights”
include “You Will Remember
Vienna,” “Here We Are,” “I Bring
a Love Song” and “I’m Lonely.”
According to Harms, the publish-
ers, the demand for these songs
is establishing a record.

DAPHNE POLLARD
SIGNED BY U

Daphne Pollard, former Winter
Garden and Folies Bergeres star,

who has followed up her great
stage success with equal fame in

pictures, has been signed by Carl
Laemmle, Jr. for the featured role

in a series of six short produc-
tions for Universal, with option
for six more.

COLUMBIA NAMES
DANCE HALL FILM

“Ten Cents a Dance,” is to be
the title of Columbia’s drama of

the dance hall, which is Barbara
Stanwyck’s Arst starring vehicle

under her new contract.

PATENT APPEAL
(Continued from page 1)

NEWSREELS SCAN THE UNIVERSE
(Continued from page 1)

WE have been informed by

other professors, whose lan-

guage we are able to understand,

that Professor Einstein’s Universe

is as full of worlds as Broadway
and its holiday windows are of

nuts. Eurthermore, that all these

worlds circulate within a gob of

something or other shaped like an

old-fashioned apple turnover—the

kind that mother used to make

—

;hat has become somewhat twisted

of late along lines of relativity. If

this is indeed so, we may now be

assured that the newsreels will

have it, and have it first.
* « *

WE had just been searching

high and low for something

new, as well as nice, to write about

our newsreels. Thank you kindly.

Professor Einstein.

SIGN WALTER MILLER

Walter Miller, who played leads
opposite Mary Pickford in the old
Biograph days, has been signed
!by Big 4 to appear in “Hell’s
Valley” in support of Wally
Wales. Miller has appeared op-
iposite many favorites including

Blanche Sweet, the Gish sisters,

iMae Marsh, Corrine Griffith and
! Betty Compson and in over a

[dozen Pathe serials.

FANCHON AND MARCO
ENLARGE UNIT IDEA

Faiichon & Marco here-

after will produce a unit

vaudeville show every
fourth week consisting of

head-line and flash acts.

the use of Western Electric re-

production equipment, Stanley in-

fringed certain patents it had ob-

tained from Dr. Lee DeForest.
Judge Morris, following the

trial, at which Western Electric

attorneys appeared for the de-

fendant, found that the Reiss pat-

ients controlled by General Talk-
ing had been infringed. Western
Electric appealed.

STGCK MARKET
Thursday, Dec. 11, 1930

Paramount F-L 37 39 —1%
Warner Bros 141/2 15% — %
Warner Bros. Pre. 39 39

Fox Film “A” 271/8 28% —1%
Loew’s Inc 511/2 53 —

1

Loew’s Inc. Pre 93 93 —31/8

Radio K-A-0 171/2 17% —

1

Pathe Exchange ... 21/2 2/2 — 1/2

Pathe “A” 4% 5 — 1/2

Con. F. Ind 13 13 — 1/8

Con. F. Ind. Pre. .. 17% 173/8 —
Curit Market

Columbia Piet 1614 16% + /4

Pox Theatre “A”.. 4% 4% %
Nat. Screen 19 19 —

1
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GLORIA GLORIA LIVES
ALONG WITH OTHERS
OF UNITED ARTISTS

(xloria Swauso'ii still lives

—she’s not dead.
Tliis announcement has

been provoked by wii’e news
I'roiu South America to the
effect that the actress was
dead.

She not only is alive but,

according to United Artists,

is seduously considering
her next story.

All the other United
Artists are alive, too, in-

cluding Warren IVolan.

1,752 EXHIBS, 32 CIRCUITS

BOOK SONO THRILL-0-GRAM$

t TO STAR
Hi ‘^PARTY HUSBAND^’

;] Instead of appearing in ‘'Reck-

less Hour,” for First National,
Dorothy Mackaill will be starred

by the same company in ‘‘Party

Husband,” which has been adapt-

ed by Charles Kenyon. ‘‘Reck-

less Hour” will be produced with

fin all-star cast, the members of

Which will be announced later

WESTERN EECTRIC FILES; SUIT AGAINST AMPUON

CORP. OF AMERICA ANDi TWO OF ITS OFFICERS

4 PATHE-VAN BEURENS
BOOKED ON BROADWAT
A quartette of Patlie-Vau Bcureu

shorts subjects—three Aesop’s
Fables and a Grantland Rice
Sportlight—will be playing along
Broadway the week starting Fri-

day. The Fables will play as

follows: ‘‘Gypped in Egypt,” Globe
Theatre; ‘‘The Big Cheese,” May-
fair Theatre and ‘‘Hot Tomale,”
Cameo Theatre. The Sportlight,

“Gliding” will show at the New
York Strand.

SAYLOR, lillAGiCINTOSH

GAST BY PARAMOUNT
Sid Saylor and Louise Mackin-

tosh have been added to the cast

of “Finn and Hattie Abroad.”

I

Western Electric Company has
Entered suit in the United States
District Court for the Southern
Division of New York against the
Amplion Corporation of America
pnd two of its officers, John W.
jWoolf and William L. Woolf, who
hre also distributors tor the com-
pany.

I

The suit calls for preliminary
and final injunctions, as well as
an accounting, and charges unfair
jcompetition and patent infringe-
ments on two patents held by
Western Electric Company on dy-
namic speakers for theatrical
uses.

;
These two patents were held

valid by a decision handed down
jn the United States District Court
jof the Western District of Michi-
gan, Southern Division in October,
1930, in the case of Western Elec-
tric against Kersten Radio Equip-
ment, Inc.

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY

Budd Rogers, sales director of

Sono Art-World Wide, reports that
in the past 60 days, 1,752 exhibi-

tors, including 32 circuits, have
signed contracts to play the en-
tire program of Thrill-O-Dramas.
The program contains ten pic-

tures. This means that the com-
pany already has 17,520 playdates
guaranteed lor these pictures. The
first of the program, “Swanee
River” is now being prepared for

production in Hollywood, under
the supervision of George W.
Weeks.

2 MORE HARD REDERS
EN BUGK JONES OAST

A1 Smith and Bob Fleming have
been signed lor the coast of Co-
lumbia Pictures’ “Desert Venge-
ance,” fifth in a series of eight

iBuck’ Jones outdoor specials,

Louis King is directing this ac-

tion drama, with a cast that in-

jcludes Barbara Bedford and Doug-
las Gilmore.

: Smith has been identified with
ithe outdoor type film lor several
iyears. Fleming was a hard rid-

ing Montana cattleman, prior to

Ithe time he launched his film

career. He was seen recently in

“The Virginian.”

“THE WESTERNER” SET
FOR RICHARD ARLEN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU— Rich-
ard Arlen’s new picture of cow-
boy life is titled “The Westerner,”
scheduled to follow his present
picture, tentatively entitled “Stam-
pede.” “The Westerner” is based
on an original story by William
Slavens McNutt and Grover
Jones.

Exhibitors DAILY

SHOWMEN FIND PATHE

PRESS BOOK USEFUL

Showmen are finding the press

book issued by the Pathe Pub-
licity Department for “Sin Takes
a Holiday,” a very practical manu-
al of exploitation, publicity and
advertising for this latest Con-
stance Bennett vehicle. A typical

exhibitor comment on this is from

A. A. Erickson, manager of the

RKO Orpheum Theatre in Tacoma,
Wash., written to G. L. Theuer-
kauf, of the Pathe Exchange in

Seattle, Wash.:
“Please accept my congratula-

tions on the press book of Con-

stance Bennett in ‘Sin Takes a

Holiday.’ This is one of the most
comiplete and best gotten out press

books I have ever seen. Incident-

ally, if you write your headquar-

ters, please tell them that I con-

sider the new feature of devoting

'one page to other pictures to be

released in the near future, very

good.”

“MARDI BRAS” STARS
VIVIENNE OSBORN

Vivienne Osborn has the lead-

ing role in “Mardi Gras,” the two-

reel special just completed at the

Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio. Roy
D’Arcy and Wilfred Lytell are co-

featured.

VARIETIES FEATURING
VAUDE HEADLINERS

Ann Codee and Frank Orth,

headlining over the RKO circuit,

are co-starred in “Sleepy Head,”

a Vitaphone Varieties directed by

Alf Goulding. Thelma White and
Gregg Blackton head the support-

ing cast.

CROZE’ SECOND TIFFANY
FILM NEAR COMPLETION

James Cruze is completing the

final scenes on “The Command
Performance,” his second Tiffany

special; his first being “She Got
What iShe Wanted.”

“SEX IN BUSINESS”
NOW IN PRODUGTION

Dorothy Arzner, woman director,

started shooting “Sex in Business,”

at the Paramount New York studio.

ERRI EXPERTS
NOW IN SESSION

(Continued from page 1)

atre disturbances, such as ventil-

lating fans, the booth and the

audience. ' Inherent film noises

have heretofore so completely
‘masked’ such noises that they
have been relatively unimportant
but with the new recording in use,

noise that was formerly unnotic-
ed becomes objectionable. This
means that special attention must
be given to the location and elim-
ination of all sources of noise by
a careful check of the complete
sound system and theatre.
“Prompt action by ERPI’s na-

tion-wide organization is being
taken to check thoroughly the
operation of the sound equipment.”

Frances McCoy, whom the Fox
studios called “the real McCoy”
when she landed here several

months ago, admits she is to be
married next summer to Chick
Howard, son of a New York busi-

ness man, and has a big diamond
to prove it.

Imagine Greta Garbo’s chagrin
when she heard a voice in her
garden at Santa Monica last Sun-
day morning when she was tak-

ing a sun bath ask her to “kindly
look this way.” She did and the
snooper got a good picture of the
M-G-M star. Now the police are
trying to find the bad cameraman.

John McCormick, motion picture
producer and former husband of

Colleen Moore, Is to wed Miss Mae
Clark, stage and screen actress,

next May. Miss Clarke is wearing
a huge diamond engagement ring,

it is said.

Harry Brand, director of pub-
licity for United Artists studios,

couldn’t eat any turkey this year,

as he entered the Methodist Hos-
pital and was operated upon for
appendicitis the day before. He’s
on the road to recovery now.

Greta Garbo broke her custom-
ary silence long enough the other
day to say, in response to ques-
tions, that she never has consider-
ed retiring from the screen, or
taking up a career on the stage.
“‘But, when my contractual ar-
rangements permit, I may return
to Europe and make a few pic-

I tures there—if I feel like it,” she
!
said. This, so far as available
records disclose, is the longest
authentic interview with Miss
Garbo in several months.

The lemon crop of California
was not damaged by the recent
high winds—there wHl be just as
many lemons as ever coming from
Hollywood, we are assured by the
astute movie writers.

Lily Damita has begun work at
the M-G-M studio in a Ffi’en'ch

dialogue version of “Let Us Be
Gay,” in which Norma Shearer
was starred last season; Adolphe
Menjou is playing opposite Miss
Damita in the French adaptation
of this picture, which Andre
Luguet is directing. The cast in-
cludes Lya Lys, Mona Goya, Mar-
celle Corday and Tania Fedor.
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PARA AT WORK ON TOOTH FILM

TO BE MADE AT COAST STUDIO

! L. A.S’ NEWEST HOUSE

TO OPEN WITH CHAPLIN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
Los Angeles Theatre, under the
sole ownership of H. L. Cunibiner,
ow'ner of the Tower Theatre, here,

will be opened on or about Jan.

1, on Broadway, near Sixth street,

in the downtown section of Los
Angeles.

The feature attraction will be
no less than Charlie Chaplin’s
‘City Lights”, a silent picture ex-

cept for synchronized music.
The theatre seats 2,500 and is

done in the French Renaissance
style of architecture.

FABLE TO HAVE THREE
WEEKS OH BROADWAY

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Wil-
liam Powell’s new starring ve-

hicle “Ladies’ Man”, which has
just gone into production, marks
the 700th picture filmed in Holly-

wood by Paramount. This num-
ber includes all features made
only in Hollywood since Jesse L.

Lasky sent Cecil B. DeMille west
in 1913 to produce “The Squaw
Man,” with Dustin Farnum.
The list does not comprise the

several hundred Paramount pic-

tures produced during the /past

seventeen years at the company’s
New York studios. Nor does it

include those films made for Para-
mount release, such as the Harold
Lloyd pictures, those formerly

made by the late Fred Thomson,
by Douglas MacLean and others.

“Ladies’ Man” is also Para-
mount’s ninety-fifth all-talking

production made in Hollywood.

“STEEL HIGHWAY” HOW
“OTHER MEN’S WOMEN”
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — It

will be “Other Men’s Women,” not

“The Steel Highway,” according to

word sent out from Warners’ lot.

Grant Withers. Regis Toomey,
Mary Astor, Fred Kohler, James
Cagney, Joan Blondell, Lillian

Worth, J. Farrell MacDonald and
Robert Elliott are in the cast.

William W’ellman directed. It

originally was called “Captain
Applejack.”

GETS STAGE PLAY

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has ac-

quired motion picture rights to the

stage farce, “Parlor, Bedroom and
Bath,” written by Charles W. Bell

and Mark Swan. This play will

probably be added to the list of

new year productions.

The RKO Mayfair Theatre will

hold over the Aesop’s Sound Fable
‘The Big Cheese” now playing at

this theatre, for a second week,
after which this Pathe short will

be booked into the Cameo The-
atre. ’ This means three weeks on
Broadway for this animated car-

toon before it goes into general
release over the RKO circuit.

“THE WESTERNER”
FOR RICHARD ARLEN

Richard Arlen is to appear in a
new picture of cowboy life called

“The Westerner”, scheduled to

follow his present picture, tenta-
tively entitled “Stampede,” in

which Fay Wray is featured with
him. “The Westerner” is based
on an original story by William
Slavens McNutt and Grover Jones.

NEW ACTS FOR WARNERS
Jeanne Dennis, vaudeville act-

ress, was signed yesterday to make
a twenty weeks’ tour of Warner
Bros, theatres. Miss Dennis gives
demonstrations in mind reading
and her work has been so popular
that managers have found it dif-

ficult to confine her act within the
time usually allotted to single
turns.

The Artists’ Bureau connected
with the Warner chain of the-
atres has also contracted with
Benny Rubin for a six wmeks’ tour
during which he will be seen in

a new act.

PATHE NEWS SHOOTS
EINSTEIN FOR MIKE

Albert Einstein, on his

arival here yesterday, gave
Pathe News cameramen a
chance to shoot him. He
talked freely before the
mike and paid tribute to

the United States and its

hospitality. He declined to

discuss prohibition.

IF YOU DON’T INTEND
GOING TO

FLORIDA, HAVANA OR
ATLANTIC CITY

THE NEXT BEST BET IS TO
BRING YOUR SWEETHEART,

WIFE OR FRIENDS

to the

NEWYEAR’S EVE
FROLIC

at

HOTEL PLAZA
Given by

MOTION PICTURE SALESMEN, Inc.

YOU CAN BE ASSURED
OF THE BEST TIME
YOU EVER HAD

TICKETS ^12.50 PER PERSON-
NOW ON SALE

SEE OR CALL
MAX FELLERMAN—PATHE EX. CHICK 2400

FOR SEATING ARRANGEMENT

See or CaU MEYER SOLOMON—
HOLLYWOOD EX. CHICK 3949
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CIRCUITS MOBILIZE FORCES ON
COASTAS THEATREWARSTARTS
Para and Columbia Broadcastins

In Hose Concart Bureau Merger

“HELL’S ANGELS” SET !

FOR THREE THEATRES I

AT ONCE IN BROOKLYN
After establishing a new record

by playing two Broadway houses,
for many months, Howard Hughes’
“Hell’s Angels,’’ will surpass that
mark when it plays simultaneous-
ly in the three Brandt legitimate

(Continued on page 2)

COLUMBIA TO SPEND .

$100,000 ON FAN ADS
;

One of the most elaborate ad-'

vertising campaigns ever planned:
in the indusrty, involving expendi-i
ture of $100,000 and prepared es-

pecially for the fan public will

be launched by Columbia Pictures-

at the end of December.
’ Leading national and fan

(Continued on page 2) ;

DOUG AND JOAN DUE
ON BROADWAY SOONi

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Douglas;
Fairbanks, Jr., is winding up work
on “L’Aviateur,” the French ver-

sion of “The Aviator.’’ He will

leave for Broadway accompanied
by Mrs. Fairbanks (Joan Craw-
ford) soon.

TOM MIX TO RETIRE
FROM WESTERN ROLES

HOLLYWOOD UL’KEAU.
Tom Mix, the deluxe actor
of western roles in the old
silent days, has abandoned
the studios for ranch life

in Wyoming. Mrs. Mix
last week instituted divorce
proceedings against the
western actor.

Merger of seven of the largest
concert bureaus in America is an-
nounced today by the Columbia
Broadcasting System which a year
ago formed an alliance with the
Paramount Publix Corporation and
which now extends its operations
to a field in which a great ma-
jority of the finest musical art-
ists of the world are engaged. The
Columbia Broadcasting System
now has an international radio
network of seventy-six stations
with WABC as its key station in

(Continued on page 2)

J. E. SCHLANK ADDED

TO SONO SALES STAFF

Sono Art-World Wide Pictures
has engaged J. E. Schlank as
salesman to work out of the
Omaha office; and Ernest Hill to

work out of the Minneapolis office.

Sol Edwards, in charge of chain
theatre sales, has just returned t:

the New York office after a swing
through the midwest territory.

Fox West Coast, Warners, U. A., Franklin Swing into

Action with Pacific Seaboard Domination as Goal

—F. W. C. to Manage Paramount String
-o>

REPUBLIC THEATRE
TO BE WIRED FOR
GRIND RUN POLICY

Arthur Hammerstein
takes back the lease relin-

quished last week by Oliver
1). Bailey, to fiie Kepiihlic
Theatre on Forty-second
street, and, it is under-
stood, will liave it wired
for sound. It will he oper-

ated ill ,the future as a
“grind” lionse.

LOS ANGELES.—Lines are be-
ing drawn for what probably will

be the most intensive theatre
battle in film history, with Fox
West Coast, Warners. United
Artists and Harold B. Franklin ar-
rayed as opponents.

With Fox West Coast preparing
to take over under a management
deal, six Coast houses owned by
Paramount Publix, Warners is

strengthening its position all along
the Pacific seaboard and soon after
the first of the year will have 35
Coast houses in operation, accord-
ing to M. A. Silver, general man-
ager of the company’s theatres in

(Continued on page 2)

DEMBOW COMPLETES PUBLIX

BOOKING DEPT. REALIGNMENT
Realignment of the booking de-

partment of Publix has been com-
pleted by Sam Dembow, Jr., now
in charge of buying for the cir-

cuit. Leon D. Netter is associated

An Announcement

The Quigley Publishing Compeuiy, Mzurtin Quigley
president, has acquired Exhibitors Daily Review and
Motion Pictures Today.

This publication, under its new ownership but continu-

ing under its present successful management, will appear
shortly as Motion Picture Daily.

The Quigley Company further announces the consolida-

tion of Exhibitors Herald-World and Motion Picture News,
Better Theatres and The Showman. Exhibitors Herald-

World and Motion Picture News will make their joint

debut as Motion Picture Herald. The Showman will be
consolidated with Better Theatres and published under
the latter name.

JAMES A. CRON,
General Manager, Exhibitors Daily Review

and Motion Pictures Today

with Dembow, to supervise all de-
tails of buying and booking.
Supervising regional booking ac-
tivity, Philip Seletsky will remain
in the home office and act as book-
ing contact for D. J. Chatkin,
Louis J. Notarius for Milton Field.

A1 Halperin for John Balaban,

(Continued on page 2)

N^NCY RESUMES WORK
Nancy Carroll has resumed work

at the Paramount New York stu-

dio on “Stolen Heaven,” which
was interrupted for a couple of

days by the serious illness of her
sister, Elsie La Hiff. The invalid

has been gravely ill for the past
four days, and Miss Carroll and
her mother have been in constant
attendance.

BROWN JOINS U

Floyd Brown, for the past twelve
years exchange manager for First

National in Indianapolis, has join-

ed Univetsal in a like capacity.

He succeeds Oscar Kuschner, re-

signed.
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Coinvay Tearle, missing for

these many months from the

sil\er sheet, returns for the glori-

fication of siiiekering llaiipers in

F.N.’s Trutli About Youth * * *

(.'oinvay should he entirely eligible

to teach such things * * * wonder
why the iiewsreelers didn’t shoot

that Home de plume who handed
out oiie-hueh bills to the uuem-

l»Ioye(l tother nite * * * Betty

K(»herts, seeuario ed lor lladio, hit

the Biff Stem over week-end * * *

Shipwreek Kelly still sits * * *

welcome to our city ‘‘Red” Kami
* * * Pete Ylilue, the big seeuario

writer, was a visitor Sat * * *

The Braham hrotlier, better

known as authors of Qu^pr People

have finished the sequel * * * it’s

Wliitey, in case you’re inquisitive

* * * and they say it is a wow
* * * Adolph Zukor returned from

the sunny end of Calif. Fri. * * *

he looks hale and hearty, too * * *

that Hollj-wood sunshine isn’t so

deadening as one of Adolph’s new

stars would have us understand
* * * Sister YDiephersoii has call-

ed it a day with those collapses

* * she’s back at the old stand

before the white cross telling the

flock how much it costs to get to

heaven * * * Judge Lindsey and

Bishop Yranniiiff are vieing for

honors at this- end of the U. S.

* * * it looks as thouh the Judge

would win * * * he’s got the

better line and his pie. in the

paper more often * * * wonder if

Jack Bilhert has seen 1’he Way
for a Sailor * * * we hope uol

what a lot of notices Uncle Carl

is getting on All Quiet * * * edi-

torials in the Times and every-

thing * * * w'ouldn’t be surprised

t ') see Leon Errol get one of those

long term contracts * * * news<-

papermen are clicking with orig-

inals * * * why didn’t someone

think of these boys before * * *

A1 Liehtnian patiently w-aiting foi

the elevator at 729 7th ave * * *

that’s the only way to %ccept that

service at 729 * * * ff one gets

impatient one will go insane * * *

BROADWAY SHOP WINDOW
“THE WAY FOR A SAILOR”

(Capitol)

Jack Gilbert’s second talker is

flashing at the Capitol this week.
Maybe there’s a sound reason why
the “great lover” of the silent
screen should be metamorphosed
into a slapstick comedian. Be that
as it may, that’s just what has
been done with Jack in “The Way
for a Sailor.” Wally Beery and
Jim Tully come up in the rear as
reinforcements. Of course — not
much could be expected of Jim
Tully by anyone conversant with
entertainment. Certainly Jim
couldn’t be expected to be an
actor. P’urthermore no one will

be disappointed who draws that
conclusion—he isn’t, and proves
it here. Gilbert is given a lot

of chances to prove his kissing
ability of which the public should

have no doubt after his silent ap-
pearances with La Garbo. Wally
Beery is funny in his way. Jim
Tully is still funnier trying to be
tunny. Jim, the reviewer would
advise, should stick to his type-
writer. There is a shipwreck and
there is Leila Hyams. Polly Moran
and Doris Lloyd. Sam Wood who
directed has few superiors in

megaphoning good, reliable enter-
tainment. He had a lot of onnosi-
tion from the script handed him
and shouldn’t be held responsible
for the initial error of casting
Gilbert in a story that was made
tor Mack Sennett comedians rather
than a great lover. It is evident
Jack still has his following and,
despite the frailty of the offering,

the Capitol audiences apparently
were pleased to see their “great
lover” back.

J. L. K.

COAST C RCUITS MOB L ZE FOR WAR
(Continued from page 1)

the Far W’est.

Silver has just returned from
New Y'ork where plans for Warner
expansion in all sections of the
nation were outlined, with par-
ticular stress given the program
in this territory.

Meanwhile, United Artists The-
atres of California, Ltd., has been
organized with (capital stock of

$3,000,000 for acquisition of a

chain of Coast theatres which will

form the nucleus of a national
circuit. Joseph M. Schenck is

president and other directors are
Abraham Lehr, Lou Anger and
Edwin J. Loeb.

Fox West Coast is surveying a
number of situations and soon
will announce a number of new
projects. Harold B. Franklin has
scouts making a national survey,
the results of which will deter-

mine the date of starting his pro-
posed national chain.

CONWAY TEARLE SEEN
IN FILM AT STRAND

Conway Tearle is featured with
Loretta Young and David Manners
in “Truth About Youth” at the
Strand.”

SUPPORTING CAST SET
FOR MACKAILL’S NEXT

HOLLY'WOOD BUREAU —Doro
thy Mackaill in her next picture,

“Party Husband,” will have James
Rennie as screen husband.
Dorothy Peterson, who was in

“Mothers Cry,” Noah Beery and
Helen Ware are in the cast. The
adaptation was written by Charles

Kenyon and the direction will be

in the hands of Clarence Badger.

COLUMBIA TO SPEND
$100,000 ON FAN ADS
(Continued from page 1)

magazines are included in this

program, whKh proposes to make
the entire country intimately .ac-

quainted with Columbia product
aud to offer all exhibitors show-
ing the company’s pictures the
most direct and Intensive coopera-
tion yet attempted. This program
will render to the exhibitor the
best sort of assistance in putting
Columbia pictures across to the
public.

PARAMOUNT-COLUMBIA CONCERT COMBINE
(Continued from page 1)

New York City.

The merger is described by the

interests involved as the most im-
portant step ever taken in the

musical field since its inception

in this country. The new organi-

zation, the Columbia Concerts Cor-

poration, will set out on January
1 to better the musical situation

in virtually every important city

in the country. At the same time,

the entrance of the Columbia
Broadcasting System into a domi-
nant place in the concert field will

be a long step towards satisfying

the insistent demand of the radio

audience for the best artists and
the finest music.
The merged organizations are

the oldest and the most distin-

guished in the field. Their names
have long been associated with

the concert and operatic stages of

the entire world and with the
outstanding vocalists, instrumen-
talists and orchestras. They are;

Concert Management Arthur Jud-
son, Inc., Metropolitan Musical
Bureau, Wolfsohn Musical Bureau
of New York, Inc., Evans & Salter,

Haensel & Jones, Community Con-
certs Corporation and Judson
Radio Program Corporation.
William S. Paley, President of

the Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem, will be Chairman of the Board
of Columbia Concerts Corpora-
tion. Its President will be Arthur
Judson, manager of the New York
Philharmonic-Symphony and Phil-

adelphia Symphony Orchestras.
P. C. Coppiens, formerly secre-

tary of the Metropolitan Opera
Company.

“EX-MISTRESS” A HIT

AT COAST PREVIEW

“Ex-Mistress,” which had in
book form country-wide popularity
and which Warner Bros, have had
adopted into a feature picture, was
given a preview in Hollywood on
Friday night. The result was a
flock of the most enthusiastic
wires that have ever reached the
Warner offices in this city. Ac-
cording to the wires “Ex-Mistress”
made a most emphatic hit.

J. L. Warner wired: “This pic-
ture will cause people to forget
their business troubles.” To Sam
E. Morris came one wire in which
it was said that ‘Ex-Mistress’
will “surpass any of the pictures
of similar type that has been pro-
duced.” In the cast of “Ex-Mist-
ress” is Bebe Daniels, Lewis Stone
aud Ben Lyon. The adaptation
for the screen was made by
Charles Kenyon, who is also re-
sponsible for its dialogue. Roy
del Ruth directed the picture.

PUBLIX BOOKING
DEPT. REALIGNED

(Continued from page 1)

Burt Kelly for A. L. Mayer, and
Gaston Bureau for W. M. Saal.

Associated with Seletsky will be
Tracy Barham, Leo Miller and
Louis Notarius, the latter in addi-
tion to his duties as booking con-
tact for Balaban. Kelly will be
assisted by Milton Gurian, and will
continue to supervise the short
subjects department, to which
Warren Duff is assigned. Associ-
ated with Gaston Bureau is Joe
Deitch. Dave Samelson will as-
sist Bureau.

M. E. Wiman will return to the
field to take charge of the Char-
lotte office: Nat Wolf will take
charge of the Minneapolis office.

Max Friedman charge of the Des
Moines office and Harry Sachs
charge of the Dallas office.

A. C. Cowles will be in charge
of Atlanta, A1 Bevans of Boston
and John Roberts of Scranton.
John P. Dromey, in Chicago, takes
care of Illinois aud Indiana book-
ings; A. J. Kaufman, in Chicago,
of Chicago bookings, and T. D.

Moule, in Detroit, of Detroit book-
ings. Levere Montgomery will be
in charge of the New Orleans of-

fice, and Bert Turgeon on charge
of the Denver office.

All records and contracts are in

the hands of Joseph A. Walsh, who
heads the Theatre Management
Analysis Department.

“HELL’S ANGLES” SET
FOR THREE THEATRES
(Continued from page 1)

theatres in Brooklyn and Queens
during the coming holidays.

The engagement will begin at

Brandt’s Flatbush Theatre, Brook-
lyn, and Brandt’s Carlton-Jamaica
on Chfi)stmas afternoon, Thuns-
day, Dec. 25, and will continue
through Sunday evening. Jan. 4.

‘Hell’s Angels” will also open at

Brandt’s Boulevard Theatre, Jack-
son Heights, on Sunday afternoon,

Dec. 28, and conclude there on
Saturday evening, Jan. 3.
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POLITICS GIVEN FULL CREDIT

FOR ‘ALL QUIET' GERMAN BAN
BERLIN, Dec. 13.—Every move

being made affecting “All Quiet

on the Western Front” in Ger-
many can be credited to the game
of politics, and of these the be-

lated government ban on the Uni-

versal production is the most sig-

nificant. Dr. Paul Goebbels, mem-
ber of the Reichstag and head of

the Fascist movement, and his

lieutenants, are congratulating
themselves on a victory greater

and more quickly achieved than
they had anticipated.

It may be said that the com-
plications of the situation have
the public confused regarding
what the film, “All Quiet” actu-

ally shows and teaches. But me
fact remains that the mass of the

German people are opening then-

ears more widely than ever be-

fore to Fascist propaganda.

Dr. Adolf Braun, Premier of

Prussia, strong man of the Social-

ists and trusted friend of Presi-

dent von Hindenburg, asserted to-

night;

“Admittedly the film does not

show the whole war in all its

phases. No director could. But
it shows a portion which in its

truthful, uudecorated forcefullness

grips every audience. I saw noth-

ing offensive to any patriotic

German. It is not anti-German
and not against the army. I can-
not understand how any one can
find it injurious to German pres-

tige.”

One of the leading members of

the Cabinet, who periodically re-

ceives the foreign correspondents,
but whose name cannot be men-
tioned according to tradition, de-

clared this afternoon that the film

was very good and very gripping,

and presented the German soldier

in so false a light it was painful

to see. He said he was particul-

larly distressed when the hero
begged forgiveness from a dying
Frenchman in a shell hole and
afterward was killed while reach-
ing for a butterfly. He believed

the world would take this as just

punishment for killing his shell-

hole companion.

Heinrich Mann, brother of

Thomas Mann, Nobel prize author,
said;

“In countries accustomed to a
strong, confident government there
cannot be the faintest comprehen-
sion of this shameful capitulation
i)y the higest German officials be-

fore a horde of half-grown brats.

That a work of art, inspected and
found good by competent authori-

ties, should be suddenly with-
drawn because howling youngsters
who never saw war demand it

occasions the deepest sorrow.”

LIGHTNER’S NEXT

“Red Hot Sinners” is the title

of Winnie Lightner’s next picture
for Warner Bros., which will go
into production early in January.
Miss Lightner, who is starred in

“The Life of the Party,” now at

the Winter Garden, is at present
making personal appearances at

Warner theatres in the East, in

connection with this picture.

GREEN MAY DIRECT
ARLISS IN HIS NEXT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU—Alfred
E. Green will probably direct
George Arliss’s next starring pic-
ture. Mr. Arliss is now on his

way to California, having left New
York on Thursday, accompanied
by Mrs. Arliss, who is also ex-
pected to appear in the new pic-

ture. No title has yet been se-
lected for this vehicle, which has
dialogue from the pen of Booth
Tarkington. After the Tarkington
story will come a screen version
of Franz Molnar’s “The Devil,”
in which Mr. Arliss appeared on
the stage several years ago. The
actor will arrive in Hollywood
next Monday.

MYRNA LOY CAST
FOR “SQUADRONS”

Myrna Loy, busy now imperson-
ating the sinister Queen Morgan
Le Fay in “A Connecticut Yankee,”
will double up with a part in the
wartime aviation picture, “Squad-
rons,” which is in production on
an adjoining set at the Fox studios.

SHOOTING STARTS
AT F. N. JAN. 5

HOLLYWOOD BUKEAU.—Production activities at
the First National Studios
will start January 5 with
Loretta Young-’s “Big Busi-
ness Girl.” Frank Albert-

son has been assigned the

role opposite Miss Yonng.
The screen adaptation was
written by Eobert Lord.

Wiliiaiu A. Seiter will di-

rect.

DONALD COOK TO BE
IN CHATTERTON FILM

Donald Cook has been borro'w-
ed from First National by Para-
mount to play in Ruth Chatter-
ton’s new talking picture, accord-
ing to an announcement today by
B. P. Schulberg. He is to have
the role of an artist in the Chat-
terton vehicle, as yet untitled,
which, is based on an original
story by John Van Drutea, author
of “Young Woodley.”

This is Cook’s first assignment
in Hollywood, following his con-
tract from First National, for
whom he has not yet played on
the screen.

“LIVING TRAILER" EFFEGTIVE

IN PLUGGING “THE GORILLA”

M-G-M SIGNS GABLE

Clark Gable’s work in the Los
Angeles production of “The Last
Mile” earned him a featured part
in Constance Bennett’s “The
Easiest Way,” and his perform-

ance in this film has now brought

him a long-term Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer contract. Gable is now ap-

pearing with Joan Crawford in

“Dance Fools, Dance.”

^DisraeW to Play Seventh

Engagement in One House
“Disraeli” with George Arliss as

its star, will be shown for the
seventh time at the Heights The-
atre, in Cleveland, Ohio, on Thurs-
day night, which will constitute a
record for the return engagement
of any one picture in a given the-
atre.

It has been the custom of the
management of the Cleveland the-
atre to have a request week each
season, the house patrons voting
for the pictures which they would
like to have repeated. In an-
nouncing the result of the voting
the management made this state-
ment;
“Might we mention that the re-

quests to again show ‘Disraeli’ so
far exceeded those of any other
picture that it will, of course, be
included in our program and wt
take the privilege of congratulat-
ing the residents of Cleveland
Heights in gi'^ing its greatest sup-
port to the picture that was
awarded the gold medal for being
the finest picture made during
1929.

“We also wish to mention the
fact that this will make the
seventh time this picture will be
shown at this theatre and with-
out doubt is a record for exhibit-

ing any one picture in one the-

atre.”

CHRISTMAS CARDS AND PARCELS
SHOP EARLY MAIL EARLY

"The Government would be grateful if you would-
SHOP EARLY

WRAP CAREFULLY
ADDRESS PLAINLY

and MAIL PROMPTLY
WALTER F. BROWN,

Postmaster GeneraL”

SHOP EARLY MAIL EARLY

MAIL EARLY FOR DEIVERY BEFORE CHRISTMAS

In exploiting “The Gorilla” at
the Palace Theatre in Huntington,
W. Va., good use was made of a
nimble young man made up to look
like the giant simian which cre-
ates the consternation in the
comic mystery picture produced by
First National. At one juncture in

the program, the house lights
were lowered and a “Warning”
broadcast to look out for the
“gorilla:” A moment later the
“huge ape” was to be seen amb-
ling to the stage, the dperator
picking him out with a green spot-
light. As the figure crossed the
stage there was a rapid fire sales

talk from the house manager fol-

lowed by the regular trailer an-
nouncing the picture. Later the
“Gorilla” make-up was used for

a street ballyhoo, numbers of

children following the figure all

over the city. The stunt attract-

ed much attention and the man-
agement had reason to feel grati-

fied with its results.

3 RULERS GREET U. S.

IN PARA NEWSREELS
During the past month the kings

and presidents of three countries
have taken advantage of Para-
mount Sound News to send mes-
sages to President Hoover and the

people of the United States. The
first of these statements was from
Haile Selassie, Emperor of Abys-
sinia, to President Hoover and the

American people thanking them

for their participation in his re-

cent coronation as King of Kings,

At about the same time a Para-

mount cameraman made a sound

picture interview with King Gustaf

of Sweden in which the latter

send assurances of good-will t-.

the people of tlie United States.

Finally, during the recent political

disturbances in Portugal, one of

Paramount’s sound cameramen
applied to the President of

Portugal for a statement and

President Carmona permitted a

long sound picture interview in

which he sent messages of good-

will to the United States and also

made a brief statement of the

situation in Portugal.



The treacherous beauty

of the trackless desert

luring adventurers to

deadly dangers—
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destruction

fought by men of steel
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YOUTH, LOVE AND SENTIMENT’ DISCOVERED

AS ESSENTIAL FILM ELEMENTS OY WARNERS
Acid Test of Theatre Receipts Made by Major Warner

With Result That He Learns Secret of How to Line

’Em Up at the Box Office; Action Also Listed as

Necessary

PATHE NEWS SHOOTS

UNCLE SAM’S SURVEY

OF SAMOAN ISLANDS
Stories containing a strong

punch are the ones now in great-

est demand by the motion picture

public. In this the public has
expressed itself very decidedly. It

wants youth, love and sentiment,

it wants touches of human nature
and it also demands the emotion-
al reaction that comes with the

dramatic punch.

This is the opinion of Major
Albert Warner, vice president and
treasurer of Warners and, as he
has the exceptional opportunity of

judging what it wanted through
the acid test of theatre receipts,

his opinion carries weight.

“Motion picture audiences of to-

day like good stories, but they
must contain action as well as a
properly timed dramatic punch to

be accepted,” he said. '“Action

and punch are the most necessary
ingredients, with youth, love and
sentiment entering into the whole.

, Brilliant dialogue is not, and
never will be, sufficient to cany
along to great success a picture

that is devoid of action and punch.

“The motion picture audienie
today is an intelligent body hav-

ing imagination and an apprecia-

tion of dramatic values. It has
grown to be discriminating. It

knows what it wants and you know
what happens to the things it

doesn’t want. No effective touch
given a picture nowadays, no
matter how slight it may be, is

lost on its audiences.

. “As for Warner Bros., we will

continue to utilize every agency
there is in the desire to secure

good picture material. While the

stage has been a great source of

material and will continue to be

so, I think much of the material

of the future will come from the

widely read novels of the times.”

830 WEST 49’” ST.
NEW YORK,

600 ROOMS-DAILY RATES

W. E. INSTALLATIONS
NOW TOTAL 7,367

World wide installatipiis

of Western Electric Sound
System now total 7^67,
with 4,803 in the United
States, ” according to the
latest reports.

WARNERS TO SHOOT
“DEVIL WAS, SICK’’

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. —.-The
first Warners picture to go into
production January 5, when the
studio resumes its activities, will

be “The Devil Was Sick,” adapted
from a play by Jane Hinton Gates
which has not yet been presented
on the stage. Frank Fay will head
the cast, with Marian Marshall as
feminine lead and Joan Blondell,
Sidney Blackmer, Allen Mowbray,
Tyrrell David and Luis Alberni in

support. Martin Curtiz will direct.

Joseph Jackson and Raymond
Griffith made the adaptation. The
original title was “A Husband’s
Privileges.”

Hollywood has discovered what
can be done with pipe organs tnat

have seen better days. Credit for

finding the way to put to practi-

cal use the “insides” of the melodi-
ous instrument goes to Walt Dis-
ney, creator of the famed Mickey
Mouse and Silly Symphony sound
cartoons.
Hearing a small boy imitating

the sonorous call of a moose on
a queer looking tube, Disney in-

quired where he got the instru-

ment. The lad revealed that it

was one of the giant reeds from
a pipe organ. Disney immediately
purchased a second hand organ
and wrecked it. To his delight he

Pathe News currently is pre-
senting a visual report on Samoa
which is explained by Senator
Bingham of the Senatorial com-
mittee which will report to Con-
gress on its findings on America’s
tropic isles. The visual record of

the committee was filmed by Merl
LaVoy, Pathe News staff camera-
man and veteran adventurer with
the lens, who was a,ssigned to

the expedition by the editors,

Terry Ramsaye and ‘Ray L. Hall.

Congress sent a special commit-
tee to investigate conditions on the
island and report on the readiness
of the natives for citizenship
Among the committee members
were Senators Bingham, Robinson.
Reedy and Williams.

WARNERS TO FILM

“JACKDAWS STRUT’’

The novel of “Jackdaws Strut,”

by Harriet Henry, is to be produc-

ed as a picture by Warner Bros,

under the title, “Beauty and the

Boss.” The film will go into pro-

duction the latter part of January

or early in February.

found that not only would the
pipes connected with the diaspon
stops simulate perfectly the moose
call, a sound he had strived to

imitate in vain, but the reeds in

the smaller tubes accurately re-

produced the voices of all sorts of

creatures, from the guttural
quacking of mallard duck to the
shrill scream of an eagle.

The pipes create entirely differ-

ent effects when blown by the
human breath than they do when
operated by bellows in the organ,
making the reproduction of a great
variety of unusual sounds possi-

ble.

Disney Wrecks Pipe Organ
And Finds Useful Noises

<> —

ERPI Service Saves Show
When Fire Stops Sound

<>

SINGLE ROOM—adjoining $2 OQ
bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOM— adjoin- $2 rjrv
ing bath and shower . .

SINGLE KOOMwith private $2 50
bath and shower . . . .

DOUBLE ROOM with pri- $ 5 CQ
vate bath and shower . .

Fire in the projection room of

the Victoria Theatre, Camden,
New Jersey, terminated the
matinee recently. Sound and Pro-
jection equipment were badly
damaged.
The fire was reported at 2 P.M.

and fifteen minutes later an ERPI
Service Engineer was on the job.

New equipment Including a 4G-C

Amplifier was rushed from head-
quarters by another service engi-

neer.
At five P.M. the new -.eq.nipment,

had been installed and wired, and
both film and disc equipment put
in satisfactory operation. The
show went on as usual at 7 P.M.
Such work is characteristic of the
ERPI service organization.

3 TIFFANY SPECIALS

IN PREPARATION

7 OTHERS READY

Grant L. Cook, executive vice-

president of Tiffany, has been ad-
vised by Phil Goldstone, that four
features and hve short comedies
have been completed at the Holly-
wood studios and are ready for

shipment to the home ofhce.

The George Sidney and Charles
Murray vehicle, “Caught Cheating”
is in the final stages of editing.

James Cruze has finished his sec-

ond Tiffany feature, “The Com-
mand Performance” ; “Fighting
Thru” with Ken Maynard is finish-

ed and edited.

A print of “Aloha”, A1 Rogell’s
Sou^h Sea drama is due at the
honde office this week. Bob Steele
hap put the final touches to “The
Sunrise Trail.”

,
The third Paul Hurst short

comedy, “One Punch O’Toole” is

being edited, while Tiffany Talk-
ing Chimps are progressing with
“Aping Hollywood.”

“Drums of Jeopardy” and “X
Marks the Spot,” are in prepara-
tion.

¥ITAFH0NE SPEOIAL

“Mardi Gras,” two-reel drama
of New Orleans, said to be the
most elaborate Vitaphone talkie
ever done in the East, has finally

been completed at the Brooklyn
Studio. Vivienne Osborn, Roy
D’Arcy and Wilfred Lytell head
the large cast which also includes
Ivan Servais, Ray Collins, Frank
McNeills and Jules Epailly.

STAR HELEN BRODERICK

Helen Broderick, featured

comedienne in Warner’s screen

version of “Fifty Million French-

men,” is starred in “Court Plaster-

ed,” Vitaphone Varieties comedy
now in production at the Brook-

lyn Vitaphone Studio. Miss

Broderick does a satire on murder
trial heroines with Lester Craw-
ford, Dudley Clements and Harry
Norwood in the supporting cast.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modern studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone
Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
(Hollywood’s Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chlckerlng 2729



“It’s Priceless!”
says Marguerite Tazelaar

in the New York Tribune of

HOW THEY
ALL RAVE

"Hilarious!"

AI Sherman, 7^. Y. Telegraph.

"Exciting!"

Julia Shawell, T. Graphic.

"Panics Audience!"
Exhibitors Daily Review.

"Rates 3 Stars!"

Irene Thirer, 7s|[. T. Daily TJ^ews.

"Constant Laughter!"

Regina Crewe, T. American.

"Stinging and Amusing!"
'William Boehnel, ?{. T. Telegram.

"Funny!"

Sluinn Martin, T. World.

SEE
AMERICA
THIRST

now packing

and jamming

them in at

the New York

Globe

UNIVERSAL WINS 3 FIRST PLACES IN MOTION
PICTURE ACADEMY AWARDS
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I

Achievement

of 1930
Wednesday, December 10, 1930DAILY

• • • AS THIS dizzy year of 1930 wobbles to a close, what
outstanding achievements can be chalked up for the film biz?

we will select one that may astonish you. it is American
development of the world-wide foreign field of course
you will snicker and haw-haw at that one when you
survey the foreign biz all shot to pieces by the talkie upset this

past year but we’re referring to development of the
Newsreel Fox Movietone News, to be more explicit

what Clayton P. Sheehan, foreign manager of Fox, and Truman
H. Talley, general manager of the Newsreel, have done this past

twelve months constitutes one of the MAJOR trade accomplish-
ments of the year ..it reads like a page from a modern
Arabian Nights right now this organization is turning
out 37 foreign editions every week Talley has established
four major foreign Movietone organizations plans are

in the works for News Reel Theaters in the important cities of

the world one year ago the British Movietone News was
started in London four months later Fox Actualites
Parlantes was established in Paris ^hen came Fox Tonende
Wochenschau in Berlin and in far off Sydney, Australia,

the Australian Movietone was started for each of these
organizations it was necessary to establish independent sound
camera units, editorial offices, and manufacturing plants
every one of the 37 editions is edited especially with a view to

local prejudices and interests... practically every important
foreign country gets its Fox newsreel made just for its particular

VIEWPOINT mull that one over, if you think this was a

kindergarten stunt that Messrs. Sheehan and Talley put over
in ONE little year it’s a job for diplomats

editing newsreels so as not to offend nationalistic spirit

and so well has the stupendous task been handled, that the
various nationals consider their particular newsreel a NATIVE
INSTITUTION one American producing concern has
solved the foreign problem so far as the newsreel is concerned

and for 1931 what producer is going to do the same
thing for the feature talkies? it CAN be done

OVIETONE NEWS
^Achieving iworid wide success twice every week!
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ERPI CONFIDENT

OF VICTORY IN

PATENT ACTION
Confidence in position of Elec-

trical Research Products, Western
Electric and affiliates in suit

brought against them by General
Talking Pictures, alleging in-

fringement of patents, indicates

that company officials feel they
will be victorious in the litigation.

The matter now is under advise-

ment by the U. S. Court of Appeals
at Philadelphia. Regardless of the

outcome on the appeal, the case
will go to the Supreme Court.

With several millions of dollars

in royalties hinging on the out-

come, the battle is to establish the

validity on the part of the Gen-
eral Talking Pictures Corporation

(Continued on page 2)

SCHNITZER TO REMAIN
ON COAST TO CUT COSTS

HOLLYWOOD — Joseph I.

Schnitzer is expected to abandon
his proposed short trip to New
York and rem,ain here with his

hand on the production helm of

Radio Pictures.

William LeBaron still carries

the title of vice-president in

charge of production, but studio
duties has taken the aspects of

a two-way split. It is understood
Schnitzer is concerning himself
personally with the production
budget and is cutting costs all

along the line with LeBaron de-
voting his attention to studio and
personnel problems.

SETTLE FILM JAM;
LEGIT FIGHT LOOMS

WASHINGTON — While they
have settled their differences

with film houses, musicians here
are in a jam with legit houses.
The Shuberts have threatened to

close the Belasco rather than in-

crease its orchestra to seven from
four men, under threat of a stage-
hand walkout. The National has
been notified that the season ex-

tends to May 1, under union rule,

so that seven men must be em-
ployed until that date.

STUARTS IN N. Y.

Sue Carol and her husband, Nick
Stuart, are in New York from the
Coast.

RUMOR OF FOX REPURCHASE OF
FIRM IS SQUELCHED BY MICHEL
FOX TAKES OVER 7

PUBLIX W. C. HOUSES

IN CHAIN WARFARE
SAN FRANCISCO — Setting the

stage for the intensive theatre
Dattle impending between Fox
West Coast, Warners and United
Artists, Fox has taken over seven
Coast theatres from, Paramount.
The deal reputedly involved $20,-

00d,000. Its closing marks practi-

cal retirement of Paramount from
the Coast situation. The firm is

continuing operation of the Para-
mount, Los Angeles. Included are
three local houses, two at Port-
land, one at Seattle, and one under

(Continued on page 2)

“ALL QUIET” BACK AT
CENTRAL ON SATURDAY

Taking advantage of the “na-
tural” publicity resulting from
the German banning of “All

Quiet on the Western Front”, Uni-
versal is bringing the big war
special back to the Central Thea-
tre on Broadway, where it play-
ed for an extended run, on Satur-
days. Picture will be shown at

seventy-five cent top.

“BLUE ANGEL” BREAKS
ALL RIALTO RECORDS

Heavy drama, when it’s good,
apparently clicks with New York
picturegoers. “The Blue Angel,”
now in its second week at the
Rialto, rolled up the nifty gross
of $61,000 for the first seven days
of its run. The first three days
of the run broke all records at
the theatre.

Not Regaining Control

William Fox as lie was plioto-

graplied last spring at the time
the hitter court fights for control

of the company were in progress

COHAN TO PRODUCE
PARAMOUNT TALKER

George M. Cohan, veteran legit

star and producer, will make his

talker debut in November, under
terms of a deal with Paramount.
His first picture will be made at

the New York studio and will be
released early in 1931. Cohan’s
contract was signed some time
ago, but plans were altered to per-

mit a road tour of “The Tavern.”

Notice to Readers
Exhibitors Daily Review and Motion Pictures Today

will make its first appearance shortly as

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
under ownership and operation of the

Quigley Publishing Company

Financial Circles Center

of ^10,000,000 Buy
Gossip

Denial of the report that Wil-
liam Fox was to repurchase con-
trol of Fox enterprises has been
made by W. C.

Michel, vice-
president and
treasurer of Fox
Film.

Michel’s d e -

nial was made
in b e h a 1 f ol

President Har-
ley L. Clarke,
following circu-
lation of re-

ports in finan-
cial circles thai

William Fox
was to pay $10,-

000,000 to re-

gain control of
Harley L. Clarke

the companies he founded.

Fox sold control of his compan-
ies to General Theatres Equip-
ment Co., Clarke firm, last April
for a reputed $20,000,000, after the
memorable fight over the trustee-

(Continued on page 2)

JENSEN-YON HERBERG
SPEED UP COMEBACK

SEATTLE— Jensen & vonHer-
berg, once the dominant chain
operators of this territory, are
continuing their comeback with
speed. Having just switched the
Liberty to a first run policy, they
are planning to reopen the Strand
on a similar basis.

This houjse formerly was the
key theatre of their circuit, later

going to Pacific Northwest Thea-
tres, Inc., prior to the Fox deal.

Fox now owns the lease on the
house, which has been dark for

several years. Jensen-vonHer-
berg are now First National’s out-
let in this territory.

MCKEAN ON TOUR
DES MOINES — G. E. McKean,

Fox Movietone sales promotion
manager, was here gathering sta-

tistics. He is on a tour of the
west and left here for Minneapolis.
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LeMotto Smith, president of the

Smith Amusement Co., at Alliance,

O., sends word from a Battle

Creek sanitarium that he expects

to be home for Christmas * * *

Bdmuiid Uouldiiig’, who directed

"Devil’s Holiday” and "Reaching

for the Moon,” is in the Big Town
for premiere of the latter at the

Criterion, Dec. 29 * ** That fine

spirit among Earner employes has

led to formation of a social club

at Cleveland, which will name
its officers Dec. ig * * *

Tarbox, who operates the Film

Classic exchange, Buffalo, hand-

ling Talking Picture Epics, is in

New York on a business jaunt
* * * Ronald Colman is to arrive

in New York from the Coast Dec.

29, coming via the Panama Canal
* * * 3Iejer Fine of Associated

Tlieatres, Cleveland, is convalesc-

ing after an operation for append-

icitis * * * The Three Horsemen
* * * Joe Kennedy, Phil Keisman
and Ed O'Leary, taking

_

a little

horsey exercise on the Bridle Path

on Hutchinson River Parkway * *

Xmas spirits are becoming a bit

more liberal as the Holidays ap-

proach * * * wonder if Roxy has

decided whether he’s goin’ pro-

duce human entertainment or just

plain talkers * * * wonder who’s

goin’ sign up Red Lewis when he

returns * * * betja someone will

* * * we hope he doesn’t follow

.Haeterlinck’s idea * * remernber

when Goldwyn signed Haeterlinck

and he wrote an original starring

a bee * * * whatever became of

Sidney Olcott * * * shorts are tak-

ing a firmer hold on Old Han

Public * * * even Roxy has seen

the light * * * and they’re goin’

wire the Rei)nblic for sound * * *

* * * Fox interests swung that

deal with Para-Publix on the

other end * * * all the screen

cuties are being dressed up as

rabbits or what have you so they

can demonstrate the Christmas

spirit * * * our Hollywood scout

tells us that Wally JlacHonald

broke a finger putting over a fist

fight for Tiffany * * * a forth-

coming pic will carry the title

Ladies For Hire ”* * * Tex Guinan

musta suggested that one * * *

Hollywood Gossip
By RAY MURRAY

Being a Christmas present to

one’s family has its disadvantage.
Marguerite Churchill’s birthday
falls on December 25 and friends

and rel,atives, she says, take the
opportunity to send her one gift

with the notation that it is for

“A Merry Christmas and A Happy
Birthday.” Miss Churchill is cur-
rently playing in ‘‘Girls Demand
Exchitement,” a Fox production
with a college background.

Joan Bennett will play the
feminine lead opposite Warner
Baxter in “Doctors’ Wives”, Fox
film to which Frank Borzage has
been assigned as director. Victor
Varconi has been cast for a fea-

tured part in the production.

Word from London tells of the
successful “try-out” of the Paul
Murray Revue, in which Holly-
wood’s favorite danseuse, Mary
Eaton, is to star. The grand open-
ing is set for the Picadilly The-
atre in the British capitol. Dec. 29.

ERPI CONFIDENT
OF PATENT VICTORY

(Continued from page 1)

and the DeP'orest Phonofilms of

four patents, three of which were
granted to Dr. Lee DeForest and
the other known as the Reis pa-
tent. 'The pending case in the Cir-

cuit Court here is a continuation
of litigation brought in the U. S.

District Court of Delaware several

months ago, wherein Judge Hugh
H. Morris sustained the validity of

one of the patents and ruled it

had been infringed by the mechan-
i3nis of Western Electric and while

he held that the DeForest patents
were valid, they were not in-

fringed

To make a test of the validity

of the patents, their owners filed

an infringement suit against the

Stanley Company of America, be-

cause it used in a movie theatre in

Wilmington a sound apparatus
made by the Electrical Research
Corporation and though the Stan-
ley Company appears as the only
defendant in the suit, the fight is

really being made by Western
Electric and Electrical Research
Corporations.

The case was taken under con-
sideration by the Court at the

close of the session Friday and it

will be a matter of several weeks
before a decision is handed down,
which decision will no doubt be
appealed before the Supreme
Court.

GOMERSALL
RECUPERATING

INDIANAPOLIS — E. T. (Peck)
Gomersall, Universal’s Middle
West district manager, is recuper-
ating at Methodist Hospital, where
he underwent an operation for

appendicitis.

A new sprinkler system capable
of showering ten giant sound
stages with tons of water, has
been completed at the Radio Pic-
tures’ studio. The sprinklers are
of the automatic, self-releasing
type and are pressure-fed from a
2,000-gallon tank elevated fifty

feet above the ground.

Max Ree, for two years art di-

rector of Radio Pictures, has had
his contract renewed, according to

William LeBaron. Ree was form-
erly director for Max Reinhardt
and art director for many Broad-
way plays. At Radio Pictures he
enjoys a unique position. He is

in complete charge of the art de-
partment and, in addition, as-
sumes directorship over the cos-
tume and property departments,
since these are definitely related
to the art department.

Nikolai Nadejine, Russian bari-
tone and linguist, has announced
his intention of returning to Hol-
lywood from the East, where he
has been touring in concert.

ship formed by Fox, John E. Otter-
son. president of Electrical Re-
search Products, and Harry Stuart
of Halsey, Stuart & Co.

In recent months there have
been recurring reports that the
company might revert to Fox and
these have been disturbing to com-
pany officials. Michel’s denial is

expected to set at rest these re-
ports now branded without founda-
tion.

Since his retirement of control
of Fox enterprises last spring,
William Fox has been reported as
dickering with several companies,
including Universal and Colum-
bia, both of which denied any deal
was under way. In recent weeks.
Fox’s name has been linked with
that of former Governor Alfred E.

Smith and John J. Raskob in a
potential film hook-up. Raskob is

a large stockholder in both RKO
and Warners.

FREULER’S BIG FOUR
NOW ON “BIG TIME”

John R. Freuler, president of

Big 4, releasing ’Westerns since

last April, announces his company
is now on a “big time” schedule
producing at three West Coast
studios.

STOCK MARKET
Monday, Dec. 15, 1930

Paramount F-L . . 36 371/2 -k %
Warner Bros 12% 13 —

!/4

Fox Film “A” 241/8 25% -k Vs

Loew’s Inc 42% 44% -k %
Loew’s Inc. Pre... 90'/2 901/2 —41/2

Radio K-A-0 - 14% 15%
Pathe Exchange . . 2 2 — %
Pathe “A” 4% 4%
Con. F. Ind 12 12 '4 — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 17% 17 1/4 — 'A

Curl) Market

Columbia Piet 16 161/8 — '/4

Fox Theatre “A”, . 43/8 41/2 -k Vs

Nat. Screen . 18 20 + 1

REVENGE! FOLKS CUT

“BOOTLEGERS BALL
’’

WASHINGTON — Film house
box-offices aren’t the only ones
hit by the present slump, which
is awaiting Congress’ move in pro-
viding a remedy, for the boot-
leggers took it on the chin when
they tried their hand at staging
a ball. Less than 75 persons turn-
ed out for the affair, staged under
auspices of the “Liquor Dealers
As,sociation of Washington”’ and
the nut for the hall alone was 400
smackers. The hot dog conces-
sionaire had 2,000 weenies, which
went begging. Poor exploitation
and the psychology of fear are
reasons given for the absence of
the hush joint patrons.

WYNNE GIBSON WINS
PARAMOUNT CONTRACT
Wynne Gibson has been placed

under contract as a Paramount
featured player, according to an
announcement from Jesse L.

Lasky. This comes as a result

of the approval of studio execu-
tives for her impersonation of an
underworld “moll” in Jack Oakie’s
latest talking picture, tentatively
called “The Gang Buster.”

FOX TAKES OVER 7

PUBLIX W. C. HOUSES
(Continued from page 1)

construction at Oakland.
The deal, announced by A. M.

Bowles, division manager of Fox

West Coast was completed at a

meeting in New York Saturday

between Harley L. Clarke, presi-

dent of Fox; Oscar Oldknow, vice-

president, and Harry C. Arthur,

Eastern Fox executive, with

Adolph Zukor, Sidney R. Kent and

Sam Katz.

FOX REPURCHASE RUMOR SQUELCHED
(Continued from page 1)



A NEW ONE-REELER
THAT IS MAKING A
BROBDINGNAGIAN HIT

(No. 708 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmie,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)
i

IF you DON'T KNOW WHAT BROBDINGNAGIAN MEANS, YOU'VE GOT
nothing on me. I didn’t hnow either until I found it in a letter from Will Hays’ office and looked it up

in the dictionary.

I WANTED A WORD TO DESCRIBE SOMETHING THAT 1$ TOTALLY DIFFERENT

from anything you ever saw before in the shapg of one-reel novelties.

I COULD HAVE CALLED IT A WOW OR A KNOCKOUT OR A RECORD-BREAKER

. . . but you know how it is . . . all these words have been used so much that they’re all chafed up.

THEN I GOT THE LEHER FROM THE HAYS OFFICE, AND WHEN I SAW BROB-

dingnagian I wept for the pure joy of discovery.

HERE WAS THE WORD THAT WOULD DO TO TELL YOU ABOUT OUR NEW
one-reeler^^Strange as it Seems.^'

YOU SEE, "STRANGE AS IT SEEMS" IS A ONE- REEL NOVELTY REEL IN FULL

Multicolor.

IT IS MADE UP OF THE ODDEST, FREAKIEST, NUTTIEST BITS OF INFORMATION YOU
ever heard of and many you never dreamed of.

IT’S ALL ON THE LEVEL—EACH FREAKY PART OF THE REEL IS SUBJECT TO PROOF
by John Hix, the man who gathers the nut information.

IT IS INTENSELY INTERESTING.

WELL,WE SLIPPED THIS REELONTO THE MARKET WITHOUT SAYING MUCH ABOUT
it. The first release created a ripple, the second started a wave and now the darned thing has become

a flood.

IT IS BOOKING LIKE MAD IN THE BEST HOUSES IN THE WORLD AND THE

audiences simply gush over it.

LOOK IT UP. I TELL YOU IT’S BROBDINGNAGIAN.

IF YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS, LOOK IT UP. I HAD TO. BUT IF YOU
don t own a dictionary, look at the reel instead and then you’ll know.

UNIVERSAL WINS 3 FIRST PLACES IN MOTION
PICTURE ACADEMY AWARDS
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NEW 2,700 SEAT THEATRE

FOR RKO IN DAVENPORT, lA.

Hiram S. Brown, president of

Radio - Keith - Orpheum, yesterday
announced pians of a new thea-
tre in Davenport, Iowa, to be
built on the northwest corner of

Third and Brady Streets. This
new house will be a part of an
extensive development which in-

cludes, beside the theatre, a hotel
and office building. The entrance
to the theatre will be on Third
Street and the capacity will be
2,700. The architect is A. S.

Craven, formerly with C. W. &
George L. Rapp. The theatre will

be completed by September.
This new Davenport theatre

will, in many respects, be a replica
of the new RKO Mayfair in New
York City.

BRITISH FILM AT ROXY
Marking the first time a British

picture has played the house, “The
Middle Watch’’ has been booked
into the Roxy, where it opens
Dec. 19. It is distributed by
British International Pictures
whose Broadway show window is

the Cohan, operated by the com-
pany.

SEEK REPEAL

LONDON—Repeal of the “blue”
laws will be asked in a bill being
prepared for introduction in

Parliament, backed by theatrical

interests. A recent decision
banned Sunday shows throughout
Great Britain.

FISH IS LICHTMAH AIDE

HARWOOD RE-ELECTED
BY CLEVELAND UNIT

CLEVELAND. — J. J. Harwood
has begun his sixth term as presi-
dent of the Cleveland exhibitor
unit.

Other officers just elected are:
George Palda, vice-president; John
Urbansky, treasurer; George W.
Erdmann, secretary. Harry E.

Horwitz and Edward Flanagan
were elected to serve a three year
term on the board of directors;
D. L. Schumann for a two year
term; Fred Desberg, general man-
ager of Loew’s Ohio theatres, and
J. E. Firnkoess, district manager
for RKO houses, for a one year
term. Henry Greenberger and
Paul Gusdanovic continue to fill

their unexpired terms as directors.

PHILLY PAYS HDNDR
TD EXCHANGE BDSS

PHILADELPHIA. — A dinner
given at the Ritz-Carlton to

Joseph Hebrew last night brought
together a large assembly of man-
gers and distributors. Hebrew
has managed the Philadelphia
Vitagraph exchange for Warners
for many years. The dinner was
tendered him on the assumption
of his new position in the cor-
poration’s theatre department.
Warner executives included Claude
C. Ezell, Max Milder and Harold
Rodner.

“NEW MOON” OPENS
AT ASTOR, DEC. 23

“iVew iVIoon,” co-starring
Lawrence Tibbett and
Grace Moore, will have its

premiere at the Astor Thea-
tre next Tuesday night.
Jack Conway directed.
Oscar Hanunerstein, 2nd,
Frank JLindel and Law-
rence Schwab prepared the
book and Sigmund Romberg
the music. Dialogue was
Avrltten by Cyril Hume.

JUDEA TO PRODUCE

TALKERS IN WARSAW
Moe Goldman, vice-president of

Judea Films, sailed for the Contin-
ent last night on the Europa to
make a talker in cooperation with
the Polish government. The pic-
ture will be produced in Warsaw,
using local talent and a local
studio equipped with Klangfilm,
German recording device.

Several Jewish talkers will also
be made in Warsaw for distribu-
tion in this country. Judea has a
theatre tie-up down as a future,
planning to link together a
number of American theatres in
densely populated Jewish districts
for showing of its product.

HUMMEL TD INSPECT
WARNER EXCHANGES

Joseph S. Hummel, one of the
executive assistants to Sam E.
Morris, of Warners, left New York
yesterday on a tour of the vari-
ous Warner-First National ex-
,changes.

Ben Fish of Cleveland, erstwhile
personal representative of Samuel
Goldwyn, has been appointed spe-
cial representative of A1 Lichtman,
United Artists distribution head.

His territory will embrace the en-
tire United States.

HARRIS JDINS EDUCl
MILWAUKEE. — J. A. Harris,

formerly Sono Art-World Wide
manager at Cleveland, yesterday
assumed duties as Educational
manager here, succeeding E. J.

Weisman.

YOU TELL US

TAAn’A. — A t Ji e a t r e

iiiiikes three changes of

program weekly. Feature
costs $17.50, plus express
and advertising. Comedy
costs $5 plus. Weekly pay-
ment on sound equipment
is $37.50. Help, juice,

license and incidentals
calls for an average of$150
weekly. Gross bnsiness
runs from $6 to $10 on
week nights, with Saturday
tilting the gross to $18 or
$20. Sunday is a wow,
running as high as $3.5.

>'ow, the point is—how
much does the manager
salt away each week, and
how does he salt it?

NDT FLINTY HEARTED

CLEVELAND.—Those who sub-
scribe to the idea that the film

industry has no heart have an ob-
ject lesson to study in the manner
in which members of the film

colony here came through in

financing funeral arrangements
for Harry Reavey, who died here
tlm other day of apoplexy. The
burial was held at Ashtabula and
the money supplied by Cleveland’s
Film Row.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — The
film colony at Malibu Beach, dur-
ing the early morning hours yes-
terday, was swept by a fire which
started following a mysterious
blast. Damage is estimated at

•1800,000.

Eighteen homes, including those
of Marie Prevost, Louise Fazenda,
Allen Dwan, George DeSylva,
Oliver C. Marsh, Frank Fay, Leo
McCarey and Ben Hendricks, Jr.,

were partially or wholly destroy-
ed. No one was hurt but many
film personalities were drvien to

seek safety in the chill beach air.

The blast occurred near the
beach home of DeSylva. His home
was destroyed by the flames that
developed as a result of the blast.

A DIFFERENT VIEWPOINT

LOfNDON—Although Paramount
in the States is opposed to double
featuring as a matter of policy,
this attitude apparently doesn’t
extend across the Atlantic, for not
only double features but stage
shows as well are to be used at
the Paramount-Astoria theatres,
recently acquired. Charles Pan-
ley is continuing as general man-
ager of the chain.

KUSCHNER JDINING

CDLUMBIA SALES STAFF

Oscar Kuschner, who recently
resigned as Universal manager at

Indianapolis, is to join Columbia
Jan. 1 as Indianapolis manager.
He now is in New York with Mrs.
Kuschner. Floyd Brown has suc-
ceeded to management of the Uni-
versal branch at Indianapolis.

RDGERS DDING WELL
TOLEDO—Buddy Rogers is re-

ported “resting comfortably” at a
local hospital after an appendi-
citis operation.

Malibu Beach Film Colony
Swept by $800,000 Blaze

HOOVER SEES WILL

ROGERS FILM: ALL

QUIET ON POTOMAC
WASHINGTON — Gum chewing

Will Rogers seems to be restored
to full favor at the White House.
At least President Hoover, as
honor guest for a distinguished
company at Vice-President Curtis’
annuai dinner to the chief execu-
tive, remained to watch “Light-
nin’ ” on the Hotel Mayflower
screen.
Rogers became persona non

grata in official circles back in
the Harding administration. It

was over a joke which the lariat
twirler cracked on the stage of
the Belasco Theatre. The White
House asked that the joke be
eliminated from his routine.
Rogers kept it in. The comedian
was rebuked later when he tried
to get an invitation to an official

White House reception and was
turned down. Whereupon Will
Rogers made some pertinent com-
ment from the stage of the Na-
tional about the ability of our
presidents to take jokes in the
spirit in which they were offered.

Bygones are bygones with Presi-
dent Hoover, who has yet to at-
tend a Washington theatre since
his inauguration. In fact, he sees
very few films, although the White
House is wired. The last big fea-
ture exhibited for invited guests
was Raoul Walsh’s ‘‘The Big
Trail.”

NOW IT’S D & D FILMS

TAMPA. — The movies
have had a lot of names
Mished on them, but here
is one tliat sounds new. J.

E. Ramos, manager of the
Prince theatre here, is tell-

ing the world that he has
discontinued the “deaf and
dumb” tilms.
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DETROIT, U. S. RED INK SPOT,

TO BE INVADED BY NEW CHAIN
^1,000,000 Circuit Planning Fifteen Theatres in Auto

City—Combine Reported Ready to Absorb Dead
Ones—Mystery Shrouds Backers’ Identity

PARAMOUNT AFTER

300 THEATRES IN

BIG BRITISH PUSH
LONDON. — Insiders here have

emerged into the open with what
they say are Paramount’s thea-
tre plans for Great Britain.

The dopesters have it that in five

years the Zukor organization will

be operating a chain as large as
Gaumont British’s, now the lead-

ing exhibition organization unit
in England with about 300 houses
in its line-up.
Paramount has acquired ten

houses, is planning five in various
key cities throughout England and
is understood to have in mind
many more in all important spots
in England, Ireland, Wales and
Scotland. Present holdings in-

clude:
The Plaza, London, seating

about 2,000; Carlton, London,
about 1,500 seats; Capitol, Cardiff,

seating 3,000; Capitol, Dublin,
seating 2,400; Futurist, Birming-
ham;, 1,800 seats; Scala, Birming-
ham, 1,000 seats; Astoria, Fins-
bury Park, seating 3,500; Astoria,
Brixton, seating 3,000; Astoria,
Streatham, 2,500 s eats ; Astoria,

HOUSTON.—Will Horwitz, head
of the Texas exhibitor association,
hopes to land in the job of censor-
ing pictures if his projected cen-
sorship proposal becomes law, ac-
cording to the Houston Mirror.

The Mirror took some healthy
digs at Horwitz for showing “In-
gagi,”_ which the paper branded
as “utterly vile and indecent” and
a fake. Horwitz’s censorship ac-
tivity has hinged around block
booking, which he says forces him
to show unfit pictures. The cen-
sorship campaign which Horwitz
is sponsoring is an outgrowth of
his battle against proposed zoning
schedules sponsored by distribu-
tors.

SIGN WESTERN STARS

Tom Tyler and Bob Custer each
are to star in a series of five

westerns to be made by Syndicate
Pictures for the independent
market.

niM SHARES OFF

TO NEW LOWS AS

STOCK TRADERS WEEP
Yesterday’s drop in the stock

market wiped the pre-Yuletide
grins off many of the faces in the
film sector. Motion picture shares
took a bad walloping with several
issues hitting new lows for the
year. Among these was Radio-
Keith which sold off to and closed
at 14%; Warner Brothers which
closed at 11 as compared with a
high of 801/4; Pathe Exchange at 2.

M-G-M Preferred at 23.

H. B. SMITH ADVISOR
ON WARNER STORIES

Harry B. Smith, musical come-
dy librettist, has joined the home
office scenario staff of Warners.
His connection with the writing
group will be in an advisory
capacity.

MARKOWITZ NOW
DAVIES’ BUYER

SAN FRANCISCO.—Abe Marko-
witz has been engaged by W. B.

Wagnon to buy and book screen
entertainment for the Davies,
which has launched into a second
run, two-a-week policy at popular
prices. The house is now definite-

ly out of competition on Market
St.

CRUZE FILM A HIT

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—“The Coiniuand Perform-
ance,” produced by Sam
Zeiler for James Cruze, for
Tiffany release, registered
a hit with local scribes at

its preview. Picture is a
snappy comedy with bright
lines and serves as an ex-
cellent veliicle for Neil
Hamilton, Una Merkel and
Helen Rare. A box office

winner to all appearances.
E, N.

RKO FRISCO THEATRES

ADOPT TICKET STUNT

SAN FRANCISCO.—In line with
the plan adopted generally by
RKO, division manager Jack
Gross has launched his cam-
paign for the sale of admission
tickets by the unemployed. The
plan is simply this: Unemployed

(Continued on page 4)

$34,890 IS RAISED BY
BALTO. BENEFIT SHOW
BALTIMORE—A Total of $34,-

890.25 was taken in at the box
offices of 74 motion picture thea-
tres here, including all the first

run and neighborhood theatres, for

DETROIT. — A new chain of

theatres, operated by a well-
known group of former Detroit
theatre men, will swing into ac-
tive business the first of the year,

it has been learned on authentic
information. None of those inter-

ested in the development would
permit the use of their names
until formal announcement is

made.
The combine will operate a

chain of houses seating from 500
to 2,500, and will feature pictures
and a line of stage shows which
they state will compare favorably
with any stage attractions in
Detroit. The group is backed by
almost unlimited funds, it was
stated, and the organization will
be incorporated for $1,000,000.

Reports of the new chain have
been circulating for the last six
months. No definite number of
theatres has been set as yet,

(Continued on page 2)

RADIO DEPARTMENTS
CUT OUT AT WINNIPEG

WINNIPEG — Newspapers here
have followed the lead of other
Canadian dailies in accepting radio
programs only as paid advertis-
ing, the so-called radio depart-
ments being discontinued because
of competition with the theatres
which do substantial display ad-
vertising. The Star-Phoenix of
Saskatoon has eliminated its

radio department altogether, as
have the three Vancouver, B.C.,

dailies.

FRISCO FOREIGN HOUSE
SAN P^RANCISCO. — Manager

Horton Kahn of the St. Francis
is completing plans for converting
the theatre into San Francisco’s
first downtown foreign talker
house. The foreign papers will be
used heavily. “Sarah and Son,”
French talker, will be the first

offering. Kahn, it is understood,
is previewing many of the foreign
talking pictures with the aid of
an interpreter.

(Continued on page 2)

Notice to Readers
Elxhibitors Daily Review and Motion Pictures Today

will make its first appearance shortly as

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
under ownership and operation of the

Quigley Publishing Company

(Continued on page 2)

Horwitz Booked *lngagV But
Now Angles for Job as Censor
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$34,890 RAISED
BY BENEFIT SHOW

(Continued trona page 1)

the unemployed at the city-wide
henefit performances given from
2 to li P.M. Sunday.

J. Louis Rome originated the
plan to raise funds to help the
needy of Baltimore and it was
given under the auspices of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Maryland, Inc., Charles E. Nolte,
president. Rome headed the com-
mittee of arrangements, which in-

cluded as members William K.
Saxton, Frank A. Hornig and
Samuel Soltz.

Although some objections were
made by some ministers of Balti-
more to having the theatres open
on a Sunday, Police Commissioner
Charles D. Gaither said it would
be useless for them to interfere.
Commissioner Gaither was asked
to act as treasurer of the fund
and the money will be distribut-
ed to the Catholic, Jewish and
Community funds equally through
him after a certain amount is de-

ducted to take care of absolutely
needy cases at the present time.

BETTY ROBERTS HERE
TO LOOK FOR STORIES

Betty Roberts, Radio Pictures’
story editor is in New York and
will review current plays, read
publishers’ manuscripts of poten-
tial screen material in collabora-
tion with Kay Brown, Eastern
editor for Radio.
The trip is being made for the

purpose of getting advance in-

formation on future dramatic and
literary trends. At the same time
Miss Roberts will seek story ma-
terial for Radio Pictures’ 1931-32
program. She will return to Hol-
lywood shortly after the first of

the year.

W. E. TOTAL 7,367

World wide installations of

Western Electric sound system
now total 7,367, with 4,803 in the
United States, according to the
latest report.

QUEENS SHOWMAN DIES

Oscar F. Bower, 50, manager of

the Community Playhouse, Queens
Village, New York, is dead after

a brief illness.

What a picture Richard Wallace
has given us in “The Right to
Love,’’ with Ruth Chatterton.
Paramount studios has serened it

for a group of Hollywood maga-
zine critics and everyone was loud
in praise of director Wallace’s
handling of the story and the su-
perb acting of Miss Chatterton.
And this, by the way, was the first

complete picture shown on the
Coast using the new noise reduc-
tion recording—a device perfected
by the Electrical Research Prod-
ucts, which eliminates all ground
noises. In other words it keeps
the hum out of sound pictures and
is one of the greatest strides
toward sound reproduction yet
made.

The long-rumored bust-up of
the Mixes has come to pass. Mrs.
Victoria Forde Mix filed papers
naming the screen cowboy defen-
dant. She charged Tom with
mental cruelty, and said she
married the former soldier, sheriff,

Texas ranger, cowboy star, when
a screen aertess herself. May 6,

1918, and they separated Nov. 26,

this year. Mix is in New York,
where he will remain over the
holidays. He made a property
settlement, it is said, whereby Mrs.
Mix gets the Beverly Hills estate
and $100,000.

OPERATORS REFUSE
BLANK $100 DEMAND

BURLINGTON, la.—With opera-
tors still refusing to lay $100 on
the line to compensate A. H. Blank
for walking out. Blank’s local
house is running on an open shop
basis. Musicians walked out in

sympathy, after Central States
Theatres refused to settle alleged
grievances of the operators. Blank
replaced the union men with oper-
ators from Marshalltown and in-

sists that operators' refund the
$100 he says this cost him. Oper-
ators have agreed to waive their
differences, hut renege on the $100
item.

rHELMA TODD RETURNS
TO PARAMOUNT FOLD

'Tlielma Todd is to return to the
Paramount studios for another
siren role with her assignment to

a role in Jack Oakie’s next pro-
duction, which is to be based upon
the Ring Lardner-George S. Kauf-
man Broadway stage success,

“June Moon.” A. Edward Suther-
land will direct from an adapta-
tion by Keene Thompson and
Henry Myers.

STRESSES SELLING

CLEVELAJVD. — Careful
selling and eareful adver-
tising will help improve
economic conditions, Wil-
liam Ganson Rose, former
president of the Cleveland
Advertising Clnh, told the
Cleveland exhibitors unit at
its animal meeting.

Joseph M. Schenck and A1 Jol-
son, as well as other prominent
and influential film men, almost
bought Agua Caliente, the famous
"Border ivionte Carlo” where inany
of the film stars and executives
spend their leisure hours when
not making pictures. After many
weeks of negotiating, however, the
deal fell through. Had Hollywood
picture money gotten control of the
“watering place” this already
popular resort would have become
a money-maker for the investors
as it is attracting more and more
people from the arid districts each
year.

Jose Bohr, well known Latin
star of Hollywood, was host at the
Christmas meeting of the Catholic
Motion Picture Guild held at the
Columbus Club, Hollywood, on
Monday. Bohr, who is a native
of Argentina, presented “A Night
in Argentina.” The program in-

cluded such Latin celebrities as Miss
Rosite Moreno, guest of honor-

Eva Liminana, pianist; Rodolfe

Hoyce, Mexican baritone; Inez Del

Valle in Spanish, Mexican and
South American dances; Elena

Landeros, Mexico’s leading co-

medienne, and Quinteto Yucatan
and his orchestra.

PARAMOUNT AFTER
BRITISH THEATRES

(Continued trom page 1)

Old Kent Road, 2,200; Newcastle,
to seat 2,600; Leeds, seating 3,000;
Liverpool, to have 3,500 seats;

Glasgow, 3,500 seats; Belfast, 3,500
seats.

Each theatre will have a stage
and the combination picture and
presentation policy on a national
scale is understood to have been
determined upon.

PARIS. — Paramount’s theatre
expansion will not be confined to

Great Brilain, but will extend to

all important cities throughout
Europe. In most instances, exist-
ing houses will be passed up in
preference to new construction
modeled along lines of Publix
houses in the States.

FIGHT CARBON PRICE

PHILADELPHIA. — Protest
against increase in price of pro-
jector carbons has been lodged
with National Carbon Co. of Cleve-
land by the eastern Pennsylvania,
southern New Jersey and Dela-
ware exhibitor unit. The associa-
tion asserts the price increase is

due to a monopoly enjoyed by the
company.

Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Dally or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 6067

DENVER.—W. J. Carter,
73, owner of the Jewel and
Santa Fe, neighborhood
houses, was found murder-
ed in his garage in the rear
of his home. Robbery ap-
parently was the motive, as
a $1,000 diamond ring and
his watch were missing
and his key had been used
to gain entrance to the
house, where $20 was
taken. A large bruise over
ills eye indicated he had
been hit or had fallen. He
is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Katherine Carter, and a son
and daughter.

NEW THEATRE CHAIN

TO INVADE DETROIT

(Continued from page 1)

although it is known that at least
five, and perhaps 15 houses will be
operating under the new organiza-
tion’s banner within the next four
to six weeks.

Detroit theatre operators have
been leaving no stone unturned
to ascertain the identity of the
group, in view of the licking that
show business generally has taken
in this town in the past year, with
former well-paying houses being
run into the ground by poor man-
agement. One chain owner, faced
with the possibility that some of

his houses will be tossed back on
his hands, is expected to place the
management and operation of the
houses with the new combination.

The statement issued by the
spokesman of the group is as fol-

lows :

“We are not ready as yet to
definitely announce our plans. We
do state, however, that it is our
intention to have a chain of thea-
tres second to none in Detroit,
and by that we mean that our
stage and screen shows will com-
pare most favorably with anything
in the city. Formal announce-
ment wall be made the first of
January as to our plans for the
management and operation of at
least 15 theatres, seating from 500
to 2,500 patrons. It is our de-
sire to give to Detroit theatre-
goers the highest possible type of
entertainment in theatres operat-
ed by experienced showmen.”

STOCK MARKET
Tuesday, Dec. 16, 1930

Paramount F-L .. 35% 36% — %
Warner Bros 10% 11 —2
Fox Film “A” 24!4 25 — %
Loew’s Inc 421/2 421/2 —2!4
Loew’s Inc. Pre 90 90 - !/2

Radio K-A-0 14% 14% —IVa
Pathe Exchange .. 1% 2 —
Pathe “A” 4 4 — %
M-G-M Pre 23 23 —1%
Con. F. Ind 12 12 - !4

Con. F. Ind. Pre.... 16'%

Curb Market

16% —1%

Columbia Piet 17 17 + %
Pox Theatre “A”... 4% 4% — %
Nat. Screen 20 20 — 1/4



FREE
D-E-LICIOUSI

(No, 70^ Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmie,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

WELU UNIVERSAL CONTINUES TO SHOW ITS HEELS TO EVERY OTHER PICTURE

making concern in the well-known world I

THE THEATRES THAT ARE MAKING REAL MONEY ARE MAKING IT WITH

Universal pictures and they make no bones about saying so.

AND NOW UNIVERSAL TOSSES ANOTHER PIPPIN INTO THE HOPPER.

IT’S "FREE LOVE" AND THE WORD WHICH DESCRIBES IT BEST IS "DE-E-E-ELICIOUS."

IT IS DELICIOUS IN HOBART HENLEY’S EXTREMELY CLEVER AND UNDERSTAND-

ING DIRECTING.

IT IS DELICIOUS IN CONRAD NAGEL’S AND GENEVIEVE TOBIN’S SOPHISTICATED

and sympathetic handling of two of the best roles ever enacted for the screen.

IT IS DELICIOUS IN THE BROADER TYPE OF COMEDY AS TREATED BY SUM
Summerville and Zazu Pitts.

THE MEN WILL EAT IT UP AND THE WOMEN FOLKS WILL LOVE IT . . . AND
scream at some of its remarkable situations.

DON’T LET ANYONE TELL YOU ABOUT IT . . . DON’T LET ANYONE DESCRIBE

any of the novel twists this story has. See it for yourself and you’ll see why Universal is grabbing off all

the laurels of the season.

YOU SIMPLY CAN’T KNOW HOW MUCH BEHER THAN A STAGE SHOW A
"talkie" can be until you've seen "Free Love^"

STEP UP TO YOUR NEAREST UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE AND GET YOUR CONTRACT.

You’ re about the only one that hasn’t climbed aboard the band wagon!

UNIVERSAL WINS ’
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HOXIE’S STUDIO PLAN
FOR SAN ANTONE SET

<
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.—A years’

old dream of Jack Hoxie.of the

location of picture studios on the
site of the historic Old Fort Davis,
built by the government 75 years
ago, is about to come true. Hoxie
has interested a number of Okla-
homa business men in the forma-
tion of the Jack Hoxie, Inc. Be-
sides Hoxie, the following, all of

Oklahoma, are mentioned in the
incorporation papers: J. W. Cotter
of Holdenville; Joseph Poole of

Wewoka; C. D. Brown ow Shaw-
nee; Dudley Lancaster of Semin-
ole and F. H. Wozencrant of

Seminole.

The old Fort Davis is located
60 miles north of the Mexican
border in the heart of the Davis
Mountains of West Texas. A 25

years lease has been secured. The
grounds consist of 160 acres and
40 buildings, mostly army bar-
racks, which will be remodeled.
Production of Western talkers is

planned by xMarch 1.

RELIEF FUND DANCE IN

CLEVELAND NETS $5D0

CLEVELAND. — Five hundi’ed
dollars was turned over to the
Film Relief Fund committee as a
result of the Film Relief Fund
dance and entertainment held at

the Cleveland Chamber of Com-
merce. Approximately three hun-
dred guests were present. There
was dancing, dinner and a seven
act floor show, presented through
the courtesy of the Loew and RKO
theatres. A1 Mertz, manager of

the RKO branch, and I. J.

Schmertz, Fox exchange manager,
were the committee on arrange-
ments, and were directly responsi-
ble, for the great success of the
enterprise. This was the first

Film Relief Fund entertainment
ever held in Cleveland.

MALIBU FILM PEOPLE
RAKE ASHES FOR GEMS
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 16.—While

Are insurance companies today
were trying to discover the cause
of the $700,000 Are which swept
the Malibu Beach picture colony
yesterday, a score of film folk

were seen raking over the ashes
of their homes for missing jewelry
and other valuables.

RKO FRISCO THEATRES
ADOPT TICKET STUNT
(Continued from page 1)

men and women are given thirty-

five admission tickets to the RKO
theatres, to be sold at regular ad-
mission prices. They are given a
flat 25 percent commission, less 2

percent. The expenses of main-
taining headquarters, which have
been established on the mezzanine
floor of the Golden Gate building,

are met by the 2 percent deducted
from the commissions due. Nearly
200 men have been put to work
and the tickets are reported going
like the proverbial hot cakes. So
far the plan seems to be working
satisfactorily.

HOLMAN RECORDING
RADIO TRANSCRIPTIONS

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Ac-
cording to William S. Holman,
general manager of Metropolitan
Sound Studios, George H. Bowles
has terminated his connection
with that studio and with Christie.
Bowles will devote his entire time
to his radio transcription organi-
zation, in association with Victor
H. Dalton, owner of a local broad-
casting station. Headquarters for
the new organization will be main-
tained at Metropolitan.

ART MEHLINGER TO
EXPLOIT DES, B & H

Dan Winkler, general manager
of DeSylva, Brown & Henderson,
Inc., has appointed Artie Mehlin-
ger director of all DeSylva ex-
ploitation activities.

Swiss Need Films
WASHINGTON.—According to a

report from Trade Commissioner
Geroge R. Canty, in Paris, with
the absence of the French and
German talkies, the American
film is non-exis.tent in Switzer-
land, except for the films of cer-

tain well known stars. The Swiss
public is asking for talkies in a

language it understands naturally;
in Italian Switzerland the Italian

is popular, but the French and
German film finds a ready market
in all other parts of the country.

Soviet rroductioii Lags
At the first sound film confer-

ence of the Soviet Union it ap-
peared that film developments in

Soviet Russia are not as satisfac-
tory as was expected. Ssutyrin,
a member of the board of Sojus-
kino, stated that theatre building
was progressing very slowly. Still

more so is the sound film. In
Russia the change over from silent

to sound will be slow owing to

technical production difficulties and

FORM OPERATORS’ UNION

FLINT, Mich.—Independent Pro-
jectionists’ Association has been
organized by local non-union pro-
jectionists. Operators of eight
local houses comprise the member-
ship. Under the rules of the or-
ganization, the operator is placed
under jurisdiction of the theatre
manager and the one-man-in-the-
booth policy has been adopted.
Joseph Vurrie is president of the

new association, Frank McMurphy,
vice-president, and A1 Pollock,

secretary-treasurer.

SHERWOOD TO SPEAK

Hebert E. Sherwood is

announced by Ainpu as its

guest of honor at to-

morrow’s Dixie Hotel
luncheon. The critic was
to have appeared in the
role of guest-speaker two
weeks ago, but illness kept
Jiim in bed.

CARMAN BARNES NOW
AS PARA STAFF WRITER

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU. — Car-
man Barnes, the southern girl who
has had two novels published and
a play produced on Broadway be-
fore her .eighteenth birthday, has
arrived in Hollywood under con-
tract to the Paramount Publix
corporation.

Miss Barnes is the author of
“School Girl,” written when she
was fifteen. Two years later, she
wrote “Beau Lover,” another suc-
cessful fiction work. With A.
Washington Pezet, she dramatized
“School Girl,” which opened in

New York recently.

the lack of professionals. The con-
ference approved the decision of
Sojuskino to produce 50 complete
sound programs during the cur-
rent season. The Sojuskino hopes
to wire 1,000 theatres during the
same period. However, since the
Electrical Trust of the Soviet
Union is only able to install ap-
paratus in 600 theatres yearly it

was decided to make every con-
ceivable concession in order to
carry out Sojuskino’s sound film

plans.

More Berlin Studios

A building company in the West
of Berlin has changed its name to

“New Hollywood, Ltd.,” and in-

tends to erect studios, laboratories
and dwelling houses forming parts
of a future city near Berlin. These
plans may not eventuate in the
near future, since the company
has no important financial back-
ing; the originator is an enter-
prising builder and estate owner,
Heinrich Mendelssohn.

In answer to reports that Char-
main London, wife of the late

Jack London, author, is suing Co-
lumbia for royalties on “Smoko
Bellow,” the company says:
“The reason for non-payment to

Mrs. London has not been on ac-

count of any counter claims that

we have against these monies, but
on account of a faulty assignment.
Big Four, producers of the pic-

ture, bought the movie rights to

the story and gave an assignment
to Mrs. London. Columbia merely
distributed the production and
will turn the money over to whom-
ever the court decides is the right-

ful owner of such monies.”

MILWAUKEE THEATRE
DAMAGED BY BOMB;
OWNER BLAMES LABOR
MILWAUKEE. — The Columbia,

neighborhood house, was damaged
to the extent of $2,000 by a bomb
placed in the lobby. Manning
Silverman, owner and manager,
ascribed the bombing to labor dif-

ficulties. He explained he was a
member fo the Associated Theatre
Operators of Wisconsin and that
he had been negotiating with union
representatvies. The Associated
Theatre Operators of Wisconsin
are not recognized by the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor, Silver-
man stated.

Only recently the Iris, another
neighborhood house, was spatter-
ed when a bulb filled with paint
was hurled against its front. The
owner of the Iris, H. E. Welch,
is also a member of the Associat-
ed Theatre Operators of Wiscon-
sin.

NEW ONE REEL SERIES
ON EDUCATIONAL LIST

Educational has stepped up its

current release schedule by ac-
quisition of a new series of shorts
produced by Curtis F. Nagel and
Howard C. Brown. The brand
name is “Romantic Journeys” and
the series will include 13 subjects,
each in one reel. The series will
be in Multicolor and will featui’e
Claude Flemming, long distance
traveler. The first three are
“Honeymoon Land,” “Across the
Sea” and “The Spanish Main.”

DOLMAN MAY TURN
TO COSTUME CLASSICS

It looks like costume pictures
for Ronald Colman. Samuel Gold-
wyn, upon his arrival in London
from New York yesterday, said
Colman will draw upon “Robinson
Crusoe,” an original treatment of

the Marco Polo legend and “The
Tale of Two Cities” for talkers
sometime in the next two years.
That’s as far as Goldwyn got on
definite commitments.

NEW WARNER HOUSE
TORRINGTON, Conn. — Con-

struction on Warners new theatre
here is now under way. It is to

be turned over to the company
in June.

FILM ACTRESS WED
BEVERLY HILLS, Cal., Dec. 16.

—Betty Francisco was married
here last night to Fred Collins

Spradling, business man of New
York.

A SAMARITAN

CUYAHOGA FALLS,, 0
M. B. Horwitz, owner of tiie

Falls, has issued passes
good for three months to

all the families in Cuya-
hoga Falls who are receiv-
ing aid from the local Wel-
fare Association. He issued
152 ))asses each one good
for the entire family.

Foreign Film Notes
Keceived in the Motion Picture Division

of the U. S. Department of Commerce

COLUMBIA TO AWAIT COURT’S DECISION

BEFORE PAYING “SMOKE BELLEW” ROYALTIES
A.
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NEW TRANS-LUX

SHOW SUTED FOR

N. Y. BUILDING

Negotiations are nearing com-
pletion for establishments in the
new Lefcourt Building, 49th St.

and Broadway, New York, of the
iirst of the chain of automatic
store shows to be sponsored by
the Trans-Lux Corp., headed by
Courtland Smith. The company,
it is understood, will function as
a subsidiary of RKO.

Special Western Electric equip-
ment is being made for the com-
pany, which aims to open a “turn-
stile” theatre in keys and semi-
keys throughout the nation.
RKO is an RCA Photophoue

licensed company.

LIGHTMAN IN CONTROL
OM MEMPHIS CAPITOL

M. A. Lightman, president of the
M.P.T.O.A., who now is in New
York, will take over the Capitol,

Memphis suburban house, on Dec.
22. The new acquisition gives the
Malco chain, which Lightman
heads, five theatres at Memphis.
The firm has 27 houses in Arkan-
sas. The Memphis Capitol was
opened last spring by Sam iMyar.

Under its new affiliation it will be
operated by Edwin Salinsley, city

manager at Memphis for Malco.
Deal for its acquisition was clos-
ed by Lou H. Andrews, office man-
ager of the circuit.

JONES’ START AT ST.

LOUIS IS RECALLED

ST. LOUIS. — Local circles are
mourning death of F. Richard
Jones, veteran comedy director,

who not only was born here 36
years ago, but who began his

.screen career here in 1913 with
O. T. Crawford. The latter had
a chain of theatres in the Middle
West and branched out into pro-
duction and distribution.

PARAMOUNT, F. N.

PRODUCT IN DEAL

PORTLAND. — Exclusive first

run showing of Paramount and
First National nroducf is obtained
for Fox West Coast Theatres under
t^rms of the deal for operation
of the seven Coast theatres of the
I’aramount chain. A reputed $20,-

000,000 is involved.

HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN

!

U, A. RESCINDS SALARY CUTS

Cry for Guts in Stills

HOLLYWOOD.—Revamping of policy on stills to inject a news
angle into all pictures designed for publication is under way on
several lots. Producing firms have found tlutt an about-face is

needed to assure photographing of pictures v\'ith angles wliich
will make the various dailies.

Studios are realizing that the present system on stills is a
time-worn one, and that revolutionary changes are necessary if

a sufficient break is to be obtained. Importation of a number
of professional men from the various picture firms is planned.

Paramount Must Stand Trial

In $2,000,000 **Trust*’ Suit

LAEMMLE TO PRODUCE

LEGITIMATE PLAYS

ON BROADWAY SOON

Carl Laemmle is joiuiug the

ranks of stage producers on
Broadway. Laemmle, Jr. will ar-

rive from the coast in the near
future to organize plans.

In a statement issued yesterday

(Co)itinued oti page 2)

TELEVISION TESTS
PLAN OF COLUMBIA

Hastening of the commercial de-

velopment of television is forecast

by William S. Paley. president of

the Columbia Broadcasting Co.,

through approval of its entrance
into tile field by the Federal Radio
Commission. Paramount owns a
.oO per cent interest in the Uoluni-

bia chain.

BOSTON. — Paramount must
stand trial in the suit for $2,000,-

000 damages bi'ought against the
c;ompany by the Strand Amuse-
ment Co. of Portland, Me., Federal
Judge James M. Morton ruled here
yesterday in overruling a motion
of dismissal. The defendant has
until Dec. 31 to tile its answer in

the action.

The Portland company bases its

suit on provisions of the Sherman
anti-trust law, charging unfair
competition and an attempt to

drive the company out of busi-

ness.

DAILY CHANGE POLICY
AT ROCHESTER HOUSE

ROCHESTER. — Inaugurating a

dail.v ciiange policy for the first

time in a downtown house since

the advent of big features, Publix
reopened its Piccadilly, 2,2,69-seat

house, after a brief tiff with stage

10 Per Cent Reductions

Wiped Out — Move
Seen as Belief in Return

of Prosperity

Emphasizing the return of better
business conditions. United Artists
around Jan. 1 will rescind the ten
per cent salary
reduction i u -

augurated sev-
eral weeks ago.
The company is

convinced of

better days
ahead, and al-

ready is prepar-
ing to reinstate
wage scales
sliced when the
general reduc-
t i o n was
ordered.
The weloome

news to em-
ployes was imparted at a sales

meeting of middle-west, southern
and southwestern personnel at

Chicago, presided over by A1

lachtman, head of distribution.

Lichtman commended the sales

force for the manner in which it

has hit the ball despite adverse
conditions. Lichtman recently re-

ceived a substantial boost in

salary and signed a term contract
with the company. This followed

a proposition reported to have
been made him by Warners.

PRODUCTION BOOM

INDICATES COAST’S

CONFIDENCE IN ’31

HOLLV'WOOD BUREAU.— Produc-
tion is scheduled to boom on a

larger scale than any time since

the advent of talking pictures, ac-

cording to a survey just complet-
ed. Schedules of the programs
for 1931-32 call for the expendi-
ture of millions of dollars. Ac-
tivity is expected to get under full

sway around the first of the year.

Tip-offs from various studio ex-

ecutives regarding forthcoming

•^rotitinued on page 2)

Notice to Readers

Exhibitors Daily Review and Motion Pictures Today
will make its first appearance shortly as

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
under ownership and operation of the

Quigley Publishing Company

(Continued on page 2)
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MAIN STREET

Bert Koacli seems to be in big

demand by directors * * * did

you know Mickey jVeilan is credit-

ed with part authorship of Hell’s

Angels * * * Jesse Crawford is

lending his pic to the subways for

shaving cream advertising * * *

Whatever became of the IVaiupas

Baby Star racket * * * CarroU
Craiiam has lauded back under
the palm trees * * * he’s just

looking around, he postcards * * *

Kandy Bai’tlett writes from Paris

everything humming in foreign

market * * * Millard Webb is

goin’ direct a couple across the

pond * * * Sam Gioldwyn is start-

ing things humming around U. A.

Sam certainly knows
_

the differ-

ence between entertainment and
non-entertainment * * * Maybe
Sydney E. Abel, generalissimo of

sales at RCA Photophone, isn’t

proud of that trebled business he
has chalked up this year * * *

Warners are going to launch a
stock policy at the Grand Central,

St. Louis * * * A. Griffith Grey is

living over old times preparing
for opening of the synchronized
“Birth of a Nation” on Broadway
* * * How this guy Oscar (Tiffany)

Hanson is stepping out. That new
overcoat he is sporting set him
back a pretty penny * * * Cleve
Adams, Radio’s western division

manager, has closed for feature

and short product with Aaron
Saperstein, Chicago circuit owner
* * * President E. TV. Hammons
of Educational is pretty well sold

on “Romantic Journeys,’’ new
travel series which the company
has acquired * * H. M. Kichey,
efficient business manager of the

Michigan exhibitor unit, is in New
York * * Six pictures are in work
on the Tiffany lot * * * Fox has

obtained an extension of time in

which to start erection of a new
building on its lot at 58th ,St. and

Lexington Ave. * * * Ed Hatrick

is off on a two weeks business

trip * * * Charlie MacDonald has

shaved off his mustache again
* * * Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Sam
Goldwyn’s production chief is due

here from Europe Friday, and will

confer in this city with Robert Mc-

Intyre of his Hollywood staff on

the screening of “Street Scene”

PRODUCTION BOOM

INDICATES COASrS

CONFIDENCE IN '31

(Continued from page 1>

programs indicate they figure one
of tne industry's most prosperous
years is anticipated for the new
season with the present depres-
sion slowly subsiding. The view-
point is hailed by the players and
studio worKers as the beginning
of a new “happy days” era for

them.

Adolph Zukor, while here, saw
plans made for eight features
which will go into production at
Paramount before the hrst of the
year. In addition the company
plans on approximately 55 to 60
pictures for the local plant on a
budget estimated around $25,000,-
OOO for 1930-31. In addition the
Paramount New York studio will
produce 17 features as well as
many short subjects, while the
company’s Paris plant will oper-
ate full blast on foreign versions.

Louis B. Mayer of M-G-M says
that the production at the Culver
City plant will be virtually doubled
due to local handling of pictures
for foreign markets. Fifty-two
features are planned by M-G-M
with a like number of foreign ver-
sions. Dropping off of production
has not been noticeable at M-G-M.
Warners and First National stu-

dios, which have been virtually
closed for the past two or three
months except for filming of for-

eign versions, open soon to launch
the production of 72 features, ac-
cording to Jack L. Warner. The
executive offices have been con-
solidated at First National’s Bur-
bank plant, but the units will con-
tinue to use the Sunset Boule-
vard studio as well as the old
Vitagraph lot and the Warner
Brother’s ranch. Warner says
next season’s program will be the
largest undertaken by the com-
pany.

United Artists will undertake 20
pictures at a cost of approximate-
ly $15,000,000, accoring to Joseph
M. Schenck, while a like amount
or more will be produced at Uni-
versal City under the direction of

Carl Laemmle, Jr.

Fox states a program calling for

between 48 and 50 features, while
Radio plans a budget calling for
34 or more. At the latter studio
nine pictures remain to be com-
pleted on the 1930-1931 schedule.
Pathe is preparing a new pro-

gram under Radio’s control, while
Columbia and Tiffany are going
ahead with plans calling for the
expenditure of millions.

Production executives are agreed
that a year of prosperity is in store
for the industry and that this will

be reflected as well in other busi-
nesses.

MOTION PICTURE CLUB
SEEKS 76 RECRUITS

To bring the membership to 500,

the Motion Picture Club, New
York, now is conducting a drive for

76 new members. Officers figure
the club needs 450 members to

get off the nut.

“MANNY” AGAIN

Chalk up another effec-
tive stunt for Emanuel
(Manny) Cohen, editor of
Paramount News. His
latest is a reconnoitering
expedition by a navy dlribi-

ble about the mooring mast
of the new Empire State
Building in New York, now
nearing completion. By
sponsoring the stunt, Para-
mount News got a beat on
tlie pictures.

LAEMMLE TO PRODUCE
LEGITIMATE PLAYS

(Continued from page 1)

from Universal’s New York office,

Laemmle stressed the point that
his plan should “not be confused
with attempts of other producers
to bring out stage plays for the
purpose of getting cheap material
for talking pictures.”

Authors whose plays are accept-
ed will be fifty-fifty partners with
Universal in picture rights under
Authors’ League contracts, but the
rights will be open to bids from
all film companies.

DAILY CHANGE POLICY
AT ROCHESTER HOUSE

(Continued from page 1)

hands which was settled by nego-
tiation.

The house, closed for nearly a

half year, has been a liability of

$1,706 a month on Publix’s hands.
The new policy calls for a top
price of 25 cents, with matinees
running at 15 cents. The theatre
will utilize second and third run
sound films.

G. A. Moulder, formerly assistant
manager at the Publix Regent, is

manager of the Piccadilly. Howard
Cohen replaced Moulder at the
Regent.

ONCE A BIG EARNER,
MABEL LEFT $73,835

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Mabel
Normand, one time stellar attrac-

tion and large wage owner, left

an estate of only $73,845, accord-
ing to an appraisal filed here. Mrs.
Mary D. Norman of Staten Island,

mother of the actress, is the bene-
ficiary.

“SQUAW MAN”
BECOMES TRIO

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Cecil

B. DeMille is to double back on
his first success in pictures and
will make “The Squaw Man” for

M-G-M. Josephine Lovett is writ-
ing the adaptation for the talker.

DeMille has made the film twice
already.

ORNSTEIN WITH
“REPORTER”

William Ornstein, veteran trade
paper man, has joined the eastern
staff of the Hollywood Daily Re-
porter in New York. He will as-

sist James Milligan . Ornstein was
last identified with Film Daily.

THEATRE MEN HIT

BY BALTIMORE

BANK CRASH
BALTIMORE.—Those associated

with the film industry here who
were affected by the closing of
the Chesapeake Bank, after a run
had been made upon it and its

affairs were taken over by the
bank Commissioner, were as fol-

lows:

Mrs. Frank Price, Jr., wife of
the manager of the Rivoli; the
Flacks Brothers, proprietors of
the colored residential houses.
Royal, Roosevelt and New Lin-
coln; Thomas D. Golberg, of the
Walbrook and Harford theatres;
Robert Kanter of the Astor and
Cameo; Jack and Julius Levin of
the Irvington, and York and
Joseph Brodle of the Brodie.

FOREIGN ACTIVITY AT
M-G-M SOON TO BOOM

HOLLYWOOD.-—-Yves Mirande,
French writer, has renewed his
contract with M-G-M for another
long term period. Since M-G-M
announced an extensive program
of French productions for the com-
ing year French writers and dra-
matists at the studio are looking
forward to increased activity.

Besides Mirande, the group in-

cludes Ivan Noe, Jacques Deval,
Anne Nauclere and Maurice
Lauzin.

TONIGHT’S OPENINGS

“The Devil to Pay,” starring
Ronald Colman, and presented by
Samuel Goldwyn, will have its

premiere tonight at the Gaiety
Theatre. Film is scheduled for a
long run at $2.50 top.

‘The Birth of a Nation” with
synchronized score, opens this

morning at the Cohan on a grind
basis.

SUNDAY BAN LIFTED

DES MOINES.—The city council
of Eldora decided to set aside
anything which would interfere

with Sunday shows, allowing them
to start there at once. The for-

mality of taking a vote of the
citizens will not be necessary at

Eldora, it was thought. L. F.

Wolcott is owner of the Grand at

Eldora.

STOCK MARKET
Wednesday, Dec. 17, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 34% 36% + i/s

Warner Bros 9% 13 •f2
Warner Bros. Pre. 31 31 —3
Fox Film “A” 241/8 27 +2
Loew’s Inc 41% 46 + 31/2

Loew’s Inc. Pre 90 90% + %
Radio K-A-0 14% 16 +1%
Pathe Exchange ... 1% 1% — %
Pathe “A” 278 41/8 + i/a

M-G-M Pre 23% 23% + %
Con. F. Ind 111/2 121/2 + %
Con. F. Ind. Pre 15 16% + %

Curb Market

Columbia Piet 17 17 + %
Fox Theatre “A”... 4 41/8 —
Nat. Screen 19 19 —

1



RIDE ’

COWB
Whoopee! You’re
sitting pretty

when ieaping Leo’s

off on a box-office

round-up!

COMBINING MANY TYPES of
entertainment—these are the greatest box-
office properties ever delivered to you! Soon—
^ MARION DAVIES the bachelor father

Richly human* uproariously funny. Another “Lee Us Be Cay.*' It is based on Belasco's stage hit. With Ralph
Forbes. Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. The high mark of Marion Davies* comic genius!

GRETA GARBO inspiration
The souhthrill of “Romance" in modern setting, with gorgeous Greta in silks and satins. Clarence Brown,
director. With Robert Montgomery, Lewis Stone, Marjorie Rambeau.

Marie DRESSLER-Polly MORAN reducing
The funniest picture ever made! Marie Dressier tops even her string of hits with Polly Moran in the wow of
your lifetime! With Anita Page. Lucien Littlefield. Directed by Chas. F. Riesner.

JOAN CRAWFORD » paid
Combining her luring loveliness with a dramatic performance that is sensational! Based on Bayard Vcillcr's play
“Within TTtc Law." With Robert Armstrong, Marie Prevost. Directed by Sam Wood.

^ Lawrence TIBBETT-Grace MOORE NEW MOON
Drama, yes! Music, yes! Romance, yes! But sodifTcrent, so absorbing, so revolutionary! With Adolphe Menjou,
Roland Young. Book 6c lyrics by Arthur Hammerstcin. 2nd. Frank Mandel and Lawrence Schwab. Music by
Sigmund Romberg. Directed by Jack Conway.

THE GREAT MEADOW ^^
Reaching into a new page of American history for the thriller of thrillers! With John Mack Brown, Eleanor
Boaraman, Lucille La Verne, Anita Louise, Gavin Gordon. Based on today*8 best'selling novel by Elizabeth
Madox Roberts. Directed by Charles Brabin.

METRO
GOLDWYN
MAYER
Strength!
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Paramount Investors at 52
Still Pay and Pay and Pay

The market margin players are

not the only ones in the film busi-

ness who are taking a licking dur-

ing the current market recessions.

Plenty of the boys—and not a few
of the female contingent—at Para-
mount are lots doleful over the
present prices of Paramount
stock. Last spring many of the

employees, big and small, sub-
scribed to Paramount at 52 a
share, agreeing to kick in one
dollar a week per share for a

year until they owned the securi-

ties.

With Paramount now off around
16 points from the contracted pur-

chase price the investors aren’t

feeling so hot, although the issue

still continues a good dividend
payer. .Some of those with a bit

of a bankroll are understood to

be picking up more stock — out-

right, in the opening market, with
the idea of reducing the cost per

share on their entire buy and get-

ting a larger dividend yield on
their total outlay. The stock sold

to a low of 34% yestei'day and
closed at 36%, compared with the

year’s high of 77%.
Majority of amusement shares

showed new strength on invest-

ment buying at their attractive

lows of yesterday morning.
Warners closed at 13, up 3% from
the low of the day of 9%. Fox
Film A closed at 27 compared with
Tuesday’s low of 25. Loew’s, Inc.

closed at 46, up 3% from the clos-

ing of the day before.

‘SAWYER’ PULLS KIDS

Census by Para-Publix of
attendance at its houses
currently showing “Tom
Sawyer,” indicates that
about one-third of the
audiences viewing the film
are composed of children.
Coiinpany contends that
usual kid attendance is

around fifteen per cent, and
that check shows the Mark
Twain film is a real puller
of juvenile business.

“HEL’S ANGELS” IS

PASSED IN QUEBEC

MONTREAL. — Although “Hell’s
Angels’’ has been barred from the
screens of Ontario theatres by the
censors, the Quebec board has not
followed the precedent of Ontario,
the United Artists’ production hav-
ing been passed for showing in

this province. The first Canadian
run, which will l)e of indefinite
length, has been booked by man-
ager Joe Lightstoue for the Prin-
cess starting Christmas week.
The Ontario board refused ap-
proval on the ground that the pic-

ture was a reflection upon the
morals of Royal Canadian Air
Force personnel.

“ALL QUIET” SET FOR

VIENNA, JANUARY 7;

TROUBLE UNLIKEY
VIENNA. — Universal’s German

version of “All Quiet on the West-
ern Front,” barred last week from
Germany after Berlin rioting, is
set to open at the Schweden Kino,
largest talkie house here on Jan.
7. Though Austrian Fascist! are
already agitating against the pic-
ture, neither the local authorities
or “U’s” representative here
anticipate any disturbances of con-
sequence in this city.

MIX AND ST. LOUIS
THEATRE SETTLE CLAIM

ST. LOUIS.—Tom Mix and the
St. Louis Theatre have settled out
of court the $25,000 damage suit
filed against them about two years
ago by Mrs. Fern Webb. The
amount paid to Mrs. Webb has not
been revealed, but her attorney,
Robert J. Callahan, said the settle-

ment was “for a substantial
amount.”

Mrs. Webb based her damage
suit on injuries shei alleged to
have sustained about two and a
half years ago while attending a
performance at the St. Louis. She
charged that a fragment of a
target at which Mix was shooting
flew off and struck her right eye.
Mix was appearing in a vaude-
ville act at the theatre at the time
of the mishap.

BAN SEX FILM
MOURN HARRY SUDEKUM ijq shoot WORLD FAIR

WITH TECHNICOLOR?LOUISVILLE.- -It was with re-

gret that Louisville exhibitors and
film men received word of the

death at Nashville, Teun., of

Harry Sudekum, 42 years of age,

long connected with the motion
picture business of the South.
Sudekum and his brother, Tony
Sudekum, had been connected with
the picture business since about
1905, when they took over the

Dixie at Nashville, gradually build-

ing up a chain of theatres in

Southern Kentucky, Tennessee
and Alabama, operating as the
Crescent Amusement Co., of which
Harry Sudekum was secretary.

BARRYMORE ILL AGAIN

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — John
Barrymore is being treated by
physicians at his Beverly Hills

home for an attack of tropical

fever contracted while on his re-

cent yachting trip.

“Svengali,” based on Du Mauri-
er's “Trilby” will be John Barry-
more’s next talker for Warners.
The yarn is a remake, having been
first produced by Equitable Pic-

tures for release via World Film
in 1913 and by First National in

1923.

SHERWOOD AT AMPA
Robert E. Sherwood is to be

honor guest at today’s meeting of

the AMPA. Sherwood was to have
been guest at last week’s meeting,
but illness prevented him from
attending.

CHICAGO.—World’s Fair execu-

tives are reported querying Tech
uicolor for estimate on photo-

graphing buildings and exhibits of

the big show of 1933 in color. Plan

appears to be to shoot some of the

foreign exhibits, which will be

here long before fair opens, and
use of the films as advertising

trailers throughout country.

Freiicli Bank Credit

“French Cinema Bank organized
a credit institution for the indus-
try, the Union Cinematographique
Francaise. which has hitherto been
functioning on a modest scale, is

now reported to have changed its'

name to “Banque de La Cinema-
tographie Francaise”.

This institution is directed by
M. Chains. It is said to stand in

close contact with the Banque Le-
hideux a private bank, but such
important establishments as the
Credit Lyonnais, Societe Generale
and Comptoir National d’ Es-
compte, which are the leading
French banks are also credited

with an interest in the new organ-
ization. It is believed that the
cinema bank will act as cen-
tral body for studies of conditions

OMAHA.-—Mayor Will Frazier of

the village of Bellevue, a few miles

south of here, closed “Pitfalls of

Passion” when Oscar Shivley at-

tempted to show the picture in an

upper floor of the old court house.

The reason given at first was that

the picture was a little too hot for

the morals of the youth of Belle-

vue.

A few days later the mayor de-

clared the showing was a fire

hazard.

and tor arranging finance facilities

for the industry as is done for

other important industries. This is

considered to be an Indication of

the awakening interest of finan-

ciers in the French industry, the
most conservative banking insti-

tutions apparently being involved
in the scheme.
The activity of the bank is to

extend to every branch of the
business. Long term credits and
discounts are to be arranged.

Censor’s Statistics

According to statistics published
by the British Board of Censors,
60 new feature films (3,000 feet or

over) were censored in Great Brit-

ain during October. Of these 60

films, 48 were sound synchronized
and 12 were silent.

Foreign Film Notes
Received in the Motion Picture Division
of the U. S. Department of Coininerce

HOLLYWOOD
UNDERGROUND

It looks as though we were to
have Schnitzer, president of Radio
Pictures, with us for some time.
Under a new set up of executives,
Schnitzer will .take complete
charge of the studio’s business and
financial matters, and William Le-
Baron will devote all of his time
to production activities, as report-
ed yesterday.

Mack Sennett was seen eating
lunch with Joe Schnitzer at the
Radio Pictures cafe the other day
and right away local scribes
thought a new deal was Ibeing
hatched up. Inasmuch as Senuett’s
contract with Educational has
some time to go, .Sennett stated
there was no significance to the
noonday meal. They were merely
talking golf. But the news hounds
are still skeptical.

Nobody ever signs any “short
term” contracts in Hollywood.
Nope. The latest to sign one of
these so-called long-term contracts
is none other than Bill Beaudine,
who just made a couple of swell
comedies for Mack Sennett. Beau-
dine’s new contract is with Liberty
Productions, Inc., Ltd., and he’s
to direct “Women Like Men” with
a cast composed entirely of wo-
men. This ought to be a talkie
what is a talkie.

“The men of Hollywood are a
bunch of chiselers” according to
a blonde extra who attempted sui-
cide in a Hollywood apartment.
The girl, Alyce Paula, came here
from Connecticut and has had a
hard time making the success in
pictures she expected to make, due
to male “moochers” who “borrow-
ed” all her cash and left her flat

—

broke. All of the tough things
about Hollywood weren’t written
up in “Queer People” as those
Graham boys well know.

Natalie Moorhead has started to
work for M-G-M in “Parlor, Bed-
room and Bath” in which Buster
Keaton and Charlotte Greenwood
are starred. Miss Moorhead came
to Hollywood not long ago as the
star of a Duffy stage show. Her
work attracted attention in the
film colony and she has been busy
in pictures since.

Edward Woods, stage player who
left New York when signed by
First National for a featured role
in “Mother’s Cry”, has won mem-
bership in the “I Had My Auto
Stolen” society of Hollywood. He
left his roadster standing in front
of; his apartment house for an
hour the other afternoon and when
he came to get it the car was
gone. Police recovered it several
days later stripped of cushions,
tires, headlights and all extra
equipment.

Lila Lee will not return to

Hollywood for the holidays, she
writes from the sanitarium in

Prescott, Ariz., where she is re-

covering from a nervous break-
down. “I hate to spend Christmas
away from home, but if I stay I

can come back for good in Febru-
ary,” she writes friends here.
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SCRANTON BATTLE

FIELD OF WARNER,

PUBUX FORCES

SCRANTON.— M. E. Comerford,
who sold his chain of theatres

to Publix, is majority stockholder
in the Gaiety theatre, former bur-
lesque house, which Warners have
leased as the first step in whal
promises to be a merry battle here.

Warners haven’t been getting the

break the company feels it rates
from local first runs, so is plan-
ning several houses here. That

(Continued on page 2)

“PAN” TO PRODUOE

HOLLYWOOD—Talkers in Eng-
lish, as well as a number of for-

eign tongues, is planned by
Alexander Pantages, theatre oper-
ator, now under a penitentiary
sentence for alleged assault. His
two sons, Rodney and Lloyd, are
leaving soon for Europe, where
they will survey the field and con-
sider proposed studio locations.

The various films will be made
in the country best suited to their

locale.

ENTERTAiNMENT-
AND HOW!

“The Devil to Taj,” which
opened at the Gaiety last

iiigiit proved amazingly
enterhiJning. Konaid Col-
inan again demonstrated
that he is apparently with-
out a peer in talking films

when it comes to handling
farce leads. The picliire is

exceptionally well cast and
is replete with bright and
amusing dialog. Direction
is excellent and editing
equally goo«i. L. M.

ROXY TO CONTINUE IN

PRESENT POST TILL ’32

TOO MUCH SKIN

DISPLAY; GIRLS

MANAGER NABBED
BUFFALO.—Dewey Michaels, 32,

manager of the Palace, downtown
combination stock burlesque and
second run film house, and four
principals of the burlesque com-
pany were arrested by a squad of

police who stopped the show.
Michaels and the girls, Florence

(Continued on page 3)

Crook Pictures and Lack of

British Films Hit in Ontario

TORONTO. — Underworld pic-

tures were put on the pan in the
annual report of the provincial
censor board issued by Provincial
Treasurer J. C. Boylen.

The report also depreeates the
lack of British talking picture pro-
ductions and calls tor concerted
action on the part of British pro-
ducers to increase the supply.

With regard to underworld films,

the report says: “The number of

films purporting to reveal or de-

pict gangster and underworld life

in the big city has given the board
some concern. Scenes in detail

of the commission of crime and
acts of lawlessness not only offei'

constructive suggestions to break
the law but tend to create the
impression that such conditions
are normal and that justice can be
flouted.

“Promiscuous use of firearms,

not only in gangster films but in

those portraying contemporary

(Continued on page 2)

FINKELSTEIN BESOVERS

ST. PAUL.—Recovering rapidly
from a stroke suffered recently,
M. L. Finkelstein, senior parttier

of the former Finkelstein & Ruben
chain, is speeding up plans for the
development of the new Iowa and
Nebraska chain in which he is

associated with his sons, Harold
and Danny. The latter recentJj
resigned from Warners’ theatre
department to join the new ven
ture.

S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel

COHEN SCOUTING COAST
THEATRES FOR FOX

Louis Cohen, new' theatre scout
for Fox, will leave for the Coast
about Feb. 1 to make a thorough
survey of the Pacific Coast houses
to weed out “w'eak sisters” in the
chain.
He will work there along the

same lines that he followed while
with Universal in a like capacity.
No definite plans are set for Cohen
until after he has conferred with
Oscar Oldknow, Pox West Coast
manager.
Fox West Coast will build new

houses at Longmont and Sterling,

Colo., and Sheridan, Wyo.

Notice to Readers

Exhibitors Daily Review and Motion Pictures Today
will make its first appearance shortly as

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
under ownership and operation of the

Quigley Publishing Company

No Change in Status

Theatre, He States;

To Make Tour

at

re-S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel may
main with the Roxy theatre until

expiration of his contract in

March, 1931. He sums up his posi-
tion by declaring that there has
been no change in his status or
in his relation with Roxy Thea-
tres Corp.

“Everyone seems to be trying
to decide my future for me,” was
his comment on reports that he
is to join RCA to head the thea-
tre to be housed in the Radio City
project. Recent reports have been
to the affect that he would sever
his connection at the Roxy about
Jan. 1.

Early in February, Roxy and his
Gang will make an extended tour,
visiting all key cities of the coun-

(Continued on page 2)

REMBUSCH COHORTS TO
MEET IN INDIANA

INDIANAPOLIS. — Frank J.

Rembusch and whatever members
of the Associated Theatre Owners
of Iowa he can sell the idea of

attending will put distributors and
alleged “traitorous” exhibitor
leaders on the spot at a pow-wow'
to be held here Jan. 7. The LTn-

afiiliated Independent Motion Pic-
ture Exhibitors of America, back-
wash of the trade practice con-
ference, is to be host. Some
bouquets are to be tossed to the
Department of Justice for prose-
cution of the credit and arbitra-
tion cases, and blind and block
booking is to be in for some strong
socks.

UNITED ARTISTS
CORRAL 1ST RUNS

United Artists is out to corral

the Broadw'ay long runs, and has
set in Charlie Chaplin’s “City

Lights” for a run at the Cohan
starting Feb. 1. Ronald Colman’s
“The Devil to Pay,” opened last

night at the Gaiety, while “Reach-
ing for the Moon” goes into the

(Continued on page 3)
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HOLD SERVICES FOR
GROSSMAN TONIGHT

Funeral services ' for William
Grossman, well known lawyer,
who died suddenly while address-
ing the Supreme Lodge of the
Knights of Pythias at Baltimore
on Tuesday night, were held from
the Pythian Temple, 135 West 70th
St. last night. Burial was at the
Kensico cemetery.

Grossman was a member of the
firm of House, Grossman and Vor-
haus who represented a number
of theatrical personalities. He was
58 and is survived by his widow,
one son, two daughters and two
grandchildren.

FOX TO BUILD HOUSE
ON LEXINGTON AVENUE
Fox Theatres is understood to

be ready to start work in March
on a big picture theatre at the
site leased some months ago for

a period of years, at Lexington
Ave. and 58th Street. Under the
rental agreement Fox pays $75,-

000 for the property the first year
and $115,000 every year thereafter.

WARNER, PUBLIX
BATTLE IN SCRANTON
(Continued from page 1)

means a tussle throughout the en-
tire coal region, where the Publix-
Comerford chain is dominant.
George C. Walsh, Publix division
head, denies there is any dis-

crimination against Warner or any
other pictures, stating the com-
pany is ready to book any product
which is suitable.

M-G-M SPORT SHORTS

M-G-M will inaugurate a special
sport series of shorts, with Leo
Diegel, golf star, already signed
for the first subject, called “Fore.”
Dudley Nichols will direct and
Anita Page and Cliff Edwards will

support Diegel.

Charles F. Riesner, who direct-

ed “Caught Short,” has been sign-

ed to a new long term contract.

URBAN ARRIVING

Joseph Urban, architect, design-
er and creator of setings for Fox,
arrives in New York today from
the Coast.

PROSPERITY TREND

IS DEMONSTRATED

BY INCORPORATIONS

ALBANY. — Confidence in the
future of the amusement held, and
particularly pictures, is revealed
in the fact that despite adverse
conaitions companies are continu-
ing to incorporate in New York
State at about the normal rate.

While the records in the Depart-
ment of State at Albany reveal
that there has been a heavy slump
during the major portion of this

year in the number of companies
of all sorts and description that
have incorporated and embarked
in business, the fact remains that
with the exception of a few months
this summer, tfiere has Ijeen no
marked let up in the formation of
companies engaged in some phase
of the picture industry.

Following is a new list of com-
panies incorporated in New York
State, the capitalization as well as
the incorporators, with addresses
being given;

Bobrich Productions, Inc.,
Brooklyn, $500, Philip F. Jacobs,
Joseph Port, Joseph S. Horowitz,
all of 66 Court street, Brooklyn;
Motion Picture Theatres of New
England, Inc., principal office New
York city, capitalization not stat-

ed, Rose Klieman, Ethel Appell,
Sophie Fi'eeman, all of 220 Fifth
avenue. New York City; Theatri-
cal Enterprises, Inc., New York
City, capitalization not stated,

Emile Bennet, F. F. Kane, J. A.
Lauridsen, all of 70 Fifth avenue.
New York City; National Record-
ing Corporation of America, New
York City, $20,000, Arthur Good-
man, Benjamin D. Kaplan, both of

1440 Broadway, New York City;

W. William Suffin, 125 West 40th
street. New York City; Interna-
tional Studio of Motion Picture
Machine Operators, Inc., New York
City, $10,000, Joseph Falk, 1068
Simpson street. New York City;

Jacob Goodson, 289 St. Nicholas
avenue. New York City; Samuel
Cohn, 36 West 28th St., New York
City.

SHAPIRO LEAVES JAN. 10

HOLLYWOOD. — Vic Shapiro,
Fox press chief on the coast,

leaves Jan. 10 for New York to

take charge of the publicity de-

partment for Fox there. Glendon
Allvine, at present in charge of

the Fox eastern office, will come
to the coast. Changes will be
made every six months in this de-

partment by rotating the heads
from east to west and vice versa.

FRISCO FOREIGN HOUSE

SAN FRANCISCO. — Foreign
language talkers go into the

St. Francis beginning Christmas
Eve, when the house adopts an
“international policy.” The French
version of “Sarah and Son” will

start things off. This is one of

Publix houses going under Fox
West Coast control.

ROSENZWEIG RETURNING

Charles Rosenzwelg, general
sales manager of RKO, returned
to New York yesterday from a
sales trip.

OAKLEYS EXPENSIVE

Approximately $250,000 in
passes to Fox theatre box
offices throughout Eastern
division are distributed
yearly. Abuse of pass
privilege has brought about
general order caUing for a
service charge of 10 cents
on all passes which must
be redeemed at box office.

Warners are also under-
stood to have issued similar
order, restricting the hand-
out out of passes, particu-
larly in the New York
houses.

CONSOLIDATED SHOWS
INCREASE IN ASSETS

Assets of Consolidated Film In-
dustries now total $14,323,938, ac-
cording to statement just issued.
Figure compares with $12,665,087
on Dec. 31, 1929. Total surplus
is shown as $3,403,707, against
$3,086,123.

Consolidated has listed 125,000
shares of additional common stock
on the New York exchange for
purpose of acquiring all stock of
American Record Corp., and option
warrants to purchase 38,555 shares
of the latter company at $25 a
share before Aug. 1, 1931.

EQUITY TO MEET
Amendments to the constitution

and by-laws and changes in the
dues and membership require-
ments of alien actors are matters
to come before a general meeting
of Actors’ Equity Association to

be held Jan. 12 in New York. Call
for the meeting was issued by
Paul Dulzell, executive secretary.

GETS PUBLIX UNITS

DETROIT. — Publix “B” units

are being routed into the Fisher
direct from Chicago, it was an-
nounced by local Publix offices.

Notice was given the permanent
ballet of the Fisher, where the

stage shows have been built for

one week showings. The “A”
units will play the Michigan, com-
ing from the Toledo Paramount,
as in the past.

ARTHUR TO COAST

Harry Arthur, Eastern division

chief of Fox Theatres, leaves Mon-
day for the Coast to spend the
Christmas holidays with his

family. No change in operating
headquarters is planned.

YORK ENDS TOUR

'Gabe York of Fox has returned
from a visit to Albany and Buffalo,

where he consulted with the man-
agers of the 30 Fox houses in the

upstate territory relative to adver-
tising problems.

PLAN KID SHOWS
ST. LOUIS.—Films suitable for

children are to be listed by the

Board of Education. The board
is peeved that some of the chil-

dren have been used in helping to

put over various shows, through
sale of tickets by the kids.

CHAPLIN’S ‘CITY LIGHTS’

AT COHAN, FEBRUARY 1

Charlie Chaplin’s “City Lights”
will have its New York premiere
at the George M. Cohan theatre on
February 1. Chaplin anticipates
being in New York to attend the
opening of the film, which has
been two years in the making, and
is said to have cost $1,400,000'.

PUBLIX RESUMES ADS
IN TAMPA TRIBUNE

TAMPA .— Publix houses here
are again using space in the
Tribune, morning paper. On Nov.
1 the Tribune boosted advertising
rates and the Publix houses pull-
ed out their daily spread. The
paper kept their film page going
although it had but one regular ad-
vertiser, the Park, independent
house, to back it up. After a five

weeks’ vacation the Tribune has
arranged rates on an equitable
basis and the Publix announce-
ments again are a feature of the
page.

FOX STARTS WORK ON
NEW ARIZONA THEATRE
PHOENIX, Ariz. — Fox West

Coast Theatres has broken ground
for a new $400,000 house with a
1,400 seating capacity in the heart
of the business district here. This
is the second Fox house for Ari-

zona this year, a new theatre hav-
ing been opened by the company
at Tucson the first of the year.

ONTARIO CENSOR
HITS CROOK FILMS

(Continued from page 1)

domestic life, tends to make such
films unsuitable for this country
where the carrying of a weapon
is an offense and where confidence
in the law is such that the citizen

is unarmed.”

ROXY TO CONTINUE
IN PRESENT POST

(Continued from page 1)

try. A number of appearances
will be made in Fox and other
de luxe houses. Mme. Ernestine
Schumann-Heinck will do two-a-
day appearances with the Gang,
of which she is an honorary mem-
ber. The tour will be under direc-

tion of the National Bi’oadcasting

Co. The opening appearance is ex-

pected to be at the Fox Brook-
lyn, Feb. 8.

STOCK MARKET
Thursday, Dec. 18, 1930

Paramount F-L ... 361/2 371/2 + %
Warner Bros 13 131/4 + /
Warner Bros. Pre. 32 32 + 1

Fox Film “A” 27 281/4 + IV4
Loew’s Inc 46 !4 46/ + V4
Loew’s Inc. Pre 90 90/4 — %
Radio K-A-0 161/2 16 1/2 + Vi
Pathe Exchange ... 1% 2 -t- 1/4

Pathe “A” 4 4 — %
Con. F. Ind llVs 11% — %
Con. F. Ind. Pre... 16% 16/ —

Curb Market
Pox Theatre “A”... 4% 4% + 1/2
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N. Y. niM BOARD

ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

The annual election of officers

of the New York Film Board of

Trade yesterday continued Joe
Lee, of Fox, as president. The
new officers are: Robert S. Wolf,

of Pathe, first vice-president;

Herman Gluckman, Capitol thea-

tre, second vice-president; Jack
Bowen, Metro, treasurer; Edward
Schnitzer, Fox, sergeant-at-arms.

U. A. CORRALS
BROADWAY 1ST RUNS
(Continued from page 1)

Criterion Dec. 29, replacing “Hell’s

Angels.”

Setting of the Chaplin film and
“The Birth of a Nation” is not a
changed policy of the house, which
is to play a practically full pro-
gram of British films, states Capt.
Harold Auten of British Interna-
tional Pictures, which has the
house under lease.

PARTY FOR REDHEADS

CINCINNATI.—Society folk, and
especially those of the female
variety whose crowning glory
happens to be inclined toward an
auburn tint, turned out en masse
here this week to attend a special

party given by C. C. Schiffeler,

managing director of Hotel Gib-
son, in connection with RKO
Albee. Guests of honor were Babe
Egan and her musical redheads
now appearing at the Albee. A
loving cup is being awarded to

the girlie whom the guests decide
has the most beautiful crop of

reddish tresses, natural or ac-

quired.

COMEDY NEWSREEL
HOLLYWOOD.—Louis B. Mayer

has been greatly interested in a
comedy newsreel which M-G-M
plans to make shortly. The first

one of the group was previewed
several times during the past week
andthe audience reaction indicated

a hit. The short reeler is on the
order of a comedy cartoon news-
reel with prominent personages
shwon in caricature. Plans for

using these reels preceeding the
regular news feature are under
way.

PANTAGES FOLDS

MINNEAPOLIS—Pantages again
has folded after a few weeks of

trying. The house has been hit-

ting low grosses since reentering
the situation in November. That
leaves Publix and RKO battling it

out here, where competition is

keen and money tight.

REMODELING EMBASSY
SAN FRANCISCO. — The Em-

bassy, which has been transferred
from D. S. Markowitz to Warners,
is dark undergoing renovation and
slight remodelling. It will re-open
about Dec. 25 to serve as an out-
let for Warner Brothers product.
Popular prices will prevail.

PROJECTION VET

ALBANY. — Here’s vrork
for anyone who linds his

enjoyment in tignring out
things. In other words,
how many feet of film has
Ben Edgar O’! Albany
watched passing through
the projector?

Edgar started work as a
projectionist back in 1907

and was the first operator
in Albany, and likewise or-

ganizer of the local of the
M. P. T. O.’s union. Edgar,
who has not been in good
health o^f late, has been
pensioned off by KKO after

twenty-three years of con-
secutive service. The pen-
sion comes as the best pos-
sible gift, according to
Edgar, that he could ever
receive on a Cliirstmas Day.

FDODS FOR TICKETS
AT CHARITY MATINEES

COLUMBUS.—All theatres in the

Real Neth chain here, which in-

clude the State, Clinton, Eastern,
Cameo and Grand, will give spe-
cial morning matinees on Decem-
ber 20, in cooperation with the

Lions’ Club, to provide Christmas
baskets for the poor. Matinees
will be for children, but adults

will be admitted. Admission will

be any kind of non-perishable
foodstuffs. Children unable to

contribute will not be turned away,
but other children, who have
plenty, are asked to add something
to their contributions to make up
the difference.

Loew’s Broad, in connection with
a local daily will stage a similar
event, the admission being toys or

old clothing, which will be turned
over to local fire departments for

proper distribution.

ST. LOUIS THEATRES
AID XMAS POOR FUND

ST. LOUlS. — Picture theatres
affiliated with the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of eastern Mis-
souri and southern Illinois are co-
operating with the St. Louis Star
in its efforts to gather clothing
for the needy poor of the city.

The theatres are collecting

bundles of clothing, shoes, etc., for

the Star. The tender of the ser-

vices of the theatre was made by
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the
exhibitor unit.

MANAGER NABBED
FOR GIRL SHOW

(Continued from page 1)

Oxford, 20; Tillie Ward, 27;
Johanna Slade, 25, and Vilma
Gibbs, 27, were released on $500
bail on charges of outraging public
decency. Police seized as much
as possible of the scanty costumes.
The film show was continued, with
money refunded, however, to pa-
trons who desired.

Capt. Regan said more than 600
complaints had been made against
the Palace, including many from
women’s and church organizations.

TO ROADSHOW U FILMS
IN CUBA, SO. AMERICA

Several of Universal’s feature
productions are to be roadshowed
in sound in Cuba, Central America
and South America by Earl Ross-
man, explorer, who sailed for the
West Indies yesterday. Rossman
is taking sound equipment with
him and will give performances,
when not engaged in research
work that necessitated the trip, in
towns and villages where Dniver-
sal says neither sound or silent
pictures have ever been shown be-
fore.

PREVIEWS AS BAIT

MONTREAL. — Free midnight
preview performances of the at-
tractions for the coming week for
patrons attending the regular
show two nights before the sched-
uled change in programs were of-

fered by manager George Rotsky
at the Palace and by manager Joe
Lightstone at the Princess as add-
ed bait for customers. The even-
ing’s double-header at the Palace
was “Laugh/ler” and “Morocco,”
the latter being the next week’s
feature. At the Princess, the
customers saw “Raffles” and “Up
the River” for the one admission.
The extra performances were
charged up to advertising.

AHRENDT MAKES GOOD
TOLEDO.—Karl Ahrendt, young

Toledo musician who can make
a fiddle break down and tell its

right name, now is official con-
ductor of the orchestra in the
Toledo Paramount theatre, local
link in the Publix chain.

Ahrendt succeeds Emile Hol-
lander. Giving the venerated pro-
verb about a “prophet in his own
country” a lusty wallop in the
slats, the new leader is making
good in a big way in his own home
town.

BACON JOINS RADIO

HOLLYWOOD. — Lloyd Bacon
has been engaged by Radio Pic-
tures to direct a talker tentatively
titled “Kept Husbands.” Sue
Carol will have the leading femi-
nine role.

CLARA RETURNING

HOLLYWOOD. — Clara Kimball
Young, star of some years ago, is

to return to the screen in “Kept
Husbands,” which Lloyd Bacon
will direct for Radio Pictures.

OPERATORS WALK
OUT; HOUSE DARK

COUNCIL BLUFFS, la. — The
Broadway, 1,000 seat Paramount
Publix house, has been closed fol-

lowing the walkout of four union
operators. The house will remain
closed indefinitely, according to
Evert R. Cummings, division man-
ager at Omaha for the chain.

The operators struck when
Robert K. Fulton, manager, re-
fused to retain a union electrician
on the stage. Since the house
opened eight years ago a stage
electrician had been employed
until last September.

Cummings charged the union
witu unfair discrimination, since
it is permitting the Strand, a Fox
house and the Broadway’s stiffest

opposition, to operate without a
stage electrician. He said he
would not agree to the union
men’s terms, and indicated that
the house would not reopen in the
near future. The stage electrician

drew a weekly salary of $47.50.

“BLUE” LID CLOSED
AT BELLOWS FALLS

ALBANY. — “Closed Sunday

—

blue laws in effect” was the sign
posted by 26 business houses in
Bellows Falls, Vt., as the result
of a blue law drive that has been
without precedent in the Granite
State. Twenty-eight businessmen,
picture theatre owners, miniature
golf promoters, druggists and
grocers were yanked into the
Municipal court in Bellows Falls
last week, following their arrest
earlier on charges of violating the
old Sunday observance laws of
the State. Twenty-six of the
number pleaded not guilty, and
put up bail for appearance next
week. The other two pleaded
guilty and paid fines of $10 and
costs.

XMAS TRAILER

CHICAGO. — National Screen is

satisfying that urge of theatre em-
ployees to remember their man-
agers at Christmas time by offer-
ing an attractively prepared and
boxed “Good Night” trailer for the
purpose.

CHICACO FILM DANCE
CHICAGO.—Local exchange em-

ployees will toss an invitational
dance at the Trianon ballroom
Saturday.

THE INCOMPARABLE TRIO THAT
CREATED ''SUBMARINE^' and ^^FLIGHT'^

Now Give

You

M
HOLT

.j. FRANK CAPRA .

PRODUCTION
with 0 notable cast including FAY WRAV

RALPH
GRAVES
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Blues Still Run Pennsylvania
Theatres on Sunday Shows

^
GETTYSBURG, Pa.— The plan

of Howard Phillips, manager oi

the Majestic, Warner house, to in-

troduce Sunday evening shows to

test the blue law ban on Sunday
amusements, failed to materialize

in the face of opposition from
Burgess C. A. Heiges, and others.

No tee was to be charged, but
the patrons were to be asked to

contribute the amount of the regu-
lar price, and ten percent was to

go to the unemployed.

Following the announcement,
Burgess Heiges issued a public

statement that the blue law of

1794 prohibited Sunday amuse-
ments and made not only the man-
agement but the patrons subject

to fines. The Burgess said he
would have policemen at the thea-

tre and arrest both patrons and
managers if the show was opened.

The management, meantime, got

a change of heart, either through
the force of public sentiment oi

fear of legal complications, and
there was no Sunday show. As
a compromise the Majestic open-

ed at 12 A. M. on the following

(Monday) morning, with a mid-

night performance.

NATHANS8N HANDLES
B. I. P. IN CANADA

MONTREAL. — British film de-

velopments in Canada have been
definite and comprehensive in re-

cent weeks. The outstanding
transaction has been the booking
of more than 30 films of British

International Pictures by Regal
Films, for distribution throughout
Canada. Regal Films is an N. L.

Nathanson organization. S. W.
Smith represented Regal in the

negotiations.

Arthur Lee of Gaumont-Britisb
has also been doing some impor-

tant work in the Dominion with

a view to distribution expansion
In this connection, Oscar R. Han-
son, general manager of Tiffany

has a direct interest in arranging
for the handling of British re

leases in the States.

DOUG JR. AND JOAN
ON WAY TO NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr. and his wife

Joan Crawford, left here today foi

New York, where they will arrive

on Monday morning for a month’s
vacation.

JANET RECOVERING

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.— Janet

Gaynor is recovering in Honolulu
from an operation for appendicitis

according to a cable received here

by Fox Films. She was operated
upon Tuesday, after being stricken

while working on location.

ENTERS EXHIBITION

Arthur Hammerstein. veteran
legit producer, is going into the
exhibition business and early in

the new year will reopen the

Republic, 42nd St., New York legit

house, with talkers.

MUSICIANS, OPERATORS

OUT AT BLANK HOUSE

BURLINGTON, Iowa—Musicians
and operators at the Rialto anu
jr^aiace, owned by the Central
States Theatres, of wnich A. H.
xilanK is president, walaed out oi

Lhe theatre witn a declaration to

light to a finish” tor their de-
mands, claiming that the company
nad violated its contract witn
Lueni. Harry M. Weinoerg, gen-
eral manager, announced mat tne
striking employees would have to

make settlement for $100 claim
which represents the expense that
ohe theatre was forced to meet
when the substitute oprators were
imported. Non-union men from
Muscatine were brought in to

operate the theatre after a gen-
eral walkout of employees in sym-
pathy with the demands of the
theatre musicians.

Musicians have agreed to with-
draw their demands if the oper-
ators would be rehired, but Blank
declared that the $100 settlement
must first be made.

INSPECT WORLD WIDE
ERPI EQUIPMENT

Electrical Research Products
has started a world wide inspec-
tion of the sound apparatus in the
f,500 Western Electric equipped
heatres in order that pictures us-
ing the company's new noiseless
recording may be shown to the
jest advantage. This service is

jeiiig given without extra charge,
it an expense to Erpi, so its offici-

als state, of around $250,000.

58 PLAYERS FEATURED
IN 6 PARA FEATURES

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU.—B. P
Schulberg has announced assign-

nents of 58 stage and screen play
jrs to featured roles in six cur
.ent talking pictures. This is the
Argest group of screen talent

.epresented by the West Coasi
tudio in some time.

L A. OPENING IN FEB.

LOS ANGELES.—The new Los
\ngeles, built by the H. L. Gum-
liner interests will open about the
irst of February. The premiere
ipening will feature Chaplin’s
‘City Lights” if the house is

inished by that date. The the-
atre will be operated independent-
ly by Gumbiner on a long run
oolicy. Stage shows may be in-

augurated if preesnt plans go
through.

ADDS STAGE SHOWS
DETROIT.—The Ferry Field, for

years a straight picture house, has
added stage shows on Sunday and
Monday, presenting condensed ver-

sions of musical comedies. Warren
Fabian and his company of enter-
tainers have been booked to re-

main indefinitely.

ATMOSPHERE

CIJiOINNATI.— To Henry
Sommers, manager of the
RKO Alliee, goes the credit
of providing enstomers
with an e.vtra thrill during
the showing of “The Cat
Creeps.”

Concurrently with the
initial flash of an excep-
tionally weird sequence,
Sommers had all the house
lights doused, thus adding
much realism to the scene,
and resulting in many
hysterical screams from the
femmes in the audience.

ADOLFI TO DIRECT
ARLISS’ NEXT PICTDRE

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU — John
Adolfi has been signed by Jack
vVarner to direct George Arliss in

ohe star’s next picture which
starts around the first of the year.
Earl Derr Biggers has written the
story which Booth Tarkington will
adapt.

SCREEN GUILD OPERATES
REPERTORY, IN BOSTON

BOSTON.—The Screen Guild has
taken a lease on the Repertory
here and will convert the house
into a sound theatre. Programs
of domestic and foreign pictures
are being planned for showing
during 1931.

WARNERS TO BUILD
IN NASHVILLE, TENN.

NASHVILLE. —
• Warners have

purchased property here on which
hey will build a twelve story
)ffice building and theatre, the
'atter to have a seating capacity
jf 2,400.

THE ANGEL SERVES

SAN FRANCISCO—Here’s some-
thing the late theatre crowds may
like:

Manager Richard Spier of the
Warfield, where ‘‘Hell’s Angels”
has launched a record-breaking
run, has arranged to serve mid-
light crowds with coffee and
"hocolate and other refreshments.
The eats will be served on the
mezzanine floor. “Hell’s Angels”
is reported to have taken in $37,-

000 in its opening week, so D4ck
might find it profitable to estab-

lish a regular commissary and
dairy annex before the run of this

super-picture is over.

REDUCES ADMISSIONS

BALTIMORE.—Nat Keene, man-
ager of the Hippodrome, has

changed the scale of prices. Ad-

missions are lower now, being 25

cents until 6 P. M. and after that

25 cents balcony and 40 cents

orchestra until closing time.

Stock tabloids with orchestra and

chorus are given with motion pic-

tures, but Gladyce Harvey is no

longer with the company and it

has been reorganized.

DAYLIGHT SAVING

DEBATE STARTED

IN HARRISBURG
HARRISBURG, Pa. — The day-

light saving bugaboo looms up as
a possibility in a number of im-
portant central Pennsylvania cities

as the result of an announcement
of the Harrisburg Chamber of
Commerce that it will take a
referendum vote of its members
to ascertain their sentiment with
regard to adopting the plan next
summer.
Harrisburg has been on standard

time in recent years, but the
Chamber’s letter states that the
neighboring cities of York and
Lancaster both are considering
daylight saving policies for the
coming summer and, that, because
of inter-city relationships, the
plan might be deemed advisable
also for Harrisburg. The chamber
makes it clear that it does not
commit itself for or against the
plan, merely wanting to ascertain
members’ opinions.

ON SPLIT-WEEK POLICY

DAYTON, O.—The RKO Strand
has changed its policy from a full

week to a split-week basis, show-
ing first runs.

HOLY!

“Min and Bill” is like

that, a tightly drawn, su-
perbly direyded play that
has no unfinished or loose
ends.—Louella 0. Parsons
in the LG'S Angeles Ex-
aminer.

Obviously the film drama
needs hole-finishers.

—F. P. A. in N. Y. World.

COLU MB.IAS
BI6 B O SMASH I

.V-.- •
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Schenck in Theatre Battle to

Stay; 100 Houses by Summer
Insiders Yawn
at Fox, M-G-M
Studio Merger
Hollywood—-Coast insiders are

speculating over the possibility that

Louis B. Mayer and Irving Thalberg
may be placed in charge of Fox
prcHuction, as predicted by Earle E.

Crowe, financial writer for the Los
Angeles Times. Motion Picture
Daily, however, learns definitely

that the published report is based far

more on surmise than fact.

Winfield Sheehan, production gen-

eralissimo at Fox, is riding high in

the saddle, and is known to enjoy

the full confidence of Harley L.

Clarke. This relationship is known
to be closely enough welded to make

{Contiuned on page 2)

'Birth,' Synchronized,
Clicks on Broadway
D. W. Griffith’s “The Birth of a

Nation” still has a box office hold, it

is being demonstrated by the synchron-
ized version of the picture, which now
is in the first week of an indefinite run
at the Cohan. Ushered in Thursday
by an inauspicious campaign, the pic-

ture got only $833. Friday was better

with a $975 intake, and Saturday it

climbed to better than $1,400. The
•Sunday intake approximated $1,500,

giving the house around $4,700 in its

first four days, which was consider-

ably better than “The Yellow Mask”
got in a full week, gathering around
$3,650.

for box office figures of various key
cities see pages 16 and l7.

Feature-Short

‘Club’ Denied
Chicago—Exhibitors here general-

ly are making no complaint against
the joint sale of features and shorts,
and when invited by Motion Picture
Daily to express opinions on the
matter, none of those interviewed felt

that any injustice is being done.
Several said they might have pre-
ferred to make short subject deals
other than those made, but expressed
no dissatisfaction over terms of the
deals as they stood.

Some 'weeks ago, Aaron Saperstein,
president of the Chicago exhibitor
unit, wrote a letter declaring he was
required to buy shorts to get fea-
tures and vice versa. This was

(Continued on page 4)

Sock at Norma Costs
Quebec Censor's Job
Montreal—Marquis De Roussey De

Sales has been relieved of his com-
mand as chairman of the Quebec
censor board and is being succeeded
by Eugene Beaulac, former newspaper
editor here. The last straw was the
deletion by the marc|uis of almost one-
half of “Let Us Be Gay,” thereby-

hurting Norma Shearer’s box-office

reputation in her own home town.

Warners Rush Coast
Chain After Fox Deal

San I'rancisco—With the first run
field throughout Coast cities getting

tighter b\- virtue of the Fo.x West
Coast-Publix deal, Warners are los-

ing no time in developing their Coast
chain, and around January 1, will

open the Warner here, formerly the

Embassy. This will be the sixteenth

theatre of their Coast chain. A gala

premiere is planned.

U. A. Chieftain Already
On Warpath Lining
Up Coast Houses

United Artists is going ahead with
its theatre plans, and has set 100

houses for its goal by early summer.
Some of these will be built, others

bought outright and partnerships form-
ed in other in-

stances. Houses
are to be dotted

in all spots

throughout the

country where
U. A. is denied
representation.

Setting at rest

reports that he
does not intend

to go through
with develop-
ment of the cir-

cuit, Joseph M.
Schenck is de-
voting all his

time to the
plans for the chain, which will usher
in one of the most intensive battles
in film history. Schenck leaves Christ-
mas Day for the East, arriving in

New York Dec. 29.

Schenck already has launched his
offensive against Fox West Coast
Theatres, having acquired the $700,000
Alhambra from George Pettier, and a
one-half interest in the new Capitol,
Glendale, which opens Christmas Day.
In addition he has deals set for sites

at Santa Ana and Santa Barbara, as
well as a number of other California
towns.

Axe to Swing
at Frisco Jan. 1

San Francisco—Of the eight major
picture houses here, six are on the

verge of experiencing one of the most
thorough shake-ups of executives this

big theatre town ever has had. The
impending e.xplosion which becomes
effective January 1, is the result of

the passing of the three Publi.x

houses, the Paramount, California and
St. Francis, under Fox West Coast
operation together with two houses at

Portland, one at .Seattle and a house
under construction at Oakland.
While A. M. Bowles, Fo.x divisional

manager here, refused to reveal the

(Continued on page 16)

Motion Picture Daily, in this the first issue pub-

lished under the ownership and management of the

Quigley Publishing Company, is particularly gratified

to announce the appointment as editor of

—

MR. MAURICE KANN

"Red" Kann, in a long and intimate editorial

connection with the motion picture business, has

established an enviable reputation for alertness,

enterprise and a thorough knowledge of the in-

tricacies of the affairs of motion pictures.

Now, as editor of Motion Picture Daily, he

brings to his new duties the matured ability and

extensive experience which most exceptionally qualify

him to carry through to fruition the plans and

arrangements which have been made for the quick

and thorough development of this daily newspaper

of the motion picture business into a still greater

agency of service.

MARTIN QUIGLEY,
Publisher.
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Idle fingers that do no zvork—
Mold clay, turn sail.

Idle minds that do not think—

-

Dream dreams, speak forgiveness

Idle arms that carry no burden—
Produce no labor, offer no love . . .

Oh, the futility of idleness!

—Mrs. Jesse L. Lasky in her book of

poems, “I Shall Make Music.”
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Here We Are I

It was no use. We
tried to dodge this, preferring to

let the record of the future tell

its own story. But the christen-

ing of a new youngster, we re-

alized, was a fixed something

which publishing tradition had

decreed must be.

Now then : The slate is clean,

d'he start is from scratch and the

goal post far distant.

There will be no

axes to grind and no sacred cows

to placate. First and foremost,

this publication, modest in age

but sturdy in ideas, will chronicle

the news of the trade.

Editorially it will gear itself to

the needs of the business. There
will be some musketry at times,

but the aim ahvays will be in the

direction of an improved indus-

try. There is no secret about it.

Motion Picture Daily, in

whatever success it may achieve,

is indelildy linked with the

progress of the industry to which
it pledges its efforts.

Th E editorial pen,

we ask you to remember, may
therefore wax eloquently—in en-

thusiastic praise or in friendly

criticism as events themselves

dictate. If we are wrong—and
we shall be frequently—your
comment is invited

;
the editor is

not thin-skinned. !

Without further ado, then, this i

salutation terminates and Motion
|

Picture D.vily presents itself

for your consideration.
I

KANN '

Rot So Quiet
That “All Quiet” return to Broad-
way. The picture moved into the

Central, New York, on Saturday,
under a test arrangement for a

repeat showing. The war film,

which played a long run at the

same house and then moved over
to big business at the Roxy, is

counted upon to help take the

Shuberts off the nut on the

theatre, which in recent weeks has
been booking in a number of in-

dependent attractions, following a
long period of darkness. Unless
the film has grossed a minimum of

$2,700 up to this morning, it is

scheduled to be yanked.

Fenegling
Whether there will be an arrest in

the case of a Coast agent now
under investigation in Los An-
geles is being awaited by the rail-

birds. Recently, complaint was
made to the district attorney by
extra players that the fellow had
not come through with salary they
assert is due them. The agent is

said to have placed extras at $7.50
a dav but to have paid them only
$6.50. In addition to the dollar

he is said to have held out on
them daily, he gave them checks
on the Bank of Hollywood, which
bounced back when the bank-

closed its doors. The agent, so

the extras say, hasn’t made good,
and they want their money.

Film Technique
It was on a wild goose hunt ( not

the film kind) somew’here near
Sacramento when a game warden
popped in on Jack Warner and
Darryl Zanuck. In manner com-
mon to such officials, he made the

announcement that the party had
more than its quota of geese.

Whereupon, Jack went into a

huddle with Graham Baker and

Joe Jackson. They emerged with

the explanation that they had
counted their geese and found
they were far short of the limit.

Soon after, a flock appeared over-

head and the gang blazed away
with such good marksmanship
that they found themselves in pos-

session of more dead geese than

the law allows. They got by.

Irony '

'

The breadline was standing by
at a Times Square soup kitchen.

Long lines of hungry men, glad

of the chance to grab some chow.
And while they waited they

watched the theatre-goers across

the street, and read the Para-
mount billing : “Onlv Saps
Work,”

The Railsplitter
It was in the days when mana-
gerial changes came thick and
fast, A certain exchange had as

its shipping clerk an amateur
strong man, whose specialty was
pulling an automobile with his

teeth, bending a horseshoe in his

teeth, tearing telephone books and

other pastimes. Managers came
and went, but the shipping clerk-

weathered every change. Every
time a new branch manager was
installed, the strong guy took him
into the shipping rooms, and there

with his bare fist showed how a

wooden railing could be broken

as though sawed in two. He kept

carpenters busy supplying new
railings. The point of the yarn is

how this Samson stayed on the

payroll while others felt the swing

of the axe. Some of the mana-
gers didn’t like him and yelled to

the home office. “Go ahead and

fire him” came the word. But the

branch boss remembered the rail

splitting and the horseshoe bend-

ing—and this lad kept his job.

Fencing
Publix and Warners are again to

cross swords, this time at Nash-
ville, so the story goes. Para-
mount recently completed a house

in the Tennessee city and is sail-

ing right along, and now a War-
ner theatre for the town is in

prospect, Warners recently ob-

tained a foothold throughout the

South through acquisition of the

Tony Sudekum chain, and now
want a first run to strengthen that

position. At Memphis, the former
Pantages recently went under the

Warner banner, and has been
knocking over some real grosses

under the new regime. Mean-
while, there is considerable inter-

est attached to Warners’ forth-

coming invasion of Scranton, a

Publix stronghold,

A Berth
Budd Rogers is pondering the

svnchronized version of “The
Birth of a Nation,” which he
cauaht at the Cohan over the

week-end. Reason : the picture

has been offered to Sono Art
World-Wide for distribution. The
famous Griffith opus, again cur-

rent on Broadw'ay, is attracting

plenty of attention. A. Griffith

Grey is handling the production

East of the Mississippi and fig-

ured on state righting it. Tri-

angle of Los Angeles has the

country west of the Father of

Waters, and D. W, still appears

in the set-up with about 22 per

cent cut in the receipts.

I

InsidersYawn
at Fox,M-G-M
Stndio Merger

(Continued from page 1)

the Crowe’s forecast an extremely
unfeasible one.

“In the trade,” wrote Crowe, “an
active supposition has been the pos-

sibility of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
management assuming direct charge
of the Fox and the Metro producing
activities. Either this course will be
adopted, it is suggested, or the two
producing units will split entirely,

instead of working on a semi-co-

operative basis as at present. These
are the suggested alternatives if

physical divorce of the properties is

not worked out.”

The impression prevails among
those who know that Crowe guessed

and guessed wildly.

Sues Fox, Claiming
$50,000 for Story

Alleging his story about life on
Mars was first rejected by Fox Film
and then used as the basis of “Just
Imagine,” David Halpern on Satur-

day filed suit in the Federal Court for

the Southern District of New York
against the company for $50,000 dam-
ages.

An effort to secure a statement

from Fox was unsuccessful.

Out as “Skippy''
Director at Para,

Hollywood— Norman Taurog has
been removed as director of “Skippy,”
and has been replaced by Edward
Sloman, Paramount says this assign-
ment is final. Taurog’s choice of his

nephew, Jackie Cooper, for the lead

role is not likely to hold.

Schnitzels Brief Visit
Joseph 1. Schnitzer, Radio Pictures

nresident, intends to come to New
York after New Year’s for a brief

visit, after which he will return to the

Coast, where he intends to make his

permanent headquarters,

RKO Adds Another
Davenport, la.—RKO is “digging

in” here, having taken over lease of

a new $2,000,000 theatre and hotel

project. The house has 2,700 seats,

500 more than the Capitol, RKO house
and the city’s largest.

Casey Arriving
Pat Casey arrives in New York to-

morrow from the Coast.

Quillan*s $1,250
Pathe’s renewal deal with Eddie

Quillan calls for a salary of $1,250

weekly, it is understood.

Dowling to Coast
“Bo” Dowling, head of RKO’s for-

eign department, left .Sunday for the

Coast.

MacDonald Engaged
Hollywood— Jeanette MacDonald

I

admits having been engaged for a long

!
time to Robert Ritchie, artists’ agent.
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Memphis Take
Double Under
Warner Wing
Memphis—A lOO per cent increase

in business is claimed for the Warner
here since its reopening. The house,

which has been closed during most

of the summer for extensive deco-

rations and renovations, was opened

w'ith an elaborate premiere program

in which the mayor and other officials

of the city took part.

The theatre was formerly owned
and controlled by the Pantages cir-

cuit, and was taken over by Warner
last Spring. H. J. Mirisch, manager,

has announced a continuance of the

matinee price of 25 cents until 6 ;30

P. M. to take care of the working

people who are through work at 5

o’clock. Business during the dinner

hour has been increased 300 per cent,

according to Mirisch.

Holt to Antipodes;
Expects to Produce
Hollywood—T. J. Holt leaves today

for Australia to begin the first picture

for the Thring Corp., recently formed.

He spent a week here enroute from

New York lining up talent to go to

Australia later. It is probable that

Arvid Gillstrom will be signed as di-

rector of the series. Players have not

been selected. David Blumberg and

-A.lan Mill, sound engineers, and

Arthur Higgin, cameraman, accom-

pany Holt.

The Thring theatre interests, which

controlled Hoyt theatres, were re-

cently taken over by Fox.

German Peeve Aaain
Over a New Picture

Berlin—Maybe it’s just an old Ger-

man custom. For instance, “All Quiet

on the Western Front” had to be

pulled by Universal on account of its

war slant, the left wing adherents

feeling that it presented the old Reich

in unfavorable light. Now the right

wing is aflutter over “The Flute Con-
cert of Sans Souci,” in w'hich Fred-

erick, the Great, is a character, term-

ing it a “monarchist and militarist

show.”

''Laudy’* Arriving

Ludwig (Laudy ) Lawrence, Euro-
pean manager for M-G-M, arrives in

New York from Europe today on

a new arrangement which will keep

him part of the year in New York
and the remainder in Paris.

Films for Reform
Columbus—Prison reform via sound

films based upon a plan conceived by
Warden Preston E. Thomas, of the

Ohio State Penitentiary, is to be

placed in operation as soon as the in-

stallation of equipment is completed.
Contracts have been closed with RCA
Photophone for apparatus.

Another Merger
Hollywood—Trade paper mergers

have struck the coast. The latest is

a consolidation of The Film Mercury
and The Daily Screen Warid.
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Head-Men Spot Held in ^^Sticks^’

By Boys and
The Bows, Garbos, Gilberts and the

rest of the “landed” gentry of Holly-

woorl still are head men and women
in the hinterland where the fan

knows all there is to know about the

stars from close perusal of the maga-
zines. New York may tumble hard for

this or that overnight sensation, but

it is the boys and girls, who have
been doing the consistent work, who
get the shekels from picture-wise fans

of the so-called and oft-maligned

sticks. Company grosses prove it.

Ballyhoo that this comedian or that

bit player steals the picture means lit-

tle or nothing to the draw unless there

is a “name” at the top to tie up defi-

nitely with what the story books have

to say. This does not mean that the

fans are unappreciative of the many
excellent performances in support of

stars. As a matter of fact they are

quick to recognize the potentialities

of the up and coming player but until

he is a “name” his monicker in lights

carries no significance, salesmanagers

say.

Once a player gains recognition in

the “sticks,” however, then it is wise

to use his name in the billing, exhib-

Girls Who Deliver

itors say. Charley Ruggles, for in-

stance, leaped into prominence with
his first talkie. Spencer Tray and
W’arren Hymer appear to be good
“carrying” names since “Up the

River.” Ginger Rogers means some-
thing, too, as does Lillian Roth al-

though neither is reported big enough
to carry the exploitation. An old-

time favorite who has clicked big in

some spots is Ricardo Cortez.

Few of the former silent luminaries,

however, mean very much today in

Providence, for instance, Fairbanks,
Bickford, Talmadge, Swanson and the

other names have been supplanted by
the Buddy Rogers, Richard Arlens,
Lew Ayres and their ilk.

It is likewise significant, according
to wise showmen, that a player does
not necessarily have to be young nor
handsome to have a tremendous puh
with young folk. Loew’s State in

Providence, by way of example,
clicked for $25,000 with “Min and
Bill” and Wallace Beery and Marie
Dressier evoked the highest praise
from young and old. Alone, however,
it is doubted down Rhode Island wat
if either could do more than normal
business.

No Squawk on

Feature-Short

Sales at “Chi”

(Continued from pai/c 1)

brought to the attention of the Hays
office, where it was denied there is

any effort being made to violate the

trade practice agreement. This spe-

cifies that sale of features is not to

be contingent upon sale of shorts and
vice versa.

Exchanges provide separate con-

tracts for shorts and features. In

arriving at feature prices, some take

into consideration the sale of shorts

and the increase in selling cost if

shorts are not taken, or if they are

purchased selectively rather than in

block.

Profit Margin Slim

If the e.xhibitor refuses the shorts,

the price of features is said to auto-

matically rise. In such cases, the ex-

hibitor may either take it or leave

it. However, since the increased

price for features practically covers

the cost of the shorts under the first

deal, he usually ends up by accepting

the original terms, which give him
both shorts and features at a price

only slightly higher than the second

price which has been made him on
features alone.

Exchanges justify the procedure
by citing a slim margin of profit on
features when bought alone

;
the

necessity for disposing of their com-
pany’s short product, and the intense

competition in the short subject field,

further aggravated by the increasing

use of double features without shorts,

which makes it necessary to offer

“sales inducements” in order to dis-

pose of the shorts.

Bombing Law
With Teeth Is

Aim in Oregon
Portland—There is considerable

agitation here for a law with real

teeth in it to curb stench bombing
of theatres. Both the city council

and legislature will be asked to draft
such a measure, the latter to be re-

(juested to duplicate the Kansas statute

imposing drastic penalties when dyna-
mite is e.xploded in a theatre.

Alore than 30 theatres here have
l)een victims of stench bombing, and
in one, dynamite was exploded.

\Miile the house was empty at the

time, children were sleeping within

a short distance. There have been
three convictions, and in each instance

the six months’ jail term and $500 fine

was imposed, the maximum under the

law.

Legit Can^t Dent
Films at Providence
Providence— Legit attractions are

impotent in encroaching upon films

here, stock performances and the few
road attractions drawing but scant

patronage, while the downtown pic-

ture houses are crowded nightly. The
business accorded films is unusually

significant, exhibitors hold, in view
of the depressing industrial condi-

tions and the appalling numbers of

unemployed on the streets begging
nickels for a cup of coffee.

The Fay interests, induced largely

by a spirit of civic pride and banking
on the assured patronage of many
stock addicts, made a brave attempt

to keep repertoire alive and ran the

Carlton company for 12 weeks, but

adequate attendances failed to follow.

Billboard on
Spot Because

Of Jersey Tax
Trenton—While the new anti-bill-

board law does not go into full effect

until tbe first, 3,906 signs already
have been eliminated from public high-
ways as a result of a survey by the
commissioner of motor vehicles. Sixty
five firms have decided to abandon
this form of advertising. Several
thousand signs will be removed after

January 1.

The tax on billboards going into

effect shortly, on the other hand,
has not discouraged some companies,
for 6,000 applications for permits are
on file.

Falls Held Smallest
Combination Town

Buffalo—Fox’s Strand, at Niagara
Falls, is believed to be the only the-
atre in a town under 100,000 popula-
tion in the East to play stage shows
as well as first runs and full week
engagements. Fanchon & Marco
"Ideas” play the house on a policy
inaugurated some months ago and
!iave clicked steadily. The Cataract
next door also is a Fox theatre, but
changes three times a week.
Shea-Publix also offers competi-

tion. Herman Starr is manager of
tbe Strand.

RCA New Speaker to

Feature New House
New loud speaker and directional

baffle develoi>ed by RCA Photophone
is to be a feature of the new Presi-
dent, 48th St. near Broadway, which
opens soon with an international
talker policy. The new equipment,
first introduced at the Alayfair, han-
dles frequencies of from 500 to 7,000,
comprising the entire audio range.
The new house will be under man-
agement of Sigmund Weltner and
Nicholas M'eiss.

Korach at Buffalo
Buffalo—Milton Korach, assistant

to Albert P. Kaufman, manager of
the Capitol, Rochester, and former
manager of the Great Lakes here, has
been made manager of the Holly-
wood, first-run house, in exclusive
Delaware avenue district. Korach
formerly managed the Elmwood,
neighborhood, until it was taken over
by Sbea-Publix.

The first four days’ receipts on “A
Lady’s Morals” (M-G-M) at the

Hollywood this week will go to

the charity relief fund of Buffalo
Ez’cniuff Nezvs.

Workless May Starve
But Kid Ban Stands
Montreal—Even the appeal of char-

ity and the unemployed can’t move the
provincial government from its stand
against kid shows. The government
refused to lift the ban on children
under 16 as benefits for the unem-
ployed.
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A New Year
A New Enthusiasm

for Box Office Pictures

As Produced by





Romance in the bright flush of youth, in the hectic pace of pleasure,
in the dust and ashes of despair, in the final reality of joy^ but
always ROMANCE! From San Francisco mists down to the brink of

ruin in Shanghai, then upward into the sunlight.

She saw him stumble and fall. She found him and saved him. Whaf
a story of heedless youth! And what a revelation of the power of

love to make all things right!

Gaynor and Farrell—those names that make box office music'^have
never had a dramatic opportunity to equal this. And they rise to it,

under Raoul Walsh’s direction, superbly.



PART
TIME
WIPE

Begins CHRISTMAS DAY

= ROXY

EDMUND LOWE < LEILA HYAMS
TOMMY CLIFFORD ’ WALTER McGRAIL

Directed by LEO McCAREY
From "THE SHEPPER NEWFOUNDER" - by STEWART EDWARD WHITE

He fell in love with his own wife, but not until she gave
him the breeze.

He thought all you have to do is to win ’em once and they’ll

stay won. But she fooled him. When he cooled in his at-

tentions she got icy. And when he woke up and warmed
up she was out of his reach. It took a boy, a dog and an
ardent sales campaign to get her back.

Delightful romance of domestic life. Human. Funny and
pathetic both.
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SEAS
BENEATH

WITH

GEORGE O’BRIEN < MARION LESSING
WARREN HYMER - WILLIAM COLLIER, Sr. ' WALTER C. KELLY

Story by JAMES PARKER, Jr.

Screen play and dialog by DUDLEY NICHOLS
Directed by JOHN FORD

Love and allegiance — they’re not always in harmony when fas-

cinating women mix the game of love with war.

Men are gamblers when their hearts are at stake. They fight

bravely that they may love recklessly. Amid the perils of under the

sea, they dream of a kiss.

Here’s drama that will set the blood pounding in your veins, over-
whelm you with its realism, and enthrall you with its power.

It’s George O’Brien’s greatest role. It’s Marion Lessing’s introduc-

tion to fame. It’s John Ford’s most notable direction.
P#X

i



MEN ON CALL
wi.h EDMUND LOWE
Mae Clarke William Harrigan Warren Hymer

Directed by JOHN BLYSTONE

He was a one-woman man and she was his ideal. Then

their dream of happiness hit an open switch. He lost his

faith in her and his grip on life. He became hard and

bitter. Once bitten, twice wary.

But she loved him with a love more enduring

than his hate. A tense battle of hearts in a story

of courage and stirring action.
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Films Richmond—Although there have been

1? H/ 11
several bank failures and numerous liqui-

t OTC fr €ll dations in connection with mercantile

in Va. houses within the year, the industry has
fared well throughout the periods of busi-
ness depression and devastating droughts
in Virginia.
Plans are being made for the construc-

tion of several houses in the state in 1931.

The millions of dollars to be expended in
Virginia by the picture interests will help
to a large extent in relieving the unem-
ployment situation soon after the New
Year arrives, and a more optimistic tone
now seems to prevail along many lines.

It is announced that additional Paramount
theatres are to be built in the state next
year.

RKO Pulling

Wide Film; No
Public Raves
Apathy of the public in New York

toward wide film will result in RKO
pulling “Danger Lights” from the

Mayfair tomorrow night, exactly

eleven days after the picture opened
on the main stem. “Hook, Line and
Sinker” replaces the production filmed

via the Spoor-Berggren process.

RKO’s film debut on Broadway
marks the third in the last half of

the retiring year. M-G-M ballyhooed
“Billy, the Kid” for its Capitol run
with a heavy newspaper advertising

campaign, and Fox went the limit

on “The Big Trail” run at the Roxy.
Neither one, however, created any
excitement.

The New York critics received

“Danger Lights” with a moderate
degree of enthusiasm, but no rav-

ings. The American, for instance,

said the process is best adapted for

panoramic shots
;

The Graphic de-

clared “the greater size does not

materially aid the production.” Ou
the other hand. The Times’ critic

found a great deal to admire, and
The Herald-Tribune thought it made
little difference after the eye became
accustomed to the increased propor-

tions of figures and objects. “The
wide screen offers magnificent depth

to scenery, thrilling reality to the

action,” declared The Daily Mirror.

Some others

:

The Morniiu/ Telegraph

:

“Quite
the best of the much-touted large

screen processes.”

The Evening World: “The im-

pression of a third dimension really

is gained.”

Allied Directors Here
W. A. Steffes, general manager of

the Northwest e.xhibitor association,

and H. M. Richey, business manager
of the Michigan association, both di-

rectors of Allied States Association,

are in New York.

Parkes in Pa.
Williamsport, Pa.—A. Brown

Parkes, formerly with Publix and
Paramount in the Southwest, in the

theatre and distribution departments,

is here as manager of the Capitol.

Better Times
Scranton—A barometer of

good business conditions “just

around the corner” is seen
by showman in the action by
the directors of the Glen
Alden Coal Co., in declaring
the regular quarterly divi-

dend of $2 to stockholders of
record Dec. 10 and payable
Saturday. There are thou-
sands of stockholders of

Glen Alden, the largest pro-
ducer of anthracite coal in

the world, in Pennsylvania.
This announcement was wel-
comed by the executives of
Comerford - Paramount Pub-
lix operating in the hard-
coal regions.

$1 Circulates

100 Times in

Week in Test

San Diego—Two hundred $1 bills

were used for purchases aggregating

$20,000 in one week’s time in a

unique test sponsored here by Lester

J. Fountain of Fox West Coast The-
atres. The bills were paid to em-
ployes of the circuit’s houses and to

each was attached a card reading

:

“Whoever receives this dollar for a

purchase is asked to immediately
spend it with some one. The object

of this campaign is to show the pur-

chasing power of $1. Watch The
Union every morning and see what
each dollar has accomplished. Each
purchaser is asked to sign the card

and fill out self-explanatory lines.”

These lines called for the name of

the buyer, where he spent the $1 and
what article he purchased. The
theory was that the dollar, if kept in

circulation, would do a great amount
of good. Each person who held a

dollar bill after it had been spent 99

times received two tickets to a Fox
show by presenting the bill at the

bo.x-office for checking.

Couche Named Aide
to Parker at PortVd
Portland—Charles E. Couche has

been appointed assistant to J. J.
Parker, president of Fox Portland
Theatres. Fanchon & Marco stage
units will be installed New Year’s
Eve at the Paramount. As assistant

general manager, Couche has super-
vision of the Fox Broadway, Para-
mount, Rialto and Fox Hollywood.

Another for Oakland
Oakland—Two new large theatres

are in prospect for this city. The
$3,000,000' project sponsored by Para-
mount, is being taken over by Fox
West Coast, which will finish the
theatre. It is being acquired as part
of the deal under which the Fox firm
took over seven Publix Coast thea-
tres. Now the Broadway and Twen-
tieth Properties, Inc., of San Fran-
cisco has secured permit for a $787,-
144 theatre on Broadway between
20th and Hobart.

Adverse Bills

Bring Exhibs

AtK.C. Closer

Kansas City—With legislatures of
Kansas and Missouri convening
next month, exhibitors of the two
states are making every effort to

ward off any measures which are
considered adverse.

In Kansas the tax code com-
mission has recommended an ad-
mission tax on theatre tickets, and
it is believed this proposal will be
introduced early in the season. Gov-
ernor-Elect Woodring is not in favor
of levying a tax on any one industry,

but has expressed himself as being
in favor of lessening the burdens on
families and farms. In Missouri,

little has been said in regard to tax-

ing amusements, and just what will

be done is still problematical.

The Kansas and western Missouri

exhibitor unit is making a special

effort to increase membership before

the legislatures convene in order to

present a united front against ad-

verse legislation.

Day, Date Gag Spreads
Buffalo—Both the Hollywood and

Lafayette will offer “Sin Takes a

Holiday” (Pathe) as their New
Year’s eve midnight shows, opening

it as a regular feature the ne.xt day.

This is the first time any picture, sil-

ent or talker, has been given a simul-

taneous premiere in two downtown
first-run houses here.

Option Not Taken Up
Radio Pictures has not as yet ex-

ercised option on servicees of Sue
Carol and her husband, Nick Stuart,

who are in New York in connection

with a new contract.

Saves Booth in Fire
Marblehead, Mass. — Joseph Le

Craw, who plans to rebuild the War-
wick as soon as insurance is adjusted,

owes saving of his booth equipment
to the prompt action of a woman ten-

ant of the building who made her way
through a fire door to slam shut the

booth door.

Bug in Toledo

Ear on Film’s

Status Slated

Toledo—This city’s Motion Picture
Council, composed principally of local

club women, should know plenty about
films when the organization’s winter
educational program is carried out.

The group has mapped out a course
of study and lectures covering every
important aspect of the motion picture
and its effect upon the human family.

Just what the women will do about
it after they get their hefty load of
low-down has not been announced.
However, Dr. A. W. Trettien, pro-

fessor of psychology at the University
of Toledo, has fired the first gun with
a lecture on “The Psychology of the
Motion Picture” and will be followed
in due course by these eminent authori-

ties ;

Mrs. W. A. Rundell, chairman of

the Council’s advertising committee,
who will address the body on “Motion
Picture Advertising.”
Katharine Johnson, associated in

Now York with Walter B. Pitkin,

professor of journalism at Columbia
University, who will tell the anxious
club women “Why We Go to the

Movies.” (Local exhibitors will

meet in the Maumee River the same
night to be entertained with a dis-

course on why we don't.) Other
discourses are scheduled.

(Vulgarians who can’t keep their

minds off grosses will be barred, it

is assumed.)

$1,000 to Unemployed
By Cincy Showmen

Cincinnati—Greater Cincinnati Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors Association
has made a generous gesture of good-
will by donating $1,000 to the public

welfare department here to be used
for the relief of the unemployment
situation.

Blackford Rebuilding
Huntingdon, Pa.—C. Lynn Black-

ford is rebuilding the Clifton, de-

stroyetl by fire which caused esti-

mated loss of $200,000. Two firemen

were hurt in the blaze, which also

damaged adjoining buildings. The
town now is without a theatre.

Salting Dough
Hollywood — Since closing

of the Bank of Hollywood and
Guaranty Bldg, and Loan Co.,

Hollywoodites have been cau-

tious as to where they put
their money. Some are put-

ting it away in the family

sock and others are drawing
it out and putting it in pos-

tal savings. Others get trav-

elers’ checks and money or-

ders in exchange for the

hard earned dough.
General opinion is that the

Bank of Hollywood will re-

open soon after undergoing
a complete reorganization,

but the Guaranty Company
is expected to settle for

about 50 cents on the dollar.
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COMING TITAN HITS

BERT. WHEELER
ROBT. WOOLSEY
Hook, Line and Sinker

THE ROYAL BED
Lowell Sherman Mary Astor

Herbert Brenon’s
BEAU IDEAL
Sequel to ''Beau Geste"



YULETIDE SMASHES
GRAND NEW SHOWS
FOR NEW YEAR'S
PROSPERITY
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YULETIDE DAWNS ACROSS THESHOW

WORLD AS THE RADIO TITAN SWEEPS

TO GREATER VICTORIES... MIGHTIEST

OF OUTDOOR ATTRACTIONS....

^^CIMARRON” WILL WRITE VIVID NEW

CHAPTERS OF MOTION PICTURE HIS-

TORY. . . AND BRING FRESH LAURELS

TO THE CREATIVE GENIUS OF RADIO’S

PRODUCING FORCES. . . MERRYXMAS!
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Go-By Given

Sunday Film

By Quakers
Philadelphia—Sunday films are go-

ing to take It on the chin, while Sun-
day baseball gets the break, judging

by report of the special city council

committee formed to consider “blue’

law repeal.

Councilman W. W. (Bill) Roper,

veteran Princeton coach and an advo-

cate of open Sunday, was the chair-

man of the councilmen’s committee
which suddenly “backfired" on his

plan of submitting a resolution for

entirely open Sundays in Philadelphia

after 2 P. M. Expecting that his

resolution would be adopted, it de-

veloped that a three to two vote re-

jected his proposition.

As a result, when the committee
filed its report, their resolution for

the modification of the Act of 1794

was entirely a compromise measure.

The report, finally approved by four

of the five committeemen after a

stormy session urged that the “blue”

laws be revised to permit “legalized

sports and outdoor recreation after 2

P. M. on Sundays.”
Roper stated that the proposal orig-

inally read “legalized sports and ap-

propriate amusements,” but that he

had to cut out the amusements part

of the statement, thus eliminating

films from the approved open-Sunday
activities in order to secure the com-
mittee’s sanction to any modification

clause whatever.
Roper tried to have the matter

finally settled at the meeting, but was
checkmated in his attempt. It was
his desire to secure a favorable Phila-

delphia council reaction on behalf of

modification in order to present the

resolution before the legislature, which
convenes the first week in January.
Council refused to suspend its rules

to give instant consideration to the

report and it was tabled until the

meeting scheduled for January 8.

The report itself will have no di-

rect bearing in the rnatter of rescind-

ing the Act of 1794, as this question

will have to come before the state

legislature, but its adoption would
give concrete expression to Philadel-

phia sentiment on the subject.

RKO*s Denver Bid
Denver— RKO will come into this

first run situation with both feet next
year. Demolition of the old Orpheum
now is under way. The proposed
house is to be a 3,000-seater and will

cost $1,000,000.

Shudder at Udder
Canadian censors, we read

with great glee, have
“banned ’ an American movie
because it portrays—we blush
slightly—a cow’s udder.

it is, of course, known to
every adult that there are
two kinds of milk: Canned
milk and the udder kind, but
that children should gaze
upon nature’s milk factory,
observe the tank and perhaps
study the working of the
faucets, is — well, my dear,
you can’t imagine dear old
Queen 'V’ictoria doing such a
thing.

We are not taking a crack
at the Canadian censors in
particular; our own are just
as precious. The censoring
mind is international. It

sees dirt in American stones,
filth in Canadian brooks and
general depravity in every-
thing— except its own foul
mind.

But, if you ask us, it’s a
heck of a sort of mind to put
in command of a continent’s
amusements .—Portland News.

Comedies Attacked
By Va, Censor Body
Ricnmond — Some two-reelers are

proving morally defective in certain
respects, according to the bi-weekly
bulletin of the state censors, who are
renewing plenty of elimination orders.
About two or three years ago the

\drginia censors found shorts too vul-
gar and depicting scenes which caused
them to make protests to producers.
Almost immediately the film-temper-
ers received assurances that illicit

scenes would become fewer if not
stricken out entirely and that every
effort would be made to comply with
the Virginia law.

The greatest fault had been found
with two-reel comedies. .Assurances
were received from a number of lead-
ing producers that efforts would be
made to remedy the situation and co-
operate with the censors in seeing
that clean films w'ere offered for
showing in the state.

Greeley's First Sun.
Show Aid to Charity
Greeley, Colo.—Entire receipts of

the first Sunday show in years were
turned over to the Community Chest
following reopening of the town after
a referendum on the question of
“blue” laws. This was the first time
in years that the Community Chest
was oversubscribed.

Chi Houses, in

Red, Seek New
Operator Deal
Chicago — With December grosses

in all neighborhoods hitting new low
levels, exhibitors’ associations here
are contemplating a renewal of at-

tempts to secure authorization for one
man in the

booth. The
current sea

sonal depres
si on, cutting

into already
slender gross

es, is driving

both independ-
ent and affili-

ated exhibi-
tors into a

union of pro-

test against
the cost of

maintaining

I ..
the extra op-

Jack Miller

result, both local exhibitor associa-

tions will meet in the near future tc

instruct their leaders on a course o.

action to be followed in new negotia-

tions with union chieftains.

Aaron Saperstein, president of Al-
lied Theatre Owners of Illinois, and
Jack Miller, president of the Chicago
Ifxhibitors’ Association, have stated

that meetings of their organizations

will be called within the next few
days.

Nut Too High
Numerous small exhibitors com-

plain that the burden of a second
operator is actually preventing their

houses from showing a profit. In

other instances, profits have been so

reduced in recent weeks that exhibi-

tors who, here-

tofore, have
not protested

the two men
in a boot h
edict are now
aligning them-
selves with
the smaller
exhibitors in

vigorously de-

manding the
displacement
of one opera-

tor.

This larger

and more uni-

fied protest is

certain to bring action on a subject

that has troubled local exhibitors for

more than a year, it is felt.

Aaron Saperstein

THE INCOMPARABLE TRIO THAT
CREATED ''SUBMARINE'' and "FLIGHT"

Now Give

You B

b\Kiw»H
HOLT

^ FRANK CAPRA ,PRODUCTION
with a notable cast including FAY WRAY

RALPH
GRAVES

Notes Adds Another
Washington—The Little, seating

284, last of the national capital’s

dieatres to surrender to the march of

sound, will introduce talking picture

apparatus and reopen, within a month.
Louis Notes, who has the Criterion

and Empress, is new lessee.

**Peck” Back on Job
Chicago—^After a quick recovery,

E. T. (Peck) Gomersall, Middle
West district chief for Universal, has
returned to duty. He was operated

upon for appendicitis at Indianapolis.

M-G-M Income
Jumps 100%
In Four Years
M-G-M’s income has jumped al-

most 100 i>er cent from 1927 to 1930,
a comparison of the financial state-

ments of the Loew subsidiary reveals.

In 1927, the company did a total

business of $17,924,409, and at the
end of the 1930 fiscal- year, $35,-

327,259.

This unusual growth is believed by
those familiar with the inner work-
ings of the major companies to be
without parallel in the industry. The
1927 total jumped to $25,354,742 by
the end of the 1928 fiscal year ; to

$27,702,603 at the end of the suc-

ceeding year, and finally to $35,-

327,259 for the year which closed on
August 31. Significant is the in-

crease from 1929 to 1930, which tops

by $194,323 the advances made over
any fiscal period in the four years

that enter this comparison, particu-

larly in view of the stock market
crash and the note of blue it injected

into general business.

M-(j-M is a wholly owned sub-

sidiary of Loew’s, Inc., of which
Fox Film owns approximately 660,000

shares, or a 46 per cent interest.

Theft Charged in
Chas. Harris Legacy

Boston — Opposition to the allow-
ince of an accounting of the estate of

the late Judge J. Albert Brackett, a

former counsel for exhibitors of New
England, whom Emily Fuller, actress

and ticket taker, charges with embez-
zlement, has resulted in Judge John
C. Leggatt suspending hearings in the

case until counsel for all parties can
agree on matters of fact.

Miss Fuller was recipient of the

bulk of the estate of Charles S. Har-
ris, Boston theatre manager, who is

said to have left her about $11,000.

She claims to have received only $750
of this sum from the late judge, who
was executor of the Harris estate,

and seeks to recover the balance from
Brackett’s estate.

Farah Recovering in
Harrisburg Shooting
Harrisburg, Pa.—Physicians at the

Harrisburg hospital Sunday predicted

recovery for Isaac A. Farah, head of

a former film exchange here, who was
ihot in the arm and thigh during an
argument in a restaurant. Aimed T.
Hamawei, a Syrian, who is at liberty

under $2,500 bond, is under a charge
of assault with intent to kill.

The shooting occurred last Monday
light and the quarrel grew out of dis-

cussion of the disposition of the estate

af Kay Hamawei.

Grand Jury to Get
‘*Flesh" Show Charge

Buffalo — Grand jury indictments
will be sought against Dewey Mich-
aels, 32, manager of the Palace, down-
town combination burlesque and sec-

ond-run picture house, and four girls

in the burlesque troupe, now at liber-

ty under $500 bond on charges of per-

mitting and giving an indecent per-

formance. Hearing in the case is set

for tomorrow.
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6 TOMTYIERI
5 BOD CUSTERS

5 ALL STAR.
Nq

"WEST OF CHEYENNE"
‘LAST OF THE PAWNEES"

"<40DS COUNTRYE'THE MAN"

"A BOY OF THE PLAINS"

1VE0 COATS OF CANADA"
FRONTIER. DAYS"

CHARLES DEUNEY r YAKIMA CANUTT LONESOME TRAIL"

ROBERT FRAZER E'IOUISE LORRAINE m "BEYOND THE LAW"
MAHLON HAMILTON «' DORIS HILLw"^ CODE oS HONOR"
JACK PERRIN PETE MORRISON •."PHANIDM^c DESERT"

BUDDY ROOSEVELT j'ALLENE IVLY .."WESTWARD BOUND"

GMieA
IH

"UNDER TEKAS SKIES"
"RIDERS OF THE NORTH"
"SONq OF THE PLAINS"
‘ROSE OF THE RIO CRANOE "

"THE TEXAS RANQER"

ALL RELEASES OF SYNDICATE PICTURED CoRP. avaiuble at your local exchange
725 SBVeNTHAVe., N£W youk
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Frisco Cream
Goes to Three

Fox Theatres

“Cat Creeps”

$15,000 Top
At Montreal

Trade Spotty,

Ottawa High

To ‘Scotland’

San Francisco—Fox West Coast’s

three theatres here simply ran away
from the field so far as receipts are

concerned. The Warfield, with

'‘Hell’s Angels” in its second week,
actually exceeded the first week’s

business by $500, grossing the record

figure of $37,500. The momentum of

its start presages a record-breaking-

run for the 4.b00-seat Warfield.

The Fox, with “Passion Flower,”
clicked with the same figure. The
third Fox house, the El Capitan, had
“Scotland Yard” and grabbed of?

$15,000, which is good dough for that

house.

Estimated takings

;

“HELL’S ANGELS” (U. A.)
WARFIET.D— (2.700). 50c-65c-<)0c. 2nd

week. Other attractions: “Flip the Frog"
orchestra, news. Gross: $37,500.

^‘PASSION FLOWERS (M-G-M)
FOX— (4,f>00). 50c-65c-75c-$lAX), 7 <lays.

Other attractions: News, Cliarlie Cliase
comedy, orchestra. Fanchon & Marco
“Espanola’’ Idea. Gross: $37,500.

“FOLLOW THE LEADER’* (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(2,740). 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7

days. Other attractions: Stage show, news,
cartfKm. Ciross: $15,000.

“MAN TO MAN'* (Warners)
CArJFORXIA— (2,315), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7

days. Other attractions: Stage show,
"Mysterious Mose” (Paramount), orches-
tra, news. Gross: $11,500.

“THIRD ALARM** (Tiffany)
ST. FRANCIS— (1.435), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7

days. Other attractions: News, “Just a

Pal’’ (Paramount), “Vagabond Director’’
(Pathe). Gross: $4,500.

“WIDOW FROM CHICAGO** (F. N.)
GOLDEN GATE-(2.800L 35c-40c-50c-65c,

7 days. Other attractions: Vaudeville,
news, Sportlight, "Moonshine and* Monkey
Business’* (RKO). Gross: $17,000.

“BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT** (Universal)
ORPHEUM ^(3,000). 35c-50c-65c-90c,

_

7

days. Other attractions; Audio Review
(Pathe), RKO comedy, Krazy Kat cartoon
(Columbia). Gross: $13,000.

“SCOTLAND YARD** (Fox)
EL CAPITAN -- (3.100). 25c-4()c-60c, 7

days. Other attractions; Kiddie revue,
hand, vaudeville, news, Charlie Chase
comedy. Gross: $15. (XX).

Gets $8,500

Des Moines — “Morocco”
grossed $8,.500 at the Des
Moines, which was below-

average, but a good figure

for last week, when Christ-
mas shopping put a crimp in

business.

“Free Love” Is

Big Sensation

In Providence
Providence—Business at the down-

town! houses held up well and exhib-
itors expressed pleasure that fans

w-ere remembering them during the

busy holiday season. Loew’s State,

playing “Hell’s Angels” for the second
week, caught $13,000, which is O.K.
when one considers the tremendous
trade the film did its first week when
it garnered $28,000.

The RKO Alhee ran “The Bou-
doir Diplomat” for five days and
netted $8,000, supplanting with “Free
Love,” which is doing a whale of a

business and will be held for nine or

ten days. “Madonna of the Streets,”

at the RKO Victory, came in strong

wdth $10,000, which is above normal
for this 1,600-seater. “Fast and
Loose” and “The P'ourth Alarm”
(Majestic) were up to scratch with

$11,800, and the Paramount, playing

Ed Wyn in “Follow' the Leader,”

grossed around $10,000.

Estimated takings

:

“HELL’S ANGELS” (U. A.)
(Second Week)

LOEW’S STATE -(3,800), 10c-50c. 7 d*ays.

Other attractions: Burton Holmes travel-

ogue. news. Gross: $13,000.

“FOLLOW THE LEADER** (Paramount)
PARAM(XJNT—(2,300), 10c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “My Gal Sal,” “Little
Big House,” “Sailor’s Luck,’’ news. Gross:
.510,000.

“FAST AND LOOSE** (Paramount)
MAJESTIC — (2.400),^ 10c-50c. 7 days.

Other attractions: “The Fourth Alarm”
(supporting feature), news. Gross: $11,800.

“THE BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT** (Univ.)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300). 10c-50c, 5 days.

Other attractions: “Too Hot to Handle,”
‘Dixie Ch^se,” Scren Snapshots, news.
Gross: $8.0(X).

“MADONNA OF THE STREETS” (Col.)
RKO VKTORV -(1.600). l()c-50c, 7 clays.

Other attractions: "Wild Men of Kalihari,”
‘The Crystal Gazer.” news. Gross; $10,000.

Stages Gift Show
Forest City, N. C.—E. F. Dardine,

manager of the Romina, turned over
operation of his theatre to the

Rutherford County Welfare Depart-
ment Saturday, and all the proceeds
are to be turned over to the Welfare
Department. The doors of the theatre

atre opened at 10:30, and 11 o’clock

a picture was show-n. The ad-

mission fee was the donation at the

door of a toy or silver offering, which
was left to the discretion of the

patrons. Dardine, manager of the

theatre, has also donated sixty pounds
of candy to the department.

Feting Goulding
Edmund Goulding will be guest of

United Artists executives at luncheon

today at the Alotion Picture Club.

:

Stages Party
' Estelle Taylor, in New York from
the Coast, was hostess to new'spaper

' writers .Saturday night.

Montreal—Without a screen star on
the stage, the Capitol went into a
slump with “The Cat Creeps,” but
managed to stay on top of the Mon-
treal list, the gross being a bare
$15,000. “Smile Aw'hile,” the Publix
unit, helped a bit in keeping the Capi-
tol ahead of the Palace, which for-

merly basked in first position. In view
of the Christmas rush, the Palace did
fairly w'ell to cash in wdth $13,500 on
"Life of the Party.” ‘The Lottery
Bride” missed being a good picture,

according to patrons of the Princess,
and the gross there faded to $9,000.
Loew’s w'ent off half-cocked w'ith

“Half Shot at Sunrise” for $11,000,
which was down from previous weeks.
.\fter Hopping with a German film,

"Spaventa,” the Roxy did not do much
better with a Paramount French ver-

sion of "The Doctor’s Secret.” All in

all, it was a good week to get rid of

and most managers spent their time
in working up programs for Christmas
and New Year’s weeks. Typical win-
try weather prevailed, but this did not

count either one way or the other.

Estimated takings :

“THE CAT CREEPS’’ (Universalg
CAPITOI^(2,670),25-35-40-50-65-85c,7days.

Other attractions: News, stage band, “Smile
Awhile” (Publix stage unit). “Love Busi-
ness’ (M-G-M). orchestra. Gross: $15,000.
Below recent business.

“LIFE OF THE PARTY” (Warners)
PAJ.ACE— (2,600), 25-40-60-75-90C, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, “High C’s^’
(M-G-M), “Up to jMars” (Paramount),
organ solo. Gross: $13,500. Off some more.

“HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE” (Radio)
I-OEW'S— (2,982), 25-40-50-65-75C, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, five vaudeville
acts, cartoon overtui^e. Gross: $11,000.
Down again.

“THE LOTTERY BRIDE” (United Artists)
PRINCESS— (2,272), 25-35-40-60-65c, 7 days.

(>ther attractions: News, Lbiiversal Topics,
Columbia cartoon. Gross: $9,0()0. Below
normal.

“GOLDEN DAWN’* (Warners)
STRAND -(750), 15-25-40-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, added feature.
“Only Saps Work” (Paramount). Gross:
$3,100. Fair.

“THE DOCTOR’S SECRET” (French Para.
ROXY— (550), 25-50-75C. 7 days. Other

attractions: French news weekly. Screen
Snapshots, Educational comedy. Gross:
$1,900. Still down.

Davey Clicks
Providence— Little Davey Lee, A1

Jolson’s “Sonny Boy,” gave radio

fans a kick here on the Fay hour.
He warbled the theme song, “Little

Pal,” in approved Jolson manner, in-

terpolating all of the mammy singer’s

\'ocal wiggles. Davey made a short

speech and apparently had no terror

of the "mike.”

French Star 'Weds
Hollywood—Jeanne Helbling, French

import to appear in Warner-First
National French talkers made here,

was married Saturday to Lieut. Maur-
ice J. Frnou of Paris.

Says Canada Is O. K.
B. F. Lyon, Canadian sales manager

of Warner Brothers, just returned

from a surve}' in his territory, reports

conditions in the industry in excellent

shape there, with the expectation of

greater improvement after the first of

the year.

Ottawa—Business in the Canadian
capital for the week was spotty and
the showmen exi>ected as much with
the Christmas trade under full steam
for the last lap. Manager Ray Tub-
man put a new price scale into effect

for the Imperial, down 10 cents all

around, and, whether this was re-

sponsible or not, "East Is West” en-

joyed fair patronage, grossing $2,050
at 50 cents top. “Scotland Yard,” at

the Regent, was the best bet in town
with $3,200, hut still away off from
perfect. Keith’s bumped bottom on
"Sea Legs” and “Loose Ends,” the

latter a British film that was a fair

bit of celluloid in itself, hut did not
click. Gross for “Loose Ends” for

the three days was $2,500, which was
the minimum for six months. “Eyes
of the World” held up to $2,600 at

the Centre for six days, which wasn’t
too had. For no particular reason,

Wednesday night was the poorest that

any Ottawa theatre had had since the

dog days of summer. It was so

strange that the managers compared
notes on the subject. First half of

the week was cold, then turning mild.

Estimated figures

:

“.SCOTLAND YARD” (Fox)
KE(tEN')- (1.225), 25c-35c-45c-50c-(50c-7Sc,

6 days. Other attractions: News, “Dog-
way Melody” (M-G-M), “Ixjve That Kills”
(Pathe). “C)ffice Blues” (Paramount).
Grcss: $3,200. Very fair.

“EAST IS WEST” (Universal)
lMI’ERrAT.^(L200), 10c-25c-30c-40c-50c, 6

'^ays. Other attractions: News, “My
Harem” (Eld’iicational), “Beautiful Nipigon”
(Scenic). Gross: $2,0.50. Fair.

“EYES OF THE WORLD” (United
Artists)

CENTRE -- (1,200). 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c, 6
days. Other attractions: “Hold the Baby”
(Pathe). “J^and of Long Ago” (Columbia).
Gross: $2,600. Up a hit.

“SEA LEGS” (Paramount)
R. F. KE’ITH’S~(2,592). 15c-25c-35c-50c-

60c. 3 days. Other attractions: News, “Love
a la Mode” (Educational), “Strike Up the
Band” (Paramount), Gross: $2,750. Poor.

“THE OFFICE WIFE (Warners)
AVA1A)N— (990), 15c-25c-35c, 3 days.

Other attractions: News, Lloyd Hamilton
in “Good Morning, Sheriff” (Educational).
Gross: $1,050. Good, consid’ering.

“LOOSE ENDS” (British)
B. F. KEITH’S— (2,592), 15c-25c-35c-50c-

60c. 3 days. Other attractions: News, “You
Said It, Sailor” (Universal). Gross: $2,500,
Terrible.

Axe Swinging New
Yearns at Frisco

(Continued from page 1)

new line-up of executives, Motion
Picture Daily learns that managers
and publicity men at the Publix houses
would be displaced. However, it is

understood that none of the Publix
men is out in the cold, but will be ab-

sorbed by Publix houses elsewhere.

Among changes definitely set are

those affecting John Smith, Para-
mount manager

;
Robert Hicks, Cali-

fornia manager ; Ray Thornie, pub-
licity director of the California; Hor-
ton Kahn,. St. Francis manager ;

A1

Warshauer, publicity director of all

three houses.

Yates Back Today
Herbert J. Yates, of Consolidated

Film Industries, Inc., arrives today on

the Bremen. He left New York for

Europe about Thanksgiving Day on a

secret mission.
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“Alf” Takes It

On the Button

From Montreal
Toronto—Talker version of the

British comedy, “Alf’s Button,” sent

the Tivoli so close to oblivion that it

was the talk of the picture colony.

Gross was $9,000, which is about 50

per cent, of the house record. Colored

sequences in the production were ter-

rible and the one “find” in the picture

was a pretty dancer. The Imperial,

which has all the stage show trim-

mings, also took a rap, the Christmas
shoppers giving the “go by” to “The
Cat Creeps,” which is just one too

many of this sort of films. “The Cat”

drew $14,500, which is about $6,000

short of top notch. At Loew’s, “Billy

the Kid,” was rated well by the fair

crowds and the result was $14,000.

Thomas Daley was fairly satisfied

with $10,500 on “The Dancers” at the

Uptown. Most of the managers were
glad when the week was over.

Estimated takings

:

“THE CAT CREEPS” (Universal)
IMPERIAI^(3,600), 25c-3.'ic-50c-65c-7Sc, 6

days. Other attractions: News, “Enchanted
Forest” (Publix stage unit), stage band,
orchestra, Paramount cartoon. Gross:
$14,500. just fair.

“ADF’S BUTTON” (British)

'nVO’LI — (1,600), _25c-3Sc-50c-65c-75c, 6

days. Other attractions: News, “Kid tlie

Kidders” (P'athe). Gross: $9,000. Poor,
“BILLY THE KID” (M-G-M)

LOEW’S— (2,200), 25c-30c-40c-60c-75c, 6

d’ays. Other attractions: News, Laurel and
Hardy in “Another Fine Mess” (M-G-M).
Gross: $14,000. Regarded as fair.

“THE DANCERS” (Fox)
UPTOWN— (3,000), 15c-25c-35c-55c-65c, 6

days. Other attractions: News, “Grandma’s
Girl” (Educational) “Chanson Russe”
(Paramount). Gross: $10,500. Not so bad.

“TOP SPEED” (First National)
SHEA’S— (2,600), 30c-50c-60c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, five vaudeville
acts, cartoon. Gross: $11,000'. Steady.

Staid Boston Yawns;
Films to Pinch Hit
Boston— Even cultured Boston is

not sufficiently interested to maintain
the Repertory for production of spe-
cial plays. Second mortgage fore-

closure proceedings have started and
possession taken of the theatre, mark-
ing the passing of the control of this

house from tbe Henry Jewett inter-

ests. The Screen Guild, Inc., is to

operate the theatre as a picture house,

having negotiated a lease for one
year dating from Dec. 31.

Nab Bandit Suspects
Oklahoma City—After a search of

nearly a month, two bandits charged
with robbing the Bison theatre at

Shawnee of $1,000, have been ap-
prehended and identified at Bartles-
ville, Okla. Officers have been search-
ing all over the state for three men
who bound and gagged Dorothy
Clouse, cashier, and Jack Burgher,
manager, after following them into the
theatre office at closing time.

Van Dines in East
Warners will produce the S. S. Van

Dine two-reel murder mysteries at the
Eastern Vitaphone studio where Sam
Sax is in charge. Production plans
call for heavy activity in that plant
next year.

“New Moon*^ Set
M-G-M will premiere “The New

Moon” at the Astor, New York, to-
morrow night.

“Min and Bill” Leads
Omaha—“Min and Bill” last

week gave the Paramount
the town’s lead and a profit,

with a gross of around $10,-

000, against competition of

Christmas shopping. The
World, with “Madam Satan,”
was lucky to get $9,975, for
Francis X. Bushman on the
stage didn’t help much.

Sexy -Ads Out,

Press Warns;

Censors Copy
Philadelphia—Salacious advertise-

ments, or any which call attention to

undue sex exploitation of films, will

he refused by the bulk of Philadelphia

newspapers, they decided following a

particularly hectic session when sev-

eral advertisements were ejected

bodily from various newspapers.
The movement toward cleaner film

advertisements materialized two weeks
ago when the Public Ledger took ex-

ception to Fox exploitation of “The
Virtuous Sin” and demanded more
conservative copy. Following the dis-

pute, William M. Goldman, of the

Stanley-Warner Co., and David Idzal,

of the Fox Co., were interviewed and
expressed willingness to cooperate.

Things reached a crisis when botli

the Bulletin and the Evening Ledger
took exception to copy forwarded for

“The Passion Flower” at the Mast-
bauni, “Free Love” at the Boyd, and
“Oh for a Man” at the Fox, with the

result that the former paper removed
the advertisements from their earlier

editions and reinstated them later

when they themselves censored the

copy to fit the paper’s requirements.

The ads ran through the Ledger with
the understanding that in the future

judgment of the fitness of the copy
was to be left in the hands of William
Shugard, theatrical advertising man-
ager of the Ledger.
Inasmuch as the Philadelphia In-

quirer, with its circulation of close to

350,000 daily, is a Curtis-Martin news-
paper, the same ownership as the two
Ledgers, and the Bulletin with its half-

million circulation, are united in the

fight, exhibitors hastily capitulated in

face of the opposition of a million and
quarter circulation which the papers

represent, which in turn shows a cov-

erage of almost the entire Philadelphia

territory.

Concentrates on
Getting in Kids

Ottawa—Direct appeal for juvenile

patronage is the new policy adopted
for the Imperial by Manager Ray
Tubman. It went into effect on Sat-
urday with “Maybe It’s Love,” the

first chapter of ‘“The Lone Defender”
and a Krazy Kat cartoon. Prices

have been cut to ten cents for kids,

with a 50 cents top.

Ask Sunday Shows
Baltimore—Authorization of Sun-

day shows in Baltimore has been
asked by the city council in a resolu-

tion addressed to the legislature.

‘Sunny’, ‘David’

Hit New Lows
In DenverRuns
Denver—The Paramount and Alad-

din went to new lows the past week,

the former with “Sunny” and the lat-

ter with “Tol’able David.” As in

the previous few weeks, Ted Mack
and his stage show were the draw at

the Denver. Stuart Erwin in per-

son attracted also.

Estimated takings

:

“TOL’ABLE DAVID” (Columbia)
HUFFMAN’S Al-ADDfN-(1.5nO). 35c-50c.

7 days. Other attractions: “The O’tfice

Sccaiidal" (Vitaphone), “Racket Cheers” and
“.Scotch Highballs” (E<lucatio:ial)

, news.
Gross: $5,500.

“FOLLOW THE LEADER” (Paramount)
D'ENVER— (2,300), 25c-65c, 7 u'ays. Other

attractions: .Stuart Erwin in person,
"Tongue Tied” (Paramount), Ted Mack
and Publix stage show, news, Denver
Grande Orchestra. Gross: $16,000.

“SUNNY” (First National)
PARAMOUNT— (2,000), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “Pulling a Roue” (Para-
mouiU), “Doctor’s Orders” (M-G-M),
Jackie and Jean, Paramount Twins, news.
Gross: $10,(X)0.

“BILLY THE KID” (M-G-M)
RIALTO— (1,040), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: “The O'ffice Hoy” (P'athe).
"New Rhythm” (Paramount), news. Gross:
$4 '5Q()

“SCOTLAND YARD” (Fox)
HUFFMAN’S TABOR— (1,900), 25c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: “The Gob” and
"Tlie Checkup” (Vitaphone), “Take Your
Medicine’’ (Educational), “Rambling Re-
porter,” news. Gross: $10,000,

Holidays Fail

To Hit Albany

B-0. Grosses
Albany—Last year the theatres in

Albany suffered from the usual

Christmas slump for a period of three

weeks or more. This year business

has continued at normal or better up
until a week before Christmas, and
while there may have been some
slight falling off in attendance at

some of the theatres during the past

week, this has been due more to the

picture itself than any holiday slump.

Estimated takings

;

“A DEVIL WITH WOMEN” (Fox)
1,ELAND— (1.350), 35c-35c, 6 days. Other

attractions: “Expensive Kisses,” Hodge
Podge, “Over the Air,” song cartoon, news.
Gross: $5,350.

“REMOTE CONTROL” (M-G-M)
HARMANUS - BLEECKER H A L L —

(2,300), 35c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

“A Hollywod Theme Song” ( Ed'ucational),

.Screen Snapshots, Krazy Kat Cartoon,
news. Gross: $8,200.

“CALL OF THE FLESH” (M-G-M)
STRAND— (1,900), 3Sc-S0c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Vitaphone Variety, comedy,
news, Davy I.ec in person. Gross: $7,100.

“CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK” (Radio)
RITZ— (1,146), 25c-35c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Vitaphone, news. Gross: $4,200.

“TOL’ABLE DAVID” (Columbia)
PROCTOR’S R-K-O-(l,5()0), 25c-50c, 3

days. Other attractions: Comedy, news.
Gross: $2,700. ,

“BROTHERS” (Columbia)
PROerrOR’S R-K-IJ—(1,500), 25c-50c, 3

days. Other attractions: Comedy, news.
Gross: $2,950,

To

MARTIN Jo QUIGLEY

and his associates

of the

Motion Picture Daily

Congratulations

with sincere good wishes for a

great and prosperous future

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
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Pathe SHORTS are LONG on

From conception to completion

Pathe’s 1930-31 two-reel Come-

dies ore now, and will continue

to be, inspirations of TALENT.

New talent and old talent— espe-

cially NewTalentto meet the human
desire for new faces, figures and
personalities— new stars ascending

beside present public favorites.

TALENT is the foundation of all

Pathe product— Long and Short

Here we have DAPHNE POLLARD, internationally

famous comedienne—NAT CARR, inimitable stage

star with a great reputation—FRANKLIN PANGBORN,
sure-fire comedian who scored heavily in^'HER MAN"'
-—RICHARD CARLE, world famous stage star—BOB
CARNEY and SI WILLS big time vaudeville head-

liners-HARRY GRIBBON, ROBERT AGNEW, ED

DEERING first magnitude mirth makers— Bevies of

brilliant beauties such as LUCILLE WILLIAMS and

ADDIE McPHAIL—and a host of artists with that

exceptional talent that Pathe demands.

Produced by Under Supervision

FRED LALLEY of E. B. DERR

3KB

4
'
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M-G-M Broke
Contract, Says

Saperstein
Chicago.—Violation of the stand-

ard contract agreement here was cited

yesterday by Aaron Saperstein, presi-

dent of Allied Theatres of Illinois, in

substantiation of his recent charge

that the agreement was being violated

by local, exchanges which require ex-

hibitors to take their companies’ short

product in order to obtain feature

service.

Saperstein charges that the Wabash
here, listed as a member of his organ-

ization, was refused a feature by

M-G-M when the theatre failed to

pick up a short subject earlier. An
affidavit that such was the case was
supplied Saperstein by the owner of

the theatre. Advised of the charge,

the M-G-M office stated that the

{Continued on page 2)

Hot Race Under Way
For Pathe Proxies

Pathe branch managers and a spe-

cial crew organized by bankers inter-

ested in swinging the company’s deal

with RKO are in a race to round up
enough proxies to close that sale.

Stockholders meet in New York on

January 5, at which time two-thirds

of the outstanding stock must repose

in Pathe’s lap.

Of this total, the company states

it has over fifty per cent covered by
signed proxies. The rest is now be-

ing lined up by men in the field, the

country having been divided up into

{Continued on page 11)

$lj000j000 in Stock
For U. A. Expansion
Los Angeles.—United Artists The-

atres of California, Ltd., is authorized
to issue $1,000,000 in stock to carry
out its theatre expansion program.
Joseph M. Schenck is president of the

company with Sol Lesser, Lou Anger,
Abraham Lehr and Edwin J. Loeb as
directors. The firm has capital stock
of 10,000 shares priced at $100 each.

Oof!
A1 Ruben, than whom there

is no whomer in the insur-
ance field, says the Scotch
football yell is: “Get that
quarter back.”

Members toPlead for Retention

OfFilmBoards IJnderNewPIan
Beesemeyer Headed Move
To ^Tick Jews” in Industry

Mayer a Banker
Hollywood—Louis B. Mayer

has bought an interest in the
Bank of Hollywood, it is re-

ported, and will reopen it this

week. The bank failed to
open its doors two weeks ago
by order of the superin-
tendent of banks of Cali-

fornia after Alexander Pan-
tages had removed his ac-

count of $150,000 from its

vaults.

Cleveland Zoning to
Be Resumed Shortly
Cleveland—Zoning of theatres in

Cleveland and northern Ohio will be
resumed right after the first of the

year, according to Mrs. Georgia Mof-
fett, secretary of the Cleveland Film
Board of Trade.

Hollywood — Gilbert Beesemeyer,

former head of the Guaranty Building

& Loan Association, said to have con-

fessed to theft of more than $8,-

000,000, at one time was head of

United Producers and Distributors,

Motion Picture Daily learns. As-

sociated with him were Frederick
Leonard, Orville L. Rout, and Ralph
El wood. Guaranty directors.

F. R. Shepard, local banker, also

belonged to the company which had
W. C. Wood, automobile distributor,

as manager and promoter. Wood no
longer resides here.

The United firm planned to put

$500,000 into a reputed deal to “lick

the Jews” in the film business. Meet-
ings were held and several producing
companies organized, but the firm

folded after dropping $50,000. Among
the ten units at work when the coiti-

pany was operating were Irving Pro-
ductions, Carleton King Productions
and Estee Comedies Co.

Public Won I Go for Wide
Film; ^^Lights ” $31,200

Hot off the wire. ’Thirteen additional box-office reports appear
in this morning’s edition of Motion Picture Daily. The cities

covered are Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati. Cleveland,
Des Moines, Kansas City, New York, Oklahoma City, Omaha,
Philadelphia, Seattle and Washington.
In detail, beginning page 8.

New England Starts
War on “Blue” Laws
Bellows Falls, Vt.—Because of the

extent to which enforcement of the

“blue” laws is being carried, it is

highly probable that a revolt will be
staged when the legislature sits next
month, a revolt so sweeping in scope
that it will give more liberal Sunday
laws to Vermont than any of the

other New England states.

They just wouldn’t go for wide film

in the debut of the Spoor-Berggren
process, which came in without any
fanfare via “Danger Lights” at the

Mayfair. The preliminary campaign
was innocuous, RKO probably sens-

ing public apathy to wide pictures,

as emphasized by runs of “Billy, the

Kid” and “The Big Trail.”

LTniversal sprang a surprise with
“All Quiet on the Western Front”
shoved back into the Central. The

{Continued on page 10)

Meetings in Keys to Ask
That Boards Be Kept;

Advantages Cited

C. C. Pettijobn

Members of Film Boards of Trade
will petition tbe Hays association for

continuance of the organization.

Motion Picture Daily learns.

A series of meetings will be held

throughout the
nation at which
exchange man-
agers will out-

line their rea-

sons why they
believe the
boards should be

continued.

The first of the
series of meet-
ings was held at

Chicago, upon
invitation of C.

C. Pettijohn.
The “confiden-

tial” meeting of
Chicago branch managers voted
unanimously to support the board.
At the Chicago pow-wow, at least

two branch managers openly ques-
tioned the further utility of the Film
Boards, definitely stating their be-
lief to be that the organization had
been rendered “impotent by the re-
cent Supreme Court decisions” out-
lawing both arbitration and credit
committees. Later discussion of work-
now under way and projects planned
for the coming months is said to
have won over these recalcitrants,
with the result that local approval
was general.

Some of the activities in which the
Film Board is now engaging were
outlined at the meeting as follows

:

furnishing exchanges with reports of

exhibitors who have been guilty of
failure to pick up shows : cooperat-
ing with the American Telegraph
and Telephone Co. in the compila-
tion of an exhaustive theatre direc-

tory of five Midwestern states ; com-

{Continued on page 11)

Thursday Next
Thursday being Christmas
Day and a holiday, there will

be no issue of Motion Picture
Daily published.
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Off. the
Record

\\'hy sales managers go c-r-a-z-y. A few clays

ago one of the big timers, sitting in New York,
received this wire from the general supervisor

of his studio;

“So-and-so ( a biy male star) refuses to cut his

hair the zt’ay zn’c’d like to sec it. Fans arc com-
plaining their idol isn’t living up to their ideas

of a sartorial adornment. Can you have heads

of all the large circuits zvirc So-and-so that his

haircut is spoiling his appeal zoith zvomen fans?
This is z'e/'V important to us."
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Sex Gets Sock

W I T H anxious

eves on the law-makers of the

country, the Hays organiza-

tion has turned thumbs down
on sexy titles. Thirty - five

have been buried quietly and
without pomp.

T H N producers like

to talk about the educational

and moral uplift of motion
])ictures, but what their right

hand has been iiounding home
has been very much out of

synchrony with the actions of

their left. This mania for

sexv titles, more often than

not comjdetely foreign to the

]fictures they precede, carries

the menace of foisting censor-

shi]) on a business that squirms
when censors are mentioned.

Yet the industry has failed to

ward off encouragement of the

very thing it opjioses. Ironic,

lint true.

1 HE ROYAL
Family,” last night's premiere
and a first class, as well as

high class attraction from
Paramount. An amusing yarn
of the theatre, but not a back-

stage affair. It is regarded
generally as the story of the

Barrymores and is extremely
well done in performance and
direction. Ina Claire’s suave
and finished performance tops i

the list: Frederic IMarch rates !

second as the pleasant, slightly
^

mad matinee idol. The picture

is box-office of that rare kind;
intelligent, vet down-to-earth.

KANN I

Off Color
Coast dopesters are wondering
what Howard Hughes will do
with his $1,()00,0(1() Multicolor

plant now nearing completion, be-

cause of the affiliations of other

firms. The steps taken virtually

shut the door on the new lah,

which Hughes soon will open.

Radio Pictures is to build a

$1 ,000,(X)() lab across the street

from the studio. It will he a

Class A structure of conorete

with two stories and basement.

The plant will have five develop-

ing rooms with tanks two stories

high, 12 projection rooms, a

chemical lab and a plant to re-

claim silver from film and de-

veloping fluid.

With United Artists lied up with
Consolidated Film Laboratories
and Radio running its own plant,

the Coast feels that Hughes will

find tough sledding for his Multi-

color lah, which will ilo black and
white work in addition to color.

The move of U. A. in hooking up
with Consolidated is said to be
the inside reason for the failure

of the Hughes-Art Cinema Corp.
deal.

Frank Garhutt, Jr., film expert
formerly with Paramount and
now with Radio, will not join

Hughes’ project, but will remain
• with Radio, taking over the

laboratory the company is erect-

ing.

And Then Some
Two deputy sheriffs were taking

a couple of harmless nuts to the

bug-house at Tampa, Fla. The
nuts were placed in a seat to-

gether, while the deputies occu-

pied the seat behind.

“What are you crazy about?”
asked one of the nuts to the

other.

“Well, you see 1 ha\-e been

studying Einstein and every now
and then I have to get up and
spout about space. They tell me
a few weeks’ treatment will fix

me up all right. What are you
crazy about ?”

“Well, it’s this-a-way,” replied

the other. “You see I was run-

ning a show-shop and I got some
heavy competition an’ it preyed
on my mind until I started spend-

ing my money running ads in all

the papers advocating censorship

of the movies.”
“Huh,” the other came back.

“Why man, you ain’t crazy

:

you’re just a d—— fool.”

Heard on Film Row
“Haven’t the rich any rights?”!

Color Note
One of the country’s biggest

chains is saving thousands yearly

as a result of a snoop hound who
proved he knows his stuff. He
checked thirty theatres of the

hundreds in this particular chain,

just a hunch. But he discovered
that in sixteen instances the door-
man and the cashier were mar-
ried and, in fourteen cases, more
friendly than you might expect
in a straightaway business ar-

rangement. Then he cited his

suspicions to a friend who sug-

gested hiring a crew^ of i>retty,

pert blonde cuties to fill the

cashier job and a flock of

six-foot-two negroes, bedecked in

gold-spattered uniforms, for door-

men. Those theatre grosses are

showing a difference now—up the

scale.

A Peeve
Dick Rarthelmess is wu'ought up.

He claims that stock ip the C. C.

Chapman Ice Cream Company,
Transamerica Corp., and Platts

Music Company held by him has
been annexed—without authority
— by three Hollywood brokers.

Dick is sore, wants the money
he says has been diverted minus
his say-so and is attempting to

w'ork out the situation with the

district attorney out Los Angeles
way. Exactly $42,000 is involved,

says Rarthelmess.

New Field
Western Electric is going into

the non-theatrical field. The com-
pany the other day sponsored
shows at the Zem Zem Auditorium
at Jersey City and at the Moose
I-odge, Bridgeport, Conn. Talking
Picture Epics supplied films for

both occasions.

Bidding
Universal has a new gag on art

direction for each of its pictures.

When a new production is up for

consideration, the various art di-

rectors are called in and asked to

submit bids on the picture. This

new w’rinkle is expected to save

the company plenty annually.

Does It Matter?
The University of Illinois is tak-

ing motion pictures of molecules

in action.

Talkies?
The trouble is, some of the mole-

cules can’t act.—Tampa Tribune.

Fox Installs

New Staff at

Seattle House
Seattle. — With the Paramount

theatre going under the Fox West
Coast banner on Jan. 1, as far as

physical operation is concerned, specu-
lation is ife as to the effect this

will have on the local first run situ-

ation. Robert Bender, division man-
ager of the Fox interests, has as yet

announced no definite plans for the

theatre except that a new staff will

be installed there. It is considered
highly probable that the Fanchon &
Marco stage revues now appearing at

the Fox Fifth Avenue will be moved
into the house in an effort to build

business and good will, hut this policy

has not been entirely set.

Leon Levy, Pacific Northwest divi-

sion manager for Publix, will leave

here this week for California. A. W.
Baker, Paramount manager, and Zach
Freedman, assistant manager, will

return to the East coast. All will

remain with the Publix circuit. Dick
Older, advertising and publicity di-

rector for the local house, is now at

the Hollywood studios and will prob-
ably remain there, it was announced.

Acquisition of the Seattle Para-
mount gives Fox West Coast six

houses in Seattle, including the Fox
Fifth Avenue, and Coliseum down-
towm, and the Egyptian and Neptune
in the suburban districts.

M-G-M Broke Pact,

Says Saperstein
(Continued from page 1)

Wabash had contracted for both
shorts and features, and that when
the theatre refused to play the shorts,

the features service was withdrawn as

a disciplinary measure.
Saperstein then stated that this ex-

planation did not alter the fact that

a violation of the standard contract
had been committed by the exchange
in selling both features and shorts on
a combination price basis. Investi-

gation revealed that, whereas sepa-

rate contracts for both shorts and
features had been signed by the ex-
hibitor, the price basis for the fea-

tures had been decided by the number
of shorts the exhibitor agreed to use.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modem studios

in Hollywood

R.C.A. Photophone

Equipment

Charges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
(Hollywood’.<; Neivest S'tudio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chickering 2729
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THE
CORNER IN THE

^’The tU'O greatest performances on stage

or screen", says the N. Y. Snn of Emil

Jannings and Marlene Dietrich in "The

Blue Angel", That about sums up the

unanimous raves of every critic in the

Big Tou n.

RUSIEST
WORLD

!

3

q "THE BLUE ANGEL” is attracting bigger crowds to Broadway

and 42nd St. than the famous huh of the amusement universe

has ever known! ^ Packing the Rialto Theatre, mobs made a

joke of the traditional pre-Christmas slump. In its third S.R.O.

week "THE BLUE ANGEL” seems headed for one of the longest

record runs of all times and an earned reputation as THE
BIGGEST DRAMATIC SAIASH HIT OF 1930!

EMIL 4ANNINGS uith MAKLENE IIIETRICH in

^^THE BLUE ANGEL^% IHrected by Josef voh
Erieli Poiiiiiier Prodiietloii. Ufa Prod.

PARAMOUNT Hit
of
Hits
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Chi CensorOut
AsCensorHead
Censor Reason

Chicago.—Helen Bacon, a temporary
appointee to the Chicago Board of

Censors, has been removed from that

body and transferred to a clerical post

at the city water bureau. The move
is unusual for the reason that tempo-

rary appointees to the censor board

ordinarily have their appointments

confirmed due to the fact that their

experience makes them more valuable

than unpracticed civil service appli-

cants.

No explanation for the transfer was
forthcoming from Effie Siegler, chief

censor, while Miss Bacon, other than

denying that any liberal views she

might have held in regard to censor-

ship were responsible for her transfp',

refused to comment. The civil service

commission stated that the vacancy

had been filled by a new applicant

whose e.xamination had been satisfac-

tory. Miss Bacon had served on the

hoard for the past year.

The censor board, formerly under

the jurisdiction of the secretary of

police, recently has come under the

direct supervision of the first deputy

of police, who, at this time, is Acting

Commissioner of Police John H.
Alcock. Deputy Alcock stated there

was r.o significance in the transfer of

authority ;
that it w'as the individual

policy of the police commissioner
which decided within whose jurisdic-

tion the censor board would be placed.

2-Year Fight Wins
Alhia Sunday Shows
Des Moines.—Two year fight for

Sunday films won out at Albia when
the city council passed an ordinance
permitting the Sunday shows. In

^larch of 1929 the voters turned dowm
the proposition and in October it w'as

again brought up to carry by a two
to one majority. M. E. AIcClain,

manager of the theatre at .A.lhia.

stated that the first Sunday show
would be presented December 21.

3 Publix Houses To
Be Under Harvey Wing
San Francisco.—Bob Harvey, who

is director of publicity for the Bay
region, wdll take over publicity for

the three Publix houses which his

company is to take over Jan. 1. The
houses are the Paramount, California

and St. Francis.

Quick Wilted
Providence—Manager Jack

McCarthy of Loew’s State re-

ports that his two operators
are suffering from shell-

shock as a result of the heavy
bombardment in “Hell’s An-
gels” which played his house
last week.
Also a number of units

backstage blew out. Maurice,
guest organist, so informed
McCarthy. “To hell with
’em,” said Mac, we’ll replace
them with another act.”

“KikU Good
Santa Barbara, Cal.— Mary

Pickford as a hard-boiled
chorine does a fine bit of

acting and gets many laugbs
in “Kiki,” which has plenty
of entertainment value. The
preview audience got a big

kick out of her French accent
and tempestuous antics.

Reginald Denny is okay as

the male lead, while Sam
Taylor’s direction is most
satisfying. In the audience
attending the preview w'ere

Doug Fairbanks and a num-
ber of titled British guests.

Joseph M. Schenck and other
United Artists moguls were
on hand for the opening.

CROUCH

Large Omaha
Houses Socked

By Seat Tax
Omaha.—The neighborhood houses

here get a break at the expense of the

downtown theatres, due to the occupa-
tion ta.x adopted by the city council.

The tax rate has been based on the

capacity of the house, as follows : up
to 500 seats, $25 per year; up to 750,

$35; up to 1,000, $50; up to 1,500,

$100; up to 2,000, $200. The ordi-

nance lowers the ta.x on the smaller

houses and increases it on the larger

ones.

The three major houses of the town,

the Orpheum (3,000), Paramount
(2,900), and World (2,500) will be

compelled to pay $250. Formerly they

paid $100 annually.

Charles M. Pincus, district man-
ager for Paramount Publix, views

the ordinance as an additional urban
obstacle to the construction of larger

houses.

Golden State Chain
Holds Relief Parties
Oakland, Cal.—The chain of Golden

State Theatres in the Eastbay district

has become the nucleus for a plan to

relieve the general unemployment
depression. Theatre parties, sponsored
by tbe merchants in the vicinity of

each respective theatre, resulted in the

sale of some 36,000 tickets. Net re-

ceipts above actual operating expenses
were turned over to unemployment
and family distress relief. Mark G.

Keller, division manager of the chain,

directed the general campaign.

Plans '‘$30 a Week*’
Hollywood. — Paramount plans to

make a talker tentatively titled

“Thirty Dollars a Week,” based upon
tbe play "It Pays To .\dvertise.”

Frank Tuttle will direct while Carole
Lombard, Norman Foster, Gene Pall-

ette and Skeets Gallagher will have
important roles. The picture goes

into production at once on a 20-day
shooting schedule.

Wagner Robbed
Kansas City, Kas,—W, H, Wagner

was forced to extract $8,000 from his

theatre safe while his wife was kid-

napped and later released by thugs.

Ask Hays Aid

For Fi lm for

’32 Centennial

Washington, — Washington theatre

owners in cooperation with all civic

bodies of the city will call upon Will
Hays in the next fortnight with re-

gard to the industry’s part in the 1932

Centennial celebration.

The plan is to have the Hays or-

ganization finance and sponsor a pic-

torial record of “Washington, City

Beautiful,” for national release to ex-
ploit the Centennial. Cost would be

about $25,000. The theatre is designed

to be an interesting and entertaining

travelogue film that would advertise

the 1932 show and at the same time

have value lor screen programs. In

this way it is expected that the Hays
organization w’ould get all of its

money back in exhibitor rentals.

Sidney ’ B. Lust, president of the

Washington Picture Theatre Owners’
.Association, is arranging the details

for the visit of the committee to the

Hays office in New York,

Bailey Convalescing
Boston,—Tom Bailey, New Eng-

land district manager for Paramount
Publix, is on the mend after an
appendicitis operation. Branch man-
ager William H. Erb is acting as

district manager until Bailey’s return.

Gibson Signed
Hollywood—Wynne Gibson, musi-

cal comedy star, has been signed to

a feature player’s contract by Para-
mount, Her contract is the result

of her work with Jack Oakie in “The
Gang Buster,”

Larkin Named Aide
Hollywood—Mark Larkin has suc-

ceeded Barrett Kiesling as head to

the credentials committee of the

Wampas, The change was effective

Monday. Kiesling is one of Pete

Smith’s assistants. The credentials

committee passes on the qualifications

of members of the press wishing to

crash the gates of studios.

Hold Jones Funeral
Hollywood— Funeral services for

F. Richard Jones, former vice-presi-

dent of Hal Roach studios, were held

here.

Panic Averted
Schenectady. — Cool anr.ouncement

of Manager Charles Finberg induced

1,100 patrons to file out of the Van
Curler in orderly manner when fire

was discovered.

Back in Spring
Hollywood.—Dolores Costello, who

dropped her picture career in favor

of motherhood, will make her fir.st

picture under her new Warner con-

tract in the spring.

Bennett with Fox
Hollywood—Joan Bennett has ended

her contract with United Artists, but
will probably do two more pictures

there, .At that time she will, it is

reported, sign a contract with Fox
for six months.

Two Nabbed at

‘Philly’ After

Stag Showing
Philadelphia — Magistrate Oswald

has held Roy H. Cross and Frank
Sticker, of Lansdowne, under $3,000
bail each, charged with illegal pos-
session and transportation of indecent

motion pictures.

Detectives testified that they halted

two truckloads of men coming from
Neshaminy Falls, a suburb, who were
alleged to have attended a showing of

indecent pictures there, and found the

supposed indecent films and projector

in Cross’ automobile. Cross was ar-

rested here two weeks ago and held

under a heavy bail, under the same
charge.

Toledo Uses Revivals
To Double Feature

Toledo.—Revivals along with new
films under a double feature policy
are being offered at the RKO Palace.
“Rio Rita” Monday was the added
attraction to “Danger Lights” and
others are to follow. The gag on re-

vivals is a daily change.

Lawrence Delayed
Ludwig (Laudy) Lawrence, due in

yesterday morning from Europe, ar-

rived last night at 9 o’clock. The
Paris was delayed on the westward
passage by inclement weather. Law-
rence is M-G-M’s general European
manager.

Dowling Delayed
His schedule gone awry, “Bo’’

Dowling, foreign sales manager for

Radio Pictures, did not leave for the

Coast on Sunday. He lunched, as

usual, at the Motion Picture Club
with Jim Ryan, Pat Casey and Phil

Reisman yesterday.

Epics Moving Jan. 1
.After Jan. 1 Talking Picture Epics

will move into enlarged quarters iu

the Salmon Towers Building, New
York.

Butterworth Signed
Warners have signed Charles But-

terworth, stage comedian. He starts

work on the Coast following closing

of “Sweet .Adeline” on the road soon.

Such a Life
Buffalo—The cut rate cloth-

ing establishment on second
floor of a building across the
street from the Hippodrome
catches the eyes of patrons
leaving the theatre, a male
mannikin in the window try-

ing on different suits and go-
ing through various contor-
tions in “slow motion” and
stiff - jointed doll manners.
The Hip’s spacious marquee
is crowded afternoons, when
it rains, by scores watching
the free show. The theatre
thereby furnishes protection
from the elements and store
entertainment—both free!
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‘Lightnin’ and

‘Africa’ Only

Pars in Cleve

‘Paid’ Pays Chi

House$59,000;

. Held in Loop

‘Lincoln’Leads

B. O. Parade in

OklahomaCity

Lse Sex Serap

roGet$19,000
For‘Free Love’

Cleveland—The week before Christ-

mas slowed down attendance^ at all

first-run downtown houses. "LighU

nin’ ” and “Africa Speaks’’ held their

ow’ii, which was mighty good consid-

ering the seasonal competition. The

Ohio, one of the city's two legitimate

theatres, closed for the week. The

Hanna, the other legitimate house, of-

fered Leslie Howard in “Berkeley

Square.” The w-eather was fine, but

the department stores pulled the

crowds instead of the theatres. Most

of the neighborhood houses reported

poor business.

“LIGHTNIN’ ” (Fox)

.STILLMAN — (1,900), 40c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “Hollywood Their^ Song

(Kducational), news. Gross: $15,000.

“FOLLOW THE LEADER” (Param^nt)

‘VLI EN— (3,300), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: “On a
,

Sunday Atternoon
,

(Paramount), 'Spams Maddest Fiesta

(M-G-M) "Pirates' (M-G-M), news.

Gross: $12,500.

“SEA LEGS” (Paramount)

ST \TE— (3,400), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, "Birdland Follies on

the stage, with Paul Ash m. c. Gross:

^'^“^ARLET PAGES” (First National)

RKO PALACE-(3,600), 35c-75c / days.

Other attractions: News, vaudeville. C»ross.

$21,000.africa SPEAKS” (Columbia)

RKO HIPPODROME— (4.500), .30c -/5c. 7

days. Other attractions: “Fire

(Columbia). "Aunts m the Pants (RKO),

news. Gross: $15,000.
,, , . j »

"EYES OF THE WORLD” (United Artist)

CAMEO— (1.200). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

rttractior.s: “Their Wives” (Educational)

"Hi nolulu Wiles" (Columbia), news. Gross:

$4,1100.

‘Morocco’ Top
In Des Moines

With $8,500

Ues Moines
—“Morocco" held up re-

markably well for the last week of

Christmas shopping with a gross of

$8,500 at the Des Moines, although that

is not all the picture could have dcine

under different circumstances. “Sm
Takes a Holiday” at the Orpheum

would have packed them in at an-

other time, but was considered to

have offered Santa Claus gootl com-

petition with $6,500 for the week.

Jack Oakie in "Sea Legs’ was not

so badly off with $5,000 for three

days.

ivstimated takings ;

“SEA LEGS” (Paramount)
PARAMOCNT—(1,700), .3 days, 25c-3.x;

(lOc cither attractions: "'longue Tied

(Paramount), "Leather Pushers" (Lniv.),

liand, vaudeville. Gross: $5,000.

“WAR NURSE” (M-G-M)
P.\RAMOl’NT— (1,700). 4 days. 25c-35c-

(lOc. Other attractions: .News, "(Inr Nag-

ging Wives" (Educational), stage band.

Gross: $4,000.

“MOROCCO” (Paramount)
DES .MOINES- (l.a)0)._ 25c-.35cbOc. /

days. Other attractions: News."In Again.

Out Again" (Paramount), "Girl Shock

(.M-G-M). Gross: $8.50'\

“SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY” (Pathe)

ORPHECM-C.OOO). 25c-5Cc. 7 days.

Other attractions: News. Sporthght. vaude.

Gross: $6,500.

“WAY OF ALL MEN” (Columbia)

STRAND—(1.100), 3 days. 20c-30c. Other

attrac'ions: .News, "The Indians Are Com-
ing" (U. serial). Gross: $800.

“A LADY’S MORALS (M-G-M)
STR.^ND— (1.100), 4 days, 20c-30c. Other

attractions: News. Gross: $1,125.

Chicago—The Chicago theatre led

ihe Loop in the pre-Christmas week
with an e.\cellent $59,500 for "Paid,"

which earned the picture a second

week in the Loop. The Oriental took

over the Metro money-maker, which
s wearing an "adults only” tag here,

tor the “mop up” business of the

: econd week.
"plell’s Angels" finished its fourth

week at the United Artists with a

lair $20,500, and will run six days of

tlie fifth week, to be replaced Christ-

mas Day by “Abraham Lincoln.”

"Min and Bill," e.xcellent in its first

week at MeVickers, went to a fair

$27,500 for tlie second week. Third
week of the picture vv?s poor for

three days, and the balance of the

week looks hopeless.

"Tree Love" opened well at the

State-Lake, getting $16,000 in three

days on an "adults only” run. Palace
doing top business for several weeks
past, fell to a fair $20,800 with
Madonna of the Streets," getting

only average notices and without a

stage name to bolster it. Other
houses were average.

Estimated takings ;

"SHAME OF MARY BOYLE” (B. L.)

CA.STLIi— (299), first week, 60c. Other
attractions: News. Picture playing to

"adults only.” Held over. Gross: $6,200.

“PAID’’ (M-G-M)
CHICAGO— (3,940). 35c-85c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Stage show, orchestra, coineay.

news, novelty short. Picture playing to

"adults only, aiways a lio.x-office lure in

Chicago. Excellent trade, with p.cture go-

.ng to Oriental for a second Loop week.
Gross: $59,500.

“MIN AND BILL” (M-G-M)
MeV’ICKERS— (2,284), 3Sc-85c. 2nd week.

Other attractions: News. Paramount Screen
Song, two comedies. Gross dropped abrupt-
ly in second week to $27,500. Still skid-

ding in third with $9,300 for first three

days. ".Morocco" replaces Christmas Day.
“GOING WILD” (F. N.)

ORPHEUM — (665). 40c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, 3 C'itaphone acts.

Picture hit a nice pace following good ex-

ploitation and favorable reviews. Gross:

$6 ,
100 .

"PASSION FLOWER” (M-G-M)
ORIENTAL — (3,900) 35c-85c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Stage show, organ,

comedv news, noveltv short. Gross:
$32,700i

“MADONNA OF THE STREETS’’ (Col.)

PALACE—(2,509), 35c-75c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Five acts vaude. news, comedy,
musical short, oi-chestra. Business just

fair, though plenty less than for recent

weeks. Gross: $20,800.

“A LADY’S MORALS” (M-G-M)
ROOSEVEL'P- (1,591), 35c-8.5c. 10 days.

Other attractions: News, Screen Song,
comedy. Wid finish the second week, with

"Lightnin* *’ set to follow. Gross: $29,600.

“FREE LOVE” (Universal)
STATE-LAKE— (2,77(i) 35c-75c. 3 dyas.

Other attractions: Cartoon, news. Pic-

ture playing to "adults only" and great

trade at $16,000. “Her yian’" (Pathe) fell

away rapidly in second week, to finish with
$29,100 for 10 days.

“HELL’S ANGELS” (Caddo-U. A.)
UNITED ARTIST.S - (1.700). ,35c

;
85c,

fourth week. Other attractions: News,
comedy, musical short. Average decline.

Will finish a fifth week, with "Abraham
Lincoln" set to follow. Gross: $20,500,

"ATLANTIC" (B. I.)

W()'OD.S (1,166). .35c-75c 9 days. Other
attractions: News, comedy. Excellent re-

views. but the public came to the conclusion
that the iceberg had no s. a. "Czar of

Broadway" (Univ.). held up by local censors
for months, was finally pink-ticketed, and
replaced here. Gross: $11,700.

In N. Y. for Xmas
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., and his

wife, Joan Crawford, are in New
York for the Christmas holidavs.

Oklahoma City—The usual holiday

rush took its toll from theatres this

week, when an e.xceptiona! group of

films failed to show little better than

average liusiness. “Abraham Lincoln"

was good for $9,200 at the Publix

Criterion. “Bin Takes a Holiday”

grossed $8,500 at the Warners Mid-
West. Publix Capitol showed up well

with $7,500 on “Passion Flower."'

‘The Cat Creeps” and a good pro-

gram of vaudeville took $7,200 at the

W’arners Fiberty.

A feature of the week’s hnsiness

was the Criterion’s free admission of

..hildren when accompanied by adults.

Estimated '.akings ;

“ABRAHAM LINCOLN” (U. A.)
CRtTERIO'N — (2,000), 50c-10c. 7 days.

Other atrlactions: “Girl Shock”
news. Gross: $9,200. Good.

“PASSION FLOWER” (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (1,200), 50c-10c. 7 days. Other

attractions: "Men Witliout Skirts” (RKO),
news. Gross: $7,500. Better than usual.

“SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY” (Pathe)
MID-WEST — (1,500), 50c-10c. 7 days.

Other attractions: “Box Car Blues”
(Warners), “Holiday in Storyland” (Vita-
phone). “Ou, La, La” (Univ.), “Indians
Are Coining” (Univ. serial), news. Gross:
$8,500. Ckay.

“THE CAT CREEPS* (Universal)
LIBERTY — (1.500). 50c. -10c. 7 days.

Other attractions!: Vaudeville. Gross:
$7,200. Xormal.

“WAY OF ALL MEN” (F. N.)
EMPRESS — (1.500), 55c-10c. 4 days.

Other attractions: “Jazz Rehearsal” (Vita-
phone). news. “Man Trouble” (Fox), 3

days; “Indians Are Cenning” (Universal
serial). Gross: $1,600. Normal.

“Min an^ill”
Takes $10,000

From Omaha
Omaha—Christmas shopping was

the bugbear of the local situation, but,

at that, “.Min and Bill” knocked off

a good profit at the Paramount with
a gross of around $10,()f)(). Competi-
tio)i was not so keen, “Madam Satan”
getting only $9,975 at the World.
Francis X. Bushman on the stage

wasn’t such a help.

“Madonna of the .Streets" found the

going pretty tough at the Orpheum,
its $12,000 being a low mark for

recent weeks. The State was par

the first half of the week with “Only
Saps Work," but severe weather the

second half indicated a drop was in

prospect.

Estimated takings :

“MIN AND BILL” (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900), 25c-35c-5(>c. 7

days. Other attractions: "Excuses'' (Jlruce

Scenic), "flollywcKjd Theme Song" (Eiluca-

tional). "Old King Uotton" (Paramount),
news. Gross: $10,000.

“MADAM SATAN” (M-G-M)
\VORI,I)--(2.5fX)). _2,Sc-.35c-6n_c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Francis X. Bushman
heading three Pulilix acts. Billy .Meyers
& l>and. Marie I’aterson ballet, news.
Gross: $9,975.

“MADONNA OF THE STREETS” (Col.)

ORPHEUM— (3,000), 25c-3.5c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Four RKO acts, "Society
Goes Spaghetti” (RKO). "High Steppers”
(Pathe), "The Big Uheese” (Patlie), news.
Gross: $12,000.

“ONLY SAPS WORK” (Paramount)
STATE— (1.200). 25c-40c, .3 days. Other

attractions: “Temple of Love” (Capitol)

"Hot Air ’Mercliant” (Paramount, news.
Gross: $2,250.

Philadelphia—The usual pre-Christ-
mas slump struck Philly during the
week, holding the grosses down. The
week boasted no unusual attractions
in the way of films or stage shows,
though the semi-finals in the Stanley-
Warner “Miss Sunshine" contests

brought a heavy patronage of usual
neighborhood customers into the Mast-
baum, kicking up the gross to $42,-

000 with “Truth About Youth" as

the feature.

With heavy exploitation on the sex
angle and advertisement capitaliza-

tion of the recent Judge Lindsey-
Bishop Manning fuss, the Boyd
clicked off a good $19,000 for “Free
Love.” “Morocco'’ held up we.l during
its second week at the Keith’s with
$16,000. The close to $23,000 for the
first week is the best figure this

new entry into film theatre ranks
has scored since its opening in the

early fall.

“Min and Bill” held up to $10,000,

a good figure for its second week at

the Stanton. With Victor McLaglen,
popular here, appearing at the Fox
in “A Devil with Women,’’ the house
held up to consistent business with
$26,500. Playing its first popular
price run at the Stanley, “Abraham
Lincoln” took $16,000 on the week.
Because of heavy censoring, “To-

day” was yanked out of the Earle
after one day. “Rain or Shine” was
plugged in and scored over $16,000

on five days—a good figure. “Hell’s

Angels” slumped to $7,500 at the Al-

dine.

Estimated takings

:

“TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH” (F. N.)
MASTBAl’M- ,4,800), .3.5c-50-75c, 6 days.

O her attractions: Stage show, setiii- finals

"Miss Sunshine” contest, orchestra, sing-
ng organist, news. Gross: $42,000.

“DEVIL WITH WOMEN” (Fox)
FOX—(3,000), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other

cwtractioTiC : California Collegians (Fanchon
and Marco unit), ‘‘Oswald” cartoon (Uni-
versal), news. Gross: $26,500.

“MOROCCO** (Paramount)
KEITtl’S — (1,800). 35c-50c-75c, 6 days

Other attractions: Paramount coniedy. Par-
amount cartoon, news. Gross: $16,000 (2nd
weekj.

“FREE LOVE** (Universal)
BOYD- (2.400), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other

a'tractions: Sennett comedy, cartoon, news.
Gross: $19,000.

“HELL*S ANGELS’* (U. A.)
ALDINE~(1,500), 50-c-$L50, 6 days. Other

attractions: News. Gross: $7,500.

“RAIN OR SHINE** (Columbia)
EARLE— (2,000), 25c-65c, 5 days. Other

attractions: Stage show, Vitaphone Variety,
news. Gross: $16,000.

“ABRAHAM LINCOLN” (U. A.)
STANLEY— (3,700). .35c-50c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Variety, news.
Gross: $16,000.

“MIN AND BILL” (M-G-M)
STANTON— (1,700), 25c-65c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Vitaphone Variety, cartoon,
news. Gross: $1(^000.

“THE PAY OFF** (Radio)
KARLTON— (1.000). 40c-5ac, 6 days. Other

attractions: L’oyd Hamilton coniedy, car-
toon. news. Gross: $4,500.

“THE DANCERS” (Fox)
ARC'ADIA—(600), 50c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Paramount comedy, cartoon,
news. Gross: $3,500.

Change Policy
Cleveland— Spyros Skouras, head

of the Warner Brothers theatre de-

partment, while in town the other

day, said the Uptown and Y’ariety,

one on the East Side and the other

on the West Side, will he first-run

houses hereafter.
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‘Cincy’ Trade

Okay Despite

Xmas Brakes
Cincinnati—Although with two ex-

ceptions grosses at the local houses
held up remarkably well for the week
before Christmas, business generally

was not as brisk as last week. This
cannot be attributed to lack of first-

class film fare, but rather to the gen-
eral falling off in patronage which
usually obtains at this particular sea-

son. At that, business, when reckoned
from a standpoint of total gross turned
in from all houses, is much better

here for this time of year than dur-
ing similar periods in the past. In

fact, the total can be called excellent,

everything considered.

“The Silver Horde,’’ at the RKO
Albee, vaudefilm house, and “Follow
the Leader” at the RKO Capitol went
somewhat under their respective aver-

ages.

The RKO Lyric, with second week
of “Min and Bill,” although not

duplicating the record for the initial

week, nevertheless came through with
a higher gross than turned in for

many of the other big pictures shown
at this house for a single week, “Sin
Takes a Holiday” helped the RKO
Palace to keep well above its normal
business, as was also the case with
“Big Money” at the RKO Strand.

The RKO Family, playing split

week of “Under Texas Skies” and
“The Naughty Flirt,” did particularly

good business with both pictures.

Keith’s showed a nice increase with
“On Your Back.”

Estimated takings :

“THE SILVER HORDE" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-50c-65c-75c. 7

days. Other attractions: Vaudeville,
“Pickin’ Cotton’’ (Tiffany), “People Born
in December” (FitzPatrick), “Girl Scouts,”
news. Gross: $20,150. Down.

“MIN AND BILL” (M-G-M)
RKO LYRIC — (1,400). 35c-50c. 7 days.

Other attractions: “(Tame the Pawn”
(Columbia), Fashion News (Local), news.
Gross: $15,900. Very good.
“SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY” {Pathe)
RKO’ PALACE^(2,700), 35c-50c. 7 days.

Other attractions: “Voice of WLW”
(Local), Fashion News (Local), news
Gross: $16,120. Lip.

“FOLLOW THE LEADER” (Paramount)
RKO CAPITO 1^(2,000), 30c-50c. 7 days.

Other attractions: “China’s Ole Man River
(M-G-M), news. Gross: $10,435. Down.

“BIG MONEY” (Pathe)
RKO STRAND— (1,350), 20c-25c-35c. Other

attractions: “Indians Are Coining” (L^ni-

versal serial, Saturday only), “In Africa”
(Universal), news. Gross: $5,125. Lip.

“UNDER TEXAS SKIES (Syndicate)
RKO FAMILY — (1,140), 20c-25c-35c. 4

days. Other attractions: “Dizzy Dates”
(Radio), news. Gross: $3,068. Up.
“THE NAUGHTY FLIRT” (1st National)
RKO FAMILY — (1,140). 20c-25c-35c. 3

days. Other attractions: “The Tx>ve
Punch” (Universal), news. Gross: $1,652.

Up.
“ON YOUR BACK” (Fox)

KEITH’S— (1,600), 30c-50c. 7 days. Other
attractions: “Johnny’s Week End” (Educa-
tional), news. Gross: $6,150. Up.

Ill Health Removes
Censor at Vancouver
Vancouver— Joseph Walters, chief

censor for British Columbia, with
headquarters in this citv, has resigned

on account of ill health. J. A. Blair,

former Conservative provincial or-

ganizer, has been appointed to the

post. Walters, who was formerly Lib-

eral member for Yale, followed Wal-
ter Hepburn in the position about
eight years ago.

‘Kismet’ Held

111 Bean City;

Takes $17,000
Boston—Pre-Christmas week, gen-

erally termed “shopping week,” always
shows a drop from regular grosses

and the week just closed is no ex-

ception. The one bright six>t is that

this year’s grosses are well ahead of

those for the same week a year ago.

Exhibitors expect another two weeks
of slack business, but with the New
Year’s midnight shows the recovery
to peak business is looked for.

Despite depression in most lines,

Boston’s motion picture business has
held up remarkably well, quite in

contrast with the legitimate houses.

“Kismet” at Keith’s, while draw-
ing $17,000 for its first week, is con-

sidered sufficiently strong to be held

over another week. “Lightnin' ” at

the Metropolitan did a gross of $39,-

000, which, while below the average,

is considered good for this season.

“Brothers” at Keith-Boston with $17,-

300 was considered fair. “Morocco,”
playing day and date at the Publix

Olympia and Uptown, grossed $23,500

for the two houses, which is fair

for any season and considered good
for this season. Both Loew houses

were well ahead of the same week
last year, with “The Lottery Bride”

going over for $19,000 and “Abra-
ham Lincoln” for $21,000 after its

long Boston run as a road show, now
at popular prices.

Estimated takings

:

‘‘LIGHTNIN’ ” (Fox)
METROPOLITAN—(4,350), 25-&0c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Publix revue, augmented
symphony orchestra, news. Gross: $o9,-

000.

“KISMET” (First National)
KEITH’S— (2,800), 30-65c, 7 clays. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross, $17,000.

“BROTHERS” (Columbia)
KEITH-BOSTON—(2,500), 25c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vaudeville, comedy,

RKOlians. Gross: $194,000.

“THE LOTTERY BRIDE” (United Artists)

LOEW’S STATE— (3,700), 30c-50c, 7 days.

01.

her attractions; Laurel and Hardy com-
edy, news. Gross: $19,000.

“ABRAHAM LINCOLN” (United Artists)
LOEWS ORPHEUM—(3,100), 25-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: Vaudeville, com-
edy, news. Gross: $21,000.

“RIVER'S END” (Warner)
SCOLLAY SQUAREr-~(l,800), 25c-50c. 7

days. Other attractions: Vaudeville, com-
edy, news. Gross: $12,500.

“MOROCCO” (Paramount)
OLYMPIA—(2,500), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross:
$12 ,

000 .

“MOROCCO” (Paramount)
UPTOWN— (2,000), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other,

attractions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross:
$11,500.

Finkelstein Sued
Middletown. O.—Suit has been filed

by Miami Valley Conservancy Com-
mission against Sam Finklestein. own-
er of the Sorg Opera House, seeking
authority to sell the house to satisfy

delinciuenc}' in payment of special

tax levied in connection with the flood

prevention program. Commission
claims the defendant is in arrears for

several years, and that $15,422 is due
in back taxes, with more than $2,500

added for penalties.

Gibson Arriving
Hoot Gibson arrives in New York

Wednesday to begin a personal ap-

pearance tour. With him is his wife,

Sally Filers.

Tough
Hollywood — Retrenchment

policies of the various stu-

dios finally dealt a serious
blow to the film chatter writ-

ers. They will receive no
Christmas presents from the
publicity departments. In the
past the press chiefs have
been very kind and have
given the local scribes a
break, but this year there
will be no Santa Claus.
Last year one enterprising

clock salesman sold the pub-
licity heads of three studios

electric clocks to give as

presents. Imagine the dis-

may that greeted the arrival

of three time pieces to vari-

ous writers—and all of them
alike.

Seattle Gives

$15,000 to See

‘Min and Bill’

Seattle—Two hard-boiled characters

of the waterfront came into town this

week, made their headquarters at the

Fox, and everybody in town went to

see them. They were “Min and Bill,”

and they took about $15,000 for the

week’s run. A second week is a cer-

tainty.

Other houses didn’t fare as well.

“The Princess and the Plumber” at

the Fifth Avenue was just a mediocre
attraction, getting about $13,000 for

the seven days. George Bancroft’s

"Derelict” at the Paramount also took

about that amount for an average
w'eek.

“Hell’s Angels” in its second week
at John Hamrick’s Music Box was
a fairly good attraction, doing about

$7,000. But Hamrick’s Blue Mouse
had an exceptionally tough week,
opening with "Man to Man,” which
lasted only three days of the w'eek,

spotting in “High Treason” for two
bad days, and then putting on “Ex-
travagance’’ with absolutely no ad-

vance of any kind. The Liberty,

under its new' first run policy, has
been doing an average business only,

taking about $10,000 with “Numbered
Men.”
Estimated takings

:

“MAN TO' MAN” (Warners)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-35c-50c-75c. 3

days. Other attractions: Vitaplione Varie-
ties, news, band. Gross: $3,500.

“MIN AND BILL” (M-G-M)
FOX— (2.450), 25c-35c-50c-6()c-75c. 7 days.

Other attractions: “School’s O'ut” (M-G-^I).
“Pirates” (M-G-M). news. hand. Gross:
$15,000.

“PRINCESS AND PLUMBER” (Fox)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE—(2,750), 25c-35c-

50c-60c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions:
News, Fanchon-Marco’s “Doll” Idea. Gross:
$13,000.

“NUMBERED MEN” (F. N.)
LIBERTY—‘(2,000), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: (^omedy. news. Gross:
$10,000.

“HELL'S ANGELS” (U. A.)
MUSIC BOX — (950). 25c-35c-’50c-75c. 7

days (2nd week). Other attractions: News,
band. Gross: $7,000.

“DERELICT” (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT — (3,150). 25c-35c-50c,

^

7

days. Other attractions: Comedy, scenic,
cartoon, pictorial, song: short, news (all

Paramount). Gross: $13,000.

Plan Spanish Talker
Universal City—Lupita Tovar w'ill

play the feminine lead in the Span-
ish version of “Many a Slip.”

Ed Wynn Film

Hits $17,500

In Baltimore

Baltimore—Only one first run house
here did a 100 per cent business dur-
ing the week. This was due prin-
cipally to the pre-holiday slump.

“Follow the Leader’’ was the at-

traction that pulled finely at Loew’s
Stanley, Ed Wynn’s followers com-
ing out in force. The gross is re-

corded at $17,500, making it come
up to the U)0 i>er cent mark.
Next in line for a big gross was

Loew’s Century, which had a pro-
gram including “The Gorilla” and
the Loevv-Capitol stage unit, “Dream
Garden.” Gross for this was $17,000,
which is somewhat off for this house.

The matinee business at the New
W'as strong with Charles Farrell in

"The Princess and the Plumber,”
hut the nights were off. The gross
was figured at $8,000.

Plstimated takings

:

‘‘THE GORILLA" (F. N. )

LOEW’S CENTURY—(3.076), 25c-60c, 6

days. Other attractions: News, “It Might
Be Worse” (Paramount), “Madrid” (M-
G-M), stage unit, orchestra. Gross: $17,-

000 .

“FOLLOW THE LEADER” (Paramount)
LOEW’S STANLEY— (3,522), 25c-60c. 6

days. Other attractions: News, “America
Comes” (U. A.), “Another Fine Mess”
(M-Ci-M). Gross: $17,5()0.

“WAR NURSE” (M-G-M)
(Second run uptown after one week at

Loew’s Stanley dowtown.)
(Simultaneously with the Valencia down-

town.)
L0E:W’S parkway—

(

987), 15c-35c, 6
days. Other attractions: News, “Cleaning
Up” (Educational), “High Steppers”
(Pathe). Gross: $3,300.

“WAR NURSE” (M-G-M)
(Second run downtown after one week at

Loew’s Stanley downtown.)
(Simultaneously with the Parkway uptown.)
LOEW’S VALiENaA—(1,487), 25c-35s. 6

days. Other attractions: News, “Par and
Double Par” (Pathe), “The Twentieth
Amendment” (Paramount). Gross: $2,900.

“A LADY SURRENDERS” (Universal)
WARNERS* METROPOLITAN—(1,300),

15c-50c. 6 days starting Saturday. Other
attractions: News, “Box Car Blues.” (Vita-
phone). Gross: $3,500.

“ALONG CAME YOUTH” (Paramount)
KEITH’vS— (2,500), 25c-50c, 6 days start-

ing Friday. Other attractions: News,
“Gypped in Egypt” (Pathe). “Sherlock’s
Defective Office” (Radio). Gross: $5,840.

“THE PRINCESS AND THE PLUMBER”
(Fox)

NEW— (1,600), 25c-50c, 6 days. Other
attractions: News, “A Hollywood Theme
Song” (Educational), “Take Your Medi-
cine” (Educational). Gross: $8,000.

“ESCAPE” (Radio-English made)
LxTTLE—267), 35c-50c, 6 days. Other

attractions: “Man Made Miracles” (Visu-
graphic), “Egypt” (FitzPatrick), “All
Steamed U])” (Radio). Gross: $70(1.

“COLLEGE LOVERS” (F. N.)
RTVOLil -(1,982). 25c-50c, 6 days, start-

ing Saturday. Other attract.ons: News,
“Their Wives’ Vacation” (Educational),
Screen Snapshots, “Faith, Hope and Char-
ity” (Columbia), Terrytoon. Gross: $5,2(X).

“JUST LIKE HEAVEN” (Tiffany)
HIPPODROME— (2,250). 20c-60c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, “The Indians Are
Coming’’ (Universal serial), “Wild Flow-
ers” (Pathe), stage tab show, orchestra,
chorus. Gross; $4,000.

Foreign Policy in
Cleveland Kinsman

Cleveland—The Kinsman, one of the

chain of houses belonging to Asso-
ciated Theatres, is showing foreign-
made films. The first one exhibited

j

under this policy, never tried before

j

in Cleveland, is “Old and New.” a
Russian film. Associated Theatres plan
to offer films made by other foreign
countries, as well as Russia. The e.x-

periment is being closely watched by
other picture theatres.
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Will Rogers’

Film K. C. Top
With $21,000
Kansas City—^“Lightnin’ " struck

Kansas City with a mighty bolt and
gave the Newman a box-office week
as big as that of the previous week,
when “Alorocco" came close to break-
ing the house record. Will Rogers
rolled in $21,000, which is very big.

Despite poor press notices, “Sea
Legs'’ gave the Royal a big week,
getting $5,000. It is a small house
and $5,000 is considered good. The
Llptown had an average week with
"A Devil with Women,” which
brought in $6,000.

"Abraham Lincoln'’ was not a big

drawing card for the Midland, which
grossed $13,050. This means about
a 10 per cent drop below normal in-

take. The Mainstreet also dropped
below' average with "Boudoir Diplo-

mat,” which finished the w'eek on
$13,500.

Estimated takings

;

“ABRAHAM LINCOLN” (U. A.)
LOEW’.S MIDLAND—(4,n00), 25c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: “Another Fine
Mess” (M-G-M), news. Gross: $13,050.

'‘BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT‘S (Universal)
MAINSTREET—(3.067), 35c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “Moonlight and Monkey
business” (RKO), news, vaude. Gross:
$13,500.

“UGHTNIN’ “ (Fox)
NEWMAN— (2,000), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: “Make L"p Your Mind” (Para-
mount), “General Germ” (Paramount).
G*-oss; $21,000.

“Cimarron"

A
Hit

Show

Hollywood — New' film history has been
written by “Cimarron,” which is outstand-

ing among outdoor epics. This story of the

development of the great Southwest is one

of the most vivid and realistic tales of

American history to reach the screen and
it is marvelously told.

Director Wesley Ruggles has portrayed

these pioneers in stirring manner, and
Howard Estabrook’s screen play lacks

nothing. The production is one of magni-

tude and in every sense it is a big picture.

Great credit for superb acting goes to

Richard Dix. His portrayal is the greatest

of his career and he gives to the charac-

ter, Yancey Cravat, a spirit which never

fades. Irene Dunne makes a film debut

which will rate as one of the outstanding

ones of the year. Others in the cast whose
performances are noteworthy are: Roscoe
Ates, George Stone, Edna Mae Oliver and
Estelle Taylor. The camera work of Edward
Croniager deserves unlimited praise.

CROUCH

“SEA LEGS” (Paramount)

ROYAL— (900), 2Sc-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: ‘Tt Might Be Worse” (Para-

mount), Krazy Kat cartoon, news. Gross:

$5 000
“WOMAN WHO WAS FORGOTTEN”
PANTAGES— (2,190), 25c-50c. 7 days.

Other attractions: News, vaude. Gross:
$8,900.

“A DEVIL WITH WOMEN” (Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,200), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "The Pirate” (Colortone re-

view), news. Gross: $6,000.

. 9 ?

Runey Dead
Cincinnati.—Clarence E. Runey, 63,

veteran film man and representative

here for various new'sreel firms, died

Monday following a heart attack.

KANN
BEST WISHES

FOR YOUR
CONTINUED
SUCCESS

HAROLD B,
HOLLYWOOD

FRANKLIN
CALIFORNIA

Lightner Aids

Record Gross

In Washington

Washington.—There w'as no sign

of a pre-Christmas slump at tlie

Earle, where Winnie Lightner in

personal appearances hit a new'

bo.x-office high. The picture star

was responsible for the $21,865 w’eek

since the feature, "Divorce Among
Friends," w'as generally panned.

Gross constitutes a new box-office

record at the scale, since the former

high, $22,600 by Marilyn Miller in

“Sally,” was rung up with a slightly

greater admission scale.

Loewi’s Palace was the other sur-

prise. M-G-M's "Passion Flower”
with Buck and Bubbles heading the

stage show' clicked for $19,000, fine

liefore-Christmas money. Other re-

ports w'ere dismal.

Estimated takings:

“FAST AND LOOSE” (Paramount)
R-K-O'-KEITH'S—(1,875), 35c-50c, 7 days.

Gross: $4,800. Away below par after Hike-

warm notices.

“CAPTAIN THUNDER” (Warners)
METROPOLITAN — (1,534), 35c - 50c.

House in a slump and this picture failed

to help. Gross: $5,000. Will become a sec-

ond run house, changing twice weekly,

lower admissions, beginning Christmas day.

“DIVORCE AMONG FRIENDS”
(First National)

EARLE—(2,434), 35c-50c-60c. House set

a new box-office record at the scale, Winnie
Lightner in person on the stage did the

trick. Gross: $21,865. Everybody happy.

“EXTRAVAGANCE” (Tiffany)

RIALTO— (1,978), 35c-50c-60c. Rushed m
a day ahead of usual opening, feature was
a disappointment. Gross: $5,300.

“OH FOR A MAN” (Fox)
FO'X—(3,434), 15c-25c-35c-60c. Failerf to

catc on and gross tobogganed after "Light-

nin’.” Gross: $15,000. A $1,000 skid from
previous week.

“PASSION FLOWER” (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,363), 25c-35c-Wc. Expected

slump failed to arrive and with good stage

show, intake highly satisfactory. Gross:

$19,388.
“GRUMPY” (Paramount)

COLUMBIA — (1,232), 35c50c. Cyril

Maude's name meant nothing on F. street.

Critics liked picture, hut crowds stayed

away. Gross: $7,30).

“All Quiet' m
B’way Repeat

Proves Wow
{Continued from page 1)

gag was a test and $2,700 was the

mark set for the war epic for the

weekend. However, it soared over

that amount, garnering $3,885 by clos-

ing time Sunday.
Christmas shopping took its toll last

week, the Roxy skidding to $(36,000

with “Free Love.” That sexy title

failed to make a dent on hardboiled

picture fans. Here’s the sad news

:

“WAR NURSE” (M-G-M)
ASTOR—(1(120), 50c-7Sc-$1.50-$2, 7 days,

9tli and last week. Other attractions:

“Flip the Frog” (M-G-M), “Dogway Mel-

odies” (M-G-M). Gross: $6,932.

“WAY FOR A SAILOR” (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (4.700), 35c-50c-75c-$1.50, 7

days. Other attractions: News, Capitol

presentation, comedy, Laurel^ and Hardy in

•‘Another Fine Mess” (M-G-M). Gross:

$64,641.
“HELL’S ANGELS”

CRITERION—(850), $l-$2-$2.50, 7 days,

Other attractions: None. Gross: $9,000.

“SLEEPING PARTNERS” (British
International)

GEO. M. COHAN— (1,500), 35c-50c-75c, 7

days. Other attractions: News, “Screen

Snapshots.” Gross: $3,700.

EMBASSY-ALL NEWSREEL
EMBASSY—(598), 2Sc, 7 days. Straight

newsreel. Gross: $9,229.25.

“SEE AMERICA THIRST” (Universal)

GLOBE—(1,050), 35c-50c-75s, 7 days._

Other attractions: News, “Hi-Steppers

(Pathe), '’Screen Snapshots”^ (Columbia),

“Toby in the Bughouse” (RKO). Gross:

$18,000.

“DANGER LIGHTS”
MAYFAIR—(2,300), 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7

days. Other attractions: "Niagara Falls”

(Natural Vision), comedy, news. Gross:

$31,200.

“ONLY SAPS WORK” (Paramoimt)
PARAMOUNT— (3,700), 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l,

7 days. Other attractions: "Drifting Along
(Paramount), news. Gross: $66,400.

“BLUE ANGEL” (Paramount)
RIALTO—(1,904), 65c-85c, 7 days, 2nd

week. Other attractions: "Go Ahead and

Eat”' (Paramount), “Mysterious Mose,

news. Gross: $45,300.

“MOROCCO” (Paramount)
RIVOLI—(2,103), 35c-65c-85c, 7 days, 5th

week. Other attractions: “In Again, Out

Again” (Paramount), “Up to Mars ’ (Par-

amount). Gross: $22,300.

“FREE LOVE” (Universal)

ROXY— (6,200), 50c-75c-$l, 7 days. Other

attractions: News. Gross: $66,800.

“TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH” (First

National)

STRAND— (3,000), 35c-,50c-65c-85c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties.

Gross: $23,289.
“VIENNESE NIGHTS” (Warners)
WARNERS—(1,490), 3rd week. Other at-

tractions: “The Headache Man,” "Madam
of the Jury,” (Vitaphone). Gross: $14,-

925
“MOTHER’S CRY” (Warners)

WINTER GARDEN— (1,493), 40c-50c,$l,

2nd week. Other attractions: News, “Poli-

tics, "Ruth Ettinger” (Vitaphone shorts).

Gross: $21,850.

W.B.-F.N. To Start
Slate of 70 Soon

Hollywood.—With a schedule of

approximately 70 pictures set for ne.xt

season, the Warner - First National

plants shortly resume production after

their shut down. First on the Warner
schedule will be “The Devil Was
Sick” with Frank Fay playing the

lead. The First National opener will

be “Big Business Girl,” which William

Seiter will direct.

Report in January
Hollywood—Annual report of the

work of the Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences will be made

public in January, according to Cecil

B. DeMille, president.

Ready in Tune
Torrington, Conn. — The Warner

theatre, under construction here, is

expected to be ready in June. War-
ners’ chief opposition in Connecticut

towns is the Fox chain, formerly the

Poll houses.
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Short Subjects

Pathe Audio Review
No. 50

Interesting
Nicely broken up in types of mate-

rials and an extremely interesting reel.

Lotta Van Beuren, musical instru-

ment authority, describes the octavina,

a selection on it. “Design” is another

a forerunner of the piano, and plays

example of the excellent camera work
of Nicholas Cavaliere, Pathe pho-
tographer. He pictures the pattern

made by a group of dust blowers on
top a large factory building. Sue
Hasting’s marionettes are amusing and
colorful in a skit called “Marriage
Made Easy.” “Inferno” produces fine

effects in the interior of Postumia
Grotte, sunken caverns in the Italian

Alps. Running time, 9 minutes.

Seein’ Injuns
( Pathe)

Fine for Kids
The kids may be expected to go

for this, but this new Pathe comedy,
shown yesterday, isn’t so hot for

adults. Daphne Pollard, as a newly-
arrived Englishwoman, pays a visit

to a wild west show with her son,

Harold. The boy joins the Indians

and the mother gets into all sorts of

difficulties with the ticket taker, and
a bull in the ring. There’s a good
deal of slapstick in the comedy, but

the kids should enjoy it. Running time,

19 minutes.

Spirit of the Sho-Gun
{Pathe)

Has Appeal
This is another of Tom Terriss’

Vagabond. Adventures, made by
Van Beuren for Pathe release. Japan
is the scene. The Shinto priests parade
in fantastic dress in honor of the

Sho-Guns, who were rulers of Japan
for 250 years. Terriss takes his audi-
ence inland on what looks like a
miniature of the old horse car, then
shoots down a winding stream aboard
the flat bottom boats expertly handled
bv the native oarsmen. Scenic effects

are excellent. Costumes, scenery and
customs of the people of Japan should
appeal. Running time, 10 minutes.

Studio in Paris
Flannel by Fox

Fox is considering establishment of
a studio at Paris for production of
foreign language talkers. Pictures
in French, German and Italian are
planned. Spanish talkers will con-
tinue to be made at Hollywood.

Bomb Houses
Havana.—Four men are under ar-

rest in^ connection with bombs ex-
ploded in three local theatres.

Beacon's Birthday
First birthday of the Beacon,

Broadway at 74th St., is to he ob-
served tonight.

Crosland-Moorhead Wed
Yosemite, Cal. — Alan C^osland

and Natalie Moorhead are honey-
mooning here.

Prune Passes

In Capitol but

Congress O.K.
Washington.—Fox Washington the-

atre will prune the pass list to the

bone beginning with the New Year.

Only newspaper ducats and “musts”

will get free admissions. Others will

pay lO-cent service charge on each

ticket.

The pass situation in Washington
is unusual. Managers consider it

prudent to be liberal with those on

Capitol Hill and in the high spots in

the governrhent service. When re-

strictive legislation is introduced and

occasions arise for getting “inside”

information it is wisdom to have a

friend in court. A free admission is

often a strategic aid to smooth rela-

tions.

Two seasons ago a congressman
was obliged to stand in the lobby

crowds. Next day he put in a bill to

prohibit selling tickets after theatres’

capacity was exhausted. Everybody
from the Will Hays office to the Dis-

trict Commissioners got busy. Local

newspapers all took a hand and the

hill was finally squelched. Moral since

then is “Be kind to Congressman, ex-

tra kind to Senators.”

Operators Back, But
$100 Item Is Poser

Des Moines.— Operators at Bur-
lington, who have been out of the

theatre for several weeks during arbi-

tration with the Central States Thea-
tre Corp., have settled their difficul-

ties and returned to their duties. The
operators walked out when they felt

that the theatre company had violated

terms of their contract. Musicians
walked out in sympathy with the

operators. Non-union men were hired

from adjoining towns.
A. H. Blank, head of Central States

Theatres, through his nephew and
chain manager, Harry Weinberg,
stated that the operators who walked
out must pay the $100 expense to

which the theatre was put when they

left their jobs. This the operators
refused to do| Just how the matter
w'as settled as to the $100 both parties

refuse to state, but the operators assert

that they returned to their jobs waiv-
ing their first grievance over viola-

tions of the contract.

Martin Johnson's
New Film Ready

Nairobi, Africa.—After a year in

the Congo where they filmed the
first sound-wide film talker, the Mar-
tin Johnsons are resting at their home
here. The film features the life of

the gorilla. The Johnsons are to re-

turn to New York in March, where
Talking Picture Epics wdll distribute

the film.

Stroheim Talker Ready
Hollywood—Eric Von Stroheim has

returned to Universal City with script

of “Blind Husbands,” which he will

film for Universal as a talker. He
is the author and director of a silent

version of the story.

Brenon Recuperating
Hollywood—Herbert Brenon is re-

covering from an attack of pneumonia.

Loyalty
Hollyw ood — Dorothy Lee,

Radio Pictures player, who
scored with Wheeler and
Woolsey in recent comedies,
faces an appendicitis opera-
tion, but continues with her
work. A nurse is in constant
attendance.

Radio Trailer

Is New Screen

Service Plan

“Radio trailers” to parallel film

trailers are about to figure in an e.x-

pansion of activities of National

Screen Service, which is arranging
to distribute electrical transcriptions

recorded by Famous Artists of the

.A.ir, a company formed recently by
Eddie Dowling, Monte Brice, Bill

Rowland and Frank Reilly.

This unit is making electrical tran-

scriptions for radio broadcasting and
is understood already to have turned
out several for Universal product, in-

cluding “Outside the Law” and “East
Is West.” The plan is to sell the

records to exhibitors who may then
arrange for broadcasting time or to

arrange for the ether ballyhoo directly

with the broadcasting station.

Hot Race Under Way
For Pathe Proxies

{Continued from page 1)

zones to e.xpedite the campaign. Much
of the stock is in the hands of brokers

who are compelled to secure a declara-

tion of intention from customers for

whom they hold it before disposition

may be made.
Eight thousand shares of 8 per cent

preferred are outstanding, this repre-

senting the block of stock that entered
the Pathe structure at the time Mer-
rill, I.ynch first became financially in-

terested in the company. The so-called

“preference A” totals 250,000 shares,

while roughly 950,OOO shares of com-
mon are outstanding.

Members to Plead for
Film Board Retention

{Continued from page 1)
piling sales data, methods and pro-
cedure for branch managers

;
tabu-

lating changes in theatre ownership

;

representing e.xchanges in civic and
charitable work, such as the supply-
ing of hospitals and similar institu-

tions with pictures requested.

The meeting was held at the in-

vitation of C. C. Pettijohn, Film
Board attorney, who seeks similar

expressions from branch managers
nationally.

Kaufman Remains
A. H. Kaufman is to remain as

manager of Columbia’s Indianapolis

office, Phil Dunas, head of the west-

ern division, states. This sets at rest

report that Oscar Kuschner, veteran

Pathe employe, was to go in.

Best Wishes for Success

To

44Red” Kann
and

Motion Picture

Daily

Lothar Mendes
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EIrpi Service enables
you to get everything out of...

Western Electric
N EW

— PROCESS
NOISELESS RECORDING

\oisviPHH H€*t*ordinq marks the greatest

advance since the coming of talkies. This new deli-

cate, scientifically developed apparatus for recording

produces a result heretofore impossible— keeping

out all noises resemhling static— producing tones

more clean-cut and life-like.

pari of ihe ropular EHM*t Sf»r~

VirOn Western Electric equipped theatres will have

skilled engineering assistance at no extra cost to

bring the apparatus up to these new high standards

— to get everything possible out of pictures made

by the wonderful new Noiseless Recording.

Your proneat Western Kieeirie
Ktguipnteni will successfully handle these new

process fdms without any added parts— another

evidence that best results are obtained when the

same make of recording and reproducing apj)aratus

is used.

• • •

To obtain the fnll benefits of the New

Process, the most minute adjustments are required

to silence the reproducing equipment and maintain

high quality.

Western TJteetrie equipment—
's serriee— continued improvement in

methods and apparatus— are all part of the policy

of making available facilities that will make your

investment in them pay real dividends.

Western
SOUND

Wectric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Electrical Research Products tne

250 West 57th St., New York
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Buck RKO-Pathe Deal
M.P.T.O. and

Allied Union

Steps Along

Marshaling of a united front among
exhibitors, affiliated and unaffiliated,

to help ward off threatened adverse

legislation to be introduced next

month in a majority of states through-

out the country, is the object of a

series of conferences now under way
between leaders of the M.P.T.O.A.

and Allied States Association.

Under the plan, a merger of the

two exhibitor units, which heretofore

{Continued on page 6)

Businessmen Back
Puhlix Opposition

Lincoln, Neb. — Working under
cover, local business men are boosting

the project of the Independent Thea-
tre Co., Inc., and plan a 3,000-seat

house in the heart of town. According
to reports, $250,000 worth of stock

has already been sold. Construction

will start soon after January 1.

The house will be Publix’ only

competition in the state’s capital if

plans go through.

Occasional 1st Run
To Boost Suburban

Minneapolis.—This city’s most pre-

tentious neighborhood house, the Up-
town, took on “Playboy of Paris” for

a week of second run after hitting

the first run lists with “The White
Hell of Pitz Palu.” It did a fair

enough business to indicate that it

(Continued on page 6)

The Lowdown
Coast previews by wire on

“Insoiration” (M-G-M), “Ran-
go” (Paramount), “A Soldier’s

Plaything” (Warners) and
“The Dawn 'Trail” (Colum-
bia) on page 7, this issue.

Educational shorts, projec-
tion-roomed yesterday, on the
same page.

Capone Film?
A1 Capone, Chicago gang

overlord, it is reported, is to

make a talker, the theme
stressing that crime doesn’t
pay. Edward Dean Sullivan,
veteran writer of crime sto-

ries, will do the screen play.

Capone will get $200,000 for
his screen debut, but will do-
nate the entire amount to the
unemployed. Action on the
deal is awaiting approval by
the Hays office.

Do Re Mi of Film
Folk in Dark Bank
With a number of companies and

individuals in the industry included

among depositors whose money will

be tied up for the time being, at

least, the Chelsea Bank & Trust Co.,

which has a main office at 24 E. 45th

St., and four branches in Manhat-
tan and Brooklyn, is closed upon
order of the state banking depart-

( Continued on page 6)

Divvy To Be Sought
In Texas Censor Row
Dallas—Appeal to the entire indus-

try in the fight against Will Hor-
witz’s censor campaign is to be made
by the Theatre Owners’ Protective

Association, formed to combat the

proposed measure. The new organiza-

tion is opposed to any zoning which
nrovides for territorial or surround-

ing town protection.

Objection to Sale of Assets May Lead to
Injunction Action Against Walker

Battle against sale to RKO of the assets of Pathe, for a
reported $5,000,000, part of it cash and part a stock trade, is
looming, as date for the special meeting January 5 approaches.
Certain of the stockholders feel that the price is far from satis-
factory, alleging that it is a virtual “give away” of the assets
of the company.
The opposition has reached

Fox Promise

To be Good
Elates Hays

Official commendation by Will H.
Hays has been extended to Fox
Theatres Corp., for its stand on clean
advertising. The company recently
admitted that it had been an offender
against the Hays clean advertising
code and issued orders to its per-
sonnel that hereafter the code must
be observed.

Shy on Product, So
Becomes 2nd Run

Washington.—Warners’ Metropoli-
tan F street becomes a second run
house beginning Christmas day. The
house was opened in 1918 and was a
consistent winner until recently. Short-
age of high class available first run

(Continued on page 6)

a point. Motion Picture Daily
learns where the disgrunted stock-
ho ders are ready to go to court to
prevent carrying out of the deal.
Papers in an injunction action are
understood to have been prepared by
Abraham Harris, representing these
stockholders, for service upon Elisha
Walker, president of the Bancamerica
Blair Corp., which is sponsoring the
sale, through Joseph P. Kennedy,
chairman of the Pathe board of di-
rectors. No intimation has been given
of the number of shares which Harris
is said to represent.

Two-thirds of the stock must ap-
prove the sale and a rush for proxies
now is under way, the Pathe man-
agement claiming to have more than

(Continued on page 2)

Move Seen to Offset
Loss of Pathe Film
London—Indications that P. D. C.,

English distributing unit for Pathe
oi New York, is preparing to con-
tinue activities regardless of whether
or not the Pathe product eventually
goes to RKO in this country is seen
in a_ deal just closed with Stoll Pro-
ductions for three pictures. The joint

(Continued on page 2)

Does Preview Violate 1st

Run? Is Question in Suit

Hollywood—Is a preview of a pic-

ture at a theatre a violation of a first-

run contract? That is the question

the district court here will be called

upon to decide in suit for $25,600

damages brought by PL W. and M. C.

Cotiner, independent operators, against

United Artists.

The Cotiners claim that the pre-

viewing of Dousrlas Fairbanks’

“Reaching for the Moon” at Fox

West Coast’s Belmont violated their

contract. They assert they have first-

run arrangement for Zone 11, com-
nrising a group of local and nearby

houses.
Twenty-five thousand is asked by

the Cotiners for the damage asserted

done to their reputation for honesty

and integrity, and $600 for asserted

loss of profit, because the picture was
shown first in another theatre in the

same zone.

Gracias
It’s a case of double rejoic-

ing for Motion Picture Daily.
Christmas is here for one
thing. That, of course, has
brought forth a flood of holi-
day greetings. In addition is
the flood of congratulatory
telegrams and telephone calls
which have reached the office

commenting on the birth of
this new publication baby.
Motion Picture Daily takes

a grateful bow for all of the
kind words.

I
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Off. the
Record

It was after the opening of “The New
Moon” at the Astor last night. Milling
through the high hats and ermine wraps was
Harry Hershfield, father of “Abie the Agent”
and Broadway raconteur.

“Say,” he remarked, “last night it was ‘The
Royal Family’ and tonight it’s ‘The New
Moon’. Two swell pictures in two nights’ run-
ning. What’s the picture business coming to,

anyway ?”
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In the Huddle
Prepare your-

self for this—on a wholesale,

nation-wide scale

:

Eor the day, soon to come,

when the big producer-owned
chains will de-centralize cen-

tralized operation in favor of

localized, individual theatre

management. It’s inevitable

that this new order of things

must prevail.

Y" O U cannot run

theatres like a factory. On
paper, the theory is bullet-

proof
;

in operation, it is full

of fallacies. Switching a man-
ager from Maine to Oregon or

from California to Rhode
Island places the individual

under a handicap that some,

but mighty few, have been

able to overcome.
On its face, the removal

from his local scene of activity

of the man who has spent

years in developing, cudgeling

and nursing along his public

is ridiculous yet everyone but

the chains realize it.

Legislatively,
commercially and sensibly, the

return of the native to the

scene of his business experi-

ence is written in the cards.

The chain heads, seeing red in

their dreams and on their

books, are in a huddle, mulling

over the solution. They have

it in these few observations.

If they’re smart, they’ll go to

it. Quickly, without delay and
all the way.

KANN

It looks as if that unsigned con-
tract which Harold B. Franklin
had with him when last in New
York is about to go somewhere.
The recorders of Off-the-Record
mean the piece of paper offered
to Franklin by Howard Hughes
which would bring the two H’s
into a theatre partnership. ’Smat-
ter of fact, the Franklin-Hughes
combination looks about set with
an immediate goal of 250 houses
to shoot at. Hughes, you know,
gets a lot of money every day in

the year as a result of a valuable
patent which all of those indus-
trial folks interested in oil drill-

ing must have before they can
drill. In addition, he’s mighty
ambitious to make a permanent
dent in the film industry. Harold,
on the other hand, is quite ambi-
tious himself. That, by simple
mathematics, ties up two aggres-
sive men in one knot and augurs
much for the proposed new ven-
ture into the theatre field.

Going Up
When Edward G. Robinson
played in Monta Bell’s stock com-
pany at the Garrick, Washing-
ton, he was paid $60 a week and
glad to get it. Recently Bell,

directing Lupe Velez in “East Is

West,’’ hired Robinson for two
weeks’ work in Charlie Young’s
role. Hollywood price of the

actor was $10,000, plus all ex-
penses while on the Coast.

Dennis King played in the same
company for $80 each Saturday
night for eleven weeks. King
got 16 weeks’ work from Para-
mount in “Vagabond King” and
his film salary was $8,500 a

week. Option at a higher figure

was not taken up.

No wonder they thank their

stars for pictures.

The Connecticut Yankee
Rudy Vallee, writes Leo T.

Heatley in The New York Eve-
lincf Journal, agreed to play

straight man to a comedian in

an act at the Paramount “until

he learned the closing blackout

brought him a kick in the pants

from the comic. He turned

thumbs down because it was un-

dignified.”

Wealth
One of the better known of

fillum business’ big shots was sur-

veying the line in front of the

Chelsea branch bank in the 1600
Broadway Building. “Oy,” he
oyed, “and I’ve got 13 smackers
in the place.”

P. S. He was not in line.

Over the Line
RKO has a sound truck at
Washington with $15,000 of fancy
apparatus for reproducing syn-
chronized scores, phonograph
records, and radio broadcasts.
Claim is that when all jiggers
are turned on noises can be heard
for at least one mile. The Dis-
trict Commissioners told RKO
to keep the truck rolling. No
sounding off in Washington, or
else— . RKO beat the ban by
taking the truck to Alexandria,
Va., just over the line and later

to Silver Spring, Md. There it

was turned on full blast.

Quick Work
Emil Jensen was chortling yester-

day. Monday night, when the run
on the Chelsea branch at 1600
started, Emil played wise and
drew out five grand which he
had on deposit. And so, his ohday
will not be tied up along with
the other depositors. The account
of the Mayfair and Globe the-

atres was at the branch. Many
of the workers in 1600 and 729
were among depositors of the

closed bank. Another story go-
ing the rounds is to the effect

that one company deposited ten

thousand iron men yesterday
while the run was on.

Harry Again
Harry Reichenbach, now Palm
Beaching it for his health, which
is improving rapidly, writes Wal-
ter Winchell, tells of the crook
who was a Baumes Law victim
because he was being tried as a

fourth offender. Things looked
pretty black for the fellow, who
was weeping in his cell.

“Oh, come now,” comforted his

lawyer, “I wouldn’t give up all

hope—the judge might disap-

pear.”

You Shoot Him
The cheapest guy in the world,

chirps a Broadway mug, is the

fellow who wouldn’t even give

you a check on the Bank of

United States.

Shilling
The ultimate in something or

other is the “shill” outside of

one of the Broadway chinema
palaces, who reads his spiel from
notes.

Heard on Film Row
“My son won his spurs in the

company without any help from

Battle Looms
On RKO Deal

To Buy Pathe
(Continued from page 1)

50 per cent of the required two-thirds.
Men in the field now are lining up
proxies.

Pathe has been experiencing diffi-

culties ever since taking over of
P.D.C. In the reorganization which
followed, the company slumped into

the red, its stock dropping sharply
upon the market. Then, Joseph P.
Kennedy, who some time before en-
gineered the deal for sale of Keith-
Albee-Orpheum and FBO to Radio,
was called into the picture to assume
management of the company. Early
this year, he relinquished the presi-

dency of the company, with E. B.
Derr named to succeed him, following
a threatened fight by a stockholders’
protective committee, headed by Rich-
ard A. Rowland. The protective com-
mittee didn’t get to first base, how-
ever, as it was denied chance to talk

on the slate of officers it proposed
and the “Kennedy slate” emerged
victorious, although protests of “gag
rule” were made.
Kennedy recently completed terms

of the long-pending agreement for

sale of the assets to RKO. If the
deal is ratified January S, Lee Marcus,
RKO vice-president in charge of dis-

tribution, will direct affairs of Pathe.
Harris last night refused to com-

ment on reported injunction action to

which his name is linked.

Move Seen To Offset
Loss of Pathe Film

(Continued from page 1)

enterprise will operate as Associated
Picture Products.

If Pathe’s assets, including prod-
uct, switch to Radio, the deal would
give the latter two e.xchange systems
in England. In view of Radio’s in-

tention to develop its own offices

throughout the world, it is believed

here that Pathe will go through
Radio’s recently formed British dis-

tributing unit.

The Stoll deal, therefore, is re-

garded in some circles as a move
to prepare for the future.

Council Bluffs Row
To End Tomorrow

Council Bluffs, la.—Publix’s Broad-
way, closed when union employes
walked out, will reopen Christmas
Day. Operators struck in sympathy
with electricians’ union which claimed
the theatre should retain a man on
stage.

Eifteen employes will go back to

work when the house opens. No con-

tract was signed with the electricians.

R. K. Eulton will return as manager.

Eisenstein Has Lot
Of Luck—All Bad

Los Angeles—Troubles of Sergei
Eisenstein, Russian director, who was
brought to Hollywood by Paramount
onlv to be released without making
a picture, have not ceased, for the

director is “being detained” bv po-

lice at Mexico City. A number of

his friends interceded and secured

release with apologies.
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WHETHER IT’S THE

4TH OF JULY
(or Christma^-y

ALWAYS
a holiday

when you play

M-Q-M pictures

ISN’T IT GREAT THE WAY LEO IS START-

ING OFF THE NEW YEAR! Every one of

’em is the kind you iove to get —
MARION DAVIES in THE
BACHELOR FATHER. Richly

human, uproariously funny.
Another “Let Us Be Gay.” Based

on Belasco’s stage hit. With Ralph

Forbes. Directed by Robert Z.

Leonard.

GRETA GARBO in INSPIRA-
TION. Clarence Brown, director.

With Robert Montgomery, Lewis

Stone, Marjorie Rambeau.

Lawrence TIBBETT- Grace
MOORE in NEW MOON. With

Adolphe Menjou, Roland Young.

Book and Lyrics by Arthur Ham-
merstein, 2nd, Frank Mandel and

Laurence Schwab. Music by

Sigmund Romberg. Directed by

Jack Conway.

Marie DRESSLER - Polly
MORAN in REDUCING. With

Anita Page, Lucien Littlefield.

Directed by Chas. F. Riesner.

Joan CRAWFORD in PAID.
Based on Bayard Veiller’s play

“Within The Law”. With Robert

Armstrong, Mane Prevost.

Directed by Sam Wood.

METRO-GOLD AYER
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Court Ruling

Voids Sunday

Showing Vote
Chicago—Evanston theatre interests

lost their lengthy fight for Sunday
films when Circuit Judge Phillip

Sullivan ruled during the week that

the theatre men’s redress lay in legis-

lative rather than judicial action. The
ruling referred to the main point in

the theatres’ petition for an injunc-

tion to restrain police from interfering

with the Sunday showings, w'hich was
that the seven-day performances had
been approved by 56 votes at an

Evanston election last fall.

Judge Sullivan found that the refer-

endum in question “has no effect on
the action of the city council other

than to indicate the desire of the

people. To enforce the decision of

the referendum it is necessary to elect

persons so inclined to the council,” he
said. The Evanston city council had
refused to act and repeal the pro-

hibitory ordinance following the elec-

tion. Thereupon, the theatres sought
the injunction against the police

preparatory to opening on Sundays.
Original hearings of the petition

had been reported on favorably by
Master in Chancery George E. Gor-
man. Judge Sullivan, too, had indi-

cated sympathy with the theatre inter-

ests earlier in the hearings when he
volunteered the opinion that all blue

laws involved religious discrimination

and were unconstitutional. In his final

ruling, however, he modified this

opinion.

The Union Bank of Chicago, re-

ceivers for the Varsity theatre,

Evanston, originators of the injunc-

tion proceeding in this instance, plan

an appeal.

Edna Best Signed
Edna Best, London star, has signed

a long-term contract with M-G-M,
under which she will play leads.

Thursday Change for

Two Seattle Houses
Seattle—-Two local showshops have

announced changes of opening day
during the current month. John Ham-
rick’s Blue Mouse was first in line,

switching from Friday to Thursday
of each week. This puts the house in

line w'ith the Fox Fifth Avenue as

the only two with Thursday openings.

And now comes the RKO Orpheum,
which, next week, will open its new
shows on Friday instead of Satur-

day, according to Manager Joe Cooper.

The RKO change in opening days

will also be effective in Winnipeg,
Vancouver and Portland. The Seattle

Paramount is the only first run house

in Seattle now changing shows on

Saturday, and there are no Sunday
change theatres.

^'War Nurse*' Gets

O, K. After Squawk
Marshalltown, la. —• After confer-

ences with officials of the state nurse

association. Mayor A. C. Conaway
has approved showing of “War
Nurse,” which was held up after

complaints.

Nurses with whom Mayor Cona-
way talked pointed out the editorial

in the American Journal of Nursing
which states that “War Nurse” has

nothing to do with professional

nurses, but is “the none too interest-

ing portrayal of the efforts of vol-

unteers of France.”

Xmas Week Reduction
Defiance, O.— H. C. Henry, who

owns the Valentine and the Elite,

broke the week-be fore-Christmas jinx

by reducing his admissions to 15 cents

for that week only. His usual admis-

sion price is 25 cents. Henry reports

that he didn’t pile up any great

grosses with this policy, but he at-

tracted large crowds, and aroused in-

terest in pictures with a lot of people

who haven’t been coming to the the-

atre of late.

Getting New Break
Washington—Formerly the M-G-M

and United Artists exchanges aban-

doned any hope of downtown first-

run bookings when Loew’s, which has

first choice, turned down feature. Not
any more. M-G-M has sold “Three

French Girls” to the Rialto (U.),

which recently played “Eyes of the

World” after Loew’s turned thumbs

down. M-G-M also sold a rejected

feature to Warner recently, the first

M-G-M to play a W. B. downtown
first run.

Ejects Patron; Is Freed
Cincinnati—Mark M. Silver, man-

ager of the RKO Lyric, was acquitted

in Municipal court on a charge of

assault preferred by a patron who
claimed he was injured in a scuffle.

Evidence showed the patron slipped

and fell against a cabinet in the lobby

as Silver escorted him from the

theatre after he had continuously

annoyed a woman seated near him.

Like ''Old English**
Minneapolis.— George Arliss held

the Century up to a good figure last

week in “Old English” which struck

the public as a better follow for

“Disraeli” then “The Green Goddess.”

Alice Gets Break
Washington— Critics failed

to fall in with the Warner
policy of snubbing Alice
White. The former First

National flapper star was
completely ignored in adver-
tising and exploitation for
“Naughty Flirt” and “Widow
from Chicago,” both made as
White starring vehicles be-
fore she was let out. All re-

views gave Alice White due
credit. Both pictures grossed
more here than earlier re-

leased White features.

B, & K. Uses Trailers
To Bolster Oriental

Chicago—In an endeavor to bolster
the habitually slim business of the
Oriental, weak sister of the Loop,
Balaban & Katz is now running ad-
vertising trailers in its four other
Loop houses urging patrons to visit

the Oriental. “See your second good
show this week at the Oriental,” the
trailers lead off. Then follows a de-
scription of the program current at
the poverty house. No other Balaban
& Katz theatre, or any single feature
playing another of the circuit’s the-
atres, is so plugged.

Seigel with Legit
Seattle— Sam Seigel, well-known

Northwest publicity and advertising
man, who has handled the advertising
and press work of the Follies here for
a number of months, has been ap-
pointed company manager for the
Will King musical comedy troupe,
now appearing at that house in con-
junction with first run films. Seigel’s

former position is being filled by John
Northern, who until recently was as-

sociated with RKO press departments
in Seattle, Portland and Spokane.

Brin Sells Two
Milwaukee—Bird Theatre Corp. has

taken over the Brin theatre at

Menasha from Brin Theatres, Inc.,

while the Circuit Theatres, Inc., has
taken over the Majestic at Cudahy
from J. J. Disch. J. S. Grauman, for-

merly head of the Celebrated Players
exchange in this city, is interested in

both these corporations, as well as

the Shorewood Theatre Co., which
operates the Shorewood at Shore-
wood, a suburb of Milwaukee.

Van Osten Aids Posters
San Francisco—Thomas D. Van

Osten, publisher of the Pacific Coast
Exhibitor Bulletin, is preparing the

publication and distribution of a copy

of a resolution, supporting billboard

advertising, recently passed by the

San Francisco Labor Council. The
resolution calls the public’s attention

to the millions of dollars invested

directly in the billboard business.

Printing trades, lumber mills, paper

factories, electric supply houses and
thousands of workmen derive a major
income from the billboard industry.

Thrift Books Hit
Madison, Wis.—Theatres which give

coupons with thrift books to enable

purchasers to get merchandise are

violators of the state trading stamp
law, according to the attorney general.

Public Kicks

On “Sexy”Ads
Prompted Ban

Philadelphia—Backfire from readers
led to the “jam” on sexy advertise-

ments between newspapers and the-
atres here. Prime mover in the

affair was the Catholic Alumni Asso-
ciation’s motion picture branch, a sub-
sidiary organization of the Catholic
Welfare Association, while several

preachers of various denominations
have denounced current advertising
campaigns from their pulpits. Ex-
ploitation of “Free Love,” in which
the recent dispute between Judge
Lindsey and Bishop Manning was
capitalized, served to fan the flames
of resentment among the conservative
residents of Philadelphia.
Trouble has been brewing along

these lines for several months. Of-
fense was taken by various individuals

and organizations at the exploitation
of “Abraham Lincoln,” in which the
“great love” aspect of the martyred
president was used as an advertising
theme, while the policy of “sexing up”
innocuous pictures has received its

share of blame. In the case of “The
Passion Flower,” a line which said,

“What do marriage vows mean when
a man meets his passion flower?” was
particularly objected to by the papers,

and a line-drawing for the same film

was censored.

A picture of Jeanette MacDonald,
reclining on a pillow and exclaiming,
“Oh, for a Man,” was likewise ob-

jected to in exploiting “Oh, for a

Man,” while a Sunday advertisement
declaring that the story concerned “an
amorous prima donna and her not-

unwilling caveman lover” was subject

to change. Progressing on to the

legitimate field, copy for “Artists and
Models,” a Shubert revue, was re-

jected and a substitution demanded
by many of the papers.

In short, ad copy for the theatres,

so far as Philadelphia is concerned,

will have to be strictly conservative,

if it is not to cause resentment by

80 per cent of the city’s newspaper
circulation.

Ready Sept. 1
Des Moines—New theatre at Daven-

port, which RKO has leased in the

$2,000,000 hotel-theatre building which
the Bechtel interests are erecting, is

to be ready for use Sept. 1. The
theatre is to be equipped with $250,000

in decorations and equipment by RKO.
A lease for 25 years has been secured.

The new theatre will have 2,700 seats,

500 more than the Capitol, which is

now Davenport’s largest house and is

operated by RKO.

Burke at Hancock
Menominee, Mich.—^John Burke of

this city has been named manager of

the Orpheum at Hancock, Mich.,

which has been taken over by R.

Rosenblatt, who also operates the

Lloyd in this city. Orpheum is being

remodeled and will be reopened about

Jan. 15 as the Lloyd.

Backstage Fire
San Francisco — Fire of unde-

termined origin caused damage of

$5,000 backstage at the Coliseum.
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Prefer Movies

To Saturday

Night Baths

Chicago—Chicagoans are getting to

be Saturday night stay-outs. Thea-
tres are hep to the fact, and the

multiplication of houses offering mid-
night shows is reminiscent of the man-
ner in which miniature golf courses

came into being around the town
during the summer months.
Every neighborhood, even the most

home-loving and demure in all other

respects, now has its Saturday mid-
night performance; where formerly
the late shows were confined to a

few burlesque houses and the Loop
theatres. Some neighborhoods even
have three and four bills offered them
by nearby theatres in highly competi-
tive situations every Saturday night.

Most remarkable of all is that the

business done at these late shows is

usually the houses’ top for the week.
The explanation seems to lie in the

fact that the poverty-stricken night

lifers of other days are still unable

to go to sleep on Saturday nights

and, without the wherewithal to be

the same night club figures they were
in more prosperous times, they are

choosing midnight pictures as their

only alternative. This situation is

being recognized by Publix-Balaban
& Katz in particular. All major houses

of the circuit locally will stage spe-

cial New Year’s Eve shows at mid-
night. The trailers announcing these

performances are directed at the thou-

sands who paid $25 convert charges

last year, but this year will be paying

85 cents to see a picture.

“Make your New Year’s Eve
whoopee at our special midnight per-

formance,” this literature suggests.

Lone Bandit Gets
$6,000 at Frisco

San Francisco—Six thousand dol-

lars was the loot of a lone bandit,

who forced Emerson Jackman, assist-

ant manager, to turn over the money
at the Warfield. However, the

bandit overlooked an additional $14,-

000, which was in the safe, all part

of receipts over the week-end on
“Hell’s Angels.” Jackman, Manager
Richard Spier and two other employes
then in the office were forced to lie

down while he made his getaway.

Silverman Adds Another
Milwaukee— Silver Theatres, Inc.,

has taken over the Murray, local East
Side neighborhood house, from Frank
Galaska. Galaska operated the theatre

for only several weeks, prior to which
it was conducted by Herman Schmidt.
Silver Theatres is headed by Manning
Silverman, who also conducts the Co-
lumbia theatre here and several other

local neighborhood houses.

Cincy Sees Two Stars
Cincinnati— Two picture stars will

make personal appearances here next
week. Ruth Roland will headline a

special vaudeville bill at a midnight
show which RKO' Albee will give on
New Year’s Eve, while Lawrence
Tibbett will give a song recital at

Emery Auditorium on Dec. 20, as

part of program of local sponsors.

Un-Feased
Richmond, Ky.—Ouster

from office of Chief of Police

Claude Devore because he
failed to prevent picture

shows on Sunday, has been
asked of the city council by
Attorney Grant E. Lilly, act-

ing for the Richmond and
Madison County Civic League.
Non - feasance, malfeasance
and misfeasance are charged.
No action has been taken on
the resolution.

Warners to Produce
Stage Shows at O, C,

Oklahoma City — Opening of the

new Warner, the latest Warner the-

atre here, is set for Christmas day.

The Warner was formerly the Or-
pheum until its recent remodeling and
change of name. The old house, which
was one of the best in the city, was
remodeled at a cost of over 870,000.

Under the new policy of operation,

the Warner will have a master of

ceremonies and stage units. Bobby
Jackson, recently at the Paramount in

New York, has been selected as the

master of ceremonies. Sam LeMaire,
brother of George LeMaire, of

“LeMaire’s Affairs” fame, has been
brought here as stage manager and
producer. A feature of the new policy

will be a 13-piece stage band known
as the “Oklahomans,” led by “Doc”
Davis. The girl’s chorus will be

known as the “Warner Rockets.”

Security Exchange
Plans to Expand

Chicago— With the acquisition of

Wisconsin territorial rights for the
Willis Kent production, “Chiselers of
Hollywood,” Security exchange here
will probably enter the Wisconsin dis-

tribution territory permanently in the

near future.

Security, an independent distributor

which has heretofore operated within
the state only, will be the second to

expand in this manner if the indi-

cated move takes place. Judell also

operates outside Chicago.
Irving Mandel, manager of Secur-

ity, refused to comment on a possible
Wisconsin expansion, although he did

not deny its probability.

Buys French Story
Hollywood—“What Fun Frenchmen

Have” has been purchased by Samuel
Goldwyn from Michael Arlen to serve
as the story for Ronald Colman’s
next talker. Goldwyn bought the story
while abroad on a search for new
talent and material for the screen.

Acquire Cincy House
Cincinnati—W i 1 1 i a m Leighton,

Hamilton, has taken over the Metro-
politan, a 1,000-seater, equipped with
Western Electric sound, at Central
and Parkway, from the Parkway
Theatre Co. No change in policy is

contemplated.

Hofman at Frisco
San Francisco—Floyd Hofman, for-

merly of Chicago, is the new organ-
ist at the Lloyd in this city, succeed-
ing Kenneth Wright, who has been
named organist at the Orpheum in

Green Bay.

Free Feed Fine

For Cops, Rats

Bums-Not B. O
Chicago— The Palace here aban-

doned its policy of free lunches after

a brief tryout had every hot dog
stand and lunch counter on Randolph
street crying “unfair” in tones that

were heard even in the RKO home
office. George Brown, RKO western

advertising manager, conceived the

handout idea, addressing his invita-

tions in particular to lady shoppers

in the Loop. The respondents, how-
ever, turned out to be largely unem-
ployed persons in search of a feed;

rodents attracted by the kitchen odors,

and local cops from the nearby City

Hall who cut themselves in on every-

thing. These, added to the neighbor-

ing lunchrooms’ complaints, resulted

in chronic indigestion for the idea.

Gleichman Convalesces
Cleveland—Phil Gleichman, general

manager of Warner theatres in this

zone, who has been ill in Pittsburgh

for the last four weeks, is reported

to be convalescing. He is expected

home within a week.

Fox With Hollywood
Buffalo—Richard C. Fox, who

formerly operated his own state right

exchange here, is now representing

Hollywood Pictures in this territory.

Fraud Denied

In Itinerant

Show Quarrel

Montreal—Insight into the manner
in which films are being presented

throughout Quebec, other than in

recognized picture theatres, was given

in the hearing here by J. O. Lamothe
against Joseph Rafrauge in which the

latter w^s charged with false pre-

tences.

The complainant swore that he had
invested $500 in a project organized

by Rafrauge whereby the latter had
arranged to “road show” two pic-

tures, “The Confession” and “Beth-

lehem Delivered,” under the auspices

of priests and mayors, in school halls

and other buildings. Expected profits

did not materialize, however, and one

of the films was destroyed by fire,

being substituted by “King of the

Pack.” Rafrauge denied any fraudu-

lent intent and swore that his own
investment in the partnership was far

greater than the complainant’s. Judg-
ment was reserved.

Recognized exhibitors in the cities

and towns of Quebec have long taken

objection to these small travelling-

shows, some of which are conducted

under religious auspices, largely be-

cause children are admitted without

restriction whereas the licensed film

houses are not allowed to admit one

child under 16 years of age.
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Ky. Benefits

Boon to Poor
At Ynletide

Louisville—Theatres of this section

are helping the poor with benefit

shows. At Lexington, Ky., the Pub-
lix and Kentucky theatres are run-
ning special shows, proceeds of which
will go to the unemployed.

In Louisville, Loew s plans a spe-
cial show at 9 o’clock, this morning,
admission for which will be one toy,

old or new, in good condition, to go
to poor children of the city. Already
many packages of toys have been sent

to the theatre, by various people,

organizations, etc., and indications are
for a big supply.

The downtown theatres of Louis-
ville have been running slides at each
show, calling for the public to aid the
jobless, and to supply their names and
addresses for any odd jobs which they
may be able to provide for the less

fortunate. Some are also running talk-

ing trailers on the subject.

The Alamo has been running talk-

ing trailers, featuring the idea that

hoarding money will not help but that

by spending money, conditions and
employment will return to normal.
Placing money in circulation is the
great need of the present moment.
The Madison, at Richmond, Ky.,

which has been in a scrap for several
weeks with The Chiirchman over
opening of Sunday shows in that city,

ran a charity show Sunday night for

the aid of the unemployed. The fol-

lowing day $68 was tendered the
Richmond Health and Welfare League,
of which the Rev. Frank N. Tinder,
pastor of the First Christian Church,
is president.

The Rev. Tinder refused the money,
the Welfare League contending that

the money was tainted, as it was
raised by a Sunday show, in violation

of the law. Food and clothing, donated
at a Sunday morning show, at the

same theatre, however, was accepted
by the league. However, the Madison
will have no trouble in distributing

the cash, as there are plenty of other
agencies to see that the money is

properly used.

Charity shows are being run on
Sundays, and cash, food, clothing, etc.,

distributed. The cash probably will be
distributed through the Mayor.
The Grand Jury refused to indict

the management of the Madison. Cases
were dismissed twice by the police

court juries. A third case resulted in

a disagreement. The churchmen are
now trying to have the chief of police

fired for not arresting Sunday workers.
The Fourth Avenue Amusement Co.,

Louisville, operating two theatres in

Indianapolis, has been accepting vege-
tables and toys for admission in its

theatres, such admissions going to the

needy.

^Generous
San Francisco—Aaron Gold-

berg, pioneer exhibitor who
operates five popular-priced
second-run downtown houses,
gave a banquet to 50 em-
ployes, presenting each with
a check as a Christmas
present.
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Indies Join

For Benefit

Toronto—(Forty-four independent
theatres conducted sirnultaneous bene-
fit performances for the local un-
employed last night under sponsor-
ship of the Exhibitors’ Co-Operative
Society, a buying and booking pool.

Incidentally, local criticism was of-

fered because Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp. had declined to co-oper-
ate with the independents in the stag-

ing of the city-wide benefit shows
unless provision was made for the-

atre rentals. Jules Bernstein of

Loew’s will hold a big benefit per-

formance early in January.

Tampa Xmas Party
Tampa—O. G. Finley, manager of

the Victory, is planning a big Christ-

mas party for children who are too
poor to afford shows. The party will

be staged at 10 A. M. tomorrow
morning. Following the show, with
special pictures that appeal to chil-

dren, sweets and presents will be dis-

tributed. The Victory is a Publix
house and the circuit is providing this

entertainment at its own expense.

Santas Get Breaks
Ottawa—After Santa, Mrs. Santa

Claus and two juvenile characters,

Agnes and Andy, had carried out a
series of daily radio broadcasts for

a month before Christmas under aus-
pices of a local department store, P. J.

Nolan engaged the radio players to

make personal appearances at the
Columbia, Avalon and Roxy on
Christmas Day and succeeding days.

The idea made an appropriate local

tie-up because the Christmas antics

of the radio group had aroused much
interest.

Plan Kid Shows
Washington—On Saturday, the

Fox will inaugurate a special 9 :30

A. M. show exclusively for children
at reduced prices. Picture will be
Jackie Coogan in “Tom Sawyer.” If

the innovation is a success special

Saturday morning shows for children
will be a permanent feature.

Mrs. Harriet Hawley Locher is in

charge of a special campaign to in-

terest children with a three-day a

week tie-up with radio station WOL.

Lights Hit Indies
Tampa—All stores are now oper-

ating on a 9 P. M. closing schedule
and the entire business section is

illuminated with colored lights. Great
crowds are attracted which isn’t hurt-
ing business at theatres downtown.
Neighborhood houses are feeling a

nick in box-office gross.

Christmas Stuff
Fox Film, Fox Theatres and Co-

lumbia headquarters in New York
close down at noon today to give
employees an opportunity to do last

minute Christmas shopping. Other
large companies may follow suit.

Tiffany is holding open house to-

day—all day.

Mrs, Hoover Aids
Washington— Mrs. Hoover

will pass out the Christmas
baskets at the Fox here to-

day. Fox Movietone will film

the St. Nicholas whoopee for
the newsreel. About 1,000 kids
are being remembered by the
Central Union Mission. It is

the eighth year in succession
that the First Lady of the
land has graced these exer-
cises. Mrs. Coolidge began
the practice and officiated at

seven Christmas parties.

Hospital Bed Buddy
Treat for Christmas
Toledo.—Charles, who doesn’t like

to be called “Buddy” Rogers, will

spend his Christmas convalescing from
an appendicitis operation at a local

hospital. America’s boy friend con-
cluded a personal engagement at the
local Publix house last week by
boarding an ambulance, instead of a
Pullman. However, he is well on the
way to recovery and will next make
a baseball yarn for Paramount.

Brandt Aids Fund
Gross receipts of “Charley’s Aunt”

showing tonight at the Globe will be
turned over to the Neit) York Amer-
ican and Evening Journal Christmas
and Relief Fund, through courtesy of

Joe Brandt, Columbia chief.

Unknown Gets Lead
In Barrymore Film

Hollywood— Marion Marsh, 17,

comparatively unknown, will play the

role of “Trilby” in “Svengali,” John
Bariy^more’s next picture for War-
ners. The star made the selection

from his sick bed, where he consid-

ered 60 tests, shown via portable

equipment, so the Warner press agent

says. Miss Marsh is said to look like

Dolores Costello and their voices are

similar. She is under a term contract

with Warners.

Iowa Theatres Cut
To 250 By Sound

Des Moines. — Two hundred and
fifty Iowa theatres are now in the

field for pictures, as compared with

between 400 and 450, operating before

sound pictures were made. Estimates

place the number of theatres to close

this fall at 150, compared with 50 that

have closed in other years.

Harris Rites Today
Funeral services are being held to-

day at Riverside Chapel in New York
for Charles K. Harris, 65, music
publisher and song writer. He had
been ill three weeks.
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M.P.T.O. and
Allied Union

Steps Along
{Continued from page 1)

have pursued divergent paths would
be effected. Considerable progress
has been made toward a proposed
consolidation of the two groups into
one organization, which would invite

all exhibitors of the United States to

become members.
Adjournment has been taken on the

meetings until after the holidays, to

give leaders of the two groups time to

submit the proposals to their respec-

tive boards of directors for their re-

actions.

Considerable progress has been
made on the proposed amalgamation,
the exhibitor leaders realizing that

an emergency exists in the present

legislative situation which must be
met with a united front.

Do Re Mi of Film

Shy on Products, So
Switches to 2nd Run

{Continued from page 1)
product is largely to blame for re-

cent slump. When Warner lost the

Paramount product here, Warners’
choice product was booked into their

ace house, the Earle, and the “Met”
got the weak sisters.

On Thanksgiving Eve the house
inaugurated two-a-day reserved seat

policy with “Outward Bound.” The
experiment was a failure and was
abandoned after eight days with

“Kismet” switched over to the Earle.

New policy will play all product

for preferred second runs. “Whoopee”
opened with “Sin Takes a Holiday”

to follow. Admission will be cut to

25-35 cents.

Occasional 1st Run
To Boost Suburban

{Continued from page 1)

doesn’t matter much whether this

house goes first run or second. The
“White Hell” thing had the bulk of

the business in other neighborhood
houses during the week being booked
at three of them after the Uptown’s
run.

There is a hint that Publix is mak-
ing the Uptown a sort of lead-off

house for its neighborhood string, but

it is more likely that a first run will

be used now and then to keep it be-

fore the public while the others fol-

low along with the best pick from the

downtown first runs.

Lust Entertains
Washington—Sidney Lust, president

of the Washington M. P. Theatre
Owners’ Association, is playing Santa
Claus for the poor. He sent 200 tick-

ets for the Lust string of theatres to

Adjutant R. L. Grainger of the Vol-
unteers of America. The free admis-
sions were passed out with the Christ-
mas dinner baskets given to the needy.
“You give ’em the dinner. I’ll pro-

vide the entertainment,” said Lust in

his letter.

Folk in Dark Bank
{Continued from page 1)

ment. The closing followed a run
said to have been started by circu-
lation of false rumors. Two men
are under arrest charged with spread-
ing such rumor.
Film firms and individuals in the

industry did business with Chelsea,

chiefly through the branch office at

1600 Broadway, where the run
started. Jules Brulatour is a direc-

tor of the bank.
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From the Box Office Slant
The Royal Family

{Paramount)

Clever; Box-Office

Not a royal romance. Neither is it

a yarn of back stage life, although
the picture deals with the “royal

family” of the American theatre. Ina

Claire, Frederic March and Henrietta

Crosman play the leads as daughter,

son and mother of the famous Caven-
dishes—theatrical, erratic, but never-

theless charmingly real people.

Briefly, the story deals with efforts

of Julia, played with distinction by
Miss Claire, to forego the theatre

around which her entire life is

wrapped, in favor of a life of domes-
ticity. It doesn’t go; you know it

never will ;
and, while therefore tlie

denouement of the slight story is what
you expect, the picture nevertheless

sustains the interest. This is so fine

because the direction is intelligent,

the performances splendid and the

treatment clever.

“The Royal Family,” editorially

commented upon in Motion Picture
Daily yesterday, is intelligent, yet

geared for the mob.
Frederic March, as Tony, does what

is easily the best work of his picture

career. The part calls for exaggera-

tions and theatricalisms, yet March’s

work is unquestionably distinguished.

Miss Crosman comes through with

the third best performance, and a

good one at that. Arnold Korff, as

Wolfe, the manager, is excellent.

Produced by Paramount-Publix. Adapted
from stage play, “The Royal Family” by
Edna Ferber and George Kaufman. Di-

rected' by George Cukor and Cyril Gardner.

THE CAST
Julia Cavendish Ina Claire
Anthony Cavendish Frederic March
Gwen Mary Brian
Perry Stewart Charles Starrett
Fanny Cavendish Henrietta Crosman
Oscar Wolfe Arnold Korff
Gilmore Marshall Frank Conroy
,loe Royal C. Stout
Della Elsie Esmond
McDermott Murray Alper
Hall Boy Wesley Stark

A Soldier’s Plaything
(Warners)

Funny, But Hectic

T his talker, which rates as aver-
age program fare, has one re-

deeming feature— the splendid per-

formance by Harry Langdon. The
sad-faced comedian steals practically

every scene he is in and gets plenty
of laughs while doing it.

This should stack up satisfactorily

for regular week runs and find plenty
of patronage in the split week spots.

Plug the Langdon name and Ben Lyon
monicker for the best results.

Roy Del Ruth, who directed the
talker, evidently found the story not
strong enough to carry the piece, so
he resorted to old-fashioned comedy
gagSj which wasn’t a bad idea. Lang-
don is given plenty of footage in which
to put over his brand of comedy, and
does so in great style. Lyon and
Lotti Loder carry the flimsy story
and are adequate for their parts. The
tale is about two lads, Langdon and
Lyon, who join the army. Langdon
because he wants to and Lyon because
he wants to escape gangsters who are
after him for a crime he did not com-
mit.

Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Dally or Weekly Rafes

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp.

723-7th AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 6067

The story is decidedly episodic and
kept alive by numerous comedy se-

quences supplied by Langdon. A
great deal of the footage shows the

boys playing nurse maid to a bunch
of horses, but the comedy helps to

dominate over the questionable sur-

roundings. The piece moves fast

throughout, and this aids it materially.
Produced and distributed by Warners.

Directed by Michael Curtiz. Story, screen
version and dialoj^ue by Vina Delmar.
Screen play by Perry Vekrotf. Photo-
graphed by Chick McGill. Edited by Jo
Killifer. Length, 5,050 feet. Running time,

55 minutes.

THE CAST
Tim Harry Langdon
Grandfather Jean Hersholt
Hank Fred Kohler
Gretchen Lotti Loder
Georgie Ben Lyon
Capt. Plover Noah Beery
Herman Otto Matiesen
Corporal Lee Moran
Lola Marie Astaire
Joe Frank Campeau

The Dawn Trail
(Columbia)

So-So

W HILE this western follows the

stereotyped formula, revolving

about a feud between sheep herders

and cow punchers, there is enough ac-

tion in it to satisfy the average fan’s

craving for action. The story is too

complicated to make the production
outstanding, but it will no doubt get

by as an average offering in houses

which specialize in westerns.

Buck Jones does acceptable work
as the sheriff. His riding, together

with the performance of Charles Mor-
ton, highlight the picture. Miriam
Seegar, as the feminine lead, doesn’t

help much.

Needs good comedy sul>port.

Produced and distributed by Columbia.
Directed by Christy Cabanne. Story by
Forrest Sheldon. Adaptation and dialogue
bv John Neville. Photographed by T. D.
McCord. Edited by James Sweeney.
Length, 5,850 feet. Running time, 65 min-
utes. Release date, Nov. 28, 1930.

THE CAST
Larry Ruck Jones
June Miriam Seegar
Mart Charles Morton
Denton Erville Alderson
Amos A1 Le Saint
Sheets Charles King
Cock-Eye Hank Mann

Rango
(Paramount)

Packs a Wallop

I
F your audience went for “Chang,”
“Grass” and “Four Feathers,” they

will like “Rango,” produced in the

wilds of Sumatra bv Ernest Schoed-
sack and Meriam Cooper. In pro-
duction values, this new jungle film

lacks some of the qualities of its pre-

decessors, but what the others didn’t

have “Rango” has, and that is an in-

timacy in treatment.

For instance, Schoedsack took two
apes and two humans, a man and his

small son, and around them has de-

veloped a parallel story telling of the

lives of each. The story concerns the

struggles which confront both families.

It tells how Ali, the man. hunts wild

animals. It shows how Tua, the ape,

seeks food for himself and the tiny

Rango. The simplicity of it all is

the unusual part of the story.

The antics of Rango put to shame
the comedy efforts of most humans.

His pranks should bring gales of
laughter.

A short dialogue prologue opens the

film, with Claude King and little

Douglas Scott making way for what
follows. A musical background fits

into the film throughout, and at times
dialogue is used to explain the vari-

ous situations. Exploitation value
rests in the fact the picture is a de-
cided novelty.
Produced by Ernest G. Schoedsack. Dis-

tributed by Paramount-Publix. Direction,
story, photography and editing by Ernest
G. Schoedsack. Running time (preview),
76 minutes. Footage, 6,840 feet.

Inspiration
(M-G-M)

Box-Office Garbo

H ardly for the kiddies but a pic-

ture that will have a large appeal to

Garbo fans. The Swedish star put
everything she had into this picture,

which is built around a plot ideal

for her type of performance. The
story is nothing out of the ordinary,
the settings are fair and the pho-
tography is good, but the acting of

Miss Garbo and the supporting cast

is excellent.

With Robert Montgomery in the
male lead and a group of others as

good in their minor parts, the cast of

this picture is its main selling point.

The talker was exceptionally well re-

ceived at its preview showing, and
rates as excellent screen fare for the
discriminating audiences. Free love

is the situation taken for granted
throughout.

Miss Garbo plays the role of a so-

phisticated woman of many affairs

who falls in love with a poor student,

turning down her chance for a social

success with a rich bachelor who
“keeps” her.
Produced and distributed by M-G-M

Directed by Clarence Brown. Dialogue and
adaptation by Gene Markev. Photographed
by William Daniels. Edited by Conred
Nervig. Length. 7.200 feet. Running time
(preview), 80 minutes.

THE CAST
Yvonne Greta Garbo
Andre Robert Montgomery
Del Val Lewis Stone
Lulu Marjorie Rambeau
Odette Judith Vosselli
Marthe Beryl Mercer
Coutant John Mi^jan
Vignaud Oscar Apfel
Madelaine Joan Marsh
Gaby Gwen Lee
Jouvet Paul McAllister
Galland Richard Tucker

Short Subjects

Don’t Leave Home
( Christie-Educational)

Fair Comedy
Not very much to this. Johnny

Hines plays the lead as the father
who thinks his wife left him, and who
takes the baby to a hotel for safe-

keeping. The comedy deals with his

efforts to keep the child from crying
and the opposition he meets from
noisy neighbors. The worfien will

probably enjoy the attempts to quiet

the youngster, which is very cute. A
few good laughs help considerably.
Hines, is amusing, but the balance of

the players, is not up to the standard.
Running time, 19 minutes.

Rough Idea of Love
(Sennett-Educ’l)

Under Par
Not very much to it. The story

thread is very slight and the slap-

stick that runs all through the comedy
pretty broad. The cabaret singer,

played by Marjorie Beebe, cannot
make up her mind to marry the

pianist, Frank Eastman, but she final-

ly does after machine gun bullets, and
much noise. There is a blonde who
is sweet on the piano player and who
gets her share of the rough stuff, of

which there is plenty. Just an excuse
for a comedy and not up to the type
of thing expected from Mack Sennett.

Running time, 21 minutes.

Three Hollywood Girls
(Ideal-Educ’l)

A Neat Job
Good old Jimmy Gleason. This

comedy might have been much differ-

ent if the “Oh, Yeah” champion
hadn’t been on the job. In this, he
satirizes the troubles faced by pic-

ture-struck girls who flock to Holly-
wood in search of fame and some
fortune. His work is obvious, par-

ticularly in the dialogue, which moves
swiftly and has punch. There are
enough laughs distributed in the film

to keep audiences amused, and the

cast which features Leota Lane, Rita
Flynn, and Edward J. Nugent handles
itself well. This is a neat job. Run-
ning time, 21 minutes.

Pigskin Capers
(Terry Toon-Educ’l)

Amusing Cartoon
Clever cartoonantics built around

football. Probably has lost its time-
liness for this season, now that

gridiron activities have come to an
end. The team of mice plays the cat

outfit, with some odd stunts in ball

carrying set to music. Several are
original enough to be quite amusing,
and the cartoon short on the whole
should draw a number of laughs from
almost any audience. Running time, 6
minutes.
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‘Squealer’Nabs

$19,000orTop

Buffalo Money
Biif¥alo — You can’t beat Santa

Claus—in this town at any rate. Box-
office grosses for last week demon-
strated that to first-run operators who
didn’t like what happened to their

business but couldn’t do much about

it except shrug their shoulders and
take the rap.

The one house in this city by the

shores of Lake Erie which came
through with some sort of a stand-

ard flying was the Lafayette with

“The Squealer.” The gross for the

week was $19,000, which is way above
average. All others tapered off.

Estimated takings

;

“LIFE OF PARTY” (Warners)
BUFFALO — (3,500), 35c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Publix revue, ‘En-
chanted Forest,” news. Gross: $28,500.

“THE CAT CREEPS” (Universal)
HIPPODROME—(2,100), 25c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Five acts RKO vaude-
ville. headed by Jim McWilliams, news.
Gross: $16,800,

“OH! FOR A MAN” (Fox)
GREAT LAKES— (3,042), 25c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “Another Fine Mess”
(M-G-M), “High Steppers” (Pathe), news.
Gross: $16,000.

“THE SQUEALER” (Columbia)
LAFAYETTE— (3,300), 25c-35c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “Breakfast in Bed”
(Pathe); “Dixie Chase” (Pathe); Pathe
Audio review; Fable cartoon (Pathe), news.
Gross: $19,000.

“SUNNY” (First National)

CENTURY—(3.000). 25c-60c, 7 days. Othei
attractions: “Racket Cheers” (Educational).

“Pulling a Bone’’ (Paramount), “Up to

Mars” (Paramount), news. Gross: $15,000

Behe Daniels Soon
Starts at Warners

Hollywood—Bebe Daniels has been
signed to a long-term contract by
Warner Bros., and will appear here-

after exclusively in Warner pictures.

She plays the leading role in the

screen version of the anonymous
novel, “Ex-Mistress,” which will soon

have its Broadway premiere. It has

been decided not to call this picture

“Beauty and the Boss,” as was an-

nounced ; a new title is now being

sought. Ben Lyon, whose marriage

with Miss Daniels w’as one of the

outstanding social events of Holly-

wood last spring, plays opposite her

in this production.

To Ban '‘All Quiet”
Vienna— “All Quiet Along the.

Western Front” is expected to be

banned by the provincial governments

of Austria, following such recommen-

dation by the cabinet. There can be
;

no national prohibition of the film,

as the matter of passing or rejecting

films is reserved by the provinces.

Schwalm to Expand
Hamilton, O. — John A. Schwalm.

manager of the Rialto, has purchased

a large site immediately adjoining

his theatre, on which the business

block recently burned. He will erect

a large modern building to be used

for store and office purposes, with a

possibility of converting it into part

of his theatre at some future time

should occasion require.

“The Lash” Set In
Warners’ will premiere “The Lash”

at the Winter Garden next Tuesday
replacing “Mother’s Cry.”

Mpls. Tight as

Xmas Arrives;

Grosses Awful
Minneapolis — Business was socked

here last week by the Christmas hulla-

baloo, with crowds ranging the shops
and streets, but buying little either in

the form of gifts or entertainment.

.\ppeal of film houses was mostly as

a place to rest and count bundles.

The Minnesota, with “War Nurse,”
was off to $20,000. The RKO Or-
pheum scratched out $12,000 with
“Madonna of the Streets,” while
“River’s End” at the State ended wdth
a mere $5,000. At the Century, where
“Old English” was the attraction,

business was better, the week closing

with $8,000.

An idea of how terrible theatre

business was gets over with these ad-

ditional figures

:

At the RKO Seventh Street, “Bou-
doir Diplomat” ended up with $1,200.

and at the Aster, Jack Oakie in “Only
Saps Work” did $1,000, which is worse
than awful.

Estimated takings :

“WAR NURSE” (M-G-M)
MINNE.SOTA — (4,025). 30c-40c-60c. 7

days, 7 shows daily. Other attractions:

Lou Breeze serenaders and stage show,
Stan Malotte, organist, novelty and news
reel. Gross: $20,000.

‘‘ONLY SAPS WORK*' (Paramount)
ASTER— (812). 15c-25c-30c, 7 days, 7 shows

daily. Other attractions: News reel. Gross:

$1 000
“OLD ENGLISH’* (Warner)

CENTURY— (1,640), 25c-35c60c, 7 days 6

shows daily. Other attractions: News reel,

musical novelty. Gross: $8,000.

“MAYBE IT’S LOVE” (Warner)
LYRIC— (1,238), 15c-2Sc-40c, 7 days, 7

shows daily. Other attractions: Comedy
and news reel. Gross: $1,300.

“MADONNA OF THE STREETS” (ColA

RKO ORPHEUM— (2.900), 35c-50c-75c. 7

days, 3 shows daily. Other attractions:

Five acts vaudeville, comedy, news reel-

Gross: $12,000.

“BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT” (Universal)

RKO SEVENTH STREET—(1.300). 25c-

35c-50c, 7 days, 6 shows daily. O^her at-

tractions: News reels. Gross: $1,^^.

“RIVER’S END (Warner)
STATE— (2,300). 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, ^

shows daily. Other attractions: Comedy,
screen novelties and news reel. Gross:

$5,000.

Brylawski Honored
Washington.—A. Julian Brylawski,

who recently retired after serving

seven years as president of the Wash-
ington M.P.T.O. Association was,

honored by his fellow-managers when
a delegation gathered at the Warner
executive offices and presented him
with a tapestry.

Pretty Swell

M-G-M ushered “The New
Moon” into the Astor last

night. For discriminating
audiences, this Lawrence Tib-
bett-Grace Moore singing fes-

tival will hold a lot of charm.
Whether the mob will go for

it is another question entirely.

The picture is a musical,
done generally with much
charm. Tibbett’s notes record
beautifully and that, likewise,

is true of Miss Moore. For
suavity in comedy relief,

Roland Young walks away
from the rest of the cast.

He’s very slick.

K ANN

A Thriller

Hollywood—“Dracula,” Uni-
versal’s mystery picture di-

rected by Tod Browning and
featuring Bela Lugosi, is a
wierdly-fascinating picture of
vampires. Lugosi gives a
sensational performance.
Dwight Frye equally as good.
Helen Chandler is wistful as
the victim. Browning’s direc-

tion is good, and Universal
put a lot of money into the
backgrounds and castles of

Transylvania and in England.
The outstanding set is a

circular staircase, down which
Renfield plunges after being
choked by Dracula. Edward
Van Sloan, as the professor
who ends Dracula’s career,

makes a pictorial curtain
speech, saying that vampires
really exist. Preview audi-
ences were thrilled by the
picture.

CHURCHILL.

Mpls. **Pan” Folded
In Stagehand Jam

Minneapolis—Pantages has dropped
out of the Minneapolis picture after

a short run of what looked like fairly

successful picture business. The house
is dark again without any general an-
nouncement of what the prospects are.

The place has been closed for the
better part of a year and it has been
longer than that since “Pan” vaude-
ville was housed there. Information on
good authority is that Pantages will

not put the number of men on his

stage to handle vaudeville that the

stage hands’ union here demands.
The same source revealed that Pan-

taaes had no intention of running
strictly film stuff in the house but

intended to reopen with vaudeville if

he could make the proper arrange-
ments. It is said he announced he
would keep the house dark from now
on unless the stage hands moderated
their demands.
Apparently both sides stood fast.

Flesh Shows Not So
Hot at Louisville

Louisville—While there has been a

lot of arguments heard for stage at-

tractions in Louisville, and especially

in letters written to the press, re-

ports indicate that the combined stage
and screen shows at the National,
started a few weeks ago, are not
drawing especially well. However,
conditions in Louisville, are poor and
it is hardly a fair test. With a num-
ber of banks closed, plus the holi-

days, unemployment, reduced wages,
etc., theatres have generally been run-
ning light attendances.

Rush Under Knife
San Francisco — George Rush, as-

sistant to Bob Harvey, Fox West
Coast Theatres publicity chief here,

is at a local hospital following an
operation for appendicitis.

53 Replacements
Montreal—Of 326 installations

made by the Northern Electric Com-
pany, the Western Electric associate

company in Canada, 53 are replace-

ments of other types of equipment.

“Princess and
Plumber” Gets

$15,500inN.W
Portland •— Christmas buying took

all the money last week, and, con-
sequently, caused a drop in intakes at

first-runs. “The Princess and the
Plumber,” with an exceptionally
snappy stage offering, brought the

heaviest attendance of the week at

the Fox Broadway, with gross of

$15,500.

Ruth Chatterton in “The Right to

Love,” billed at the last moment at

the Portland Paramount, brought out
many of her fans and grossed $14,-

800; while “See America Thirst,”

with some clever tie-ups with local

fountains and bottlers, and Portland’s

only vaudeville at RKO Orpheum,
proved popular to the extent of $14,-

500. “Hell’s Angels” was held over
to good business at the “United
.Artists,” with normal attendance, and
grossed $10,200.

Estimated takings

:

“PRINCESS AND THE PLUMBER”
(Fox)

FOX BROADWAY—(1,912), 25c-35c-60c, 7

days. Other attractions: Fanchon &
Marco’s “Way Back When Idea.” Gross:
$15.5(X).

“RIGHT TO LOVE” (Paramount)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT—(3,068), 2.5c-

35c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Phil
Lampkin and Paramounteers, Paramount
comedies, news. Gross: $14,800.

“SEE AMERICA THIRST” (Universal)
RKO ORPHEUM— (1,700), 25c-p5c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: Vaudeville, news.
Gross: $14,500.

“HELL’S ANGELS” (United Artists)

FOX UNITED ARTISTS—(945), 50c-60c-

75c, 7 days, 2nd week. Other attractions:

News. Gross: $10,200.

“WIDOW FROM CHICAGO” (F. N.)

RIALTO— (1,498), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “Mariutch” (Para-

mount), “Nagging Wives” (Paramount).
Gross: $9,600.

“EXTRAVAGANCE” (Tiffany)

HAMRICK’S MUSIC BOX—(1,835), 15c-

25c-40c, 7 days. Other attractions: News,
Vitaphone comedies. Gross: $6,500, normal.

Standardized Rules
On Censors Sought

Regina, Sask.— Conference of rep-

resentatives of the film censor boards
in five Canadian provinces at which
recommendations were adopted regard-

ing the standardization of regulations

governing the use of projection ma-
chines and safety devices in projection

rooms of theatres. Copies of the uni-

form code are being presented to the

governments of Ontario, Manitoba,

Saskatchewan, Alberta and British

Columbia. The province of Quebec was
not represented at the conference.

St. Johns Gets "U”
Story Post Jan. 1

Universal City.—Ivan St. Johns on

January 1, will join Universal as

special attache on the staff of Carl

Laemmle, Sr. His chief function will

be to sell story properties owned by

the company. St. Johns formerly was
Universal publicity director at the

studio.

New W. E. Licensees
Electrical Research Products has

issued a theatrical recording license

to Balsley and Phillips, Inc., Ltd.,

of Hollywood. This new licensee will

make 'Western Electric recording

facilities available to independents.
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Seeking Fox W. C. Scalp
Yule Bugaboo
Taken for a

Friseo Ride

San Francisco— Christmas Week,
usually considered a nightmare for

theatre business, did not leave quite

as bad a blight this year as had been

expected, it is shown by estimates for

the week just closing. The Warfield,

with the third and next to final week
of “Hell’s Angels,” dropped to $30,-

000, which is good business and shows
that the war film still can pack them
in. Charles Thall, Fox West Coast

assistant division manager, seems per-

fectly satisfied with the takings.

The Fox, with “The Princess and

the Plumber,” slipped a little, dipping

(Continued on page 7)

St. Louis Gets

New 1st Run
St. Louis—Although generally con-

sidered the prime overseated spot of

America, St. Louis is due to get an-

other downtown first run, it is re-

vealed by Harold F. Hencken, real

estate dealer. Other than to admit

he is interested in promoting the pro-

ject, Hencken is silent on details.

Holiday Trip Fatal
For Chas. Tyson

Washington—While driving to his

home here for the Christmas holiday,

Charles Tyson, representing Electrical

Research Products in Virginia, was
killed irr an accident. He is well

known in this territory, having form-
erly been with United Artists and
FBO.

Know Him?
“See all those doors,” said

the in-and-outer. “That’s so
the big shots can’t find me
to fire me.”

$27,000 for

Paid” Tops
L. A. ‘Take’

Sensational Battle in West Finds Warners,
Schenck, Franklin, Hughes on Warpath

With guns being brought into position in a three-way offensive

against its stronghold on the Pacific Coast and other Western
territory. Fox West Coast Theatres is facing a battle perhaps
unprecedented in exhibition history.

Warners, Harold B. Franklin and United Artists are the fac-

tors in the impending scrap against Fox West Coast. Tt is to

he no allied affair, however, hut a battle royal.

Eleven Coast theatres have been
built or acquired by Warners since

that company started its Coast drive.

Four more are either under construc-
tion or will be in work within 60
days. The company has just acquired
the Elsimore and Capitol at Salem,
Ore., marking its second excursion
into the Pacific Northwest, recently
having acquired a house at .Aberdeen,

Wash. The Coast drive is part of
the $50,000,000 national expansion
program launched by Warners some
time ago.

Schenck Stepping
Meanwhile, Joseph M. Schenck has

been active and has lined up several
of the 100 theatres he promises to

have in operation by early summer,
Schenck is concentrating on the Coast
for the present, hut he intends to con-
tinue to e.xpand eastward until the

proposed chain of United .Artists

houses blankets the country.
Franklin’s plans are being whipped

into shape and a partnership deal is

being worked out with Howard
Hughes. With the Hughes millions

behind him, Franklin is expected to

make a series of fast coups, which
will make the combination a strong
adversary for the other combatants
to face.

Los Angeles—Theatre shopping this

week knocked grosses into a cocked
hat and dipped them lower than ever
for night business although matinees
held up well, serving as “rest havens”
for tired shoppers. The Criterion
and State did the best business down-
town, while the Orpheum with “Ex-
Flame” dove to the lowest gross in

the history of the house.

The Pantages did fair, and War-
ners’ two houses, playing “River’s

End’’ day and date, held up satisfac-

(Continued on page 7)

U” Realigns

Its Sales Crew
Realignment of Universal’s sales

force has been completed under Phil

Reisman, general sales manager. As
before, the East operates under Ted
Schlanger and the West under Harry
Lorch, with eight districts established.

(Continued on page 2)

Fox and Roxy Tilt

On ^^Part-Time Wife^^
Fox officials and Roxy are having

their disagreements again and it’s all

about “Part-Time Wife,” which
opened at the big first run Wednes-
day.

The picture is based on “The Shep-

( Continued on page 2)

Halves Color

Cost, Is Claim
Chicago—New color process which

will halve the present cost of pro-
ductions in color is in its final stages
at the Stewart-Warner Corporation
laboratories here, according to reliable

reports. Official confirmation of the

report is lacking for obvious reasons,

as scientific and legal details remain
to be completed. C. B. Smith, presi-

dent of Stewart-Warner, automotive

Warner Push
Speeded In

Chi Seetor

Chicago— Invasion of two exclu-

sively Publix situations in the Chicago
territory will be accomplished by
Warners during 1931, in that firm’s

aggressive campaign for a foothold in

this territory. Sites have been pur-

chased at Aurora, 111., and Michigan
City, Ind., and theatre construction

in both cities wdll be under way with-

in sixty days, it is reported.

At Aurora, an industrial city of

48,000, forty miles southwest of Chi-

cago, a 2,000-seat theatre will be

erected at a cost of $500,000. The
site will be the former Aurora City

(Continued on page 7)

Demands Cut

On B.O. Take
Leominster, Mass.—Whether or not

a theatre shall be required to pay a

percentage of its Sunday receipts to

a city in lieu of a fee for its permit
may be carried into court as a result

of the demand made upon the Ply-
mouth Amusement Co. of this city for

a ten per cent payment of the theatre’s

Sunday grosses since July 12.

For a time the theatre paid the ten

per cent, which was turned over to the

city’s welfare department. Then it

(Continued on page 7)

Draw
“New Moon” is off to a real

start at the Astor, New York,
where the picture opened
Tuesday. Even the usual
starvation, day-before-Christ-
mas hugbear couldn’t pre-
vent a sell-out at the mati-
nee, and Christmas Eve
showed the picture’s box-
office strength in the face of

chilly weather.

Tira"
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Man = Power

It was the day be-

fore Christmas, but Yuletide

cheer apparently had failed to

get under this executive’s skin.

“The more I see of opera-

tions in the picture business,

the less I understand. Take
any one of your old-line com-
panies and what do you find ?

Vast production programs with
millions at stake

;
large theatre

organizations that flirt around
the high-eight and low-nine
figure division and a handful
of men to run them,” he said.

H OW,” he rumi-
nated further, “is the business
to pull through when man-
power, the major equation
upon which the success of any
coordinated enterprise depends,

is so lacking it almost doesn’t

exist. What is being done to

build for the future so that
when the pioneers are gone,
their institutions won’t be-
come monuments to their

memories ?”

IVs a Story
Probably one of the most dra-
matic stories in years will be
told with the full details of the
cause of the rift in the proposed
Joseph i\I. Schenck-Howard
Hughes partnership, which would
have brought Hughes into .A.rt

Cinema Corp., United Artists
affiliate, and Harold B. Franklin
into an affiliation with both.

When United .\rtists threw
down the gauntlet to Fox West
Coast, in its now famous con-
spiracy charges against that

company, it was generally un-
derstood that Schenck was all

set on his proposed deal with
Hughes, under which the latter

was to bring $3,000,000 in new
money into the company. That
woidd have given Schenck the

hacking also of the Hughes for-

tune. For Hughes is known
to be a plunger who will shoot
the works to accomplish his ob-
jective.

At that time, it was also the

general opinion that Schenck
and Franklin were getting to-

gether, Franklin being the third

member of the triumvirate, who
would handle the theatre end.

Then something happened.
.Schenck and Franklin had words,
so the story goes, and Franklin
continued theatre plans on his

own. Shortly after, news seeped
through that all was not w'ell

betw’een Schenck and Hughes,
and later wffiat seemed like an
open breach developed. At any
rate, the young multi-millionaire

pulled out of the the proposed
Urt Cinema deal. Then followed
-Urt Cinema’s deal for its lab

w'ork to be done by Consolidated.

Now the story is that Hughes
and Franklin are to be partners

in a theatre acquisition program.
The West Coast certainly is in

for a real battle in the theatre

field, and the recorders of Off-
the-Record don’t mean perhaps.

Bubbling Over
“Jimmy” Grainger is an optimist.

He refused to give an ear to any
depression bunk and when he
landed on the Coast t’ other day,
he was so pepped up by the ac-

tivity he witnessed, that he got
on the telephone to share his en-
thusiasm with Motion Picture
Daily.

Recordi
j

Vigilant
Washington's Chamber of Com-
merce is w'atching closing for
pre-views of “Fires of Youth.”
This is the talker version of
“Man, Woman and Sin,” in

which the late Jeanne Eagles
starred for M-G-M and which
drew' a bitter protest from the
civic body as a libel on Washing-
ton and its fair environs.

Monta Bell wrote and directed
the story for M-G-M and is do-
ing the talker for “U.” Objec-
tion is that the story contains
pictures of the “vice division.”

This segregated section of the
city was legislated out of exis-

tence through the personal cam-
paign directed against it by the
first Mrs. Woodrow Wilson.
The Hays office recognized the
first protest, but to date has not
been asked to intervene w'ith

Universal. Lew Ayres is being
starred in the remake.

The Cat’s Ears
Nadine and Katherine Dennis
went to Hollywood from
San Jose, just seven years ago,

to crash the film gates. They
have gotten an occasional day’s

work at $3 as extras but that’s

all. A few months ago they

found a kitten half starved on a

vacant lot. They nursed it hack
to health and passed their idle

hours teaching it tricks. One <lay

an assistant director asked for a

Maltese cat. Nadine asked if

“Pussums” — her cat — would do.

“Pussums” performed her stunt=

and has worked steadily ever

since in pictures, earning as high

as $50 a day. Now the girls are

eating regularly again.

Economy
It was at a Christmas party last

night, where a big timer was
being kidded to a fare-thee-well.

It seems he got pretty hard hit

during the year, so this Christmas
decided on a swap idea. That is,

as a new present came along, he

rewrapped and re-addressed it,

and sent it to someone else as his

gift to them. Only on one pack-

age, the wires got crossed and
his secret was out. He is said

to have been in the black on the

swapping.

Well, what!
Here and there, dominant

fig'ures, through the force of
their ability, have risen above
the level of the ranks. But
how many? Take time off, be
honest in your appraisal and
then realize how dangerously
few? Dangerously few for the
companies and dangerously
few for the business.
Old stuff? Certainly, but

still a number one pain in

industrr headaches.
K A N N

Monte Blue Returns
In Columbia Film

Hollywood—Monte Blue, former
Warner star, whose contract was
bought up by that company, is to

return to pictures in Columbia’s
“The Flood,’’ which Jarpes Tinling
will direct.

Lehr Held Up
St. Louis—Three robbers got $478

in cash by holding up Oscar Lehr,
manager of the New Shenandoah.
The stick-up took place in the rear of

his brother’s home. No attempt was
made to frisk the brother.

JesseKauffmanBack
With Talking Epics
Jesse Kauffman, who formerly was

with the company at Pittsburgh, has

been appointed district manager at

Pittsburgh for Talking Picture Epics.

He takes over the post Jan. 5.

First Runs Up to 7
Louisville—With the opening of the

National a few weeks ago Louis-

ville, a town of 307,000 (1930 Fed-
eral census) has seven first run
houses. The others are the .Llamo.

Strand, Loew’s, Keith Rialto, Keith
Mary Anderson, and Brown.

December 26, 1930

“U” Realigns

Its Sales Crew
(Continued from page 1)

District managers for seven of them
have been named, completing assign-
ment of all exchanges except Dallas,
San Antonio and Oklahoma City,
where a district manager soon is to
be named. The line-up :

S. Wittman: New York, New
Haven, Albany and Boston.
W. M. Richardson : .Ltlanta, Char-

lotte, New Orleans and Memphis.
AI. S. Landow : Philadelphia, Pitts-

burgh and Washington.
Dave Miller : Buffalo, Cleveland

and Cincinnati.

W. J. Heineman : San Francisco,
Butte, Denver, Los Angeles, Port-
land, Salt Lake and Seattle.

E. T. Gomersall : Chicago, Des
Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas
City, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha,
St. Louis and Sioux Falls.

Clair Hague (general manager for

Canada) : Toronto, Winnipeg, Mon-
treal, St. John, A'ancouver, Calgary.

Fox and Roxy Tilt

On ^Tart-Time Wife^*
(Continued from page 1)

per Newfounder,” a yarn by Stewart
Edward White, title of which Eox
threw ’out in favor of something con-
sidered to be box-office. “Part-Time
Wife” was the selection. The picture

is in for a nine day run at the Fox-
controlled first run under the original

title and Fox is understood to be
slightly boiling, asking how the pub-
lic may be e.xpected to hurry to a
picture when the title fails to give

an idea of what the story is all about.

The film pivots partially around a dog
and, in order to get over that idea,

Roxy newspaper advertising preluded
its ads with this line : “And a little

dog shall lead them.” The theatre

also asserts the release title is being

used in some advertising.

The big splash at the theatre is the

stage show, Roxy always having evi-

denced considerable pride in his flesh-

and-blood presentation for the Christ-

mas holiday week. It was reported

on Wednesday that “The Middle
Watch,” British picture, had been
pulled after a five-day run because
of bad business, but this was denied

at the theatre where it was said plans

called for a nine-day joint run of

stage show and picture prior to and
over during Christmas week.
However, the English production

grossed only $28,037 for the first four

days of its run, or the lowest busi-

ness in the history of the house. The
pre-holiday slump might have had
something to do with it.

Sheehan and Bowles
Set Frisco Line-Up

San Francisco — Realignment of
managers here as a result of the deal
under which Fox West Coast on
January 1 takes over the three local

Publix houses is under way. Howard
J. Sheehan was here Christmas Eve
conferring on the situation with Gen-
eral A, M. Bowles, general division

manager. Robert Horton Kahn will

manage the St. Erancis under the new
regime. Robert Hicks, who has been
manager of the California, has been
transferred by Publix to the Newman
at Kansas City. He leaves Jan. 12.
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Criminal Code
(Columbia)

Fine Attraction
A fine prison drama, hampered

somewhat by length, but forceful in

its treatment and direction. That is

" Fhe Criminal Code.”
Howard Hawks had a stern yarn

to deal with and that's the w’ay he
handled it. No compromise, no comedy
dragged in by the ears for the sake

of relief. His direction is powerful.

The story concerns a boy confined

to San Quentin prison, convicted of

an accidental murder through the

brilliance of an astute district at-

torney. An attempted jail break
fails, the convicts get the squealer

and the boy, Phillips Holmes is ac-

cused. The warden attempts to force

Holmes to divulge who did the job,

but the boy refuses and is committed
to solitary confinement. The love in-

terest enters the proceedings through
the warden’s daughter who falls for

the boy. Eventually, the real mur-
derer of the “stool” comes clean and

the boy is cleared. .

Walter Huston, as the district at-

torney and warden, is superlatively

fine. Holmes gives a splendid por-

trayal of the boy whose morale gives

way after six years of labor in the

prison jute mill. As a matter of the

fact, the entire cast is far above the

average.
Produced by Columbia. Adapted from

play of same name by Martin Flavin.

Directed by Howard Hawks. Screen adap-
tation and additional dialogue by Fred
Niblo, Jr. Edited by Edward Curtis. Photo-
graphed by James Howe. Length, 7,920

feet. Running time, 88 mins. Release date

Jan. 15, 1931.

THE CAST
Warden Brady Walter Huston
Mary Brady Constance Cummings
Robert Graham Phillips Holmes
Gertrude Wil.iams Mary Doran
Gleason DeWitt Jennings
McManus John Sheehan
Galloway Boris Karloff

Fales Otto Hoffman
Runch Clark Marshall
Nettleford Arthur Hoyt
Katie Ethel Wales
Dr. Rinewulf Nicolas Soussanin
Spelvin Paul Porcasi

The New Moon
(M-G-M)

High Class
If you like your singing, played

against a romantic, colorful back-
ground, “The New Moon” is your
meat. In view of what appears to be

the apathy of the public to musicals
and operettas, it should be made clear

at the outset that this film adheres
to the tradition of the latter formula.

The highlights are the singing of

Lawrence Tibbett and Grace Moore,
both of whom have splendid voices

to which the “mike” does plenty of

justice. M-G-M w’as clever enough
to inject action into the story. That
will appeal to straight picture fans

who like their entertainment whooped
up. The vocalizing will, of course,

appeal to music lovers.

The story briefly concerns the ship-

board affair between Tibbett, a Rus-
sian lieutenant, and Miss Moore, a

princess of the blood, who is wedlock-
bound toward Adolphe Menjou, gov-
ernor of a Russian province in the

Caucasus. Tibbett has his troubles

of the heart, but eventually comes
through them all with Miss Moore as

the missus. Most of the music is

stirring, while the solos and duets of

Tibbett and Moore are enhanced con-

siderably by a splendid male chorus,

garbed in the uniform of the army.
“The New Moon” will undoubtedly

click heavily with discriminating audi-

ences who go in for selection of intel-

ligent entertainment regardless of the

formula. The average run of picture

audiences may give it a varied re-

ception.

I’roduced by M-G-M. Adapted from the
stage play of the same rrame by Schwab
and Mandel. Directed by Jack Conway.
Screen adaptation by Sylvia Thalberg
and Frank Butler. Books and lyrics by
Oscar Hammerstein 2nd, Frank Mandel
and Lawrence Schwab. Music by Sigmund
Romberg. Edited by Margaret Booth.
Photographed by Oliver T. Marsh. Length.
7,016 feet. Running time, 78 mins. Release
date Jan. 17, 1931.

THE CAST
Lieutenant Michael Petroff

Lawrence Tibbett
Princess Tanya Strogoff Grace Moore
Governor Boris Brusi.off. . .Adolphe Menjou
Count Strogoff Roland Young
Potkin Gus Shy-
Countess Anastasia Strogoff . . Emily Fitzroy

Reducing
(M-G-Al)

Another Smash
Marie Dressier and Polly Moran

set bo.x-office figures reeling with
their “Caught Short” and in this new
comedy should cop loads of laughs,

which means coin at the box-office.

Comedy dialogue by Willard Mack
and Beatrice Barnyard should keep
cash registers clicking. The picture

looks like a sure enough winner.
Charles Reisner, whose comedy

slant contributed for some of the out-

standing Charlie Chaplin successes,

is the director, and has done a fine

job of it. This has a peach of a cast,

including Anita Page, Sally Eilers

Buster Collier, Jr., and Lucian Little-

field.

It's about the seduction of a small

town girl by a city slicker who tries

to give the girl the air for another

but is forced at pistol point to change
liis mind. Done against the comic
background, it’s a whiz and is in no

way offensive.

r^roduced and distributed by M-G-M.
Dialogue, continuity by Willard Mack and
lieatrice Barnyard. Directed by Charles F.

Reisner. Photography by Leonard Smith.
Additional dialogue by Robert E. Hopkins
and Zelda Sears. Edited by William
LeVanway. Running time, 77 minutes.
Length, 6,930 feet. Release date, Jan. 3,

1931.

THE CAST
Marie Truffle Marie Dressier
Polly Rochay Polly Moran
Aivian Truffle Anita Page
Johnnie Beasley Buster Collier, Jr.
Elmer Truffle Lucien Littlefield

Joyce Rochay Sally Eilers
Tommy Haverl^ William Bakewell
Jerry Truffle Billy Naylor
Marty Truffle Jay Ward

The Royal Bed
(Radio

)

Good
There are some subtle comedy

touches in this nice, sophisticated
drama, which is directed with the
sure-fire touches that have charac-
terized past films on which Lowell
Sherman has wielded the megaphone.
It lacks box-office draw but, once in,

audiences will be pleased.
It’s about revolution in a mythical

kingdom where the democratic mon-
arch finds difficulty in living up to
the militant ideas of his prime min-
ister. Lowell Sherman is the lacka-
daisical king, more interested in see-

ing people made happy than in

showing his sovereign authority. When
he finds that the revolutionists are
a pretty regular lot, he sets out to

right tlie wrongs of which they are

complaining. Then he reads the con-
stitution and finds he has some power,
after all, fires the prime minister and
sets things right. Just for good
measure, he helps arrange the
romance of the princess and his
secretary.

The cast is a fine one, wdth Sher-
man’s work standing out above the
others. Robert Warwick is forceful as
the dictator, and Mary Astor is a
beautiful and regal princess.
Produced and distributed by Radio Pic-

tures. Directed by Lowell Sherman. From
the play by Robert E. Sherwood. Adapta-
tion by Walter Ruben. Photographed byLeo Tovar. Length. 6,480 feet. Running
time, 72 minutes. Release date not set

V"® ShermanThe Queen Ngn^e O'Neil
1 rincess Anne Mary AstorGranton Anthony Bushell
Premier Northrup Robert Warwick
Ambassador Alan Roscoe
Crown Prince Hugh Trevor
Lhjpps I'rederick Burt

Major Blent Desmond Blaine
Ladies-in-\\aiting—Lita Chevret, Nancy Lee

Blame, Betty Recklaw, Estelle Etterre.

ReachingfortheMoon
(UJilted Artists)

Pleasing
Doug Fairbanks, as a young Wall

Street operator, puts over a picture
of good entertainment. He probably
will have suffered somewhat by vir-
tue of his long absence from the
screen, and the title isn’t going to
help any, but the picture should go
over all right if exploited.
The picture is a mixture of Irving

Berlin songs, hokum and comedy.
Although somewhat disjointed, it is

dominated by Fairbanks, who demon-
strates anew his abilities as a come-
dian. Edward Everett Horton is a big
aid, too, and Bebe Daniels does well
in a part which doesn’t give her much
opportunity. Claud Allister turns in
some fine work.
This should please Fairbanks fans.

Be careful how you stress the title

which sounds like a musical show.
Produced by Art Cinema. Distributed by

United Artists. Written and directed by
Edmund Goulding. Additional dialogue by
Elsie Janis. Photographed by Ray June
and Robert Planck. Edited by Lloyd Nos-
ier and Hal C. Kern. Length and release
date not set.

THE CAST
Larry Day Douglas Fairbanks
Vivian Benton Bebe Daniels
Roger Edward Everett Horton
Dm Carrington Jack Mulhall
Sir Horace Claud Allister
^'Uy June MacCloy
James Benton Walter Walker
Secretary Helen Jerome Eddy

Hook, Line and Sinker
(Radio)

Pleasant Nonsense
Neither sense nor comedy can

possibly go lower than in a Wheeler-
Woolsey release, and “Hook, Line
and Sinker” is no exception. The
preview audience laughed long and
heartily and were still grinning as
they came out.

The Wheeler and Woolsey pic-
tures continue to conform to plots
associated with musical comedy. The
music, in this case, has been elimin-
ated, and without song interludes the
story structure looks a bit weak. The
comics are introduced as a couple of
insurance agents. They meet Dorothy
Lee, who is running away from the
man her mother wants her to marry.
It seems she has fallen heiress to a

hotel, and, suspicious of its manage-
ment, is going to take charge herself.

Wheeler and Woolsey offer their
aid and are signed on as the new
hotel managers. In attempting to put
the place on a paying basis they get
mi.xed up in a gang war and through
their very stupidity emerge the vic-
tors.

Padded with Wheeler - W^oolsej’
gags, some of which are new, this
vvon’t tax the brain, but will prove
rib-tickling fare.

Produced and distributed by Radio. Di-
rected by Edward Cline. Original story by
Tim Whelan. Adaptation and dialogue by
Tim Whelan and Ralph Spence. Photo-
graphed by Nick Musuraca. Edited by
.\rchie Marchek. Running time, 73 min-
utes. Length, 6,570 feet.

THE CAST
Wilbur Boswell Bert Wheeler
P. Addington Ganzy Robert Woolsey
Mary Marsh Dorothy Lee
Mrs- Marsh Jobyna Howland
John Blackwell Ralf Harolde
The Duchess Natalie Moorhead
The Duke William Davidson
Mouse Detective Hugh Herbert
Bell Boy George Marion

Short Subjects

Nine Nights in a Bar
Room
(Tiffany)

Perfectly Swell
A comedy take-off from the stage

play, “Ten Nights in a Bar Room,”
w'ith a complete cast of monkeys and
no limit to the number of laughs.
W ith a good plot and astounding re-
sults from the trained monkeys this
short can t help but be good enter-
tainment for all classes. The story
is built around a monkey who is ad-
dicted to alcohol and whose wife and
baby are in need. Upon finding out
that the saloon keeper is going to
put them out for not paying the rent
and also trying to take his wife from
him the papa monk becomes furious,
tears up the bar, beats the bartender,
and goes home to his wife a changed
man. Sig Neufeld has directed a pic-
ture that will give lots of laughs to
any audience. Running time, 17 min-
utes.

Two’s Company
(Paramount)

Good Skit
Although this has a pretty thin

story, it nevertheless is a good skit,

because it gives Marion Harris op-
portunity to offer a couple of popu-
lar songs. “If I Could Be With You
One Hour Tonight,” and “I’m Yours”
are the numbers, and they are enjoy-
ing quite a vogue. The story is of
a party moving in on Miss Harris,
members of which induce her to sing.
Her sweetheart arrives and gets the
w'rong impression she is stepping out
on him. Running time, 10 minutes.

Fisherman’s Paradise
(M-G-M)
A Wow

This is a whizbang. Different and
novel, “Fisherman’s Paradise” gets
’way off the beaten track in short sub-
jects. You get unique shots of a

professional crew of fishermen nab-
bing small and giant tuna off the coast
of Southern California on a so-much-
a-catch basis. If you weren’t certain
the reel were genuine, the fish story
unravelled in this short would be
mighty hard to swallow. Grab it by
all means. Running time, 8 minutes.
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It Tells Its Own Story

End Gunplay in

Films, PapeFs Plea
Ottawa— Under the heading of

“Keep Pistols Out of Pictures,” the
OttavM Journal deals editorially with
the annual report of the Ontario cen-
sors in which the common use of fire-

arms in current films is deprecated.

The Ottawa Journal says: “There
can be little argument against this.

The power of suggestion is potent,

particularly upon younger minds, and
little but harm can come from pic-

tures in which every two or three
minutes somebody draws a gun and
which generally give the impression
that revolvers are as common as

cigarette lighters.”

Dasseville Leaves
Captain Michael Dasseville, vice

president of the acoustical engineer-
ing firm of Kendell & Dasseville, Inc.,

of New York and Philadelphia, left

last night for Halifax, enroute to

Oslo, Norway, there to join Com-
mander Andersen, explorer, on a two-
year geodetic and hydrographic sur-

vey near the North Pole for the

Norwegian Admiralty.

New Firm Formed
Harrisburg— Charter of incorpora-

tion has been issued to the Westing-
house Theatre, Inc., of Turtle Creek,
Pa., organized for the purpose of
“owning, managing and operating the-
atres, etc.” The capitalization is

$12,500. Elmer E. Little, of Turtle
Creek, is treasurer. The incorporators
are : D. J. Selznick, Pittsburgh, own-
ing 500 shares; S. J. Topley, Pitts-

burgh, 500 shares, and C. M. Miller,

Pittsburgh, 500 shares.

Levin Builds Second
San Francisco.—D. B. Levin, who

has operated the Metropolitan for
several years, has announced plans
for a $100,000 theatre in San Mateo.'
It will contain 1,000 seats and will be
modernistic in architecture. S. Charles
Lee of Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco is the architect.

Playful
Washington—Buck and Bub-

bles played the last show at
Loew’s Palace and then left
to take an auto ride. Got into
an argument outside stage
door. Cop butted in. Then an-
other. Sidewalk battle royal.
Continued at the police sta-
tion. Bail. Police court Satur-
day. $25 each. Actors mussed
up a little but able to keep
Monday opening in Baltimore.

150 Iowa Theatres
On the Dark List

Des Moines—It is about time to
make out the annual reports and
right now it looks as though the
number of closed houses in Iowa
will mount up to about 150. These
are the smaller houses, in each case.

Estimates early in the fall, placed
the number at more than 50. Letters
to Iowa postoffices are bringing about
a more complete checkup.

''Lincoln” Run Shaved
Montreal—Manager Joe Lightstone

cut the engagement of “Abraham Lin-
coln” at the Princess to five days in

order to open the Canadian premiere
of “Hell’s Angels” on Christmas Day.
So far the air epic has been passed
only in the province of Quebec, hav-
ing been turned down by Ontario
censors.

Warners Open House
Cleveland—Warner’s Lake, former-

ly the Cinema, was opened to an in-

vitational audience on Tuesday, prior

to the public opening on Christmas
Day. The initial screen offering was
“Kismet.” W. Warren is the house
manager.

Sport Shorts for M-G-M
Hollywood—A series of sport shorts

will be made by M-G-M with Leo
Diegel, golf pro, Johnny Mack
Brown and Dorothy Jordan in the
cast. Dudley Murphy will direct

the series which were written by Jack
Cummings and Bob Hopkins.

Closes Deal
Hollywood— Radio has bought

“Traveling Husbands,” a story writ-

ten by Humphrey Pearson. The deal

was consummated by Hunter Love-
lace.

W. E. Total 7,398
World-wide Western Electric the-

atre installations, the company says,

total 7,398. Of this number 4,812
are in the United States and 2,586
in the foreign field.

Uptown Remodeled
Cincinnati.—William Gervers, who

recently took over the Variety, has
completely remodeled and redecorated
the house, which he has opened under
the name of the Uptown.

DePorter Buys House
South Charleston, O.—E. L. De

Porter of Dayton has acquired the
Garden here from Charles D. Peiffer

and Ronald Hollaway.

Sunday Show Fee
Jails Md, Showman
Cumberland, Md.—Edward K. Ma-

gruder, local exhibitor, has been
arrested on charges of operating a

theatre on the Sabbath, although the

proceeds were given to charity after

actual expenses for operation were
taken out.

On December 14, no admission was
charged and a silver offering was col-

lected but on December 21, admis-
sions were charged. The city council

of this city refused to give permission

to open on Sunday and a protest

against the opening was made by

about 20 ministers.

Westphal in Warner
Western District Post
Milwaukee— Frank M. Westphal,

formerly manager of Warner’s Vene-
tian, Racine, has been named district

manager for all Warner theatres west
of Milwaukee. He is succeeded in

Racine by Lon B. Ramsdell, formerly
manager of the Fox Audubon, New
York.

Louisville House
Goes Dark Again

Louisville—The Walnut, which has
been opened and closed so many times
in recent years that it is hard to keep
up with, closed again a few weeks
ago after a short run of pictures and
comedy stage attractions. It is under-
stood that a deal is now pending
whereby a stock company will lease
the property from Dr. Irvin Able,
provided certain remodeling is done.
Fhe house is equipped with sound.

Theatremen Better
After Auto Crash

Milwaukee—Four theatre employes
are recovering from injuries sustained
ill an automobile accident. Those in-

iured when the automobile in which
they were riding skidded and crashed
into a lamp post are George Rauten-
Iierg, operator at the Venetian: Frank
Mayers, stage electrician, Palace Or-
pheuni : Henrv Putzear, operator at
the Tivoli, and James Goulf, Dowmer
theatre.

Rome to Tour
Baltimore—A five week tour to

various parts of the world is to be
started January 9, by J. Louis Rome,
general manager of Associated Thea-
ters, controlling the Broadway,'Rialto,
Apollo, Capitol and Goldfield. Rome’s
itinerary will include Canary Islands,

Algiers, Majorca Islands, Messina,
some parts of the North African
desert, Marseilles, the Riviera, Paris

and London.

U, S, Musicians’ Ban
Is Sought in Canada
Ottawa—Canada’s government has

received a petition from Hamilton,
sponsored by the Trades and Labor
Council, requesting the Canadian
Imn>'igration Department to refuse
entry into Canada of all theatre and
dance orchestras from the United
States because of the lack of employ-
ment among Canadian musicians. No
action has been taken.

See Own Film
Arnprior, Ont.—When “The Silent

Enemy” played the O’Brien, Indians
from the nearby Algonquin reserva-

tion who had taken part in the out-

door scenes attended the theatre in a
body. Chief Akawanush, who played
medicine man in the film, made per-

sonal appearances on the stage of the

theatre during its engagement. Many
of the sequences had been taken on
the timber limits near Arnprior.

Raymond at Buffalo
Buffalo.—Charles Raymond, form-

erly manager of Loew’s Midland,
Kansas City, has succeeded Ray C.

Brown as manager of the Loew-op-
erated Fox Great Lakes here. Brown
has been sent to New York, awaiting
a new assignment. Loew vaudeville

will be played in the house, beginning
today.

Wherity Returns
Ed Wherity, home office editor of

Pathe International Corp., has re-

turned to New York from a five-

week trip to Mexico City, where he
conferred with George Pezet, Pathe
manager for Mexico. Ed returned

via Los Angeles, spending a few days
at the Culver City Studio.

Fire Guts Booth
Nicholasville, Ky.—Fire, starting in

the projection room of the Savoy,

gutted the l)ooth, plus doing much
damage to the building. Loss was
listed at $12,000. There were only a

few people in the theatre, and these

filed out in orderly fashion.

Negative Costs
Robert Woolsey, chirps an

RKO press agent, smoked fif-

teen cigars a day for the
twenty-four days required to

make “Hook, Line and Sink-
er.”

Bankers, interested in high
negative costs, are probing.
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Seek Uniform

Law to Allow

Kids on Stage

Richmond—Drafting of a uniform

law in all states of the nation cover-

ing children's appearances in theatrical

attractions is being advocated here

where a case on the issue attracted

attention.

Dave E. Satterfield, city attorney,

says juvenile performers who are be-

ing educated by their parents should

be permitted to appear in singing and
dancing acts. The prosecuting attor-

ney intimated that he did not believe

that the child labor law ever intended

that children who were getting their

education while appearing on the

stage or in the right sort of amuse-
ments should be debarred because of

their age.

The case involved appearance of

several kiddies on a local stage. John
Hopkins Hall, state labor commis-
sioner, is considering a widespread
movement on a child theatre labor

law.

Southwest Upgrade
Is Cited by Hill

Oklahoma City—Proof that Okla-
homa and other parts of the South-
west are on the "white spot” of busi-

ness has been advanced by Leto J.

Hill, district manager for Warner
Brothers Mid-West theatres here.

"Virtually all road shows that

manage to hit here before ‘folding up’

keep going the rest of the season,”

Hill says. “Hard times have hit nearly

all of the road shows that started out,

as is the custom outside of New York,
and then began working westward,”
he believes. ‘‘Shows which make long
jumps first and begin playing the

West as soon as possible find patron-
age much better and as a result last

longer,” Hill points out.

Only three stage shows have been
booked for Warners’ Shrine here.

They are ‘‘Cherries Are Ripe,” with
Rod LaRocque and Vilma Banky

:

O’Neill’s ‘‘Strange Interlude” and
William Brady’s ‘‘Street Scene.”

Taxi Brings Four
To Theatre for 25c

Windsor, Ont.—When four Windsor
fans want to attend the Tivoli they
telephone C. T. Spencer and a taxi-

cab goes after them, the flat rate for

the trip being 25 cents. The same
charge is made for the homeward trip

if they go home by taxi. Spencer has
a special arrangement with a local

company for this service in return for

“mention” in theatre advertising. The
innovation is being reflected in better

box office receipts, it is stated.

Going Down
Mt. Gilead, O.—In keeping

with general conditions, the
Kaypee, first run talker house,
has cut to 15 cents top with
kid admissions reduced to five

cents.

Flesh Show Return
Staged in Antipodes
Sydney, Australia.—Recognized as

the pioneers of vaudeville in Aus-
tralia, the Fullers, who nine months
ago swung their 60 odd theatres into

sound, have made a significant return
to the older entertainment. They have
opened up a couple of vaudeville
shows, evidently as feelers, the move
being prompted by the slump in pic-

tures.

A tendency to get over the live ele

ment appears to be spreading. Form-
erly, a two feature bill house with
organ as the only diversion, the Regent
will introduce a pit and stage band
in the cameo presentation idea ; and
presentation, in the nature of pro-
logues, has returned to the Prince
Edward. In addition, Sydney’s two
legitimate shows, and its one vaude-
ville show, are playing to far better

figures than pictures, despite the lat-

ters’ much more modern theatres.

On the other hand, the Capitol here,

which brought stage shows back only
three months ago, after giving them
the go-by for almost a year, has fired

its ballet, announcing that for time
being its policy must remain indefinite.

621 Houses Wired
At $8,500,000 Cost

Sydney, Australia.— Latest survey
of the sound situation reveals the fact
that 621 houses are wired in Aus-
tralia of which 272 are Western
Electric : 55 RCA ; 54- Raycophone,
local gear

; with the balance made up
of British and home made equipments,
many of them disc only. There are
982 silent theatres.

In New Zealand 183 houses are
wired. Western Electric has a big
lead with 91, next on the list being
De Forrest which has 13. Others
come under the heading of miscel-
laneous. Silent houses number 183.

It is estimated that Australian and
New Zealand exhibitors have invested
$8,500,000 in equipment.

Judgment Won by
Patron in Accident

Montreal — Confederation Amuse-
ments, operating the Empress, was
ordered to pay Mrs. John Campbell
$2,901 damages by Chief Justice
Greenshields in the local court for
injuries sustained when she fell on
the steps of the darkened balcony
while being shown to a seat by an
usher. Complainant had broken her
left arm and sustained other injur-

ies for which she claimed $7,930.
The company claimed in defense

that the woman had changed to an-
other seat, alone, after she had been
escorted by the usher and it was dur-
ing this change that she fell. She
should have exercised more care, it

was stated. Mrs. Campbell declared
that the usher did not carry the cus-

tomary flashlight and was negligent.

Break for Charity
St. Louis— Skouras-Warner inter-

ests will donate the entire proceedings
of last night’s premiere of the new
Grand Central Players at the Grand
Central to the St. Louis Community
Fund. The Grand Central Players is

a dramatic stock organization re-

cruited by Skouras organization to

present dramatic shows at the Grand
Central, which ended its career as a
picture house many months ago.

Theatregoers Help
Washington— Best corners

for unemployed apple vendors
are northwest and southwest
intersections, Thirteenth and
F streets, where theatre

throngs pass. Two jobless

peddlers control the stands

or say they do. Last week a

big hearted Congressman
fixed ’em both up with a

Christmas job handling the

mails at local P.O. So they

put on their own “subs” and
collect a buck a day from the

pinch-hitters. Both say they

will be back on the apple job

after the holidays.

Australia Yawns
At Wide Film Bow

Sydney, Australia. — Paramount is

the first to introduce wide film here.

Though its Magnafilm has not yet

been demonstrated, the company an-

nounces that exhibitors can be sup-

plied whenever they are ready to

install the necessary equipment.
There is not likely to be a rush for

this new development. Independent
operators are inclined to look upon it

as a big theatre proposition for the

time being, if not for ever. They can’t

see that by employing it, they are

iustified in raising prices; and even
if admissions are raised, they are not
optimistic enough to believe the public

will flock to see the broadened screen

after it becomes the expected thing.

Showmen here still are given plenty

of headaches by sound gear commit-
ments, and until they’ve got those

debts liquidated, they’re not going to

undertake any more. Their attitude

is summed up in the frequent re-

m.ark that if the novelty and pull of

dialogue so quickly waned, for how
long a time, or for how short a tim-’

will wide film last?

Apathy Toward Stars
Minneapolis—Kenneth Havcraft and

George Gibson, Minnesota’s football

illustrious of a year ago, were fea-

'ured in “Maybe It’s Love” at the

small Lyric last week to no narticu^

'"'rlv sensational take. The public just

about remembered who the two boy.s

were but even if there had been any
special interest in them, the picture

wouldn’t have done much for the rea-

son that football dies in this man’s
town before Thanksgiving after a

short and very feverish session.

Another Test
Toledo—Sound pictures as an agency

to improve the moral and mental

hvgiene of the mentally ill will be

given a test on New Year’s Eve at

the State, Toledo, when 2,400 patients

and employees of the institution will

see ard hear their first program pre-

sented by RCA Photophone.

Sylvia Sidney Signs
Paramount has signed Sylvia Sid-

ney, stage actress, on a long-term con-

tract. First role in “Confessions of a

Co-Ed” to be made on the Coast.

Kendall Returns
Messmore Kendall arrived from

Europe Tuesday to spend the holi-

days in Dobbs Ferry.

Organists Get

Trial; Patrons’

Vote to Decide
Chicago— The Roseland State has

its neighborhood “organist-conscious.”

After doing away with an organist
for a time, the theatre was deluged
with requests from patrons to strike

up the band anew. The management
engaged si.x prospective organists,

employed each for a week at a time,

and invited the customers to vote at

the end of each week. When the six

have had their turn the votes will

be counted and the most popular gets

the job, providing, of course, some-
one else hasn’t hired him in the

meantime.
Patrons are enjoying the contest,

as is evidenced by the fact that busi-

ness inevitably takes a spurt for the

better on voting nights.

Actors in the Flesh
Getting Break in Fla.
Tampa—Every winter many actors

come to Florida to dodge the cold
weather of the north. Some of these
form small companies to play through
the state, while others do their tour-
ing as singles, doubles or trios.

This year, -with theatres feeling the
general depression, these added at-

tractions are being grabbed when of-

fered, with the result that “actors
in the flesh” are being played in many
houses that never used performers
before. Most of these “flesh acts”

are played on a percentage basis, so

if they go over with the natives they
show a profit. There are, however,
some who hardly collect cakes and
railway fare.

$5 Weekly Fine
Routine on Monday
Louisville—Weekly arrests coi'.tinue

at Owensboro, where workers of the

Empress and Bleich are arrested each
Monday morning, on warrants taken
out by the churchmen’s organization,

for violation of the old “blue laws.”

Efforts to have the city commissioners
pass a drastic city ordinance which
would block the exhibitors have not

made any headway. The theatres are

I’o longer putting in an appearance
for the workers, and the courts are

assessing $5 fines. A case is pending
in the Court of Appeals on appeal.

On Foreign Versions
Hollywood—Laurel and Hardy are

at work on their first foreign versions

since they made their initial feature

length comedy, “Their First Mistake.”
"Los Cavaleras” and “Les Carottiers”

are the Spanish and French titles of

‘‘The Chiselers,” a two-reel comedy
just completed.

Not Folding
Hollywood—“Inside Facts,”

which was reported to have
suspended publication, is on
the newsstands with an eight-

page issue published under
date of December 20.
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Yule Bugaboo
Taken for a

Frisco Ride

(Cantinued from page 1)

to $33,000. However, two of the Pub-
Hx houses, the Paramount and Cali-

fornia, did a little better than first

anticipated for “agony week.” The
Paramount, with “Along Came Youth,”

knocked off $16,000, and the Cali-

fornia, with “The Lottery Bride,”

stepped up to $12,500, which, while

low, is not bad for the holiday season.

The other Publix house, the St.

Francis, grossed $4,000 with “The
Soldier’s Plaything,” which, in a way
marks the bow of the theatre, fqr

it is going into a foreign talker policy

next week.
Of the two RKO theatres, the

Golden Gate, with “Madonna of the

Streets” and vaudeville, drew $16,000,

and the Orpheum, with “Ex-Flame,”
registered $10,500.

Estimated takings

:

“HELL’S ANGELS” (U. A.)

WARFIELD — (2,700), 50c;65c-90c, 3rd

week. Other attractions: “Flit) the Frog”
cartoon (M-G-M), news; Jay Rubini,

master violinist, solo, little symphony.
Gross: $30,000.

“PRINCESS AND PLUMBER” (Fox)
FOX — (4,600), 50c-65c-75c-$1.00, 7 days.

Other attractions: Fox Movietone News,
“Dogville” (M-G-M comedy), Walter Roes-
ner and his 40-piece orchestra; Fanchon
and Marco Revue, “Circus Society Idea.”
Gross: $33,000.

“ALONG CAME YOUTH” (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(2,740), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7

days. Other attractions: News, organ
solo, “In Again. Out Again” (Paramount
comedy).. New York stage show, “Harem
Hokum.” Gross: $16,000.

“THE LOTTERY BRIDE” (U. A.)
CALIFORNIA—(2,315), 35c-5ac-65c-90c, 7

days. Other attractions: “Make Up Your
Mind (Paramount comedy), episode “The
Vagabond Director,” news, orchestra with
Atti’io Laraia. Gross: $12,500.

“A SOLDIER'S PLAYTHING” (W. B.)

ST. FRANCIS— (1,435), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7

days. Other attractions: “Up a Tree”
(Educational), “It’s All Over” (Paramount
comedy), news, Travelogue “The Mystic
Isle” (Pathe). Gross: $4,000.

“MADONNA OF THE STREETS” (Col.)

GOLDEN GATE— (2 8W), 35c-40c-50c-6=;c.

7 days. Other attractions: 4 Acts RKO
vaudeville, “Mind Your Own Business”
(Pathe comedy), ne'^'s. G'-oss: S16,000.

“EX-FLAME” (Liberty)
ORPHEUM — (3,000), 35c-50c-65c-9nc, 6

days. Other attraction*:;: RKO comedy,
Pathe Review. Gross: !t;in.^00.

“WAY FOR A SAILOR” (M-G-M)
EL CAPTTAN — (3 100), 25c-4nc-60c. 7

days. Other attractions: Peggy O’Neil
Kiddie Revue, Jay Brower and Band, 4

vaudeville acts. Fox News, Pathe comedy.
Gross: $13,000.

Delmonte Jinks
Not Overcome

St. Louis—The Rendezvous Cafe,
the latest entertainment feature at-

tempted in the former Delmonte, was
closed by deputy con'tahles the night
of Dec. 20 on a $500 attachment
However, the man^eement has said

the establishment will be reopened. At
one time the Delmonte was the larari

est single-floor theatre in the worldi
It was originallv opened bv the Fam-
ous Players Missouri Corporation
several years ago as their de luxe
house in St. Louis, but the openin?
of the new Missouri a few month'
later effectively eliminated the house
from the first run field, and it also
failed to click as a neighborhood
establishment. Later it was re-

modeled for night club purnoses, but
somehow it hasn’t been able to win
consistently.

Hit Bugbear
Philadelphia—Houses here

seemed to be putting a crimp
this week in the annual bug-
bear of show business, and
the week should be a better-

j

than-average one for the
local houses.

Upstate N. Y.

Houses Big

Aid to Poor

Albany—Picture theatres of Albany,
Troy, and Schenectady played a splen-

did part toward raising funds for the

unemployed of these three cities.

While exact figures are not available,

the Warner houses in Troy, by a spe-

cial show, contributed $2,500 to the

fund, while in Albany, all picture the-

atres gave their entire proceeds on a

recent Sunday, netting more than $6,-

000 to the mayor’s committee on un-
employed.

In addition to this, C. H. Buckley,
owner of the Harmanus-Bleecker Hall
and Leland theatres, both first run
houses, contributed ten per cent of

the gross receipts of these two houses
for a period of a month. While
Buckley did not care to divulge just

exactly how much this netted to the

mayor’s committee, it was a large

sum, for in one week the Hall played
to a $14,000 business.

Speeded Action

This money coming from Buckley
was handed over each week to the

mayor and became the first real

money to be received by the mayor’s
committee in carrying on its work of
furnishing food and help to the unem-
ployed. While various organizations

held many meetings and did much
talking in devising ways and means
to help the unemployed, picture the-

atres of the three cities lost no time
in getting into action, and within a

day or so money began streaming into

the hands of those in charge of the
relief work.

In Schenectady, the RKO houses
adopted a plan that not only brought
money into the hands of the unem-
ployed but also furnished work.
Briefly, the plan followed was to give
over a certain number of seats in the

theatre and these were sold by the un-
employed in canvassing the business
and residential sections, and receiv-

ing 25 per cent of the receipts for

their work. Fully 50 men in Schenec-
tady found employment and wages in

the carrying out of this plan. In all

probability the picture theatres in the
three cities contributed close to $20,-

000 during the past month as their

part in the good work.

2,000 Newsboys at
Balto. Xmas Show

Baltimore—Two thousand attended
annual Christmas entertainment for
the newsboys of the city by the news-
papers at Loew’s Valencia through
the courtesy of William K. Saxton,
Loew’s city manager, who loaned the-

house for the occasion. . _

Warner Push

Speeded In

Chi Seetor

{{Continued from page 1

)

Mills property, which Warners have

taken for a reported purchase price

of $200,000. The only theatre now
operating in Aurora is a Publix house.

Publix also has under construction in

Aurora a new 3,500-seat theatre,

scheduled to be completed early next

fall.

At Michigan City, also dominated

by Publix-Great States, Warners have
obtained a site on which a 1,500-seat

theatre will be erected at a reported

cost of $300,000, early next year.

A. S. Graven, Chicago architect, has

plans for both Warner houses under

way.

Demands Cut

On B.O. Take
(Continued ^from page 1)

ceased to pay, although it had paid the

percentage over a period of years. It

is Said the average was about $80 per

week, and tfiis was paid on Saturday
night covering^' the permit for the

previous Sunday. The city holds the

theatre is about $1,800 in arrears, and
asks an accounting and payment.

Halves Color

Cost, Is Claim

(Continued from page 1)

accessories manufacturers, has refused

to comment.
The new process, according to the

reports, will make possible color pro-
ductions at a cost of four, and pos-
sibly three cents per linear foot, as

compared with the present cost of

eight cents for the leading color

process now in use. This cost would
parallel, approximately, the present

cost of ordinary black and white film

development.
The major saving made possible by

the Stewart-Warner process is said

to be effected by a new chemical im-
mersive in which the negatives are
bathed and which sensitize the film for

cheap and rapid color reception.

Toys for Kids
Baltimore—Through trailers flashed

on their screens the Loew houses in

Baltimore including Century, Stanley,
Valencia and Parkway, asked patrons
to send or give to the managers of

those houses discarded toys which
Wednesday were given to the orphans
and crippled children of Baltimore
who were entertained at the Stanley.

Buy at San Antonio
San Antonio—The Dixie talking

picture house has been sold to Gil-

reath arid- -B^eman of -^inton -hy H.
L,_ Perkivii,_/L „i,: :.J. Ll

$27,000 for

“Paid” Tops
L. A. ‘Take’

{Continued from page 1)

torily with a strong advertising cam-
paign. Long run houses got socked
hard, due to the lack of night patron-
age. Mitzi Green at the Paramount
bolstered Ed Wynn’s talker. Weather
was fair and cool.

Estimated takings

:

“MIN AND BILL” (M-G-M)
FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE^) 1,650), twice

daily, 7 days, $1.50-75c, 5th week. Other
attractions “Fisherman’s Paradise” (M-G-M
short), Abe Lyman and Band, News.
Gross. $9,000.

“PAID” (M-G-M)
FOX CpiTEKION— (1,652). 35c-65c, 7

days. 2nd week. Other attractions: Comedy

,

news. Gross: $15,500.

“PRINCESS AND THE PLUMBER”
(Fox)

LOEW’S STATE— (2,418), 35c-65c, 7 days.
Other attractions: F. & M. “Icy Hot”
Idea. Meglin Kiddies, Laurel-Hardy com-
edy, news. Gross: $27,000.

“FOLLOW THE LEADER” (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(3,596), 35c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Stage revue, comedy,
news, (iross: $19,000.

“RIVER’S END” (Warners)
WARNER BROS. DOWNTOWN—(2,700).

7 days, 35c-65c. Other attractions: Vita-
phone Varieties, news. Gross: $16,500.

“ABRAHAM LINCOLN” (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS—(2,100), 35c-65c, 7

days, 2nd week. Other attractions: Comedy,
news, organ concert. Gross: $10,000.

“CAPTAIN THUNDER” (Warners)
RKO— (2,700), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Comedy, news, RKO vaudeville.
Gross: $11,500.

“EX-FLAME” (Liberty)
ORPHEUM— (2,750), 35c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross:
$6 ,

000 .

“DEL MISMO BARRO” (Fox)
CALIFORNIA - INTERNATIONAL —

(2,000). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Spanish comedy, news. Gross: $6,500.

“MOROCCO” (Para.)
GRAUMAN’S CHINESE—(2,030), 75c-

$1.50, twice daily, 4th week. 7 days.
Other attractions: Stage revue, news.
Gross: $16,500.

“BILLY THE KID” (M-G-M)
GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN— (1,800), 35c-

65c, 7 days. Other attractions: Comedy,
news. Gross: $4,400.

RIVER^S END” (Warners)
WARNERS’ HOLLYWOOD— (3,000), 7

days, 35c-65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone
Varieties, news. Gross: $14,000.

“REMOTE CONTROL” (M-G-M)
PANTAGES HOLLYWC)OD-(3,000), 35c-

65c, 7 days. Other attractions: Stage show
with 500 Meglin Kiddies, news, shorts.

Gross: $13,500.

House Reopens as
Labor '*Jam** Ends

Houquiam, Wash.—Closed about two
months because of labor disputes, the

Fox Seventh Street reopened here.

A satisfactory agreement has been
reached by the theatre management
and the Motion Picture Projectionists

Union regarding the number of men
in the projection room.

Landau a Bankrupt
Granite City, 111.— Louis Landau,

Jr., former exhibitor here, has filed a

voluntary petition in bankruptcy with
the U. S. District Court at St. Louis.

He listed liabilities of $50,044, of

which $31,152 are secured, and his

assets include an automobile valued at

$600, but mortgaged for $800, and $50
worth of clothes. Landau now resides

in St. Louis.

Meetings Set Back
“Six Syllable Simmons” — some-

times known as Michael, the artful

dodger^ has- declared- .all- AMPA
.meeting's, off. until Ja.n:. -S-y - 1
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T-HE press—trade papers, fan mag-

azines, ncAvspapers—acknowledge

the new position of the short feature.

"Have you noticed how strong a

foothold shorts are assuming in the

theatres?” cpieries one editor.

And have you noticed how the

battalion of super short subjects

under the Educational Pictures

banner has led the procession?

Never has competition in short

subjects been more widespread. Yet

never have Educational Pictures

marched to the close of a vear more
triumphantly acknowledged as the

leaders of their special field.
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Denver Sobs

As Receipts

Take a Dive
Denver — Tough and how for local

first runs, with snow and cold weather
adding to the bleak Christmas week
ending Thursday night. Now that

Santa has done a blackout, however,
business is expected to spurt. The
Rialto and Paramount took advantage

of the holiday to change their shows,

after but six days. The Aladdin and
Tabor skidded to new .lows. The
Denver’s big draw was the revue put

on by the Denver Post Kiddie Club,

in which about 30 youngsters went
through their stuff.

Estimated takings

:

"BIG MONEY” (Pathe)
HUFFMAN’S ALADDIN — (1,500), iSc-

50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Cartoon

(Conlimied on page 2)

Detroit Tab
Irks Publix

Detroit— That Publix officials are
alarmed at what opposition houses
may do to the box-office of their own
theatres, is borne out by the investi-

gation launched by Publix officials of

the new policy of the Regent, under
management of S. J. Stebbins, form-
erly managing director of the Detroit
Fox house.

Stebbins on Christmas Day opened
Bert Smith and his 40-piece musical
comedy company, offering two com-
plete changes of musical revues each
week with second run films. Ohe
block west of the Regent is the Fisher,

a Publix house whose box-office has
{Continued on page 2)

Censors Play

Santa to U.A.

Toronto—United Artists and How-
ard Hughes know that there is a

Santa Claus, for they secured an
okay on “Hell’s Angels” as their

Christmas present from the Ontario
censor board. Passing of the film

follows a two months’ argument.
Numerous deletions have been made.
The picture will open in January at

the Royal Alexander, where it was
(Continued on page 6)

Own Film Out, If Rank,
Is Circuit Buyers’ Defi

“Going Wild”

Santa’s Only

Rival at Chi
Chicago — There was no Santa

Claus for Chicago theatres, which
dipped plenty during the week, clos-

ing Wednesday night. “Going Wild,”
which chalked up $7,200 at the Or-
pheum, was the only picture which
enjoyed a good week. “Part Time
Wife” at the Chicago could only
bring in $30,800, while $19,000 was
the best “Min and Bill” could do at

(Continued on page 8)

3,000 Guests

At Xmas Feed
Hollywood—More than 3,000 play-

ers met on stage seven at the Warner
studio, in response to an invitation

issued by the company through the

Central Casting Bureau. The invita-

tion asked all players who wished to

be guests at a Christmas dinner to

come to the studio for a free meal.

Three thousand baskets of food were
sent out to needy persons of the in-

dustry by Radio Pictures. A1 Jolson
was host to 1,000 needy.

Hollywood— A definite trend to

comedy in all its forms is seen for

1931, according to a survey made by
the Association of Motion Picture
Producers. There will be comedy,
comedy dramas, and heavy drama
with light touches during the ensuing
year. The reason for this, association

headquarters say, is that the pro-
ducers feel that after all the depres-
sion, Old Man Public wants a laugh
now and then instead of tears.

In a survey made by the association,

it is disclosed that production during
the coming year will be on a par, as

“Blues'* Turned Pink
Boston— Reaction against

too strict enforcement of the
“blue” laws at Bellows Falls,

Vt., which is expected to lead
to a revolt in the legislature
next month, may filter into
neighboring New England
states.

It is anticipated New
Hampshire will turn its at-

tention in the direction of
Sunday relief for exhibitors.
Showmen do not anticipate
repeal, but modification which
will permit operation minus
a lot of the “red tape” which
now exists.

Mail Order
Tie-up Hurts

Chicago— Publix-Balaban & Katz
invited the ill will of “Loop” depart-

ment stores during Christmas week
by leasing extensive lobby display

space to Sears, Roebuck & Co., large

mail order house, for the demonstra-
tion and display of a complete line of

toys.

Sears has no “Loop” outlet, and mer-
chandising as it does on an extremely

(Continued on page 7)

far as the number of pictures is con-
cerned, with 1930. A definite foreign,

as well as comedy trend, is noted,

M-G-M leading the foreign field with
52 talkers.

“There are strong comedy and
foreign notes in production forecasts,”

states an association survey. “Every-
one is working for comedy relief and
everyone is aiming to corner the for-

eign market.”
In addition to all this, there is a

trend toward producing more or less

unsophisticated comedies and dramas
(Continued on page 2)

Chains Demand Right to

Book in Open Market;
Sales Chiefs Sore

Circuit operation, conducted on the

theory “the picture must be good re-

gardless of who makes it” is under
consideration by producer - owned
chains as a means to bolster dubious

box-offices, Motion Picture Daily
learns.

Every large circuit today books

outside pictures, but at the same time

gives the producer who controls it,

the break. The inclination, it appears

now, is to spot in attractions that will

draw in the public whether such pic-

tures are made by the producer-owner
or by other companies.
The plan, if it should develop, will

not crystallize without an inter-organ-

ization battle. Sales managers, com-
mitted to reach definitely fixed sales

quotas, feel they have the right to

draw on their own company’s houses

for full support. The men in charge
of circuit operation, on the other hand,

are out for as successful a showing
as they can develop and are reported

to feel that they can’t do their best

unless the pick of the market is avail-

able.

One large company, active in ex-
hibition as well as production and
distribution, is reported to have
shelved fifty per cent of its bookings
on a $900,000 negative turned out by
its own studio because theatre execu-
tives felt the film would have hurt

box-offices far more than it could have
helped.

20 Cent Tax
Scranton Rub
Scranton—Twenty cents a seat is

the hurdle which theatres here will

have to jump when Mayor Fred K.
Derby signs the ordinance recently

passed by the city council, which calls

for the 20 cents a seat levy. At the

request of M. E. Comerford, who re-

cently sold most of his circuit to

Publix, the mayor has held up sign-

ing of the measure until after January
1. The council believes that the

money to be derived from theatres

will hold down the mileage tax to

its present level.

Comedies In With a Rush
In *31, Producers Think
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Sense, Two Kinds

ANY lousiness

crimes have l)een committed in

the name of producer-owned
circuits. It is entirely natural,

we suppose, for companies that

invaded the theatre field to

play to death their own pic-

tures regardless of what else

the market offers. In point of

book-keeping, too, the system
has proven comforting, assur-

ing as it does a profit on every
picture before it is made.

But there is an-

other side of the story that

you don’t hear much about, the

tale that went into the discard

with the last dying gurgle of

the independent producer.

What encouragement exists

today for the producer who
has no theatre affiliates? The
man who dares to invest real

money in a negative without
assurances of outlets, is either

an optimist or a maniac. That
independent effort is practical-

ly at a standstill augurs well

for the business sanity of the
industry’s personnel.

Yet without that

concentrated effort by indi-

viduals more interested in

turning out pictures in equality,

than in bulk, how can pro-

duction quality so forward?
This industry’s success—bro-
mide as it is—is measured by
superior, not merely good,
productions. Insist on closing
the door to opportunity and
you also slam it tight against
profit.

KANN

Denver Sobs

As Receipts

Take a Dive

{Continued from page 1)

comedy “Little Trail” (Col.), Ruth Etting
(Vitaphone), “Satan’s Fury” (Vagabond
Adventure—Palhe), News. Gross: $5,000.

“REMOTE CONTROL” (M-G-M)
DENV’ER— (2,300), 25c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Ted Mack and Publix
stage show “Dollies Follies,” Post’s Kiddie
Revue with Fred Schmitt's orchestra,
fashions, news. Gross: $13,(X)0.

“PASSION FLOWER” (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (2,000). 25c-50c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Jackie (Paramount
Twin) in “Musical Divervissements,”
“Stateroom 19” (Para.). “Make Up Your
Mind” (I'ara.). News. Gross: $10,500.

“FAST AND LOOSE” (Para.)
RIALTO— (1.040), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: “Blimp Murder Mystery”
(Tiffany), “It’s All Over Now” (Para.),
(Christmas Novelty (Para.), news. Gross:
$2,500.

“SINNER’S HOLIDAY” (Warners)
HUFFMAN’T TABOR—(1,900), 25c-50c,

7 days. Other attractions: Burton Holmes
“Glories of Nikko” (M-G-M), “College
Capers” and “The Painter” (Vitaphone),
Fable “Big Cheese” (Pathe), “Johnny’s
Week End” (Educ.), news. Gross: $8,000.

Hopkins Not Party
To Pugh Studio Deal

Office of Arthur Hopkins, “legit”

producer, denies London report that

he is connected with Anglo-Ameri-
can Films, which has purchased the

A'embley studios. The Anglo-Ameri-
can firm is sponsored by Ralph
Pugh, former First National chief in

England. Production of multi-lin-

guals is planned at Wembley. Pugh
has been talking about the Wembley
idea for some time.

Comedies in With
Rush, Coast Thinks

(Continued front page 1)

which will appeal to children. Every
attempt is being made to attract

juvenile interest in order to bring the

kids back to the theatres.

Carl Laemmle is making as strong

a bid as possible for comedy and for-

eign markets.

Commercial Rate in

N, Y, for Publix
Commercial rates for advertising in

seven New York newspapers have
been secured by Publix in its drive
to secure downward revision of

amusement rates. Papers which take
Publix copy on a par with other busi-

nesses are : the Graphic, Daily Neivs,
Mirror, Saturday Evening World,
Sunday Times, Evening Journal and
Telegram. Out-of-town papers which
subscribe to the commercial rate for

the circuit’s theatres are the Boston
Post and newspapers at Nashville.

FarrelVs Mother Dies
Hollywood—Mrs. David Farrell,

mother of Charles Farrell, Fox star,

is dead at Hollywood Hospital from
sinus trouble. She is survived by
her husband, David Farrell, former
exhibitor, and Mrs. Ruth Farrell

Jellis, a daughter.

Achievement
Two actors were talking in

the lobby of the El Capitan
theatre.
“What have you been do-

ing?” asked one.
“I worked two days last

week,” said the other, “and
I’ll be working tomorrow.”
“My heavens, man,” ex-

claimed his friend, “that’s a
career.”—N. Y. Evening Journal.

St. Nick Raps
‘Philly’ Dough
For a “Loop”

Philadelphia—Good Old St. Nick
knocked the stuffings out of local

grosses, with “Billy, the Kid,” at the

Earle, and “The Passion Flower” at

the Mastbaum the only pictures

which clicked. Its $21,000 was good
business for the house and “The Pas-
sion Flower” sailed along to $43,000

at the Mastbaum. “Abraham Lin-

coln” died at the Stanley, with “Hell’s

Angels” also starving at the Aldine.

Here are the estimates for the

week ending Christmas night

:

“THE PASSION FLOWER” (M-G-M)
MASTBAUM— (4,800). 35c-50c-75c. 6

clays. Other attractions: Wamer-Publix
stage show, “Merry Xmas,” news, fea-

tured orchestra. Gross: $43,000; good.
“OH, FOR A MAN” (Fox)

FOX— (3,000), 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other
attractions: Stage show, “Hollywood Col-
legians” (Fanchon and Marco), Oswald
Cartoon (Universal), news. Gross: $28,-

000: good.
“PLAYBOY OF PARIS” (Paramount)
KEITH’S— (1,800), 35c-50c-75c. 5 days.

Other attractions: “On a Sunday After-
noon” (Paramount), news. Gross: $14,000;
average.

“FREE LOVE” (Universal)
BOYD— (2,400), 35c-50c-75c, 5 days. Other

attractions: “Racket Cheers” (Educational),
news. Gross: $11,000: fair.

“HELL’S ANGELS” (U. A.)
ALDINE— (1,500), 50c-$1.50. 5 days. Other

attractions: news. Gross: $4,500; poor.
“BILLY, THE KID” (M-G-M)

EARLE—(2,000), 25c-65, 6 days. Other
attractions: Warner- Publix stage show
with Sunshine Sammy, news. Gross: $21,-

000; good.
“THE LASH” (F. N.)

STANLEY— (3,700), 35c-50c-75c. 3 days.
Other attractions: “Horseshoes” (Vita-
phone Variety), “Trader Ginsburg”
(Radio), Krazy Kat Kartoon (Columbia),
news. Gross: $9,000; fair. Last three
days, “Lincoln.” Gross: $2,500; poor.

“MIN AND BILL” (M-G-M)
STANTON—(1,700). 25c-65c. 5 days.

Other attractions: “One Good Turn” (Vita-
phone Variety), Lloyd Hamilton’s “Up a
Tree” (Educational), news. Gross: $6,-
000; fair.

“BIG MONEY” (Pathe)
KARLTON—(1,000), 40c-50c, 6 days.

Other attractions; Joe Frisco (Vitaphone
Variety), news. Gross: $4,500; average
“HER WEDDING NIGHT” (Paramount)
ARCADIA— (600), 50c, 5 days. Other at-

tractions: “Office Blues” (Paramount),
“You’re in the Army Now” (Paramount),
news. Gross: $4,000; fair.

Warns on Stock
Warning against a forged issue of

temporary certificates for Fox Film
A stock has been Issued by the Bet-
ter Business Bureau.

Biechele Loses Brother
Kansas City—Robert Biechele, 44,

brother of R. R. (Dick) Biechele,
regional vice-president of the M. P.
T. O. A., was killed here Christmas
morning by a hit and run driver.

“Free Love’s”

$15,000 Big

At Providence
Providence— “Free Love” showed

some real pulling power at the RKO-
Albee during Christmas week, grab-
bing off $15,000 in Christmas week.
Santa Claus didn’t raise as much
havoc as expected at local box offices.

Tiffany’s “She Got What She
Wanted” sent the RKO Victory to
$11,000, which was above normal in
show business’ annual worst week.
Estimated takings, up to and includ-

ing Christmas

:

“THE BLUE ANGEL” (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,300), 10c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “Oh, Teddy” (Par),
’’The Patient” (Par.), news. (iross:
$11,800; fair.

“THE BAT WHISPERS” (U. A.)
LOEW’S STAFF—(3,800), 10c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “Ladies Last” (MGM),
Maurice at organ, news. Gross: $17,700;
normal.

“LAST OF THE LONE WOLF” (Col.)
MAJESTIC— (2,400), 10c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “For the Love of Lil”
(Col), supporting feature; Vitaphone com-
edy, news. Gross: $10,500; average.

“FREE LOVE” (Univ.)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 10c-50e, 10 days.

Other attractions: “Nick and Tony”
IRKO comedy short), RKO cartoon, news.
Gross: $15,000; strong.

“SHE GOT WHAT SHE WANTED”
(Tiffamy)

RKO VICTORY— (1,600), 10c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: “The Third Alarm,”
(Tiffany), supporting feature, news. Gross:
$11,000; above normal.

Detroit Tab
Irks Publix

(Continued from page 1)

not been attracting the coins which
were expected.

Jack Rubin, of Washington, was
sent to Detroit post haste by a wire
from Sam Katz in Chicago, to ascer-

tain what the Regent plans might be.

Rubin was “spotted” in the lobby by
Stebbins, and, when questioned, only
admitted why he was in town.
When questioned by Rubin, Stebbins

declared that, having about held his

own since assuming control of the
Regent on March 15, last, he was put-
ting in musical comedy revues, and
if they did not click would go into

presentations, vaudeville and even per-

sonal appearances of such stars as

A1 Jolson in order to attract patrons.
The Regent is a 2,300-seat house,

formerly operated by (Diaries Miles,
retired Detroit showman who built the
Oriental, now known as the RKO
Downtown. The new price policy will

feature a 15 cents admission from
opening until 2 P.M., with 25 cents

from 2 to 6 o’clock. Evenings, Satur-
days, Sundays and holidays the rate

will be 25 cents for balcony seats, 40
cents for main floor seats, with 10
cents the price for children at any
time.

Social Note
Hollywood—In his big Spanish-

furnitured house, Winfield Sheehan
tonight will give a supper dance in

honor of James R. Grainger and Mrs.
Grainger. The guests will total about
120 .
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1931’s FIRST SMASH HIT!

PvOYAL
FAMILY

IXA
CLAIRE
FREDRIC
MARCH
Mary Brian

Henrietta Crosman
^PARAMOUNT celebrates the New Year with
a resounding new money-maker! Opening
with gala world premiere Dec. 22nd at the

long-run Rivoli Theatre, New York, “THE
ROYAL FAMILY OF BROADWAY” is win-

ning rousing cheers from the Broadway holi-

day throngs. ^PARAMOUNT exhibitors

have another seat-filling wonder - show on
their hands!
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Hard-Boiled New York Newspaper Critics
Hail ''Royal Family of Broadway” as
Foreruxxer of New Golden Year:
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On the heels of the sensational “MOROCCO,”
just completing six S. R. O. weeks on Broadway and

cleaning up everywhere. ^I Of“THE BLUE ANGEL,”

the Jannings-Marlene Dietrich-von Sternberg dra-

matic cyclone, holding its capacity audiences spell-

bound. q Of “TOM SAWYER,” which has smacked

records from coast to coast with its clean, whole-

some fun. ^Now “THE ROYAL FAMILY OF
BROADWAY,” another proof of PARAMOUNT
leadership! ^ With “FIGHTING CARAVANS,”
RUTH CHATTERTON in “The Right to Love,”

GEORGE BANCROFT in “Scandal Sheet,” the

amazing “RANGO” and a score of other Big Giants

on the way!

Paramount
1931 Prosperity Insurance!
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Dance, Fools, Dance
{M-G-M)

Another Crawford Hit
Joan Crawford comes through with

another talker that has box-office

written all over it. Following on the

heels of “Paid” this attraction should

meet with success wherever shown.

The story is based upon happenings

in gangland and, while rather illogical

in spots, is great audience stuff and

should find plenty of approval from

the customers. Plug the Crawford
name heavy, for the picture will stand

up under lots of exploitation and

satisfy the patrons.

Starting out like a “Modern Maid-

ens” yarn, the picture shifts to melo-

drama. It deals with a family that

loses its fortune in the stock market.

Joan goes cub reporter and finds her-

self in the position of discovering a

wayward brother responsible for a

murder which she has been assigned

to run down. She delivers her yarn,

despite family honor, and later mar-

ries her former suitor.

Miss Crawford does stellar work
in a difficult role. Her performance

both as the working girl and “dancing

daughter” is skillfully handled. Cliff

Edwards is fine as the reporter and

William Bakewell is fine as the weak
brother. Lester Vail, with little to

do proves adequate. Clark Gable as

the gang chief is well cast and gives

a splendid portrayal.

Harry Beaumont has directed the

piece with the box-office in mind.

The story is reminiscent of the Valen-

tine Day murders and Jake Lingle

killing in Chicago.
Produced and distributed by M-G-M.

Directed by Harry Beaumont. From the

story by Aurania Rouverol. Continuity by
Richard Schayer. Dialogue by Aurania
Rouverol. Photographed by Charles Rasher.
Edited by George Hively. Running time
71 minutes (preview). Footage, 6,390 feet.

Release date Feb. 21, 1931.

THE CAST
Bonnie
Bob
Bert Scranton
Rodney
Stanley Jordan
Jake Luva
Wally
Parker
Selby
Della

Joan Crawford
Lester Vail

Cliff Edwards
William Bakewell
..William Holden

Cilark (Jable
Earle Foxe

.Purnell B. Pratt
Hale Hamilton

Natalie Moorhead

No Limit
(Paramount)

Good Crook Comedy
Given plenty of comedy support

this talker with Clara Bow in a new
role proves a trifle better than aver-
age program fare and gives la Bow a
chance to do what is probably the
best work of her talker career.

Stuart Erwin and Harry Green have
been injected into the film and the
result is a bunch of laughs of the
belly type.

The story is somewhat hectic in its

development and at times illogical.

Clara plays the part of a theatre
usher, meets Norman Foster, falls for

him and later marries him. An
apartment, left to Suart Erwin by a
deceased uncle, figures in as a one-
time gambling joint which the ser-

vants reopen as soon as Clara Bow
moves in. Just one of the illogical

slants. At any rate, Foster robs the
place and continues on his career until

the town gets too hot to hold him.
After one job, he passes on a diamond
to Clara which incriminates her as a
party to the crime. But Foster re-

pents, makes an appearance in court
just in time, defends and frees Clara,
takes the rap and later returns to her
for the happy ending.

High spots are the comedy sup-

plied by Erwin and Green. Green is

the theatre manager while Erwin is

just a “friend” to the show girls.

Foster, as the male lead, is convincing

in a part that demands but little act-

ing. Frank Tuttle, the director, has

stressed the comedy angles of this

rather weak story and, as a result,

the talker is filled with laughs and

moves at a fast pace.
Produced and distributed by Paramount

Publix. Directed by Frank Tuttle. Screen

play by Viola Brothers Shore and Salis-

bury Field. From a story by George
Marion, Jr. Photographed by Victor Mil-

ner. Running time (preview) 68 minutes.

Footage, 7,120 feet. Release date, Jan. 24,

1931.
THE CAST

Bernice “Sunny” O’Day Clara Bow
Douglas Thayer Norman Foster

Ole Olsen Stuart Erwin
Dorothy Potter Dixie Lee
Maxie Mindil Harry Green
Joyce Thelma Todd
Curly Kenneth Duncan
Happy Mischa Auer
Romeo Maurice
Wilkie William Davidson
(i^arlie G. Pat Collins

Fifty Million French-
men

( IVarncrs

)

Goofy, Slapstick, Funny
Completely nutty, loaded with slap-

stick and, thanks to Olsen and John-
son, with belly laughs. “Fifty Mil-
lion Frenchmen,” a Broadway musical
comedy success, apparently has capitu-

lated to the public pronunciamento
that musicals are out. Nary a song
appears in the picture version, yet at

the same time, the book of the origi-

nal musical has been retained.

Peter Forbes wagers with his

friend, Michael Cummings, that within
two weeks he, Peter, will marry the
beautiful and unknown Lulu. To this

end, he surrenders all money, letters

of credit and other financial resources.

After a series of insane adventures,
he wins the girl and bet.

Into this flimsy story background,
the madcap team of Olsen and John-
son has been introduced as a pair of

comedy detectives. They are un-
deniably funny. They indulge their

full proclivities for slapstick, raucous
humor and apparently there is no
length to which they will not go for

a laugh. Consequently we see them
modeling women’s underwear, work-
ing the break-away suit gag with a
third party, donning turbans and long
robes to serve as a magician’s assist-

ants, and otherwise clowning. And
there is no denying they are superb
in their particular racket—a word
which in this instance also denotes
noise. Much noise.

The supporting cast is as weak in

box-office names as it is in oppor-
tunities. William Gaxton, who created

the role of Peter, is less adept as

juvenile on the screen than he was
on the stage. Claudia Dell lends an
attractive presence to the part of Lulu
played on Broadway by Genevieve
Tobin. The talents of John Halliday
are completely wasted in a routine,

semi-villain assignment. Scores of

others wander in and out of the

action, none of whom have much to

do. Their work only in a few in-

stances rises out of the bit classifica-

tion.

From which may be gathered Olsen
and Johnson are the whole show. The
success of “Fifty Million Frenchmen”
depends entirely on their antics and

what little importance is attached to

the title of a Broadway hit musical.

The all Technicolor photography may
or may not add drawing power.
Produced and distributed by Warners.

Directed by Lloyd Bacon. From the play
by Herbert Field. Screen adaptation by
Joseph Jackson. Dialogue by Al Boasberg
and Eddie Welsh. Photographed by Dev
Jennings. Edited by Robert Crandall.
Running time (preview) 74 minutes. Foot-
age, 6,6b0 feet. Release date not set.

THE CAST
Ja.ck William Gaxton
Violet Helen Broderick
Simon and Peter Olsen and Johnson
Baxter Lester Crawford
Michael John Halliday
Pernasse Charles Judels
Looloo Claudia Dell
Joyce Evalyn Knapp
Marcelle Cammelita Geraghty
Mrs. Carroll Daisy Be.more
Mrs. Rosen Vera (Jordon
Mrs. Rosen Nat Carr
Fakir Bela Lugosi

Cimarron
(Radio)

Great Show
Here is one built for the long runs.

It's a picture of magnitude and sweep.
Exhibitors will have difficulty riding

out of the title handicap, but once in

the picture will please patrons.

Radio has put a lot of money into

this production and the finished pic-

ture shows it. The length is rather

excessive, but the picture holds in-

terest throughout. Everyone concerned
in its making should be proud of the

result.

Wesley Ruggles certainly turned in

a neat job of direction. The Edna
Ferber novel gave him great oppor-
tunity and he took every advantage of

it. Howard Estabrook’s adaptation is

very good. He had a difficult job in

making the idioms of the time intel-

ligible to present day audiences, but

lias succeeded remarkably well.

Richard Dix’s selection for the part

of Yancey Cravat has been subjected

to considerable criticism, but the pic-

ture shows it was a wise choice. He
is a hardboiled and convincing pio-

neer, while Irene Dunne, as his wife,

gives a splendid performance. Her
portrayal emphasizes that her screen

future is assured.

The story concerns the building up

of the Southwest. Dix and his wife

leave Kansas for the Oklahoma land

rush. They build a home and Dix
founds a newspaper in a newly-built

city. He serves in the Spanish-

American war and returns to win
acquittal for a girl, whom his wife is

trying to drive out of town in the

newspaper's vice crusade. Aifter

being defeated for governor, he again

disappears and serves in the World
War. Finally, he is killed in an oil

well blast.

There is power and sweep to the

story, which abounds in comedy and

pathos. Photography is beautiful and

at times breath-taking. Settings are

well done.
Produced and distributed by Radio Pic-

tures. Directed by Wesley RuR^les. From
the novel by Edna Ferber. Screenplay by
Howard Estabrook. Edited by Billy Ham-
ilton. Photographed by Edward Croniager.

Running time (preview) 135 minutes. Foot
age, 12,150 feet. Release date not set.

THE CAST
Yancey Cravat Richard Dix
Sabra Cravat Irene Dunne
Dixie Lee Estelle Taylor
Sol Levy George E. Stone
Mrs. Wyatt Edna Mae Oliver

Printer Roscoe Ates
The Kid William Collier, Jr.

Isaiah Eugene Jackson

Aloha
(Tiffany)

Good South Sea Drama
This talking version of the stage

play by the same name will undoubt-
edly be a box-office success. The
story is fast-moving and interesting,

the acting splendid, and the climax
unusual. Both Raquel Torres and
Ben Lyon have handled their roles

capably and the supporting cast proves

most satisfactory.

In some instances the photography
and scenery are somewhat weak and
need improvement. Comedy relief

has been supplied as much as possible

without detracting from the plot

the story. Shown in preview form
the picture was considerably over-

length, but held the interest.

Lyon is the rich man’s son, living

in the tropics, who marries Raquel
Torres. He takes her back to the

States where the family disapproves

and doesn’t hesitate to make its atti-

tude clear. The rest of the yarn

deals with efforts to wean Lyon away
from his wife. Eventually a baby is

born, but turned over to a guardian

on the theory the native girl isn’t

good enough to rear the child. The
break comes when the entire family

returns to the native island while on

a yachting trip when Miss Torres

leaps into a volcano, the usual death

for the women of her country who
are disillusioned in love, just as Lyon
understanding at last, makes an un-

successful effort to stop her.

Produced by Albert Rogell. Distributed

by Tiffany. Directed by Albert Rogell.

Story by Thomas H. Ince and J. G.
Hawks. Adaptation and continuity by
Adele Buffington. Dialogue by Leslie

Mason and W. Totman. Photographed by
Charles Stumar. Edited by Richard Cahoon.
Running time, 70 minutes (preview). Foot-
age, 6,300 feet. Release date not set.

THE CAST
Jimmy Bradford Ben Lyon
Ilanu Raquel Torres
Jas. Bradford, Sr Robert Edeson
Stevens Alan Hale
Winifred Marvin Thelma Todd
Elaine Marvin Marian Douglas
Old Ben Otis Harlan
Johnny Marvin T. Roy Barnes
Larry Robert Ellis

Kahea Donald Reed
Master Bradford Dickie Moore
A Sailor Al St. Joh«'

(Additional rnneivs on page 8)
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Film Stories

In Tab for a

W.E. Readying Theatres for

New Noiseless Reproducing
Nickel, Plan

Tabloid novelettes, based on illus-

trated fictionized film stories, are to

be vended at five cents each by the

Equitable Publishing Co., New York,
in machines developed by Peerless

Weighing Machine Co., which is

building a special machine for the

purpose. Harry Steinberg, of Stein-

berg Press which printed the now
defunct Universal Weekly for years,

is president.

The idea is to divide a feature pic-

ture’s story into about eight chapters
of approximately 150 words, each
printed on the back of a still, the stills

to run in sequence from chapters one
to eight. One card or page is to be

a title page, which will carry the film

company’s credit line as well as the

billing of the picture. On the reverse

side will be a thumbnail sketch and
portrait of the male and female stars.

Reproduction of the new process of

“noiseless recording’’ of Western
Electric is being studied by company
engineers, who have begun an inspec-

tion of the 7,500 theatres the firm

has wired.

The purpose is to eliminate system
noise in the reproducing equipment
which has hitherto been completely

masked by the ground noise in the

sound track but which would be

audible when the new type recording

is used. It will also be necessary to

instruct the operators in all theatres

in the additional maintenance require-

ments needed by the new system.

It is estimated that this service by
“Erpi” to exhibitors without e.xtra

charge and which is outside of the

service called for contractually, repre-

sents about $250,000 in extra work for

the service engineers and in incidental

expenses.

H. M. Wilcox, operating manager
of “Erpi,” stated that it would take

about three months to complete the

“tuning up” of equipments in the

7,500 houses.

“We are coming to a new era of

talking picture development with the

introduction of the Western Electric

new process noiseless recording,” he
said. “What the process involves is

greater volume, more modulation and
the elimination of all noises except
those desired.

“Such parts of a film as are to be
filmed silent to be most effective,

will be silent.

“To give audiences the benefit of
this improved recording we must see
that the reproducing equipment like-

wise eliminates extraneous noises. The
service department is assuming the
responsibility of seeing that all our
installations are tuned up to meet this

requirement and of instructing the
theatre operators in their additional
maintenance responsibilities.”

Censors Play

Santa to U.A.

On “Angels”
{Continued from page 1)

scheduled to play last October. Scenes
which the censors thought were a re-

flection upon the honor and courage
of Canadian airmen have been deleted,

while the all-night cabaret carousal

sequence has been modified so that

the aviators are not indicated as

British.

SO Stores Planned
By Continental Soon
With stores already operating in

Los Angeles, Philadelphia and New
York, Continental Theatre Acces-
sories, a Warner subsidiary, plans to
open 30 or more branches in key cities.

Until this development gets under
way, Continental is operating in a
number of points via depots.

SUPER -HIGH INTENSITY
PROJECTION LAMP

50% More and Better Light for

Standard Film Projection at the

Usual Amperages.

Adequate Illumination for Wide Film

Projection at Higher Amperages.

HALL & CONNOLLY, Inc.

24 VANDAM STREET
NEW YORK CITY

AN EXCLUSIVE FEATURE

The Ilex F:2.5 Standard Ad-

justable Lens permits the exact

adjustment of the focal length

to the individual screen size of

the theatre in which it is in-

stalled, when within the equiva-

lent focus range. This arrange-

ment overcomes unsightly slop-

over or incomplete covering

of the screen. Short focal

lengths in the Standard Ad-

justable series are specially

recommended for enlarged

screens of the magnascope

type. Sizes range from 21/2

inches to 9 inches.

ILEX OPTICAL COMPANY
ROCHESTER NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1910

INSIST UPON ILEX AND BE PATRON INSURED
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$11, 750,000 in New Theatre

Work Under Way by Puhlix
]New Shutter

Is Standard

For Simplex

New adjustable shutter blade now
is standard equipment on Super Sim-
plex mechanisms. The new shutter

also is supplied to replace shutters

heretofore furnished with Super Sim-
plex and rear shutter assemblies.

The new shutter permits the width

of the blades to be varied at will to

suit projection conditions. The blades

are of a minimum width of 91 de-

grees when the adjustable blade is

lapped completely over them. Normal-
ly, this is regarded as a satisfactory

width for the shutter. In many
cases, however, the area of light beam
varies with the different types of

illuminants and some times travel

ghost is present.

With the new adjustable blade. In-

ternational Projector Corp. says it

will be possible to eliminate travel

ghost under all conditions.

During 1930, Publix spent approxi-

mately $10,500,000 for new theatres,

remodeling and for ventilating instal-

lations, according to Moi ris Greenberg
of the construction, maintenance and
research department.
“This figure,’’ he says, “covers con-

struction costs only on theatres which
have already opened or reopened, and
does not include expenditures such as

architects’ fees, carrying charges and
the like, which will approximate an-

other $1,000,000.

“Twenty-one new theatres have
been built and opened during the year

and 16 major remodeling jobs com-
pleted. Forty thousand seats were
added to the circuit through comple-
tion of this construction.

“Seventy-five theatres had new
cooling systems installed, ranging
from fan systems to complete re-

frigerating plants.

“In addition to these figures on
work already completed, construction

of the 29 theatres now in progress

represents an enormous figure. As
of one month ago, striking a balance
of work in progress, the department’s
regular survey showed $11,750,000 in

new construction.”

Rush Fox Schedule
Hollywood— Fox is shattering all

of its own records for production,
figuring on completing practically all

its 1930-31 schedule by February 1.

Forty-eight pictures are on the list

and all will be ready by this date. In

addition, there will be “East Lynne,”
which is an extra-schedule picture.

Expedition Leaves
Sound pictures will be introduced

to South American exploration by
the Matto Grosso e.xpedition, which
sailed from New York last night for

southwestern Brazil. RCA Photo-
phone portable equipment will be
used.

Mail Order
Tie-up Hurts

B.&K. at Chi

( Coiitiiuied from page 1

)

low price basis the company’s theatre

displays engendered much dissatisfac-

tion among women shoppers who were
confronted with prices one-third to

one-half less than they had paid to

“Loop” department stores for articles

similar to those on display in the the-

atre lobbies.

The lobby toy displays were at the

Oriental and Chicago, both within a

block or two of the principal Chi-
cago department stores. The Tivoli,

on the South Side, also used a Sears-
Roebuck display.

Replacing Burned House
Chilton, Wis. — The Auditorium,

which was destroyed by fire several
weeks ago, is being replaced by a new
house, according to John Steenport.

!
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Box-Office Slant
Widow from Chicago

(First National)

Indifferent
Alice White plays Alice White in

this. Which means that she is the

Tom Sawyer
(Paramount)

A Fine Show
Paramount’s answer to the problem

of bringing kids back to the theatre,

but a fine piece of entertainment for

all kinds of patrons, regardless of age.

Mark Twain’s classic, known far

and wide throughout the land, has

been translated into picture form with

intelligence and sympathy. The cast

matches the picture.

Jackie Coogan, playing his first part

in years, comes through with a per-

formance that will send your audi-

ences out talking about this young-
ster’s capabilities as an actor. He
carries the picture all the way and

never weakens under the load.

Mitzi Green is Becky and succeeds

in giving the character a lot of Mitzi

Green, but audiences won’t mind it.

The third stellar light in the cast is

Junior Durkin who does splendid

work.
Produced and distributed by Paramount.

Directed by John Cromwell. Story by Mark
Twain. Screen play by Sam Mintz, Grover
Jones and \Vm. Slavens McNutt. Photo-
graphed by Charles Lang. Edited by
Alyson Shaffer. Length not set. Release
date, Nov. 15.

THE CAST
Tom Sawyer ....

Huckleberry Finn
Becky Thatcher .

Teacher
Muff Potter
Aunt Polly
Mary
Mrs. Harper ....

Sid
Joe Harper
Widow Douglass
Ben Rogers
Charley
Dr. Robinson . .

.

Injun Joe
Minister
Mr. Deming
Judge Thatcher .

Jackie Coogan
Junior Durkin

Mitzi Green
.Lucien Littlefield

....Tully Marshall
Clara Blandick

Mary Jane Irving
Ethel Wales

Jackie Searle
Dick Winslow
Jane Darwell
Billy Naylor
Billy Butts

....Edward Coxen

...Charles Stevens
Charles Sellon

Guy Oliver
Lon Poff

blonde cutie all over again, pouting
her way through the footage to the
inevitable clinch.

The story deals with the under-
world and Alice’s vow to get the
crowd that killed her brother. She
pretends she is a killer, gains the con-
fidence of the gang and, of course,
exposes the villain. At the proper
time, you are slipped the immense
surprise that right along Alice has
been identified with the police depart-
rnent. Neil Hamilton plays the juve-
nile pleasantly enough, but nowhere
along the line is any member of the
cast called upon for other than routine
work.

Produced and distributed by First Na-
tional. Directed by Edward Cline. Story
by Earl Baldwin. Photographed by Sol
Polito. Edited by Ed Schoeder. Length,
5,773 feet. Release date. November 23

THE CAST
Polly
“Swifty” Dorgan
Dominic
Slug
Johnston
Mullins
Sgt. Finnegan . .

.

Cora
Mazie
Captain
Helen

Alice White
Neil Hamilton

Edward G. Robinson
Frank McHugh
Lee Shumway

Brooks Benedict
John Elliott

...Dorothy Mathews
Ann Cornwall
E. H. Calvert

Betty Francisco

Charleiy’s Aunt
(Columbia)

Funny Slapstick
The talker version of this well-

known English farce will make a lot

of money. Slapstick all the way and
consequently devoid of any common
sense to speak of, the picture, never-
theless, is loaded with belly laughs.
Charles Ruggles, as Charley’s

Aunt, is pretty much the whole show.
The story deals with the English
college boys who draft Ruggles into
the role and clothes of the aunt from

The Devil to Pay
(United Artists)

A Delight
Suave Ronald Colman in a Freddie

South America to help them cinch
their love affair with two pretty Eng-
lish girls. The complications are
many and often silly, but undoubtedly
funny. Undoubtedly entertainment for

Lonsdale comedy with Lonsdale dia-

logue, plus the production quality

Sam Goldwyn gives all of his pic-

tures and the result is “The Devil to

Pay.”
The Lonsdale penchant for clever

situations pives the picture twists that

make for out-of-the-ordinary enter-

tainment. The cast and direction

do full justice to the story.

Here Colman again plays the cul-

tured Englishman, who returns to

London from Africa, to meet Lo-
retta Young, fall in love with her

and into complications at the same
time. His method of extricating him-
self and his tangled love affairs con-

stitute the story. Colman does splen-

did work. He is ingratiating to the

eye and the ear and a treat for wo-
men to behold and sigh over. 1 he

surrounding cast is extremely capable.

Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. Distrib-

uted by United Artists. Directed by
George Fitzmaurice. Original story and
dialogue by Frederick Lonsdale. Adaptation
by Benjamin Glazer. Edited by Grant
Whytock. Photographed by George
Barnes and Gregg Toland. Running time,
80 minutes. Length, 7,200 feet. Release
date, Jan. 7th.

THE CAST
Willie Leeland Ronald Colman
Dorothy Hope Loretta Young
Mary Crayle Myrna l^y
Susan Leeland Florence Britton
Lord Leeland Frederick Carr
Mr. Hope David Torrence
Mrs. Hope Mary Forbes
Grand Duke Paul Paul Cavanaugh
Arthur Leeland Craufurd Kent

the mob.
Produced by Christie. Distributed by

Columbia. Directed by A1 Christie. From
original stage play by Brandon Thomas.
Screen play and dialogue by F. McGrew
Willis. Dialogue director. A. Leslie
Pearce. Photographed by G. Peterson.
Harry Zech. L. Rowson. Length, 7,890
feet. Running time, 88 minutes. Release
date, Dec. 25.

THE CAST
Lord Fancourt Babberley. . Charles Ruggles
Amy Spettigue June Collyer
Charlie Wykeham Hugh Williams
Donna Lucia D’Alvardorez. .Doris Lloyd
Stephen Spettigue Halliwell Hobbes
Ela Delahay Flora LeBreton
Jack Chesney Rodney McLennan
Kitty Verdun Flora Sheffield

Part-Time Wife
(Fox

)

Pleasant and Light
Edmund Lowe essays a new role here,

that of a grouchy business man who
loses his wife—temporarily—because
of his own attitude and regains her
through Tommy Clifford, clever Irish

youngster, who appeared with John
McCormack in “Song O’ My Heart,”
and his shepper newfounder dog.
The story is mild and dexterously

directed by Leo McCarey. The only
sequence that approaches the dra-
matic is the championship golf match
between Lowe and Walter McGrail,
but all through the rest of the foot-

age there is considerable charm and
warmth. As a matter of fact, you
get to think a great deal of the play-

Like a Blanket
In three issues, including

today’s, Motion Picture Daily
reviews 24 features. These
were caught by scouts East
and West. Many of the pic-

tures are covered for the
first time in any national
trade paper. The list and
dates of review:
Aloha
Charley’s Aunt
Cimarron
Criminal Code
Dance, Fools, Dance . . .Today
Devil to Pay
Dawn Trail ..Dec. 24

Fifty Million Frenchmen
Today

Hook, Line and Sinker
Dec. 26

Inspiration .Dec. 24

New Moon
No Limit
Part-Time Wife
Rango
Reaching for Moon. . . Dec. 26

Reducing
Royal Bed
Royal Family
Soldier’s Plaything. ..Dec. 24

Sunny
Tom Sawyer
Widow from Chicago. .Today

ers before they finish their jobs and
that's saying a good deal for any
picture. Leila Hyams, the feminine

lead, is altogether delightful. Lowe
and Tommy come through with very

good performances as well.
Produced and distributed by Fox. From

"The Shepper Newfounder.” by Stewart
Edward White. Directed by I..eo McCarey.
Screen play and dialogue by Raymond
L. Schrock and Leo McCarey. Photo-
graphed by George Schneiderman. Length,
6,500 feet. Running time, 72 minutes. Re-
lease date. Jan. 25, 1931.

THE CAST
Jim Murdock Edmund Lowe
-Mrs. Murdock (Betty Rogers) .. Leila Hyams
Tommy Milligan Tommy Clifford
Johnny Spence Walter McGrail
Butler Ixiuis Payne
Maid Bodil Rosing

Sunny
(First National)

Just a Musical
As a follow-up on “Sally,” Mari-

lyn Miller’s first musical for First

National, this has its best chance in

those spots where the early picture

did business. Elsewhere, it will get

by without creating- any great ex-

citement.

Here again the public’s sourness on
musicals has resulted in the song
numbers being trimmed to a mini-

mum, despite the fact that the orig-

inal material from which the picture

was adapted had plenty of warbling.

The story, of the usual musical
comedy type, has Sunny, a circus girl,

stowing away on a liner to avoid
an arranged marriage with an Eng-
lishman she doesn’t like. She meets
Lawrence Gray on the boat, and they
fall in love. In order to get into

the States, she marries Joe Donahue
in one of those marriage-in-name only
affairs.

Produced and distributed by First Na-
tional. Directed by William A. Seiter.
From the musical comedy of the same
name by Otto Harbach. Oscar Hammer-
stein H, and Jerome Kern. Adaptation
by Humphrey Pearson and Henry Mc-
Carty. Photographed by Ernest Haller.
Length about 8,550 feet. Running time,
approximately 95 minutes. •

THE CAST
Sunny Marilyn Miller
Tom Warren Lawrence Gray
Jjm Deming Joe Donahue
Ppl^rs O. P. Heggie

Inez Courtney
Margaret Barbara Bedford
Sue Judith Vosselli
Sam Qyde Cook

“Going Wild”

Santa’s Only
Rival at Chi
(Continued from page 1)

the McVicker’s.
Here’s the sad news, according to

estimates

:

“PART TIME WIFE” (Fox)
CHICAGO—(3,940), 35c-50c-85c, 6 days.

Other attractions: “Oh, Uncle” (Publix
stage unit), orchestra, news, “Accordion
Joe” (Para.), “Looser Than Loose”
(M-G-M.) Six days only for this bill.

New show in a day ahead of customary
schetlule at this weekly change house.
Gross: $30,800; poor.

“MIN AND BILL” (M-G-M)
McVICKERS—(2,284), 35c-50c-85c, 3rd

and final week. Other attractions: News,
“College Cuties” (Educational), “Mariutch”
(Paramount Screen Song). “Morocco”
(Patamount) replaced Christmas Day.
Gross: $19,000; poor.

“GOING WILD” (F. N.)
ORPHEUM — (665), 40c-60c, 9 days.

Other attractions: News, “Believe It or
Not” (Vitaphone), “Happy Hottentots”
(Vitaphone). “Divorce Among Friends”
(Warners) headed new show in on Christ-
mas Pay. Gross: $7,200; good.

“A LADY’S MORALS”
ROOSEVELT— (1,591), 35c-50c-85c, final

7 of 17 days. Other attractions: News,
“Excuses” (Paramount), “Go Ahead and
Sing” (Paramount). Replaced by “Light-
:iin' ” (Fox) Christmas Day. Gross: $14,200;
poor.

“FREE LOVE” (Universal)
STATE-LAKE—(2,776), 35c-50c-75c, 7

days. Other attractions: News, “The Lit-
tle Trail” (Columbia), “Dizzy Dates”
(Radio). Replaced by “Hook, Line and
Sinker” (Radio), Thursday. Gross:
$19,750; fair.

“HELL’S ANGELS” (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS—(1,700), 35c-50c-85c,

6 days, fifth and final week. Other attrac-
tions: News, “High C’s” (M-G-M), “Of-
fice Boy” (Pathe). Replaced by “Abraham
Lincoln” (U. A.), which had six weeks
here at advanced prices at the Punch &
Judy last fall. Playing here at regular
prices. Gross: $15,150; poor.

THE INCOMPARABLE TRIO THAT
CREATED ""SUBMARINE"" and ""FLIGHT""

Now
* -A*

JACK
HOLT

^ FRANK CAPRA .

PRODUCTION
with a notable cast including FAY WRAV

RALPH
GRAVES
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Smutty Ads Boomerang
Legislatures, Aroused by Sexy Copy,
Threaten Industry with Censor Laws

The worst censorship situation in recent film history and,

perhaps, in the history of the business swings into the spot-

light beginning next month when twelve state legislatures

will consider laws to use shears on pictures.

Kent Defends

Bloek Booking

As Essential

Block booking is the most feasible

method of selling films, because it

(1) Creates a market for better

pictures.

(2) Permits the industry to keep
ahead of public

demand, and

(3)

Effects
economies in

distribution, S.

R. Kent, Para-
mount’s general

manager, says in

a letter to the

Rev. W. B. Bul-
len of Lee, Me.
Rev. Bullen re-

cently attended

a conference of

ministers where
block booking
was discussed

and asked enlightenment on the sub-

ject before casting his vote for or
against the system. Kent’s letter was

( Continued on page 4)

Kennedy Asks

O. K. for Sale
With Pathe facing an indicated loss

of more than $1,000,000 for the year,

ratification of the proposed deal for

sale of assets to RKO is “essential,”

in the opinion of directors. Joseph
P. Kennedy warns in a letter to stock-

holders, urging ratification. Operating
loss in the nine months ended October
1 is about $960,000, Kennedy says.

“Mere inaction on the part of stock-

holders will be quite as disastrous as

intentional opposition.”

{Continued on page 10)

Will Hates Tights, So
Goes for Iron Pants
Hollywood— Will Rogers doesn’t

like tights, and Fox couldn’t lure him
As a result, audiences will see him

in cast iron pants and civilian suits

in “The Connecticut Yankee.”

Partners
Los Angeles—Harold B.

Franklin and Howard Hughes
start today as partners in

Hughes-Franklin Theatres, a
$5,000,000 company which
plans a national circuit. They
will begin with 250 theatres,
with 500 their goal by 1932.

William Fox
StagingReturn

As Chain Head
William Fox is preparing to return

to the film industry on an extensive
scale, under a deal now under way
for a chain of theatres. This would
be the nucleus of a national chain,

control and management of which
would pass to Fox. A complementary
deal also is being negotiated on pro-
duction and distribution.

The proposed circuit which Fox is

seeking is unaffiliated with any pro-
ducer or distributor.

Questionable advertising is out.

The directors of the Hays organ-
ization, at a meeting held a few days
ago, sat down hard on the flood of

sexy copy which has been appearing
in newspapers all over the country.
The big companies, it is under-

stood, have finally come to the de-
cision that the “bad boys” within the
ranks will have to hew to the line

of decent copy from now on or find

new jobs for themselves.

Worried over impending censcir-

ship legislation, plus the flood of

Criticism which has been leveled at

the industry through indiscriminate
use of suggestive advertising copy
and titles, the producer-owned chains
have issued strict orders to their men
in New York and in the field to obey
rigorously the mandates of the Hays
production code of ethics. Immediate

‘Lightnin’Tops

Minneapolis

With $23,000
Minneapolis—Christmas week’s

business was fair, showing some gain

over the previous week, and when
the curtain was rung down December
26 it showed that the Minnesota with
“Lightnin’ ” had enjoyed a fair week
at $23,000, while the Orpheum’s
$15,200 was considered good.

Estimated takings

:

“LIGHTNIN’ ’’ (Fox)
MINNESOTA—(4,025), 30c-40c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Stage show, news.
Gross: $23,000; fair.

dismissal for offenders is the promise.

An earlier step in the campaign,
which promises to be thorough and
diligent, came about two weeks ago
when Will H. Hays personally.

Motion Picture Daily learns, struck

out titles of 35 pictures either ready
for release or about to go into pro-

duction. This policy will be con-

tinued in the future.

Now comes a concentration of

effort on off-color newspaper adver-

tising. Producer chain representatives

are largely responsible for the bad
taste which has crept into copy, but

the offenders reach into New York
headquarters as well. Completed
press books of three pictures produced
by three Hays member companies
have been destroyed since the move-
ment toward clean copy gathered

(Continued on page 11)

Sexy advertising is almost entirely

responsible. Off-color sequences and

double-barreled dialogue in pictures

are likewise culpable, but in a smaller

measure.

Arkansas is priming its guns for an

industry attack. Likewise California,

which has received the benefits of an

international publicity ballyhoo by

Hollywood’s geographical location

within that state’s boundaries, is plan-

ning a censor bill. The other states

are Connecticut, Iowa, Minnesota,

Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey,

North Carolina, Oregon and Texas.

In the latter state, the activities of

Will Horwitz, Houston exhibitor who
has been urging censorship in paid
newspaper advertising, are believed to
be directly responsible for the move-
ment.
The development on censorship is

only one of the legislative headaches
confronting the industry. Beginning
January 5, law-makers in 44 states

will convene and, in each instance,

legislation of some character is aimed
at the industry. Admission taxes are
expected to crop up in abundance
throughout the country and some leg-

islation against chain theatres is con-
sidered a strong probability.

Publix Units

At Brin House
Milwaukee—Publix stage units now

are playing at the Majestic here, in-

dependent house operated by L. K.
Brin. The house was added to the
Publix time to bridge the jump in

Middle West keys, and to give the
stage units a local outlet. Publix has
no theatres here, having remained out
of the town under an agreement made
some years ago. Another new factor
here is the Gayety, burlesque house,
which has added films to its Saturday,
Sunday and holiday shows.

(Continued on page 2)

DirtyAdsBannedby Chains;
Heads of Violators to Drop
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Drop in earnings of one of the big companies is

attributed directly to a reported gentlemen’s

agreement made a few years ago with one or

more distributors, regarding a working arrange-

ment on product.

It seems that the agreement was recorded in a

little black book, which reposes in the desk of

one of the signatories. In some manner, the

book fell into the hands of competitors, who saw
red when they learned of the alleged pact. Then
they did a little bit of agreeing upon their own
account and things began to happen.

Whereas the certain signatory previously had
been getting a good break on its admittedly meri-

torious product, things began to get a little

tougher and then the opposition started in to give

the firm some real competition in the class of

product in which it had specialized.

Soon after, the inevitable red ink began to be

spilled over company books and the pen was
dipped often. All of which goes to show that

secret pacts are hard to keep dark in the film

business.
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Thru the Nose

M ONTHS late, the

industry now bends its arm to

land a solar plexus blow in the

vitals of dirty advertising. Pray
as hard as you know how that it

isn’t too late.

In twelve states, censorship is

menacing the horizon. Blame a

lack-of-vision business for a situ-

ation which never perhaps in its

stormy career has l)een quite so

serious.

T HE onus is wide-
spread and there is enough of it

to drop into many laps. There
need be neither wringing of

hands nor wild lamentations if

restrictive legislation is foisted

upon the industry in the next few
months, for the trade itself has

supplied plenty of encouragement
to marksmen eager to pot shot

from the sidelines.

T* HE one encour-
aging note is the delayed, but
now speedy, action to plug the

leak. There will be no hesitation

now that the situation demands
fast work. Perhaps the flood-

gates of unfavorable criticism

can be closed and the tide swung
the other way.
The wheel will be hard to re-

volve, but the effort must be
made. By everyone, everywhere,
and at the same time. The menace
is too real, too foreboding, for

politics or temporary financial

gain to stand in the way.
The new year opens with leg-

islature worries that can be met
only by joint action—concerted,

coordinated and instantaneous.

KANN

Bogey Men
Hollywood is getting a new thrill

—and scare in the reported whole-

sale invasion of a kidnaper mob,
directed by New York and Chi-

cago gangsters. Federal aid may
be asked to curb the racket. In

the meantime, the district attor-

ney at Los Angeles is planning a

strong drive against gangsters.

The colony of “isms” and cults is

conseciuently faced with a new
something which wires indicate

isn’t making much of a hit.

Guards have been hired, so the

story goes, to watch over the

starlings in their Hollywood ha-

ciendas. Among those so zealous-

ly protected are Mary and Doug
and Harold Lloyd. This new sit-

uation recalls the reported threats

hurled in Harold’s direction some
time ago, only to be denied later

by the comedian. Coast police

have a different slant, however.

Not Knowing No
He is best described as one of

the boys who skyrocketed pretty

near to the top of the heap. Some
of the observers wondered, but

he sailed right along and hung
on, even though the reason was
somewhat of a mystery. Then
came a series of conferences

which threw him into pretty close

association with his chief He
yessed him to the point where
all present asked if he were a

straight man for his boss. The
latter, who is one regular and
capable guy didn’t like it a little

bit. Observers saw the chief

wince several times, when the

yessing became so noticeable. It

was only a matter of a few
months before the yes-boy took'

the rap, and was demoted. To
this day he probably doesn’t hook
up the skid with his yessing, but

it’s fact nevertheless.

‘^Madame X**/
Not so many stones’ throw from
New York a major circuit em-
ploys a woman on its division

staff whose duty it is to visit 45
houses every two weeks and se-

cure the low-down from the

neighbors as to their approval of

the programs being offered by the

picture houses, and at the same
time to Quizz the natives regard-
ing conditions in the theatre.

Her other duties consist of enter-

ing the houses, sometimes un-
announced, and giving them a
thorough inspection, meanwhile
checking up on the p’s and q’s

of the manager.
A specialist in her line, she writes
up all shows and would rate a

critic’s by-line any day. In addi-

tion, to the above, she makes per-

sonal appearances at club gather-
ings throughout the various
neighborhoods and secures infor-

mation regarding the tastes of the
women in picture programs. She
has been in the business a good
many years, and, secured her
present position, a highly re-

munerative one by dent of hard
work.

A Sizzler
Paramount’s gang can wear
smiles, for the way “The Royal
Family” is stepping along at the
Rivoli is nobody’s business. Grab-
bing off $7,600 the day before
Christmas was Business which
rates a cap.

Jay Fagan Out
Chicago—Jay Fagan, for several

years manager of the Regal, “ace”
colored house of the Publix-Balaban
& Katz circuit here, will be relieved

of that post the first of the year, it is

understood. No reassignment of

Fagan is contemplated by the circuit,

it is said.

December 29, 1930

‘Lightnin’Tops
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With $23,000

(Continued from page 1)

“SHE’S MY WEAKNESS’’ (RKO)
RKO ORPEHEUM—(2,900), 35c-50c-75c,

7 days. Other attractions: Vaude, news.
Gross: $15,200; good.

“THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS’’
(M-G-M)

STATE.—(2,300), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Comedy, novelties, news. Gross:
$8,000; average.

“OUTWARD BOUND’’ (Warners)
CENTURY—(1,640), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $7,000;
good.

“OUTSIDE THE LAW” (Universal)
RKO SEVENTH STREET—(1,300), 25c-

35c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: News.
Gross: $2,600; fair.

“WIDOW FROM CHICAGO”
(First National)

LYRIC— (1,238), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days. Other
attractions: News, comedy. Gross: $1,600;
good.

“OH. FOR A MAN” (Fox)
ASTER— (812), 15c-25c-30c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News. Gross: $1,000; fair.

Singer in Frisco to

Solve Labor Impasse
San Francisco—Mort Singer, spe-

cial represeneative for the RKO in-

terests in labor disputes, arrived in

San Francisco this week by plane
from Seattle to continue negotiations

looking toward a settlement of differ-

ences existing between the musicians’
union and San Francisco theatres. A
complete settlement is expected to be
made within the next few weeks. It

is understood that the theatre opera-

tors wish to limit the number of

musicians in downtown theatres.

Expansion of Warner
Proceeding Steadily
Warners is proceeding steadily on

expansion plans and holds options on
sites in various cities, according to

Dan Michalove, head of the real estate

department. The firm, he says, is

making no announcements until prop-

erty deeds are actually secured. Her-
bert Elder and Harold Dunn of the

theatre extension department con-

ferred with Michalove over the week-
end on conditions in New England
and Pennsylvania.

SOUND STAGE

SPACE AVAILABLE
in the most modem studios

in Hollywood

R. C. A. Photophone

Equipment

Chanrges Reasonable

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
(Hollywood's Newest Studio)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

New York Office

Paramount Building

Phone—Chickering 2729
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^ ^ mm and NOW the

CANADIAN
PUBLIX

THEATRES
are added to the amazing list of big

chains which have signed up for

UNIVERSAL PiaURES
Not one single producing company in any year

has ever sold its product so thoroughly and
completely as Universal has sold this year* Here^s

a record which may be some day equalled but

can never be beaten:

PUBLIX
CIRCUIT

R* K* O* WARNER FOX LOEWIS
CIRCUIT BROS. CIRCUIT WEST COAST INC.

THEATRES
FOX MIDWESCO THEATRES FOX METROPOLITAN

M. A. Lightman
Schine Theatres
Marvin Wise
Lucas-Jenkins
R. B. Wilby
Consolidated Theatres
Manhattan Playhouses, Inc.

Springer-Cocalis

Leo Brecher Theatres
Rosenblatt Circuit
Lawand Theatres
Harris Circuit
Rupert Richards
Lefkowich-Greenburger
Washington Circuit of
Cleveland

Griffith Brothers
Associated Theatres
Frank Durkee Circuit
Dickinson Circuit
City Theatres Circuit
Mid-Continent Theatres
Coston Theatres
S & S Theatres

Co-operative Theatres of
Detroit

Rogers Circuit
Leo Keiler
St. Louis Amusement Co.
Fred Dolle Circuit
Robb & Rowley
Grobacker Circuit

You Can’t Go Wrong Following the
Lead of the World’s Shrewdest Buyers!
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‘^^Wholesaling of Films Beneficial’^ —Kent

Outlines Ideas on Block Booking
“Wholesaling of pictures was not initiated by producers.

It . . . began as a result of the need of exhibitors to estab-

lish contacts with producers on whom they could depend for a

constant supply of satisfactory motion pictures.”

“Eighty-five per cent of the accounts that were using Para-

mount pictures fifteen years ago are still buying from us. If

we had forced pictures on exhibitors against their will, is it

conceivable that we could have kept the good will of all these

customers?

“Under the block booking system there has been steady im-

provement in the quality of pictures.”

Paramount Sales Chief

Outlines Necessity of

Bulk Selling

{Continued from page 1)

prepared as an answer to his query.

Following is the full text:

“How fortunate it is that the sub-

ject of magazine subscriptions has

not become a football of politics

!

“Do you realize that you have on

your library table a really frightful

article about so-and-so, and such and

such? some relative or acquaintance

may say to me apropos of some sub-

ject on which he or she has a par-

ticularly strong and sincere feeling.

“Well, it comes with the magazine

I subscribed for. I guess you 11 have

to blame the editor, would be my
easiest answer.
“But I should scarcely expect that

as a result of this and similar inci-

dents, someone would start a move-

ment to make it illegal for me to

subscribe to a magazine a year in

advance. If any legislation in this

spirit ever were passed, I can assure

you that it would be a death-blow

to the dissemination and even to the

writing, of thoughful literature on

current developments in science, art,

economics and sociology, religion, po-

litical thought, business, or any other

important field.

“A backward step such as this, is,

in connection with magazines, incon-

ceivable. It might not be, though, if

someone had inadvertently given to

the magazine subscription some un-

fortunate name like ‘block reading’

which could be seized upon as a bundle

by politicians.

“Yet the case of motion picture

wholesaling is no whit different from

that of magazine subscriptions. It has

precisely the same advantages, to the

public as well as to the producer, and

just as the subscription method is the

bulwark of progress in many fields of

current thought, so motion picture

wholesaling is the bulwark of prog-

ress in the art of the screen, and

in the social value of screen enter-

tainment. The only difference is that

the unfortunate name ‘block booking’

has frightened some people into a

belief that the distribution of motion

pictures is accompanied by the use of

force and that this force is used to

thrust upon a defenseless exhibitor

and a helpless public pictures of an

objectionable nature.

“Actually the facts are quite the

reverse.

“Here are several facts worth the

thought and careful consideration of

any individual or group which is sin-

cerely interested in increasing the

number and distribution of motion
pictures which from the social and
artistic standpoints seem the most de-

sirable.

“For each sound picture that our

company makes, we have a possibility

of lO.OfX) sales in the United States. A
picture that is popular at the box-
office may sell as many as 7,000

accounts out of a possible 10,000. A
picture that is not popular will go
only to 1,200 or 1,400. If block book-

ing operates, as its opponents claim,

to force every exhibitor to take every

one of our pictures, how in the world
could we make so many sales on one

picture and so few on the next?
“Another fact. Eighty-five percent

of the accounts that were using Para-
mount pictures fifteen years ago are

still buying from us. If we had forced

pictures on exhibitors against their

will, is it conceivable that we could

have kept the goodwill of all these

customers ?

“In every account that we sell, we
meet the competition of from ten to

fifteen other companies with a total

of hundreds of pictures on their

schedules. Competition is very, very
keen. In no industry is it keener
Under these circumstances, is it con-

ceivable that we could do anything
which would force undesirable pic-

tures upon an exhibitor, or in any
way interfere with his prosperity or

his own goodwill in his own com-
munity ?

“Wholesaling of pictures was not

initiated by producers. It began more
than twenty years ago as a result of

the need of exhibitors to establish

contacts with producers on whom
they could depend for a constant sup-

ply of satisfactory motion pictures.

“Can you imagine a man buying a

lot, getting together bricks and mortar
and other material, hiring labor, and
then erecting an automobile sales and
service building without first making
a definite contract which would give
him the agency for Buicks or Nashes
or Fords or some other car? Certain-

ly not.

“If block booking (which is nothing
more nor less than exhibitor’s assur-

ing to himself a steady supply of a

reliable product just as the auto-
mobile agent assures himself a supply
of cars) had not continued to be a

New ''Mike” Feature
of B, & H, Apparatus
Chicago— A special microphone

arrangement which will enable the
operator to interject remarks relative

to any picture which is being shown
and to have his voice come from the
loud speaker is a feature of the new
Bell & Howell portable 16 mm. re-

producer, the Filmophone.
The Filmophone is portable and

comes in two cases, of approximately
equal size, shape and weight, totaling

88 pounds. It employs a Filmo pro-
jector for showing pictures, using
16 mm. amateur size film. Sound is

obtained by a synchronized phono-
graph disc.

Open
Missouri Valley, la.—Paramount-

Publix’ Valley, 7fl0-seat house, was
opened formally Christmas Day. C.

E. Carpenter, formerly manager of

the Rialto here, has been named man-
ager.

genuine service to the exhibitor on the

fourfold basis of convenience, sureness

of supply, quality, and economy, is it

likely that the system would still be

in existence after twenty years?

“If there were not block booking,

the owner of the average neighbor-

hood theatre would frequently be

helpless in his attempts to get the

best pictures for his patrons. For
competitive bidding on a picture which
has made a hit in the metropolitan

theatres would put these pictures out

of his reach and leave him only a

choice between second-rate pictures

and the better pictures of an earlier

season. Instead of being in this un-

fortunate position, the small exhibitor

who has contracted for a group of

our pictures or those of any other

producer can count on getting a con-

tinuous supply of films of the better

quality.

“Under the block booking system,

there has been steady improvement in

the quality of motion pictures—just

as for many years there has been

steady improvement in the quality of

the best magazines, under the prevail-

ing system of advance yearly sub-

scriptions.

“One of the reasons for this lies

in the fact that the very pictures

which socially minded groups believe

should have a wide audience are more
often 'than not pictures which an ex-

hibitor would hesitate to book, for

fear they ‘play’ to half-emptj' houses.

But the producer, having confidence

that in the long run pictures that are

somewhat above the general level of

‘box office taste’ will benefit the ex-

Brower New Head of
Seattle Film Board

Seattle—N. H. Brower (Warner)
is new president of the Film Board
of Trade, succeeding George Ballen-

tyne (Fox). Neal East (Paramount)
succeeds Wallace Rucker (Educa-
tional) as vice-president. Lester

Theurkauf (Pathe), Robert Hill

(Tiffany) and Ballantvne were elected

trustees. Mrs. B. B. Lynch continues

as sceretary.

Comerford Aids
Scranton—M. E. Comerford played

a major role in Scranton’s distribu-

tion of Christmas charity to hundreds
of needy families, orphans and shutins.

Working with prominent Eagles,

Comerford loaded and distributed

baskets of provisions to the city’s

poor. Many of his less fortunate

friends also received special turkeys
I for the Yuletide.

Denies That Sales Plan

Is Responsible for

“Dirty” Pictures

hibitor as well as his community, can

include a certain number of such
pictures in the same blocks with pic-

tures of wide popular appeal. Every
time such a picture as ‘(Did Ironsides,’

for instance,—or ‘The Silent Enemv’
or ‘Tom Sawyer’—is shown in any
community theatre, it is helping to

build up a public taste for more pic-

tures of the same high type.

“But the straightforward fact is

that if it were not for block booking,

most of these pictures would not get

enough first chances so that any pro-

ducer could afford to make them.

“No exhibitor is ever forced by
block booking to show any given pic-

ture. In the first place, he is allowed

to cancel 10% of his commitments,
tn the second place, he may cancel

any picture which might offend local

taste. And third, just as I can afford

to skip a whole issue of the magazine
to which I subscribe, and still be

ahead of the game, so can the ex-

hibitor afford to pass up any picture

that he actually does not wish to run.

.\nd, as is well-known to everybody
in the trade, pictures which the ex-

hibitor actually does reject under his

cancellation allowance are such pic-

tures as ‘Old Ironsides’ and ‘The
Silent Enemy’ — the very pictures

whose showing is most desirable from
the standpoint of the many sincere

people who have been misled by an
unfortunate name into thinking that

blocking booking is a pernicious prac-

tice.”

Bushell, Out of Work,
Plans to Quit Films
Hollywood—Asserting that he can’t

get work here, Anthony Bushell, who
las played in a number of Coast-made
pictures, states he is quitting picture

work. He did not. however, indicate

what his wife, Zelma O’Neal, expects

to do.

Ash to Chi.
Cleveland—Paul Ash, who has been

master of ceremonies at Loew’s State

theatre for the past seven weeks,
leaves the first of the year to return
to Chicago to become associated with
the Balaban & Katz houses. Eddie
Stanley of New York comes to

Cleveland to succeed Ash at the State.

Aid Vetsf Folks
Baltimore—The Hippodrome, man-

aged by Nat Keene, was jammed to

capacity at a benefit performance held

under the auspices of the Veterans of

Foreign Wars, Post No. 139, was
given. Proceeds from the entertain-

ment were given to the fund for the

National Home for Widows and
Orphans, Eaton Rapids, Mich.

Dressel Quits
Louisville—W. A. Dressel, manager

of the Towers at Fourth and Oak Sts.,

owned by the Broadway Amusement
Enterprises since its opening some
years ago, has resigned, and has been

succeeded by Hughey H. Bernard, of

New York.
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Critical Comment Proving

B. O. Factor at Minneapolis

Home Rule as

Balto. ‘Blue’

Cure Sought
Baltimore—Next session of the

Maryland Legislature, starting Jan-

uary 2, will be asked to extend the

home rule to this city by which the

mayor and city council can determine

what amusements will be permitted

on Sunday, including pictures.

There was a bitter struggle when a

home rule resolution was offered by

James B. Blake, Democrat of the

second district with J. Warren Bur-

gess, Republican, leading the fight

against it. The final vote for the

resolution was 11 to 2.

It appears that the Sunday question

is going to have some weight on who.

will be elected to the City Council

in the Spring elections.

John G. Callan, who has been

fighting for Sunday films in Balti-

more for some time and was defeated

when a candidate for nomination for

the State Senate, is reported to be

formulating a platform for Sunday

movies in an attempt to be elected to

the City Council from the second dis-

trict next Spring. That is where

Blake comes from and maybe Blake

is only taking a jump on Callan by

promoting the issue now.

Depression^- Bunk‘d-

Mitch Harris Knows
Hollywood—Depression?
Not for Mitchell Harris, actor.

Just before Christmas he was ready

to foreswear Yule trees and had pur-

chased a ticket East. He thought that

he and the talking pictures never could

get together.

He was virtually climbing on to a

train when Fox offered him an im-

portant role in “The Connecticut

Yankee.”
Harris’ California home was filled

with Christmas trees on Thursday.

Brizee Gets Post
Rochester—Truman P. Brizee, for-

mer manager of the Publix Regent
and until recently chief of personnel

at the Comerford Capitol, has been

named assistant manager of the latter

theatre, replacing Milton Korach, who
resigned to become manager of the

Hollywood, Buffalo. Brizee served

three years with Publix before going

to Comerford. The Capitol, operat-

ing only little more than a month
after being remodeled from the old

Fay’s Theatre, damaged by fire a

year ago, is doing a tip-top business.

Early Fame
Hollywood — “Sheets” Gal-

lagher, Jr., son of the com-
edian, has reached the age of

five months and has just cele-

brated his first Christmas.
The youngster has already

gained considerable publicity

through his father, and, as a

result, received over 20

Christmas gifts from fans

throughout the land and
abroad. “Sheets” says he
does the worh and the baby
gets the fan mail.

Alinneapolis — Weather here has

held up better than usual. Winter is

definitely here, but there have been

few extremes of temperature. Salva-

tion Army collectors on the street

corners have shivered just enough to

remind the shoppers that the winds
do blow and to send a share of them
into the downtown theatres. Driving
has been good, and this has con-

tributed to attendance, which usually

falls off if icy streets tie up traffic.

Temperatures have ranged mostly
over 20 above, but generally under
freezing except occasionally.

The Journal here is beginning to be

something of a factor in the picture

business, maintaining as it does a
positive and not unintelligent critic in

the person of Merle Potter, who takes

his job seriously and speaks in no un-
certain terms either for or against

any production. Potter has been stir-

ring some interest lately by fierce de-

nouncements of some pictures and
fulsome praise of others. He has
adopted the system of grading pic-

Incorporation in

N, Y. on Increase
Albany—There was a gain during

the past week in the number of pic-

ture companies incorporating in the
state. Included in the number was
one company in which Col. Frederick
Stuart Greene, head of the New York
State Department of Public Works,
and an author, is interested. This
company will be know as Thomas
Kilpatrick, Inc., with headquarters in

New York City, and in addition to
Colonel Greene, numbering among its

incorporators David Noonan, also of

Albany, and Thomas Kilpatrick of

New York City.

Other companies included one
known as the General Film Library
of New York City, with Morris A.
Hglpern, George Takoe and Milton
Brachfield as incorporators.

An Albany company incorporating
last week has as its incorporators G.
A. and Pearl M. Cable, of Schenec-
tady, and E. Pearl Redmond, Hudson,
the company to be known as Cable and
Gardner, Inc. Hensing Theatrical

Enterprises, Inc., of New York City,

also incorporated during the week, the

incorporators being Henry R. Dan-
sizer, Brooklyn; Robert S. Benjamin,
Brooklyn; Frances Goldman, New
York City.

Larkin Makes Road
Easy for L. A, Scribes
Hollywood— All authors, writers

and reporters who arrive in Holly-

wood are being invited to visit Mark
Larkin, who is publicity director of

the Association of Motion Picture
Producers and is chairman of the cre-

dentials committee of the Wampas,
Western press organization.

“I’m asking all writers to report to

me so that I can give them the low-
down on how to prepare film maga-
zine copy, scenarios and such,” Larkin
explained. “I also want to tell them
how to get into studios to do their

work. By seeing me they’ll save a
week of investigation and will get a
direct ‘in’.”

tures used by Liberty, and gives Five
.A.’s only to those which hit him right

where he lives.

Exhibitors never know where the

Potter lightning is going to strike,

and are quick to seize on favorable
comment for what it is worth. For
the current bill the Journal A’s fell

rather freely, although not in large

clusters.

Next week’s billing, which will go
against four legitimate offerings and
one of burlesque, includes “The Right
to Love” at the Minnesota, “Hook,
Line and Sinker” at the RKO Or-
pheum, “Sunny” at the State, “Just
Imagine” at the Century, “Sea Legs”
at the Lyric, “Ex-Flame” at the RKO
7th Street, and “Gorilla” at the Aster.
The floor of opposition for the week

has a gesture of civic push behind
it to make it significant, and includes
“A Month in the Country,” “Michael
and Mary,” “Uncle Josh” and “Peter
Pan,” all touted as excellent person-
imations, to coin a word meaning
present dramas in person on the speak-
ing stage.

Double Tax Seen
Near in Antipodes

Perth, Australia—Parliament has

passed the third reading of a hurried
measure to increase the entertainment
tax. The new impost doubles the
existing tax. In particular it hits the
lower admission prices and on that

count the measure has evoked strong
protests from all sections of the in-

dustry here. Alternatives are being
submitted to the Premier in an effort

to swing the incidence of the tax onto
the higher priced tickets.

At present there is no Common-
wealth tax on tickets costing less

than 60 cents. The latest slug affects

those as cheap as 18 cents.

25MO Kids in K, C.

Join McGuire Club
Hollywood—Kansas City has gone

“Mickey McGuire,” according to re-

ports received here.

Larry Darmour, producer of the

comedy series, states that the Pantages
there has installed 25,000 members a
week. The club started a few weeks
ago at the Wilshire here. Each child

wearing the membership pin in the
Mickey McGuire Club is recipient of
concessions from the theatre and from
cooperating merchants.

Schoeppel Gets Plum
Oklahoma City—John F. Schoeppel,

formerly manager of the Warner’s
Mid-West has assumed the job as
manager of the Warner, which opened
yesterday. James Dawson, formerly
assistant chief of service for city

Warner houses is Schoeppel’s assist-

ant. J. Taylor, former manager of

the Warner’s Orpheum, which is now
the Warner, replaces Schoeppel at the
Mid-West. Howard Savage, chief of

service, assists Taylor.

Aids School
Ottawa—ManSgrr' T. R. Tubman

loaned the Regent without charge to
the Technical School for the holding
of the annual commencement exer-
cises.

Flesh Shows
Being Added

On P. P. Time
Scranton—Paramount-Publix, satis-

fied with box-office receipts at the
Ritz since the advent of five acts of
vaudeville and a first run picture, has
ent Harry Hollender to this city from
headquarters in New York. After a
careful survey of the local situation,
Hollender will visit other cities with
the thought in mind of establishing
additional legitimate vaudeville the-
atres in Paramount divisions. Man-
ager Jack Goodwin has kept a steady
click of coin at the Ritz box-office.

Price Prepares for
Tenth Birthday Fete
Baltimore—Tenth anniversary of

the Rivoli will be celebrated during
the week beginning January 3 and
premiere of “The Criminal Code,”
has been obtained for the occasion.
Mr. Price has been busy lately

especially with his cooperation with
the Advertising Club of Baltimore to
put over the ball they gave to raise

funds to help buy shoes for the poor
children of the city.

Price arranged to have 15 acts at

the ball and a 55 piece orchestra
under the direction of Bob lula.

Looks Like a Break
For Autog*ph Fiends
It looks like open sesame for auto-

graph hounds and overtime for the
New York police department when
“Reaching for the Moon” opens at the
Criterion on December 29. Those
definitely slated to attend include

:

Nancy Carroll, Joan Crawford, Clau-
dette Colbert, Ina Claire, D. W.
Griffith, Eddie Cantor, Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., Harry Richman, and
Peggy Hopkins Joyce.

Daniels* First Set
Hollywood— “Bad Women,” based

on Dashiell Hammett’s novel, “The
Maltese Falcon,” is to be Bebe
Daniels’ first picture under her term
contract with Warners. Roy Del Ruth
will direct.

Host to 3,500
Thirty-five hundred poor children

were entertained without charge by
Loew theatres in New York during
the Christmas season.

A Twin Crash
Hollywood — Beatrice and

Bertha Barton, twins, got the
breaks because they were
twins.
An hour after they crashed

into the Paramount studios

to watch Jack Oakie work
they were spotted by Eddie
Sutherland.
Two hours after, costumed

and made up, they were do-

ing a comedy sequence in

“The Gang Buster,” with
Oakie, .Jean Arthur and
William Boyd.
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Gang Films

Of Detroit

Stir Critic

Detroit — Charles J. Richardson,

screen editor of the Detroit Times,

seems to have a “peeve” because the

new crop of crook talkers take a fall

out of this fair City of the Straits.

As witness his “by line” story:

DETROIT OVER-EXPLOITED
IN GANG FILMS

By Charles J. Richardson

Detroit’s recent session of crime, which
brought the present grand jury into exist-

ence, is finding its echo in the latest cre-

ations from the movie studios.

Already abreast of the times; following
popular fad, foibles, duplicating social con-

ducers are delving into the local crime situa-

lines as salable picture fodder, the pro-

ducers are delving into the local crime situa-

tion, and, as a result, no underworld pic-

ture today is complete without some men-
tion of Detroit. It used to be Detroit, Mich.,
but now it is plain Detroit.

“Dressed to Kill’" was the last of the
talkies that mentioned Chicago. (Charlie
evidently has forgotten “The Doorway to

Hell.”) From then on it was Detroit,
especially when the Windy City began to

“pink ticket” any gang films that gave or
added to Chicago’s sometimes unsavory
reputation.
“Man Trouble,” with the late Milton

Sills and Edmund Lowe, made mention
of the fair City of the Straits when Eddie
said, “I’ll go to Detroit and clean out that
mob.”

“Only Saps Work” caused Leon Errol
to make funny remarks during his klepto-
maniac moments at the Fisher last week.
“Wheel of Chance,” the reputed record
of the late Arnold Rothstein, portrayed a
bootlegger who boasted that Scotch would
go up $10 a case in Detroit when he lost
a game of dice.

“Big Money.” now at the RKO Down-
town, is the latest netherworld talkie to
make capital of the supposed situation in
Detroit.

Ho! Hum! It wasn’t so long ago that
Detroit was known as the City Beautiful,
where life was thoroughly worth living.

Audience reactions noted in the
case of “Big Money” might lead one
to believe that Detroit film followers
rather enjoy the various references
to their “home town.” They snicker,
laugh out loud, nudge their neighbor,
and appear to appreciate the fact that
the city is at last getting recognition
in films. At any rate, the capacity
crowds attending “Big Money” were
in high good spirits regardless of
Richardson’s blast.

Burlesque Troupe
At Buffalo Freed

Buffalo—Dewey Michaels, manager
of the Palace, combination film and
burlesque house which changes pro-
gram twice weekly, and four girls
from the stock burlesque company
were freed by Judge J. Adam Weiss
in city court of presenting an immoral
performance. Two policemen were
the only witnesses. The five were
arrested after a recent raid. Judge
Weiss advised Michaels to have his
chorines wear a few more clothes,
although he said, from the evidence,
he doubted if Palace audiences had
seen anything worse than “could be
seen almost any time at our lake
beaches.”

Levine Starting Serial
Hollywood— Temporjj^ quiet at

the Tec-Art lot will end the first week
in January when Richard Thorpe
begins work on “King of the Wild,”
a serial starring Walter Miller and
produced by Nat Levine,

It Happened
Cincinnati—Apparently im-

bued by the desire to exem-
plify the good will spirit of
Christmas, the Ohio censors,
for the first time in their
history, are permitting a pic-

ture to be shown without re-

viewing it. “Lost Gods” (Talk-
ing Picture Epic), having its

first Ohio showing at the
Music Hall where it opened
yesterday, reached here
Wednesday in the can. The
intervening Christmas Day
made it impossible to get the
film to Columbus and back
in advance of the opening.
Special permission therefore
was sought and granted to
show the picture before it

went to the official guardians
of the public’s morals, with
the ever-present possibility

of being liberally scissored
by these Puritanically-inclined
surgeons of the celluloid.

MAYER

Stan Brown Joining
Publix in Nebraska
Los Angeles—Stanley Brown, who

has been manager of the United
Artists theatre here goes to Omaha
immediately after the holidays to be-

come district manager of the Nebraska
district for Publix.

Before coming with Publix, Brown
was a district manager for Fox in

Milwaukee and also associated with
the Brin chain. Upon coming to the

coast he first managed the California

San Francisco, and then the Para-
mount, Los Angeles. Leon Levy, of

San Francisco, who managed the

United Artists before Brown, returns

to his former position.

Bob Blair, present manager of the

Paramount, goes to New Orleans,

while his successor has not been
named. Publix is endeavoring to find

a manager who will get the house out
of the “red,” as the past few months
have been anything but pleasant from
a business standpoint.

U. A. to Star Huston
In 4 at $50,000 Each
Hollywood—When Walter Huston

returns from abroad he will start

work as a United Artists star. He
is to receive $50,000 per picture, and
will make four a year.

D*Usseau Papa Again
Hollywood—Leon d’Usseau, head of

Radio’s studio foreign department, is

a proud father. His wife, Ottola
Nesmith, stage actress, presented him
with the heir. This is the second son
in the family, and has been christened
Loring.

Christmas Saddened
Mrs. Jack Benny, wife of the screen

and stage comedian, was robbed of

$10,000 in jewels Christmas Eve.

Lina Not Marrying
Lina Basquette is devoted to her

career and her four-year-old daugh-
ter, she says in denying reports she
is to wed Harry Richman “or any-
one else.”

Chimps Go Haywire;
Tiffany in a Stew

Hollywood— Temperamental stars

are tough on producers, but Tiffany,

making “chimp” comedies, is probably
having the worst time of all.

First, Nellie, the “chimp” lead, up
and died. That delayed production
until January, at the cost of thousands
of monkey shines.

Then— think of this— Bozo, Baby
Peggy, Betty and Agnes all got
“took” with pneumonia. Trainers
have been working night and day to

save their lives, and the result seems
to be that thousands of dollars of
monkey flesh have been saved for

posterity—and Tiffany pictures.

Jungle Films Aid
B,0. at Australia

Sydney— “Africa Speaks” and
“Simba” opening here simultaneously
both clicked. They provide a novelty
after two year’s of cut-and-dried
entertainment. The former is run-
ning on indefinitely

;
the latter for

a week.
The only other pictures to hit with

local audiences in months are “Monte
Carlo” and “Good News.” Sydney
was punished with musicals for the

first half of the year, until the sign

of a ballet girl or the hint of jazz

sent intending patrons scurrying. Then
came the lull

; and it seems that

“Good News” and the Lubitsch oper-
etta have revived interest to a certain

extent.

Women Slugged by
Chi Theatre Thugs

Chicago—Women cashiers at two
nearby West Side theatres were slug-

ged by robbers last night in two raids

that netted $129 in currency.

Mrs. Yolande Bohmann, cashier of

the Center theatre, 1161 West Madi-
son Street, was robbed of $54 after

being slugged by three youths as they
left the theatre after viewing a per-

formance. Charlotte Fine, cashier of

the Century, 1421 West Madison
Street, was the victim of the second
assault. She was struck down on the

street while returning to the theatre

from a neighborhood bank by one of

two robbers, who escaped with $75
which Miss Fine dropped from a

package of currency as she fell. The
thugs missed $148 from the same
package.

Prices Cut Though
House Adds **Flesh''
Rochester—Although Loew’s

Rochester, largest house in the city,

will launch a combined flesh and film

show January 2, prices were slashed

to a new low scale here, beginning
Christmas Day. Old prices were

:

Matinees, 35 cents
;

evenings, 60

cents, children at all times, 25 cents.

New prices will be: 11 A.M. to

1 P.M., 25 cents; 1 P.M. to 6 P.M.,

35 cents ;
evenings, 50 cents ; Sun-

days, 2 to 3 P.M., 40 cents ;
3 P.M.

to closing, 60 cents
;
children, 15 cents

for matinees, 25 cents all other times.

Evening schedules will go into effect

at 5 :30 P.M. Saturdays. David Nolan
is manager.

Adds Another
Chicago—E. D. McLaughlin of

Glen Ellyn. 111., has added the Royal,

Marengo, 111., to his interests.
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Patron ‘Sings’

Make Big Hit

At Louisville

Louisville—Strangers in town, visit-

ing the Loew State, are frequently
surprised when the patrons of the
theatre sing at least the chorus, and
frequently an entire piece of music,
along with the organ, played by
Haden Read, the lyrics being flashed

on the screen. Both young and old
indulge, especially the youngsters.

Read, while at the Kentucky in

Lexington, developed singing audi-

ences. He worked away on his pro-
grams, using clever screen animations,
and got the young folks packing the
house. When Loew’s opened in Louis-
ville, Read was nabbed for organist
to play the big disappearing Wurlitzer.
For a time the public in Louisville

didn’t respond, and it began to look as

though he would never be able to do
here what he had done in Lexington.
Then they started singing, lost their

stage fright, and later began putting

power into their warbling.
Recently a middle aged man dropped

into the house. At first he was
amazed. The woman who was with
him began singing. The man fol-

lowed, and soon was pouring forth a

rich baritone that could be heard over
the theatre. When the music ceased,

he looked a trifle foolish or guilty,

but smiled with pleasure, as he winked
at the correspondent for Motion Pic-
ture Daily.

It merely goes to show that perse-

verance wins out. Its been said often

that theatregoers in Louisville were
cold-blooded. However, Read has
thawed them.
Such things are not uncommon in a

small town, or a college town. How-
ever, local exhibitors believe they are

unusual in a ci^ of 307,000 people.

A lot of exhibitors might find that

such policies pay. It helps to bring

the young folks to the theatre.

And a Truck Was the
Cause of the Cheers
Hollywood—There might have been

a lot of unlucky persons in Holly-
wood this Christmas, what with bank
failures and all, but Donald Albertson,

proprietor of a local messenger ser-

vice, isn’t sad. In fact, he spells

Santa Claus in caps.

Just before a bank failed out here,

Don drew out all his capital to pur-

chase a specially built delivery truck.

After buying the truck he rode
around in it. Fox sighted it, hired

it, and now Don sits back on his

haunches and watches the dough romp
in from rentals.

Paying $3,750 Weekly
Paramount will pay Tallulah

Bankhead a lot of money to appear
in one talker to be made in New
York shortly, particularly in view of
the fact that Miss Bankhead, who
is to get $3,750 weekly for 12 weeks,
is unknown to American picture
fans. The picture will be “New
York Lady” by Donald Ogden Stew-
art.

Leaves for Coast
Sidney Blackmer, First National

contract player, left yesterday for the

Coast.
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“Billy” Dives

To $2,000 as

Ottawa Growls
Ottawa—The surprising thing about

the situation here during the past week
was that three theatres registered

good business immediately before

Christmas. Manager T. R. Tubman
wore a smile all during the five-day

run of “Derelict” at the Regent, which
took in the final total of $3,300. With
a new family policy and the kids en-

joying the Christmas vacation, the Im-
perial rang up $2,600 for six days with

a strong program headed by “Maybe
It’s Love” and the first chapter of

“The Lone Defender.”
Another surprise was the good busi-

ness at the Centre on a four-day re-

peat run of “Whoopee” before Christ-

mas Day, the takings being $2,300.

“Whoopee” had two record weeks at

the Centre in November. On the other

hand, the season’s worst was “Billy

the Kid,” for three days at B. F.

Keith’s when, after seeing 80 minutes
of gun play, the patrons came out with
murder in their eyes. Receipts

totalled $2,000 for the half week,
which isn’t much for 2,600 seats. Busi-

ness picked up with “Oh ! For a

Man!” which covered the holiday.

Estimated takings for the week
ended December 26

:

‘'DERELICT” (Paramount)
REGENT— (1,225), 25-35-45-50-60-75c, 4

days. Other attractions: News, Laurel and
Hardy in “Another Fine Mess” (M-G-M).
Gross: $3,300. Good.

“MAYBE ITS LOVE” (Warners)
IMPERIAL— (1,200), 10-25-30-40-50c, 6

days. Other attractions: News, “The Lone
Defender” (Levine serial), “Lambs Will
Gamble” (Columbia), “Go to Blazes” (Uni-
versal). dross: $2,600. Good.

“BILLY, THE KID” (M-G-M)
B. F. KEITH’S—(2,592), 15-25-35-50-60c,

3 days. Other attractions: News, “Ship
Ahoy” (Pathe), Our Gang in “Love Busi-
ness” (M-G-M). Gross: $2,000. Poorest of

season.
“WHOOPEE” (United Artists)

CENTRE—(1,200), 15-25-35-50-60c, _4 days.
Other attractions: “The Fire Fighters”
(Columbia), “Curiosities” (Columbia). Gross:
$2,300. Good.
“SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS” (Warners)
AVALON—(990), 15-25-35c, 3 days. Other

attractions: News, Mickey Mouse comedy
(Columbia). Gross: $900. Below normal.

“OH! FOR A MAN” (Fox)
B. F. KEITH’S—(2,592), 15-25-35-50-60c,

3 days. Other attractions: News, “La
Schnapps, Inc.” (Paramount). Gross: $3,050.

Fine.
‘BIG BOY” (Warners)

AVALON—(990), 15-25-35c, 3 days. Other
attr£ictions: News, “America or Bust”
(Pathe), “Kid the Kidder” (Pathe). Gross:
$1,200. Good.

**HelVs Angels” Gets
$100,000 in Frisco

San Francisco— “Hell’s Angels”
will end its San Francisco premiere
Saturday, January 3, when it will

complete an unusually profitable run
of four weeks at the Warfield (Fox)
theatre. The picture is estimated to

have grossed slightly more than
$100,000 in its four weeks’ run. Early
morning and extra late shows helped
to swell the gross. It will be followed
by “Lightnin’ ”, which will be trans-

ferred from the big 4,600-seat Fox
Theatre, where it did unusually good
business during its week’s run.

New Year's Eve Harvest
San Francisco—Theatres are gar-

nering their usual New Year’s Eve
harvest, practically every theatre

downtown reporting a heavy advance
sale of seats for both evening shows.

Showmanship
Denver—Greeley, a college

town north of here, which has
been closed Sundays, was
opened up at a recent elec-

tion, and the theaters, by a
stroke of expert salesman-
ship, put themselves ace high
with everyone in that town.
The Community Chest cam-
paign was on and it looked
like the usual deficit would
be encountered, but the thea-
ters donated the entire re-

ceipts of the first open Sun-
day to the chest, and for the
first time in years the chest
was oversubscribed.

“Dancers” at

$16,500 Lead

At Montreal

Montreal—Christmas Week was a

cross-word puzzle with regard to the

changing of programs at the main
houses. A couple of bills ran through
the week on regular schedule, while
others were chopped Christmas Week
in order to offer an entirely new and
special program to start on the holi-

day. Comparisons are therefore rather

difficult.

For instance. Manager George
Rotsky presented a wide assortment of

films at the Palace for five days, the

feature being “Girl of the Golden
West,” and took in only $11,000.

“Abraham Lincoln” also starved at the

Princess for five days. Manager Joe
Lightstone counting only $6,000. The
pick of the solid weeks was “The Dan-
cers,” at the Capitol, which, with a

Publix stage show, counted $16,500 for

seven days including Christmas.
Loew’s sank with “The Sea Wolf”
and vaudeville with $13,000, which
would have been normal during an
average week without a holiday.

Manager Charlie Lalumiere played a

French Paramount, “Tout Sa Vie,” at

the Roxy after it had been used at the
Palace, next door, for one midnight
show and secured $2,100, which was
fair.

Estimated takings for week ending
December 26

:

“THE DANCERS” (Fox)
CAPITOL— (2,670), 25-35-40-50-65-85C, 7

days. Other attractions: News, “Paintin’
the Town” (Publix stage unit), “Expensii,e
Kisses” (Educational), stage band. Gross:
$16,500. Good enough.

“GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST”
(First National)

PALACE— (2,600). 25-40-60-75-99c„ 5 days.
Other attractions: News, “Hollywood Theme
Song” (Educational), “Accordion Joe”
(Paramount), “Let’s Talk Turkey” (Colum-
bia). Gross: $11,000. Fair.

“THE SEA WOLF” (Fox)
I.OEW’S— (2,982). 25-40-50-65-75C, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, vaudeville, Christ-
mas overture, comedy. Gross: $13,000.
Fair, with holiday.

“ABRAHAM LINCOLN” (U. A.)
PRINCESS—(2.272), 25-.35-40-50-60-65c, 5

days. Other attractions: News, Universal
Topics, Columbia cartoon. Gross: $6,000.
Deep down.

“GOING WILD” (First National)
STRAND— (750), 15-25-40-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, added feature, “Just
Like Heaven” (Tiffany). Gross: $4,200.
Above recent level.

“TOUT SA VIE” (Paramount)
ROXY-(550), 25-50-75C, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, scenic. Screen Snapshots,
comedy. Gross: $2,100. Just fair.

“Imagine” a

$16,000 B. O
“Paid” Chases

. Xmas Bogey
Toronto Take Gets $43,000
Toronto—With students of colleges

and schools on vacation and with the

back of the Christmas shopping
broken, Toronto’s big film palaces did

not do too badly, particularly if

Christmas Day were included in the

regular week to offset previous
patronage shortage. There was some
snow, but this only added to the holi-

day spirit and there was no cold snap
to tie things up.

“Just Imagine” headed the list with
a substantial week at the Capitol, the

turnover being $16,000. Loew’s was
off with “A Lady’s Morals,” however,
drawing only a fair $12,0(X), while the

uptown picked up with “Heads Up”
and “Silent Enemy,” a Paramount
double-header. Manager Thomas
Daley counting $11,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

ing December 26

:

“JUST IMAGINE” (Fox)
IMPERIAL— (3,600), 25-35-50-65-75c, 6

days. Other attractions: News, stage band,
“Smile Awhile” (Paramount-Pnblix stage
show), orchestra, comedy. Gross: $16,(X)0.

Good.
“GIRL OF THE GOU>EN WEST*^

(First National)
TIVOLI—(1,600), 25-35-50-65-75C, 5 days.

Other attraction:s News, Pathe comedy.
Gross: $9,500. Below average.

“HEADS UP*' (Paramouint)
UPTOWN—0,000), 15-25-35-55-65C, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, added feature,
“Silent Enemy” (Paramount). Gross:
$11,000. Above par.

“A LADY'S MORALS*’ (M-G-M)
LOEW’S— (2,200), 25-30-40-6p-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, “Kiddies Revue”
(M-G-M). Groiss: $12,000. Fair.

“A DEVIL WITH WOMEN** (Fox)
SHEA’S — (2,600), 30.50-60-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, vaudeville, car-
toon. Gross: $13,000. Goc^d.

There Is a

Chicago—In a week when Santa
Claus gave the go-by to most Loop
theatres, “Paid” at the Oriental sailed

along to excellent business, grabbing
$43,300. Saturday’s report on the
good business done by “Going Wild”
at the Orpheum failed to call atten-
tion to the way “Paid” was clicking
at the Oriental. Universal’s “Czar of
Broadway” at the Woods also had a
good week, getting $16,900.
Here are estimated takings for

houses which closed Friday night

:

“PAID” (M-G-M)
ORIENTAL^(3,900), 35c-50c-85c, 7 days,

second week in Loop. Other attractions:
Publix stage show, organ, news, “Row,
Row, Row” (Paramount), “The Patient”
(Paramount). Picture moved over here
after an excellent first week at the Chicago.
Gross: $43,300; excellent.

Week Ending Saturday Night
“SHAME OF MARY BOYLE” (B. I. P.)
CASTLE—(299), 60c, 2nd week (five

days). Other attractions: News. Picture
playing to adults only. Gross: $2,300;
average.

“SEE AMERICA THIRST** (Universal)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-50c-75c-8Sc. 7 days.

Other attractions: 5 acts RKO vaude,
headed by Rae Samuels, news, “The Pic-
nic”

_

((Columbia), “Trader Ginsberg”
(Radio). Gross: $16,400; poor.

“CZAR OF BROADWAY (Universal)
WOODS—(1,176), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days.

Other
^

attractions: News, “Expensive
Kisses” (Educational). Picture playing to
adults only. Gross: $16,900; excellent.

“Love in the

Rough” Xmas
Gift at K. C.

Santa, Okla.

City Finds

Oklahoma City—Paramount’s “The
Right to Love,” topped the town for
the week ending Friday, getting
$19,000 at the Criterion, which is

good business for Christmas week.
Pathe’s “Big Money” also showed
draw at the Liberty.

Santa, as a whole, was pretty good
to the local show shops, none of
which had a poor week, considering
the season.

Estimated takings

:

“THE RIGHT TO LOVE” (Paramount)
CRITERION—(2,000), 10c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: “Tongue Tied” (Para-
mount short), news. Gross: $19,000; good.

“REMOTE CONTROL” (M-^G-M)
CAPITOL— (1,200), 10c -50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: “Dogway Melody.. (M-G-M
all-dog short), “Accordion Joe” (Paramount
Talkartoon). news. Gross: $7,500; good.

“UP THE RIVER” (Fox)
MID-WEST—(1,500), 10c-50c. 6 ' days.

Other attractions: “Broadway,” Ruth Et-
ting (Warners), “College Capers” (Warners
Vita.), news. Gross: $8,400; good.

“BIG MONEY” (Pathe)
r.-IBERTY—(1,500). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: “Count Berni Vici with Ted
I.eslie” (RKO vaudeville), news. Gross:
$6,700; aT,erage.

“THE GORILLA” (F. N.)
EMPRESS— (1.200), 10c-35c, 4 days. Other

attractions: “Horteymoon Zeppelin” (Educ.),
“Maybe Tts Ix^ve” (Warners), 3 days,
news. Week’s Gross: $1,600; okay.

Kansas City—“Love in the Rough”
showed some real flash at Loew’s
Midland, giving that house $14,500
for the week ending Christmas night.
Considering the slim pickings so com-
mon to Christmas week, that spells
exceptional business for the I^ew
house. “The Fourth Alarm” with a
take of $11,000 at the “Pan,” did well
considering the season.

LOEW’S MIDLAND—(4,000), 25-50c, 7
days. Other attractions: “School's Out”
(M-G-M Our Gang comedy), cartoon, news.
Gross: $14,500.

“MADONNA OF THE STREETS”
(Columbia)

MAINSTREET—(3,067), 35-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: News and four actsRKO vaude, headlining Bomby and his
Radio Gang. Gross: $14,000.
THE LIFE OF THE PARTY” (Warners)NEWMAN-(2,000), 25-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Paramount news special, local
news reel. Gross: $10,000.

“LIGHTNIN” (Fox)
ROYAL— (900), 25-60c, 14 days. (Second

week of picture.) Other attractions: Para-
mount news. Gross: $4,700.

“the sea GOD” (Paramount)
UPTpWN-(2,200), 25- 50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Cartoon, news, “My Harem”
(with Lee Moran), “Origin of Christmas.”
Gross: $6,300.

ALARM” (Independent)PANTAGES—(2,190), 25-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Mickey McGuire in personal
appearance, and two acts additional vaude
Gross: $11,000.

Ballentine Promoted
Seattle.—Ceorge M. Ballentine has

been made a district manager for Fox,
receiving supervision over the Port-^
land branch, in addition to his duties
as Seattle manager.
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Kennedy Asks

Ratification of

Says Pathe Depreciates

As Producer-Distributor

1930 Business

Betters 1929,

Sale of Pathe
(Continued from page 1)

Kennedy pointed out that ratifica-

tion at the stockholders’ meeting Jan-
uary 5 requires the approval of two-
thirds of the stockholders.

“The management,” Kennedy con-

tinues, “after months of untiring effort

has succeeded in coming to an agree-

ment with Radio- Keith -Orpheum
Corp. The directors of the company
unhesitatingly recommend it. The
matter rests in the hands of the

stockholders on whom the respon-

sibility for failure of ratification must
rest.”

Loew Visits Mexico;
M-G-M Jams to End?
Hollywood — M-G-M’s difficulties

with the Mexican Government over
types of pictures sent into that

country for distribution may be over
as a result of Arthur M. Loew’s
visit to Mexico City which was made
by plane and at the request of Ortiz

Rubio, Mexican president.

Mexico has registered a number of

complaints with the Hays association,

charging certain pictures, some of the

M-G-M’s, placed its nationals in a

wrong light.

Hal Roach made the trip with
Loew.

Every day of continued operation
of Pathe as a producing and dis-

tributing unit will reduce the assets
that ultimately will be available to
stockholders, Lewis Innerarity, vice-

president, asserts in a letter to stock-
holders, answering the various queries
made concerning the proposed RKO
deal.

The questions and answers follow

:

1. Question: How will the proposed sale
affect debenture holders?
Answer: The receipts from the sale of

assets to Radio-Keith Orpheum Corp. and
from the pictures to be distributed by
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. for Pathe’s
account; the interest on the notes to be
given by Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. in

payment for such assets and the dividends
on Du Pont-Pathe Film Manufacturing Co.
stock it is expected will be sufficient to
carry out all of the company’s obligations
to its debenture holders including the oper-
ation of the sinking fund.

2. Question: What will be the status of

the common stockholders

Answer: The status of the common stock-
holders will remain unchanged. That is to
say, the common stock is at present, and
will continue to be, subordinate to the
claims of the 8% Preferred stockholders
and the Class A Preference stockholders.
It is the belief of the management that the
consumption of the agreement with Radio-
Keith-Orpheum Corp. will be decidedly to
the advantage of all stockholders as it will

result in the exchange of unprofitable
assets for cash and will enable the company
to conserve such assets as it will retain
for the benefit of its stockholders. If the
agreement with Radio • Keith - Orpheum
Corp. is ratified by the stockholders it will

make possible an orderly liquidation. We
endeavored in the letter to stockholders of
December 8 to point out some of the possi-
bilities for enhancement in value of the
Du Pont-Pathe shares. The net profits of

the Eastman Kodak Company for a number

Asks 0. K.

Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman of the

board of directors, who is appealing
to stockholders to ratify proposed sale

of assets of Pathe to RKO at the

stockholders’ meeting Jan. 5.

of years past have been upwards of $17,000,*

000.00 per annum. The Eastman Kodak
Company is the only competitor of the
Du Pont-Pathe Film Manufacturing Com-
pany. We mention the outstanding success
of the Eastman Kodak Company as an
indication of the high speculative possi-
bilities of the Du Pont-Pathe Film Manu-
facturing Company stock.

No Exchange of Stock

3. Question: Will shares of Pathe Ex-
change, Inc. presently outstanding be ex-
changed for cash or other stock?
Answer: There will be no exchange of

the shares of Pathe Exchange, Inc. now
outstanding for any shares of Radio-Keith-
Orpheum Corp. or Du Pont-Pathe Film
Manufacturing Co. or otherwise. Pathe
Exchange, Inc. will retain its corporate
identity and will operate only as a holding
company to conserve the assets of the
Company, consisting principally of the Du
Pont-Pathe Film Manufacturing Company
stock; the proceeds to be derived from the
distribution by Radio-Keith-Orpheum of

the pictures (other than the three feature
pictures to be sold to Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corp.) to be retained by the Company; the
cash and notes to be paid by Radio-Keith-
Orpheum Corp. for the assets to be trans-
ferred and the liquidation of such assets
and other properties as are not included in

the sale to Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp., the
receipts from which it is expected will

amount to a substantial sum of money.
4. Question: Will the stock of Pathe Ex-

change, Inc. continue to be listed on the
New York Stock Exchange?
Answer: The Class A Preference and

common stock of the Company will continue
to be listed on the New York and Boston
Stock Exchange, unless for reasons not ap-
parent now the Stock Exchange officials

should remove the stock from the list. This
of course is a matter over whch the Com-
pany would have no control.

5. Question: What will we (Class A or
Common Stockholders) get out of it?

Answer: The stockholders wll get what-
ever ad-^rantage is to be derived from the
conservation of assets and the disposition
of unprofitable assets for cash. Tlie dis-

continuance of production and distribution
activities will eliminate the large operating
loss incident to a continuance of operations
and any saving thus effected must neces-
sarily be to the advantage of stockholders.
It is not so much a question of what
stockholders will get out of it at the pres-
ent time as it is a question of avoiding a

shrinkage of values, losses and expenses
incident to a continuance of operation. It

cannot be too emphatically stated that
every day of continued operation as a pro-
ducing and distributing unit will reduce
the assets that will ultimately be available
for the stockholders. The answer to ques-
tion (2) above has equal application to
question (5).

Bankers State

Approximately $2,000,000,000 is in-

vested in motion pictures, Halsey,
Stuart & Co. states in a review of the
industry. Average weekly attendance,
the review states, during 1929, is esti-

mated at 115,000,000 and the nation’s

theatres, said to number in excess of
20,000, have an aggregate seating ca-
pacity of more than 1 1,000,000. Ameri-
can producers spend about $125,000,000
a year on production, it is stated. The
industry spends as high as $100,000,000
a year for advertising, it is stated, the
review pointing out that the result for

the first half of the present year was
“decidedly better” than for 1929.

Quits Film Board
Chicago—Helen Dolak, assistant

secretary of the Film Board of

Trade, has resigned her post with the

local Hays’ organization office to

enter the contract department of the

RKO exchange here. The vacancy
created by Miss Dolak’s resignation

will not be filled, it was said at the

Film Board office.

Entertaining Kids
Major Bowes at 9:45 this morning

will play host to more than 5,000

children at the seventh annual enter-

tainment for widows and orphans.

Mayor Walker is to be guest of

honor, as well as August and Mrs.
Heckscher, Mrs. Oliver Harriman
and Police Commissioner Mulrooney.

Benediction to Be
Filmed by Erpi

Cardinal Hayes tonight will deliver

a benediction at the RKO-Albee in

Brooklyn, which will be recorded by
Erpi and distributed to 2,000 Catholic

churches and schools throughout the

country. The event is sponsored by
the motion picture bureau of the In-

ternational Federation of Catholic

alumni. A number of subjects made
by the Erpi Educational department
will be shown.

Theatre Collects 3,500

Toys for Children
Louisville—Walter D. McDowell,

manager of Loew’s State, received

approximately 3,500 toys contributed

to the theatre’s call for toys to be
given to the poor children of the
city. A special show was held in the

morning, with one toy, new or old,

in lieu of admission. Many per-

sons sent toys, several days in ad-
vance, in some cases whole boxes of

them. The lobby was fairly well de-

veloped into a toy show room before

the special show. The crowd that

came in and deposited toys at the

special show was largely made up
of children.

New House Opened
Cleveland— Warners’ Lake theatre

opened to an invitational audience,

preceded by a dinner at Hotel Statler

attended by city officials and officials

of the Warner company. The house
opened with “Kismet” as the first at-

traction.

PAUL SLOANE
who made a star merger of Wheeler and Woolsey in the

"Cuckoos” and "Half Shot at Sunrise”

Congratulates

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
For his fearless and constructive motion picture journalism,

starting with Exhibitors Herald and climaxed by the amalga-

mation of interests vital to our industry.

For his great personality and character devoted to the recogni-

tion of motion pictures and their contributing personalities.

And last but far from least for his coming into the publishing

control of that little firebrand of writers and greatest of

editors—MAURICE (RED) KANN, and winning COLVIN
BROWN, JIMMY CRON and VIVIAN MOSES to his cause.

And especially

Congratulations to

“RED”
On being adopted by Martin J. Quigley.
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Katz Lays Down Law
COUNTur OP OBIOIN. I

ToM-
At

^araniDunt ^Publix Olorparatiou
Inter*Office Cocimunication

n.n«» Pecember 18,1930

From M—SAMJOOZ-

At- HOME OFFICE
Subject

-

I wish to call your attention to a tendency in advertising

motion pictures today that is getting to be a very serious influence

against the best interests of the business. I refer to the salacious

and off-color advertising that we see so constantly. I do not need

to point out any specific examples. We see it all around us.-

What I want to point out, however, is this: So far as Publix

Theatres is concerned, I must emphasize again that any manager who

goes beyond the press sheet or Publix manual i'h his advertising copy

does so at the peril of his own job.

I cannot impress upon you too strongly that Paramount Publix

Corporation either in film advertising or theatre advertising is not

going to stand for salacious advertising of any nature what-so-ever.

We are going to watch this very closely and we are going to take no

alibis or excuses.

Vfe know the reason for salacious advertising and salacious

exploitation, based on the theory that it gets good business. You
can definitely forget that alibi. It will not hold water with us

in the analysis of your advertising.

I may say the same message is going forward to all theatres

in all circuits. Any time you see salacious odvertising on the part

of your competitor you are to cut it out and mail it in to the Home
Office. A constant check will be made by us, by all other circuits,

and by the Hays Office, with the determination that once for all we

are going to clean this situation up.

You are not at liberty to take press sheet or manual copy and
turn it into advertising which plays up any sexual or pornographic
angle what-so-ever. No manager can go beyond the press sheet or

manual copy in advertising a picture.

Please understand, and inform everybody concerned, we are in
dead earnest about this thing and will tolerate no violation of this
code •

Ve^/truly your;

{Continued from page 1)

momentum. New press books will

replace them.
What the national circuits are doing

is this

:

Publix Warns Forces

Sam Katz has sent a letter to all

Publix employees which reads in

part

:

“You are not at liberty to take

press sheet or manual copy and turn

it into advertising which plays up any
sexual or pornographic angle whatso-

ever. No manager can go beyond the

press sheet or manual copy in adver-

tising a picture.

“Please understand, and inform

everybody concerned, we are in dead
earnest about this thing and will

tolerate no violation of this code.”

Fox Theatres, as reported exclu-

sively in Motion Picture Daily, has

admitted to the Hays association that

it has overstepped the line, has

apologized and promised there will be

no repetition of the offense. In “The
Last Word,” house organ for the

Fox Theatres (Eastern), managers
are advised a “lot of trouble” heads

their way if they don’t obey orders.

“No Alibis”

In every Paramount press sheet the

following appears

:

“In preparing advertisements, no

one in Publix theatres is permitted to

go beyond the meaning of the words
in the advertising copy in this manual,

or in the advertising copy taken from
producers’ press sheets.

“Any manager or advertising man
who goes beyond the general trend of

advertising as outlined in these two
sources, in an effort to frame salacious

or sensational advertising, does so at

the peril of his job.

“Publix Theatres will accept no
alibis for salacious advertising. You
are to stick to the spirit of the

manual or press sheet in framing your
advertising copy.”

Skouras’ Ultimatum

Sypros Skouras, head of the War-
ner theatre activities, has sent the

following letter to his entire force

:

“Effective immediately, we must
definitely and absolutely refrain from
any attempts at obscene or salacious

advertising of any kind, in connection
with our theatres, because if our
organization and the entire industry
attempts to stimulate business through
this medium it will prove very detri-

mental and eventually bring ruinous

SK F

results to our theatres and our in-

dustry as a whole.
“I am anxious that as soon as you

receive this letter you call a meeting
of your advertising department and
district managers, and discuss this

phase of our business in detail in

order that everyone of the managers
are made thoroughly acquainted with
these instructions, and that no man-
ager or advertising man will be
allowed to resort to any salacious

advertising in order to increase box-
office receipts.

“In order for us to remain and con-

tinue in this business it should be
through the medium of clean and
honest methods, and if we attempt to

resort to obscene advertising, we ad-

mit to the world our weaknesses.
“The investments in our theatres

today amount to staggering sums

;

more than that, we have a tremen-
dous responsibility to our communi-
ties, and we must operate our theatres

in a manner that will encourage the

patronage of the entire family. Above
all, as theatre operators, we must not

forget our moral responsibility to the

children. If we do not develop our
organization on these lines, we have
no right to represent such a tremen-
dous investment.

“Please do not misunderstand me,
I am not attempting to give you a

sermon, but I repeat that I want it

clearly understood that if anyone
resorts to salacious and suggestive

advertising the violator will be im-
mediately asked to resign from our
organization.”

Other Companies Join

Joe Plunkett, acting for RKO, has
sent word out that dirty ads. will not

be tolerated. Hiram S. Brown, presi-

dent of the company, is understood to

be insistent that every step be taken
which will return kids to picture

theatres.

The Loew circuit, those familiar

with the situation state, has been the

mildest offender of all national

chains, but in that organization, as

well as the others, word has gone
out that copy must be clean.

There are several instances where
press agents and advertising men
have been discharged because of their

failure to obey orders emanating from
the front office. Indications are that

there will be more unless their copy
lives up to the policy adopted by the

Hays directors.

Police Use Seen As
Speeding Television
Chicago—Speeding of the develop-

ment of television is expected to re-

sult if the Chicago police adopt sight-

sound transmission for use in captur-

ing criminals. Police were impressed
at a recent demonstration here, wit-

nessing fingerprints, rogue’s gallery

photos and other images flashed from
television transmitter to receiver.

Shooting New Tuttle
Film in Eleven Days
Hollywood—They’re shooting some

of ’em fast on the Paramount lot.

“Have You Got It?” is on the call

board, with eleven days allotted for

production. Apparently director Frank
Tuttle will make the grade. The first

three days found the company ahead
of itself. Carol Lombard and Norman
Foster play the leads.

Cohn Buys 1st Story
Under New Plan

Warner Fabian’s “The Men in

Her Life,” has been secured by
Columbia Pictures for production

during the coming season. This is

the first literary vehicle to be ac-

quired by Columbia since Harry
Cohn, vice president in charge of

production arrived in New York, to

inaugurate the company’s new policy

of having the production head per-

sonally supervise the purchase of

fiction and stage material, in the

East.

%2,300j()00 Earnings
For Consolidated

Earnings of $2,300,000 are esti-

mated this year for Consolidated Film.

Industries by President H. J. Yates.

This is over the 1929 figure. Consoli-

dated, says Yates, had no large ac-

count in the Chelsea Bank & Trust

Co., its ^only account with the bank
being a payroll of less than $3,000.

Reports had been circulated that the

firm had considerable money tied up
in the bank. Yates formerly was a

director in the bank.

Fox Rewards Salesmen
One hundred twenty-seven Fox

salesmen of the United States and

Canada are enjoying a two weeks’ va-

cation with pay as a reward for their

sales efforts.

Meighan’s First Set
Hollywood—Thomas Meighan is to

appear in “Good Gracious Annabelle”

for Fox.

Fox Mandate to Theatres

arnin^
Every manager, advertising man and publicity man in the

entire circuit of Fox Theatres is hereby cautioned to use the
utmost care in the writing and the art work of ads, and to make
them conform STRICTLY to the code laid down by The Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors of America. Keep your copy
clean and free from any immoral suggestion whatever. Improper
poses in your drawings or photographs are OUT. Do not try to
get around these rules. An ad is either moral or immoral. Rest
assured that you’ll save yourself a lot of trouble by staying inside
the bounds of propriety.
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Says Copyright Revision to

Be Acted Upon This Session
Washington—Congress at the pres-

ent session will act upon proposed

general revision of the copyright law,

according to Speaker Longworth.

The measure has been pending for ten

years, but should be disposed of

before March 4, in the opinion of the

Speaker.

The bill proposes the following

fundamental changes in the present

law as outlined in annual report of

the Register of Copyrights :

(a) Automatic copyright; that is,

copyright for everything from the

time of its making without reference

to publication and without any for-

malities. The new law does away

with the requirements of notice, regis-

tration, deposit and American manu-
facture as conditions for copyright.

American manufacture is, however,
retained as a condition for bringing

suit in certain cases. Purchasers and
dealers in copyrightable material are

protected by a series of sections re-

lating to registration and recording

of assignments.

Divisible Copyrig^bt Plan

(b) Divisible copyright; each sepa-

rate right granted by the law is or

may be the subject of separate

ownership without reference to other

rights, e. g., the right of public per-

formance may belong to one person
while the right of publication belongs
to another, and the owner of each
right may bring suit for its infringe-

ment without reference to owners of

other rights. Hitherto this division

has been possible only by license, and
the licensee could not sue in his own
name. Copyright was regarded as

one indivisible property right.

(c) Extension of the length of

copyright term and abrogation of the

necessity for a renewal registration.

The term is extended to the life of

the author and 50 years, correspond-
ing with the term in England, France
and other European countries. The
author cannot, however, assign the

copyright beyond the expiration of 28
years after his death. The balance
of the term would come back to his

legal personal representatives. The
present term (Act of 1909) is based
on publication and is 28 years plus a

possible renewal of 28 years, a total

of 56 years in all.

(d) Enlargement of the subject

matter of copyright, both by broad
language in the general provisions of

the section dealing with automatic
copyright and by the addition of new
specific classes in the section dealing

with works of architecture.

(e) Enlargement of the rights ob-

tained, e. g., the right of radio broad-
casting for all works, also the right

to transmit the work by television

and otherwise.

(f) Entry of the United States

into the International Copyright
Union. This would authorize the

President of the United States to

effect and proclaim adhesion of the

United States to the Berne Confer-
ence which established the Union.
This would grant to American
authors and composers protection for

their works in foreign countries, with

reciprocal protection in America for

the works of foreigners.

100 Per Cent Club
For Publix^s Best

Publix on January 2 will start a
100 Per Cent Club, which is to select

ten members yearly as promotion
timber. Members will be nominated
by district managers and will be
chosen for exceptional advertising
campaigns, skillful program arrange-
ment, average on quota, elimination
of needless overhead, observation of
company routine and general show-
manship ability.

Off Color
Economy program which re-

sulted in changing the publi-

cation from a weekly to a

bi-monthly, has again hit

Publix Opinion, Publix house
organ for the use of color

has been dropped in the cur-

rent issue.

Policy for Kids
Detroit—Grind policy started Christ-

mas Day by the Hollywood will be

continued until January 4. Three
stage shows daily are on the schedule.

The move was made to accommodate
kid patrons.

S,M.P.E, to Hold
Meet at Hollywood

Spring meeting of the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers will be at

Hollywood, May 25 to 28, states W.
C. Kunzmann, following a meeting

of the board of governors. O. M.
Glunt, chairman of the papers com-

mittee has begun work in securing
representative speakers and papers
for the meeting.

Lewis Coming East
A1 Lewis, head of the Fox story

department, is coming East early in

January to survey the Broadway play
situation. Joseph Pincus of the New
York office, now is on the Coast.

Comes tkeSm!

FOL^LOW /tlw

L EAD E R/
/ / / /

advance trailer

has developed a pip

nove Ity by way of a

Sing ng Irai er . . . it is

used for the first time on

"The Man Who Came
Back "

. . . a good bari-

tone v/arbles the sales

message as it appears

like a song number line

for line on the screen

the idea is that the

audience goes out singing

the praises of the com-

ing feature . . an idea.

eh, wot? . .

The harder it is to get business into theatres—the more

exhibitors NEED Advance Trailers!

Mr. Exhibitor, if your business isn't good, maybe its

partly your fault? Maybe, you haven't tried those new

Advance Trailers that broadcast for customers—and get

them!

More than half the biggest circuits now save money

and MAKE money with Advance Dialogue Trailers!

Have you heard the newest ones—those with a woman's

broadcasting voice? Those with both male and female

voices chatting about your pictures in audience-

language?

ADVANCE ORIGINATED THE BROADCASTING
TRAILER, AND OTHER NOVELTIES THAT SELL

TICKETS—AND W'E'RE KEEPING RIGHT IN THE

LEAD WITH NEW IDEAS—at prices any theatre can

afford to pay!

Short and to the point! The greatest showmen with the

greatest circuits say Advance Trailers are the best selling

medium since the talkies began!

SHOWMANSHIP TRAILERS

FOR SHOWMEN!

ivCmi Trailer
SBliVICS COIIP.L

Ave.

Q levs 56 E. Ninth St.
Chicago

630 Ninth
yor\_

1928 S.Vermonl AVe.
jCo9 cArtgeles
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2 Chains Set

For Franklin-

Hughes Setup

Pathe “Grab” by RKO
Charged in Writ Suit

Los Angeles — With two circuits

already lined up, Hughes-Franklin

Theatres is inviting independent ex-

hibitors to become associated with it

in development of a new national

chain. The new
company, capital-

ized at $5,000,000,

is headed by
Howard Hughes
and Harold B.

Franklin and will

be a closed cor-

poration with no
stock to be of-

fered to the pub-
lic.

“The need for

an independent
circuit in this
country is very
n e c e ssary, ’’ Harold B.

Franklin states.
Franklin

“Under present conditions some thea-

tre chains are conducted by motion
{Continued on page 2)

U. A. Chain to

Be Separate
Los Angeles—While the proposed

United Artists chain will not be as-

sociated with Hughes-Franklin Thea-
tres, plans for the two circuits will

not conflict. Instead of 25 California

theatres as first planned, 40 will be

built this year, according to Joseph
M. Schenck. The first house was
opened Christmas Day at Glendale.

Howard Hughes is moving his film

offices to the United Artists studio

and starts several productions soon.

Akerson Set

To Join Para?
Washington—George Akerson, sec-

retary to President Hoover, will

shortly resign his post to join Para-
mount in an executive capacity, it is

understood. Akerson has represented
the president at a number of Para-
mount conventions and dinners in the
last two years.

Efforts to reach S. R. Kent for
a statement last night failed.

Allied Heads

Meet on Union
Amalgamation of the Allied States

Association and the M.P.T.O.A. will

be discussed by directors of the for-

mer organization to be held January
3 at Chicago. Leaders of both asso-

ciations recently completed a series

of discussions on the subject in

New York. The meeting at Chicago
will set date for continuance of dis-

cussions in New York between Allied

and M.P.T.O.A. leaders.

S. D. Ready to

Hit Ticket Tax
Pierre, S. D.—Ground has been lost

by the proposed ten per cent tax on
admissions, which will come up for

a vote soon in the South Dakota
legislature. J. E. Hippie, veteran local

showman and newspaper publisher, is

chairman of the legislative commit-
tee of the Northwest exhibitor unit,

opposing the measure. W. A. Steffes,

general manager of the exhibitor

association, conferred here on the

subject with Governor W. J. Bulow.

From 10 Cities

Box-office reports received
by wire from ten key cities

appear on pages 3 and 8.

Included are Albany, Balti-
more, Boston, Cleveland, Cin-
cinnati, Des Moines, Indian-
apolis, Omaha, Portland and
Seattle.

Texas Censor

Battle Rages
Houston—Both Will Horwitz and

his adherents to his state censorship
plan and the opposing forces to the

Allied Theatre Owners Association,

are for and against censorship in the

spirited battle raging here.

Attorney Jo. Ed Winfred of Hous-
ton will go to the Texas capitol when
the legislature convenes January 13
as lobbyist for Horwitz, it is re-

ported. On the other hand, the rebel

independents are putting their affairs

in the hands of Jeff Strickland, Pub-
lix attorney at San Antonio. John
Wallace, Horwitz’s right hand man,
publicity agent and advisor of many

{Continued on page 2)

Injunction to Halt Sale
Of Assets Asked; Plot

Is Alleged

Charging that the terms offered are
“grossly unfair and disproportionate”
and that, if permitted, such sale
would “amount to a total confisca-
tion” of the property, suit for an in-
junction restraining sale of Pathe’s
assets to RKO has been filed in
Supreme Court, New York.

Plaintiffs are Sol Karp, Rogers
Silverware Redemption Bureau, Inc.,

and Charles Nagle, all minority stock-
holders. They name as defendants

:

Pathe, RKO, George Armsby, Frank
Callahan, Paul Fuller, Jeremiah Mil-
bank, J. J. Murdock, Elisha Walker,
loseph P. Kennedy, Stuart Webb,
E. B. Derr, C. J. Scollard, L. D.
Burton, R. C. Hunt, Lewis Innerarity,
Charles A. Stone and Huntingdon D.
Sheldon.
The suit, filed by Abraham Harris,

New York attorney, charges that as-
sets of Pathe are worth in excess of
$15,000,000 and the company is sol-

vent, in contrast to the statement of
officers, branded as misleading, that
Pathe is engaged in an unnrofitable

{Continued on page 2)

Conn. Exhibs

Unite on Tax
New Haven—After struggling for

five years under heavy state tax bur-
dens, exhibitors are uniting in a final

drive to wipe out the special taxes
which have been levied on picture
theatres since 1925. Each year has
seen theatres closed because of hard-
ships which the tax burden has placed
upon them.
A committee of the Connecticut

exhibitor unit is at work preparing a
petition to the legislature setting
forth statistics showing what has

{Continued on page 2)

Holiday Stuff
Motion Picture Daily will

not publish on Thursday,
January 1, which is New
Year’s Day and a holiday.

Hays Optimistic Over 1931

By WILL H. HAYS
In crossing the threshold of a new year—1931—the motion pic-

ture industry enters into a new phase of progress.
The road before us is the road of solid achievement. We have

raised the standard of public appreciation which, in turn, chal-
lenges the best efforts of the screen. In this lies the promise
of success for those producers and exhibitors who serve the
common cause of better entertainment, of constantly rising
standards of screen production, and of good taste and good
judgment in sensing the soundest elements of public appeal. The
spur of meeting the selective demands of the entertainment
public is bound to raise the standards of the art.
The industry has successfully passed the pioneer stage of a

great new development—sound added to sight on the motion pic-
ture screen. It is cementing its relations with the public through
industrial self-government, through the frank recognition of com-
munity standards, through the responsibility it has accepted of
serving the entertainment and educational arts. It is built upon
the solid foundation of public service.
There is only one direction in which such an industry can

march, and that is—forward!
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No Way Out

he moment the

New York stage began to stick

its nose in mud, its structure

began to tumble. When
charges of graft, which is

another form of dirt, fastened
themselves on baseball, fans

of the diamond began to turn.

Rabelais, author - kingpin of

smut, may yet be purchased
in bookstores, but ask any
dealer whether he is in de-
mand. The answer will be in

the negative.

Sexy advertising

and sexy pictures usually

make money. No argument
about it. But temporary gain
is something which this busi-

ness will have to forego if it

intends to remain, continue as

a permanent purveyor of

amusement for the American
public.

O IL your ticket

machine. Lovely Janet Gaynor
and Charlie Farrell are headed
theatre-way in “The Man Who
Came Back.” A big selling

point in itself. Aside from that
is the picture which is corking,
although very meller melo-'
drama. It’s the kind of film

that will induce audiences to
clap their hands in enthusiastic
approval. Has romance, action
and colorful backgrounds, too,

but, far and above all, it marks
the joint appearance once
again of the commercially-
golden team of Gaynor and
Farrell. That’s all you’ll need
if you advertise the fact.

KANN

Charges Hays
“Subsidized”

Church Ready

Charges that the Hays organization
“subsidized” ministers and others in-

fluential in groups working for the
betterment of pictures will be re-

ported upon in a paper being pre-
pared by the research department of

the Federal Council of Churches.
The report, says Dr. Andrews, who
made the charges, will clear up the
situation which led to resignation of

the Rev. Dr. Charles S. McFarland
as general secretary, and of Mrs.
Jeanette Emerich from membership
in the council. Dr. Andrews is re-

signing as executive secretary of the
Church and Drama League of Amer-
ica.

Texas Censor

Battle Rages
(^Continued from page 1)

years in Houston, will also make
winter headquarters in Austin during
the legislative term, it is said.

Meanwhile Horwitz continues to

run advertisements in the daily papers
of Houston and other Texas cities

advocating censorship and calling on
“decent people of the state to fight

for decency of the screen.”

Recent advertisements run by Hor-
witz state that “northern enemies”
of his have cooked up criminal

charges against him in their efforts to

defeat his bill, which will be intro-

duced to the next legislature. The
reference is construed by theatre men
to refer to the disorderly conduct
charge filed against Horwitz at La
Porte, a bay resort near Houston,
last summer, for which he and his

companions paid a fine. The charge
was reported to have grown out of a

liquor party, and subsequent “nature
dancing” by the mixed party on the

beach.

Canadian Issue of

^'Param't News'* Out
Toronto— A Canadian edition of

“Paramount News” is now being
issued in the Dominion through
Famous-Lasky Film Service as

“Canadian Paramount News.” First

releases contain Canadian, British

and European shots almost exclu-
sively. This is in line with the de-
mands of censor boards in Canada
for more domestic views in news
weeklies.

Singer Gets F, & M,
Post at Milwaukee

Milwaukee—Harry Singer has been
named manager of Fanchon & Marco’s
central district, with headquarters
here. Singer, who managed the Al-
hambra in this city when it was play-
ing legitimate attractions, will inspect

all Fanchon & Marco shows en route
from the West Coast to the East.
He is assisted by Miss Flo Kelly,
costume designer and supervisor.

Resurrection” In
Hollywood— Edwin Carewe

takes Lupe Velez and John
Boles through three powerful
phases of human develop-
ment—first a period of inno-
cent love, second of worldli-
ness, and third of retribution
and spiritual strength— in
Universal’s “Resurrection.”
He has played on Velez’s
emotions to the extent of
changing her from a hoyden
to a dramatic actress of the
first water.

Boles’ physical attractive-
ness, voice and acting are a
fine accompaniment to the
development of Velez’s char-
acterization of the Russian
peasant girl he seduces.
Velez proves her ability as
a dramatic actress in the
courtroom scene, before be-
ing sentenced to Siberia.
Pantomime outweighs the
dialogue. The musical score
by Tiomkin blends with the
spirit of the play.

CHURCHILL

Conn. Exhibs

Unite on Tax
{Continued from page 1)

happened and what will happen unless
relief is secured. Edward G. Levy,
executive secretary of the association,
has general charge of the campaign
for relief.

In 1925 a bill was passed by the
legislature which resulted in a $10
per reel tax for all film brought into

the state. Exchanges promptly closed
their doors and theatres turned out
the lights. Finding that it had over-
stepped the bounds, the legislature,

after long conferences with repre-
sentatives in the industry, modified
the decree temporarily. In 1927 the
legislature undertook to make changes,
inflicting a straight tax on every pic-

ture theatre of from $20 to $40 a

week. Small town theatres were
forced to close again. Then came
the daily tax, enacted in 1929, of from
fifty cents to $12 per day. It gave
some relief, but also worked hardship
in numerous instances. Theatres in

22 Connecticut towns are closed be-

cause of the operation of this tax.

Secretary Levy states.

Tiffany Handles 11
British in Canada

Toronto— Tiffany Productions of

Canada, Ltd., has announced a list of

11 British productions for distribution

in Canada during 1931, these being
the product of Gaumont British Cor-
poration. The list comprises “Alf’s
Button,” “The Great Game,” “Sym-
phony in Two Flats,” “Balaclava,”
“Bracelets,” “Bed and Breakfast”
“Thread o’ Scarlet,” “Down River,” “A
Warm Corner,” “A Night in Mont-
martre,” and two others to be an-
nounced.

Rogers to Star in
^'Father and Boys"

Fox has purchased “Father and the
Boys,” George Ade novel, as a vehicle
for Will Rogers.

2 Chains Set

For Franklin-

Hughes Setup

{Continued from page 1)

picture producing organizations as
secondary undertakings and every
constructive element in the industry
will welcome a movement that will
bring back to theatre operation the
initiative and individual effort that it

lacks today.”
Localized operation is the plan of

the new circuit. Associated in opera-
tion will be Max Kravetz, J. J.
Franklin, Jeff Lazarus, Earl Crabb
and others who were with Franklin
at Fox West Coast Theatres. Several
producers have promised full co-op-
eration, Franklin says. Offices have
been opened at Hollywood, and New
York headquarters will be opened
soon.

Plot Charged

In Pathe Deal
{Continued from page 1)

venture and is not in position to con-
tinue producing and distributing at a
profit.

Cites Two B.-O. Hits

Sufficient profits have been made
since July to offset losses of the
previous six months, it is asserted,
with “Holiday” and “Sin Takes a
Holiday” having grossed more than
$1,000,000 and scheduled to net Pathe
a profit of more than $2,000,000, the
complaint says.

A plot is charged in alleged failure

to state the company’s gross since

July, for the purpose of “intimidat-
ing, terrorizing and discouraging”
stockholders and force the sale.

The price to be paid for Pathe
under the proposed sale of assets is

$4,630,789, the complaint sets forth

;

$500,000 of it in cash and the remain-
der in six per cent notes maturing
in five equal annual instalments be-
ginning January 1, 1932.

Lewis Innerarity, vice-president and
secretary of Pathe. had no statement
to make last night. B. B. Kahane
of RKO could not be reached.

Attend Opening
Cleveland—Spyros Skouras, general

manager of Warner Theatres
; Don

Jacocks, head of the Warner booking
department, and C. J. Latta, district

manager, were here for the opening
of the new Warner Lake theatre.

Chevalier Returning
Maurice Chevalier is due back in

New York on January 15 from Lon-
don to make a picture for Paramount
in the Cast. Ernst Lubitsch will
direct.

Rennie Leaves
James Rennie, who paid a hurried

trip East for the holidays, is en route
to Hollywood. He has been assigned
the chief male role in “The Party
Husband” which First National is to
place in rehearsal next week.
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HoKdays Hit

Balto. Trade;

AU B.-O’s Off

Baltimore—Seasonal slump hit busi-

ness a fearful wallop during the first

three days of the week preceding

Christmas and even Xmas day did not

prove very good. Then a heavy rain

set in Friday and while the matinee

was fine the night was off all around,

but picked up again Saturday.

While all theatres were off, Loew’s
Century and Stanley came along with

highly attractive grosses for the week.

“The Lottery Bride” at the Century

was the stage unit, “Golden Rhythm,”
pulled in $19,500, representing about

93 per cent of normal, while Richard

Barthelmess, always a good draw
here, in “The Lash” took in $15,500

at the Stanley, which was 88 per cent

of normal.
The Little, with its 267 seats,

pulled a Valentino revival week by

offering the silent picture, “Blood and

Sand,” and did very nicely, the box
office showing about $800.

“Viennese Nights” went over only

fairly well at the Auditorium, pulling

in about $3,300 at the box office, and

this could be considered excellent

because the top price was $1 and

Baltimoreans know the picture will

be shown elsewhere at cheaper prices

later.

Estimated takings

:

“THE LOTTERY BRIDE” (Paramount)

LOEW’S CENTURY—(3,076), 25c-60c. 6

days. Other attractions: News, “No, No,

Ladies” (Educational), Loew-Capitol stage

unit, orchestra. Gross: $19,500.

“THE LASH” (F. N.)

LOEW’S STANLEY—(3,522), 25c-60c, 6

days. Other attractions: News, Burton
Holmes Traveltalk, “Strike Up the Band ’

(Paramount), “College Cuties” (Educa-
tional). Gross: $15,500.

“THE BAT WHISPERS” (U. A.)

(Second run uptown after one week at

Loew’s Stanley downtown.)
LOEW’S PARKWAY—(987), 15c-35c,_ 6

days. Other attractions: News, “High C’s”

(M-G-M). Gross: $4,000.

“THE BAT WHISPERS” (U. A.)

(Second run downtown after one week
at Loew’s Stanley downtown.)

LOEW’S VALENCIA— (1,487), 25c-35c, 6

days. Other attractions: News, “The
Cockoo Murder Case” (M-G-M), “Love a

la Mode” (Educational). Gross: $2,900.

“EAST IS WEST” (Universal)
WARNERS’ METROPOLITAN—(1,300),

15c-50c. 6 days starting Saturday. Other
attretctions : News, “Horseshoes” and “The
Bard of Broadway” (Vitaphone Varieties).
Gross: $4,500,

“THE THIRD ALARM” (Tiffany)
KEITH’S—(2,500), 25c-50c, 5 days start-

ing Friday plus Sunday midnight show.
Other attractions: News, Mickey McGuire
comedy. Gross: $5,100.

“THE PRINCESS AND PLUMBER”
(Fox)

(For three days before Christmas.)
NEW—(1,600), 2Sc-50c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, “Up the Tree” (Educa-
tional), Aesop’s Fables (Pathe). Gross:
$2,800.

“BLOOD AND SAND” (Paramount)
LITTLE—(267), 35c- 50c, 6 days. Other

attractions: “In Old Madrid” (Tiffany),
“Hired and Fired” (Radio). Gross: $800.

“THE LION AND THE LAMB”
(Columbia)

RIVOLI—(1,982), 25c-50c, 6 days starting
Saturday. Other attractions: News, “A
Rough Idea of Love” (Educational), “Pio-
neer Days” (Mickey Mouse cartoon),
Walter Putter’s Curiosities. Gross: ..6,800.
“A SOLDIER’S PLAYTHING” (Warners)
HIPPODROME,-(2,2SO), 20c-60c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, “The Indians Are
Coming” (Universal serial), Oswald the
Rabbit cartoon (Universal). Gross: $3,^5.

“VIENNESE NIGHTS” (Warners)
AUDITORIUM— (1,600), 50c-$l, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, “In and Out
Again” (Paramount). Gross: $3,300.

Sterling III
Yuma, Ariz.—Ford Sterling is

under a physician’s care here due to
an attack of acute indigestion.

B. & K. Getting Gypped
Chicago—Twenty-eight per cent of the receipts from vending

machines in Publix theatres in this territory are slugs. The
“phoneys” represent a loss to the circuit of approximately $24,000
annually, it is estimated.
As a result, Walter Immerman. division manager, is interested

in a new machine which features a fool-proof coin slot. This, or
another device, possibly involving the use of house slugs, is ex-
pected to replace the present gaudy machines now installed in all

major Publix houses in the Chicago-Detroit division.

$41,000 High “Saps” Gives

To ‘Part Time The Works to

Wife’inBoston Ciney’s B.-O.

“Min and Bill”

And ‘Tom’

Seattle’s Pets
Seattle

—“Min and Bill,” playing
the Fox for a second week, and
“Tom Sawyer” at the Paramount
topped local performances for the
week ending Friday night. The
former did $11,000 and “Sawyer,”
$13,000.

“The Passion Flower” did very
well by itself at the Fox Fifth Ave-
nue, turning in a gross of $13,500.
Other theatres felt the Yuletide
spirit and failed to come through with
anything beyond mediocre business.

Estimated takings

:

Boston—The holiday week showed
an improvement over the two weeks
preceding Christmas at practically all

theatres. It was better than expected

by exhibitors, but was below grosses

which prevailed up to the second week
in December.

First Nationals ran in half of the

first run downtown houses during the

week, with “Kismet,” “Way of All
Men,” and “Sunny” on the screen.

Metropolitan showed a gain with
“Part Time Wife,” coupled with a
fur show in addition to the stage pre-
sentation, grossing $41,000. “Kismet”
playing its second week at the Keith,
doing slightly better than its first

week, and grossing $18,500. The
Keith-Boston, with “Way of All
Men,” grossed $17,800, a good show-
ing for Christmas week.
Both Loew houses were up to aver-

age, with “War Nurse” good for $20,-

000 at the State, and “The Bat
Whispers” at the Orpheum” with a

$21,000 taking.

“Morocco” remained at the Scollay

Square to do $14,000, which is fair,

while “Sunny” brought in a total of

$27,000, playing simultaneously at the

Uptown and Olympia.
Estimated takings

:

“PART TIME WIFE” (Fox)
METROPOLITAN—(4,350), 25-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Publix revue, fur style
show, symphony orchestra, comedy, news.
Gross: $41.W50.

“KISMET” (First National)
KEITH’S—(2,800), 30-60c, 7 days (second

week). Other attractions: Comedy, Sport-
light, news. Gross: $18,500.
“WAY OF ALL MEN” (First National)
KEITH-BOSTON—(2,500), 25-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vaudeville, comedy,
news. Gross: $17,800.

“WAR NURSE” (M-G-M)
LOEW’S STATE—(3,700), 30-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Charlie Chase comedy
(M-G-M), news. Gross: $20,000.
“THE BAT WHISPERS” (United Artists)
LOBW’S ORPHEUM— (3,100), 25-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: Vaudeville, Our
Gang comedy, news. Gross: $21,000.

“MOROCCO” (Paramount)
SCOLLAY SQUARE^(1,800), 25-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: Vaudeville, com-
edy, news. Gross: $14,000.

“SUNNY” (First National)
OLYMPIA—(2,500), 25-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross:
$15,000.

“SUNNY” (First National)
UPTOWN—(2,000), 25-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross:
$12,000.

Sparks Gets Publix
St, Petersburg House
St. Petersburg, Ela.—E. J. Sparks

Theatre Enterprises has taken over
the Florida. The Elorida has been
operated by Publix. It has been dark
all summer. This gives the Sparks
Enterprises control of five of the
leading theatres, the firm having had
the Alcazar, Cameo, Pheil and Plaza.

Cincinnati—It was a pretty good
week for first runs after all, despite
Christmas. The theatres, for the week
which closed Friday night, came
through what is generally described
as the worst show week of the year
without biting the dust.

In point of performance and gross
as well, Keith’s with “College Lovers”
came through first with a $6,500
gross on the week. This is far from
top money for this town, but it’s

above average trade for that particu-
lar theatre.

The title must have appealed to

the unemployed here, for “(Inly Saps
Work” at the RKO Strand turned
in a big week at $5,970. Real busi-

ness for that theatre.

Estimated takings

:

“ALONG CAME YOUTH” (Paramount)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 30-50-65-75c, 7

days. Other attractions: Vaudeville, news,
“Love Business” (M-G-M), Fashions
(Local). Gross: $23,470; good.

“PASSION FLOWEIR” (M-G-M)
RKO LYRIC—(1,400), 30-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, “Humanettes”
(Radio). Gross: $13,910; good.
“PRINCESS AND PLUMBER” (Fox)
RKO PALACE—(2,700), .10-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, “So Quiet on the
Canine Front” (M-G-M), Fashions (Local).
Gross: $13,650; normal.

“TOM SAWYER” (Paramount)
RKO CAPITOI—(2,000), 30-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, “Winter” (Colum-
bia). Gross: $14,100; average.
“ONLY SAPS WORK” (Paramount)
RKO STRAND— (1,350), 25-40c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, “Alaska” (Uni-
versal), “Let’s Talk Turkey” (Columbia).
Gross: $5,970; big.
“ROAD TO PARADISE” (First National)
RKO FAMILY— (1,140), 20-25-35c, 4 days.

Other attreu:tions: News. Gross: $3,120;
up.

“EAST IS WEST” (Universal
RKO FAMILY—(1,140), 20-25-35c, 3 days.

Other attractions; News, “Ladies Last”
(M-G-M). Gross: $1,650.

“COLLEGE LOVERS” (F. N.)
KEITH’.S— (1,600), 30-50C, 7 days. Other

attractions: News. “Par and Double Par”
(Pathe). Gross: $6,500; above average.

‘Sawyer,’ ‘Big

Money’ Wows
In Des Moines
Des Moines— Christmas business

was up to average at film houses here.

Santa Claus left some tickets to the

theatres in the stockings, so that there

were extra folks in the theatres on
Christmas Day who are not regular

patrons. “Tom Sawyer,” at the Para-
mount for the last half, was popular
with juveniles as well as the adults,

and ran strong competition with “Big
(Continued on page 8)

BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-35c-50c-75c.
8 days. Other attractions: “Little Big
House” (Tiffany), Vitaphone Varieties,
news, band. Gross: $6,000.

“MIN AND BILL” (M-G-M)
FOX—(2,450), 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c. 7 days

(2nd week). Other attractions: “Teacher’s
Pet” (M-G-M), “Pirates” (M-G-M), news,
band. Gross: $11,000.

“PASSION FLOWER” (M-G-M)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE—(2,750), 25c-35c-

50c-60c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions:
News, Fanchon & Marco’s “U. S. Indian
Band” presentation. Gross: $13,500.

“ROAD TO PARADISE” (F. N.)UBERTY— (2,000), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy, scenic, news.
Gross: $9,000.

“HELL’S ANGELS” (U. A.)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, 7

days (2nd week). Other attractions: News
bands. Gross: $7,000.

“TOM SAWYER” (Paramoimt)
PARAMOUNT — (3,150), 25c-35c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: Paramount
comedy, cartoon, pictorial, scenic, song
specialty, news. Gross: $13,000.

Indianapolis

B. O. Aided by
Santa Claus

Indianapolis—The holidays seem to
have helped local theatre business
somewhat, as all houses took in more
than average grosses. The Palace,
playing “Abraham Lincoln” for the

second week, did a very good business.

It appears that Old Abe still has a
hold on the hearts of the American
public. The Circle ran “The Virtuous
Sin” for only six days, but still took
in more than the average seven-day
gross.

Estimated takings

:

“THE VIRTUOUS SIN” (Paramount)
CIRCLE — (2,600), 25c-40c-50c, 6 days.

Other attractions: Shorts, news. Gross:
$12,000 .

“SEA LEGS” (Partimoimt)
INDIANA— (3,300), 35c-50c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions; Publix stage show, news.
Gross: $19,000.
“THE PRINCESS AND PLUMBER”

(Fox)
LYRIC—(2,000), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, news. Gross:
$10 ,000.

“ABRAHAM LINCOLN” (United Artists)
PALACE — (2,800), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days

(second week). Other attractions: “Another
Fine Mess” (M-G-M), news. Gross:
$14,000.

"OUTWARD BOUND” (Warners)
APOLLO— (1,100), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Short Acts,
news. Gross: $7,000.

La Rocque Draw
San Antonio—Rod La Rocque and

Vilma Banky en tour in the Selwyn
stage production, “Cherries Are Ripe,”
played to a gross of $3,000 in the
municipal Auditorium Christmas night.



fh JANET

'"GAYNOR
and CHARLES

FARRELL
Directed by RAOUL WALSH

Play by Jules Eckert Goodman and John Fleming Wilson

Screen play by Edwin J. Burke

Settings by Joseph Urban

Can a woman so love that she will sink to the depths to save
the man she loves?

Can love save a man lost through his own weakness and
make him strong ?

The great lovers of the screen in one of the finest love stories
ever filmed. Two young souls clinging to one another, giving
each other the strength to fight and win.

Gaynor and Farrell, that marvelous box office team, together
again in a mighty drama that rends the heart and will pack
your house to the doors.



GreatestI



Comedy brains and talent unheard of

before under one banner . . . directors long

recognized for their ability to turn out

money-making pictures . . . the pick of the

humorous writers ... a big and growing

list of box-office star names . . . that’s why

EducadonuVs comedy casts offer literally dozens of

names that have shown from marquee lights all over

the coiinlry . . . names that will add brilliance to your

own lights . . . more real names than any one company
ever offered you before in short feature comedies.

Andy Clyde <*>... Lloyd Hamilton Charlotte
Greenwood . . . Bert Roach . Johnny Hines
Marjorie Beebe . . . Harry Gribbon Buster
West<'*> . . . John West . . . Patsy O’Leary . . . Frank
Eastman ("G . . Dot Farley . . . Tom Patricola (*->..

. Joe
Phillips. . . Daphne Pollard . . Al St. John . . . Yola
D’Avril^") . . . Alberta Y\ughn(‘’> . . . Clyde Cook(‘^>

Florence Roberts . . . John T. Murray . . . Vivien

Oakland . . . Nick Stuart . . . Natalie Moorhead
Vernon Dent^-'). .. Ford Sterling .

.

Ann Christy

Marian Shockley . . . Pert Kelton . . . Tyler
Brooke . . . Jerry Drew . . . Addie McPhail<-‘'G . . Betty
Boyd<-'> . . . Hank ]VIann(-”> . . . Eleanor Hunt(-''> . . . Pat
O’Malley . . . Estelle Bradley. . . Bernard Granville

Monty Collins . . . Glenn Tryon . . . Margie "Babe” Kane
Margaret Clarke . . . Eddie Baker . . . Albert Conti

Ann Both . . . Marcia Manning . . . Lee Moran. . . Lincoln

Stedman . . . Dorothy Christy . . . Eddie Tamblyn
Bobby Agnew . . . Ronnie Rondell . . . Edward Nugent
Iris Adrian . . . Leota Lane . . . Charles Irwin . . . Rita

Flynn . . . Cyril Chadwick . . . Phyllis Crane.

What other company ever gave you such a box-

office line-up as this? What company hut Educational

. . . the only big specialists in the short subject field . .

.

can you count on for the best in comedies always? THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM



EducationaFs Comedies this season are

beyond question the finest brand of short

feature laugh makers that ever made ex-

hibitors’ patrons howl for more. They are

better comedies because better people are

making them . . . and playing in them.

Men famous for years of success in making box-

office comedy in both feature and short feature lengths

are producing and directing Educational’s Comedies.

Mack Sennett . . . Al Christie . . . William Beaudine

William Goodrich . . . Leslie Pearce . . .WilliamWatson

Eddie Cline . . . Harold Beaudine . . . Arvid E. Gillstrom

Stephen Roberts . . . Nat Ross . . . Del Lord

k S. H. Allen . . . Paul Terry . . . Frank Moser

Many of the best comedy pens of Hollywood and

the rest of the country have contributed the stories

and the dialogue for Educational’s Comedies^ for the

funny tales and the crackling chatter have come from

such well known writers as

Florence Ryerson . . . Colin Clements . . . Al Boasberg

James Gleason . . . John A. Waldron . . . Earle Rodney

Jack Jevne . . .Walter Weems . . . Dick Weil . . . Ernest

Pagano . . . PaulGirard Smith . . . Ken Kling . . . Katherine

ScoLA . . . Sherman L. Lowe . . . Jack Townley . . . Hale

Hamilton . . .Walter DeLeon . . . Neal Burns
Jimmy Starr . . . Harry McCoy . . . Bert Levy.

KimCATIONAL FILM EXCMAA^E§, liNC., b. w. hammoms, BresmeaU
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., \^'ill H. Hays, Presideul
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Average Week
In Cleveland;

No High Spots

Cleveland
—“Santa Fe Trail ’ and

“The Passion Flower” were the lead

off films in this situation for the week

ending December 26. “Santa Fe

Trail,” bulwarked by vaudeville, got

$23,000 at the RKO Palace. “The Pas-

sion Flower’s” $20,000 was good bus-

ness at the State. “Tom Sawyer

showed strength at the RKO Hip-

podrome getting $18,000 on the week.

Opening of Warner’s Lake is ex-

pected to make a big difference in

local business.

Estimated takings:
“LIGHTNIN”’ (Fox) (2nd week)

STILLMAN— (1,900), 40c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, “Hollywood
Theme Song” (Edu.). Gross: $13,500; av-

erase.
“LOTTERY BRIDE” (U. A.)

ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: News, “Another Fine Mess
(M-G-M), Review. Gross: $15,000; aver-

“^^“PASSION FLOWER” (M-G-M)
STATE—(3,400), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, “Off Shore” (stage

unit) Gross: $20,000; above average.
“WIDOW FROM CHICAGO” (First

National)
CAMEO—(1,200), 25c-50c, 7 days. ^Other

attractions: News, “Expensive Kisses”
(Educational). “Cherry Blossom Time,”
(M-G-M). (Iross: $6,500; above average.

“SANTA FE TRAIL” (Paramount)
RKO PALACE—(3,600), 35c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News. vaudeville.

Gross: $23,000; average.
“TOM SAWYER” (Paramount)

RKO HIPP'RODOMEj—(4,500), 35c-.50c-

75c, 7 days. Other attractions: News, "The
Little Trail” (Columbia cartoon), Christ-

mas trailer ((iplumbia). Gross: $18,000;

above average.

Action Films

In Big Demand
Indicative of the exhibitor demand

for action pictures is the sales volume
rolled up by Budd Rogers, general

sales manager for Sono Art -World
Wide, on a proposed series of “Thrill-

0-Dramas.” In sixty days, 1,752 con-

tracts were signed for a series of

ten features, or a total of 17,520 con-

tracts in bulk. The first picture goes

into work shortly in Hollywood.

New Code Expected
To Cut Bldg, Costs

Theatre construction costs are ex-
pected to be materially decreased if

changes in the New York City code
now proposed are adopted by Mayor
Walker. The changes would permit
construction over auditoriums of ac-

commodations for use as offices and
other non-hazardous occupancies,

overhauling of exit facilities to reduce
costs and use of space under audi-

toriums for dressing rooms.

Gleichman Better
Cleveland—Phil Gleichman, head of

the Warner theatre department in

this district, was brought home for

Christmas from Pittsburgh where he
has been ill for the past six weeks.

**Lash” Opening
Premiere of Richard Barthelmess

in “The Lash” will take place tonight
at the Winter Garden, New York.

Omaha Knows
Its Christmas;

Grosses Slide

Omaha—It was rather dubious go-
ing for local first runs during Christ-

mas Week. “Lightnin’ ” at the Para-
mount dipped to $7,200 on the week,
which was below normal business for

that theatre.

The World with “One Night at

Susie’s” went down for the count

with a total of only $8,400, as

against $9,975 the previous week with
“Madam Satan.”

“See America Thirst” rolled up
$11,500 at the Orpheum as against

an even $12,000 the previous week
with “Madonna of the Streets” played

the theatre.

Estimated takings

:

“LIGHTNIN’ ” (Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900), 25c-35c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: “Make Up Your
Mind” (Paramount comedy), “Strange As
It Seems” (LIniversal No. 4), organ solo,

news. Gross: $7,200.

“ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE’S” (F. N.)

WORLD^(2,500), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: “High C’s” (Paramount
comedy), ballet, band, the Christmas Story
Book Revue (local kid production), news.
Gross: $8,400.

“SEE AMERICA THIRST” (Universal)
ORPHEUM—(3,000), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Jack Osterman heading
four RK(0 acts, Grace Abbott’s Kid-nite
Follies of 1930 (local), “Stone Age Stunts”
(Pathe fable), "Sea Going Sheiks” (Pathe
comedy), Pathe Review, news. Gross:
$11 500

’“A LADY’S MORALS” (M-G-M)
STATE— (1,200), 25c-40c, 4 days. CHher

attractions: December Horoscope (Catntol),
“Tongue Tied” (Paramount), news. Gross:
$2,500.

“MOBY DICK” (Warners)
STATE—(1,200), 25c-40c, 4 days. Other

attractions: “Irish Stew” (Educational car-
toon), “Up a Tree” (Educational comedy),
news. Gross: $2,625.

‘Sawyer,’ ‘Big

Money’ Wows
In Des Moines

{Continued from page 3)

Money,” for more sophisticated audi-

ences, at the Orpheum. The Para-

mount had the edge by a bare $5(X).

“Big Money” was a knockout at a

gross of $5,500. “Just Imagine,” at

the Des Moines, grossed just about

average at $8,500.

Estimated takings :

“BILLY, THE KID” (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700), 25c-35c-60c. 3

days. Other attractions: Vaude, news.
Gross: $5,000.

“TOM SAWYER” (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT — (1,700), 25c-35c-60c, 4

days. Other attractions: Stage band pres-

entation, fashion news. Gross: $6,000.

“JUST IMAGINE” (Fox)
DES MOINES—(1,600), 25c-35c-60c. 7

days. Other attractions: “Strange As It

Seems” (U.), “On a Sunday Afternoon”
(Paramount). Gross: $8,500.

“ONCE A GENTLEMAN” (Sono-Art)
ORPHEUM — (2,000), 25c- 50c, 3 days.

Other attractions: Vaude, news. Gross:
$4,000.

“BIG MONEY” (Pathe)
ORPHEUM — (2,000), 25c-SOc, 4 days.

Other attractions: Vaude, “Big Cheese”
(Pathe), news. Gross: $5,500.

“GOING WILD” (F. N.)
STRAND—(1,100), 20c-30c, 3 days. Other

attractions: “Petting* Party” (Paramount),
“The Indians Are Coming” (U. serial),

news. Gross: $950.

“MAN HUNTER” (Warners)
STRAND— (1,100), 20c-30c, 4 days. Other

attractions: “It Might Be Worse” (Para-
mount), “Voice of Hollywood” (Tiffany),
“Broadway Follies” (U.), news. Gross:
$1,500.

Asks Mo. Censors
Kansas City— Sen. Carter

Bufort of Ellington, Mo., says
he will introduce a bill to
establish censorship in the
1931 session of the legisla-

ture. There is no state cen-
sorship at present, but Kan-
sas City has its own censor.

Albany Hit By
Xmas; ‘Liliom’

High at $7350
Albany — Localites spent their

money this week on Christmas shop-
ping rather than in the picture the-

atres, with the result that business

was below normal at the majority of

the theatres. However, Christmas
Day came across with good business

that helped to balance up the week.
Managers are looking forward to

an early resumption of normal busi-

ness, and some of the best pictures of

the winter are scheduled for early in

January. It is safe to say that when
the theatre owners of Albany strike

their balance for the year the ma-
jority will be found on the right hand
side of the ledger. Business has been
good during the summer and fall, and
in fact some box-office records that

have e.xisted for the last five or six

years have been broken during the

last month or two, and this in the

face of prevailing hard times and a

general scarcity of the wherewithal.

Estimated takings

:

“LILIOM” (Fox)
HARM ANUS- BLEECKER HALL—

(2,300), 35c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

“Don't Bite Your Wife” (Educational),
Mickey Mouse cartoon, “The Picnic,”
news. Gross: $7,350.

“SOUP TO NUTS” (Fox)
LE.LAND—(1,350), 25c-35c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Mermaid comedy, “Love a la

Mode,” The Traveling Reporter, “Let’s
Talk Turkey,” Flip the Frog cartoon,
“The Cuckoo Murder Case,” news. Gross:
$4,%0.

“EAST IS WEST” (Universal)
RITZ

—

(1,146), 25c-35c, 6 days. Other at-
tractions: Vitaphone, comedy and news.
Gross: $3,600.

“MAN TO MAN” (Warners)
STRAND— (1,900), 35c-50c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Vitaphone, news, comedy.
Gross : $6,300.

“BIG MONEY” (Pathe)
PROCTOR’S R-K-O— (1,500), 25c-50c, 3

days. Other attractions: Comedy, news.
Gross: $3,125.

“TOM SAWYER” (Paramount)
PROCTOR’S R-K-O— (1,500), 25c-50c, 3

days. Other attractions: Comedy, news,
Gross: $3,000.

Managers Told To
Give Shorts Break

As an indication of the popularity
of short product, theatre managers of

major circuits have received instruc-
tions to give greater publicity in their

billing of short reel product played by
them, and independent theatre owners
are also giving greater prominence
in their lobby display and on their

marquees to short subjects, Pathe
says.

This is the reflection of a demand
on the part of the public that the
feature picture of a program should
no longer solely occupy theatre adver-
tising and publicizing, the company
states.

$17,800 for

“Lightnin” Is

Portland Lead

Portland, Ore.—Christmas week
and the entire holiday season was
both a merry and memorable one
for Portland theatregoers, thanks to
the enterprise of local showmen, who
put on special attractions for the
Yuletide. As a result the chimes at
the box-office vied with those of the
holiday season. Most attractive were
the Christmas greetings flashed on
the screen, which were almost as
elaborate as the personal greeting
cards broadcasted by the managers
of the flrst-run houses.

No more fitting headliner could
have been picked out by the Fox
Broadway management than Will
Rogers in “Lightnin’ ”, which also

struck down all previous box-office

records for the year, grossing up-
wards of $17,80(), including extra
shows. Comedy also predominated at

the RKO Orpheum where patrons
were greeted with “Hook, Line and
Sinker” and vaudeville, the gross
climbing to $16,200. “Going Wild”
with Joe E. Brown, at Rialto, stim-

ulated the gross to $10,300 ;
while

“Hell’s Angels” surprised by going
the third week to another $12,500.

Estimated takings

:

“LIGHTNIN”’ (Fox)
FOX BROADWAY— (1,912), 25c-35c-60c,

7 days. Other attractions: Fanchon’s &
Marco’s “Season’s Idea,’’ with Frank Me-
lino and Company, news. Gross: $17,800.

Abnormal and how.
“HOOK, LINE AND SINKER’' (Radio)
RKO ORPHEUM—(1,700), 25c-35c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: (jloria Fay and
Company plus 3 other acts; news. Gross:
$16,200. Abnormal.
“ALONG CAME YOUTH” (Paramount
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT—(3,068), 25c-

35c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Phil
Lampkin and Paramounteers, final week.
Paramount short comedies; news. Gross:
$12,600. Normal.
“HELL’S ANGELS” (United Artists)

3rd Week
FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 50c-75c.

7 days. Other attractions: news; (Uni-
versal comedy). Gross; $12,500. Normal.

“GOING WILD” (First National)
RIALTO—(1,498), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attrcLctions: Paramount comedy
shorts, news. Gross: $10,300. Abnormal.

“CAPTAIN THUNDER” (Warners)
HAMRICK’S “MUSIC BOX”—(1,835),

15c-25c-35c, 7 days. Other attractions:
news (Vitaphone shorts). Gross: $9,800,
Normal

New York Theatre
Bandits Are Sought
Police are searching for the lone

bandit who held up the treasurer of

the Paramount, New York, and ob-
tained $9,844, the Sunday receipts.

Thugs who robbed the San Jose,
Fifth Ave. and 110th St., the same
night, obtained $2,500.

Doug Premieres
“Reaching for the Moon” opened

at the Criterion last night. The pic-

ture was Douglas Fairbanks’ first

modern role in years, and, according

to a review which appeared in Motion
Picture Daily on December 26, is

a first class piece of entertainment.

Schoedsack in N. Y.
Ernest B. Schoedsack is in New

York from Hollywood, having edited

“Rango” on the Coast. He will be

here until the spring when he expects

to start on another film expedition,

probably for Paramount.
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City’s Jobless To Halt RKO-Pathe Buy
Detroit—Ten per cent of the re-

ceipts from Monday’s performances
this week or next will be donated to

the mayor’s unemployment relief fund
by members of the Allied Theatres
of Michigan, states H. M. Richey,

general manager of the state unit.

This move is expected to add $5,000
to the fund.

Approximately 200 theatres in the

Detroit metropolitan area undertook
to sell tickets for the Michigan-
Chicago charity football game at Ann
Arbor and as a result Mayor Frank
Murphy’s fund is richer by the sum
of about $36,000.

A midnight benefit performance
was staged at the Michigan theatre,

through the cooperation of the Detroit
Times.
Check for $4,700 was turned over to

the mayor’s fund. Stars from stage

and screen took part in the bill, which
did not pull anything like a capacity
audience.

As is general at this season of the

{Contimied on page 2)

Exhib Dies

Hero in Fire
Cochrane, Ont.—Charles Palangio,

proprietor of the Empire here, his

wife and four children were burned
to death when the Queens hotel here
was destroyed in a Tuesday morning
fire in which 20 persons perished. Pa-
langio had carried an overcome man
to the street and then rushed back
in a vain effort to save his family.
His theatre has been closed and all

posters removed.

B. & K. Quick
To Drop Flops

Chicago—Publix-Balaban & Katz
Loop theatres frequently reject Para-
mount productions when the buyers
for those theatres decide the parent
organization’s product is wanting in

box-office value. The policy would
appear to substantiate, locally, at least,

the information obtained by Motion
Picture Daily that the producer-
owned circuits are not hesitating to
pass up their own product when better

(Contimied on page 2)

Story, Acting

And Music By
“The” Chaplin

Hollywood — Music composed by
Charles Spencer Chaplin, musician as

well as comedian, will be featured on
the sound track of the long-awaited
silent ‘‘City Lights.” His compo-
sitions are being arranged by Arthur
Johnson. Chaplin is accomplished on
at least ten different instruments.

The picture will not be previewed
at any of the Southern California

houses. It will open in Los Angeles
either on January 16 or January 23.

The delay is caused by the fact the

Los Angeles theatre, premiering with
‘‘City Lights,” will not be completed
before either of the above dates.

Chaplin will split 50-50 with the

Gumbiners, owners of the new
house.

He has also leased the George M.
(Continued on page 2)

Picture News
Getting Break
Providence—Taking cognizance of

the fact that every one of their read-

ers is an actual or potential fan,

Rhode Island dailies are giving more
and more space to the publication of

news dealing with film happenings.

The News-Tribune, always kind to

advance men, publishes a full page
of reviews and “fillers” each Friday
in addition to advance notices on

(Continued on page 2)

Hear Gen'l Talking
Cuts Down; Denied
Reports were current yesterday that

General Talking Pictures, which re-

cently advertised for 75 new sales-

men to handle DeForest Phonofilm
equipment, was making drastic cuts
in its home office and sales force
throughout the country.

M. A. Schlesinger, however, told

Motion Picture Daily this was not
true and that, on the contrary, an
accessories drive was progressing at

its height.

One Big Job
Toronto—Peter White, the

commissioner appointed by
the Canadian government to
conduct the investigation into
the picture business in the
Dominion under the Com-
bines Act, admits he has
struck a big job. Some weeks
already have been consumed
in the hearing at Toronto,
and the inquiry had dealt
only with the Famous Play-
ers Canadian Corp. so far.

And already there are 2,400
pages of typewritten evidence
and 670 exhibits. Many
other affiliated companies and
film exchanges are named in

the order-in-council for in-

vestigation and they haven’t
been touched.

Roxy Changes

Title of Film;

Roeks Street

Whether S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel,

who is reported to be checking out

soon as managing director of the

Roxy, pulled a smart piece of show-
manship or a boner in playing “Part
Time Wife” as “Shepper Newfounder”
was a subject of discussion along
Broadway during the week.
Roxy’s choice of the original title

elicited some guffaws, but these

changed by Tuesday when the pic-

ture showed signs of real box-office

strength. The “what-does-it-mean ?”

query was offset by word-of-mouth
advertising, for yesterday morning
found long lines awaiting attendance.

The picture will chalk up a big

figure on the week.

10 Per Cent Restored
To Employes of U. A.
Full wages have been restored at

United Artists, following rescinding

of the ten per cent salary slash. The
general reduction was put into effect

in the fall, while Joseph M. Schenck
was negotiating for new financing for

Art Cinema Corp.

Unit Has Own Ideas on
Whafs What; Charges

Trust, Etc.

New Jersey exhibitors view with
alarm the narrowing of competition
m the industry and have called for
government action to prevent the
NKO-Pathe deal. This probably will
throw additional obstacles in the path
of the contemplated transfer of Pathe
assets. Already two actions have been
filed to prevent the sale, one in the
Supreme Court and another in the
Federal Court in New York.
Their request, made in a resolution

passed by directors, and sent to every
member of the United States Senate,
is under advisement by the attor-
ney general’s office. Assistant Attor-
ney General John Lord O’Brian hav-
ing informed N. H. Samuelson, at-
torney for

_

the Jersey unit, that
“prompt action” would be taken in
the matter.

The association takes some healthy
wallops at the RKO-Pathe deal, de-
claring it will lessen competition in
the industry, which competition is

branded a myth. The Hays organi-
zation comes in for a rap, being
charged with assisting in allegeS
monopolization of the industry, which,
it is claimed, is endangering the in-

dependents’ investments, said to total

$400,000,000. The Warner-F. N. deal
is recalled, as are the RCA-Pho-
tophone-RKO and General Theatres-
Fox-Loew setups. Only one-third as

much product was made in 1930 as

was produced in 1925, it is charged.
But that isn't all. New Jersey ex-

hibitors believe that

:

Paramount soon is to assume a
“dominant position” in United Art-
ists.

Universal and Columbia are to be
taken over by RKO.
RCA Photophone and Electrical

Research Products have a working
agreement on sound equipment.

And that the Hays association and
its members are plotting to circum-
vent the arbitration and credit de-

crees.

All of these views were outlined to

Attorney General Mitchell and the

government asked to get busy.

Maherry Lining Up
Circuit in Missouri

Cecil E. Maberry, former sales

manager of Columbia, is starting a

circuit of small town theatres in

Missouri.
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Reco

Coast reports are rending the welkin with state-

ments from prominent executives who aver there
will be a 30 per cent cut in production costs next
season. Well, there was a 25 per cent trim a
few months ago

; a 20 per cent cut several months
before that. If some good Samaritan will prom-
ise another 25 per cent cut a few months hence,
we’ll have the happy experience of seeing pic-

tures produced for nothing. That may explain
why the latest Sono Art World-Wide about to

go into production is titled “Just for a Song.”
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No Price Cut

On Equipment
Ross Opines

There will be no material reduc-

tion in the price of sound equip-

ment during 1931, although contin-

ued refinements will be made and
installation and operation simplified

and standar-

dized, and the

number of
models will

be reduced, in

opinion of
Charles J.
Ross, execu-
tive vice-pres-

ident of RCA
Photo-
phone. Sales

of the com-
pany, under
direction of

Sydney E.

Abel have in-

c. J. Ross creased 300
per cent. In-

stallations now total more than 3,000.

“There are at least 10,000 unwired
theatres of the smaller type in the

United States and at least 5,000 of

these will install sound reproducing

equipment, in addition to several

thousand others that will replace un-

satisfactory apparatus with depend-

able equipment,” Ross says. “In my
opinion, there will not be many new
theatres built during the year.

“The non-theatrical field will see

increased activities. The principal

drawback in that field has been lack

of suitable productions to meet the

market. Ways and means are being

discussed to bring about a solution

of that problem. Wide film will prob-

ably be standardized and progress

will be made in the development of

more perfect color in pictures.”

Dropping Stage Shows
San Francisco—Stage shows are to

be dropped at the Paramount, under

the Fox West Coast regime.

Squawking
The Empee Club needs new mem-
bers to take the organization out
of the red. By decision of the
board of directors, the AMPA
has been asked to round up fifty

applicants who would enter the
fold as favorite children. For
instance, the initiation fee would
be $50 a year for each and the

dues, $25 more per annum. The
potential members would have no
votes, except a collective ten with
the casting of the die vested in

the hands of a committee repre-

resenting AMPA membership.
In the Empee Club fold now,
however—and here’s the rub

—

are a number of Ampers who
paid $150, $200 and even more
by way of initiation and plenty
more than $25 a year for dues.

They have been advised of the

plan, don’t think so much of it

and threaten to resign only to re-

enter under the AMPA classifica-

tion. Not so good for the direc-

tors’ idea—and the club’s treas-

ury.

Higher Education
He was a professor at a Carolina
college. A portable sound re-

producer would be a great

thing for the institution, he
opined, so he closed a deal with
one of the important equipment
companies. The faculty agreed
with him that educational pictures

would be a real factor in visual

education at the school and con-
gratulated him on his progressive
step. The first picture he showed
was “Hot for Paris.” The “prof”
was bounced immediately.

General Theatres’ 9

Month Net $4M3,63S
Net sale of $8,050,397 for the

nine months ended -September 30, are
reported by General Theatres Equip-
ment Corp., in its consolidated and
condensed statement. Cost of sales,

general administration, depreciation,

etc. is listed at $6,724,565. Net from
subsidiaries was $1,325,832 and in-

come as dividends from the Fox Film
A and B stock was $3,637,803, or a

total net of $4,963,635. This is ex-

clusive of the firm’s equity in undis-

tributed earnings in non-consolidated

controlled companies. After deduct-

ing interest and other expenses
totaling $1,858,105, General Theatres

has net applicable to preferred and
common dividends of $3,105,530 ex-

clusive of the previously mentioned

equity.

Chiseling
Two Hollywood press agents
who have been close friends for

a number of years have had a

break in their relations. The first

has been prosperous and has
loaned the other money, bought
him shoes, paid his rent and
provided him with food for his

family. An end came to the pros-

perity and he was finally obliged

to approach his good friend for

a loan. “You’ve often told me of

your credit at the bank and I

know you can raise $450 there

without collateral,” he said.

“Sure,” said the other friend,

“I’ll get you $450 there tomor-
row morning and send it to you.”

But the $450 didn’t arrive. Instead

the pal telephoned and said

:

“Sorry, but I went to the bank
and they have shut ofif my credit

because of depression.”

It was Armistice Day.

Too Hot
One of Hollywood’s latest ro-

mances proved itself as such the

other day when the principals

were photographed for publicity

stills. When the proofs came
through even the hardboiled p.a.’s

gasped and when the Hays organ-

ization representative saw them

—

well, they are now history and the

negatives have been destroyed.

Mysterious
Henri Ellman, veteran Middle
West sales executive, is pretty

mysterious these days on the new
deal he is working on in Chicago.

Big stuff, so the inside goes, and
Henri will be spilling it soon.

SRO for Doug's New
Film on Broadway

Douglas Fairbanks' switch to a
modem vehicle was a smart box-office

move, it is indicated by the smash
opening of the picture at the Cri-

terion. The SRO sign has been out
since the opening on Monday, the

ticket office being besieged all day
Monday and Tuesday, with thou-
sands turned away. At Monday’s
opening the second balcony was a

complete sell-out, something unusual
for the Criterion. Even the boxes
and standing room sold yesterday.

Kahn Enters Firm
Gilbert W. Kahn, son of Otto H.

Kahn and friend of a number of

Paramount executives, becomes a

partner of Kuhn, Loeb & Company
on January 1. The firm is Para-
mount’s banker.

Story, Acting

And Music By
“The” Chaplin

(Continned from page 1)
Cohan theatre on Broadway for a
minimum of ten weeks, and will open
between February 2 and February 7
at $1 top. Following completion of
New York arrangements, Chaplin
will go to London to lease a house
there.

This completed, and everything
moving smoothly, he will spend six
months touring the world. As soon
as the tour is finished, he will think
about making another picture. He
has as yet made no plans for it.

B.&K. Quick
To Drop Flops

{Continued from page 1)
pictures are available in the efforts

of the big circuits to bolster business
in their houses.

Recent instances of rejections of
Paramount product by B. & K. in-

volved “Only Saps Work” and “Fol-
low the Leader.” When B. & K.
turned down the former, it was
booked into the independently owned
Woods in the Loop. The latter pic-

ture went to the RKO Palace when
it was denied a place in the B. & K.
Loop houses. In very few instances

have such rejections upset the esti-

mates of the picture’s earning power
by making better than average money
after being rejected. One exception
of this kind, however, was the Para-
mount picture, “Grumpy.” After being

turned down by B. & K. it achieved

a record week at the Palace.

Allied Houses

In Detroit Aid
{Continued from page 1)

year, practically all local theatres

“plugged” the Christmas parties for

orphans, although the Fox presented

a midnight benefit show for the

Detroit Elks which netted $7,000 at

the box-office, while the Hollywood
put on a Monday matinee which
brought in food, clothing and money.

Picture News
Getting Break

{Continued from page 1)

Monday and regular theatre material

on Sundays.
Both the Bulletin and Journal now

have columns daily which use reviews

and stories of general interest to

fandom. Not only does this have a

stimulating effect on business, but

readers, too, find the features inter-

esting and to be anticipated.

Advertising ballyhoo in the sticks

is much more an item of concern to

exhibitors than in the large cities.

Managers frequently take half pages

and sometimes on tie-ups full pages

and double-trucks.
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ITS UP A
POINT!

MARION DAVIES
in THE BACH-
ELOR FATHER.
Richly human, up-
roariously funny-
Another “Let Us Be
Gay.” Based on Bel-
asco's stage hit.With
Ralph Forbes. Di-
rected by Robert Z.
Leonard.

There’ll be new highs
in your house in 1931
when you play

Joan CRAW-
FORD in PAID.
Based on Bayard
Vei 1 ler ’ s play
“Within The
Law.” With Rob-
ert Armstrong.
Marie Prevost
Directed by Sam
Wood

Lawrence TIBBETT-
Grace MOORE inNEW MOON. With
Adolphe Menjou, Ro-
land Young. Book and
lyrics by Arthur Ham-
merstein, 2nd, Frank
Mandel and Lawrence
Schwab. Music by Sig-
mund Romberg. DirectX
by Jack Conway

Marie
DRESSLER-
Polly MORAN
in REDUCING
With Anita Page
Lucien Littlefield

Directed by Chas
F. Riesner.

and especially TRADER HORN!

GRETA GARBO
in INSPIRA-
TION. Clarence
Brown, director.
W i lit Rob er t

Montgom cry,
Lewis Stone, Mar-
jorie Rambeau.

-MAYERMETRO-GOLDWYN
Happy New Year
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From the Box-Office Slant

Short SubjectsThe Lash
(First National)

Limited by Material
Looks like a woman’s picture. Pro-

duced as “Adios,” this Barthelmess
vehicle is hampered by material and
lack of tempo.
The story takes place in California

in the ’50s. Barthelmess plays the

part of a Spanish don whose prestige

is threatened by the invasion of Amer-
ican settlers. He turns bandit of the

Robin Hood type to protect the inter-

ests of his people, but when his sister,

Marian Nixon, falls in love with

James Rennie, finds a compromise
necessary, disperses his band and set-

tles in Mexico where his sweetheart,

Mary Astor, joins him.

The tempo is slow and the picture

suffers because Barthelmess ' has no

particular climax to which he can

rise. The Misses Astor and Nixon
make pleasant going on the eyes, but

neither has anything particular to do

by way of performance. It looks as

if the best out for this is a play to

woman patronage. The story may
prove colorful and romantic enough
to appeal to them.
Produced and distributed by First Na-

tional. Based on novel of the same name
by Lanier Bartlett and Virginia Stivers
Bartlett. Directec? by Frank Lloyd. Adap-
tation and dialogue by Bradley King,
tidited by Harold Young. Photographed
by Ernest Haller.

_

Length, 7,169 feet.

Runing time, 79 minutes. Release date,
not set.

THE CAST:
Pancho Delfino Richard Barthelmess
Dona Rosita Garcia Mary Astor
Peter Harkness Fred Kohler
Dona Dolores Delfino Marian Nixon
David Howard.. James Rennie
Don Marino Delfino Robert Edeson

Under Suspicion
(Fox)

Very Weak
If you have to play this because

of contractual obligations, sneak it

through as lightly as you can and
without fuss. The picture, made un-

der the working title of “Tonight and
You,’’ is considerably under par.

Made apparently when musicals

were still something to think about

at the box-office, “Under Suspicion’’

sticks closely to the musical formula.

Which means that J. Harold Murray
bursts into song without provocation

and accompanied by a full orchestra.

The yarn, an indifferent affair of the

Northwest Mounted, does, however,
get away from routine in that there

is no man to get. Merely it is a case

of an ex-British soldier who nobly

defends family honor smudged during
the war by hiding his identity under
another name.
When he falls for Lois Moran and

she for him, George Brent, disap-

pointed heavy, tries to do the hero
dirt. Of course, he doesn’t get away
with it and the lovers eventually fall

into the inevitable clinch. Indifferent

.songs and acting make it worse.
Produced and distributer? by Fox. Story,

screen version and dialogue by Tom Barry.
Directed by A. F. Erickson. Lyrics and
music by James Hanley and Joseph
McCarthy. Edited by J. Edwin Robbins.
Photographed by George Schneiderman.
Length, 5,800 feet. Running time, 65

minutes. Release cfate, January 4.

THE CAST:
John Smith J. Harold Murray
.Alice Freil Ix)is Moran
Doyle J. M. Kerrigan
Darby Erwin Connelly
Freil Lumsden Hare
Inspector Turner George Brent.

Wizardland
(Vagabond Adventure Series-Pathe)

Forced Drama
Tom Terriss, the Vagabond Direc-

tor's explanatory dialogue attempts

to turn this travelogue into a quite

dramatic little short. It finds him
presumably visiting a tribe of head-
hunters on a cannibal isle, in search

of a rare head. He supposedly gets

into difficulties and finds his life in

danger when it is learned that the

sacred head is missing. However, he
appeases the natives by pretending to

turn water into fire, with the aid of

a can of turpentine. It shows the

queer, primitive customs of the na-
tives, most of which will be old stuff

by now to regular fans. What would
otherwise be pretty dull entertainment
is saved by the injection of a little

plot. Running time, 10 minutes.

Movie Memories
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co .

—

Publix Theatres Corp.)

Entertaining
The manufacturers of Chesterfield

cigarettes offer a really entertaining

short subject which, save for a word
or two at the opening and a trade-

mark at its close, doesn’t permit the

commercial angle to intrude upon the

entertainment. They have put to-

gether an interesting collection of

clips of early pictures, including shots

of the Gans-Nelson Lightweight
Championship battle at Nevada in

1906, the funeral of McKinley, Roose-
velt succeeding him in office, the

original Buffalo Bill and excerpts

from early program pictures, all ac-

companied by humorous monologue.
This is a fine short, full of laughs.

Running time, 9 minutes.

Humanette
(Radio Pictures)

Fine Short
This is a dandy little short with an

original idea. Benny Rubin, with his

variously made - up head struck

through an invisible curtain to top

the figures of the tiny marionette
characters, plays all the parts in a

comedy courtroom scene. He appears

at once as the old German judge, the

hard-boiled taxi-driver, the Broadway
butterfly on trial for her husband’s
murder, a tough radio announcer, and
a number of others. It’s very cleverly

done, the dialogue is funny and Rubin
comes through with a grand perform-
ance, as usual. This one should please

both grownups and children. Running
time, 9 minutes.

’Twixt Love and Duty
(Vitaphone Varieties)

Good, But Misses
A burlesque on western mellers. A

swell idea which could have been a
knockout had advantage been taken
of all its opportunities. As it is, it’s

pretty good and drew several hearty
laughs from the Strand audience. The
old two-gun cowgirl with a heart of

gold
;

her villainous, be-mustached
father. Black Pete, and the over-
noble hero, pride of the border patrol,

all come in for kidding in this one.

Running time, 9 minutes.

Horseshoes
(Vitaphone Varieties)

Fair
Lynn Overman, a “legit” stage star

of note, in a mild one-act comedy.
Overman appears as “Horseshoes,” a

perpetually drunk reporter out on a
court case. Instead, he hies him to a
speakeasy, asking a fellow-reporter
to signal him the verdict by lowering
the courtroom window-shade, which
he can see from the speakeasy. The
shade is lowered in error. “Horse-
shoes” ’phones in the wrong verdict
and conflicting extras hit the street.

Meanwhile, the jury revokes its origi-
nal verdict, which results in a scoop
for “Horseshoes’s” paper, and instead
of being fired, he gets a raise. Over-
man is pretty good as the drunk, but
there’s nothing new in this one. Only
fair entertainment. Running time, 8
minutes.

A Toytown Tale
(Van Beuren-Pathe)

Well Done
This is a fine cartoon in which the

toys in a toy shop come to life. The
kids will go wild over it and it has
sophisticated touches that will amuse
their elders. There are wooden
soldiers, jacks-in-the-box, monkeys,
elephants and a beautiful doll. They
parade, flirt, sing, play the piano,
tumble and perform all the traditional

toytown antics. Very cleverly done.
Running time, 8 minutes.

The Suppressed Crime
(Educational)

Interesting
One of the William J. Burns mys-

tery series. The detective, in this,

tells how a notorious embezzler was
nabberl. Aside from a smattering of
introductory and closing remarks, the
story is in the words of the agent who
did the job. When Burns completes
his story, the two girls who form his

audience, jump up in something that

is supposed to be exclamations of de-
light. This is badly timed, obviously,

rehearsed, and unnecessary. Burns’
voice becomes tiresome at times.

Anything But a Man
(Paramount)
Just Fair

Smith & Dale in a series of time-

worn gags, which do not click for

any good laughs. They are respec-

tively a bank president and a Jewish
butcher, the latter believing a $25 ac-

count makes him a partner. Betty
Blythe, once a star in her own right,

has a small bit. Running time, 10

minutes.

All Quiet on the Canine
Front
(M-G-M)
Swell

A marvelous burlesque on the

Universal feature. M-G-M is going

great guns with these dog comedies.

Locale is France during the World
War, with dogs at the front. A win-

ner. Running time, 16 minutes.

Man Who Came Back
(Fox)

Swell Meller
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell

in a co-starring vehicle. That’s a
bull’s eye at the outset. Coupled with
the joint return, which of itself as-

sures a joyous time at box-offices

throughout the country, is a grand
melodrama of regeneration.

The story is obvious and all of its

dramatic threads tie together in per-

fect synchrony, but nevertheless the

picture has a kick and will go over
no end. Miss Gaynor, wistful and
lovely as usual, is far ahead of Farrell

insofar as histrionics are concerned,

while the best that may be said for

Charlie’s performance is that it is

satisfactory.

He plays the wastrel son of a mil-

lionaire who goes from one scrap to

another clear down the ladder,

dragging Miss Gaynor with him. His
affliction is drink, and hers, dope. To-
gether, however, they fight their way
back to the father’s fireside and
perpetual happiness. It’s ten-twenty-
thirty stuff, but big box-office.

I’rod’uced by and distributed by Fox.
From play by Jules Eckert Goodman and
John Fleming. Directed by Raoul Walsh.
Adaptation by Edwin J. Burke. Dialogue
l>y Edwin J. Burke. Edited by Harold
Schuster. Photographed by Arthur Edeson.
Length, 7,786 feet. Running time, 87
minutes. Release date, Jan. 11, 1931.

THE CAST:
Angy Janet Gaynor
Steve Charles Farrell
Trevalayan Kenneth McKenna
The Father William Holden
The Aunt Mary Forbes
Attorney Ulrich Haupt

Chisejers of

Hollywood
(Willis Kent-State Rights)

Fair Programmer
Phyllis Barrington plays the lead

in this story of three sisters who
travel various paths to their own ideas

of getting the most out of life in

Hollywood. She appears as an extra,

trying for her big chance, which she
eventually achieves. One sister is

private secretary to a wealthy broker,

who wants something more than a

secretary, and the third and youngest
sister is the baby of the three.

The story is not new and the con-

clusion is perfectly obvious before

the film has gone more than two
reels. The secretary finds out her
mistake in the boss’ hunting lodge

in the hills and is rescued at the

right moment. The boss’ son, who
is really in love with the apparently

cold and self-possessed actress, sees

the error of his fast ways and finally

straightens out and wins the girl.

With the exception of Miss Bar-
rington and Donald Reed, who are

good, the cast is only fair. The
lines are for tlie most part spoken
mechanically.

Produced by Willis Kent. Distribution
via state rights. From story by Ida May
Park. Directed by William O’Connor.
Photographed by Harry Cronjager and
James Diamond. Theme song by Midge
Ingleton.

THE CAST:
Roxanne King Phyllis Barrington
Virginia King Rita LeRoy
Barry Gaynor Donald Reef?
Miles Gaynor Edmund Breese
Beth Gaynor Sheila Mannors
Dell Henderson Charles^ Delaney
Cynthia Handricks Sid Saylor
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Sherman Pins

$300 Worth of

Medals on Self

Hollywood—Hollywood has a new
business which is extremely profitable

to A. W. Hazelton, numismatist, who
has on hand more than 2,000 medals
which he rents to studios at from
$1.25 to $75 a week. He has col-

lected the medals from all parts of

the world and from foreign war vet-

erans, diplomats and court attaches.

The Croix de Guerre brings $1.25

a week and the Congressional Medal
of Honor $75 a week. A $500 de-

posit is necessary to secure the lat-

ter. Government permission also must
be granted. Lowell Sherman, Radio
actor-director, recently wore $300 a

week worth of medals.

Jack Edwards III

San Antonio—Jack Eidwards, man-
ager of a number of local houses, is

dangerously ill in a local hospital,

after an operation for stomach
trouble Edwards is a former stock

actor. He is the husband of Edna
Park, also well known in dramatic
stock circles.

DeMille Recovered
Hollywood— Cecil B. DeMille has

returned to duty at the M-G-M studio

following his discharge from a local

hospital. He first suffered a broken
foot and then underwent an operation.

Stern Loses Daughter
Chicago—-Jackie Stern, 19-year-old

daughter of Emil Stern, president of

Essaness Theatres Corporation, was
injured critically here when the auto-
mobile in which she was riding col-

lided with another car. The accident
resulted in the death of a girl com-
panion of Miss Stern.

Manheim to Coast
Chicago—N. L. Manheim, export

manager of Universal, passed through
yesterday for Universal City to dis-

cuss with Carl Laemmle production of

pictures for foreign markets.

Parker at L. A.
Los Angeles—J. J. Parker, presi-

dent of Portland Fox Theatres, is

here conferring with officials of the
circuit.

Tilden with M-G-M
“Big Bill” Tilden, international ten-

nis star, has signed a contract to

make a series of shorts for M-G-M.
The deal retires Tilden from ama-
teur competition.

King Stays at Fox
Hollywood—Henry King is remain-

ing on the Fox lot and next will make
“Merely Mary Ann.” He directed
“Lightnin’ ” for the company.

Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corp.

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 6067

Another Big One

Phil Reisman

Famous Players Canadian
is the latest of the big cir-

cuits to “go Universal.” A
deal has just been completed
by Phil Reisman, under terms
of which many of the chain’s
important first runs and
scores of its smaller houses
will play Universal features
and shorts. Since taking over
general sales a few months
ago, Reisman has secured for
Universal unprecedented cir-

cuit business for that com-
pany, closing with Publix,
Warners, RKO, Fox West
Coast, Fox Midwesco, Fox
Metropolitan, and a majority
of independent chains.

New Fox Recording
At Roxy on Friday

Trouble in horn adjustments has
delayed trial of a new Fox recording
system at the Roxy. The plan now
calls for the debut with “The Man
Who Came Back” on Friday.
Developed entirely apart from

Western Electric’s new noiseless re-

cording, the Fox system has been in

work for some time under Earle I.

Sponable and Theodore Case. From
meague information available, it

would appear the function is identical.

Important changes in recording at

the studio are necessary and labora-
tory alterations are essential as well.

Insofar as actual reproduction is con-
cerned, the system calls for slight

changes in the placement and a posi-
tion of horns and, according to Fox,
minor shifts in the projection booth.
A non-technical description of the

new Fo.x system follows

:

Light flashes make horizontal lines

of varying densities on the sound
track of the film. By the refinement
of the process the sound track be-
comes entirely black when no sound
is desired and this completely elimin-
ates the cracking and snapping which
often issued from theatre screens in

the past. It also does away with ex-
traneous noises.

This differs from the Western Elec-
tric system through which the light

lines are admitted to the sound track
of the film by means of a light valve
which is opened and closed by sound
vibrations.

Goldberg Returns
Joe Goldberg, Columbia sales chief,

has returned to New York from a
trip South.

Kelly at Havana
Burt Kelly of Publix is spending

the holidays at Havana.

Shuberts Cut

Price Scale

In St. Louis
St. Louis—The Shubert-Rialto has

announced a general reduction in ad-

mission—effective January 5.

The first production under the new
price scale will be “Death Takes a

Holiday.” The best seats have been
reduced from $3 to $2 at the evening
performances, from $2 to $1 at the

Wednesday matinees and from $2.50

to $1 at the Saturday matinees.

“The reduction is not made with re-

gard for relative cost and overhead
of the respective plays,” the price-cut

announcement stated, “but is hori-

zontal for all Shubert productions

and in naming it the Messrs. Shubert
promise that as lessees and directors

of the Shubert-Rialto they will do all

within their power to persuade their

allied producers and play-owners to

make a like reduction, although in the

cases of plays not owned or controlled

outright by the Messrs. Shubert the

reduction to the public will probably

be at the cost of reducing the theatre’s

customary percentage of share in the

gross receipts.”

Exhibitor Dies
Red Oak, la.—Ed Good, 70, co-

owner with his two sons of the

lowana here, died suddenly of heart

disease. He was a wealthy, retired

farmer who entered exhibition ten

vears ago.

Wallace Loses

Balance—Just

ForaBumJoke
Hollywood—Take a poke at Wal-

lace MacDonald if you’ve heard this

one before.

He appeared on the Tiffany lot for

“Drums of Jeopardy” and seemed to

be suffering from a Christmas hang-
over. He reeled and staggered.

“What’s the matter?” asked Art
Hagerman, publicity man. “Tight?”
“No, indeed,” came back Mac-

Donald, “Ever since these Hollywood
banks have been crashing I’ve lost

my balance.”

still Dickering
On Sound Newsreel
Universal is still negotiating on its

proposed sound newsreel, first issue

of which is set tentatively for Jan-
uary 29. Leo Pollack is to be as-

signment editor under Sam Jacobson,
editor-in-chief, it is stated.

Stardom for Morris
Under West Contract

Chester Morris has been elevated
to stardom by United Artists, coin-

cident with the signing of Roland
West on a new contract as a United
Artists producer. Morris made his

film debut under West’s direction in

“Alibi.”

Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.

HAIL - HAIL
THE GANG’S ALL GOING

TO THE
NEW YEAR’S EVE FROLIC

United Artists—Moe Streimer and His Gang
Educational—Arthur Greenblatt and His Gang

Columbia—Phil Meyer and His Gang
Pathe—Bob Wolf and His Gang
R.K.O.—Jack Ellis and His Gang

Warners-lst Nat.—Geo. Balsdon and His Gang
Fox—Harry Buxbaum and His Gang
M-G-M—Wm. Scully and His Gang

Universal—Leo Abrams and His Gang
Tiffany—A1 Blofson and His Gang

First Division—Harry Thomas and His Gang
Hollywood—J. Bellman & H. Pollack and Their Gang

EVERYBODY IN THE FILM INDUSTRY
SHOULD

JOIN THE MERRY CROWD

TICKETS NOW ON SALE
$12.30 PER PERSON

SEE OR CALL
MAX FELLERMAN
PATHE EXCHANGE
630 - 9th AVE., N. Y. C.
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